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Hounds
by Xx_vergil_xX

Summary

In 1989, Hob Gadling gets stood up. He waits.

A story about meticulously constructing an inn with soft focus, 80's goths and Berlin, a
folding chair, The Princess Bride, blondes, blood, fear, Fates, and what was always written.
What will always be.

Notes

COVER BY @FISHFINGERSANDSCARVES

hob gadling himself seized me by the lungs and compelled me to write the first fic I have
written in many years and the first I will be publishing on ao3.

I've tagged this teen and up only for language and descriptions of death/dying/bodily
wounds/injury –– nothing too extreme, though I will update the rating if that changes, as this
is definitely still a work under construction

this fic will center around a) hob gadling projecting his repressed feelings onto goths in the
80's/90's alt scene (and also coming to terms with his emotions I promise) and b) dream
coping w having a physical form and also being a weepy_cat.jpeg of a being. am I projecting
my personal issues onto these characters? yes. do said issues actually fit remarkably well
with their existing characterization? also yes. thank you neil gaiman <3

it's character-study oriented, really, but there's definitely plot for ~flavor~. apologies in
advance if any of my lore is incorrect, it's been a long time since I read the comics, but the
show is very fresh in my mind, so hopefully I'll at least adhere to that canon.

I am unsure of length at the moment, but I will be trying to update regularly. things in my life
are busy atm but by god do I want to have hobbies still. thank you for reading :) <3

(and I did in fact check if uno was around in 1989. it was.)

http://archiveofourown.org/users/Xx_vergil_xX/pseuds/Xx_vergil_xX
https://at.tumblr.com/fishfingersandscarves/little-fic-cover-for-hounds-by-xx-vergil-xx-bc/wiqveu827oqh


I

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

There are parts of his life Hob Gadling sometimes wishes to forget.

While his biology has been sufficiently altered so as to ensure immortality (sometimes he
wonders about this — a curious mind wants to know if there’s bits added to his genome or
something), it’s still human biology, and it’s not really equipped to hold several centuries
worth of memories.  Not to mention, he’d sort of been frozen in his body as it was upon The
Meeting With The Stranger (capital letters in his mental history), which had been the body of
a hard-drinking Medieval peasant who’d been in enough bar brawls to suffer a healthy
handful of concussions, resulting in some gently loosened screws.  On the bright side, he
hadn’t aged in the least, and maintained a respectable physique with minimal necessary
activity, but it had taken time outgrowing the maladies he’d inherited at that date and time. 
For the first few decades, his memory was exceedingly shoddy — names and dates slipped
through like fine sand in a sieve.  Hob suspects, however, that his immortality had had a
definite effect on his regenerative properties, and his body had healed from the way it was
treated in its (in the scheme of things, limited) period of growth, because nowadays, while the
day to day experiences a natural fading, many of his recollections are remarkably crisp. 
Quite sensory, even — smells and sounds in particular linger, cueing visual playbacks if
experienced in his routine life.  Good to have, really — when one has lived such an excessive
amount of life, it’s nice to hold on to it a bit.  

Plus, he’d definitely started out colorblind, but by 1650 he was confident he was seeing red
and green, so the “biology regeneration overdrive” theory was winning out.

There are unfortunate consequences, of course, to the pinpoint accuracy of the memories he
did retain, namely that both the good and bad struck in equal measure and with equal vigor. 
The peal of his wife’s sunlit laughter across the tavern on the night of their first meeting is as
clear as a Sistine bell in still Roman air — the rank smell and soft decayed ooze of the bodies
slumped into his shoulder on the plague-ravaged street as wrenching as their first occurrence. 
The hunger, so rooted in the stomach it rose to the lungs and spilled to the base of his spine,
that stretched onward, always unsated and always felt, the feeling of his body starving and
dying and roiling awake only to starve and die again.  Sometimes, in his nightmares, he is
there, in that perpetual shaking loop, his palms torn into thin red ribbons as he drags himself
along the cobblestones, the light of the White Horse like an oasis mirage in the desert, always
just a little farther, always just another little death away.  A shape in the doorway, black as
night, still as clear water, waiting.  There.

But, all things considered, Hob has decided it’s a good thing.  His is a life long and richly
colored, and no piece is suited without shadows.  The darkest moments are an artful
chiaroscuro.  If not a want or necessity, at least providing shape and form.

“Whiskey, please,” he tells the bartender.



“Uh, you’ll have to be more specific.  We got a menu now.”

“Oh.”  The White Horse in 1989 is leagues cleaner than Hob has ever seen it, not overly
modern but certainly dragged kicking and screaming out of the 1400s.  A menu is certainly a
sign of advancement.  “What’s the oldest you’ve got?”

“Well, I’ve got a Glen Grant old enough to be your father.”

Hob can’t help it –– he chuckles.  “I’m older than I look.”

The barkeep laughs a bit in solidarity, though he can’t possibly understand the full meaning
of the joke.

Hob sips his whiskey, leaning an elbow on the polished bar top, watching the crowd.  Gone
was the tacky ale residue on the wood under his palms, the smell of goat piss marinated into
the floorboards, the smoky haze that lent every feature a sense of rich soft focus.  No, the
White Horse was most thoroughly modern nowadays.  The tackiness and goat piss he happily
does without, but the lighting change evokes a twinge of melancholy.  The most concrete and
vital memories of his life are in that orange-warm soft focused lamplight.  

Soft focus around angles, in particular, is shockingly arresting, Hob knows.

“ Did I hear you say you have no intention of dying? ”

The man’s pale face was composed entirely of planes, straight lines, around which any soft
focus struggled to take hold.  No smile –– unusual solemnity for a tavern and rowdy
conversation.  It was surreal.  He was as fitting in the White Horse as a lace glove in a cow
pen.  But Hob couldn’t not look –– something about the dissonance seized him.

“Uh, yeah.  Yeah, that’s right.”

Hob swirls the whiskey in his glass, and gives the bartender a wry twist of the mouth.

“I think I’ve been stood up.”  

He dislikes drinking alone — its context is fixedly social, and Hob doesn’t care for
loneliness, though he never truly escapes it.  It’s a continual foot race, a circular track — the
loneliness, always, biting at his ankles.  

“ Then you must tell me what it’s like. ”

Hob knows his smile comes out more like a wince, but then again, most of his expressions
tend to radiate a sort of general geniality, so he doubts anyone picks up on the note of genuine
sadness buried in the tone.  Hob gets it, he does.  It’s something about his chin to nose ratio
that sort of makes him look amiable at all times.  Probably why immortality has suited him so
neatly — Hob could befriend a ravenous crocodile and feel relatively assured that the sheer
force of his bullheaded good-naturedness would keep him from being eaten.

“We had a fight.  Last time we were here,” he adds.  It’s unpleasant to think about.  He has to
tamp down a tightness rising along the back of his throat.  



The bartender, the picture of neutrality, responds: “Ah.”

“Wish I could say I was drunk at the time, but I was just an idiot.”  God, it’s nauseating to
even think about how radically he’d put his foot in his mouth.  He’d overstepped, been
altogether too bold.  Considering The Stranger acted largely like a feral cat, he shouldn’t have
been surprised when he bit the hand.  Or tore a chunk out of its beating heart.  

It had hurt like a heartbreak, really.  Hob couldn’t conceptualize his life without The
Stranger.  That gangly shadow, who packed volumes of meaning into a twitch of the corner of
his mouth, was his only true constant.  Hob had watched friends die –– in trenches, in alleys,
in bars.  He had given his heart, freely, and in exchange he had buried lovers in innumerable
graves.  And he was, by nature, a person who loved people.  With a few anchors –– The
Stranger, the White Horse –– he could handle the cycle of joy and grief with optimism and
good humor.  Without them?  Hob feared he would become a drowning man.

“I’ve seen plenty of friends get in fights in pubs,” says the bartender gently.  “Even more of
them laugh about it together later.”

For the life of him, Hob cannot imagine The Stranger laughing, but the thought brings a smile
to his face.  “Maybe in another 100 years.”

“Ah.  You’ll have to have found a new pub by then.”

Hob stiffens in his seat.

“T his place has been sold to make room for new flats,” continues the bartender, wiping down
the bar with a rag.  His hand moves in rhythmic circles.  “The borough council are trying to
stop them, but if you've got enough money in this country, you can do whatever you bloody
want.”

Hob feels suddenly incredibly nauseous.  This distracts him momentarily, until without
conscious thought his eyes once again hit the door frame with powerful, vibrating hope.  No
dramatic entrance — no swish of black coattails, no implication of moody underscoring, no
comic book frame of black and white angularity.  Rat bastard , thinks Hob bitterly, fondly. 
He’s almost as stubborn as I am.

“Pour you another one?  While you wait?”

“Please,” says Hob.  Already the gears in his mind are turning, planning for the White
Horse’s future (or lack thereof).  “No harm in a little faith, right?”

He’ll wait a while longer.  Hob Gadling is a patient man.  And this is his bar –– his place. 
Being here, he knows, is as close to he’ll ever get as being home.

+++

Suffocation, Dream learns, is like wet wool, and then a bed of nails, and then a burst, like the
belly of a bloating animal.  The breathing of his constructed body had become such a habit,
and to lose it was to experience its physical loss, as violently as the demands of biology



required.  He knows his sister’s means are kinder, but her works are not for him.  In passing
moments, he wishes they were.  He wishes she would come.

The cold is not so immediate as the suffocating, though it seems it should be.  It should be
wickedly sharpened, but instead it is creeping low like thorned ground cover.  It is stiffening,
abortive, removing first his fingers, then sending emissaries through the forearms, the ankles,
until no warm core remains, only a glacier, slow and amassing.  Ice and stone down to bones
he did not typically find himself acknowledging.  

That was the horror of it –– so corporeal .  All of it.  So physical.  The binding spell tore his
powers from him, leaving behind only a form, a form brutally unadapted to existing as such. 
Dream knows he cannot cease to exist, not in this manner.  His being is not threatened
vitally.  This does not mean he does not feel it.

The bloodstain is dry on the surface of the glass.  It is new, and also old.  He does not know
how long it has been there.  Jessamy’s faint soul pecked at the glass, but his sister came and
left and the little battle was ended, in merciful silence.  Death’s eyes on his turned back were
the closest thing he had felt to touch in longer than he could conceptualize.  It was uncanny. 
Death had such a stare, like a silk glove on satin.  But he did not ask for her help –– whether
it was pride, or grief, or fear for her, he still does not know.  For all the time he has to
contemplate his motives, he does little of that.  He can’t seem to think clearly, as bodied as he
is.  It is all feeling.  He does next to nothing.

Not even red is warm here.  Dream twists his spine and cants his shoulders, muscles stiff and
inflexible, until he can look up at the bloodstain, chin skewed back, neck curved.  The blood
has dried in varying opacities –– from beneath, the dark architecture of the stone ceiling is
visible through it in minute specks and suggestions of shading.  It is like an inverse of the
night sky, black stars in a void of burgundy and sanguine.  He thinks of the Dreaming –– he
wants to remember how it feels, but the memory is painful to him.

He keeps thinking in textures, as if trying to hold on to them, when before they had mattered
so little.  All his dream creations were born of sand, like mercury in his palms, and their feel
was of no consequence.  His shaping was of spirit, of intent, of purpose –– creating the
physicality of their forms was an intuition so deep he need not consciously consider it.  But
here, now, he feels , so alarmingly, with such need, that, were he aware enough to sense fear,
it would almost frighten him.  The glass offers nothing; no soft feathered blades of sweet
grass like Fiddler’s Green; no pockmarked leather like the spines of the cedar-scented
volumes in Lucienne’s library; no splintered wood, prickly but grounding, like the docks on
the shore of his nightmares’ ocean.  It is frigid and smooth, as the touch of his own hands
against his shoulders has become.  It is hostile.  It is nothing.

Dream watches the bloodstain.  A few of the slow drips have dried against the curvature of
the sphere like falling comets, perpetually inches from colliding with the crown of his head. 
His muscles have begun to atrophy, a sensation he reviles but cannot find the will to combat. 
He blinks only to keep his eyes from losing sight entirely –– his body, too real, too built of
flesh, begs for air, and with a shudder the vacuum in his lungs collapses, and his Endlessness
begins to rebuild.



“Creepy fucker, ain’t he.”  A guard, slumped in his folding chair like a wet cardboard box,
tosses a card onto the table.  “Greens.”

“You said it.  Christ almighty, he’s been sittin’ like that for a month now.  Greens?  Hah.  No
luck, bastard.  Draw 4.  ”

The guards come and go.  Dream doesn’t notice them.  Time scales have collapsed.  The days
are so uniform.  In the beginning there was rage, burning in his marrow.  Now there is a cold
desolation, and hardly even that.  Now there is the flat stain like black stars.

“Arsehole.”  The first guard takes two cards from the deck.  “Are you ever gonna clean that
bloody glass off?”

Dream wants to remember what the Dreaming feels like.  The fabric of his coat.  The arm of
his throne.  The glide of Jessamy’s wing.  Like oil.  Like ash in oil.  Black stars.

“What, you wanna walk over there yourself and do it?  Huh?”  The second guard plays a red
6 on top of his Draw 4.  “It’s reds now, twat.”

Dream thinks of the White Horse.  Lantern oil and melting candle wax.  The wood grain
beneath his palms.  The sweat on the side of a mug of ale.  Such a tactile place.  So suffused
with human touch and texture.  He thinks of Hob Gadling. 

“I’ve got seniority, I don’t have to.  I’m your elder, you prick.”

“Fuck off.  Burgess specifically asked you to, not me.  Also.  Uno.”

Hob Gadling had eyes like the fur of a mink.  Plush and downy.  Warm.

With a grunt of frustration, the first guard throws the last of his cards onto the table and
levers himself out of his seat.  “Fuck you .”  He pulls a stained handkerchief from his
uniform’s back pocket and shuffles across the stones, stepping gingerly over the moat. 
There’s hesitation in his shoulders, tension, like a hunter approaching a wounded bear.

Dream does not see him approached.  The guard’s handkerchief, doused with water from the
moat, moves in swift circles over his private inverted nebula, and it’s gone, save for a few
missed comet tails of red near Dream’s upturned face.  Dream does not notice the change. 
His limbs are numb with cold, so numb he cannot move from his position.  In his liquid blue
eyes, there are black stars in a blood sky.  There is the fur of a mink, in soft focus, warm and
aching.

Chapter End Notes

things are gonna happen I swear this is setup it's almost time to hit the club babey

also a head's up there will be canon divergence in dream's method of escape





II

Chapter Summary

Hob seeks a little solace.

Chapter Notes

we're rockin and rollin. updated some tags to reflect new content. thanks for the kudos
and the comments :) <3

See the end of the chapter for more notes

“Closing time.  Don’t have to go home, mate, but you can’t stay here.”

With a sympathetic grimace, the bartender rests one forearm on the bar top and reaches his
other hand across to Hob’s shoulder, giving it a squeeze and a shake. 

“Sorry your friend didn’t show.  Might be he’s still cooling off, eh?”

Hob nods.  He’s a few Glen Grant’s deep now –– not drunk, but certainly not sober.  The
White Horse has been steadily emptying for a while now, and Hob finds himself among the
flotsam and jetsam of the patrons remaining.  He can’t have been waiting that long, Hob
thinks, perplexedly.  He squints down at his watch –– the numbers swim a bit, but settle
around 12:30.  Christ.  He’s been here since 4 in the afternoon.  He must look like a bloody
fool.

“Yeah.  Yeah, maybe,” mutters Hob.  “He’s a pigheaded old ghost, that one.”

The bartender laughs, just an exhale, and releases Hob’s shoulder.  “I’d let you stay on, but
we’re closing a little early.  My daughter’s gettin’ married tomorrow, and her old man ought
‘ta be fresh as a daisy for that dance.”

Hob looks up, smiling, without thinking about it.  “Congratulations to her,” he says warmly. 
“That’s lovely.”

The bartender wipes a few specks off the bar.  The last dregs of the other customers are being
ushered out by the very persistent waitress, who is brooking no argument from the motley
crew of tipsy locals.  

“Thanks, mate.  She’s had a rough go of it, you know.  Not so lucky in love ‘n all that.  But
‘er young man is a real sweetheart.  My daughter, she’s a writer –– children’s books, mostly,



fairy tales and that sort of thing.”

“That’s wonderful,” says Hob.  He slides off his barstool and pushes up the sleeves of his
blazer.  His back is stiff –– there are some unsettling pops as he stretches out a bit.  His
unfaltering hope had kept him just tense enough to feel as though the long moments must,
must be building to something meaningful.  Now the consequences of a prolonged sit in a
position with minimal back support were rearing their ugly heads.  

The disappointment is profound.  On its heels, like a scavenger, is grief.  Hob doesn’t want to
think about it, so, with the brute willpower of a man who has been alive several centuries, he
decides not to.  Not just yet.

“I used to be in printing myself,” he adds.  The waitress has got the stragglers out the door
with a stern word and a threatening wave of her empty drinks tray.  She hangs her apron on
the coat rack by the door and dons her own green peacoat.  

“Headed out, Marv,” she calls to the bartender.  “ ‘Night.”

“Night Susie, safe travels.”  The bartender, Marv, starts untying his own apron.  “Were you
now?  Ever do any sort of kids’ books?  Might’ve heard of her.”

Hob thinks about it for a moment.  Technically, Aesop’s Fables could sort of be a children’s
book.  It was about talking animals, after all.  And there were morals.  Childrens’ books had
morals.  Come to think of it, he may have done a first pressing of one of those Grimm
brothers things, though those early editions were maybe a little intense for kids.  He does
vividly remember a color plate of two stepsisters missing chunks of their feet.

“Not really,” he decides.  “Mostly I deal with, ah, plays and the like.”

He’d printed a few lovely editions of Marlowe, and a boatload of old Greek tragedies as they
were being translated.  He loved those ones the best –– so grand, but so brutally human. 
Gods and men, sometimes leveled to the same elations and despairs.

“Plays, eh?  Shakespeare and the sort?”

Hob grits his teeth into a smile.  “Ah, no, not really.”  That bloody twat .

The bartender dons his jacket, and the two of them make their way to the front door.

“My daughter met her soon-to-be husband at   one of them, ah, book conferences.  Her fiance
, he does the, the pictures, you know?  So my daughter writes, and he illustrates.  Never seen
her happier.  They’re a right matched set.”

He flips off the lights, and the empty White Horse goes dark.  Hob wonders how many times
he’ll see its lights again, before the demolition, and it twists his stomach.  On the front stoop,
there’s a new chill in the air.  The afternoon had been warm with promise, fresh and bright ––
Hob hadn’t even bothered to bring along a jacket.  Now there’s a nip of something frigid,
something sad.



“Well, I wish your daughter every happiness,” says Hob, smiling.  And he means it.  He
always does, really.  He’s happy for the happiness of others every chance he gets.  It’s one of
the things he’s found that makes his immortality so beautiful.

He looks over at the bartender.  He’s an older man, with crow’s feet and white hair, deep cleft
dimples in his cheeks and chin.  He has a face weathered with work and with joy.  There’s so
much living in him that it warms the air around him.  He’s got that quiet, contented light in
his eye that Hob adores so profoundly.   

It’s Hob’s favorite thing, really.  Just this.

“Thanks, mate.  I, ah, didn’t catch your name.”

“Robert,” says Hob, holding out his hand.  “Robert Gadling.”

The bartender’s grip is amiable and warm.  His hands are rough, and the contact is
grounding.  He shakes Hob’s hand.

“Marv Dreyden.  Good luck to you, too, Robert.  With your friend.”

The sinking in the pit of his stomach starts up again.  “Thanks, Marv.”

The bartender walks off, and Hob begins to feel like he’s melting into the sidewalk.

He pulls his arms around his chest and peers down the street, into the pools of shadow, a part
of him (a stupid part, he thinks bitterly) still doggedly hoping.  No sound, no movement. 
Plain old unoccupied shadows.  

It’s early yet, by bar time.  There’s bound to be a dozen other places open.  And he needs
something.  A distraction.  To be immersed.  To not be alone.  Because here, on the steps of
the White Horse, in a rapidly cooling darkness, Hob feels unbearably lonely.  It’s like the
hunger was, in the bad decades.  It goes from spine to throat.

Hob starts off down the street, walking fast, like there’s something to outrun.

 

+++

 

“Oy, you fucker!  Talk to me!”

Such a shrill voice, thinks Dream mildly.  The sound waves cannot penetrate the glass well
–– everything is muted, as though submerged.  His lungs are mid-collapse again, so he could
not respond, though he would not, even if he could.  Not even the voice can touch him.  Only
the glass, cool and delirious.  Perhaps that particular sister of his will pay a visit.  She would
be welcome company these days.  Madness would be a mercy.



“Alex, darling, please.”  A softer tone.  Dream imagines the voice has the texture of a young
rabbit.  Or lamb’s ear sage.  “Don’t excite yourself.”

“God damn it, I demand a response!”

Alex is not old, not yet.  Time is so unusual now that Dream at once experiences him old and
young, decrepit and untouched, averaging out to the present iteration.  Alex is wiry and
whipped to frenzy, Paul behind his shoulder like Echo to Narcissus, though Dream sees them
only upside-down in the double reflection on the inside of the sphere.  He is curled in on
himself, the knobs of his spine facing the cellar doors, each bone distinctly carved,
unnaturally visible.  He does not remember when he moved here, but now he is here, and he
does not think he will end up anywhere else.

“Alex, please .”  Paul always sings the same muted refrain.  Alex never acknowledges him. 
A prideful man.

You are prideful.  You are kindred spirits , says a voice in the sphere.  Dream knows it is not
his own speaking, but in some way it is.  It is a part of him becoming heard.  He was once
prideful, he agrees.  Now he is an animal in a jar.  No animal has cause for pride.

“I will release you, you understand?  All you must promise our safety!  You stubborn, stupid,
mute devil, do you hear me?  Do you hear me? ”

Dream closes his eyes.  When he opens them, Alex and Paul are gone.  The airlessness of the
sphere is a sound in and of itself, a low hum of molecules bombarding the exterior. 
Infinitesimal hailstones.  He has no way of knowing how long it has been.

Your siblings cannot help you unless you ask.   But he cannot speak in a vacuum –– he could
not work his tongue to ask if he wished.  He does not know if he wishes.  It is so hard to
imagine any different reality than this, this precipice of wasting away.  If he disturbs the
equilibrium, he cannot fathom returning to what he was.  What was he?  What would he then
become?

Brother, you are a fool , says the voice of his sister, teasing, distant, sad.  I would help you.

Sister, I am weak.  I am too weak.

Dream concentrates on trying to move his hand.  His left wrist is bent at an unpleasant angle,
tucked beneath his skeletal ribs.  He focuses all his attention on sliding his palm out from
beneath his own body, dragging it against the frigid plane of the glass.  The exertion tells the
flesh heart he rues so bitterly to beat, but his blood is thick and immobile without oxygen,
and he knows this will be another body-death he must endure.  All for the sake of a wrist he
can hardly feel.  Dream closes his eyes again, just for a brief moment, just to rest.

“I’m sorry,” says Paul quietly.  He is so far away, inverted in the reflection, when Dream
returns to consciousness again.  He himself does not dream –– he simply ceases to be aware. 
It is a void where time is instantaneous and endless.  It is no worse than the waking.



Paul is twisted with guilt.  Dream can see it shaping around him, a thick cloak of dire wolf
fur, smoke from damp pine.  It is a presence far larger than Paul himself.  He moves his wrist
another centimeter, and frees it.

“He won’t listen to me.  And I am just as bad, you know, for doing nothing.  But that’s my
own weakness.  My own fear.” 

Dream flexes his fingers.  Tries to picture something warm in his palm.  A ray of sun.  A
mink.  An old hand.  

Paul tugs at the hem of his sweater, looking plaintively into the glass.  So distorted and so
distant, his face is nearly level with Dream’s, but his eyes are nothing but spots of dimness.

“Alex is a good man.  I love him.  He’s a good man, and he loves me.  He’s just afraid.  He
doesn’t want to hurt.  That’s all.  You understand.  You must understand.”

Dream’s body is wracked with a shudder, and the beating of the unbidden heart stops
altogether.  The Endless in him persists.

Dream closes his eyes again.

 

+++

 

It’s been…well, Hob isn’t sure how long he’s been bar hopping, really.  At the first place he
wandered into, some dive called The Rat’s Nest, he fell in with a crowd of German graduate
students taking a break from their various theses, and after impressing them with the fluency
of his German (a healthy grasp on languages comes in handy when you have to continually
reinvent your identity), they adopted him as an honorary member of the group.  With all the
taste and discretion of true Berlin nightclub socialites, they proceeded to drag him through a
gauntlet of the darkest, strangest, and undoubtedly hippest clubs in London.

Now, Hob does not consider himself hip.  Far from it.  While he’s done his best to keep
abreast of the times, he knows he’ll always be just a touch too enthusiastic about modern
inventions to come off in any way like he’s cool (case in point, he recalls a diatribe about
chimneys from long ago).  He doesn’t mind it –– it’s not particularly important to him.  But
in these places, blasting synth-pop and underground rock, packed with leather-strapped
metalheads and vampiric goths, he knows his tweed blazer and clean cut stick out like a
severely sore thumb.

But all things quickly become equal once enough drinks are downed, and he stops thinking
about his displacement and starts thinking about not a damn thing at all.  He has some
mysterious pink concoction at the first bar, then a few rounds of stiff vodka shots with his
compatriots at the second, and after that he just drinks whatever he’s handed and doesn’t
bother to keep track.  



This is one of the other things Hob loves the most about being a person –– getting utterly
sloshed.  Everything gets easier, and about thirty times funnier.  Some Roman emperor once
wrote a treatise on it, and Hob wishes he’d met the guy, because they would’ve got along like
a house on fire.

“Robert!  Robert, you must meet Aphrodite!  Aphrodite is the singer in the band here, did
you hear her?  She was singing the, the song about the, what was it––”

The German students have corralled him into a club located in some sort of massive,
booming iron warehouse.  Everything is lit in red and white strobe lights, flashing at dizzying
speeds against I-beams and sharp rafters and towering stacks of amplifiers.  The music is so
loud he can hardly pick out the words Lukas, the one doing his thesis on color theory and
“wine-dark seas” in Homeric poetry, is saying to him.  Lukas’ smile is so broad and brilliant
that Hob can’t help but smile back and nod vigorously.  He has little to no idea what he’s on
about.

“About the beached whale, that was dying,” says the woman beside Lukas.  She’s got a
stunning array of piercings that Hob admires (he tried a few once, but the holes always healed
shut overnight –– stupid biological overdrive) and a saber-toothed grin to match.  Her dress is
a cheetah-print slip, over which is a magnificently studded leather jacket.  “It’s about the
tragedy of life.”

Hob nods again.  “You’ve got a right powerful voice.”  He wouldn’t know, really, he couldn’t
hear a thing.  He hadn’t even known there was a band.  “But I wouldn’t say life’s all that
tragic.  Maybe for the whale, though,” he amends sloppily.

Aphrodite laughs.  Ida (thesis on the many-worlds theory of quantum mechanics) and Fynn
(piracy in the Middle Ages, which Hob could tell him a thing or two about), are leaning over
the bar, shoulder to shoulder, ordering God knows what.  Hob looks contemplatively into his
empty glass, which he decides he would prefer full.  He looks through the glass to the bar
beneath, and realizes the bar is just a slab of sheetrock laid on a bunch of oil drums.  Very hip
, he thinks reflectively.  Very very cool.

“Aphrodite is going to show us the backstage, ja ?  We are doing a little tour between sets! 
Do you want to come, Robert?  It will be very, very exclusive.”

Lukas claps Hob on the shoulder and wiggles his eyebrows.  Hob looks blearily into his eyes
–– they’re a pale blue color, sort of a light cornflower.  He squints.  It’s an exceedingly
familiar color––

“ Let us meet here again, Robert Gadling, in this tavern of the White Horse, in 100 years.
”

Hob can’t bring himself to laugh.  Despite the twitch of amusement at the corners of the
man’s wry mouth, he seems amused not so much at his own joke, but at some far more
unknowable comedy of his own.  

“A hundred years and I’m Pope Urban,” cackles one of his friends.  He hardly hears it.



Lord Almighty, his gaze is like a dagger through his skull.  What a goddamn blue his eyes
are.  It’s startling.  It’s something else.

Hob’s stomach turns.  No no.  Not thinking about it.

“Thanks, but I think I need a bit of sitting, if you don’t mind.  Too old to keep up with you
young folks all the time.”  

Lukas shrugs cheerily and gives his shoulder another slap for good measure, setting Hob
wobbling in his seat.  “ Ja , okay.  We will be back!”

“And in the meantime, another drink for you, Robert!” says Ida cheerily.  The bartender, who
has a very avant-garde red mask over their entire face, sets an impossibly elegant cocktail
glass in front of Hob.  Hob marvels at it.  The stem is so thin he thinks he might break it just
breathing on it too hard. 

“Right then, when you’re back, next round’s on me.  Have fun, you lot!  And, ah, what’s it,
break, break legs on your next set, Athena.”

“Aphrodite.”

“Aphrodite!  Right.  Break legs.”

The group stumbles off, and Hob is left treading water in a vacuum of distortion and
blinding.  He contemplates the drink –– it seems to be smoking faintly.  Its color and
composition are utterly indiscernible.

Gleefully, he downs half of it.  It’s bloody remarkable.

Hob lets himself relax into the moment.  His head feels like it’s orbiting above the rest of
him, but it’s not a bad sensation.  Sort of like waves beneath a ship.  He misses his boating
days, sometimes, working in the rosy salt-sprayed dawn hauling nets with the crew, all his
friends, all bonded by a simple shared task.  Wow.  He is very drunk, he realizes happily.

Wonder if He drinks.  Can get drunk.  Can get drunk?   It’s not an intentional thought, but his
defenses are down and it sneaks right in.  The Stranger, drunk.  It’s hard to picture him
without all his inscrutable regal composure.  Hob hasn’t seen him relaxed, well, ever.  Smug,
stoic, guarded, irate, yes.  Comfortable?  Almost never.  Closest he had come was that
incident with that Constantine gal.  That wasn’t exactly “comfortable”, though.  More
bemused, which is still closer than usual.

He thinks about the little twitch of The Stranger’s mouth, like he’d been resisting a smile,
after Hob had done a number on Constantine’s henchmen.

“ You need not have come to my defense. ”

That bloody smirk.  Insufferable.  It haunts Hob night and day, mostly night.  Something
about it cements itself as one of his sharpest, clearest memories.  Hob had caught something
underneath it.  Maybe that’s it.  There was a hint of something new, approaching fondness. 



Maybe that had emboldened him to go and fuck it all up the next time around –– the memory 
of that faint glimpse of affection, his desparate need to see it again.  

Desperate need?  Christ, what are you on about?   He shakes his head to reset himself. Like
an Etch-a-Sketch, he muses.  God, he loved those things.  What a brilliant future he was
living in, where that sort of thing existed.  A little plastic box of sand you can draw in?  Who
had come up with that?  He’d like to kiss them on the mouth.

Hob takes another sip of his very tasty drink and looks down the bar.  This is a dancing sort
of place –– were he not so dizzy, Hob would be on his feet with the rest of them, because he
has long since abandoned embarrassment at having fun.  For now, the crowd moves around
him in big reassuring waves of life, parting now and then so he can see the row of industrial
barstools, most of which are empty.

Across a few empty seats, there’s a man with a razor-sharp nose nursing a tall glass of
something or other.  He’s dressed entirely in black, like most of the other patrons –– black t-
shirt, black jacket, slim black jeans, black boots with soles fit to churn trenches –– and his
form is only revealed in the starbursts of red and white strobe light, lending him a dramatic
quality.  His hair is a crow’s nest of black spikes around his head.

Hob had lived more than long enough to reconcile certain things within himself he’d once
violently repressed –– namely, that while he was certainly a big fan of women, he also rather
fancied men, and pretty much consenting adults in general.  At this point, he held no issue
with it, and after some awkward first steps and a bit of mental work on internalized
homophobia, he now considered himself an equally good flirt on any side.

He downs the last of his drink, steels his nerves, and approaches.

“Pardon,” he says.  The man looks up.  His eyes are an even clearer blue than Lukas’.  Hob’s
breath catches in his throat, only for a second, before he pushes briskly past it.

He leans against the bar and dashingly pushes a hand through his hair, glancing down to the
man’s boots, then deliberately sliding his gaze all the way back up to his eyes (and alright,
he’s laying it on a little thick, but so what, might as well be up front about it).  Grinning in a
practiced way he knows is knockout charming, he continues: “Anybody sitting here?”

The man tilts his head, just a touch, birdlike, and smiles.  It’s subtle, but arresting,

“All yours, professor.”

Hob takes a seat with a laugh.  “What gave it away?  Do I just reek of academia?”

“Nobody else would wear a tweed blazer to a death metal nightclub.”

“Ah, so that’s what this is.  I was wondering where I’d ended up.  A couple of new
acquaintances brought me here, but they’ve since abandoned me for a lead singer of some
sort.  And I’m, well, obviously, a little out of my depth.”



“My luck then, that you’ve got such shoddy acquaintances,” says the man, still with his head
gently tilted.  Hob watches as the blue eyes wander over his face, linger brazenly on his
mouth for a good long while, then calmly return to a respectable level.  Whether the alcohol
or the boldness does it, he’s not sure, but there’s a rush of heat to his cheeks and the base of
his stomach.

“Your luck, hm?”  Hob pauses.  “What’s your name?”

The man takes an easy sip of his drink.  The hand on the glass is slim, fingers like a pianist’s. 
He’s all angles.  Hob has a lot tied up in angles.

“Does it matter?” he replies.

“Suppose not.”  No name.  He can work with that. 

The man looks curiously at Hob’s hands, resting on the bar, and takes one in his own.  His
palm is warm, a little rough, as he turns Hob's hands over to consider his palm.  The contact
is almost startling, but welcome.

“Hm.”

“What?  Gonna read my fortune?”

“No.  Just nice hands.”

“Ah, now that’s a classic line, right there, very original––”

“Wouldn’t mind seeing what they do.”  The man looks him dead in the eyes.  Christ almighty,
Hob has been alive long enough to truly have seen it all, but that sort of bluntness gets him
every goddamn time.

Hob is aware he isn’t saying anything, mostly because he finds he’s been rendered unable to
speak, which is rather showing his hand.  The man grins, and it becomes something wolfish.  

“How about you meet me out back?  You know.  For a smoke.”

“Yeah.  Yeah, sure, yes.”  Hob’s brain reanimates.  “Be right out.  Let me close my tab.”

The man rifles through his pockets and produces some bills, which he leaves at the bar.  

“Don’t take too long, professor.”

Hob watches him depart, a dark shape in manic lights, all corners and darkness.  That blue in
those eyes, so light it’s almost washed out, gets him off his stool, gets his tab paid, and in a
few minutes Hob is walking briskly through a crowded bar, following a receding figure, a
black and fast-moving deja vu slipping out the door into the new misty rain.

Chapter End Notes



I may not be able to update for a day or two because of life, but I know now where this
is going and I have a definite plan to get there, so this work will be completed, mark my
words. thanks for reading <3



III

Chapter Summary

Hob continues attempting to cope, but is starting to become suspicious. A new player
enters the scene.

Chapter Notes

a very hob-centric chapter (I mean they all are so far but this one especially). there'll be
something of a kick-up in action in the next two-ish chapters –– we're nearing "plot"
territory.

thank you all so much for your kudos and your comments –– I really cannot express the
joy that they bring me. it means the world to me that y'all like what I'm doing, and I can't
thank you enough.

please enjoy hob in his berlin era (and apologies in advance if I butchered any german,
because I probably did)

<3

See the end of the chapter for more notes

When the wrecking ball hits the walls of the White Horse, Hob is not there.

Hob Gadling had, in the period from 1989 to 1991, become a violently vocal force in the
community legislature fighting for the preservation of “historic sites”, namely, the local
tavern known as the White Horse.  With a vehemence too powerful to be mere humanitarian
interest, he harangued councilmembers, canvassed neighborhoods, invited (and occasionally,
bribed) experts on the Middle Ages to testify at council meetings on a rumored meeting
between Marlowe and Shakespeare which would render the site “an indisputable historical
landmark”, as Hob framed it in his manifestos, blog posts, and minor local news outlet
interviews.  He was beyond devoted –– it was so deeply personal it occupied his every
waking thought.

He was taking, he knew, a critical risk.  Hob had been careful, in all his centuries of living, to
never develop a persona that was too public.  Witnesses made it hard, sometimes impossible,
to disappear –– they noticed the unusually sparse details of Robert Gadling’s death, the
slightly uncanny similarity between Robert Gadling and his supposed son, nephew, cousin, or
other relative who emerged to take his place.  And when people noticed, things went south.



There was the witch trial.  The animal panic he had felt as the mob, composed of now-twisted
faces of former friends, had forced him into the dunking chair, slammed him into the seat
with such force that his spine was bruised black and yellow down to the bone.  He had
pleaded with them until his throat was raw, until his tongue tasted copper, but there had been
no mercy.  Their frenetic fervor, born of some primal terror, was like a delirium, beyond
reason, beyond compassion.  They bound his wrists and ankles, bound him to the chair with
coils of rope around his chest and biceps.  He was incoherent as they raised the chair –– he
was made silent when it went under.

The water was cold and gray with mud.  It tasted like coal and dirt down his throat, deep into
his lungs.

Hob knows, knows , he died that day.  But he came to with a seizure and a bubbling scream in
the bottom of a shallow ditch, rivers of blood-darkened lake water pouring in a wellspring
from his open mouth, and was alive again.  He had proved his innocence.  His wrists and
ankles were still bound.  

The raw abrasions on his wrists, long after he’d severed the ropes around them with his teeth
and a discarded rusty spade, hadn’t faded quickly.  Not for several decades.  It was hard to let
the wounds close and heal –– he picked at them constantly, wanting to remove them
altogether, and in the process simply making them worse.  Out of some unspeakable,
lingering terror, for months, Hob had woken in a cold sweat, each hand gripping the opposite
wrist, assuring himself again and again they were no longer bound, that he was not in the
water any more.  

Now they joined the legions of Hob’s many scars, two thin circlets of crosshatched white
around each wrist.  The habit lingered through the years –– sometimes he still caught himself
mindlessly circling his wrist with his fingers, moving back and forth, trying to empirically
prove a freedom a small and frightened part of him still couldn’t believe.

The memories of it all had returned to recur in his nightmares once he’d begun his campaign
for the White Horse, but he endured them.  More often than not, he just chose not to sleep,
downing espresso shots or going out to industrial bars and picking up strangers with
porcupine-sharp black hair and ambiguous faces for a quick one in a back alley, a dim
bathroom, their place with the lights off.  Never his flat, and never with good light.  He
always needed to be able to leave, either to get back to work, or to avoid the clear sight of the
strangers, when the total unfamiliarity of their faces was revealed, when something in the pit
of his stomach told him there was something approximate about the situation, approaching
but not filling a need.  At home, when alone in the small hours, he worked, compiling
detailed testimonies into council petitions, until the light outside his window was too bright
to ignore, or a council meeting demanded his attendance.  

Hob Gadling had learned many lessons –– he knew how to fight, in trenches, in bars, in
courtrooms.  He knew how to march endlessly in battles like this, and given the choice, he
would soldier on in this particular battle for eternity.

But he was one man, campaigning for a cause very few bothered with, or even faintly
understood.  And the borough council was composed of hard-line modernizers, determined to
bring in new people and new businesses, little concerned for one angry citizen.  Like a martyr



blinded by a manic crusade, Hob Gadling ensured everyone within twenty miles knew his
name and his face exactly, and in exchange a contractor began demolition two years, eight
months, and ten days after The Stranger had failed to appear.

He took his last drink in the White Horse on a cold, wet night in February of ‘91, a last
dance, a slow sip of Glen Grant with the bartender, the same Marv as before, waiting with
him, sharing a final toast before the lights went out with permanence.

“To a long and happy history,” said Marv, his glass of amber whiskey raised in the air.

“To a long and happy history,” said Hob.  Longer than you could possibly know .  He tapped
his glass against Marv’s.  It rang like a clear and familiar bell.  As the last of the drink slid
down his throat, Hob thought of a white face of planes and angles, of soft golden light in blue
eyes, of the only constant, and felt sick.

“It’s been a good run,” said Marv, contemplative.  “A good place.  Served us well.”

Hob looked around the bar, now devoid of tables and chairs, reduced to a flat square of old
floorboards, a bare-bones fireplace facing the bar.  It was almost more familiar in this state ––
the basest of its essentials, its fixtures, plainly displayed.  Hob stared into the unlit fireplace. 
He felt so old.

“You’ve been coming in here a while, eh?,” said Marv conversationally.  He furrows his brow
with the effort of recollection.  “I think I remember you from…well, a good bit before ‘89, at
least.  You know, you haven’t aged a bloody day.  Lucky bastard.”

Marv says it with a genial smile, pushing the corners of his eyes into crows' feet.  Hob’s
blood turns to ice in his veins.

“Hah.  Good genetics, I guess.”  His voice is weak.  His hand shakes when he puts the glass
back on the bar.

He has no choice but to skip town.  In fact, he leaves England all together, moves to Berlin,
uses his various dispersed assets and esoteric connections and a good haircut to fashion
himself into Robbie Geisel, a German expat who had left East Berlin as a very young man in
‘76 and who was now, with the wall well and truly down, returning home to handle his late
mother’s estate.  This lie furnished him a modest flat and enough forged education to secure a
minor teaching job at a local college, training first-years in English.

Berlin suited him, suited his current mood.  He wore gray; he drank his coffee black; he read
impressionist literature and watched weird underground films.  Half the nights of the week,
he went to clubs where the music was a wall of sound and every person was a dark, angular
shape, just on the edge of known, on the edge of familiar.

But his hands itched.  He felt restless.  He thought about the White Horse constantly.  He
dreamed of being drowned, again and again, even with the danger of exposure eons away. 
He invented another character, though it was too soon to do so with any feeling of safety. 
This time, he was back to Robert Gadling again –– another serious risk, but he felt too tied to
Robert Gadling to let him go altogether –– a loose relative of the historical campaigner,



acting as a distant third-party investor in the construction of a new tavern, not far from the
site of the old White Horse.  The New Inn. 

Just in case , thought Hob, wiring the last of the money from one of his Swiss bank accounts
to his contractor team.  Just in case.   

Maybe he would see the New Inn’s doorstep one day, but the sensation of water in his chest
kept him in his Berlin apartment, writing English curriculum and grading term papers and
exams.  Suppressing the edge of fear in his body, he put down roots.  He befriended his
fellow professors, which was ultimately a delight.  It lifted him from his low point.  They
went out to quieter establishments on the weekends, where the music was soft and the beer
was remarkable.  It was nice to have friends, a group of colleagues with shared gripes about
deadlines and staff meetings, inside jokes and mutual interests.  It was nice to have a
community again.

In 1995, on the night which, in a different year, Hob would have looked forward to with
hope, with anticipation, he finds himself in a black metal night club, swimming in waves of
white strobes and smoke, every patron made less human and more sculpture, rendered
exclusively in black and white.  He still doesn’t have the dress code down –– his blazers and
turtlenecks are a poor cover for his obvious distance from the scene, as it were.  But he’s
learned to move smoothly in places like this, if only because he has spent so much time in
them.  He’s learned the routine exactly, the right lines, the right smiles, the right amount of
eye contact, and it’s always easy, and it never turns out to be what it was he was looking for.

Hob is never typically one to shy away from himself, but this –– well, he chooses to not think
too deeply.  What good could it do him now?

Tonight, Hob has had a few drinks, just enough for a hint of a buzz, and he’s weaving through
the crowd, no real objective in mind.  He cozies up against a beam and leans his head back
against the cool metal, eyes closed, breathing in deep.  The smell of the club is all nicotine
and sweat and an edge of gasoline –– the bass is so loud it’s a low and powerful frequency in
the very core of his bones.  Hob smiles, quietly, just for himself.

When he opens his eyes, he sees him. 

He appears in a gap where the tide of bodies happens to part, a dark rectangle of a coat so
black and obscured in the flashing light that it’s impossible to make out any of its details. 
He’s in profile, his nose a thin blade, the curved bow of his upper lip revealed in one burst of
light, the straight black spikes of his chaotically cropped hair made visible in the next.  But
more than that, more than anything, there is something, in the light of the club, in the soft
gray haze, that turns him just a little inhuman.  Just this side of unreal.

Hob’s stomach drops twenty stories.  His breath seizes in his throat.

With an inarguable surge of hope, he knows it has to be him.  The Stranger.  He knows .

He’s into the crowd in an instant, suddenly bludgeoned by the Brownian motion of the wildly
dancing bodies around him, and the figure disappears into the crowd.  Panicked, desperate,



Hob shoulders through and tails him in snatches –– a coattail around a corner, an angular
patch of white between faces, the back of a crow’s nest head.

Hob wants to call out, but he has no name to call, and his voice gets lost in the roaring either
way.

Finally he clears the edge of the crowd, just in time to see a back door half-closing.  His heart
is a rabbit’s heart, his adrenaline sickening, his breath panting in his needful lungs.

He hits the door hard, pushes it open, and stumbles into the alleyway.

“Hey!”

“ Ja ?”

The man turns.  Hob, wheezing, bent double with his hands on his knees, takes a minute of
shaking anticipation, and lifts his head.

Of course it’s not him.  Of course it’s not him.  God, why would it have been him?  It’s just a
thin, pale man in a dark coat, his unfamiliar brow knit in confusion and concern.

Hob wants to sink to his knees and not get up.  He manages a watery grin, only about
halfway to embarrassed.  He feels a suffocating disappointment.

“Sorry.   Ah, entschuldigung .  You, you look like someone I know.  Used to.  Used to know. 
An, an old friend.  Entschuldigung .”

The man nods and waves a hand dismissively.  “ Keine Sorge .  No worries.  It happens.”

Hob manages a nod, a chagrined expression.  The man gives him a thoughtful look, then
holds his hand out.

“Leopold.  Schön, Sie kennenzulernen.  Good to meet you.”

Hob straightens slowly, and chokes down the part of him that wants to melt into the dirty
pavement and stay there.

“Robbie.  Pleasure is all mine.”

Leopold’s eyes aren’t blue, more a milky gray, but his face is open and amiable and more
than a little curious, and Hob decides where he wants this to go –– if not for himself, then to
avoid whatever nausea he feels at how violently he had been hoping , how hard it had hit him
to be wrong.

He takes Leopold’s hand and shakes it warmly, lets his fingers linger just a few extra seconds
on Leopold’s wrist as he lets go.

“Well, if not an old friend,” says Hob, cavalier, gritting his teeth and grinning, “then maybe a
new one.”



 

+++

 

Alex is old  –– not as old as he will be, in the end, but his body is arthritic, his mind scattered,
near-paranoid.  He is not who he was.  The young man of him, with kinship in his look, who
had seen the glass sphere and felt shame, has been dead a long time.  His new self was
christened in the blood of his father, and in taking his blood he took not his ambition but his
fear, and it grew until it filled the whole of him.

He looks into the sphere, and feels only anger, thinly veneered over terror.  The creature, laid
with its arms splayed and its face to the ceiling, has not moved in many months, but he
knows it cannot die, or it would have by now.  Its body may be uncannily still, but its eyes
blink, if one is willing to wait long enough.  This is rebellion, he believes.  This is to spite
him, when he asks so little.  This is an intentional choice.  He feels fury at this obstinacy.

Dream looks up into the vaulted ceiling without seeing it.  He does not know Alex is there,
nor would he care to know.  Their moment of understanding is buried and gone.  When he
had dared to hope, it was dismembered with swiftness, so he no longer hopes.  There are
conversations in his mind –– they feel real, yet he hardly remembers them when they pass, so
he knows they cannot be true.  Or his mind, at last, is going, and there is nothing left for him
but the meandering thoughtlessness.

Would it not be easier to give in?  Is this pride? says his eldest sister.  Hers is always the
contrary voice, urging him to action.  She is so duty-bound, so busy, that her solution is, by
nature, movement.

I have no reason.  When will you come visit me?

This place is not safe for me, and besides, I am uninvited.

But I am always alone, sister.

By choice .  A new voice, one Dream has long tried to forget.  A warm voice.  He is so cold,
that to think of warmth is a pain of its own.

You know nothing of who I am.

I know you, stranger, far better than you cared to admit.

Outside, Alex clenches his fists.

“You damned abomination.  You have kept me prisoner in my own home for a lifetime, and
still you say nothing!  What hubris is this?  What in God’s name are you waiting for?  Will
you torment me forever?”

What a stupid prat , says the warm voice.  There is a half-tiled grin built into it.  Not fond of
this one, not at all.



No.  

“I pray to God, every day, that you die,” spits Alex.  “Every day of my life.”

Does he ever shut up?  Christ almighty, I’ve met tortoises more fun than him. 

Had he the feeling in his face to do so, Dream imagines he might find himself resisting a
smile.  What a story this would be to tell him.  No glass cage, in this narrative –– only
warmth and wood grain, a tavern, a drink, a diatribe on playing cards.

Alex advances towards the sphere, but stops short, just at the edge of the circle, whose runes
have been freshly painted, as they are every morning.  For all his rage, there is a quiet panic
in him that tells him to go this far and no further.  Trembling with a need for violence, he
stands, paralyzed, and does nothing.

“Damn you,” he chokes out.  “God damn you.”

He forces the air back into his lungs and turns on his heel.  He is the man of the manor. 
Shoulders back, spine straight, he takes broad steps, though his joints complain, and slams
the basement door on his way out.  The guards follow, ready for rotation.

In the absence of human life, there is a subtle new shape moving in the corner of the room,
which detaches itself from the curve of a column and slinks gracefully around the edge of the
moat.  It’s a curious shape, lean and long and flowing like molten metal, inquisitive,
indifferent.  

The smoothness descends into the figure of a person, dressed in silk, cross-legged on the
water’s edge.  Their eyes are like spots of hot amber, but behind them is only a mercury
coolness, peering catlike into the sphere.  Their face is without expression, save the barest
hint of amusement in the red corner of their mouth. 

“Brother,” says Desire.  

Their voice drips from their mouth in sinuous clarity.

Dream does not hear them, or if he does, he does not believe the reality of it.

Desire, in one easy movement, lays at the edge of the moat and trails a slim hand over the
black water.  They say nothing –– their sibling, in profile, is weak and fragile-looking, like a
thin-boned bird stripped of feathers.  This elicits only a response of amusement, a fickle
moment of pleasure, before they grow bored of it.

“Brother, I have what I wanted, but it’s hardly any fun,” says Desire languidly.  Dream
doesn’t reply.  “I suppose I just wanted to pay my respects.  Darling.”

“Darling” is like a spoon of honey poured off their tongue, on the edge of sickening.

Dream opens his eyes, but he cannot find it within him to turn his head.  For the briefest
moment, there is a flicker of something like feeling.



Desire cups some water in their agile palm and watches it pour through their fingers.  With a
sigh and an easy stretch, they rise.

“Hm.”

Desire steps forward, into the water, and sinks into it in pure silence, leaving no ripple
behind.  Dream stares up into the ceiling, so far away it is almost like the sky.

 

+++

 

Hob Gadling dreams he’s a dog.

He doesn’t know he’s a dog until he becomes aware of the extra limbs colliding with the
underbrush, but as soon as he notices it, it becomes innate.  A knowledge he’s always had, as
if he’s always been a dog.  Hob Gadling is a gray dog in a black forest, running.  His body is
easy and adapted and good at what it’s doing, and for the first seconds of the dream it’s
peaceful.

At first, he thinks he’s fleeing something.  He weaves in and out of cream-white moonlit
patches between half-realized dark trunks  ––  the dream, full of broad tactile qualities, is
always unusually rough around the edges.  Limited in detail.  The sound of pursuit seems to
echo around him.  Snapping twigs.  Rattled leaves.  A beast panting in his tracks.  He begins
to feel fear.

But soon he realizes all the sounds are his own.  His lungs burn and his breath is short and
stiff; his movement crushes fallen branches into splinters; he slips through brambles and
underbrush with a swift rustle.  No, he’s chasing something, something so far ahead he can
hardly perceive it, but he knows it’s there.  The fear turns into desperation, into single-
minded desire.  He has to catch the quarry.  It is his singular purpose.

As he runs, faster and faster, accelerating beyond the capabilities of a normal animal, the
world around him degrades and blurs until it is only streaks of light and dark, until he bursts
into a broad field of low grass.  Overhead is a white moon without any craters, only a flat
circle of light in the sky.  He’s almost got it, he thinks.  There, just ahead, just over the next
gentle rise, is a small, quick, indistinct thing, and he needs it.  He feels as though he is on the
verge of his heart bursting, but he presses on.  He’s closer, now, almost able to render it in
detail––

The field falls off into a featureless cliff face and Hob goes over the edge, plunging into the
brown water below, and it is in his lungs, his eyes and ears, and something is pulling him
under, something is going to kill him––

He slams awake gasping.  He grabs at his wrists, but there are only scars there, and his lungs
are full of Berlin’s June night air, cool and industrial.  He sits there, shaking, for a few
minutes, trying to quell the remaining panic.  It’s hard to ground himself, even now.  It’s 1999



–– he’s spent enough years in Berlin to be comfortable, but it will never be home.  The one
place he called home is a mess of bricks and rubble, and he still hasn’t seen his attempt at
rebuilding it in person.  There will always be a sense of displacement here.  

Hob is struggling to come down from the dream.  This one entered his roster of recurring
dreams sometime after the New Inn was built, and it only gets more intense each time.  He
swings his legs out of bed –– a walk will do it, just a quick lap around the neighborhood, a
little motion to tire him back out and use up the adrenaline.

He slips into his trainers and shrugs a hooded sweatshirt with a logo for the ‘98 Winter
Olympics on it over his ratty pajamas, pockets his house keys, and leaves his apartment.

His particular block isn’t very large, but it’s charming in its way, clean-cut and well-kept. 
His neighbor, above, is a concert pianist, which Hob delights in.  During the day, he leaves
his windows open, so the strains of Shostakovich can come wafting down into his apartment. 
He loves the music of that time ––  it always said so much without ever needing a word put to
it.  He remembers seeing debut performances live, leaving with a shimmer of tears in his
eye.  It brings him back, to hear it again.

The sky above is polluted with light, and the moon is only a curved crescent sliver, but a few
shining stars manage to be seen.  Hob has always wondered if he’ll ever get to space, one of
these days.  If humanity gets off the ground more than they did in the 60’s, it’ll probably take
a while for it to be remotely common practice, and he’ll have to wait an awfully long time to
go to other planets with any anonymity. But he’s got time –– he’ll wait.  The thought of it, of
something other than Earth, fills him with enough excitement to keep him going as many
centuries as necessary.  He wants to experience it, like everything else, as fully as he possibly
can, as long as it takes.

It’s a quiet night.  His steps on the concrete are brisk but not loud, and he enjoys the near-
silence.  It gives him time to breathe.  

The point of travel, in many ways, thinks Hob, is the coming back.  He’s always believed
this.  The adventures are miraculous, but equally miraculous is their telling, is sharing them
with those who weren’t present.  It’s hard to keep his stories to himself, sometimes.  It’s such
an instinct to tell them, even though some would be his ruin.  

He breathes in deeply, letting the calm suffuse his frazzled nerves, and turns a corner.  His
block, with its proximity to the college, houses a few other professors, and as he steps around
the bend, he finds one of his colleagues sitting on their front steps, smoking a cigarette.  She’s
a professor of literature –– she and Hob have spent many pub nights debating the merits of
the classics, getting into the nitty-gritty about Dickens and Dostoevsky.

She glances up and catches his eye, waves him over.

“ Was ist los , Robbie?  Are you also sleepless tonight?”

“ Ja , ja , just another night owl,” laughs Hob.  “And you, Marie?”



She shrugs.  “Who knows.  When I am awake, I am awake, das war’s .  Might as well enjoy
the night.  Sit down, stay a minute.”

Hob takes a seat next to her on the stoop.  Marie offers the cigarette, and he takes a drag.  He
doesn’t smoke much (he’s not sure he wants to push his luck on long-term regeneration of
lung damage), but tonight he needs the cooldown.

Marie blows the smoke out of her mouth in three perfect rings.  Hob tries to emulate her, but
only manages a wobbly blob.  Centuries of living, and he still hasn’t nailed that one.

“Show off,” he mutters.  Marie laughs lightly.  She cracks her knuckles one by one, each
popping distinctly, then shakes out her hands at the wrist.

“ Tch , all this writing is going to kill me,” she sighs.  “I spent five hours today writing
comments on essays.”  She cracks her neck as well, then takes her white hair out of its clip
and starts to re-clip it a bit tighter.  Hob watches the quiet street in front of them, the last of
the smoke floating from his mouth.  Across the way, a cat is sleeping in a window, a soft
smear of gray charcoal.

“That’s the cross we intellectuals bear.”

Marie finishes putting up her hair and gives him a sideways glance.  “ Geht es dir gut?   You
seem, ah, a little tense.”

“Had a nightmare.”  Hob waits a moment, then continues.  “Been having the same one a lot
lately, actually.  Chasing something, drowning, classic stuff.  But it still shakes me up a bit. 
Feels quite real.”

Marie nods.  “Hm.  Perhaps it means something.  What are you chasing?”

“I don’t know.  Can’t ever see it properly.”

“Ah.  Curious.”  Marie leans back, resting her elbows on the stair behind her.  “Are you
looking for something?  In your real life.”

Hob almost laughs aloud, but restrains himself.  If it could be any more bloody obvious.

“I keep thinking I’ve seen –– or I’m going to run into ––a, a very old friend.  Haven’t spoken
to him in years.  Maybe that’s it.”

“Old friend?”

“We, we go rather far back.  Had a bit of a radical falling out the last time we spoke, and then
he went and disappeared off the face of the planet or something.  We were supposed to meet
up, a while ago, but, well, he sort of stood me up, I think.”

It’s hard to talk about, but Hob tries.  This is another life he senses he’ll be leaving behind
soon enough, so it can hardly do any harm to reveal.

Marie looks up into the sky.



“You never talk about your life like this, Robbie,” she says gently.  “It’s good to hear you are
human like the rest of us.”

Hob does laugh, this time.

“But, for this, friend , who is giving you the funny dreams, I think you have two choices. 
You can keep looking, keep with all the chasing, or you can stop all that and sit down and
wait. Friends fight, ja , but if he is a true friend, he will come back.  He, ah, ‘stood you up’,
so it is his turn to do the right thing.”

Hob fiddles with his fingers.  “I just…I’m not sure if he will.  And I don’t know if I could
quite handle that.  Never seeing him again.  I don’t know.”

“Hm.  He was a very close friend, then?”

Hob hesitates.  “He…knew more of me than anyone.”

“Ah.”

“Though I’m not sure I can say the same is true the other way around,” Hob continues.  “He
wasn’t one to open up easily. But I didn’t mind, really.  I was just happy to see him.”

“I understand.  You loved him?”

The question catches him off guard.  Hob has never thought about it –– he loves a lot of
things and a lot of people, because it comes easily to him.  But The Stranger was his truest
friend, in many ways.  And the hope he has of seeing him again, it certainly means
something.  In a non-specific sense of the word, he decides, he does love him, and he also
decides, for now, to think no further than that.

“Yeah.  I did.”  The words are harder to get out than Hob expected.  “He, he really was my
closest friend.”

Marie nods sagely.  “He will come back.  Maybe it’s okay for you to let him do a bit of the
running.”

“Maybe.”

They sit in companionable silence.  The street is quiet.

“Well, I’m going to try and sleep a bit before sunrise.” Marie stands and stretches, then tosses
the faint stub of the cigarette onto the sidewalk and grinds the ember to dust with the toe of
her slipper.  “Good luck, Robbie. Ich drück dir die Daumen. See you at the faculty meeting
tomorrow, ja ?”

“ Ja , see you then.”

She claps Hob on the shoulder amiably, then heads inside.  Hob lingers on her steps, looking
up into the sparsely starred sky, and thinks about going home.
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On December 31st, 1999, somewhere near midnight, Hob Gadling is wearing a very stupid
party hat and drinking some startlingly good champagne in the New Inn.

He waited as long as he could to move back to England, but in his mind he had decided on
the millennium as the moment of his starting over.  He would miss the gaggle of friends in
Berlin; the thunder-heavy clubs and the barroom literary debates; the Shostakovich through
his window.  But it was time to go back.  Marie’s advice lingered in his mind –– maybe it was
time to stop chasing.  And there was something homesick in him he wanted to quiet.

Besides, the year 2000 was quite the milestone.  It felt like the future .  And he wanted his
future to start where it began.  He rather liked the symmetry of it.

He invented urgent business regarding a cousin in the States, provided a fake forwarding
address to his university colleagues, and quietly let Robbie Geisel vanish into the ether.  On
the plane to London, he spent most of his time staring out the window, tracking first the
German, then the French country passing beneath him.  He’d probably seen most of it in
person by now, he wagered, but the days would come when he’d go and see it all again. 
Maybe it was getting time for another circumnavigation of the globe.  A little light traveling.

When he set foot inside the New Inn, however, he found that the thought of going anywhere
else had lost its appeal entirely.



The New Inn was only a handful of blocks away from the former White Horse.  In its last
iteration, the building had been a failed fro-yo shop with flats above –– when Hob bought it,
the whole building had been empty for half a decade, and was in a state of mildewed and
mouse-inhabited disrepair.  Before the fro-yo shop had evidently been some sort of massage
parlor (revealed in the extra surcharge the contractor threw on the bill for moving the decrepit
massage tables out of the back room, which Hob was too preoccupied to argue with), and
before that all residential, all the way back to a time when Hob faintly remembered there had
maybe been a brothel or something on the spot.  When Hob stood across the street on New
Year’s Eve, facing its warm windows from which poured gold light and robust laughter, he
felt a stirring in his chest like the last notes of a Chopin waltz.

He’d been exacting with the details, much to his contractor’s dismay (though he couldn’t
complain too much, considering he got paid more the longer the process dragged on).  He’d
handled most, if not all, of the design decisions himself, and spared no expense –– money
starts to matter a whole lot less when you’ve been alive long enough to invest in everything
under the sun.  Hob had, quite literally, buried treasure, anyway, as a fallback, so he didn’t
worry about losing a few zeros in his extra bank accounts.  As a reward for all his nitpicking,
the final product was utterly glorious.  The bar was a beautiful slab of rich oak, polished to a
subtle shine.  The furnishings were warm, inviting, all tones of ochre and spruce, in
modernized imitation of the simple tables and chairs of the White Horse of old.  He’d
specifically requested the fireplace be left in as much of its original condition as possible ––
the bricks were a rich red, pockmarked with age, and Hob felt a delightful kinship with them.

But what he’d really fought about, tooth and nail, was the lighting.  The ancient fire-starting
lamps he’d wanted were so radically below code that just suggesting them sent his contractor
into an apoplectic fit, and so he’d gritted his teeth, rolled up his sleeves, and called every
antiques retailer and high-end auction house in Europe, posing as an esoteric millionaire
collector, Rowan Goldman, in search of authentic, unaltered gas lamps from the mid-1880’s. 
Out of everything, this process had taken the longest –– to get enough to light the place (just
enough, of course, for that glow he wanted) had been a task of almost four months.  After
that, on top of it, there had been the long, painstaking work of having a high-end refinishing
and engineering expert modify them just enough to be safe enough to use (and not incite the
borough council’s wrath), but not so much their lighting was too radically altered.  That had
been another two months of wheeling and dealing.  The lamps were the last piece to go up,
before Hob turned the place over to his English partner, a local investor, to handle the hiring
and the opening and all the rest of the work Hob didn’t particularly care about.

His partner had offered to send him a few photos, but Hob turned the offer down.  He wanted
to experience it in its full reality, not in half-measures.  

And as soon as crosses the threshold, he knows: he’s nailed it.

The New Inn is packed to the brim, raucous with animated, half-drunk patrons, and its
amiable roar throws him backward a handful of centuries, to the taverns he frequented in his
distant, foggy youth.  The place smells new, but not too new –– there’s a buried note of
oldness, something smoky and wood-warm, beneath the sharp vinyl scent of new booths and
the mixed colognes of strangers.  A waitress weaves expertly through the wall-to-wall bodies,



balancing her drinks tray with impressive ease, tossing familiar smiles at customers.  But
better than that, better than the right sound and the right feel and the right look, was the light .

The expense, the hunting, the hours, they had all been worth it, because the place was
glowing , thick and warm and beautiful as melted gold.  It was like honey, like poured ale,
like the last fingers of God coming through the clouds at dusk.  It was all sweet, sweet soft
focus.

Hob pauses silently just inside the door for a few minutes, soaking it in.  In his coat pocket
are the keys to the upstairs flat, where the little of his furniture he’d wanted to take from
Berlin had been moved in that morning.  He’d pulled some of his old relics out of storage,
too, some choice selections from his expansive collection of photographs, souvenirs, and
other tokens of past adventures, the assembled details of his long and rich life, because this
was a place he wanted to make his entirely, a place he wanted roots.  This was his new home,
both new and old in one, full of people past and present.

Hob stands, letting the light wash over him in slow waves, a bright ring of tears in his eyes,
grinning like an idiot.

The waitress catches sight of him and makes a detour his direction, her face completely
unknown, her expression as beautifully friendly as any Hob had seen.

“You waiting for someone, mate?”

Hob shakes his head a bit and clears his throat, struggling to get a few words out.

“Yeah,” he manages at last, the smile still fast on his face, “but I think I’ll take a drink in the
meantime.”

 

+++

 

Desire is bored.

Desire knows themselves well, enough to know and delight in their own fickleness, enough
to know when they are deeply and terribly bored.  The millenia have been long, full of
evolution and invention, but never full enough.  They are a hungry thing, growing hungrier
by the second, always dancing along the edge of a maddening ravenousness.  

In the blood red chambers of their beating palace, Desire spills themselves across a smooth
red chair, bending their back along its curvature until their head hangs upside down off its
edge.  Around them is the thrum of arteries, capillaries, love and lust and greed.  The sound is
velvety and brutal, as comfortable to them as the touch of quicksilver.

Desire should not be so ill-spirited –– there is a global Bacchanal raging on this particular
night, a festival of drunken revelry and unplanned trysts cycling through the time zones,
enough chaos and depravity to feed them for at least a few hours, if not a day.  But it seems



so banal now.  Desire is accustomed to these lightning changes of their heart.  The one thing
most wanted, when acquired, becomes meaningless.  All this revelry, it fails to hold their
attention.  They want more.  Something grand.  Something cosmically ruinous.  

Desire thinks of their brother, rotting and regrowing in the glass.  Hm.  Not as much
entertainment as they had expected.  Dream was so insufferably rigid, so uninterestingly
proud –– Desire had wondered if the dramatics of such artful imprisonment might shake
some lovely, lovely feeling out of him.  Boring old man, building sandcastles.  He needed to
wake up.  To get down in the rich mud with the rest of them, where the blood ran hot, where
the breath came quick and sharp, where Desire spent their days.  But it hadn’t worked. 
Dream just lay there, watching the ceiling like he expected it to part in two as easily as a
breaking thunderhead.  He had hardly twitched, the last time Desire had paid a visit,
sometime in ‘98.  Utterly useless.  The whole spectacle of it was wasted on him.

With a yawn, Desire swings themselves off their radiant throne and stalks across the floor. 
There’s theatrics in the plot yet, they decide.  After some revelry, a quick stop off in Times
Square, perhaps there’s a little work to do.  Perhaps, thinks Desire, their perfect mouth
curving demurely, it’s time for a new character.

 

+++

 

It’s fast approaching midnight.  The New Inn is more alive than Hob thought a place could
possibly be.  He’d introduced himself, just himself, Robert Gadling, to the waitress (Tanya,
studying sculpture at a local college and paying her way through with this gig) and the
bartender (Harrison, expert maker of Moscow Mules, moved into town with his wife and
young twin boys a few months ago), and had been met with surprised delight when he
informed them he was in fact the owner of the place.  With a hearty “hear, hear” he’d been
ushered ceremoniously to the bar and granted an unlimited tab for the rest of his natural life
(which he found a little funny –– if he cashed that one in, he’d drive them to bankruptcy). 
And he’d finally gotten the chance to meet his investor-partner, Neil, in person, a soft-spoken
man who shook his hand firmly and politely remarked how astute his design decisions were.

“You know, I thought you were bonkers, fretting over the lights like you did, but I have to
admit, you were right to do so.”

Hob laughs.  He feels so full of happiness he thinks he might explode.

“It sure turned out alright, yeah?”

“More than alright.  It’s downright beautiful.”

He and Neil shared half a bottle of whiskey, a Glen Grant old enough to be Neil’s
grandfather, before Neil gently excused himself with the plea of an early morning.



“I assume the millennium will get started whether I pay attention or not, eh?  Pleasure to
meet you face to face, Robert.  I admire your vision for this place.”

“I had good inspiration,” says Hob.

Now he’s been given a very stupid little paper hat that he loves very much, and he's on a third
glass of champagne that’s as light as helium on his tongue, cozied up at the far end of the bar,
watching the clock hands move closer to midnight, while the party around him heats up into a
boisterous frenzy.  It’s impossible to not imagine the final tick of the minute hand ushering in
some dramatic consequence.  Maybe all the computers are going to go utterly looney, like the
doomsday peddlers had sworn.  Maybe the world is well and truly going to end, just like that,
at midnight on the dot.  It’d be bloody funny, thinks Hob, in a sort of awful way.  He wonders
idly what’d happen to him.  Well, he doesn’t much want to find out.

So much potential, here, for something to happen .

God, it’s awful, he realizes, to live with hope like this.  It never goes away, not really –– it
may sneak off to the back burner for a while, but given the faintest opportunity, it surges right
up to the front, pollutes the mind with impossibilities.  Beautiful though it is, it’s also a curse.

He’s watching the front door, trying to play it off like he isn’t anticipating anything, like his
breath isn’t bated in his lungs, and his focus is so intent he doesn’t notice the figure
descending fluidly into the seat beside him.

Delicious , thinks Desire.  A source so unlike any other.

There’s a hand on Hob’s shoulder, but it doesn’t startle him out of his faithfulness like he
might expect.  No, something about the contact, the press of the hand into the fabric of his
sweater with subtle force, is warm and intensifying, a focal mirror sharpening the fierce ache
between his throat and his lungs.  The alcohol has loosened his guard, and Desire’s influence,
like a fleet-footed traitor, slips through the Trojan horse of their hand and down into his
collarbones.

“Are you waiting for someone, stranger?”

The voice purrs into his ear, the breath of each syllable hot and low.  Hob’s centuries of
finely-honed instincts begin to sense that something isn’t quite right, but it’s all he can do to
inhale, the cords of his chest are so tightly constricted with feeling. 

“Yes.”  It leaps out of him.  He bites his tongue.  “No.  No, I’m…not really.  No.”

With the full force of his will, he turns to face the person beside him.

At once, he finds himself captivated by the glow of their eyes, gold and burning, reflective
from the inside like an animal’s.  They’re wearing clothes so red and so fine that Hob can’t
fathom their reality.  There’s an unnatural liquidity to them, as they slide their hand with
languorous slowness down Hob’s arm.

“Hm.  I think you are, Hob Gadling.”



An iron spike of panic pierce’s Hob’s chest.

“Have we met?” he says weakly.

The person smiles, eyes half-lidded, peering up at him through thick, dark lashes.  Their
expression is so full of vicious wanting it becomes nearly grotesque.  Their mouth is redder
than a candy apple.  Hob settles on “inhuman”, but can’t figure anything out much further
than that.  He finds himself both repulsed and entirely absorbed.

“I know you well, Hob,” says Desire, their voice lilted and careless.  They lift their hand
again, place the pads of their fingers under Hob’s chin, feathering a thumb along the line of
his jaw.  “More, I think, than you’d care for another to know you.”

“I don’t…I don’t know what you mean.”

It’s a battle to speak coherently.  Desire turns their hands to cover Hob’s mouth with two
black-nailed fingers, wickedly sharp.

“You know me, too, lover boy.  I’ve been with you in every bar, in every darkened room, in
every place you succumbed to your sweetly ridiculous wanting.  We are so near each other,
Hob Gadling.”

Hob takes Desire’s slim wrist and pushes their hand away from his face, though it takes twice
the strength it should to keep his own hand from shaking.  “Stop saying my name.  Like
that.”  His full name, his truest name, is wrong coming from the red mouth.  He doesn’t like
it.  It doesn’t belong there.

Desire chuckles.  “So sensitive.  Would you like to know my name?  Or do you find greater
pleasure in not knowing?  Is it the mystery that keeps you so loyal?  Like a dog on his
master’s porch.  You spilled blood, you painted the way with those charming arrows, you
acted with hardly a question.  You built such an altar to him, darling thing.  Such a good dog
you are.”

The pieces, limited and irritatingly cryptic as they are, are rapidly shifting into place.  Hob
has not a clue who this person is, or what they could possibly want (though he knows they
want something), but they know too much to be your ordinary individual.  He knows no one
could have seen him, two nights prior, drunk and weaving through the small hours with a can
of red spray paint dripping like his heart in his hand.  He was saving his first moment in his
new place for the New Year, but he wanted to be sure, sure , that he could be found, if the
right person was looking, and the thought drove him out of the pile of single-shot liquor
bottles in his hotel room and into the streets.  It was a quiet night, kept a secret between
himself and the unresponsive concrete, when he bled the trail of arrows from the White
Horse’s still-open wound to the corner facing the bright New Inn.  

There were no witnesses to that act of faith.  No human person could know about it. No, this
person is more akin to The Stranger –– and this makes Hob suspicious.

“Do you…know him?” he asks, slowly.  It’s a dangerous move.  He’s showing his hand.  But
he doesn’t like this game that’s got his pulse racing, that’s got his heart and mind betraying



him with urges and imagined needs and visions of ghosts.  

The hands of the clock are creeping closer to midnight, and the excitement of the patrons is
beginning to skyrocket.  Desire’s grin splits into something Cheshire.

“Know him?  Hm.  I am not my brother’s keeper.  But I know him.”

“Brother?”

Desire tilts their head.  “Has he really told you nothing?  Tch, poor little dog.”

“Where is he?”  The question is out of his mouth before his dignity can stop him, and there’s
a tremor in it, a vulnerable plainness.  The slip reveals all, and suddenly he knows his
desperation is written in broad strokes across his face.

Around him, the crowd is whipped up into a fever.  The clock hands are ticking their last
seconds in the past, on the brink of the new millenium.  

“Oh, sweet puppy,” sighs Desire.  “He’s not coming.  He can’t make it.”.

Hob looks into the burning eyes with a sudden feeling of suffocation as the face around them
distorts, becomes featureless, and reforms into someone as familiar as falling asleep, as
familiar as living is to Hob.

Desire’s own melody becomes layered in tandem with the richer depth of The Stranger’s
tone, and they speak in a double voice.

“But you could have me instead.”

Were it not for the eyes, still golden and mocking, Hob might have believed he was there,
across from him, his slim hand swiftly cradling Hob’s face, his palm, cool as glass, cupping
his cheek.  And he wants to believe it, more powerfully than anything.

Fuck , thinks Hob.  It’s the most he can manage.

The clock strikes midnight.  The crowd erupts into a howl.  Hob throws himself out the door
and throws up into the gutter.  

For a second, as he heaves his guts into the street, it’s like every light goes out.

 

+++

 

Desire sips the last of Hob’s abandoned glass of champagne.  They find themselves only
partly sated, so they slide off their barstool and pass unnoticed out the door.  Desire is clever
–– they know how to be seen, and how to be unseen.  Not a head turns as they slip onto the
sidewalk.  They feel strong here, amidst the revelry.  Stronger still, feeding on the force of



Hob Gadling.  The man is like a supernova.  He could power civilizations with the torch he
carries.

The man of the hour is sitting slumped over on the curb, head bowed, back rising and falling
in heaving breaths.  Desire slinks around him and takes a lighter seat beside him, resting their
face in their hand and looking at him with an innocent curiosity.  Their face is their own again
–– the fun trick of shape worked as well as expected.

Desire watches as Hob pushes a shaking hand through his hair.  In the other he holds the
paper hat, nearly crumpling it in his grip.

“What in God’s name do you want, you prat?” he spits.  His simple vehemence is enchanting,
thinks Desire.  So unlike their brother, to take up comradery with one so plain.  This was the
agent of drama they had needed all along.

“What do you want?”

“Oh no.  No no.  Don’t turn this on me.  Don’t make this some sort of stupid bloody riddle. 
I’ve had enough of the cryptic nonsense you lot apparently all talk to last me another seven
lifetimes.  Out with it.  What are you?  Hm?”

Desire blinks owlishly.

“I am Desire of the Endless,” they reply.

Hob stares at them with blank incomprehension, rapidly turning into annoyance.

“Right, very useful answer, as if I know what that’s supposed to bloody mean.”

“I’m just what I said.  I am Desire.  The desire felt by young lovers, by wandering eyes, by
rich men and thieves, by the blood and the tooth.”

“Christ.  Alright.  Hold on.”  Hod massages his temples.  “So, you’re just, you’re sort of, the,
the personification of all that, then?  Is that it?”

“I’m one of seven siblings, all like me, though unfortunately not entirely like me.  None of
them are half as much fun .  Your…stranger…is one of us.  My, it sounds like he’s not been
very forthcoming, has he?”

“What do you want from me, then?”  Inside, the party is raging onwards towards total
calamity.  Desire’s influence is silent and immutable.  They drink deep from the delight
behind them, satisfied and happy, for the briefest of moments.

“I got what I wanted.  Such remarkably strong stuff. You could feed me for another
millennium.  But the same taste, it really gets old quickly.  And I think,” says Desire,
contemplatively, “I’m already getting bored of you.”

“Well, feel free to fuck right off, any time.”

“You have nothing to ask me?”



Hob doesn’t respond for a minute.

“Anything I want to know, I’ll hear from him.  Not you.”

Desire’s smile appears again.  There’s almost something gentle in it, before it’s spiked with a
playful malice.

“Were you listening?  He can’t make it.  I told you.”

This seems to pique Hob’s interest.  His eyes, dark, newly questioning, are suddenly
searching Desire’s face.

“What?  What do you mean?”

But Hob can’t hold their attention for long.  Desire smells chaos in the night breeze –– there’s
another host of warm bodies down the block, their ecstasy as yet untapped.  In silence, with a
dancer’s grace, they rise to their feet.

“Ask my sister, puppydog.  I don’t feel like explaining.”

“What?”  Hob, too, is swiftly on his feet, but he doesn’t follow as Desire begins to stroll
easily down the street.  “Who’s your sister?”

Desire turns to look over their level shoulder.  Hob’s face is written with perplexity and
stubborn persistence in equal parts.  It’s almost endearing, really.  Desire takes one last deep
drink from the wellspring of Hob Gadling, then smiles. Their mouth is turned freshly bloody,
split into a sharp baring of teeth.

“Death,” says Desire.
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Black-winged Death can smell the Burgess manor, and it smells like tar.

She’s busy –– she’s fast and slow at once, swift between meetings, gentle with care as she
takes the dead in her hands.  Her work is unending, but she knows it’s not cruel, though those
who would besmirch her might say otherwise.  She understands their fear –– she has spent a
great deal of time in the company of fear, of panic, of desperation, and she has seen all its
many faces, unearthed its many roots.  It’s natural to turn from what you don’t understand,
and Death knows she is beyond understanding, up until the moment of her experience.

They don’t want to leave, most of the time.  That, more than the fear, is the hardest part for
her, the only hot ember of guilt she must sometimes grapple with.  They’re always twisting
back, looking over their fading shoulders for what stays behind them, for who will be left to
grieve, and in their own way they grieve the same.  Death goes two ways –– the dead mourn
as much as the living.

But her time with them, though taken slowly, is too brief to assuage their regrets, or cater
fully to their needs.  All she can offer is what she is: a friendly face, an outstretched hand,
and a word of peace over a cooling brow.  And she finds herself content in this.  Duty-bound
but a lover of life, she’s as happy to work as she is to stop at a market square for a fresh red
apple.  It’s all the same beauty.



Roderick Burgess’ manor, its brutal reminder, hangs like a Damoclean sword over her head. 
There will always be cowards and fools to try and snare her like an animal.  She almost
always forgives them implicitly –– how can they know the full scope of what they do?  The
small slights, the air of horror always in her wake, the faint and futile efforts of escape, they
roll smoothly off her back with a shake of her great wings.  Death is an amiable thing,
lighthearted, and her good nature nearly always wins out.

For Roderick Burgess and his son, she feels unending hatred.

Today, she is on the shoulder of a rural road rendered in gray and beige strokes of winter
underbrush, seated on the bank of the roadside ditch.  One knee pulled to her chest, her other
leg swings down over the frozen mud below.  It’s the early hours of the morning –– the light
is newborn and still tenderly gray.  Beside her, a very young man is burying his face in his
hands, every muscle in his body tensed, rendering him unnaturally still, a monument erected
on the broken gravel.

Death looks to her right; a red convertible is overturned and crumpled like a wad of
construction paper around the scorched trunk of an oak, nose-down a foot into the dirt.  What
remains of a deer is splayed a few feet away.  From the car’s hood the smoke rises in painted
plumes, and the pings and pops of the cooling engine are the only sound over the white noise
of new January.  

From beneath the ruined vehicle, a figure is scraping their way out from a minefield of glass
and blood, cursing faintly.

“Fucking idiot , I knew we shouldn’t have come this way.”

With a groan and a final push, a young woman tumbles into the ditch, splashing hands-first
into the icy mud.  She’s in a silver party dress, her face made up with pink shimmer and
stick-on rhinestones.  Dismayed, she staggers to her feet and tries to wipe the mud off her
clothes, only succeeding in massaging it into the fine fabric.  She appears uninjured, which
surprises her, but not quite enough to waver her frustration.

“Fuck!  Shit!  Tyson, could you give me a hand?”

She looks up.  Her undone brown hair hangs like tattered rags around her smeared face.  She
sees Death.  She becomes frozen in her headlights.

Death smiles, gives a little wave.

“Hello, Anya.”

Anya doesn’t speak, fixed to the spot with a single decimating arrow, until in a burst of
frenzied animation she stumbles to the side of the ditch and grabs Tyson’s ankles.  Her
knuckles are white around the scorched legs of his suit pants.  She looks up at him,
imploring, terror blinding in the broad whites of her eyes.

“Tyson, baby, can you help me up?  Tyson, honey, hey, I’m right here.  Help me up?”



Her voice is trembling.  In a single violent motion, a sob wracks the young man’s body, and
he breaks down into a wail animal with pain.

“Tyson, Tyson, I’m right here!  I’m here, baby, love, I’m––”

“He can’t hear you, Anya,” says Death softly.  “Here, I’ll help you up.  Come on.”

Anya’s pupils are blown wide.  She looks at Death with horror, shaking her head frantically.

“No, no, it’s okay, I need, I need to talk to Tyson.”

“Get out of the mud first, hm?  You’ll be more comfortable, at least.”

Death stretches her hand down.  Anya looks into her eyes, and Death can see the panic
ebbing, a new tide of realization crashing in.

Anya releases the young man’s ankles.  His weeping has become muffled, fading into the
background with the snaps and hissing of the car, with the distant birdsong just beginning to
reach into the dawn.  Anya takes Death’s hand, and rises anew from the ditch.  The mud falls
off her clothes in a swift motion, turning to dust at her feet, leaving her as she was and is.

“Why can’t he hear me?” asks Anya.  Her voice is thin, but defiant.  Death admires her
composure.  She always finds something admirable in every soul.  It makes the job
worthwhile.

“It’s time to go, Anya.”

“No.  No no.”  Anya shakes her head again, firmly, brooking no argument.  “I, we have
dinner reservations tonight, with my parents and my sister, at this stupid vegan French place,
it’s, Le Loup Blanc , it’s just absurdly posh, and we had to sit on a waiting list for, like, a
month and a half, and my, my mum just retired, and we’re going to treat her, it’s, it’s a big
surprise, she’s a real Francophile, loves the French food, she’s going to be thrilled, and, and
we’re going on a cruise, to Norway, in a week, and it’s too late to get a refund so Ty’s going
to be a couple thousand in the hole on that, and besides––”

Her words are pouring out of her mouth faster than her tongue can articulate them, rattling off
loose ends one after another.  Death gives her hand a squeeze.

“All will be well.  It’s okay.  There’s nothing to be afraid of, I promise.  I should know,
really.  Sort of my area of expertise, as it were.”

Anya snaps her mouth shut, eyes brimming with tears.  She turns over her shoulder to look
down at the young man, who has yet to lift his face.

“He hardly remembers his own name sometimes,” she says, fondly, wrenchingly.  “Who’s
going to remind him to eat lunch?  To go to his bloody doctor’s appointments?”

“All will be well,” says Death again, though that part, the future of those left behind, she
can’t truly speak to.  The path of things is her eldest brother’s realm, and Destiny does not
reveal any more than he must, even to his own siblings.  “I’m sure of it.”  



She trusts him, though.  She has to.

“Right.  You said that.  Right.”  Anya closes her eyes, squares her jaw, and breathes deeply,
once, twice.  “Okay.”

She looks Death in the eye, and Death can feel her grief, the touch of it, like static in the air
before a storm.  It saddens her, but she’s long since learned to accept it.

“Right then, Anya.  Let’s go.”  Death smiles again.  “I love your dress, by the way.”

“Oh.  Ah.  Thanks.”

There’s the subtle sound of wings.

The stain of the Burgess’ manor stays on Death’s back as she moves through the waking
world.  Even in flight, she can’t shake it.  It’s the guilt rotting in her gut, not a single termite,
but a vast legion of worms.  Death is not used to being powerless, but the risk she would take
to set foot there, and her brother’s strange pride barring her from the threshold, in tandem
force her inaction.  She despises inaction.  She wants to shatter her brother’s prison and raze
the foundations of the house that dared cage him to the ground, until all that’s left is an acre
of salted earth and smoke on the air.

She thinks of her brother, of his frailty and his pride, of how alone he is, and knows the grief
of every soul, living and dead.

 

+++

 

It’s ironic, thinks Hob, that he’s suddenly looking for Death.  

All his centuries spent not giving Death more than a second thought, avoiding it as best he
could (more out of how thoroughly unpleasant it was than any sort of fear), and now here he
is, in another of his many scattered storage units, scrounging through his extensive collection
of obscure occult volumes.  He went through a phase of trying to ascertain what exactly The
Stranger was, and it had led him down a rabbit hole of black magic, weird chanting, and
stupid robes, until he grew fed up with the pomp and circumstance of all the stuffed-up
wannabe “Dark Lords” he encountered and threw in the towel, resigning himself to
ignorance.

On the bright side, that phase of his life was finally proving fruitful, because Hob Gadling
now possessed more authentic (and definitely cursed) magical books than any living being
who wasn’t magical themselves.  He was positive at least one of the hundreds would have a
reliable ritual for summoning Death.  He wasn’t asking much, even, not even a binding spell,
just a letter under the door, a tap on the shoulder, a quick “Hey, hello, nice to meet you, so
where’s your brother at these days?”



Desire’s words, though frankly, a little mean, had proved to be both exceedingly informative
and also annoyingly obscure.  Hob knew four new pieces in the 1000-piece puzzle that was
this whole ridiculous affair: The Stranger was one of seven siblings, evidently of the Endless
family, and he was not so much avoiding seeing Hob as he was actively unable to get to him. 
And, extremely important, his sister was literally Death.

That fun little fact at least made a bit of sense (though thinking of The Stranger’s gaunt face,
he would seem a fitter candidate for the role than anyone else).  The whole business of how
exactly his immortality was managed via The Stranger seemed a little more rational
considering The Stranger was a direct relative of Death and probably could’ve easily asked a
favor of that sort.  Why he’d done so, or why Death had bothered to keep it up, was still a
touch beyond Hob, but hey, who was he to look a gift horse in the mouth?

The rest of his new information, however, was nothing short of perplexing, and on top of it,
worrying.  If The Stranger couldn’t get to him, where was he?  Was something wrong? 
Could he “not make it” in a “booked up with work and still avoiding you, sorry mate” sort of
way, or an “imprisoned/trapped/otherwise impeded” way?  Which, Hob wonders, would be
worse?

“I can’t die, remember?”  Hob of the past is still thoroughly confident in his invincibility ––
though the witch trial had shaken him, it had ultimately proved that he really could withstand
just about anything.  He had yet to face the Great War, and the second to follow it, yet to
really feel what his immortality could cost him, and for now he is grinning at The Stranger.

The Stranger’s look is bemused.  That stupid little smirk.

“ Aye. ” The subtle expression falls from his face, and his countenance grows flat and
serious.   “ But you can be hurt, or captured. ”

He’d never considered the possibility that the same could be true of The Stranger.  Christ, the
man exuded such unholy quantities of self-assured pride that it seemed he was completely
invincible.  But now, with Desire’s careless revelations circling dizzyingly in his mind, Hob
has begun to fear the worst.

Other words of Desire’s are occupying his thoughts, albeit with a little more subtlety and a lot
more indignation.

“You built such an altar to him, darling thing.  Such a good dog you are.”

Hob grinds his teeth and drags another water-damaged cardboard box across the cement floor
of the unit.  It’s January, a week after New Year’s, and his breath is frost from his mouth.  It’s
an outdoor unit, with not a speck of insulation, and his hands are bloody freezing, the covers
of the books colder than marble.  He adjusts his thick wool scarf, a holdover from the 1800’s
that’s held up quite well, and kneels to open the box.

A dog.  The instinct, of course, is to be insulted, but, as he thumbs through a worm-eaten
copy of an ancient Babylonian necronomicon, he doesn’t really know how he actually feels
about it.  His loyalty is a quality he’s always admired in himself –– despite all the cycling
loss in his life, he was a faithful man, and he gave his heart openly.  This wasn’t a flaw; it



was just a trait.  Sometimes it bit him in the arse, of course, but on the whole it was a good
thing.

It wasn’t the dog thing, really, thought Hob.  He tossed the necronomicon back in the box and
exhaled sharply in frustration, tugging his hand through his hair.  It was the blatant claim that
he was The Stranger’s dog.  

He doesn’t want to be his dog –– he wants to be an equal.  A confidant.  A friend.

“ You dare suggest that one such as I might need your companionship? ”

His voice is rife with contempt, but Hob has studied the subtleties of his little tonal variances
to catch a possible hint of something raw disguised just beneath it.  The pale face is so devoid
of expression that it is an expression in and of itself, a signal of utter closure, more hostile
and condescending than Hob has ever seen.  

Well, he’s gone and done it now, hasn’t he.  May as well dig the hole a little deeper.

“Yes,” says Hob, play-acting at boldness, though inside there is a wound beginning to form. 
“Yes, I do.”

“ Then I shall take my leave of you and prove you wrong. ”

Hob reaches for the next book.  The Stranger was unclear about whether or not he was
opposed to friends in general, but clear as crystal was the fact that Hob was somewhere so far
down the totem pole he may as well be the dirt.  Whether or not The Stranger meant this
truly, or he was just hurting from some old and unknown troubles, Hob didn’t know, nor did
he think it mattered.  The Stranger would act the same whether it was the truth or not.  He
would snarl, he would hiss, he would behave like a cornered animal, and he would never let
Hob be his friend, or anything else, not really.

He turns the brittle moth-wing pages, their fibers shown like veins in the overhead
fluorescent lights.  This is an old book, so old he fears it may disintegrate if he holds it too
long, but a note in broken Old English tucked in the inside cover says “ Cîegan wiðufan
wægn ærendgâstflânhred lîchryre ”, and below it, a more modern English translation in
Hob’s slanted cursive reads “ To summone ye the angel of deathe ”.  

The little note is spattered with a dark splash of dried blood –– not his, but that almost made
the book’s aura more threatening.  If he concentrates, Hob can recall purchasing it from a
smoke-filled, highly suspect traveling cart sometime in the 1430’s (for an absurd price, mind
you) once his lack of aging had started to clue him in to the possibility that maybe the tall
dark and handsome aristocrat wasn’t just doing a really avante-garde bit  He’d never used this
one for anything, though –– translating the whole fine-print extent of the thing had seemed
too much of a beast to tangle with, and so he’d just kept it as a curiosity.  He’s thankful, now,
that he did.  This is the real object of his search.

He closes the book, holds it tightly in his hands.  The tenuous stacks of other volumes around
him will have to be re-sorted and repacked, and the prized one, along with the two dozen
others he found intriguing or informative enough to take home, will have to be very gently



wrapped in fabric and handled with museum-quality care.  God knows where he’s going to
find some of what he thinks he’ll probably need –– it’s not as if you can go around buying
“demon molars” and “essence of wyrm’s liver” in the shops, at least not these days.  And if
he’s not careful, living above the New Inn, someone will start smelling brimstone and
burning and grow a little too suspicious.

It’s going to be frustrating.  It’s going to be a boatload of work.  It’s going to be a bloody pain
in the arse, is what.  

But for a moment, he sits with the book heavy and real in his palms, and just breathes.  

Amid the mental turning of gears and the laying of plans, another quieter thought emerges,
clear and plain as a truth: better to be his dog , than be nothing to him at all.

 

+++

 

Dream is beginning to decode the ceiling.

There is something there, in that there is nothing there.  He has watched it change, in minute
increments, in micrometers of moss growth and tectonic fractures as small as an eyelash.  His
eyes oscillate in and out of focus in a regular cycle, sometimes sharp, other times near blind,
but his memory is unfailing, or he believes it is.  This is the particular curse of an Endless in a
state such as his –– he is built to house multitudes, with no glosses of forgetfulness, save the
ever-recurring periods of unconsciousness, and so every minute is lived in the full extent of
its length.  One can subdivide a minute into infinite parcels.  Dream experiences each one.

It is excruciating, to exist.  The odds are in favor of the ceiling remaining constant, but, given
an infinite period, the laws of probability assert that there is a non-zero chance of it tearing
apart.  Dream is waiting for a sign of collapse.  Sometimes a black bird with a white throat
flies in loops over the sphere, and he almost finds the strength to lift an arm, to stretch, to try
and touch its tail feathers as though the glass was not there.  He imagines the feel of the
feathers, and it stirs a longing in him awake.  But home and company are so far from him
they are themselves like one of his creations –– only sand, melting in the face of a patient,
patient tide.

He no longer finds himself with any impetus to move, so he has lain in this position for
another eternity.  Sometimes Alex’s ghost rails against the inner mirror of the glass, soundless
and full of fury; sometimes Paul is a whisper behind him.  Dream can hear neither of them,
and does not track their comings and goings.  Even the hatred he bore for Alex’s betrayal has
turned lukewarm.  The battle with the cooling world is long and losing –– his body is now
immobile, his nerves unresponsive, his eyes not so much unable as uninspired to blink.

So Dream watches the ceiling.

So, what’re you expecting to find up there, eh?



The voice is projected just outside the glass, as though its owner is leaned up against it.  One
of Dream’s arms is curved against the side where the voice may be, and in his peripheral
vision he constructs the figure and believes in it, the dark hair, the curved nose, the easy grin. 
He is both there and not there, as real as anything else here, as real as the blood sky and the
black stars that have been gone for centuries and will be there tomorrow.

I do not know.

Well, you’re not going to get very far with that attitude.

Dream wants to turn the sound that is not a sound into a physical feeling.  He did not know a
body could get this cold, this hollowed out.  He wants to let the sound of the voice become a
fur coat, a glade pooled with sun that he can sleep in, though he knows he does not sleep.  It’s
been so long, the grief isn’t grief anymore, it’s a new and immaculate creation of Despair,
sublimity beyond sadness, a state he did not know could exist.

Maybe it will change.

You’re not one for change, I don’t think.

His other forearm is crossed across his chest, his skeletal fingers on his shoulder, but they do
not feel like his own.  Even his own form is so decayed as to become alien.  It dies, it
rebuilds, it dies, it rebuilds, and he wonders why any creature would wish to believe in
reincarnation, when it is such unbroken hell.

Maybe I will become something else.  Other than this.

Can you do that?  I suppose you could, given you’re a Dream Lord or whatnot.  Bet you
could be anything you wanted.

I did not tell you what I am.

Such pride, he once had.  Such needless pride.

No.  The voice is so exactingly accurate, Dream almost believes the lie sitting in the corner of
his eyes, though hope of such a thing is ludicrous.  No, I suppose you didn’t.

I am sorry.

He cannot conceive of a response, so there is none.

 

+++

 

It’s late, maybe 2 am, though no one is keeping track.  Hob’s flat is the site of a major natural
disaster, or so it would appear to any passing observer.  



It’s not a large flat to begin with –– a kitchen and living room in one rectangle, separated by
an island countertop, and Hob’s room back off the living room.  Hob grew up in a one-room
house with a dirt floor and exclusively firelight, so “small and cozy” is naturally his preferred
living style, and he was thrilled to find the flat exactly as he’d imagined when he first stepped
in.  Now, his couch and armchair are pushed off to the back wall, his moving boxes with
them, still not unpacked, the rug pulled up haphazardly to expose the wood floor beneath. 
He’s drawn the blinds, so he has no clue whether it’s night or day.  Every available surface ––
the counters, the couch, the far edges of the floor –– is covered in books, papers, various
unsettling artifacts, and a forest’s worth of sticky notes.  

It’s been a hell of a process so far.  Hob is grateful for the several PhD’s he’s picked up over
the years –– not that they’ve of particular use in terms of expertise (he went with Russian
literature in the Middle Ages, some early astrophysics things that have since been proven
extremely wrong, and the history of Italian cuisine, just for fun), but because he’s entirely
perfected his ability to work with dense and borderline unreadable texts for hours on end. 
Translating the whole summoning book, entitled, as an hour’s work revealed, “On the Proper
Mode of Contact for Engaging with the Diabolical Angel of Death Incarnate”, had taken eons
of uninterrupted work, broken only by quick cups of instant ramen (what an incredible time
to be alive, where incredibly good soup was just ready to go in a cup) and 15-minute power
naps.  

At times, he feels like pounding his head against a wall, but instead he downs another
espresso shot from the industrial coffee maker he’s bought for this express purpose, cracks
his aching neck, and hits the ground running one more time.  

To keep himself from going entirely out of his mind, he’s busted out his old Victrola (one of
the first released –– Hob always got a little overexcited, and never bothered for them to refine
new inventions before he jumped in with both feet).  Tonight, he’s feeling a little modern,
which is a very relative term by his time scale, so he’s playing Kate Bush, Never for Ever . 
The dancey beats keep him up, keep him motivated, keep him from hurling one of the
godforsaken incomprehensible books through the window. 

“ She sent him scented letters, and he received them with a strange delight. ” 

He hasn’t been paying his physical health any mind, and he’s starting to feel it, resilient as his
body is. He’s got a whopper of a headache; his eyes are bleary; there’s a constant feeling of
lightheadedness, like gravity has gone soft on him.  But he’s bloody well done it.  He’s
translated the goddamn thing in its entirety, down to the last little word.  It’s February.  Hob
feels the need to go as fast as possible, but he knows he can’t afford to make any mistakes, so
he bridles his impatience and agonizes over every syllable.

“ Just like his wife –– but how she was before the tears.  And how she was before the years
flew by, ”

Hob is hunched over a notebook on the kitchen island, walled in by a canyon of dog-eared
books.  He jots some barely readable notes, wrists feeling halfway to a carpal tunnel
diagnosis, then stabs a final dot on an “i”, throws down his pen, and tosses his reading glasses
lightly onto the granite.  His eyesight is, remarkably, not bad, but while the color-blindness
got cured, his touch of astigmatism had not been healed by his miraculous immortal



regenerative whatever-it-was, and the fatigue from squinting at the ancient faded letters is a
real strain.  Plus, though he would probably only admit this little vanity at gunpoint, and even
then, maybe not, he rather liked having reading glasses.  He thought they suited him.  Gave
him an academic feel.

“ And how she was when she was beautiful. ”

He picks up the notebook and crosses the floor, stepping gingerly around some loosely
assembled wax candles and, more notably, a massive sigil occupying almost the entire area of
the floor.  It was done in black paint, specifically a style of olive oil-based paint, whose color
came from the ashes of a half dozen white chrysanthemums (which had been hell to find,
especially this time of year), four magpie feathers, and a whole metric ton of old charcoal
dust.  The symbol was a series of concentric rings surrounding a central circle, which itself
was left blank.  In each ring there was a wild mixture of different languages –– Enochian,
Daemon, Old English, a little Hebrew, some Sanskrit, and a dash of Arameic, if Hob was
keeping track correctly.  It didn’t have the demonic flair the TV cultists’ summoning circles
always did –– no goat blood, no altars, and certainly no idiotic robes –– but in exchange it
felt a great deal more serious, and a great deal more likely to actually do something.

Whoever bought this place next was going to have some serious concerns about the previous
tenant.

Hob kneels by the edge of the outermost ring, which is so large it almost crosses the
threshold of his bedroom door.  There’s a pink plastic mixing bowl there filled with black
goop, into which Hob dips two fingers.  The primary ritual off of which he was basing the
whole production had stipulated that the symbols must be painted by hand –– given his
absent-minded habit of wiping his hands on his pant legs, he’d now lost about four pairs of
pants to the cause.

“ She signed the letter–– ”

“All yours, babooshka, babooshka, babooshka, ja , ja ,” hums Hob, a little tunelessly, as he
copies another few words out of his notebook and onto the floor.

When he stands and steps backwards, clambering up onto the threadbare armchair wedged in
the corner to fully survey the fruits of his labor, he feels like an utter madman.

“Christ almighty,” he mutters, massaging his pounding forehead, though he can’t suppress the
little hint of pride.  His fingers leave a black smear on his skin, but he hardly cares.  It’s
honestly rather impressive.  It’s fairly circular, not entirely illegible, and (most definitely)
completely correct.  He’s sort of stapling together a hodgepodge of various rituals, working
off the oldest and trying to combine what appear to be the most legitimate bits of other
iterations into one.  This has to work, no alternative, so he’s throwing it all at the wall.  Odds
are, something will stick.

“ And when he laid eyes on her, he got the feeling they had met before –– uncanny, how she
reminds him of the little lady. ”



His nerves are electric, jittery, frayed from lack of sleep and towering hopes.  Hob knows,
with blunt certainty, that if this fails, he’ll try something else –– and if that fails, something
else –– and something else, ad nauseum, until something worked or the sun burned out.  But
it would be very nice if it worked the first time.  Especially given what he knows he’ll have
to do.

“ Capacity to give him all he needs. ”

“Just like his wife before she freezed on him,” sings Hob absently.  It’s all marvelous.  It’s all
a fool’s errand.  It’s confirmation of a feeling he is still too preoccupied to confront.

“ Just like his wife when she was beautiful. ”

He descends inelegantly from the chair and very cautiously makes his way back to his
kitchen (if he smears something, he is going to go well and truly postal).  Another hot bowl
of glorious instant ramen awaited, and then, at last, maybe a couple days of sleep.

The rituals all agreed on two things: a), the incantation must be performed during the night of
a new moon –– and having missed the one in February, Hob would have until early March to
scrounge up the last of the materials –– and b), after the words were spoken, and the candles
were burning, there had to be a sacrifice.

Hob put the kettle on for his ramen.  Killing some innocent animal didn’t sit right with him,
and he couldn’t very well get some unsuspecting bloke off the street, because he may have
gone a bit insane, but there were lines he would never cross.  So that left him, unfortunately,
with one unpleasant option.

“ He shouted out ‘I’m all yours, babooshka, babooshka, babooshka, ja, ja'. ”

He circles his right hand over his left wrist, and feels the thin ring of scar tissue there.  Dubs
it a tomorrow problem.  Quietly eats his ramen, with the company of a few centuries and
Kate Bush.

Chapter End Notes

there'll be a tw at the beginning of the next chapter for what is technically suicide (I
think y'all know what I'm referring to based on the last bit of the chapter here) –– I will
not be graphic about it, and I'll also include where to skip from/to if you'd like to avoid it
altogether, which is perfectly valid and reasonable, and I'll be sure to have the skip such
that you don't lose any vital plot moments or anything.

we inch ever closer to the one-man prison break heist movie we deserve. onwards and
upwards soldiers.
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Chapter Summary

A ritual occurs. It's a little concerning.

Chapter Notes

tw: technically suicide

I'd much rather be overcautious than under, so here's a bit of a breakdown of what to
skip if you'd like to circumvent that particular act and/or some of its grosser
consequences altogether.

skip the following:

1. the actual doing –– from the line "His instincts for strangeness are at full alarm.
Something is on the brink of happening." to "With a heavy breath, he reigns the tremor
in his voice, and squints at the notebook." (it's a short paragraph and two single lines to
skip)

2. the consequences, part I –– from " 'Bottoms up.' " directly to the next section that is
death's pov.

3. the consequences, part II –– from the end of death's pov/the start of the next section to
" 'Fucking hell, what are you doing?!' ".

4. the consequences, part III –– from " 'What exactly do you think that’s going to do?' "
to " 'Sorry…' he croaks."

please let me know if I need to be any more specific about any other bits, and thank you
all once again for your very beautiful words and your incredible support. it honestly is
beyond expression how happy it makes me that people like what I'm doing. when I
started this fic, I had no real plot in mind (lord I should update the tags at this point), and
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inspiring my manic pace, and I thank you for it.

I promise I will have the two actual main characters of this fic interact at some point I
swear I promise

bonus content: sexy good omens cameo bc I believe the ngcu (neil gaiman cinematic
universe) all takes place in the same timeline



See the end of the chapter for more notes

You know, you missed our appointment.

Dream is the same as he was, and the same as he will be.  He is cold beyond cold, starved
beyond hunger, daily feeling his tether to his form growing finer and frayed.  His eyes, their
blue gone soft and milky, have glazed over, and the distant intrigue of the ceiling is reduced
to a featureless, lightless blur.  There is nothing for him there, less even than there was when
he could see it clearly.  He tells himself stories.

How do you know what year it is?

Well, what with how this works, I think you must know for me to know.

His peripheral vision is still playing tricks –– he is still constructing the ghost beyond the
sphere, both aware of it as a fantasy and taking it as fact.

I do not know.  I do not know how long I have been here.

A part of you must, then.  Some little clock ticking away in your head.

I know myself entirely.

I dunno, how else would I know it’s past ‘89, if you don’t?

You are real.

Don’t think so , says the voice, with gentleness.  Dream can picture the expression that goes
with it, though it is fleeting.  You know that.

I know.

Actually, you know what, I think you’re just dodging my original statement.  Very obviously, I
might add.  

And on what do you base these accusations?

You may think you’re all mysterious and subtle, Lord of the Night or whatnot, but I can see
right through you.

The corner of Dream’s mouth twitches, almost imperceptibly.  It is the most movement he has
performed in a series of stacked eternities.

You were always unusually astute.

Don’t try and flatter me into submission.  You missed our appointment.

The cheerful petulance is so astoundingly accurate.  Dream knows his capabilities –– he
knows the limits of his ability to create anew are endless.  His ability to replicate, however ––



he had not known his mind could be so exacting.  Or that it would so readily summon the
choice spirit it did, and so fervently convince itself of his presence.  

Sometimes, it is as if he is even imagining himself, watching his own stagnation and his own
need as though from a high window, through which the strife and misery of the ground are
made small.

What choice did I have?

He does not like the divide –– he has already been severed from his home, and this remaining
form is all he has left to cling to.  With unseen effort he pulls himself back into the scene,
despite the fits and starts of pain the words he invents may cause him.  

I know, I know.  Don’t blame you in the least.  Brought it up because I have a follow-up
question.

Which is?

Even the little hesitations, the pauses, feel as though they’re placed perfectly.

To be honest, not sure I want the answer.

Then why did you bring it up?

This place has got an awful mildew problem, don’t you think? 

Curious.  Despite your criticism of my lack of subtlety, your attempts to avoid the point are
exponentially less subtle than mine.

You’re an arse.   The voice is fond.  Dream wonders if he is imposing such a tone on the
voice, if it is real or constructed.   If I were a serf in whatever lordly domain you’re supposed
to be running I’d stage a bloody revolt.

You evade me now with jokes?

Oh, so you think I’m funny?

Gods above, he did not know he remembered that laugh so well.  But it is there, almost like a
hand’s touch, on the opposite face of the class.  It is a red and sweetly cooling August dusk. 
A distant stellar lamp on a familiar porch.  A spill of soft light from an opening door.

I am sorry I could not attend.  Truly

It’s alright.  Certainly not your fault, at least.  

Still.  What do you wish to know?

He will have to end this fantasizing, one day.  He will have to resign himself to whatever
blank non-existence lies before him.  But these days, Dream feels like a drowning man,
needing to invent his own constants.



Would you have come? asks the voice.   If you were able?

Of all the infinite things Dream has had time to think about, this is the one which requires the
least consideration.  

Yes.

 

+++

 

It’s March 6th, and Hob’s entire flat smells like burnt fennel.

According to a well-reputed Middle Ages protection ritual he’s sort of mashing on top of the
whole affair, fennel is supposed to keep unwanted spirits from sneaking in while he’s opening
whatever gateway or mail slot that’ll let him get a word in to Death.  He faintly remembers
this little superstition –– a grandmother, whose face is so far back it’s all watered down to
color and form, stuffing little stems of fennel in the keyhole of the front door, to keep the
ghosts away.  Does it work?  Damned if he knows.  But he doesn’t want anything especially
nasty getting in while he’s…otherwise occupied, so he goes the extra mile on this one.  

It’s not such a bad smell, but if he’s being honest, he may have gone a touch overboard with
it. He’s not sure he’ll ever be able to get the scent out of his curtains.

Right now, he’s seated at his kitchen island, drinking a ludicrously strong cup of black coffee
judiciously spiked with Jack Daniels.  It’s in a souvenir mug from his professorial time in
Berlin; there’s a little picture of a German flag on it, and a very cheery Weiner dog.  

Below him, his New Inn is lush with the living, the strains of animated conversation and
shuffling bodies and clinking glasses rising up through his floorboards, diffusing into the
quiet around him.  He’s tired, though a little less so than he had been in his manic translation
phase, and the end of the journey is almost in sight.  It enables the hope that has so fully ruled
him for so long, served with a strange cocktail of elation and panic.

He sips his bitter coffee and surveys the damage in the wake of his labors.  His flat is really in
ruins –– it’s taken from February up until roughly an hour ago, when a very unusual back-
alley deal went down between Hob and a lanky redhead in a disheveled suit, for him to
acquire the handful of obscure items he needs, but he’s got them, all lined up nice and neat
and threatening on the counter.

Hob had gotten in touch with the redhead through a highly suspect online forum for new and
old practitioners of the occult.  The unknown seller had sent him a private message via AOL
(though Hob had sworn he hadn’t posted his private contact info anywhere).  After some
tense negotiation with the anonymous user, screen-named “666BentlyLuvrXD”, they’d
settled on a deal: one extremely rare first-edition printing of a Webster’s dictionary which
contained a typo never again replicated in print (which Hob just happened to have lying
around), in exchange for a single angel feather.



The redhead had arranged the meeting, in the back alley of some extremely posh flats on the
nicer side of town.  He handed over a dirty paper lunch bag when Hob presented the book.

“Caught hell getting this, believe me.  You’re not going to do anything, you know, devil-y or
whatnot with it, are you?”

“Depends on your definition of ‘devil-y’.  I, ah, well, I’m actually trying to get in touch with
Death.  Sort of send a message.  Have a chat.”

“Ah.  Good.  Weird, but y’know, to each his own or whatever.  But that’s fine.  It’d bother
him, if you were doing something , y’know, really bad.”

“Bother who?”

“Uh, the angel.  Clearly.”

Hob had decided not to tread any further into whatever plotline he’d stumbled on, so with a
confused look and a few words of thanks he’d taken the little paper bag, snuck into his flat
through the back door to dodge any possibility of the bartender’s conversational questions,
and now found himself alone with it, curious as nine cats.  He hadn’t opened it –– he sort of
wasn’t sure what to expect when he did, and he was saving the surprise.  A bona fide angel
feather was about as interesting as things could get for an immortal who’d been around the
metaphorical block so many times.

He drums his fingers in a marching beat on the counter.  His knee is bouncing.

With a sudden start, he gets up and tries to tidy things, just enough for his prospective
company.  He stacks the many books in a slightly less chaotic and more structurally sound
manner; straightens out the furniture so it doesn’t look quite so cruelly tossed aside; washes
the piled dishes in the sink, whose bacteria have begun to form early civilization.  

When he’s stressed, Hob needs to move, to be active, to control what he can control as much
as he can control it.  He’s got to burn these jitters off.  He can’t slip.  He gets one shot with
this, because he’s really not confident he can find some of this stuff again.  The angel feather
he hadn’t even expected to get in the first place, and it didn’t seem like the redhead would be
particularly willing to get him another.

He scrubs a plate with fervor, decimating a legion of microbial communities.  Under his feet
and floorboards, the noise from the New Inn is beginning to die down –– it’s closing time. 
Hob has really tried to keep up appearances, but he knows the extent of his devotion to this
has caused the niceties of life to slip by the wayside, and he feels bad about it.  A part of him,
buried deep, fears there’s been suspicion brewing.  The instinct to run is always on his mind.  

The ritual has to be performed at 3 AM (witching hour, of course).  Bar closes at 2.  Simple
math –– one hour left.  The soap suds pile up around his hands in loose mountain ranges,
built and razed with every violent scrub.  One hour.

The items he’s begged, stolen, wheeled and dealed for, arranged in order of necessary use,
loom over his shoulder.  There’s a sensation of circling vultures.  He feels their shapes



pressing into his back, hard, between his shoulder blades, and scrubs the dish with extra
vigor.  

The paper bag with its angel feather.  A dish of dirt from the garden of Babylon, pulled from
the tomb of a supposed saint.  A pure white orchid, no spots, no coloration, no artificial
manipulation.  A notebook in which Hob’s cursive spells out the handful of words to speak.
A mercury glass bottle of rainwater distilled through four silver filters.  A lighter.  On the
end, set slightly apart, a box of rat poison.

 

+++

 

When the hour hits 2:58 AM, Hob’s Casio starts buzzing on his wrist.

He grips the edge of his bathroom sink, knuckles white, and looks in the mirror.  He’d been
sprinting about looking like a crazed prophet the last few weeks, but tonight he’d thought it
best to clean up a bit.  He’d pulled out his most put-together but not overly-formal outfit, a
turtleneck with a tweed blazer, some tan slacks, and a pair of brown wingtips he’d bought in
1802 and was so particularly fond of that he’d lovingly kept them up.  

Hob figured Death was indiscriminate about looks and the like, but he wanted to make a
good impression.  They were The Stranger’s sister, after all.  Couldn’t hurt.

Right , thinks Hob, steeling his nerves, pouring concrete over the nest of snakes in his
stomach.  Worth a shot, at least.

In the living room, lit with only a handful of candles, he arranges his little collection of occult
oddities.  The little flames throw blooms of fluid shadow on the wall.  The dirt he sprinkles
around the inside edge of the circle, the rainwater poured carefully on top.  The orchid gets
stripped down to its petals, one placed at each of the four cardinal directions.  Hob wonders if
it’d somehow be sacrilegious of him to vacuum all this up later.  

“Stand facing North,” he mutters, flipping swiftly through the pages of his book, “right, dirt,
check, water, check, orchid, check…”

With extreme caution, Hob delicately removes the angel feather from the paper bag.  To be
honest, he’s a bit disappointed at first.  It looks rather suspiciously like a chicken feather.  But
when he holds it up to eye level, the faint rainbow-haloed sheen of the new moon out the
window pours through the individual fibers and is refracted into an iridescent blue, a light so
pure and unadulterated it’s a ribbon of spider silk, a wash of cool water on his face.  The
longer it drinks in the strange light of the moon’s dark circle, the brighter it becomes,
growing radiant in and of itself.  

Hob looks at it with wonder –– it’s beautiful, really, more beautiful than anything he’s seen. 
If nothing else comes out of this ordeal, this vision is a joy to witness.  Seems a shame, to do
what he’s about to.



He takes his lighter (a cheap Zippo from the shop down the street, sort of undermining the
spookiness of the whole affair) and lights the feather on fire.  It catches immediately –– the
flame burns blue-toned and crackles with little angular arcs of lightning, and suddenly the
pressure in the room drops, so fast it makes Hob dizzy, pops his ears a little.  He leaps back,
releasing the feather.  It remains suspended in the air.  A low hum is emanating from it, lower
than a Berlin nightclub stereo, so low it feels like it’s separating the casing of his bones from
the marrow, rattling his teeth from his jaw. 

His hopes of success are inching higher.

The very last thing he needs is on the floor in the center of the circle.  It’s a tall glass of
amber, a little cloudy, tinted faintly off-color.  He flips the notebook to the last written page,
only a few short lines of text, and he’s crossing his fingers that English will do well enough,
because his pronunciation in anything more ancient is not up to par.  The presence of the
glass by his ankles is so demanding it distorts the shape of the room, makes Hob heavy with
fear.  Hob glances at his watch.  It’s 3.  The new moon outside is ringed in concentric circles
of pale gold, almost submerged in the stars.  His instincts for strangeness are at full alarm. 
Something is on the brink of happening.

He wasn’t sure how much of a dose would be lethal –– that wasn’t the kind of thing you
could ask someone at a hardware store without getting a follow-up from the police.  He’s
mixed quite a lot into the remaining third of his bottle of Jack.  Better safe than sorry.

He’ll be fine.  He’ll be fine .

He picks up the glass.  His hands are shaking.  He can smell lake water, mud and algae.

With a heavy breath, he reigns the tremor in his voice, and squints at the notebook. 

“By the order of the most ancient creation, by the endless which stretches from inception to
the last light, by the blood and breath of this living body, Angel of Death, I call thee by name,
I reach for thy hand, I command thee to me.”

Christ.  Pompous as all hell , thinks Hob.  Bloody occultists.

He looks into the glass.  The lunacy of it is plain.  His heart is a herd of gazelle, the pounding
of innumerable slim hooves.  He has tried diligently to avoid thinking of his motivations, but
looking into the smooth surface of what he is willingly choosing to let kill him, he is rocked
by a certainty he has probably known for a while.  

It comes as easy to him as breathing, as easy as living, easy as the company of an old friend. 
And here and now, what that feeling needs, spilling from his ribs to his trembling fingertips,
is more important than his fear.  Than the pain, by his own loyal hand, that stands facing
him.  Than anything at all.

You are an utter fool , he thinks.  In some way, he likes this about himself.

“Bottoms up.” 



With a toast to an imagined compatriot, to a gaunt face with a minute smile, he tilts his head
back and downs the glass in one long swallow.  

For a second, he feels nothing at all.  Then at first it’s just the familiar burn of the whiskey in
his throat.  He worries it won’t work, but he doesn’t worry long.

It’s a crematorium in his intestines, a lance through each lung.  The sigil around him bursts
into white flames.  Hob hits the ground, gasping for air and foaming at the mouth, and he
thinks of The Stranger, and thinks he is one stupid, stupid dog.

 

+++

 

Death feels a tap on her shoulder.

She’s taking a moment in Berkeley Square, to sit in the moonless night and enjoy the quiet
hum of the city.  It’s a momentary indulgence, a quick breath or two before she rises and
stretches her tireless wings and gets back to work.  One of her little personal rituals.  Every
day, she gives herself a handful of minutes to just be, to sit with the life that she loves and
must care for.  This time to love it more deeply, to know its quiet shapes.

Death doesn’t need to breathe, but she does it anyway, deeply through her nose.  It’s a
perfume distinct to this time and place –– a base of industrial fumes, nicotine, then a mid-
tone of  newspaper ink and sweat and iron, the bright notes of the vegetation in the park
sparkling just on top, crystals of champagne.  A beautiful night.  The absence of moonlight
makes the lamps all the clearer.  The scene is an oil painting with palette knife strokes of
black.  

Death leans back into the old bench, feeling the wood give just gently beneath her, adjusting
to her presence.  She tries to focus on these things –– the sensations of living.  She wants to
know them intimately, not only so that she can serve the souls she leads better, but also for
herself, to live in her own way.

In the midst of her reverie, there’s another tap.  She frowns.  Then another.  

Death straightens on the park bench.  She waits.  No other motion.   A nightingale is singing
somewhere, sweet and clear, and she relaxes a little, sinking into its song.  Probably nothing
to fret about.

There’s a tug on her sleeve so fierce it almost pulls her off the park bench.

Her first instinct is panic, then fury –– a summoning spell, and from the feel of it, a slapdash
one at that.  Too many times she’s had idiots in hooded cloaks try and get her attention,
thinking they were big deal occultists, worthy of bargaining with.  She’s had it with this sort
of thing, and so help her, she’s not going to buy into it, not this time.  She knows better.



The tugging at her sleeve continues.  She staunchly disregards it.  The force pulls.  She
snatches her hand away.  It starts fiddling with the laces of her boots.  She kicks it back.  It
shakes her shoulder, with a degree of barely-restrained urgency.

Funnily enough, though, it doesn’t do anything drastic.  It annoys her, tries to get her
attention, but it doesn’t do any strong-arming.  Death is suddenly, in spite of herself, a little
bit curious.  Usually these stuck-up dark arts bastards go about things with a little more
bluntness.  They’re by and large an unsubtle group.  All force, no finesse.

But this?  This is more like being stopped on the street by a chagrined tourist trying to ask her
directions to the Chrysler building.  She cautiously lets herself lean into the pull of the spell a
little more –– it really is just six or seven different spells in a trench coat, but the work is less
shoddy than she gave it credit for.  There’s a bit of artfulness here.  It seems intentionally
designed to be less of a slap in the face and more of a polite cough.  Nothing to grab her.  Just
someone trying to get through.

Death rises to her feet and adjusts her leather jacket.  She’s suspicious, still, but the curiosity
is winning out.  She’s confident in her ability to handle whatever this is, should it turn out to
be a trap.  She doubts it is –– some of its elements are far too poorly constructed to be the
work of a consummate occult professional.  Likely just a dedicated hobbyist.

The spell is nipping at her ankles like a sheepdog trying to encourage a reluctant flock.  

“Alright, alright, I’m coming.”  With a great rustling of feathers, Death steps out of Berkeley
Square and into Hob Gadling’s flat.  Alone, the nightingale keeps up its song.

 

+++

 

Hob didn’t know a person could feel like this.  Someone has steeped him in gasoline and
pitch and set a match to him from the inside.  He can’t stop shaking.  His whole body is
twisted and snapped like a bundle of kindling, every muscle convulsing, fighting itself. 
There are foaming shores of blood in the corners of his mouth, running freely onto the floor. 
He has no clue how he’s conscious –– then, in a final firework of white-hot agony, he isn’t. 

He comes to with a ragged breath, face down and struggling to press himself up on his
forearms, red spittle spewing from his mouth.  His head is asphalt, the air a jackhammer.  His
whole body is a web of coloring bruises bleeding beneath the skin.  Tangled tendons, some
torn, rebel against his mind, slumping into immobility.  The coughing starts as soon as he
opens his mouth to try and get some air that doesn’t feel like mustard gas.  Chunks of flesh
splatter on the floor with each cough.  His tongue tastes like bitter copper.

“Fucking hell, what are you doing?!”

Hob whips his head up.  His eyes are wobbly with tears, but he makes out a woman towering
over him, her face a mixture of horror and confusion.  Hob thinks, as much as he is capable



of thinking with his brain almost melting out of his ears, that she is very cool-looking with
her slick black outfit and also appears to be extremely ordinary.  He doesn’t really know what
he expected, but there’s no time to consider anything right now.

He holds up a hand, gesturing for her to wait a minute, then waving vaguely at himself,
loosely trying to indicate his current predicament.  The coughing won’t stop –– it’s only
getting wetter and more destructive.  It rattles like an animal pacing his ribcage.  He holds up
his hand again, really emphasizing his state of affairs, and then grabs Death’s ankle.  It is
incredibly hard to communicate everything he’s desperately trying to say, but he hopes that
sends a clear enough message –– don’t leave.

“What exactly do you think that’s going to do?”

Hob takes a deep, soggy breath, pushes himself onto his free hand and his knees, and vomits.
  There is a lot of what looks like internal organ material in there, and he is suddenly
extraordinarily woozy, but in the wake of it he finds he can manage a few words.  He releases
Death’s ankle and tries and fails to force himself a little more upright.  Everything around
him is murky and underwater, alien in the white light and the dark combined.  He roughly
wipes his mouth with the back of his hand.  It comes away sticky and scarlet.

“Sorry…” he croaks.  Each word is pulled by the root from his throat.  “I’m…just asking…
after… your brother.”

He looks up into Death’s black eyes.  They shine from within with a single white sun.  Above
her, in the cast of the white flames of the burning sigil, is the shadow of a broad and terrible
wingspan.  

“My brother?” whispers Death.  The recognition dawns on her face.  “Hob?”

Hob manages only a sweaty thumbs-up, before his body goes out from under him and he
blacks out completely.

“Shit,” says Death.
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Chapter Summary
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Hob doesn’t come to until the dawn, clear and pink, starts to diffuse through his open
window.  His eyes are crusted over –– he has to blink vigorously a few times to even pry
them open, and the act of doing so is more exhausting than anything he’s experienced before. 
When he tries to lift his head, his whole brain sloshes around in thick tapioca circles.

He’s turned on his side, lying on his couch, his face pressed into a pillow and a throw blanket
lain over him  His whole body is sluggish, unresponsive, and unbelievably sore, so he doesn’t
bother trying to move just yet, instead surveying the limited view in front of him, trying to
piece together the events of the night before.  His memory is in and out, blinking like a
strobe.  He finds himself grasping at scattered straws.

What he can see looks like a crime scene.  The sigil is burned into the floor at least a quarter
inch down, and there’s blood deep into the seams of the boards that he knows he’ll be
breaking his back to get out later.  Everything looks dark and sticky.  He feels nauseous ––
whether from the sight of what he barely remembers happening laid out in front of him, or
because his nerves are finally regenerated enough to feel what they should be, he’s not sure. 
Either way, it’s not pleasant.

His head is stuffed with steel wool.  The still frames of the past click back into place with
excruciating slowness.  Every thought is akin to a physical movement, a hammer driving a
nail between his eyes.



The apartment is quiet.  Quiet like he’s alone.

“Shit,” croaks Hob.

With the full force of his will, he pushes himself upright.  His bones are gelatin.  He almost
collapses.  The room turns on its end and whirls into spilled paint around him.

“Shit!” Christ, the way he sounds, it’s like he’s been smoking six packs a day since cigarettes
were invented.  If all this, all this absolutely pathetic insanity, was for nothing, he’s going to
go ballistic.  As soon as he’s able to walk again, he’ll be trotting off into the ocean.  If she’s
gone ––

“Ah, you’re awake!”  Hob’s instinct is to turn, quickly, but as he tries to twist his neck he
feels the vertebrae of his spine popping one by one back into place.  Dull starbursts explode
over his vision, and his jaw clamps down onto his tongue.  

“No no, stay down, stay down, come on.”

Death is only a shape in his periphery, a smear approaching quickly from the kitchen.  He
ignores her instructions, persistently, and struggles further into a sitting position.  There are
joints snapping into alignment, a series of swift clicks like a chittering beetle, and twinging
whiplash as tendons untangle like bound rubber bands.  And on top of it all, Hob is fairly
certain he’s a little bit hungover.

“You’re stubborn, aren’t you?”

“I’ve been told it’s charming,” manages Hob weakly.  The walls are melting down from
simple shapes and colors into a pool on the ground, then oozing back up into a recognizable
form.  It’s unsettling.

“Will you please stop moving?”

Death places two firm hands on Hob’s shoulders and presses him gently back into the
cushions of the sofa.  He’s trying to focus his eyes, but he can’t quite.  His ears are ringing. 
He rubs at them, and his fingers come away with flakes of dark red.

“Sorry.  Sorry.  ‘M good.  ‘M fine.  Just gotta.  Walk it off.”

Just the feeling of his heart beating in his chest again, when he remembers the razor burst of
it stopping, is a shot of relief so strong it's a drug.  He can hardly trust it, believe that he
survived, because it’s surprising every time it happens, no matter how many times it happens,
which is why he needs to get up and move.  

He tries to stand, again, but Death’s grip is surprisingly (well, maybe not surprisingly) very
strong.

“Walk it off?  You had bits of your organs coming out of your mouth.”

“Oh God, ‘m gonna be sick.”



Death leaps back just in time for Hob to vomit the last of what’s in his stomach right where
her shoes would’ve been.  He slumps forward, panting, his head in his hands.

“God.  Sorry.  Christ.  Shit.  Sorry.”

Death gingerly steps around the pool and takes a seat beside Hob, places her hand lightly on
his upper back and moves it in small circles.  Her touch is immensely comforting.  Hob
wonders if that’s a supernatural thing she’s got, or if she’s just like that.  Just kind in a way
you can feel.

“It’s quite alright.  You certainly did a number on yourself, Hob Gadling.”

“Why do all of you insist on using my full name?”

Death laughs, lightly.  She has a lovely laugh, warm and natural.  This is not what he
imagined Death to be, but he’s very glad of her reality.  More than that, he’s glad beyond
belief that she’s still here.  That she didn’t leave.

He hesitates.  “You are Death, right?”

“Yep.  Death of the Endless.  Pleasure to meet you face to face, though I must admit, I have
seen you about before.”

“Good.  Right.  Just…Christ, I’m glad it worked.”

Death’s hand stops moving, lays still on his back.

“I wish you hadn’t gone to such lengths to reach me.”

“What, was there an easier way?  If I could’ve just left you a bloody phone message I’m
going to be a little bit upset,” says Hob, as jokingly as he can manage.  

He lifts his head and examines his hands –– they’re mottled green and yellow, like there’s
bruising under his skin, bleeding inside the muscle.  There’s a lot of unpleasant writhing
going on in his gut to boot.  He’s fairly sure people aren’t built to experience their bodies
regrowing so expediently, because the Medieval peasant in his brain is going bonkers right
now.  

As he stares down at his palms, he can see the colors blooming, mixing, and fading, leveling
into his normal skin tone.  He flexes his fingers, once, twice, and after some clicks and snaps,
the pain begins to diminish.  He can’t repress his little smile of wonderment.  For the life of
him, he can’t fathom why he, of all people, was given such a gift by the woman sitting beside
him, but he’s beyond thankful for it.

“Before you…well, died,” says Death, “you were asking about my brother.”

Hob turns to meet Death’s eyes.  They are impossibly sad.

“Yeah.  Yes.  The pale one, dark hair, bit vampire-looking.”  Death’s expression grows fond,
a little distant.  Hob continues, already concerned.  “Another one of you lot told me he



wasn’t, he couldn’t…he wasn’t able to make our…appointment.  Is he alright?”

Death says nothing, but there is a weight pressing on her that Hob can almost see, a thick
shroud of grief.  His heart begins to sink.

“Can you stand?” asks Death.

Hob doesn’t press the issue.  He doesn’t want to be rude.  He’s afraid to know.

One hand braced on the arm of the couch, he levers himself, inch by inch, to his feet.  He’s
wobbling, almost goes down, but Death is up and standing beside him, an arm across his
back, bracing him.  There’s another series of wet snaps, and the bones of his knees and ankles
realign with a brief hot flash of blinding pain.  Death holds him up while the blood rushes
back into his legs.  He takes a half step, then another.  It’s like learning to walk all over again.

“I, ah, I’ll get the hang of it.  I’ll be fine.”

“You’re a hard man to keep down, eh?”

“Hah.  So I’ve heard.  Thanks for that, by the way.”

Death smiles.  “It was meant to be.”

Hob steadies himself.  The fronts of his clothes, from the collar of his shirt down to his shoes,
are black and stiff with blood. 

“I liked this blazer,” mutters Hob.  

He looks over at Death again.  Her expression is far away, growing farther by the second, and
there’s something unspoken settling in the air between them.  The worry takes hold once
more, slithering, swift, consumptive.

“Can we talk about whatever is going on?  With him?”

Death is less closed off than The Stranger –– when she turns away, the set of her shoulders
reveals the weight they bear.

“It’s complicated.”

“Complicated?”

Death is only still a moment, then starts briskly towards the kitchen.  Hob recognizes the
anxious need for movement.  So far, he likes Death –– they may be kindred spirits.

“Why don’t you go clean up while I make us some tea?”

“Right.”  Hob watches Death move efficiently around his slovenly kitchen.  It’s startling, to
see her so close.  She seems so human.  As the woozy after-effects of the healing begin to
settle a bit, the worry keeps flooding in to occupy its territory.  “Sure.”



Shouldn’t argue with Death, he supposes.  Walking stiffly, using the wall for support, he
heads off to shower.

 

+++

 

Death is not so much impressed as she is utterly astounded.  

She rifles through Hob’s kitchen cabinets, until she acquires two suitable mugs –– something
clay that looks like it’s out of a museum, with a faded embossing of a cat on the side, and a
chipped travel mug from Hard Rock Cafe in LA –– and sets the water to boil.  She knew Hob
a great deal more than Hob knew her, considering they’d not met while Hob was conscious,
but she had underestimated the man’s tenacity.  Of course, she thinks, it takes a certain kind
of brute persistence to make it as an immortal –– so he was remarkably suited for the role. 
Destiny’s hand once again.  He knew what he was doing.

She surveys his little flat.  Aside from the post-summoning disarray, it’s rather cozy and
comfortable.  The walls are covered, practically completely, in paintings and framed photos. 
This is his citadel –– his secret of immortality is plainly displayed, without fear.  

As Death waits for the kettle, she peruses the evidence of Hob’s long and richly lived life.  A
photo of Hob with a diploma in his hands surrounded by a handful of fellow PhDs;  a picture
overlooking a waterfall so blue it could have invented the color; a candid shot, black and
white, of Hob and a dog in the grass, the light clear and soft.  In every photo where he’s
visible, he’s smiling, broad and easy, and there’s an intensity to his joy that Death can feel
radiating off the pictures.  She can’t help but smile back.  

She traces the corner of a frame with her hand.  It’s almost warm to the touch.

The kettle whistles.  Death heads over to handle the tea, but as she’s pouring the water into a
pot of chamomile, another picture catches her eye.  She hadn’t noticed it before –– it’s tucked
away in a nook between the kitchen cabinets and the wall, set off from the others, not quite
hidden, but not quite public.

She finishes with the water and moves closer to the picture.  It’s a drawing on brittle paper,
sealed under glass, likely to keep it from disintegrating with age.  A little caricature of two
people seated at a sparse table, done in sharp lines of black ink –– one is a disheveled man
with ragged clothes, who she gradually realizes is Hob, and the other, facing him, posture
aristocratic, the unmistakable, gaunt and swiftly rendered image of her brother.

Death is filled with a fondness and a grief, both so intense they force her back from the
picture a step.  On top of it, a comforting realization –– Dream, without a doubt, has someone
staunchly in his corner.  It’s a lovely thing to keep, something as small as this.  It means
something Death had already begun to suspect.

“Ah.  That’s, ah, you’ve found that one.”



Dream turns.  Hob is emerging from his room, a towel around his shoulders, in sweatpants
and a worn-out Grateful Dead shirt.  He still looks like he’s been hit by a series of busses ––
his visible forearms are bruised, and there are residual rings of red irritation around his eyes
and his nose –– but he’s a far sight better than he was last night, when Death had to exercise
the full force of her ability to keep him tethered to his body as it fell apart.

“What’s the story?” asks Death gently.

Hob shrugs.  “Only thing I’ve got of the two of us.  I’m a sentimental old man, what can I
say?  Wanted to hold on to it.”

Death nods, regarding Hob with quiet curiosity.  He seems a little embarrassed that she’s
found this particular artifact.  It doesn’t surprise her that he’s got it –– after his demonstration
the night before, she knows with certainty that Hob Gadling would go to the ends of the
earth, and a great deal beyond, for her brother.

“You don’t have to look so sheepish.  I understand.  My brother…he can be difficult to get a
hold of.  In any concrete way.  I wish I had a picture or two of us together.”

“Are you two close?”

Death hesitates.  “We were.  For a long time.  But we…I haven’t been able to…”

Hob’s look is full of wide-eyed concern.  Death bites her tongue.

“How do you take your tea?” she asks.

“Two sugars.  So, dodging the issue runs in the family, eh?”

Death laughs.  “Come on, you’ve only met two of us.”

“Three, actually.”  Hob sits gingerly on the couch, wincing, and vigorously rubs his hair with
the towel.

“Three?”

Death stirs Hob’s mug, then carries them into the living room and takes a seat beside him.

“Yeah.  Desire.”

“Desire?  How did you meet Desire?”

“Ah.”  Hob begins diligently avoiding eye contact.  “It’s.  Well.  They sort of.  We, we
happened to run into each other.  New Year’s Eve.”  He’s massaging his wrist with his hand,
moving it in circles.  A nervous tic.

Death raises an eyebrow.  He glances at her, briefly, then continues.  “Well, long story short,
they pulled an unpleasant trick, made a few broad claims about my personality, et cetera et
cetera, and then dropped some cryptic nonsense about your brother not being able to make



our appointment.  Sounded sort of threatening about it.  Like it was an against-his-will sort of
deal.  And rather than answer any of my questions, they told me to talk to you.”

Death’s brow is knit.  “I didn’t know they knew.”

“Knew what?”

“The, the situation.”  Death steels herself, and says it.  “That Dream is imprisoned.”

“Who’s Dream?”

Death looks at Hob incredulously, but his expression is perfectly innocent.

“He…what?”

“What?”

“Did he never tell you his name?”

“That’s his name?  Your brother?  Dream?”

“Has he told you anything about him?”

“Ah, no.  Not, not really.”

Death stares at him, utterly disbelieving.  “You did all this,” she says, gesturing broadly to the
state of disarray and Hob’s battered body, “for a man whose name you didn’t know until 
literally just now?”

Hob looks uncomfortable.  He shifts in his seat, cracks his knuckles, shrugs.

“I don’t know.  Names, they aren’t so important, are they?  He’s…well, to be honest, he’s
been the only constant in my life.  That means something.  And I know him , you know? 
That’s the bit that matters.”

“Hm.”  Death can read the unspoken meanings between Hob’s halting words.  “A rose by any
other name sort of deal?”

Hob’s smile is a little forced.  “Yep.”  There’s a gentleness in his voice when he speaks again,
one Death recognizes as a tolerant affection.  “Is he just sort of like that with everyone?”

“He is.  He’s very closed off.  Even with me.  It’s in his nature.  He’s sort of like a cat.”

There’s a moment of peaceful silence.  Death takes a slow sip of her tea.  Its taste on her
tongue is lovely, floral and calming.  These little living experiences, the flavor of warm
chamomile, the solid shape of a mug in her palms, are among her favorite things.

“What did you mean by trapped?” asks Hob, at length.  “Where is he?”

There’s a barely-restrained urgency to it –– a sense of vehemently playing cool.



“He’s…”  Death sighs.  “Right, there’s some…there’s a little context.  Have you heard of
Roderick Burgess?”

“Burgess?”  Hob frowns in concentration.  “Yeah, yeah, I think –– old guy, slightly bonkers,
threw a lot of parties in the 30’s, right?  Rumor always held he’d made some, some deal with
the Devil, and that’s how he got so filthy bloody rich.  Never met him myself.  Not my scene,
as it were.”

“I think the rumor was more that he had the Devil locked in his basement.”

“Oh, right, right, that was––”

Hob is quick.  Smart.  Death watches the series of beats whip across his face –– first
remembrance, then confusion, then realization, then anger, sharp and thin as a whip, and he’s
propelled off the couch, on his feet, furiously pacing the room.

“Are you fucking serious?!  He’s in some old codger’s fucking basement?!”

“Roderick Burgess was trying to capture me ,” says Death.  She keeps her voice level, though
there’s a tremor beneath.  “His son died in the war, and he wanted to bring him back.  He
caught my brother instead.  He stole his tools from him, and demanded he be granted
immortality, weath, fame, the whole nine yards.  My brother wouldn’t comply.  Couldn’t,
even.  When Roderick died, his other son Alex took control of the estate, and he hasn’t let
him go either.  I don’t know why.”

Hob’s pacing is erratic, short circles with tight corners.  “Desire told me there’s, there’s seven
of you –– and what, not a one of you lot has bothered to go and get him?  How fucking hard
can it be?”  There’s a thundercloud over his countenance.  “You’re all, all, elder gods or
something, this has to be nothing for you!”

“You think I would abandon him?  Willingly?”  Now Death is up, teeth clenched, eyes
burning with a white inner star.  “You think I would see him suffer as he has?  Were I able, I
would be there in an instant .  He is my brother .”

“Oh?  You’re Death .  What could possibly be stopping you?”

“There are rules. ”

Death’s voice rings doubled, tripled, inarguable.  

Hob stiffens.  Stops his pacing.  He looks her dead in the eye, and Death sees his restraint
forcibly bridling a righteous fury.  He’s got the devotedly enraged glint of a martyr on a yet-
unlit pyre.  

The anger in his body language, with some reluctance, begins melting off into frustration.  He
looks away, rubs his face with his hand, says nothing.  

Outside, the city is just beginning to wake.  The distant mutter of traffic, the quiet shuffling of
chairs from the New Inn below.  A few clinking glasses.



“Sorry,” says Hob finally.  He sits back down.  The last of the anger is fading.  “Sorry.  I
shouldn’t…I’m sure you have your reasons.  Good reasons.”  He exhales.  “And if there’s
anyone I’d like to not have as an enemy, it’s you,” he adds, half-lightly.

“No, it’s alright.  It’s, it’s stupid, really, the way things work,” Death moves towards the
window and leans on the sill, shifting forward to feel the cool air, let it soothe her a bit.  She
looks out onto the early foot traffic –– a woman and her young daughter are crossing the
street, the child clutching a bouquet of new daffodils in one hand.  Death smiles for a
moment, in the corners of her mouth. 

“There are a lot of technicalities involved about involving ourselves in each other’s realms,”
she goes on.  “On top of it, there’s a lot of residual restraining magic at the Burgess manor
that could potentially tie me up, if I lingered as long as I’d need to, to get him freed and out
to safety.  And without me, the order of things…well, it wouldn’t be pretty.”

“I can imagine.”

Hob’s leg is bouncing.  When Death turns back to look at him, his gaze is fixed in some
middle distance, brows furrowed.  Death sees him all at once –– the peasant, the soldier, the
drowned man, the rich man, the scholar, all superimposed into the taught shoulders and
healing body.  She wonders how he’s withstood what he’s had to.  How he’s born the brunt of
living so long.  It can’t have been easy.

Then he’s on his feet again, crossing the room, getting a notebook and pen.  Back to action. 
All business.  Death finds herself feeling a sudden admiration, though it doesn’t surprise her. 
His zeal for living is infectious.  He bounces back.  He keeps going.  She hopes that she may
share in his good-nature, his bullish persistence.  She thinks, offhandedly, that he’s good for
her brother.  A very good thing indeed.

“Right then,” says Hob.  He’s all tactician now, flopping back down onto the couch, turning a
determined eye towards Death.  “Tell me everything you can about the Burgess manor.”

Death grins.  There’s a lightness in her she hasn’t felt in ages.  A hope.

“What do you need to know?”

 

+++

 

Hob is speeding.  While he knows the plan won’t go any faster by him getting there a couple
minutes sooner (or wrapping his car around a tree, for that matter), he does it anyway.  The
banality of speed limits seems absurd to him right now.  If he gets pulled over, he thinks, he’s
probably going to do something he regrets, like punch the cop and get arrested, but for now
there’s nobody on the flat country road, and he feels only a little insane doing 70.  It’s just
hitting dusk, the sky a wash of pink and butter yellow behind the black silhouettes of the
trees.  His headlights cut soft cones out of the descending night.



Death couldn’t accompany him –– not just because of the specific dangers the Burgess manor
posed to her, but also because she had work piling up, considering she’d taken some hours off
to keep Hob from kicking the bucket.  But she’s promised to check in on the other end of
things, and lend whatever hand she can in recuperating her brother.  

He’s grateful to her in a way he’ll never be able to express properly.  Maybe he’ll whip her up
a nice dinner or something.  When he’s back.

When he’s back.  It’s not an “if”.  It is decidedly a “when”.  Hob has a firm, unshakeable
certainty that everything is going to go exactly and totally right.  Is his plan meticulously
detailed?  Not really.  Are there approximately a hundred ways in which things could go
sideways?  Yes.  Does any of this matter to him?  Not in the bloody least.  He is forcing the
future into a planned existence, shaping its course with the brute power of several centuries
of developed willpower.

By the time night has fully fallen, Hob has reached the little town circled in red on his map. 
He disguises his manic haste by clenching his jaw and doing a respectable, non-lunatic speed
through the sleepy residential strip.  At the first sign of a cafe, he pulls into the parking lot
and shuts the engine off.  For a minute, he just sits in the car, listening to the engine hiss as it
cools, and breathes, slowly, deeply. 

Death was very pragmatic.  He liked that about her.  Straightforward.  For all his questions ––
details on floor plan, residents, surrounding area, magical elements involved –– she offered
her information patiently, in plain fact, suitably detailed.  Hob had been involved in a battle
plan or two in his time, and Death seemed to take up the requisite strategic mindset with
complete naturalness.  As they sat at the kitchen counter, Hob attempting a rough sketch of a
floor plan while Death recounted in depth what she’d seen in the few moments she’d spent in
the basement, Hob had realized that, in many ways, they were very similar souls.  It had
brought a momentary grin to his face.  How superbly ironic.

He flips down the sun flap and looks into the little mirror.  He doesn’t look great, but he
doesn’t look quite unwell enough to be suspicious.  The bruising is fading fast, and his eyes
are a good deal less bloodshot than they had been.  He rubs a last spot of red off the corner of
his mouth.  His stomach is a wreck, and his ears are still faintly ringing, but luckily those
ailments don't show.  For all intents and purposes, with his slightly ratty pullover and the dark
circles under his eyes, he just looks like a guy who’s a little down on his luck.  That works
remarkably well with his cover story.

His nerves are at a fever pitch.  Death had wanted him to wait another day, give his body a bit
more time to recover, but Hob didn’t fancy the thought of sitting around, not when he was
mostly perfectly capable of walking.  He needed to move.  He needed to get his friend out of
the hell he was in.  If it was the last thing he did.

He steps out of the car, slams the door decisively, and enters the cafe.  It’s quite small and
slightly greasy, but in a charming way.  A waitress in a checkered top gives him a not-
unfriendly sizing up.

“Sorry mate, kitchen’s closing up,” she says, without a hint of apology.



Hob smiles, rubs the back of his neck, tilts his head down just a little.  You don’t get to be a
successful immortal without knowing the little tricks of body language that get people to like
you right off the bat.

“No no, no worries at all.  Ah, actually, I just stopped in to ask directions.”

It’s all part of the ploy.  He knows exactly where he’s going, but he needs to build the
elements of background in his narrative, enmesh himself in the local memory.

“Oh, right, sure, where are you headed?”

Hob pulls a crumpled piece of newspaper out of his pocket.  “The Burbank manor?  No, no,
sorry, Burgess, Burgess manor.  I saw this ad in the paper, they’re hiring some night watch?”

He smoothes the paper out and hands it to the waitress.  It’s entirely a fabrication.  Hob spent
a little time doing forgeries, in his criminal era.  Got pretty good at it, he might add.

The waitress frowns at the newsprint, then glances up at Hob with a candid concern.

“Bit of advice, mate, I wouldn’t go for this job unless you really need it.”

Hob feigns confusion.  “Dunno, night watch doesn’t seem like bad work.”

“It’s not the work that’s the thing.  That old place…it’s cursed, for sure.  And the old man is a
right bastard.  His husband’s not so bad, bless him, but he can’t do much.  There’s evil there.”

“Cursed?”

The waitress glances around, surveying the cafe.  It’s almost entirely empty, save one or two
stragglers finishing slices of cake and cups of coffee.  She leans forward conspiratorially.

“Folks around here say he’s got some creature in his basement,” she whispers.  “Put a hex on
the place.  Nobody who goes in there comes out the same.  I’ve seen how it changes people. 
My cousin worked a couple shifts there –– couldn’t sleep for months after.”

Hob has to clamp down on his tongue to keep his anger restrained.  Creature.  Like an
animal.

“Bloody hell, really?”  He throws in a worried air for realism, gnawing on his lip, playing at
indecision.  “Huh.  Well, I just…I could really use the job.  I served in the army for a bit, you
know.  I’m sure it’s nothing so bad as things I’ve seen before, right?” he adds, with a bit of a
nervous laugh.

The waitress’ gaze is sympathetic.

“Tough times, eh?”

Hob shrugs.  “You could say that, yeah.”



She nods, returns the paper to his outstretched hand.  “Just follow the main road for another
few kilometers.  Once you get into the woods a bit you’ll see a turn-off on your left.  Follow
that and you can’t miss it.  Big bloody gates.  Best of luck to you.”

“Thanks.  You think it’s too late to go?  Didn’t realize how the time had passed.”

“The old man is up at all bloody hours.  Barely sleeps, so I hear.  And you’ll catch him in a
sour mood either way.  May as well finish up your journey.”

“Right.  Well, thanks again.  Lovely night to you.”

Hob gets back in the car.  His hands have a new tremor, a mix of anxiety and something like
excitement.  There’s an eagerness he hasn’t felt in some time.  Anticipation.  He’s off to war,
back in the trenches, and it comes naturally to him.  

He turns on the radio and tears a streak of engine rumble in the silent night.  This is going to
be a piece of cake, he decides.  Well within his skill set.  Hob knows how to chase –– he
knows how to wait –– he knows how to fight.
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The Burgess manor sits like a mound of scar tissue on its hilltop.  Hob’s car crunches up the
gravel driveway, and he looks at the building with open disgust.  His own innate hatred of the
place is doubtless influencing his unfavorable feelings, but more than that, his instincts are on
high alert.  The hairs on his forearms are prickling.  There’s a darkness here, a darkness and a
deep despair, pouring off the brutalist facade in pounding waves.  Hob shivers.  This is not a
place where joy has walked, not for innumerable decades.  This is a place of pain.

He parks his car not directly in the driveway, but several yards back down the road, tucked
off the throughway in the high grass, so it’s not visible from the house.  Secreted away



between the weeds and the trunks of trees, his presence is neatly hidden.  The fallen night is a
loyal ally –– it disguises his movements with conspiratorial ease, as he gets out of the car and
retrieves his supplies from the trunk.  For tonight, he carries only a few things –– a pair of old
binoculars, left behind from his service in the second war, a notebook, a pen, and a plastic
bottle of water.

He takes a circuitous route, stepping between the dark half-realized trunks, his footfalls soft
against the new grass and occasionally crunching underbrush.  The moon, now only a thin
fingernail curve in the sky, spills cream in geometric pools between the trees.  It reminds him
of his dream, from Berlin.  A scene rendered in subtle sound and broad suggestion of shape. 
He’s dreamed the same story so often, his being here feels instinctual, intrinsic, immutable.

He picks his way cautiously through the woods, making steady and stealthy progress towards
the side of the Burgess’ driveway, until he reaches a copse of brambles and shrubbery just to
the edge of the circular drive.  There are two cars parked on the edge of the circle.  He
wagers, with some confidence, that those are the cars of the night watch.

Under the distant grin of the moon, Hob settles himself down into the copse with the quiet
precision of a man whose life has been partly lived in trenches.  The sky is a blue almost
black, spattered with white stars.  He pushes aside the shreds of vegetation and settles his
binoculars on the cars, their simple shapes made defamiliarized in the darkness.  The air
whispers through the environment, with the soft rustle of sheer tulle.  Hob feels, momentarily,
peaceful.  He then feels tensed.

He squints through the binoculars.  It’s a bit too dark to make out the lettering on the license
plates, not without risking exposure by sneaking into the line of sight from the windows on
the house.  His frustration, his urge to move faster, is bridled only by the knowledge that if he
is discovered, things will be exponentially harder.

He’ll have to wait until it’s a little lighter.  Resigned to this fact, he shifts into a slightly more
comfortable position, and takes a long drink of his water.  It’s a fresh, cool night, far from
unpleasant, but the adrenaline of urgency in his blood is making it near-impossible to sit still. 
With trained discipline, he forces himself into a false sense of calm.

He waits.  Alone in the textured silence, he runs through the steps of his plan, over and over,
reinforcing the order of events, willing them towards success.  He thinks about The Stranger
–– Dream.  

Dream.  It almost feels like cheating, to know his name.  A part of him had wanted to hear it
from his mouth, to take it as a victory of trust, earned, granted.  But now he has it, a minute
thread in a far more complicated tapestry.  Death had clammed up on the personal details
once Hob had revealed the true extent of his ignorance –– maybe she understood his need, to
learn from the subject, not secondhand.  To hear the truth told personally.  In closer quarters.

He doesn’t know what he’ll say.  He doesn’t know how he’s going to react when he sees
him.  That is the only shaky variable in his plan left unaccounted for.  His own emotions,
volatile as he knows they will be.  As he knows they are now, barely contained beneath his
controlled surface.  His self-awareness has grown exponentially in the last few months.  It’s
difficult to admit, in plain language, but he knows the signals of his actions, the stoic



devotion which moved his hand, let him drink the poison like water, let him pull himself back
from the edge of bodily collapse and out post haste onto the road –– he knows.  What it
means.

Hob shoulders the weight of his loyal heart.  Waits for the dawn.

 

+++

 

The light of dawn is beginning to crest behind the sickly frame of the manor when Hob
begins creeping back towards his car.   In his notebook, he’s jotted down the license numbers
of the cars.  He’s got to move quickly again –– he guesses that the watch change is happening
soon.  Hob has been awake, on high alert, for the entirety of the night.  It’s taken a toll on his
still-healing joints, which pop and squeak in protest.

 He drives his car  out of its hiding place, and rumbles down the driveway, back to the town. 
He’s got to make a few arrangements –– he finds the first motel and books a room for a
handful of nights, more than he’ll need, so as to raise minimal suspicion, then makes his way
back to the pub of the previous night.

It’s the same waitress at the front when he enters the building, the bell over the door ringing
jauntily.  She gives him a slightly friendlier look.

“Hello again.  Any luck?”

“Nobody answered.  Felt a bit bad about intruding, anyway, so I got myself a room and
decided to wait a bit.  Settle into town.  Make sure I like it here before I commit all the way.”

It’s a calculated speech –– he hides his necessary waiting period under the guise of a nervous
hesitation, a potential belief in the waitress’ prior warnings.  The waitress nods,
understanding what he wants her to.

“Second thoughts, eh?”

Hob shrugs sheepishly, and takes a seat at the counter.  “Ah, a bit.  I want to think over it a
little more.  Paycheck and all, not sure if it’s worth my immortal soul or what have you.”

“Fair enough.  Coffee?”

“Yes, please.  Thanks.  And an order of eggs and toast, if you wouldn’t mind.”

Hob eats his breakfast, downs his coffee like medicine, orders a second cup.  This is the part
of the plan he isn’t fond of, important as it is –– the waiting.  He won’t get a second chance at
securing the job, not if he arouses suspicion.  So he needs to let time accumulate.  Not much
time, mind you, because Hob is well and truly abandoning his characteristic patience for this
particular quest.  But at least a little.  A day.



He sips his second coffee.  It’s thick and bitter and gorgeous.  A few patrons are trickling in,
taking orders, as comfortable as local regulars.  Hob knows his look is unobtrusive enough
not to stand out, but if anyone asks, they may faintly recall his presence as a half-remembered
stranger, lacking in detail.  That’s what he needs.

Once the coffee is polished off, he pays up (with a healthy tip) and heads back into town.  It’s
a short walk to the motel, and there are quite a few hours between now and darkness, and he
detours from his route to begin combing the front driveways and private homes,
surreptitiously glancing at the plate numbers in his notebook.  On the quieter edge of the
town, about a half mile from the motel, he finds one of the cars of the guards.  

He glances around.  No witnesses just yet.  It’s a bit of a risk, but he imagines, after a long
shift, the guard themself is asleep, and, when he subtly slashes one of tires with a pocketknife
(not too brutally –– ostensibly the work of a nail) and runs off, he feels safe in assuming he’s
gone unnoticed.

He doubles back to the motel.  He can catch a handful of hours of sleep, and he knows he’ll
need to be rested for tonight’s endeavor, the second major step.  Before he returns to his
room, he retrieves the tool of the next step –– a tire iron. 

In the room, he collapses onto the squeaking mattress, and, tire iron in hand, falls asleep in
seconds.

 

+++

 

8 PM.  The shrill beep of his wristwatch alarm wakes him up.  Hob had slept fitfully,
dreaming of dank rooms, tall grass, running and hunting and falling, all in snatches without
any linear direction.  He’d hardly say he was well-rested, but there’s no time to waver.

He swings his legs out of bed and leaves his room as quietly as possible, the length of the tire
iron held tight to his torso, partially obscured in the natural line of his body and the settling
dusk.  His steps are brisk, efficiently bridled, as he traces his path back to the house of the
guard.  He passes by small country homes, whose windows are golden with internal light, and
sneaks glimpses at scenes of domesticity behind glass.  A few families sharing a very late
dinner.  An old man seated at a piano, his melody unknowable, heard only in the expressive
movement of his shoulders.  A girl dangling a length of yarn over the playful batting paws of
a cat.  Quiet moments, little joys.  Hob smiles.  

The guard’s house is on the next corner.

Hob is not, by nature, a violent man.  What he is, however, is a pragmatist.  Would he take
arms against his fellow man on a whim?  Certainly not.  Was he prepared to efficiently
incapacitate Constantine’s henchmen that fateful night?  Undoubtedly.  Here and now, he
understands that a little brutality is necessary, vital, even, will go a long way, and more
importantly, will speed things up, and speed is of the utmost importance.



As he approaches, he begins to detour from the sidewalk, cutting off across a front lawn and
towards the side of the guard’s house, where he conceals himself in the shrubbery.  His
timing is immaculate –– luck must be on his side –– because as soon as he’s sequestered in
the bushes, the guard, a stocky man with thinning blonde hair and an aura of permanent
indifference, swings open his front door and thumps down his front steps.

Hob watches as he approaches the car, observes his sudden pause and muttered profanity as
he sees the flat tire, turns on his heel, and approaches the house again.  He rolls his fingers
tighter around the tire iron, adjusts his grip.  The guard needs to be incapacitated, thoroughly,
such that his presence at his job tonight is impossible.  No car.  No mobility.  The goal is to
create a last-minute vacuum, into which Hob, with an amiable grin and a little luck, can
smoothly step.  

Hob grits his teeth, imagines the face of white angles, and, as the guard is almost to his front
door, leaps onto the driveway.

It’s quick –– three brutal cracks to the shins, the wet snap of breaking bone, and the guard is
down.  An unbroken stream of profanity spews with the spittle from his mouth. There’s a
bloom of blood on the guard’s pant leg.  Hob doesn’t look too closely at the damage –– just a
glance to verify its presence.  

While the man is slumped against the steps, hollering, Hob grabs his wallet from his jacket
pocket, then sprints off into the darkness.  Again the cover of night is his friend –– before
long, he’s just another shadow melting rapidly down the street.

He ditches the wallet in a dumpster in a back alley a dozen blocks away –– he even bothers to
untie an existing trash bag and stuff the wallet down into a pile of rotten banana peels.  The
wallet is part of the cover –– disconnecting the assault from the jailbreak might buy him more
time, if he ends up being pursued.  He’d moved fast enough, he hopes, that the guard didn’t
get a good look at his face, though it may not matter in the end.  If all goes well, he’ll be out
of town by daybreak, well before there’s time for a police investigation.  But he’s playing
safe with the possibility of aftermath.  Once he’s out of the manor, it’s not just him that’ll be
at risk.

He slows his walk –– he hadn’t realized he’d been near-sprinting, and his breath is raw and
abrasive in his throat.  The rattle of his heart in his ears doesn’t quiet, not easily.  

He’d hit the man harder than he thought he would.  Than strictly necessary.  Something angry
in him lept out, spilled into his hands, made his motion swift and full of fire.  He’s always
lived with his heart close to the surface.  It’s all just more complex, now, rife with newly
realized feeling.

With level pacing, he heads back to the pub, feigning nonchalance.  The waitress greets him
with a smile, already pouring a cup of coffee.

“Picked your favorite place to eat already, haven’t you?”

Hob laughs.  “Best coffee in town, though I can’t say I’m much of a judge.”



“Well, I’m inclined to agree, considering my paycheck’s resting on it.”

“Hah.  Yeah.”  He settles himself on a stool.  “Speaking of paychecks.”  He hesitates.  In one
of his lifetimes, he thinks he should try being an actor.  “I’m thinking of going back this
evening.  Trying again.  I think…well, honestly, I just really could use the work, demon or
no.”  He pauses.  “My boy, he’s starting college soon, and I don’t want him to, to have to
worry.”

It’s impromptu.  A little risky.  Hob doesn’t know where it’s coming from, exactly.

“Aw, that’s a kind thing you’re doing, then.  What’s your boy’s name?”

“Robyn.”

Maybe it’s all the old and buried longing getting stirred up, that has made him slip,
unrealizing, towards the faint past.  Maybe it’s the relative safety of it all –– he knows he’s
going to leave, so the stakes of this conversation are low.  He hasn’t spoken to anyone about
his son, besides Dream that one time.  He’s never truly been able to, not freely.  It’s pained
him, off and on, to have to bury his love so deeply.

“Lovely name, Robyn.”  The waitress folds her arms on the counter and pours herself her
own mug.  The cafe is quieting in these late hours.  From the kitchen, the griddle hisses and
metal spatulas clink, under the percussive shuffling of the fry cook, who hums a tuneless,
simple melody.

“Thanks.  Yeah.  He’s bloody brilliant, you know.”  It starts rushing out of him, unbidden.  “A
real spitfire.  First into the fray.  But he’s got his heart right on his sleeve.  Cares so much,
you know, about everything.  And stubborn as all hell, of course.  Just like his old man.”  

Hob’s voice is tight, but he can’t stop himself, now that he’s begun.  In a way, it’s freeing,
though it hurts as much as it did back then.  

“But he’s, he’s more than me, you know?  That’s, I guess that’s what we hope for, in our
children.  That they’re the best of us and better.”

The waitress takes a contemplative sip.  “I guess you’re right.  What does he want to study?”

“Ah, he’s, he’s not sure yet.”  

Hob thinks back.  Robyn’s face is so far from him now, but it’s sharpness, it’s rambunctious
delight, it’s never faded.  He thinks of his boy out in the fields, sprawled under an ancient oak
at the back of his long-vanished estate, a bound volume of the Aeneid in his hands.  He got so
lost in things like that –– so delighted with the promise of adventure, the colorful intricacies
of Vergil’s poetry.  Hob can see him as clearly as if he was there again, smelling the summer
grass and the fresh new air –– Robyn’s lanky slouch in the shade, his tousled hair over the
eyes like Hob’s eyes, like a young and hopeful mirror.  His grin, ear to freckled ear, as he ran
through the low brush, making feverishly towards the house, hands cupped and outstretched,
hollering about a salamander he’d caught by the river, eager to show it off to Hob.



“He likes, ah, classics,” says Hob, softly.  “But that’s more of a hobby, I think.  I think maybe
he’ll study biology.  He might go into, into research, you know?  Cataloging snakes and frogs
and the like.  Something where he can go off into the rainforest, find new creatures, that sort
of thing.  He’s quite an adventurer.”  

He looks down into his cup.  The black circle of the coffee is split with the white lights
overhead.  He can see his own face, and feels ancient.

“But really, I’d be proud of him whatever he does.”

The waitress’ gaze is sweetly humane.  She pats Hob lightly on the forearm.

“You’re a good dad, then.”

“Ah.  Well.  I try my best.”  They fall into the companionable silence of strangers.

“Anything to eat?” askes the waitress after a bit.  “Kitchen’s still open.”

“Just a, a basket of chips, I think.  Thank you.”

“Of course.”

When she turns her back, Hob wipes his eyes with his sleeve.  He drinks the rest of his
coffee.  He wishes, as he has often in times of late-night reminiscence, that he could have
passed on his singular gift.  It’s impossible.  He’d known.  But even then, he had hoped.

The waitress returns with his plate shortly.  He finishes the meal quickly, trying to shake off
the raw edge their conversation had left behind, and pays up, makes for the door.

“Best of luck with the job…ah, I didn’t catch your name?”

Hob hesitates, then gives her a smile over his turned shoulder.  “Hob.”  

There’s no point in a pseudonym.  He never gets to trot out his real name these days.  

“I know, bit odd.  My parents were a little, ah, old-fashioned.”

“Hob.”  The waitress smiles back.  “Well, not so bad.  Best of luck, Hob.”

“Thanks.”  He means it.

Back at the motel, he packs his few things back up in his duffle bag.  Doesn’t bother to check
out.  He’s paid up for several nights, anyway, in case he’d needed them.  He shrugs out of his
sweatshirt and into something a bit more professional –– a clean t-shirt, bomber jacket,
slightly nicer shoes.  The impression is critical.  He needs to appear at once unobtrusive and
professionally competent.  He tucks the tire iron under his coat, snug into the waistband of
his pants.  Pressed against his torso, so long as he keeps a hand in his pocket, it won’t move. 
He’ll sneak it in.



With everything loaded into the car, Hob leaves the town in the rearview mirror, and returns
to the driveway of the Burgess manor.  Under his breath, he’s humming an old tune (new, by
his metrics) about luck being a lady.  There’s a static, humid feeling in the air –– it looks like
rain tonight.  No moon, no stars.  Just a low, black cloud cover.  A feeling of closing walls.

 

+++

 

“Hiring?  I’m sorry, I, I don’t think we’re hiring, not at the moment.”

Inside, the Burgess manor is in a state of resplendent decay.  The walls are papered in once-
shining baroque prints, over which immense framed portraits hang, towering like minor
gods.  There is an air of mildew about the place, a certain scent of damp in the velvet
curtains, the plush and balding carpeting.  In every corner, cases of dark spruce and glass
display curios Hob occasionally recognizes from prior centuries –– Medieval instruments of
torture, a handful of preserved rattlesnakes, the skulls of innumerable extinct big game. 
There’s death in every nook –– though Hob hesitates to say it.  Death is kinder than this. 
Maybe malice is a better word.  Malice and distaste.

In the room he finds himself in, a mild-mannered older man with wrinkles of worry deep cut
in his brow is giving him the most intensely apologetic look he’s ever faced down.  At the
door, he’d introduced himself as Paul, with a warm, genuine handshake, and invited Hob in
out of the rain that was just beginning to fall.  Now, surrounded by the taxidermied heads of
animals staring down from every wall, Hob feels cornered.  Unnaturally watched.  The fire in
the hearth plays trickster, placing embers of life in the innumerable glass eyes.

Displayed on the corner of s great desk is a taxidermied bird, a magpie with a clear white
throat.  The sight of it, somehow, sets Hob’s teeth further on edge.

“Are you sure?”  Hob plays the wide-eyed hopeful in the midst of being let down.  “Saw the
ad in the paper, and I’ll be honest with you, mate, I could really use the job.  I’ve got loads of,
ah, applicable experience.  Served in the army a good many years.  Know how to fight. 
Know how to keep my mouth shut.  Working nights is no problem for me, besides.”

“I, I really don’t know what to say.”  Paul looks positively tortured.  “I don’t recall us putting
out an ad like this.  Maybe my husband––”

“Where in the name of Christ is that other bastard?!”

Half croak, half snarl, a voice that spikes Hob’s stomach with instant dislike blusters into the
room.  He knows, before he even lays eyes on the raving figure, that this must be Alex
Burgess.  

When he appears, there’s something monstrous about him.  His body is half-bent, developing
already the stoop of old age.  His temples are spotted with burst blood vessels, and the lines



of a permanent scowl are chiseled into his face.  He blows past Hob and angles his frustration
directly towards Paul.

“This is the third bloody time he’s been late for his shift!  I cannot, I will not, tolerate this,
this lack of discipline!  Does no one understand how to follow orders?  Are all these fools
born without brains?”

Paul seems to shrink into himself.  He glances at Hob, eyes wide, eagerly snatching upon
Hob’s genial face as an obvious solution.

“We’ve, we’ve got a new one!” says Paul.  He reaches out to touch Alex’s shoulder, but Alex
whips away from him, stalking in a tight circle in front of the fireplace.  Paul’s fingers recoil,
and his hand falls back to his side.  “This is…”

“Roland Gaithers,” says Hob tactfully.  “Nice to meet you, sir.  Came about the night watch
job?”

“Night watch job?  What night watch job?”  Alex stops on a dime.  His whole frame radiates
paranoia, his stare as cold and violent as hail.  Hob has to grit his teeth to keep his hatred
from bubbling up to the surface.  “I never posted a watch job!”

Without a pause for breath, Alex is spiraling onwards, burrowing feverishly into his own
invented conspiracy.  “That mutt must have posted it!  Is this his way of telling me he’s quit? 
Ungrateful dog!  Can’t even withstand the simple act of sitting in a god forsaken chair for a
few hours!  If I see him here again, so help me, there will be blood!”

Alex’s face is roaring red, apoplectic.  He smacks the top of the desk with the flat of his
hand.  The sound is like a gunshot.  For a second, he stands there, heaving.

And, like a flipped switch, as quick as the violence had erupted, it vanishes into ice and
steam.  It seems to take something out of him when it goes.  It’s an inward collapse, all at
once, as though Alex is returning from some great distance, far beyond himself.   His figure
sags.  Becomes smaller.  His eyes, suddenly searching, find Hob again.

“Rowan?  Roland, it was?  You’re hired.”  

Hob watches as he transforms from the fierce and burning pillar to an old man, a lost and
weary old man.  There is a confusion in his clouded look, as though he doesn’t quite know
the order of events that led him here.  When his gaze settles on Paul, there’s a long-lived
fondness in him, one Hob had not expected.

“Paul, beloved, could you show our new watchman down to the basement?  I’m sure Maurice
can show him the ropes in good time.”  He speaks quietly, from far within.  “Let the day
watch off.  I’m…I’m tired.  I think I’ll go to bed.”

“Of course, love.”  Paul’s voice is weary, devoted.  Hob feels a twinge of sympathy.  “I’ll be
along shortly.”

“Don’t be too long, beloved?”



“I’ll be right on your heels.”

Alex’s smile is watery.  He gives Hob a look that is utterly without recognition.

“Ah, nice to…nice to meet you.”

Paul takes Hob by the arm and ushers him out of the room.

“You’ll have to forgive him.   He’s not as sharp as he once was.  He’s…he’s lived through a
lot.  But he’s a good man.  Under it all.”

Hob manages a stiff nod.  He doesn’t trust himself to speak.

Paul leads him through a series of unfriendly gothic corridors before arriving at a small
locked door, so plain and sparse in such an ornamented house that the sight of it sets Hob’s
stomach turning.  Loitering outside it is a thoroughly relaxed middle-aged man with the
bloodshot eyes of an alcoholic.  Hob had expected maximum security –– cameras, trained
professionals, the whole nine yards.  But it seemed the whole place was run down, from the
lord of the manor to the peeling paper on the walls.

“Maurice, this is Roland.  He’s filling in for Willis tonight.  Could you get him set to work?”

“Sure.  No problem at all, Mr. Burgess.”

Paul pats Hob on the shoulder a few times.  His smile is a gentler thing, and Hob can feel his
sense of being trapped, his subtle resignation.  “Thanks for stepping in.  Such short notice.”

“Of course.  Happy to pitch in.”

Paul retreats back the way they’d come.  Maurice smacks Hob on the back so hard he nearly
stumbles, and extracts a large brass keyring from his pocket

“Welcome aboard, brother in arms.  Joining the ghost-watch.”

He makes a show of wiggling his eyebrows.  Hob dislikes him pretty much off the bat.

Maurice takes his time unlocking a series of four locks, each with a different key.  There’s at
least twelve on the ring, and all of them appear identical, but Maurice gets the right one in
each lock without a second try.  That’s a possible point of concern.

“Got ‘ta warn ya, don’t be ashamed if you start cryin’ for your mummy down here,” says
Maurice jovially.  “It’s a bit scary the first go-round.”

With a final ringing click, the last lock is opened.  Maurice pushes open the door, which is
uncannily silent on its hinges, and Hob finds himself looking down the black mouth of a
stone stairwell.  The air from within is stale and cold.  He feels he’s entering a crypt.  

When he steps onto the top step, Maurice is on his heels, slamming the door behind him.  The
four locks click back into place, and on top of it, Maurice performs another series of
operations to lock a few more, from the inside.  It’s like an antique bank vault, all steel bolts



and padlocks and heavy doors.  Hob shivers.  It’s frigid in here, and they’ve a ways down to
go,

“Cold, ain’t it?  The boss likes to keep it a bit nippy down here.  Keeps the thing subdued, he
says.”

Maurice starts down the stairs.  Hob follows behind, swallowing back nausea.

“I’m, I’m not from around here, really.  Don’t know much about this place.  What’s he got
down here?  Money or something?”

“Money?”  Maurice laughs, right from the belly.  The stairs seem to stretch down
interminably, lit by only a handful of bare lightbulbs, some burnt out, some flickering. 
“Mate, I wish it was money.  That’d be a far sight less looney than the truth.”

Hob is having difficulty maintaining his even breath.  Finally at the base of the stairwell,
Maurice is once again fiddling with another set of doors, two massive, thick steel barricades,
locked by a triple padlock.  There’s a tension in the air as sharp as a new knife.  Hob feels a
razor-crisp pull towards the door, a thin, taut wire stretching between the center of his chest
and whatever lies beyond.

“Take a deep breath, mate.  Try not to flip out.”

Maurice pushes open the doors on dead and silent hinges.  Hob feels the floor plummet out
from beneath him, pulling the air down out of his lungs.

Death had told him, in spares and bitter terms, where Dream was being kept.  Underground,
dark room, moat, glass sphere.  But the reality of it, laid bare and cruel before him, is
visceral.  Is unforgivable.

Maurice, unaffected, pushes past Hob’s stricken figure and meanders over to slump into a
folding chair.  “Pretty weird, ain’t he?  Been working here some ten-odd years, haven’t seen
him move a goddamn muscle.”

Hob can’t tear his eyes away.  His whole being is fixed to the spot, stricken like a deer with
an arrow in its running flank.  The sharp cut of his Stranger’s nose is like a carved line of
marble, white and stark in the harsh lights above him.  His body is bare, splayed in a posture
of vulnerable frailty.  His characteristic thinness is skeletal now, startling, nearly grotesque. 
The cut of every bone in his body is plain as a medical diagram –– his ribs form a ladder in
black and white, his collarbones like exposed I-beams.  The blue eyes, at this distance, are
only vacant pools.  Unblinking.  

Hob waits to see if his chest will stir, and it doesn’t.  Not an inch.  There is the horrifying
thought that he is too late.

“Can he…breathe?  In there?” he asks.  His own words tumble out weak and brittle.  

With every fiber of his being holding back anguish, he follows in Maurice’s wake, deviating
slightly, his steps stiff as he approaches the orb.  It’s a brutally elegant thing –– all curves of



iron and smooth glass.  There’s a faint stain of red, almost faded out, on the upper part of one
side, the side which Dream’s eyes, flat and lightless, are fixed upon.

“Dunno.”  No elaboration.  Maurice settles into his chair and pulls a pack of playing cards
from an inside pocket in his jacket, opens them up and starts shuffling.  “You any good at
Texas hold ‘em?”

Hob is transfixed.  He may be in faint control of his body, but his sight is tacked firm. 
Without conscious thought, he’s drawing nearer. 

“Don’t get too close.  The sigils and whatnot.  Can’t smear ‘em.”

Hob stops and looks down at his feet.  There’s a ring of yellow sigils, freshly repainted,
garishly bright.   He kneels to inspect them, in the process bringing himself eye level to
Dream’s upturned profile.  He stares into the glass.  His heart is rampant, rushing tidal in his
head.

“Sorry,” he whispers.  “Still learning the ropes.”

His language becomes locked on the back of his tongue.  With a glacial slowness, in
increments of centimeters, Dream turns his head.  Until Hob is looking down, breathless,
through the black shock of his feathered hair, into twin valleys of clarified ice.

 

+++

 

It is an emergence from an avalanche of smothering snow, to pull his mind back up from
where it has lain, imagining, lightless.  Dream does so rarely now –– even his futile,
contrived conversations are failing to draw him out from the dull beyond.  He does not know
what impetus propels the first shiverings of awareness.  Only that the voice was more richly
textured than his pretending had been able to manufacture.  And it spoke words he had not
predicted.

“Can he…breathe?  In there?”

It is his voice.  There is no doubt.  Dream has spent such close-quarters time with it,
refabricating its tenor and lilt, he could pick it from a colosseum of speakers.  It takes so long
for him to return to himself.  His form is unresponsive.  It rejects his rule out of hand.

“Dunno.  You any good at Texas hold ‘em?”

There is a blur approaching, in broken motions, in his faded periphery.  It becomes more
deftly realized as it draws nearer.  Dream recalls the shapes he usually placed there –– this is
not them.  Another guard, nameless, of many.  Come to gawk at him, like a captured exotic
beast.  What good will it do him, to mind this?  The voice is a troubling illusion.  A persistent
one.



“Don’t get too close.  The sigils and whatnot.  Can’t smear ‘em.”

The shape is coalescing into finer line and form as it lowers.  Dream twitches a finger,
imperceptibly, but the exertion is almost beyond his capabilities.  There is something so
rushingly familiar beside the glass.  Had he reason enough, he would turn to look.  He
wonders if such major movement is still possible, in his state.

“Sorry.  Still learning the ropes.”

Something is different.  An urgent alarm is pleading for him to move.  He’s startled into
action, not by the voice itself, but by the severity of his reaction to it.

With a reserve he did not know he possessed, Dream, with excruciating care, turns his head
to face the outside world.

The shock sends a pulse of electricity to his long-stilled heart.  His ability to delude himself
cannot be so sharp –– if it is, this is the cruelest joke the Fates have played.  To make his
skills so deft that they might show him a vision of such high caliber.  Such depth.  Such
sickening, desperate warmth.

The shock of it is roaring through the barren plain of him, ripping into nerves and veins that
have become comfortably atrophied and dormant.  It is excruciating, to feel this burst of
living.  It is a joy beyond words.  He opens his mouth, but there is nothing to produce sound. 
With a gasp and a flicker from the ash, the star behind his eyes begins faintly burning again.

 

+++

 

“No worries, mate.  Trust me, there’ve been a good deal before you who’ve reacted far
worse.  You get used to ‘im.  More like a bit of furniture than a real thing, after a time.”

Hob is trying, with all his mental wherewithal, to convey any sort of message to his Stranger
–– that he’s here, that he’s found him, that he’s not a Burgess flunky and will in fact be
busting him out within the night, that this is ending, that he’s here .  He can see his own
reflection faintly over Dream’s face, wide-eyed and bewildered, and hopes any of what he’s
trying to say makes it through.

Dream’s mouth moves, silently, in a shape that looks like his name.  

Hob forces himself to look away, stand upright, and move to join Maurice at the table,
stepping carefully over the moat of black water.  Even seated facing away, he can feel the
blue stare on the back of his neck, two drops of cool water searing twin holes clear through
him.

“Not much good at cards,” says Hob.  It’s a lie.  He’s had since they were invented to get
good at every game under the sun.  What he needs is Maurice’s complacency.  His temporary
trust.  A lowering of his guard.



“Ah, well, you’ve plenty of time to learn.”

Hob is on fire.  There’s smoke in his lungs.  He sits very still in his chair and plays three
hands, which he loses with expertly faked incompetence.  Maurice is unbothered and entirely
unaware of what is sitting across from him.  Hob waits exactly an hour, glancing at his watch
as unsuspiciously as he can manage –– Alex and Paul should be soundly asleep, in a room so
far removed they may not hear what unfolds.  It’ll buy him time.  Judging from the state
Dream appears to be in, he’ll need that time to get him moving.

Maurice has a smug air about him, a whiff of superiority, once Hob loses the fourth hand.  He
gets the feeling his playing dumb act is going swimmingly. 

“You weren’t kidding, were you?” laughs Maurice.  There’s an edge of something unfriendly.

“Nope.”  Hob is surprised he gets a word out, with how doggedly he’s been grinding his
teeth.  “Not very good.”

“Hah.”  Maurice tosses his cards onto the table and stretches his arms above his head. 
There’s a series of pops.   “Bloody hell, the sitting gets to ya, eh?  Gonna take a circle. 
Stretch my legs.  Recommend you make a habit of it, too, or your joints ‘ll give you hell at
the shift change.”

“Right.  Sure.”  Hob feels the reassuring pressure of the tire iron, just under his jacket.  He
unzips the jacket another few inches.  One swift motion, and it’ll be in his hand.  He needs
the opening.

Maurice rises from his chair and turns to walk.  For a minute, his back is completely turned.  

Hob whips out the tire iron and slams him across the back of the head.

 

+++

 

Dream has not had to think and perceive so rapidly in so long that it is almost a physical
strain.  He is still trying to process Hob’s presence, his reality, in the room, when Hob makes
the first strike.  He watches through a fog, half in slow-motion, as Hob’s righteous arm comes
down on the guard’s head.  The guard stumbles.  He isn’t down.  Dazed, bleeding in
profusion, but upright.

Hob goes for a second hit, but the guard is surprisingly swift to react.  He whips a fist around
and strikes Hob across the jaw, unevenly but with a force enough to throw him off balance,
stumbling towards the moat.  Hob is quick –– a soldier’s skill must still be latent in his
muscle memory –– and recovers, but not speedily enough.  The guard lands another blow,
another, brutish and lacking direction, but vicious all the same.  Hob falls hard onto his hands
and knees, spits red into the water.  The guard towers over him, thundering down, but Hob



whirls around and whips the iron rod across his knee.  Even through the glass, Dream can
hear the echo of the wet crack .

The guard hits the floor hard.  Hob shoves him backwards and hits him again, scrambling to
kneel over him.  Dream sees Hob’s hand rise and fall, once, twice, three times, before his
figure, heaving in muffled silence, falls still.  He drops the rod to the floor and pulls a hand
over his face.

Dream is struggling violently to regain not only feeling in his limbs, but any sense of reality. 
He observes, like someone in an opera box, far past removed, as Hob untangles a ring of keys
from the guard’s belt, stuffs them in his pocket.  Not a moment of it feels true.  He cannot
find it within him to believe that his circumstances are changing.

Keys acquired, Hob pauses, only briefly, to consider his options, before seizing up one of the
folding chairs.  He carries it over the moat, and looks down at Dream through the glass.  His
face is spattered red –– a thick rivulet of blood emerges from his nose and each corner of his
mouth.  But his eyes, though half-manic with the heat of the fight, are the same –– rich and
soft, plush and achingly warm.

He’s speaking, but Dream cannot hear him.  The visual of him overwhelms his other senses,
which are flying into recovery, unable to keep pace.

Hob looks down at the sigils, kneels before them. With a scoop of water and the blood on his
palms, he smears a section of them into obscurity.

Dream feels a rush of power explode into his chest.  His instinct is to gasp, but there is
nothing there to inhale.

Hob straightens.  In the mixture of flickering electric bulbs and the reflective play of their
light on the water, he looks ethereal, impossibly unreal.

With a brilliant grin and the air of a mythic hero, Hob swings the folding chair in an arc over
his head and brings it down onto the glass.

It shatters.  Dream inhales the first sweet taste of real air he’s known in decades, all at once,
with a rattling gasp like a seventh-day resurrection.  The shards of glass land in a rainfall
around him, but the pain of their little cuts is erased by the flood of oxygen into his body and
the renewed and vital pounding of his heart.  The pressure floods back into his lungs, his ears,
rendering every sound crisp and deafening.  The folding chair hits the floor with a clang like
a tolled bell, and Dream rockets upright –– the heady rush of his returning power is enough to
give him an adrenal ability to do this, to do anything, everything.

There’s something warmed and smooth on his shoulders, and the contact of it is enough to
send shocked bright spots into his vision.  It has been so long since he has felt .  It takes
several seconds to register that it is a jacket, and Dream clutches it like a lifeline, pulls it snug
around him, shivering violently.

“Hello,” says Hob Gadling.  It is a symphony like no other.



Dream tries to speak, but his voice is thin and raspy from disuse.  The words don’t come
easily.  His tongue feels heavy in his mouth.  He is at a complete loss for what to say, so
fevered and bright is the thing now burning in his frozen body.  There is no language for
relief like this, no language for the rebirth of hope from salted earth.  

“You are.  Here.”

“You stood me up.  Couldn’t very well let you get away with that without giving you a piece
of my mind.  Had to find you first to do that, of course.” 

Hob’s voice is like sinking into midsummer.  Dream’s disbelief is powerful.  Perhaps this is
Delirium’s hand, easing his misery.  She was always a sweet sister to him.  She would give
him such a kindness.

“Ah.  It is.  Impolite.  To keep one’s friends.  Waiting.”

The smile that appears on Hob’s face is a brighter sight than Dream could conceive of, as
clear and tender as a golden dawn.

“I’ll forgive you this time.”  The fondness Dream had superimposed into his imaginings is
here, built naturally into the warp and woof of his tone.  “Can you stand?  We should really
get out of here.”

Hob is knelt close to him, disregarding the broken glass under his knee, holding out his
hands.  The halo of warmth from him is addictive.  Dream tries to struggle to his feet, and
almost goes down, but there’s an arm under his shoulders, slinging him upright.  At every
place the arm touches him he feels like he’s burning.

“There we go, not so bad.”  With his free hand, Hob is vigorously sorting through the ring of
keys.  “Careful.  Mind the glass.”

To move at all, Dream has to lean so heavily on Hob he’s practically being carried.  Hob
shuffles him across the floor, deposits him, with extreme gentleness, against the far wall, and
proceeds to struggle to undo the locks.

“They’ve really built this place like a vault.  Had I any sense, I would’ve just blasted the
bloody door in.  Almost done.  Dunno why they put a half dozen locks on one door.  It’s a
waste of metal, really.”  He’s talking fast, to fill the air, to take the edge off.  Dream could lie
down in the sound of his speech and stay there.

Dream is horribly woozy, still swept in the headrush of his power surging back into him.  It is
unruly, untamed again, spurring only nausea and an airy feeling, like he’s liable to float
away.  None of the action around him feels like it’s happening, still.

Hob gets the door open and hauls Dream back on his feet.

“Come on, there’s some stairs, but you’re practically see-through, so I’ll get you up ‘em. 
Almost there.  Almost out.  Going to go home.”

“Home,” echoes Dream.  Home.  Such an impossibility.



The time is experienced snatches and blurs.  Up the stairs.  Fumbling at more locks.  Out
another door, thick steel, cold.  Through the dim halls of a manor Dream recognizes with
revulsion.  Through the front doors.  Onto the marble steps.

Overhead, a crack of thunder tears a furrow in the sky, splashed with a streak of lightning. 
It’s pouring, gallons at a time, fast and fierce.  Hob is swearing a blue streak, but Dream lifts
his face up and smiles into the rain.

“Car’s just over here, just another––”

“Stop!”

Hob turns inelegantly around, carrying Dream with him.  Through bleary eyes, Dream sees
Paul silhouetted on the front step, backlit in the light from the house.  There’s something in
his hands, long and sturdy, which melts gradually down into the shape of a shotgun.  He can
feel Hob’s breathing through every point of contact.  It’s fast, fearful.

Hob and Paul lock eyes.

"I can't let you go," says Paul.  There's only sadness in it, no vigor.

“Please,” says Hob.  “Please don’t.”

Paul says nothing.  The double barrels are aimed square at Hob’s chest.  Dream tries to
manifest any reserve of strength that could strike Paul down, but there is nothing yet within
him.  He feels useless.  Weak.  Terrified.  Hob’s arm tightens around him.

“Please,” says Hob again.  Desperation.

Paul and Hob have locked eyes.  The rain tumbles down in sheets, plastering Hob’s hair to
his face, watering the blood down so it drips in pale shades from his chin.  Paul hesitates. 
Something in him seems to soften with recognition, something found in Hob’s panicked gaze
that he knows, that he understands, that he doesn’t have the will to fight.

Paul lowers the gun, and, without a word, steps back into the house.

“God.  Shit.  Christ.  If he’d’ve shot me, we’d be in a real bloody mess.”  

Hob’s relief is so palpable.  Dream lets himself fall into his easy emotions, his freedom, just
to experience them again.  Hob hauls the two of them to the car, shuffles Dream into the
passenger seat, but leaves the door open.

“I doubt you’re a big fan of confined spaces at the moment, but we’ve got to drive.  I’ll leave
the windows down.  And we can stop if you need.  Christ, I bet you’re freezing.  Here.”

Hob jogs around to the back of the car and retrieves something from the trunk, an old picnic
blanket, which he settles over Dream.  It’s a little dampened by the rain by the time Hob gets
it to him, but not too damp, and its downy touch is sweeter than ambrosia.  It smells like
vinyl and something both smoky and green, something like Hob.



Hob slides into the driver’s seat, and rolls the windows all the way down before reaching
across Dream to close his door.  Dream wishes he would stay there, to take his persistent cold
away, absorb it into the fabric of his warmth.  Instead, Hob starts driving.  Dream looks at
him, thoughtful, just a little untethered from the moment.  

Hob is soaked to the bone.  His face is a rapidly bruising mess, over what appear to be pre-
existing bruises.  He looks like a drowned rat.  Dream has never felt more powerfully tied to
anything, anyone, in his life.

“Be home in a jiff,” says Hob.  “Warm clothes, hot cup of tea, good long rest.  Anything. 
Anything you want.  Anything you need.”

They tear down the driveway, out to the main road.  The drum of the rain on the car is low
and soothing, the feel of it rushing with the country air through the open window deliciously,
breathlessly plain.  

Dream leans back into the seat, the faintest twitch of happiness in the corners of his chapped
mouth, and closes his eyes.

Chapter End Notes

hob pulled a page out of the wwe handbook and whipped out the classic folding chair
maneuver

anyway I'm a whore for a) meaningful prolonged eye contact b) hob thinking about his
son and c) the strange kinship that I believe exists between hob and paul in which their
devotion has driven them to different extremes and they know they are not so far apart

bit of a rough week, but I'll be trying to maintain my consistent updating schedule, so
expect some actual serious dream and hob like coexisting and y'know dealing with All
That in the next day or so. prepare yourselves for my "dream in absurdly out-of-vibe
clothes like pajama pants with dinosaurs on them and tie-dyed shirts" agenda.

as always, thank you for reading <3



IX

Chapter Summary

A quiet night, a quiet morning.

Chapter Notes

let it be known –– I am simply attempting to convey hyper-specific images with hyper-
specific lighting, not by using the more reasonable medium of art, but by rambling at
great length about lights and color and texture

let it also be known –– while I'm a 2022 hob haircut supremacist (shoutout to the og
peasant look tho (ironically) and also the 1898 look (fully unironically)) I feel like he
went to berlin and got a stupid short haircut to feel edgy and regretted it instantly and
now has like a half grown out thing going anyway just needed to open the hob haircut
discourse
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time and also interact peacefully like even a little <3 I have been stricken with stomach
flu off and on for the last two days and this indulgent content may have healed me some.
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comments you all have left for me. I wasn't expecting such a reception to the last chapter
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since I've been in an active fan space that was so genuinely lovely and positive and I
thank you all for that from the bottom of my heart.

I liked writing this, it made me happy, and I hope it does the same for you <3

See the end of the chapter for more notes

Hob drives fast and controlled.  He keeps his eyes at attention, on the road.  In his periphery,
Dream is a motionless shape of black and white under the blue-checkered picnic blanket, and
every twitch of him is held fast in Hob’s perception.  He moves very little, but now and then
he will turn his architectural face towards the window a bit more, and there will be a heave in
his shoulders, a deep and raw inhale of breath.  It’s affirmation he’s there, that he’s alive. 
Hob’s heart makes its home in his throat, and though his words usually run so free in this
company, he finds that the new silence is equally comfortable.  Something shared.

The rain rings percussive on the roof of the car and patters in cavalry droves through the open
windows.  The air through it is clean and fresh, and that’s all Hob wants things to be –– open,



renewed.  Real.  Unconfined.  Nothing to remind Dream of what lies in the distant black
horizon in the rearview.  Hob wants everything he gives him to be good .

Hob’s whole body is shaking; his stomach is in twitching ruins, still unhealed; there are a
handful of teeth lose in his mouth from the punches, a pooling copper taste below his gums;
there is a fear as stiff as a prey animal’s keen instinct down the back of his spine, because he
can never quite believe there isn’t something, someone, chasing him.  But there is nothing, no
pain or terror, that matters to him more than the singular task of getting home with both of
them intact enough to see tomorrow.  Tomorrow, there will undoubtedly be other problems. 
Tonight he can be strength enough for two.

They drive through the sleeping city.  Hob wonders if Dream is asleep, if he can sleep, if he’s
been asleep for all these decades, or if he’s lived them.  The prolonged thought of it turns him
cold with fury, but he knows the anger is useless here.  It’s been exercised already, and it’s
not a time for his own pains to take forefront.  He swallows what he can, pours the rest into
the accelerator, and makes better time.  The soldier's mind keeps his objective above the
crashing of his emotions, directing his hands, leading them home.

The few hours pass in peace.  Hob is so tense he is aware of every rustle beside him, every
minute shift, imagines he can hear the mothwing disturbance of a blink, the buried beat of the
heart.  Over and over, he waits for a sound, breath bated, to prove that Dream is still there.

Halfway into town, they idle at a stoplight on the vacant street.  The red light is refracted in
individual columns of rainwater, burning through the clarity of the liquid, splashing a brighter
halo into the muted night.  Hob turns to look at Dream, fully and plainly, for the first time
since the drive began.  To say he is breathless would be an understatement.

Dream’s face is partly in profile, turned just off the axis, so his gaze, still and distant, falls
somewhere to the side of the road, diffused into the rain-obscured silhouette of the sidewalk. 
In the background darkness and the colored light, the lines of him are painted sharp in black
and white and red, like oils on pale canvas, stark and severe.  The blue of his eye is turned
pale violet in the red spill, and from behind his iris there’s a white and burning reflection,
some newly-sharpened internal nova that Hob has not seen before, made visible only by the
dimness around it.  His definition, once merely otherworldly, now approaches sickly, and this
sets a twist in Hob’s gut.  But the air of unearthly aristocracy, the fine clarity of his straight
features that first arrested Hob’s attention in the dimly-lit White Horse, those things remain,
as intrinsic as his silence.  Even here, only a handful of hours from decades of captivity, he
wears the shroud of the picnic blanket with strangeness, with a captivating stillness.

Only when the cast of highlight against the white brow turns to green can Hob look away,
back down the road, a fluttering certainty between his ribs.  Dream, in his periphery, is stoic
as a Roman statue, cut like an ancient emperor.  Hob breathes in through the nose, out
through the mouth, and focuses on the route.

The dashboard clock’s faint synthetic glow reads 3:48 by the time Hob has parked around the
back alley of the New Inn.  The lights on the ground floor are dark, but he’d left a lamp on in
his flat upstairs, and in the line between the drawn curtains there’s a single ray of orange-gold
down into the alley and partly through the car window, settling into a diffused radius around
Dream’s feathers of dark hair.  Hob shuts the engine off, and the silence that had shaped their



impromptu road trip settles further, nearing perfect, save Hob’s pulse in his ears and Dream’s
occasional raw-edged breaths.  The rain is thinning into a soft drizzle, light as a paintbrush
against the bricks and cobblestones.  Hob lets some of the weight slip from his shoulders.

“Right,” says Hob, corralling his voice into a level assuredness.  He doesn’t have a clue what
to say after, so he doesn’t say anything, and gets out of the car.

It’s a slow process, coaxing Dream first out of the car, then into the building.  Hob can feel
the tension sparking off him, the runner’s pre-sprint tightness, the cornered sensation.  He
tries every gentleness he has, and above all avoids rushing Dream in the least.  He’s seen
shell shock, up close and personal.  He does his best to be genial and light.  Once in the back
door of the building, Dream spends several minutes locked in place, staring with haunted
eyes up the black column of the unlit stairwell.  Hob flickers swiftly around his stillness,
flipping every switch, until the whole place is practically antithetical to darkness, burning
with gold.  Dream’s stiffness seems to lessen, by a few minute increments. 

“I own the whole building, and it’s a quiet neighborhood, so I don’t expect there’ll be any
disturbances, though you might hear the bartender opening up shop sometime in the
morning,” says Hob, stepping onto the first step.  He turns back to give Dream as easy a
smile as he can manage.  Dream’s expression is nearly inscrutably blank, but his eyes are
subtly widened, and Hob knows the muted look of his fear.  

“Flat’s upstairs.  It’s, ah, bit of a mess at the moment, but I quite like it.  Rather cozy. 
Certainly well-stocked for anyone who needs to stay in one spot and do some recovering.  If
you’d like to stay, that is.  You can stay as, as long as you need to, or want to, or anything.”

He holds out his arm.  Dream looks first at it, then him, with a new shape in his gaze, a
watery instability along the line of his lower lashes.

“What’s mine is yours, I mean,” says Hob.

Dream blinks.  Hob puts a word to the expression: he looks a little teary.

Wordlessly, Dream manages the first step and leans into Hob’s side, letting Hob settle his arm
around his mid back.  The blades of his shoulders are sharp, winglike, even through the fabric
of the blanket pulled tightly around his figure.  Hob once again finds himself worried about
his unnatural thinness.  He wonders if Dream’s body is like his own in some way –– perhaps
with fewer real physical needs, but equally able to feel their absence.

The two make slow progress upwards, a step at a time.  Dream’s weight is uncannily light,
and it’s exceedingly strange for Hob to experience him in such a solidly tactile way, through
so many points of contact.  Before now, Dream was more a vision than anything –– even in
close quarters, across the many tables over the centuries, he had hardly felt like a real thing. 
Hob had sometimes suspected his hand would pass through his shoulder if he reached out to
touch it.  But now, here he is, built of bone and cold flesh, as real as the rain passing softly
out the window.

Dream is looking towards the floor, eyes cloudy, as Hob fumbles with his keys one-handed
and finally manages to get his own front door open.



“When I said it’s a bit of a mess, I more meant that it’s an utter disaster,” says Hob, laughing
nervously as he shuffles the both of them inside.  The place is still in a state of semi-ruin,
though he’d cleaned the biohazards up and sort of roughly pushed the furniture back into
place before he’d hit the road.  “It’s been an interesting few months, to say the least.  I’ll tell
you all about it tomorrow.  It’s quite the story, really.  Certainly got some good characters.”

Hob tries to take another step into the flat, but Dream suddenly resists his pull.  When he
looks curiously towards him, he can track Dream’s line of sight down to the black scars of the
sigils in his wood floors.  He hisses a sharp inhale, mentally kicking himself.  Hadn’t thought
of how that’d look.

“Oh, right, it’s, ah, that’s leftover from something I did, was it yesterday?  Day before?  Not
entirely sure at this point, to be honest.  But it’s not, it’s nothing bad, nothing to do with you. 
Well, not directly with you, anyway, it’s more to do with your sister, ah, Death.”

Dream snaps his stare onto Hob, incredulity blatant on his face.

“I know, I know, lunacy, really, for me to want to see Death, but, ah, well, I ran into one of
your other siblings, Desire, and they told me you were somehow held up or something and
that I should talk to Death about it so I did this whole, ah, thing , to get in touch with her,
ruined my bloody floors for one thing, hah, but actually Death and I got along quite well,
ironic as that is if you think about it––”

He cuts his rambling short, gives Dream a shaky half smile.  Dream’s brow has furrowed
slowly through his whole speech.  Hob realizes he may just be digging the hole deeper.

“Well, I’ll explain more tomorrow,” he concludes weakly.  “It’s…for now, I promise it’s
nothing bad, and nothing active.  Just leftover damage.”

Dream is still reluctant.  Hob takes another step forward, crossing the first ring of the sigil,
letting his arm slide part way off of Dream’s back.

“Trust me.”

He says it like a statement, but it’s more like a question, a hope.

Dream looks back down at the floor, expression still dour and serious.  After a tense moment,
he closes the gap between him and Hob again, presses back into his side.  Hob lets out a
breath he hadn’t known he’d been holding.

“Right.  This way.  I’ll get you something to wear, good comfortable bed, you can…I don’t
know, at least have a good lie down, or sleep, if that’s a thing you do.”

He guides him off into the bedroom, weaving carefully through the still-disarrayed furniture
and the piles of books, and deposits him gently on the bed.  No longer supporting the weight,
he moves faster, all action and momentum, rifling through his closet and dresser.  Not a thing
he owns is of the caliber of Dream’s typical immaculately tailored and all black attire, so he
settles on a goal of maximum comfort.



“I’m going to go out on a limb and say we have, ah, fairly different wardrobes, so none of
this is going to be quite your style, but what can you do, eh?  Promise it’ll all be comfy, at the
very least.  Are you cold?  You seem cold.  I’ll get the warm joggers then.  Sweater?  Maybe
sweater.  And I’ll get the extra throw from the living room, if you’d like.”

He’s rambling, and he’s well aware, but now that they’ve exited the settled quiet of the car
Hob feels a need to fill the empty air with something other than the silence he can imagine
Dream has been trapped with.  He wants, desperately, for everything here to be the opposite
of the Burgess manor, as far removed from it as humanly possible.

He finally finds his softest pair of heather gray sweats and an oversized orange and red tie-
dyed sweater that he faintly remembers may actually be from Woodstock.  Both are
candidates for most comfortable item he owns.  

“Perfect, perfect, these’ll be fantastic, get you sorted, then you can, I don’t know, do your
thing and at least be a little less chilly.”

The goods in hand, he turns back, arms outstretched, bearing his offerings.  Hob had
neglected to hit the bedroom light switch, but the curtains are wide, and the ambient light
from the street lamps and the sliver of moon is falling through the glass, mingling with the
bright spill from the open door into the living room.  The shapes of the room –– his
headboard, the bookshelves, Dream’s still figure –– are cast in diffused and ethereal cream.  

Dream is sitting exactly as he had been, watching Hob fixedly in the limited light.  The
environment has turned him entirely black and white, and there’s something of his non-
human strangeness regained in this setting, some element of himself returning to his form. 
His face is mostly obscured in the dimness, but from behind his eyes there’s a white pinprick
of light, and in the corners of his mouth the shadows suggest there might be a hint of a
curve.  

Hob finds his motormouth stalled to a grinding halt, but he clears his throat with a cough and
picks back up.

“These are, ah, the best I’ve got, I think, for now, you know, so, ah.  Here.”

He closes the gap between them in a few steps.  Dream’s head tilts smoothly as Hob
approaches, so he doesn’t break the eye contact.  Hob finds himself equally unable to look
away.  Outside, there’s the muted murmur of a passing car splashing through a puddle.  The
farther sound of a quietly closing door.

“ Thank you, ” says Dream.  It’s barely audible, a hoarse rumble from deep in his chest,
obscured by the disuse of his vocal cords.  Hob watches the white suns flare in his pupils
with a minute arc of lightning.  It’s like watching a galaxy form.  It’s startling.  Beautiful.

“Have your eyes always done that thing?” Hob asks, quietly, before he can stop himself.

Dream doesn’t reply, but the little twitch of his mouth is enough of an answer.  He still hasn’t
moved, not a centimeter.



Hob doesn’t know what to do with his hands, or any of himself, for that matter, so he tosses
the clothes on the mattress beside Dream and makes for the door to find some other means of
being useful.

“Right, so, you just, put those on, and I’ll, I’ll stay out in the living room, you know, if you
need anything, I’ll be right––”

“ Don’t. ”

Hob stops, one hand on the doorframe, and turns over his shoulder.  Dream isn’t looking at
him now.  His shoulders are hunched, curving in on himself.  All it took was this change of
angle, and he looks so much smaller.  So much more human.

“Okay,” says Hob softly.  “I’ll just…okay.  Of course.”

He stays in the door, looking out into his ruin of a living room, and waits until the rustle of
fabric behind him stops.  When he turns, Dream is lying face up on the bed, still on top of the
covers.  The sweats and the shirt are almost comically oversized, and Hob thinks, before he
can push it aside, that it’s sort of an endearing image.  Dream has still got the picnic blanket
over half of him, clutched tight in both hands.

Hob doesn’t exactly know what to do.  With hesitating movements, he approaches the bed
and gingerly lays down next to Dream, leaving a fair breadth of space between them.

“Right.  I’ll just.  I’ll be right here then.”  Hob is berating himself mentally as he stumbles
gracelessly over his words.  “You, ah, are you gonna sleep?  Or something approaching
sleep?  Or I can keep talking, if you want, if you don’t like the quiet.”

“ I do not sleep. ”

Dream’s voice is low, faint.

“Hm.  Figured not.”

Hob turns his head on the pillow.  Dream is still staring into the ceiling, and there’s
something distant about him that has Hob concerned.  This look in his eye like he’s not sure
he’s here.  His chest is rising and falling, so slowly it’s almost imperceptible –– Hob wonders
which is more normal for him, breathing or not.

He turns his face back towards the ceiling and folds his hands on his chest.

“I spent about a decade in Berlin, in the 90’s,” begins Hob.  “You should go.  You’d like it
there, I think.”

 

+++

 



Sometime during the night, before the first light of dawn breaks the tops of the buildings,
Dream hears Hob’s voice trail off into incomprehensibility, then broken muttering, then
silence, before the sound is transformed into a soft snore.  He doesn’t mind this –– it’s a
different silence, less vibrant, but more textured.  It is enough to hear the sound of a second
set of breaths.  It is more sound than he’s heard in so long.  The last hours have been so rich
with new sensory experiences that it’s all Dream has been able to do to keep coherent, keep
himself from imploding.

He lays in the bed, and his nerves are crackling.  The soft touch of Hob’s clothes, cotton and
jersey and newer fabric textures invented in his absence, is near-euphoric.  Every point of
contact is bright as a rising comet.  The pillow beneath his head is the gentlest thing he can
conceive of.  Even the mere concept of smell has been so alien for so long –– now he is
overwhelmed by the melting pot of floral laundry detergent, a waft of gasoline and March
greenness through the open window, an undertone of fennel and coffee and aged leather in
the apartment, Hob’s faint sweat and blood closest of all, a humanness to it he once would
have found distasteful that is now leagues above all other scents.  He rolls the folds of the
picnic blanket between his palms, letting each fingertip learn the weave, the individual
crossing of the threads, feeling its weight and density.  It’s all being discovered anew.  There
is barely room in him for any further ounce of sensation.

He gazes up into the ceiling, watching it lighten in increments, and catalogs each color
gradation.  First the rabbit gray of the night, then the downy flank of a new fawn, then a
marigold blooming across the plaster, before the brilliantine white-gold of real sun
encroaches on the petals of prior light.  It is the first time he has seen sunlight, real sunlight,
in decades.  When he is back in the Dreaming, he will build new dreams out of just this.  
This richness of color and radiance.

He turns his head on the pillow.  When he presses his ear into the cotton, the sound of it is
like an exhale, a movement of air through an unharvested field.  It takes a moment for the
flaring against his cheek, the pins and needles of the contact, to subside, down into a glorious
ease.  Only then does his vision recover ground enough to function.  His senses are at odds,
each louder and more pressing than the last –– he must quiet them before any one can speak
with clarity.

In his sleep, Hob’s head has lolled towards Dream.  He’s snoring with his mouth half open. 
Dream cannot find it in himself to be irritated by it.  He examines, in detail, the lines and
contours of Hob’s sleeping face, and both remembers them and learns them as though they
are new.  There is bruising across his cheek and jaw, dark green and yellow as an algae
bloom, and the traces of red still linger in painted strokes on the bow of his upper lip, the
corners of his mouth.  There is a second ailment, too, just beneath the fight’s remains, a
certain sleepless pallor that Dream finds concerning –– it reminds him too starkly of the Hob
of starvation.  At the time, he had not understood what it meant, to starve and never die. 
Now that he knows it intimately, he would not wish it on his greatest foe.  He wishes he could
take that pain from Hob, retroactively, reach into the past and prevent it.  He who deserves it
least of all. 

In the night before, Hob’s arm across his back had felt like a searing firebrand, so unused was
his body to warm-blooded sensations.  Now, even with the space between them, the radiation



of Hob’s warmth is a comfortable tide against him, one into which Dream wishes to sink and
be submerged.

The fingers of the morning sun are carding through Hob’s hair.  It’s a shorter cut than Dream
recalls, and appears midway through growing out –– the soft fringe is disarrayed, half-
splayed across the pillow, curving onto his cheekbones.  The individual locks are outlined in
the new light, which runs over his forehead, down through his lashes, and across the cut of
his chin.  Dream has seen the same image for so long –– the unerring darkness of the ceiling,
the blood sky bright and fading –– that in the events preceding this before he could barely
process the flickering of scenery changes roaring by him.  Now, here, subdued and stilled,
this vision is brightly printed into him, sealed as a seal in wax, and he knows he will not
forget it.

Dream stays this way, looking at Hob, until the sun is nearing noon in the sky.  The distant
smatter of pedestrian traffic, mingling voices, passing cars, clinking silverware rising through
the floor –– it’s deafening, at first.  Raucous proof of life.  In its own way, it is like music,
sweeter than he has heard before.  

He has no impetus to move, so he doesn’t.  The Endless in him is repairing the physical
damage of his body, though he knows he is far from himself.  And he knows, with greater
certainty, that his realm is in disarray, and the monumental task of recovering his tools and
rebuilding his kingdom looms large before him.  With every passing minute, he allows the
chaos of an ungoverned Dreaming to continue, spiraling onward into destruction.

For now, though, it feels unimportant.  Far more pressing is the texture of the pillow.  The
touch of the sun.  The sight of the face before him.

Hob stirs.  His eyelids flicker.  Dream wonders, not for the first time in their long history,
what it is he dreams about.  He’d never looked –– it had felt too great an invasion.  He let the
curiosity be.

“Mhm…sorry, did I fall asleep?” mutters Hob. His voice is thick with waking.  He clears his
throat, cracks his eyes open.  Dream watches him settle back into consciousness –– when he
does, finally focusing onto Dream, his face opens into a quiet grin.

“Hello.”

“ Hello. ”

“You…well, I was going to ask if you’d slept well, but I get the sense that you’ve been
staring at the ceiling all night, so, ah, feeling rested, at least?”

“ Mm. ”

“Good enough.”  Hob sits up, yawns, stretching his arms with a series of cracks.  Dream,
briefly, mourns the new absence of his proximity.  It’s almost unexpected, to want its return
so profoundly. 



There’s a brief needle of shock in his chest.  This want, it’s too close to something.  These are
dangerous wishes, according to his rules.  He bites his tongue.  He swallows them.

“Hungry?  I, for one, could probably decimate a civilization’s worth of bread right now.”  He
shakes his head a bit, the unruly sleep-flattened curls of his hair flying.  “Christ, I need a
shower.  Right, how’s about I do that, then make us some tea and toast?  I imagine you’ll be
needing something bland, for a bit.  To readjust.”  

Hob pauses, and tilts his head at Dream.  Dream memorizes the inquisitive gesture, the color
of the mixed light in his soft brown eyes.  

“Do you eat, actually?  Can’t recall ever seeing you touch a thing when we’ve met before. 
You just photosynthesize or whatnot?” he adds lightly, a hint of a laugh in it.  Dream gives
him a long, considering look, then lets himself relax into his faintest smile.

“ No.  I am more…embodied.  At the moment.  Than typical. ”

“That’s a yes, then –– tea and toast it is.  I’ll just pop off for a quick rinse.  Feel free to look
around, eh?  Got some old books you might like, around here somewhere.”

Hob swings briskly out of bed.  Now, there is a frenetic quality to his motion –– something
nervous Dream does not understand.  He tracks his swift figure as he leaves the room,
attempting, faintly, to parse out the subtleties of his body language.  He doesn’t get
particularly far, so he surrenders to ignorance.

When the bathroom door closes, it’s suddenly too quiet.  Too empty.  Too alone.  Dream is
plunged, without warning, into a panicked sense of isolation.  At first, he can resist the
feeling, push back against it with the tactile reality of the bed, the clothes, the street sounds,
but his will is weakened still, and soon he is falling backwards, receding from the scene to
deep within himself, to the dark and the cold and the motion of black water.  

He finds himself paralytic again, his body resisting change, slumping, he fears, in hounding
terror, into the state of its all-too-recent atrophy.  He has just emerged gasping from the
tortuous eternities, and already their interminable ghosts are hot and bitter in his wake ––
even now, they feel too close, too present, to be truly escaped from.  No, he can’t have
escaped.  It is an impossibility.

Dream thinks, suddenly, with conviction, with belief , that he will wake up from this.  He
thinks Delirium has granted him one of her fickle mercies, and it will end, as every moment
of contrived warmth he attempted to forge himself has ended before it.  He thinks he is still in
the glass.  He tries to suck in a breath, but his lungs are frozen, and the effect is the same as if
there is no air to breath.  He is still in the glass.  It was a delusion.  It was a cruelty.  He is still
there.

A drop of water hits his forehead.  

There is a shift in the mattress springs, a weight settling beside him.  A hand clasping his
shoulder.



“Hey, hey, Dream, come on, come back, it’s alright.  It’s alright, come on, you’re alright.”

Another drop on his forehead.  His vision is beginning to return to the real moment, dragged
back from its burial, clawed from the earth.  The face of Hob Gadling, lined with worry, is
looking down at him.  His hair is in wet spikes, the source of the drops against Dream’s face. 
At every place where his hand meets Dream’s shoulder, Dream feels like he is burning.

Dream struggles a moment.  Then blinks.  The tension in Hob melts away.

“You seemed sort of, ah, gone, for a minute there.  You alright?”

Dream blinks again, very slowly.  He realizes something.  Hob’s eyes flicker back and forth
across the bridge of his nose.

“I’ll assume that’s a yes.  Breakfast?”

“ My name. ”

Hob winces, like he’s spoken out of turn.  

“Oh.  Your sister told me.  Sorry.”  He rubs the back of his neck with his free hand.  “Feels a
bit unfair, getting it from her.  And I wasn’t sure if you wanted me to know in the first place. 
She didn’t know I didn’t know, it was a bit of a misunderstanding, and I’m happy to––”

“ No. ”  Dream cuts him off.   “ I should have.  Told you. ”

Dream is hard pressed to fit all the meaning into the words.  He settles on fewer spoken,
hoping the rest is implied.  The extent to which he regrets his lack of trust, his pride.  The
apology within.  

Hob eases again, and smiles.  “Ah, well, no harm done.  Come on, we’ll eat in the next room
with the windows open.  I’ll fill you in on the whole affair.  I quite like your sister, really. 
Lovely individual.  Not at all what I expected.  She spoke highly of you, you know.”

Dream feels a pang of something, a tenderness he is unprepared for.  He has missed her so
dearly, these many decades.  He has prayed for her presence.  

“She was distraught over the whole thing,” continues Hob.  The timbre of his voice is like
newly-spun wool against Dream’s ears.  “And she helped me quite a lot, as much as she
could, anyway.  I expect she’ll be by to check on you in short order.  In the meantime,
breakfast.”  

Hob gets lightly to his feet and makes for the door.  With some effort, Dream coaxes his
muscles into cooperation and rises, the picnic blanket still tight around his shoulders like a
cloak.  He shuffles after him.  The exertion is intense.  He finds he has to lean on the
doorframe to catch his breath.  He is not fond, so far, of how absurdly mortal the absence of
his tools has rendered him.  There are fits and starts of his old power, but he is leagues from
his truest form.



At the threshold of the living room, he freezes.  Hob is already moving about the space,
pushing furniture back in places, shifting a few books off the floor, putting the water on, all
the while humming some indiscernible melody.  When he notices Dream’s lack of motion, he
looks up, tracks Dream’s view until it connects once more with the sigils in the floorboards.

“I really should’ve got those covered up last night,” he says apologetically.  “I know it must
be hell for you, to see anything of the sort, right now.”  His words are pressing through the
cloud of adrenal horror Dream is suffused with.  Dream knows he had crossed these marks
the night before –– he knows, now, intellectually, that they are harmless.   

The marks are symbols of captivity, a captivity so close behind it is breathing frost on the
back of his neck.  If he crosses them, a part of him believes he will never emerge again.

“But I promise you, they’re all used up,” says Hob, gently, getting closer.  “Finished.  And
they won’t hurt you.  I won’t let anything hurt you.  You’re safe.”

Dream rips his eyes away, and looks up.  Hob has closed the distance between them again,
and is holding out a hand.  His look is so soft it is beyond language to articulate.

Dream takes a long breath, just to feel its presence in his throat.  Haltingly, he takes Hob’s
hand.  The feel of it is instantaneous, dizzying, rays of auburn and sunflower through his
skin, bright enough he almost imagines he can see the x-ray image of his bones.  He wants to
never relinquish this feeling.

He steps over the threshold of the sigils.

“Told you,” says Hob, smiling like the new morning.
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Hob is nearing his limit on experiencing previously-unimaginable experiences.

The quasi-eldritch god he’d been meeting once a century for his entire waking existence,
whom he had known approximately 0 facts about for the vast majority of that time, whose
presence had been more like the brief descent of some ancient lord to mingle among the
common folk than an actual logical or coherent reality, is now just…here.  Sitting at Hob’s
very mundane kitchen counter.  Moreover, he is sitting at Hob’s kitchen counter in Hob’s
clothes –– the garishly colored sweatshirt and the baggy sweatpants, with the checkered
picnic blanket still draped statuesque on his shoulders –– hanging off him rather like a tent, or
some great animal swallowing him whole.  And further, further , he has his black fragments



of hair (and his general demeanor) in a state of grumpy disarray akin to a petulant teenager
who just has been rolled out of bed against their will.  Said unknowable entity is, primarily,
occupied with staring critically at a piece of toast.

Hob had, not once, conceived of these images, let alone considered that they might someday
be a reality.  But there Dream is, real as the foot traffic muttering outside the open window,
hair radically disheveled, picking at the crust of the bread with sullen discomfort.

Hob busies himself as best he can, pouring some herbal tea –– he’s opted for the most
medicinal thing in his cupboard, some sort of ginger-mint concoction with honey, in the faint
hope that it’ll somehow be helpful.  He feels his strange and pressing need to prove his use,
as though it’s a measure of worth, or a bargaining chip.  A part of him is trying to coax the
feral animal at the counter into settling down a bit.  Maybe even lingering, longer than he has
before.  

Dream nudges the toast around the plate.  Death was right.  He’s just like a cat –– silent,
aloof, and playing with his food.

“Promise it won’t bite,” teases Hob gently.  Dream gives him a look full of daggers, but it
lacks any real anger.  

Hob has learned the details of his subtle expressions so well that by now he recognizes the
cues for “suppressed amusement” when he sees them.  That’s one that floats in the squint of
his eyes, some minute adjustment in his cheeks.  There’s a rolodex of the little indicators in
Hob’s head, and in this period of unusual proximity, he’s added a few new details.  He likes
the puzzle of it, of course, because he’s a curious man –– but more than that, he likes having
that insight, the feeling that he knows Dream, the quiet joy of knowing him more with each
passing moment.  It’s something he hadn’t expected to delight in, but he does, and, being
Hob, he does it with the whole of him.

“Come on.  You should eat something.  Else I’ll close the window, because I think the breeze
might well whisk you away.”

“ Hm. ”

With a stoic resignation, Dream takes the smallest bite of toast.  The crunch is loud in the late
morning’s soft tones of external life.  Hob watches a series of, for Dream, radical changes
flicker over his face –– an eye-widening shock, then surprise, a sun flare in his pupils, and
something so achingly overwhelmed that it pulls a barely-audible intake of breath through his
nose.  There’s that wateriness, again, in the red line of his lower eyelid, shining liquid silver
in the bright flat.  Hob worries, almost, that this is too much, there’s something wrong.

It quickly becomes clear this is not the case.  With a fervor only half-heartedly couched in
restraint, Dream decimates the slice in a series of snapping bites.  It’s so strange, to see him
like this –– mannerless, uncomposed.  To be trusted, here and now, with this side of him ––
well, Hob feels some type of way about it, that’s for certain.  It makes his lungs floaty with
some thinner, floral air.



“Not bad, eh?  I really need to get out to the shops, because I’ve got very little else to offer
you besides toast, but for now, another slice?”

Dream nods, once, decisively.  His hair shuffles into a new configuration of fluffed-up ruin. 
Hob doesn’t bother repressing his soft smile. 

Good Lord, this is getting out of hand .  There’s not much seriousness in the thought.

He sips his mug of tea slowly and throws two slices in the toaster for good measure, then
picks at his own serving.  His stomach is still right on the precipice of violent unwellness, so
he tries to take it slow, though he’s ridiculously hungry.

By the time Dream is through his fourth slice, with no flagging in his momentum, Hob has
still barely finished his first.  Dream pauses, looks at Hob’s plate, then up at Hob, head tilted
just off its axis.  It’s remarkable –– he can speak plainly without the use of words.  Whether
it’s some particular skill Dream has, or whether it’s Hob’s own fond attention, Hob isn’t sure. 
Maybe a perfect balance of both.

“Stomach’s a bit touchy at the moment,” explains Hob lightly.  Dream doesn’t look away. 
There’s a minute furrowing of his brows.  Hob understands quite quickly that his explanation
is insufficient.

“It’s…it’s sort of a side effect of…how I got in touch with your sister.”  

With every molecule of his being, he really does not want to go into detail.  Not only because
it’s a little gross, but because it would be a blatant reveal of his slightly deranged hand.  And
even with Dream here, in his least guarded self, a part of Hob still feels he’s seconds from
evaporating away.  He doesn’t want to scare him off.  

It’s not a worry he wants to dwell on, not right now, so he doesn’t.  He just gives Dream a
pleading smile.

Dream, as expected, is not satisfied with this.  He keeps up the stare.  It’s unbroken.  No
flicker of change.  Hob tries, for a vain few minutes, to win this little contest, but for all his
will, he’s really no match for Dream’s uncanny ability to just sit still and not blink.  It’s a
losing battle from the start.

“Oh, bloody hell, alright .”  Hob exhales in one fast breath –– he’d been so focused he’d
rather forgotten to inhale for a moment there.  “Alright.  I’ll go through the whole thing.  But
in exchange, you, drink your tea, it’s good for you and you haven’t touched it.  And I can
make you some soup or something.  You need other nutrients.  And no questions ‘til the end. 
Deal?”

Dream gives him a contemplative squint, then nods cautiously.

“Lovely.  Right.  So.  Um.”

Dream’s stare is like a hair-thin needling through the core of him.  Hob squirms for a second,
then makes the executive decision to be moving while he talks.  With a feigned nonchalance,



he makes for the living room, and starts putting his books back on their shelves, using the
task of loosely alphabetizing them to keep him from thinking too intensely about anything
he’s saying.

“I wasn’t entirely surprised when you were a no-show in ‘89,” he begins, reaching for the
first volume tossed on the floor, splayed open against the molding.  “Though I wasn’t, you
know, entirely thrilled about it.”  

The work of arranging the books was a good idea –– he finds the motions of it, reading the
spines and scanning for their appropriate place, rather soothing.  Mentioning the
unpleasantness of that meeting brings back a twinge of unwelcome hurt, and he pauses for a
second, looking vacantly at the volume of ancient something or other in his hands, before he
displaces the twist back into another burst of activity.  

“I didn’t really get suspicious until I ran into Desire.  Met them on New Year’s Eve, right at
the turn of the millennium.  Pretty big thing, you know?  Wish you could’ve been there.  A
good night to celebrate if ever I’ve seen one.”  He finishes with the stack of books, and
moves on to getting his armchair back into place.  

He has no clue what to do about the carved divots in the floor –– he may well have to get the
whole thing redone.  Or just do it himself, actually.  Seems like a good project.  He’s quite the
fan of a good project.

“Anyway, Desire was, ah, well, not the most pleasant encounter I’ve had.”  He’s weighing
his words with extreme caution –– it didn’t sound like Desire and Dream were all that cozy,
but he still doesn’t want to burst out of the gate ragging on Dream’s siblings.

He glances over towards Dream.  He’s swiveled around to better watch Hob’s movements,
mug of tea in one hand, the other clutching the blanket around him.  The steam is rising in a
pale fog in front of his face.  What with the garish mass of color-clashing fabric over him, the
dour hunch of his shoulders, and the look of utter displeasure burrowed into his brows, he
looks like some sort of absurd surrealist vulture.  Hob gets the sense that any unfavorable
thing said about Desire would be heartily seconded.

Hob gives the mug a meaningful glance, then raises his eyebrows.  Dream squints at him,
again, and takes a slow sip of the tea, somehow managing to make compliance seem like an
independent choice having nothing at all to do with Hob.

“They, ah, well, they dropped some excessively cryptic hints about you being ‘held up’, and
then patently refused to elaborate further.  Absolutely infuriating, to be honest.  They had a, a
sort of, carnivorous feel, you know?  And frankly, I think they got a bloody kick out of being
a raging arsehole.  Are they like that all the time?”

“ Yes. ”  It’s growled with the most pointed dislike Hob has heard in Dream’s voice before. 
Some serious unspoken sibling drama, he senses.

“Right.”  He’s done with the armchair –– he needs a new task.  Dream’s stare is following
him around the room.  It’s like a physical touch rolling down his spine, not entirely
comfortable, but not bad by a long shot.  Hob is quite used to Dream just sort of observing



him.  It’s what most of their meetings had been like before.  It’s the change of context that’s
throwing him.

He’s got enough mostly reordered, for now, so he moves back to the kitchen and starts rifling
through the fridge and the cupboards.  He’s woefully undersupplied, but there’s most
definitely another thing of instant ramen around somewhere –– if the toast was such a
knockout hit, he imagines the ramen will get a standing ovation.

“So, ah, Desire told me to talk to Death.  Problem is, wasn’t sure how to do that.  Nice thing
about being immortal, though, is that I’ve got quite a bit more stuff than most people, so I did
some digging around in all my books and found some useful summoning things.  Cobbled
something together to try and, ah, give her a ring, basically.  Which is why my flat is in such
a state, with the floor and everything.  And why I’m still a little sickly.  Took it out of me a
bit.  I think I’m going to have to rip the floorboards up and replace them myself.  Can’t have
anyone else do it.  It’s sort of off-putting.”

In one of his lower cupboards, behind an architecturally unsound stack of pots and pans, he
finds the last container of instant ramen, hidden in the dark like a soon-to-be unearthed
archaeological treasure.  He feels unreasonably triumphant in acquiring it.

“Hah!  Brilliant.  You’ll love this.”

He plops the container on the countertop and sets about boiling some water.  Dream is
looking at the brightly colored packaging with unmasked perplexion.  Hob thinks about it,
and realizes Dream has missed almost the whole of both the development of modern
advertising and instant meals.  Actually, he’s missed basically every major pop culture thing
you could think of, since pop culture as it appeared now was a relatively recent phenomenon
–– the Rolling Stones, go-go boots, diet sodas, Star Wars , the internet –– Christ, Hob isn’t
confident he can really explain the internet very well.  Did he miss instant ramen altogether? 
He must have.

God, the movies alone could take up a decade of viewing.  Maybe he’ll get him to sit and
watch a few.  Something fun –– The Breakfast Club , Back to the Future .  And then of course
there’s all the chrome and neon wonders of modern technology (cell phones!  microwaves! 
zippers!).  Hob finds himself suddenly excited to catch Dream up, show him all the glorious
nonsense he’d missed.  It’s the same joy as giving a part of yourself, he thinks.  To present
someone with the little things you have loved, as menial as they may be.

“So, long story short,” he continues, “got in touch with Death –– absolutely lovely, by the
way, we got along remarkably well –– and she sort of filled me in on your whole, ah,
situation.  Gave me the details of address and such, and, well, that’s really it.  Took a road
trip, did a jailbreak, here we are.  Not so bad.”  He pauses, looking down into the water on
the stovetop.  “I’m sorry I wasn’t there sooner.  Had I known, I would’ve––”

“ No. ” Dream has the container of ramen in his hands, turning it over and quite effectively
avoiding eye contact.  “ It is my own fault. ”

It’s so out of left field that Hob is almost physically moved back by it.  Dream either doesn’t
notice, or pretends not to.



“ Had I not been so.  Proud.  We would have parted friends.  You would have had
reason to look. ”

“Friends fight.  It happens.  And I still considered you my friend.  Despite all the bloody
nonsense you spouted.” 

Hob keeps his tone joking, but he knows there’s something he’s trying to say, though he’s not
sure he’s saying it well.  

He’s long since forgiven Dream –– while some edges of the old wound may flare up now and
then, he knows, through and through, what it is to fear attachments, to lash out against them. 
In his own immortality, it’s been a trial, in the darker moments, to find the will to keep
connecting, when he knows he is fated to outlive every acquaintance, every friend, every
lover.  When he knows the day will come when he is forced to leave them all, as ghosts in
their fading glory, drifting somewhere behind him.  He suspects that in his unfathomably long
existence, Dream has faced a great deal of loss like that.  Hob isn’t surprised he would run
from a closeness of any kind or degree.  If only to spare himself a recurring pain.  

“ I was wrong, ” says Dream quietly.  This admission is especially unexpected. 

Dream sets the container down with extreme gentleness, still looking at it, away from Hob.  

“ You spoke the truth, then.  I was not –– no.  I was just.  Afraid. ”

Dream falls back into silence.  Hob lets it sit for a moment.  It’s an admission he hadn’t
predicted in the least.  It’s startlingly honest.

“I understand,” he says at last.  “And it’s forgiven and forgotten.”

Dream lifts his head.  As many times as he sees it, the snap and shock of that crystal blue, its
white internal light, is never lessened, never dulled.  His heart feels so close to the surface of
him, rushing in his eardrums like a moon-pulled tide.

“ Are you certain? ” asks Dream.  He almost sounds afraid again, here and now.  

“Of course.  Of course I am.  Don’t give it another thought.”

Hob smiles.  There’s a depth that’s lost in translation from heart to speech, but he’s doing his
best.  Hopefully enough of it gets through that Dream knows he needn’t worry over it.

The water’s nearing a boil.  Hob takes the ramen container and starts finishing up the
process.  The touch of Dream’s gaze is resting on him once again, lighter and easier.

“ You give more to me than I deserve, Hob Gadling. ”

Hob looks over, lets their eyes meet.  Dream is giving him that watery look again, a faint ring
of redness by his dark lashes, and the unburied emotion of it so intense it pricks the hairs on
the back of Hob’s neck.  He could probably plummet into that look and be at peace falling for
the rest of his ordained infinity.



He can’t come up with a response.  Not a word finds its way to his mind.  So he just smiles. 
To his tremulous surprise, Dream smiles back.  

It’s certainly no broad grin, but it’s a smile, leagues past his usual mouth-twitch of
expression, and it pushes up the corners of his eyes into crow’s feet Hob has never seen
before.  As a matter of fact, on top of it all, there is the faintest suggestion of dimples in
Dream’s sallow cheeks.

Hob has a long memory.  He keeps some things pristine in his mind –– pieces of Eleanor, of
Robyn, of old comrades, of particular views, of snatches of time he prizes and can only
capture mentally.  This moment, he wants to parcel up in a painting, framed and hung in the
foremost wing of his in his internal gallery.  He makes a concerted effort to memorize it, all
of it, in extreme detail.  The gentle underscoring of customers and the bell-like pings of glass
from below, harmonized with the murmuring hiss of the boiling water.  The smell of new pale
green spring on the air easing through the wide windows.  Dream’s disastrous, charming
hair.  The sparkles of light off the liquidity in his eyes.  The shape of that smile, every subtle
curve, every chapped twist, every way it changes the lines of his straight-ruled face into a
softer version of themselves.  This, he’ll keep with him.

The water is demanding attention.  It’s a reasonable excuse to break away, though Hob
wishes he didn’t have any excuse at all.  He rips the container open and gets everything into a
bowl –– while he’s not above the spice packet, by any means, he likes to throw in his own
flavors, really mix it up, so he adds his custom spice cocktail of whatever is on hand in the
cupboards before he pushes the steaming bowl towards Dream, remembering to pass off a
spoon and fork as an afterthought.

“This is part one of your speedy reintroduction to modern society.  Lived off this stuff for a
while.  It’s bloody brilliant.  Probably not that healthy, but so what, eh?”

Dream is still smiling at him.  Hob is using a lot of willpower to keep it together.

“If you like it, it’s possibly the cheapest thing on the planet, so I can always get you boatloads
more.”

“ Hm.  And it is.  Good? ”

Dream finally looks away and down into the bowl.  His eyebrows furrow, just faintly.  That
one’s “curious suspicion”, decides Hob, and files the expression away.

“It’s good in the way cheap things can be good.  Actually, now that I think about it, that’s
something of a newer concept.  Capitalism and all.  So just take my word for it.  Give it a
shot.”

Dream hesitates, though less than he did with the toast, and with a healthy dose of
trepidation, he takes a bite.

 

+++



 

Dream has had many fine things in his time –– though he rarely indulges in the act of eating,
when he has in that past, it has been for delicacies, items of truly impossible quality. 
Ambrosia from the gods.  Choice selections imagined in the minds of the most prolific
dreamers.  Things of that lofty caliber.

When the first morsel of salty, spiced broth hits his tongue, everything else seems suddenly
far below the bar.

He did not know things could taste this good.  That things could taste this much .  Even the
temperature of it, just the safe side of boiling, becomes a taste in and of itself.  It’s a color, red
and banner-bright, down his throat, the slide of the first noodles slik and then a toothy
moment of resistance, a pop of heat and spice like a tiger’s grin.

It strips him of any ability to speak, wipes the mere thought of sound and vision from his
mind, throws him bodily into a space defined only by taste and smell.  It’s as richly colored,
if not richer, than any other sensorily-defined world, and Dream could spend another eternity
there with great willingness.  Time becomes immaterial.  It’s something beyond a dream he
might be capable of creating –– brilliant arcs of solar flares across his mouth, the embers
down his throat, into the cold of him, razing it like so much dead wood at the hands of a
cleansing forest fire.

“Like it, eh?”

Hob’s voice is the only extraneous sensation that can break through the deep and rushing
flames Dream is being gladly buffered about in.  He looks up quickly.  He is suddenly aware
that the bowl is nearly empty, and that he has devoured its contents in a trifling handful of
minutes, and that these particular circumstances are unspeakably far removed from how he
has normally behaved in Hob’s presence.  On the one hand, he finds he is somewhat
embarrassed –– on the other, Hob is giving him a look of such accepting amusement that he
does not particularly feel a need for embarrassment.  

In fact, he searches within himself and discovers only the impetus to return the fond
expression.  He observes this feeling, but lets it lie.

“ Good. ”  It is good.  He mourns its new absence.

“I’d make you more, but I think that was my last one.  I could pop ‘round the corner and get
some more, if you’d––”

“ No. ”  The thought of being alone –– it kills the warmth that had been feebly regrowing.  It
makes him scared.  It makes him feel the same weakness he had felt in the glass.  His latent
terror leaps out of him before any higher impulse can stop it.  The voice of disbelief, of
incredulity, will grow strong again in Hob’s absence.  He fears the time he will have to fight
it.  Right now, he is not ready.

He can feel Hob’s considering look on him, like a weightless quilt, but Hob doesn’t argue,
doesn’t speak a contrary word.



“You want me to see if I can get ahold of your sister?” Hob asks instead.  He’s moving
efficiently around the kitchen now, cleaning  –– Dream has noticed a tendency for perpetual
motion in him, one he had not known of prior, so confined were their previous encounters. 
It’s curiously centering to observe these traits now.  “I’m sure she wants to see you.  Know
that you’re okay.  You two can catch up, I can get some groceries, make us all something nice
for dinner.  If she has time to stay, of course.  Busy woman, I imagine.”

“ Mm. ”  Dream is not used to spending peaceable time with his family.  Death has always
been an exception to a well-reinforced rule –– he does not get along well with his siblings. 
Conceptualizing Hob and Death as friends is also, though he hesitates to admit it, an unusual
thought, one he is unsure of his feelings about.  The two of them are kindred spirits, in many
ways.  The combined force of them both might drive him mad.  He thinks this with a fair
amount of unanticipated fondness.

“Is that ‘mm’ for ‘yes’, or ‘mm’ for ‘I don’t want you too buddy-buddy with my big sister’? 
She have some incriminating stories of your youth?” asks Hob, teasingly.  He’s at the sink
clearing up dishes, and Dream watches the movement of his shoulders, the papery sounds of
running water and soap suds moving in counterpoint under his words.

“ She will find me.  If she wishes. ”

“Hm.  Then I’ll expect her for dinner.  She seemed adamant about checking in on you.”

Hob finishes the last of the dishes.  He shakes his hands off over the sink.  Dream feels as
though he’s been let into some inner sanctum, the daily reality of Hob’s humanity.  It is a
privilege, he thinks.  He knows a version of his past would not have seen it as such, but he
feels changed, in ways he does not yet fully grasp.

“You want to watch a movie?”

“ Movie. ”

“Yeah.  I’ve got to catch you up on the remarkable growth of cinema.  It’s utterly
unbelievable, the things people come up with.  I mean, there’s always been creativity, of
course, there have always been stories.  But the new ways to tell them, that’s what’s so
stunning.  Even the bad ones are good, you know?  Like ramen.  Good bad, yeah?  You’ll get
it, you’ll see, Christ, I can hardly figure what to show you first.”

Dream observes Hob’s enthusiastic rambling with a faint flutter of something between his
newly-healing lungs.  Hob’s verve, his vitality, they have been so supremely constant, they
govern Dream’s image of him.  It is good, to see it again.  That hunger for life.  Living in
front of him once more.

“ As you wish. ”

Hob’s eyes are almost glowing.  His grin rounds the edges of his face into a remarkable ideal
of delight.  The current cut of his hair reveals some fine streaks of gray at his temples, Dream
notices.  This light is so much clearer than the light of the White Horse, and Hob’s details are



rendered more plainly.  It’s just a dusting of cinder on ink, but Dream finds it quietly
captivating.

“Brilliant.  I’ll get something set up.  You know, you’re welcome to look around, if you’d
like.  Poke around at the pictures.  I’ll answer any questions, you know, if you’re curious
about anything.  I’ve got leagues and leagues of things to tell you.”  

He claps his hands lightly on the counter, leaning towards Dream with that irradiated
enthusiasm.  Dream feels it push against him in one uniform wave of light.  

“Wait, wait wait, yes, I’ve got the perfect thing, you’ll–– well, don’t know if you’ll love it,
but I love it, and you should see it because it’s a certifiable classic, and that’s reason enough.”

Hob makes speedily for the living room and starts rifling through a drawer of DVDs.  Dream
drinks the last of his tea.  The mint and ginger are emerald green and crisp in his mouth. 
There’s a note of something sweetly floral –– Hob must have put a spoon of honey in it.  He
sits with the taste –– while he’s in it, he can hear nothing but Hob’s quietly energized
shuffling.  Dream thinks, unbidden, that he could stay in this place for eternity, with no
convincing whatsoever.

 

+++

 

“ But how did they forget him? ”

“They were going to miss their flight!  Catherine O’Hara is trying to manage, what, two
dozen people?  She’s harried, she’s stressed, she’s going to overlook something.”

“ Hm. ”

“Or, you know, alternatively,” says Hob, through a mouthful of microwave popcorn, “you
could also argue that it’s a, a subconscious choice, maybe.  After the fight she had with
Kevin, maybe a part of her chose to leave him behind, eh?”

“ Hmm. ”  

Dream eats a single kernel of popcorn.  It crumples in his mouth like salted parchment, the
crisp bone snap of the shell fragments on the heels of the first soft sensation.  It is experience
enough that he eats the kernels one at a time, to experience them in depth.  He sits cross-
legged on Hob’s couch, the blanket still fixed around his shoulders, as the late afternoon light
slouches through the windows from behind.  So far, he is perplexed but decidedly intrigued
by the picture Hob selected.  Something called Home Alone .

On screen, a short man in a smoking beanie takes a paint can to the forehead.  By Dream’s
tally, it is likely the fourth fatal, or at least major, injury the man has suffered so far.  His tall
and gangly compatriot is in no better state.



“ How are the burglars not dead? ”

“Well, it’s more a comedy than a horror, so we’re obeying the laws of cartoon physics. 
Though with some judicious editing it’d make for quite the slasher.”

“ Slasher? ”

Hob is seated on the floor, leaned up against the foot of the couch, offset from where Dream
is sitting.  By his side is a large plastic bowl of microwave popcorn –– one of the modern
delicacies he was able to scrounge up from his cupboards.  Dream gets a view of both the
movie, on the electric screen before him, and the back of Hob’s head.  He thinks of the
fingers of the morning light, how easily they ran through Hob’s hair.  How narrow the
proximity between them.  There’s another feathery waver in his ribs. 

He pushes his wayward attention back to the picture.

“Slasher, oh, ah, it’s a type of horror movie.  One with a lot of blood and guts and the like. 
Usually about a bunch of young people getting killed or something.”

“ Why? ”

“Very good question.  No good reason.  Just because.  People like to get spooked.  It’s the
newest form of the ghost story, sort of, only more intense.”

Dream knows he could learn all this, rapidly, in the Dreaming –– with not only Lucienne’s
vast library (he prays, briefly, that it still stands, that she is still there) but also access to the
entirety of the human collective unconscious, he could ascertain every development he’s
missed in a matter of hours.  He is adapted to know the humanity he watches over in intimate
detail.  It would be minimal trouble to catch up, on his own ground, in his own time.

He considers this option only briefly, then reaches for another piece of popcorn.

“Oh, I love this movie.  Good choice,” says Death over his shoulder.

“Jesus!”  Hob starts, whips around.  Death is leaning on the back of the couch –– her
manifestation was a soundless one, a slip into the scenery with a practiced coolness.  In the
light from the television screen, there is a faint dark impression of wings on the wall behind
her, and the sight of it is so brutally familiar Dream finds his surprise muted by the sudden
rush of joy and aching that threatens to consume him in one fell swoop.  His sister’s eyes,
curved in happiness, are radiant, tear-glassed.

“Sorry, sorry, didn’t want to interrupt.”  Death’s face is blinding with her smile.  Dream finds
his own face, in its subtler shades, mirroring her expression.  “Hi there, little brother.”

“ Sister. ”  

In a swift movement, she leans forward and pulls him into a hug.  

Even prior to his captivity, Dream was not the hugging type.  But now, with such an absence
of it felt, the shock of full contact is like a pure bolt of lightning on a cloudless night, pulled



from an empty static sky, down through the spiked leagues of his nerves.  He collapses into
her, lets his arms find a place around her back –– Death is neither cold nor warm, but some
Aristotelian mean, and it is almost too much, but it is also everything.

“I’m so sorry,” she whispers into his shoulder.  Her voice is tight –– he knows her enough to
know her vehement control hides a shaking underbelly.

“ Do not be. You are not to blame. ”

“I’m still sorry.”

After a long and lingering minute, she pulls back from him and ruffles his hair.  He ducks
away from her, frowning, though it’s without malice.

“Love the new look.  Courtesy of Hob, I assume.”

“ Yes. ”

“New millennium, new you.”  She turns her attention to Hob.  “And you, amateur sorcerer
and jailbreaking mastermind, how are you feeling?”

“Much improved, thanks.  Practically normal.”

“Your friend here is probably the most insane lunatic I’ve ever met,” Death tells Dream,
grinning.  She leans in conspiratorially.  “D’you know what he did?  This ritual thing––”

“Can you stay for a bit?” interrupts Hob.  Dream regards him with an inquisitive tilt.  Hob is
giving Death an excessively pointed look, the meaning of which Dream does not understand. 
“I’d like to run out and grab some groceries and the like.  If you can stick around, I’ll make
enough dinner for three.  Might be nice.”

Death and Hob exchange some sort of intensive non-verbal dialogue, which leaves Hob
slightly on-edge and Death with the barest hint of an indulgent smirk in the corner of her
mouth.

“Sure thing.  I’ve got a bit of time to spend.  Dinner sounds lovely.  Can’t stay too late,
though.  Duty calls.”

“Right, of course, thanks.”  Hob stands and gives Dream a little half smile and a pat on the
shoulder.  Even with its brevity, the touch is a pulse of magma down into him.  “Be right
back, alright?”

Dream nods.  Hob pulls his shoes on and, keys in hand, gets out the door in record time. 
When the door closes behind his swiftly moving form, Dream feels a twinge in his chest.  He
hopes his trip is brief.

Death moves to settle on the couch next to Dream, leaning back into the cushions with a
gentle sigh.  She leaves a few inches between them, but stays close enough that her nearness
is verifiable.  Dream finds the panic, always at the shores of him, is forced to ebb somewhat.



“This really is a fantastic film.  You like it?”

“ I am not sure. ”

“Fair enough.”  Death lets the silence fall into a natural place between them.  Dream feels
intensely comfortable here.  It’s a difficult feeling to trust, but he tries.

“You know, he really went all-in with this.  Getting you,” says Death eventually.  The lights
and colors of the screen flicker in pastel patches over her face, reflected from her eyes.  “He’s
a good one.  A good friend.”

“ Hm. ”

“Hm?  Hm what?”

“ Yes.  He is a good friend. ”  Dream doesn’t particularly care to elaborate further on that
point.

Death’s look takes on a knowing quality.  “Mh-hm.”

There’s another easy lull.  The tall burglar thwacks the short one with a crowbar, in an effort
to hit a tarantula.  Dream wonders vaguely what actually separates horror from comedy. 
Death laughs.  The silence curls in again.

“How are you doing?” asks Death.

Dream doesn’t answer, not for a few minutes.  He has to consider it carefully.

“ I am.  Not myself. ”  He pauses again.  “ My time in that place.  The long absence of my
power.  It has left me more involved with my form.  I have found there is new weakness. 
New ailment. ”  He exhales slowly.  He has to think about his breathing sometimes, to
remember not only that he should do it, but that he can.

“And I am still robbed of my tools.  I need to go back to the Dreaming.  Restore order.” 
He hesitates. “But.”

“But?”

Dream looks into the pixels of the screen.  They are an ordered array of galaxies.  If he
considers them clearly enough, he can see them in individual round motes.  With a little
relaxation, they coalesce into the blonde child’s benignly mischievous face.  It is all a wonder
to him, even its strangeness.  The strangeness rather makes the awe greater.

“ I am.  Tired. ”

As he says it, he feels it, more starkly than he has let himself until now.  For all his inactivity,
he is weary down to the marrow core of each bone, through each vein and artery.  It’s an
exhaustion so profound it had become a part of him, like the hunger and the suffocation, and
it is only just being realized in its slow process of parasitic detachment.



In Dream’s periphery, Death nods, patient and understanding.  

“Your problems will wait.  They’ll be there.  You’ve never been one for time off, I know, but
it might do you good.  Just to sit back, watch some movies, let somebody make you dinner. 
Appreciate the easier parts of life.”

“ Hm. ”

“Hm indeed.”

They settle into companionable quiet.  Kevin McAllister cackles in victory as the two
criminals fall face-first into a brick wall.  Death laughs again.  The sound of her laugh is
buoyant in him.  Dream is slowly starting to catch on.

“ The violence.  Is funny? ”

“Basically, yeah.  You know.  Sort of slapstick.  Physical comedy.”

“ Ah. ”

The front door swings open.

“I made a new personal best time with that grocery run,” says Hob breathlessly.  “Right,
who’s hungry?  I can cook basically anything Italian, so that’s what you’re getting.”

“Can I help?”  Death starts to rise.  Hob kicks the door shut behind him and dumps the bags
on the counter.

“No, no, you’re a guest, sit, I’ve got it.  Besides, I love cooking, it’s far more of an
indulgence than a chore.”

Hob sets about shuffling through pots and pans in the kitchen, putting groceries away,
humming faintly, to himself.  Dream finds this more interesting than the screen, so he
watches Hob instead.  

Death is right, as she always is, though he would have once been loath to admit it.  His many
crises will wait.  For now, he is here.  Here is warm and toned in gold.  Here is good.
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“Where’d you learn to cook like this?” asks Death.

She’d already seen proof enough of Hob’s knack for the occult, and had already suspected his
immortality had boosted his innate talents, but he’s quickly outpacing his previous display by
being some sort of record-breaking wizard in the kitchen.  Death has been around the
metaphorical block a good many times –– with her particular vocation, plus her innate
fondness for life, she’d tasted and smelled a lot of things in a lot of places.  But she’d not
spent time in a kitchen, really, not enough time to see the whole detailed, colorful rigamarole



of cooking from start to finish.  Here, kicked back on Hob’s corduroy couch with her feet
hanging easily over its arm, she finds herself in awe at the breadth of immaculate aromas that
are filling the flat, the lovely sizzle ringing from the pans on the stove.  It’s a little
indulgence, to take the interval away from work like this, but it doesn’t feel unjustified –– she
wants to spend this brief time reuniting with her brother and developing her prospective new
friend.  In the cosmic scale of things, it’s hardly a big ask.

“Spent about a decade in this little middle-of-nowhere town in Northern Italy somewhere in
the late 1800’s –– maybe 1870-ish?  Somewhere in there?  It was closest to Florence, if I had
to guess, but really more the countryside than anything.”  

Hob gives something in one of his pans a stir.  He’s all focus, though without any stress ––
more honed into the attention one would gives a meticulous magic act.  There’s a dish towel
thrown over his shoulder and a smear of flour from his cheek to the bridge of his nose.  He
slots into this shape of living with perfect comfort.

Another burst of something garlicky and tomato-fresh winds its way into Death’s nose.  Had
she any instinct for hunger, or a form as corporeal as a standard mortal’s, her stomach
would’ve been growling.  

“Made friends with this older couple, the Locatelli’s, I think it was?  Lived in this charming
little villa a good stroll down the road from mine.  Taught me every Italian classic in the
book.  And got my language skills up to date –– bloody hell, I imagine I sounded looney
when we met at the market.  Still speaking in 1500s colloquialisms.”  

Death has noticed this little tendency in Hob’s stories.  There’s always an addendum, another
detail to append.  She quite likes it.  It’s texture.

“Of all the things that have changed,” he continues, tossing a bit of some dried spice into his
sauce, “this sort of thing, the food, it’s stayed pretty consistent.  Not to be a snob, but the old
ways sometimes really are better.”

Dream, a silent observer to this pageant of culinary skill, has situated himself firmly at the
kitchen counter, his chin resting on his neatly folded forearms.  He’s adamantly refused to
surrender the picnic blanket –– it’s still shrouding him in swooping rolls and waves of
gingham.  His eyes are shut, and when he breathes, it's slow and deep, a rounded movement
that swells through his shoulders.  

Death hasn’t seen these gestures, these very physical minutiae, appear in her brother before
–– not that they worry her, not in the least.  Honestly, Dream seems more at ease in an
environment outside of his own Dreaming (which is really just an extension of himself) than
she can recall him being, well, ever.

The waking world has always rubbed him the wrong way, both through his refusal to
conform and its low tolerance for outliers.  Save his scheduled days with Hob, he tended to
find himself displaced from it. Here, though, he’s sinking without reserve into a softening
iteration of himself, one Death wants, with all her heart, to protect.  To encourage, even.  She
wants to keep this style of him from being scared away.



“Do you speak Italian, then?”

“ Un po’ , un po’ , though I’m getting rusty.”  

Hob lets the pan of sauce be for a brief moment and fiddles with another burner on the
stovetop, bringing some water up to boil.  There’s a raucous chorus of laughter bubbling up
through the floor –– the pub below is already warming up, right as the cooler dusk is
beginning to curl down around the edges of the day.  

“Should take a trip back there, when I run the clock out on this place.  Though I don’t think I
fancy leaving for a while.”

“I can see why.  It’s a lovely home here.”  

She really means it.  Death’s visit last time around had been so fraught she hadn’t had proper
time to appreciate it.  It’s a peculiar brand of esoteric decor, a bizarre melting pot.  The
fireplace of antiqued brick next to the latest in faux-chrome digital stereo systems.  Oak
shelves stained a dark caramel on which a Rubix cube and a Gameboy are being used as
bookends.  A painting of a wide field of confetti-bright wildflowers that looks like it belongs
in the Louvre, snug up against a curling flock of polaroids pinned to the oddly baroque
wallpaper.  It’s a mishmash of a good six centuries of human history.  A reverent and messy
shrine to mortality.

Death reverses her pose so she can fold her arms on the arm of the sofa and look around a bit
better.  The lighting is really delightful, a mix of lapis lazuli blue hour through the window,
still open to the silken evening breeze, and amber-toned light bulbs.  She lets the feel of it
sink in.  She considers paying another visit or two, when she gets the chance.  It’s a good spot
to rest.

“Thanks.  Still a work in progress, of course.”

At intervals, as Death keeps watch from the corner of her eye, Dream flickers his eyelids
open to surreptitiously glance at Hob.  Without moving, he’ll track Hob’s quick motions for a
minute or two, then settle subtly back into his restful position, with another unhurried breath. 
It seems to ground him.  

To trust enough to just sit still and close his eyes –– that’s big, for him, Death knows.  Bigger
than Hob, or anyone, for that matter, would probably realize.

“Almost done.  Hungry?” Hob asks, angling himself towards Dream.  He gets this highly
specific look on his face when he speaks to him.  Death clocked it the first time Dream came
up in conversation between them.  It’s a lot of little intricacies rolled into one expression, but
the best umbrella term for it, without a doubt, is fond.

To her intrigued surprise, Dream, opening his eyes once more, almost returns the look,
though in far more muted tones.  For Dream, that’s practically a sonnet.

Death isn’t one to meddle (though Hob’s being here at all is a pretty big indicator that maybe
she actually is), but given the circumstances, she’s damned if she won’t give a helpful nudge



or two.  When the moment’s right.

“Hm,” says Dream.

“You’re getting a lot of use out of ‘hm’ today, aren’t you?”

“Hmm.”

“It’s a versatile one, I’ll give you that.”  Hob swivels around to dump a batch of pasta into
some boiling water (pasta that he made , by hand , which Death is positively enamored with),
and gives the saucepan another shuffle and stir.  

“I predict you’re going to like this.  Though I’d say you’ve liked everything today.  Or maybe
you just like my cooking, eh?”  Hob’s tilted smile has got a streak of teasing in it.

“Is toast considered advanced cooking in this decade?”  Dream lets it sit for a moment,
and Death almost falls into the trap of thinking he’s being serious about it.  Hob looks a little
startled, even.

But Death, who knows her brother’s many subtleties well, rapidly sees right through the
picture of demure innocence he’s projecting.  What it is, in fact, is a little flicker of his
deadpan sarcasm.  

She suspects, for a second, that Hob has maybe missed the joke, right up until his face splits
into a sun-rivaling grin.

“You arse .  Here I am, slaving away to bring you the finest of authentic Italian cuisine, and
you’re critiquing my breakfast.  Recklessly claiming toast isn’t cooking.  Unbelievable.”

Dream blinks owlishly.  “Am I incorrect?”

“Oh, you want to open the floor to this debate?  By all means, then.  Making toast is
cooking.  You’re manipulating an existing food item to change its properties and, most
importantly, its taste.  Therefore, cooking.  By definition.  Checkmate.”

Dream doesn’t respond for a minute.  Death feels like she’s watching a tennis match between
the world’s most oblivious people.  

“Hm,” says Dream.  The corners of his mouth twitch.

“Bastard.”

“Well, I’d say,” Death interjects, rising from the couch and meandering over towards the
counter, “that it is cooking.”

“ Thank you.”

“Only in the maximally literal sense.”  She’s never one to shy away from a healthy round of
petty semantics.  These sorts of meaningless arguments comprise some of her fondest
memories with Dream, and she’s quite happy to have discovered another opponent.  “But this



is the important consideration –– would I hand someone a piece of toast and label it as
cooking for them?  In any meaningful way?  Don’t think so.  I rule that Dream’s original
point stands.”

“ Hm .”  Dream somehow manages to inject the syllable with both a dose of mannerly
gratitude and a very implied smirk.

“Shut up,” laughs Hob.  He gives Death a raised eyebrow.  “ Et tu, Brute? ”

“Sorry, Hob.  Just doing my duty as the great equalizer.  Gotta play it fair.”

“Good to see the streak of insufferability runs in the family.”

“Come off it, you’re just as bad.”

Hob gives her a funny look, one that settles, gradually, into the sort of genial respect
exchanged between two equally matched sparring partners.  They’re on opposite corners of
the ring, and this is a handshake of pure solidarity.  

“You’re welcome here anytime, you know,” he says.

Death smiles.  To any other, she would be an enemy.  And yet Hob’s open kindness comes so
easily, so unhesitatingly.  She knows now the self of her past has chosen the recipient of her
gift well –– whether by blind luck, or under the watchful hand of Destiny, she can’t be sure. 
Either way, she’s glad the cards fell as they did.  It’s a marvelous thing.

“Right, take a seat, I’ve got maybe two steps and then we’re done.”

In a final flurry of activity, Hob transfers the pasta into the sauce, lets it simmer for a few
minutes, then dishes up three generous bowls.

“Behold.  Cappelletti all’uso di Romagna , with a classic sugo di pomodoro . Exactly as I was
taught it in the 1880’s.  A personal favorite.  Buon appetito .”

Dream doesn’t spare a second –– steam still rolling over the sides of his bowl, he wolfs down
a mouthful, and lets it sit in his mouth a second, eyes closed, breath fiercely held.  He’s lost
completely in a mix of tension and joy so tangible Death could pluck it like a harp string and
hear it ring out a perfect A.  When he’s lingered long enough in his reverie, he chews in
knife-blade incisions, swallows, and plunges back in with vim and vigor.

He wasn’t kidding about being more corporeal than usual.  Death hasn’t witnessed this facet
of her brother before.  She’s never seen him hungry, acting on it so plainly.  His voracity
brings darker considerations to mind –– it makes her think, with the curved beak of guilt
tearing at her gut, of his interminable captivity.  Of how it must have felt, to be in the doubled
cage of glass and body.

Hob, leaning comfortably on the counter, is watching Dream with gentleness and a non-
negligible helping of pride.  

“Good?”



“Yes.”

“I’ve got an upgrade from ‘hm’.  That’s a win in my book.”

Death looks into her own bowl.  The chiffon lengths of gray steam are pulled up into
dispersion by light and invisible hands.  The smell alone is a heady, hearty thing, rich and
lightly spiced, a preservation of tomato and basil and oregano held fast in soft amber.

She takes a bite.  It is maybe the best thing she’s ever tasted.

“This is maybe the best thing I’ve ever tasted.”  She takes a second bite.  “Dream can be
petulant about it all he wants, but I quite like your cooking.”  Dream takes a pause from his
rapid-fire consumption only to shoot Death a sideways squint.  She gives him her most
angelic smile.

Hob takes a little half-bow.

“I’m flattered.  Good to know you can be bribed with pasta.”

He turns his attention to his own serving, and the three of them eat in a companionable calm,
marked with staccato punctuation of forks against ceramic.  Hob and Death get into a chat
about the history of Italian unification, which dips and detours down a series of side roads
until they end up cheerfully debating the merits of piracy.  A bubble of laughter pops
underfoot –– a lively conversation kicks into a new gear downstairs.  The grain of the sounds
of nearby life against the peace of the flat is like terry cloth, downy and lightly textured. 
Dream finishes his bowl.  Hob refills it without a word.  It’s all a natural rhythm, as easy as
the motions of Death’s wings are to her, as easy as the crossing.

Night begins to fold the city into its arms.  Death knows she has lingered more than she
should, but she’s reluctant to leave –– in part because of how comfortable she feels here, in
part because she doesn’t want to step from Dream’s still healing side.  But her work calls. 
It’s always calling.  And she responds, as is intrinsic to her, with joy at its demands.

“As much as I could shoot the breeze for another decade,” she says, rising from her seat,
“I’ve got to be off.”

“Of course.  Thank you for staying.”  Hob holds out his hand across the counter, his
friendliness frank and simple.  “And I meant what I said.  Swing by anytime.”

Death takes his hand.  It’s warm.  There must be some innate thing in him which burns a little
brighter, to make everything he touches a little more like himself.

“Thank you.  I will.  Thank you for everything.”

There’s a lot that falls under “everything”.  She hopes Hob gets the gist of it.  She gets the
feeling that he’s good at picking up on subtext.

“Of course,” he repeats.  Of course.  Simple fact.  If he were to act any other way, he
wouldn’t be Hob.



She releases his hand and turns to Dream.  The way he’s looking up at her makes her want to
stay even more desperately –– it’s like he’s scared, in some deep inner way.  Like this is a
profound goodbye, she won’t be back.  It fills her with a fury at the Burgess family, tempered
only by the sorrow snapping at its ankles.

“I’ll see you soon, little brother.”

It’s hard to see him like this, like he doesn’t quite believe her.

She pulls him into an embrace.  He almost falls into her.  There’s a shake in him, a spreading
tremor running just beneath the skin.  She holds him tighter.  She wants to still it.

“I promise.  I really do.”

Dream nods faintly into her shoulder.  She lets herself linger here.  It’s the least she can do. 
When she pulls back, at last, she lets her hands remain on his shoulders.  His eyes have some
new liquid quality, but their inner stars seem more stable.

“Rest a bit, alright?  Take care of yourself.”

“Thank you, sister.”  

She gives his bony shoulders a squeeze.  He’s so thin now.  God, sometimes the hurt of her
helplessness had almost destroyed her.  Even now, it is fierce and fiercely fought.

She can’t hesitate further.  There’s a backlog of souls to guide.  

With a low thunder rumble of a thousand shaken feathers, she steps out of Hob’s flat and into
the home of her first appointment.

 

+++

 

The way Death leaves is seriously unsettling to watch, thinks Hob.  She’s there, and then
she’s blurred in one smooth scrape, and then she’s just.  Not there.  It’s unlike anything he’s
seen prior.  He sort of feels lucky that he gets to.

Dream is staring into the space where she was.  He’s got a vacantness in him.  Hob wishes he
had the right words to quell it, but for all his ability to talk at length, the eloquence of the
moment is a slippery thing.

“She’ll be back,” he settles on finally.  “I don’t think she could stay away for long.”

“She has her work.  It keeps her.  She loves it.”

“She loves you, too.”



Hob lets himself sit still, for just a moment, then stands and cracks his knuckles.  May as well
get started on the dishes.  

He’s still exhausted from the hijinks of the previous night, and if he’s being thoroughly
honest, he’d like to curl up in bed and go comatose for at least a week.  But Dream needs the
company, the presence right now.  What he needs, Hob will provide.  No two ways about it,

He retrieves a tupperware and starts packing up what little of the meal is left over.  Dream is
still distant, turned a few degrees off profile.  The curve of his cheekbone is softened by the
lace edge of his lower lashes.  There’s a quality of antiquity in it, like the line was crafted
with a chisel and a block of Grecian marble.  His mouth is pursed, just slightly, in some
deeper thought.  Hob counts his breathing and focuses on sealing up the container, stashing it
in the fridge, turning on the sink.  It’s either that or be caught staring like an idiot.

He runs the water in the sink and starts rinsing off his cutting board.

“She will be the last of us. ”  Dream picks up again suddenly, as though the minutes of
silence had not passed for him.  “ At the end.  She will be alone.”

Hob says nothing.  Finishes the cutting board, moves on to the saucepan.  Through the open
window, he can hear the stream of steady chatter and the arrhythmic pattering of footsteps
moving in cycles in and out of the New Inn.  Each time its front door opens and shuts, the
brilliant noise billows up, then falls, feather-light, down again.

“I wish otherwise for her.” 

Dream speaks so quietly Hob isn’t certain he’s spoken at all.

Hob doesn’t know how to say all he wants to.  He knows that hurt –– to see the ones you love
above all suffering is not an easy thing.  And this is on such a cosmic scale, so beyond what
he can conceptualize.  That kind of loneliness.  To see the dim dispersion of the final star.  To
hear the faint and closing breath.  To be irrevocably the last.  It’s unspeakable.

It’s beyond what he knows how to convey, and he knows better than to try.  He finishes the
final rounds of dishes, and dries his hands on the towel he’d forgotten he’d been wearing on
his shoulder.  When he turns back, Dream is giving him a new look, one as yet uncatalogued. 
It’s a head tilt, a measure of consideration with a tightening brow, a low note of something
sad, not yet remedied.  A dawning of a realization neither bad nor good.

“What?”

“Would you choose to live so long?”

Hob hadn’t thought about it.  He’s never thought about it, about just how long he plans to
stay.  He loves the immediacies of life –– travel, friends, invention, afternoons in quiet,
punctuated celebrations –– and while he plans as he needs to survive, he doesn’t plan past
that.  It’s not something he’s particularly avoided.  It’s just not in his nature to think so far
forward.



He braces himself on the counter, palms flat against the cool granite.  His hands don’t look
old, but sometimes they feel it.  Like there’s an arthritis trying to play catch-up, forever just at
bay.  He can never imagine feeling older than he does in the moment.

“I don’t know.” He doesn’t know if it’s the right answer, or if there even is a right answer, but
it’s the honest one.  “As long as there’s company.  I think I would.”

He finds himself surprised at how much he means it.

Dream’s look has not changed in totality, only become more saddened and more relieved in
equal measure.  Hob wants to reassure him, but he isn’t sure how.

There’s a quiet between them.  Hob has nothing left to move towards, no immediate tasks
needing doing, and without them he becomes a little more versed in stillness.  Dream’s gaze
is so close to physical touch, it nearly surpasses it.  

His body interrupts, untimely, with a yawn he has to stifle with a hand.  Dream blinks at him,
very slowly.

“Sorry.  Christ.  Being honest, I’m beyond knackered.  I know it’s on the earlier side, but, ah,
you, would you be opposed to turning in for the night?”  

Dream shrugs.

“Right.  Come on, then.”

Hob slots back into definable paths of motion.  He flips on the bedroom light first, then
shuffles around, double checking the door is locked and the stove is off, hitting the other
switches in the living room until the only light is the ambient moon and the rising sunflower
blush from the downstairs windows.  Dream follows in his circuitous path, silent, without
comment on the loops and detours.  The fact that he’s still got the picnic blanket dragging
around behind him is both ridiculous and very charming, thinks Hob.

In the bedroom, he changes into a different t-shirt, one that smells less strongly of pasta
sauce, and gets into bed.  Dream has already taken up his position of the night before, lying
flat and face-up on top of the covers, picnic blanket pulled securely over him.  He seems as
comfortable as he’s capable of being, so Hob lets it lie. 

Hob reaches, with a muscle memory of habit, to turn off the lamp, but it’s not where he’s
used to it being.  He realizes that this is not, in fact, the side he normally sleeps on, and the
last remaining light source standing between him and some decent rest is actually on Dream’s
side.  There are two diverging paths: get up and walk all the way around to turn it off
(awkward) or just lean over Dream (awkward, with less moving).  

He opts for the lean.  It brings him into a closer proximity than he’s accustomed to, the full
curve of his torso casting a shadow from the base of Dream’s pointed nose and down.  He
tries not to overthink it, and in thinking about not overthinking he’s really thinking about it a
great deal more.  The near-imperceptible puff of Dream’s breath touches the underside of his



arm.  There’s nothing at all unusual about it.  It turns every nerve it touches into a burning
torch.

He gets to the light with a little extra speed and turns it off.  His periphery catches a new
source of brightness, and, on instinct, he looks down.

Dream’s eyes, beyond being merely reflective, now have their own sort of fluorescence
emanating from them.  It’s a halo of white, faint but undeniable, like the last captured tail of a
comet in the edge of a telescope.  Hob is captivated by looking into it, like some sort of
gullible moth.  It distracts him enough to act without thinking.  He flicks the lamp on again,
then off, then on, watching the glow from Dream’s eyes appear and disappear, appear,
disappear.  He’s got a wisp of a smile on his face appearing without his conscious direction. 
The white and muted radiance blooms and vanishes like a thin shutter is opened and closed.

After the third plunge of darkness, the next awakening of the lamp reveals Dream frowning at
him with confused disapproval.  Hob feels his face heat up in one blunt rush.

“Ah.  Sorry.  It’s just.  The thing.”  He shuts the lamp off a final time, motions vaguely at his
eyes.  There’s no dignified way out of this one.  “With your eyes.  It’s, ah.  Neat.  It’s neat. 
That’s all.  Sorry.”

Well played.  Smooth, he thinks, retreating back to his side of the bed.

“Thank you,” says Dream, after a very healthy pause.

Last night, he was too drained to really consider anything deeply, but here and now Hob
realizes he hasn’t slept next to another person in quite some time.  He finds he has to readjust
to it.  The way the contours of the mattress have remolded themselves; the extraneous rustles
and stirs; the almost extra-sensory perception of a second presence in deep darkness and
quiet, not a visible shape, but one imprinted as a ghost on the nerves.  It’s not a bad thing. 
It’s just been made new again.

“I will have to leave.”

Hob settles so he too is looking up into the ceiling, mirroring Dream’s pose.

“Know that you’re welcome to stay.”

“I know.  My own duties.  I must attend to them.”

Hob is happy to let him speak as he needs to.  He tries to be gentle with it, in it’s new-legged
stumbling.  The closeness and the commingled twin breaths, being with someone in the dark
hours like this, it makes the tongue a little freer.  He knows that’s never easy for Dream.  He
wants to handle it with care.

“Ah.  Right.”  He wants to ask, but he’s hoping he can do so without the forwardness of the
question.  Above all things, he doesn’t want to overstep again.

Dream says nothing, not for a long time.  Hob is on the brink of falling asleep when Dream’s
voice, now only a low hum, returns from wherever it’s been gathering strength.  He can



almost hear the momentous effort, the tearing force with which Dream is pulling the words
out of himself.

“I have many names.  Morpheus.  Kai-ckul.  Oneiros.  Dream is my truest.”

Hob thinks of the old fable, of the woman who sought a whisker from a tiger.  How she sat
still with the bowl of rice every day.  The waiting.  He doesn’t remember exactly where he
heard that one.

“I am that which I am named.”

Hob waits.

“I am Lord of the Dreaming.”

Hob waits, but there’s nothing more forthcoming.  What he’s been given is more than
enough, more than he had dared to hope for.  He listens to the voices from below the floor,
their slips of words, their fragmented bits of meaning.  

“Thank you,” he says softly.

“You deserve more. ”  Dream’s tone is tight.  “ But I.  I am––”

“No.  This is good.  Enough.  More than enough.”

There’s another beat.  Hob turns his head on the pillow, and with the pale spill from Dream’s
eyes and the fall of cool silver from the moon outside, he traces out Dream’s profile in the
dark.  It’s a shape that’s an indelible part of him.

“There is much in disarray.  Much to repair and retrieve.”

“I know my capabilities aren’t quite what yours are, but if there’s anything I can do, you need
only ask.”

“I could not ask more of you.”

“I’m offering.  It’s freely given.  There’s no debts between us.  Never have been, never will
be.”

Dream turns until his face is on the same plane as Hob’s.  There’s no debt, thinks Hob, that
wouldn’t be canceled out by all he gets to have.  The wash of mercury on the carved face. 
No debt imaginable.

Dream is unreadable.  It’s a new look, surpassing Hob’s experience.  He doesn’t bother to
decipher it.  He’s satisfied with what he has.

“Hm.”  Dream lets slip that new smile.  Hob feels every pocket of air in him become light.

“Hm yourself.”



The smile stays.  It grows comfortable.

“Sleep well, Hob.”

Hob resists his exhaustion.  Sleep draws him in with a call he can’t ignore.  He falls into as
though led softly.

When he wakes, rested as if born again, Dream is gone.  The picnic blanket, folded, has taken
his place.
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It’s quiet, in the Dreaming.



The water, deft and quicksilver, foams on the pebbled shores.  Dream sits settled into the
gravel, finding some solidity in its uneven forms and weights, with his knees pulled snug to
his chest, watching the horizon blur into the far-removed edge of the sea.  Beyond it is the
gray.  If he were to stretch his hand forward, he imagines he might press his palm into it, feel
it sink and mold around him like a quicksand.  He does no such reaching –– instead, he sits,
still, and lets his look become vacant.

Being here is a homecoming he had not imagined.  There is no fanfare –– he had expected
none.  He had expected nothing, because of how remote the possibility of it had seemed. But
now it is here, and there is finally the subsiding of decades of alienating pressure, his body
departing from its physicality in fits and snatches.  A part of him, small but burning, does not
wish to see it go.  Perhaps he will hold some of it close, still.  It has become unwittingly dear
to him in the last days.  In the smell of salt and garlic.  The texture of worn and woven
fabric.  The feel of light.  He hadn’t realized light could have touch in it.

He did not wish to try Hob’s kindness further by taking his picnic blanket without asking, or
he would have –– instead, he had kept the sweater.  Its feel on him now is a dip into a rich
basin of maple and bronze, a warm arm curved around his back, granting him stability. It
quells the fear that lives, parasitic and twitching, just beneath his skin.  

Over the sweatshirt, now that his lighter skills of creation are again purring in his palms, he
has regenerated his rippling coat.  It feels like armor.  He feels stronger with it.

The gates of his kingdom soar skyward behind him.  He knows it is calling to him.  It’s like
spoken prayer in his ear.  It wants him returned to his rightful throne.  His trepidation –– he
wishes powerfully it were not there.  He wishes this moment of peace was not so strong a
temptation to draw him from his duty.  He wishes he did not think so longingly of the glow
and softness of Hob’s flat. 

But he cannot linger further.  With slow grace, he rises to his feet.  Even with his weariness,
there is above it the flowering euphoria of being home.   

He is home .  There is a smile on his face without his bidding, and he lets it lie.

“My Lord?”

Dream turns.

From the gates of his kingdom, there is a figure emerging, first uncertain, then with rapid,
efficient steps.  It’s familiarity is so remarkably warming that the perennial terror in him is
smothered further.  He lets the smile on his face grow wider, as the impulse demands.  

There is something buoyant in him he had not known could return after his ordeals. 
Something in him is repairing, and in the process, developing a new organic form.

“Oh my goodness.” Lucienne’s voice is rid of its remembered composure –– it is airy and
disjointed with surprise.  She is close enough now he can see there’s a watering in her eyes. 
He feels he has found new colors of delight, in the act of seeing her face again.



“Lucienne,” he says softly.

“You’re home, my Lord,” she breathes.  It’s the kindest welcome he could imagine.

The shock in her has turned her figure loose.  As if catching herself, she straightens suddenly,
sliding back into the posture of duty.  He considers her.  He had not noticed before how
meticulous the details of her attire are, the fine tailored line of her jacket, the subtlety of her
palette.  A reflection of a quiet love of duty.  He wonders what else he has missed –– if he
had failed to observe it before, or if his means of sight have been changed.

“I am.”

From over her shoulder, there’s a rumbling, low and ominous.  Lucienne seems tense.  

“Sir, your absence, it…”  She trails off, adjusts her glasses, refolds her hands in regimental
posture behind her back.  There is a delicate dance being done around some revelation.  Her
hesitation worries him.  Lucienne has been his eternal pillar of frankness.  To see her waver,
it is near-distressing. 

“Suffice it to say, there is…much changed.”

Dream looks towards the great gates.  There are lines of fracture in them, little intimations of
decay.  The sight of it pulls something cold from within him.

“Show me.”

Lucienne gives him a look full of consideration, of commingled hope and sadness.

“Of course.”

 

+++

 

His palace is in a state of ruin.

“In your absence, sir, the realm has weakened.  It has suffered.”

Dream does not guide his steps –– instead, he lets the wants of his broken kingdom pull him,
tug on his coattails, his sleeves, urging him towards a shattered window, a crumbled eave, a
sinkhole in the once featureless floor.  Dream remembers when this place shone in every split
spectrum line of color through the stained glass.  It’s darkened now.

“The Dreaming is you, as you are it.  And it’s decay…it makes me wonder at the
circumstances of your abdication.”

Lucienne is following behind him, keeping a berth of several feet.  She seems to share in his
dismay at the state of his world, though with far less surprise.  



Dream cranes his neck up towards the arches of the cathedral ceiling.  There are fractures in
every wrought column, intervals of sheared space where there had once been the detailed
work of his dedicated hand.  The place is rife with ghosts.  His time scales are so different,
both longer and shorter –– his captivity was interminable, but now he steps through this place
with one foot still emerging from the past, catching on its afterimage.

He knows Lucienne’s words had a question in them, but he does not find strength enough in
him to answer in full.

“My delay was not.  Intentional,” he says simply.  He knows he owes her more.  But the
words are untamed.  They do not come to him easily.

Behind the angular shadow of his throne, he sees the colored panes of glass broken and piled
in lustrous snow drifts at their former base.  A hand outstretched, he focuses his returning
energy and draws them up from the ground, in one breadth of trembling color, and with a
quiet concentration he rebuilds one panel, just to prove to himself he is able.  

“Of course,” says Lucienne.  She steps closer, until she is nearly beside him, and watches his
work.  There’s a smile in her voice when she speaks again.  “I had missed those windows.”

“As have I.”

He lets his hand fall.  The window is rebuilt, its mural reconstructed.  Even in the now-feeble
light of his realm, it is still a refracting jewel.

“The subjects are not as you left them,” says Lucienne quietly.  Dream feels his throat
tighten.

“Some went looking for you,” she continues.  She crosses to the steps leading to the throne
and delicately retrieves a stray book which lay there, spine splayed.  She handles it with
tenderness, rearranging its ruffled pages and tucking it beneath her arm.   “Some…they
thought you had tired of your duties.”

“I would not abandon them.”  It turns the core of him to burning ice, scorched as a salted
wound.  To think he was thought so little of.  This place, he had given himself to in entirety
–– it was inseparable from him, its residents as much a part of him as his own limbs.  He
would not leave them. Did they think him so fickle?

“Had they so little faith in me?”  His voice is corded with pain.

Lucienne sighs, contemplates the book in her hands.  Her manner is different than he
remembers.  Its foundations are still as they were, but there’s something that’s aged, that’s
borne weight.

“I know you best, my Lord.  I know your heart.  I could not think that you’d go, not without
word or cause.”  She looks back to face him openly.  “But the others, they were further from
you.  And it wouldn’t be the first time an Endless has departed in such a manner.  Can you
really blame them?”



She’s more forward than he remembers.  There’s a flash of anger in him –– first at her
bluntness, then, more truthfully, at the betrayal he feels, that those he made with his own
hand would turn from him so swiftly.  His brow darkens.  There’s a muted thunder in the
gathering clouds of the Dreaming.

“Who has gone?”

“It is easier to say who remains.  Cain and Abel.  Some scattered little dreams, too small to
venture to the waking.  The Nightmares, many of them still in the seas, though they’re
increasingly unruly.”

“Is that all?”

“I tried to keep track,” says Lucienne.  There’s sadness in it.

Dream, a storm still brewing around his head, moves to sit on the steps, near where Lucienne
stands.  The solidity of the stairs beneath him, their cool press against his palm, is grounding. 
He is more and more himself with each passing minute, but his weakness is still palpable to
him.  

In a burst of frustration, he snaps both hands out, fingers curved with tension, and forces the
chips and boulders of black marble off the floor.  They rise in one rattling gust, and hover,
tremulous, wobbling.  Lucienne starts.  Dream can feel her glance towards him, the brush of
her concern against him, but he cannot give her comfort.  The helpless feeling that controlled
him for those decades –– he wants it gone.  He wants to eradicate it.  Perhaps in Hob’s
apartment, so insulated from his tasks, he could afford to be without his strength.  But he is in
his kingdom now.  It must bend to him.  He wants his power back.  He needs it back.

He grinds his teeth, clenches his jaw.  The marble pieces rise, in imperfect motion, towards
the ceiling.  They slot back into place with agonizing slowness, their clicks and abrasions
muddying the air, harrying his focus.  He feels his own arms shaking.  The fear he is living
with is fast turning to a short-fused fury.  He will beat this tremor out of himself.  He can will
it into nonexistence.

The last round of marble grinds into its proper place.  With an abortive exhale and a
suppressed heave of breath following, he lets his arms fall.  Their trembling has not
subsided.  His still-corporeal heart batters his chest from within.  He clenches his hands into
fists, to feel his nails in his palm, and bows his head. 

Lucienne looks up into the ceiling.  She knows better than to comment.

“I tried my hand at a journal, but the words wouldn’t stay,” she says, as though she had been
uninterrupted.  “Everything faded.  The books in the library grew blank, then vanished
altogether.  I have yet to find the library again.”

“And yet you remained.”

“This is my home.  Where would I go?”  She pauses, still gazing upwards into the galaxies of
the arched ceiling.  They had grown cold –– now, in hot flashes of cosmic dust, they are all



waking again.  “And I had to keep the lights on.  For your return.”

Dream looks up at her as if seeing her anew.

“Sit.”

Lucienne tilts her head.  Dream blinks at her, then lightly pats the step.  Gingerly, she sits,
back ramrod straight, adjusting her coattails and folding her hands over the book set square in
her lap.  Dream leans forward, resting his weight on his forearms, and looks down the dark
corridor of his vacant hall.  There are still a handful of lamps burning. 

“I do not wish to leave again, having only now returned.  But my tools.  They remain in
the Waking.  I must retrieve them.  And my errant creations. ”  The task weighs heavily
on him.  Not for the first time, he feels a pang of guilt at his indulgence, his choice to spend
another day there, with Hob.   

“I am less myself than I was.”  It’s an admission he has repressed, but he knows the change
in him is real, requiring reckoning.  

Lucienne gives him a contemplative look.  

“Perhaps not less, sir.  Just altered.”

“Hm.  Perhaps.”

Lucienne falls silent.  Dream has so much he has to tell her, but every syllable of it is leaden
on his tongue, papered to his throat with paste.

“Once you acquire your tools, you might be best served by gathering the Major Arcana.  The
littler among them, they’ll fall back once they see the more powerful return.  It will give them
comfort.  Reassurance in your rule.”

Lucienne steps easily back into her role as advisor and strategist.  He finds himself
immensely comforted by this, and on the heels of that new relief, immensely grateful.

“Who of my greater creations wanders?”

“Of the nightmares, Gault.  The Corinthian.”

The Corinthian.  Dream frowns.  His innate sense for wreaking havoc would be unrestrained
in the Waking.  He must be found expediently –– there are doubtless acres watered with the
blood spilled in his rebellion.

“Of the Dreams, Fiddler’s Green.”

“Fiddler’s Green?”  The knife hilt-deep in him twists.  Fiddler’s Green was perhaps his most
beloved work, his closest creation.  If he is gone, then the decay of his realm is beyond
conception.  It hurts him that he would leave at all.



“He left in innocence, my Lord,” says Lucienne.  She reads his tone as easily as one of her
best loved books.  “I think he was just curious.”

Past the newly-risen window, a soft rain begins to fall in the Dreaming.  Its many brushes
against the glass are a shimmering, pillowed sound.  Dream’s still-healing senses are finding
more to latch on to.  He is learning his realm more completely.

“But first, you need to rest, my Lord.”  Lucienne’s voice is a mixture of gently encouraging
and firmly brooking no argument.  “You are changed, and the act of change is tiring.”

“I was held captive,” says Dream.  It’s spoken quickly –– he let the impulse of it slip by, and
now he is trying, pushing against his own heavy tongue, to get the rest out, before his resolve
can flag.

“I spent near a century in a sphere of glass.  My captors.  They robbed me of my tools. 
Sold them off.  They saw me as an animal, to be used.  I would not bow to them.  I paid
for my pride.  Jessamy paid.”

He can’t keep the waver from his voice.  The image of the red stain hanging over him, bled
into the orb’s curvature, will never leave him.  It’s plain in his eyes as he speaks, its red sky
and black stars, stark and realized and relived like he’s there.  The haunted thing in him
insists that he is there, still.  That the past days have been delusion.  Its serpent voice is
powerful.

In spite of himself, he looks towards Lucienne.  He knows he is exposing his liquidity, his
lack of composure, but he needs to see her, to know she is real.  Her dark eyes are warm with
unobtrusive sympathy.  He watches her shift her fingers slightly, watches her blink, watches
these sharp motions to convince himself that its acuity is beyond his imaging.  The panic in
him retreats to its cave, but the cave remains.

Quickly, he turns away again.

“I was.  Retrieved.  By a friend.”  Rescued is a better word, but it catches on something in
his throat, something still rearing from the thought of weakness.  

“A friend?” asks Lucienne.

“Yes.”  There’s a curious struggle in talking simply about Hob.  When he tries to condense
his experience there into a handful of words, he finds he cannot.  It’s like looking into the
center of a white star.  Like receiving a waking vision from the old gods.  The total brightness
of it renders its details beyond description.  Hob’s sleeping sun-lit face, the suffusing warmth
of him, his free and tilting smile –– these are not things built to be retold.

“Ah,” says Lucienne, the very picture of politeness.

Dream tries to elaborate.  “An old friend.”  He finds that he can speak no further.  There is
golden light pooling in his mouth in the place of words.

“He was aided by my elder sister, ” he says instead .  “And I have rested already.”



“Oh?”

“A day.  It is enough.”

“You can’t be serious.”  Dream furrows his brows and turns back to her.  The look on her face
is one of blatant incredulity.  “Pardon my bluntness, sir, but you spent a century.  In an orb. 
And you’re planning on just leaping back to business after a day ?”

“Yes.”  

“I think not.”

“My kingdom is in disarray, Lucienne.  Would you have me linger so it may rot
further?”

“I perfectly understand your need for haste.  I just don’t think it’s particularly wise.”

“Wise or not, it is necessary.”

Lucienne sighs.  “Then at least you should have some assistance.  A new raven.”

Dream stiffens.

“No.”  His voice sounds with a returning hint of its old resonance.  Lucienne is unperturbed
by this.

“You need someone to help you.  Aid you while you are still in recovery.  If not a raven,
could you ask your friend?”

“I have asked more of him than is deserved already.”

“Then you must resign yourself––”

“ No. ”

“Jessamy’s death was a tragedy, I know, my Lord, but––”

“I cannot.  I cannot allow it again.  I could not withstand it again.”

Every syllable has to be spit from his mouth, dragged into the open.  It’s a truth that runs raw
and close to his surface.  He knows he loves sparingly.  Jessamy was nearest to his heart.  Her
body is forever entombed in him, the bones of her woven through him.  He could not love
like that and lose again.  

“They will be safe.”

“I could not keep Jessamy safe.  I failed her.”

“No.  Your captors were cruel.  The fault of her death lies with them.”

“I should have––”



“She cared for you, as you for her.  There’s no blame in that, on either side.”

Dream falls silent.  There’s a rough and tender sensation in the back of his throat, a sting of
something teary in the corners of his eyes.  Lucienne will not be reasoned with.  In a way, he
is thankful for it, though he could not admit it.

“You’ll have a new raven, when you go again.  So you won’t be alone.”

“I sense I cannot win this argument with you.”

“Insightful as ever, my Lord.”

She’s smiling, a little off axis.  He finds he can smile back.  The easy pattern of them, though
broken, is beginning to heal.

“I will go tomorrow.  First the tools, then Fiddler’s Green, then Gault and the
Corinthian.  It will be done.”

“Good.”  Lucienne hesitates.  “Sir, in your absence, I’ve been managing duties above my
rank.  If…if you need that service of me, I––”

“I thank you, ” says Dream gently.  He feels a great debt to her.  His walls are still standing;
his lamps still burning.  Because of her.  “ And I would be pleased if you were to continue,
as I handle my affairs.”

Her whole face brightens.  “Right.  Excellent.  Happy to oblige.”

Her eyes catch on something near his collarbones.  A flicker of perplexion sprints across her
face, races through the tilt of a brow.

“May I ask you a question, sir?”

“You may.”

“What are you wearing?”

Dream takes a very long pause.  He had temporarily forgotten about the sweatshirt.

“Ah.  It is. ”  He grasps for the straws of a dignified explanation, but they slip delicately
away from him.  “ A token.  I had forgotten.”  He adjusts the broad collar of his jacket a
little tighter, to cover it.  It is a garish thing.  He could, alternatively, choose to exchange it for
another article of clothing.  He does not choose to do this.

Lucienne has a look he’s seen before, on Death’s face.  It’s got a knowing sense to it.  He
does not find comfort in the pattern he sees emerging here.

“Your unnamed old friend?”

“Yes.”



“Hm.”

He frowns at Lucienne.  The thunder past the window mutters a vague threat.  Lucienne is
thoroughly unfazed.

“Will I have the chance to meet this friend?  One day?”

Bringing Hob to the Dreaming –– the thought had entered Dream’s mind once or twice
before.  Each time he had considered it, it had made a nest of doves in the scaffold of his ribs,
all feathers and flutter.  The same feeling recurs now.

“Perhaps.”

“Well.  I look forward to it, should it lie ahead.”  Lucienne claps her hands on her knees,
tucks the book under one arm, and rises.  “I’d best see to that raven.  If you need me, my
Lord, I am always here.”

“Thank you, Lucienne.”  There are many layers of thanks, directed in many ways, too
multitudinous for the brevity of the words.

“Of course, sir.”  She gives him a half bow, a vestige of courtly manner, and leaves.

In her absence, Dream leans until his back is pressed into the cool embrace of his throne
room floor, and looks up into the ceiling.  Its galaxies of jewel-toned violet and gaseous
orange are still feeble, but revitalizing, in jet streams and accelerated orbits.

He raises his hand, and reorders the stars.

 

+++

 

When he departs to the Waking, with Lucienne’s promise to send his raven in his wake, it is
the most difficult thing he has done yet.  His home draws him so pleadingly, and the tearing
of its grasp is beyond unwelcome.  But the focus of his work, the clarity of his tasks, lends
him a sort of resolve.  There are simply defined objectives –– they guide his passage in
narrow walks.

The tools require the enlisted assistance of a contact in a mortal lineage he has dealt with
many times before.  She is still unknown to him, personally, but he has no doubt she will
prove as efficient and helpful as her forebears.

He finds her in the molding basement of a small and ill-kept cathedral.  When he steps in, in
silence, he settles neatly into the darkest corner, and observes her.  He has caught her mid-
exorcism.  The air vibrates with her confident recitations.  Her Latin is immaculate, her
posture intensely assured.  In one outstretched hand she holds a plain cross; in the other, a
slim book, which she infrequently consults.



“ Humiliare sub potenti manu Dei, contremisce et effuge, invocato a nobis sancto et terribili
nomine… ”

In the center of the room, a demon, ripping from the bleeding body of an old man, is yowling,
neck thrown back, triple rows of teeth bared to the ceiling.  Bright flames twist in molten
chains around his melting form.

The woman, her dark hair blown back by the heart of the fire before her, seems utterly
unaffected –– there’s even a faint air of enjoyment.

“ Ab insidiis diaboli, libera nos, Domine. Ut Ecclesiam tuam secura tibi facias libertate
servire, te rogamus, audi nos. ”

There’s a sonic boom, a towering drop in pressure, and with the gasping inhale of a sudden
vacuum the demon disintegrates down through the floor.  The air in the room rushes to fill the
new space, before all falls still.  The woman drops her hand and cracks her neck.  Her display
of skill is impressive.  She meets and may even surpass the prowess of her line.

“Constantine.”

The woman flinches, but that’s as much of a startled reaction as she gives.  In a smooth
movement, she turns on her heel, cross held firmly before her, mouth set in a thin line.

“Who the bloody hell are you and what do you want?”

Dream detaches himself from the folds of shadow in the dank corner of the room and steps
forward, partly entering the dim light.

“I require your assistance.”

Constantine slowly lowers the cross.  

“Right.  Hm.  Okay.  I’m on the clock right now, thanks, but we can negotiate my fee as soon
as I––”

“I have little time to wait.”

“Tough luck then, mate.  Try another exorcist.”

“I have no need of your exorcizing abilities.  Though you display much skill.”

Constantine flashes a wry grin.

“Flattery doesn’t get a discount.  Look, I’ve got to go collect my paycheck, so if we could
speed this up a little?”

“I know your lineage well, Constantine.  I am Dream.  Of the Endless.”

Constantine squints at him.  “What?  You?  You’re the Sandman?”



“Yes.”

From over their heads, there’s the timid shuffle of footsteps on the upstairs floor.  The exit
from the basement is a rickety ladder leading to a cellar door, against which there is now a
very nervous knock.

“Miss Constantine?” says a muffled voice.  “Are you quite alright?”

“Just finishing up, Father!”  Constantine yells.  She’s still looking at Dream, brows faintly
furrowed, as though she’s sizing him up.  “Might have to charge a bit of overtime!”

Constantine gives Dream a final once-over, turns decidedly unimpressed, and stuffs her cross
and book in some inner pocket of her trench coat.  Ignoring him entirely, she shuffles around
kicking through the pile of ashes where the demon once stood, then makes a noise of
triumph.  Kneeling, she retrieves a small white object and holds it to her eye –– it’s a narrow
canine tooth, curved like a scimitar.

“Brilliant.  Sometimes they drop bits behind.  Fetch a bloody pretty penny.”

She pockets the tooth.

“I’ll settle up with the Father, you meet me outside.”

Without waiting for a response, she deftly scales the ladder and vanishes to the upper floor. 
Dream is not entirely sure what to make of her.  

With little other choice, he takes a step which crosses him from the basement to the front
steps of the church.  The night is sweetly cool, the stars above mottled with fast-moving
strokes of thin clouds.  Dream tilts his head up to better see the sky.  Its vastness feels safe. 
He finds himself averted by enclosure now.

After a few moments, Constantine emerges from the church’s creaking double doors, and
leisurely strolls over to join him.  There’s a thick envelope in her hand which she’s tucking
into the inside of her coat.  When she reaches Dream’s side, she follows his gaze and looks
up herself.

“My gran used to tell me stories about you a lot.  Sort of thought she was looney.”

“I require your assistance.”

Constantine gives him a sideways glance, then begins walking briskly down the church’s
front drive.

“Walk and talk.  I have places to be.  You’re not on my bloody schedule, so keep up.”

Dream blinks.  She’s already several yards ahead of him by the time he shakes himself into
an undignified half-jog to catch up.

“So you’re really the Sandman?  Lord of Dreams and whatnot?”



“Yes.  You––”

“Don’t much look like a lord to me, if I’m honest.  Bit too goth.”

Dream doesn’t know what to say to this.  Evidently, any theoretical response is unimportant,
because Constantine continues without waiting for a reply.

“I take it you think because you crossed paths with my gran once or twice you can just barge
in and start giving me orders, yeah?  That your usual strategy?  Have a lot of success with
it?”

“It.  Usually works.”

Constantine has reached the main road.  Her pace is supremely efficient and quite
unexpectedly fast.  Dream, though taller and with longer stride, has to put a non-negligible
amount of effort into keeping up.

“Hah.  Well.  What are you after?  We can work out an arrangement.  For a price.”

“Items of mine have become lost in this world.  I would ask that you aid me in securing
them.”

“Hm.”  Constantine turns a corner, Dream just barely lagging behind her.  The two move in
and out of the yellow cones of streetlamps.  No cars drive by –– the hour is late, and the
streets are sublimely still.  They pass rows of dark houses, dark windows reflecting only
faintly the silver slice of moon.  Constantine seems to be weighing something in her mind. 
Dream had not expected resistance.  In hindsight, he feels a little foolish for that.

“And what’s in it for me?”

“The return of my tools is vital to the stability of the waking world, and the dreams of
its residents.  It is critical to all humankind.”

“Right, yes, got it, but I was asking what I get.”

She drives a hard line.  Dream somewhat admires her persistence.

“What do you wish?”

“Dunno.  I usually just take cash.”  She pauses.  Something flickers over her face, fleeting but
present nonetheless, a pang of some inner hurt.  Dream watches her curiously –– her step is
not slowed, and her expression reasserts its confident air with nary a faltering move.

“Actually.  You control, ah, dreams, nightmares, sleeping, so on and so forth, right?”

“Yes."

“Right.  I, ah.”  She fixes her eyes firmly on the path ahead, pushes her hands deeper into her
pockets.  She wears her coat like it’s battle-ready, shielding her –– Dream finds an
unexpected kinship in this.



“Haven’t slept well in a while,” she says stiffly.  “And considering you’re, I dunno, keeping
the bloody collective unconscious from falling to bits, I think a couple nights of good sleep
are a fair enough price.  For the good of humanity.  Or whatever.”

The price comes haltingly from her mouth.  Dream can detect some greater need beneath it,
but it seems beyond his place to inquire.

“I accept your price.  A lifetime of peaceful nights.”

“Hm.  Deal, then.”  She stops beneath a streetlamp.  In its softening glow, Dream finds a
tiredness in her eye, the set of her jaw.  She is powerfully controlled, but there is a cost to it. 
She sticks out a hand.  “Shake.  I consider it binding.”

Dream takes her hand.  Her grip is firm and fast, before she returns her hand to her pocket.

“So.  What are you missing?”

“A leather pouch of sand.  A ruby.  A helm.”

“Can you be even a little more specific?”

Dream sighs.  “The sand creates.  The ruby manifests.  The helm protects.”

“Oooh-kay.  Not much better, but better.”  She rolls her shoulders, twists her neck with a
pop.  “Bloody hell.  My joints feel ancient.”

Dream doesn’t respond.  Constantine looks off down the street.  There are gears turning in
her mind.  She is effective, already strategizing.  She does her family name proud.  In this
cast, she looks so uncannily like the face from the White Horse those many centuries prior. 
Her stubborn strength, her upturned nose, they are a mirror of the past.  It stirs something
nostalgic in Dream.

“Alright.  I’ll start tomorrow.  And I work alone.  So don’t have your little friend follow me
around.”

Dream frowns, perplexed by the non sequitur.  “Friend?”

Constantine lightly flicks her chin up.  “The raven?  Been hopping down the lamps with us? 
My gran said you always had a raven.  Sort of assumed he was yours.”

Dream looks up.  Sitting ruffled on the streetlamp is a raven.  He shuffles his wings with a
surprisingly well-conveyed air of sheepishness.

“Hey.  Sorry.  Caw.   Didn’t want to interrupt.”

The raven flutters down to the sidewalk, hopping nervously from foot to foot.  

“Who are you?”



“Name’s Matthew.  Lucienne sent me, sir.  M’lord.  Mr. Endless.  Sir.  Caw.  Uh, actually,
what I am supposed to call you?”

“It does not matter.”

“Yeah, but I feel, like, weird.”

“You may address me by my title, then.”

“So ‘my lord’?  Wait, ‘my lord’ also feels kind of weird, honestly––”

“Right,” interrupts Constantine, impatience flying free in her tone, “clearly, you two have
something to sort out, and I’m due with a very wealthy client in about twenty minutes, so I’m
going to head off.”  She looks towards Dream.  She radiates a cavalier confidence.  “I’ll get
your things.  Give me a couple days, check back in.  Honestly, I think I might have that sand
thing just lying around my flat somewhere, so, that’s one down.”

“Thank you, Constantine.”

“Johanna.  Never introduced myself all the way.  Johanna Constantine.”  She flashes Dream a
swift and easy smile.  “ ‘Night, then.  Good doing business with you, Sandman.”

Constantine strolls off down the street.  Her figure is fast moving, with restraint, as though it
is subtly trying to outrun something.  Dream wonders, briefly, what hunting ghosts are on her
heels.

“I’ll stick with ‘sir’,” says Matthew.

“Hm.”

“Man, this is super crazy, right?”  

Dream closes his eyes, and focuses his attention.  He has handled the beginnings of one task
–– he must undertake the rest.  

The little taps of Matthew’s claws against the concrete and the whispers of his feathers are a
percussive underscoring, reminding him, with a nauseous pang, of Jessamy. 

“I mean, yesterday I had thumbs,” continues Matthew.  “And then I just, bam, die in my
sleep, and now I’m the, the sidekick of a literal eldritch god.  And I’m a bird.  Like, I’m a
bird .”

Dream tries not to dwell, but it is hard for him, to keep the image of the broken and loyal
body from his mind.  It rattles him, still.  He wishes Matthew were not here.  He doesn’t want
him, despite Lucienne’s insisting.  He doesn’t want anything too close to him.  Those who
stay in arm’s reach inevitably, without fail, pay dearly.  It is his fault.  His law.

“Gonna be honest, kinda freaking out about it.  Can I still eat normal things?  I feel a weird
craving for bugs.  But I’d rather have fries.  If we take lunch breaks or anything.  You seem



like a ‘no breaks’ kind of guy.  I mean, I’ve only known you like, ten minutes, but Lucienne
sorta gave me this, um, this vibe that you’re pretty pedal to the metal about all this.”

Dream reaches out within himself.  It’s akin to extending nerves into sleeping limbs –– all his
creations are a piece of himself, and with some concentration, he can sense their location.  He
will start with Fiddler’s Green –– his return will hopefully be the easiest one secure.

“Am I rambling?  Man, I’m rambling, aren’t I.  Sorry.  Sir.  Sorry, sir.”

Dream waits for the touch of green and growing peace.  He finds it in a spot of warmth, some
place soaked in humid sun and flat with white sand.  Oceanic.  Rowdy.  He’s got it.

He opens his eyes.  “We must go.  I will take you with me.”

“Huh?  Oh, cool, yeah, okay, sir.  Right on.  Full speed ahead.”

The travel makes him tired, but he opens a door in the blank slate of air with a wave of his
hand and steps through it, shouldering the weariness.  

He thinks of Hob’s flat.  The unresistance of the pillow beneath his head, giving without
demand.  The couching embrace of the blanket, with the cool countertop granite under his
folded forearms.  The firebrand of taste and smell and poured morning light.  

He wants these things, viscerally, even knowing they are not meant for him.  He thinks of
Hob.

 

+++

 

The Cornthian’s mouths taste like the smoothest shot imaginable.

He wipes one of his knives across the twin maws of his eyes, the press of the thin blade light
on the bridge of his nose, and licks clean the smear of blood that remains.  God, the eyes,
that's the good stuff –– popped like a cherry, still got the heady nose of the fight or flight in
it.  When they die on that precipitous high, it leaves something sparking and raw behind.  He
wants to put the stuff in a glass, swirl it like a connoisseur, pick out the notes in the
counterpoints of its scent.

He’s cross legged on the foot of a bed.  His shirt is unbuttoned, and the spatter of his precise
work is across the front of his undershirt.  Behind him is some guy –– he doesn’t think about
them a lot after he’s done.  They’re just used up at that point.  It’s all about the process for
him.  The art of creation.

The guy is bleeding off into the white hotel pillows.  The Corinthian sheathes his now-
spotless knife and stretches his arms above his head languorously.  The joints of his shoulders
and back snap in lazy succession.  He’s still hungry.  He’s never not hungry.



In the white fluorescent of the hotel bathroom, he washes his hands, cleans under his
manicured nails, and gets dressed.  The undershirt stays abandoned on the bed. 
Housekeeping can handle it.  He’s feeling renewed.  Purring with partial satiation.  He leaves
the collar of his shirt open, exposing the bare hollow of his throat.  His grins in the mirror are
Crest white and carnivorous.

He really does think of it like art.  Like a master at the sculpting block, he’s thinking in
negative space.  Art doesn’t have to be additive.  He takes away, and the taking makes
something new.  And he’s got the knife work of a surgeon –– any remaining nicks are
flourishes, inspirations of the moment.  Sometimes he likes to make scalpel cuts like
eyelashes under the lower lid.  It’s sort of a statement about protecting what isn’t there,
right?  Something like that.  Hey, art doesn’t always need a reason –– he likes the way it
looks.

All these rooms smell the same, start to finish.  Chemical-clean, new carpet, hot breath and
meat.  Blood is under everything, even before he takes off his glasses, before they know the
kiss of his other mouths.  The people all smell like butcher shops.  It really gets him going.

On the way out, he picks his shades back up from the nightstand.  The face of the man in bed
is a total stranger, and not even that anymore –– he’s another museum piece, hollows of
eviscerated sockets so black and total they bring the Corinthian a smug and subdued glee. 
He’s a master of his craft.  He takes pride in it.  He likes being good.

The wanting is intrinsic to him.  It’s how he was made.

He leaves through the lobby, and enters the jungle of night.

London is less slick than he likes.  He likes modern.  Clean.  Metal and glass, veinless
marble.  He liked New York, when he was in the States.  The newness of it was a drug.  And
there were so many alleys, so many needful tongues and pounding hearts, so much to chew
on.  All turns of texture on his tongue, his teeth.  

He’d done LA for a while.  Holed up in a mansion of white concrete on Mulholland Drive,
with some wacked-out former child star who got off on the eye teeth thing and the murder.  It
was like raising a veal, living with him.  When he’d finally gotten bored and slaughtered him,
his eyes had tasted like wine aged since the birth of the universe.  The Corinthian knows he’ll
be chasing that high for the rest of his roaming.  But then again, he’s never not chasing some
high.  The chase is almost better.

The chase, the process, the making of the art –– they’re always better than the result.  He’s
always let down.  The let down is just as much a part of him as the animal want.  It’s his role. 
His purpose.  He likes his purpose, and finds intense beauty in it.  He knows he’s a good
creation.  

He saunters down the sidewalk.  He sees in stranger ways than everyone else –– better, if you
ask him.  It’s not sight, per say, though it’s sometimes color and acuity and line.  It’s filled in
by smell, by the way air moves and tastes in his mouth.  It’s all synaesthetics.  Passers-by
pour cologne and booze-breath and running veins into his panting eyes, and everything’s
bright.  Hallelujah, this life is good.  It’s his job, and it’s not even like work.  It’s all play.



The Corinthian doesn’t keep strict beats, not out of worry, but more for fun.  New is more
interesting.  He picks different clubs, different targets.  Tonight’s dive is south of his last
hotel, down near where he rents his current apartment.  His landlady loves him, his charming
half-Southern American accent, the way he’s so free with his touch –– hand to shoulder, to
back, to just squeeze by, to say hello, any excuse –– and how quietly he keeps himself.  So
she never asks if she catches the late night entrances, never worries with the morning
departures or the lack thereof.  She’s a gem, really.  He’ll let her live out until his next move.

Inside the bar, it’s loud and rough.  Brutal packs of bodies.  Black light and boiling sweat. 
The dark of the place makes it feel safe to its customers.  It’s a field of rabbits, and the
Corinthian has the mouths of foxes.  His movement is confident and slack –– he’s got imbued
charm, and in his hands it’s a deftly wielded weapon. 

He’s approaching the bar to order a drink (a whiskey, maybe –– it pairs well with raw meat,
matches the construct of his persona) when a blood smell like no other knocks him flat across
the face.  It almost sends him stumbling; he recovers with hunter’s grace.  The scent has sent
a rush of intoxication right to his head, and it’s got him woozy and drunk on it.  It’s tripled
distilled.  It’s been steeped in a cask buried in a massacre.  It’s an altar of age.  

He wants it.

The Corinthian lets his nose turn his head, shark-like, tracking the scent over the roiling tide
of colliding bodies and down to the quieter end of the bar.  It’s less populated in this region,
and in the absence of confounding smells the source of the headrush sticks out like a broken
bone through skin.

He sees the man in two levels –– the color-scent-taste map of a boatload of centuries, all in
blurs of honey and viscera-purple, and the plain old visual reality of him, an indeterminately-
aged man with swoops of dark hair and a navy sweater that fits just right across his
shoulders.  The Corinthian grins behind his dark glasses –– he’s a downright delicacy.

He doesn’t know what he is, and to be honest, he couldn’t care less.  The quality of the liquid
content, that’s what counts.  Who gives a damn what bottle it’s in, or how the glass was
made?  The taste goes down like sanguine silk all the same.  

He makes his approach quietly, casually.  Can’t scare the quarry.

“Drinking alone?” he asks.

The man starts, whips his head around.  His eyes are deliciously brown and soft, like cattle. 
His face softens down into a genial smile.

“For now, I am.”

“Mind if I join?”  The Corinthian shows his teeth.  He knows how it looks –– amiable, open,
cut with something sweltering beneath.

“Not at all.”  The man is projecting only friendly politeness.  The Corinthian decides to turn
it up a little.  Carefully, though –– can’t give it all away.



He leans in, under the pretense of catching the bartender’s eye, and lets his shoulder press
against the man’s.  He knows how to use the tool of little touches.

“I’ll have what he’s having.”

When he pulls back, he controls the movement, makes it a slide and slow release of contact. 
It’s so easy.  It’s fun.  The man is acting unaffected, but the Corinthian can smell a little
change in his chemistry.  He’s playing his cards close, maybe.

“So, what’s a guy like you doing in a place like this?”

He keeps his voice low, in the pocket of his throat.  It’s run through with just the right amount
of gravel.

The man looks into his glass, smiling as though it’s in spite of himself.  

“Original line.”

“Hey, I like to keep it classic.”

This is one weird guy.  He’s human, but more human.  Hyper-human.  A new breed.

“It’s a real question, anyway,” the Corinthian adds coolly.

The man takes a sip of his drink.  The Corinthian follows the line of his throat.

“No particular reason.  Well, no.  It’s been a stressful week, if I’m honest.  When I walked by,
this sort of seemed like a good place to take the edge off.”

“Stressful week?”

“Ah, yeah.”  The man is getting cagey, a little avoidant.  “Yeah.”

“Don’t want to talk about it, huh?”

“Not really, no.”

“No problem.  I understand.”  The Corinthian laces his tone with just the right amount of
soothing sympathy.  “You from around here?”

The change of topic sparks a visible relief.  “I am, actually.  Grew up sort of in the
neighborhood.”  He gives the Corinthian a bit of a grin.  He’s warming up, slowly but surely. 
“I take it you’re not local?”

The Corinthian chuckles, right in the low register.  “Wow, well done.  Yeah, I moved over
from the States for work.  Grew up in Raleigh.  Feeling like a real fish out of water.”

“It’s a big change, I’m sure.  No wonder it’s hard to adjust.”

“Thanks.”  He lets a little silence fall.  If he waits, usually people just fill it on their own.  It’s
a good trick for forcing an opening.



“Sorry,” says the man after a moment, like he means it.  “I’m really usually much friendlier. 
Just…have a lot on my mind at the moment.”

“Well, I’m happy to distract you.”

The Corinthian grins.  He lets his tongue touch at one of his canines.  It’s a carnal little
gesture.  Usually it works wonders.  

There’s a spike in adrenaline in the man’s smell, a little sweat under the collar, but it’s like he
can’t let himself acknowledge it.  Or there’s some higher emotion keeping him from listening
to his own blood.  

Hm.  A shame he won’t let himself want what he wants.

“Ah, listen,” says the man, almost tripping over the words, “I’ve, I’ve got work, early, so, I’d,
I think I’d best be heading out.”  

He stands, smiling almost apologetically.  The Corinthian wants to grab him by the throat. 
Instead, he waves his hand.

“No problem.  Have a good night.  And listen, hey, if you’re ever looking to take the edge off
and talk, you can probably find me here.  I’d love to chat a little more when you’re feeling
like it.”  

It’s a delicately balanced play –– not too pushy, but still nice and needy.

The man gives him a thoughtful look.  He’s got loads going on behind his eyes, some wild
battle of heart.  Like he wants something else, but can’t have it.  If what it takes to get under
that skin is to be something the man settles for, the Corinthian will happily take second place.

“That would be nice,” he says finally.

“And I didn’t catch your name.”

“Robert.”

“Robert.”  He turns the two syllables into something filthy smooth.  He’s having a hell of a
good time.  “Pleased to meet you, Robert.”

He can tell, with satisfaction, that this arrow hit the mark.  Robert looks a little flustered.

“Right.  Yeah.  Same, same to you, then.”

He makes a speedy exit.  The addictive smell follows him.  It’s all the Corinthian can do to
keep from drooling.  

He downs his drink in a swift swallow.  It’s a poor substitute for what he’s really after.  For
tonight, he can supplement with another stranger.  

He scans the crowd.  So many candidates.
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Florida is not Dream’s favorite place.

The sun is hotter here, and everything is so much more damp, the air much more resistant. 
Dream, who is typically not conscious of his perpetual failure to blend in, finds that he feels
radically out of place on these colorful and populous streets.  Namely because a wardrobe of
entirely black is giving him a great deal of physical discomfort.  The rays of the sun had beat



down onto his back as he had traversed the town, and only now, that evening is beginning to
settle, has its lash relented.  

The back of his neck is sweating.  He finds this extremely unpleasant.  The lingering of his
physicality is so far proving a mixed blessing.

“So, so so, boss man, who are we looking for?”  As Dream walks, Matthew follows close at
his ankle, with a mix of hopping and half-winged leaps.  There’s a little awkwardness in his
movements.  He’s still learning to be a bird, it seems. 

“I can, ah, do some scouting.  Keep an eye out.  Get up there and circle the area.  Man, I gotta
say, being able to fly?  Pretty sweet deal.  Super useful.”

“I do not know what form he has taken here.  But he is close.”

“Gotcha, gotcha, no problemo.  Just going on vibes.  Good plan, sir.”

Matthew is already displaying a penchant for rambling.  Dream knows this should be
irritating (and in some ways, it is).  But there is another competing feeling, which finds the
reaffirmed closeness of a piece of his Dreaming reassuring.  He is discovering more and more
that being alone does not give him the same peace it used to.  Nor, in fact, does silence. 
There is something thrilling about sound, so long had he been severed from it.  Even if the
sound is just Matthew’s incessant chatter.

Perhaps Lucienne, astute as ever, anticipated this particular need.  Perhaps it is just a kindness
of chance.  Either way, he listens not so much to the words as to their consonants and spaces,
each a subtle tap, rhythmic and inarguable in their reality.

“Just, ah, just trying to get a handle on things, so, let me just, okay, so you’re like, in charge
of dreams and all that, right, sir?  Whole human subconscious or something?”

“Mm.”

They’re passing through some sort of carnival, near a boardwalk stretching into a muddied
blue sea.  The air is clanging with bells, music box melodies, high laughter and gleeful howls,
all over the many multitudinous patters and thumps and shuffles and coughs and creaks of a
crowd moving en masse over salt-worn planks.  It all smells of hot grease, fried sweets and
starches, interminable sweat and sea spray.  People pass by Dream with little more than a
briefly curious glance, if that, brushing his shoulders.  Even Matthew’s chatter goes
unnoticed, swallowed into the pockmarked wall of noise.  Here, he is almost anonymous. 

He would have hated this, in a time before, its garishness, the rainbow blinking lights
infringing on the subtler shades of dusk.  It would have repulsed him.  It does not anymore. 
It is the antithesis of isolation.

“Right.  Yes.  Okay.  But you’ve been…gone.  Or something.  Lucienne was, um, not super
forthcoming about that, and I mean, I’m pretty low on the totem pole in terms of seniority
here, so I’m just gonna assume that’s a need-to-know basis type of deal, sir.  Unless you need



to talk about it.  In which case, like, of course, here to listen, yadda yadda.  Sir.  Oooh, onion
ring.”

Matthew darts off course to snag a fallen half of an onion ring and snap it down with a few
uncoordinated thrusts of his beak.

“Oh thank God things still taste the same.  I was worried, you know, with the whole bird deal,
that I wouldn’t have the same taste buds or something but man that was good and you know
what?  I would kill for a funnel cake right now.  Have you ever had a funnel cake, sir?”

“I cannot say I have.”

Were his business not so urgent, he might find himself moved to seek the experience out. 
This locale is so flush with living.  A twitch of a smile flitters at the corner of his mouth. 
Hob would like it here.  

“Okay, first thing, when all this––” Matthew waves his wing in a very human gesture of
generality “––is done, we’re gonna get funnel cake.  You’ll love it, sir.  Actually, I mean, I’m
not gonna say I know you well enough to know, like, if you’d like it, but it’s, it’s this fried
dough thing, with powdered sugar, and like how could you possibly go wrong with––”

“He is here.”

In spite of the change in his form, Dream can recognize Fiddler’s Green instantaneously.  On
the quieter end of the boardwalk, seated serenely on a bench, is an older gentleman robed in
mossy layers of forest green.  Despite his incongruous attire, he seems perfectly at home in
the scenery, as natural as ivy up a stone rampart, or new blades of grass between seams of
concrete.  In one hand, he holds a towering cone of pink cotton candy, from which he
occasionally takes a measured bite.  He is watching the sun set down through the blue prism
of the ocean.

It’s so fitting a scene.  It appears intrinsic to him.  Fiddler’s Green looks, above all things, at
peace.  A garden snake writhes in Dream’s gut.  Was he unhappy in the Dreaming?  Did he
believe himself forsaken?

“The guy in the big coat, right?” says Matthew.  “Yeah, he does not look like a Florida guy. 
Want me to go snag him?”

“No.  Stay with me.”

Dream squares his shoulders.  It must be done.  He is in control.  He is strong.

He approaches with measured steps, until he stands at the edge of Fiddler’s Green’s bench. 
Fiddler’s Green doesn’t notice his presence –– his eyes, crinkled with centuries of habitual
smiles, are still looking lovingly into the brilliance of the setting sun.

“Fiddler’s Green.  You now walk the Waking?”

Fiddler’s Green looks up, sharply.  When his vision finds Dream, there is new wonder
blooming lush in his eyes.  The smile he presents is one so suffused with warmth that Dream,



without intention, finds his own face mirroring it in miniature.

“My Lord.”  For a moment, he’s silent with radiant delight.  “Goodness.  Are you well? 
Please, sit, sit.”

Fiddler’s Green shuffles down to one end of the bench with a breezy rustle of his myriad
layers.  Dream takes a delicate seat beside him, Matthew settling at his feet.

“I am.  Soon to be better.”

“Care for a bite?”

Fiddler’s Green offers the cotton candy.  Dream considers it very carefully, then takes the
smallest morsel.  It’s already melting to the pads of his fingers –– when it touches his tongue,
it disintegrates into some ethereal puff of sweetness, a little square of rosy and vanishing
spider silk.  It’s soft as a spring cloud.  He enjoys it, all the more for how fleeting it is.

“Hm.  Sweet.”  It’s all he can really manage to articulate.

“That it is, m’lord.”  Fiddler’s Green looks down towards Matthew, and holds out the cone. 
Matthew takes a grateful snip at it.

“ Man , now that’s the good stuff.  Jeez, I haven’t had that since I was a kid.”  He shakes out
his feathers, and does a bobbing half-bow towards Fiddler’s Green.  “I’m Matthew.  New
raven.  Nice to meet you, Mr. Green, sir.”

“A pleasure, Matthew.”

They sit in a strange silence for a few moments.  The whirling chaos of the carnival is muted
some by its distance, but the reflections of its jewel-toned lights ripple on the undulating
surface of the sea.

“Your new form.  It suits you,” says Dream at last.  It’s an honest statement –– the dapper
emerald attire, the jolly construction of his face, the curl of his mustache, all of the details fit
with the inspired image of him Dream had first conceived of.  He is still so like a greenly
growing thing, all rolling fields and softly-sunned peace.

“It’s just a new shape of what you made me, m’lord.  All due credit to you.”

He turns his open face towards Dream, peering through his wire-rimmed glasses with a
gentle worry.

“ Are you well?”

Dream hesitates.  It never gets easier to tell.

“I was imprisoned.  For near a century.  I have only recently been freed.”

“Oh goodness, that’s…I’m terribly sorry to hear that.  I truly am.  I, had I known, had any of
us known––”



“You hold no fault, Fiddler’s Green.”

“All the same.  It’s…it’s not right.”

“Right or not.  It simply is.  I am returned.  That is what matters.”

He doesn’t wish to dwell on it.  It still turns him paralytic.  The silence falls again.

The presence of Fiddler’s Green tames a creature that roams foam-mouthed in him.  The
fearful beast in the cave.  All glass and bleeding sky.  Fiddler’s Green was among his most
beloved works, and to be near him again is to lie once more in the quiet and the rest of
perpetual new spring.  And he is more than Dream remembers him as –– newly appreciated,
but also evolved in Dream’s absence.  Growing always, as the living nature does, more into
himself.  Dream finds himself impressed not merely at his own hand’s skill, but at the strange
new beauty of this.  How his creations expand beyond him.  

The rush of a falling roller coaster car thunders nearby.  Yells of delight and laughing glee
rise into the air.  The carnival music is made softer by its distance, but its melody is as sweet
and light as the cotton candy.

“I came to experience life as a human,” says Fiddler’s Green.  “I wanted to understand them
better.  To live through their eyes.  And my lord, it has been marvelous .”

The playful breeze off the ocean runs little laps in and out of the collar of Fiddler’s Green’s
rich coat.  He takes a deep, savoring breathing.

“But I think I’m quite ready to go home.  If I may.”

“There is no question of it.”

“Good.  Good.”  Fiddler’s Green smiles.  “Shall we sit a spell, though, before we go?”

Dream relaxes his posture, resting his forearms on his knees.  The perfumed breeze off the
water is algaic, mud-marked, salty.  Sharp on the nose, soft on the skin.  It plays around the
back of his neck, between the spikes of his hair, imminently cooling.

“I would like that.”

In easy quiet, the trio watches the sun sink into the waves. 

 

+++

 

Hob’s flat is, in fact, in shambles.  It’s a slightly different brand of “in shambles” than it had
been post-ritual, but shambles through and through nonetheless.



He’s been living with most of his furniture piled up as close to his kitchen as he can get it,
where the sigil had done the least damage and he doesn’t have boards there to replace.  Over
the course of a week, working in stealthy intervals, he had ripped out the old flooring up,
laying bare the subfloor, and very carefully snuck it into his trunk, at which point he’d drive
it out to a country landfill where no one could possibly stumble onto it and dump it.  

He had to do the demolition between the hours when the New Inn closed and the sun came
up, because he really did not want to answer any sort of questions.  That sort of conversation
could only end badly.

The schedule had turned him a little nocturnal, what with working nights, but he’d grit his
teeth and labored away nonetheless.  He’s got a sense of urgency about the whole project ––
he wants the scar of evidence gone.  

There are a lot of reasons, all very vocal –– because it’s a little traumatic to think about;
because he doesn’t want to be discovered and have to flee this place he loves so dearly just
yet; because he wants there to be no trace of anything that might remind Dream of the hell he
survived, if he ever decides to come back around.  All things are equally important.  Well. 
Maybe some a hair weightier the others.

It’s the strange living pattern that had led to his presence in the dive bar with the disarming
blonde two nights prior.  He’d needed to kill a couple hours before the New Inn closed, and it
was one he hadn’t been to before.  It reminded him of the Berlin clubs, black and rowdy.  It
felt appropriate. 

He was feeling this weird bereft thing, with Dream gone.  He’d had so much more of him
than had ever been imaginable before.  Nothing is ever enough for the heart, unfortunately,
and so now, having tasted it once, he craves it again.

So he hits the nightclubs, because they’re easy and he’s good at them and something has to
fill the interval between nightfall and work besides sitting alone in his apartment.  It’s not the
same modus operandi as before –– now, he just drinks, and lets the roaring sound enfold him,
keep his dogged need at bay.

Today, with the offending floorboards at last fully disposed of, he’d trawled the hardware
store in search of semi-matching replacements, and thought about the blonde.  He’d given off
a force of charm that was overwhelming and scarily effective.  There had been something
about the sheen of those dark glasses, the shape of his grinning teeth, that had piqued some
sort of curiosity.  Not an interested curiosity, not really in that way, though the blonde was
undeniably handsome.  More a sense that there was more to him than met the eye.

When Hob thought about it further, he’d settled on labeling it a feeling of kindred
strangeness.  There’s something profoundly weird about a person who wears sunglasses in a
nightclub, and something enticingly confident in the fact that he didn’t bother to justify
them.  The blonde was something different.  And very free about it.

Now, with night decidedly fallen and a couple flat boxes of flooring under a tarp in the back
alley of the New Inn, waiting to be hauled up, Hob finds himself treading a familiar path
back to the scene of the conversation.  That canine smile is itching at him, and not necessarily



in a good way.  He’s got expert instincts, but they’re coming up empty here, befuddled by the
mix of tones.  He wants another glance.  If he’s something strange, in the way Hob is strange,
then maybe he’s a friend.  If he’s something dangerous, Hob needs to know.  

Either way, he steps back into the wall of club beats and wildness, and weaves swiftly back to
the quieter end of the bar.  The blonde is there, in an immaculately cut camel blazer, nursing a
drink with an air of coiled patience.  In the dim red light, the lines of him are greyhound
graceful and just this side of human.  The way he carries himself, it almost reminds him of
Dream.  They share that kind of offset from reality.

The fact that Hob can’t get a good read on him –– that’s enough to make him try again.

“Hello again.”

Hob falls back into his practiced amiability and slides onto the stool next to him.  The blonde
lifts his head.  His face splits into a tiger of a grin.

“Hey.  Fancy meeting you here, hm?”  He gives Hob a friendly nudge of his shoulder.  His
body is surprisingly warm –– even through the layers of the blonde’s coat and Hob’s pullover
there’s a noticeable heat.  It’s like he’s burning with fever.

“Sort of surprised you’re actually here, to be honest,” says Hob.  A part of him isn’t all that
surprised.  The blonde had shown his interest pretty bluntly.  “Thought you were just being
polite.”

It’s a total fabrication.  Hob has been around long enough to know when he’s being hit on.  

The blonde leans in, hardly an inch, but enough that when he talks his breath, surprisingly
minty, is hot and intimate against Hob’s cheek.

“Well, you’re worth waiting around for.”

The flirtiness rolls off the blonde’s tongue so easily Hob almost doesn’t catch the layer of
something deeper smoking just beneath the words.  Whether it’s a “I’d like to get laid” note
or a “stalker” note remains to be seen.

“So.  Let me buy you a drink, Robert.”  The way he says his name could be considered
criminal.  Hob, in spite of himself, feels the back of his neck start to burn. 

“We can shoot the breeze,” continues the blonde, flagging the bartender down, “if you plan
on sitting still a little longer than last time.”

Hob manages just enough of a laugh.  “Won’t be running off for a bit, I don’t think.  Got an
hour to pass, at least.”

The blonde orders him a drink, then turns his body at an angle, all his focus resting on Hob. 
There’s something very intense about it.  The air around the blonde’s body seems tight and
static, somewhere pre-pounce.

“Hm.  An hour’s not so bad.  Bet I could keep you entertained.”



He is really not subtle.  Usually, Hob likes “not subtle”.  Right now, he’s torn between liking
it and hearing a distant alarm going off in the back of his head.

“You are shockingly persistent.”

“Not my fault you’re easy on the eyes.  Plus, it usually works.”  The blonde lets Hob’s
resistance roll right off his back, and leans a forearm on the bar, the picture of assuredness. 
“Hey, I’ll let it slide.  We can talk.  See where it goes.”

“Hm.  Alright.”  Hob takes a sip of the drink he’s been given.  It’s a whiskey that tastes
expensive. Uncannily good.  He decides that if boldness is on the table, he may as well play
along.

“Can I ask about the glasses?”

The blonde stiffens almost imperceptibly, but Hob is so engrossed in watching him that he
catches it.  The tension is forced into a breath of a laugh.  

“I’ve got a condition.”  He doesn’t elaborate.

Hob doesn’t push it.  Every move the blonde makes is a mixed signal.  In a way, it’s hard to
look away from.  Something’s not right about it.

“Fair enough.”  Hob takes another sip.  At least the drink really is good.  Per usual, the
alcohol opens something in him that he’s been stoically avoiding.  Burying beneath the
single-minded task of the floorboards.

God, sometimes he wishes he wasn’t like he was –– wasn’t so susceptible to being loyal.  So
ready to just wait around, to take what he could get.

He looks into his glass, then decides to finish it off.  The blonde raises an eyebrow, grinning
just wickedly enough.  

“You’re gonna run up my tab.  Not that I’m complaining.”  

With fluid poise, the blonde finishes off his own drink and orders two more.  He’s got the
wildest effect.  He elicits almost a purely chemical response, so adjacent to both fear and
biological attraction that Hob can’t tell which it's closer to.

“You sure seem like you’ve got a lot on your mind,” says the blonde.  He sips his drink with
his throat titled just enough to expose the cords of his neck as he swallows.  It’s like he’s got
some animal instinct for what he does.  

Hob downs half his current drink in one go.  Maybe it’s the lack of sleep combined with the
drink just settling, or the effects of the stress of recents events finally crashing down on him
in one pounding collapse, but he’s got this confessional urge stirred up inside him.  The
blonde makes him off-kilter.  Heightens parts of him he tries to quiet most of the time.

“I don’t know.  Rough couple of weeks.”



“Yeah?”

“Yeah.”  It’s not right.  That’s not it.  He tries again.  

“I, ah, I think–– I think I’ve been––  I think I might––”

The act of speaking it, it’s like a commitment of his own, even if all the ridiculous things he’s
done are so far beyond the level of words.  He can’t understand why he’s stumbling over it
now.  It’s just plain as anything in him.  Plain as the image of poured moonlight on a sculpted
face.  Plain as the dog of his devotion. 

This place, it’s dark and loud like every Berlin metal club, and the blonde seems like he’d
react the same to anything he said (namely, by making a pass) so what does it matter if he
says it straight out, and Hob thinks of his ripped-up floors and rat poison and honestly it feels
stupid that he hasn’t said it before.

“Pretty sure I’m in love.”

There’s a vacuum in his lungs.  Like the floor drops out from under him.  Just as quickly, it
all restabilizes.  It almost wasn’t so bad.  Now it exists in a witnessed way.  Now he knows its
shape by name.  Maybe it will be less of a trial to contend with.

But he knows himself.  He knows, spoken, unspoken, confronted, avoided, that it's just his
cross to bear.  He’ll always wait.  He’ll always do what’s asked and unasked.  So be it.

The blonde gives him the slowest tilt of his head, and then, as though making some internal
decision, he lays a hand on Hob’s forearm.  His palm is like liquid glass, molten and hot.

“Hey.  It happens.  We want what we want.  Good for us or not.”

He squeezes Hob’s forearm, just slightly.  It’s almost possessive.

 

+++

 

Dream escorts Fiddler’s Green back to the Dreaming.  He seems genuinely pleased to be
home again, and in a flood of bright butterflies the fields of rolling grass and wildflowers are
again swaying sweetly in a floral breeze.  Dream inhales, deeply, for its own sake.  He feels
his strength returning again, slow, steady.

With one of his Major Arcana returned, he gives himself a few hours, to sit in its greenness,
to do some cleaning of house around his kingdom.  He reconstructs a few regions, though it's
painstaking work in his still-weary state.  Constantine had said to return in a few days, so he
has decided to restore Gault in the meantime.  Then Constantine.  Then Corinthian.

He cannot stand to let himself rest for long.  He needs to continually prove he is in control. 
With Matthew in tow, excitedly yammering on about how “cool” and “totally weird but in a



good way” the Dreaming is, he reaches out the hands of his spirit towards Gault.  

She is quickly uncovered, somewhere rural, full of flat fields and birds overhead so distant
they become particles.  It is so quiet there –– Dream is surprised to find her in a place with
few dreamers among which to cause chaos.

He steps into the dream’s of her current ward, a young girl. He finds himself, in her sleeping
imaginings, in a neon-lit city street, cartoonishly clean, strange and modern to his eye. 
Before he can adjust at all, a dark shape swallowed in a high-collared trench coat goes
whooshing by him –– on its blurred heels, the girl, in her own miniature replica of the coat. 
She’s laughing with the thrill of pounding pursuit.

“Stop right there, Dr. Destroyer!  You’re under arrest!”

Neither of the two pay him any mind.  Matthew, at Dream’s feel, gives a perplexed caw.

“Sir, uh, I thought you said Gault was a nightmare?”

“Yes.  She is.”

Dream begins strolling down the pink-lit street, in the wake of the running figures.  They turn
a corner, vanish, then emerge without interruption from the corner behind him. The size of
this dreamscape is curbed –– Gault, though powerful, has her limits.  As the duo reappears,
the road ahead morphs into an high white wall, an impenetrable dead end.

“This doesn’t really seem like a nightmare, boss,” says Matthew, shuffling against the
sidewalk.  “Actually, seems kinda fun.”

“Hm.”

The dark figure skids to a halt in front of the new-grown wall, then whirls around, the tails of
their coat swirling with intense drama.  The lighting has been manipulated such that their face
is in total shadow.  It’s a highly cinematic trick.  The girl, gleeful and grinning, approaches
with confidence.

“You can’t outrun me this time, Doctor!  Hand over the keys to the NASA spaceship!  Those
astronauts need to get to Mars!”

“Drat!  You’ve got me this time, Agent Dana!”

It’s Gault’s voice, but it’s newly toned.  No longer the stiff hiss of terror –– now there’s
lightness and joy.  She’s playing a new part.  Dream observes how neatly it suits her, with no
small degree of surprise

“But you still don’t know,” says Gault, with great gravitas, “my secret identity!”

Gault lifts her face and folds down the collar of her coat.  Like a flipped switch, the light is
restored to a spotlight beam on her.  Dream frowns.  



He’s looking into a replica of someone undeniably like himself.  A caricature of himself,
perhaps.  Not himself, but an approximation, more expressive, a character-act of an evil
genius.

The girl gasps.  

“Sandman!  My loyal sidekick!  What are you doing here?”

“Hah!  Gotcha!”  It's bizarre, to watch himself moving as a character in this game.  "I've been
undercover in Dr. Destroyer's lab this whole time –– and I've stolen the keys from him!
 Who's ready to go to space?"

The girl claps her hands in delight.

Dream decides he’s seen enough.  He steps forward and kneels to place a gentle hand on the
girl’s shoulder.

“You will wake now,” he says, quietly.  The girl’s eyelids flutter, and with a soft swirl of
sand she vanishes into the air.  The space falls dead silent.

When he straightens, Gault is paralyzed before him, her face melting seamlessly back into
her own.

“Gault.”

She looks at him with a mixture of fear and defiance.  Her whole body stiffens.

“No.  You are gone.  You’ve been gone.”

“I know.  But that time has ended.  You cannot remain.”

“Oh?  Do I owe you fealty, still?”

She spits her words at him.  Around them, the cityscape crumples like the fall of a curtain,
and they are face to face on an empty country road.  Behind them, the porch light of a
farmhouse twinkles.  New rows of corn are just beginning to push through the earth.  Under
the broad sky, in the haze of moonlight, Gault is a creature with hackles raised, eyes two
chips of luminous darkness.

“I am your creator.  I made you.”

“And you abandoned me,” she hisses.

“It was not my choice.”

“How was I to know?" Her pain is real, raw on her surface, in the cant of every word.  "How
am I to believe it now?  In your, your absence, I have made myself more than what you made
me.  Am I supposed to just return to before?”



Dream doesn’t know where to go.  He feels, first, anger, at her blatant disobedience, then a
pang not unlike understanding.

“You have.  Changed.”  It takes a severe swallow of pride to speak as he is.  It isn’t easy.  

Gault blinks at him.  Her whole body radiates woundedness, terror, fury.  Dream never
wished to be feared by his creations –– respected, obeyed, but not reviled.  Somewhere he
had gone astray, to make her like this.  

“I do not wish to be cruel any more,” whispers Gault fiercely.  “I wish to make them happy.  I
made this girl happy.  It was my greatest act.  I can’t go back.”

He cannot change his past, but perhaps he can rectify some of what lies behind.

“If you must unmake me, then do it now.”  Even still, with all her trembling, she defies him. 
There’s almost something admirable in it.

“I made you.  But the making is done.  You are mine at root, but in full you are.
 Something else.”

He can’t bring himself to be truly angry with her.  It’s not her change that sparks his muted
ire –– it’s her disobedience.

“But you should not have left the Dreaming.”  His voice is dark and ringing.  Gault takes a
step back. She seems on the brink of fleeing.

“You were gone.  And I wanted something different for myself.”

“Different or not.  This is not your realm.  You cannot stay. ”  He sighs, brows furrowed. 
“ I do not know what to do with you.”

Gault stares.  Dream stares back.  He could return her to sand with ease.  But it seems wrong
to do so.  Too much.  Given total freedom, she chose only to create a fantasy.  It does not
seem a towering offense.  She cannot stay as she is.  But she cannot be undone altogether.

The wind moves through the low shoots of new crops.  The dirt road between them is turned
poetic by the rural peace of night.  The air is clear, each sound precise –– Gault is emanating
a faint crackle, electric, as though charged for combat or flight.  Dream takes in the
soundscape, layered with Matthew’s subtle shuffling of feathers.  It is calming.

“Return to the Dreaming, ” he says at length.  “ I will change your form.  If you wish to
be a Dream.  It can be done.”

Gault doesn’t move, not for a few moments.  Inch by suspicious inch, the tension in her
stance begins to subside.

“You will not destroy me?”

Dream tilts his head.  “Your leaving is a grave disobedience.  But you could not know of
my circumstances. ”  He hesitates.   “ It is.  Hard.  To find yourself alone.”



He can’t say more –– his tongue locks up with the effort.

Gault’s new expression is one of mixed wonderment.

“You are changed as well, my Lord.”

Dream looks away.  “Come.  We will return.  I have more to attend to.”

When he opens the way to the Dreaming, Gault steps through first.  He lingers another
second in the bucolic peace of the country at highest night.  

“Almost done, boss,” says Matthew cheerily.  “One more to go, right?”

“Yes.”  The thought of the Corinthian pulls him from his brief reverie.  He will not go easily. 
Dream knows this as fact.  He was hard to corral, even in the Dreaming.  It will not be
pleasant to see his aftermath in the Waking.

“Hey, that’s pretty good.  We’re powering through.  How hard can one more be?”

With tired resolve in the set of his shoulders, Dream steps back into his realm.

 

+++

 

The Corinthian walks Robert home.

Robert’s not drunk –– he’s still pretty stable, really.  But it only took three drinks to open the
floodgates of whatever it is he’s got going on.  He’s been talking up a storm about this guy
he’s mooning over, most of it pretty much incomprehensible.  The Corinthian really couldn’t
care less.  

If he had the first opportunity, he’d be hauling the guy out to a back alley and going to town. 
But he can’t risk a slip-up that’d take his quarry permanently out of reach.  Sitting next to
him in that bar, he barely even heard a word he said –– that smell was all around him, like the
wildest trip imaginable, like some sort of pheromone custom brewed just for the Corinthian’s
pleasure.  He wanted to take a raw chunk out of his neck every time it moved.  He wanted to
make him his greatest masterpiece yet.

But he plays it cool, as he’s accustomed to doing, and he walks Robert down the
unfortunately-populated streets and back to his flat, which is apparently over some pub.  The
Corinthian is a little miffed about this.  He was hoping for secluded, not crowded.  And the
goddamn pub is still closing up.  No way he can get the guy really nice and alone, unless he
gets upstairs.  Which he’s pretty sure isn’t going to happen tonight, not with how he’s been
raving about the mystery man.

They stop outside the front of the pub.  The Corinthian reads the sign ––The New Inn –– and
commits it to memory.  



“Listen, ah, thanks for, for letting me drone on like that,” says Robert.  His thanks seems
genuine.  “I’m sure it wasn’t all that fun for you.”

“Hey, don’t worry about it,” says the Corinthian sweetly.  He has visions of biting into those
doe eyes like chocolate truffles.  “It’s good to get it out.”

“I suppose you’re right.”  Robert gives him a curious look, but says nothing else.  

“Look,” begins the Corinthian, with expertly manufactured gentleness.  “I get it.  I really do. 
It’s hard to want something so bad all the time.  It sorta takes you over.”

He closes some of the distance between them.  It’s for effect, sure, but really he wants to get
more of the smell of him in his nose.  The thrill of being so close is driving him crazy.  It’s
taking a whole lot of willpower to keep from chewing him up right there.

He curls a hand around Robert’s upper arm, with just the right amount of pressure.  Works
like a charm –– he gets a whiff of a chemical spike.

“But at a certain point, you’ve gotta wake up.” 

The Corinthian leans in, just a little, smiling.  It’s not a kind smile, though he carefully makes
it so on the surface.  

“You can either spend your whole life waiting for something, or you can go out and get
what’s waiting for you.  And I gotta say, I like the second option a whole lot better.”

He gives Robert’s arm a genial squeeze, breaking his little spell.  It’s a longer game than he’s
used to, but it’s almost more fun.  The buildup is delectable.  It’s the long, slow tease.

He tucks his hand back in his pocket, clenching it into a fist the second it’s out of sight.  He’s
right on the edge, towing the line, trying to smother just how much of a kick he’s getting out
of it.

“So, you live here, huh?  Cute place.  Maybe I’ll swing by for a drink sometime.”

“Sure.  Sounds lovely.”  The Corinthian is too high on the proximity to care if he’s lying or
not.  He has to go, before he does something sloppy.  He wants Robert to be his magnum
opus, not some hotel room quickie.  He’ll dissect him at home.  With care.  With artistry .

“Goodnight, then, Robert.  Maybe I’ll see you around.”

As soon as Robert clears the threshold and is out of sight, the Corinthian starts walking, fast. 
He makes it about three blocks before he catches a whiff of someone moving alone ––
doesn’t matter who –– and drags them into the closest alley, silencing their impending scream
with one brutal thrust of the knife.  All animal, he snaps up their eyes with ravenous mouths,
lets the blood run down his face  When the next passerby casts a shadow over him, he lunges
for their ankles, slams them to the sidewalk, and pulls them into the dark, into the red and
growling silence.  Panting, he kneels over the bodies.  He wants more.  Still more.

Their blood is so bland.  Nothing like what he’s going to have soon.
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Time passes differently, in the Dreaming.  When Dream is home, once again, the work of
changing Gault, of restoring what he can with the new support of the returned Arcana,
occupies him so fully he is not sure of the number of days that have elapsed.  The scale of
things is much different than it is in the Waking –– less binary, less compartmentalized. 
There is only the work, and the continual oscillation of sapped, then recovering, strength. 
Matthew stays by his side, infrequently running errands, but mostly maintaining a seemingly-
infinite wellspring of conversation.  Dream still finds it comforting.

When he has finished, at last, a sizable portion of the careful rehabilitation, he discovers that
a smattering of his inhabitants are trickling back to his realm.  He is unsure how to address
them, their looks of confusion, or wonder, or hostility, all quickly turned away when he



approaches.  They are unsettled, still.  Distrusting.  And yet Lucienne was right, as she often
is –– he cannot find it in himself to blame them.

“They will warm to you again, my Lord,” said Lucienne.  She had chanced upon him sulking
around the library, thumbing through books, and had known his ailment without his
articulating it.  “Give them time.”

“I do not know.”  He was used to ruling and being obeyed.  Now he had to give
explanations.  To even think of the Burgess manor cost a great deal –– to repeat the narrative,
again and again, was near impossible.  It is still a sickening weakness to admit the truth.  He
cannot abide by it.  He fears his subjects will think him unfit.

Sometimes, he thinks he is unfit.  What good is a lord so easily torn from the seat of their
power?  What use is a god who can be caged?  It plagues him.  Makes him withdraw.

“They need only know the truth,” Lucienne had said.  “They’re more capable of
understanding than you give them credit for.”

“They cannot see me weak. ”  The sentence must be yanked from his lungs, uprooted and
blood red.  “ They cannot.”

Lucienne only shook her head.  “That isn’t important to them.  They only wish to see you at
all.  To see you returned to yourself.”

Her guidance, always precise, had shaped his path, and he has tried amid the necessary work
to find the remnants of what lay in it that brought him joy.  The free flow of new designs. 
The act of creation.

Today, whatever day it may be, he is in his throne room, reconstructing the remaining
window of stained glass.  He had saved this particular labor for last.  It was one which he
knew he would find satisfaction in –– a simpler exercise of his artistry and patient shapes.

He stands before a vacant pane, lips pursed in silent concentration, hand stretched before
him.  The butterfly fragments, flocking in raw-edged twists of color, flutter from the floor and
dispersed into an undulating mass of a rich prismatic spectrum.  Their order is still in flux. 
He is considering their final pattern, as yet undecided –– for now, with gentle rotations and
adjustments of his hand, he experiments freely.  It is good to be creating again.  More than
good.

“Howdy, sir.  Wow, that’s pretty.”

Matthew flaps through the vast space of the arched ceiling and lands at Dream’s ankle, head
tilted and peering up at the rolling flood of glass.  It crinkles with little collisions, akin to
windchimes, the thin crumple of cellophane.

“What’re you making?”

“I do not know yet,” murmurs Dream.  With a twitch of his fingers, he rolls through a series
of abstracted patterns –– a tide of rich blue velvet sea from which rises a surreal growth of



black lilacs; a white horse half-pulled from a cobbled gray; a flurry of clouds, all dewy pink
and fibrous and barely solidified.  He moves swiftly and uncritically through each one,
considering them, quietly evaluating, weighing their composition in his mind.

At length, he settles on a final mosaic, one that settles naturally into the space.  It is his
intuition, to know when the right form has been made.  He flexes his fingers, sets the shape,
and lowers his hand to the pocket of his coat. 

“Huh.  Cool,” says Matthew admiringly.  “Uh, can I ask, sir?  What’s it supposed to be?”

Dream looks up into the panes of the image, the faintest of smiles on his face.

“A memory.”

It’s rendered in abstract, the exactness of it blurred from the realistic to the sensory in
accordance with the way Dream remembers it.  More evocative than analytical.  In the
divided patterning of tone and tint, it is, in its simplest explanation, a poured morning’s worth
of light through the half-rendered shape of an open window.  The delicate work lies in the
wrought color, its haziness, its subtly and newly spun qualities –– its a gold as fine as tulle
and chiffon, through which all shapes are rendered softer than eiderdown.  The fingers of
light, carved in chips and motes of glass, fall down the length of the panel, and spill, molten
as breath, onto the edge of a suggested shape.  Perhaps the tectonic edge of a tangle of sheets,
though it is vague, only lightly implied.

Dream gazes into it.  To know it is over him as he sits on his throne will be like the presence
of a warm hand, its imprint sealed as in wax, on his shoulder.  The image came freely to his
palms.  It is unexpectedly dear to him, even this narrow fragment of its whole recollection,
lacking the subject.  He takes a quiet pleasure in its radiant cast.  It’s simple expression.

He is tired.  It gives him renewal.  He need think no further than that.

“Neato,” says Matthew.  He fluffs his wings, preens his feathers absently.  “So, what’s the
next move, boss?”

Dream pulls himself from the window and trots down the steps of the throne.  He can feel the
touch of the stained glass upon his back, as though its pictured sun is real, laying in
weightless folds upon him.

“Constantine.”  He tosses his hand before him –– in a swirl of gray sand the space opens
before him, and he and Matthew step through the gate.

 

+++

 

The Corinthian hasn’t had this much fun in his life.



He ran with a crew of serial killers in the States for a while, and thought that was the height
of happiness –– being worshiped like a god among his own.  But nothing at all could hold a
candle to what he’s got with Robert.

The bloodlust has got him spiraling whenever he’s too far from him, and the high of it drives
him up the walls.  He’s got to play it slick, win his way in, with a precision and care he’s
never exercised so fully before.  It’s a beautifully long game –– he likes to challenge himself,
see how far he can push through the howling, gasping hunger and maintain the smooth smile,
the steady words, rewarding himself with the occasional hit of contact.  

The Corinthian’s got a proven strategy.  He scatters the little harmless touches into the
conversations he shares with Robert, every few days.  A tap on the shoulder for hello.  A
hand on the lower back to pass behind.  The most delicious –– a squeeze of his bicep as
goodbye, or comfort, or just for the hell of it, to feel the veins of that blood beating beneath
the skin.  

Oh, he knew he was a chaser.  He knew the hunt got him.  But the Corinthian hadn’t know
just how good it could be.  How sweet it was, to take it agonizingly slow.

When he’s not making himself known to Robert, he’s either prowling tight on his heels or
brutalizing strangers he picks up in half the bars in the city with blunt desire and carnal glee. 
He practices new arts on them –– the first drops of their blood on his twin tongues is a heady
aperitif , the eyes, delectable as always, saved as a post-creation reward.  For his good
behavior.  For his succinct fulfillment of purpose.  For fun.

Robert moves in small circles in his life –– between the farmer’s market on weekends, the
shops, a handful of bookstores, a quieter cafe downtown town.  His life is lived simply,
without much fuss.  After a few weeks, Robert makes a new detour –– he enrolls in a
program at the local college.  Robert tells him this little fact himself.

It’s a weekday night.  The Corinthian has made a habit of stopping by the New Inn, just every
few days.  Not too often –– can’t spook him.  But enough to get him going.

“I’m, ah, getting my teaching certificate,” Robert explains over a beer.  Tonight, the
Corinthian’s palms are itching like there’s beetles under his skin.  The New Inn is populated,
but he’s finding some masochistic thrill in it –– it makes the game harder.

He tilts his head to mimic curiosity.  Robert is so easy to trick, if he keeps it subdued.  The
over-the-top passes, he sort of backs off from, but when he keeps it steady and innocuously
human his intent slips right under the radar. 

“I’ve got a history degree, you know, from way back when I was in uni –– and Christ, I
haven’t put the bloody thing to use –– so I think I’d like to try my hand at being a professor. 
Taught English in Berlin for a few years.  Quite liked the teaching.  I’ve sort of missed it,
really.”

“Oh?”  



There’s something not quite lining up about any of it.  The Corinthian gets a kick out of this
particular subgenre of pursuit.  Playing innocent.  Sneaking up on Robert’s little
inconsistencies.  

“How come you can’t just start teaching again?  Certificate expired?”  

He says it with a tease, nerves thrumming with barely-hidden delight.

Robert stiffens, swallows like he’s slipped.  His adrenal chemistry spikes, and the Corinthian
breaths it in as quietly as he can, though he wants to swallow the air.  It makes him shakily
revved up.

“Ah.  No,” says Robert, covering quickly.  “It was sort of under the table, over there, so, ah,
just, need to get it all officially sorted.”

The Corinthian is a liar.  He knows his ilk.  And Robert lies a lot –– sometimes like this, right
out in the open, but usually just in weird omissions.  He won’t talk about his past in anything
other than hand-waving details.  He won’t give his mystery guy a name.  He’s always
dancing around some buried thing.  

The Corinthian wants to chew him to mincemeat.  Gnaw the marrow from his bones.  Bleed
the secrets right out of him.  He tows the line, watches Robert squirm, then gives him such
perfectly friendly smiles and witnesses his proof of success as the tension seeps out of him. 
Lulls him to complacency.  Makes him so very comfortable. 

“You’d make a great teacher.”

“You think?”  God, he’s so stupidly earnest, sometimes.  Dumb as cattle on the
slaughterhouse floor. 

“Yeah.  You’ve got a good voice for it.  I sure like listening to you talk.”

It’s the little compliments like this, flattery, honestly, that get something trusting out of
Robert.  That makes the Corinthian’s routine even easier.  He’s got a gift for lip service.

“Thanks.”  Robert pauses.  Something is occurring to him.  He reads as easy as a book that’s
all pictures.

“D’you know what?  This is really stupid,” he says with a breezy laugh, “but I don’t think
I’ve ever gotten you’re name, all this time.”

The Corinthian smiles in hidden triplicate.  

“Hey, what’s in a name, huh?”

+++



 

“Jesus fucking Christ, can you bloody knock ?”

Johanna Constantine does not react with any great pleasure when Dream and Matthew appear
unannounced in her apartment.  She’s thrown across her couch, snoring, just before they
enter; the great whooshing sound of their arrival startles her upright and bewildered, and
turns her very quickly belligerent.  Dream frowns.

“You told me to return.  To collect the items.”

“Yeah, well, I said ‘in a few days’ and it’s been like three bleedin’ weeks, so I was sort of
assuming you’d bailed on me.  Really did not plan on you just––”  She waves her hand at
him, swirling his presence into one indignant gesture.   “––showing up.  Like this.”

“Hm.”

“ ‘Hm’?  ‘Hm’?  What does ‘hm’ mean?”  Dream is rapidly coming to the conclusion that
Johanna is not a friendly individual when roused.

“Ah, I think he means ‘sorry we woke you up’,” Matthew interjects.  Dream shoots him a
sideways glance –– that is decidedly not what he meant –– but Matthew diligently ignores
him.  

He hops onto Johanna’s coffee table and pecks at a few stray crumbs.  “We just wanted to
check in on the whole tools thing.  Wait, did you say three weeks?  Jeez, time is really weird
on the other side, huh.”

“If you could do me a favor and not peck holes in my table, ‘d really bloody appreciate that,
thanks.”  

Matthew stops, posture suddenly sheepish.

“Sorry.  Bird moment.”

“Right.  Yeah.  Okay.  Give me a second.  I’ve got your stuff around here somewhere.”

Johanna pushes a hand through the tangle of her hair and yawns, stretching her back out with
a handful of pops.  Muttering faintly under her breath, she shuffles off towards another room.

“I’m making coffee.  You want coffee?  Do you lot drink things?”

“No. ”  Dream pauses.  “ Thank you,” he adds.

“Right.”

There’s a series of metallic clatters, the clicking ignition of a gas stove, a moment of running
water.  Johanna’s movements appear in erratic bites of sound, making a thinly sketched
impression of her actions.  Dream remains standing still.  Her apartment is narrow and



cluttered –– cardboard boxes of papers and arcane artifacts, half-empty mugs grown cold at
their posts.  It’s almost impressive, the degree of disarray.

“Actually, sand’s in there,” Johanna calls.  “It’s, ah, it’s sort of by the radiator.”  There’s a
series of scraping noises, objects being dragged across the floor in the next room.  “There’s a
box, not the white cardboard but the one that’s got some moving company truck logo on it. 
It’s in there.  Probably near the top.  You grab that.  The rest are back here.  Somewhere.”

Dream scans the room.  If there is a radiator, it’s firmly buried under the debris of Johanna’s
life.

“On it, boss,” says Matthew.  He does a patrol around the room in little leaps, ducking his
head to peer under the sofa, between stacks of ancient books.  With a caw of triumph, he
vanishes into a shadow between an armchair and an open suitcase full of knives in various
states of rust and ruin.  

“Hah.  Here’s the radiator.  Way back in there.  And there’s the box.  I’ll have the sand thing
in a jiff, sir.  Don’t you worry.”

Dream observes, with some small amusement, as a mound of tattered black velvet over the
spot takes on a sort of life, tossed about by Matthew’s movement beneath it.  After a few
moments, Matthew shimmies out of the narrow space, a little leather pouch held fast in his
beak.  He flaps up and deposits it in Dream’s outstretched hand, just as Johanna emerges
from the back room, his helm cradled in one arm and a very noticeably vibrating takeout box
in the other.

“Right, here’s the helm, at least.”  She hands it off to Dream.  Its solidity in his grasp, the new
weight of the bag of sand now-pocketed, sends a beam of joy cleanly through him.  Already
he feels the sheets of lead lifting from him, a light surge of new and returning power. 

“Had to do some major demonic wheeling and dealing for that helmet,” says Constantine, “so
you are incredibly lucky I don’t knock the price up.  Lucifer sends regards, by the way.  And
ah, about the ruby…”

Constantine very gingerly extends the takeout box.  “Some incredibly unpleasant old twat
was doing some absurdly fucked-up things with it.  There was a bit of a scuffle.  It sort of got
cracked, and it’s been twitching like it’s going to explode.  I’ve been keeping it in my fridge,
thinking it’d dampen the blast if you never showed and it went ballistic.  So.  It’s cold and
also chipped.  Just so you’re aware.”

Dream tucks the helm into the infinite cavity space within his coat, where it’s held close to
him, and takes the box.  It’s got a visible grease stain on it.  He opens it with delicacy. 

A fervent glare of red light bounds eagerly into the air.  His ruby is nearly split down the
center with one branching crack, emitting a low hum that burrows down to the roots of his
teeth.  The sound grows more and more intensified as he moves his hand cautiously towards
it.

“ ‘Chipped’ ?”



“Look, it’s in one piece, alright?  Never said anything about the condition of the items upon
return.  Should’ve read the fine print, mate.”

Dream gives her a blank look, then picks the ruby up.  There’s a second of silence.  

The ruby disintegrates into his flat palm.

“I mean, I’m gonna say the fact that it was busted so bad it literally just melted is kinda
beyond the pale in terms of the deal,” says Matthew.

“Oh, what, is the raven negotiating now?  Come off it, you’re not involved in this.”

“Woah woah woah, hey, are you anti-bird or something?”

Dream watches as the laser glow weaves in one bright thread through the lines of his palms,
then down the fine cords of his wrist and vanishing beneath his cuff.  He feels every detail of
its movement through him.  It’s a burning wave like an ejection of mass from the sun, like
pure distilled photons, pounding through his arm until it furiously collides with the center of
him.

A crack of sonic thunder rents the air, loud enough to send Johanna and Matthew stumbling. 
There’s a blinding burst of light, so intense its color can’t be ascertained, enough to scar the
retinas, to turn witnesses to salt and stone.  Dream gasps.  With a sudden, brilliant clarity, he
can see the whole of the universe, laid as a tapestry before him –– displayed bare, from the
radiance of stars to the vast serpentine waves of particle-light to the black translucent film of
dark matter, all component parts exposed entirely.  He plunges into it, and everything he
touches is his to change.

With a sound that is a perfect, uncanny inversion of the first boom, Dream snaps back to
Johanna’s flat.  In the abrupt silence, a flurry of papers, stirred into a tornado, begins to settle
back to the floor in lazy arcs.  Matthew and Johanna are on the far end of the room, both
staring, mouths agape with equal shock.

“Bloody fucking hell,” whispers Johanna.  She slowly removes her hands from her ears.

“Oh man my ears are ringing.”  

Matthew shakes his head, then gives a few excited hops. 

“Boss, you were like, glowing .  But also not glowing.  Like, like you were taking the light
out of everything else and using it all up.  Or something.  Actually, you know what, fuck it, I
have no idea what that was, but it was seriously cool.”

 

“Hm,” says Dream.  Within him, he can feel the fiery branching of new galaxies.  He is
himself again.  He is restored.  It’s ecstasy, pure and unadulterated. 

He crosses the room, uncertain if his feet actually touch the ground, so free-floating is his
step.  In front of Constantine, he holds out his hand.



“You will sleep and wake rested.  No nightmares will cross your path.  This I swear, on
my kingdom and my honor.”

Johanna very hesitantly takes his hand.  When contact is made, a faint halo of blue diffuses
from their met palms.

“Right,” she says, slowly.  “Thanks.”

Dream bows his head slightly.

“If I have need of your abilities, may I call on you again?”

Johanna considered a moment, then shrugs, almost smiling.

“Yeah.  Sure.  Why not.  You certainly make things interesting.”

Dream smiles, just a touch.

“As do you.  You have my thanks.  May you walk with peace, Johanna Constantine.”

He releases her hand, and steps back.  With an ease that is finally found again, he steps back
into the Dreaming, Matthew in tow, leaving Johanna’s curious stare behind him.

Standing in the center of his great hall, he casts up both arms.  Every lamp in the long
corridor ripples joyfully into flames.  Outside the palace walls, the crafted sun burns with
new vigor; the blue of the sky deepens and grows richer; the fields of Fiddler’s Green
explode into a flurry of dappled new flowers, every color conceivable and some beyond
conception.  Dream feels such a lightness, one he did not imagine would ever return.

“Welcome back, my Lord.  I see Constantine was successful.”

Lucienne emerges from the doors to the library, a smile on her face, one which Dream gladly
returns.

“I am myself again, Lucienne.  I did not think the day would come.”

He turns his hands around.  A pack of dragonflies, iridescent darts, pours from his open
palms, an unbroken rush of gossamer and gilding.  It’s no drain on him, to do this, not
anymore.  With another tilt of the hand, a rain of sunflower petals begins wafting softly past
the windows, piling in brilliant drifts on the landscape beyond the glass.

“It’s good to see you like this,” says Lucienne.  The smile extends itself into the weave of her
voice. 

“It is good to be this once more.”  He speaks with all the sincerity in him,  For a breath, he
lives in its reality.  Just to feel it fully.

“Alright, boss,” asks Matthew eagerly, still plainly hopped-up on the dramatics, “is it ass-
kicking time?”



“Perhaps.”

“ ‘Ass-kicking’?” echoes Lucienne faintly.

Dream closes his eyes, and stretches his infinite sense towards the Corinthian.

 

+++

 

“Need a hand?”

It’s an absurdly late night, urban-quiet and toned purple as a bruise.  It’s been a little over a
month since Hob has last seen Dream, and his life has begun, as it always does, to settle back
into its usual shape.  

The courses at the university occupy much of his time –– the rest of it he spends catching up
on a decade’s worth of reading, or finishing the projects in his flat, or, as has been happening
more often than not, chatting with the blonde, who has still cagily avoided giving his name. 
This is one of many things Hob finds slightly worrisome about him.  

It’s impossible to balance what’s concerningly left out against his actual attitude, which often
appears so genuine (and so openly interested) that the incongruities lose a little of their
weight.

Some of the little things set him on edge.  The way the blonde touches him, just sometimes,
is a little too tight.  Too needy.  Poor sense of boundaries.  There’s hidden layers under his
persona’s casual surface.

Tonight, now that it’s somewhere past 3 AM, Hob is hauling the final delayed box of new
flooring (it had been on back order, to his annoyance) from the alley up to his flat.  The little
patch of unfinished floor had been nagging at him, so when he got word it’d finally be
showing up, he’d opted to bite the bullet and install it the same night it arrived.

What he didn’t expect is the happenstance of the blonde passing the bright mouth of the
alley.  When he hears the voice, Hob whips his head up, panicked at being caught, until he
recognizes the familiar contours of the smiling fast cast yellow in the streetlamp.

“Christ.  You scared me,” he laughs, breathlessly.  The blonde is in a very rumpled white
button-down, hair mussed.  The dark circles of his glasses are cold and black as onyx,
reflecting opaquely in the diffuse light.

“Sorry, sorry.  Didn’t mean to.”

“What’re you doing out here?”

The blonde raises a demure eyebrow and nods towards the large box Hob is struggling to
keep a good grip on. 



“I could ask you the same thing,” he counters.

“Oh.  Ah.”  Hob grasps for the least suspect words.  “I’ve, I’ve been, ah, redoing my floor,
and I’ve just got a little bit left, so I thought I’d just polish it off tonight.”  He pauses.  “I’ve
been working on it nights so I don’t, ah, scare off customers downstairs.  Construction noises,
bad for business.”

“Hm.  Makes sense,” grins the blonde.  He leans liquid against the lamppost, graceful, loose-
limbed.  “Couldn’t sleep, myself.”

It really doesn’t sound true.  Hob tries to pick out what it is about the words, few of them as
there are, that feels wrong.  It’s something he can’t put his finger on.

“You do a lot of walking around here at night?”

“I actually live pretty close.  You’re almost a neighbor.”

That’s a definite lie –– it’s like he’s not even trying.

The blonde seems to pick up on his suspicion, because he angles himself away a bit and rubs
the back of his neck in a gesture of chagrined embarrassment.  Not for the first time, Hob
sees how the sides of his sunglasses have an additional metal shielding –– whether to keep
light out, or to keep something hidden, is unclear.

“Alright, honestly, I like walking by here.  I like the place. So sue me.  Plus its owner is a
good friend of mine.”  He gives Hob a sideways little smile that’s almost shy.

Hob relents; he’s got little choice.  “Hah.  Well.  No harm in that, then.”

“Offer still stands, if you want a hand getting that up the stairs.”

Hob considers this.  It’s a heavy box, for sure, and he’s had a hell of a time managing the
ones before it without breaking his neck.  There’s a lot in his flat that’d potentially out him as
an immortal, but most of it will just seem eclectic, and the blonde won’t be there long. 
Besides, he gets the distinct feeling the blonde wouldn’t be particularly interested in his
decor.

It’s also a choice.  To let him upstairs.  Into his flat.  It’s a serious choice, because it’s got a
boatload of implications.  He’s confident in assuming what the blonde will think the
implications are.  The question is whether or not he wants that.

He doesn’t know, which is rare for him, to not know his heart in full.  The same strangeness
that leaves him so transfixed by Dream is sort of present here, in the blonde, just in a
different coat.  It’s throwing his intuition off kilter.  

But he’s been harmless so far.  He’s listened to Hob’s rambling, he’s been polite about being
turned down –– he’s been, over and above it all, really remarkably patient.

Hob looks at him.  Implications be damned, the box is bloody heavy.



“Sure.  Thanks.  Let me get the door, then you take the back end?”

“You got it.”  The blonde detaches himself from the lamppost, and in the glint his smile has
got something brand new in it.  A smear of triumph.

In tandem, the two of them haul the box up the narrow staircase.  The blonde lifts his end
with hardly a sign of effort, which is a little unsettling.  At the top of the stairs, they settle the
box against the wall, while Hob fusses with his keys.

“Quieter here than I’d thought it’d be,” the blonde remarks, “living over a bar.”

“Well, it’s a ways past closing.  Nobody’s left to be noisy.  Gets rowdy on the weekends
though, let me tell you.”  

“Hm.”

Hob gets the door unlocked, and together they shuffle the box into his flat.

“Thanks,” says Hob, as they lay the box down.  He straightens and stretches, cracking his
shoulders.  “Bloody nightmare doing it by myself.”

“Hey, don’t worry about it.  Happy to help.”

The blonde leans against the doorframe, hands in pockets, slouched with fluid confidence. 
Hob watches the little movements of his head as he surveys the room.

“Cute place.  Really suits you.”

“Thanks."

“Look, as a ‘sorry’ for being here so late, how about I pour you a nightcap?”

Hob heistates.  This is where the implications get started, offers like this.

“C’mon, Rob,” urges the blonde, light and insistent.  “I make a killer martini.”

His voice sinks into the lower end, toned just a hair rough with smoke.  The blonde has got
some trick to this.  Like he’s had a whole lot of practice.  It’s convincing.  

And it’s just one drink. 

“Alright,” says Hob.  In a way, it’s like he’s being spoken through, not speaking himself.  It’s
more a compulsion than anything.  “Liquor’s in the bottom cabinet in the kitchen.  Glasses up
top.”

“Great.”  The blonde brushes past him, shoulder to shoulder, though he could easily go
around.  Another little contact burn, like friction, almost.  Hob’s never met anyone who runs
warmer than he perpetually does (biological overdrive side effect, he assumes), but the
blonde is outstripping him by leagues.



Hob closes the door, but, hesitating, doesn’t lock it.  One hand finds its way to the wrist of
the other, and circles the scar, gently, firmly.

The blonde moves naturally through the space, shapeshifting into the patterns that suit it, by
instinct alone.  He pours two martinis faster than Hob thought possible, and pushes one
smoothly across the counter.

“Best drink you’ll ever have.  Promise.”

Hob sits at the counter.  He’s a little wary of their new proximity, and at the same time the
blonde’s magnetic effect tries to coax him forward, so he’s pinned at the center point of
maximal tension, pushed and pulled against himself.

“Cheers,” grins the blonde.  Up this close, Hob can see how sharp his canines are.  Like the
teeth of a hyena, with the same violent tilt.

Hob clinks his glass to the blonde’s and takes a sip.  He wasn’t lying about this, at least ––
it’s a really good martini.

He sets the glass down, and looks into the counter.  Its sheen is faintly reflective, and he can
see the bare essentials of his own face, the patches of shadow and light, distorted against it.  

“I’ve been thinking about something you said,” he begins, slowly.  “About waiting.”

The blonde lowers his glass.  It meets the countertop with a minute tick.  The sound feels
loud.  Hob realizes, then, just how quiet it is –– windows shut, pub empty.  Two still figures. 
Isolated.  The blonde’s breath becomes more present.  It’s tightly controlled.

“Yeah?  You decide anything?”

“I don’t know.  I’m just.  I guess the waiting is just who I am, you know?”

“People can change.”

“I know.  Believe me.  But, ah, for me, the waiting, it’s, it’s fundamental,” says Hob, with
conviction.  He knows it’s true.  “It’s probably the truest part of myself.  For better or worse,
I suppose.”

The blonde inclines forward, leaning on his forearms.  Hob looks up into the two black
rounds of uninterrupted darkness, and sees only himself looking back.  The lenses are
inscrutable.  Off-putting, this close, that not a morsel of light gets through.

The blonde’s breath is hot, close enough that it touches Hob’s lips and leaves them scorched. 
There’s a stain in the corner of his mouth Hob hadn’t noticed until this moment.  A trace of
red, like unwiped lipstick.  Its color inexplicably turns his stomach.

“I’m sorry to hear that,” murmurs the blonde.  It doesn’t sound right.

Centuries of instinct are finally breaking through whatever charismatic, manipulative
expertise the blonde is wielding, because Hob decides, one and for all, that the whole picture



is tilted, and there is something decidedly not right. 

“I was hoping you’d cooperate,” he says, burning, low, “but this is finally close enough.”

With languorous showmanship, the blonde removes his glasses.  He places them, delicately,
on the countertop. 

He smiles a trinity. 

Hob, with a lurch of horror, finds himself staring into the vacancy of the double mouths, their
teeth wicked white and bared in sickening glee.  

The blonde smiles so wide it might tear him clean in half.  He lifts a hand to Hob’s paralyzed
face and cradles his cheek, so gently.  The heat of it could melt the skin.

“I think I’m done waiting, Robert,” he purrs.  His name turns carnal in the triple mouths.

In a blistering movement, before Hob can gather his wits enough to land a punch, the blonde
whips a thin knife from his back pocket and drives it into the underside of Hob’ chin.  

The blood erupts into his jaw in a gushing foam, as the knife, relentless, skewers his tongue
and slams through the roof of his mouth.  It’s cold metal felt in full on the inside of his skull,
and were he not suddenly choking, drooling red, he might have thrown up.

The blonde’s other hand, still cupped on Hob’s cheek, pulls away, glistening wet.  He holds
his bloodied palm to each eye in succession –– each tongue laps at it, once, slowly.  The
blonde exhales a shuddering breath, passing into a growl.

“ God , you’re good,” he whispers.

He twists the knife.  Hob gags, sputtering viscera.  The blonde has blood running in tears
down from his gaping lower lids.  It’s so bizarrely terrifying it almost becomes beautiful.

With a brutal shove, the blonde drives the knife in up to the kilt.  Hob’s vision explodes with
stars.

 

+++

 

The long arc of the Corinthian’s destruction has left a gory trail in his shadow, as palpable to
Dream’s searching inner eye as a real and physical wound on the Waking.  It inspires grave
concern.  He traces it carefully, following its many aimless windings.  There is no room for
error.  It is unclear where it ends, at first, so meandering is its course.  

Then, plunging Dream into a panic frigid as drowning, he finds the finish.  Of all places.  It's
not possible.



“Boss?”  Matthew must hear the sharp catch in his throat, see the flash of heat lightning in his
eye, because his tone is rife with concern.  “What’s––”

Dream slashes the space apart with his hand and leaps into Hob’s flat.

“ Corinthian. ”  

His voice rings triple amplified, pitch black, cavernous.  For all the force of his entrance, now
that he bears witness, the scene before him ties his gut in tight knots.

The Corinthian is crouched grotesquely over a form sprawled on the floor, around which a
basin of viscous red is turgidly  spreading.  He snaps his head around and snarls like a rabid
animal.  Red bubbles through his twisted lips.  In his stained hand he fiercely clutches one
knife.  

Dream finds his deepest fear now unforgivingly confirmed –– the Corinthian’s movement
reveals, in plainness and gore, Hob’s mutilated face.  

The hilt of a knife emerges from under his chin.  The wellspring of blood from his gaping
mouth is ribboning out, split with froth and unbroken by any breath.  One eye is wide, its
light snuffed and fixed in final terror.  The other eye is the absence of an eye, a maw of a
socket stringed with frayed muscle, running thick and black down his face.  

The Corinthian is only half blind, now –– Hob’s other eye is clenched firmly between the
teeth of one mouth.  

With deliberate, slow gratuity, the Corinthian bites down.  There’s a pop.  A sickened slurp. 
The Corinthian’s eye weeps a clear gush of liquid, run with burgundy and a few thready hairs
of nerves.

“Hello, creator,” he says.  Still chewing.  There is no fear in his tone, none at all.

Dream is vibrating with a fury unlike any he can call to mind.

“ This is not your place. ”

The Corinthian tilts his head.  The blood now runs at an angle and drips down his shirt, where
it blooms stark against the whiteness.

“No place is my place.  I’m a nomad.”

He rolls his spine into a crouch, one hand braced flat on the floor, the other wielding the
knife.  His resistance is meaningless.  Dream already knows how this ends.

“You dare to defile the doorstep of my friend ?”  

The Corinthian scowls.

“How was I supposed to know you know him?”  



His disdain roils into a vicious delight. 

“That explains the flavor , I guess.  He’s like us.  God, there’s nothing to compare.  All that
life.”

“He is under my protection.”  Dream enunciates the words like a pact.  Their truth is sealed,
indelibly, as they are spoken.

“How can you fault me?” says the Corinthian.  Languid, he runs the length of the knife along
one of his tongues, a gesture so full of savoring pleasure it makes Dream nauseous.  “I’m
doing what you made me for.”

“I made you to serve them.  Not to consume them.”

“I serve them like this.  I make them better.  I get to taste them.”

The Corinthian swivels fully, pressing himself into a half-kneel, grinning in a triad
dissonance up at Dream.  Dream’s eyes are fired in fluorescent, inhuman white.  He looks
down at the Corinthian, and he is only an animal.

“I’m everything you made me.  I’m more than you made me.  How can that be wrong?”

“No.”

The Corinthian grips his weapon tighter; the tension of it sets his hand white-knuckled and
trembling.

“I’m in your image,” hisses the Corinthian.  “I make art .  I create .”

“ No. ”

“Is it not enough?  Being so much like you?”

The Corinthian is bristling, crumpling, both large and small at once.  His open-mouthed sight
is canted up, and his bended knee begins to press upward, curling into standing.

“Am I not enough ?”

Dream recalls the distant act of creating him –– the pride of his newness, his uniqueness, his
potential.  He can see none of that in him now.

With a swipe of his hand, the shadows of the room coalesce into solidity and force the
Corinthian down again, encircling his throat.  

“I was wrong to make you.  I was wrong to craft you as you are.”

All he sees is ice and burning.  All he sees is what has been wrought.

“I will not make the mistake of you again, little dream.”



The Corinthian writhes in the grasp of the dark.  His face is distorted, in a spasm of hatred so
intense its borders meet grief.

“You,” he spits, choked, “are a terrible god.”

Dream burns him into ashes, and the ashes into dust.  

When the panting fury subsides, the panic pounds back, and Dream hits the ground at Hob’s
shoulder, reaching towards the lacerated face.  Hob is unmoving on the floor.

“ Hob. ”  

It’s the most he can manage to tear from him.  No words can speak what this is.

He presses a hand to the side of Hob’s throat.  No heart beats there.  His remaining eye is
staring.  With shuddering fingertips, Dream slides its lid closed.   He has not felt anguish like
this in millenia.  The Burgess basement was a slow, slogging death –– this is a rapid one,
tearing the air from his lungs, prying his bones apart and filling them with buckshot.

He does not know how Hob heals.  He does not know if he can regrow lost organs.  He does
not know if he will be well.  It’s all beyond his control.  

The sight of the knife still in him –– at least this he can change.  With one hand braced to
hold Hob’s head, he gently pulls the blade out.  A new spill of thicker matter follows,
covering Dream’s hand, but now Hob’s slack mouth can close, and save for the empty socket,
he looks nearly at peace.

He doesn’t know what to do.  With halting motions, he shifts his seat and holds Hob’s head
gently in his lap.  His blood soaks through the layers of his clothes, but it’s unimportant to
him, as he looks down into the still and ruined face.  

His sister will come to restore him.  He will wait for her.  Until then, it’s only a vigil.
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When Hob wakes, the first time, he thinks he’s drowning again.

The unkillable thing in him hurls him coldly into consciousness, and there’s the instinctual
gasping inhale, when the only thing that gets down into his lungs is a broken dam of blood
like spilled copper.  He’s thrown into an animal panic, spluttering, coughing, as his body
fights to breathe again.  He doesn’t know where he is –– is he in the water?  It’s all dark.  It’s
flat and dark and he’s drowning and it’s happening and he never really stopped drowning the
first time around did he he never made it out of the mud and––



Blind and jittery, he throws his arms up, hands grasping for something to draw him up into
the air again.  His clawing fingers meet fabric –– thick rolls of wool, something solid beneath
–– and he clings to it with the fervency of prayer.  

A hand tightly clasps his wrist.  Its contact is like a breath through him.

“Hob.  Hob. ”

“Turn him on his side, he’s, he needs to get all that up so he can breathe, alright?  He’s just, I
know it doesn’t look good–––”

“He died.   He died .”

“He’s done it before.  It’s a rough process.  He’ll be okay.”

The pressure on his wrist vanishes and someone pushes him, not without gentleness, onto his
side, one hand firm on his shoulder, the other at the back of his head, fingers splayed through
his hair.  With a retching gag, there’s blood running up from his lungs and thrown in a torrent
from his open mouth.  The act of breathing stings something fierce, but he swallows the new
air in frantic gulps, proving he can, proving it’s there.  He can’t stop the coughing, paired
with the shuddered inhales that only make it worse.

“We need to get him off the floor.”

“It will hurt him to move him.  I will not hurt him.”

Hob’s mouth is one pulsing skein,  The fibers of his severed tongue twitch and ooze.  There’s
a second sound under his awful dying man’s breath, a thick burbling, air through some new
gap.  One hand claws at his throat, feels for the source, and finds a ragged hole torn under his
jaw, the open wound through which every draft hauls.  His thoughts have spaces in them.  He
can feel a feather of unexpected air behind his eyes.  Something new is exposed.  It turns his
stomach.  He can’t see.  Can’t blink for the pain.

“Little brother, you have my word.  He’ll be okay.”

“I could not stop him.  I wasn’t.  I wasn’t here.”

“You’re here now.  Be kind to yourself.  You couldn’t have known.”

“I am here now,” whispers the voice.  It’s a helpless echo; it gets closer, becomes bowed
over him, encircling him.

Two hands, cool, trembling, cradle either side of his face.  Hob is burning, head to gut, and
the hands are full of relief.  With unhesitating need he presses into the touch.

“Sleep.  Sleep.”

The fire swiftly isn’t felt any more.  Only the touch of the gracious palms.  Hob, not knowing
or caring how it happens, sleeps.



 

+++

 

“Listen to me, Dream –– he’s going to be fine.”

Death tries to break through to her brother with assuredness, but her words do almost
nothing.  Dream can’t pull his hands or his eyes from Hob’s face.  Now slack in sleep, Hob's
countenance almost something peaceful.  It’s only superficial –– the veins, retwisting, twitch
and writhe beneath the surface of Hob’s skin.  The pain moves through him, though his
conscious self doesn't experience it.  It’s the only kindness Dream can give, Death knows. 
It’s the only thing he can do right now.

In his flailing moment of waking, Hob had looked at Dream without seeing him at all.  The
sight of the thick red frothing from him had made Death sick and cold.  Hob’s hands had
sunk into Dream's coat with true desperation.  He was afraid.  His fear had clouded around
him in a razor-edged fog.  It had sliced into Death, and she knows its acuity must have made
Dream’s own fear sharper, because he’s almost shaking with tension.

“He is suffering,” says Dream.  Though his voice is quiet, there’s nothing soft in it.

“You’re getting him through that part,” replies Death.

Dream doesn’t speak.  He’s still looking down, with no sign of change, locked onto the
tremulous rise and fall of Hob’s chest.

She’s knelt beside her brother, her hand on his shoulder, trying to hold him back from the
precipice of collapse.  Slipping between appointments, on a routine night, she had felt the
pull of a familiar soul, and with rapidly dawning unease had made the detour to Hob’s flat. 
The scene had shaken up her guts, threw her heart tumbling down to the core of the earth ––
she’d seen everything, all manners of gruesome, but that didn’t make it easier.  

She had found Dream cross-legged in the bloodbath and bent double over Hob’s still body. 
The sound of her feet against the floor had drawn his face up towards her. His eyes were
blown headlamp wide and liquid.  She had seen many versions of her brother –– the fury, the
hurt, the deadpan amused, the silent and withdrawn.  This one was new.  She’d known him
for the great and winding span of his existence, and she had never seen him truly afraid.

“Don’t,” was all he had said, choked, pleading.

“Not unless asked.  I keep my promises.”

Now, with muted concentration, she’s been tying and retying the frayed knot that binds Hob
to his body, testing its strength, rebraiding its fibers.  She finds, curiously, that there’s extra
tethering she hadn’t done herself –– some furious, stubborn ropes of his own unconscious
generation, doubly ensuring his life goes steadily marching on.  She didn’t know that was



possible, but if anyone could maintain an extra dose of immortality through sheer willpower,
she imagines it’d be Hob.

Still, the loose ends of him are multiplying, even as she draws them back in.  He’ll survive ––
the wounds are gory, but closing all the same –– though she knows it won’t be a pleasant
thing to heal from.  She can tell that even now there are still lingering effects from their
dramatic first contact.  As all things, it’ll take time.  

Death looks on as Dream runs a thumb over Hob’s cheek, pulling at a smear of blood.  He
repeats the movement until the stain is made thinner, less visible.  Her brother is often closed
off, but beneath it runs a tender core, one even she has rarely witnessed.  He’s laid bare and
open, here, with only her to witness.

“This is my fault,” he murmurs.

“Look, don’t––”

“No.  You do not know.  This is the work of my hand.”  He speaks like a death sentence. 
Hollowed out completely.

Death doesn’t know what happened, but she knows Dream's tendency to be severe, with
others and more powerfully with himself.  He’s not in himself enough to hear reason.  He
rarely relents even under normal circumstances.  So Death does what she can –– she does her
job, fixing the curving wires from Hob’s spirit to his body, and reaffirms her grim on Dream’s
thin shoulder.

He cards the fingers of one hand through Hob’s hair, and the grief comes pouring off him.

“All who I touch, sister,” he whispers.  Nothing else.  

Death can’t find the words that will mean all she needs to.  She forgoes speech, just lets her
hand move in gentle circles on Dream’s back.  She knows some sorrows can never be spoken.

She coils the last tether.  The wires between Hob’s body and soul are stretched and singing
with tension, but they’ll hold fast.  He’ll heal, without a doubt.

“He’s going to be fine,” she says again.  “You have my word.”

Dream nods minutely.  A bit of the tightness in him falls away.

“We should get him settled and bandage up that eye.  He’ll get better, but it’ll happen faster if
nothing gets infected,” says Death.  Her way of life is action, and action always helps her. 
She tries to give the same balm to Dream, but he’s difficult to rouse.

“Come on, little brother.”  

She shakes his shoulder, just a little, and he nods again.  Still, he won’t move.  His hands are
fixed fast to Hob.



“How about you get him into bed?” she offers –– it’s a job that’ll let him keep the contact
between them.  “He can sleep a little easier there.  I’ll see if he’s got bandages around.”

Dream’s nod is a little stronger this time.  He maneuvers gingerly, slides on arm under Hob’s
shoulders and the other under his knees, and with the most careful motions Death has seen
rises to his feet.  He stands still a moment, looking down into Hob’s face, which is now
pressed against the broad lapel of his jacket.  His expression is unreadable.  Beneath his coat,
Death catches a glimpse of red and orange –– the jumper of Hob’s he’d worn when he was
here last.  Now isn’t the time or place to hassle her brother, but she files that little tidbit away
for definite later use.

Dream holds Hob like he’s the breath in his lungs.  Death turns away to root through Hob’s
cabinets –– whether trust or shock or a combination of both, her brother is more plainly laid
out here than she’s even seen him, and she can’t look too long, or there’s the threat of tears in
the corners of her eyes.  She wants better.  For him, for Hob.  Something good for the both of
them.

“Get him settled.  I’ll have to go again soon, but I can help you with the bandages.”

“Thank you.”  It’s hardly spoken above a whisper.  There’s more than the surface thanks in it
–– Death knows it’s about more than the bandages.

“Of course.”

She rifles through the cabinets, listening to the soft shuffle of Dream’s footsteps.  When he’s
out of the room, she drags a hand across her face and bows her head, just for a second, just to
catch her own breath, at least metaphorically.  Hob must not have told Dream about dying
before.  Her brother’s stricken gaze had told her as much –– in its watery core was a howling
certainty of loss.  She wonders how long it had taken her to reach him.  How long he had sat
in the silence and the blood, not knowing.

It’s still the dark of night, clouded over, and the lights in the flat are distant, somehow, made
smaller by the contrast through the black window.  The streetlamp past the glass is feeble. 
The rustle of fabric from the next room becomes impossibly magnified in this vacuum of
sound, the particular tone of quiet the small hours of the morning can provide.  A car rumbles
outside, its engine’s mutter swelling then falling, and it leaves no trace.  Death flattens her
palms on the counter, to feel its coldness.  This place is changed so much by its context, it's
almost jarring. 

Hob’s organizational system is well-managed, but nowhere does Death find bandages.  She’s
inspecting the drawers, pawing through miscellaneous pens (some seemingly from the time
of their invention), when there’s a resonant tapping at the window.  Outside, when she lifts
her head to look, is a black raven, pecking doggedly at the glass.

Death moves to open the window.  Ravens are always welcome, though she’s never seen this
particular one before.  The raven shuffles in and perches on the sill, blinking at her, head
tilted with appraising suspicion.

“ Caw ,” says the raven.  It sort of sounds like someone imitating a raven.



“Hello, friend,” says Death, smiling. 

The raven seems to squint at her. 

“What are you after?”

The squint intensifies into a serious sizing-up.  He’s got unusually human gestures.  Death
pauses, then makes an educated guess.

“Are you with Dream?  He’s my brother.  You can speak freely.”

The raven relaxes, fluffs his feathers.

“Oh, wow, okay, great, you’re cool,” says the raven, visibly relieved.  “Hi.  Hey.  I’m
Matthew.  New raven.  Nice to meet you.”

“Death.  We’ve met before.”

“Death?  You’re Death?”  Matthew ruffles his wings, ducking his head.  “Oh, man, sorry, I
didn’t, I didn’t recognize you.  You’re, you look different.”

“It’s alright.  I’ve got many forms.”

“Yeah.  Makes sense,” Matthew nods, then hesitates.  “Um, so, is he good?  Dream?  He sorta
flipped out and took off without me, in the Dreaming, and he really did not seem happy. 
Lucienne and I were worried.”

“He’s…unharmed,” says Death, slowly.  “But something happened to his friend.  Hob.”

“Hob?  Don’t think I’ve met him.  What’s his deal?”

“It’s a long story.  Not for me to tell, I don’t think.”

“Ah.  Cool.  Gotcha.”  Matthew flutters further into the room and perches on the back of the
sofa.  Death returns to her quest for medical supplies.  

“We were after the Corinthian,” he continues, scanning the room.  “Don’t see him around, so
I’m gonna assume that’s, uh, taken care of?”

“The Corinthian?”  

The pieces fall easily into place.  Death feels a weight settle onto her shoulders.  A creation
of Dream’s own devising.  He’s not going to let that go.

“Yeah.”  Matthew shudders. “Real freaky guy.  At least from what I’ve been told.  Which,
um, isn’t that much, actually.  I really didn’t get trained for this job.”

“The Corinthian is gone, then,” says Death with conviction.  Her brother was never one to
shy away from retribution.  “Pretty positive on that one.”  With a quiet noise of triumph,



Death unearths a roll of bandages and a little first aid kit from the back corner of an upper
cabinet.  

She turns to peer across the room, towards the bedroom door standing half ajar.  The tableau
is cut off from her view, in part, but she can see Dream.  He’s knelt by the edge of the bed,
coat pooled black around him, gazing at Hob as though he’s not yet convinced he’s real.  He
holds one of Hob’s hands tightly in his own.  There’s such unwavering stillness in him he
could be carved from two blocks, one marble, one obsidian.  No part of him is unfocused on
the singular task of watching Hob, watching his breath, watching the motion of his chest.  

Something sharp pangs in Death’s ribs.  She knows Hob enough to know he’ll forgive ––
he’ll say there’s nothing to forgive, she imagines.  He’ll know as well as she does that there’s
no real fault in this.  She hopes, against hope, that her brother will show that kindness to
himself.  And she knows, plainly and sadly, that he won’t.

She forces herself to turn away.  There isn’t time to dwell, now.  She’ll talk to him another
time, when he’s more settled, when Hob is well, and hope he hears her.

“Could you take these things in to him?” she says to Matthew.  “I have to run.”

Her work is calling.  She’s done what she can here.  All will be well, sooner or later.

“Sure thing,” says Matthew.  “Good to see you.”

“Same to you.”  With a windswept hum, the shadows of her wings splash against the walls. 
Matthew stares up at their thin shapes with unmasked awe.

“Look after him, would you?” she asks softly.

Matthew gives an approximate salute with one wing.  “On the job, ma’am.”

Death smiles.  With a final, fond look at the form of her brother, posed in the stance of
devotion, she takes her leave.

 

+++

 

In the daze of his still-recovering senses, Dream has learned how sight can be like touch.

He traces the line of Hob’s profile with total absorption  –– the bow of Hob’s upper lip
becomes the press of new velvet draped against the hand as he follows its curve, down across
the turn of his chin, the feel of clay, below which lies the wound.  He has to keep himself
from clenching Hob’s hand too tight –– he dispels the pressure into the clamp of his teeth. 

He’d procured a washcloth from the bathroom and cleaned much of the blood from Hob’s
sleeping face, restoring it as he can.  No light shines in the room tonight –– the moon is
blanketed over with low clouds, and the ambient urban glow is thin and watery.  Hob is



painted in vague delineations, broad navy-black strokes of a palette knife, against which the
gold hazing in through the bedroom door forms clean lanes and troughs of highlight.  At this
angle, in this painterly dimness, nothing seems amiss –– the empty socket is past Dream’s
view, and were it not for the raw edges just visible under his chin, he might imagine Hob is as
he was.  Untouched.  Unharmed.

The guilt of it is rank.  It prowls the wilds of him, blood-mouthed, tearing at his bones until
their marrow sings with its feeling.  He cannot escape it.  Every sight of Hob is a reminder of
what he has done.  The ruin he always causes.

But still, he doesn’t look away.  When he reaches the base of Hob’s neck, he takes a moment
to see his breathing movements, to assure himself of it, then starts the path again, from the
dark waves at the crown of Hob’s head, down the plane of his forehead, sealing the shape
within him so deeply it becomes intrinsic.  He will preserve this view for himself, to be borne
within him.  A part of him is deciding what he must do.  

That will come later.  Tonight, now, there is this.  The silence of the changing guard from
night to early morning.  The rattling of air through Hob’s nose.  The touch of his hand in
Dream’s, palm snug to palm, fingers laced, each point of contact a forest fire through the
paths of him.  This, the warmth, the newly-learned texture of Hob’s calluses –– he questions
his right to it.  No one could be worthy of this, minute as it may be.  It surpasses him.

“Hey, boss?”  The door creaks slightly as it’s nudged ajar.  The outlines of marigold light on
Hob’s face broaden into swaths and arcs.  Dream, with the total force of his will, forces his
eyes from their diligent course and finds Matthew’s small silhouette in the doorway.

“Sorry to interrupt.  Death found this stuff for you.”  Matthew disappears, briefly, then
returns hopping backwards, dragging a white first aid box behind him, which he deposits
with a soft thump.  A second trip produces a roll of bandages, rolled in little intervals through
the doorway, batted by his beak.

“She had to run.  Work stuff.  But, uh, what…I mean, are you…”  He hesitates, then resets. 
“Is there anything I can do?”

Dream can feel the thrum of Matthew’s curiosity.  He’s thankful he holds his questions back
–– he doesn’t trust himself to answer and maintain composure.

“The Corinthian is gone,” he says simply.  Even the act of speaking a name is like drawing
a blade through him, stomach to throat. The guilt pounces again.  It rips into him like he’s
only so much water-weakened paper.

“That’s great.  Awesome.  Hate that guy.  Fuck that guy.  So we’re done with all the things on
the list, yeah?  Hell yeah we are.  We killed it.  Dream team.  Hah, wait, literally, we’re
literally the Dream team, ‘cause–– you get it, you get it.”

Again and again Matthew is proving the uses of his gift for gab –– its amiable windings give
Dream enough contact with reality and presence of mind to rise and gather the medical
supplies from the floor.



“Is he okay?” asks Matthew.  He flutters up onto the foot of the bed, then recoils with a caw
of shock.  “Oh, shit , okay, yeah, okay, nevermind, nevermind.  I mean, he’s breathing, so
that’s, that’s great, um, does he need like, a real doctor?  Like a doctor doctor?”

“He cannot die.  My sister has seen to it.”

Dream has little experience handling physical wounds.  Access to the entirety of the human
subconscious does mean he’s seen it done before –– this does not translate to a sense of
confidence in him.  But he will do what he can.

The helplessness he felt, once the Corinthian had been disposed of, seeing Hob prone and
ravaged on the floor –– he wants to never feel that again.

He gently lifts Hob’s head and shoulders up and positions himself so Hob’s head rests
propped in his lap.  Hob doesn’t wake, as Dream had intended.  He can give him little beyond
a reprieve from the pain he is doubtless in, and so he does that.  He wishes he could give
more.  He would give anything.

He opens the kit and thumbs through its contents, retrieving some alcohol wipes and some
large adhesive bandages.  With hands that he refuses to let tremble, he begins cleaning the
wound beneath Hob’s chin.

“Oh.  Okay.  Man.  That’s good.  Good for him.”

Matthew takes a few hesitant hops across the bed, before settling down into a neatly tucked
position on the other pillow.  Other than his rustling, there is a placid absence of sound.  It
would be calm, in other circumstances.  Dream tries to be gentle, but he can see Hob’s
muscles tense, even in his sleep, under the sting of the alcohol.  He works quickly, to limit the
exposure, and takes up applying some broad bandages to cover the hole.  

“So, uh, Death said this guy was a friend of yours?”

“Yes, ” says Dream.  “ Friend.   Yes.”

“Cool.  Very cool.  How long have you guys known each other?”

Dream presses the last adhesive edge of the bandage down against the bone of Hob’s jaw and
smooths it delicately.  He lets his hand linger there, without his conscious thought.  His
thumb, as though apart from him, runs over Hob’s cheek, feels each soft pinprick of the fine
grain of stubble.  He removes his hand, with no small effort, and turns to the task of the eye.  

“Six centuries and eleven years.”

The black pit of the empty socket, framed in mottled bruising, turns his stomach.  The vision
of the Corinthian’s teeth closing on Hob’s eye –– sometimes, he prays for his memory to fail
him.  Some things he wishes he didn’t have to carry.  

“Oh.  Oh.   Shit.  That’s.  Okay.  So when you said he can’t die, that was like, a permanent
situation and not a one-time favor.  Okay.  Damn.  Wow.  Why’d she give it to him?”



With a fresh wipe, Dream clears as much as he can from Hob’s eyelids, then takes the roll
and starts bandaging the opening closed.  Before he covers the space, he sees a movement
within it, a strange twisting of a hydra of nerves.  Hob’s body is already beginning to rebuild. 
It is both grotesque and intensely beautiful.

“I do not know, still.  Happenstance, that she and I encountered him.  He said he did not
plan on dying.  So my sister granted him what he asked.”

It’s easy to talk to Matthew.  Dream finds the words come a bit easier.  He loops the bandage
around Hob’s head, parting the soft waves of his hair with precise touch.

“I was to meet him every hundred years, to see if he still wished to live on.  He always
chose to continue.” 

Dream pauses his work, and studies Hob’s countenance anew, finding himself entangled in
the slim curl of his eyelashes, the geometry of the bridge of his nose.

“I have never known one who loved life so dearly.”

It’s a fact that has always rendered him mute with awe.  Hob’s devotion to being alive.  The
thrill he took in the minutiae of it –– in chimneys, playing cards, instant ramen.  It was a
thing of such profound humanity.  True and unfettered love.  Though his visits had begun as
formalities, they became otherwise –– a chance to sit in that radiance, to be privy to its many
sunlit contours for a handful of hours.

He draws back from his reverie and continues bandaging.  He is suddenly very aware of
Matthew’s bearing witness to his moments of fixation. 

Matthew, quite sensitively, does not remark on it.

“Your friend sounds like a hell of a guy,” he says.  “I look forward to meeting him when he’s,
y’know, conscious.”

“I think he will like you,” says Dream, a mirage of a smile on his face.  

He finishes the task, but remains seated as is, aimlessly adjusting the fall of Hob’s hair over
the bandage.

“Return to the Dreaming.  Inform Lucienne I am well, but will be delayed.  Give her my
gratitude.”

Matthew rises from his pillow.  “You got it, boss.”

As he’s about to cross the threshold into the living room, Dream finds he has something left
to say.

“Matthew.”

“Yes, sir?”  Matthew performs a circular hop, cocking his head.



Dream absent-mindedly pushes a lock of Hob’s hair off his face, where it falls like a pour of
ink in the dark.

“You, also, have my gratitude.  Do not think your diligence goes unnoticed.”

Matthew bobs his head in a little bow, fluffing his feathers with no small degree of happiness.

“Thanks, boss.  Really.  Be back in no time.”

With the sound of wings, Matthew is gone.  Dream eases into a more comfortable position. 
Still with Hob cradled in his lap and his fingers buried in Hob’s hair, he listens to the
symphony of the affirmation of breath, and waits for the sun to rise.

 

+++

 

When Hob wakes again, the pain wakes with him.

His whole head is pounding.  Each thump of his reawakened heart turns to a battering ram
behind his eyes.  He tries to blink, but finds he can only do it halfway –– there’s something
wrapped over one eye, pinning it closed, and the other is crusted over with sleep, needling at
his eyelashes as he gingerly forces the lid open,  The light, any light, is blinding at first, but
with excruciating fits and starts the morass of brightness coalesces into shapes with edges, as
it rightly should.  

The splintered world emerges in fragments.  Blurred shapes push through the tidal light. 
There’s not much in his field of view, and it seems a portion of it is gone completely.  He gets
pieces –– the implication of dawn through his bedroom window; a lot of black, curved,
contoured, soft, into which his cheek is pressed; what he loosely guesses is some kind of bird
huddled up and asleep on his pillow.  He chalks that last one up to some degree of head
trauma.  Outside the pain, there’s little else.  Some sense of give in the material beneath his
body that suggests he’s in bed.  The rolling motion of fingers carding through his hair, which
he hasn’t experienced in long enough that he almost assumes it’s a leftover from a dream.

There’s pooled spit and blood in his mouth.  Instinctively, he tries to swallow –– it hurts so
badly his vision goes white-hot again, brings tears to his eye.  He doubts he can open his jaw
at all, let alone speak.

The swallow hoists the memories of the night before back onto the scene.  In one frenetic
flood, the feeling of the knife blade into his chin snaps into place, and his hand scrambles to
feel at his jaw.  There’s no longer the gaping hole ––  there’s something bandaging it –– and
the flesh is tender and mid-formation.  His breathing no longer pulls air through the gap, now
webbed through with growing muscle of which he’s unpleasantly aware.

At the cue of his movement, the black patch against which, he realizes, he is very
comfortably settled, shifts slightly.  The fingers retract from his hair, which he finds he is



opposed to.

“Hm.  Hello.”  

The rumble of the voice passes through whatever Hob is pressed against and rolls into him in
one warming vibration.  He’s piecing things together, though he’s struggling to think
straight.  Very cautiously, mindful of the rushing migraine thundering around his head, he
shifts onto his back and looks up, squinting even in the softer new light.

In the pale milky gray of pre-sunrise, Dream’s face, angled down towards him, is turned soft-
edged and blurred.  The blades of his hair hang down like dark stalactites.  The blue of his
eyes is clear as a lamp through a glass of cool water, and within their pupils Hob sees the
firmament of a forming galaxy.  More than that, than anything, is the gentle curvature of his
mouth, tugged into the same sweet smile Hob had memorized the first time it was granted
over breakfast at his kitchen counter.  It gives the line from his throat to his lungs a glorious
twist.

He smiles back, though he knows it’s weak.  On habit, he opens his mouth to say something,
but even a twitch of his tongue sends such a wave of pain through him that the breath is torn
gasping from his lungs.  Starbursts scatter in his vision.

Dream’s face slips into something tilted with worry.  His hand presses to Hob’s jaw, cups
around his cheek.  It’s the same as lying in a bed of new grass when the dew is still sweetly
chilled.  It eases the throbbing in his head.  He squeezes his eye shut –– his other, state
unknown, twitches, and sets him burning again.

“Shh.  Do not speak.  You are healing.  It will take time.”

Hob is tired, and everything hurts, but it’s mattering less and less in the face of Dream’s new
freedom with touch.  The hand feathers along the line of his jaw.  It sets his heart galloping

“I am sorry,” Dream whispers.  There’s such pain in his voice, like Hob has never heard
before.  It’s hard for him to speak without talking.  All he can do is place his hand over
Dream’s where it lies on his face, press his palm to the cool skin and the fine bones.  Dream
doesn’t break from it.  Hob looks wonderingly into the divine blue, and wonders how he got
so lucky he could have this, here, now.

“Sleep again.  It will pass through the pain.”

Hob makes no effort to respond.  He slides his hand reluctantly from Dream’s and turns his
head, rolls onto his side, pressing his face into Dream’s leg.  His forehead just meets the fall
of Dream’s coat around stomach.  With his blurred vision, he notices that Dream is still in the
jumper he’d loaned him –– the sight sends some wild, careening hope through him.  For all
the things that led here, Hob wouldn’t change them.

Dream makes no move to adjust or retreat.  Just returns his hands to its patterned motion in
Hob’s hair.



“ Rest well, Hob.”  His voice is double, light through the air and made low through the close
medium of his body.  Hob smiles into it, and every pain in him feels meaningless.  He falls
asleep.
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Hob could get used to waking up like this.  

As he fades back into consciousness, his dreams grow light and half-remembered ––
decomposed into impressions of the tall grass in a green field and fingers of sun from an easy
blue sky, their twin touches to his cheek.  The detail falls further away from him as he wakes,
but the sweet peace of their feeling stays cloaked around him.

He hasn’t moved an inch, still curled into Dream, half his face pressed into his torso, though
the brightness around him suggests he’s been out at least another few hours.  There is no
pattern of breath through Dream’s body; instead, Hob picks up the muffled hum of some
resonant internal frequency, like a collision of stars, as though there are nebulae folding and
burning in his core.  Its strangeness makes it richer, more lovely.



Hob keeps his eyes closed and soaks in the sounds.  Distant chatter and foot traffic, in
counterpoint with moving cars.  The punctuated murmur of lunch hour patrons from below. 
The percussion of his own heart, his sore breaths, steady as marching orders. An almost
imperceptible whisper of strands as Dream’s fingers toy with his hair.  The sustained living
tone of him, running under and through it all.

Dream is all newly known, this close.  He’s somehow cool and warm at once.  He smells like
the earth after a long rain.  The way the vapor rises in edgeless pillars.  Hob breaths in, as
softly and silently as he can.  He wants to stay here, in this singular present, for the rest of his
interminable life.

Something must give him away –– though Hob can’t fathom what, with how careful he’d
been to stay still –– because Dream makes a questioning noise and swiftly removes his hand. 
Hob would tell him to leave it, if he could, though even to ask seems like too much.

“You are awake?”

With profound reluctance, Hob shifts onto his back, joints popping in a pattering run, and
gazes up into Dream’s face.  He imagines he looks like dogshit, what with how brutalized his
head feels.  It doesn’t matter to him.  Little else does, right now, besides the simple joy of
sight.  Dream is just –– there.  Close.  Quiet and beautiful. All internal expression, hinted at
only in the smooth way his eyelids fall, the carve of his lower lip.  The detail strokes are
artistry in the tilted corners of his mouth.  The construction of his nose is some divine
architecture.  The cant of his shoulders, inexpressible.

Hob doesn’t know what it is –– lingering instabilities in his brain, the residual high of being
born again, something –– but all the want in him is flowing more freely than he’d ever dared
to let it.  In some ways, he thinks maybe he’s lucky he can’t talk.  He doesn’t trust that it
wouldn’t run over and come spilling out of him.

All he’s got to give is a smile, which Dream, in sublimity, returns.

“Good.”  Something snags in Dream’s throat and turns him mute.  Hob furrows his brows,
tries to scan his eyes for an answer, but Dream has got a knack for throwing up a wall and
turning himself unreadable.

“Do you remember what happened?” he asks.  His tone is determined to be level.

Hob does.  He remembers.  All of it.  Intermingled with the stomach-lurching fear, the
sickening wet sound of a blade buried in his mouth, is the profound feeling that he’s a total
idiot for being duped so easily.  He remembers the taste of the martini; the hot minty breath
against his lips; the double mouths, white-toothed, grinning at him.  He doesn’t think he’s
capable of forgetting.  The recollection stops sharp at the twist of the knife, so from there on
he’s at a loss as to what happened.

The fact that Dream is here means he must have known something, and further, done
something, because the blonde is decidedly no longer around.  Emerging from the thick fog
suffusing his healing brain, Hob uncovers a bevy of questions.  Unfortunately, really complex
questions require words.



Hob nods, very gingerly (even the little motions set his whole skull ringing), then makes a
little mouth motion, like a shadow puppet, with one hand, up next to his eye.  He tries his
best to indicate that this is some form of question.  Dream looks uncomfortable, a little
evasive.

“He is gone,” says Dream.  The words are carefully measured, and fail to fully answer any of
Hob’s inexpressible questions.  He waves his hand in little circles, trying to prompt
elaboration.  He knows full well Dream understands what he’s asking for, because he looks
away, turning suddenly withdrawn.

There’s a period of silence.  At Dream’s new angle, Hob can trace the line of his jaw with
precision.  It almost makes up for how dodgy he’s being.

“You encountered the Corinthian.  He was.  One of my creations.”

Hob blinks.  Foolish of him to expect the response to inspire anything other than more
confusion.  There’s a lapse of silence again, during which Hob gives dream a few
encouraging pokes.  Dream looks like he’s being waterboarded, so intensely uncomfortable is
his expression.  

“As Lord of the Dreaming, ” says Dream, eventually, still fixing his gaze on some vague
middle distance, “ it is my charge to make and govern Dreams and Nightmares.  I am the
ruler of the sleeping world, and all who inhabit it.  In my absence, there was.  Disorder.”

Hob, in this single interaction, is getting more concrete information from Dream than he has
in upwards of six centuries.  It’s confusing, a little, yes, but it’s leaps and bounds past the
norm.  And all it took was getting stabbed and shutting up, he thinks wryly.  Next to nothing,
really.

“Many of my creations took to the waking world.  The Corinthian among them.  A
Nightmare crafted above them all.”  

Dream’s voice is stiff with bolts of bitterness.  Hob can see the cords of his neck tighten. 
Now, at least, he understands why the blonde –– the Corinthian –– drew him in.  That
apparent mirror of Dream’s strangeness was real.  He was cut from the same otherworldly
cloth.  

“He preyed on the living.  Consumed their flesh.  He has been destroyed for his
disobedience.”

Dream bows his head.  He is wracked with a solemn misery Hob wants to wring out of him
and wash away.

“I do not know how or why he found you, ” Dream whispers.   I only know my. 
Weakness.  Delay.  Allowed it.  You are missing an eye because of my negligence.”

Well.  That explains the vision problem, then.  As soon as he’s made aware of the absence,
Hob can feel the hollow of it, and the worms of his furiously growing nerves writhing into
the empty space.  It’s definitely not a sensation the human mind was meant to be aware of. 



It’s extremely unpleasant, and the more he tries not to think about it, the more he thinks about
it.  He distracts himself in considering Dream’s words, which, by his measure, are utterly
ridiculous.

“I am sorry.  I am so sorry.”  There’s a break in the middle of it..

Dream won’t, or can’t, meet his eye.  Hob is astounded with how stubbornly he insists on
blaming himself.  It’s patently obvious it’s not his fault, not by Hob’s reckoning.  How could
he have known one of his works would go rogue, and on top of it, would end up, by some
looney coincidence, at Hob’s doorstep?  There no blame to be doled out.  Nothing to agonize
over.

That’s a lot to say, without speech.  Hob presses a hand firmly to Dream’s chest, but when
that fails to elicit a response, he raises his hand further, to shape it around the side of Dream’s
face.  He feels forward for it, and run rampant with wonder –– he had never imagined he
might someday know the privilege of the contours of Dream’s cheekbone under his thumb,
the new knowledge of the unreal texture of his skin.  It’s a lot, for one day.  To have all this.

Gently but firmly, he turns Dream’s head to face him.  Dream resists, at first, but Hob can
match him beat for beat in stubbornness, and eventually Dream relents.  There are watery
arcs along the reddened line of his lower eyelids, and his mouth is tight.  Hob shakes his
head, firmly.  He runs his thumb along the plane just below his eye, from his nose to his
cheek, trying to flood the gesture with an epic’s worth of language.  He hopes Dream
understands –– there’s no fault to be placed here.

The silver wobbling in Dream’s eyes abates, but the low-lain guilt, the lingering thing that
makes Hob worried, persists.  He holds his hand where it is.  Might as well, while he can
reasonably get away with it.

There’s a tapping at the bedroom door, then a feathery shuffle.

“Hey, boss,” whispers an unfamiliar voice.  “Is he up?”

Hob lets his hand fall, and, though it’s the last thing he wants to do, sits up.  With immediate
vigor, there’s a migraine exploding through his temples, but he doggedly powers through it,
squinting towards the doorway.  There’s a raven.  Matter of fact, it looks like the same raven
he’d assumed was a hallucination.  The raven, head tilted inquisitively, is probably not a
hallucination at this point.

“Oh!  Hey!”  

The raven flaps up onto the foot of the bed, and makes a little bobbing bow.

“I’m Matthew.  Boss's right hand.  Good to meet you.  I mean, really shitty circumstances,
but still.”

Hob takes it in stride.  Stranger things have happened to him.  He gives Matthew an amiable
wave.



“Still not talking, huh?  Not that I’m surprised, man, you were really fucked up.  We were all
freaked out, I mean, like, seriously, it was––”

“Matthew.”  Dream’s voice is stiff.

Matthew cuts off abruptly.  “Uh.  Maybe not a topic of discussion right now.  Good call,
boss.  Anyway, I went and got some human stuff that might help.  It’s in the kitchen.  I don’t
have thumbs, so, looks like you’re gonna have to learn how to cook, sir.  And I brought some
stuff from the Dreaming for you.  Like you asked.”

“Thank you.”  

Dream begins to stand, but Hob waves his hands quickly.  He hesitates –– he doesn’t know
how to say “don’t worry about me I’m fine” without just saying it.  He settles on pointing to
himself, and spreading his palms flat, sort of dismissing things, he hopes.

Dream inclines his head at him.  There’s a moment of confusion, then a lightening into
understanding, but he doesn’t reply to Hob’s gesturing.  Instead, he places a hand against
Hob’s back and lets it lie for a moment, curved in perfect fit against the bones of his shoulder
blades, before standing all the same.

“Come.”

Hob doesn’t sense that he’s got any choice, though he doesn’t really mind.  He rises,
somewhat unsteadily.  The movement sends flashes into his halved vision, drives roofing
nails into his head, but as he wavers an arm loops around his shoulders and keeps him firmly
upright.  He leans into Dream’s side, both for the support, and because he can.  

With supremely gentle steps, Dream and Hob move into the next room.  The brightness of
light is still grating, but it's better to be up than still lying in bed.  He prefers to walk his
major injuries off.  He finds the movement reassuring.

Dream gets him settled, carefully, at the kitchen counter.  Hob looks into its glassy surface ––
not a stain on it.  He frowns, and glances behind him.  His floor is spotless.

“Yeah, we got all the, uh, stuff, cleaned up.”  Matthew must have caught the line of his gaze
from his perch on the arm of Hob’s couch.  “It looks like you just redid these floors, and, uh,
you know, didn’t want ‘em wrecked.  Also it’s a biohazard.  Also kinda gross.  Yadda yadda
yadda.  They look great, by the way.  Your floors, I mean.”

Hob gives Matthew a thankful smile.  One less concern, reminder of the night.

Dream is rifling through Hob’s cabinets with the cataloging air of an archaeologist at a dig
site.  Hob watches him.  He feels a little bad, seeing him go to all the trouble, but the moment
he tries to rise Dream is on him, two inarguable hands pressing him back into his seat.

“Sit still, ” he says sternly.  “ You must heal.”  

He’s certainly stepping full swing into the nursemaid role, and Hob, deprived of the usual
tricks of his tongue, knows he’s going to lose every argument on that front.  He sits,



chagrined, smiling in spite of himself.  Dream gives him a considering look, full of some
internal weighing of scales, just briefly, before he busies himself once more with whatever
objective he’s after.

Hob doesn’t quite know what to do with himself.  It’s his role, to do the shuffling around, the
making breakfast, the little labors.  It’s not that being still isn’t welcome –– his throbbing
head certainly appreciates it –– it’s more that it’s new.  To be on this end of things.

Matthew moves over to the counter, where there’s a plastic grocery bag half spilled.  He
sticks his head in the bag and rummages through it, before retrieving a little whiteboard and a
dry erase marker, both still ostensibly with the tags on them.

“Got these for ya.  Probably a little too small for like, big thoughts, but better than nothing,
right?”

Dream pauses to squint at Matthew’s haul.  “How did you acquire those?”

Matthew hops from foot to foot, and very doggedly avoids Dream’s pinning stare.  

“Uh.  Lucienne…gave them…to me?”

Dream’s squint narrows, but he doesn’t press the issue further, and starts filling an acquired
kettle with water.  Hob finds he’s fond of Matthew already.  He takes the whiteboard and
writes thanks :)

Matthew waves a wing dismissively.  “Hey, no problem, man.  Just doing my job.”

He goes back to retrieving his other goods from the bag.  A box of instant porridge, a clean
roll of bandages, a bottle of painkillers, and, quite clearly out of place, a folded sheaf of paper
that looks older than the Dead Sea.  With his beak, he nudges the paper towards Dream, then
settles onto the counter, peaceably preening his feathers.

“That’s the thing, from Lucienne.  She said she can hold down the fort for a while.”

“Hm.  Good.”

Hob scribbles a note, and holds it towards Dream.

you don’t have to stay

Dream raises an eyebrow at him, and ignores the message completely.  Hob feels a lot of
ways about his silent insistence on remaining.  All of them are like a pure rush of helium into
his ribcage.

Hob is in a delightful world of cognitive dissonance.  The apparent god-king of the entire
human subconscious is quietly puttering around his kitchen making tea and instant porridge. 
He watches Dream retrieve two mugs from the cabinets, selecting them with some brow-
furrowing consideration.  He picks one styled as a black cat, with a curled tail for a handle,
and another that’s an aggressively ugly floral print which Hob recalls finding in his flat in
Berlin, some relic of its previous owner.  Mugs decided on, Dream moves on to the instant



porridge, skimming the instructions on the box, serious as can be.  Hob’s heart is high in his
throat.

He wipes off the board with his palm and scribbles a new note.

tell me about work?

Dream looks up when Hob taps the board lightly on the counter, curious, then unsure.

“Work?”

what you do .   New note.  It’s a small board.  in your realm.

“Ah.”  Dream is still gazing at him, softened around his edges, but there’s hesitance in him.

only if you want

Something in Dream seems to settle.  “No.  It’s past due.”  

He pauses.  The contact of his eyes is sharp as summer lightning.

“I would wish to tell you all.”

 

+++

 

He’s halting at first –– clipped and unsteady with his words.  By the time tea is poured and
the porridge made, Dream is speaking more than Hob has heard in centuries.  It’s still full of
holes and pauses, but it’s gaining fluidity, and Hob, leaning on the counter not bothering to
stifle the probably daft smile on his face, doesn’t mind in the least.  Sometimes he scribbles
out short questions, but mostly, he just listens.  He’s been the one who talks for so long, and
Lord knows he enjoys it, but it’s a relief to take the back seat for a bit.  Besides, he’s learning
a lot.  Each new mote of knowing rests like an ember within him.

He learns that Dream has a particular angle to his chin for a disapproval, and another, on a
slightly different axis, for a deadpan joke.  He learns that he does a minute shake of his head
whenever his spiky bangs get too close to his eyes, to knock them back into place, like a
ruffled cat adjusting its fur.  He learns that he does have a posture in his repertoire that’s
relaxed, one that curls his shoulders inward, makes him much less the imposing lord of the
manor and more of something easier.  He learns every dip and contour and rumble of his
voice, across a new breadth of words –– the way “library” and “meadow” are as light as
paper, the way “creation” and “Lucienne” and “friend” are toned in burnished colors, the way
“home” falls sweet into a low pocket, soft and rough with the joy of it.  

At Dream’s urging, conveyed through pointed looks, Hob takes a couple painkillers and eats
a little, careful to try and keep everything away from the still-closing hole in his tongue.  He
sips his tea –– there’s honey in it, a detail which makes him full of light inside.  It’s slow



work, but Dream is in some new mood that makes him patiently watchful, so Hob does as
he’s requested, brimming with a shaky, knock-kneed feeling, wobbly as a newborn deer.

Matthew, who joins in the breakfast by partaking of a half a slice of toast Dream makes him,
interjects with abandon, blatantly correcting Dream’s more subdued versions of events
whenever he feels like it.  Hob finds him ridiculously charming.  Dream says simply that they
found Fiddler’s Green (a person and also a location?) in Florida, but it’s Matthew who adds
in all the colorful details about the carnival, the stained glass wash of the lights on the ocean,
that conjure the image of the place so vibrantly in Hob’s mind.  Dream gets faraway
whenever Hob is turned from him, and in his periphery, Hob can feel the blue of eyes on him
like water cupped in his hands.

After an acceptable amount of breakfast, Hob shuffles gingerly off to shower and change out
of his bloodied clothes.  It’s a somewhat painful affair –– he’s pretty sure the more he moves
his head, the worse his mental processing gets  –– but in exchange he no longer reeks of
blood and sweat.  With resignation, he dumps his outfit of the previous night onto the
bathroom floor, knowing he’ll soon be sending it off to its final funeral in the bin (you’d
think he’d be good with bloodstains by now, but he’s not), and changes into a Tears for Fears
tour shirt straight from their 80’s heyday and a pair of plaid pajama pants in a truly
unfortunate colorway.  It’s not his most fashionable look, by far, but he’s pretty sure dying
and being resurrected in front of someone removes the need for the formalities of dressing
nicely.  And it’s comfy.  So.

When he returns, he lingers a moment in the doorway, leaning heavily on the frame.  There
are gross and weird movements happening in his regrowing eye, and the perpetual
thrumming headache has not abated in the least, but as has been a common theme of the day,
once he can see the scene, he can’t find it in himself to care much at all.

Dream and Matthew are conferring over the aged sheet of paper Matthew had brought with
him, which has somehow multiplied into a good dozen sheets spread over the counter. 
Dream’s voice is quiet –– he’s explaining something or other to Matthew, who is nodding
along in a startlingly human gesture, interrupting with questions.  They’re operating in
perfect tandem.  It’s very dear, and very surprising, to witness Dream’s gentler teaching.

Dream has, unexpectedly, abandoned his jacket, which is folded neatly over the back of a
chair, and Hob’s sweater, too big in the sleeves and shoulders and absurdly saturated against
his pale skin, looks perfectly, wonderfully incorrect on him.  His bowed head makes the
bedhead shock of his hair fluffed and stark.  Above all else, in the slouchy sweater and
ragged hair and engrossed in the details of his work, Hob finds himself caught on how at ease
he looks.  Comfortable.  Not human, per say, but something removed from the aristocratic
demeanor of his office.  More down to himself.  Just himself, plain and sublime.

Dream looks up and meets Hob’s eyes.  That rare and coveted smile appears, in its softest
coat yet, and Hob, for the life of him, can’t hold a thought in his head.

Some minutes of silence fall.  Matthew’s swift head flickers back and forth between the two
of them.  With a cough and a puff of his feathers, he regains Dream’s attention.

“I, uh, I think I’ve got it down, boss.  I can take this back to Lucienne.”



“Hm.  Good.  Thank you, Matthew.”

Dream shuffles the papers together.  They coalesce back into a single sheaf.  

“Anything else you need?”

“Not at the moment.  If you have need of me, you know where I am.”

“Sure do, boss man.”  Matthew is giving Hob a look he might venture to call smugly
knowing.  “Well, great to meet ya, Hob.  See you around.”

Hob nods.  Matthew takes the now-folded paper in his beak, gives Dream a half bow, and
takes off out the open window.  Dream watches him go, looking thoughtful.  

Hob, seized in the lungs, has a sudden, clear vision of a life exactly like this moment.  Pale
and pearl-toned mornings.  The little ritual of breakfast.  Ill-fitting pajamas.  The rough tousle
of Dream’s hair.  The easy quiet between them.  All of it made a matter of routine, the
recurring course of his life.  He tries not to dwell on it –– it’s far too great a thing to want.

He meanders over to the couch and gingerly settles into it. The plush caving of the cushions
against his head soothes some of the pain a bit.  Eye closed, he waves vaguely in Dream’s
direction –– there’s the sound of a few steps, and the pressure map of the couch changes as a
weight settles beside him.   There’s a light tap as presumably Hob’s mug hits the coffee table,
before the whiteboard and the marker are placed gently in his hands.  As Dream deposits
them, there’s a floating moment where the backs of his knuckles skim across Hob’s wrist,
which puts a little kick in his heart rate.

Hob pops the cap off the marker and scrawls movie?

“Hm. ”  Dream seems pleased with this, in a muted way.   “ Which one?  I know few.”

Hob shrugs.  you pick.   He gestures towards a shelf by the TV, where there’s a poorly
organized pile of DVDs, leaning in gravitational uncertainty.  Dream goes and sits cross-
legged on the floor, examining the titles with a critical eye.  Hob observes the way his lips
purse just slightly when he’s thinking.  Files it away to keep.

After a few minutes spent both picking out the movie and trying to learn how to use the DVD
player solely via intuition and Hob’s unhelpful hand motions, Dream settles himself back on
the couch.  He’s left a bit of space between them, which Hob is trying not to be upset at.

The title credits roll on screen.  Home Alone 2: Lost in New York.  

excellent pick writes Hob, grinning

“The first was.  Interesting.”

this one’s better

“Really.  Hm.”



hm :)

Dream gives him a long, slow look.  It’s cut with a fondness Hob’s ever-present doubts can’t
deny, run through beneath with the faintly visible edge of a sadness that goes much further
down.  Hob would usually try to fix this with words, but he’s deprived, so he goes for the
next best thing –– both for Dream, and for his small selfishness. 

In a swift movement, before he can let himself think about it too much, he kicks his legs over
the arm of the couch and settles his head in Dream’s lap.  With extreme self-control, he keeps
his eyes on the TV.  He worries, faintly, that his heart is beating loud enough to be heard. 

Dream doesn’t move to reposition him, nor does he speak a word.  After a brief, tense
interval, his fingers, relenting, take up a now-familiar motion in Hob’s hair.

 

+++

 

The time passes both slow and swift in this place. Dream wishes it would remain slow.

They watch the second Home Alone , then, in rapid succession, Casablanca , Interview with
the Vampire , the first Star Wars , and now, with evening descending, Dream is finding
himself unexpectedly involved in The Breakfast Club .  Hob, still in repose in his lap, had
been excited by this particular selection, writing a whole lot of words in almost illegibly tiny
print to express his profound love.  In spite of this enthusiasm, Hob had fallen asleep about
twenty minutes in, and is now snoring softly.  It is a sound that sparks only fondness in
Dream, a fondness that has plagued him all day, one he knows, knows , is dangerous.

He glances down at the minor miracle of Hob’s sleeping face in profile.  It’s hard, to be made
so helplessly needful at the sight, and at the same time so fearful of its effect.  Dream is torn
between two near-equally matched forces –– the pangs of affection, by a hair’s breadth, still
manage to win out.  

This is a necessary thing, his staying.  He will linger here until Hob is well.  To get this time
with him.  While he does not want it to be so, he knows the torrents of his heart demand that,
to spare what he wants most, he will have to leave it.  So he savors the smallest pieces of this
–– the play of the reflected movie frames over Hob’s gently parted lip.

It’s growing late, and he knows Hob should eat something.  With utmost delicacy, he extracts
himself from beneath Hob and returns to the kitchen.  The nature of his existence is such that
cooking is entirely unfamiliar to him, but he is confident he can handle anything with
instructions, and the instant ramen he procures from the cupboard is only a few steps.  It’s a
return of a gratefully-received favor, though he doubts he can match the experience of taste
that burned so fiercely the first time.

He sets the water to boil, absently watching the movie, mostly watching Hob.  His own
behavior startles him –– that anything could compel him to leave his realm again, so soon



after his await return, is shocking, and it reveals the truth of it all.

Unbidden, he thinks of Calliope.  Of Nada.  Of the thing in him that cannot preserve what it
might love.  He tries to press the murmured truths away, but it does not make them less true.

The water boils.  With scientific precision, he makes the ramen.  As he recalled, Hob added
some mixture of his own to it, but Dream knows his culinary limits have likely been reached. 
He carries the bowl and some utensils over to the coffee table, and kneels to bring himself
level with Hob.  He knows he needs to wake him, but his little indulgences are boundless, so
he waits, instead, and commits the shape of Hob’s brow to memory.

When it is no longer within reason to be staring as he is, he gently shakes Hob’s shoulder.  He
wakes slowly, with great reluctance, until his warming eye flickers open and meets Dream’s. 
A smile wakes with him, sleep-soft and unfettered.

“You should eat,” says Dream.  Hob doesn’t move, for a moment, and remains with the line
of his gaze bound to Dream’s.  Dream tamps down the shattering urge to press his lips to
Hob’s forehead.

In intervals, Hob rights himself, and Dream resumes his post seated beside him.  He gives
Dream a grateful glance as he lifts the bowl and takes a cautious sip of the broth.  It seems to
go down well enough, because he tucks into it with restrained vigor.  The chewing seems a
challenge, but it’s no match for Hob’s infinite well of persistence.

The movie is rolling.  Hob looks on, wide-eyed, during the rebellious boy’s passionate
monologue, in total and complete absorption.  Some of the historical referencing is lost on
Dream, but he can understand why Hob likes the movie –– it’s a construct of simple
archetypes, all reflective of some fundamental human aspect, and it handles each lovingly. 
There’s something charming in its delineations, and the care with which it depicts them, their
interplay.  It’s far from the cosmic scale Dream’s daily existence operates on.  This is part of
why he finds himself enjoying it.

From below, the New Inn is burbling with life.  Its proximity heightens the insulated sense of
scene –– the TV is the only cast of light, blue and fluorescent, carving Hob’s focused figure
out of only highlight and inscrutable darkness.  Dream wonders again at the changed thing in
him, that finds such happiness in the mundane moments of humanity.

After a while, Hob looks down at the bowl in his hand and comes to some unspoken
conclusion.  Turning, he proffers his bowl to Dream.  Dream blinks at him, but Hob doesn’t
indicate anything else, just re-emphasizes his offer, going so far as to twirl a few noodles
around his fork and hold it out.  There’s such genuine earnestness in his face, a devastating
curl to his mouth, and Dream finds that for all his power there is nothing he can do to fend
against this.

With feigned annoyance, he takes the bite off the offered fork.  It isn’t the same as the first
time –– nothing could be –– but the tooth of the noodles, burst with salt and meaty broth, is
still a lick of bronze down his throat, a single freed firework.



Hob’s smile widens.  It outstrips the taste by leagues.  Satisfied, he returns to polishing off
the last of his dinner.  When he’s finished, he settles back into the couch cushions, lining the
side of his body to Dream’s in one line of contact, so unobtrusive as to seem almost
unintentional.  Dream is aware of every point they meet, the diffusion of warmth into him, far
superior to any balm he could conceive of.

They watch the rest of the movie in relative silence.  When the credits roll, Hob half-yawns,
before it’s cut short by a wince.  He takes one wrist in hand and circles it, slowly, in some
grounding gesture.  It’s a minute tick Dream has noticed in their new intervals of exposure ––
he does not know what it means, only that it seems to bring Hob comfort.

“Perhaps it would be best for you to go to bed, ” Dream offers.  “ The sleep will do you
good.”

Hob nods, then pauses.  A thought has intercepted him, one which makes him send a glance
Dream’s way, mixed of equal parts nervousness and hope.  He takes up the whiteboard.

staying?

Dream looks into the neat curves of the letters, then back up at Hob.

“If you would have me,” he replies softly.  There is so much feathered hope in him it
tightens the back of his throat, almost runs to a tremor in his voice.  Hob’s widening smile, its
crinkling push at the corner of his mink-fur eye, sets the flock in him loose, to soar and turn
arcs in his chest.

Hob rises, leaving the board, and pulls Dream up with him.  They cross the dimly-lit floor in
sock-footed silence.  Through the window, there is only the touch of three-quarters of
moonlight, in a puff of iridescent smoke.  Light does unusual and lovely things to Hob, or
perhaps it is Hob, that works these changes, that folds the things around him into himself.

Without detour, Hob climbs stiffly into bed with a pleased sigh.  Dream is unsure of the
expectation of him.  With an awkward caution, he positions himself on the other side of the
bed, leaving a foot of space between them, turning his head on his pillow to see Hob better. 
He remembers healing here, remembers how the touch of these sheets had been like angels’
wings around him, and the feeling is easily relived, the sweetness of this comfort and
closeness as unadulterated as its first experience.  Hob gives him a slightly perturbed furrow
of his brow, and pats the empty space between them.  When Dream, unsure, doesn’t move, he
pats it again with a bit more vigor.

Dream shifts to close the gap; as soon as he’s within reach, Hob, in halting motions,
gradually adjusts himself so his head rests on Dream’s chest, just below his collarbone, with
one arm bent across his torso.  Though weeks have passed, Dream’s nerves are all still raw
and hyper-aware.  The touch, encompassing, enfolding, burns as something holy, down to his
marrow, to the now-ignited center of himself.  He turns his face just slightly, the tip of his
nose pressed into Hob’s hair, drinking deep from his fresh and chemical shampoo scent,
under which hang the richer notes, the last fading dust of old cologne, the accumulation of
time that is a smell in and of itself.  



Hob hums some sleep-riddled noise of content, before his breathing evens out into the pattern
of sleep.  Dream closes his eyes, though his own gift is not for him.  Instead, he lets his sense
be governed only by touch and smell, and imagines, as a near-painful fantasy, a time where
this, all of this, belongs to him.
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Chapter Summary

A few days. A conversation.
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Hob doesn’t know why, but Dream just.  Stays.

The first morning, Hob wakes with his face against Dream’s collarbone, the hum of him
purring symphonic into his ear.  He doesn’t move an inch.  As the recollection of the previous
night meanders back to him, he recalls, surprised at himself, that he’d coerced Dream into
getting close and settled himself in this manner with a boldness undoubtedly born of
painkiller haze and head trauma.  He’s ridiculously thankful his past self was so cavalier,
because now, this version of him can lay here, held and holding without a second thought. 



Dream’s arm fits precisely around him, as though it was made for this express purpose. 
There’s the feather-faint suggestion of the touch of Dream’s profile, the base of his nose,
slotted against the crown of his head.  

Hob has lived more lives than he can keep track of, and not a one of them holds a candle to
this.  He’s really starting to see the benefits of getting mauled.

And Dream lets it happen.  Even folds himself into the pose of it, the layers and layers of his
outer defenses fallen away in one tumble.  He lets it be .

Hob wakes up like this the next morning.  And the one after.  And it sort of just keeps
happening.  It just keeps going on. 

Dream, repeatedly, makes him breakfast –– he gets absolutely affronted when Hob tries to
help, as though the mere concept is both absurd and offensive.  Hob discovers a new iteration
of Dream’s sternest don’t-cross-me-mortal look, which has the special variation of a tilted
little smile that turns the whole thing grievously charming.  Barred from the kitchen, Hob
does the crossword in the paper –– a light test of his memory, particularly with the obscure
historical references –– and sips tea with honey, because Dream, without fail, puts honey in
his tea, a very little thing that just turns Hob to jello inside.

Dream eats only in a sociable way, maybe half a piece of savored toast and a few sips of tea,
and contributes his two cents (always correct) on the stranger puzzle clues.  He’s got a head
for riddles, unsurprisingly, even if some of the newer references trip him up.  This is the daily
quiet passage of an hour. 

Sometime after, Matthew will tap at the window, bearing a bevy of notes from Lucienne and
the latest from the Dreaming, and he and Dream will confer at the kitchen counter, Dream
muttering over the details around the extension of new realms and the gripes of disgruntled
dreams.  Remarkably, while he holds seemingly unlimited powers of creation in his hands,
the handling of his daily affairs looks rather like a pesky office job.  Hob, letting the tired
aftermath of healing wash over him, will rest his chin gingerly on crossed forearms and listen
to the daily Dreaming news report, just to drift peaceably down the rumbling course of
Dream’s speech.

The day will pass like this.  Some movies, banter with Matthew, a spot of reading in the
afternoon, something to eat for dinner, usually something requiring fewer than three steps,
since Dream actually won’t let him do any sort of labor whatsoever but also, frankly, is not
the most proficient cook in the world.  Hob, without truly conscious effort, finds himself
relaxing into it.  The domesticity.  The development of routine.  In some ways, his inability to
speak makes things a little easier.  He feels no obligation to carry on reporting for Dream, as
he used to.  He can step back.  Listen as Dream settles gradually into a new facet of himself,
one in which the words flow a little freer, in which motion is done without much thought of
questions.  The obscurity of his mysterious persona has been left at the metaphorical door,
and in this place he’s more open.

On the third day, the hole in his chin has closed into a tender white scar, and Hob finds the
internal strength to obliquely make a comment about the jumper.  He’s been thinking about
the jumper more than is reasonable.  The fact that he’s still got it, let alone still wearing it. 



Maybe he’s unaware that it could signify anything –– it’s a particularly human thing, and
Dream, even in his most relaxed self, is perpetually off-axis from human.  The enigma of it
flitters at the back of Hob’s mind, day in and day out.

that needs washing

Dream has got an odd way of working around furniture like it’s a personal challenge to defy
its intentional function, so he’s perched, cross-legged, no less, on the arm of the sofa, fussing
with the TV remote.  They’re watching the Colin Firth version of Pride and Prejudice ,
which Hob stands by as the superior adaptation.  The jumper is more than a little
bloodstained, with frayed divots, intimations of wear, beginning to show in the ribbing of the
collar and cuffs.  He holds the whiteboard out to Dream, who tightens the line of his mouth in
stubborn resistance.

“Hm.”

Hob gives him a raised eyebrow and adds a new statement.  

starting to look gross   

He pairs it with a crooked smile.  It is gross.  And he’s still wearing it.

Dream flickers his eyes to meet Hob’s, decidedly reluctant.  He makes a faint show of
examining the stains.

“I suppose you are correct,” he relents, with a remarkable tonal recovery that makes it
sound like the whole thing was his idea in the first place.  He’s very good at being just a little
insufferable, and Hob thinks it’s a real privilege, to know even this side of him, held as dearly
in his heart as all the others.

Hob clocks his continuing hesitation, and holds up a hand, rising stiffly.  He shuffles off to
his room and rifles through his closet, in search of another article he wouldn’t mind giving
away.  It’s a difficult choice, not because the options are few, but because he realizes, as he’s
looking, that he’d bloody well give Dream his whole flat without a second thought.

He settles on his old ‘98 Winter Olympics pullover, reminiscent of Berlin.  It’s one of his best
–– well-worn, cozy, and more than a little sentimental.  

In the living room, he tosses the pullover at Dream, who catches it with an utter absence of
grace that sets Hob grinning like an idiot.

for you he writes.  As an afterthought, he adds m’lord .

Dream glares viciously at him with such poorly repressed amusement that Hob throws in a
little half bow, just to rub it in.

There’s a beat.  Then, with a defiant raise of his brow, and a look of deadpan seriousness,
Dream pulls on the new sweatshirt over the tie-dye one.   

Hob squints at him.  Dream holds his gaze, totally resistant.



“Now the sight of it will not offend your. Delicate sensibilities.”  

Oh, he’s a real bastard.  Hob’s heart is liable to implode in his chest.

you’re going to melt

“I am quite comfortable.”

listen to reason

“You are far from the voice of reason.”

Hob looks around for something to throw at him.  Finding nothing light enough that he can
do without, he settles instead for shoving Dream off the arm of the sofa, sending him
thumping inelegantly onto the cushions.

“You are only proving my point,” says Dream, just smug enough, the flicker of his
immaculate genuine smile pulling at his mouth. 

you can’t not be sweating Hob insists, stealing Dream’s perch on the sofa arm.

“A small price.”

just to spite me?

“Yes.”

twat

Dream, sprawled back onto the couch, looks down his nose at Hob, eyes half-lidded, a
familiar and wonderfully arrogant smirk across his sharp face that Hob recognizes all too
clearly from back in 1789.  Some things really never change.  

Hob knows he must look like a fool, the way he’s smiling, but Christ, what does it matter?  If
he could talk, right now, he knows in a flash of clarity that he’d say something dangerous and
absurd and honest.  Only because of the delay it takes to turn the buzzing in his bones to
legible writing is he able to resist it, tamp it back down, avoiding pushing his luck any further
than he has already.

As with all things in life, Hob knows well that this, whatever it is, has no guarantees.  There’s
no suggestion of permanence here, as tempting as it is to imagine.  It’s not worth worrying
about the future –– it’s always going to be inscrutable.  There’s always only now.

So Hob, seizing the present by the reigns, throws his whiteboard marker at Dream’s stupid,
self-satisfied, unbearably beloved face, and when he’s rewarded with a brand new expression
of absurdly indignant shock, the first sound he makes in several days of slow-healing silence
is laughter.

 



+++

 

On day five, Hob insists on teaching Dream how to cook.

He bullies his way into the kitchen by belligerently sitting on the counter and refusing to
move.  Dream doesn’t appear sure how to proceed –– evidently there’s a limit to how much
he’ll manhandle Hob.

it’s my kitchen

“You are still healing.”

hardly bedridden.  let me cook.

Dream is as unflinching as a stone wall.  He crosses his arms and narrows his eyes.  He’s
always been imposing when he wants to be, and he’s well aware how to wield that skill.  The
effect is somewhat diminished by the fact he’s still wearing two jumpers (because of course
he is, stubborn prat), neither of which fit him.

you can help

“ ‘Help’?”  

if it’s not beneath you, m’lord

“Hmh.”  Dream huffs in a manner that’s suspiciously akin to a laugh, frowning at him,
though the corners of his mouth are twitching.

It’s a spring day that’s all gray and intangible, its edges diluted with a perpetual velvet rain
that thrums against the windows.  Not a thing could be harsh in this sort of weather –– it’s
plush as a fur coat.  Hob has cracked the windows to hear the breathy fall of that sound better,
and with its steady harmony comes the smell of it, fresh and bright as cut grass.  

Hob smears out his last message with his palm and cheerily writes another. 

it’ll be fun :)

“Is it possible for me to win this argument?”

not a chance

After a bit of mental deliberation, Hob had decides on making soup –– specifically, the first
thing he’d ever learned to cook.  It was a relatively generic Middle Ages “toss it in a pot and
hope for the best” sort of recipe, one he remembered wolfing down after a sweaty, exhausting
day of hard labor.  He hasn’t had it in centuries, but its taste is a fundamental thing to him.  It
was food built to kill starvation –– hot and dense and made richer by hunger –– and he’d
lived off it, until the day he’d met Dream and even a good deal after.  When it had passed out
of fashion, he hadn’t thought much of it.  It was starting to get old, anyways, and there were



new foods, new spices, new everything.  The years had passed, interminably, and until today
he had not thought about it.  Maybe it’s something about Dream’s proximity, all the broadly
spaced memories that float in a pack around him, that pulls old parts of himself up from
Hob’s depths.  Turns him all nostalgic.  

He knows it won’t be the same to have the soup now.  It’s not a replicable experience, not in
full.  But it’s something small and deeply within himself that he hasn’t shared.  With anyone. 
Can’t exactly break out the Medieval recipes without explaining a few things.  And he wants
to give it away, to Dream, as he’s given everything else.  For the sake of it.

Besides, it was easily compartmentalized into tasks the both of them could do, and Hob
hadn’t been lying about letting Dream help.

need veg.  shops? 

“Mm.”  Dream picks at a thread on his sleeve.  He’s avoiding Hob’s eyes.  Hob tilts his head,
writes a new note, nudges Dream’s shoulder with the whiteboard.

don’t worry we both look equally shite.

When Dream does meet his eyes, there’s something nervous in them, but whatever he needs,
he seems to find it.  With a half of a hesitant smile, he shrugs his coat on, over the double
jumpers.  Hob’s breath is fluttery, lighter than whipped cream.

Dream wandering around a grocery store and poking at bags of spicy crisps is not an image
Hob had conceived of before, nor is it one he thinks he’s going to forget.

He’s got a list, and Dream handles it diligently.  Whiteboard in tow, occasionally scrawling
out an opinion or two, Hob follows him around as he scrutinizes a bunch of carrots.  It’s early
evening, just beginning to darken through the overcast sky, and the fluorescents of the
grocery store are a dilapidated sort of white.  It’s a light that lays things bare –– Hob is
certain, with the bandages and bruising paired with the couture look of his rattiest sweatpants
and an olive green cardigan he’d picked up in the 50’s, that he looks like he’s been on a
radical month-long bender and is only now emerging back into society.

Dream’s innate lines and edges are made sharper in the clean cast.  Were it not for the subtle
smoky blue of his eyes, he might be a still frame from a black and white movie, a crisp noir
shot straight from a dime novel adaptation.  Not for the first time, he’s almost bowled over by
the incongruity of it all –– having seen his former stranger once a century for his whole
existence, he’s now been practically living at his house, and is, currently, proffering an onion
for his approval.  He wonders when, if ever, he’ll wake up.

It’s Hob’s local grocery store, one he frequents often, so it’s no surprise the pair are accosted
at the checkout.  Turns out a fellow student from his teaching course had popped in for a
brownie mix, and as Hob is unloading the cart there’s an amiable pat on his shoulder.

“Robert?  Bloody hell, where’ve you been?”



Hob looks up, already smiling.  Part of the reason he was so determined to settle a bit here is
for things like this –– the joyful mundanity of running into someone out in public.  It’s why
he likes the small neighborhood, and the college campus.  All the unplanned chats, they’re
lovely bright spots in his days.

The friend is an older gentleman, Michael, whom Hob had loosely befriended over a shared
desire to teach history.  Were it under any other circumstances, Hob would be raring to pick
up their continual series of minor debates (posing as a history buff meant Hob could
sometimes get away with squabbling about details of battles without giving away he’d
actually been there), but his timing isn’t ideal.  Hob, unfortunately, had not planned a very
good cover story, so he decides to keep it simple.

got mugged.  then laryngitis.  bad luck.

“You joking?  Someone’s got it out for you, eh?”  Michael claps Hob sympathetically on the
shoulder, then appears to notice Dream for the first time.  “Sorry, should’ve introduced
myself.  Michael Brandt.  Schoolmate of Rob’s.  Same teaching course.”

He holds out his hand.  Dream, to Hob’s surprise, takes it unflinchingly, with the most minute
and polite of smiles.

“A pleasure to meet you, Michael.  I’m an old friend of Robert’s.”

Michael seems to do a quick summation in his head, before a light dawns on his face.

“Ah!  You’re the friend!”

Hob suddenly recalls, vividly, one particular conversation he’d had with Michael.  The issue
with night classes was that he was tired, which made his defenses quite a bit lower, so when
Michael had asked how he was, a few days into their knowing each other, Hob had perhaps
been overly honest.  Michael was friend enough to let him ramble a bit about his surprise
reunion with his “insufferably vague old friend dressed like he’s going to a bloody funeral all
the time”, and how truly startling and sort of revelatory it had been to see him, and when he’d
abruptly cut himself off, realizing this maybe wasn’t something to talk about, Michael had
give him a gentle look and assured him he understood entirely.  Whether it had been about
the surface-level story, or if he had done a little astute reading between the lines, Hob had not
been sure.  Now, the borderline shit-eating grin Michael is giving him is really pointing to the
latter.

“The friend?”  Dream sounds not so much puzzled as amused.  Hob carefully avoids looking
at him, because he might combust.

“Rob’s mentioned you, once or twice,”  He gives Hob a wink.  Hob is trying to will his face
to stop burning.  

“Glad you two patched things up, that’s all I’ll say.  Rob was, ah, enthusiastic about it.”

Michael returns his attention to Hob.  “Well, I’ll let the professor know you’ve been smote by
the good Lord or some such.  See you around, yeah?”



Hob scrapes himself together enough for a weak nod, and Michael, whistling cheerily, leaves
Hob to stand there and face Dream’s undisguised bemusement.

“Enthusiastic?  I’m flattered.”

arse. 

“What did you tell him?”

Hob tosses a bunch of carrots onto the checkout belt.

that I was glad to see you.  he’s exaggerating.

“Hm.”  Dream is really quite remarkably good at looking smug enough to be insufferable,
but not so smug it passes beyond endearing.

shut up writes Hob.

“I said nothing.”

Hob underlines it, then circles it a few times for emphasis.  

The smugness in Dream is thawing off into something buried beneath, and Hob finds himself
marveling at the way Dream can smile just through the eyes, through the subtle turn of his
lower eyelids, a near-imperceptible lightening of the inner stars in his pupils.  Christ, the
lengths he’d go to, just to remain the object of that look.

When they reach the exit doors, the light rain, tolerable enough in the short walk there, has
turned into a ruinous downpour.  They shuffle under the awning, backed up to the brick
storefront, the rain beating rapid staccato on the taut canvas overhead.  Hob, whiteboard
under one arm and the bag of groceries held tight to his chest, looks out into the tumbling
sheets of rain.  The street is distorted through the refractions of the water, turned into a
gelatinous suggestion, constantly warping. There’s a pulse of motor-like thunder.  

He turns to Dream, who is watching the torrents with faint dismay, and grins.  Flicks his head
in the direction of home.  Dream furrows his brow incredulously.

“We should wait.”

Hob pushes the bag into Dream’s arms for the express purpose of writing out coward

Dream straightens his back, squinting into the face of Hob’s flagrant challenge.  With a set in
his jaw that smacks of affront, he contemplates the rain sternly, then grabs Hob by the arm
and pulls the two of them out onto the sidewalk.

It’s a frantic dash down the few blocks home, Hob stumbling along in tow, practically blind
against the buckets from above and trusting, quite happily, that he’s being led in the right
direction.  They crash in the back door of the New Inn, sopping wet, Hob’s breath panting
and exhilarated.  He bends over, hands to knees, watching the water pour off him in ribbons. 



No doubt he’s soaked to the bone, and liable to get pneumonia, but the rush of it was entirely
worth the distant consequences.  

When he straightens, he can finally get a decent look at Dream. There’s an aqueduct of
rainwater sloughing off his shoulders and the sodden bottom of his coat.  His hair is plastered
to his forehead and splashed around his ears in geometric peaks.  In concert with the look of
intense and victorious displeasure, he looks like a very wet cat.

“Satisfied?” asks Dream.  He pushes his hair off his face; drops of water hang like new stars
in his eyelashes.

Hob nods, grinning ear to ear.  The only thing louder than the crack of thunder outside is the
roaring thing down the center of his chest.  It gets more familiar, each passing day, but it
never loses its forceful fever pitch.

Dream somehow manages to look disapproving, despite his shadowed smile.

“You are going to get sick.”

Hob shrugs.  If the emerging pattern holds and it really just takes major physical unwellness
to keep Dream loitering around, well, so be it.

They head up the stairs and into Hob’s flat.  Hob sheds his dripping cardigan, deposits the
soggy bag of groceries on the kitchen counter, and retrieves two towels and a new sweater
from the back.  He gets as dry as is possible, and leaves the rest to time.  Post-toweling, his
coat abandoned and drenched on the rack, Dream still looks like a wet cat.  Possibly more so,
with the new tousled disarray.  Hob considers something he hadn’t before.

you can teleport, can’t you

Dream blinks at him.

so you could’ve just done that?

Dream holds Hob’s gaze intently.  Hob knows he’s right; Dream also, clearly, knows this.

He raises his chin, just a hair shy of defiant.

“You challenged me.  I am no coward.”

Hob laughs, as cautiously as he can.  The twinging in his mouth isn’t so bad anymore.  With
any luck, he’ll be back to talking soon.

very brave.  defeated the rain.  chop the carrots, conqueror.

“Hm.”

Hob retrieves a big pot for the stovetop, two cutting boards, and two knives, and sets to work
on the onions.  It’s an exceedingly simple recipe –– pretty much just vegetables and some
barley in broth, and a bit of waiting.  It’s comforting to find that his hands still remember the



steps of it, even navigating around the modern context.  It’s good to know that the most
distant parts of himself are still there.  That he’s accumulating, not just changing.

He makes quick work of the onions and dumps them in the pot.  Dream is doing some
unexpectedly good knife work –– with access to the whole human subconscious, maybe Hob
shouldn’t be surprised –– but this is only the second thing he notices.  

Dream has the sleeves of the jumpers pushed up to his elbows, revealing the pale
construction of his wrists and forearms.  Hob, of course, considers himself thoroughly
modern –– while he’s certainly composed of many layered versions of himself, all
conditioned by their respective eras, the most recent one, with its more current sensibilities,
almost always wins out.  Unfortunately, this is not one of those times, because the Victorian
in him, once scandalized by the mere insinuation of a visible ankle, is going a tad berserk.  

Well.  He’s got nice forearms.  No two ways about it.  While Dream’s body may only be
imitating a human exterior, it does so with exacting artistry, down to the detail of the fine
tendons at the base of his palm, the smooth rise of the bone of his wrist.  Even the faint
suggestion of a muscle’s contour line, a single expert brushstroke.  Right.  Nice.  Yeah.

Hob refuses to let himself wax poetic about the man’s arms, for Chrissake, but it’s taking
every fiber of his being to not stand there gawking like an idiot.  Dream, quite intent on the
work of the carrots, takes a moment to notice Hob’s observing.

“Is this correct?”

Hob yanks himself out of the Victorian era and back to the far less fanatical present day,
though the throat-seizing feeling of it sticks around.  He gives Dream a thumbs up.

into the pot.  parsnips next.

Between the two of them, it’s swiftly done, and after a bit of judicious seasoning (not entirely
true to the recipe, but there’s been a lot of progress in spices between then and now), Hob
takes the first bite from a steaming bowl and settles into a feeling of overwhelming peace. 
There’s a transportive power in it.  He’s never been one to romanticize that portion of his life
–– it was hard, and brutal, and often cruel –– but it’s familiar, and not without its own
beauties.  The still-preserved faces of ancient friends; the White Horse in its first and
rowdiest iteration; the place of his growing up, hard-scrabble as it could be.  It’s a moment to
sit with, fondly, letting the warmth slip down his throat.

“Hm.  This is.  Good.”  Dream is pleasantly tucking in to his bowl, even with a bit of
enthusiasm.  Hob is curious about what it’s like for him –– there are moments where he’ll
pause with his eyes shut, perfectly still, as though blocking out the rest of the space.  He
wonders how Dream experiences things like taste, if he has to construct the mechanisms for
it, or if it’s somehow a different thing altogether, the way some animals can see extra spectra
of colors.

old recipe.  from before I knew you.  haven’t had it in eons.

“Before. ”  Dream gives him a thoughtful look.  “ And you still remember it?”



Hob shrugs.  good memory.  plus, basically lived off this stuff.  backbone of my survival.

Dream looks into the bowl, and takes another bite.  He does the little moment of distance
again, eyes closed, unmoving.  When he swallows, Hob finds himself staring at the column
of his throat, trailing down to the two stupid and glorious collars of his jumpers.

“Thank you.  For sharing it.” 

Hob smiles.  There aren’t words, written or spoken, that could cover the ground he needs.

 

+++

 

Night has decidedly fallen.  With the lmaps off in the flat, the brilliance of the TV screen is
like a floodlight over every shape and form.  Dream is becoming accustomed to the
artificiality of this new light, finding in it a sort of imprecise beauty.  It is unbiased, in its
flatness, cutting contour surgically out of shadow.  It has admirable attention to detail.

He’s seated on the sofa, cross legged, Hob slouched easily next to him.  He has not failed to
notice the way Hob is about touch –– tired, on the edge of sleep, he’s freer with it, settling
himself on Dream’s chest without qualm.  When he’s alert, it’s more subtle.  Like now, when
Hob is not exactly leaning on him, per say, but is maintaining a steady plane of contact
between them, bicep to bicep, knee to knee.  

Dream is far from opposed to this.  It takes a great deal of restraint to not turn his head to
Hob’s shoulder.  But there is a fear in him.  It’s not a new fear –– it’s executioner’s face is
frigid and familiar.  He knows, in some cold and rational citadel within him, that he has
lingered here beyond all reason, only scarcely dodging the axe, and its impending fall.  He’s
operated on technicalities.  If it is Hob who acts, and not himself, perhaps it slips by the
watchful eyes of the Fates.  Perhaps it is less of a transgression.  It is not a permanent
solution, by any means; he feels the urges of his hands growing increasingly ungovernable. 
But it has bought him this time, these dearly wanted days, and for that, it cannot have been a
choice made in error.

Tonight, they’re watching The Princess Bride .  It’s peculiar and enchanting already, though
they are only minutes in.  Dream enjoys most every story –– they are the realm of his
creations, and he understands their fineness intimately –– but this one has a particular spirit to
it, an exultation.  Of all he has seen, so far, it is fast becoming a favorite.

Hob is glued to the screen with rapt attention.  At intervals, he’ll scrawl a note about a
particular line, a move in a swordfight, and often his laugh, raspy from disuse but free and
burning all the same, will punctuate the film.  Dream would like to weave the sound of it into
the threads of the jumpers, wear it with him the same.

“Her favorite pastimes were riding her horse and tormenting the farm boy that worked
there.  His name was Westley, but she never called him that.  Isn’t that a wonderful



beginning?”

He thinks, as he has often, of the cost.  Of what it will do to Hob, if he lets the trembling
thing within him loose.  Dream knows he is not easy.  That he is not always able to be.  And
there is no story, with him in it, that does not end in tragedy.  It’s the rule of the Endless –– do
not involve yourself with mortals in such a way.  It would be a selfishness beyond the pale. 
Already, his want has done damage –– it has spilled Hob’s blood.  He will never get the stain
of it from his palms.

He looks at Hob.  There has been a question in his mind for some time, one which he has
feared the answer to, but it is past time for asking.  He can’t stay much longer –– it is asked
now, or it is unasked.

“How did you contact my sister?”

Hob stiffens.  With a tentative hand, he writes does it matter?  

“Nothing gave Buttercup as much pleasure as ordering Wesley around.”

“Farm boy, polish my horse’s saddle.  I want to see my face shining in it by morning.”

“As you wish.”

Dream can see plainly his desire to dodge the question entirely, but it only strengthens his
suspicion, tightens its tense lines. 

“I would care to know.”  He couches it in gentleness. It is far more than a care.

Hob shifts, discomforted.  His marker hovers over the plane of the whiteboard for some time
before he haltingly writes out a few words.

did lots of research, then an old ritual.   After letting Dream read this brief preamble, he
erases the message, and pauses again.  A minute passes.  Then, with a rigid inhale, Hob
rapidly writes out a scrawling chaos that barely fits into the confined space.

I did have to die but only very very briefly and I’ve done it before loads of times especially in
the wars so it was nothing really used to it fine within the day just didn’t want to kill an
animal didn’t seem right don’t give it a thought please death was lovely about it really

Hob lays the board on Dream’s lap and rubs at the skin of his wrist, looking away.  His
fingers are shaking, his breath tightly controlled.  Dream reads the words.  A second time, to
parse them plain amid their clutter.  

“ ‘As you wish’ was all he ever said to her.”

“Farm boy, fill these with water –– please.”

“As you wish.”



Dream has been a god before.  In Greece, in the oldest times, he had known what it was to
have altars and temples, to be the object of sacrificial prayer.  He has been a ruler for the
whole of his existence, and seen reverence in its every shade –– loving, reluctant, defiant,
fearful.  Little of it moved him.  It was all impersonal.  The loyalty of subjects lay in power
relations, and rarely more.  To give was a matter of course, when it was required to assure a
place in the hierarchy, or his favor.  To give like that was to give to his symbol.  It meant
nothing to him .

He has never been given to like this.

“That day, she was amazed to discover that when he was saying, ‘As you wish’, what he
meant was, ‘I love you’.”

He reads the board a third time.  Everything is quiet around him.  Far away.

Fast and firm, takes Hob’s wrists, one in each hand, to stop the tremor, curving his thumbs
into the divot at the base of Hob’s palms.  The pulse of his heart thrums beneath the skin
there, moving through Dream’s fingers and into the white-hot core of him.  For the first time,
he can feel the fine ring of scar tissue there, and he learns its contours, trusting, knowing, that
he will not be able to know them like this again.

Hob’s eyes against his are wide, softer than a doe’s, speckled with the moving frames of the
screen and near-aglow with the burning thing inside him, that Dream cannot look away from.

“You are more, ” he manages, fierce and low and near-choked, “ than I might ask.  Than I
might deserve.”

It’s not enough.  But there is no arrangement of language that would be.  He holds Hob’s soft
and softening gaze, though his own is growing watery, and prays that he is heard.

Hob doesn’t look away.  Gently, he turns his hands so that he might hold Dream’s wrists as
Dream has his, folding them in his fingers.  He squeezes, just lightly, and gives Dream the tilt
of a smile so beloved it will doubtless destroy him.  He thinks of the glass and the cold, of the
decades of lightless decay.  How Hob had looked for him.

The inevitable end will strike, if he does not do everything to prevent it.  Hob has proven, in
this single revelation, that he will not be deterred easily, and Dream knows there is agony to
come.  But now, just for now, he caves to the overwhelming roar, and drops his head into the
crook of Hob’s shoulder.  Hob adjusts just enough so that the shapes of them fit cleanly
together.  One arm moves to encircle him, and the other keeps hold on his wrist.  Dream leans
into him.  The act is done.  There’s little use in fighting it now.

It will end.  It always ends.  For now, they watch the movie.

 

+++

 



Wesley and Buttercup lay tumbled at the bottom of the hill.  After a time, they force
themselves into motion.  Wesley, bruised and battered, crawls to Buttercup.

“Can you move at all?”

“Move?  You’re alive.  If you want, I can fly.”

“I cannot stay longer.”

Dream is positioned as he was, situated against Hob, with his head placed against his
collarbones.  Hob is still, a moment, then nods, enough that Dream can feel the movement. 
He presses his face into the texture of Hob’s knit sweater, washed in the ridges of its weave,
the softness of the fibers, the emanating warmth of the body beneath it.

Hob clears his throat.  

“Tonight?”  His voice is made fine sandpaper with disuse.  The syllables are clipped.  It is
better than any divine music.  The vibration of it against Dream’s forehead, tucked against
Hob’s neck, is remarkable.  It burrows into him, makes a home of his marrow.

“The morning.  Before you wake.”

Hob nods again.

“I told you, ‘I would always come for you’.  Why didn’t you wait for me?”

“Well…you were dead.”

“Death cannot stop true love.  All it can do is delay it for a while.”

He cannot explain to Hob, what must be.  He can barely force the few words he knows he
must speak now.

“I do not know.  When I can.  Return.  It may be some time.”

Hob shrugs, very lightly.  Dream feels something coiling in him, the beast of guilt, of fear and
knowing.  Its tight claws sink into his gut.  He cannot escape it –– the guilt of knowing Hob
suffered at his hand; the guilt of these indirect lies now; the guilt of what he knows will hurt. 
But it is better that than the Corinthian’s bleeding mouth upon him –– than the inevitable
killing blow of retribution for Dream’s own desires.

“I will never doubt again.”

“There will never be a need.”

“I’ll be here,” says Hob.

Dream drinks this moment, in its sensory completeness, with the ardor of a dying man.



He takes the night, it’s quiet contour, Hob unsuspecting against his chest.  A last act of greed. 
When the dawn begins to press through the window, he inhales deeply.  Perhaps it has only
been five days of “goodbye”.

He rises, and finds the final reserve strength in him, just enough to leave.
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2001.

It’s hot.

The AC unit is rattling in the window.  Loose change in a kicked can.  It’s more noise than
effect.  The air in Hob’s bedroom is dense and still.  It descends over him like a layer of
foam.  The heat makes things viscous.  Thoughts included.  He’s slept with the sheets kicked
off the bed, their folds melting to the floor.  He’s melting, he thinks.  Right into the mattress. 
Getting absorbed.  

The sun is rising.  Hob has seen it, slowly.  The gradation of color lightening over the
ceiling.  He hasn’t slept well.  Not for a while.  Maybe a handful of hours at a time.

The bent spine of a book is a fogged shape in his periphery.  Late night into early morning
reading, for a summer course on Dante.  Not for his teaching program –– few months left on
that –– just something to do.  Dante seems like a bit of a prick, so far.  But the language is
beautiful.

It’s July.  Everything’s burning.  Hard to say much more than that.

Occasionally the rain tamps down the heat a few days, but it’s a losing battle.  The skies, in
the summer, are flatly blue.  Almost all one shade, no shading contour of horizon.  The New
Inn is lively, when the nights turn a cooler cheek, but even it has panting, quiet days.  Hob
gets on with living, as he does.

He lies in bed.  The light drips in under the sill.  It starts to fill the corners of the room, up to
the molding.  It’s probably time to get up.  Would that he had the energy.

Hob manages to raise one arm and look at the ceiling through his spread fingers.  The blood
in his body moves like molasses.  He’s still got Medieval hands.  Sort of pronounced in the
knuckles.  Clear tendons.  Hands for bar brawls.  They’re crisscrossed with six centuries of
minor scars, too many to really remember where each one came from.  Trenches and
shipyards.  Fights.  Lots of them.

He flexes his fingers.  His knuckles pop.  Both his eyes track the motion.  The frames feel
just a little misaligned between the left and the right.  His missing eye is fully restored –– has
been for almost a year now –– but sometimes he suspects it sees differently than the old one. 
Maybe it’s like a phantom limb sort of deal, he supposes.  Maybe he feels like the old one is
still there.  Seeing double.

He’s never lost an organ like that before.  Ruined a few, sure, but never given one up.  Could
be the new eye needs breaking in.  It’s got too much clarity, or something.  Or he’s really just
losing it because the human psyche isn’t intended to process semi-miraculous regeneration. 
Who’s to say.

Absently, he wonders what would happen if his body was destroyed.  If he’d grow back
entirely.  Maybe he’s like the ship of Theseus thing.



The brightness in the room is urging him into considering getting out of bed.  With a sigh, he
forces himself into a sitting position and drags his abandoned Inferno into his lap.  It’s a
newer translation, though Hob is certain he’s got one from the 1500s around the place
somewhere.  Couldn’t very well bring that to class, of course.

His hair is flat to his forehead.  It’s sort of midway through growing out, in the awkward
stages of too short to do anything with and too long to be manageable.  He pushes the strands
back with great exertion.  All things take extra time.  Everything is contemplative and humid.

Ship of Theseus.  It crosses his mind, sometimes.  Especially in certain swaths of summer. 
The handful of apocalyptic days where all there is to do is lie there and sweat and passively
let old things be dredged up from the tar.

Acutely, lately, he’s found himself looking back.  He’s done unforgivable things, in his life. 
Little good comes from forgetting them and dwelling on them alike.  The heinous facts, they
slough off their burial grounds with ease on these post-sleepless, melting mornings.  He
doesn’t know what to do with them.  The act of acknowledging them doesn’t make them go
away –– it’s not that simple.  

After the 1789 meeting, he hadn’t changed his trade right away.  It’s this that really haunts
him.  He hardly remembers his own rationalization –– it didn’t hold weight enough to bear
remembering.  That’s worse, somehow.  That he doesn’t recall why he’d delayed.  That it had
probably been a bureaucratic choice.  A “pragmatic” one.  Not until the brutal nightmares did
he make the move to stop.  Of all his wrongs, this is the one that is the greatest.  He knows
least how to handle it. 

Little holds a candle to it.  Atrocities in war, they seemed par for the course, at the time, and
though their gruesomeness is more immediate, it doesn’t compare.  There’s blood on his
hands enough to wash a nation, he’s sure.  He’s known it was wrong for centuries.  But that’s
not really enough.  He can’t just.  Move on.  From what he was.  He can face it, and it stays
there.  It will always stay there.

It’s not a process of making up for it.  There’s no canceling it out.  He makes up for the
smaller debts of his life by minute kindnesses, where and when he can give them, but that’s
paying forward more than outweighing anything else.  And the magnitude of his unforgivable
behavior in the 1700s is beyond compensation.  There’s nothing for it besides living with it. 
He has to live with it, and keep living with it.

In part, it’s why he wants to teach history.  The worst of what was needs to be spoken and
retold, not so people like him, who acted in it, can somehow absolve themselves, but so those
who haven’t know what it was, so it continues to be lived with.  The horror of it can’t just be
nodded at.  It has to be carried and examined.

Hob knows he’s not the same person anymore.  He’s not the same person he was in 1389, or
1526, or 1702, or 1998.  There are bits and pieces that have stayed similar shapes, but even
those fluctuate.  It’s hard to hold on to what he is, sometimes.  The iterations, they don’t just
vanish.  They just pile up.  He’s himself, and never that.



The timbers change –– the masts change –– the boards change.  No constants.  Only sort of
still Theseus’ ship. 

He thumbs through the pages of the book, made faintly tacky with the sweat off his
fingertips.  He’d barely made a suggestion of a dent in it –– must’ve dozed off for an hour or
two somewhere after the first few lines.  With a yawning breath, he rubs the sleep from his
eyes and takes another crack at it.

 

E come queri che con lena affannata,

uscito fuor del pelago a riva,

si volge a l’acque perigliosa e guata:

 

cosi l’animo mio, ch’ancor fuggiva,

si volse a retro a rimirar lo passo

che non lasciò già mai persona viva.

 

And like one with laboring breath,

come forth out of the deep onto the shore,

who turns back to the perilous water and stares:

 

so my spirit, still fleeing,

turned back to gaze again at the pass

that has never yet left anyone alive.

 

He makes it that far and no father before he decides he’d really be better off with a cup of tea
and his reading glasses and maybe a bite to eat before class.  It’s a process, detaching himself
from the sweltering grip of his bed, but he’s nothing if not persistent. 

He hits the shower, makes breakfast, and settles at his kitchen counter, crunching on a piece
of sourdough toast and undertaking the task of a few cantos.  He puts a spoon of honey in his
tea.  If he thought about it, he hadn’t used to do that, but he’d gotten used to it, for that
unusual week of last April.  It was a taste that had a vividness in it now.  Though he tries not
to think of that week too often, it comes back to him unbidden –– in certain tastes, in The



Princess Bride , in the vacancy in bed beside him.  He’s sliced it a thousand ways, and he still
can’t quite follow why Dream stayed so long and then, as though turning a corner, left so
abruptly.  If he tries to puzzle it out too long, he gets trapped in it, and finds at its center the
same fear 1889 –– that somewhere, he’d overstepped.  

The air in the kitchen is a bit cooler, and the smooth stone of the counter flush against his
forearms draws some of the heat out of his body.  From the other room, the AC adds muted
percussive counterpoint to the placid silence.  Hob sips his tea, lets the floral sweetness linger
on his tongue, and thinks about the feel of his cheek pressed below a sharp collarbone, the
vibration of an unknowable hum.  He tries to stop thinking about that, and think about Dante. 
His success is limited.

He hasn’t heard from Dream since.  There’s no surprise in this.  That doesn’t make it feel
much better.  Christ, he can’t not analyze it.  It was plain to him –– there was something
changed.  Dream had been nearer to a stranger, the end of that last night.  Something
unrecognizable circling in him.  A hidden thing chewing at his look.

Hob wonders if he’d done something wrong.  

He adjusts his glasses and turns the page.  There’s time enough to agonize over it later, as he
has before, as he knows he will again.  He’s got to wrap this up before class.

 

Ah giustizia di Dio! tante chi stipa

nove travaglie e pene quant’ io viddi?

e perché nostra colpa sì ne scipa?

 

Ah, justice of God!  who stuffs in so many

strange travails and punishments as I saw?

and why does our own guilt so destroy us?

 

+++

 

2004.

“Right, draft papers are due next Tuesday.  And I mean due , not ‘started’ or ‘considered’.  If
you’ve got questions, or comments, or just want to chat about football or the meaning of life
or whatnot, my office is always open.”



November hangs around Hob’s shoulders like a wet scarf.  It’s the perpetually damp limbo,
the time of year where there’s always a fine mist in the air and you find yourself stumbling
inside wet and chilled in spite of the feeling that you hadn’t been rained on at all. 
Concurrently, it’s also the time for mid-term papers in Professor Gadling’s “Rilke’s Die
Sonette en Orpheus : Poetic Works in Translation” course.  Hob, having picked up at least a
conversational grasp of most languages, has always been interested in the process of
translation.  It’s a difficult linguistic line to walk –– the obligation to preserve authorial intent
against the literary sensibilities of working in a new medium, one with different rhythms and
colloquialisms and shades of subtext.  How can you convert to a new language without losing
the subtleties of the original text?  And some words don’t have translations –– what then?  It
makes him think about language, really, about how vital and limiting it is.  

It’s one of two undergraduate seminars he’s been assigned –– the other is a survey on the
Hundred Years War, in which he has to avoid consistently correcting the books on the
grounds of personal experience.  Hob’s latest lightly fabricated backstory places him as a
historiographer specializing in English history in the 1400s and the 1700s, with some
graduate school time in Berlin to justify his excellent German.  It’s not as though he’s lying,
really.  Just couching the truth in plainclothes.

The students file slowly out of the classroom with a chorus of polite thank you’s, each one in
varying stages of end-of-semester exhaustion.  All anyone’s thinking about now is final
exams, term papers, crashing through the last dead sprint and into winter holidays.  Hob is
looking forward to the holidays –– he’s been pre-invited to a few faculty Christmas parties,
and he’s made enough friends that he’s more than looking forward to it.  He can’t recall the
last time he had such a consistent community.  He wishes, as he has before, that he could stay
in this one.

“Professor Gadling?”

One of his students, a freshman literature major with an ardor for Greek mythology, is
standing at his desk.  She’s got the nervous posture of a first-year, and while she talks little in
class, her written responses are always sharp and insightful.  Hob has discovered this is the
best part of teaching –– the students, his brief and unique involvements in their lives.

“Brittany.  What can I do for you?”

Brittany thumps her backpack on the floor and rifles around until she produces a slim
volume, an older copy of the Rilke text for class.  Hob has limited the scope of the course to
half of Rilke’s 26 sonnets, in a broad range of translations, but Brittany thumbs through the
complete German edition until she reaches one that’s off the syllabus.

“I, um, you know German, right?”

“That I do.”

“Right.  So, I, I know it’s not, um, for class, but I was wondering, if you could translate this
one?  For me?  I’m, I know there are, you know, serious English translations out there but this
one is my favorite and I was really interested in what a more colloquial German translation
would sound like, if it’s a bother––”



“No, no, not in the least.”  Hob smiles.  Brittany’s got an instinct for rhythm and color when
it comes to textual analysis, and he admires her good ear, her curiosity.  He shrugs on his
cardigan and slings his messenger bag over his shoulder.  “Where are you off to?”

“Back to my res hall.  To, ah, write my paper draft, actually.”

“Brilliant.  I’m headed the same direction.  I’ll take a crack at it while we walk, eh?”

Brittany’s face brightens as he takes the book.  She grabs her backpack, and the two exit the
hall, off down the main swath of campus.  It’s a low-hing foggy day, rich and rainy and
smelling of damp leaves.  There’s a premonition of winter in the air –– a certain sharpness, a
razor-thin edge of frost.  It’ll be snowing in a few weeks.

“Can’t promise it’ll be on par with the Mitchell or the Young versions,” says Hob, retrieving
his reading glasses from his cardigan pocket and settling them on his face.  “But let me see…
sixteen, was it?”

“Yes, sir, Professor.”

“Right-o.  Hm.  Du, mein Freund, bist einsam –– you, my friend, are lonely…”

It’s a lovely poem, not one he's intimately familiar with, though he’s certain he’s read a
translation before (or read it when it was published).  He does his best to give an approximate
translation, less strictly poetic, more rough around the edges.

Brittany walks with her eyes towards the ground, a faint look of concentration on her face. 
Her solemnity is a mode of listening –– she takes it seriously.  Hob finds a bright spot of joy
in this.  A simple thing to share, really, his knack for German.  But it’s nice to be able to give
it to someone.  Though he’s far from metrically sound by sonnet rules, he does his best to
preserve the sense of it, the feel.  The last few stanzas trip him up a bit, managing the literal
versus the literary, but he pushes on.

“ Sieh, nun heißt es zusammen ertragen –– ‘look, we now endure together’ –– no, ah, hm. 
Alright.  ‘Look, our work is really the same, to endure’, ah, Stückwerk und Teile, als sei es
das Ganze , ‘piecework and parts, as if it was the whole’.  Hm, no, better said ‘fragments and
parts, as if they were the whole’, I think.  Do you mind if I jot down my version?”

“No, no, not at all,” says Brittany.  She swings her pack around to the front of her and rifles
through its pockets, crammed with tortured papers and ripped sticky notes and pens, until she
at last procures a pencil.  “It’s my copy, not from the library, and I’d like to have it, as a
reference.  Sort of for my paper.  I’ll explain when you’re done.  Actually, I wanted to ask
you about that, too.”

Hob takes the pencil, grinning.  “Going off-syllabus, eh?  You’ve got me curious.  Right. 
Hm.  Dir helfen wird schwer sein… ”

They pass between stone walls entangled in ivy, the overcast light beginning to darken into a
colorless dusk.  Soon, the streetlamps will stretch and blink alive, and the moodiness of the



gray will take on a cinematic cast.  Hob hastily notes out the last adjustments to his
translating as they reach the front doors of Bethany’s student hall.

“Right.  Best I’ve got for a five-minute job –– not entirely literal, of course, ah, maybe more
in line with the sensibility.  And not a jot of meter or rhyme in the bloody thing, mind, but a
fair attempt on the whole.”

The dim evening drapes itself in folds over the shapes of the steps, the hewn face of the
building.  Hob clears his throat.  He’s never been much of a reciter –– what with all his new
identities, he’d be a force of nature as an actor, but he’s not quite as comfortably reading
poetry.  It always ends up feeling too close to him to be spoken.  But Bethany looks
expectant, and it’s hardly anything to ask of him, so he peers at the tilted scrawl of his mid-
walk handwriting and makes a go of it.

 

“The reason, friend, you are lonely…

We work with words and pointings,

bit by bit making the most brittle,

the most threatening part of the world our own.

 

“Who of us could point to a scent? ––

But much of what threatens us,

you can feel…  you know the dead

and shudder at the spell.

 

“Look, our work is really the same –– to endure

fragments and parts, as if they were the whole.

It’s hard to help you.  Above all: never plant

 

“me in your heart.  I grow there too well.

But I will guide my Lord’s hand and say:

Here.  This is Esau in his fell.”

 



He lingers on the page, just a moment, then shuts the book swiftly, with a soft thump.  It’s got
a familiar cant to it.  Maybe he has read it before.

“Or something of that sort, anyways.”

Brittany takes the book and holds it in her hands, looking thoughtfully into its cover.  A
gaggle of chattering students passed by them, trundling up the steps and colliding into the
door.  Everything here is in perpetual motion, if not with him, then around him in one
rampant, rushing tide.  Hob loves this, too.  The proximity of things happening.

“So, paper topic, hm?” he prompts gently.

Brittany is drawn back from her reverie.  “Right. Paper.  I wanted to, um, use this one, even
though it’s not on the list, and, um, compare a few versions of this piece?  Sort of pick apart
how they handle the restructuring of stanzas?  And, um, how that, that affects the thesis of it,
right?  The nature of the relationship between the sort of animal figure, you know, um, the
dog, the sensory, and the human construction, the, the, um, the rational.  How changing the
order of words and lines also changes what the lines mean.”

Her voice picks up in enthusiasm and vigor as she walks him through it.  It’s the energy of
the true admirer of the craft –– the particular way someone can only talk about what they
really love.  Listening to her divert into the effect of metrical adherence in translation on
poetic meaning, Hob thinks, not for the first time, that he’s one unbearably lucky man.

She winds down after a few minutes, having outlined a paper Hob is quite actively looking
forward to reading.

“That sounds remarkable, Brittany,” he says.  He means it, as he always does.  “Come to
think of it, I might have a decent secondary reading around for you, on, ah, on, well, actually,
I’ll take a look this evening.  On interpretation.  But really, you’ve got more than enough of a
handle on what you’re doing.”

Brittany smiles.  “Thanks, Professor.  Really, I really appreciate it.”

“Of course.  Always happy to help.”  He looks up into the descending clouds –– they hang
heavy with the omen of rain.  “I’d best be getting on.  Have a good night, then.”

“ ‘Night, Professor Gadling.  See you Thursday.”

The walk home is subdued and carved up by a wintry breeze.  Hob pulls his cardigan around
him tighter –– he can’t fathom why he hadn’t brought his jacket –– and picks up the pace. 
The one good thing about the chill, really, is that it lends a special edge of divinity to the
warmth of his flat once he gratefully steps inside.  He flips on the lamps, heats up some
leftovers, draws the blinds against the overcast and settling night.  With the fun part of the
day wrapped up, there’s work to be done.  He’s to find the essay for Brittany, an Umberto Eco
piece he faintly recalls as being relevant, then lesson plans to finalize, and then he really
should get around to looking over a handful of essays from the Hundred Years’ War course. 
Not that he loves the labor of it less –– it makes the whole job more rewarding, really, that it
requires the quiet devotion of work.  It’s also a little tedious sometimes.



After scarfing his supper, he fixes up a cup of something herbal with honey and turns on a
little background music, for company.  He settles on his old Station to Station vinyl, sets it
playing the ambient oddness of the title track, and begins the hunt for his Eco essay
compilation.

The state of darkness and the soothing soundtrack makes the time pass unnoticed.  Only
when the words of a student’s piece start wobbling and hovering off the paper does he realize
it might, in fact, be getting a bit late for this.  He presses onward, stubborn, very tired.  As
though farther than it is, the record distantly plays Word on a Wing .  

“ Oh, sweet name, I call you again, you’re born once again for me. ”

It sounds too quiet.  Hob blinks.  He blinks again, more slowly.

“ Just because I believe, don’t mean I don’t think as well –– don’t have to question everything
in heaven or hell.

“ Lord, I kneel and offer you my word on a wing. ”

He’s standing on a beach.  

It’s rendered in mercurial shades of gray.  The shore, one foam-laced ribbon, spools broadly
in front of him, the tides of it just lapping at the toes of his shoes.  Underfoot, there’s a bed of
mixed pebbles, slate and granite and volcanic stone, all halfway ground to sand.  The pale
waves rear their equine necks against rising crops of black stone, pulled into towers from the
seafloor.  The horizon, distant, bleeds into fog, removing any delineation between clouded
sky and clouded water.

Hob gazes out into the transient peaks and troughs.  A thin breeze cards its fingers through
his hair.  It smells of rain and salt.

It’s a scene of beautiful brutalism, he thinks.  All architectural planes and angles, made
diffuse in the haze.  He wonders where this is –– it’s not a place he remembers, though it
feels powerfully familiar.  He crouches to press his hand into the gravelly sand.  It’s cool as
marble under his palm.  

He rises.  He starts to turn around.

With a jolt, his body snaps him awake.  He rubs his eyes.  Must’ve dozed off.  He guess it’s
been hardly a minute –– the same song is still playing.

“ Just as long as I can walk, I’ll walk beside you, I’m alive in you. ”

Right.  Past time to call it a night.  He shuffles up the half graded papers into a neater pile on
his kitchen counter.  Tries to recall if he’s seen that beach before.  But the brief dream is
quick to fade –– already it’s only an impression, gray and sounding of water.  

"Sweet name, you’re born once again for me. ”

Hob goes to bed.



 

+++

 

2009.

Hob dreams of gates.  

It happens at least once a week.  Maybe more.  It’s hard to be sure — in the mornings, he
remembers them vaguely, then not at all.  He only truly holds on to an aftertaste of stranger
air, and a tiredness to prove he hasn’t slept well.

The university, now that his diligent dedication to teaching has become obvious, has moved
him up the academic ladder a bit.  He’s within arm’s reach of being a tenured professor, and
can roughly teach what he wants, which means, this term, he’s running a course on
contextualizing the letters of Abelard and Heloise in relation to religious development in the
Early Middle Ages (because it’s interesting) and a course on Spenser’s The Faerie Queene
(because it’s interesting, but also because he’d met the man, and thought he was a bootlicking
holier-than-thou twat, and any excuse to throw his work to the slavering and critical jaws of
ambitious undergraduates was a good excuse indeed).  He’s found he enjoys pushing back
before the period of his own life for a class, when he can, like with Abelard and Heloise.  It’s
weirdly comforting to grapple with history he hasn’t lived himself.

Being the middle of the spring term, he’s been busy –– busy with lesson plans, with the
communal hell of faculty meetings, with new students clogging up his office at all hours of
the day.  That last one, it’s really his own fault.  He’d dropped one too many arrogant
comments about his expertise in history past the 1300s and now it’s become something of a
campus challenge to find an event on which he doesn’t have a vehement opinion.  Hob sees
no harm in it, far as he’s concerned.  Sort of fun to have a reputation.  And also an excuse to
debate.

But he’s busy, most of the time, happily frenetic, jogging to class with a coffee sloshing in
one hand and a bundle of tightly-clutched papers still threatening to take off in the other.  He
loves the work; the company of fellow professors; the students, even the ones who hate the
material.  It’s a good life, and one that keeps him up late and hauls him out of bed early.  He’s
thankful for his immortal constitution, sometimes.

He’d fallen asleep at the counter again, tonight, and snapped back to waking with the texture
of gravel on his mind.  Bleary and resigned, he’d abandoned his notes on Book V of
Spenser’s semi-insufferable tome and stumbled off to bed.  The moment his head hit the
pillow, he’d blacked out, and opened his eyes to the beach.

As soon as he’s in the dream, he remembers all the ones preceding.  They’re all the same ––
the gray tumble of the water, the undulating fog, the black rocks leaping from the waves.  The
gates rising behind him, viewed for a second before he’s pulled back to consciousness.  It’s
getting predictable.  It's been years of this, now.  



This time around, he spends some minutes observing the scene, the way its harshness makes
it lovely.  Being in it is akin to being held in some way.  It’s some closeness he doesn’t
understand or question.

He grows curious, as he always does.  He turns to look behind him.

From the plane of rough sand and rock rise immense gates, craning up until they break the
underside of the low clouds.  They’re carved in intensive detail –– Hob can’t make out what
they depict, but their artistry is unsettling and very difficult to turn away from.  So he doesn’t
turn away.  He stands still, feeling so incredibly small, tilting his head up to capture their full
scope.  Tonight, for the first time, he hasn’t woken yet.  He’s still here.

He takes a step towards the gates.  Still here.  Gently takes another step.

He feels some instinct to move slowly and softly, and so the steps of his approach are
measured carefully.  It’s like approaching a cornered animal.  All about taking your time,
being relaxed, being calm.  The breeze toys at his shoulders, sneaks at the cuffs of his shirt. 
He’s in an older style of garb, here, a tunic and breeches, but it changes every time, and every
time it feels correct.  Time is unusual here, doubled back on itself in fabric folds.  Medieval
and modern turn harmonic and coexist easily.

It takes longer than anticipated to reach the gates.  He knows he gets closer, but they seem to
simultaneously grow distant.  Their impossible size does funny things to his sense of scale. 
They’re not foreboding, per say, but they’re blunt about their purpose –– they keep things
out, hell or high water.  Hob finds their honesty charming.

When he reaches them, he hears the sound.  Under the murmured nothings of the breeze, the
crunch of his boots against the shore, is another note, so deep it hardly passes for sound and
becomes heard as touch.  It intensifies as he draws near, until, face to face with the unmoved
stone, it’s ripping enough to set the cores of his bones vibrating in resonance.

It’s a hum like the crumpling of stars, like the sound of burning hydrogen in a vacuum. 
Cautiously, but unable to stop himself, he presses his palm flat to the door.  The hum runs
through him in one great shiver.  He places his other hand against the gate.  He could hardly
fail to recognize the sound –– he looks for it everywhere, and remembers it so plainly it never
leaves his mind.  For nine years, from the moment it was first heard, it’s been echoing along
under his own rhythm of heartbeat and breath.  It’s almost a part of him, really.  He spreads
his fingers over the ridges and curves of the carved stone; the hum coils into his knuckles,
tremors down the tendons of his hand, as if curling itself around him.

Hob pushes on the gate.  It’s beyond his capacity to move, but there aren’t rules like physics
and whatnot in a dream, far as he’s concerned, and he decides that if he chooses to open it, he
can open it.  

He chooses to open it.  Puts his full weight into it.  Nothing.

He decides again, this time more forcefully.  He decides he’d like to get in.  With brute
persistence, he leans onto the gate, arms and shoulders tense, feet digging into the traction of
the rocky shore.  He decides .



The gate moves a fraction of an inch.  The hum knocks him back.

Hob wakes up.

March’s heady green cologne lilts through his open window.  The light is milky dawn.  He
snatches at the thin tails of the dream, but they elude him.  He remembers a pulse like a purr
under his hands.  Nothing else.

He stares up into the ceiling.  Absently, he curls and straightens his fingers.  In the gaps
between his knuckles, he feels the faint afterimage of the hum, low, real.

Chapter End Notes

begging u all to listen to word on a wing it's achingly beautiful dear lord above
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just. still in awe. my inbox runneth over with your bevy of kind words, and I thank you
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thank you, as ever, for reading <3
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please enjoy two scenes of varying emotionality <3 <3 <3

See the end of the chapter for more notes

December 3rd, 2011.

“Rob, you cannot possibly have all of them memorized.”

“Alright alright alright, maybe not all of his bloody stupid sonnets.  But a fair stack of ‘em,
I’d wager.”

Deanna Volkov, the longtime head of the Literature Studies department and Hob’s arch-
nemesis in the realm of Shakespearean debate, scoffs audibly.  Hob takes a long swig of his
beer.  It’s the first faculty party of the season, though the term hasn’t ended yet, and the
Damoclean sword of paper grading still hangs over his head.  For tonight, he’s decided not to
think about it, and is instead gearing up to support his most audacious claim of the season. 



“Went through a phase about it,” claims Hob.  He’s seated at the bar of the New Inn –– being
the owner, and eager to pack his pub with friends, he’d offered it up to host –– surrounded by
a motley and increasingly tipsy pack of humanities professors.  “One of my, ah, mates, was a
big fan of the prat, so I thought, may as well know my enemy, eh?”

It’s not far off from the truth.  Was Hob maybe a bit miffed over the whole getting-ditched-
for-Shakespeare thing, at the time?  Goddamn right he was.  Did he, for roughly the next
century, make a point to snatch up his work as it was released in an effort to decipher
whatever it was that was so bloody great about him?  Somewhat embarrassingly, yes.  At the
time, he’d held a competitive fixation on the playwright, and railed against him at every
opportunity  –– nowadays, his wounded pride has recovered more than enough to admit some
of his work is pretty good, though he wouldn’t say he’d live and die by it.  It’s far more fun to
pick a side than play the middle, though, and Deanna is a vehement lover of Shakespeare, so,
for the sake of a rousing recurring argument, he cheerily plays up his dislike.

“You’re a bloody fuckin’ liar, that’s what you are,” says Deanna.  “I don’t believe you.”

“Oh?  Are you challenging my expertise, Volkov?”

“I bloody well am.”

“Ah!  Conflict!”  Antony, a Florentine native and senior lecturer from the Italian department,
smacks Hob heartily on the back.  “Shall we make a game of it?”

The gaggle of professors shuffles into a loose ring around Hob and Deanna.  Hob finishes off
his drink in one gulp and grins down Deanna’s incredulity.  It’s getting late, and while he
wouldn’t say the faculty affairs are particularly rowdy (most of the time), everyone’s a
suitable number of drinks in to get overly and enthusiastically invested in a good old
fashioned duel.

“I say we shall,” says Hob.  He’s brimming with overblown confidence.  He’s on his third
round, still well in control of himself, but riding a pleasant buzz, humming and warm in his
cheeks and the tips of his fingers.

“ Fantastico .”  Antony waves over the barkeep.  “Round of vodka shoots, per favore .”

The bartender lines up a row of shot glasses, fills them with vodka.  Antony takes up the
referee’s position between Hob and Deanna, placing a solemn hand on each of their
shoulders.

“The contest will proceed as follows –– Deanna, you name a sonnet.  Hob, you recite it.  If
you get it correct, Deanna takes a shot.  If you fail, you take a shot.”

“How do we decide who wins?” asks Hob.

“One of you dies, I assume.”

“Then you’ll be carting me out on a stretcher,” says Deanna, rifling viciously through her
pockets.  She retrieves her car key and hands it off to one of her Literature Studies



compatriots.  “I’ve got a complete set of the sonnets in my car, run and grab them?  I’ll be
checking you word for bloody word, you cocky arse.”

Hob rolls his sleeves up with aplomb.  “You just carry those around with you?”

“Never know when I’ll need ‘em.”

The volume of sonnets is retrieved and placed in Deanna’s eager hands.  Antony thumps each
contestant on the back.

“ Vinca il migliore , friends.  Let the games begin.”

Deanna slams open the book to a random page.

“Right then, Gadling.  Let’s see the Bard in action.  One hundred and nine.”

Hob clears his throat dramatically.

“Oh!  Never say that I was false of heart, though absence seemed my flame to qualify, as easy
might I from my self depart as from my soul which in thy breast doth lie: that is my home of
love…”

It’s a cutthroat, high-stakes, ridiculous battle.  Hob sails through 109, then 76, then 132  ––
Deanna takes her shots with gritted teeth, while Hob’s small army of supporters roars and
wallops him on the back. The New Inn is as boisterous and bright as he remembers the White
Horse, made better by the free-running drinks and the company and the thrill of a very stupid
literary cage match, and it’s a glorious thing.  Hob laughs; Deanna swears a blue streak. 
Around the middle of 13 he transposes a few words; Deanna seizes on this with vindictive
delight.  He loses a few words here and there in 44, swings back around to victory for 60, and
eventually the thing goes on so long his throat is raw from vodka and both he and Deanna are
only loosely following the thread of events.  It’s all loud and radiant and happy and Hob
thinks that it’s a bloody brilliant thing to be here, to just be here .

“You.”  Deanna slams down another loser’s shot and coughs, hissing a breath through her
teeth.  “You.  You stupid sod.  Tosser.  Arse.  Nineteen.”

Hob is swaying gently in his seat, like a sailboat drifting just offshore.  The words are all
doing little swimming laps in his head, but he’ll be damned if he backs down now.  

“Nineteen?  Hmh…twenty-nine.   ‘S nothing. Nineteen.”

He actually remembers 19 fairly well.  It’s one he’d liked (grudgingly, at the time of its first
reading), and he’s sure he’s got this handily in the bag.

“Devouring Time,” he recites, overflowing with gravitas, “blunt thou the lion’s paws, and
make the earth devour her own sweet brood; pluck the keen teeth from the fierce tiger’s jaws,
and burn the long-lived phoenix in her blood––”

“Christ,” mutters Deanna.  “You can’t be serious.”



“Make glad and sorry season as thou flee’st, and do whate’er thou wilt, swift-footed Time, to
the wide world and all her fading sweets; but I forbid thee one most heinous crime––”

“You are a bastard,” says Deanna.  “You are an insuffin–– insef–– infuf–– bloody fucking
bastard.”

“Oh!” exclaims Hob, grinning broadly.  “Carve not with thy hours my love’s fair brow, nor
draw no lines there with thine antique pen; him in thy course untainted do allow for beauty’s
pattern to succeeding men.”

He pauses.  Shit.

“Ah…”

Deanna’s entire face brightens with glee.  “Oh!  Oh ho!  Forgotten, have you?”

“No no no no no, g’me a sec, g’me one sec, Chrissake, ah…”

There’s a tense hush over the crowd.  The Inn has been emptying slowly, and now only the
faculty partygoers remain, piled around the site of the duel.  Hob endeavors to focus.  It is not
easy.  He’s feeling a touch (more than a touch, actually) wobbly in the head, and the pressure
is on, and thinking of Shakespeare always makes him think of Dream, which is unfortunately
a tad distracting.  He’s not of the moping about mindset –– he tries to avoid dwelling on the
current state of affairs, the issue of whatever it was that’d spooked him off, again.  Tries not
to think of the mornings.  Of falling asleep and waking with him there.

God, what was the last bit?  Hob wracks his brains.  He’s not confident he’ll survive another
shot, nor will his pride.  It’s on the tip of his tongue…

“You lose , Gadling!” cackles Deanna.  “You––”

“Yet, do thy worst old Time: despite thy wrong, my love shall in my verse ever live young! 
Hah!”

The crowd erupts into a deafening cheer.  Deanna smacks him on the knee with the book,
which sort of hurts, but he’s riding the high of victory and not a thing could drag him down.

“I can’t fuckin’ stand you.”

“C’n we call it here?” asks Hob, holding out an unsteady hand.  “In the ‘n’trest of health ‘n
safety ‘n shit.”

Deanna seizes his hand.  “Thank fuck you asked.  Was plannin’ on bloody dying here.”

With a groan, and by the grace of God, she rises, supported by her comrades.

“I think,” she says, “it’s time for bed.”  She gives Hob a wavering salute.  “Well fought,
soldier.”

Hob returns the gesture.  Nearly smacks himself in the eye, but so be it.



The crowd of his associates, with thanks and warm goodbyes and handshakes, stumbles in a
rough mass out the door.  Hob basks in the feeling of being known.

In the quiet after they leave, he takes a moment to sit and submerge himself in the glow of the
New Inn and the reverberations of all the company it’s held.  It’s all that glorious soft light,
like a cloak around him, all warming eiderdown.  He’s grateful to his past self for being such
a stickler for the lamps.  Elbows on the comforting solidity of the bar, he tilts his head back,
eyes closed, and breathes deep.  It’s old woodsmoke and hops and oak, and while it’s not the
smell of the White Horse, it’s as close to home as he could wish to get.

Lights off and doors locked, he gets upstairs, staggering only slightly, manages pajamas, and
crawls into bed.  It’s been a good day, all in all.  And now he’s comfortable, and really nearly
halfway to snoring, and then, because of course he is, he’s thinking about Dream again. 
Christ.  He doesn’t want to think about Dream, about his rare and gentle smile and his hair
soaked and plastered to his forehead and the sweaters and the whole nine yards and, well, at
this point it’s a lost cause.   

He squeezes his eyes shut.  No no.  He can stop it.  He wills himself to just.  Fall asleep.  

Surprisingly, he falls asleep.

When he opens his eyes, he’s facing the gates.  The memories of them come flooring back in
one swoop, and it’s all made familiar again.

It’s weird, being drunk and also dreaming.  He doesn’t feel extremely drunk, right now,
craning his neck to stare up their imposing heights.  But he’s a little woozy, and the edges of
the space are rolling, just faintly, as though they’re a touch unstable.

He’s been at the gate innumerable times now.  He always makes an effort to get it open, but
he’s rarely gotten very far.  Once, about a year ago, he’d managed enough movement to peek
through a narrow crack, steal a glimpse of a verdant flower-speckled meadow and the rising
form of a distant castle, before he’d been thrown back into waking.  He tries every time ––
because he’s not sure what else to do, and because he feels, instinctively, that he should.

Tonight is no different, he thinks with resignation.  Back at it.  He rolls his shoulders, braces
his hands against the door, and with a deep breath, gives the gate a monumental shove.

It swings open with so little resistance that he finds himself stumbling headlong into the soft
green field.  

He freezes.  

Nothing happens.  

A breeze fresh as a dewy buttercup winds around his head, moves sweetly through the waves
of grass, humming an indiscernible melody.

He waits.  Still nothing.  He’s still asleep.



With abundant caution, he rises to his feet.  He stands in a knee-high plain of the lushest
green he’s ever imagined, looking down its richly rolling curves.  Beyond it lies a lake so
clear it’s an unbroken mirror, and beyond that, accessible by the smooth arc of a stone bridge,
is a towering castle of white and gold and immeasurable detail.  The sun above, in the velvet
blue sky, is clear and bright; over the eaves of the distant castle, however, there’s a bevy of
gathering thunderheads.

Hob looks out onto the scenery in unabashed awe.  It’s idyllic.  It’s like something pulled out
of a fairytale.  Beneath his feet, he feels the same hum as he always does, though it doesn’t
run at him like usual.  Its attention is turned away.

He takes a few careful steps, but it’s becoming clear that he’s not going to be forcibly
removed just yet, so he relaxes into motion and strolls at ease through the grass.  It bows its
many waving arms gently aside, and a faint path emerges organically before him.  He follows
its meandering course, drinking in the sight of the perfect pale gold light against the speckles
of pink and cream wildflowers, the reflection of the brilliant sky doubled in the clear lake. 
Distances, too, are uncertain –– the field seemed broad from the gates, but he crosses it with
unexpected swiftness, already at the bridge.  He’s almost sad to leave, and he feels a strange
tug at his heels as though the field is equally disinclined to their parting.  But there’s a
curious pull towards the castle.  The hum is a little stronger, a little closer.  

Nowhere to go but forward, he supposes.  This is the furthest he’s ever made it into this
fantasy land, in eleven years of dreaming it up, and he’s not going to let the opportunity slip
by.

The bridge is unexpectedly populous.  It’s swarming with all manner of…beings, Hob
concludes tentatively –– trundling back from the castle.  There’s disorganized murmuring
among their varied shapes.  He tries to politely marvel at their strangeness, and witnesses
some absurd and fascinating oddities, every imaginable mix-and-match configuration of
animals and sort-of-but-definitely-not humans.  Despite their fantastical nature, however,
they’re moving and muttering rather like a disgruntled pack of office workers on the brink of
unionizing.

Hob passes through them.  Few pay attention –– one or two catch his eye, briefly, but they
seem unimpressed by his plain humanity.  He’s got his pajamas on, some ratty sweats and a
rather ugly t-shirt from a free giveaway at campus, and he feels woefully underdressed.

As he’s trying to sidestep a pair of what may well be actual hippogriffs, a thin hand meets his
shoulder.  Hob looks up.  A gangly figure, scarecrow-esque, draped in a suit that flaps loose
around him, looks back.  More notable than his twiggy build and baggy suit, however, is the
fact that his head is a carved pumpkin.  A remarkably expressive one at that.

“Whatever business you’ve got with him, I wouldn’t bother,” says the pumpkin-headed man. 
He gestures up to the sky with a long-suffering air.  “He’s in one of his moods .”

“Oh,” says Hob, for lack of anything else.

The man pats him once on the shoulder and ambles off.  Hob watches him go with a muted
disbelief.  He’s had his suspicions before –– though forgetting most of the dreams in the



waking world has made it hard for his conscious mind to draw conclusions –– but right now
he’s immeasurably certain this is not one of your run-of-the-mill standard-issue dreams.

The dark clouds crack with a bone-snap of thunder.  Hob presses onwards.

The castle gets away with its extravagance, which Hob would usually find sort of tacky, by
being intensely beautiful.  The detail of it is frankly breathtaking; it’s been tended to with
such meticulousness that it becomes a sort of love.  It’s a place crafted with deep-running
care.  Hob shivers when his hand meets the front door –– the hum roars down his forearm ––
but it opens to him without consideration.

The light inside is darkened by the storm brewing overhead, lending the gothic architecture a
stranger sense of proportion.  Space seems to be entirely inconsequential here.  Hob wanders,
no purpose in mind, peeking into infinite chambers and taking in the echo of the halls.  It’s
sort of like being in a museum.  Every detail is artful –– the cut and form of the carved door
frames, the patterning of the veined stone of the floor, even the planes of the walls –– all
balanced and given attention, wrought by a real craftsman.  Hob thinks it’s gorgeous.  

He’d happily spend an eternity poking around, but the far-off fragments of voices catch his
attention, and he sets their location as a new goal.  They escalate in volume and intensity as
he approaches, winding through funhouse corridors and popping between dimensionally-
impossible rooms.  He tries to listen in, and is struck with a bolt of recognition. One of the
voices is chest-tightening and familiar.

The words grow starker in the air as he walks.

“My Lord, Matthew is right –– you are being absurd .”

“Actually, what I said was ‘a total fucking idiot’.”

“Oh?  Am I to listen to you, who know nothing of the matter?  Who cannot fathom what
is at stake?”

“Uh, I know enough to know you’re being, let’s hear it, a total fucking idiot.”

“I do not wish to discuss it further.  I have made that clear.  Repeatedly.”

“Well, at the very least, my Lord, you could stop brooding about it.”

“Brooding?”

Oh, he sounds upset .  Hob has seen Dream angry, once, unfortunately, and it’s startling to
hear that brutal tone again.  He’s not sure what else to do, so he keeps going forward.

“Yes.  Brooding.  You have been brooding about it for a decade, sire.”

“I second that.”

“ Brooding? ”



Hob turns a corner and finds himself in a vast, reverberating hall.  It stretches towards an
inconceivable infinity at one end, and converges in a raised throne before breathtaking panels
of stained glass, like cathedrals of antiquity, at the other.  Hob steps onto the scene with
abandon, and very quickly feels like he’s intruding.

“You do not know what would befall him.  I will not allow––”

“Ah.  Bad time?” says Hob.

Three heads whip around to face him.  He recognizes Matthew, perched ruffled on the stone
steps, who somehow is making a raven’s face look dumbfounded.  Beside him is a straight-
shouldered woman in a sharply tailored waistcoat, wearing a pair of thin wire frame glasses
and a look to rival Matthew’s in sheer shock.  The winner of the lot, though, without contest,
is Dream.  The total incredulity on his face suggests he’s just witnessed the sun rise in the
West.

Hob leans against the nearest pillar.  He’s not entirely sure how to proceed, but he’s still a
little post-drinks wavy, and the hazy, unreal quality of everything means he’s not too worried
about anything.  He tilts his head up to look at the ceiling; infinite galaxies stretch above,
flaring orange and cobalt blue, peppered with white stars.  It takes his breath away.

“Christ almighty, that’s beautiful,” he says softly.  He looks back to Dream, who is getting up,
very slowly, from his throne.  “D’you live here, then?  Bloody gorgeous.”

“How did you get here.”  Dream’s voice is tremulous, hardly above a whisper, the roar and
bluster of it from moments before swiftly flattened.

Hob frowns, shrugs.  “You left the doors unlocked.  Hello, Matthew,” he adds.

Matthew bobs his head, still clearly perplexed.

“Uh.  Hey.  Hi.  Hello.”

Hob turns to the woman, who seems like she’s trying to run some very complex calculus in
her head.  

“Don’t believe we’ve met.  I’m Hob.  Hob Gadling.”

“Oh, I know who you are,” says the woman wearily.  

“Hob.  How did you get here. ”

Dream is standing, now, but he doesn’t make any move to get closer.  Hob finds that the
distance between them, the clear intentionality of it, turns something tight in his stomach.

“Not a clue, if I’m honest.  Been dreaming about those big bloody gates for, what, a decade,
but never got them open before this go-round.”  

Hob hesitates, then takes a step forward.  



“You alright?”

“I am.  Fine.”  Dream realigns his posture, clasps his hands behind his back.  It’s reminiscent
of his 14th and 15th century formality.  It makes Hob all the more concerned.

“Right.  Good, then.”  He glances between the trio of faces.  Dream is fixed on him with a
stare as blunt as a baseball bat.  “So, ah, is this a dream, or are you lot real?  Weird dream,
even for me.”

“Um.  Both?  Sort of?  But we’re also real,” says Matthew.  “Which is actually the thing
that’s so totally insane about this because there’s––”

“You should go.”

Dream, consonants clipped, closes the space between them in swift steps.  As he does so,
Hob can get a glimpse at the black shape of the throne behind him.  Something twinges
beneath his breastbone –– folded, very haphazardly, over the throne’s imposingly regal arm
are his worn-out sweatshirts.  They’re so radically incongruous with the dark grandeur of the
place that he almost has to laugh, but the twist in his chest, the brush of it like the beat of a
wing, is louder than amusement.

Dream’s sudden proximity snaps him back.  

“Sorry,” he says quietly.  He feels like he’s done something wrong, though he’s not sure
what.  “Really, I don’t know how––”

“It is no fault of your own.”  Dream’s eyes are hard as ice, twice as cold.  Hob’s got this
subtle sinking feeling in him, rapidly turning into freefall.  He scans Dream’s gaze, for a
flicker of something else, but he’s got every wall up, rebuilt and reinforced.

“Sorry anyway.”

There.  A flash of heat lightning over the tundra.  The tremor of something softer.

Dream holds up a hand, in the shape it would be to cradle the side of Hob’s face, but he
leaves a few inches between them.

“Do not be,” says Dream quietly.  The words are so controlled it reveals their shaking
foundations.  Hob really wishes he would just say what’s wrong, but he knows that won’t
happen.  He wants to reach for Dream’s hand.  Close it in his own.  He doesn’t.  

“Are you alright?  Really?”

“Wake.”

Hob wakes up.  It’s abrupt, like he’s been thrown against his mattress.  All at once, he’s got a
ripping hangover, and a melting image of frigid blue carved into his retinas.  He tries,
fiercely, as always, to hold on to it –– the scenery, its feel and color and depth, the words, he
knows there were words –– but the act of reaching for it sets it evaporating.  In moments, it’s
all gone again.  Just the blue.



Hob settles his head back into his pillow, head pounding, feeling a paler shade of grief, and
lays still, watching the sun rise in soft patches against the wall. 

 

+++

 

December 19th, 2011.

Mostly, Matthew actually likes his job.

Being a raven sucks in some specific ways (no thumbs –– that’s a big one –– God, he misses
being able to open jars), but on the whole, it’s honestly pretty cool.  Never in all of his human
life did he think for a second that someday he’d be able to fly, much less fly between weird
and sometimes freaky realms he hadn’t even known had existed.  An if anyone had told him a
prophecy about it, he would’ve probably called them a fucking lunatic.  But this line of work
has sort of required him to take things in stride, so nowadays, with the shock of being an
actual literal bird worn off, he’s not fazed by much.  

Working for the Lord of the Dreaming isn’t the easiest gig.  It had involved running a
message down to Hell once, which scared him shitless, though Lucifer actually turned out to
be sort of interesting, if also really fucking intimidating.  And it’s a certified full-time
position, because the boss never really sleeps, so he’s almost always on call.

Most of the struggle is that Dream can be a lot to handle.  Sometimes, he’s the most
insufferable guy Matthew has ever met — swearing up and down he doesn’t need help, when
it’s pretty obvious that he does, or moping around his palace making the weather go south. 
But he’s not that bad most of the time, and Matthew knows that underneath all the doom and
gloom he’s got a good heart.  Or core.  Or something.  Matthew isn’t sure he actually
physically possesses a heart.

There are a few parts of this job, however, that he hates.  The main one is dealing with the
bullshit with Dream and Hob.  

Hob is fine –– Matthew likes Hob a lot.  He’s down to earth, and also not deeply emotionally
repressed, so he’s easier to talk to.  And he’s funny.  It’s Dream that’s the problem.  He and
Lucienne have been racking their brains for a good decade to come up with something to get
his head out of his ass on the whole issue, but for all their recurring arguing the guy is a stone
wall about it.

Same old refrain as always, every time it comes up –– Dream says some vague line about
rules and fates and whatever and then either gets shouty or storms off.  Matthew thinks he’s
just dodging his feelings.  He also thinks he’s being a total fucking idiot.  He’s said it before,
and he’ll say it again.  

He knows a thing or two about wasting time –– he lived an undoubtedly shit life –– and he
knows how much it’s going to hurt, when Dream looks back and realizes that all his current



waffling and wavering was just a big fat waste.  He’s tried to help him, but, oh, no, God
forbid a raven has good advice.

“This is a bad idea,” says Matthew flatly.  “Like, were it not for the fact that you’re my boss
and also some sort of god-king-eldrtich being, I’d tell you to fuck off because of how bad an
idea this is.”

“A good thing you will not speak such words, then,” says Dream, glowering.  He’s holding
out the two sweatshirts, which have been the latest object of Dream’s agitated fixation.  The
unexpected visit from Hob (Matthew’s gotta say –– he admires the man’s persistence) had
thrown him into a spiral about how he’d actually managed it.  The Dreaming had been closed
to him for a while.  For his own good, according to Dream, though Matthew hadn’t been born
yesterday and was therefore able to tell that was a stupid thing to say.  Dream had come to the
conclusion that it was his own remaining ties to Hob that allowed him in, and, as such, is
looking to sever the last of them, or at least any physical ones, if the emotional can’t be
killed.  Ergo, sweatshirts.

“He’s gonna think you hate him, boss.  Especially with how, like, weird you were when he
was here.  It’s just gonna make him feel bad.”

“You will do as I have asked.”

“I mean, yeah, I will, but like, under protest.  It’s not like I have a choice, right?”

“You do not.”

“Look.”  Matthew hops forward a few steps, tilting his head up at Dream, wings spread wide
in a placating gesture.  “You’re right.  I’m not the ruler of the human subconscious who’s
been alive for millenia and stuff.  But I spent most of my existence being a human person,
and, as a qualified knower of human people, this isn’t gonna help anything.”

“It will keep him from my realm.”

“Okay, just, what is your game plan, here?”  Holy shit this is frustrating.  Matthew takes a
few irritated hops towards Dream, who huffs and turns away, folding the sweatshirts against
his chest.  “Like, what, are you just gonna ghost him?  For eternity?  After six centuries?  I
know you act like an asshole, but come on, I don’t think you actually are one.”

Dream hardly appears to be listening.  He’s toying with the fraying edge of the Olympics
sweatshirt.  Matthew wants to bang his head into the wall.

“It is necessary,” murmurs Dream, eventually.

Matthew gives up.  He’ll berate him about it later, but this one, he’s not winning.

“Alright.  Alright.  But I want you to think of the stupid sad face he’s going to get when I see
him and tell me you think this is right.”

“Not right, ” says Dream.  “ Necessary .”



Matthew sighs.  “Fine.  Necessary.  I’ll go see him, boss.”

Dream, after a lingering pause with his fingers clenched into the fabric, conjures up a black
tote bag and gently tucks the sweatshirts in it.  He deposits the bag on the floor, though it’s
with immense reluctance, and turns away.

“I must attend to some matters with Cain and Abel.  They put in a request for a new
half-acre of woods,” he says absently.  In profile, his mouth is pursed, and he’s staring
vacantly into the floor.  He doesn’t speak for a moment.

“I know you are…attempting…to help me.   I thank you for your.  Candor.”

“Hey, I figure my loud mouth is what you keep me around for, sir.”

There’s a twitch in the corner’s of Dreams mouth.

“Among other things.  Travel well.”

“Anything you, uh, want me to tell him?”

Dream looks down the long corridor of his throne room.  He’s got some unreal weight on his
shoulders, and Matthew doesn’t like it.  He’s really putting himself through hell over this. 
For what, as far as Matthew can tell, is actively nothing.

“No,” he says softly.  With a wave of his hand, he evaporates in a swirl of black sand.

Matthew takes the handle of the tote bag in his beak and sets off for the Waking.  It’s still
incredibly weird to travel like this — it feels like flying long-distance, but also not going
anywhere at all.  With a few flaps of his wings and an indeterminable interval of time, he’s
out of the palace and gazing down on a snow-piled college campus.  It’s freezing, and still
snowing, puffs of flakes drifting from the plush silver clouds.  He also isn’t sure how his
knack for finding people really works, but he figures it’s some specific perk of being a
magical being at this point, because he knows Hob is around here somewhere, for sure.

He circles the quad a few times, attracting some bewildered stares (raven with a tote bag, not
your everyday thing), before he hones in on a broad window on the upper floor of one of the
buildings.  He flutters to a halt on the sill and squints in, viewing the scene from behind.  

Hob is seated at a desk, paper in hand, talking with a student standing across from him.  It
looks like he’s really gone native to the world of academia –– tweed blazer, reading glasses,
leather messenger bag slung over the back of his chair, the whole nine yards.  He’s gesturing
with a pen at a section of the words on the page, and the student looks quietly pleased. 
Matthew hates to interrupt, but man it is cold .

He taps on the window.  The student flicks their eyes up and catches on Matthew.  An
amazed perplexion dawns on their face.  He points towards the window, and Hob pauses his
gesticulating, turns over his shoulder.  His eyes widen in surprise, before his face splits into a
barely-hidden grin.  God, Matthew hates that he’s going to have to kill his mood, because
Hob really looks happy to see him.



Hob, covering quickly, turns back to the student, wrapping up their conversation and handing
over the paper.  Politely insistent, he makes quick work of shuffling the student out of the
room –– though the kid is really fixated on trying to get a better look at Matthew –– and once
the door is shut and locked, he crosses the room and opens the window.

“Well, I’ve already got a reputation on campus, and this certainly won’t help,” he says
cheerfully.  “Come in, come in.  Just handing over his final paper — brilliant thesis, though
he’s a touch too fast and loose with his citations.  How are you?”

Mathew flaps through the window and settles on the corner of Hob’s desk, dropping the tote
on the floor near one leg.  He gives his feathers a shake to toss the snow off.  It’s perfectly
warm in here, thankfully.

“Not bad, not bad.  You know how it is.  Working for the man.  Nice office, professor.”

It is a nice office.  It’s cozy without being cramped, a mix of wall-to-wall bookshelves and
loose posters of old Medieval illuminated manuscripts and a few well-kept potted plants. 
Everything is warm oak and the smell of old paper.  It’s very classically academic, and very
Hob, Matthew concludes.

“Thanks.  Quite pleased with it myself.”

Hob shuts the window and latches it.  Pushing his reading glasses up into his hair, he leans
back into his chair and gives Matthew a smile almost warmer than the room.  Oh man,
Matthew feels like shit about this.

“So, what can I do for you, Matthew?”

“Wow, I am really flashing back to college office hours right now, I mean, jeez, you’ve got
the whole professor voice and everything,” rambles Matthew.  He hops from foot to foot,
adjusting the position of his wings, unsure how to station himself.  “Only my office hours
were usually, uh, a little more harsh.  Less office hours, actually, more, um, academic
probation you’re-gonna-flunk-out last-ditch-effort meetings.  Whew.  College was, uh, not
my jam.”

“I’ve failed more than my share of courses,” says Hob.  “Had a professor throw a book at me
once.  When I was in this monastic school, back in the, ah, early 1500s, I think.”

“Jesus, how bad were you doing?”

“I, ah, may have taken the Lord’s name in vain a few dozen times among other notable
profanities in an especially heated debate over some scriptural thing or what have you.  I was
just there for the Latin, really.  Loved Latin.  But the old twats really didn’t care for my
interpretations sometimes.”

“Man.  How do you remember all the shit from your life?”

Hob shrugs.  “Not sure, really.  Things just, stick, I guess.”  He pauses, and gives Matthew a
considering look.  “You know, you’re always welcome to stop by, even if not on business.  Or



if you’d like to sit in on a class, just for fun.  Though you might not consider it fun.  Either
way.  Mi casa es su casa , et cetera et cetera.”

Matthew can’t stand this.  He feels guilty, and it’s not even his idiotic self-sabotaging gothic
ass whose fault it’s gonna be when Hob gets his feelings hurt.

“God fucking damn it.”

“Pardon?”

“No, it’s just–– man.  You’re really a super chill and cool guy.  Um.  And I’d love that,
actually, that sounds also chill and cool.  Yeah.  But, um, I’m actually here to, uh, drop these
off.  For you.  From him.”

Matthew flutters off the desk and gives the tote a headbutt, nudging it towards Hob.

“I don’t.  Um.  Yeah.  Sorry.  For you.”

Hob bends to pick up the bag and slowly pulls out the sweaters.  He’s like an open book, with
his emotions, because they go flying across his face in rapid succession before he manages to
snag the reins and pull them back in.  Surprise, confusion, something subdued, briefly
thoughtful, and a dull stake of sudden sadness driven right down the middle of it all.  He sort
of distractedly examines the bottom of the tie-dyed one –– there’s still blood on it, and he
runs a thumb over the stain.

“Hm.”

Matthew doesn’t know what to say.  He’s not sure he can say anything.

“Yeah.”

Hob is quiet.  Wow.  This is agonizing.

“Could’ve at least had the decency to wash them,” he jokes, though it’s not entirely
convincing.

“Hah.  Yeah.”  More silence.

Matthew flutters back onto the desk.  “Uh.  Look, I––”

“Did I do something wrong?”

The question rushes out of Hob as he vigorously stuffs the sweatshirts back into the bag, like
he hadn’t really meant to ask it.  He makes an addendum almost immediately.

“I don’t want to put you in the middle, of course, because he’s your, ah, employer, I suppose,
and also your friend, so I understand if––”

“No no, it’s not, it’s not you,” Matthew says quickly.  



Hob doesn’t look like he believes him.

“Right.  Just.  It’s sort of out of the blue for me––”

“Yeah yeah no I understand where you’d get the impression––”

“––considering we haven’t spoken in a decade––”

“––but no, God, no, he’s not–– what?”

“We haven’t spoken?  Since, ah, 2000?”  Hob’s face is entirely innocent.

Matthew blinks.  “Do you not–– um.  Oh.  Yeah.  Okay.”  

He doesn’t remember.  Huh.  Matthew makes a note of this.  Whatever Dream is doing to
keep him out of the Dreaming, it’s affecting his hold on the dreams once he wakes up.  So he
doesn’t know how Dream acted, which is both good and also maybe not.

“Well, it’s not, um, it’s.”  Matthew can’t figure out the words, not without explaining the
whole mess, and that doesn’t feel right either.  “It’s just.  It’s not you.  I think that’s all I can
say.  Not in a, like, ‘I’m being held at gunpoint’ way, but, like, in a literal sense, if that makes
sense.  I dunno.  I’m sorry, man.  You know how he is.”

Hob smiles, though it’s lacking in happiness.  “I do.  I do know.”

He’s still and quiet, tote bag on his lap, for only a second, before he kicks back into the
appearance of unbothered momentum.  Matthew can pretty much see through it, but it’s not
worth pushing, not when he can’t give him any comforting answer.

“Right, well, thanks.  For these.  I’m headed home.  That was my last paper to grade, so I’m
officially off for winter holidays.  You’re welcome to walk with me, if you’d like.”

“Uh, sure.  Yeah, I’d like that.”

“Right.”  Hob rapidly packs up his things, pulls on a heavy navy overcoat and a knit scarf,
slings the messenger bag and the tote on one shoulder.  He’s moving fast, and Matthew can
guess it’s got something to do with him not feel great right now.  

Hob pats his other shoulder.  “Care to sit?” 

“Sure.  Thanks.”  Matthew flies up and settles on Hob’s shoulder, and the two exit the office
and start off down the halls, out into the white and muffled evening of the snowdrifts and
streetlamps.

“It’s so weird keeping pace with, like, people walking, like either I’m flying which is always
way too fast or I have to just sort of hop and that isn’t fast enough–– it’s a whole thing.”

“Was it hard?  Getting used to the, the raven thing?”

“I mean, yes, absolutely.  Really hard.”  



As they walk through campus, Matthew is careful to talk only when they’re not passing other
people, though the stares of mystification (tinged with a sort of admiring awe) are impossible
to escape.  Hob doesn’t seem to mind in the least.  It’s kind of refreshing.

“It’s weird not having the same, like, mobility.  Like there are habits, muscle memories, that
don’t, um, fit, anymore?”  

“Like what?”

They cross off of campus, Hob’s steps soft and crisp through the snow, and hit the sidewalks. 
The streets are blanketed white and laying peaceful.  The passers-by do poorly-hidden double
takes.  

“Like, sometimes I’ll still try and pick stuff up with my wings.  And I get this weird thing
where I feel like I have to sneeze but I guess ravens don’t really sneeze because I always get
the feeling and then don’t sneeze.  Which is weird and also annoying.”

Matthew settles more securely into Hob’s shoulder, leaning into the bouncing rhythm of his
quick walking.  It’s a comfortable sort of rolling motion, like being on a boat.

“But I mean, it’s been, what, like ten years?  So I’m more used to it than I was.  Those first
few months were weird as fuck, though.”

“I can imagine.”  Hob hesitates.  “Not sure if this is, ah, overstepping, to ask, but, ah, how did
you, get hired, as it were?”

“Nah, nah, you’re good, but it’s not a super exciting story.  Died in my sleep, woke up as a
raven on the shores of the Dreaming, with Lucienne.”

“Lucienne?”

“Oh, shit, sorry.  You met––”  No.  Wait.  He didn’t meet her, as far as Hob knows.  Matthew
covers quickly.  “Um.  She’s the head librarian, in the Dreaming, and sort of, um, Dream’s
advisor, I guess.  Super smart, usually right.  Actually pretty much always right.”

“Ah.  Got it.  Okay.”

“Yeah.  Anyway, Lucienne sort of laid the whole deal out for me, and it sounded better than
being dead, so I said yes.  I guess I’m glad I did.  It’s cool, to be able to do more, you know? 
Didn’t make a whole of my actual life.  So this is kinda a cool second chance.”

They’ve reached the New Inn, whose windows are aglow with gold.  Hob stops just before
the door, and Matthew hops off his shoulder, gliding down to the ground.

“I understand,” says Hob gently.  “Sometimes my whole, ah, thing, it feels like a whole lot of
second chances.  Pretty lucky.”

“Yeah.  Pretty lucky.”



They stand in companionable silence.  Hob glances down at the tote bag, and Matthew can
see the lines of his neck tighten.

“Right.  Well, really, you’re always welcome.  Anytime.  And thanks for, ah, playing
messenger.  Can’t imagine it’s fun.”

“Yeah.  Well.  That’s what they pay me for.  Not that I get paid.”

Hob laughs, just a breath.  

“Uh.  Is there anything you’d like me to tell him?” asks Matthew.

Hob stares at the bag, for a moment, then shakes his head softly.  

“Not really.  No.”

“Cool.  Cool cool cool.  Well, uh.  Have a good night.”

“Same to you.”

Hob steps inside, and Matthew takes off back into the clouds.  Yeah, mostly the job is great,
but man.  He didn’t like that.  Not at all.

He hustles back to the Dreaming.  He really hopes Dream gets his shit together, but honestly,
he doesn’t think it’s likely.  It’s going to take divine intervention or something.  For now,
Matthew steels himself for the argument he’s planning to start over it when he gets home. 
Back into the fray.  Maybe he’ll catch Dream in a good mood.

Who is he kidding.  Matthew isn’t sure that’s possible.

Still, hopeful and stupid stubborn, he wings his way back to the Dreaming.
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December 20th, 2012 –– 11 PM

The world is ending.  

So they say, at least.  By Hob’s book, it’s a bit of a longshot.  

According to some ancient Mayan prophecy (which Hob doubts is being interpreted even
faintly correctly), today was the day a rogue planet or possibly the wrath of the old gods
would collide with the Earth, resulting in the final, fiery cataclysm that would swallow
humanity whole.  The general population had latched onto this idea with varying degrees of



fervor, ranging from mild amusement to outright doomsday prophet paranoia.  Hob, and most
of his faculty compatriots, had fallen in with the “any excuse for a party” cohort.  

With winter holidays well in swing, and Christmas bright on the horizon, the New Inn, on
this most dire and festive occasion, is packed to the gills with uni staff, grad students, and
locals, all happily celebrating the end times.  There’s been steady drinking since 4 PM, and,
as the hour of the fatal turnover draws near, everyone is probably a little too inebriated to be
really worried about the apocalypse.  Hob isn’t worried, either, though far less drunk –– as
general host, he’s been curbing his indulgences a bit, so he can better keep an eye on some of
his wilder colleagues.  He’s taken up his usual position at one end of the bar, and finds
himself momentarily at ease in a lull between conversations.  The clamor and the consonants
of talk run together into a harmonic ambient patter, and Hob lets himself be submerged in it. 
The place is so full of bodies that it’s generating its own warmth, a dense, enfolding thing,
that diffuses down into Hob’s bones and pools there, glowing.

It’s been a good year for Hob.  He’s still trucking along at the university, cementing his
reputation as enjoyably esoteric and well-liked by students and staff, and he’s more than
happy with his lot.  Being a man unattached to relatives, he’s received an invite to spend
Christmas with Deanna Volkov, with whom his friendly rivalry is still going strong.  He’s
looking forward to it.  The holidays could be hard, sometimes.  They’re so centralized around
family.  Celebration of constants.  Hob doesn’t have those, really.  It’s not that he’s lonely —
he rarely is — it’s more that wanting consistency is just human, and he’s always been so
furiously human.  But these past years, he’s been drawn into the fold, and while he may not
have many constants across centuries, he’s found that constants of a few years can be equally
lovely.  With any luck, and a bit of extra gray dyed into his hair, he can swing another two
decades here, and then — well, he’ll cross that perilous bridge later.  

Today, besides harkening the final tolling of the bell, marks a year and a day since the visit
from Matthew.  The business with the jumpers.  

Hob swirls his whiskey around the glass, takes a sip, and allows himself a few minutes to
think about it.  Anniversaries of things matter to him quite a lot, considering how unregulated
his life typically is, and this one is no different.  He didn’t know what to do with them ––
physically, emotionally, anything –– and he doesn’t know now.  Never even bothered to run
them through the wash.  He just put them away.  Laid to rest in the back of his closet.  Twin
ghosts, business unfinished.

The specifics of why Dream gave them back, he doesn’t know.  Only that it’s a message, and
the message is, one way or another, a no.  Hob has spent too much time racking his brain,
attempting to figure out what had happened to change things, if he’d gone too far, if he’d
assumed too much, but at a certain point it stopped being productive.  He doesn’t think about
the whole thing like that, intellectualizing, any more  –– now it only occurs to him in a
feeling, something buried and bereft.

Deep down, he’s actually worried if Dream will be there in 2089.  70-odd years to go before
the axe falls and he’s already thinking about it, already hoping and despairing in equal
measure.  Christ, sometimes he really feels like a fool.

“Robbie, m’dear!”



Deanna thumps down on the stool next to Hob, bearing a fiery grin and an exceedingly
colorful drink in a curly sort of glass Hob didn’t know the New Inn owned.  She’s wearing an
eye-assaulting sweater onto which it seems a craft store threw up –– in an enthusiastic, if
chaotic, assemblage of felt and glitter and weird little pom-poms, it reads “The End Is
Here!!!!”

“Brilliant jumper, Volkov.”

“It’s avante-garde , plebeian.  I’m at the cutting edge of fashion.”

“Ah.  Excuse me.  You’re redefining couture.”

“You’re bloody right I am.”  She takes a long swig of her drink.  “This is remarkable, by the
way.  Not a clue what it is, but your barkeep?  He’s sent down from Heaven, express mail.”

“That he is.  Didn’t even know we served bright green drinks, if I’m honest.”

“And thank the Lord you do.”  Deanna sets her glass down with a clink of finality, and gives
Hob a frank and scrutinizing look.  “Right then.  Cough it up.”

“What?”

She swivels in her chair until the plane of her body faces Hob straight on, and folds her
arms.  It’s apparent she’s brooking no argument, though Hob hasn’t enough of a clue what’s
going on to even be able to argue.

“I’ve been elected by the Literature department and associated fellows,” she says, with a
theatrical sternness, “as the Lead Ambassador for the ‘why is Gadling just sitting there and
sulking’ Committee.”  

With a broad wave of her hand she gestures over to one of the booths, where there’s a pack of
professors arguing animatedly over the table –– a handful catch sight of Deanna’s indication
and give a wave, though the ferocious debate doesn’t subside in the least.

“The Committee and I demand a full report.”

“Sort of seems like the Committee has other things on their agenda.”

Deanna scowls in the direction of the raucous booth.  “Oh, ignore them.  Somebody got
Topher started on bloody Steinbeck again.”

“Oh Christ.”

“The man is a fanatic .  But before that,” says Deanna, leaning forward, “we were all
discussing the meteorological patterns of that big swirling black cloud hanging over your
head.” 

Hob laughs, just a bit.  He hardly convinces himself.

“Not a cloud in my sky, I assure you.”



“Liar.  Bad one, at that.”

Hob looks down into his glass.  “Really.  Not much to say.”

“Come on .”  Deanna smacks him lightly on the arm.  “Look, it’s alright if you’d rather not
go into specifics, but you’re never this subdued at a party.  Honestly, I’m just a bit worried
about you.”

She gives Hob a gentle smile.  It’s cacophony in the Inn, but Hob’s end of the bar has a
sheltered sense to it, secluded in the way only crowded places can be.

“The world’s ending, Rob,” says Deanna.  “Might as well spill, eh?”

Hob exhales.  He’s never talked about the situation with anyone (outside of the Corinthian,
and, well, that could’ve gone better), because it’s hard to translate.  Not exactly easy to
convert the timescale of centuries down into something reasonable and non-suspicious.  Nor
can you really get away with explaining Dream like he’s anything other than an eldritch
immortal being without making him sound bonkers.  

To be honest, Hob knows he’s a good liar on the large scale, and he’d probably be able to
cover for all that –– the real reason is that trying to speak it turns a tight screw in his ribs,
makes him feel like there’s a vice over his lungs.  It’s so much of him.  It always has been,
held close and tight, the part of him that is fundamental and incommunicable.  The part that
waits.

But, per usual, Deanna’s got a point.

Hob makes a decision.  He takes a hefty sip of his drink, and clears his throat.

“Ah.  Well.  I’ve got this…friend.”

 

+++

 

December 20th, 2012 –– 11 PM.

The Dreaming is raining.  It’s been raining continuously for a few months –– and off and on
for the past decade –– in the Waking timescale, but that metric means little here.  All any of
the residents know is that it’s been raining in the Dreaming for what feels akin to forever. 
Dream feels like the time has ticked in scales of eons.  A circle of eternities, indistinguishable
from each other.  The sky is dark.  The rain thrums down on the windows.  The days pass.

He does not like the slow movement of things.  It makes him stagnant.  Reminds him of the
glass, the way that the moments bled on to a black horizon and became infinite.  Now it is
rendered, in miniature, within.  The ache of it sits low in his chest.  He wants to take both
hands and pull it cleanly from him, rip its searching tendrils out, but he cannot touch it,



cannot fight it, cannot do much other than prowl amid the dimmer corridors of the library and
sit with it.

This is where he finds himself now –– amid the half-realized shelves and the rustling paper
shoots of books still being written, that grow as one organic form into the shape of a new
alcove.  It’s only partly lit, cast in thick webs of blue shadow, and Dream moves amid the
rising bookcases under the pretense of keeping watch, as the subtler life of his realm creates
of its own accord.  He remembers building this place from featureless ground, weaving its
purpose into it.  The way it had molded under his palms.  There was such blossoming joy in
it.  

Despite his limited expression, he has never lacked emotion –– he feels, often, intensely.  But
it is his prerogative to control it.  The power he holds, used in moments of fury or grief or 
weakness, has consequence.  It has had consequence before.  It will have consequence again,
if he succumbs to the things that he wants.

So it rains.  He keeps to himself, more, in the last year.  He works.  

The books are coming in, one by one.  He peruses their titles with mild interest, running a
hand across each spine, noting their texture beneath his fingertips –– softened leather,
cracked bindings, paper with ridges and cleft canyons from being bent open.  They form
along the rows, rising as new crops, and Dream surveys them with a flicker of pride.  His
work is good work. 

He is caught by the glimpse of a volume so slim it almost vanishes between the broader
shoulders of its neighbors.  Its diminutiveness is curious –– more than that, it tugs at him, in a
way he does not understand and does not think to question.

He slides it out of its niche, and scans the title.  The coiled thing in his chest constricts.

Translations –– Robert Gadling

Dream holds the thin book in his hand.  Its weight has become immeasurable.  But he cannot
find it in him to put it back.  He stands torn between the two planes of himself.

This nook of the library, still forming, is quiet.  One voice wins out.  He settles on the floor,
back to a pillar between the shelves, knees drawn into his chest.  The cover of the book is
plain, only the text in Hob’s angled cursive on a white ground –– unpublished, then, perhaps
more an amalgamation of written texts.  All things written, sooner or later, find their way
here.  Even fragments.

He runs a thumb over the cover.  It’s warm.  He wonders if he only imagines this.

With pressure rising in his throat, he opens the book.  It’s only a handful of poems, each in
different shades of quick scrawl, and the pages vary greatly.  Ruled notebook sheets, the
backs of receipts, collections of sticky notes.  Dream reads them reverently, as if he could
pull out the context and breathe it into his veins, absorb the surrounding pieces of Hob’s life. 
He wants to know where they came from, the scraps and flotsam of his experience.  Most are
incomplete.  



He starts from the beginning.

There’s a handful of lines scribbled in old ink on some crumpled parchment ––

 

Heu, vatum ignarae mentes!  Quid vota furentem,

quid delubra iuvant?  Est mollis flamma medullas

interea et tacitum vivit sub pectore vulnus.

Uritur infelix Dido totaque vagatur

urbe furens, qualis coniecta cerva sagitta ––

 

Oh, the abyss of ignorant (blinded?) souls!  What is the good of magic (seers?)

for the wants of a madman?  The tender flame rekindles in the marrow 

(just made up the verb there) 

and the wound lives on in secret below the breast.

Unlucky Dido, burning thus, wanders in a frenzy

through the whole (streets?) of the city, like a doe transfixed ––

 

damnable conjugations.  master benedict is a rotten churl.

 

It’s the oldest in the volume, nearly disintegrating with age.  Dream remembers Vergil –– a
quiet man, longing for a quieter field.  His nightmares rang howling with steel and blood; his
dreams, swathed in airy dawns and greenness and the hum of a hive.  He visited his
storyteller’s mind often, both to create and to witness. 

He turns the pages more.  On the back of a grocery receipt, rumpled and stained ––

 

!!! for class do NOT lose this do NOT throw this out !!!

 

A l’alta fantasia qui mancò possa;



ma già volgeva il mio disio e ‘l velle,

sì come rota ch’igualmente è mossa,

l’amor che move il sole e l’altre stelle.

 

Here my exalted vision lost its power;

but my desire and my will were already turning

like a wheel in even motion (equally moved?),

the love that moves the sun and and all other stars.

 

Dream drinks in the details.  It’s like seeing a single still frame of a movie, with nothing
around it.  A swiftly caught candid photograph.  He wants to know what any of it means, why
Hob wrote it, who read it after him. or if it has all ended up here without the touch of other
eyes and is shared only between them.  A part of him hopes for the latter.  That perhaps these
words are, in some way, only theirs.

On the last page, a sheaf torn from another book, he is struck through the center of himself
with a whip of cold like a surgical blade.  It is the name of his son at the top of the page. 
Orphic Sonnet 16 .

It’s almost something cruel.  That the Fates would place two points of his pains so close to
each other.  There is a tremble in his fingers.  He thinks of his son.

 

It’s hard to help you.  Above all: never plant 

 

me in your heart. I grow there too well.

 

He whips the volume shut.  The glimpse of the few middle lines is all he manages.  It feels
like there are raw-edged ropes bound across his body.  Their touch burns.  It is agony.  He
thinks of his son.  Of the sound of his voice in the sweet air.  Of his blood on the new grass.

He wants to let go of the book, but it binds itself to the pads of his fingers in some indelible
way, and while the animal in him howls to cast it farther than Hell instead he clutches it
tightly to his chest.  He does not know how long he sits like this, head bowed, fighting off a
tremor that threatens to shake him apart, but he sits there.  Listening to the sound of the
library growing around him.  Thinking.



Lucienne finds him like this.  Her steps break the softer patterns of wood creaks and paper
rustles.  He doesn’t so much see her as know she is there, feels the shift in the air when she
kneels beside him.

“My Lord?”

Dream cannot reply.  There may be words, somewhere in him, but they die against the roof of
his mouth.  

He lifts his head, though it is a monumental effort.  Lucienne’s face is knit with concern.

“Are you well?”

He tries, again, to speak, but nothing comes out.  He can only search Lucienne’s gaze for
something –– what, he’s hardly sure.  There’s a liquid sting in his eyes.

Her expression softens, down into something gentler, sadder.  Very delicately, she sits beside
him, folding the tails of her coat beneath her.  She leaves space between them.  Her presence
is something to anchor to.

They sit for several minutes.  Dream keeps hold of the book, watching across from him as
another sweeping column of bookshelves rises from the pooled shadows.

“This,” he says at last.

“What, my Lord?”

He gazes down at the thin book, before wordlessly passing it off to Lucienne.  She takes it
gently.  She handles all books with care –– they are as much a part of her as the Dreaming is
a part of Dream, and all her library’s tenants are like an extension of her own devotion.

She reads its title.

“Ah.”

Dream presses his chin into his knees.  From far away, above the castle, there’s a chanted
murmur of thunder.

With a minute adjustment of her glasses, Lucienne settles in to read the book.  She does the
reading intently, with easy focus, and finishes the few pieces swiftly.  She takes greater time
on the final page –– she knows what was.  Dream knows she will understand.  It will save
him the labor and the vicious, snarling pain of explaining.

When she’s finished, she closes the little book tenderly, and lets it lay in her lap.

“He’s certainly got varied taste,” she concludes softly.

Dream doesn’t respond.

“It’s a strange thing,” she continues.  “That those paths should cross.”



“It is a message,” says Dream.  His own voice sounds alien to him, hollowed out.

“A message?”

“A reminder.”

Lucienne falls quiet.  Dream thumps his head back against the shelves, looking up into the
infinite rise of the ceiling.  It converges only in that it vanishes into darkness somewhere
beyond sight.

After a time, Lucienne clears her throat.

“My Lord, may I speak freely?”

“You may.”

“I know you are not a believer in coincidence.”  Lucienne adjusts her cuffs, keeping her look
away from Dream’s.  “And perhaps you are right.  Perhaps this is a message, or a prophecy,
or what have you.  But what does it matter?”

Dream’s face is still.  Lucienne goes on.

“When have the riddles of oracles ever made sense?  Or been more than misleading?  You
know as well as I –– the Fates are obscure, and Destiny unreadable.  We cannot know what is
to come, even if we know what was.”

“It is always the same story.  It is always the same end.”

“Things change.  You’ve changed.”

Dream brings himself to meet her eyes.  Lucienne, in his readjustment to the Dreaming, has
been his pillar of strength, unflinching loyalty, and now in her steadfast gaze he is able to
come back to himself, bit by bit.

“You are not who you were.  That must count for something.”

Dream wants to believe her, more than he has wanted most things.  But the doubt is there, the
perpetual sense that what he brings down upon others is intrinsic, as intrinsic as his office, his
abilities.  Something in him will always spill their blood.

He doesn’t respond, and after a time, he looks away.  He feels Lucienne’s look flat against his
cheek for a moment, before she sighs and rises to her feet.

“Look, my Lord,” she says plainly.  “For what it’s worth, I think you should really make a
decision.  What’s more important — your fear, or what you could have.”

She brushes off her pant legs, makes a few adjustments to the fall of her sleeve.  

“While your subjects may have…choice words….about your dour weather, they really just
hate to see you suffering.  It saddens them.  And myself.”



Dream looks up at her.  Over his roaring heart, something akin to awe is bright and familiar
in his chest.

“Know that I am grateful.   For all.”

Lucienne smiles, just softly.

“It’s a joy, my Lord.”  

With the most polite of half-bows, she extends the book down towards him. 

“Come on, then.  Go see him.”

Dream takes the book.  Long after Lucienne’s footsteps fade off into silence, he holds it in his
palms, light as breath, and thinks.

 

+++

 

December 20th, 2012 –– 11:48 PM

“Are you joking?  Are you bloody joking?”

“...no?”

“Right,” says Deanna.  They’re one 45-minute debrief and two more rounds of drinks in, and
now Deanna is operating at a level of incredulous anger Hob hasn’t seen in her outside of
faculty funding allocation debates.  “Let me, just, alright, let me get this all sorted in my
head.”

It had taken Hob a bit to roughly outline all the events of his long history with Dream, while
simultaneously managing the many critical adjustments.  He’d sort of condensed it down to a
decade, more or less, glossing their little “once a century” thing as a simple “not around
much with work”.  The bit with the orb and the prison break had become a much less
dramatic car wreck –– he used the same lie he had in the grocery store about the Corinthian, a
mugging and laryngitis in the same week.  After that point, he hadn’t had to adjust the nature
of events too severely.  What he wasn’t expecting (though in hindsight, maybe he should’ve
been) was the vehemence of Deanna’s reaction.

“So you’re telling me this, this bloke, he’s weird and cagey for like, the first couple years,
sure, fine, whatever, then he sort of warms up a bit, gets a touch less weird and mysterious
but still doesn’t tell you jack shit, then goes utterly ballistic when you dare to suggest you
might be friends?”

“Well, I suppose––”



“––and then , he stands you up on your usual meeting, but oh, wait, turns out he’s been in a
bloody car crash and well, he’s sort of out of commission, so you offer that he stay at your
place and he does , which is, let me underline this particular point, quite a big deal,
considering he’d taken an eternity to tell you anything about him at all, and now evidently
he’s just fine with moving in all of a sudden––”

“Right, ah, it was more like––”

“––and then , and then , he circles back around to once again live rent-free at your flat when
you get kicked in the balls by misfortune just so he can play nursemaid, which, bloody hell,
right, and you sort of kind of loosely develop some sort of understanding and critically you
loan him some jumpers which he seems very attached to which again just cannot be
understated in this context––” 

“––look, it’s not––”

“––and then !” she exclaims, slamming her hand on the bar for emphasis.  “You have one
slightly charged conversation and he actually literally vanishes into thin air and has the nerve
to send your jumpers back with no explanation and now here you are at the apocalypse party
feeling sad and weird about it.” 

Hob blinks.  “Ah.  That’s.  Mostly correct.”

Deanna gives him a scrutinizing stare.  She lowers her voice a touch.

“And I’m going to fill in one crucial gap you’ve neatly dodged and suggest that it’s very
possible that you’ve been pining after this tall dark handsome arse the whole time, right?”

Hob clears his throat.

“Ah.  Well.  Not the.  Not the whole time.”

“Oh for fuck’s sake, Gadling.”

“Look, I think there are some nuances here you’ve overlooked––”

“ Nuances ?”  Deanna looks like she may well combust.  “What, pray tell, are the nuances to
treating you like dogshit?”

“He’s not–– he’s not a bad person.  I know he’s not.  He’s been through some, just,
unimaginable things, Deanna.  It’s, it’s hard for him to open up.  To trust people.”

“If he doesn’t trust you by now he’s a bloody idiot.”

“It’s not that simple.  There’s–– there’s more to it, I think.  Christ, I don’t know.”

Hob drums his fingers on the bartop.  Around the pair, the gravitas of the end of the world is
doing little more than incite a frenetic glee in the partygoers and patrons.  It’s all very loud,
and Hob feels overwhelmed.  Deanna’s bluntness, her way of laying things bare, is exposing
some part of himself he doesn’t want exposed.  The part that’s just the dog.



“I feel like I did something wrong,” he says abruptly.  The words are up his throat and
halfway off his tongue before he can consider them.  “I felt like I did something wrong in––
when he left the first time, our falling out –– and I feel like I did something wrong again.  He
really was different, before he left, and I just, I can’t figure out if it was something I said or
did or if it’s just, I don’t know––”

“Rob.”

“––because there was a change , and I don’t know what I––”

“ Rob. ”  Deanna’s hand is solid on his shoulder, pressing him back down into himself.

“Sorry.  Sorry.”  He takes a breath.  Fiddles with his cuffs, sneaking in a squeeze on one
wrist.  “Bit, ah, worked up.  About it.”

“You’ve every right to be,” says Deanna.  “Stop crucifying yourself.  You didn’t do anything
wrong.”

“I don’t know if I––”

“Calling someone your friend,” continues Deanna, soldiering ahead, “when you’ve known
them half a decade is fairly standard procedure, as is being more, ah, open, with yourself,
when someone is quite literally living in your home and actively requiring care or taking care
of you.  You haven’t done a single thing that any sane person would call out of line.  Rather
sounds like you’ve gone above and beyond for him.”

She leans in, meets his eyes.  Her voice is firm and gentle. 

“As much as you may be fond of this one, it doesn’t sound like he’s treated you well.”

Hob has to look away.  It can’t be parsed out in a way that would make sense to her without
telling her the full and damning story.  He’s never been sure of the metric that’s appropriate to
his relationship to Dream –– a human one, or something else.  By human standards, in time
scales of lives, Deanna is right.  But there’s some element of it lost in the translation.  Who is
Hob to expect special treatment from a being that’s existed since the dawn of humanity? 
What is even reasonable to ask?

“I don’t know.”  Hob tries to say it anyway. “I don’t know.  It might be that he’s, he’s doing
all he can, you understand?  He’s giving what he’s capable of giving.  And that’s just the way
that he is.”

“Then maybe that’s not enough.”

Deanna rests a forearm on the bar, head tilted.  “You’re a good man, Rob.  You might be a tad
tight-lipped about your personal life, but you really give a lot of yourself, very freely.  And I
think you may need that back.  More than this friend is able to give you.”

“Maybe he just needs time.”

“How long can you wait?”



Hob stares down into his glass.  Through the doubled refraction of the whiskey and the glass
beneath it, the woodgrain of the bar is split into angular, wavering shapes, colored in amber
and clay and spruce.  He thinks about the question, and the ways Deanna can’t understand it.

“I don’t know,” he manages.  “A long time, I think.”

Deanna sighs, though it’s fond and toned faintly in melancholy.

“You’re far too patient, Gadling.  You deserve better.  For your own sake, I hope you don’t
wait around for eternity.”

She swallows the last of her drink, and shoots a glance back towards the booth of professors.

“Come on.  Looks like Topher’s lecture is over.  What say we go and get him riled about Jack
Kerouac?”

Hob successfully generates a grin.  “Lovely.  One of my favorite pastimes.  I’ll, ah, I’ll be
right over.  Finish my drink here, get another one.”

“Right.”  Deanna stands, lingering a moment.  “You know, I appreciate you telling me all
this.  You keep your cards rather close.  Means a lot that you trust me.”

“Yeah.  Well.  Don’t go blathering to our colleagues about my wretched affair.”

“My lips are forever sealed.  Your monumental yearning will remain a secret.”

“Shut up.”

Deanna wallops him lightly on the back.  “I’ll give you my whole sordid history over
Christmas dinner.  Then we’ll be even.”

“I’ll be holding you to that.”

She laughs, and splits off into the crowd.  Hob doesn’t like the way he’s feeling right now,
but he can’t decide if it’s a good idea to run from it.  Maybe he’s deluded.  Maybe all this
ridiculous mess is the product of him wanting something he fundamentally can’t have. 
Maybe he should wake up.

He polishes off his drink.  He doesn’t much fancy waking up, if he’s honest.  The hope,
however faint and tenuous, is better than nothing at all.

“Hob.”

The whip-crack of shock snaps through him.  Hob whips his head up, eyes wide, heart
suddenly skipping beats and breaking speed records.

The light always seems to recognize its most prized subject –– it wreaks loving havoc on the
linearity of Dream’s face, deftly rounding the corners of it, casting gold across the plane of
his cheek, the cut of his chin.  He is as Hob remembers him best, a stark and artful figure in
monochrome, one dark rectangle and a pale familiarity above, made just sideways of human



by the glow and his star-lit eyes.  There’s no air in Hob’s lungs, but what does it matter right
now?  

There’s still the distance in Dream.  The feeling of an arm’s length, as there was the night he
left.  But he’s here at all.  Hob finds that this is more than enough.

“Hello, stranger,” says Hob.  He tries to keep the breathlessness out of it, but there’s a wide
and probably dopey smile on his face before he can curb it.

Dream seems caught in a battle between the uptick in the corners of his mouth and the torrent
of discomfort behind his eyes.

“I would speak with you.  If I might.”

“Of course.  Anytime.”

Dream glances at the frenzy being whipped up around them.  It’s nearly midnight, and in
theory, the end of everything is right on the horizon.

“Somewhere less.  Loud.  If possible.”

“Oh.  Right.  Absolutely.  Not a problem.  We’ll go upstairs.”

Hob rises quickly, though Dream is already beating him to the back exit.  As he’s leaving, he
catches Deanna’s eye –– she’s clearly seen the whole thing and put two and two together. 
Hob gives her a helpless little shrug.  She responds with only a concerned tilt of her brows. 
Hob doesn’t manage to communicate much before he tails Dream out of the deafening room.

He’s fumbling with his keys at the door to his flat, Dream standing just off his shoulder, when
a cheer that’s more an animal howl erupts from below.  Hob grins.  Dream looks puzzled.

“World’s just ended,” says Hob, by way of explanation.

The key clicks in the lock.  Hob pushes the door open.

“After you.”

Dream hesitates.  Hob catches it.  It’s another layer between them. 

He seems to get over it, or at least cover, because he enters Hob’s flat with his usual brand of
semi-lordly confidence.  Hob, with little other choice, follows in his wake.  It’s like Dream
has forgotten what to do with himself, here.  He stands in the center of the room, looking
fixedly at nothing at all, as Hob shuts the door behind him.

“So, what did you want to talk about?”

Dream doesn’t say anything, for a long moment.  He’s scanning through the pictures on the
walls, not without genuine interest, but Hob knows enough to recognize avoidance.

“We can start with just talking,” he offers.  “Come on.  Sit down.  I’ll fix you a drink.”



“Hm.”

“Right then.  Drink it is.”

Once Hob is well and truly moving, rifling through glasses in the kitchen and sorting out
what he’s going to do, Dream finally unlatches himself from the floor and sits at the kitchen
counter.

“December specialty.  Hot cocoa and Bailey’s.  You may well hate it, but I love it, so you’re
going to try it.”

He sets the water boiling.  Dream is watching him, entirely unreadable, but paying a level of
attention Hob would find discomforting from anyone else.

“The world has ended?” asks Dream.  Not what Hob expected, but it’s a question he can
answer, so he does.  More than anything, he wants to calm whatever strangeness is in Dream
now, abate it enough to where it’s not separating them any more.  It’s like waiting, he thinks. 
It’s a kind of act of patience.  Wearing away at a stone.

“Well, no.  But a great deal of lunatics thought it was going to.”

 

+++

 

December 21st, 2012 –– 2:12 AM

Hot cocoa with Bailey’s has turned out to be a thing Dream enjoys.

Taste has leveled somewhat in his decade of re-acclimation, but he indulges little in the
Dreaming, so his sensitivity to it remains acute.  The chocolate is richer than fertile soil and
black velvet on the throat, run through with the orange and hot-flashing thread of the alcohol,
disguising the eager kick under the smooth sweetness.  All that Hob touches seems to come
out this way –– warm, textured, built to be wanted again.

“You would not believe how atrocious Twilight is.  One of my friends, from the history
department, actually, that’s all we ever fight about.  He’s a bloody diehard, but I can’t fathom
why.  It’s absurd.  The man sparkles .  I find it hard to believe vampires sparkle.”

Dream has had a few of these concoctions.  He’s not drunk, by any means, but he is running
warm, and there’s a certain softened edge to things he finds makes it easier to speak.  

“They do not.”

Hob almost chokes on his drink.  “D’you–– do you know vampires?  Are they real?”

With a flicker of his smile, Dream says nothing.  



He has little idea how they ended up discussing what sounds like a rather unfortunate 2000’s
movie –– some turn of phrase had reminded Hob of a course reading, then in succession one
of his students, then there was some sort of intermediary transition to cinema, on and on.  It’s
unimportant.  Dream is floating along in the current of Hob’s pitch and timbre, and to be in it
again is like returning to home.  He thinks, recurringly, of Lucienne’s task. To make a
decision.

“Oh, come off it, you twat, you are not allowed to dodge the question!”

“All things can exist, in my realm.”

“That’s cheating.  You can’t just handwave and say ‘oh well you can dream of a vampire and
then it exists’.  Arse.”

Dream can’t suppress half a smile, and Hob, in radiance, mirrors it doubled.

“One of these days I’ll subject you to Twilight .  Then you’ll be sorry.”  

He leans across the counter, a touch, conspiratorially.  Dream can feel the halo of his body
heat.  He wants to fall into it.

“Don’t tell my friend,” he mock-whispers, “but I actually don’t despise it.”

When Hob leans back, Dream misses the proximity.

“It’s good in that way terrible things are good, you know?”

“Ah.  I understand.  Perhaps I will watch it, someday.”

“Anytime you’ve got a moment, come on by, if you’d like.  You’re always welcome.”

Dream tries to memorize Hob’s look.  Every slanted sculpture of his shoulders, the minutiae
of the backs of his hands.  The way the light of his flat, burnished bronze, is diffracted in the
dark earth of his irises.  Like life in imitation of, surpassing, art.

Hob breaks the eye contact first, shifting his sight down into his now-empty mug, his second
or third of the evening.   He seems to be struggling with something, some need to speak, and
it comes boiling off him in waves.  Dream wishes, as he has before, that he could press a
hand to Hob’s cheek and know him in entirety, without the fickle intermediary of language. 
That Hob could do the same with him.

“D'you ever think,” says Hob, eventually, with great difficulty, “about what you’d want if
there was nothing else?”

Dream tilts his head off axis.  Hob glances up, briefly, to affirm he’s not been understood,
then swiftly starts to explain himself.

“If, ah, if there was nothing else.  As in, no contexts.  Just a vacuum, sort of.”

“A vacuum?”



“Right.  So.  Ah.  My, ah, my friend, she invited me to Christmas dinner, with her family,
and, ah, I saw her tonight, had a lovely chat, but it got me thinking about, ah.  Constants. 
Like family.  I’ve not really had constants before, or even consistent context, if that makes
sense?  And don’t misunderstand, I, there’s, this thing I’ve got, it’s a gift.  And I’m grateful
for it every bloody minute of every day.”  

He searches Dream’s face again, looks away and presses onwards

“But that’s sort of my whole life.  No contexts.  Don’t have to worry about, ah, obligations,
really, long-term, because everything is always different.  New.”

Dream listens, and studies the smooth fall of Hob’s hair.  It’s longer now.  It suits him.   

“I sort of just.  Am.  And in a way, that makes me absurdly free.  I get to just.  Pick what I
want.  Try it out.”

Dream cannot fathom what that is like –– to exist apart from real structure, set apart from
things that bind.

“But thinking about it, I’ve realized that, ah, no one else, really has that.  Like you.  You’ve
got your, ah, your position.  Your work, your constituents.  Your constants and contexts.  So. 
If you just.  Were.  As you are.  What do you think you’d want?”

“Hm.”  Dream looks down into the countertop.  Just as himself, the same, without the
contextual pressures of what that meant.  The creation in his fingertips, none of the rigidity. 
None of the fear of being hunted.  None of the painful truths.  Only the intrinsic ones. 

“As I am?”

Hob nods.

“Not human or anything.  Just you.  Without anything around it.”

Maybe in this lifetime Hob invents, there is not a curse under his palms.  There is not some
unkillable thing in him that crumples what it wants to hold most gently.  Nothing at all
besides what he may choose to have.

He knows Hob is asking something else.  It’s a variation on 1889 –– another phrasing of the
same assertion, grown further into itself.  It inspires in him the same flash of panic,
intensified by the immediacy of his captivity and Hob’s suffering.  It was the work of his
hand that had drawn Hob’s blood.  It is the same as if he wielded the knife.

“It’s, ah, it’s an odd question, so, ah, you don’t have to answer,” says Hob quickly.

No matter the machinations of the Fates, the stain always finds its way to his palms.

“No, ” Dream says.   “ No.  It is.  Hard.  To separate myself from what I do.  It is all just
as much myself.  The station.  The ties.  But I understand what you are asking.”



With a strength he did not know he had, he meets Hob’s gaze again.  It’s full of comingled
terror and hope.  

“There is much that comes with being an Endless that.  Limits me, ” he says.  The words
are clipped, stiff on delivery, but he knows they must be spoken.  “ Were that not there. 
Were they nothing else.  I––”

He can’t get the rest out.  Try as he might.  Even here, in this place he feels comfortable, with
the drink loosening the harder corners of him, he can't cough it up.  There’s more to be said,
but it’s clinging to the base of his tongue and holding fast.  Hob’s eyes flicker back and forth
across the bridge of his nose, before he lets it go, and lets some of the more plainly burning
hope in him die back down with it.  Dream feels a brutal pang in his chest.

“Don’t worry about it.  I was just curious.  Nothing serious.”

Hob pauses, swirls the dregs of his drink in his mug.

“So. Ah.  What was it you wanted to talk to me about?”

New with Dream’s fear and his guilt and his sadness, the triad of his circling inner hunters, is
some new finality.  Hob has asked, and in his way, he can find means to answer, though they
will take him time.  He knows what he wants.  He has always know.  But he has a sudden
inspiration, how he might affirm whether the choice is right.

It’s not quite a decision, but a direction.  More a decision to decide.

“There was.  Something.  But I have decided on a different course.”

“Care to get even slightly more specific?”

Dream stays silent a moment, then tries again.  “I was going to tell you that.  I could not
see you further.”

Hob frowns.  “What?  Why?”

“It is.  Much to tell.  But now there is a matter to see to.  First.”

“For fuck’s sake, could you just tell me?”

“It will not do you good to know.”

“Don’t presume to know what I can and can’t handle.” There’s more than a little frustration
in Hob’s voice.  “I know it’s not easy for you to be open, and I, I understand that, but this sort
of seems to be directly and specifically about me, and I don’t appreciate being kept in the
dark.”

“I will tell you.  I cannot.  Right now.”

“ Christ , Dream, what do you want ?”



Hob pushes himself off the counter and starts putting things away in the kitchen with
snapping, sharp motions.  Dream is taken aback by his sudden half-bridled furor.

“Right, I get it, really, you’re the eldritch ruler of the whole sleeping world, things are
different for you, but I just –– God.  The last time we spoke, before the millennium, you ran
off on me for saying I was your friend.  And the next time I see you, circumstances aside,
everything is just.  Fine?”  

Dream watches his swift movements.  It’s a new sort of hell, to be trapped as he is, between
his desperation to answer and his terror at causing more pain than he has.  He doesn’t want to
give Hob half-solutions –– he wants to give him a certainty he has yet to acquire.

“Better than fine, even.  Through all the bloody nonsense that happened, things with us were
something better than they had been, or at least I thought, because then you go and vanish on
me for a decade and I don’t see you until out of the blue tonight.”

Dream frowns.  “Do you not recall your dreams?”

Hob stops.  “Dreams?”

“I saw you.  In the Dreaming.  Last year. ”  Dream is puzzled.   “ You gained entrance. 
You said you had dreamt of its gates for a decade.  Do you not remember?”

“No.  No, I don’t,”  Hob frowns, makes a connection.  “Are you keeping me out?”

Dream shuts his mouth.

“Why in God’s name are you doing that?”  

Hob crosses back to the counter, presses his palms flat to it, exhaling in one huff.  

For a moment, he doesn’t speak.  When he does, the words waver in the air, as though he
hardly has a grip on them.

“Right,” he says, run through with the threat of tears, “okay.  You.  You owe it to me.  To tell
me what I did.”

“What you did?” echoes Dream quietly.

“What I did to make you like this.  What I did wrong.  Must’ve done something, for you to,
to be doing this.  Just tell me what.”

“You have done nothing wrong.”

“Then what is it ?”

The impulse barrels into Dream, and his chest is so swirled with nuances of hurt that he
cannot resist it.  In one movement, bordering desperation, reaches across the counter and
takes Hob’s face in his hands.  The dark of his down-soft eyes, wide and searching, is ringed



with wobbling silver along the waterline, and the sight of it makes Dream sick.  He can feel
himself shaking.

“I will tell you.  You have my word.”

He runs a thumb cautiously along the plane beneath Hob’s eye.  It feels almost sacrilegious,
to hold him like this, to make contact with such plain divinity.  Where his palms curve
beneath the cut of Hob’s jaw, he can just feel the edge of long-healed scar tissue.

“You have done no wrong.  All that has hurt you has been my own failings.  But I swear
to you, it will not be like this any more.”

Hob doesn’t say anything.  With one hand, he takes one of Dream’s wrists, and holds it
tightly.  The tremor of his fingers runs down the length of Dream’s forearm.

“I swear, ” repeats Dream.  “ By all that I am.”

“That’s a big promise,” says Hob, with the weakest of smiles.

“I will uphold it.”

There's a moment of silence.  Dream hopes, against hope.

“Okay.”  Hob repeats it, with finality, bordering resignation.  “Okay.”

Though he would stay an eternity, Dream lets his hands fall, slowly.  Hob’s own hand
releases its hold, and returns to the counter, where Hob studies it instead of looking at Dream.

“I.  have to go,” Dream manages, at length.

“How long?” asks Hob.

“I do not know.  I am sorry. For this and all other things.  But I will be back.”

Hob won’t look at him, still.  Dream steps back from the counter.

“Thank you.  For your.  For it all.”

“Of course,” whispers Hob.

As Dream turns to go, Hob’s voice emerges again.

“You can’t keep doing this.”  It’s almost as though he hadn’t meant to speak.

Dream feels the hot mouth of guilt gnash at his core.

“I’m good at waiting,” Hob continues.  His voice is low, hanging still on the razor’s edge of
trembling.  “I really am.  I’ve done a lot of it.  And I think.  No.  I know that I’d do it forever. 
But that doesn’t mean it’s right.”



He looks at Dream, all patience twined with aching, and the guilt of it almost swallows
Dream in one.

“So.  I’ll be here,” says Hob.  Nothing more.

Dream nods.  It takes a great and furious effort to tear himself from Hob’s gaze, but he does
it.  Some piece of him remains behind.

He returns to the Dreaming.  There is a hole in his stomach, a portion of his deeper core
removed.  He feels unstable.  It’s been an absence of a moment, and already he wishes,
fervently, to return.  But now he has a task at hand.  He knows what he can do.  One way or
another, this will be decided.  

He hopes, bordering on prayer, that the Fates are kind.

 

+++

 

2013.

It’s hot.  Late June.  

Hob sleeps restless in the summers.  For upwards of a decade, he’s slept restless year-round,
but the summers are always the worst.  Always another morning, entered in a steam bath of
sweat, with more tiredness than the night before.  Another day.

He doesn’t dream, these days.
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2013. August.

“I am literally begging you to see him,” says Matthew

“As if he listens to me,” says Death.

The sun is high and white in the cloudless sky of Cairo.  Matthew is 100% positive he’s
going to melt into the sidewalk and then evaporate into the atmosphere and never be seen



again.  It’s so hot.  Being a creature with black feathers isn’t helping in the least.  He really
misses being able to sweat.  All he’s got now is a weird panting thing that sort of helps but
also sort of isn’t the same as sweating and it feels sort of wrong to not sweat.  He can’t even
think right.  It’s all melting out of his ears.

He’s exhausted.  Tracking down Death was like trying to use a tricycle and binoculars to keep
up with a stealth fighter jet.  There was no way to know where she’d be, or how long she’d be
there, or what she’d even look like if he found her.  The evidence of her presence was always
there, plain and palpable, in her wake.  There was always that.  But it wasn’t really any good
for figuring where the hell she'd be next.

It’s taken weeks, winging around the globe while Dream is dealing with Dreaming affairs or
Lucienne has him suitably distracted or, as is increasingly the case, he’s vanished and mired
in the unknowable and isolating lunacy that’s occupying him now, but hey, desperate times,
desperate measures.  And these are, without a doubt, some really super desperate times.

“I’m not totally sure you understand,” says Matthew.  

He’s hopping along at Death’s strolling feet, bouncing lightly, trying to touch the stovetop-
level sidewalk as little as possible.  

“If I had people knees, I’d be throwing myself on them.  Like, actually, literally begging.” 

In a stroke of luck (finally) he’d crossed her fleet-footed erratic path at the cacophonous site
of an apartment collapse.  Matthew had been waiting on the curb, unsure if he’d missed her,
or if she was too occupied to talk.  It was a site that turned him all cold inside –– the flashing
of the ambulance lights, the great groaning of the torn beams and the grinding crunch of
debris as they settled further into the forming sinkhole, the punctuating wails of the crowd,
the concealed survivors.  She’d emerged from a cavern in the rubble, painted in a film of
crushed concrete dust and turned pallid as a wraith.  It was stark and terrible.  The tracks
streaked in negative space down her cheeks.  The plaster-dust sculpture shadows of Death’s
wings, their invisibility unmasked by the particulate in the air.  The way they trembled
around her, disintegrating as their coating fell shivering away.  It had been hell to even
witness.  Matthew couldn’t imagine kneeling in it, plunging hands into it all.  Living it
alongside the buried.

Death, rising anew, shrouded in a beige smoke, had stood unnoticed, stock still and breathing
heavy.  Matthew hadn’t noticed she breathed, though before long, she stopped.  It sort of just
faded out, as if she remembered she didn’t need to.  Maybe being in all of it, so direct and
down in it and there , made her more like it, like humanity.  It hurt her, in some visible way. 
She was made close to it.

Her eyes, clouded and grieving, had not found Matthew for some time.  When they did light
upon him, they’d taken more time to soften.  Matthew hadn’t know what to say to her –– he’d
said nothing.  When she nodded, silently, towards him, and began to walk away, he’d fallen
into step (hop?) beside her, and waited the space of a few blocks to begin talking.  So far,
Death seemed intrigued, but unconvinced of the stakes.



Now they take the turning streets in sweltering strides, under the bright blue-white noon, and
Matthew tries to figure out how to convey all the insanity that he really definitely needs to
convey.  He wasn’t much of a convincing speaker, in his old life.  Come to think about it, his
resume probably makes him woefully under-qualified for this job.  Though maybe the only
qualifications required are being willing to be a bird and being persistent as all hell.

“He’s like.  Really moody.”

“My little brother is rarely otherwise.”

“Okay, moody is, that’s the wrong word.  He’s like.  He’s not doing great.  It’s sort of hard to
explain because, gonna be honest, Lucienne and I are pretty much at a loss.  There’s a whole
lot to unpack.”

“Sit?”

They’ve meandered along the narrow edge of the city paralleling the bank of the Nile, and
Death is gesturing to the end of a short dock.  The proximity to the water pulls a swath of
humidity up into the low air, but Matthew finds the rolling of the dark water pretty good
scenery for a serious discussion about Dream’s mental well-being, so he approximates a
shrug as best he can with wings.  Death smiles faintly.  She’s still somewhere in herself, and
the journey back is a slow one, it looks like.

The duo crosses to the edge, and Death sits with her feet swinging over the water, carefully
wiping the layer of powdered gray off her palms, her forearms, in the same pattern of motion
as washing her hands.  

“I remember when this place was riverbank and mud,” she says.  “It used to feel good to walk
in the bank, between the reeds.  Cool as nightfall.”

Matthew tucks his feet beneath him and settles on the rough planks of the dock, next to
Death’s hip.  His senses, as a bird, are a little more astute, and a little to the left of human. 
The smell off the water is salt and chemical and still greenly fresh.    

“I know he’s…difficult, sometimes,” Death continues, after a beat.  “I’ve been meaning to
pay a visit, see how he’s been holding up after everything.  With.  With Burgess.”

The name struggles to get free of her mouth, and it comes out as a shard of metal.

“And Hob,” she adds.  Her voice lightens with the change of subject, and a smile flutters
easily across her face.  “After all that awful business with the Corinthian.  I’d hoped some
good may have come of it, with he and Dream.”

“Um.  Yeah.  That’s, that’s sort of the problem, actually.”

The rolling of the water, off of which the sun flashes in quick stars, sends a gentle splashing
against the pillars of the dock.  Matthew tries to get it all laid out in his mind, but it isn’t that
easy to explain, at least not in brief.



“It’s not like they had a real falling out or anything, but, um…okay, wait, so, okay, context,
so he stayed with Hob, like, a week, after all the stuff with the, the Corinthian, okay?”

“Really?  Hm.”  Death smiles partway.

“Yeah.  Yeah .  I know.  And he seemed, like, happy, you know?  I mean, at the time, I didn’t
know him super super well, but he was, you know, smiley, for him.  Like, smiley in the eyes. 
Also actually smiling and I had never seen him smile before.  He’s different with Hob, you
know that, and I’m not, like, blind, so I got the vibe, you know?  The vibe .”

Her smile tilts, pressing a dimple into one cheek.  “I understand completely.”

“Cool.  Yeah.  Good.  Same page.  So, um, then when he got back he was acting sort of
weird?  Beyond sort of.  Just weird.  Straight up.  He was keeping Hob out of the Dreaming.”

Death frowns.  She leans her forearms on her dust-streaked knees and bends towards
Matthew, in a posture of greater attention.

“Why?”

“Exactly.  Exactly .  Like, Lucienne and I were super confused, you know?  So we asked him
about it, and he got all cagey and avoidant, but we pushed it for like, I dunno, a few months,
and he caved and said it’d be ‘hurting Hob’ to let him in?”  

Matthew accelerates as he talks, adhering loosely to being coherent.  It’s not something he’s
been able to discuss freely with anyone other than Lucienne, with whom he’s hashed things
out about a thousand times, so telling it to a new audience is whipping up all his confusion
and frustration and concern all over again. 

“Which, like, made no sense.  We were both like, ‘huh, are you crazy?’ and he was all ‘I am
cursed to bring suffering upon him’ yadda yadda yadda and we were like ‘hey what the fuck
are you talking about’ and finally it turns out he’d like convinced himself that he couldn’t let
Hob get any closer to him without, like, hurting him or something?  And so he was just. 
Keeping Hob out.”

Death has turned her face from him and pressed her chin into her hands, looking solemnly
out across the water.  Matthew ruffles his feathers, trying to let some of the heat fall off his
body.  Man, it really is a scorcher (not surprising, for Cairo in the summer, he guesses), and
on top of it, he’s pretty worked up. 

“So, then, get this –– Hob shows up .”

“What?”

“He shows up!  In the Dreaming!”  Matthew spreads his wings wide, just to drive the
craziness of it home.  “Just rolls up to the palace, totally chill, like he owns the place.  Says
he’s been dreaming about the gates of the Dreaming for ten years .  And Dream, he totally
freaks out, throws him right back out, and then makes me go give him these stupid
sweatshirts that Hob loaned him back because now he thinks he has to sever all his ties to



keep him away and lemme tell you that fucking sucked because I like Hob, man, he’s a really
nice guy and like obviously that hurt his feelings and plus he had like no clue what was going
on because apparently he wasn’t remembering any of his dreams?”   

Matthew hesitates.  

“Which.  Dream didn’t know.  For a while.  I didn’t, um.  Hob sort of told me he didn’t
remember, and then I didn’t tell Dream.  I was trying to not make things worse.”  He shifts
his weight on his feet a bit.  “Like, I dunno.  Like I thought if he thought Hob remembered
how, like, shitty he’d acted, he’d feel bad and go talk to him?  Or, honestly, I just, I was
fucking scared to bring it up.  Like, anything Lucienne and I said was always the wrong
thing.  He’s been real fucking touchy lately.”  

“You were in an impossible situation,” says Death kindly.

“Well, I dunno,” mumbles Matthew, “but whatever, that basically backfired, because he really
went off on me about not telling him.  So he didn’t see Hob for a year, until Lucienne
somehow convinced him and then, uh, that’s where we hit our current problem.”

Matthew takes a breath.

“So.  He goes to see Hob, right?  Lucienne finally gets him to go, because she’s like, a
fucking mastermind, you know, but, yeah, he goes to see him.  And then when he comes
back, boom, he’s like, even fucking weirder than before!  Way worse!  Which neither of us
thought was possible!”

Death doesn’t respond.  There’s something darkening and sad in her look.  

“It was, like.  Awful.  That night he got back.”  

Matthew remembers it vividly, loudly.

“It was awful ,” he repeats.

 

+++

 

December 21st, 2012 –– 2:40 AM.

The Dreaming wails with a hurricane.  The rain in droves of bullets beats its many fists
against the glass.  Dream is half himself, half incorporeal, panels of black and burning
shadow cut through with lightning.  Matthew has never been scared of him before.  This is
the closest he’s gotten to it.

“You kept this from me?  You kept the knowledge of his ignorance from me?  What else
have you refrained from telling me, Matthew?”



“Nothing, boss, I swear!  I just, I just.  Uh.”  Matthew scrambles for an explanation,
something better than ‘you didn’t want to talk about anything when I got back’ or ‘you’re not
always easy to tell things’ or ‘we don’t talk that much anymore, you’re not here here, I never
knew how to say it’.  Something of substance besides confessing he feels pushed away.

“He just, I just, I didn’t think, I mean, there was never an opportunity––”

Actually.  Fuck it.

“Fuck it,” says Matthew, hopping forwards, “look, okay, you’re not exactly easy to tell shit
when you’re upset, and you were, uh, really obviously upset, when I got back, and you didn’t
even want to know how he’d been, or what he’d said, so I didn’t push it, and then, surprise,
you were upset the next day, and then the next, and actually you’ve been upset the whole
fucking year so I just never brought it up.”  

The sentence tumbles out in a tangled mess, but he calls it good and presses onwards.  

“Okay?  There wasn’t, it wasn’t some huge conspiracy, there wasn’t a fucking plan.  God. 
We’re all on fucking eggshells around you about this!  It kind of sucks!”

There are tendrils of black flame bounding up from the floor around the soles of Dream’s
boots, melting into the broken line of his coattails.  His eyes are blinding white.

“You would speak to me––”

And Matthew is afraid, really, but honestly, he’s also fucking annoyed.

“I’m sorry, okay, I’m sorry I didn’t tell you, but what the fuck does it matter?  Would it have
changed anything?  Whether he knows, like, consciously or not, he’s still fucking looking for
you!  Still!  Always!  Ten fucking years!  And you’re still fucking running away!”

The temperature of the room is falling fast.  Matthew can see the puffs of his breath.  There
are a thousand pins of static cracking like mouse bones in the air. 

“I am not running.”

“Then what is this?  Huh?  What is all this shit?  What are you doing right now?”

“ I am not running. ”

The crash of his voice sends a shockwave through the foundations of the castle.  Shards of
stone chip from the rafters, casting off a flurry of dust.  Outside, the stormwinds whip into a
manic banshee shriek.  

Dream snaps a hand in front of him, fingers clawed and tense, and tendrils of black weave
around his palm.

Matthew, without thinking, shrinks into himself.  It’s instinct.  He makes himself small. 
Hides.  The animal part of him, thrumming into his veins, thinks, knows, that he’s going to
die.



Dream freezes.  

He looks down at Matthew’s hunched form.  The fevered flame in his eyes flickers out as
though smothered and gasping.  He lowers the hand that was raised.  He blinks.

No one speaks.  The winds outside plummet into silence.  The rain grows mellowed against
the window panes.

Lucienne, very carefully, straightens herself off the pillar she’d crowded against.  Matthew
tries to get his flight or fight to chill out, but the adrenal horde is still occupying his veins
with tenacity.  

Dream has ripped his gaze away and planted it into some lower distance on the floor, and
something fearful is settling on his face, only half-covered.

“I.  Am sorry. ”  Each word stutters off his tongue, raw-edged and lock-jawed.  “ I was.  I
should not have.”

He closes his mouth and eyes at once.  The burning of him is now only a smoky afterimage.

“I should not.  Fault you.  For fearing my moods.  I know you.  I know you would not
deceive me.  Intentionally.”

“No.  I wouldn’t,” says Matthew, barely audibly.  “And, seriously, I’m, I’m sorry I didn’t tell
you.  Kinda should have.”

“It is.  Fine.  I have not been much myself.  These years.”

Dream thrusts his hands sharply into his coat pockets, shoulders bent, rigid.  For all the
bluster and the awe-inducing power of the moments before, he looks less now.  Smaller. 
Matthew doesn’t know how he manages it.  Being something human and something not
human at all.  He also doesn’t know what to say.

“It’s okay,” he tries.  “It’s, um, you know.  It happens.”

The silence falls around them again.  Nobody moves.

“I have made a decision,” says Dream at last.  

For the first time in this whole ordeal, Matthew catches an undertone of conviction.  Dream
lifts his head and meets Lucienne’s eyes.  Some form of understanding, briefly, passes
between them.

“I will end this, ” says Dream.  It’s like a judge’s hammered sentence.  “ One way or
another.  It will be done.”

Lucienne’s brow furrows.  

“My Lord, what do you––”



“It is a personal matter, now.  I will attend to it myself.”

He’s realigning into the posture of control Matthew is most familiar with, bit by bit, but it
doesn’t do anything to hide the gravity in him.  There’s so much weight in every spoken
syllable it’s like the fabric of space is distorting down around him, pooling in one leaden
well.

“I thank you.  Both.  For your assistance, and your unending patience.  But I walk this
remaining path alone.  As it must be.”

That is.  Definitely not a worrying thing to say.  Dream turns back towards Matthew,
gingerly, his movements slow and measured.

“My wrath was ill-directed, Matthew.  You deserve it least.”  

The edge of him softens, even opens into something vulnerable, and Matthew thinks he
actually sounds a little scared.

“I would.  Ask your forgiveness.”  Like he doesn’t imagine it’s possible.

“Hey.  Don’t, don’t stress about it, boss.  Seriously.  No worries.”

Dream nods, just once.

“So, uh, what are you planning on doing?”

“It is for my own self, and as such I will not trouble you with it.”

“Boss, come on––”

There’s a new set in Dream’s jaw that’s all kinds of inarguable.

“It is as it must be.  When it is done, you will be told.  Rest assured.”

Matthew is the opposite of assured right now.

“Can we aid you in any way, my Lord?” asks Lucienne hesitantly.

“No.  Thank you.  No.”

The galaxy of Dream’s eyes is grown dispersed, still as the space between stars.

“I begin today.  I must depart.  I will return.”

He pauses.

“It is too cold in here,” he murmurs.

There’s a dark and thoughtful vacancy in his look.  With no other comment, he waves a hand
and evaporates in a whirlwind of black sand.



Lucienne and Matthew share a look.

“That, uh.  Doesn’t sound great.”

“No.  No, it does not.”

The rain goes on, interminable as ever.

 

+++

 

August.  Cairo.  Again.

Mute and coiled like a spring, Dream had spent the months brushing past Lucienne’s
outstretched concern and all of Matthew’s overlapping questions.  He’d sequestered himself
somewhere so deep in the realm not even Lucienne knew where he was.  He’d been gone
days, after the first homecoming –– when he’d come back, there was some unsettling
distance about him.  Like he was split, like a part of him was always thinking of something
else.  He talked almost never.  He did his work cursorily, neatly, and lightning fast, and then
vanished again.  He wouldn’t explain –– when Lucienne tried to question him one too many
times, he’d fixed her with a stare so nearly distraught with unspoken desperation it had turned
Matthew’s stomach.

“He’s, he’s got something going on,” says Matthew.  “He won’t talk to either of us.  He just,
like, disappears, for days, and then comes back like nothing happened.  He’s not himself. 
Lucienne doesn’t have a clue what’s happening, and neither do I, and honestly, at this point,
with all this bullshit he’s put himself through over Hob, and all the bullshit he’s put Hob
through, we’re just.  Like.  Really worried.  And it’s just.  It’s really.  Bad.  It’s really bad.”

Matthew cocks his head up towards Death, imploring.

“But he might talk to you.  You guys, you’re really close.  Or, like, closer than any of us are
to him.  And I know you’re really really busy but like––”

“No,” she says quickly.  “No no.  I’m not too busy for this.”

“Oh thank fucking God.”  The relief flies out of him in one swoop.  “Okay.  Okay okay. 
Great.  Fucking fantastic.  Maybe you can figure it out.”

Death works a furrow of concrete out from under her nail.  She’s looking down into the
water, but something in her seems to not see it.

“Has he told you about the others?”

“Other what?”

“Lovers.”



Matthew blinks.  

“Uh.  Yeah.  Definitely not.  Not even a little.”

“Hm.  Yeah.  Figures.”  She sighs.  She looks like a statue mid-waking, the way the dust falls
off her every time she moves, the way she’s posed contemplating the rolling water.  “It’s
probably not my place to tell it all.  But it’s a general rule, really, that he’s got bad luck.  As
Endless, we’re not allowed to have romantic relations with mortals.  Call it a curse or a law
or what have you –– the gist of it is that it always ends badly.  Particularly for the mortal.”

“Oh.”  

Matthew considers this.  

“You know, if he had just, fucking, told any of us that, it would’ve saved a lot of time.”

“Yeah, well.  He’s not known for being straightforward,” says Death with weary fondness. 
“And it cuts close to him.  For his well-kept facade of solemnity, he really feels the most of
all of us.  Wounds heal slow in him.  Sometimes they don’t heal at all.”

“Yeah.  I guess that makes sense.  What with, you know, him being all up in the
subconscious.  It’s all emotions, all the way down.”

“He works hard to not be governed by them.  When they get ahold of him, they become him. 
Or he becomes them.  It’s very blurry.  And usually messy, which is why he fights it so
much.  Personally, I think it would do him good to let loose a little, but I understand his fear.”

Death rises, stretching her arms above her head.  Her back cracks, almost unnaturally.

“I’ll talk to him.”  She pauses.  “Did he tell you what happened?  With Hob?”

“Nope.  Zip.  Zero.  Nada.”

“Hm.  Right.  Then I’d like to make a stop first, if you don’t mind.  Hop up.”  

She pats her shoulder.  Matthew flutters up to perch there.

For a final moment, the two look out onto the sun-washe skyline, the tangle and tumble of the
water, and then, with a vacuum rush of her wings, Death steps off the pier.

 

+++

 

Death finds Hob Gadling muddy and laughing.

Her step takes her from Cairo to London, and she finds herself and Matthew situated in the
satin shade of an oak, on the edge of a green that was arguably once-green and is now torn



into sloughs of dirt by kicks and collisions and skidding trainers.  It’s an animated game of
football with a pack of players woefully and gleefully unfit for the sport.  Amid the scuffle
and chaos at centerfield, Death watches as Hob breaks from the calamity, manages to get the
ball about two meters towards an actual goal, and collides in a tangle of ankles with a hefty
and determined man trying to snipe the ball.  The two slam the ground in a spray of mud,
swearing without malice, breaking into peals of laughter as teammates come to drag them
from the ground.

“You bloody tosser, Topher, it’s not a contact sport!”

“Maybe if you weren’t such a massive graceless klutz, Gadling, you wouldn’t’ve blundered
your way into me!”

“Are you saying I ran into you ?  You were trying to interfere!”

“And if you weren’t as uncoordinated as a blind hippo, you twat, it would’ve been a very
elegant play!”

“Oh, fuck off.”

“You fuck off!”

“Flag on the play, lads!” hollers a broad-shouldered woman with mud all down one side of
her face, jogging over.  “Ref’s called it. You’re both dunces.”

“Since when are you ref, Volkov?” says the other man, Topher, as a comrade helps him back
to his feet.  He tries to smear some of the mud off his t-shirt, but only succeeds in making it
noticeably worse.

“Who’s bloody ball is it, hm?”

“Fair enough.”

Hob is back on his feet, grinning, pushing his hair out of his face and haphazardly tangling
the strands with dirt.  It’s grown out to just the edge of his jaw, and streaked with new gray at
the temples, more than Death recalls.  He’s faking a bit of aging, she guesses.  It sits well on
him.  He’s smacked about amiably by his colleagues, and a bit of a debate breaks out as to
whether or not they may as well make it a contact sport, considering how bad everyone is. 
Death takes the opportunity.

“Hob!”

His head pops up.  He considers her a moment, not concerned, but not settled.  Before long,
recovering, he sends her a crooked smile, and waves.  Death waves back.  

He makes a remark to the woman, gesturing towards Death, and she nods vacantly, clearly
enmeshed in the development of the new rules.  Hob jogs off the field.

“Hello,” he says, half-breathless.  “Sorry for my bedraggled look.  Though I suppose it’s no
worse than 1389.  Hello Matthew.”



“Howdy,” says Matthew from Death’s shoulder.

“Looks like you’re getting walloped out there.”

“Hard to say, really.  It’s literature versus history, but I think some of these bastards have
been swapping sides.  I know I have.”

Hob slumps against the tree, looking down at the ruination that is his jersey.

“Don’t think this is recoverable,” he laughs breezily.  “Ah well.”

He lifts his gaze back towards Death, all amiable, though Death can see there’s something on
edge beneath it.

“So, to what do I owe the pleasure?”

Death leans next to him.  Matthew flaps up into the branches of the tree.  August is hot and a
little damp, but the shade is sweet like a glass of lemonade.  The squabbling of the professors
clatters against the street traffic and pedestrians, the distant bark of a dog further down the
lawn.  It’s bright and vital.  Death wishes she was here on a social call –– she likes Hob, how
easy his company is.

“It’s about my brother.”

“Hm.  Should’ve guessed that.”

Though the tone is jovial,a wire of tension pulls taut across his shoulders.

“You saw him, recently, right?”

“Towards the end of December.”

Death waits for him to say more, but he doesn’t.  He folds his arms across his chest and
watches the rabble-rousing of the players on the field with a sight that doesn’t really see.

“I’m here at Matthew and Lucienne’s behest,” says Death.  “They’re worried about him.”

Hob looks down at the ground, toes the dirt with his half-tied trainer.  

“Is he alright?”

“We’re working on that.”  Death tilts her head.  “What happened?”

He shrugs.  A bike flies by on the sidewalk behind them, a rattle of spokes and the ring of a
bell.  There’s the touch of a breeze across Death’s cheek, summer-toned, faintly floral,
webbed with a low undergirding of exhaust.

“Not much.  Talked for a bit.  He left.”

“Was he odd?  At all?”



Hob shrugs again.  A few muddy locks of hair flop over one eye.

“He said some things.  We talked about nothing, mostly.  The courses I was teaching, the end
of the world, movies.”  He stops.  Clears his throat.  “I was upset with him, at the end.”

He rubs a smudge of dirt off his wrist.

“He said he’d come to tell me that he couldn’t see me any more, but that he’d decided
something else, and I guess.  I don’t know.  Sort of set me off.  It was something different. 
He was talking around something new.  Shouldn’t be surprised, really.  He’s been talking
around things as long as I’ve known him.”

“Yeah.  Doesn’t make it less frustrating.”

“No.  It doesn’t.”

There's a beat.

"So.  I’ve, ah, not heard from him since.”  He rubs at the back of his neck with one hand,
almost sheepish.  “Turns out, sort of embarrassingly, I’d been loitering around the gates of the
Dreaming for a good decade, in my dreams, without remembering in the least, so I’ve started
on this new medication.  Knocks me right out.  No dreams, I think.  And I hadn’t been
sleeping well before.  It’s helped.”

“Are you sure that’s good for you?”

“It’s not hurting anything, I don’t think.  I need to sleep.  And I don’t want to make things
more, ah, fraught.  Than they are.”

Across the field, the woman shouts towards Hob, waving her arms.  Hob holds up a hand,
gesturing towards Death.  The woman gives Death a scrutinizing look, but ultimately gives
her a half-salute, and turns back to her compatriots.

“Sorry.  Negotiations on gameplay rules are always high-stakes.”

“No, it’s alright.  I’m sorry about all this.”

“Don’t be.  It’s hardly your fault.”

“It sort of is, if you think about it.”

“No.”  Hob turns to her.  His eyes are serious, but there’s an angle of a smile in the corner of
his mouth.  “What you did, it’s a gift.  And I’m grateful for it.  I don’t think I’ve ever had the
chance to tell you, but I’m grateful.”

“Are you still happy?”

“I am,” says Hob softly.

“Then it was a gift well given.  And I’m glad to hear it.”



The woman, splitting off from the pack, trots over to the duo.  She’s got a pleasantly
energized air about her, and there’s mud all up her shins and forearms.

“Terribly sorry to interrupt.  Gadling, the history team is trying to draft a declaration of war,
and they’re insisting on you as their ambassador to the literature department.”  She greets
Death with a frank extension of her hand.  “Deanna Volkov.  Head of Literary Studies. 
Delighted to meet a friend of Rob’s.”

“Lovely to meet you, Deanna.”  Death shakes her hand.

“She’s, ah, the, the guy’s sister,” says Hob.  Deanna’s eyebrows shoot up on her forehead.

“Tall goth and handsome?”

“Ah.  Yep.”

Death notes Deanna’s darkening glare, and holds up a hand.

“I think he’s being an arse.  If that changes anything.”

The glare vanishes, replaced with a comradely grin.

“Good.  Would that I knew him well enough to give him a smack upside the head.”

“I’ll pass one along.”

“Keep them at bay for a minute, Volkov?” says Hob.  “I’ll be along.”

“Right-o, then.  Nice to meet you, ah–– didn’t catch your name?”

Death shrugs.  “Doesn’t much matter.  Lovely to meet you, Deanna.”

Deanna gives Death a long look.  “You’re familiar.  Have we met?”

Death thinks about it.  She remembers an elderly woman in a hospital bed, her hand clasped
in the hand of a small girl with Deanna’s face.  The dust motes in the light before her, the
setting sun over the two twined hands.  Remembers looking in her eyes and being seen.

“Maybe I’ve seen you around.”

Deanna nods.  “Hm.  Right.  Well.  So long, then.”

Hob gives Death a sideways glance.

“Do you know her?”

“I know everyone, really.  She’s got a lot left,” she adds.

“Right.  Good.  That’s good.”



Hob pushes himself off the tree.  He cracks his knuckles methodically, twists his spine with a
pop.

“If you wait a bit, I can chat more after the game.”

“No no, it’s alright.  I’m on my way to see him.  Just wanted to talk to you first.  And wanted
to say I’m sorry about how he’s been acting.  I know it’s not my fault, but still.  He’s not been
great about this.”

Hob doesn’t answer for a moment.  He takes a few steps towards the crowd, then stops.

“He said he had something to do,” he says.  “And he swore he’d be back.”

It’s spoken with all the faith Death could conceive of –– the faith of a thousand cathedrals, of
the old ways and the temples, the faith of the dog lain at the back door.  

“So,” he concludes, turning back to her, arms spread in a gesture of patient resignation. “Here
I am.”

Death sometimes wishes her choices had been different.  Hob is a good man.  And she
wanted good for her brother –– wanted a friend for him, one that might be able to show him
the beauty of being alive, bring him out of himself, down from his pedestal to where the rest
of the living walked.  She’d sensed the blinding radiance of Hob’s soul that night in the
White Horse, and placed her bets on him.  In a way, she’s glad she has, glad that her brother’s
life had that brightness in it.  

But Hob is paying for her decision, dearly.  The best parts of himself turned to hurt him.  It
gives her guilt, low in her belly like a slack rope.

“I’ll talk to him,” she says gently.

“You know, I really do think he’s going to come back.”  Hob sticks his hands in the pockets
of his shorts, and when he talks, it’s with conviction.  “He swore.  It felt serious.”

Death nods, looks away.

“Yeah.  I’m sure.  I’m sure he will.”

“Well.  It’s good to see you.  Even if on business,” says Hob, smiling.  Even against the heat
of August, Hob is somehow warmer.  Death wonders how much of him is his own doing ––
how much of him has grown into and around her boon, become more than what she gave. 
Maybe there’s something new in him.  All of his own making.

“Always good to see you, Hob.”

He gives her a nod, then looks up to Matthew. 

“See you around, then, mate?”

“Yeah, totally.  I’ll drop by when classes start.”



“Brilliant.  Looking forward to it.”

Hob jogs boldly back into the fray, greeted with uproar.  Matthew flies down to Death’s
shoulder, where he settles in and preens a few feathers.

“Man, love that guy.  I sat in on his classes a couple times, when I could get a break from
Dream and from looking for you, and he’s a rad teacher.  Made history very not-boring.”

The players on the field, after a moment of energized shouting, reach some sort of consensus,
and scatter into loose clumps, churning up the dirt.  Hob’s laugh is a counterpoint in the
cacophony, and he streaks across the field, on the heels of a faster comrade.  He looks happy.

“He’s a rare one,” says Death quietly.  

Death opens her wings.  She steps into the Dreaming.

 

+++

 

There’s no thunder.  It’s silent.

It’s the first thing that makes Death on edge.  Matthew, on their journey, had spoken of a gale
of biblical proportions, rain fit for the final flood, a thunder that never ended.  And around the
castle proper, his prophecy had been fulfilled –– the storm circled like a hunting carnivore,
throwing itself against the windows and clawing at the eaves.  She had left Matthew there,
shared a brief and grave exchange with Lucienne, and known Dream was elsewhere.  She
could feel his presence, not in his castle but somewhere in his realm, a new part of it, still raw
with its creation.  It’s very technically against the rules for her to be here, now, uninvited ––
even if the rules are wishy-washy on social calls.  She dubs this a social call, though it’s far
from it.

Matthew and Lucienne behind her, she landed in Dream’s new alcove with one beating of her
wings, and it’s here she finds the unnerving silence.  It’s a small area, carved out from space
itself, as though a mineshaft pickaxed out of obsidian.  The edges are rough, in flux,
bothering little with the laws of physics, but despite its diminutiveness and its loose
construction, Death struggled to enter.  There was a wall keeping her back.  Every push
against it was redoubled back at her.  But Death is granted entrance to all places.  Even those
locked so well.

It’s lit from an unknown source, dimly, casting the contents in viscous shadows.  The
contents, as Death begins to parse them out, are astounding.  Unexpected.

It’s an Alexandrian library’s worth of treasures, piled as rough as raked leaves.  Death walks
among their mounds in perplexed wonder –– the horn of a pure white ram, symbol of
Amadioha; the girdle that passed through Hector’s slit heels, to drag his body through the
dust of the slaughter-wet battlefield; the furred and serpentine neck of a serpopard.  They are



works Death has seen before, as she has seen all things, but never considered she would see
again.  Their rarity is astonishing and far from acknowledged here.  They’re cast about
recklessly.  She moves deeper into the space, and towards the nebulous form of the back wall,
she finds her brother, bowed over a shape he is pulling up from the uncertain floor.

His focus is so intent he doesn’t notice her approach.  Rising up to touch his palm is a lick of
flame gold as the gilding of a tomb, brighter than binary suns.  With a twist of his wrist he
snaps the flame into his open hand, and closes his fingers over it.  He seems to weigh
something in his mind, before casting the flame against a wall, where it clings and burns.  He
watches it, critical, then turns on a heel, raises a hand once more.

“Brother,” says Death, stepping forward from the dark, “what is this?”

Dream locks in place.  With a stiff click, he turns his face to profile, half over his shoulder. 
The glint of his eye is bone white and brighter than the flame.

“You should not be here, sister,” he says at last.  The words ring doubled, though there’s no
threat in them, only certainty.

“Well, literally everyone you know is worried, and I’ve been elected to try and talk some
sense into you, or at least figure out what the hell is going on.”

“They have nothing to worry over,” Dream murmurs.  He unbinds himself from his stance
and conjures a slab of a table, onto which he begins moving a few small objects.  A handful
of yellow teeth.  The color of a first breath, a thing Death can see and not see.  A white
Narcissus flower, so old its petals are finely veined parchment.  He muses over them, then
dismisses them out of hand.  He works.  It’s like she’s not even her.

“I’m going to have to disagree.  According to Matthew and Lucienne, you’ve been
unbelievably weird lately, and I’m starting to see where they’re coming from.”

“Hm.”  It’s a distracted acknowledgement at best.  He lifts a vial in his palm, pulled from a
pocket.  It casts uncanny red through its refracted light.  Everything here he examines with
the cold frown of an appraiser, and nothing seems to meet his needs.

“Dream,” begins Death, stepping forward, closing some of the distance left between them. 
“Matthew filled me in.  On everything.  With Hob.”

Dream flinches.

“I do not wish to speak of it.”

“You’re going to have to.  Look, I understand.  That you’re afraid.”

“Afraid, ” echoes Dream.  He grants her a hollow stare.  “ It is beyond fear, sister.”

“Be that as it may, you can’t keep the ones who care about you, the ones you care for, in the
dark like this.  Matthew didn’t even know about the rule, with mortals.  Which would’ve
helped him understand.  And now not a one of us has a clue what you’re up to.”



“You do not need to know.”

“Yes.  We do.”  She takes another step towards him, but he whisks away from her, pushing
back into the newly-growing corridors of the dark.  She trails after him, though his steps are
fleet-footed.

“I’m not saying you have to be an open book to everyone, but at a certain point the people
who love you are going to have questions.  And the more you avoid them, the worse it gets. 
Nobody’s asking you––”

“They will have more questions.  It is best explained once done.”

“Dream, you’re being ridiculous.”

“You cannot understand.”

“Then make me understand,” says Death sharply.  “Make me understand what this is.  What
all this is, right now.”

Dream stops, still facing away from her.  He bows his head.

“I cannot.”

“Why not.”

“You will tell me I am a fool, ” he says.  The syllables have clipped wings.   “ And you will
be right.  But I cannot stray from this course.  It is all that I can do.”

“For fuck’s sake, Dream, stop dodging the question.  This, this thing that you do, it’s hurting
people.  All this sidestepping, this avoidance, this insistence on never saying anything
outright.  Do you understand that?”

Dream doesn’t respond.  The edges of his form are diffusing in wisps, like the pull of a
riptide, dragging the shapes into less linear bounds.  The air is growing cold.

“I talked to Hob today,” says Death.  She’s not one to be intimidated.  “And I’m not sure you
really get what you’re doing to him.”

“I am.  Aware.  We spoke.”

“He’s a good man, Dream.  He keeps his pain to himself because he has a faith in you like
you wouldn’t believe.  But you keep crashing into his life only to leave again, and he never
says it outright, but it does not make him feel good.  It’s not good for him.”

Angular arcs of cobalt static are leaping around Dream’s destabilizing shape.  

“I do this now to spare his greater pain,” he replies coldly.  

The layers of his voice are multiplying.  This is his home space –– he’s the most of himself
here, in all his moods, and the manifestations of his changing tides become magnified. 



Death doesn’t care in the least.  She closes the gap between them and claps a hand on his
shoulder.   

“You are hurting him, Dream.  With whatever you’re doing.  You are actively causing him
harm, and you need––”

He tears out of her grasp and rounds on her, burning.

“You think I would do so lightly?”  

The instability of the space is intensified –– adherence to solid form becomes meaningless,
and Death finds herself standing on nothing.  She doesn’t fall.

“All that I do now, I do in his name, ” says Dream, fiercely, finally.   “ If I were to be the
cause of his end, I would not forgive myself.  I could not.  It would be my undoing.  You
know me, sister.  You know better than any.  If I were his ruin––”  

He cuts off.  Death looks into the incomprehensible pools of his eyes, and feels a grief like
nothing before it.

“I must know, ” he manages.   “ I must know what will befall us.  I would not do him the
sin of taking blindly.”

“Dream, the rules are about mortals––”

“Calliope was no mortal, ” he counters sharply.   “ The rules stand as they are –– this
curse is my own.  It is the pattern of my existence.”

“You can’t just––”

“I seek the answer of the Three-in-One.”

Death feels a cold hand grasp at her stomach.

“ What? ”

“I will give them the finest boons I can offer.  This is what my work has been.  To scour
the dreams of humanity and find them.  And when I learn where our shared path ends,
I will know.  I will know if I can cross his threshold again, or if I will only bring him
further misery.”

“Dream, you cannot be serious.”

“I must know.  I cannot continue like this.”

Death can’t restrain her incredulity, frothing towards anger.

“All this?  All this, instead of accepting the risk?  Dream, all things end .  That’s the way of it
all.  You cannot know how it will be done, whether gently or in pain.  You can’t ever know
the future like that.”



“I can know enough to know if he will hurt.”

“He’s hurting now, you idiot!  You are hurting him right now!”

“He lives, still.  He is alive.”

“Is that all that matters?  Are you really so afraid that you’re doing all this just so you can
feel better?”

“It is not about me.”

“It is about you!  You’re letting him sit there and wait around for you thinking he’s done
something wrong because you’re scared .  I cannot believe––”

“ You think there is any sacred ground I would not salt to keep him from suffering? ” 

Dream thunders.  He’s larger than himself, the shadows and filaments of him occupying the
starless void.  The walls of the space tremble and groan like tectonic plates rent apart.  

“A price of blood I would not pay?  A universe I would not raze ?  There is nothing,
nothing I would not do.  Nothing. ”

Death has seen this fever in her brother before.  He rarely lets it free of his internal self.  She
recognizes its searing contours, its apocalyptic devotion, the pale belly of its terror.

“Do you honestly think they’ll be any help?” she counters.  “You think they won’t just leave
you with more to agonize over, to, to nitpick and worry about?”

“I must know.  I must know something .”

As the sudden shake emerges in his voice, something within him collapses down into itself. 
In a silent rush, folded as falling fabric, he is down into his condensed form, made small and
trembling.  The pale light of the space pulls the rim of red in his eyes out plain, casts across
the liquidity along his lower lashes.    

“I could not see him die and not arise, ” he whispers fiercely.   “ I could not survive it.”

Death looks at him, and he’s just her little brother, on the precipice.

“What will you do, Dream?" she asks.  "If they tell you you’ll destroy him?”

The lines of his neck grow tight and stark.  He lifts his chin, just slightly.

“I will tell him I cannot see him.  I will not cross his path.”

“And what if they give you no useful answer?”

“They will provide me enough.  I am willing to give anything.”

Death sighs.  He’s unmoveable.  In some ways, she thinks, he and Hob are well matched. 
Both unflinchingly stubborn.  Both too devoted for their own good.



“You have to tell him.  Either way.”

“I gave him my word I would return.”

“And you have to tell Matthew.  And Lucienne.  Just.  Tell them.  What you’re doing.”

Dream looks away.  Death lays a hand on his shoulder.

“Just do it.  They’re worried.  I’m worried.  Still.  I don’t think this will give you what you
want.”

“I do not know what else to do,” whispers Dream.

“There’s nothing else,” says Death softly.  “After this, you’ll just have to decide.”

Dream manages a miniscule nod.

“When are you seeing them?”

“Soon.  I am deciding on the last of three gifts.”

“Let me know.  Please.  When you’re going, when you’re back.  Talk to me.  Talk to
Lucienne.  Talk to Matthew.  Just, talk to someone about it, whatever happens, okay?”

He’s still dodging her eyes.  She puts her other hand on his other shoulder and squeezes.

“You can’t do all these things alone.  Not just because it really isn’t good for the people who
love you, but because it takes a toll on you.  You’re not alone.  You don’t have to be, if you
choose.”

When he finally can look at her, the silver rims of his eyes are wobbling again.

“It is hard.  To choose.”

“I know.  I know.”  

On a whim, she pulls him into a hug.  He’s awkward in her embrace, at first, but within a few
moments he’s melted into it, arms clinging across her back, his face pressed into her shoulder.

“I am sorry.”  His voice is muffled against her.

“It’s alright.  This isn’t easy.  Being in love.  It always gets you one way or another.”

He doesn’t respond.  They stand in the dark and the empty void together, and Death holds
him tightly.  Prays in herself for a turn of kindness from the Fates.  Remembers her brother
when he was small, and sweet, and new.
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The shores of the Dreaming are still as a hurricane’s eye.

Summoning the Three-in-One is not a task to be taken lightly.  Dream knows this.  His sister
knew this too, as was told plainly in her protest, her embrace and her lingering farewell. 
When he spoke of it to Lucienne after Death’s admonishing departure, tearing forcibly from
his tongue the confession of his frenetic past months, she had said little against the course. 
Perhaps his flaming center had burned through him enough for her to see and know better. 
To know his mind was made.  

“My Lord, you know they speak in riddles,” she had said.  

They had met in the quiet cavern of his throne room.  The storm beyond the windows had
stopped.  Instead, there was featureless cloud cover, the air tense and without movement.  

“You know that for all you might give, they will give little back.”

“I know.”

“And you would ask, still?” She had sat beside him, folding her coat beneath her in a habitual
gesture.  “Though it may gain you nothing?”

Her wisdom was not lost on him, but it was hard, to hold the thread of reason these days.  It
had been hard since the night of last year, when Dream had pressed his palm against Hob’s
jaw and been run through with the confirming glory of it.  He knew and knows himself well
–– all the damning evidence of the furor of his passions lies as a red field of slaughter in his
wake, and he’s well aware of the signs of their recurrence.  He knows what consumes him
now.  Were he to dream, it would only be of dark brown eyes, soft as something divine.

He had looked then into the face of his oldest companion, her eyes weary with patience, and
known she was right.  As she so often was.  But then, what were the words of oracles to a
madman?

“I would ask, still.”  

In the subsequent fall of silence between them, there had been something vital left to say.  It
was often that shame had snipped at his ankles, of late, but he had felt it’s incisors more
acutely here.  He was prideful, in his younger days, prideful and arrogant and removed –– his
time in captivity had made some things clear to him.  Among them, the vastness of his good
fortune, to have Lucienne by his side.

“I have not treated you as befits your.  Character.  Your tolerance.  Your.  Value.  To me,
” he added.  In the silence and resonance of the room, seated next to her on the cool steps, he
had found it hard to meet her eye.  “ I have not done well by you.”

She had not responded for some time, and when she spoke again, it was with frankness.



“Hm.  I’d have to agree.”

When he had turned to look at her, there was a tilted smile on her face, though the truth of the
words had held fast under their softened edge.

“But, my Lord, don’t consider it in debts.  It’s not so linear.  It is my choice, after all, to stand
by you, through your calms and your wildness.”  

“I am sorry for them still.”

Lucienne had sighed and folded her forearms across her thighs.  It was one of the few times
Dream could recall seeing her like this.  Loose.  At ease.  

“I’ve known you long enough to know how things can seize hold of you.  It’s neither a better
part of you, nor a worser one, really.  It’s difficult, and it just is.”  

She paused, pensively considered the black marble at her feet, before continuing.  

“So.  I accept your apology.  And you would do well, in the future, to tell those who care for
you a bit more of what’s going on, ideally ahead of time.”

“You have my word.”

“Well, it needn’t be so grand as that.  Just try.”

“I will.  I will try.”

“Good.  I’ll hold you to that.”  

They had sat in wordless companionship a final few moments.  From behind, the overcast
light pulled the color in panels and panes from the stained glass, and Dream had watched its
fall on the floor before him, its play around Lucienne’s silhouette.  It was the finest kind of
silence.  Though his heart was stuck distracted, there had been room enough in it for gratitude
at this.  

After a time, she had risen and straightened back into her linear self. 

“Try not to take the words of the Fates too deeply into yourself, my Lord,” she had said,
softly.  “Whatever they may be.  It will do you little good to live and die by them.”

A parcel of hours past their conversation, he stands now on the edges of his realm, outside his
gates, in the neutral ground of the shoreline.  It collapses, leagues and leagues from him, into
an infinite horizon.  It’s best to deal here –– close to home, but removed from the seat of his
full power.  He must show them he comes to barter, not to strongarm.

And he has come to barter.  His coat hangs heavily on his shoulders, rife with riches.  Three
gifts, befitting of his query, befitting of the standing of the One-who-is-Three.  It has been the
singular object of the past months –– though he hardly noticed they had passed, until Death’s
confrontation –– to find boons to offer that were deserving of a certain answer.  No riddles,
no tricks, no vague prophetics.  Just clarity.



Now, with the hour at hand, he wonders at his own lunacy.  He’s scared –– of what will be
said, of the thought that maybe he has only been distracting himself from a known truth, that
this is all futility, a contrived avoidance.

But the skies above and the water below, all one immobile gray, are bated as a breath in the
lungs, and the offerings pull down on his body like sheets of lead, and with all said and
unsaid and done and undone, well, he’s really come far too far to turn back now.  

He lifts both hands before him, palms open, into the unmoving air.  When he speaks the
words, as is the way of things, his voice tolls like an immense bell.

“I, Lord Morpheus, Dream of the Endless––”

The clouds begin to vibrate.  They hum in one discordant jumble.  Through them run thin
capillaries of lighting.

“––summon the Fates––”

There’s a crack of thunder, far away across the flat sea.  Another.  Accelerating.

“––the Three-Who-Are-One––”

The heavens tear apart in a crash, and a rush of wind falls through a gaping hole in the sky. 
It’s localized to a single cylinder; it tears the radius of its touch into rattling, frothing
disarray.  The hum grows louder, takes on new notes that become a stranger breed of
harmony.

“––the One-Who-Is-Three.”

With a grinding crunch, the dark and graveled shore at the center of the cylinder of wind
caves into a sinkhole.  A mushroom cloud of mercury, veined gold, plumes up from it,
obscuring the strange, pulsing shape now rising from within.  The cacophonous music
overhead swells into a symphonic sound like nothing Dream can conceive of.  

A final chime sounds.  

The spectacle of it –– the wind, the sunken earth, the light and smokeshow color –– falls
away.  What remains is a nebulous, flickering mass, a few yards before him, rapidly cycling
through half-molded iterations of three sharply-smiling figures.

Dream lowers his hands, inclines in a quarter of a bow.

“I greet you, Kindly Ones.”

 

+++

 



Hob wakes up sore as an old man.

Despite his unending physical resilience, the price of yesterday’s rowdy contact-sport game
still comes at a temporary cost.  Every muscle in his legs is rubbery, and, were he not so
confident in his regenerative abilities, he reckons he might be needing a visit to a really
qualified chiropractor.  

Maybe he’s going soft, he thinks.  All this modern living can’t be doing much to keep up his
Medieval stamina, which kept him ticking along through backbreaking months of manual
labor.  Then again, he rather likes indoor plumbing and academia, so perhaps it’s a good
bargain.  Straight-to-DVD movies and no constant threat of death, in exchange for the
inability to kick a ball around a field without suffering some for it the next day.  Fair enough.

The fall term starts in about two weeks, for students –– in the lead-up, there are faculty
meetings stacked back to back, course syllabi to force himself to sit down and write, lesson
plans to agonize over even though he usually ends up abandoning them midway through the
semester in favor of whatever relevant tangent garners the most interest.  Unfortunately, in
this stiff and achy morning, none of these myriad obligations seem to weigh much against the
twinging of his tendons, so he lies flat in his tangled sheets and stares at the thin plaster
cracks in the ceiling. 

Christ, he’s tired.

He’s been tired for upwards of a decade, really.  The sleeping pills, just cheap over the
counter ones, have helped, but only marginally.  He no longer wakes up with the
overwhelming feeling of forgetting something important, which is a refreshing change.  But
it’s not a restful sleep –– it’s purely biological, functional.   Lacking real enjoyment.  He used
to like sleeping.  One of the little pleasures of living.  

And if he’s honest, he’s ticked off about it.  For all Dream’s insistence that nothing was his
fault, it still feels like he’s the one doing penance.

Before he can mire himself in the bramble of emotions around that subject, his phone rings
from the nightstand.  Technology is in such a manic growth spurt that even his enthusiasm for
the new finds it hard to keep up with it all, but he’s still as thrilled by it as ever, so he’s got
the latest iPhone, the 4, which has not yet ceased to floor him.  If you’d told Hob of the
1400’s that one day he’d be able to tap on a bit of glass and access the combined knowledge
of humanity, all stored in a little brick, he’d have probably suggested you take a sojourn at
Bedlam.

The clock reads 10:12.  Shit.  He’s probably missed something by now.  Deanna’s name is
blinking on the screen.  He takes the call.

“You missed the Dean’s start-of-term welcome address.  Or, righteous diatribe, more like. 
You’d think the man was running for office, the way he talks.” 

Deanna’s words come through the speakers with an accompanying crunch of footsteps and a
background of passing chatter.  It sounds like she’s on campus.



“Shit,” groans Hob.  “Did anyone notice?”

“As a matter of fact, the Dean himself asked after you.  I said you’d thrown your back out
unexpectedly.  So consider yourself indebted to me.  Though I’m not sure he bought it.”

“Well, you weren’t far from the truth.”  

He forces himself upright, grunting.  His joints pop, but already, there’s a subtle subsiding of
the aches and pains –– bloody remarkable, how fast his enchanted biology works.  He’s still
going to pop an Advil about it, though –– got to be maximally functional to do some
simpering for the Dean.  Maybe he should grease the wheels a little.

“What can I bribe him with for forgiveness?”

“He’s got a fondness for Italian reds, so I’ve heard.”

“That’s doable.  Got an ancient one about somewhere.”

Having successfully struggled out of bed, he shuffles into the kitchen.  It is decidedly a black
coffee day –– the caffeine will kick him back into reality, out of the haze of medical sleep. 
He yawns.  While he showered off thoroughly after the game, as he pushes a hand through
his hair he realizes there’s definitely still mud in it somewhere.  It was quite the vehement
game.  

“You want to go ahead and cancel out today’s debt?” offers Deanna. 

“That depends.  What’re your terms?”

“Spill.  Your Mr. Darcy’s mysterious sister.  What news did she bear of the moody twat?”

Hob laughs, but something claws along the column of his chest.  He’s not surprised she asked
–– of anyone, Deanna knows the most of the truth, and is the most invested.  But his
conversation with Death wasn’t much comfort to him, and in all honesty, he’d rather not
think about it.  

He throws open his living room windows –– it’s the late days of August, still warm, but
beneath the sweat of summer there’s a cut line of cool September, a premonition of change.

“Ah, well.  Not much, really.”

“You cannot possibly expect to get away with that.  You talked.  There was a conversation . 
I’m demanding a transcript.”

Hob plunks the phone on the counter, speaker on, and rifles through his cupboards for a good
mug.  He settles on one gifted from Topher a few Christmases ago, which reads, in garsih
multicolored script, “Number One Bard Lover”.  There’s a little caricature of the playwright
himself on one side.  It’s hideous.  He loves it.

“There’s just not a great deal to say.”



“Do you mean that, or do you mean ‘there’s not a great deal to say that won’t make you
royally pissed at him again’?”

“Bloody hell, I’ve been awake all of ten minutes and you’re cornering me already?”

“Yes.  I am.  Cough up the truth, Robbie.”

Hob whips up some cursory eggs and toast, and settles down at the counter to eat, but his
appetite is fickle.  He sighs.  There’s no talking around Deanna once she’s set her mind on
exposing something.  She’s like a bloody rat terrier like that, he thinks.

“Christ.  Alright.  Fine.  She was just worried about him.  Evidently, he’s been odd lately. 
She wanted to know if he’d said anything concerning the last time I saw him.”

“And what did you tell her?”

Hob shrugs.  Then pauses.

“Fuck, I’m on the phone.  Just, imagine I shrugged.  Sort of a noncommittal shrug.”

“Can I get that translated into words?”

“Ah, I told her that I went off on him a tad.  That he’d been talking in circles again –– which,
you know, really, what else is new.  And I told her he’d been all grandiose and sworn he’d be
back.  That’s it.  She didn’t tell me much at all.”

“So, non-communicative behavior runs in the family, then?” says Deanna lightly.  

Hob thinks about his general Endless experiences –– Death, Desire, and Dream.  Hm.

“They’re really not much for being straightforward, no.”

“A genetic inability to speak plainly –– and evidently also genetic good looks,” adds
Deanna.  “Lord above, she was gorgeous.”

“I’d set you up, but as it stands, I’d say she’s married to her work.”

He pushes his food around his plate with his fork.  He wishes he wasn’t so exhausted all the
time.  And that it wasn’t so one-sided, his ability to talk to Dream.  Dream could show up in a
snap, whenever he pleased, but Hob, despite a thousand things to say (and to harangue him
about, to ask about, to learn and try to understand), was stuck waiting for his whims to turn
his way.  It felt shitty.  It’d been feeling increasingly shitty for the last year.  To know him,
and yet sort of not know him at all.  He’s not sure what to do with this feeling.

“You know, she actually introduced us,” he says eventually.  “Me and my stranger.”

“Really?  Let it be on her head, then.”

“Well, come on, how could she have known?  I think she probably figured she was doing us a
good turn.”



“Or doing her brother a good turn,” corrects Deanna.  “You’ve been nothing but good to him,
while he’s sort of just dicked around and been aloof.”

“I don’t know.  It’s…hard for me to explain.  What he is.”  He forces himself to take a bite,
chew and swallow.  He’s starving and not hungry all at once.  “He’s actually been one of my
only consistent…friends.”

“He’s hardly around.”

“I know.  I know.”  

He hesitates, and takes another small bite.  It’s getting easier to talk, but it’s never really easy,
when it’s this close to him.  

“But I just, haven’t had much I’ve been able to hold on to.  Besides him.”  

He plays the same game he always has to –– dancing around the fine edge of the truth, being
open without going all the way.  He’s got a powerful urge to tell her everything, but he
restrains it.  She’d say he was insane, and rightly so.  But it needs to be told, to be endured. 
So he tells it as he can.

 

+++

 

When the Fates speak, it’s in triplicate.  Half-overlapping, the three voices clamor in rapid
and mixed succession.  Each voice feels in itself a multi-faced thing, as though made of extra
layers, extra speakers.  They flash between orientations, posed in a triangular formation with
a continually changing lead.

First at the forefront is the vibrating figure of a young woman –– her beauty is arresting, so
striking and so violent it approaches uncanny.  Around her brow is bound a crown of
blackthorn branches, entwined with loops and drapes of poppy red and half-spun thread.  Her
smile is sweet nostalgia.  Her eyes are black.

“Oneiros.”

“Maiden.”

With no intermediate transformation, an older woman stands her place, hands folded palm to
palm before her.  When she spreads them in greeting, a cat’s cradle of golden ribbon tangles
among her fingers in perfect geometry.  Her hair, falling in a wilderness around and past her
shoulders, is woven through with the white feathers of a dove.  Her look is knowing, and her
cheeks lined with dimples.

“Morpheus, dear.”

“Lachesis.”



She is sucked into the firmament of whirlwind matter encircling them and replaced by an
ancient figure, bent-backed and towering with age, bones spindly and akimbo.  Both her eyes,
wide, are milky-white –– behind the cataracts, they blaze from within with an ancient fire. 
Of all of them, she bears herself most freely, head canted and arms magnanimously
outstretched.  In the center of her chest, cut into her like an organic growth, a wheel of gold
revolves, and through its spindles Dream can see the burning of Rome, frame by rapid frame.
Her robes are worn through, but her crooked, toothful grin is powerful and unconcerned.

“Little lord, how fare you these days?”

“Well, eldest one.”

“Tch, he fares poorly,” tuts Lachesis, the Mother.  “Just look at him.”

“He’s no paler than usual,” hums the Crone.

“No.  She’s right.  He is sick.”  

The Maiden blinks innocently.  She passes a serpent round her wrists as an emerald bracelet,
toying with its agile shape.

“Sick?”  The Mother’s tone is worried, or approximating such.

The words of them began to blur together, the distinct lines of their personalities fading and
in flux.  Dream stands quiet.  He knows better than to interrupt.

“Sick as plague.  You can smell it.  He’s practically burning up.”

“He reeks of altar ash.”

“Of mud.”

“Looking awful tired, love.”

“All fevered.”

“Hah, struck down, son of Night?”

“Dream, dearest, you really must look after yourself better.”

The Crone swirls to the forefront of the chaos.  From one of the manifold pockets of her
robes she pulls a pair of scissors, gleaming silver as waxed armor.  She snips them against the
air –– there’s a bright shatter like thin glass breaking. 

“Oh, now, I know what he’s after.  He wants a salve for his little ailment.  And he bears gifts
to barter.  Clever boy.”

“Gifts?”  The Maiden weaves a complicated braid into her hair, her narrow fingers moving so
fast they’re a blur.  “Such sweetness.”



“Moirae,” says Dream, polite as can be, “I ask a question of each.  In exchange, I offer
gifts.  The finest I could acquire.”

“Hm.  Well,” says the Mother.  “In that case.  Payment up front, love.”

Together, in concert, the three emit a halo of off-tinted white.  Each stands expectant.

Dream nods.  “Of course.” 

He has thought the gifts through exactingly –– his searching hand grasped for grandeur and
glamor, but in the end, he found the simpler things the most profound.

He opens the panel of his coat and reaches within.  His hand trembles.  He stills it.

The first boon, perhaps the hardest to find, lay in the fitful dreams of an aged man in Rio de
Janeiro.  The old man sleeps tonight in the shadow of the towering statue on the mount, as he
has all his life –– he has walked in that straight-armed shadow while waking, too, torn inside
over himself, over fear of sin.  His youth and young adulthood had been defined by his
father’s so-called obedience to the letter of the book.  His upbringing was heavy-handed with
the lash, with proclamations of unholiness, and retribution with equal vigor.  Dream wonders
at the cruelty of it, to call religion love by one name and draw blood by it in the same stroke.

Dream steals into his turbulent sleep, and sets foot in a bed of tall, wild grass.  It is a garden
so green it outstrips Babylon, all cypress and juniper trees poured over with fronds of Persian
ivy and white jasmine.  The air smells like almond blossoms, and the sun is golden and pure
and silk on the skin.  It’s lush to the point of glowing.  

Eden.

The old man dreams of original sin, because he is afraid of wrath.  But his line, far back, is
touched by something of the old gods, and his dreams are so closely matched to the original
story, distorted through its retellings, that they become indistinguishable from something
real.  In the Eden of the man’s mind, so like the Eden of origin, Dream slips between the
trunks of pomegranate trees and blush-pink swaths of hyacinths, passing only as a rustle of
wind through the leaves.  He finds the forms of the two first ones beneath the placid shade of
the apple tree.  The serpent of golden eyes is snaking back up into the branches, and Eve’s
blameless mouth has snapped one crisp bite from the green and painted-stripe apple in her
hand.  

She chews it.  Swallows.  Nothing changes.  

She extends her hand, plain and human, to Adam, who stands facing her.  

There is no guile in her smile, no intention of deceit –– only the pleasure of offering to share
a minor taste of sweetness with one she loves.  Adam looks at her with simple devotion. 
Dream wonders if he knows the cost of it –– or if it is more that the cost matters little.  His
dear one’s hand is outstretched, and why should he refuse her gift?  How could he?  It is
given in easy love, taken in the same breath.  



Adam takes the apple.  It’s crisp against his teeth.  They share the same taste on their
tongues, and this makes them happy.

Adam lets the apple fall.  Arm in arm, in easy silence, they stroll out from beneath the shade,
into the still-softened sun.  It will not touch them just yet, the price.  They walk yet in peace. 
For now, there is only a green garden, only two lovers who shared a little meal. 

Dream brushes into their wake, and takes the apple from where it lies, unbrowned, on the
grass.  The twin cavities new-made in it are indistinguishable from one another.  But it is a
symbol of the oldest thing shared, without care of consequence.  The oldest devotion.  

He places it in his pocket.  It’s still warm from growing in the sun.  

Eden stirs for a single moment.  Falls quiet again.

Dream produces the bitten apple from within his coat, and extends it towards the Maiden.

“For you, Klotho.  Devotion as it was when it was new.  When it was young.”

The Maiden smiles.  The apple is now in her cupped palms.  She raises it to her nose and
breathes in, deeply.  The bitten apple melts down into her skin and sinks in a green flow up
her forearms –– pink new apple blossoms come flowering from her veins, twining into her
robes and erupting in a ruff around her neck.

“Glorious,” she hums.  “Loving ruination.”

The Maiden, blooming, flutters to the back, and the Mother stands at the front.  Her mouth
tilts.  Fronds of camellia sprout around her ankles.

“How sweet of you, Morpheus.  And what did you bring me, love?” 

Dream smiles, to cover the shaking beneath.  Had he a beating heart again, it would be
thrumming in his throat.  The first gift went over well.  He hopes the others follow suit.  

He reaches into the folds of his jacket for the second.

The second boon rests glowing in the sleeping mind of a young Taiwanese acting student,
whose mind is swirling with the fever of a closing night.  She is reliving a recent glory ––
hand in hand with her troupe, she is taking her first bow as Emily Webb in Thorton Wilder’s
Our Town .  A show on life lived and unlived.  One Dream did not witness the writing of, but
finds himself liking nonetheless.  It’s a beautiful, sad story –– how could he not be charmed
by it?  

It is the first time the girl has performed on stage like this, the culminating work of months of
rehearsal and study, and now she reaps the rewards of diligence.  As she dips and rises, the
audience swells to its feet, clapping, cheering, roaring.  The glare of the stage lights sends a
radiant aura around her grinning face.  She is at once on the stage and simultaneously, in a
way only a dream could allow, watching herself from the back of the house, and in both
iterations of herself she is elated.  Dream sits beside her in the plush seats, and smiles in a
smaller mirror of her glee.



The theater is one of his most dearly held spaces.  It is a shrine to the storyteller, the author
and the voice, and Dream is patron of storytellers.  The hot lamps, the well-walked boards,
the dust in velvet curtain –– Dream has walked many a time in cloisters like this.  He strode
in the Globe with Shakespeare, whispered a midsummer into his ear.  He would linger here
longer, were he not so gripped with urgency.

He waits in her dream until the audience fades out, until the girl has retreated to the wings to
be greeted with bouquets and backstage praises.  The lights go dark, save one, still lit in
center stage.  A bare bulb on a tall lamp with no shade, its filament coiled and molten.  It is
this he is after.  The ghost light.

A superstition.  A light left burning, when the others are dark, an appeasement to keep the
ghosts of the theater at bay.  Dream approaches the stage down the center aisle, climbs its
lip.  The vast space is dark, turning pitch black and infinite –– it is a dream, after all, and its
edges are not bound by any laws –– against which the lamp is a spherical diffusion of gold.  

Around it, in one body, are the ghosts.  They flutter like hesitant moths.  Even in a dream, this
stage is their home, and they flock to it.  He’s met many, in his time, all of them lovers of
tales, in one way or another.  Patrons and performers alike, made uniform shreds of gray
chiffon, pattering at the fringes of the light.  They part before him, easing a space around the
glow.  This is his second boon.  It is a gift among gifts –– it is a symbol of his art, its
transcendence between the realms.  It is dear to him.

He holds his palm over the bulb.  The filament unwinds, slowly, passes through the glass, and
winds around his fingers and wrist in complex jewelry of rings and cuffs.  When it is formed,
half-solid and brilliantine, he slides the shape of light off his hand and buries it in his coat.

The theater goes dark.  The ghosts swarm in circles around him, billowing.

He withdraws the burning bundle of gold.  It slides around his wrists and slim fingers, thick
as mead, viscous as amber.

“For Lachesis.  A symbol of my creations.  Things which haunt.  The bond of tales.”

Dream extends his hands.  The blurred funnel of the ghost light bounds from his palms into
the Mother’s unhinging snake-jawed mouth.  She has doubled rows of square white molars. 
Her maw snaps firmly over the comet tail of the golden light that then ripples down the pillar
of her throat.  When she smiles, broadly, the golden aura bursts between the narrow lines
defining her chalk teeth.  

“Goodness, dear one.”  She licks her lips, pulls a thumb across a smear of honey at the corner
of her mouth.  “A treat indeed.  Your work is fine as ever.”

Last, in a heat-lighting flash, the Crone stands at the forefront.  She cocks her head.  Her
white hair crackles electric around her lined face.

“Little lord,” she chides, “I know what you’re after.”

Dream stiffens.



“You pay richly.  But you know how we are.  How we’re bound to be.”

Her half-blind look is thrumming with amusement, not unkind, but not kind, either.  She
wiggles her spidery fingers.

“That said.  You’d best have saved me something precious.”

He has.

The final boon is taken in the image of the highest Æsir.  

He took a long time in deciding it –– until a few days prior, he had still not known what it
should be.  In the end, it would not come from his dreamers, but from his own embodied self. 
Perhaps this is most befitting.

Dream is asking a great deal of foresight, the cost of which cannot be easily measured.  It is
the domain of solely the Fates, to know not only what was, but what will be.  To ask to intrude
on this protected space –– it requires a handsome fee.  Others have proven such.  He follows
in the wake of one the most ancient of them.  The first to pay the price for knowledge in
totality.

As Odin once learned before him, the price of wisdom runs high –– the hanging in Yggdrasil,
nine days and nights; the plunging spear through his gut; and thrown in the well of Mimir,
from which he drank to gain that wisdom of all things, the first act of divine sacrifice.  An
ounce of flesh, bled from a god.  Given so that all might be known.

“For Atropos,” says Dream, “I invoke the rite of Odin, of the Æsir.”

The angle of the Crone’s curious head increases.  

“For your wisdom, I give my eye.”

Now is only the final task –– the taking of it.  He knows he has fared worse.  This does not
lessen the challenge.

He does not bleed.  What falls in his eye’s torn wake is not blood.  It is the firmament of the
galaxy streaking down his cheekbone, running along his jaw.  It runs just the same as blood
might.  It is hard.  To do this.  To make the body of himself do this.  Oppose itself.

But it must be done.  And so it is done.

It takes two fingers and a thumb, and a tilt of pounding nausea, and in a freshly halved world
there is an orb of blue-black starfire laying wet in his palm.

The Crone cackles.  The eye falls through Dream’s hand and bobs up in hers.  He feels
unsteady.  Though it is only a symbol of his body, it is still something of himself.  There is
space where it was.  It runs cold there.

The Croken blinks, once.  One of her own cream-clouded eyes vanishes, and Dream finds
himself looking into half of his own black gaze.  He sees both through his eye and her newly



acquired one.  Like two mirrors facing each other, reflecting each other back and forth.

“Very good , young one.  Very good indeed.”

The pour of plasma-laced liquid down from Dream’s empty eye splatters onto the shards of
gravel at his feet.  It runs thick and chilled on his skin.  He wonders, faintly, if Hob felt this
absence, too.  If this wound is a thing now shared between them.

The Fates align themselves, at last, in one row –– the apple-blossomed Maiden, the gold-
mouthed Mother, the black-eyed Crone –– and in a single voice they speak.

“ What do you ask us, Lord of the Dreaming? ” 

 

+++

 

“He and I met when I was much younger,” says Hob.  

It’s not a lie, per say.  He was younger, then.  

“And I’ve moved around a lot, since, done a lot.  I’ve never really settled anywhere, or, ah,
with anyone.  I sort of.  Can’t.”

Deanna doesn’t say anything.  The crisp beat of her footfalls still sounds from her end of the
call.  A car must pass her on the street –– its rumbling tone rises and falls, mingled with
connective static.

“I was married, once, you know,” he says quietly.

Deanna stays silent another moment.

“How long?” she asks at last.

“Ah.  Three years.”  Twenty.   “Her name was Eleanor.  We were both…young.”

He takes a long drink of his coffee.  It’s hot and bitter, but it goes down smooth and settles in
a warm coil in his stomach.  There’s always something liberating about telling someone the
truth, even couched in different clothes.  Deanna’s silence gives him further space to let it out
on its short leash.

“We had a son.  Robyn.”  The name catches against his tongue and blooms as a cornflower in
his throat.   The clear figments of Elenaor’s curved and ruddy cheek, Robyn’s constellations
of freckles –– they float around in his chest, bumping his ribs.  Artifacts, now, but fresh as the
day of their first sight.

“They both died.  It’s.  Hard to talk about.  It was a long time ago.”  



God, it could be yesterday.  

There’s a beat.

“I’m sorry,” says Deanna.  “Though I know that’s such an unhelpful thing.”

“No, it’s, it’s alright.  What else do you say?”

“I know what that’s like, though,” says Deanna.  She catches on something, then recovers,
presses onwards.  “I, ah, I lost my sister, in my thirties.  We were twins.  Just inseparable, our
whole lives.  Like we shared one soul.  And then she was just.  Gone.  Car wreck.  Some
Tuesday night around New Year’s.”

She takes a long breath, turned shaggy over the phone.  

“We had dinner plans.  Our mum was wild about this new vegetarian craze, and we’d booked
some stupid posh place for her that we both would’ve loved to make fun of while secretly
enjoying.  Something just, so regular, you know?  I kept thinking I was going to be late to
meet her there.  Even after the call.”

She pauses.  Her footsteps stop.

“They never really…leave,” she says slowly.  “There’s days I, I think to call her.  No matter
how long it’s been.  The pain, that sort of lessens, but the person, they’re always still there. 
Over your shoulder.”

Hob thinks of the times he’s caught the scent of daffodils in the market and wanted to snag a
dozen for Eleanor on the way home.  Read a passage in a text and thought to fold the corner
down for Robyn to find.  Over centuries.  Still.

“Yeah.  Christ.”

Hob looks into the dark mirror of his coffee.  The late morning light spangles across its little
ripples.  It reminds him of stars.

“I’ve never had anyone who’s stayed,” he says, finally.  “Who’s been able to stay.  Except for
him.”

It’s always been about constants, hasn’t it.  Constants and the lack thereof.

“Even when we’d go our separate ways, when I’d find some new life to live, we always came
back to each other.  Even after Eleanor, after Robyn.  He was there.  He knows all of it.  All
of me.  Good and bad, and believe me, there’s a metric ton of bad.”

He drums his fingers on the countertop.

“And he’s not easy, Christ, I mean, not in the least, and you’re right that he can be the most
incorrigible arse, but he’s also got something kind in him.  And something strange, and funny,
in a dry sort of way, and remarkably sharp.  And this, this center, that’s always burning,
underneath, that loves things in a way I’ve never seen.  It’s sort of beautiful, really.”



Deanna says nothing.  Hob swirls the coffee in his mug, and watches the refracted motes of
light break apart, shiver in waves.

“I’ve never had anyone come back.  But he always comes back.”

There’s no words from the other end of the line.  After a beat, Deanna exhales slowly.

“Hell.  You really are whipped, Gadling.”

It catches him off guard.  He can’t help but laugh.  “Shut up.”

“But, look,” she continues.  “I may not see the appeal, at least not all the way, but…I think I
understand.  Sort of.  What you get.  If he gets his head out of his arse, maybe he’s good for
you like that, in his way.”

“I don’t know.  Sometimes I just feel like an idiot.”

“Love makes us idiots.  Honestly, there’s about a million people who’ve said it better, and
prettier, but it’s all the same.  It’s just part of it.”

“I suppose.”

“Don’t resent the better part of you, Rob.  It takes a lot, to have faith, in a life that always
changes.  There’s no sin in it.  Far from it.  You’re a brave man to hold on to it.”

He thinks about this.

“That’s.  Maybe one of the nicest things anyone has said to me.”

“Well.  Don’t let it go to your massive head.”  

Her voice cuts out on the phone, and there’s a sudden shout of “Gadling!” from down below
his open window.  He swings off his stool and crosses to the sill.  Deanna stands at the front
patio of the New Inn, holding aloft a rumpled paper bag.

“I brought danishes from the pre-speech breakfast!” she yells up at him.  “The good ones. 
The almond ones, with the strawberry jam.  Almost killed some poor sod from the Physics
department to snag ‘em before they all got snapped up.”

Hob leans on the sill, grinning.  For all the things that pass, the people that have to leave, he
never knows what to do with the sheer magnitude of his good fortune –– that for all his
failures and terrible acts, he gets things like this. 

Deanna waves the bag like a trophy.  

“Now that we’ve swapped sob stories, I think these are well-earned.  Even though you’re a
lazy bastard who slept in and made me lie for you.”

“How about I make you a cuppa?  Call it even?”



“Throw in lunch and you’ve got a deal.”

“Right-o.  Pleasure doing business with you.”

He swipes his keys and trots downstairs to let her in.  There’s less weight in him than there
was on waking.  It doesn’t hurt him less, the way Dream has acted, but the tide of self-
deprecation around it is beginning to ebb.  Maybe there’s no shame in who he is, or how long
he’d stick around for someone.  

Deanna’s right –– there’s no sin in love, in the patience of it, in the way it’s freely given. 
How could it be wrong?  When it’s so much of him, so much of his better self?  This
willingness to remain, to hold on to hope, bruised as it has been –– he knows it’s the strongest
good thing in him.  And here he is.  Whether condemned to an eternity at the doorstep, or
destined for cool and open arms, here he is.  Here he’ll be.  So it goes.

He unlocks the doors of the New Inn and greets Deanna, smiling.

 

+++  

 

Everything is so quiet now.  It almost feels like sacrilege to speak.

“There is.  One I love,” says Dream.  

The gravity of putting it to words, it almost knocks him back on his heels.  

“He is something once-mortal, now more than mortal.  Changed by a gift of my sister’s
giving.”

“The peasant,” says the Maiden.

“The scholar,” says the Mother.

“The faithful,” says the Crone.

“All and more. ”  Dream is almost dizzy with the feeling of it.  The razor edge of hope and
despair on which he finds himself balancing, precariously, here and now.  “ I would.  Have
him as my own.  But I could not ask such of him lightly.  I seek your guidance.”

The Maiden flashes bright, and steps forward

“What would you ask me, Onieros?”

“What could befall him?”

The Maiden gives him a thoughtful look.  Her face is placid as a painted one.  The petals on
her apple blossoms shed like fur and begin to fall away.



“Two paths,” she says lightly.  “So alike.  He waits in both.  For the stars.  The near ones, in
one, and the distant, in the other.  He waits, son of Chronos, as he has before.”

There’s little time to puzzle out the meaning of her words, though they strike something
deep.  She curls a handful of the wafting petals in her hand, and blows them towards him. 
They settle, as if tumbling from above, on his shoulders, a thin cloak of chiffon pink.

“Walk well, Onieros.”  The Maiden spreads her arms wide, and falls backwards into an
appearing pool of clear water.  She is submerged in an instant.  The last petals bob on the
surface, briefly, before the pool seals itself and disappears in turn.

The Mother takes a step towards him.  Her edges are softening, blurring, as though she’s on
the cusp of evaporating.  The gold light glows in her mouth.

“And what would you ask me, Morpheus?”

Dream considers the question, as carefully as he can.  

“What would befall us?”

Something hard and sad comes over her.  

“Ah, love,” she sighs.  “It’s always the same story, you understand?  It ends in death.”

Dream’s stomach drops out from beneath him.  All of a sudden he’s colder than he’s ever
been.  She’s rapidly dispersing into the light, but he takes two steps towards her, half
stumbling, as the imbalance of depth from his missing eye sets him off kilter.

“Who––”

“Ah ah, one question apiece,” she chides gently.  Her form is now only a radiant fog, and
when she speaks, it’s directly into his head, as though from within.

“Take care of yourself, dear heart.  Try not to worry.”

There’s the slam of a door, and she vanishes completely.  All that remains is the Crone,
looking at his shaking shape with a bemused patience beyond conception.

Death.  It ends in a death.  Dream should have known.  He should have known .

He sinks to his knees, the half of his surviving sight grown suddenly hazy.  The jagged press
of the gravel shore under him is hardly felt.  The axe is falling.  He marvels at how he could
have been so naive, to hope for anything other than what he expected.

“Come now, little lord, you’ve got another question left.  You paid well for it.”

He tilts his chin up towards the Crone’s gentler face.  The tears sting hot in his eye.

“Must I destroy him?” he whispers.



The Crone crouches before him.   With the raw hem of her sleeve, she brushes away the ichor
still oozing from his wound.  She leaves the tears be, lets them fall untouched.

“So hasty to assume our meaning.  What will be is already written, dreamer.”

“I cannot.  I cannot be the cause of his––”

“You asked for my wisdom,” she interrupts, “as Odin once asked of one like us.  Let me give
you that, then.  Set aside the question.”  

She smiles.  Dream looks into his own sight and sees himself, watery-eyed, dusted with apple
blossom petals.  Helpless.

“Who is to say he will not destroy you?  That he hasn’t done so already?”

She swipes three fingers through the trailing end of the viscous fluid down his face, and holds
them before his eye.  In the cast of her strange light, the liquid runs rich purple down the
length of her wizened fingers.

“Witness.  Witness.   And still you cannot see it is inevitable?  That you will run back, as he
will wait?  That that is only the way of things?”

She drags the fingers down his unblemished cheek, intermingling the dark with the clear
water of the shed tears.  Her touch is almost tender.

“Little lord, what does it matter how the end comes about?  All ends.  Let it be.  That is the
finest wisdom I can give you.”

“Please.  Tell me he will be well.”

She rises away from him.  He gazes up at her, one hand half reaching.  She burns down upon
him like a vision.

“Greedy young thing.  Hm.  He will be more well with you near him than not.  And you’ll get
no more from me than that.”

The light of her blinks out.  She is only an old woman, hardly passing strange.

“Little star-eyed one.  Let it be. ”

She ruffles his hair, and turns away.

Dream bows his head, and folds forward, slowly, until his forearms press into the shore and
his forehead presses to his forearms.  He clings to the rigid texture of the broken ground,
though all is plummeting.  The seeping of his wound runs with the tears.  

The footsteps of the Crone, slow and crisp and crunching, fade away from him, though they
never die entirely.  As though she walks the whole of the shoreline, all its infinity.



He thinks about inevitability.  He thinks he is tired of fighting.  He thinks he is so afraid it
might turn him to ashes.  He thinks he could stay here and not rise again.  He thinks of the
unalterable way of things, what others have told him, what he does not want to hear.

Unmoving, he tastes salt and ichor in his mouth.  Things go on around him, the breath of the
air on the stones, the fall of the mercury sea against the patient shore.  It all goes on.  

He thinks of Hob.  Of little else.
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It is at the water’s mobile edge that Matthew finds him.

Dream has moved, a little, but not much.  He sits on the shoreline still, knees drawn to chest,
something smaller than himself.  The air is clear.  The breeze, playful again, runs rings
through the feathers of his hair.  He looks out at the waves, their gray and tossing curves, one
eye black with starlight, the other black with empty space.  His cheeks are still smeared with
the purple-black smudge, the touch of the Crone’s all-knowing fingers.  He lacks the will to
remove the mark.  It is something to be borne.



He is unsure how much time has passed when the flap of wings lightly descends beside him. 
The waves change, as they are wont to do, hurling themselves in repetition against the black
rock.  Their forms are dashed to loops and points of poured iron, collapsing and rising anew. 
Again and again.  Changing, in the same way.

Against their near-surrealism, the tick of Matthew’s clawed feet against the gravel, the silken
flurry of his ruffled feathers, are small and real in the quiet.  Matthew says nothing, for a
time.  The water touches the shore with the sound of a dry paintbrush on canvas.  It falls soft
against his ears.  The color of the gray is taking on new dimension — within its cat’s-fur haze
he finds there are blushes of buttery sunrise, breaths of rose and lavender.  He wonders if it is
all less now, for being only half-seen, or if the new limit of it makes it more.

Matthew clears his throat.  He hesitates.

“Hey.  Boss.”

Dream doesn’t reply.  There is something calm in the solidity of the peaks of black rock, stoic
in the face of a mercurial sea.  He learns their sharp lines better than he has given himself
time to before.

“So,” says Matthew.  

There’s a great deal of space between every word.  

“Lucienne told me.  Fates and all.  Uh.  How’d it go?”

Dream takes a long pause.  He watches the water run.  At length, he shrugs.  

Matthew cranes his neck around a little, then hops a touch forward to get a better look at
Dream’s face.  When he gets in good view, he recoils with a startled caw .

“Woah, you look like shit .  Jesus.  Are you, are you good?”

Dream blinks at him.  It feels so strange to close an eyelid over a vacant space –– his lashes
send a puff of breath into the hollow of it, and it grazes at an inner sensitivity unused to
exposure.  His physicality is of his own making, yes, but it was far from a cosmetic sacrifice
–– he gave the Crone a piece of his form, his true form, and there is something now indelibly
missing.  It will always be gone.  He is unsure if something new will rise to occupy its place

He blinks again, and conjures up a cover –– an eye of his typical pale blue –– but it lacks the
burn of starfire in its pupil.  To him, it still feels like a cavity through which the air flows,
curving, cool.

“I am no worse off, ” Dream says.  It feels odd to speak again.  Odd that his voice still
carries on.  “ Do not worry.”

“No no, dude, like, legitimately, are you okay?”

Dream tilts his head and regards Matthew.  The newly-crafted eye sees plainly.  Perhaps more
so than he is used to.  Matthew is a clear shape of black and delicate linework, and the beads



of his eyes are remarkably expressive.  He is concerned.  It is a simple thing to see, now.

“I am okay, ” he says faintly.  “ I have much to.  Think on.  Now.”

“Yeah.  Yeah, I mean, I know pretty much, uh, nothing about the, the Fates, but, I figure, you
know, they probably, uh, gave you some cryptic shit or something.”

“They were.  Less obscure.  Than usual.”

“Oh.  Cool.  Cool cool cool.  That’s good, then.”

Matthew’s gaze glances in starts around the points of Dream’s face.  Dream can almost feel
the pattern of the motion –– a look against the dark stain on his cheek, then the darker
running of his new-made eye, then the typical galaxy of his old one, and then again around
the vertices of the triangle, piecing together, puzzling out.  He has a cleverness in him,
beyond the simple knack for pattern and color a bird might have, a cleverness of his own.  An
instinct.  Dream takes a breath, not because he needs to, but because it feels unusually good,
to be in himself, quiet and in good company.  He feels as though he is returning from a
journey.

“I would talk with you.  If you would stay.”

Matthew’s posture straightens in curbed surprise.

“Uh.  Yeah, sure.  Absolutely.  Of course.  I might not be great at, uh, decoding prophecies, or
whatever, but, yeah, totally, down to chat, boss.  Ready to rock ‘n roll.  Let’s discuss, let’s do
it.”

Matthew readjusts and efficiently settles himself into a seated pose beside Dream’s ankle,
turning out to watch the waves.  Dream, arms folded across his kneecaps, runs the fabric of
his coat sleeve between the pads of his fingers.  It’s thick and soft and the fibers are well-
ordered, and the pattern of the weave under his touch is soothing.  The remembrance of being
so long without touch is still fresh –– a decade has the weight of a week in his timescale, and
the immediacy of the glass sphere, the cold, persists, as does the wonder at what it is to truly
feel something under his palms, something real.  

“I asked Klotho –– she is the youngest of them –– what could happen.  To him, ” he says
slowly.  He tries to parse things plainly, not only for Matthew’s sake, but for his own, to
reconcile the events into something he can grasp.  “ She said he would wait.  For the stars,
near and far.  I am not sure I understand her meaning, in full.”

“Huh.”  

Matthew falls silent for a moment.  When he does speak again, it’s halting, undercut with a
sense of gingerly-treading doubt.  

“I mean, the details, the stars thing –– you’re kinda a stars guy, yeah?  Star motif.  Night and
stuff,” he says, bit by bit.  “So.  One of the stars things is probably you.  The other –– I



dunno, I mean, honestly, I think her point is more that, like.  Whatever you decide.  He’s
gonna be hanging around.”

“Hm.”  Dream considers this for a time, contemplative.

“I mean, I don’t know if that’s like at all right––”

“No.  I think.  You follow her intent.  The Fates speak often in cloaked ways.  But the
simpler sensibility –– that is perhaps most correct.”

“Oh.  Okay.  Okay yeah.  Cool.  Uh.  Thanks.”

Dream tucks his chin into his arms.  He feels the same shame he felt with Lucienne.  He has
undervalued those who stood beside him, and they have felt it.  Every aspect of loyalty to
him, it still seems to only bring pain.  But this, at least, is in his control.  He can change this
part of himself some.

“You are.  Astute.  You understand the sense of things.”

“Ah, I dunno,” says Matthew, though it’s not without a tint of satisfaction.  “I mean, I’m just,
y’know, making it up as I go along.”

“You do well at it, then.”  

Matthew fluffs his feathers.  He seems to relax a bit.

“Thanks, boss.  Really.”

Dream doesn’t respond.  A silence settles between them for a time.  He finds the words of the
Maiden settling to something easier in his mind, but the Mother’s foretelling –– it still turns
him heartsick.  It still hangs like the blade of Damocles.  

“Lachesis, ” he says, “ the middle.  She told me it ends –– he and I end –– in.  Death.”

Matthew takes a moment.

“Yikes,” he concludes.

“Hm.”

“That’s–– yeah, not much of a way around that.”

“No.”

Matthew pecks at the stones a moment.  He shuffles the shapes of a few into a new pattern, a
couple of little ordered lines.  Dream watches his absent-minded sorting –– the pebbles are
arranged into an almost artful ordering, with a subtle patterning.  He wonders if this is a thing
Matthew does knowingly, or if he does it without consideration.  He wonders if he himself
would have noticed this before.



“But I guess, like, who’s to say when, you know?”  Matthew nudges a little white shard of
gravel into place, and regards the display vacantly.  Perhaps it is the raven equivalent of
toying with his cuffs.  “I mean, technically, doesn’t everything end in death?  The universe
and everything in it?  Could be that’s what she meant.”

“I do not know.”  

Dream pauses.  There are so many ghosts, over his shoulder.  He wishes he could banish
them in the speaking of their names.  But he knows that cannot be.  Nonetheless.

“All my past loves have ended such.  In pain.  In death.” 

He bites his tongue.  He makes himself keep speaking, though his jaw is half locked.

“I had.  A wife.  A son.  Once.”

The waves batter themselves on the constancy of the rocks, press and mold into the arms of
the shoreline.  

“My son.  He suffered.  He asked for the boon of death from me.  I granted it.”

“Shit,” says Matthew.

He doesn’t say anything else for a while.

“That is.  Awful.  I’m sorry.  I mean, sorry is like, meaningless, but.  Still.  You know what
I’m getting at.”

“I do.  Thank you. ”  A beat.  “ It has made me fearful.  That I bring this upon them.
 Those I would wish to hurt least.”

“Yeah.  I can see why.”

“The eldest, the Crone, spoke plainest.  She told me all was already written.  That it was
as it was, it would be as it would be.  She told me to let it be.”

“Oh.”  Matthew fusses with a feather, tucks it neatly back into place.  “I mean.  Damn.  So
that’s pretty obvious, then.”

Dream furrows his brow.  “How am I to know what is meant to be?  What will be?”

“Oh, no, I mean, that bit, yeah, you can’t know.  But the, the ‘let it be’.  Seems like she really
just gave you the answer there.”

“I am not sure.”

“No, it’s, it’s pretty much–– huh.  Actually.  Alright, let me, uh.  Let’s try this.” 

Matthew rises and hops about-face, to look front-facing at Dream.  He spreads his wings like
one might spread their hands, a gesture of an obvious question.



“What do you want?”

“I do not think––”

“No no, seriously, like, forget everything else, all the things that are, uh, making you worried
or making you, like, go insane, like you have been, just, just, shove all that stuff outta the
way.”  

He whisks some invisible burdens off to the side with a few swoops of his wings

“Let it be, you know?  Step back.  Get basic.  What do you want?”

The answer comes to him immediately, starkly unalterable.  The words are out of his mouth
before any thought might pull them to heel.  

“To go to him,” Dream says.  It is softly spoken, but it grips him by the spine, by the place
there would be lungs.  It feels like revelation.

Matthew bobs his head.

“Great.  Stellar.  Boom.  That’s it.  Let it be.”

“I am.  I don’t.  I––”

“No no no, cut that shit out.  Uh, I mean, cut that shit out, boss, sir.  Seems like the old lady
was pretty much straight-up with you on this one.  Pretty clear instructions.  Don’t get wishy-
washy about it.  Just, y’know, kick back, follow your heart, all that good stuff.”

Matthew butts Dream’s ankle with his head.

“So.  Get outta here.  Respectfully.  Sir.”

Dream feels the tight thing growing down his throat, into the center of him, running along his
breastbone.  It is something like anticipation, and something like fear.  The flurry of it runs
rampant, cornered, circling.

“What if he will not take me?” he whispers.  

This, this has been lurking under all of it –– only now has it reared its head to the light.  In a
rush, it stumbles out of him, into the clear light of the shoreline. 

“After all I have done.  After what he has suffered at my hand.  The Corinthian.  My
inconstancy.  What if––”

Matthew gives him what can only be described as a disparaging look.

“Love and light, sir, you’re a fucking idiot.”

Dream, caught off-guard, huffs.  It’s halfway to a laugh.  Matthew is unique in this –– he
startles amusement out of him so deftly, where others might invoke wrath.  He does not know



just why this is, but right now, he doesn’t care to question a good thing.

“Yeah, sure, you owe him some very big and hefty apologies, but Jesus, it’s been like, what,
six centuries?  I mean, come on .  You’re like, totally insane if you think his response is
gonna be anything other than like, swooning or some stupid shit.” 

Matthew butts his ankle again.

“Go get ‘em.  Seriously.  You’ve been driving all of us up the wall on this one, chief.  And
now, like, the literal goddess of the future or whatever has told you to chill.  So.  Chill.”

Dream looks down at Matthew, and there is something lighter in him.  It is such a beautiful
thing, to feel, for the first time, a little closer to free.

“Your candor and clarity are invaluable to me, ” he murmurs.   “ I am.  Fortunate.  For
your wisdom.”  

Unbidden, he smiles, without a second thought about it.

Matthew looks back up at him, ruffled with pride.  A shine rises in his sharp eyes.

“Thanks.  Thanks, boss.”  

He sounds happy.  It makes Dream feel a mirror of it, a spark of returning easy joy.  

Dream stands, slowly.  His new vision is settling in, and its sense of strange simpleness is
becoming an asset in its own way.  Things are made more themselves.  

The water is swift-running silver, the sky of many subtle colors, and he is still afraid –– he
may always be –– but it is different than what it was.  Against its gnashing teeth now falls a
bit of bridling conviction.  Down its howling throat pours a hot and silencing love.  The fear
will lay there, curled, interminably.  But perhaps it will not speak so loudly. 

“I will.  Go.  And return.”

“Don’t worry about it.”  Matthew shrugs.  “Lucienne and I have it under control.  Knock ‘em
dead, tiger.  No, wait, that felt weird.  Just.  I dunno.  Uh.  Bye.  Safe travels, sir.”

Dream raises his hand.  There is a different style of shake in it.  Something like hope.  

The shoreline, water and stone, falls away.  He steps out of the Dreaming.

 

+++

 

Hob is definitely drunk.



September’s lovely coolness gets him close to ecstatic when he stumbles out into it, fresh
from a last-day-before-class all-or-nothing bash Topher had hosted at his posh little flat just
near campus.  There will, without doubt, be hell to pay in the unforgiving light of day.  The
helium buzz of Bacardi and beer in his veins has him something near half a foot off the
ground, and he knows the come-down will feel like hitting concrete from a far greater
height.  But right now, just this side of dizzy and leagues beyond coordinated, Hob really
couldn’t care less.  He’s in one of those aspects of drunkenness that makes him easy with a
grin and a boisterous laugh –– it’s not the maudlin kind of inebriated, but the giddy one.  He
hasn’t a clue what it was Deanna and Antony were going on about, in the flat, a few minutes
ago, but good Lord is he certain it was funny.  His lungs are worn through with all the talking
and arguing and belly-laughing he’s done.  The ends of his appendages feel heavy, but his
chest is bound to take off into the atmosphere.

He leans hard against the brick wall of Topher’s building, and sucks in a reckless, full breath. 
The air is fresher than cut grass and chipped ice.  He smiles, broad and free.

Deanna, arguably equally sloshed, reels out after him, arm in arm with one of her fellow
literature professors.  Their heads are bowed together, unsteadily knocking foreheads, and
they’re giggling like schoolgirls over some private joke between themselves.  Deanna’s
wobbly gaze lights on Hob, lounging in the dirty gold of the streetlamp, and she punches him
on the bicep, gleeful and quite hard.

“Well, Robbie, Robert, Rob, old codger, you still with us?  Need to be carted off home? 
Wan’ me to get the, the bloody, the wheelbarrow?”  

Hob watches the orbit of the stars emerging from the light-polluted sky.  In the crisp and inky
dark, they’re doing a quaint little waltz.  At Deanna’s friendly verbal abuse, he pushes
himself loosely off the building’s face and performs a few steps, one foot before the other, as
proof of his utmost sobriety.  The fact that he catches on his own half-tied bootlace and has to
grab Deanna’s shoulder to avoid a face-to-face encounter with the sidewalk is immaterial.  

“ ‘M fine, just fine, you bat.  Never been better this century.”

“You are beyond plastered,” laughs Deanna, thumping against the other professor as Hob
collides with her.  The trio forms a snickering sort of Newton’s cradle, ricocheting against
each other.  Hob tilts his head unsteadily at the other woman –– she’s sort of familiar, but he’s
not in a fit state to recall names right now.  Rather than make an attempt at a guess, which is
certain to end only in embarrassment, he gives her a very cheery wave.

“H’lo.”

“Hi.”

“Gadling, you need ‘n escort?  Sure we won’t find you facedown in the gutter tomorrow?  On
the local news?”  She swipes her hand in an arc, spelling out a headline in a grandiose news-
anchor cadence.  “ ‘Ancient creature found on the side of road –– authorities unsure if it’s
human or ape’.  ”

“Fuck off,” cackles Hob.  “Prick.”



“Arse.”

“Bastard.”

The other professor intervenes neatly.

“Right, really, would you like us to walk you?”

“No no no, ‘m alright, ‘m right as, as, ah, you know, the, the thing.  Rain. Right as rain.”  

He waves his hands at the duo, plunking himself back against the wall.  The professor gives
him a look of disbelief, but he grins her down.

“Not far.  Really,” he says with conviction. “But you two, you set to get home?  Or wherever
you’re off to?”

“Got it under control,” says Deanna confidently.  She’s visibly swaying.  The other professor
gives Hob a patiently amused look.

“We’ll be fine, thanks,” she says sweetly.  She’s quite obviously more sober, and Hob is sort
of piecing together that she’s one of the new poetry professors, and they’ve most definitely
met, so he concludes Deanna is in suitable hands. 

“Brilliant.  Lovely.  Right.”

“Can you believe,” says Deanna solemnly, “that we have to go to work tomorrow?”

“No I cannot,” says Hob firmly.  “You’re a liar.”

“Gonna really get off on the right foot with my first-year seminar.  Hungover me ‘s gonna
give them the time of their lives,” she sighs.

“You are a right horrid thing hungover,” muses Hob.  “Poor kiddies.”

“Ah well.  Good for them to learn not to cross me.”  She gives Hob’s shoulder a squeeze and
a shake.  “Get home safe, then.”

“You too, both of you.  G’night.”

Deanna gives him a wavering salute –– the other professor supplies a half a wave.  The two,
one quite plainly supporting the other, trundle off down the block, disappearing around the
corner.  Hob watches them until they’re gone, and keeps an eye on the dark point of their
vanishing well past their afterimage fades away.  He presses one cheek into the rough bricks,
just to know their craggy texture.  They’re cool like marble counters.  Cool as spring water.

Now that he’s passed the part of being drunk where everything is exponentially funnier, he’s
settling into the velvet-chiffon tired part.  It’s the most wonderful sort of tired –– the one
where his cotton sheets will feel like 500-thread-count silk, and the pillow will be a glass of
ice water in July.  It’s the kind of woozy tired that turns him tactile.  He’s a touch-based sort
of person by nature, but the need of it gets more acute when he’s like this.  More than a softer



bed to sleep on, he wants arms to crawl into.  A chin to tuck his head beneath.  A body to
curve against.  Something real, humming, to hold, to be held by. 

He sighs.  Well.  Usually there’s only one sort of way that line of thinking goes.  Back to blue
eyes and cryptic double-talk.  Recollections of a decade prior, played over again so often the
groove of their record is half worn away.  

In an attempt to distract himself, he sets the goal of making it back to his flat.  While his steps
are not exactly even, he manages to survive the treacherous variations of the sidewalk, and
gathers just enough of his wits to remember which ways to turn.  It’s late, ridiculously late,
and quiet as only a sleep-submerged city can get –– perpetually thrumming with far-off
motorways, but muffled with wads of wool, approximating a plusher silence.  He thinks, very
intently, about how to move his legs.  He wouldn’t call himself coordinated even when sober
–– the heady warmth in his bloodstream does little to help the situation.  He works diligently
to not think of Dream, and in doing so manages to think exclusively of Dream.

He passes darkened windows, against which the hazy lamps throw their flat yellow palms,
making prints on the curtained glass.  The alcohol strips things down.  All the complexity of
it, the frustration, the hurt, the way those things commingle with devotion, all of that steps to
the back of the line.  What remains, well, naive and foolish or not, it’s fairly simple to feel.  

Hob misses him.  That’s really it.

Through the densely-woven quiet and chapped autumnal dark, the journey occurs with little
conscious thought, so little that he’s almost surprised to find himself looking down the block
towards the New Inn.  He fumbles for his keys, cursing under his breath.  He knows he has
them.  He is beyond positive he picked them up.  The depths of his pockets suddenly become
inscrutable and vast the moment he needs to find something in them, of course.

Mumbling vague profanities, head bowed, he rifles through his pocket and weaves towards
the streetlamp just at the corner, paying his surroundings next to no mind.  Chrissakes.  All he
wants is to collapse into bed in his bloody clothes and be blissfully unconscious for a few
hours.  Is that too much to ask?  Really?  

He stands a yard from the dented pole of the lamp, battling the elusive key ring to the death. 
At last, after a stupidly grueling hunt, his fingers light around the metal edges of the keys,
and he seizes them in glorious triumph.

“Gotcha.  Fuckers,” he mutters smugly.

“Hello, Hob.”

Hardly three syllables spoken and Hob is staked through with a flint-tipped arrow of
adrenaline, pierced from chest and run straight through the shoulderblades.  He lifts his head
in an instant, and though the whole of the scene goes swimming dizzyingly around him, he
finds that it doesn’t much matter.  

The clean composition of it would make for a museum piece.  Dream, cast in lamplight,
appears in a limited palette of black and white and fur-lined gold.  The way the light holds his



face is something tender beyond belief –– it brushes its curious fingers around the spare plane
of his cheekbones, the linear point of his nose, the little trough of his upper lip.  The lines of
him are haloed, diffused and dispersing.  He is a black paint-knife stroke over the canvas, all
painterly, all weird and artful and unbearably lovely.  The look in his eyes, half masked by
the soft light, is almost as gentle as the light itself.

Good Lord.  Were he not blessedly immortal, Hob fancies he may well have dropped dead on
the spot.

He tries to think of something to say.  Something witty.  Or polite.  Or anything, really,
anything at all.  Not an ounce of intelligible thought occurs.

“Hello,” he manages, after a great deal of struggle.

There’s a quirk of a smile at the corners of Dream’s mouth.  Hob has a lot of impulses, all of
them shouting in unison and amplified by alcohol.  He sweeps them all brusquely under the
metaphorical rug.  He looks at Dream.  It’s a rare and cherished thing to do.  One of his
favorites. 

Dream looks.  Different.  Or, not different, per say, not in a way Hob feels is tangible.  But
the sharpness of him, maybe, is sanded down a bit.  He’s not as he was last time, bristled and
running over with his abortive sentences, though his silent regard is as familiar as ever.  Hob
sort of wants to ask him if he’s gotten a haircut, though that doesn’t seem right.  His hair
looks just as devastated and devastating as ever.  But it’s that sort of feeling –– a small
change he can’t place.  The jury remains out, at the moment, on whether it’s good or bad.

He also looks something akin to nervous.  This is new.

Hob pulls out his keys.  One thing at a time is best, he decides.  Though it’s a brutal task, he
rips his eyes away from Dream’s gently radiant shape (first, he seals it indelibly on his
retinas, and hopes the afterimage of it remains permanently like a brand) and makes for the
door.  It’s a little hit or miss, but third time turns out to be the charm, and he gets the door
open.

“C’mon.  In we go.  Inside.  Inside is good.”  

He turns over his shoulder.  Dream is watching him, head just tilted, half an eyebrow raised,
and undoubtedly a little amused.

“Shut it.  Arse.”

“I.  Said nothing.”

Hob squints at him.  

“Don’t have to.  You, you say more with the, the, the not saying anything.  Yes.  ‘M drunk. 
Huzzah.  Inside.”

Dream looks at him a moment longer.  Christ almighty, now that gaze, that is outright
fondness.  Maybe he’s hallucinating, thinks Hob.  His breaths are all tangled at the base of his



tongue.  Maybe he’s really bloody drunk.

He shoulders through the door.  The cone of light tumbles across the floorboards of the
closed barroom, pulling the shapes of stools and tabletops out of the black ground.  Hob takes
a few steps in, jingling his keys for want of something to channel his new fidgety energy into,
and turns around to lock up again.  He almost runs smack into Dream, who has evidently
decided to follow about an inch behind him.  

He’s not given it much consideration before, but he finds himself abruptly aware that they’re
almost the same height –– Dream is maybe an inch taller, just enough that Hob isn’t quiet eye
to eye with him.  Backlit, the details of him should be obscured, but at such close quarters
Hob can make out the individual finely-drawn lines of his lips, the exact proportion of the
carved bridge of his nose.  He realizes he’s probably staring in a sort of ungentlemanly
manner, though that doesn’t motivate him much to change anything.

Dream blinks at him.  Hob snaps back to the real world.  He holds up his keys.  Gives them a
little shake.

“ ‘M gonna.  Ah.  Lock up.”

“Hm.”

Dream shows no signs of moving.  Hob rattles the keys again.  No change.  

He steps around Dream and shuts the door.  It’s twice as hard to lock it, with the combined
forces of his limited fine motor control and the absence of real light, but he successfully gets
it done.  In the dimness, he heads towards the back, aiming for the narrow corridor that leads
to the steps up to his flat.  He carefully circumvents where he guesses Dream is standing, and
avoids a collision.

Why he didn’t think to turn on some lights before embarking on the crossing is beyond him. 
The dark is a very treacherous foe.  Offset about a foot from the corridor, when he tales a
confident step towards what he assumes is empty space, he slams his kneecap into the corner
of the wall.  It hurts.  Quite a lot.  It’s a sharp little bastard of a corner.

“Shit,” he hisses.  He reaches out to feel for the wall –– well, he’s found something, so he can
sort of just follow along it –– when a hand presses into his middle back, pushing him gently
in the right direction.  The points of contact, palm to the bones of his spine beneath his shirt,
could be bolts of summer lightning.  They crack through him.

The hand guides him down the corridor and up the stairs, navigating the darkness with ease. 
There’s a staticky sense to the proximity of Dream at his shoulder –– if asked, Hob imagines
he could outline his shape exactly, so acutely can he feel it near him.  He really should flip a
switch or two, but when he stumbles on the stairs, the hand snakes around and
metamorphoses into an arm braced against him, pulling him in.  Dream doesn’t say a word. 
Just lets Hob lean against him, side formed to side.

The last hurdle of locks, his front door, is overcome after a lesser battle.  Though he’s stable
(ish) again on level ground, Dream’s arm doesn’t move, not until Hob steps away from him,



into the flat.  He hadn’t closed the shades before he’d left for Topher’s party –– now, the
moon falls in white folds through the window, made bedmate to the streetlamp’s breathy
gold.  He leans hard against his counter and kicks off his shoes with a sigh.  He probably
should drink water, he thinks.  He stays put.  Things are spinning lazily, still, like a carnival
ride just beginning to brake.

Dream hesitates on the threshold.  Enough that Hob notices.  When he does step in, closing
the door behind him, he remains on the fringes of the space.

With a lot of willpower, Hob rights himself and shuffles around his kitchen in pursuit of
water.  He makes himself drink a glass and a half before calling it quits.  And a snack would
be good.  The cabinets offer up some not-quite-stale shortbread biscuits in a tin he only sort
of recalls buying at the shops, but right now it feels like he’s uncovered the Holy bloody
Grail.  They’re crumbly and sweet and, above all, most importantly, food.  Pretty much all
that matters.  God, everything tastes about a hundred times better drunk.

He scarfs a handful.  Dream is still stiff and unsettled.  He’s been unmoving through all of
Hob’s little post-carousing ritual.  Hob takes a hefty bite of biscuit.  They’re definitely
approaching stale.  Frankly, in the moment, they’re the best thing he’s ever eaten.

“Faculty party.  Before the term starts,” he explains.  He gestures sort of incoherently towards
himself, if a gesture can technically be incoherent.  “So.  Got sloshed.”

Dream seems to unglue himself from the door.  He makes it to the counter, opposite Hob, and
regards him again.  Hob still has that pesky feeling of something changed.  He manhandles
the lid back onto the tin, utterly without grace.

“You seem.  Serious,” he says.  He thunks the tin back in his cabinet.  His arms feel ungainly
–– all the acts of moving are heavier, sort of.   Like his joints are looser rubber, his limbs a
little leaden.  It’s a familiar sensation, though no less curious every time it’s lived.

“You alright?”

For a moment, Dream doesn’t reply.  Hob folds his forearms on the counter and watches in
the mixed light as a series of minute expressions fly across his face, too swift to catch and
tag.

“I am, ” says Dream.  “ I am.  Alright.”

The way the moonlight flurries around his profile makes him something ethereal.  Hob
sometimes wishes he was a painter.  He’d put this to canvas, if he could.

“Good, then.” 

He drums his fingers on the counter and thinks about their last conversation.  Dream seems as
unforthcoming as he was then, but then again, he's here.  He's actively here.  That's–– Hob
realizes, in fact, that it's a huge relief.  The threat of his prior decision –– his reversal of his
plan to never see him again –– had been heavy on his back since it was spoken.  But he's
there.  Across the counter.  Uneasy, wound tight, but there.  There.



"You came back," says Hob.  It's the most incredible thing he's known.  To just be able to say
it.

“I gave you my word that I would.”

“Didn’t expect you this soon.  When you go, it’s, y’know.”  Hob shrugs. “ ‘M used to a
century.  Even though we’re a bit, a bit.  Ah, you know.  Out of step, now.”

“I did not think it right to wait,” says Dream quietly.

“Hm.” 

Hob studies the counter. 

“Are you, are you done?” he asks at length.  The temerity of his own voice is almost startling
to him.  “With whatever you needed to do?”

It hits him, then, that he fears the answer.

“Yes.”

Hob nods.  His heart is ascending his throat, beating wings like a caged sparrow.

“I have much to say to you that should have long since been said,” Dream continues.  

His voice is measured, but run beneath with a vein of tremor.  Hob wants to calm it, calm
whatever is making him on edge in this way he hasn’t seen before.  He doesn’t know how.

“And a thing to ask, ” murmurs Dream, “ that should have long been asked.”

Hob hesitates.  Thinks a moment.  

“I want to hear it.  All.  All of it.”  He taps his fingers in a loose pattern, taking a solidity
from the unmoving countertop.  “But.  Ah.  First.”

He takes a slow breath, and looks into Dream’s eyes.  Both are his more corporeal pale blue,
but here, in the dark of his unlit apartment, there’s a sudden realization of imbalance.  Only
one shines with the faint white aura now.  The other is.  Plain.  That’s it.  That’s the thing
that’s changed.  He wonders why –– it distracts him, momentarily, just enough that he
actually manages to ask what he intended.

“Can you stay?”

God, he stills feels panicky and bold for it — like he’s cornering a feral thing, and it’ll bite
him, it’ll run.  The rain of 1889 is a ghost of itself, faint and fearful, pattering on his back. 
He’s struck with a compulsion to explain. 

“It’s just, ah, it’s late, bloody stupid late, and, and I’ve been up and about all day, with, with
faculty meetings, and, God’s nails, this stupid luncheon with the Dean.”  



He has to look away, glancing off towards the window, feigning interest in the punctuated
dark beyond the panes.  

“And, y’know, then party, and, ah, I’m sort of, not sober.  As stated.”  The momentum thrusts
him bodily into the next confession.  “And, and I haven’t slept well in, what, ah, ‘bout
thirteen years.  Which, sort of figured was all the, the, you, ah, keeping me out of your, your,
your realm or what have you.  But, if you’re here, now, since you’re here, I’m thinking that’s
all done with — or, well, Christ, I bloody hope it is — and before you, before we deal with
whatever’s next, what I’d really like, frankly, is to just crawl into bed.  And sleep.”

It feels like too much.  Even now.  He wishes it didn’t, but it’s so hard to convince himself
he’s not overstepping, not acting ungrateful for what he has had, what he has now.  

“Ah.  That’s.  That’s all.” 

He pushes himself off the counter, and plunks his now-empty glass of water in the sink.  He
has to move, to survive it, the stifling fear of asking.

“You, ah, you can certainly come back in the morning if you’d rather, of course, but, you’re,
you’re welcome to stay.”  

He pauses.  

“I’d.  Like you.  To stay.  Please.”  

His own tongue turns stiff and halting.  Were his heart any louder, it could be heard across the
street.

When the silence grows too torturous, he stops picking at his cuffs and looks back towards
Dream.  Which makes it harder to feel scared about anything at all.  Really, it’s not entirely
fair, how easily the simple act of his half-smile can pull the breath so deftly by the root out of
his lungs.  There’s a fresh angle to it, rife with relief and such startling tenderness, sweet as
dandelion wine, and Hob finds it’s intoxicating like nothing could compare.

Dream is quiet a moment, before he inclines in a half bow.

“As you wish.”

Hob doesn’t bother to stifle his breathy laugh, his grin, returned twofold.

“I’d always fancied you more a Buttercup than a Wesley.” 

“Hmh.” 

His sweet smile tilts on its axis, finding new corners, new quirks in his cheek.  Hob can’t
actually recall seeing him this free with his amusement before.  It sets moth wings loose in
his rib cage, little matches burning in his bones.

“Come then, farm boy.”



Hob is wondering if maybe he’s blacked out in a gutter somewhere.  Dream shrugs off his
coat, folds it neatly over the back of the sofa, and strolls off into Hob’s bedroom.  The tension
of him, the nervousness, is melting off, and now he’s nonchalant as anything.  Hob half-
staggers after him –– he’s so near dead on his feet that he thumps face first onto his mattress,
though not before he notes how flagrantly Dream is rifling through his closet.  It takes some
effort, but after a solid three minutes, he rolls onto his side, just as a ratty t-shirt and pajama
pants hit him in the face.  Hob had been planning on simply passing out in his jeans, like any
respectable drunk, but maybe Dream has the right idea.

The buttons of his shirt take a little effort, but he’s in the new clothes with minimal fuss
before Dream –– Lord, he’s got a knack for attaching himself to Hob’s ugliest clothes,
because the particular pajama pants he’s got on now have the worst early 2000’s galaxy print
on them –– has managed to find the object of his search.  With a pleased little noise he holds
aloft the intensely worn-out and still-unwashed tie-dye jumper.

“Absolutely not,” says Hob.  “ ‘S gross.”

Dream looks over his shoulder and glares at him.  Hob looks right back.  Huffing, petulantly,
Hob might add, he tosses the sweatshirt back and retrieves instead the ‘98 Olympics jumper,
which is, at least, less openly filthy.

Dream pulls off his black t-shirt and shrugs into the jumper.  The bones of his spine are
starkly clear in the low light, even as a string of pearls.  With a cursory hand wave, he
vanishes and reappears lying next to Hob, and sets about making himself comfortable.

“It was hardly five feet,” says Hob.  There’s a grin on his face without his thinking about it. 
There is something so absurdly endearing about that little act of haste.  “Could’ve walked.”

Dream shrugs.  His hard-won smile is lingering, persisting, in the corners of his mouth. 

Something more solemn intrudes a moment.

“I am sorry for worsening your sleep.”.

“Yeah, bit of an arsehole move, really,” says Hob lightly.  “You’re welcome to start making it
up to me anytime.”

Dream’s eyes are soft as a black cat.  Only one of them is glowing in the dark.  

“Meant to ask,” adds Hob.  “What happened to your eye?”

Dream doesn’t flinch, per say, but a part of him seems to shy away.

“It will wait until the morning.  It is part of a longer tale.”

He doesn’t elaborate, but the promise of explanation to come remains, and Hob, profoundly
sleepy and now mostly just tipsy, is willing to take that.  Neither of them speak for few
moments.  Dream’s look is half-lidded and unbearably gentle.  



After a time, his finely-boned hand breaks the tension of the space still between them, and
tucks a strand of Hob’s hair more neatly against his pillow, and from there it’s all one process
of gravitational collapse, a natural closing of the gap.  Hob settles against the hollow of
Dream’s throat, awash with the felted high of contact, a perfect quelling of a starvation he
hadn’t known was there.  The hum of Dream’s internal stars, heard and felt again, is like a
glorious homecoming through his cheek.  

Dream presses his nose to the crown of Hob’s head and cards his fingers through his hair. 

“You will rest well tonight, ” he says quietly.  “ And all nights hereafter.”

Hob lets an arm curve around Dream’s torso, and marvels faintly at how well they shape to
each other.  He’s on the edge of falling asleep, sublimely content.  There’s a brush of Dream’s
lips against his forehead, that may have been only an adjustment of position.

Hob tucks his brow against the soft column of Dream’s neck, and sleeps.
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Hob wakes up with a hangover fit to slaughter.  

Before he even opens his eyes the light is too bright.  Everything sort of throbs.  If he didn’t
know better, he’d say he’s getting old.  

He lets the consciousness return slowly, lets it slink sheepishly in the back door of his head. 
It’s with this trickling awareness that the realization of his non-empty bed eventually arrives. 
There are brief impressions emerging from the fog –– he feels the distinct furrow of a



collarbone under his cheek, the lines of a neck against his forehead.  Bleary and disoriented,
he tries vigorously to remember if he somehow brought someone home last night.  The
faculty party starts off as a clear recollection, but the end of it sort of crumbles into bits and
colors and laughter and to be honest, right now, he’s not entirely sure how he got home at all.

In the process of sorting through the facts, he notices there’s no heartbeat beneath the skin of
whoever he’s against –– only a resonant hum that is, bit by bit, dispelling his rattling
headache.  There are slim fingers tangled in his hair.  There’s a lukewarm, angular body
curved snug against him.

It all whumps down back into memory.  Hob tries not to betray the fact that he’s conscious,
even as the rush of remembering hits him like a physical thing.  Technically, he did in fact
bring someone home last night.  

At its side run the twin hunters of trepidation and fear.  There’s hell to pay ahead.  Or hell to
be paid, rather.  Dream is back –– which means whatever life-altering, unspoken thing he had
borne, that had sent him fleeing, was set to be laid out.  Hob doesn’t know what this will
mean.  He doesn’t know if it’ll bring any closure on where he stands, or if it’s all going to
turn out some ineffable machination of an Endless, beyond his understanding.  He wants to
know, and in the same breath, God, he doesn’t.

Right now, he’s just selfish.  A little greedy.  He adjusts his position to pull Dream a little
closer ––  disguising it, he hopes, as a motion of sleep –– and tucks the divot of his brow
against the line of Dream’s neck, half pressed into the hollow of his throat.  Dream makes a
low noise, one that travels through Hob’s forehead, down to his eardrums from within. 

“ How are you feeling? ”

“Everything hurts,” mutters Hob in response.  

Dream huffs an exhale –– it may be a cousin to a laugh.

“ You were very drunk. ”

“Mhm.”  He doesn’t want to move, so he doesn’t.  Instead, he motions vaguely towards his
nightstand, quick to resettle his grasp.  “What time it is?  Phone’s there.”

Dream shifts away from him, just slightly, with a rustle of sheets.  The room is quiet like
early morning.  Sound is thin and intimate here.  Hob thinks in textures.  The cotton of the
sweatshirt under his cheek.  The feel of breastbone beneath. 

“ It is quarter ‘til 9. ”

Hob groans.  He wants nothing more than to go back to sleep, but he’s got a 10 AM lecture
that he doubts administration will look kindly on him skipping, especially given it’s the first
day.

“Shit,” he sighs.  “I have class.”



Dream doesn’t reply.  He toys with the tangle of Hob’s hair, the motion delicate and
thoughtful.  Hob would commit unspeakable acts to get that class canceled.  

“ Would you.  Like breakfast? ”

Hob checks in with his stomach, which is simultaneously growling and also nauseous.

“I’ll make coffee.”

Dream hums.  He slides deftly out of Hob’s embrace, leaving Hob’s arm to thump down onto
the mattress, into the swiftly-cooled cavity of where he once was.  Hob, at long last, manages
to crack his eyes open.

Dream is seated on the edge of his bed, back towards him.  The new fringe of morning paws
tentatively at the window, and the light is low and blue and soft.  Hob observes the pen-stroke
of his shoulder blades through the fabric of the jumper, the molded taper of his shoulders to
his waist.  Dream pushes a hand through his hair, doing little to quell its marbelous disarray,
and turns his face to profile, meeting Hob’s look out of the corner of his eye.  He smiles, his
smallest variety, born and bred exclusively in the pink corners of his mouth.

“ I will attend to it.  Do you require anything else? ”

Hob has to think about it –– not because the question is hard, but because it’s asked at all.  

“Ah.  Don’t think so.  Thanks.  You know how to use the coffeemaker?”

Dream shrugs.

“ I know many things. ”

“Including coffeemakers?” 

“ Hm. ” 

Hob, with all the reserve strength he can muster, makes himself sit up.  Would that his
biological overdrive could work a little faster on the hangover.

“Holy God,” he moans.

He buries his face in his hands, waiting for the pounding in his head to abate.  The weight
distribution of the mattress shifts as Dream stands, and Hob hears his footsteps patter easily
out of the bedroom –– soon, the clatter of cabinet doors and glassware takes up in the other
room.

Hob sits there another minute.  There are the obligations of the day, all yapping for his
attention –– morning lecture, faculty meeting, lunch plans, afternoon lecture, readings to prep
for the next day –– but in a leaden umbrella over them all hangs whatever is to come with
Dream, and his hovering promise to tell all.  Hob, in some ways, is glad Dream arrived when
he did.  Were he sober, the conversation may have already occurred.  He might not have
gotten away with his little moment’s heist, the stolen night of comfortable peace.



He’s waited for this, this exact thing, for over a decade.  And now it’s here.  And he’s just
afraid of it.

Mustering some resolve, and tamping down the nips and nags of worry, he forces himself out
of bed and into the routine of recovery –– a cold shower, brushing teeth, a shave.  When all is
done, and he’s acquired his most academic slacks and shirt for an appropriate first-day
impression, he heads out into the main room.  His body heals fast; the headache and nausea,
though present still, are waning.  In their place, eager to occupy more and more of him, is a
twitchy, jittery nervousness.  It’s like his nerve endings grew grasshopper legs, and they’re
leaping around under his skin

Dream is moving easily about his kitchen, as though it’s his own space.  He wears the old
pullover with complete naturalness, though it sags a little off his shoulders and puddles
around his narrower wrists.  He is contemplative and quick, in the making of coffee.  Hob
doesn’t know what to do with it, with the petals of honeysuckle growing in him, with the
need that feels to keep this moment as it is, in stasis.  

He settles at the counter.  Dream quickly procures a mug of hot black coffee, which he slides,
faintly smugly, towards Hob.

“Thank you,” says Hob, with the full gratitude of his heart, and a little raise of his eyebrow,
because oh, he saw the little pointed smirk, the little ‘told you so’.  He takes a sip –– though
it’s exceedingly hot, near-scalding on the tongue, it’s also heady and deliciously strong.  It
hits his stomach with no disturbance, and soon he begins to feel the crackle of it.  It doesn’t
much help the hangover, if he’s honest, but it’s waking him up, and that’s more than enough.

He glances at the mug Dream selected.  It’s a very old one, from perhaps the early days of
mugs.  There’s an embossing of a little rabbit on one side.  It’s very sweet –– it brings a little
smile to Hob’s face.  

“Good coffee.”

Dream smiles minutely, supremely satisfied.  

“ It was not difficult. ”

“Nice to not have to do it myself.”  Hob takes another drink –– it is nice.  It’s a leap and a
bound more than nice, really.

The promise is still there, arched overhead, potent and sparking.  As his watch ticks on to a
necessary departure, the possibility of realizing it dwindles.  Hob’s chest feels full of cicada
wings, all abuzz.  It’s so strange, to have wanted the truth so long, and to be so reluctant to
hear it.  He drinks his coffee, slow, like he could delay the asking a little longer.  Christ,
there’s no reason to feel like something is ended –– though in a way, something is.

He’s waited.  He’s done it.  And now it’s over.  He’s so accustomed to the act of it he can’t
imagine being without it.  



Dream is quiet across the counter, but the tension is in him, in the beveled corner of his
shoulders and the tight fold of his hands.

Hob decides.  He decides he doesn’t think he could survive his heavily-scheduled day
without knowing what was to be said –– even if the knowing turns out to be worse.  The little
wheels of his life, they need to keep turning, to keep him going at all.

So he swallows the coffee and the throat-clenching fear alike, and gives Dream his most
inarguable look.  In the hydrangea blue of his returned gaze, Hob can see a curved mirror of
himself.  Behind one pupil burns a white star –– behind the other, only darkness.

“You said you had things to tell me,” he says.

 

+++

 

“Now is as good a time as any.”

Now that he’s here, confronted with the actuality of Hob’s waiting look and open face, all the
good intention runs into smoke.  

Dream discovers, for all his new knowledge, his newly found resolve, he is still equally
terrified.  He is so used to being in power –– to the act of rule and creation unhampered.  He
has nothing of that now.  Every frailty and failure of him must be splayed and tanned like a
fresh-skinned hide, and it will lay him more bare than he has been in the whole of his
interminable life.  It is his own hand that has made it necessary.  His own words that arranged
the hour of his bloodletting.

He is afraid.  And he cannot put this feeling into Hob’s hands, in the hope it would be made
quiet, until he has paid the great debt of speech that is owed.  He may not be able to ask such
comfort even then.  Perhaps the truth will beat him back at last.  Dream would not blame
him.

Hob is just.  Looking.  At him.  It’s not scrutiny, per say.  But it’s heavy.

“ There is.  History.  Of which you are unaware, ” begins Dream.  

He is the prince of storytellers.  Patron guardian of tales.  His tongue should be quicksilver. 
It is not.

Hob takes a sip of his coffee.  Says nothing.

“ I am not.  Survivable.  It is a rule of my kind, and an unshakeable rule of myself.  I am
not.  Built.  To give you what I would.  Without endangering you. ”

“Save the conclusions for the end,” says Hob.  He’s neither gentle nor harsh.  Just plainly
stated.  “Start with the history.”



Dream cannot meet his eyes.  He picks at an invisible thread on the hem of the jumper –– the
wearing of it again, it is like a masterwork of Delirium’s when she was once Delight –– and
places his gaze firmly on the arm of the sofa, curling the fingers of his sight tightly around
it’s curve.   

Hob is a shape in his periphery.  He was once, in a colder place, imagined as such –– a blur of
mixed oils and torchlight beyond a curve of glass.  Now that vision, now he , is real.  

All this, to get here, thinks Dream.

“ When I was Kai’ckul, there was Nada, ” he begins slowly.  

It was so long ago.  He was so much younger, then.  So full of arrogance.

“ She was royalty –– she ruled a vast and beautiful city of glass.  It was like her
lifeblood. ”  

He recalls, painfully vivid, the dark blossom of her smile.  The build of her arms, spare and
strong and beautiful.  She could reduce him to nothing in a word, build him as a colosseum in
the next.

“ She loved me.  All with fervor.  As I loved her. ”  

How he had prayed against it.  How he had, in the same breath, so devoutly prayed for her
touch, the cessation of the tortured distance.  For only the kiss of her.   

“ But it is.  Forbidden.  For an Endless to love a mortal such.   She knew this.  When she
learned of what I was, she turned from me.  I would not–– I could not let her go.  I
pursued her, persuaded her.  We were lovers. ”

He would have cast empires to the ground in her name.    

“ Her city was razed in punishment.  She took her life in shame. ”

His own shame is unrelenting.  It is a sickly mouth, chewing at the flesh of him, all wet gums
without teeth.  Hob, blurred in the corner of his eyes, has set his cup down, and become the
picture of stillness.  Dream does not want to linger long on the details, but he must.  The
necrosis of the wound.  It must be removed.  Taken into the surgical light.

“ I followed her to the Netherworld.  I offered her a place by my side.  My kingdom.  All
that I had.  She turned me down. ”  

It has to be spoken.  It has to be done.  

“ In my.  Fury.  Humiliation.  I cast her into Hell. ”

Outside the window, life continues in its path –– in passers-by and birdsong, in the clatter of
an opening door and the ring of a bell and the clamor of greeting, in the breathing of it all. 
Dream wonders how it can be.  That such things could go on.



Hob is silent.  Dream bears it.  He feels kinship with one in the stockade.  Bound and viewed
and immobile.

There is no response to it coming, and much remaining to tell.

“ When I was Onieros, ” he says, voice unsteady as a liquored sea, “ there was Calliope. 
There was our son.  Orpheus. ”

Calliope’s curtained shape –– her hair like poured madder dye, the pillar and pool of her
robes over her canted shoulder –– stands before him.  He had seen something kindred in her
upon the first moment of their meeting, and in the firmament of her eye he had found a
mirrored soul.  An artist.  An act of creation herself.  Well matched, so securely devoted,
patient as any eternal things –– what ill could befall them?  What little life could they bring
into the waking world but a good one?

The liquid pearl of their son’s voice.  A spring of aching balm for the shaking soul.  The way
it could rend the bones of a thundering breast in two.  

“ The tale of my son is told often, ” he sighs.  He had borne the tale with him, buried it in
the mind of every dreamer, and for all centuries the name of his son still walked the world.  
There was nothing else he could give him.  

“ He did not survive past his sorrow.  Calliope and I did not survive him. ”

To lose her in such a way.  In bitter words.  She was gifted with them.  

“ His immortal blood preserved a part of him.  But he suffered for it.  He asked for the
boon of death from me.  I gave it.  To end his pain. ”

He had held the beloved head in his hands.  Cradled its rounded cheeks, still blushed with
young life, tangled the soft curls binding its dear and tortured face.  His son had begged to
die.

“ He rests.  Now.  He is gone. ”

He can feel the press of Hob’s gaze against his cheekbone.  His own vision is made watery,
and the lines of things uncertain.  There is no lifting of weight with the speaking of these
truths –– they are in stasis, under a beating amber, hot and veined and raw as new.  

“ I have not.  Given of myself.  Because of the consequence. ”

Let the sentence be read out –– the relentless condemnation of his heart.   

“ It is because of this I barred you from my realm, to keep myself from you as much as
you from me.  Because of this I fled from you. ”

There’s the scape of glass on stone.  Hob tilts his mug, shifts it absently.  The sound of it
sings above other harmonies in the quiet, immediate, rough. 



“ I have always damned what I would exalt, ” whispers Dream.  “ There has been no
other path.   I could––  I could not survive your end, Hob.  I could not be the end of you.
”

He grips the rolled cuff of the jumper so tightly his pale knuckles turn translucent white. 
That spilled blood is still on his palms.  Sometimes he can still see its stain, feel its red
tackiness.

“ I sought the counsel of the Fates.  They required some.  Gifts.  Of me.  In exchange for
answers.  I was at the task of finding them, in my absence, from the moment I last left
you.  You asked–– my eye is changed because it was given to them.  I can.  Hide it.  But
the essence remains absent.  It is this you observed. ”

Hob’s gaze is on him again.  It is fit to tunnel through him.  He cannot read its intent, it’s
many layers beyond a plain incredulity, because he still cannot look at him full on.  He clings
to the sight of the couch, to the figment of his periphery, because they are things that will not
change.  He is made weak by Hob’s silence, by his presence at all.

“ The Fates were not unkind.  They gave me three answers.  They told me you would
wait.  That this–– that we would end in death.  But above all else, I was told to.  Let it
be. ”

It becomes unreasonable to stay turned aside.  He has known his own love in many forms,
but its desperation looms now, more than it has before, and in search of some final comfort he
turns his head and meets Hob’s eyes.  They are like polished bronze, like mink, reflective and
wide and warm, and Dream is, all at once, made so aware of his helplessness.  This is a fever
for which there is no poultice.  What a beatific thing.

“ I do not know the fine grain of what will be, ” he says.  It all collides into itself, tumbled
out and ill-measured.   “ I do not know if I can keep you from harm –– I have already
failed once in that charge.  I do not know if I can be constant, if I can stay in the way
you might require.  I fear all these things.  I fear how I might hurt you.  I know full well
I already have. ”

He has no boldness in him, no eloquent turn of phrase left –– this is confessional, as it must
be, as it could only be.  He allows himself a single point of contact, swiftly, before he can
draw back its leash, and places his hand over Hob’s where it lies on the counter.  The
pronounced range of his knuckles, the ridges of his tendons, the organic order of the warm
pulse of blood, all these things are felt and known and clung to.  Dream struggles to keep his
voice level.

“All I know,” he says, tightly, “is that you are the place to which I would always return. 
The start and end of the circle.  It is.  A privilege.  To cross once more your threshold. 
To run again to you.”

He is spent entirely –– his jaw feels riddled with splinters; the muscles of his neck clench as
ground molars.  All things grandiose are gone from him.  The truest thing comes up at last,
and he has never felt more certainty, never once in all his long life.



“ I would run to you always, Hob Gadling.  Until the end of all things. ”

He cuts off.

Hob has a curve of silver hung along his lower lashes, and when he inhales, shakily, the line
shivers like mercury.  Dream can feel the rabbit-run of his heartbeat weaving under his own
unveined hand.  

Hob says nothing.  Dream understands, all at once, what it is to stand before the firing squad,
to hold the dog’s panting breath at the back door.

The moments pass.  Minutes.  The door of the New Inn below opens and shuts.  The glasses
clink.  The cars pass on the street.  The card-flip rattle of a bicycle rise and falls.

Hob looks away.

“I.  Have to.  Teach a class.”  

His voice is rough and thick.  He clears his throat.  

Dream is in midair.  The walls come down around him.

He wonders, faintly, if the collapse might be real.  Perhaps the taste of limestone and chalk is
a product of all the cinder block dust in his mouth, falling down to the half-realized
construction of his lungs.  He is suspended as particulate in humid air.

“I have to go.” 

 Dream isn’t sure what he expected.  How he had dared to hope at all.

“But I–– I don’t–– I don’t––  you––”

Though he won’t meet Dream’s eyes again, Hob turns his hand, palm up, beneath Dream’s
grip, and laces their fingers together.  He holds there fiercely, as though clutching the edge of
a cliff, as though it is all between him and the dark water.

“Could you.  Wait?”

Dream returns the grip in kind, the hum of his body passing between their conjoined palms,
traded in equal measure for a bushel of Hob’s heartbeats.

“ Yes. ”  

The ruin of himself is settling in a plaster cloak around his shoulders.  He considers he must
be buried beneath the rubble, now, pinned with rebar through his chest like bamboo shoots. 
Each pole of iron is felt in exacting detail, each crosshatch and rust-eaten welt, all the bevy of
stakes known viscerally.  The ache of this is beyond bearing.  The terror, so abject and
wailing.  He knows this was an outcome to be expected –– that it is not a rebuff, not yet ––
but this makes it no easier to bear the cross.



“Right.”

Hob gives Dream’s hand a lingering, shuddered squeeze.

In a burst, he is all movement.  He rapidly disentangles their fingers, tosses back the last of
his coffee, gathers his keys and phone and wallet, frenetically gets himself halfway out of the
flat.  Only when he is one foot over the threshold does he stop as if snagged on a chain, a
hand gripping the door, face half turned back.  He stays.  He breathes, once, twice.  There is a
vibration in the air, the half-born sound of a syllable.

It’s abandoned.  He completes his step and shuts the door.

Dream listens to the rattle of his footsteps down the stairs, the further open and shut of a door,
and then the sound of him cannot be heard any longer.  Slow, so slow, he curves his forearms
onto the countertop, and lowers his forehead against them.  The tip of his nose just meets the
cool surface of the granite.  In the cavern of dark formed by the walls of his arms and torso,
the light of his one true eye shines dully, and in the reflection formed, he can see the other,
plain and blue and watering.

He starts to count the seconds.

 

+++

 

Hob gets two blocks before he has to sidestep into an alley and hit the wall heavy.  The only
thing in him is adrenaline, is running deer, is running itself.  He doesn’t know how he’s
breathing.  He is.  He focuses on the bricks.  The sandpaper of them.  

His whole life, Hob has felt in full –– joy fresh and readied in his palms, rage quick to snarl
from his swung arms, grief sleeping lightly in the low part of his gut –– and it’s always been
a mixed blessing.  He considers it a better part of himself, in some lights, and a worse one in
others.  There are scars on his knuckles and dark hollows in his memories and a myriad of
visited graves as payment.  Maybe it’s his hyper-human gift.  Maybe it’s just what he is.

This is.  A lot to feel.  In full.  In every extreme.  It’s unspeakable.  Not like a curse, but like a
thing beyond language.  Like being an oracle.  How can you say what you saw, when it’s
never been seen before, never conceived of in a human mind?  How can you give all that a
name?  

The place to which I would always return.

He needs to go to class.  That is a simple objective.  If he does one objective at a time, then
he can get through the day in chunks.  One at a time.

Holy Christ, he feels like a heel for leaving.  But there was too much.  There was too much to
respond to.  With the floodgates open, the waters were freed –– the cost was the smack of
their tide.  He’s reeling.  It’s like the drowning. 



He holds his wrists, and feels the scars.  He thinks he might cry.  The side alley of a pub is
not a place to do that.

So he’s on campus, passing between two stone walls, bumping shoulders with ivy in a
yellow-blue morning sky.  He’s in the high-ceilinged lecture hall, cuffing his shirtsleeves and
reaching for the chalk.  He’s talking in a voice other than his own.  Like he’s watching
himself talk, watching his hand scrawl essay deadlines and lecture notes on the blackboard,
watching his expressions perform the motions of joviality.  He likes to learn names, the first
day, as best he can.  His courses are smaller, this year, so he can catalog the myriad faces
easier, but nothing sticks today.  Nothing holds.

There are blurs of time.  The droning faculty meeting.  It’s his life –– he feels like he has to
keep a grasp on it, as though it’s twisting away from him.  There it goes, all the same,
slipping off into the blue.  He can’t think about anything else. 

I would run to you always, Hob Gadling.

Deanna catches him on the way out of the meeting for lunch.  She’s happy to chatter, make
cracks about the Head of French Studies who insists on keeping meeting notes despite no one
reading them, talk excitedly about her belligerent East Asian Literature Studies graduate
students.  Hob nods, smiles, laughs in the right places.

“How’s your morning been, then?”

God, how can he tell her?  How can he say everything that’s been told to him?

“Good,” says Hob.  “Good.”

He doesn’t know.

Deanna scrutinizes him.

“You’re lying.”

She’s good at cornering him, but he can’t go along with it today.  Maybe later.  Maybe when
it’s done, it’ll all be known enough to retell.

“It’s.  Nothing you can help, right now.  I’m alright.”

She studies the side of his face.  He knows she doesn’t believe him.

It’s half a bagel over cold coffee in the faculty lounge, skimming pages of the Legenda Aurea
.  It’s the flat-toned afternoon course and assigned readings.  It’s stuffing a handful of fliers
for the literary magazine into his bag, being instructed to hand them out.  One thing.  The
next.

The next.  The last.

The walk home is in a light just beginning to drop to sunset, shadows reaching tentative from
the bases of buildings.  It’s been hours.  It’s been twenty seconds.  He’s still in the alley, still



living in arrhythmia.  Maybe he never even got out of bed.

But the act of moving through the worn paths of his current life, it’s tempered the pace of
things, and as he’s nearing his home the runaway time is grinding to a halt in a flurry of
sparks on the iron tracks.  He’s been breathing strange all day, almost in gasps –– now he
manages the first slow inhale, the first exhale that doesn’t have to be broken out from him. 
It’s all still one whirlwind, but the edges of it are beginning to calm.

It’s dimming when he reaches the New Inn.  There are no lights on in his flat upstairs, but the
glow of the lower floor is as golden and eternal as ever.  It’s a Monday night, so business is
quiet –– there are figures scattered through the window, half-turned profiles of strangers.  

He stands outside the door a moment, and remembers picking the paint color –– a blue so teal
and dark it could be black.  In one of the briefly grasped passages of today, flipping hastily
through his copy of East of Eden in search of a misplaced piece of notepaper-turned-
bookmark, he had chanced across a dog-eared page, an underlined phrase: There is more
beauty in truth, even if it is a dreadful beauty .  It was something he had marked when he first
read the book, after Topher had gifted it to him on the tenth anniversary of his hiring, because
it had been a lovely turn of phrase, and because he had remembered, reading it, that Dream
had missed Steinbeck, while he was imprisoned, and he had wanted suddenly to tell him
about it.  There was little else to it than that.  A turned corner, a thing wanting to be shared.

Until the end of all things.

He steps into the New Inn.  

It’s only a low mutter of patronage this evening.  The barkeep gives him an amiable nod,
which Hob returns easily.  He’s about to make for the back, when one of the peripheral
shapes takes hold of him.

Dream is seated at a bench along the back wall, ramrod straight, with his hands folded on the
surface of the table.  His look is downcast, its business unclear.  He is in his habitual coat
again, underneath which, lumpy and ill-fitting and stupidly breathtaking, is Hob’s jumper. 
He should look out of place –– the black ink strokes of him incongruous with all the soft light
and woodgrain –– but he doesn’t, not in the least.  He slots into the space without gaps or
bent corners.  He takes to its gentleness.

As Hob approaches, he glances up, then lifts his head full.  His face would seem immobile to
any other observer; Hob catches on the locked edge of his jaw and the subtler widening of his
eyes. Dream doesn’t look away, doesn’t speak a word.  Just sits.

Hob stands across the table from him, one hand clutching the strap of his messenger bag, the
other buried and clenched in his pocket.  Unveiling themselves from the earth of him, the
cicadas return, vibrating in every bone and blood vessel.  It’s not empty enough here for a
conversation, not when he doesn’t know the end of it.  

Dream looks something like scared.  Maybe hopeful.

“Come on,” says Hob, after a time,  “Walk with me.”



Dream stands.  Every moment is supremely controlled.  Hob leads the two of them out the
front doors.  He hasn’t got a direction in mind; he lets his steps move freely, down the block,
painted now in shades of lavender and butter yellow dusk.  Dream walks in perfect step at his
side, close, but still spaced.  Hob keeps track of the lines in the sidewalk, counts them, for
something to keep the buzzing occupied.

“So,” he says. Breathes.

“This.  This has to be a two-way conversation.  Not just.  Me talking.  This morning, that
was, it was fine, for just you, but now–– I–– just.  Talk.  Just talk.  Right?”

“ We can.  Talk.  Yes. ”  Dream has a crafted levelness.  Hob knows it well, because it’s
always a sham.  There’s always some wobbly pulsing thing beneath it.  It’s almost uncanny to
see him this off-kilter.

“Good.  Okay.  Okay.”  

Hob fidgets with the buckle on the strap of his bag.  

“Is she still in Hell?  Nada?”

“ No. ”  

Dream stops, but in the absence of reply, for once, he opts to elaborate. 

“ I have. Changed.  From that version of myself.  It was millenia ago.  I secured her
release after my imprisonment. ”

“Long time.  For her to be there.”

“ I am not.  Proud.  Of my actions. ”  

Hob leads them around a corner.  He’s not sure where he’s aiming for, but Regent’s Park is
only a few blocks away, and it’s a good spot to keep moving.  All he needs is to keep
walking, so the rest of him can function.

“ I cannot atone for her, ” says Dream quietly.   “ I did what I was able, to undo it.  But it
does not.  Erase.  What was. ”

“It’s never really like that, is it?  Things don’t cancel each other out.”

“ It is all.  Additive. ”

“Yeah.”  

They traverse a few muted blocks, then cross a curved bridge over the canal, making for the
green.  Hob diverts off the path into the grass, for a change of texture beneath his soles. 
Dream is fixed at his elbow, keeping pace with every erratic corner.  Hob can feel him look at
him, sometimes, but he tries to look at the scenery.  He can’t cave just yet.



“I’m honestly royally pissed off at you.”

He says it.  One part of all the clashing within him is stilled at being named.  Christ, he is
angry.  He’s almost furious.

“I know you were scared, but –– God’s bloody wounds, Dream, I didn’t sleep right for a
decade .  And I was just convinced I’d done something wrong, again, some, some stupid
overstep, been too much.  You, you changed directions on me, and I never knew what was
okay, or right, or what you bloody wanted.”

“ I was not sure of what was right. ”  

They pass beneath the spread branches of an oak.  Hob thumps against it, tugs a hand through
his hair.  Though September is drawing things down into the dirt, the air still smells green
and lush, and the grass, here unmoved, brushes at his ankles.  He likes this place, its
verdantness, even in the palm of the changing seasons.  

“But I knew always what I wanted.”  

Dream stands facing him, hands in pockets.  The dusky breeze weaves through his hair,
setting it ruffling.   He’s looking away, almost chagrined.

“ It felt selfish, to ask it of you, knowing the probable cost. ”

“It wasn’t your choice to make for me.”

“ I wanted to protect you. ”

“I know.  It still wasn’t your choice.”

Night is learning to fall faster, in its autumnal shape, and already the broad strokes of sunset
are burning off into indigo blue.  The anger and the sadness and all of it are so commingled
it’s hard to even parse them, let alone express them.

“And it’s not like I could ring you on the phone, or, or really get a hold of you in any way at
all.  No, I just had to, to sit there, waiting for you to decide to show up.  It’s not –– that’s not
fair.  It’s not a fair thing to do.”

“ You said as much the last time. ”

“I’m saying it again.  It’s not fair.”

Hob has been still too long.  He pushes himself back into motion.  They swing in tandem
towards a different exit of the park.  

“ I am sorry, ” says Dream.  “ I am sorry for how I hurt you. ”

Hob isn’t used to apologies from him.  It’s a strange gift to hold.  Its shape is so unfamiliarly
made.



“Don’t.  Don’t do that again.  I won’t do that again.”

They cross the canal again.  The water is a curved mirror, tossing back the palette of the sky. 
It moves in its ordained course, without straying.

He knows it’s a lie.  He knows that asked or unasked he would be there, at the door.

“ I give you my word I will not leave you in ignorance again. ”

The way he says it, it rings in his doubled voice, and it’s like it changes the density of the air. 
Hob wonders how promises work, for him –– how binding they are for an Endless.

Hob decides on one long loop, around a dozen blocks, then back to the New Inn.  They spend
a few minutes walking in silence, together.  Few passersby occupy the sidewalks.  In the
windows, lamps are flickering on, blinds being drawn.  Scenes of life, as observed from
outside them –– dinner tables, TV screens, socked feet on coffee tables.  The minutiae,

Hob tries to arrange his thoughts.

“I want to be able to contact you,” he says firmly.  “It’s not–– if I’m more than just your
bloody reporter on human cultural development, I’d like to be able to reach you without
drastic measures.  I know our time scales are long, and I’m not, I’m not asking for radical
change.”

They pass under a streetlamp.  He stops short.

“I just.  Don’t like that I can’t find you.”

Dream is very gently encroaching on the distance between them.  His shoulder brushes up
against Hob’s.  It’s an empty sidewalk, before rows of darkening houses, and the lamps buzz
and crack and flicker on against the settling dimness.  Dream is suddenly cast in a peach-
yellow halo, the shadows of him turned navy. 

“ You may reach me when you sleep.  In my realm. ”

“You’re done keeping me out, then?”

“ I was.  In error.  Doing so.  It did little good.  For myself and for you. ”

The light on Dream is like a filament pulled from a bulb, coiled along his shoulders

“ I swear it will not be done again. ”

Hob considers this.  He nods.

“Good.  Right.”

He resumes walking.  For a long time, he doesn’t speak.  Dream doesn’t fill the space.  The
chaos is cooling into formable matter now, and with the abating of the frustration, of the



negatives, comes the onrush of everything else.  It makes him lighter, knocks gravity down a
few units.  Dream is there, in time beside him, like it’s the only place he could be.

They turn another corner, pass a pub from which bubbles of chatter rise and burst, through a
waft of nicotine and fried food from the open doorway.  

“You know, I’m tempted to call you batshit,” says Hob at last.  “For the eye thing.  That’s
fairly fucked up of you.”

Dream huffs his little soundless laugh.

“ You have little ground to stand on. ”

“I didn’t go taking my organs out, at least.  Though–– well, nevermind.”

“ Hm? ”

“Ah.”  Well, in the name of the day’s honesty, he may as well just spell it out.  “I was going
to say I’d coughed a few up.  Actually.  Really picked the most bloody asinine method of
dying, in hindsight.  Live and learn.”

Dream’s brow-furrowed disbelief is palpable. When Hob glances towards him, the
bewilderment is already slipping into a strange look of awe.  He seems like he’s trying and
failing to speak –– his mouth opens, then shuts abruptly.  Hob tilts his head.  

“What?”

Dream does the little movement of his mouth again, then swiftly looks away.  Hob notices the
red-rimmed liquidity in his eyes again.

“ It is. ”  He cuts off, hesitates, picks up again    “ A thing of awe.  That you would.  Do
such.  For me. ”

Hob can’t think of a response fitting it, full enough of the plain fact that, put there again, he
would make the same sequence of choices.  There’s no other way he could behave.   

“Of course I would,” is all he manages.

Dream closes a little of the space between them.  They walk bicep pressed to bicep, in
matching step.

They’re nearing the back face of the New Inn, and night is curling down on the roofs like a
cat.  Hob cuts them through the back alley, towards the back door.  The crunch of their steps
on the gravel is counterpoint to the light orchestration of silverware and talk from within the
pub.  He pauses, a few feet from the door, and considers the threshold.

“You know, I wonder if we’re really any good for each other,” he muses.  “I don’t think all of
this is.  Ah.  Normal.  Possibly even reasonable.”

“ We are not like others, ” says Dream.  “ It cannot be our way, ”



“It’s been odd.  To change so much.  Some days I hardly know what I am.”

“ You are as you are.  It is.  Remarkable. ”

Hob laughs, only a breath.  “Come off it.”

“ I mean what I say.  You are unlike anyone I have ever known.  You are a rare and
miraculous light, Hob Gadling. ”

Hob looks towards Dream.  There’s that tender little smile tugging at the corners of his
mouth, undergirded with a sort of adolescent trepidation.  Hob wonders how in God’s name
he got here, what distant past life had merited this.

“Flatterer,” he says, with nothing but fondness.

Dream doesn’t reply.  That smile of his widens minutely.

Hob leans up against the doorframe.  They’re close, now, almost toe to toe, and Hob can feel
that hum of him, almost like breath against his chest.  He has almost quelled the last of the
racing thoughts.  Only one remains, one thing to ask.  He has to steady himself in breaths,
first.  When he finally can say it, it’s wavering, cut close to, half into, the bone.

“Look.  Just.  Don’t vanish on me.  You can go.  Just come back.  Please.”

In the dimness, under the settling motes of stars, the white glow of Dream’s one eye is as
strange and beautiful as it was the first time it was noticed.  

“I will never leave you without returning, ” murmurs Dream.  There is a twinge in the
fabric of space.  An echoed layer to his voice.  

Hob meets his eyes.  It’s undoubtedly night, but he could swear the sun was rising.

“Okay,” he says.  

His heart is fast and wobbly in his arteries.  

“So.  Now that that’s all sorted.”

Dream blinks at him.  His face has not changed a mote since 1389, but here and now there is
something made gentler in the lines of it.  Or maybe that’s just the filter of Hob’s sight –– to
see the softer things in him, to hold out for them in patience.  Honestly, what does it matter? 
He’s something beautiful, and he’s here .

Grinning, he leans in and kisses him.

There’s not an ounce of hesitation before Dream, humming a roll of laughter, kisses him
back.

Chapter End Notes
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“You’re looking oddly chipper, Gadling.”

“What?  I’m always chipper.”

“Oh, now, that’s an outright lie,” says Deanna.  “Not even a clever one.”

The mid-afternoon sun is all September’s child, thin and warm and yellow.  Hod grins right
back at Deanna’s unamused countenance, and takes a gratuitous bite of his sandwich. 
They’re seated on the least-splintery bench on campus, taking a late lunch between respective
lectures, and Hob is delightedly withholding information.  He’s getting a kick out of it,
frankly.



“This time yesterday,” accuses Deanna, “you looked like you’d disintegrate in a strong
headwind.”

“Is it a crime to enjoy being alive, Deanna?”

Deanna rolls her eyes –– affirmed of his needling success, he happily carries on the act.  

“Is my joy an affront to you?  Do you thrive off the misery of others?”

“Alright, alright, shut up.  Bloody prick.”  

She tears a vicious hunk out of her croissant.

“It’s obvious,” she says, mouth half-full, “that there’s been a major positive turn in the life
and times of Robert Gadling, but if you insist on being obtuse about it, you’ll leave me no
choice but to resort to waterboarding.”

“Come on, Volkov, where are your powers of deduction?”

“It may well be easier to just torment you until you surrender.”

“I’m a very stubborn man.”

She squints at him.  Her look passes around his cheerful face, his somewhat haphazard
button-down which he had snatched up from the floor and buttoned sprinting down the
street.  He’d fallen victim to the double sins of oversleeping and intense reluctance towards
the trial of actually getting up.  Loosened from the many fetters of his worries, with the air a
great deal clearer, Dream had revealed a latent, lovely clinginess –– it had practically been a
hostage negotiation to disentangle himself, when the hour had at last insisted on action.  All
Hob’s rational arguments were met with grumbled noises of protest and a sort of stubborn
resistance only a petulant eldritch being could muster — and as for Hob, well, with the fold
of those arms braided around him, with the kisses run down the bowed line of his jaw, who
could fault him for caving every time?

God above, is he one horrifically lucky man.  He feels like a bloody teenager, all floaty, all
full of freshly-uncorked champagne.

Hob tosses back the last of his coffee, but he’s far from needing the caffeine –– there’s a
humming thing in him, like boxed lightning.  

Deanna does a bit of mental calculus.  Her scrutiny is growing into the first shoots of a
smirk.  She certainly catches on quickly.

“Fine.  Let’s examine the facts, shall we?”

“Take it away, Holmes.”

“Number one –– you were abjectly despairing yesterday.  Stricken with delirium.  Barely
even cognizant of reality.”



“Christ, I wouldn’t go that far.”

“You were not well.  Number two,” continues Deanna, pleasantly steamrolling his protest,
“you emerge into society today a new man, a man of beneficence and saintly good humor, the
likes of which are almost unsettling.”

“Unsettling?”

“Unsettling.  Disarming.  Strange.”

“Well.  You.  You’re unsettling.”

“Brilliant retort.  Scathingly witty.”

“I can’t believe you would condemn my good mood and then salt the wound with an
offensive remark about my wit.  Unbelievable.” 

“You haven’t let me get to my thrilling conclusion,” says Deanna, with immense
exasperation.  “You’re disrupting my rising action.”

Hob holds up his hands in affective surrender.

“Forgive me.  Carry on.”

“And finally, and most damningly, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, exhibit number three.”
Deanna performs with theatrical grace, relishing the big reveal.  “You’ve got a bloody
massive hickey.”

Hob blinks.  He thinks about it, frowning, running a hand along the side of his neck.  

“Fuck, really?  I didn’t think he—“

“Ah!  So you got laid!”

“What?  Fuck’s sake, is there not a hickey?”

“No there is not,” says Deanna smugly.

“Shit.  I’m.  Wow.  I’m actually sort of impressed.  Very deftly maneuvered.  Ah, technically,
adjacent to laid, I’d say.”

It was more like a cataloging of anatomy –– a litany of revelations, in the soft crook of
Dream’s elbow, the basin between his clavicle and the muscle of his shoulder, the rounded
crest of bone just behind his ear, all delivered unto him like a breathless vision.  Hob now had
in him the feel of the twin tendons in Dream’s wrist and the cut furrow under his nose, the
near-criminal carve of his jutting hip bone, known in palm and mouth alike.  Things he could
not have conceived of before, kneaded fresh into his muscle memory.

With all notions of unsureness dispelled, Dream was gloriously blatant about things.  He’d
crowded Hob against the door, hands already under Hob’s shirt and spidering up the ladder



rungs of his ribcage –– hardly a minute hence he’d made an impatient little noise and simply
whumped them directly from the doorway and into Hob’s bed, which had set Hob laughing
like an idiot until he was very efficiently shut up by Dream almost breaking his nose trying to
get the shirt all the way off.

Dream, while quick to get Hob half-undressed, shied away from returned efforts.  The coat
was no problem, shucked and discarded like so much flotsam and jetsam, but Hob caught a
stiffening of his back when he made a move to pull off the borrowed jumper.  He’d let it be
–– it hardly mattered, when he could tuck his hands under the worn cotton and run his
thumbs over the muted hills and valleys of Dream’s stomach all the same.  He counted the
cloven vertebrae under his fingertips, from the small of Dream’s back to the nape of his neck
where the first fringes of his hair brushed his knuckles, and Dream, half-smile and half-teeth,
bore down on his neck like he might eat him alive.

It wasn’t hard, after the fact, to understand Dream’s unspoken qualms.  If Hob had been
stripped naked and caged in a fishbowl for a century, he might not like having his clothes off
either.  In the light of day, now, the thought of Dream enduring that made him sick with fury. 
But it had been done.  All there was for it was to be present, and gentle.  Hob reveled in this
new permission.  It was a dearly-held privilege, to be allowed to give his hands and his
mouth, give the patient reverence of his touch that had been leashed so long.  

He’d never managed to be convinced of religion, much –– but in the shaded hollow of
Dream’s throat and the taut parallel cables of his obliques, he had found at long last the
source of his chosen sacrament.

“If you’re going to quibble over specifics, fine, I’ll revise — you experienced actual real
physical intimacy of some kind with another human person.”

Hob can’t repress the smile.  It’s sort of funny how she’s wrong and also not wrong.

“Not bad.  But, you know, you’re missing the most crucial element.”

Deanna furrows her brows.  She flickers her gaze back and forth over the bridge of his nose,
and something of his barely-contained glee must spill out into a readable font, because
suddenly her jaw goes slack with shock.

“No.  No .  Shut up.”

“Against all odds.”

“The moony Victorian goth?”

“The very same.”

“The repressed Bauhaus wannabe?”

“Mh-hm.”

“He of the terminal emotional unintelligence?”



“Alright, you’ve made your point.”

Deanna forcibly grips him by both shoulders, grinning ear to ear.

“Robert, ah, bloody hell, Robert middle name Gadling, if you don’t give me a full
presentation on the order of events they will find your body in the Thames tomorrow.”

Hob laughs.  “The full exclusive is yours.  Before anyone else, I might add.”

“Brilliant.  I’m practically in shock.”

“It’s actually –– it was very unexpected.”

He adjusts the cuffs on his shirt absent-mindedly.  The smile on his face is planted there in
some permanent way –– even the minute act of straightening the edge of a fold is something
newly, deliriously good.

“He popped ‘round night before last, after Topher’s party, utterly out of the blue.  I was too
sideways to talk, so he, ah, stayed over –– nothing scandalous, mind –– and then in the
morning he sort of.  Said it all straight out.”

There are things which were said that Hob knows are now indelibly engraven in the bones of
his forearms –– were he ever to really die, and his body were exhumed by archaeologists of
centuries to come, there would be pieces of the script of Dream’s confession in fine hand on
each curving ulna and radius.  Until the end of all things.   God’s nails.  He doesn’t even
know how to recount it.  

“You caught me in the aftermath of that.  Ah, I was –– overwhelmed.  To say the least.”

“I can imagine.  What’s it been, a decade of this bloody cat and mouse?”

“Ah.  Roughly.”

“What did he say?  It had best have been an apology.”

“It was.  It was lot of things. An explanation, mostly, though not an excuse.  We talked
through it more when I got home.  He was, he was really, open.  And he did apologize.”

“Good.  He lives to see another day, then.”

Hob huffs a breath of laughter.  “I’ve no doubt he’ll come to fear your divine retribution.”

“As well he bloody should.  After all his nonsense.”

She tilts her head at him.

“So, kissed and made up, then?”

“Ah.  Basically.  Kissed and so on.  More like––”



“And we can stop there, I’ve not a jot of interest in your sex life.  Suffice it to know that
you’re no longer going to be staring off into the rain and pining at every opportunity.”

“Come off it, I didn’t do that.”

“I have every attendee of every faculty meeting as my witness.  I bet Ezra wrote it in his
bloody meeting notes.  ‘9:02 AM –– Prof. Gadling is looking off tragically into the middle
distance’.”

Hob shoves her shoulder lightly.  Deanna’s grin settles into an easier thing, and she examines
his face with a gentle concern.

“Are you sure you’re all good with this, then?  Truly, not to rain on your parade, but, ah, you
know, apology or not, it’s–– I imagine it’s not easy to get past what was.”

A gaggle of chattering students pass by, laughing, espousing the exaggerated conquests of the
night before.  The foliage is just turning orange and red, and soon it’ll be time for cable knits
and fresh baked loaves –– Hob always gets into a bread phase around the start of autumn. 
Some sort of old force of habit, inlaid deep.  He crumples the now-empty wrapper of his
sandwich, a crunch of wax paper, and, forearms on his thighs, studies the stones of the path
just before his feet.  They’re a mottled slate blue, and their palette and rough-hewn angles in
concert remind him of Dream.  Maybe that’s all love really boils down to –– a new standard
to see by.

“I don’t know,” he admits.  “I was angry with him.  I think I may still be.  And the hurt is all
still there.  I mean, I certainly expect it to get better, now that I know it wasn’t just me.  That
it wasn’t all hopelessly one-sided.  And I know quite a bit that I didn’t before, so I, I
understand it all better.  But I don’t know.  There’ll be things that are hard, still.  I’ve no
doubt of it.”

He looks over at Deanna, and still, he can’t keep the smile down.

“But to be honest, right now, I’m too bloody far into seventh heaven to care.  Christ, I feel
like I’m sixteen all over again.  Everything feels like the first time.”

Deanna smacks him heartily on the knee.

“Well, you’re certainly acting like you’re sixteen.”

He laughs.  He thinks about the night, about the black and bruised feeling in his lips just a
pain sweeter than wine, Dream wrapped around him, murmuring rumbled adorations into his
ear as he fell asleep.  It all had felt so beyond conception.  But Dream was there, there , real
and close and humming with the sound of him.  There.  Undeniable.  Finally.

  “I’ve loved him a long time, Deanna,” he says softly.  “A long time.”

There’s a bevy of birds in the branches of the oak overhead, squabbling in song.  It is, in this
moment, the loveliest thing he’s ever heard, second only to the chord ringing perpetually
under Dream’s sternum.



“Well then.  I’m happy for you, Rob.  Really.”

They sit in a comfortable silence for a few minutes, watching the collisions and dispersions
of chattering passers-by around the campus quad.  After a time, Hob slaps his hands on his
knees, gathers up his things, and rises.

“Right.  Got to get to my next lecture.”

“Godspeed.  I expect to meet him, by the way.  Earliest convenience.”

Hob tries to picture the two of them interacting.  The thought sort of makes him giddy with
the absurdity of it.

“There’s, ah, that Literary Department banquet in a couple weeks, right?  I’ll haul him along
to your notorious afterparty.  I’m positive he’ll hate it.”

“Lovely.  Looking forward to running an inquisition.”

“Don’t be too hard on him.”

“No promises.”

Hob gives her a grin and a half-salute.

“So long, then.”

“Right-o.”

He trots off to the lecture hall, thumbing through his notes for the day’s course.  Everything is
a brighter shade of itself, the saturations dialed up, the sounds of steps and birds and chatter
all in one sweet harmony, and Hob is delighted to just be alive.

 

+++

 

“Catherine of Genova, of course, actually expressed some remarkable views on the
dissolution of ego in the pursuit of mystic union, though her means of attaining it were often,
ah, let’s say, visceral.”

Hob scrawls another arrow on his blackboard, between “starvation” and “ego-death”, then
glances back down at his notepad, before returning his attention to the tiered seats of the
lecture hall.  He’s met with an immense variety of behaviors –– a smattering of diligent note-
taking, some looks of rapt attention, a handful of spaced-out window-watchers –– but on the
whole it seems he’s got his students decently engaged.

“The Bynum piece goes into greater detail than that, and I highly recommend you take a bit
of exterior class time –– actually, you know what, I’m assigning it.”



There’s a chorus of muttering.

“Oh, don’t whinge about it.  For next week, tack on chapter five from Holy Feast and Holy
Fast , thank you.  And I’ll cut the McGinn, so you don’t have to slog through that.”

He turns back to the board, and jots down “lived experience”, underlining it twice.

“The thing to take away, here, is that these women actively lived these ascetic, these intensely
physical, experiences, as a means of attaining a higher spiritual unity with a power they
believed in.  We can’t overlook that.  The, the sort of academic temptation is to just
retroactively diagnose them –– somebody once wrote off most of Hildegard of Bingen’s
visions as ‘headaches’, if I recall right.  Bloody travesty.”

He thumps his notes down and leans back against his desk, fingers curled around its lip.

“Who are we to say what they did or didn’t live?  How can we presume to know better than
those who were right there in it?  We’ve got to look at their lives and work as they stand, and
what they amount to are efforts to access and communicate things beyond the scope of
everyday understanding.”  

He considers the structure of his words, but they come to him easily.  This is the bit he’s good
at.  

“Visionary experiences are quite the challenge to convey –– these writings often lie at the
rather tangled intersection of literal and metaphorical and allegorical.  For us to overlook this
complexity would be to dismiss the very real and, really, often excruciating experiences of
these women as, as mere delusion.”

He scans the accumulated faces –– most are respectably invested.  He aims to keep about
three-fourths of them on board, usually, and he seems to be meeting quota today.  The
department let him pick this particular course topic, so he’s thrown himself wholeheartedly
into the many-faceted histories and innumerable vitae of female visionaries in the Middle
Ages.  It was a joy to talk about the real meaning of sight, the strangeness of the unspeakable
–– and besides, over the years, he’d met a few of the subjects of the course.  It was sort of an
excuse to tell a bit of the truth of himself, really.

As his eyes pass over the back row, there’s a wonderful lurch in his heart –– half cast in a
splash of sun through the back window, a black monolith slotted neatly into a seat, Dream has
made an unexpected appearance.  Hands folded neatly across his lap, he observes Hob with a
curled cat’s-tail of a smile.  Hob smiles back, distracted all at once.  

There’s a minute.  Somebody coughs.  

Hob snaps back into it with a shake of his head, pushing a hand through his hair.  There’s a
conclusion to be drawn, he reminds himself.

“Ah.  Sorry.  As I was saying.”  He crosses his arms over his chest.  “It’s, ah, we, as modern
readers, often struggle with interpreting mystic work from this period.  There’s little
delineation between literal external experience and internal spiritual experience ––



experiences of God, for Catherine of Genoa and Hadewijch and Hildegard, were usually
painted in heavily sensory language.  Think about all the images of consumption, of chewing
and swallowing and drinking, the, the visceral way they discussed union with Christ.  So, we,
instinctually, want to parse, what’s literal?  What’s metaphorical?  But, my point is, I’d
encourage you to step back from that rigid binary.” 

He removes his reading glasses and tucks them into his shirt pocket.  This is his element ––
the discourse, the sort of performance of it.  The storytelling.  The gentle touch of Dream’s
look is like a breath on his brow.  Rather than throwing him off his rhythm, he finds he’s
 reinvigorated.

“All communicative efforts are limited by the boundaries of language,” he says.  “We’ve got
to understand that these women were attempting to convey things that stand beyond the scope
of, of transmittable experience.  It’s literal, metaphorical, both and neither.  We have to take
the work as it is, on all levels.  Be open to not understanding.  Lean into it.  The most
profound things are often well beyond putting to word.  Try and listen anyways, alright?”

He glances at his watch, then straightens off the desk and claps his hands briskly

“Right then, that’s the hour –– remember, Bynum, and, ah, the Rubin, and I’ll see you all
Thursday.  Office hours are tomorrow noon to two, feel free to drop by for a chat.”

The students, in a grand shuffling of papers and zipping of backpacks, gather their collective
goods and peter out the upper doors of the hall.  Dream gets a handful of curious glances, but
he hardly seems to notice there are even other people present.  He’s got one unwavering
object to his look.  Hob thinks he might like to be the center of that sight forever.  He packs
up his papers and slings on his messenger bag; he takes the stairs two at a time, and though
he’s positive the smile on his face is dopey as anything, he really could not care less.

Dream meets him at the end of the aisle right when the last student shoulders their way out
the door –– as it shuts with a thunk, he closes the gap between and kisses Hob in greeting,
one hand buried in his pocket, the other slid easily around Hob’s hip.

“Hello,” he hums against his mouth.

“Hello yourself.  You auditing, then?  Interested in the divine visions of Medieval women?”

“I wanted to see you.  What you do.”  

“Ah, really?”  Hob’s throat is full of yellow swallowtails, fluttering against his soft palette,
and he wonders, not for the first time today, if he may well just float away.  “What did you
think of the lecture, then?”

“You are a good teacher.”  Dream seems to be fixed in a soft little smile that sets Hob’s
stomach into total gymnastics.

“Well, I’ve always been a bloody chatterbox.  Rather like getting paid for it.”



“Hm.  Do not understate your abilities.  You are well-spoken.  You tell the tales with
care.  Enthusiasm.  It is very engaging.”

“Quite a compliment, coming from the patron saint of storytellers.” 

Hob thinks about it, and kisses Dream right in the corner of his mouth, because he can.

“Walk me home?”

“Of course.”

He steps out into the afternoon sun, holding the door for Dream with a little bow.

“M’lord.”

“Thank you, farm boy.”

The laugh is startled right out of Hob.  Dream, over his shoulder, gives Hob the most
innocuous smirk.

“Arse.  You know, I haven’t been a farm boy in centuries.”

“Hm.  You object, then?”

“No, no, carry on.”

Shoulder to shoulder, they walk through the paths of campus.  The leaves of the trees are just
blushed with ochre yellow and red.  Dream looks curiously at the shapes of the buildings, the
benches and passing faces.  He seems to be absorbing it all, or trying to.

“I knew Catherine of Genoa, you know.  Or met her, at least.  Brilliant, strange woman.”

“Her dreams were.  Hungry.  All tendons and light."

Hob considers Dream in profile, as they pass down a narrow flight of steps and make for the
main street.  He’s sharp, even in autumn’s hazy light, and the orange of the foliage pulls the
blue of his eyes into cooler clarity.

“Did you ever snoop on my dreams?”

Dream glances away, suddenly interested in the trickle of oil-sheen water along the curb.

“Oh, you did , didn’t you –– come on, ‘fess up.”

“Once.  Or.  Twice.  Only a few times.”

“When?”

Dream frowns.  “It is immaterial.”

“Please?”  



He ducks at an angle to catch Dream’s eye, with his well-practiced, most charmingly sweet
expression.  

“My love, I’m just curious.  My sweeting.  Mine heart’s gleam.”

Dream rolls his eyes, but there’s a twitching of his cheeks that suggests a poorly suppressed
smile.

“You are insufferable.”

“Answer the question, ducks.”

“1401.  You were yet a stranger.  I wished to see if there was some certain reason my
sister had so chosen you.  You were dreaming about a tavern brawl.  It was bloody.  I
believe you knocked a man’s molars out.”

“Hah.  I had a good right hook back then.”

“Then 1690.  And 1692.  You did not.  Rest well.  Those years of your destitution.”

Dream aligns his steps with Hob’s, enforcing the contact of their shoulders.

“After I had witnessed it.  I thought it.  Right.  To give you better sleep.  Dreams more
palatable than your reality.”

Hob tries to think back –– it had taken a few years, after 1689, to get back on his feet, pull
himself out of the gutters.  He hadn’t paid much mind to how he slept, but in retrospect, he
realizes that the nightmares of his wife and son that had plagued him prior to 1689 had
abated, even ceased entirely.  He had dreamed only of a meadow, green grass like new down,
the spackled dots of wildflowers.  

Some tender screw under his breastbone turns a thread tighter. 

“Ah.  Well.  Thank you,” he says, softly.  

Dream has both hands tucked in his pockets, and Hob subtly slips his own hand into the one
nearest him, gently entwining their fingers.  Dream’s palm is cool as a deep well, and he
returns a little squeeze.

“You merited more.”

He seems to catch on his tongue, then picks up again.

“And.  Then.  1892.  1898.  1902.  1911.”

Hob isn’t sure how to handle the sudden rushing sensation in his inner ears.  He might, in
fact, be dizzy.

“Really?”



“I.  Yes. ”  He feathers his thumb along the plane of Hob’s own, where their hands meet and
commingle.   

“I have.  Many regrets.  1889 among them.   You.  Dreamed of it.  Which I did not
anticipate.  I did not linger.  I only wanted to know you were.  Well.  Still well.”

Hob takes a breath.  He can’t figure out how to respond –– there’s far too much to say.

“It was rather dramatic of you.  Running off into the rain like that.”

“I wish.  Still.  That I had not.”

Hob bumps his shoulder to Dream’s.

“Don’t fret about it.  It’s done.  And long since forgiven.”

“You forgive perhaps too easily.”

“Don’t get all self-flagellating, beloved.  There’s no point to it.  Easily or not, you are well
and truly absolved for that particular melodrama.”

They pass along the quieter route home, around narrower side streets –– for the sense of
seclusion, or to prolong the walk, or both, Hob doesn’t consider.  He just lets the whims of
his feet guide him, and that’s enough direction for his taste.  He likes the style of quiet you
get in autumn, a dry and satin sort of thing, and the sound of their footfalls is a docile
counterpoint.

When Dream meets his eyes again, there’s a curious sort of awe in their sheen.

“I do not know whose favor I incurred.  That I might know you, let alone have you.”

It’s becoming a common theme, this sudden and irrecoverable loss of words he’s
experiencing.  He’s going to have to find some means around it.  For now, he’s got nothing.  

They reach the back door of the New Inn, and before Hob sets about the process of finding
his keys, he lifts their twined hands from Dream’s pocket and kisses his pale knuckles.  Even
the curves of him are somehow angular –– the way marble can drape, like Strazza’s Veiled
Virgin , chiffon rendered in stone all at once soft and severe.

Hob can’t look too long in the face of such open adoration, so he quickly busies himself with
his keys.

“I’ve got to sort out some reading assignments, but would you care to stay for dinner?  I’ll
cook you something.  Or you can help, if you’re so inclined.”

“Hm.  Yes.  I would like that.”

“Brilliant.”



He manages the lock.  Hand still bound to hand, Hob steps across the threshold, pulling
Dream in willing tow behind him.

 

+++

 

The little endearments fall so freely from Hob’s lips.  It awakens a buried youngness in
Dream, a long-hardened greenness of new love suddenly wobbling on reborn legs.  Dream
has been revered, in times before –– the Greeks built him temples, poured oil and wine in his
name, whispered and exalted his form.  But it had little to do with him.  It was a worship of
his aspect, worship that was impersonal.  And the other smatterings of disciples, through the
many millennia, had known him not as individual but as shape.  It was this that their ravings
had sworn fealty to.  Love and loyalty only for the awe of his seeming omniscience, the
incisors of his Nightmares, the unyielding foot of the black throne.

“Pass the garlic, would you, love?” 

Dream obliges.  He’s not got a face much accustomed to such smiling –– there are dormant
muscles reawakening, and he knows their call back to action is a mark of the subtle
magnitude of his current joy.  Even the minute strain of it, the almost-ache, is like a holy
thing.

Hob’s kitchen is scented with a remarkable weave –– the lingering aroma of fried bacon, the
fresh and mellow sweetness of just-chopped carrots, a watery smack of onion, red wine
weighted as a tossed ocean.  Hob is in shirtsleeves, cuffed, and busy shuffling a pile of carrots
and onions around in a pan sizzling with bacon fat and olive oil.

“Thank you, chéri .  And the Cognac, please.”

The way he is adored in Hob’s voice –– it surpasses all prior prayers, all oaths and
proclamations and sacrifices that came from other, more ravenous mouths.  Couched in the
smallest turns of Hob’s easy phrase he finds there is a font of some burbling springwater
satiation that does not run dry.

“How many languages do you speak?” Dream asks, handing over the bottle of Cognac. 
He’s seated across the kitchen counter, arms folded.  His usefulness had been spent in the
chopping of onions and this current conveyor-belt charge, but that is more than enough. 
Now, as another in a seemingly ceaseless pageant of indulgences, he performs his duties and
watches Hob, watches the free movement of his hands, the warm imprecision of his cooking,
and marvels in a quieter way.

Hob shrugs, dumping a healthy splash of Cognac into the pan.

“I’ve picked up quite a few, though not, ah, comprehensively.  Born and bred on the Middle
English, of course, and had a spot of Gaelic from my gran.  Slide that plate my way, ah, hm,
how about, a chuisle mo chroí .   There, that’s Gaelic.”



“Hm.  Pulse of my heart.”

“Right,” smiles Hob.  The way he smiles rises like columns of light from the bend of his
cheeks into the crinkled corners of his eyes, all one radiant transformation of his face.  Dream
is possessed by a need to kiss the look off of him, into him.  Happily stricken, he remains as
is, for the time being.  

Hob dumps the bacon into the pan.  Dream allows another moment’s treat, and savors the
smell.  This place, its groundedness and texture under the hand, draws forth a certain
attachment to the corporeal, and there is an ever-surprising intensity to its beauty. 

“Had to get some Latin in monastic school, when I went for a bit in the, ah, hm, 1520s, I’d
say?  Ah, let’s see, there’s mi ocelle , that’s a sweet one.  Italian around then too, I believe ––
caro, and bello, and gigio, I think gigio is befitting.  Then picked up German sometime
around 1833 –– moved to Munich for a while, to get in on all the industrialization, knock
elbows with the Romantics.  Du mein Augenstern .  Schätzchen. ”

“Hmh.  You have learned only the endearments, then,” he concludes, without a modicum
of complaint.

“I’m rather fond of them.  Fond of you, also.  So that works out well.”

Hob reaches for the bottle of red wine –– a 1921 Bordeaux, which, uncorked, is burgundy-
rich and weighed like crepe georgette, unspooled from its bolt.  Two-thirds goes into the pot,
and the rest is divided between two glasses Hob procures from his upper cabinets.

“I got this around the same time I learned French, right after the Great War.  The first one,”
he says, gently pushing one glass towards Dream.  Dream takes a sip –– it’s all fertile earth
and plums and age, silk and velvet on the tongue.  

“Good, eh, mon cœur ?” Hob grins.

“Hm.”

Hob samples the wine himself.  “Hm indeed.”

He gives the pot another stir, adds some chicken stock and evergreen sprigs of thyme, then
situates a lid on it and moves it to the oven.

“Spent the years between the wars bumming about in Paris, up and through the ‘31 crash and
the strikes.  Les années folles , before the end.  Shacked up with this seamstress-model-
aspiring actress, ah, Jeanine, Jeanine Touissant, who did tailoring work for Coco Chanel. 
Had a mouth on her like a bloody sailor.  We used to go out to the Folies-Bergere and the
Olypmia, and the movie houses, when Jeanine snagged a side part in a silent film now and
then.  Saw Jospehine Baker when she came ‘round in 1925, down at the Champs-Élysées.”

“You have had many lovers, then?”

“More, ah, flings, I’d say,” says Hob, after a moment’s consideration.  “After Eleanor, I––
none quite like that.  One or two, here and there, that outlasted a few months, a year.  Jeanine



was somewhere between a lover and a bloody horrid roommate.  She used to leave her
cigarette butts on my good slacks.  But she was fun.”  

He shuts the oven door.  There’s a faraway cast in his eye.  

“She could dance like, like it was the thing she was built for.  Like she was the verb itself,
you know?”

Dream wants to bury him in his chest, bear the gracious curl of his mouth like a standard.

“I would not have been so strong as you.  To give my heart.  Even in fits and starts.  Not
with all the loss of it.”

“Well, it was hard, sometimes.  Most of the time,” Hob confesses.  “But I could never help it. 
It’s just what I am, I think.  No use fighting it.  And sometimes the, the short-lived part of it
made it more worth having.”

Hob has one hand laid on the counter, and Dream takes it, pulls it softly towards him, turning
it palm up.  The pads at the base of each finger are calloused, and the hourglass fold lines in
his palm are broken with thin scars.  He passes his thumb over each stiff whorl and loop.

“I understand.  It is made dearer.  In its rarity.”

Settled below the first inch of his wrist is a circlet of hatched white scar tissue.  Dream
touches it gently.  Perhaps he will ask the story of it.  There is time yet for such things.  He
would like to know the tale of each scar, painting and photograph, each minute tchotchke in
this warm temple.    

Dream lifts his wrist to his mouth and lays a kiss on the band of the scar.  When he lifts his
head, Hob has a rapture in his look roaring enough to melt him down.  Hob doesn’t speak for
a minute –– there’s a sense of some wilder tender thing running over in him, and after a time
he cuts his eyes away.

“Right.  Ah.  Coq au vin needs about half an hour in the oven, so, I’m going to sort out
whether I want Julia of Norwich or Margery Kempe for next week’s lectures.”

He attempts to extract his hand from Dream’s grasp, but Dream closes his fingers and
stubbornly resists.

“Unhand me, lambkin, I’ve got to work to pay the bills.”

Dream looks up at him, low, through his lashes, and in one fluid move cranes across the
counter and pulls Hob in by the wrist, into a kiss that starts soft and ends as a clash of teeth. 
He tangles his hand against the nape of Hob’s necks, braiding his fingers into the softer hair
there.  Hob’s startled noise rapidly melts into a low sound of delight.

When he pulls back, he finds a source of smugness in Hob’s breathless grin.

“You’re impossible,” Hob says, half-gasping, half-gleeful.  “Got the perfect little moniker for
you, then.  Mon bichon .”



“ Goat? ”

“Stubborn.  Petulant.  Charmingly incorrigible.  Goat.”

Unbidden, unexpected, Dream laughs.  The sound of it is almost rusty, but it leaps out of him
without his conscious will, and he lets it lie.  Hob stares at him like he’s an eclipse.

“Hm?”

Hob shakes his head wonderingly.

“What?”

“It’s just–– I, I don’t think I’ve ever heard you really laugh,” admits Hob.  “Christ on the
cross.  Don’t know what I expected.  But I love it more than anything.”

When he swoops back in to kiss him in response, Hob is all an invincible summer, tasting of
Bordeaux, and Dream thinks, joyfully, that he might have cause to let his laughter loose
again. 

 

+++

 

“So.  How is this going to work?”

It’s late, some unknown shared hour of dark.  Dream is laid out in the tangle of Hob’s cotton
sheets, entrapped in their coils and the seal of Hob’s arms alike.  He’d been settled with his
brow tucked snugly under the crook of Hob’s distinct chin, but when the question is asked, he
adjusts his position, folding his forearms across Hob’s bare chest and resting his head there.

“Hm?”

At all the points of contact between them, the unwaning furnace of Hob’s body heat draws up
into the centers of him, dispersing in one warmth through his marrow.  He has built himself
more physically tonight, and consumed all offerings with an insatiable mouth –– his stomach
is full of stew and red wine, and his constructed veins are run with heavy golden hour light,
crushed and heady velvet.  

Hob props himself up on his elbows a bit, glancing down at Dream.  There’s a unique
intimacy to this angle, looking up along the curves of Hob’s face, becoming acquainted in
close quarters with his chin and philtrum and the thin cartilage between his nostrils.  It’s not
traditionally flattering, but in the mixed light of moon and streetlamp through the half-drawn
shades, Hob is all sculpture and fronds of lashes, too beloved to be anything but devastating.

“This.  Our, ah.  Schedule.”

“Ah.”



“Yeah.  Don’t know about you, ducks, but I’d rather we not go back to the whole centennial
meetings arrangement.”

“No.  No.”

Dream looks at the starburst of scar on the compressed round of skin under Hob’s jaw.  He
feels the same twinge as it always elicits –– guilt, now enmeshed with a newly embraced
protectiveness.  He has made his decision, and he will stand by it.  He will keep Hob safe.

“But, ah, you’ve got your work, I’ve got mine, and, you know, we still have our, our separate
lives and such.  Obligations, friends, the like. And timescales are–– they’re different for us,
so, I’m, I’m not entirely sure how to approach this.”

“Hm. ”  Dream leans forward and gives the patch of scar a lingering kiss.  “ I do not wish to
be parted from you long.”

Hob chuckles.  “Well.  Feeling’s mutual, sweeting.”  

He pauses.  He looks distant, falls quiet a minute.  Dream listens to the ripple and pulse of his
heart in the space between the words.  

“I–– it’s–– still hard,” says Hob eventually.  “To not feel.  Anxious.  About you going.  I
don’t know how to, to stop feeling that.”

The tepid hand of guilt clutches again at Dream’s throat.  He tucks his face down into Hob’s
chest.

“I am sorry.”

Hob doesn’t respond — he just cards his fingers through Dream’s hair, moving in slow
circles through the shorter fragments at his neck’s nape, around the slim channel where his
spine meets his skull. 

“When you sleep, ” says Dream, “ you need only call for me.  I will come to you.  I give
my word, by all that I am.”

He speaks the words with their full weight.  They are meant as a vow.  They change the tenor
of the air.

Hob nods.  When he breathes, the puff of it is like milkweed blossoms on the crown of
Dream’s head.  There are another few minutes of quilted silence.

“My friend Deanna, she’s hosting an afterparty for a Literature department banquet on, ah,
the 15th.”

Dream lifts his head to better meet Hob’s eyes.  Hob’s hand slides down to Dream’s shoulder,
toying with the fabric of his jumper rumpled there — the same long-suffering jumper, still
unrelinquished.  He likes the way it holds him as Hob does.  He likes the smell of it — cedar
and faux raspberry shampoo and old cologne bundled into the fibers.



“How about you come with me?  Stay the weekend, if you’d like.  My friends want to meet
you.  I’d like you to know them.”

“Hm.”

The thought of meeting Hob’s friends draws forth hesitation.  He wonders what they consider
him.  He wants, he realizes, to be liked by them.  

But he is asked — it shall be done.

“Very well.  I will go with you.  And take the weekend. ”  

“Lovely,”  Hob hums.  The vibration waltzes through Dream’s center.  “Scoot off me, bichon
.  My arm is falling asleep.”

With a huff, Dream lets Hob roll onto his side, and resettles his cheek into a pillow, tangling
their legs.  Hob is swaths of ink and cream and oak in oil paints.  Had Dream breath, it would
be seized, again and again.  

“When do you have to go?”

“Soon.”

He would keep this state an eternity, if he could.  He would spend each iota of it in relearning
the names of bones in Hob’s image.  He trails a hand down his chest and recalls the Roman
words for things, so spare and musically clinical –– window-key clavicula bowing to sternum
; traversing under his arm up to scapula and then down the scaffolds of costae verae, costae
spuriae, costae fluctuantes ; a legion of vertebrae dipping to the os sacrum , a label that
builds a sacristy of his mouth, just to turn its shape silently over his tongue.  All he touches is
warm, warm as a relic of sainted flesh.

“In the morning,” he amends quietly.  

He knows that he cannot take the liberties of leaving his realm unattended for the swaths of
time he had in his prior visits.  If he intends to return to the Waking, to this, more often, he
has to strike a finer balance.    

“Ah.  Hm.”  

Hob chews on the inside of his cheek a moment.  

“I can reach you in the, the Dreaming, in between?  If I need to?”

“If you need or want alike.  I will be there if I am asked.  Nothing could keep me from
you.”

“Alright.”  

Hob considers him a moment, thoughtfulness braided with affection, then kisses him on the
point of his nose and pulls him close.



“Goodnight, my love.”

“Goodnight, Hob.”

Tucked again into the cove between his chin and chest, Dream lets sleep enfold Hob, with all
the gentle care he has to offer.  He closes his eyes.  He listens to the leveling of Hob's
unflagging breath, the perpetual meter of his heart.  
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“Shut up!  Shut!  Up!  I’m so proud of you, you stupid idiot!”



“ Please stop hitting me. ”

Death smacks him on the shoulder again –– he ducks aside to avoid it, and fails.  In spite of
its violent expression, he finds himself smiling at his sister’s enthusiasm.

“I mean, it only took like, several centuries of repression and then some absolutely lunatic
self-sacrificing nonsense –– which, by the way, let me say, what the fuck –– but you got
there!  An actual, intelligible, honest conversation!  Wasn’t so bad, was it?”

They’re walking the fern-bounded paths of Fiddler’s Green, in a reconstructed and buttery
sunlight.  The air smells like jasmine and milkweed.  Dream passes a hand over the tall
fronds of grasses and pulls a berth of blue morpho butterflies up from the earth –– they surge
into the sky in a near-unbroken ribbon of unimaginable blue.  He considers the question.

“ It was not.  Easy. ”

“Good things are always hard, little brother,” says Death, looking up at the swirl of rising
wings.  She strolls at his side, hands in pockets, relaxed into the warmth and greenness.  “All
the better, then, that you did it.  I certainly hope you’ve learned something.

“ I have learned many things, of late. ”

Such a catalog of new inspirations.  Love’s shape in little words.  In offered glasses and
turned-down sheets.  In the discovered sounds, reactions of a kiss on the neck, the way the
half-breath was seized low in the vocal cords.  The way a mouth might taste of honey and
coffee.  Legions of white scars on living canvas, each adored, known.  He wonders how even
his realm could hold all of it.  How it could manage to be contained in a single body, a single
flaring soul.

Death knocks her elbow lightly against his.

“Sap.”

“ Hm? ”

“You have the most disgustingly lovesick look on your face right now.  Literally nauseating.”

“ I thought Death was supposed to be kind. ”

“Come on, after all I’ve had to suffer through with you two, I think I’ve earned a bit of
ribbing.”   

“ In a sense, this is your own doing. ”

Death tilts her head at him, briefly, then looks off down the path before them.  It’s winding is
coming to an end at a creek like a clear silver mirror, in which lithe forms of iridescent fish
slip in loops and turns.  She settles herself at the water’s edge, just before the reeds, and flops
onto her back in the grass, one hand folded under her head, the other at rest on her stomach. 
Dream considers her repose a moment, then carefully, with far less abandon, lays down



beside her, hands folded beneath his ribs.  He finds the ground plush like a down-stuffed
pillow, and the blades of new grass are curious and welcoming on his cheeks.

“I’d say it’s probably more Destiny’s meddling.  Though God knows he’d never say.”

“ Hm. ”  Dream watches the unspun cotton of the clouds across the arc of the sky.  Their
shapes are inconstant.  They move like dragons in one turn, a flock of doves in the next.

“ Why did you choose him, sister? ”

Death considers this in silence a moment.  The music of impossible birds twitters from a far
treeline.  The water pats at the muddy bank.

“It’s hard to say,” she says slowly.  “I had, a, a feeling about it.”  She pauses.  “I’m sure that’s
a supremely unsatisfying answer.”

“ It is no matter.  I was only curious. ”

Death frowns.  After another moment, she speaks again.

“The way I work, it’s usually just –– direct knowledge.  I just.  Know.  Where to go, what to
do.  Whose time it is.  I’d actually met him before, when I took his sisters.”

“ Sisters? ”

“Two.  Black Plague.  Busy decades for me.  The smell of it––”

Death cuts off.  She stares up into the sky.

 “ I could understand why he wouldn’t bring it up,” she continues after a time.  “It took most
of his village.  I passed him going out the door.  He was curled against the threshold, folded
into the mud, just, howling.   I didn’t realize until the White Horse, when he was so familiar.”

Dream thinks of that grief.  How much of it Hob must have borne with him, accrued through
the centuries.  It makes him want to run to him, keep him from the hands of such despair.

“Those girls were so young,” Death says, quietly.  

She sighs.  

“ He was so young.  A gangly, wailing thing, barely grown into himself.” 

The perpetual breeze weaves through the stems of the wildflowers, making passes in a crown
about Dream’s brow.  It’s cool as any comfort.

“And then, in the White Horse, with you, I just got this.  Sense.  There he was, laughing,
carousing, greasy and loud and down in the dirt of it all, and I just, understood something of
him.  It was like his soul was the color of hot glass.”

She turns her face towards Dream.  Dream mirrors her pose.



“You were so severe, then.  So removed.  You’d changed so much, from when you were first
young, and I was never sure it was for the best.”

She smiles.  It’s the easiest gesture of her face –– it falls without discord into the set lines of
her.

“I’m not sure if I was certain he’d be good for you, rowdy and rough as he was, or if you’d
be any good for him –– you were quite the stuck-up arse, little brother –– but I knew it was
hardly my choice.  I knew , in the same way I know all things.”

Dream studies the crinkled crow’s feet at the corners of her eyes.  He returns her smile, in a
subtler tone.  He thinks of the Fates –– their cleverness remains elusive as always.

“So, really, all that to say, take it up with Destiny,” she says lightly.  “I wash my hands of you
two lovely fools.”

“ Hm.  I doubt he will ever be forthcoming. ”

“Ah well.”  

The two resume examining the clouds.

“Do you have to make all the shapes, then, or do they do that on their own?”

Dream shrugs.

“ I give them.  Impetus.  Then they follow their own path. ”

Dream loosely lifts a hand and sculpts a handful of clouds into a herd of running deer, a
battailment, a chalice pouring fog.  When he lowers his arm, the clouds swim into abstract
rings and brushstrokes on the blue ground.

“ I could know their changes in direction, if I so chose.  Alter them.  But they are just as
well left to be. ”

“Hm.  It’s lovely.”  Death plucks a narrow blade of grass and twirls it between her fingers.  It
blooms into a buttercup.  “I’ve always been fond of your little corner, brother.  Bit jealous,
really.  Mine’s getting crowded.”

“Y ou are welcome here freely. ”

Death tucks the buttercup behind her ear. 

“So.  Now that you and Hob are all done mooning about and chopping off bits of yourselves,
your network of long-suffering supporters can breathe a bit, eh?”  

Dream huffs.

“ I chopped nothing off.  Nor did he. ”



“He downed a shot of rat poison over you, you dolt.  And you quite literally removed your
own eye.  You’re both deranged.  At least you’re well-matched in it.”

Dream smiles, in spite of himself.

“ We do.  Complement each other. ”

“How’s your eye?  You, ah, you alright?”

“ It is.  Changed.  Doubtless.  But I am well.  I could not be unwell, these days. ”

He still sees strangely, though not worse.  The one original holds the firmament of things
brighter, displays essences and crafts and the webs of construction.  The new is plainer.  The
dissonance was jarring, at first.  Lately, it is only a new layer of the universe, peeled back for
examination, appreciation.  Even his own work carries some awakened clearer texture.  

“You know, he should meet the family,” says Death slyly.  

Dream frowns.

“ He has already met you.  And Desire.  Whom I wish he had not. ”

“Well, with how long he was in agonies over you, I’d be surprised if they hadn’t met.  And
you know Delirium would just love him.  She’d love anybody you did.  It’s only fitting.  He’s
the immortal consort of the Lord of the Dreaming, we may as well integrate him.”

“ He is not a consort . ”

“Boytoy of the Endless.”

“ That is.  Significantly worse. ”

Death laughs.  “I won’t make you haul him around to dinner.  But I’d love to see him again. 
And Matthew and Lucienne as well, no doubt.”

“ He visits here already. ”  He pauses.   “ But.  Yes.  He should meet Lucienne more
formally.  And perhaps Delirium, in a calmer turn. ”

“Should she ever have one.”

“ Hm. ”

“Does he come here?  Often?”

Dream smiles to himself.  The time they had spent apart, after he had taken his unwilling
leave, had been brief.  Within three nights’ passage, he had heard the first trepidatious call of
Hob’s voice, carried over the breadth of his realm.  Hob was dreaming of the sea, a memory
of the sea, of the rough bow of a ship cutting through teal and foam-laced water under a hot
and scarring sun.  It was a crashing dream, a noisy, energetic dream of work and movement. 



Hob had raw hands from pulling ropes and sunburn blushing red across his cheekbones and
the bridge of his nose.  Dream had kissed him, and he had tasted of salt.

“ Yes. ”

“Good.  Good.  It’s the right thing, for you to share this with him.  So it’s not always just you
crashing his parties.”

“ I wish things to be more.  Even.  Between us, ” says Dream slowly.  “ But I am.  Not
always sure how. ”

“Well, I think the talking to him is a strong start.  I think you’ve sort of just got to keep doing
that.”

“ It is difficult.  To say all I need to.  I do not want to.  To.  Drive him away. ”

Heis a challenging creature.  He has always known this, been plainly aware of his capacity
for destruction of self and others.  Though he has crossed the whitewaters of the first
surrender, the imprint of their fear lingers.  That he might condemn him.  That he might hurt
him with closeness and distance alike.

“Oh, if you think anything , above or below, could keep him from you, you’ve got some
sorely missing screws, little brother.”  She laughs, without malice.  “Look.  Don’t just,
assume that he’ll shy away from the hard stuff.  I think he’s already proven himself in that
regard.  Have a little faith.”

“ Hm. ”

“Stop worrying.  I can hear you thinking from here.”  

“ I will try to think more quietly, since it displeases you so. ”

She swats him lightly on the upper arm.

“Look.  Are you happy?”

“ I am. ”

“Then hold on to that.  Let yourself enjoy something for a bit before you start fretting.”

Dream doesn’t respond.  Together, they watch the movement above, the ceaseless change of
shapes.

“You know, I’m, flattered, that you’ve come to me for relationship advice.  Maybe flattered
isn’t the right word.  It’s nice, I mean.  To be trusted with it.”

Dream looks to face his sister.  She has always been the stable thing in his life, the closest
and readiest shoulder on which to lean.  He cannot imagine his existence without her.  How
bleak the shape of that life would be.



“ I would not be myself without you, sister. ”

She smiles at him, and he feels as though he is enfolded in her wings.

“Well.  You were always my favorite.  Don’t tell the others.  And don’t let it go to your head,
either.”

Dream huffs a laugh.

“So,” says Death, ever so sweetly, “Does he actually get a real title now?  He’d rank just
second to Lord, I think — Sir Gadling of the Dreaming? Nice ring to that.  He’s certainly got
the gallantry for it.”

“ Do not make me regret my trust. ”

“No no, I think I’ve earned this right by surviving all your mopey downpours.”

“ Hm. ”

He considers it for a moment.

“ He is very.  Gallant. ”

Death laughs.  It’s like a toll of noontime bells.

They lie there in comfortable quiet, look up at the sky.  The time passes in delicate steps, full
of peace, hardly noticed.

After a while, Death sits up and stretches.  Her back cracks.

“Right.  This has been lovely, but I’ve got to get back to work.”

She stands.  The breeze ruffles at her curls, the yellow petals of the buttercup, still firmly
behind her ear.  She surveys the bright meadow one last time, with open fondness, before
settling that same gaze on Dream as he rises.

“When do you see your knight in shining armor next?”

“ Tomorrow.  To stay for the weekend.  I am to.  Meet his friends. ”

“I’m sure that’ll be fun.”  She claps a hand on Dream’s shoulder.  “Don’t worry.  They’re
Hob’s friends — if they love him, so long as you’re not an outright twat, they’ll love you
too.”

“ I hope you are proven correct. ”

“I’m always right.  Don’t you forget it.”

She pulls him into a hug.  Dream lets it happen, and folds his arms around her in turn.  In a
former era, he would have shied from this.  Now he understands the enormity of its worth.



“Listen, really, Delirium and I can pop ‘round for dinner one night.  I think it’d be fun.”

“ I will speak to him on it. ”

“Beautiful.”  She pulls back, and gives his hair a teasing ruffle.  “Take care of yourself, little
brother.  Enjoy yourself.”

“ Travel well, sister. ”

In a rush of feathers, she is gone.  Dream stands alone in the meadow of his making, and
enjoys the sweetness of the light.  There is work to be done, and in spite of this to distract
him, his gut is a tangle of turning snakes at the prospect of Hob’s friends. 

She’s right, you know, m’Lord.

The voice speaks up from the soil and the reaching roots, humming in the cellophane wings
of ladybugs.  Dream is unconvinced.

“ I do not often fare well.  In circumstances such as will be. ”

Oh, now, I don’t know.  The words are the splash of a fish’s fanned tail, then the texture of
moss. You can handle yourself well enough.  Besides, it may be a bit of fun, to meet some new
faces.

“ Fun? ”

A vine of blue morning glories climbs up Dream’s shin. 

Give it a chance, at least.  He’s hardly asking much of you, now is he?

Dream sighs.

“ I suppose are correct, as ever. ”

Go on then.  Tidy up your loose ends.  And pick something smart to wear.  I’m sure Lucienne
and Matthew will have thoughts.

“ No doubt they will, ” says Dream, with a flicker of a smile.  “ Thank you, Fiddler’s
Green.  For your.  Comfort. ”

Of course, m’Lord.  Any old time.

He lifts a hand.  There are outstanding tasks yet to complete before he can take the reprieve
of the weekend — some quarrels between Nightmares to resolve, a few points of new repair
in the Library.  This will fill the time until the next day.  Perhaps some of the nervousness
will turn to anticipation.  

He slices his hand across space, and steps back to the palace.  No room to consider it now. 
All, he hopes, will simply be well.



Over Fiddler’s Green, it rains bushels of heliotropes. 

+++

 

Hob never really likes the department banquets.  In theory, as a sort of floater who only
dabbles in Literary Studies, he’s not obligated to go, but he and Deanna have a standing
arrangement to attend each other’s departmental affairs, if only to mooch off the free food
and have someone to poke fun at people with.

“Looks like Pritchett is really set on getting that funding for his godforsaken reading series,
eh?” whispers Hob, surreptitiously nudging his head in the direction of the far end of the
hall.  Having cornered the Dean between a folding table and a column, the white-bearded
professor in question is laughing a touch too enthusiastically at some passing remark that’s
been made.  The Dean does appear to be buying it –– maybe Pritchett’s financial conquest
will be successful after all.

“Arse.  You know, he should be sucking up to me ,” grumbles Deanna.  She stabs her plastic
fork into an innocent piece of asparagus.  “I’m head of the bloody department.”

“Ah, but do you write the checks?”

“No, but still.  He can’t just swoop over my head like that.”  She chews with vigor,
gesticulating threateningly with her utensil. “He’s disrespecting our noble tradition of
hierarchical boot-licking.  Pritchett does a healthy dose of groveling for me, I do some more
dignified groveling for the Dean.  That’s the way of things.”

“You’re just upset that you won’t be getting any free lunches out of this.”

“It’s my well-earned right, as Head of Literary Studies, to have my  meals paid for by all the
lowly peasantry, thank you very much.”

“What does he need all that financing for, anyway?”  Hob snaps a little cube of cheese off the
end of a toothpick.  It’s loosely a buffet affair, but he always goes for the cheese trays and
makes a ridiculous killing.  The department shells out for the good gruyere, and he’ll be
damned if he lets it go to waste.  “I can’t imagine it’s a billion-pound affair to rope in a few
authors to talk about their books, is it?”

“Personally, I think he’s embezzling.”  

Deanna gives Hob’s plate a disparaging look.  

“You are really testing the limits of acceptable acquisition of cheese cubes.  It’s approaching
grotesque.”

“I would think you’d be delighted that someone is appreciating your choice to dump money
into the catering.”



“Mooching is a privilege, not a right.  You’d do well to keep that in mind.”

Hob chuckles.  The little hall, tiled in marble and lit with glass lamps, seems as though it’s
changed hardly at all since it’s first construction.  It’s a touch cramped, and packed with
bodies, Literary Department members and moochers-in-arms alike, but the oldness of it is
pervasive.  Hob finds places like this comforting.  Brimming with life, tethered to a distinct
past.  Were he not so eagerly anticipating the after-event, he might’ve found himself enjoying
this one.

“So,” says Deanna quietly, taking a sip of her wine from a flimsy plastic cup, “how fares your
Princess Buttercup?”

“Christ, I should never have told you about the ‘farm boy’ remark.”

“Yes.  Yes you should have.  It brings me unrelenting joy to needle you about it.  You’ve
brought an old woman a great deal of happiness.”

Hob scoffs.  “You’re far from decrepit.”

“50 this February.  My bones may well be dust.”

Hob is almost startled.  He looks at Deanna with a more open eye.  There are new lines
around her mouth and eyes, a certain pronounced sense to the construction of her hands, a
few feathered strands of gray in her updo –– but Hob can’t find it in himself to see her as
aging.  Even moving away from him, to a place he can’t follow.  It makes something in him
squirm.

“You don’t look a day over 19,” he manages, recovering, tamping down the slick and nagging
certainty.

Deanna guffaws.  “Shut up.  You can’t go acting an arse just because the gods blessed you
with good skin.”

It’s the same old refrain.  The blessing always has the underbelly of a curse.  Something in
Hob stiffens.

“Come on,” nudges Deanna, “how is he?”

Hob pulls himself back from the edge.  He focuses on Dream, the most recent memories of
him –– slouchy in a sweatshirt over breakfast, a noontime of roving hands, then latest,
fretting about his apartment, a coiled rope of nerves that Hob couldn’t quite settle.

“Well, bloody on edge, for one.  It’s sort of sweet, you know, that he wants so much to make
a good impression.  But, ah, he’s been, good.  We’ve been good.  I really think he’s trying.”

He’d been unfailing in his promise of availability –– when Hob had asked for him, in the
Dreaming, he had been there, instantaneous and smiling through the eyes.  Even if he had
business that called him back, there were always a few minutes to spare, to chat, to survey
whatever dream Hob had found himself in, to learn its story (or lack thereof).  He always
took his leave slowly, and with much lingering.  As a parting gift he shaped Hob’s dreams to



whatever he might desire.  When met with Hob’s invariable response, that he’d rather like to
dream of him , thank you, he would loose a little hum of a laugh and only lament his inability
to be in two places at once.  So Hob dreamed of sun and meadows, of riding horses through a
mesa, of stars and the sea, of all fine things, all sweetnesses, and sometimes, in the fading end
near waking, of the embrace of arms familiar and cool as a spring lake.

“He’d better be.”

“Good Lord, you’re full of threats today.”

“I’m preparing for tonight.  He needs to understand that there’s a legion of academics ready
to berate him if he acts like a wanker.  It’s for his own good.”

Deanna takes in Hob’s worried glance, and smiles a little softer.

“Oh, don’t look so anxious, I’ll be nice enough.  Really.  I’m thrilled to be meeting him.”

“Hm.  Alright.  So long as you don’t outright traumatize him.”

“On my honor, I’ll leave him in one piece.”

“Good enough.”  Hob chomps down another cheese cube.  “God, this mimolette is heavenly.”

“You’re a sick, sick man.  Leave some for the rest of us, glutton.”

Hob ignores her completely.  “I’ll swing by my place to pick him up, after the Dean and you
make your self-important little remarks.  We might be a bit late.”

“Good, good, make a nice dramatic entrance.  Also, shut up, my remarks will be concise and
scintillating.”

“Mh-hm.  Sure.  Undoubtedly.”

Before Deanna can spit out a fitting retort, the Dean clears his throat clinks his glass with a
knife –– the effect is somewhat dampened by the fact that both implements are plastic.

“Good evening, good evening, friends and colleagues alike –– before we come to a close
tonight, I’d like to say just a few brief words.”

“Brief, my arse,” mutters Deanna.

Hob placidly eats another cube.  

The words, as Deanna astutely predicted, are far from brief.  By the time Deanna gets up to
make her statement, it’s clear the last thing anyone in attendance wants to do is listen to more
talking.  She limits herself to a short “thank you for coming, all hail the Literary Studies
department, amen” and lets the assembled crowd loose once more into chatter.  A select
subset of attendees make for the door –– those invited to the afterparty, Hob among them,
shouldering out into the liquid cool night.



Deanna bids him a temporary farewell, and Hob strides homeward.  Dream really had seemed
to have worked himself into knots over this, and he’s eager to get home and do his best to
settle his ruffled feathers.  Hob wonders how much of it he gets to see is an intentional effort
on his part –– an attempt to communicate, beyond just saying things straight out.  It’s quite a
new thing, to be able to suss out how Dream feels about any given thing, and Hob likes it
immensely.

Deanna turning 50.  He’s been here almost 14 years now, he realizes.  And Deanna has
noticed his youthfulness –– written it off, of course, but noticed it still.  Deanna will get
older.  One day, she’ll go where he chooses not to follow.  Where he’s been permitted to stay
apart from.

He doesn’t understand his gift.  It plagues him in fits and starts, recurring through the
centuries.  At the end of the day, he doesn’t know why it’s him .  He’s of middling morality, at
best –– the unspeakable sins of his past speak for themselves.  He’s no great mind, no
visionary artist, no saint.  He does his best, sure, but he’s, in total, rather unremarkable.  In
the darker hours, at sickly bedsides, at the fresh headstones of friends, in the sanguine and
filthy trenches of the wars, he had wondered why other lives should not be spared instead.

Sometimes it’s like there’s no purpose.  He’s tried to invent one –– to live well, live fully. 
But there are doubts.  There are always doubts.  

The New Inn is more subdued on a Sunday, but aglow nonetheless, and the murmur of it still
penetrates the upstairs as he unlocks his door.  He enters, pulling off his tie, finally free of its
yoke –– Deanna enforces no dress code other than “cool”, and Hob knows he’s not truly been
“cool” ever in his life, so he doesn’t bother much about it.

“Ducks?  You still with us?”

“ Where would I have gone? ”

The voice, petulant as ever, emerges from Hob’s bathroom.  Hob chucks his tie on the sofa
and trails towards it.

Dream is looking sourly into the bathroom mirror, fussing endlessly at some imaginary thread
on the collar of his coat.  It’s a remarkably good coat (though Hob is far from surprised ––
Dream seems to always turn up in something just shy of couture), long and tailored, paneled
in velvet and some sort of expensive wool.  Beneath, he’s got a slouchy silky button down
and a waistcoat, and drapey slacks that look to be fresh off a Paris runway.  Hob has never
quite kept up with fashion more than was required to fit in with the times, but there’s an
artistry to the way Dream dresses that he rather admires.  He’d always been exacting, really,
in his exquisite all-black centennial looks, from the stitching to the sheen on the buttons.

“Hello, handsome,” says Hob, with utmost sweetness, sliding his arms around Dream’s waist
and pressing a kiss to his shoulder.  “You look utterly devastating.”

“ Hm. ”  Dream frowns at his reflection.  “ Matthew and Lucienne assured me this was
suitable, but I am beginning to question their judgment. ”



“No, I agree with the council.  I think it exceeds suitable, in fact.  You look like you stepped
out of a bourgeois version of The Matrix .  Have you seen The Matrix ?  We should watch
The Matrix .”  

Hob runs some of the fabric of Dream’s sleeve between his fingers.  It’s impossibly soft and
strangely weighted –– perks of being able to create matter, he supposes.  

“Where do you get your clothes?  I can hardly imagine you shopping for things.”

“ I acquire their designs from dreamers’ minds and reconstruct copies.  Are you sure it
is appropriate? ”

“You’re a vision.  Descended from heaven above.  I’m weak at the knees.”

“ Hmph. ”  Dream ducks his head, but Hob catches his twitching smile.  “ I.  Apologize.  I
am.  Nervous. ”

“You needn’t be, love.”  Hob pauses.  “Well, fair warning, I’ve got one friend who may give
you a bit of a shake-down.  But she’s going to love you, I’m certain of it.  As is everyone
else.”

“ Hm. ”  Dream sounds decidedly unconvinced.

With a deft movement, Hob swivels Dream around to face him, and leans his palms on the
edge of the sink, boxing him in with his arms. 

“They’ll be swooning when you walk in the door.  They’re all frustratingly determined to
befriend you, at bare minimum so they can weasel out some sort of embarrassing story about
me.  It’s a party, beloved, it’s going to be fun.”

“ I am not much for parties. ”

“You’ll have such a good time you won’t want to leave.  On my honor.”

“ On your honor?  Are you an honorable man? ” says Dream, with the barest suggestion
of a smirk.

Hob grins.  “When it suits me.”  

Dream is looking at him with such stupid fondness, half-veiled through his lashes, that Hob
things he may simply vaporize on the spot.  Instead of wafting into dust, he kisses Dream
square on the mouth.  Dream hums into it.  Through a series of expert machinations, and with
a smoothness that continually catches Hob by surprise, he somehow gets Hob backed up
against the doorframe and goes at his neck with the sort of brash want that leaves Hob more
than a little breathless.

“Stop it, you arse,” laughs Hob.  “We’ve got to be somewhere, and I can’t very well show up
looking ravished.”

“ We can be late. ”



“You’re stalling, bichon .”

Dream makes a displeased sound, and kisses him right under the corner of his jaw.

“Though you make it hard to object,” Hob amends tightly.  He gathers what may remain of
his wits and gives Dream a gentle shove.  “Come on then.  Save that for later.”

With reluctance, Dream obliges.  Hob adjusts the collar of his shirt.

“You’re going to be just fine.”

“ Hm. ”  Dream shoves his hands into his pockets in surrender.  “ I suppose. ”

“That’s the spirit.”

“ As long as I am with you.  I am always well. ”

Hob is all made of cellophane, of the translucent wings of dragonflies, so fluttery is the thing
living in his chest.  He smiles fit to split his face in half.

“Never knew you were such a romantic.”

“ I am every story of love that has and will be told.  It is in my nature. ”  

Dream considers something a moment, and then, without reserve, gives Hob a look that
actually might make him combust. 

“ I know the whole of what is said of romance.  You outstrip all the many figures of
myth.  My twofold Tristan.  My faithful Psyche. ”

“Stop it.  We have to go.”

“ My Marc Antony.  My Hero to Leander, the light beyond the waters. ”   

Dream leans in closer.  Hob can hear his heart like a rabbit in his ears.  The names are
breathed like devotional prayer against his mouth.

“ Hyacinthus.  Lancelot.  Unfailing Patroclus. ”

“God’s wounds,” manages Hob, barely.

There’s no other way to say it, not with all the amassed vocabulary of six centuries, so he
seizes Dream by the collar and kisses him, hard, for lack of better words.  Dream falls into it
with a smug little sound.

When Hob at last disentangles himself, with a very deep breath, he sidles out of Dream’s
arms and drags him bodily towards the door.  Dream resists little, now –– evidently he’s
gotten his victory.  Hob can’t very well deny it.

“Right, if we are any later, my friend is going to make very unpleasant remarks.”



“ Hm.  You may blame our delay on me. ”

“Oh, believe me, I will.”

Hob, all the while attempting to get his pulse back into acceptable limits, forcibly gets the
two of them out the door and out onto the quieting sidewalk.  The walk is short and crisp and
pleasant, and overhead there’s a smattering of visible stars just emerging from the bruise-
colored night, filtered through yellow streetlights.  Dream looks up at their pinpoints as they
walk, quiet and contemplative.  Hob looks at Dream, mostly.

By the time they get to Deanna’s house, there’s already raucous noise and clear golden light
spilling out the half-opened windows.  Dream hesitates on the front steps, but when Hob
offers his hand and his gentlest smile, he takes both, and follows.

“Gadling!  At long last!  The prodigal son!”

The moment they’ve made it through the doorway and a few steps into the turbulent crowd,
Deanna is on them like a hawk, all full of wolfish smiles.  She smacks Hob on the shoulder
with abandon.  There’s a half-empty glass in her hand and a reckless glee in her grin.

“I have to say, you are being woefully upstaged by your superbly-dressed boyfriend.  Brilliant
outfit, you,” she says cheerily to Dream, who manages a nod, though he looks overwhelmed
already.  He’s perusing the sea of chattering, swaying bodies with something between
curiosity and abject terror.

Deanna extends her hand.

“Deanna Volkov.  Head of Literary Studies.  Robert here has done little else but gush about
you for as long as I’ve known him.”

“Shut up.”

Dream takes her hand.  “ A.  Pleasure.  To meet you. ”  The words are a little ungangly, but
he’s recovering composure with a dogged determination that sets a lightness between Hob’s
lungs.  “ Morpheus. ”

“Ooh, after the Greek god?”

“ …Yes. ”

“ Delighted to finally meet you, Morpheus.”  She gives Hob a very dangerous wink. 
“Robbie, why don’t you go fetch your young man a drink?  Let us get acquainted.”

“Ah.  Hm.  Get the sense that I don’t have much choice.”  

“You do not.”

Hob, accepting this fact, turns towards Dream.  “Sound good, then, love?”



Hob knows he is effectively throwing Dream to the hyenas, but then again, it was inevitable
that they collide something like a pair of freight trains, and he reasons it might be better to
just rip the bandaid off.  It may well be good for Dream to get the hard bit out of the way. 
And if Deanna does anything drastic, he’s somewhat confident he could take her in a fight. 
Maybe.

Dream appears to be steeling himself for battle, so stoic is his expression.

“ So be it. ”

Hob gives Dream’s hand a quick squeeze.  “Right-o.  Be back in a jiff.”

Hob smiles, then gives Deanna a look of severity, which she responds to with blunt
disregard.  She’s got some machinations in mind, no doubt, and Hob, well, he decides it’s
probably best to let her get it out of her system.

“So, Morpheus,” she begins sweetly, as Hob steps off into the crowd.  “How long have you
known our Robert?”

 

+++

 

“ A.  Considerable time, ” says Dream, carefully, tracking the swiftly vanishing figure of
Hob as he melts between bodies.  For a fleeting moment, he is a bas relief on the sandstone of
the crowd, a single impression of tilted shoulders and bent knee and chiseled lines of half-
turned profile, and then he is bright and vanishing, and then Dream is decidedly on his own.

It is loud , here, loud and hot and all a chaos like the late end of entropy, and he does not
know if he likes it or would rather run from it.  Silence has only slowly returned to it’s former
status of comfort –– very slowly, even as the shadow of the silenced near-century of it hangs
long –– but he is still wavering on the line between relishing cacophony’s proof of life and
finding it akin to quicksand.

“He’s said as much.  Well upwards of a decade, hm?”

The woman –– Deanna –– has a scalpel’s scrutiny under the amiable facade of her look.  She
is far shorter than he, but her comfortable ease of posture belies a certain core pillar against
which she can afford to lean.  She is a burning thing, already, suggesting claws.  He can
understand immediately why she is a kindred spirit to Hob.  

“ Something of the like. ”

Deanna is staring into his eyes with twin steel rapiers, as though she would pierce through the
whole of him, skewer him on a spit.  She is trying to figure him out, he knows.  He musters
his reserve of formidableness, and stares her down as only he can.  She doesn’t flinch in the
least.



“You know, he’s a good man,” she says, with almost affected carelessness.  “A loyal man.  To
a fault, even.”

Dream is immobile as a statue.  Deanna takes a sip from her drink, though her gaze never
leaves his.  In the mixed obscuring light and clamor like a torn battlefield, she evokes, for a
moment, the image of a Valkerie.  

“And he trusts.  He believes .  Christ, like nobody I’ve ever known.  He’s something of a
madman like that.  I suppose that makes him a far sight better than the rest of us.  But he
certainly pays for it.  With all kinds of agonies.”  She angles her chin up at him, flagrant and
challenging.  “You should know.”

There.  The buried hilt of her intention.  Dream frowns.  He recognizes chastizement when it
is hurled at him, even couched in her casual front.  

She is.  Not wrong.  That is the issue.

“You hold a great deal of power, you know,” says Deanna evenly.  She relaxes against the
bannister of the stairwell, the same way a panther might recline before the pounce.  “Maybe
more than you know how to handle well.”

He feels the stiffening in his jaw without his conscious encouragement.  What does she know
of power?  Of what it is to run creation itself through your palms?  Around them, as a spiral
of hurricane arms, there is laughter and talk and consonants, at once crashing and grounding. 
Its discord borders on its own harmony.  

Some bitter flame snaps within him, and the venom of his tongue coils along his gums.  Only,
before it is loosed, it is abruptly tempered, startlingly, by awe –– a sudden, implacable awe. 
That he has been given such fealty.  That a heart like a crucible has been laid sweetly in his
hands.  

From the far side of the apartment, there is a thundered peal of laughter, so familiar it is like
his own self.

“You’d do well to keep that in mind, Morpheus,” says Deanna.  Her hackles are still
undeniably raised.  “That he loves you as he does.  It’s a thing easily abused.”

“ I am not blind to what you tell me. ”

He returns her impetuous look –– it is one at which he is well-practiced.  

“ All I did, I did in the thought it would preserve him.  My motives were.  Misguided. 
Intentioned well, but misguided all the same. ”

Deanna’s stare has not abated, but the stretched-rubber tension in her stance is relaxing,
almost imperceptibly.  Still all unimpressed, she sips her drink, raises a single arched
eyebrow.

“ I know what I have done.  To him.  It is my greatest shame.  I would spend an eternity
atoning for it, and it would not be enough. ”



This place is burnished bronze with breath and movement.  It reminds him of Hob.  He finds
now that more and more reminds him, easily, readily, of Hob.  It is a new joy, to discover him
again in the turn of a mote of sun, the sound of an ancient tune.  For all the gifts of his
tongue, this, this is what eludes his expression.  The totality of it.

“ But know this.  It is the defining charge of my life to not repeat my failures.  There is
nothing I would not do in his name.  No thing I would not conquer.  Even if it is only my
own fear and fault. ”

He reads the sentence with a judge’s finality –– and if he lets it ring like a proclamation, slips
into his inhumanly layered voice, well, then perhaps it will serve to convince her of it’s
veracity.

Deanna, bold as brass, has not shifted one minutia of herself.  Her look is cold and clear as
the sun-touched peak of a glacier.  She takes a slow breath.  Dream holds her gaze.  He will
not back down from this.

They share, gradually, a strange exchange of kinship.

After a seemingly interminable moment, the corners of her mouth just begin to tilt.

“Ah.  So you’re both the same brand of lunatic, then.”

Dream blinks.  

Deanna’s smile splits free.

“Bloody hell, you talk quite the game, elder god,” she says, pushing herself off the bannister. 
“I’ll be holding you to it, you know.  And there’s a whole cohort of people who’d smite you if
you do him wrong.”

“ I would be among their rank. ”

Deanna laughs, at last, like she’s been holding it back.

“Oh, brilliant .  You know, you’ve got quite a bit of groveling you owe him, but you seem
well armed for the challenge.  With prose like that.  No wonder you’ve bewitched him.”

Dream pauses.  “ It is.  A mutual bewitching. ”

“And you’re both nauseating saps.  Perfect.”  She turns her head and peers into the crowd. 
“Well, your boy seems to have gotten himself roped into another conversation –– bloody bon
vivant , that one –– so how’s about you come with me?  I’ll get you introduced.  There’s
practically a line forming, I think.”

Dream glances around.  They had been speaking in the relatively secluded corner between the
stairs leading to the second floor and the front entrance, but as he surveys the landscape, he
notices a handful of rather unstubly attentive faces hovering ever closer.  He does not find it
in him to be self-conscious –– better they hear his defense all at once, then.



Deanna takes him by the elbow, looking up at him with a delightedly wicked grin.  She’s got
quite a grip.

“Care for a shot?”

It’s a different tenor of challenge –– still, one he’s equally determined to defeat.

He inclines his head, the picture of politeness, save for the creeping twitch in the corners of
his mouth.

“ If you will join me. ”

Deanna barks a single bolt of laughter.

“Don’t mind if I do.  Try your best to keep up, then.”

With irrepressible momentum, she hauls him off into the crowd, and he is greeted in one
chorus of smiles and shaken hands and eager introductions.  He is swiftly awash in the tide of
it, the noise of welcome that does not demand response, but holds open arms to the mere act
of presence.  The names are remembered as best he can managed, and encircled in this hectic
joy, when Deanna clears the debris off her coffee table and starts pouring the whiskey, he
decides he might, in fact, find something of delight here.

 

+++

 

Hob, on the slow return voyage from the acquisition of drinks, had found himself suddenly
caught in the vehement crossfire of debate between Abdhullah Baqri, Professor of Latin, and
Lenore Liden-Brandt, Professor of Greek, over whose fault it really was that the Trojan War
got started in the first place.  Hob, as supposedly neutral third-party, had been roped into an
interminable, hopeless mediation, and while it was certainly entertaining to hear Baqri’s
impassioned defense of Helen of Troy, he was honestly a touch worried at leaving Dream so
long unattended.  Particularly in the hands of Deanna, who he trusted, of course, and also
knew far too well.

With profuse apologies and the utmost neutrality (though secretly, he’s siding with Baqri ––
how is it Helen’s fault in the least?), he at last manages to extract himself, scrape out of the
packed archway from kitchen to living room, and struggle back to the stairwell.  Dream and
Deanna both are absent, and Hob isn’t sure if this is a good thing.  It’s been some
considerable time, he realizes.  Far more than he’d intended, and was probably polite.  Maybe
they’ve bonded enough as friends to go off in search of him; maybe they’re out on the walk
throwing punches.

A howl of familiar cheering, the voice of Deanna among the harmony, drifts over from just
behind him, towards the center of the room.  Hob follows it, nudging his way through several
conversations until he can get a decent view of the unfolding spectacle.



A few onlookers are circled about Deanna’s coffee table.  A handful of recognizeable faces
are sat around it –– at one end, fumbling for a card from the nearly-depleted circle of cards
set out around a pint glass, is Deanna, and at the other, cross-legged and the very image of
focus, is Dream.  There’s a smattering of shot glasses on his end, and someone has provided
him with a taller vessel of unknown content, probably, knowing Deanna’s style of mixing
drinks, something sweet and exceedingly alcoholic.  It’s mostly empty, but Dream appears
unaffected.  Hob has been waylaid a far sight beyond his intention, it seems.

Deanna, with utmost delicacy, lifts a card from the sparse ring, careful not to nudge its
neighbors.  She flips it face up onto the table.

“Nine!  Ah, hm –– silver.”

“Cheating!” protests the woman next to her –– Freja, one of Hob’s comrade in Medieval
Studies –– waving her hand furiously.  “You can’t pick a word with no rhymes!”

“Fine –– fable.”

The responses travel around the assemblage of players.

“Table,” proclaims Topher, situated on Deanna’s other side.  His face is the same shade as a
ripe tomato.  He’s not one to hold his liquor well, Hob knows –– there’s plenty of mildly
disturbed faculty party witnesses to attest to this fact, and stories of epic proportion to boot.

“ Sable. ”  Dream’s voice is level as a carpenter’s cut.  Hob shuffles around to the end of the
ring nearest him and squeezes himself onto the arm of the couch.  He gives Dream a little
smile and wave, which Dream returns, subtly, in profile.

“Cable,” says Antony, seated next to Dream.

“Maple?” hazards Freja.  Topher and Deanna leap on her statement like ravenous coyotes.

“Slant rhyme!”  Topher wallops his hand on the table.

“Slant rhyme!” seconds Deanna.  “Drink, cretin!” 

“Fuck!”  Freja wobbles to her feet.  “I fold, I’m out, I’m out, no more.”

“Coward,” grins Antony.

“ Dra åt helvete , asshole.”

Freja dumps the last of her drink into the glass at the table’s center, then grumbles off into the
crowd, supported by the arms of friends and ushered off to water.  Hob nudges Dream’s side
with the toe of his shoe.

“I see you’ve made friends.”

“ Yes. ”  Dream grabs Hob’s ankle and tugs lightly.  “ Come.  Sit.  Here. ”



Hob slides down off the couch arm and settles next to Dream, shoulder pressed to shoulder
–– Dream leans into him with unexpected weight.

“Can you actually get drunk?” whispers Hob.

“ Not typically. ”  Dream takes a long pause.  “ But I am more.  Corporeal.  With you. ”

“Then pace yourself, eh?”

“ I have to best Deanna. ”

Deanna, at the opposite end of the table, is cackling mercilessly at Topher, who has
transitioned to lying on the floor and muttering something incoherent about Robert Frost. 
Topher appears to lay some sort of curse on her, before scrabbling his way up onto the sofa in
defeat.

“What?  Why?”

Dream narrows his eyes at Deanna.

“ She insinuated I could not. ”

Antony, the last man standing between a good old fashioned drinking game and an outright
duel, takes a look between Dream, who is radiating some sort of persistent menacing aura,
and Deanna, who is staring him down beat for beat.

“I think I also withdraw,” he says cheerily.  He shakes out the last few drops of his empty
bottle into the unknowable catch-all cocktail and scoots back to lean against the wall.  “Fight
it out, you two.  Let’s see some blood in this last gasp.”

“Gadling?  Care to join the last round?”

Hob holds up a hand.  “Just spectating, thanks.”

“Hm.  You and me then, Morpheus,” hums Deanna.

Dream has very gradually settled most of his bodyweight against Hob, who has to sort of
brace himself with one foot against the couch to keep them both upright.

With a careful focus, Dream lifts a card.

“ Queen of Hearts. ”

“Ah!  Last Question Master round, then.”

Dream frowns, tilts his head.

“ Could you.  Explain the rule again? ”

“Ah, so for this one, if you ask a question––”



Dream tosses the card down, retrieves a bottle of Smirnoff from the floor, and thunks it on the
table.

“ You answered.  Drink. ”

“Oh, oh, you–– you––”  Deanna sputters, grinning.  “You twat.  You rat bastard.”

“ Will you not drink? ”

“Oh, I’ll take your bloody stupid shot––”

“ That makes two. ”

“Fuck!”

Deanna, swift and imprecise, pours and takes two shots in succession.  Dream trots out his
most self-satisfied expression, like a cat who’s just knocked a family heirloom off the mantle.

Teeth grit, fire in her eyes, Deanna takes up a card, one of the final two remaining.

“Three of diamonds.  Shite.”

With great difficulty, Deanna takes another shot.

“ Do you give up? ”

“Absolut’ly not.  Shit , I’ve done it again.  Questions.  Shit.”

She looks miserably at the bottle, then, sighing, takes a swig.  When she smacks it back
down, she coughs.

“Fuck you.  Take the last card.”

For all his projected arrogance, Hob is currently the only structural support holding Dream
up.  When he goes to take the last card, he misses the first two times.

Dream peers at the card.  

“ King of Spades, ” he announces.

“Hah!  Oh!  Oh ho!  Last king!  Y’have to drink the cup !”

Deanna drums her hands on the table, crowing.

“G’on, then.  Throw in the ol’ towel.  Cup’s too much for you, Morph.”

Hob appraises the pint glass.  It’s definitely a color, and definitely full.

“I think this is maybe not the best idea,” says Hob gingerly.



Dream is giving Deanna the sort of look that is reserved for the brief few moments pre-
homicide, though the effect is dampened somewhat by the slight sway of his head.

“ You would.  Suggest.  I am a quitter? ”

“Stop talking in questions, bastard.  Drink or lose.”

Dream tilts his chin with the full force of his lordly impetuousness.  He drags the pint glass
towards him, and, for good measure, adds the last of his own drink in.  It reeks so strongly of
rum that the scent of it is like a baseball bat to the nose.

“Christ, Deanna, what’d you make him?”

“ ‘M an artist.  Followed my heart .  Put things in the cup.  Et voila .”

Dream gazes into the cup like its surface is some sort of scrying mirror.

“To reiterate, this is most certainly a bad idea,” says Hob.  “Though I get the sense I’m not
convincing you.”

“ She has.  Impugned.  My honor. ”

“And you’re an honorable man, are you?”

Dream gives him a tilted smile.  Pressed this close together, the pointed tip of his nose bumps
Hob’s when he turns his face towards him.  His eyes are blue and bleary, and their emotions
are writ a little plainer –– Hob is captured, as he has been before, as he will probably always
be, by how encompassing his look is.  How entirely, utterly adoring it can be.  He hadn’t
known it was possible, but here he is, standing stark and enraptured at its burning center.  

“ When it.  Suits me. ”  

He kisses Hob on the corner of his mouth, a little sloppily.  Hob doesn’t bother to suppress
his smile.  

Deanna makes a gratuitous gagging noise.

“Stop necking and drink, coward.”

Dream gives her a vicious glare, and kisses Hob again for good measure.  Then, with the air
of a priest of antiquity knelt at the altar, taking most sacred libations, he lifts the pint glass in
two hands, tilts his head back, and downs it.  It takes about a minute to get the whole of it
emptied, but he does it in one fell swoop, no breaths, no breaks.  Were Hob not so concerned
for his health and safety, he might find it in him to be impressed.

When the last of it is vanished down his throat, Dream, extremely slowly, sets the glass
down.  He wipes a drop off the edge of his mouth with the back of his hand.  There’s a
smattering of surprised whoops and claps from the gathered audience.

“ That was.  Atrocious, ” says Dream, very measuredly.



“Holy hell,” breathes Deanna.  She’s half sprawled on the table, looking at Dream with
undisguised awe.  “You are out of your mind.”

“You…you alright, beloved?”

Dream swivels his head towards Hob, blinking unevenly.  He frowns for a moment.

“ I. ”

He closes his mouth.  Opens it again.  Closes it.  With that effort, he bandons the project of
words, and instead struggles valiantly to his feet.  Hob swoops up beside him, slinging an
arm under his shoulders to keep him something like standing. 

Dream extends a hand down to Deanna.  She gazes up at him, for a moment, before taking it
heartily.

“ Well met, Deanna. ”

“Well fuckin’ met, Morph,” slurs Deanna.  She uses Dream’s hand to pull herself upright,
which means Hob is now effectively supporting both of them.  “Call it a tie?”

The audience is dispersing, bit by bit.  Hob realizes one critical thing: the two people he
would consider himself most directly responsible for and who are doubtless to be the most
difficult to corral, are, simultaneously, very drunk.

“ Hm. ”  Dream squints at Deanna.

“Please for the love of God call it a tie and be done with it,” says Hob, all in one breath, as
Deanna stumbles around the table to sort of crash into Hob’s other side.

“I’ll concede you won by, by, by, bloody, you know.”  Deanna bares her teeth and gestures
vaguely at her mouth.  “You know .”

“Skin of your teeth?” hazards Hob.  

She smacks him on the chest.  He coughs.

“Yes!  Tha’s the one.  Teeth skin.”

“ I won, ” echoes Dream vaguely.  “ Yes. ”  

He affixes his arm around Hob’s waist, and looks at him, solemn and soft in one.

“ You look like.  Apollo.  When I knew him, ” he says plainly.  As though it’s a mere
statement of fact.  “ Surpassing.  Better. ”

Hob, trying not to think too deeply on that comment, is attempting to figure out some
efficient way of maneuvering the two of them towards their respective final destinations. 
There’s probably no good way to go about it.  Both are putting most, if not all, of their weight



on him.  He’s suddenly thankful for his ancient peasant-farmer physique –– at least it’s useful
here.

“Right.  About face, you lot.”

It’s a process.  That’s for sure.  He feels sort of like the ball in the middle of a Newton’s
cradle –– Dream and Deanna knock against him continually as he makes for the kitchen. 
Deanna gets sidetracked by a book on an end table, and he has to drag her back by the hem of
her shirt.  Dream has his head buried against Hob’s neck, which is distracting in it’s own way.

“Rob.  Robbie.  Robert.”

“ Hob. ”

“Hob?”

“Old nickname,” says Hob quickly.  He hauls them both through the archway to the kitchen,
where a general gathering of wits and wallets is beginning.  “One of you at a time, please. 
Deanna was first.”

“ I should be first, ” huffs Dream into Hob’s shoulder.

“Shhh, shh shh shh, I’m first.  Rob.  Robert.  I wanted to say.  Ah.  Fuck.  Wait wait.  It’s
comin’ back to me.  Ah!”  

She thumps Hob on the back, and almost sends him stumbling, which would be a disastrous
collapse of the delicate ecosystem he’s maintaining.  Chrissake’s, she’s got a lot of hit power
for a woman of her stature.

“Your thesis.  On D.H. Lawrence.”

“We talked about that upwards of two weeks ago.  Why is it relevant now.”

“Yes.  I know.   Just figured it out.  You’re wrong.”

“Care to elaborate?”

“Suffering and love.  Something.  You’re wrong somewhere.”

“Anything else, Professor Volkov?”

“Watch your bloody attitude.”   

Deanna elbows him in a manner he will assume, out of the goodness of his heart, she meant
to be light.  He sighs, though it’s not without fondness.  There are some chairs opening up at
Deanna’s kitchen table –– fit for depositing one or both of his passengers, at long last.  He
shoulders both weights and makes for respite.

“ Is it my turn yet? ”



“It’s your turn, ducks.”

“ Good. ”  Dream lifts his head.  With a concentrated effort, he takes Hob’s chin in one hand,
turns his face towards his own, and kisses him.  After a moment, he pulls back, looking into
Hob’s eyes with a pleased and unfocused expression.

“That all?” asks Hob gently.

“ Mh-hm. ”

Hob thinks the amount of smiling he’s done lately is bound to start changing the shape of his
face.

He gracelessly gets Deanna in one empty chair, and attempts to get Dream in the other, to
absolutely no success.  He’s cemented himself to Hob’s side with the tenacity of ivy.

“Love, I have to walk.”

“ You can walk.  With me. ”

“Not very well I can’t.”

“ Learn. ”

“I’ve got it,” says a new voice –– from behind, Khaya, a friend of Deanna’s and a familiar
face from many an interminable department meeting, swoops in with two glasses of water. 
Deanna looks up at her with a brilliant smile.

“Hello hello, poet-in-arms.”

“Hello there.  Here.  Drink.”

Deanna takes the glass gratefully.  Khaya proffers the second glass to Dream, who, with a bit
of prodding, accepts it.  He looks at it with suspicion.

“Drink up, and then we can go home, hm?”

“ Hm. ”  

Dream contemplates the water, then drinks a few healthy sips.  

“ I would.  Like to go home.  Now. ”

“Good enough.”  Hob readjusts his grip on Dream, and gives Deanna a smile.  “I’m very glad
you two didn’t kill each other.”

“Came close,” retorts Deanna.  “Almost struck him down.”

“ You could not defeat me. ”

“Care to test that theory?”



“Right, that’s enough.  Deanna, as always, thank you for an, ah, entertaining, evening.  You
going to be alright?”

Deanna waves a dismissive hand.

“ ‘M old hat at this.  Can’t keep me down.  Morpheus,” she declares firmly, “you are batshit,
and I think you are strange.  We can be friends.”

Dream nods sagely.

“ That is.  Acceptable. ”

“Great.  Good.  Get out of here.”

Hob, with infinite patience, gets Dream out the door, and steers him down the homeward
route.  He’s walking, that’s for sure, though it’s unclear whether or not he’d be able to do so
without Hob’s assistance.  Every now and then, he’ll peer at Hob with immense focusing
effort, but he says nothing, only collides back into him in cycles, always close.

Hob bundles him up the stairs and into the flat.  Left even briefly to his own devices, as Hob
tries to lock the door behind them, he staggers bullishly off towards bed.

“Sweeting, you should really drink another glass of water,” calls Hob after him, but the only
response is the whump of a body onto a mattress.  He finishes up with the lock and follows
after him.

Dream is curled up on top of the covers, coat sprawled around him in a swoop of India ink on
Hob’s maroon duvet.  Hob can’t get over how remarkable the dissonance of him is ––
inwardly curved as he is, clutching the pillow, he’s made smaller, approaching human; when
he cracks his eyes open to catch Hob standing over him, there’s a spill of white fluorescence
from one eye, casting shards of shadow on the peaks and folds of the sheets.

“How do you get sober?  Do you just sort of, become not-physical?  And then it goes away? 
Do you need anything?  I really think you should drink some water.  Eldritch immortal being
or not, it’s good for you.”

Dream flops onto his back.  He stares up at Hob with a furrowed brow, considering, then his
face lightens, into the most miraculously wrought of his smiles, rebinding the lines of his face
from the cut dimples of his cheeks to the corners of his eyes.  Hob feels his heart go
careening against his rib cage.  He doesn’t think he could ever get used to this.  He hopes, in
fact, that he never does.

“ You.  Come here. ”  There’s no room for argument, the way he says it.  Hob surrenders,
with little fight.  He shucks off his blazer and shoes, and crawls into bed next to Dream. 
Dream still bears that smile like a beacon, like a little shard of Promethus’ stolen fire. 

“ Every word I say to you.  It is meant.  I wish you to know this. ”

“I know,” says Hob softly.  The weight of it strikes him nonetheless, smashing down as a bolt
from the blue. 



“ I am yours.  From start to end.  Yours. ”

Hob grasps for something adequate to say back.  What could there possibly be?  What turn of
phrase could keep all of the necessary meaning in its boundaries?  Dreams eyes are bifurcated
from each other, now, one burning black and white, the other a watered blue, and Hob doesn’t
know what to do with all the ways that makes him feel.

“I love you, you know,” he says at last.  “If that wasn’t abundantly clear.”

Dream smiles.  It could outpace the core of the sun.

He buries his face in the crook of Hob’s neck.  Hob wraps his arms around him, and as
though born there by gentler hands, he slowly, sweetly, falls asleep.
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Chapter Summary

Vignettes and scars.
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Hob divides his life into eras with scars.  



In the very hefty book of personal history, it’s useful to have a handful of chapter markers to
refer to.  The scars readily available on his body, tactile artifacts to keep the time by.   Before
this system started, of course, there’s a distinct period of vague time that’s just “before” —
before 1389, before the White Horse and a thoughtless crack about dying and white planes in
soft light.  

“Hngh.”

“Good morning, ducks.”

“What.  Is good .  About it.”

Before is riddled with holes.  It’s recalled in pointillism, sort of.  Whole swathes of youth
distilled into speckles of foot-torn grass and half-rendered, red-cheeked faces.  The
occasional persevering detail, maybe –– the gap in the front teeth of his first love; or poorly
but doggedly braiding his younger sister Maud’s hair with May Day ribbons made of scraps
from old tunics; or the low Gaelic melody his mother would hum, thunking a knife into the
haunch of the day’s meat.  Most well-preserved is the splinter of a doorframe under his
cheek, the cloying smell of rot, and this sound, a long, guttural sound he didn’t know he was
capable of making, ripped out of him like tearing the stitches of his throat.  Being told to
spare himself –– to go, while his health was still with him, though he would have dug his
nails into the threshold and held.  Going, all the same.

“Well, you’re still functioning.  That’s something.”

“Hmmnh.”

“You’ve been alive since the dawn of conscious life, have you really never been hungover?”

“I have.  A few times.  I do not.  Like it.”

“Such is the price of your hubris, thinking you could outpace Deanna.”

The cataloged scars start in the after, as he’d dubbed it –– after the stranger.  Directly
following 1389 was the reign of blissful ignorance, the phase in which –– in spite of the
tremor in his gut thinking of the unknowable priest, the ox-blood of the ruby flaring at his
collared throat –– he had dismissed it all as an obscure attempt at either humor or conversion,
a veiled comment on his damned immortal soul or what have you.  This period was quite
brutally brought to an end some fifteen years later, after Hob had really begun noticed how
his surviving friends lamented their clicking knees and shot backs while he could still sprint a
mile,  when a bloke in a brawl pulled a dagger, slit him belly to ribs, and watched in abject
horror as Hob, two days later, bashed a stool over his head.  

The white line of that scar was the first and oldest resurrection –– it ran from his navel to just
beneath his sternum, like the mark of a surgery.  With his own blood humming restored in his
veins, even after they had carted him out of the pub with some of his guts loose, he had
watched the suspicion and the graying beards of his friends grow, and then watched the mud
slough over their bodies, long after he had fled their company for fear they would think him a



devil, or that, worse, they would hate him, would recoil from him not only in terror, but in
loathing.

“You need food.  And water.  Up and at ‘em.  I’d recommend eating a whole loaf of bread,
that’ll help.  I’ll run to the shops while you take a shower.  Cold shower, mind.”

“Hmphh.”  

Dream, who has Hob effectively pinned, one arm and half his body slung across Hob’s chest
and most of a leg roped around his, tightens his hold, and stuffs his face between Hob’s neck
and the pillow.  He’s always looked like he’d weigh about as much as a bird, all hollow
bones, but he’s rather inarguably dense, particularly thrown over Hob like this. 

Despite the impediment to his breathing, Hob finds it comforting.  Sternum to sternum, the
hum of Dream’s center runs in ripples through Hob’s body, from heart to heel.

“Sweeting, you cannot lie here and wallow all day.”

“I am.  Lord Shaper.  King and Master of Dreams.   I hold.  Creation.  In my fingers.
Acolytes and Nightmares have wept.  At the foot of my throne.”  The effect of his
grandiose declaration is a little undercut by how muffled it is –– he’s talking directly into the
pillow.

“That’s all well and good, ducks, but you still need to get up.”

“ No. ”

The first century was.  Hard.  From the first death on, the scars were the easiest way to
measure the unspooling years.  First to follow the center mark is the now-faint discoloration
of his left hand, a patch of lightened tissue encompassing pinky and ring finger in a mottled
spill running to the base of his palm.  

The readiest place to run in his dawning panic was isolation, sleeping in roadside ditches,
stealing from farms, sprinting from the profane wrath of shepherds when he made off with
whatever he could snatch and slaughter and burn enough to call cooked.  He didn’t live much
like a person for a long time.  He felt more like an animal, fleeing.  When he tries to think
about those years, they’re only recollected in broad strokes of a perpetually pounding heart
and a moment of disbelieving awe when, possessed by a fit of some reeling mania, he had
plunged his hand into the white embers of his campfire, seared half the flesh off to the bone,
blacked out from the pain, and come to some unknowable time later, with the black scabs
already peeling away to pink new skin.  

Along with the burn mark are the old paths of many knicks and scrapes, smatterings of white
blotches across the backs of his knuckles from hand-to-hand engagements.  When there
wasn’t food to steal, there was banditry –– desperate moments on storming nights, dragging
riders from their bucking mounts in the dark and the ready lash of rain, that would obscure
not only him but the faces of the bodies he hauled down to the silt and the gravel and looted
in the name of survival or maybe only in the name of displacing the gnashing, howling thing
in him that tore at his stomach and bones and hands just trying to understand what he was , if



he was even human any more –– and through speed and delusion he never really saw them,
kept them at arm's length, and drank down the ale without thinking too hard about the stain
on the coins in his pockets.  

And some time later, there was war to run to, his first war with guaranteed survival, the War
of the Roses.  He fought as a mercenary, swapping sides, and often fell into the front-line
infantry, as he had in the Caroline War in Burgundy.  At first he had hoped, vainly, that this
might be the easiest life for him.  He couldn’t die, and the paths of war were simple chains of
command, action and reaction, without having to think too deeply about what he’d been
made into.  But it wasn’t bearable.

On his right side, between ribs and hip, there is the mark of his first inarguable uneven
exchange of death –– the curving chisel stroke of an ax that had cleaved so deeply into his
torso he had felt the bite of iron on his spine.  

“Can’t you just, I dunno, de-corporealize and feel better?”

“The headache is a headache, ” says Dream sourly.  “ It is too late.”

“Would an Aspirin help?”

“I do not know.  I do not care.  Stop moving.”

The wielder of the ax had hardly been a boy, charging him on the torn plane, a boy raving
like a Bacchante and spattered in the blood of fallen friends and foes.  Hob remembers him
exactingly.  He had freckles, profuse freckles, a narrow blade of a nose, all his limbs still
knobbly joints and gangly like a colt, and he had sunk his ax into Hob’s body just above the
hip and Hob with adrenal force had brought his mace down over his head like the descending
hand of God.  The crack of it, his skull –– it was like poorly-fired ceramic.  The shards of his
bone and the wet slop of his brain had blanketed Hob’s chest as they both toppled, together,
hooked by each other’s weapons, down into the crushed grass.  

He had come to, gasping, pulled the blade from his side, passed out again, and awoken with
the boy’s body still laid across him, the caved head dripping black onto his cheek.  Hob was
half-stitched together, the wound already closing into a twist of scar tissue.  

He had awoken .  The boy had not.  

Death, before, had been a level plain.  Now it tilted away from him, and he looked down it,
and watched the blood run.

“One measly hangover and you’re reduced to this?  Come on, I thought you were an all-
powerful arcane entity.  I expected a bit more resilience.  This is very par for the course for us
lowly physical beings, you know.”

“Tonight.  I will make you dream.  Of what I feel now.  Then you will not be so.  So. 
Smug.”

“Smug?  You call me smug?  My douce amour , I’m the furthest thing from smug.”



In the mid-1470’s, dodging causing real fatalities while still trying to do enough to get paid
became impossible (and how much better was it, to only wound? when things festered on the
field, when sepsis got them anyway?), so he’d bailed on the war, thrown down his arms, and
moved to Westminster, where he’d fallen in with William Caxton.  Hob couldn’t read, but he
had a developing nose for business, and a strange sense that this press of his was work of
importance.  He’d helped line the type on Canterbury Tales , pulled the lever to bring the iron
plate down onto the paper, and when he had held the first pages, ink still black and wet, he
had suddenly felt that he had done something.  These years left him with a starburst all along
his left elbow, spilling outward onto bicep and forearm, from an August day when a failing
lever in the machinery had buckled and a steel slab had come down across his arm as he was
setting one of Aesop’s fables.  The splinters of bone had poked through the skin, and their
knitting back together had left a tangled mess of tendons that had twinged for the next
decade.  If he looks closely enough, he can see the gouged line of a few letters in the flesh of
his forearm, from when the type had cut into him under the weight.

And by then, it was getting close to the centennial — to the promised sit-down with what he
had then suspected might be the Devil.  He hadn’t known if it was faith in a contract that sent
him back to the White Horse, or something else, something flighty and hard to capture.  The
answer, of course, had been revealed in a bright flare upon second, shuddering sight of those
lordly black-draped shoulders — it had been hope that sent him there.  That had started him
drumming his fingers on the handle of his tankard, peering through the smoky air, waiting. 
Always, only, hope.

“Liar.”

“ Meine Liebe .”

“Cruel.”

“ A cheol mo chroí .”

“Terror.”

“ Mi tesoro. ”

“Bastard’s son.”

“Too easy.  Mon bichon .  Give up.”

“Hm.”  Hob can feel the movement of Dream’s smile against his neck.  

He tests the waters of movement –– he makes about a centimeter of progress before Dream
yanks him back with what could possibly be an actual growl.  Relenting, he weighs his
options.  He could insist on untangling himself –– breakfast, chimes his stomach, is very
appealing, as is a change of clothes, considering Dream had got him into bed well before he
could even get his blazer off –– or, he thinks, carding his fingers through the ruff of Dream’s
hair, watching the morning light paint the curve of his fine shoulder blades like an aurora
dawning over the Alps, he could simply not.



He decides to not.  The morning will wait.  The day will wait — the week, the month, the rest
of the year, it can all keep its distance for a time.  There are remarkable hurdles that have
been crossed, and more to come, undoubtedly, but for now, Hob decides, there’s this.  And
it’s more than enough.  

He kisses the crown of Dream’s head, and breathes in.  Dream smells like rum and sheets of
rain.  Hob listens to the hum, and watches the new light.

 

+++

 

The time passes in a way Hob isn’t used to, yet.  Maybe that’s what’s good about it.  It passes
like the good years once did –– he calls these the good years, too, in his mind, and they don’t
replace the good years that came before, but stand with and above them.  It’s all additive, as
he’s long since learned, all the bad and all the good alike.

“Christ, you’d think I was going off to be executed, the way you’re acting.”

“My.  Youngest sister.  Can be a challenge.  And I worry Desire might make a showing. 
They are.  Unpredictable.  And mannerless.  And despicable.”

Dream, in the bedroom, is dourly rifling through Hob’s dresser drawers, in search of Hob’s
wallet.  Hob is well aware his wallet is in the kitchen, under the day’s paper, but in lieu of this
little task, Dream would possibly be crawling up the walls, so Hob had offered him this to do
with his hands.  He’s learned the way the tension falls down Dream’s back when he’s
nervous, or stressed –– how it displaces at its fiercest into a totality of brooding stillness that
compounds itself –– and how the best way to get him back to society is to make him do
something besides sit and marinate.  So here he stands, leaning against the bathroom sink
finishing his shave, while Dream rattles through his belongings with frustrated purpose.

It’s March, and things are just beginning to remember how to be green.  The months in
between have felt like a punctuated blur of unabating wonderment, and Hob hardly knows
what to do with the volume of it, all the new things, once wanted and now given freely.  A
Halloween party with Hob as Van Helsing and Dream as a befittingly moody Dracula whose
wicked canines, it was revealed later, at home and in the dark, were actually very real, just for
the occasion.  The long early November walk, first of many, through the Dreaming’s chief
meadow –– who had a name, as Hob learned, and an encyclopedic knowledge of botany ––
where the violets and hostas and blue veronica would bloom in his steps.  Christmas, and the
ugliest sweater Hob could find, which Dream bore with the same beleaguered, long-suffering
air of a martyr, and which Deanna ruthlessly mocked him for.  Mornings, glowy and gold or
thundering with rain or quilted and snowy-white and chilly; the absences which, despite the
strange form of their timescales, hardly lasted more than a week or two, because there was no
reason they had to, no reason they shoulder; the interminable joy of dreaming and waking
and touch, things Hob couldn’t have imagined.  Things that were real .

“I can hold my own with them.  Done it before.”



“You should not have to tolerate their.  Insolent indiscretion.”

“Come on, what’s so bad about a little desire now and then?”

Dream’s sharp steps make for the kitchen –– Hob’s quest is soon to be completed.  Hob
finishes up his shave and washes the suds off his face.  He’s yet to get all the way dressed,
still in slacks and an undershirt.  For this evening he’s determined to make a good
impression.  It’s been a few weeks of tense negotiation with the involved parties (Death really
couldn’t make promises beyond trying her best, and Delirium was evidently hard to get a
hold of, and Hob had to figure out a three-day window when the weird passage of Dreaming-
time wouldn’t make him miss work days if time decided to go sideways), but tonight, Hob is
meeting the family, or as much of the family as has been dubbed permissible.

Dream appears over his shoulder in the mirror and drops the wallet victoriously on the edge
of the sink.

“Here.  As requested.”

“Thank you, ducks.”

Hob starts to turn, but Dream stops him, head just off axis, faintly frowning, with a hand
pressed lightly to his shoulder blades.  He runs his fingers down from the top of the bone to
where the curve of Hob’s undershirt begins.

“What are these from?”

“You’ll have to be a touch more specific.”

“The scars.  On your shoulder blades.  Both of them.”

Dream has been, slowly but surely, inquiring after the map of Hob’s many marks of living ––
Hob isn’t blind to Dream’s quiet stares, the brief instances his look will catch on the spray of
white across his elbow, the pale cross on the side of one thigh, even the little circlets at his
wrist.  But he rarely asks.  More often than not, he just observes, thoughtful, silent, and
moves on.

“Ah.  Those are from somewhere near 1670, give or take.  I was never too sure of the years,
in those days.”

Hob can track his periods of prosperity by the absence of scars to recall the years by.  After
1489, living in a high of glorious delight over playing cards and chimneys and a world in
which there was less and less desperate scrabbling, he had begun, for the first time in his life,
to turn enough of a monthly profit to invest.  He’d gone and tossed a portion of his funds into
the shipyards of Henry VIII, and then, buoyed by the rebounding of his usually zeal for
living, he’d taken up trying to learn the knack of immortality –– namely, by faking his own
death and fucking off to Italy.  The 1500s were his century, he decided.  He’d started learning
to read, at first via exposure at the press and then with the aid of a supremely patient monk at
Monte Cassino, who’d also cross-involved some Latin until Hob had gotten restless, circled
back to England to buy some properties and establish something of a forged Gadlen family



line, then gone off to Salcombe to be a fisherman.  There was no particular reason to go there,
other than the restless thing, the perpetually humming heels, that was tamed by the continual
instability of walking over water.  He wanted to accumulate experience, suddenly,
organically, find freedom in it.  He found it in salt spray and hauling nets, for a time, and
when he was done, the newly-created Sir Robert Gadlen stumbled at last from the storm of
two hectic centuries into the unexpected cove of Eleanor’s arms.

Those years had been mostly absent from injury –– there’s a thin slash across one calf from a
tangled line that sliced too deep, but after Eleanor, he was a man of society.  There was little
occasion for incurring grave enough wounds to leave anything that persisted.  It was only in
the darkening turn of the century that Hob was forced to remember, to relearn what it was
like to bleed and starve and howl and keep waking up.

Dream’s fingers against his skin are cool, like the layer of silver that turns glass to a mirror. 
Hob looks into the sink.  He watches the swirl of white foam bubble down the drain.

“I, ah, well, I’d lost my touch as a thief by then, at least,” he says lightly.  “I got sloppy, I
suppose.  Those were leaner years.”

“Hm.”

The 1600s had left their share of indelible marks.  The scratched crosses from crossbow bolts
–– one through his right shoulder and neck, and one through his left thigh –– from the
Glorious Revolution (God, he’d had atrocious luck, to be at Wincanton, one of the only
actual skirmishes of the whole bloody thing).  Parallel lines of half-moons along his
abdomen, from the repeated nights he had fallen asleep with his own nails clenched into his
stomach, because the pain was something different than the hunger, something he could sleep
through.  The banners down his shoulder blades, the set Dream has found, are the most
memorable.

He had been so hungry he thought there were ants in his stomach, under his nails, behind his
eyes, chewing him away.  He was dizzy and ravenous most of the time, and he lived these
days in flashes, so he was never quite sure how it happened.  In one moment, he was crept in
the open back door of a bakery, vying for either the unsold loaves or the coins under the
counter or anything that might be sold or traded, and in the next, like an avenging Fury, the
shop owner had him by his threadbare collar.  

It was another stroke of his ceaseless misfortune –– someone had been stealing from the
place for going on a month, and Hob was caught suddenly in the crossfire, left to the hands of
semi-vigilante justice.  The shopkeep’s son had a horse and a length of rope and a righteous
fury that wanted outlet, and Hob had nothing, no money to pay back the theft, no credence,
though he sword on the Holy Virgin that his hands were clean, and in the face of simple
crime and punishment what did his protests matter?  They’d bound his ankles and the horse
had canted down the cobbles in the falling night, and before it had dashed half his brains out,
the ride had scraped the skin and muscle clean off his back at every protruding bone.  

He had hardly remembered what had happened, when he came to, hardly thought about it
more than a moment –– awake, there was only the hunger to know again. 



“Got accused of stealing something or other –– mostly wrongfully, I might add –– and, ah,
well, shop owner and son had a taste for speedy revenge, so.  Got dragged a few blocks
behind a horse, then tossed in the gutter.  I was out for–– honestly, not sure how long.  Came
back, though.  As I’m wont to do.”  

He takes a breath, drums his fingers on the porcelain.  

“The 1600s were, ah, not my century.”

Dream is quiet.  He presses a hand to each of Hob’s shoulder blades, and follows the tattered
parallel ribbons of tissue.  His touch is so soft it’s something like reverence.

“When you awoke. ”  His voice is quiet.  “ Did you wish to live on?  Still?”

“I don’t know,” says Hob.  “I was just.  Hungry, mostly.”

“Hm.”

Dream’s hands linger on the scars a moment, then slide gently around Hob’s waist.  He settles
his face into the crook of Hob’s neck, kisses him at the point his neck meets his shoulder,
where a crossbow bolt once was fixed.

“You suffered more than your due.”

“Well, I don’t know.”

1689 had been like deliverance.  The beacon of the black and stoic marble, through the
spilled light of the White Horse, had been a clean bolt of lighting through him — it was the
first time he had known what a constant could be.

“Should we be off soon, then?”

“Soon.  Yes.” 

The fluff of Dream’s hair brushes against Hob’s jaw.  Hob tries to capture the feel of it, hold
it in the center of him, where it can’t be lost.

 

+++

 

Delirium is like –– a lot of things.  Hob meets her that March evening when she’s a puff of
colored smoke, solidifying into a girl with ferocious spikes of pink and orange hair and six
layers of a smile.  She’s an acid trip fit to beat Hob’s hazy days at Woodstock.  She’s on
Hob’s arm, and then floating in loops around his head, and then sat at the table with Death’s
hands like anchors on her shoulders.  Dream, slowly but surely relaxing now that he’s safely
on home turf with no sign of Desire, had watched her melting, wild-winged form with a new
brand of fondness, one Hob hadn’t seen before, that set his heart fluttering.



Dream holds his hand under the table.  Hob feels like he’s a stupid teenager again.

He likes the Dreaming, too, now that he’s getting to know it better.  Lucienne, from the first
formal introduction, had been like a newfound kindred spirit –– both for a shared love of
literature, and a shared love of making Dream’s life a little bit more difficult.  And this
dinner, already, she was in fine and gleeful form.

“It rained, ceaselessly , for upwards of a decade.”

“You can’t be serious. ”

“On my highest honor.”  

Lucienne seems delighted to finally be able to recount what appeared to be several centuries
of patient tolerance.  Dream looks like he wants to dissolve into the floor.  

“I’ve known the Dreamlord for centuries, and I tell you, I’ve never seen him brood quite so
dreadfully.”

“And he’s a champion brooder,” chimes in Death, lounging back in her seat, chomping on a
snack Delirium tossed her, which cycled through being a Faberge egg and a goldfish before
landing on an everything bagel.  “Broods like nobody else.  Stands on the balcony in a
thunderstorm getting soaked to the bone, lounges around in black robes gazing wistfully into
the mists, the whole nine yards.”

“I do not ‘gaze wistfully’.”

“Yes you do.”

“You do, m’Lord.”

“Yeah, all due respect, sir, shut up,” adds Matthew, perched by Death’s side, snapping up
dropped poppyseeds.

“ Broody brother,” snickers Delirium.  She’s wearing three leather jackets at once, before
she’s a negative photograph of Marilyn Monroe, before she’s a pile of smoldering autumn
leaves in a vaguely bipedal shape.

Dream gives Hob a baleful look.

“And you?  Will you turn on me as well?”

Hob returns his most innocent charm.

“Sweeting, would I ever betray you?”

Dream smiles, soft in the corners of his mouth.

“Hm.  I should know better than to doubt you.”



He kisses Hob’s knuckles.  Delirium makes a gagging noise.

“Not gonna lie, this is maybe worse than all the pining shit,” mutters Matthew.

Hob is certain that he and Dream do occasionally drive the Dreaming’s residents up the
walls.  Though he doubts they could complain about the weather –– there’s never a moment
Hob is there that the sun isn’t shining, that a breeze that smells like cedar and jasmine isn’t
wandering happily about.  But that’s the special privilege of lovers, Hob supposes, to make
everyone else a little nauseous, to be just a little delightfully selfish.

Dream gives Matthew a withering glare, which Matthew simply blinks at.

Delirium wafts into a pack of lithe green dragons and swarms into a girl cross-legged in front
of Hob’s seat.  She’s got braids like coils of rope cascading from her head and winding
around her bent knees, rotating through the total spectrum of colors, from crayon red to
ultraviolet.  One eye is green flecked with silver –– the other a blue so bright it’s like a tube
of neon.

“D’you like turtles?  I like their way of hiding and not hiding.  When I was a turtle I stayed
inside and thought about shapes, I spent a month under my shell inventing new geometry, 
look at this one.”

Delirium extends her cupped palms.  

“This is Beatrice she’s humidity and June-July shaped.”

Hob looks into her hands.  He’s not sure how he’s seeing the shape of the way light gets
through the steam rising from the sidewalks after a summer rain, but he’s looking at it, some
melty coil of unspun wool with edges made of dust motes, or something.  The more he tries
to decipher it, the more it gets away from him.

“That’s remarkable,” he says.  Delirium grins all the way from ear to ear.

“Thank you Hob.  Like Calvin and Hobbes, but just one.  I had tiger teeth once.”

She chomps on the air.  It splits in front of her like a ripe apple.  She laughs.

“Everything tastes lemon meringue here, big brother.”

“Don’t eat his whole kingdom, now,” teases Death.

“ I couldn’t swallow the whole beast.  Maybe some stars.”

Delirium scuttles in a pack of rabbits down the leg of the table and weaves through Dream’s
coattails.

“ I like you like this, brother.  Furry fluff like a marshmallow .”

“Hm.  Thank you, littlest.  I think.”



“High praise,” agrees Hob.  

Delirium wafts into the blue sky, one flock of burning parakeets.  Dream’s hand is still curved
in his, slim and steadfast, and Hob feels like he’s in the air.

 

+++

 

The days go fast and slow, in the way good days can.  March runs like melted wax off into
late spring and a sweaty midsummer where Dream, unimaginably, actually wears a short-
sleeved shirt (still black), and then fall has twined its tail around the days like a knit scarf,
and Hob finds that this new September is just as cool and lovely as the last.  The trees on
campus are airbrushed like flames on a hotrod, and the crispness turns to a nighttime chill
that makes the arms of his duvet all the more welcoming.  Hibernating creatures have it right,
Hob thinks –– it’s this time of year that starts to make a person want to curl up and sleep.

It’s been a little over a week since he’s last seen Dream, but when the first day of the new
term, in all its mania, is finally done, and his head hits the pillow, he opens his eyes to an
autumn sun draped over his shoulders, and a familiar face is stood before him, smiling.

“Hello, Hob.”

“Hello,” smiles Hob.  

Dream is always more of himself in the Dreaming –– something akin to taller, though his
height doesn’t change (unless he’s making a point, which he does sometimes, the arse).  It’s
like he’s pushing at his edges a bit.  The dark spill of the one cosmic eye has greater depths, a
brighter inner light.  The hems of his clothes waft into little curls and tongues of shadow,
particularly his coattails, flaring into fractals at his heels.

“Walk with me?”

Hob offers a gracious half-bow.

“Lead the way, m’lord.”

Dream’s smile tilts.  He extends his hand.

“Come then, farm boy.”

Hob, grinning, takes the offered hand.  They walk in well-practiced step.  It’s a small thing, to
know the best way to walk beside someone.  But it’s good, that it’s known.  More than good. 
Hob, for all his trying, can’t find the words.  For now, he lets the words be, and feels the sun.

He’s walked the weaving meadow of Fiddler’s Green many times, now, but it’s different
every time.  Not so much a changing of seasons, really, but there’s a rotation of the foliage
and terrain.  Today (tonight?) the meadow is turned to a forest of sycamore and ash trees, and



through their leaves the light is dappled as a doe’s flank, spotted against the pale green
undergrowth.  The ground is lush with flowers, as ever –– ruffly pink carnations, Peruvian
lilies in goldenrod and ruddy magenta, impossible swathes of blue orchids turning their faces
towards the branches above.  

They walk quietly, for a time.  Hob listens to the movement of the air through the leaves, the
twitter of larks and mockingbirds.  They pass between the trunks into a flatter grove riddled
with forget-me-nots, and Hob tugs at Dream’s hand to get him to stop.

“I want to see if I remember something.”

“Hm?”

Hob kneels in the grass and plucks a handful.  They stay fresh in his fingers as he situates
himself against the trunk of a stoic tree.  Dream looks down at him, curious, painted in the
mottled patches of yellow light.  The tails of his coat ripple like liquid night around his
ankles.  The darker lines of him, his spiked hair and severe cheekbone, diffuse into the lattice
of the light, and Hob smiles up at him, because there’s a lot of language in the world, and not
a jot of it could say all he wants to now.

“Sit?”

Dream sits.  He rarely leaves spaces between them anymore –– when he settles beside Hob,
there are continuous lines of contact, arm to arm, hip to hip, knee to knee.  Hob fiddles with
the stems of forget-me-nots, trying to recall a muscle memory from almost six centuries prior.

“For May Day, my younger sister, she used to strong-arm me into braiding her hair with
these.  I got to be alright at making little chains for her.”

“Death told me.  You had sisters.”

“Two.  Maud was, ah, a year younger –– but you’d think she was an old maid, with how
serious she was all the time, like a grizzled old philosopher –– and Matilda was two years
older.”

He weaves the stems thoughtfully.  The feel of how to do it is still buried in the bones of his
fingers –– they’re finding their way again.  Around them, Hob is starting to pick up the
beginnings of some faint harmony, but it’s just on the edge of hearing.  It rings, faintly, in
resonance with the tone of Dream, always a little louder in this place.

“Matilda and I didn’t get along very well.  She used to berate me for getting into fights all the
time –– which, I really wasn’t brawling, it was just what we did for fun, you know, a scuffle
to break up a long day.  But she was kind.  She took care of the chickens, gave all of them
names.  Went and named the worst one after me, of course.  The one that was always running
at you and squawking and pecking your hands.”

He secures another flower in the chain.

“I figure Death knew them from the Plague, right?” he asks softly.



“Yes. ”  Dream leans his head closer to Hob’s, watching him work at the little chain.  “ She
told me she recognized you, in the White Horse.  From then.”

Hob finishes off the flowers he’s picked, and holds the chain in his flat palms.  He thinks of
the smell of the sickness.  His sisters’ faces, purple and pallid.  The mud.  

“It’s a wonder I didn’t meet her then myself,” he says.  “I didn’t want to go.  My mother
practically threw me out of the house.  She was sick then too.  I didn’t see her, again, after I
left.  I don’t think I ever went back there.”

Dream is quiet a moment, contemplating the chain of powder blue flowers.

“I do not know how you managed it, ” he says at last.  “ Without a place to return.”

He looks off into the glade, which widens into a little clearing, bounded by stalks of iris.  The
breeze smells like almond blossoms, and greenness itself.

“I would be adrift without the Dreaming, ” says Dream.  “ Though it is myself, in part, it
is also.  Home.”

Hob looks over at Dream, and learns his profile all over again –– the straight point and
narrow angle of his nose, the plane of his chin, the way the corners of hair fall around his
ears. 

“It was hard.  The first century was hard.  I didn’t know what I was.”

Dream turns back towards him.  There are only a few scant inches between their faces, and
Hob could trace out each individual curl of Dream’s lashes, the fine lace of shadows they cast
on the plane beneath his eyes.

“It got better, after our second meeting.  I still didn’t know what I was, what you were, what I
was doing, but I stopped feeling afraid about it.  The meeting, it was–– that was the thing I
could hold on to.  That helped.”

“Hm.”

Dream lays his head against the trunk of the tree.

“Do you miss them?  Your sisters?”

Hob shrugs.

“I don’t know.  I mean, I do.  I miss them.  But they’re always around, you know?”

He holds up the little chain of forget-me-nots.

“Still here.”

He lays the braided flowers around Dream’s neck, draped like a rosary.  



There’s an inarguable melody playing from the grass, now, sweet as a tune remembered only
in the faint grandeur of nostalgia, like a distant rising sun.  It’s got the gentle meter of a waltz,
and its movement cants and sways with swells of violas.

“What’s the tune?”

“Hm.”  Dream tilts his head. “An old song.  This place sings it, sometimes.  It is many
pieces of dreamers’ songs, from the beginning.”

He rises to his feet, and, for a moment, fixes his gaze on the ground.  

“Sometimes there is the voice of my son in it, ” he murmurs.   “ Sometimes not.  It
changes.  I most often let it lie.  It is most lovely as it is.”

The tune rises and falls, like a ribbon of poured cream.  After a few bars, Dream turns back,
the little mouth-corner smile reborn, and holds his hand down to Hob.

“Do you dance?”

Hob takes the hand, lets Dream pull him up to his feet.

“I do.  I was a society man, you know.  I’ve danced my share of waltzes.”

“Hm.” Dream twines their fingers and tucks his other hand around Hob’s waist. “Did you
dance them well?”

“Arguably.  You’d have to ask my partners.  Or you could just see for yourself.”

Dream huffs a breath of a laugh, and as Hob settles his hand on his shoulder, he steps them
into motion.

Hob has to scramble a bit to remember the patterns of the motion –– it’s not particularly
complicated (thank the Lord) but there hasn’t been much waltzing done since the 1700s, so
he would say he’s out of practice.  He makes a few stumbling steps at the start, which set
Dream smirking in that insufferably bemused way of his.

“I’m used to leading,” protests Hob.

“Mh-hm.”

“Stop it, stop being smug, you’re throwing me off my rhythm.”

Dream leans in a bit and kisses him, sweet and short.

“You had rhythm to start with?”

“Shut up.  Arse.”

Now that he’s been so lovingly slighted, Hob is determined to get it right, and he does, after a
time.  It’s an easy motion to fall into –– once settled, it’s almost as natural as breathing, and



eventually, it softens into something of a slow dance, cheek to cheek and chest to chest.  The
peace of it, in a light that’s beginning to glow like mid-afternoon, is like nothing Hob could
put to speech.  He lets the hum of the place, of Dream’s proximity, run through him, like it’s a
part of his own blood.

“Been a good year, yeah?” he says.  The breeze is still, curled sleeping.  Against the faint and
ephemeral music, their footfalls are silken shuffles on the grass.  

Dream, smiling, kisses Hob on the corner of his jaw.

“A good year.”

Hob bows his head into Dream’s shoulder.  Forget-me-nots have almost no fragrance, but
with his nose this close to the chain still circling Dream’s neck, he gets their faint scent ––
transparent as chiffon, something almost like the smell of cool water.

Chapter End Notes

every day I wake up. thinkin abt hob and his six centuries of injuries. about how he
could mark the good years by not having scars to tell them by. the bad years by their
profusion. yeah.

had a long convo w my homie abt wanting to waltz and that plus the song really wrote
the whole last scene. I bet hob is an enthusiastic dancer. whether or not he's good, jury's
out, but I bet he's sure having fun. thinking about flowers also. lotta thoughts. thinkin
em.

as the saying goes -– thank u all for reading :) <3
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Chapter Summary

A visit to an old place. The older scar. Something like an ending.
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“How are you not sweltering?”

“I am.  Fine.”

“It’s June in Florida and you’re dressed for a couture runway in the Arctic.”  

Dream glowers, though he knows it’s lacking in real venom.  Few glaciers, he imagines,
could survive the bombardment of that burning hydrogen grin.  There has always been
something coronal about Hob, a perpetual radiation of hot photons humming from his
shoulders and through the lines of his teeth.  Dream, in certain lights, with his less literal eye,
can almost catch it –– a solar flare arcing under Hob’s skin, between his ribs, or across his
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fingers as they curve beneath Dream’s chin.  He would hold that smoldering thing like a pearl
under his tongue, if he could, let it melt and run as plasma down his throat.

“Which is not to say you don’t look dark and mysterious and dashing, of course,” adds Hob,
with utmost sweetness and an attempted peck on Dream’s cheek.  Dream dodges, raising his
most impetuous eyebrow.

“Hm.  I am not so easily fooled by your flattery.”

It’s a different year –– 2017 –– but the sweetness of things has stayed the same, or if it has
changed, it has only aged like a good vintage, learning new subtleties of patient flavor.  The
sun is just an orange rind laid on the tumbled blue organza of the water, and its sliver pours a
spectrum of color over the torn clouds.  With its indistinct edges, it reminds Dream of Monet,
the impressionist blurs and strokes of his artist’s dreams –– tender water lily pink, silhouette
teal, butter yellows against the fine architecture of cathedrals in the dawn.  The boardwalk
they pass through now is a once-experienced chaos of garish light and sound, and Dream has
chosen now to plunge himself into it again, armed better, with both his first unexpected
fondness for it and, newly, with the warm hand whose stable fingers twine with his own.

Hob, master of his craft, is all puppy-dog innocence and a smile fit to melt marble.  He slides
a hand around Dream’s waist and tugs him close, knocking their sides together.

“My most artful paramour, do I flatter in speaking the truth?”

“Your silver tongue is doubtless forked.”

“Only run through with adoration, my heart.”

Dream lets loose the quirk of a smile, a faint tilt of his head.  

“Adoration, Hob Gadling?  That carries weight.”

Hob slips his hand free to curl in Dream’s own.  He raises it to his lips, presses a courtly kiss
to Dream’s hand.

“I have always been your acolyte.”

Dream feels that warm thing ignited in his core again.  It builds arteries in his self-
manufactured body, insists on forging a rabbit’s pulse to run through his forearms.  Hob
unfailingly draws this wrenching need out from him –– this yearning to close the distance
between himself and the physical, the human.  His love and revulsion have always made
strange, searing bedfellows.  The body he constructs, barely vassal to his will, it is all sweat
around the collar, ceaseless panting and saliva, and he despised it for a century –– it’s
faltering lungs, it’s hungering skin.  Loathed it for its shaking demands.

And still, here, with the kiss of that mouth pressed to the tender ridge of his knuckles and so
fiercely felt –– unasked, he would willingly build this cage of tendons again.  He would raise
the walls of bone and blood in the name of it.  His breath is high in his throat, and Hob, so
easy in his gesture of unbearable fealty, lifts his head, only smiling.



Hob entangles their fingers again, palm molded to palm, and they walk in step along the
strip.  The rabble swarms as loosed bees among booths of cheap, cheerful prizes and clusters
about the hive, a post-industrial Bacchanal of an arcade pealing with interminable bells and
the whoops and yelps of competition, defeat, victory, leveled only into high and unfettered
cries.  It smells of a thousand soda-stained breaths and frying fat, rich as an otter’s pelt.  Hob,
in a rumpled short-sleeve t-shirt that has seen better decades, has missed a patch of stubble on
his jaw and smells faintly of sweat ––  a line of it glitters as a seal between his neck and the
dark hair at its nape, and it slicks his hands and stains under his arms — and Dream is
irredeemably in love with him.

“When I first saw this place, ” says Dream, “ I wished to bring you here.”

“Daytona Beach?”  

Hob turns his face in profile, gazing up into a neon sign advertising ice cream and
entertainments.  The straight plane of his brow, the curve of his aquiline nose, the lines of his
lips and chin like a finely carved cornice  –– all are haloed in of a pink bright as the petals of
a French rose.  Dream wonders at his second sight, that amidst all this cavalcade of sound
and fury, he might find a sudden still chime in this.  Something small as the reflection of the
spokes of the Ferris wheel against the furred brown of Hob’s eye.

“Funny,” says Hob.  He’s got a faraway, unfocused tilt to his expression.  Dream has learned
this look well.  It steals onto Hob softly and often, summoned by unpredictable oddities ––
burnt fennel, a brittle copy of The Aeneid , coils of rope –– and Hob tends to hide it so swiftly
that were Dream’s watch not so keen he would have only caught its tail, elusive and well-
versed in being hidden.  Dream has captured and cataloged it, by now.  It’s the look of
memory.

“Hm?”

Hob shakes his head, dismissing it.  The crowd moves around them as though they are only a
bit of stone in a stream.  There’s anonymity in it.  Dream gives Hob’s hand a squeeze, and
they pass through packs of sunburned tourists and sticky-faced children bearing cotton candy
like standards, unnoticed, only another two figures to be met and lit at a distance, quickly
forgotten by the bright and young cacophony.  

“Tell me.”

Hob detours their path towards a stand selling funnel cakes.  In line, looking askance at the
menu’s many indulgent offerings, he clears his throat.

“Ah, just, funny sort of coincidence, I mean.  I knew a GI in the war –– ah, World War Two
–– who lived right around here.  Town called Astrid, Astor, I think?”  Hob pauses, brow
furrowed, then shrugs.  “Doesn’t much matter.  Bloke by the name of Kirk, Sam Kirk.  Knew
him all of a week or so, when the Americans were shacked up with us trying to cross the
Rhine.  March of ‘45.  Operation Plunder, they called it.”

Once the initial barrier — recollection, or fear of discovery, perhaps — is crossed, the words
always start to run a little freer, and Hob steps with ease into the act of narration.  He’s all



stories, stacked and bound, and Dream likes to listen.  This is perhaps the simplest statement
of what he loves about Hob.

They shuffle forward in the line.  Hob starts patting at his pockets for his wallet.

“They had this smokescreen going, so the Germans couldn’t keep track of all the manpower
moving in.  It was like living in, in dryer lint.  The stuff smelled like ash and pure diesel, got
right into your lungs if you breathed too deep.  It was an orderly mess, really, unloading,
organizing, waiting for the orders, wading through the fog.  Everything looked —
insubstantial.  Like everyone was ghosts already.”

It’s a curious thing, how expressive the lines of Hob’s face are.  Dream could study the
minutiae contained in the faint culvert from the beveled edge of his nostril to the dimple of
his cheek, the language compressed in its alterations of depth and shallowness.  Even the
twists of the corners of his mouth speak without speaking.  In this body that so often would
disobey him, whose racing whims he must stifle and reign with a foam-spattered bit, Dream
finds a unique beauty in Hob’s unified front –– the way the whole of Hob can speak in
layered texts.

They reach the front of the line.  Hob orders a funnel cake doused in powdered sugar (he
stipulates, in fact, that they should put extra), and gives Dream a grin.

“And another with all the fixings,” he requests.  “The whole nine yards.”

What emerges, on a paper plate slid across the pockmarked counter, is a monstrosity, by
Dream’s reckoning.  It’s a slew of chocolate sauce and whipped cream and sliced strawberries
red as the tender inside of a mouth, burying a tangled knot of fried dough still hissing with
oil.  Dream considers it with trepidation.  Hob has already recklessly torn a strip off his own
less intimidating order –– almost immediately, he drops it back on the plate, cursing gleefully.

“Fuck! Christ above, that’s hotter than hellfire.”

 Without a second thought, he picks it up much faster and tosses it in his mouth all the same. 
Dream has to bite down on his smile, and he realizes, then, that there’s no need.  He lets it be,
lets it free across his face.  Hob sputters, chews in snaps, and swallows, laughing.

“Jesus, Mary and Joseph.  Think I seared my tastebuds off.”

“You could have.  Waited?”

“No no, it’s better when it burns.”  Hob hoists the plates onto his palms, and trots them over
to a picnic table.  Dream follows after him, looking at the antique statue drapery of his shirt
over his shoulder blades, the softened point of his bent elbows, one the warm tan of his skin,
the other paled in a cap of scar.  

Hob, settling into his seat, slides Dream’s near-ludicrous plate towards him, and takes another
fingertip-searing bite of his own.

“You had this before?”



“No.  Though it was.  Recommended to me.  Once.”

“Go on, then, try it.  It’s practically sacrilegious.”

Dream thinks about it.  He digs his fingers, delicately at first, into the edge, and already his
hand is smeared with chocolate and sticky sugar.  There’s more resistance than he’d
anticipated –– he has to succumb to brutality, yank a winding section free, sloppily folding a
slice of strawberry into its mess of tubes and whipped cream, and stuff it in his mouth before
the whole affair goes to pieces.  It’s hot, enough to singe his tongue, but the heat is like a
flavor of its own, a thing that tastes like licking a nickel-plated string.  It’s summer-sweet in
the song of strawberry, moody as a moor with the low tone of chocolate, bedded into the
tooth of the dough and the gasp of the whipped cream, and sometimes, like now, taste is a
thing he discovers as violently as the first bite of toast after his captivity.  He chews it with
solemnity and wonderment, and lets it all stampede through him, relearning synaesthesia. 

“Brilliant, isn’t it?”

“Mh-hm,” concedes Dream, mouth already full of his second bite.

“Hit a county fair when I was bumming around Pennsylvania for a few weeks, road tripping
after the 60’s, had this for the first time, swear it was like a bloody revelation.”

Hob pulls free a coil and takes a bite, looking out into the crowd and past it, to the ocean on
the other side of the railings.  He’s quiet a few minutes, watching the water.  Dream watches
Hob.

“So, ah, Sam Kirk.”  Hob tears off another chunk.  “Bloody loudmouth, that lad, bit of a
buffoon, and as much ill-intent as a Labrador retriever.  We were camp neighbors, our
divisions, and there wasn’t much to do for a stretch besides smoke and shoot the breeze, so
we got friendly.  This,” he gestures at the long stretch of boardwalk with his piece of funnel
cake, “had just opened, right before the war started, and, I don’t know, he’d made some
pilgrimage with his sweetheart right before he’d shipped off.  Talked about this place like it
was his holy city.”

There’s a melancholy smile playing at his lips.  The music of the carnival is all calliopes and
tambourines turned frayed through speakers, keeping clashing time with competing strains
from each booth and vendor, but there’s an insulating quality to the dimming sky and the
picnic table’s threadbare umbrella.  Hob’s voice, though it should be drowning, sounds
among the racket with total clarity.  Dream wonders if this is a trick of Hob’s doing, or
something of his own, a way that love might train attention.  He takes another bite of his own
funnel cake, at first attempting neatness, then, slowly, worrying about it less.

“He kept a picture of his girl, a little dog-eared portrait, under the inside band of his cap.” 
Hob frowns a bit.  “God, she was the only thing he talked about, and I still can’t remember
her name,” he murmurs.  “Carol.  Catherine.  Casey.  Something.”

The sun, at last, gives out and bubbles into the water, but the sky still holds its dyed colors.



“Anyway, we, ah, crossed near Wesel together once the offensive started.  Didn’t get far
before he went down in the water.  Machine gunners.  Bullets through the gut and the right
lung.  I was a field medic, you know.  Spread a bit thin, most of the time.  All the medics
always were.  You, you learned to just, know, when you couldn’t help someone.  Couldn’t
help him.”

He drums his idle hand on the splintered tabletop.  

“Got my hip blown through by a shell about a month later, near the Mulde, when the Allies
were aiming to take Leipzig, and shipped off back to merry England.  Bone regrowth aside,
the shrapnel was hell, let me tell you.  Might still have some in me.”

Dream knows this scar.  It’s not one of the handful he’d now asked after, but he’d seen it and
traced its meandering shape— a comet-tail flaring across his left hip, enmeshed in a
smattering of short white lines and miniature crosses, like a nebula made of flesh.  

“All that to say,” says Hob, flattening his fidgeting hand against the tabletop, “it’s just,
funny.  Funny that we both know this place, that you, you brought me here.  Somewhere
between coincidence and fate, isn’t it?”

“The Fates are.  Notorious.  For such habitual obscurity, ” agrees Dream.  He gazes at the
whipped cream on his fingers.  Distantly, laughter wafts from the Ferris wheel, down from its
peak.  “ But I have often wondered.  How much they truly direct, and how much is. 
Happenstance.”

“Hm.”  

Hob appraises the painted stands, the darkening sky washed in candy colors, the interminable
laughing mass that roils around them.  In the absence of words, he reaches across the space
between them and takes Dream’s hand, smears and all, and runs his thumb over Dream’s
palm.  When he at length turns his face towards Dream, it bears his tilted smile, the one that
crinkles one dark eye more than the other. 

“You know, maybe things like this, like us both knowing this place and winding up here —
maybe that’s just the nature of it all.  That it’s all just, degrees of separation.  Everything
touching everything else.”

The salt breeze ruffles at Hob’s hair.  It’s longer, now, cropped just at his shoulders —
reminiscent of past centuries, a bit, but decidedly still a new iteration.  Dream has a seizing
feeling down the center of his chest, a little beast whose eager twist he’s known many times
before, who has learned to welcome.  It is a good thing, he thinks.  It is a good thing.

“Sort of lovely, I think.”

“Lovely,” echoes Dream, and his face has learned in part how to smile without strain again,
so he does, because he could not contain it if he wished.  

Hob’s asymmetries are awash in spilled pigment from the boardwalk lights, and Dream sees
them double –– the pronounced dimple in one cheek in one eye, the arch of a sunspot around



his jaw in the other.

“Hm.  Lean in a bit, ducks.”

Dream obliges.  Hob closes the gap and kisses him, and his mouth tastes like magma, like
powdered sugar and oil.

Hob pulls back, grinning like a cat post-canary.

“You had a bit of chocolate sauce,” he remarks innocently.  “Couldn’t have the Lord of the
Dreaming strolling about with chocolate sauce on his noble face, eh?”

“Of course not.  How unbecoming.”

He sits back down again, shredding the last of his funnel cake into manageable ribbons.

“How’d you end up here, first time around?”

“When my realm was first.  Healing.  There were denizens missing.  Fiddler’s Green
among them.  I found him here.”

“Hm.  Does seem like a place he’d like.”

“He told me he had wished to.  Live among humanity.  Learn it and know it better.”

Dream pauses.  Even now, the parts of him that ask for air seem faintly like strangers huddled
at the threshold.  There are names he has yet to learn.  Ways of being that still elude him.  He
considers the texture of the table — gritty in the splintered divots, crackled where the paint
remains — and tries to embed it into the whorls of his fingertips.

“I am.  Not sure I understood him.  Then. ”  

Hob sops up the slurry of half-dissolved sugar and grease on his paper plate with the final
piece of his cake.  Dream pops a strawberry slice, ruffled with whipped cream, into his
mouth, and lets it lie on his tongue, as though it might dissolve into just the airy color of itself
and coat his molars like an anointing oil.

“It’s a choice, for you, isn’t it?  You, you have to choose to be, ah, material?”

“Yes.  Yes and no.  It is a thing I.  Control.  But not always a choice.  And once I am. 
Corporeal.  It is a fickle thing to manage.”

“Do you like it?” asks Hob.

Dream thinks about it.  He chews another strawberry slice, pressing it to the roof of his
mouth.  It’s warm and taffeta and fleeting.

“I have.  Grown to.  Yes.”

He bites down on the strawberry.  Its juice runs along his gums.



They sit together in a moment’s silence.  It’s hardly a silence, in this place, but it lies just as
easy.  After it passes, Hob folds up his plate and stands.

“Right then.  Given your standing as arcane ruler of the collective unconscious, think you
could find it within your vast powers to win me one of those horrid stuffed bears at the ring
toss?”

“Why.”

“Oh, well, if you can’t ––”

Dream stands, chin raised, mirth in the corners of his eyes.  Hob stares him down, all
challenger, and hardly bats an eye.

“You suggest that I lack the skill for a simple game of dexterity?”

“ Bichon , I suggested no such thing.  I only meant that if you’re unable ––”

“Enough of your insults.  You will rue your words soon enough.”

“I highly doubt I’ll be doing any such rueing.”

“Your hubris will be your downfall.”

Hob chucks his plate in the nearest bin, and extends a hand to Dream.  In one eye, he is the
aura of a star –– in the other, in different lines, he is the same thing.  Hob waits, hand
outstretched, as though it is the most natural thing to do.

“Come on, then.  Back up all your fancy words, why don’t you?”

Dream takes his hand.  It’s like holding the sun in cupped palms.

He wins three of the stuffed bears, actually.

+++

 

And there are parts of his life that Hob Gadling wishes he could hold in his hands.  

“Hello, Hob.”

“They found lazurite in her teeth !”

“Who?”

As the year had grown into plurals, the scales of he and Dream’s respective versions of
immortality had asserted a new sort of median.  They saw each other often, but in cycles. 



Dream would spend a few days in the waking world –– soft and golden mornings in Hob’s
covers, breakfasts and markets and Deanna’s ribbing through every faculty affair permitting a
plus one, because when Dream was there, Hob wanted Dream where he was, always.  And
when he wasn’t there, Hob had his life, bright as ever, to leap into anew with the comfort of a
more stable undergirding, a realization that there were always familiar steps traveling the
circle back.  However long the arc of that circle was, it didn’t much matter –– it was there.  It
started and ended at his threshold.  There was someone who knew him –– or, if he was still
learning, could know him –– in entirety, without balking at the breadth, without turning. 
Someone always on the way home.

He tilts his head back until the crown of it collides with Dream where he has appeared, in a
curtain-rustle swish that Hob has learned the sound of like his own name.  His head rests just
below the arch of Dream’s ribcage, carved out under his thin black shirt.  

Dream looks down at him in consternation.  Hob holds aloft his laptop excitedly, loosely
gesticulating with it.

“A research team was doing excavations at a women’s monastery in Dalheim –– Germany ––
and they found this pigment, this lapis lazuli residue, in, ah––”

He ducks his head back down to check the test on the screen, readjusting his reading glasses.

“Ah, here, it’s, it’s, right, ‘the discovery of lapis lazuli pigment preserved in the dental
calculus of a religious woman in Germany radiocarbon-dated to the 11th or early 12th
century’.”

“Hm?”

Dream bends to rest his chin on Hob’s head, laying his arms loosely around his neck.  There’s
an enclave of muffled air formed by the inward curve of Dream’s shoulders and the fall of the
fabric of his lapels around Hob’s upper arms.  Within it sings the hum, made a second pulse
in his own chest.  Hob sinks into it, almost with a sigh, like it’s the hearthside at the end of a
traversed downpour.

He’d become something of a regular in the Dreaming, on friendly terms with its residents,
though a handful may have just been paying dues to try and bend Dream’s ear by secondhand
means.  Matthew popped in on Hob’s classes now and again, thoroughly cementing Hob’s
reputation as the most charmingly esoteric professor on campus, and sometimes supervised
(more for the sake of hanging out) when he wandered the Dreaming while its lord was
occupied.  Lucienne –– after some sweet-talking, a promise of solidarity against Dream’s
“occasional unbearable melodrama”, and an oath sworn over a series of arcane tomes that
he’d be on best behavior –– consented to let him loose in the library. Among the dustless,
preserved volumes, he found The Recuyell of the Historyes of Troye , the first book Caxton
ever printed, and, close by, on the same shelf, an original first printing of The Canterbury
Tales .  He had held in his hands, real and rough, and recognized it, remembered the weight
of the type blocks as he’d set the first line, not knowing what it said, only matching up the
shapes –– 

Whan that Aprill, with his shoures soote, the droghte of March hath perced to the root…



And Dream was there, when called.  He was there.  This, above all things, made it easier for
Hob to watch him leave.  He came back.

“So, this, well, it’s a lot of things.  Namely, it’s perfect for my spring course on color in the
Medieval world, but also, it, it’s––”

Hob closes his laptop lid.  He always gets this need to move his hands when enthusiasm
strikes.  He drums his fingers on it, beating out a marching drum.

“They go through a handful theories as to how the pigment got there, but the most likely one
is that this woman worked on illuminated manuscripts, and, and she accumulated this
pigment in the plaque of her teeth because she licked her paintbrush.  As she was painting,
you know, to, to get a finer point.”

“I see.”

“Isn’t that just–– Chrissakes, isn’t that bloody unbelievable?”

Hob slides his laptop onto the coffee table and tosses his reading glasses on top, then leans
back, taking Dream’s face between his hands and gazing up at him.  Dream has a fond curl of
a smile on his face, and were he not too occupied with this paper, Hob would’ve liked to kiss
it off him.

“We, we know how color economies worked, how these manuscripts were made, because this
one woman licked her paintbrush enough to get lapis stuck in her teeth.  And it’s just, such an
absurd little gesture –– an artist fiddling with their brush in their mouth, trying to get a
cleaner edge –– and we know that she did it.  God’s wounds.  We know that she painted with
this particular shade of blue, and that she licked her paintbrush.”

Hob passes his thumbs over the planes beneath Dream’s eyes.  The white firmament of
starfire blazes plain in one iris, and the other is no less lovely for lacking it.  He can’t put it to
words, really –– the wonder of knowing that the gestures of being human are consistent.

“It’s, it’s like –– it’s not so much that history is doomed to repeat itself, right?  It’s that we’re
always the same.  That the things that move us, the habits of us, great and small, those all
stay the same.  Parts of us don’t ever change.”

He slides his hands up to card his fingers through the points of hair around the delicate shells
of Dream’s ears, palms pressed to his flat, cool cheeks.

“That’s–– it’s glorious.  Awesome in the antique sense.”

“That we cannot change?”

“Not that we can’t –– that pieces of us don’t.  That there are fundamentals.  Constants.”

“Constants,” murmurs Dream.

There’s something unreadable in his eye, but it’s an opening thing, and Hob waits it out. 
Often, when Dream turns this shade of impenetrable, it’s the process of arranging something



cosmic into language.  There’s a lexicon of millenia that requires translation, and Hob has
learned that his permanent patience is useful here.

But no words are forthcoming –– instead, Dream closes the space between them and presses
a kiss to Hob’s mouth, upside-down, his chin bumping at Hob’s nose.  He lingers there, a
moment, another, and when he at length pulls back, Hob finds something like reverence in his
eye.  It turns the screws in his sternum and gut a little tighter.

“Unexpected visit, love.”

“Is it an inopportune time?  If you are working––”

“Not at all.  I was planning on knocking off for the night.  Just wondered if there was an
occasion.”

“I had a spare moment.  I wished to see you.”

Hob smiles.  “Good enough, then.”

It’s January of 2019.  There’s snow against Hob’s window panes in miniature drifts, and
outside, in the overcast night, the streets settle under the quilted white, just hibernating
creatures.  In lieu of stars, the fat flakes of snow pass through the streetlamps and sparkle,
briefly, like falling comets.  Winter’s silence is a muff of fox-fur.  Hob has spent a quiet
afternoon plotting out the arc of his spring semester courses, or falling into rabbit holes like
the dental pigment paper, and when he shifts positions, the bones of his spine crack like a
bent straw.

“I’m glad you’re here.” He pulls away fully to stretch his arms over his head.  His shoulders
pop in succession.  Briefly, he considers getting up –– but instead, he flops sideways onto the
cushions into something adjacent to reclining, looking up at Dream, who straightens, palms
curled around the back of the sofa.

For a few minutes, they regard each other in silence.  The lights are low in Hob’s flat.  He’d
been at the reading on his laptop so long that he’d hardly bothered to turn anything on, and
now the only glow is a diffuse trifecta –– the haze of the streetlamp outside the window, the
pale reflection of light off new snow, and the wispy glow of Dream’s eye like a far-off beacon
over the sea.  

“Thanks,” Hob adds gently.

Dream tilts his head.  He doesn’t need to ask the question –– as Dream has, slowly, haltingly,
learned to say things plainly, Hob has learned to find the speech in silence.

“For stopping by.  It’s––”  

He stops.  In the dark, Dream is a stranger shape, less bound by the borders of reality.  The
less his details can be seen, the less they seem to feel a need to constrain themselves.  The
architecture of his face becomes impressionist and starkly angular; the black of his coat and
clothes runs readily into the shadows, filling into their space, becoming larger than itself; his



loosely curled fingers are long and slender and this side of uncanny.  He’s something
different, surpassing, and Hob has unfailingly found this oddness beautiful.  Dream is not like
him, not like anyone he has known, or, he imagines, will know.  He is a concept compressed
into shoulders canted like Roman sculpture, all things told and retold for the sake of their
telling, and all of this, the warp and weft of language’s intent, is stood here, in his living
room, packing itself into a form of size and composition fit for Hob to hold in his arms.  It is
a gift so remarkable he can’t understand how he merits it.

“It’s hard to watch you go, sometimes,” he finishes at last.  “This helps.”

Hob blinks.  With a whisper of breath, Dream is gone and reappearing half-sprawled on top
of Hob, filling the narrow space between him and the back of the couch.  His hair is wild as a
black briar, his jaw like the unbroken line of an event horizon.  The lines of him are so
definite and well-cornered he’s like a drawing in blue-black ink.  The shape of him fits
precisely against Hob, as though it was made to.

“I gave you my vow, ” says Dream, in his voice that is once outside Hob’s head and within
it.  “ I will always return.”

“I know.  I know.”

The abandoned gloves on the table of the White Horse.  This is what Hob remembers the
most.  That the exit had been so vehement that there was wreckage, however small, in its
wake, laid out, waiting when he stepped back into the pub to the quickly-turning heads of
patrons, their curiosity and pity like fine cords in air.  And he had sat down, and ordered
another drink, and another, and stared at those gloves, and when closing came around he had
downed the last of his beer and he had left them there, because there was something too
awful about taking them.  Or because he didn’t trust himself not to carry them in his breast
pocket, sleep with them under his pillow, like a dog whining for the leg that kicked it.

“It’s just–– still hard, now and then.”

Dream curls his arm over Hob’s chest, rubbing the collar of his sweater between two slender
fingertips and the pad of his thumb.  He lays his cheekbone to Hob’s, matches their jawlines,
and the faint glare of light from his eye is haloed in Hob’s periphery.

They lie there in the quiet.  Little moves, inside or out.  

Hob settles into his breath, into the peace of this, like a treasured thing.  The snow falls.

Dream’s hand runs across Hob’s collarbone, down the length of his arm and to his wrist,
where his fingers pass over the circlet of scar.  They hesitate there, then wrap gently around
it.

“I have not asked about these.”

Hob says nothing.  The cheekbones and jaws lie so closely beneath the skin that there’s a
special intimacy to the touch of them together –– it’s almost like they could be laid bare,
without barrier, uncovered white bone pressed to bone.  



“I would know their story.  If you might tell it.”

Hob takes a slow breath.  He looks up at the faint crack in the plaster ceiling, obscured by the
dimness.  This place is getting older.

“Witch trial,” he says.  “After Eleanor.”

Every syllable catches on his tongue, and stumbles into sound.

“I didn’t leave the house for, ah, forty years.  Give or take.  I stayed too long.  I didn’t notice,
the, the fever.  Around me.  I hadn’t aged.  They all had known me, when I was supposedly
young, and I hadn’t aged.”

Even in this life.  The calendar, the clock, the Damoclean sword –– all hung over him.  It’s
the same old fear, nipping his ankles.

“Trial by drowning.  It took a while.  But I drowned.”

He thinks of the mud in the water.  The taste of silt and algae down his tongue, how it had
lingered for weeks, months.  He couldn’t drink without that flavor rising like bile in his
throat.

“They tied me to the chair.  Tied my wrists.  Those are old rope burns.  I didn’t let them heal
properly, so they scarred.”

Dream passes his fingertips over them, cool as a mountain spring, as a baptismal font.

“I knew them,” says Hob softly.  “They were my neighbors.  They’d known my wife.  My
son.  Some had seen him die.  It didn’t matter.”

The snow falls like an exhale against the glass.  From below, even the New Inn is subdued
tonight.  It’s all January’s quieting hand, unblemished, almost too sacred to break.

“It didn’t matter,” murmurs Hob.

The only sound is his own breathing, his heart, dogged in his veins, and the hum, vibrating
through every place they meet.

“It is.  An unspeakable thing.  To face such madness.”

“I should’ve known better than to stay.”

“You should not have to fear for your life in wanting to stay, ” says Dream.  “ You
should.  Be able to stay.”

“Not in the cards for me.  Don’t, don’t misinterpret, I–– this is a gift.  It’s a gift.”

“It can still have cost.  The cost can still be hard to bear.”

Hob doesn’t reply.



“It is.  Difficult.  To have little to hold to.”

“Yeah.”

Hob gazes upwards.  He imagines the space past his ceiling –– the layers of insulation, tar
paper on the roof, the strata of the atmosphere, the peppering of stars in the night sky, a moon
that’s nearly full.  In a few days, there’s supposed to be a lunar eclipse.  He remembers when
those were acts of an angered God.  Now it’s only passing planets, no less miraculous.

“I was.  Afraid.  When I fled from you.” says Dream eventually.

Hob says nothing.  He knows.

“I know it.  Was not right.  To run.”

Dream solidifies around their points of contact, and in those swathes he becomes more real,
accrues more density.  The hems of him still waft off into the companion shadows, but where
he meets Hob, he is there, inarguable.

“I would undo it, if I could.  But I cannot.  I cannot.  Unmake.  The wound.”

“I don’t expect you to, love,” says Hob gently.  “It’s behind us.”

“The fear will always be with you.”

Dream props himself up on one elbow, to look down into Hob’s eyes.  His expression, lips
slightly pursed, brow just furrowed, is soft and serious at once, and Hob would gladly stay at
the center of that sight forever.

“I cannot.  Revoke it.  So instead I will tell you again.  And again.”

He cups Hob’s face with his palm.  Hob leans into the touch.

“I will return.”

Dream kisses him between his brows.

“I will return.”

A kiss beneath each eye.

“I will return.”

A kiss, light and chaste, on his lips.  He stays there, and speaks his words against Hob’s
mouth, something sealed between them, a covenant of theirs alone.

“As often as it need be said.  As often as it can be said.  I will tell it until it is a part of
you that you know like the crease of your palm.  And then I will tell it again. ”  

“I don’t understand why you chose me,” whispers Hob.  There’s a ceaseless roaring in his
ears, and he is out of the water and alive, and it bewilders him still.  “Why I get to even have



this.  There’s nothing about me that merits what I have, let alone merits you.”

Dream blinks at him.  If Hob didn’t know better, he would call him incredulous.

“There is no other I would choose, ” says Dream.  “ There is no other that is all that you
are, Hob.”

“There are a hundred men like me.  A hundred thousand.”

“Only one is you.”

Hob’s breath is hitched tight in his throat.  Dream is a pooling thing, a carving of obsidian
and ivory.  His stare cuts him to the quick, past it, sinks itself, pale blue and black, into the
core of the marrow of his bones, like an indelible sigil.  His blood runs different in his body;
his heart leaps like a hind against his ribs.  He wonders how many visions of old prophets
were only Dream, in his multitudes, passing towering through sleeping minds.  He wonders if
he’s only having a vision now.

“You my heart.  My blood and bone.”

But the touch of him is real –– the line of each finger against his skin, the thumb lain at the
soft patch beneath his eye, the fine nail just brushed under his lower lashes, these are truths
beyond debate.  Hob feels as though he could be torn in two by it all.  As he was on first
sight, and second sight, and every subsequent encounter.

“Silver tongue,” he manages.

Dream smiles.  He burns black fire.  He leans down and kisses Hob like he would fall into
him entirely.  It pulls his breath up by the root, and Hob, with little reason to wait, lets it be.

 

+++

 

Lyta Hall dreams.

She dreams of hands, their veins and ready palms.  She dreams of a walk, its perpetually
measured motion, the way the feet turn out just enough to set a bit of a sway as the steps
down the hallway, away from her.  She dreams of a broad back and her hands on it, looking
into the hollow of a throat.  

She dreams of a house that was to be built, of a yard where grass might have been cut often
in the summers, of windows like eyes through which the world is an acre of blue sky and a
distant treeline and then nothing that matters.  Cool granite countertops and a spiral staircase. 
Walking into an architectural blueprint buried in the back of her closet, to run her fingers
across the concrete walls of what is so indistinguishable from reality that the line of it is
unimportant.  



Lyta Hall dreams of her husband.
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2022.

The wood is quiet.  The sun glances off the puffy ruffs of mid-December snow, and Hob’s
steps through it are crisp as wax paper.  The breath pales before his chapped lips, but he’s
running hot, from forehead to fingertips.  This is an old memory –– a very old memory, in
fact –– made into an old dream, but he’s in it, and it has a dream’s pressing immediacy, feels
real enough that he doesn’t recognize it, his current state of self, as anything short of real. 
The black trunks of oaks and hazels stretch up into the mouse-fur gray of the overcast sky,
and he trundles through the snow.  He’s looking for someone.  

The litany of valiant layers –– sweat-stained tunic and breeches, chausses almost worn
through at his bony knees, his old cotehardie stretched across his biceps and chest as he
teeters on the edge of outgrowing it entirely –– only compound the heat of his body.  The pits
of his elbows and knees, his temples, are damp and perspiring.  His double cloak, lined in
brindled fox-fur with its woolen hems chewed by little teeth, settles as lead on his shoulders,
flops heavy at his heels.  He curls his hands under his armpits, in a habit, self-preserving
warmth –– he has loaned his gloves to Maud, Maud, who he’s looking for, yes –– but his
fingers could be burning through the weave of his garments, and he feels them through the
wool, the linen beneath, straight down to his skin.  He imagines they leave red curves against
his ribcage, even the beginnings of blisters.  

He’s sick.  He has something, an illness of the cold with a fever on its back.  He will drive his
mother mad with worry, because there have been reports of illness in a township too close for
comfort, and because he insists on gallumping about in the snow to keep watch over his sister
even though his marrow may well be smoldering.  But he’s not yet ten and seven years, with
the constitution of an ox (and the stubbornness to boot), and he will recover from this milder
malady before the plague crosses the first threshold of his neighbors.  Before it walks this
way, leaves the miller’s youngest son squalling with delirium and raking at his blackened
nails, the first to be buried, and far from the last.

But that’s ahead of him –– now, he’s young .  His ruddy face is unlined, and the way the
blood moves through him is all thrumming, light and eager as the velvet on the new antlers of
a buck.  The tendons and ligaments of his legs sing under exertion, still supple; there’s not yet
more than a minor scar on his skin, and it will be another two months yet until he flees from
the cloying scent of rot to the blood-perfume of war.  He’s still growing into his eventual
shape, and he wears this body like a coat too broad in the shoulders, too long in the sleeves.

“Ho, Maud!  Maudekin!”

It is St. Martin’s days, almost Christmastide, and this means there will be feasting in the town
and hot ale down his gullet soon enough.  The future promise of this is more than enough to
make his walk a pleasant one.  The cold sidles in through the thin soles of his boots, but the
fever has got a useful silver lining, and he hardly feels it.  There’s no sound save his cotton
steps, no answering call –– and then, far ahead of him, a serious voice, light, almost
insubstantial.

“Hob!”  



She sounds commanding –– the little marshall of their household, as ever –– and he picks up
his pace, weaving between the trees, scuffing the powdered snow.  He’s thinking of the
carpenter’s daughter, her thin wrists fine as stems of rosemary.  She’ll be buried in a month’s
time, but he doesn’t know this, not in this dream-memory phase of himself, so for now she’s
the sole pedestal stood in his humming heart.  

His affections are flighty, but he is cupped in their fervent hands like water.  She is half his
waking thoughts, nowadays, and two-thirds of his sleeping fantasies.  Her name is Agnes. 
She whirled a carole with him this Michaelmas past, and he has perhaps been in love with her
since.  As with every young love, he’s convinced she’s his first and last truth, and he has
given her his heart entirely –– in little bundles of red and white campion on her doorstep, the
last flowers of November; in a ready set of arms to haul firewood to her backdoor or pass off
his cloak when the frost is fresh on the air; in every easily offered shape of his grin.

“Maudekin, miting!”

Still, the more he thinks on her, the more the shape of her begins to run and change.  The
forest, too, is gradually losing its acuity.  The trees grow less and less like trees –– they are
more like black church spires, yearning upwards to brush the upturned chin of the sky.   The
snow sighs around the roots and buried earth and turns cottony, fibrous.  There is a subtle
tone swelling up through the soles of his feet that he finds is a familiar comfort.  The dust
against the branches is a tailor’s ruched finery, the most delicate woven lace.  It is almost as
though the threads of things are visible.  This makes them only more beautiful.  Only more
reminiscent of the new figure recalling itself to him, like a sense memory, like a pattern of
motion buried in the muscles.

Bones like a bird’s.  There’s Agnes, and Agnes is someone else, the same and not the same. 
A narrow nose, straight and pointed, the lines of its nostrils like the arched filigree of the
church windows.  

There’s an old song dancing just under his tongue, and he’s alone, and in good, if fever-
heady, humor, so he sings it.

“ Black is the color of my true love’s hair …”

Lord, he has a tuneless voice.  Matilda has often harangued him for his cat’s yowl, though he
persists in his idle ballads of Robyn Hood while they tend to chores, if only to set her
fuming.  How could he not sing those tales, when they’re the greatest aspiration his waning
boyhood could fathom?  Banditry smacks of brilliant adventure.  He wishes someday to
wield a bow with such prowess, lay low the greedy and the unjust with a swashbuckler’s
hand.  

In his nightly dreams of this age, there are only two visions: the moon-drenched silhouette of
his latest love, or a burnished mirror of that brigand’s noble life, in which he sees himself
elbows-deep in glory, ensconced in a pack of brothers, sung into mythology.  So he warbles
the yeoman’s tales, and Matilda threatens to carve his tongue out and feed it to the chickens,
which only makes him reprise them all the louder.  

“ With lips alike some roses fair… ”



This song, now, wavers dissonant from his throat, and the words of it are a right thing to form
with his voice — the match a truth, and he feels this instinctually, and doesn’t bother to
question it.  His body is a lick of flame with the fever, but he is happy to walk and brush
knuckles with the cold and sing a few humble praises.  Maud’s call is far ahead, always just
as distant, fleeing him at matching pace.

There’s only a trail of smaller footsteps –– Maud’s short strides, the scuffed wake of her
cloak raking the drifts like a rake makes furrows in silt.  He follows them, even as the trees
become a looping path, even as some small and waking part of himself wonders how he has
not found her yet.

“ The sweetest smile, the gentlest hands… ”

So it goes.  The path of the steps leads on and on.  His breath is shaggy, and he knows he’ll
sleep well tonight.  The copper taste of his own mouth is fresh and well-earned.  His mind
wanders.  He’s fixing to get Maud some better gloves of her own, come the New Year
holiday, ones with downy rabbit fur lining them –– so she’ll stop borrowing his, for one, and
because her hands are small and cold even in the high days of summer, almost blue come
winter.  He wonders what token might suit Agnes, win her exalted heart at last.  What token
might suit the moon and stars that are all the sudden on his mind.

There, beneath every thought, is another coiled beast, immense and dark as a sky.  It breathes
when he breathes, steps as he steps, fills the gangly space of him and becomes it.  A vast sea
of wanting, one unified pull –– he is looking for Maud, and he is looking for someone else.  

He knows, then, as intrinsically he knows how to laugh, that he is doubtless being sought in
turn.

“And I love the ground on which––”

The trees shiver.  A black bird passes over the sky.  A blot of ink appears in his periphery.

He turns his head, startled, and in the revelation vast tectonic plates of memory begin to grind
back into place.

The figure is in fine, black clothes –– priest black, which Hob knows is a costly thing, to
attain such totality of it –– and his dark double cloak, hood folded in city fashion, is lined
with ermine.  He’s nobility, of this much Hob is certain.  It’s writ plain not only in his rich
garments, but in his high and unmarked cheek, and the barest exposed triangle of throat
above his cloak’s fastening.  The dip of it is pale as milk –– pale as a lily –– pale as the clean
snow. 

The white face, first in perfect profile, angles towards him.  His mouth is the pink of May
Day peonies.  He smiles a smile that might drive a sword through Hob, bury itself in him up
to the sweet hilt. 

“Hello, Hob.”



Hob doesn’t think on how his name is known without his telling it –– he understands that this
is how it should be.

“Good morrow, m’lord.”  

The title trips between his teeth without a thought.  It seems to suit well the straight shoulders
and mannered bearing, and the apparition looks at him through the curtain of his lashes,
between pleased and bemused.

“What are you pursuing?”

“My sister, Maud.  She’s wandered, as she often does.  She may freeze her small self to
death, lest I find her.”

“Ah.  A noble quest,” says the stranger.  

He tilts his head.  His sheafs of hair, blacker even than his clothes, fall in long, straight bolts
of silk.

“Might I walk with you?”

There’s mirth in his nobleman’s eyes.  Hob is arrested by them.  They are blue as the palest
dyed cloth, and in one is a light like bushels of snowdrops under the sun.

“You might, m’lord,” he says, and wonders at his own breathlessness.

The apparition matches Hob step for step.  Hob is falling back into himself, but it’s a long
way down, and for now he’s still caught in the trodden path of the past.  The dark figure
seems not to mind.

They walk in silence, for a time.  There are no birds in these interminable trees, but the
silence is a sound of its own, a kiss against the shell of Hob’s ear.  He wavers on the fine edge
of awareness, but he neither pushes nor pulls at it, only balances, placing one foot before the
other.  His neck and gut are hot as brimstone burning, and the line between his sickness and a
sudden passion is only a smear.  The nobleman –– perhaps even a member of clergy, with
how severe his dress is –– idly adjusts his gloves.  They are the finest Hob has ever seen, and
when he flexes his upturned palm and tugs at the cuff, there is a brief and bewildering sight
of his veinless white wrist, the ditch between the strung tendons at the base of his palm.  Hob
is possessed by a fearsome urge to kneel.

“Do not let me interrupt your song,” says the nobleman.

“I have little ear for it, sire.  It’s best left unheard.”

“No song need be sung to perfection.  It need only be sung.”

“Would you might tell that to my elder sister, sire.  She calls my voice braying.  Throws
sticks at me.  My luck she has rotten aim, else I’d be all black and blue.”



The man huffs, a single syllable of laughter.  Hob notices there is no fog of breath from his
nose or mouth, no frost in the air at all.  The man inclines his chin, inquisitive; there is an
unmistakable amusement in his eyes, cut through with some gentler sentiment.  Hob supplies
his best of crooked grins, and the man returns the shadow of it, an almost imperceptible sliver
of a thing.  It reminds Hob of the first fingernail of waxing moon.  Fever must burn like
liquor, he thinks, or else there is some intoxicating thrall in that blue look, because his pulse
is stumbling and wild.

“Of what age are you, here?”

“Ten and six, sire.  Same age as I am elsewhere,” he adds.  The man’s expression reveals
nothing of his strange statement of place.

“Hmh. ”  The pass of his eye over Hob’s face is openly curious.  “ There is sweat on your
brow.  Are you well?”

“Yea, just a touch of fever.  From the chill, is all.”

“And still you walk in the cold again?”

“I can stand a bit of snow.  I have lived through worser winters.  No ill could hold me down,
I’ll wager.  The Gadling stock is a hearty one.”

There’s the faintest furrow in the man’s brow –– it hovers between knowing and a bare wisp
of sadness.  Hob wants to earn that blessing of a smile again, more than he has wanted most
things in his young life.

“And I must fetch our Maud quick, to keep her from the wolves .”  

The man raises a flat eyebrow.  Hob leans in, affecting conspiracy.  There’s not a speck of
warmth off the man’s body –– he wonders if he is made all of ice, or it is only the raging of
his own blood that obscures it.

“Wolves?”

“Old Whitter, the baker, swore on the Virgin she saw a pack of the beasts about, and my
friend Thomas showed me tracks out back of his father’s plot, big as your head.”  Hob grins
rakishly, straightens his shoulders, the very image of the conqueror.  “I aim to have a pelt to
line my cloak with before winter’s end.”

“Are you gifted as a hunter, then?” hums the man.  The tilt of his lips is Hob’s greatest
victory to date.

“Yea, I’m the best in our village with the bow.  I once felled a rabbit at a hundred paces,” he
brags, all chest-puffed nonchalance.  He’s told that line often, and the distance of his shot has
quietly grown each time, but he furiously defends against the naysaying witnesses who insist
it was only a few yards, and a very slow rabbit besides.  

“Like Robyn Hood,” he adds proudly.



“Robyn Hood?”

“The outlaw of Sherwood forest?  Greatest bowman in all England?”  Hob looks at the
nobleman with incredulity.  “Do you not know Robyn Hood, sire?”

“I am familiar with his tales, ” says the man.  There are volumes beneath the words that
Hob can’t quite discern.  “ But I was not aware you were so fond.”

“I would give an arm and leg to be in his band.  To hunt and fight and steal from rich men.”  

He thinks of the verdant wood, the eternal thrill of the chase and the just glory of highway
robbery, and he gets the same old itching in his palms, aching to seize his life by the scruff
and live it to exhaustion. 

“By God’s bones, I could never want for anything else, than to bear a name like his.”

Hob can feel the touch of the man’s eye on his cheek, finer even than his glove.

“A fit name to give, one day.”

It lies on the very edge of Hob’s hearing, a prophecy in passing, a slip of inner musing.  He
speaks in subtle, coaxing riddles.  Hob would devote himself readily to puzzling them out —
the certainty with which he knows this is at once startling and not.  The whole of him would
fall at the tail of the man’s shifting cloak, were he not so fiercely holding himself against it. 
The prolonged sight of him alone –– it is opening a chasm down the center of himself, and
from it he hears a clamor of memory, leaping to be lifted to the light.

“Do I know you, m’lord?” he asks.  The answer, summoned in the question itself, tumbles
forth in a fury, colliding whitewater and running breath. 

The man turns his gaze up into the wavering trees.  They bend their wanting branches around
them as they walk, curving into an arched lattice like a cathedral ceiling.  Even they, once
stoic as monks, wish devoutly to grow closer to him.

“You will, my heart,” he murmurs, smiling.

And there, plain as grace, is the first remembrance Hob comes back to — that this wild and
borderless creature, only descended into the shape of such a man, is his . 

Hob looks ahead.  Tucked around the smooth column of a silver birch, he catches the
washed-pale red edges of Maud’s cloak and kirtle, a rumpled pile where she’s knelt in the
snow.

“Maudekin!” he calls.  

He bounds across the distance between them, kicking up the drifts, first swift, then slowing. 
As he draws near, there is more of her –– her slight shoulders swallowed in the wool, two
messy plaits of spruce-bark hair –– and more of himself.  

The shutter of the truth clacks open, clean as the snip of scissors.  



It is this that pulls him to a halt, a yard left between them.  Maud, bowed, is so still she may
well be a painted picture.  Hob’s body is remembering its age and health, and he feels the
cold winnow into his joints, the sanguine sear of the fever melt away.  The scars bloom back
on his skin like algae under the water.

He hears the other level footsteps approach and stop at his shoulder.

“Ah.  Hello there, ducks.”

There’s a kiss laid on his cheek, softer than the inside of a rabbit’s ear.

“Hello again.”

“Got in too deep there, I think.”

“It is no matter.  Such is the way of dreams.”

Maud is folded over a stain in the snow.  Her hand-me-downs from Matilda are ill-fit on her,
sagging around her arms.  He gazes at the back of her head, the parting of her hair, and his
sternum is wrenched from the lock pins of his ribs.

“This is always as far as I get,” says Hob softly.

He kneels.  The cold is blunt now, with no inner flame to soothe it.  He wants to reach out
and touch Maud’s shoulder, but he doesn’t.

“She’d gone wandering and found a stoat,” he explains.  “A fox had gotten to it first.  The
little thing had a tear in its throat, probably a broken back.”

Maud, all practical severity, had ordered him to pick it up and carry it home to Matilda’s
care.  Hob had seen the bubbles bleeding from the creature’s parted mouth, and heard the
foaming rasp of its breath.  He had suggested that death was a kindness they could pay. 
Maud had considered this, many minutes, frowning, watching the stoat struggle endlessly to
kick its clawed feet.

“It couldn’t be saved.”

The neck had snapped like kindling in his hands.  Death was still neutral to him then–– not
friend, not foe, only a lived truth.  He felt little guilt.  Better him to do it, than his sister, or
time, in its stretching cruelty.  The threadbare coil of it had hung slack in his palms, still
warm, even as they walked the road home.

“We buried it by the sidewall of the house.  Matilda made a little cross of birch twigs for it,
even managed a few poignant prayers.  ‘May thou live among the saints’.”  He breathes a
snatch of laughter.  “That stoat may well be resting on the shoulder of St. Peter.”

“Hm.”  

Dream, known again, crouches beside Hob.  He quietly studies the still body, then Hob’s own
unmoving form.



“Why do you stop here?”

The powdery snow floats off the bare branches.  Hob presses a flat palm to the trunk of the
birch.  Its papery hide is real as any waking parallel.  Maud is so still and close that his mind
supplies the requisite change in the air, the feel of contact without contact.

“I’m afraid,” whispers Hob.

“Afraid?”

“That I don’t remember her face.”

There’s silence.  Maud doesn’t move an inch, and Hob looks only at the back of her.

After a time, he stands.  His sister’s head stays bowed.

Dream rises with him.  

“You carry her with you, ” says Dream.  “ And so she lives on.  That is remembrance
enough.”

Hob wants to lift her up and hold her.  He thinks of when she was a dour tyrant at six and he
was seven, how their father would bundle them under his thick arms like two squirmy sacks
of potatoes and spin them around, how that was the only thing that could reduce her to
giggles, and even as he tries to cling to the scene, she is disintegrating.  She is flurry of
ground mica and watery blue petals, and when she’s gone, there is only the stoat, bleeding
into the snow.

“I think I’d like to dream of something else, now,” says Hob quietly.

“Anything you wish.”

Hob leans against the trunk of the tree.  The little animal is already dead, here, and that’s
something akin to mercy.  

He looks up into the branches.  Already their twigs and bowers are becoming fringing
shadow, loose and limber darkness.  It’s as though the whole wood is exhaling a held breath.

“ Le Bœuf sur le Toit , 1931,” he decides.  “A Marianne Oswald show.  I think you’d fancy it
there.”

Dream nods once.  With no intermediary rustle or blur, he’s donned a suit fit for Clark Gable
on the old Hollywood red carpet, and already the trees are falling in fabric curtains down to
the melting snow.  He raises a hand, palm up, fingers beckoning from the ground —
floorboards sprout in warped, then smoothing panels.  

Hob sticks his warming hands in the appearing pocket of familiar slacks, and breathes the
sudden scent of nicotine, watching the walls rise until the forest is only a recalled mirage, the
club a replacing reality.  It’s a remarkably efficient thing.  It never ceases to amaze him.



They sit in the second swatch of tables back from the stage.  There’s already a bottle and two
poured glasses laid out on the table.  Hob admires the precise detail of the reconstruction. 
The gold soft focus drifts amid muted stage lights and the haze of candles and Edison bulbs;
the disaffected artist clientele crowds around tables, murmuring in the satin shadow; the
blackcurrant and liquid velvet of the Cabernet Sauvignon rolls over his tongue.  Oswald’s
husky voice weaves through the cigarette smoke.  She sings Embrasse-moi , and her rasping
melody is underscored by the plinking keys of the piano, the needful tremor of a violin.

“ C’était dans un quartier de la ville Lumière, où il fait toujours noir où il n’y a jamais
d’air...et l’hiver comme l’été là c’est toujours l’hiver… ”

Hob leans one elbow on the table, adjusting his cuffs.  It’s a cream colored suit with camel-
toned pinstripes on the slacks, one from his Paris days, long since shed and abandoned, and
yet here it is, resurrected to minutiae.  The crosses of repair stitching around the lapel where
he’d torn it stumbling drunk and laughing against the craggy facade of Le Ciel et L’Enfer ––
the scorch mark on the right thigh, near the pocket, where his temperamental flatmate had
tossed her cigarette and overshot the astray, yawning only a languid de sole at his cursing.   

He examines his cufflinks.  They’re circles of onyx set in tarnished gold, each inlaid with a
mother-of-pearl greyhound captured mid-bound.  He smiles, almost with wonder.  Dream is
peaceably watching the show, and the movement of his eyes tracks Oswald’s hands as they
float around the microphone.

“How do you do this?” asks Hob.

“Hm?”

He extends an arm towards Dream, wrist turned up.

“I lost these bloody cufflinks in 1934 .  Woke up after a night in the Montmartre cabarets, and
they were gone.  My flatmate –– told you about Jeanine, didn’t I? –– insisted that I’d traded
them to some belle gosse in Pigalle, but, being honest, couldn’t remember a whit past
midnight.”

Dreams lightly cradles Hob’s wrist, lifting it towards him a bit.  There’s something of
satisfaction in the curl of his mouth.

“I, ah, I was also missing my watch, and a considerable sum of money, if I recall correctly,”
Hob adds, “but I was more miffed about the cufflinks.  They were the first thing I bought in
Paris — and here they are again.  You even got the little chip in the left one.  And everything
—“  With his free hand he gestures broadly to the club and crowds.  “—is exactly as I
remember it.  But you made it.”

Dream lays Hob’s forearm gently back on the table.  He brushes his fingertips over the
scarred base of Hob’s wrist, then runs them down the length of his palm, like he’s making to
read his fortune in the creases.  

“Place and time, generally, are no challenge, ” says Dream coolly.  “ I have seen every
dream.  There is no setting which would elude me.   The details, as the cufflinks, I draw



from you.”

His touch, barely a graze, drifts down the curled joints of Hob’s fingers, until he’s only
feathering the pads of their fingertips against each other.  Hob feels like fine descending
wires are strung between them, taut and plucked.  Dream has this way with how he touches
things — touches Hob.  It makes him unstable through the knees and rather wishy-washy in
the intellect.  

“So you’re rummaging around in my head, then?”

“Yes.  And no.”

He cradles Hob’s fingers and turns his hand over.  His thumb passes over Hob’s pronounced
knuckles, the dark hair.  Each bent follicle of it sends a slivered slip of sensation through the
corridors of Hob’s nerves, pattering in steps along his forearm, a mass of it pooling in the
crook of his elbow like he’s twinged the ulnar at the point of stress.  Dream, mild, though not
oblivious, only gazes at his own motions, as though they absorb him, quietly, completely. 

“Often, I give only the shape of the space, and the mind leaps to fill the scene with the
finer points.  There are many dreamers.  Sometimes it is best to.  Delegate.”

Satisfied with whatever his goal was, Dream relinquishes Hob’s hand back to the flat of the
table, though his look lingers on it still.  There is something else in his eyes –– a thing that
clings to what’s before him.  Hob doesn’t know this look.  It has a subspecies of fear in it. 
Dream banishes it almost as quickly as he’d let it slide past.

“Your dreams are more.  Realized.  Your stored history and sight provide the
projections of the smaller touches.  I make them.  Tactile.”

“Well, your attention doesn’t go unappreciated,” says Hob sincerely.  

At last, though his chin remains tilted down, Dream’s eyes meet Hob’s.

“It’s like I get to live bits and pieces over again.  And with you, no less.  Places I wanted to
show you, I can.  That’s a bloody miracle.”

Dream smiles.  It’s just as much a miracle as the Le Bœuf remade, as Oswald resurrected.

“ Serre moi dans tes bras, embrasse-moi.  Embrasse-moi longtemps… ”

“Are you…alright?” hazards Hob.  “You got sort of a funny look there.”

Dream hesitates, glances away.  For a few moments, he doesn’t speak, but at length some
border in him is crossed.

“There is.  Strangeness.  On the wind.  In the stars.”  

The words have clipped wings.  

“It is more an.  Instinct.  Than a fact.  But I.”



His jaw tightens.  He keeps his eyes fixed on Oswald’s drifting hands, her form white and
aglow in the lights.

“I will weather it, ” he concludes.  It lacks certainty.  “ It will be done.”

He looks down into his glass, swirls the wine in a circle.  Hob senses the rest of the iceberg,
deep below the waters.  But he’s not sure how to ask –– what, even, to ask at all.  Dream is
cagey.  It’s been better, this near-decade, but sometimes he is still a cornered animal, with a
vocabulary of single syllables.

“Stop acting like you have to go it alone, you dolt,” says Hob finally.  “I’m right here.”

The hard linearity of Dream’s shoulders slackens, just subtly, a mirror of an exhale.  He lifts
his head, and there’s an old glow in his eyes, a ring like a planet’s shining halo of stellar
dust.  

“I know.”

In light as gentle as this, he could be a sheaf from an illuminated manuscript, a turned page in
ink and gilding.  

“I know,” he says again.

His voice has the quiet awe of a legion of disciples.  

“For now it is only.  A feeling.  But when the horizon draws close enough to.  Discern. 
In detail, ” Dream adds.   “ I will tell you of it.”

Hob settles around this, and takes it as it is –– as much an answer as he’ll be given, for now,
with a promise of more.  He can live well on such a promise.

And he hardly knows what to do with it, sometimes –– being at the center of that liquid look,
that voice and its contours of affection.  The saturated core of a devotion that puts the saints
to shame.  He can do little besides step willingly into its maw, be ground lovingly into bits by
its molars, reshaped with its strange and reverent hands.  Time and again he has remade
himself, in his long life, but now it’s like a privilege, to be deconstructed and annotated and
learned in such totality.  It’s an arcane means, an impossible quantity, of being loved.  It
eludes language entirely, though Lord knows he’s tried to spell it out.  He is smote and
remade and smote again, and he feels like Prometheus, sometimes, stealing some invaluable
lick of flame, paying in destruction and rebirth.  It’s equal sweetness, to be made and to be
unmade.  He would never unchain himself from the rock, if the eagles had beaks like this. 
He’d forge the links himself.

They sit comfortably, together, as natural as anything.  Hob drinks his wine.  It’s one of the
best he’s had, and he’s had his share of wines.  It’s a thoughtful detail.  Every detail is
thoughtful.

After a moment, Dream gives him an inquisitive look.

“Did you name your son for Robyn Hood?”



“Ah.  You’ve found me out,” Hob chuckles, with a wry twist of his mouth.  He drums his
fingers on the tablecloth.  It had been a hope for his boy, passed off as a loose derivation of
his own name.  “Eleanor thought it was charming enough.  And I thought it would set him off
on the right foot.  Off to a life of adventure or some such.”

“That is a profound boon, then.  To give some namesake so dear.”  

“For all the good it did him.”

“A boon, ” insists Dream.  “ To be so loved.”

“ Plus tard il sera trop tard.  Notre vie, c’est maintenant. ”

Dream takes a slow sip of his wine.  Hob watches the curls of the dark waves in his own
glass, ragged as Homer’s sea.  

“I named my son for the night, ” Dream says at length.  “ The dark, in Greek, Calliope’s
home tongue.  After my mother.”

“Beautiful name,” says Hob.

“I would I had named him for something kinder, ” says Dream.   “ Though she was kind
to me.  Once.  Perhaps he would have suffered less under it.”

“It was well-intended.”

“Intention and outcome are rarely in step.”

“The intention still matters.”

Dream considers this, in silence.  The club murmurs and dances around them, and Hob feels
as though they’re encased in it, in the lovely foam insulation of crowds.  There’s no greater
intimacy than this, he thinks.  Than to be sat across from someone and see them, in a light
that’s low as a scythed meadow, more gold than Jason’s fleece.  To be close in the way quiet
makes you close.  

“ Si tu cessais de m’embrasser, il me semble que je mourrais étouffée… ”

Dream, at last, emerging from his wordless musings, raises his glass.  His fingers are light
around the thin stem, and a smile might be suggested in his cheek.

“A toast?” he offers.

“To what, cherie ?”

“For its own sake.”

“Novel concept.”



Across the table from him, Dream is like a still frame from a noir movie, black and white and
quicksilver soft.  The white glimmer in his eye is like a spilled drop of pearl.

“Here.  I’ve got an addendum to that.”

Hob raises his own glass, and clears his throat.

“To old songs, strange stars, sons and namesakes, buried loves and living, and may fortune
always bring us home again.”

They clink glasses.  The chime sounds thin as a sewing needle, and the wine pools burgundy
autumn in Hob’s mouth, dark and unimpeachable as his lover.

Oswald’s ghost sings.

“ Notre vie, c’est maintenant –– embrasse-moi… ”

 

+++

 

Lyta Hall walks the world, split down the center of herself.

She will be strong for Daniel, she thinks, in the fluorescent aisle of the grocery store, carrying
out the motions of her life.  She will be strong for Daniel, she thinks, when she snaps the arm
of the man who tries to turn her bereft vacancy into his quick lay.  She will be strong for
Daniel, she thinks, when the detectives at the door show her the Polaroid of the burned little
body, that she cannot recognize, that may not even be the corpse of her fair-haired boy.  Her
own thoughts are like two mirrors facing each other.  They’re only the image of words, then
an image of an image, and she’s tumbled backwards into the glass, and there’s no glass, only
the plummeting sensation and the rush of wind –– she will be strong, she thinks, for Daniel.

“I’m going to find revenge,” says Lyta in the desert.  “Do you know where I can find it?”

The pageboy in belted tunic only rambles on about his own quest.  Prophets walk deserts,
prophets and avenging angels, and she would be both, if she could.  She knows she can be ––
there is pestilence under her nails and war in her shoulders and famine in her bending knee,
and gods will warp to her will, if she can find them.  She burns under the hot sun and the
orange mesa under her feet is like ceramic in the kiln, but it doesn’t really matter.  The man
drops a silver coin into her palm, and Lyta sits on the curb, where a woman in black leather
has mistaken her for a beggar.

“I’m looking for the cave,” says Lyta in the woods.  “I’m looking for the women with the
scorpion whips.  Do you know them?”

She’s cautioned, berated, lifted like an insect and held before a vast eye that talks of its own
tragedy.  It’s all other people’s sorrow, here, and Lyta wants to feel sympathy.  But she can’t
find it.  Her stomach is full of bile, and there are scorch marks on her retinas from the desert



of the white and all-seeing sun.  And she is so tired of bearing it, of bearing loss ,
compounded like debt and interest, loss like toothless gums, like a steel spoon scraped down
her spine from the chest, carving away her body into a hollow vessel with no liquid to hold. 
On the grass, on the sidewalk, walking, again, she presses her forearm and head to the
lamppost, to feel the cool, even as her lungs burn with unquenching fire, as the smoke surely
rises through her slack mouth and vents from the corners of her sleepless eyes.  People pass
around her with pity in their look, and even that is something to carry, another reckless
imposition.

“He burned my son,” says Lyta to the cat.  “They left his body charred.  I’m looking for my
foremothers and their kindness.  Do you know where I should go?”

The cat tells her the same old story.  No one ever learns.  His tail curls like a torn strip of
paper, and she pats his slinking spine as he passes her ankles on the street.  She is tired.  She
is so tired, she could lie in the oil slick gutter spill and sleep for the next century.  

She will be strong, she thinks, for Daniel.

The stone sisters offer her food, in their lightless house.  She eats golden apples from Geryon
–– rotten apples in the alleyway, curled against a cardboard box, with the rats at her cuffs and
tangles in her white hair –– and prays it is the tree of knowledge she’s pilfered from, and she
will know where to find him , how to kill the dark shape that made her hell.  She bites the
apple.  It’s soft.  There’s half a worm in it.

The stone sisters want to make her their third –– their lost Medusa.  Her hair is turned to thin
snakes around her head, like a crown of venomous thorns, and they have such cold hands
they might turn her to marble.

“He killed my husband,” says Lyta to the gorgons, their veils and crumbling chins.  “He
killed my son.  I will not stay.”

She is threadbare as a penitent, when she meets herself among the trees, in the mirrored glass
of the shop window.  Maybe her eyes are going –– she sees two of herself in the glass, two of
herself standing at each shoulder, and they look like destitution and quiet despair.

“My whole life, I’ve never chosen anything.  I’ve only been watching.  Behind the mirror,”
says Lyta to her twin doubles.  “When my mother left.  When my husband died, and died
again.  I was only watching.  And now my son is dead.  And I could just lie down and never
get up.”

“You’re only doomed to fail, dearie,” Lyta says to herself.

“On your own,” says another Lyta.

“When does it start to hurt?” says Lyta.  She tears a strip from the bottom of her shirt and ties
her hair and the snakes back from her face.  The twins of herself are stoic.  “When do you
just stop ?  Which one of us is me?”



They don’t respond.  She presses her forehead and palms to the smooth glass, and breathes
deeply.  Her lungs are lined with rows of brambles and scar tissue, and it is a struggle to get
the air down, like swallowing dirt.

“It doesn’t really matter, does it,” she sighs.  She will be strong, she thinks, for Daniel.

In the tall and brittle grass, Lyta follows the wings of a dove.  Everything around her is dark,
and strange, but the bird is so white it could be glowing, it could be the color of her son’s hair
and sweet smile, and she follows it, because her feet insist on walking.  A stranger anoints
her face in salves of protection, slaughters a black lamb and drains its blood for her, and she
doesn’t notice, because she’s standing at the edge of a cliff.  It’s black as a scab and sharper
than the canines of a weasel, and she knows she has to climb down.

Her muscles ache.  Her palms are torn into ribbons of tender muscle laid open to the light. 
She bruises her shins and knees, scars the soles of her feet, tears a furrow of skin off of one
forearm completely when she slips.  She forces her bleeding fingers into the smallest nooks
and crannies.  She moves so slowly it becomes its own kind of agony.  Her body is red and
black and blue, and she is terrifed, a terror that wraps around her like a thick tape, a plastic
and suffocating terror, that shakes her in its jaws like she’s only a rat with a broken spine. 
She climbs down, and the white bird soars along before her, like a beacon, like a sign.

The climb is hours.  Days.  The black stone doesn’t change.  The darkness below is the
darkness above, featureless and without stars.  Her snakes of hair hiss in her ears, but she
doesn’t understand them.  She is still on the pyre of the desert, the match long since lit. 
There is fire in every marrow-core of her bones, every ligament and tendon, every artery. 
She will be ash, in the image of her son, and she will burn the thing that killed him.

When the time has passed –– how much, she’ll never truly know –– she finds her dressing
table at the bottom of the cavern.  She looks into the mirror, and a stranger’s harrowed eyes
look back.  

“I’m tired,” says Lyta.

“Then stop,” says her mirror, clean and youthful.

“I can’t, can I?”

“You look crazy.”

She looks at the child before her, herself in a past age, her littler arms crossed and
belligerent.  She hardly recognizes the girl.  She is so much smaller.  She has Daniel’s nose
and chin, the same white hair.  She thinks about Daniel.  Almost consumed, she thinks about
Daniel.

“I didn’t want to be you,” snaps the child of herself.  “You’re crazy .”

“I’m not crazy.”  

Her whole body is shaking.  



“I’m choosing,” says Lyta to the mirror.

She curls her raw and bloody fingers into a fist, and with a heaving breath, she smashes the
mirror.  The shards of glass embed themselves under her skin.  They’re cold.  Her hand hangs
useless at her side.  Her fingers must be broken –– her knuckles are split like overripe
melons.

She is strong.  She is strong as she needs to be.

She floats up through the vacant mouth of the mirror, and into the desert again, on which no
sun shines.  There’s only a curving grin of moon and a single northern star, hung over a spare
stone building that looks older than the birth of time.  She walks towards it.  The air is so still
that she feels like she’s in a vacuum, but her bare feet are crisp on the fine sand, which worms
its way into the cuts on her heels.  She pays it no mind.  

The door of the building stands open to her.  She doesn’t hesitate on its threshold, but steps
into its dark and open arms.

“Hello, little ember,” smiles the Crone.

“You look unwell,” hums the Maiden.

“Cup of tea, dearie?” asks the Mother.

“I am looking for the Furies,” says Lyta.

The three women flicker between each other, almost indiscernible, the lines of them bleeding
together like spilled oils.  They mix and muddle in a tidal whirl around her, and it’s all she
can do to stay upright.  Her ears run over with the sound of chittering chitin.

“Tch, don’t call us that ,” hisses the Maiden.  “That’s not who we are, right now.  That is
what we are called with a different face.  A bloodier one.”

“Like Valkyrie ,” intones the Mother.

“Like judgment ,” snarls the Crone.

The sisters weave a string of scorpions into a long chain.  Their fingers move so fast they’re
barely a blur.  The chain, rattling, winds around their walls like molding, loops and tangles
around Lyta’s bitten ankles.  

“I’m sorry,” says Lyta.  “It’s the name I was taught.”

“Invoke it with caution,” says the Crone.  “Long-descended daughter.  You would do well to
speak a little kinder to us.”

“And we may well be kind to you, love,” says the Mother gently.  She lays a hand on Lyta’s
bony shoulder.  “We’re just a bit careful about the names.”

“Names have power,” says the Maiden serenely.  “You must wield them with intent.”



“Here.  Some chamomile.  You need to take better care of yourself, dear.”

The Mother places a porcelain cup in Lyta’s shaking hands.  Its thin glass is painted with the
tiniest interlocking shears, and she can feel their sharpness, each exacting blade. She can
barely hold the delicate handle, and when she looks into the surface of the dark liquid, a
forest fire looks back at her, smelling of cinder.  She drinks it in one swallow, and it’s molten
brass down her throat.  The blood runs hotter and thinner in her body, 

“What brings you crawling to our doorstep?” asks the Crone.  She coughs a handful of ants
into her palm, and they form the blue veins on her thin and wrinkled forearm.

“I want vengeance,” says Lyta.

“Oh, now, sweetest, that’s a tall order.  We do hate to interfere.  Against who?”

“The one who walks in dreams.  The son of Night.”

The Maiden tilts her head.  “Oneiros?”

“Morpheus? ”

“The dream-lord?” grins the Crone.  “He is an old one, little ember.  An Endless.”

“He killed my husband.  He killed my son .”

“We only handle blood debts, burning girl,” says the Crone.  “It’s the rule.”

“The oldest rule,” seconds the Maiden.  Crowns of baby’s breath and daisies bloom around
her neck and ribs.  Their white petals blacken and rot, slough off her in waves and waves of
death.

“He spilled blood.  He burned my son.  My baby.  My Daniel.”

“ Your blood, then.”  The Mother pats Lyta’s sallow cheek.  Her nails are like incisors, her
palm damp as rain on a salted field.  “Not his.”

“If he had killed his own son, now,” hums the Crone, “the story would be changed.”

“We could destroy him, then, if you asked,” yawns the melting Maiden.  “As the rules would
oblige us.”

“We do like to follow the rules, love.  It’s our duty to uphold them, after all.”

Lyta clenches her fists.  Her own nails cut half-moons into her palm, and the blood patters
onto the dirt floor.

“He killed my son,” she whispers.  “And with or without you, I will ruin him.  I’m sorry to
have wasted your time.”



She stumbles around on her heel, hits the doorframe hard.  Her breath is panting from her
mouth.  There are tears in her eyes, tears that sting, and all her body is a morass of pain and
fire.  

“Oh, come now, dearie,” croons the Mother.  

From behind, Lyta feels three hands on her –– the curl of young fingers, finely manicured, on
her left; a wizened claw like a crabapple bower on her right; and just between her shoulder
blades, a palm that smolders with a mother’s grief and fury, like it would sear its print into
her vertebrae.  There is light, red and fierce light, suddenly sweating through her body, out
her eyes, down her cheeks and chin in a single flood of plasma and heat.  She feels something
howling within her, howling and wailing and gnashing in her chest.  She is strong.  

There is an ancient power screaming into her fingertips, and when she holds them up to her
face, they are like lit matches.  Three breaths touch the back of her neck, like they would
leave scars there

“He did kill his son,” says the Crone.

Chapter End Notes
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The air of the Dreaming could be cut like stiff wax, these days.  It raises the hackles of the
Hippogriffs –– their eyes look out to the gates, expectant, alert.  Nothing happens, almost
nothing at all.  This only exacerbates the condition of the atmosphere.  The things here that
breath struggle, now, to do so.  Everything struggles to simply carry on.

“And you are certain?”

“Entirely, my Lord.  The boy is gone.”

“How did this happen?”

There is such a quiet about the castle, unrolling in bolts out over the hills and dales and
woodlands of the realm.  Since his Le Bœuf rendezvous with Hob, some week or so prior, the
shroud of half-sensed strangeness has only thickened over Dream’s realm.  The days and



nights are a single indistinguishable blur.  There is fog on his fields, cupped in his valleys,
denser than sodden smoke.  The denizens talk only in low voices, murmuring cloistered nuns,
and when he walks among them, their heads turn to follow, like prisoners watching the dead
man led down the corridor of cells, treading the last and longest path, in the shadow of the
noose. No puff of breath, neither tempest nor breeze –– only an implacable, stifling stillness,
and a silence that is so absolute even the scuff of a step feels like sacrilege.  The birds, so
prolific in song in a lighter age, huddle, mute, in their bowers.  Even the overcast sun is pale
and timid, and the colors cast through the stained glass of his throne room are robbed of their
jewel-toned brilliance.  

He stares into their assembled, undulating shards, seeing without seeing.  His edges are
frayed.  Spindle twigs of crystalized shadow spike off his collar, his hems and shoulders, and
he is less and less his body, more and more his office, his realm, a manifest concept.  The
slipping of form –– it is the first thing to go under duress.  The ancient of him is loosened
from its choke-chain, and it prowls, black, tentacled, toothful, around his harrowed ankles.

Lucienne stands at the foot of the steps.  She looks tired.  Her back is straight as forged steel,
and every soldered joint of her is strained to near-audible creaking.  Her wire frames slide
down the slope of her nose, but she does not lift a hand to adjust him, so complete is her stiff
attention.  Lucienne, who has lived millenia in tandem step, who has unceasingly bore a
world-weight of office like Atlas, who weathered even a century of a rudderless kingdom,
looks tired .  Above all other ill omens –– legions of comets shining overhead for days and
then plummeting from the former constancy of the sky, their iridescent star-shatter remains
found in scorched craters of oozing crude oil; beetles, unseen beetles he did not craft or
summon, chitinous shivering legions in the walls, chittering between the baseboards and
fissures in the marble; the flat and receding tides at the once-mercurial shore, pulled towards
the distant, almost inaudible wail, from far across the sea, from so far it could be emerging
from antiquity –– above all these things, it is Lucienne’s weariness that makes him most cold
with fear.

“I do not know, my Lord,” she says tersely.  “After the business with Hector, Hippolyta and
her son were warded.  Watched, albeit subtly.  They should have been protected from this.” 

“Perhaps they were not watched.  Closely.  Enough.”

He curls his fingers, long and articulated as spider legs, into tight fists.  This is another
failure.  Another lapse .

“He’s, what, like, three ?”  Matthew, perched on the high back of the throne, ruffles his
feathers with furious incredulity.  “Who the fuck kidnaps a three-year-old?  Why?”

“There is something sinister afoot,” says Lucienne.

“Are the Halls just, fucking, cursed or something?”

“I don’t think this was about the Halls,” says Lucienne tightly.  “Or Daniel.”

Hector Hall is a name gilded in guilt.  The edges of the Dreaming had bowed under Dream’s
long absence, and through the appearing gaps one singular, fervent ghost had scuttled.  With



resource and secrecy, he had built a hidden temple to the family he could not have.  There
had been so much to do after his steel-chair salvation –– the trials of his wandering Arcana
seemed frivolous against the incessant crumbling of his palisades, physical and magical, the
tenacity with which he rebuilt them matched only by their persistent decay.  He had been
gone a century.  His realm had grown thickets of bramble, become feral and unbroken, and
though it knew its master’s hand it no longer bent to it so easily.  It helped little that he and
the Dreaming were one and the same, because the ungovernable creature was within him, too,
a cowering dog, fearful of cold, of silence, of his bare skin, of glass.  That whimpering
animal made the work a twofold battle — against the rot of his once-splendid home, and the
atrophy of his own self.

And he had.  Indulged.  First the indulgence of the few days, The Princess Bride , then the
week after the Corinthian’s fatal transgression, and then, for a decade, the far greater
decadence of misery.  While the ragged flesh of his realm burst time and again from its slow-
healing wounds, he had given himself over to a self-flagellation and unrelenting thunder.  His
rivers had breached their banks, so swollen were they with rain.  He had occupied himself
with the killing of his own heart, first with distance, then with time, then, finding in horror
that its will was indestructible, with the quest and the Fates and all that entailed.  And when it
was over, when his viewpoint was irrevocably bifurcated, had he returned to the focus of
office?  Had he straightened his wavering course through the wood?

No.  He had indulged again.  And again.  And again, ad infinitum.  He darkened Hob’s door
for the sake of it, giddy as a thing of his age could be, to venerate his soft and bovine eyes. 
He had made a burrow of Hob’s tangled sheets and free-spun laughter, and curled there like a
helpless thing, subject and serf to the gentlest calloused palms, the kiss of the mouth through
which the sun itself poured its rays.  He had brought his lover into the Dreaming, to build him
cathedrals in reconstructed memories, relived glories, cabarets and crowns of pale flowers
and any and every token he could summon up.  He had let himself be in love.  Distracted.

“This is doubtless no mortal kidnapping,” says Lucienne.  Even her voice is leaden with
exhaustion.  “This is trickery of sorcerers.  Old gods.”

“You got a lot of enemies, boss?”

Dream stares, vacant, into the glass.  Gods above, he is tired.

“Yes.”

And so Hector Hall, cautious, creeping, devotional, had passed under his divided attention. 
For years, he had lived a dream-life, in a body suddenly of substance, and he had held his
wife in his arms, in the house they would have built.  It was only when Hippolyta became
pregnant that the tremor of his presence had worked its way at last to Dream’s senses, as a
prickle on the back of his neck.  In abiding with the rules of divided realms, he had banished
Hector — who had prostrated himself, begged on his knees, begged , even for this life that
was not life — back to the Sunless Lands, his sister’s waiting atrium.  Hippolyta had wept
with rage, her belly already swollen with the boy conceived of a ghost made in dream-stuff. 
He had not wanted to be cruel.  But it was the necessary way.  It was always about the
necessary way. 



“My Lord, he must be found,” says Lucienne.  “At all costs.  There are red dawns rising over
his loss.  Your sister’s wings are buried in this.  I fear for his safety.”

She hesitates.  Dream turns his head, just off profile over his archaic shoulder, to watch her
from the corner of his eye.  His right hand, his oldest raven and longest-suffering friend.  The
Dreaming’s least shakeable pillar.  There are cracks in the tightened line of her mouth and the
width of her pupils, even wrenched to attention as they are under her Spartan control.

“I fear for you, my Lord.”

Was Hector’s disobedience not the same as his own state of affairs?  If the Lord of the
Dreaming would place aside the obligations of countless sleeping minds for a stroll, arm in
arm, with his beloved through the fields of Fiddler’s Green, who was he to deny a dead man
his own equally fervent love?  If he would so readily cast the lord’s mantle off for a
morning’s shared peace, what right did he have to act in the name of rules?

He had banished Hector.  He had looked down on his kneeling body and made him into ash,
lifted his soul from the Dreaming and tossed it back into the grey, eternal mist.  And he told
Hippolyta the truth — that she should care well for her impossible son, and that one day, he
would return for the boy whose blood ran with his own firmament.  The Dreaming would call
to him, and as he grew and filled whatever strange shape he might be destined for Daniel
would doubtless yearn for it.  He had only meant that when that hour dawned, when Daniel
reached for the Dreaming, its Lord would greet him at the gates as approximate kin, as
resident by birthright.  She had spat at his feet and called him a murderer.  

“I will endure,” murmurs Dream.

“You have been enduring.”

“And do you question my strength?”

“I question nothing.”  Lucienne ascends the first step, haltingly, then the second.  Every
motion is rife with rust.  “I know you will do as you are charged, fulfill what you were long-
since created to be.”

Her footfalls are quiet things, but in the flickering torchlight of the hall, there is that
unremitting silence, and her heels could be the cannons of war.  Over his head, even the
nebulae move like walled and broken hunters, flaring tentative arcs, drawing into themselves
in cooling collapse.

“The office— the office will always endure.”  

Her voice is hushed.  It is kin to the quiet.  The bated breath in every spun atom.

He does not look at his stars, but their scaffold is hung above his head, and he feels them
trembling in his chest.  All galaxies born must die, though they might strive against it. 
Entropic decay is an unconquerable emperor.  Even seeming victory is Pyrrhic –– only
uneasy stasis before the crumble starts anew.  One day, the last black hole will kiss its
horizons in farewell, and the universe will be homogeneous emptiness.  



“I fear, my Lord, as I said.”

One day all will be a bedsheet of unlit energy, of cosmological constant.  One day all will be
dreamless sleep.

“I fear for you .” 

He does not know what to do with this.  Her gift of concern.  He might hold it tender in his
palms, and marvel at it.  But he knows no fit place to store it.

“Do not spend your worry so unworthily, ” he says softly.  “ What am I, if not what I
stand for?  The story does not die.”

“It ends,” says Lucienne.  “The story can end.”

He wonders what that might be like.

It is so interminable.  The fungal decay.  The million mycelia mouths.  The foundations of his
realm respond to their lord’s deepest and unspoken aches, and so they are tremulous.  Even as
he rebuilds them, they long to wear away.

He wants to sleep.  He wants to know his own gift.  He wants to enshroud himself in the
familiar duvet, in the spilled and rising sun through the window, in the arms that would keep
his pieces from shivering apart as so much broken glass.  He wants to run to Hob’s doorstep,
and stay.  He does not want to run past that.

“I will set my bloodhound to the task of the boy, ” he says at last.   He is near complete.”

“My Lord, do you––”

“And Matthew, you will go with him, ” he interrupts, because there is some crack in
Lucienne’s voice, and he cannot stand to hear it, not now.   “I must stay.  I cannot be away
if the storm knocks at the gates.  It would not be right.”

“Cool.  Okay.  Road trip with the murdering asshole.  Neato.”  Matthew’s snark is flat, its
levity lacking in enthusiasm.  The raven pulls a loose feather from his wing, and it tumbles,
slowly, to the unbroken floor.   

“Lucienne.”  

There is so much to say, and so little language large enough to hold it.  

“I.  Thank you.  For your.  Care.”

“I wish that you’d have some care for yourself, my Lord,” she says.

“My friend, ” he says gently.   “ My right hand.  I will go on.”

Lucienne sighs.  He meets her eye.  It might be force enough to strike him down where he
stands.  But she is as she always has been –– dutiful, to the last.  She quarter-bows.



“May fortune favor your task, my Lord.  Travel safe, Matthew.  I hope you find the boy quick
enough.”

“I’m a good finder.  Very good finder.  Totally got it under control.”

Lucienne takes her leave.  Dream turns back to the window and listens to her walk, long after
her steps have faded from his hearing.  He tries to hold fast to even their echo.  It is a feeble
sword to wield against the silence –– it lifts and decisively falls, like a curtain of wool.

“Honestly,” says Matthew, fluttering to perch on Dream’s nebulous shoulder, “you don’t even
need to haul the cannibal out of cold storage, boss.  I could totally handle this on my own.”

“He will safeguard you with his.  Directed violence.  And you lack thumbs.”

Matthew grumbles.  “Shit.  Fucking thumbs.  Fine.”

“It is not for any lack of trust in you––”

“No no, you’re making a valid point.  Also maybe a human-looking person will freak the kid
out less, when we find him.”  Matthew pauses, reconsidering.  “I mean, if he keeps his stupid
little glasses on, at least.  He actually might traumatize him.”

Dream feels some change in gravity.  The weight of his homeland bends in a well around
him.  His forearms and calves are made of monolithic stone; the sword of Damocles is no
longer suspended above his head, but braced against his shoulders, a tonnage of steel.  

It was so much more than “tired” might say.  What he feels now.

“He will be better reared, this time.”

Dream looks through the glass.  A white horse looks back at him.  

A pale and leggy creature, standing on the air.  It is not radiant –– it is plain, shaggy-maned,
onyx-eyed.  It huffs through its flared pink nostrils, and the breath emerges as frost, spangling
ice against the pangs.  

Dream is old, and he knows the omens.  He was there when they were written.

When he blinks, the horse is gone.  The frost still fogs the glass.

“So, uh, we should, get on this one, yeah?  Go get him?”

Matthew belies no knowledge.  Then the vision was Dream’s alone.  He is possessed by
dread, and he swallows it into his gut, where it only grows more readily.

“Yes.  We will go.”  

There is fighting to be done.  Perhaps it begins now.  Perhaps that’s all it has always been ––
a fight.  A prolonged payment in blood.  



“As we must.”

Dream cuts his palm across the air, slicing it to the soundless quick, and steps into the sand.

 

+++

 

“I mean, boss, are you totally sure about this?” Matthew flutters along through the closing
portal, and settles, with a few hops, on the new ground.  “Couldn’t you send me with, I
dunno, like, literally anyone else?”

“He is one of my Major Arcana.  I cannot let him lie buried for eternity.”

“Yeah, but, I dunno.  He’s kinda fucked up.”

“I will do better this time.”

“I mean, I’m not saying it’s on you, I think he’s just, like, fucked up in like an intrinsic way. 
Like his essence is fucked up.  Like he’s got ‘fucked up’ in his DNA.”

“Your point is made.”

“Just saying.  Fucked up guy.  Real fucked.”

They stand on the harried edge of the Dreaming, where the shape of things is sparsely
defined, where Dream has set his more secretive workshop.  Before them stands a body
remade, and it is only through great control that Dream does not strike it down again out of
fury and shame.

Ignoring Matthew’s mumbled critiques, he lifts a small, triple-mouthed skull from within an
impossible fold of his black robes.  He had found it, many years prior, under Hob’s couch,
long laid to rest amid the dust bunnies and lost pens –– the symbol, with a symbol’s life
force.  He had almost crushed it in his hand on discovery, but some calmer turn had
prevailed, and so it had hung like a stone in his pocket, until now, when he presses it,
seamless and melting, into the brow of the beast.  His beast.

There is a radiant light shone from behind the dark glasses, and for a moment, the body is
made of brass and magma outlined in white ermine.  Such a frivolous lightshow –– Dream
frowns at it.  The light settles.  He steps back, a glowering statue, and watches as the chest
heaves a strange, inhuman breath.

For the first time in weeks, a wind wicks briefly through the Dreaming.

The body stirs.  It rolls its shoulders and cracks its column of a neck. 

“Howdy, creator,” drawls the Corinthian.  “My sun rises again?”



“It does, Nightmare.”

The Corinthian’s joints, moved experimentally, sound off snaps and pops like the shells of
dermestids ground under the heel, chittering in broken succession down his vertebrae. 
Dream had shaped each one as a potter over the wheel –– he had woven the warp and weft of
muscle fiber, spun the raw cotton flesh into taut tendons, chiseled each white axehead tooth
from veinless marble.  There was a penance in the care.  He had worked at this new body,
new mind and spirit, for interminable periods he did not think to measure, jaw clenched,
ichor-stained fingers severe and scraping at the bleeding clay.  No atonement could erase
what his hand had wrought –– were he to sleep, perhaps the sickly cooper scent of beloved
blood would haunt him there, as much as it haunts him walking now –– but he can force
himself onto the pyre of guilt, into the mud of his own grinning devil.  He can slop with the
murderer, swallow the rebuilding as Licinius Crassus once swallowed molten gold, and suffer
with the witness of the remaking.  He is exacting, obsessive –– humerus and cuspid and
brachial plexus drafted and spun and respun of black dreamstuff between his fingertips.  The
sauntering shins and languorous lips, the bowed animal brow.  Blonde lashes like cornsilk
over the twin maws.  Twin tongues and twin blasphemous mouths.  

Dream makes only one cosmetic change –– through the brow and lid and soft underskin of
the left eye, he leaves a faint welted scar, following the fine path of a single liquid drip.  In
the line of it, the upper and lower front teeth in the smaller mouth are chipped in a beveled
inner corner.  When the little mouth closes, there is a diamond gap of panting dark.  A stain.

The Corinthian, blonde as any Western cherub, grins –– he has a new casting of his alabaster
teeth, edges shaved thin as a razor.  Dream filed the enamel himself, each canine and
premolar, each four-poster crown.  When the newborn nightmare runs his tongue over his
square incisors, they slice a red line in the tender flesh.  The Corinthian’s cheeks contort into
salesman’s dimples; the blood, impervious, trickles from the corners of his mouth.

“I like these teeth,” he remarks.  The blood dries and flakes in an instant, peels from his pale
chin like so much decrepit wallpaper.  “I like the hurt of ‘em.”

“Who are you, nightmare?” intones Dream.

“Me?”  The Corinthian shrugs, sloth and sinuous.  “Dunno, creator.  That’s your purview.”

“Hm.  What do you remember?”

“Bits.  Fragments.”  The Corinthian tilts his head, past the normal angle, until there is the
faintest tremor of the uncanny.  His face is strangely guileless –– innocence sits around him
like an ill-fit jacket –– his brows furrowed in consternation.  “Uh.  Taste.  The taste of
mouths.  The taste of meat.  I was wandering in the desert.  I was wandering in the jungle.  I
was some dark slip of a thing.  I was hungry.  Lord, I was hungry .”

The Corinthian hesitates.  With cautious hands, he removes his dark lenses, holding them
gingerly, as if he might break them in his roughness.  There is a colt-like wobble to his bent
elbows –– Dream is struck with this.  He is something young.  It has been a long time since
any of his Arcana was young.



“I see you in smells.  They’re colors.  The bird is sorta red velvet.  But you, you’re blacker
than tar.  You’d feel like ground glass down my gullet.”

He blinks, and there’s the clack of double mandibles.

“Is this how others see?” he asks slowly.  “In starvation?”

“No. ”  Dream folds his arms behind his back, if only to hide the tremor of his hands,
watching the slaughterhouse speak.  “ You stand apart.  As you did before, Corinthian.”

“Corinthian.”  He stretches the name into syrupy syllables, dripping honeyed viscera from his
lips.  “Yes.  I am the Corinthian.  Good.  Identity.”

He settles his glasses back on the straight bridge of his nose.  Dream is witnessing his work
become itself –– his movements, still choppy, are beginning to settle, the weight of the silver
frames manipulated more deftly.  

“And you, creator,” he says.  “You’re the Dream Lord.  The Shaper.”

“I am.”

The Corinthian inclines his torso in an unexpectedly gracious bow.  The gesture is so foreign
to the impetuous cant of him, but there it is, offered as fealty, in opposition to the old speck of
the Morningstar once sparking in his core.

“Lord-God and Form-Giver, it’s a downright pleasure to meet you.”  

His Southern tenor is smooth as molasses, as whiskey, and while it has a vein of bemusement,
it’s not lacking in sincerity.  

“Meet you again, that is,” amends the Corinthian, straightening.  “I’m the second, yeah?  The
second of my ilk.”

“Yes.  Your former self.  Drew too much undeserving blood.  And desecrated a doorstep
he should not have crossed.”

Dream gazes at the open face of his once-favorite work.  The Corinthian is expectant in every
line –– his lugubrious stance is run through with an eager, curious thread.  He had forgotten
what they were like, his wilder creations, when they were a spare few moments past born. 
How inquisitive and still-soft, how wanting for a pillar to cling to.

“I was absent, ” Dream admits.  “ For a time.  He roamed unleashed.  He was.  Too much
of what I made him.  And so he was unmade.”

It’s the crux of the quandary –– the Corinthian of his old was always as his design, his
conception in totality.  Dream wonders then why it was such a surprise, a betrayal, when he
had only acted as was in the grain of him to act.  It is so hard to not be sickened by the sight
of him, knock-kneed new thing as he is, to not feel Hob’s blood, the blood of the hundreds
slain, coat his hands in perverse anointment.  



“And am I made in his image, then?” asks the Corinthian.  “Or yours?”

The Corinthian meets his eye, without challenge, only quiet and questioning.  His dark
mirror, arisen from the tomb, has a gaze cool as an extinguished corona.  His inversion of
colors, his carnivore’s fervor, the gnashing and grinding and maddening want of him, are all
so polarized from his maker’s millenia of restraint.  It is all instinct that ran once and runs
again in the organic wires of him, unbound by pacts of being and bonds of Fates.  Instinct,
and the plain-spoken terror of what is caged within being let loose.  The tumult.  The howl.

“You are in his in part, ” murmurs Dream, “ but you were always more in mine.” 

The Corinthian’s smile is simply pleased.

“Well.  It’s an honor, creator.”  He stretches his arms before him, admires their lean muscle,
the rotation of his wrists, his pale and manicured nail beds.  “Love what you’ve done with the
place.”

“I have left a mark on you, Corinthian.”

The Corinthian pauses.  He pushes his glasses up onto his head, ruffling his cropped hair, and
raises a hand to his cheek.  He runs his thumb over the tail end of the scar, where it ends on
the otherwise unblemished plane of his under-eye.  He shuts his eye-teeth –– the tip of one
slight tongue worries at the new gap.

“You are an open jawbone, ” says Dream.  “ You are the ready hinge.  A mouth into
which the dreamer might fall, in order to bear witness to the act of consumption, and
learn the contour of their own terror.”

The Corinthian cracks the joints of three jaws, pensive.  

“You hunger –– this is your core and your birthright.  In the Dreaming, you are and will
be denied no end of dreams to feast upon.  But do you remember the taste of the
Waking?”

His creation closes his eyes.  His nostrils flare like a hunting dog.

“Almost,” he hums.  “It’s on the tip of my tongue.  Scotch and sweat and plasma.  A good
thing.  A real sweet thing.”

“Remember it.  And remember the mark you bear for having tasted it unbidden and
unjustly.  Entwine the two.  Bear them both.”

Dream is a tall and towering idol of shadow.  He lets the Dreaming run from the soles of his
bare feet up through his stretching shape, lets it flail out of his appendages in viscera-strands
of ink.  He allows himself to loom, lose borders, pass through the valley of his self-
construction and into the eldritch morass of his ancient, terrible core.  The Corinthian stares
up at him, not fearful, but observant, obedient; his hand still feathers at his new-stitched scar.

“You were made to take and swallow, to teach with bone and flesh.  But know in your
mark that you can be taken from in turn.  You are your second proving.  Do not forget



this, my creation.”

“I won’t make the same mistake twice,” says the Corinthian.  “I won’t disappoint you.”

“Good.”

Dream coalesces back into his smaller shape, still vulture-shouldered and dark all the same.

“Walk with me to the gates.  I have a task for you to attend to.  With Matthew.”

“Matthew?”  The Corinthian squats on his heels, falling easily into the posture of pouncing. 
He smiles at Matthew, gives a little wave.  “That must be you.  Hey there, little guy.”

“Oh, fuck off with that.  ‘Little guy’.  Jesus.  I’m your chaperone, sharkboy, I’m not your
fucking ‘little guy’.”

The Corinthian looks…wounded.  Not some affectation with intent to manipulate –– he looks
quite genuinely crestfallen.

“Matthew.”

The Corinthian shuffles to his feet, looking pointedly at the ground.

“What?”

“He is still learning.  Be.  Gentler.”

“No, I think you can be good cop and I’ll be bad cop.  He needs some bad cop.”

“ Matthew. ”

Matthew ruffles his wings, sighing.  "Chill, chill, I’ll play nice, boss man.  Don’t you worry
about it.”

“Thank you.  And you, ” he says to the Corinthian, who snaps to attention, almost
puppyish.  “ Matthew is your elder, and my raven.  He speaks in my absence.  You will
heed him, and pay him respect.”

“Yessir,” says the Corinthian.  “Not a little guy.”

“Fucking right I’m not––”

“Walk with me.”

Dream stalks along the winding borderlands, through the unformed wastes and valleys of
glacial ice.  There is nothing moving save the three travelers.  Even the firmament, usually
restless and stretching towards shape, is paralytic.

“This is the Dreaming, right?”

“Yes.  Your homeland.”



“It’s pretty, creator.  Chilly.”

“It is not all like this.   You will see the rest on your return.”

They pass through a shorn field, featureless and dusted in snow.  From its blank canvas,
spires of lavender-toned ice leap towards the flattened sky.  Their faces are smooth –– the
Corinthian passes his hands over the nearest ones as they walk, and Dream watches his focus,
how it tracks the length and filed edge.  Sometimes his look gets caught in its own reflection,
but more often it is snagged on edges.  His new fingers trace their sharpness.

“Sorry if I offended, Matthew,” he says offhandedly.  “Sure didn’t mean to.”

“Yeah, well, the road to hell and all that.”

“You have lovely eyes.”

“Woah, woah woah woah, don’t you say shit about my eyes.”

“Were we friends?” asks the Corinthian.  He’s still all lamblike innocence, but there is the
first whiff of something sardonic in this particular crack.

“I’ll give you three guesses.”

“You and I, we should be friends,” muses the Corinthian.  He strides with innate grace,
winding like a whippet.  “We’re kinda the same.”

“You’re a literal murderer.  You kill people.  And then you eat their eyeballs like chocolate
truffles.  I actually do not do that.”

“Do you not eat carrion, raven?”  The Corinthian, this time, speaks in triplicate.  The extra
voices are hoarse.  “Is that not in your nature?”

“I mean, sometimes, yeah.  It’s sort of par for the raven course, eating dead things”

“You can’t hold my nature against me, then.  I am what I am.”

The Corinthian falls into a contemplative silence.  Dream passes the thawing edge of the
valley of ice, down the winding dirt path to the gates, running parallel to Fiddler’s Green. 
The grass is unmoving –– the perpetual breeze has left its post, and not a lark or robin flashes
a wing.  

I see your Nightmare is back, m’Lord .

“Yes.”

A tendril of creeping jenny sprouts from the earth and slithers along by his feet.

Is he his old self?

“In part.  With some.  New wisdom.”



Hm.  Sort of good to see the old blighter back up and about.  Though I’d hardly call him a
harbinger of peace.

"These are.  Uneasy times."

The Corinthian looks almost bewildered, staring at the weaving little vine.

“Hi,” he says to the plant.  “I am the Corinthian.”

Hello again, young buck.  I’m Fiddler’s Green.

“Pleasure to know you, Fiddler’s Green.  Are you always a vine?”

Only sometimes, lad.  I’m quite a lot of things.

“You’re a Dream, then.  Too soft and floral-smelling for a Nightmare.  I’m a Nightmare.”  It’s
spoken, almost, with pride.

That you are.

"You would taste like bone marrow.  And dandelion wine."  The Corinthian idly cracks his
knuckles, finger by finger against the flat of his other palm.  "Riverbeds and fish.  Venison."

I'm better left uneaten, hum Fiddler's Green, in the croak of a bullfrog, the aborted yowl of a
fox. I'd fill your gullet with poison ivy.

"Huh."  The Corinthian weighs this.  "Yeah, I'm famished, but not that famished."

They reach the gates of the Dreaming.  Their great carved hinges swing open without groan
or squeak, and Dream stops short at the threshold.  The tide has receded so far that the
craggy, water-smoothed bases of the nearest juts of black stone in the sea are exposed.  The
horizon, as ever, is unreadable.  Only a meeting of two mercury bowls, the water and the sky.

Matthew flaps through the gates and lands on the rocky beach.  The Corinthian lingers at
Dream’s shoulder.  In his freer being, Dream stands a full two heads over his Nightmare.  He
seems small and sharp as a pocket knife.  The newborn cranes his neck to look up at Dream, a
furrow in his brow.

“What should I do, creator?" he asks.  "What should I be, even being what I am?”

“You will become a new shape daily.  That is all it is to grow.”

Dream looks out at the sea.  It pulls away from him another inch, like an arm rearing back to
strike.

“Be mindful of what was, Corinthian.  Be careful of what is.  Do not trouble with the far
future.  It is fruitless.”

“I’ll remember,” says the Corinthian.  



He touches, lightly, the thin line on his otherwise unmarred face.  Dream stares into the
retreating water, like it might speak to him.

“Your task, of now, is to find a certain boy and bring him here.  With care.  Gentleness. 
He is very young.  His name is Daniel Hall.  His blood runs with the starfire of the
Dreaming.  You should be able to.  Scent him out.”

The Corinthian inhales, deeply, through his nose.

“Dream-smell.  Smells like hydrogen burning.  Smells like lapis lazuli.  Got it.”

“Heed Matthew.  He is in charge.”

“I’m in charge,” echoes Matthew sternly. 

The Corinthian gives a salute so crisp there’s no possibility it isn’t a little facetious.  Matthew
glares at him, as much as a raven can glare.

“Go, ” says Dream.  “ The boy must be found with haste.  I do not know what harm
could have befallen him.  The longer you delay, the more may be done.”

“We’re on it, boss man,” says Matthew.

“I think we’re gonna make a great team, Matt,” grins the Corinthian.

“ Matthew. ”

Dream flips a hand.  A revolving doorway rises from the shoreline, though he stays standing
just inside his gates.  

“Travel safe and swift.”

Matthew bobs his head in a bow.  The Corinthian gives him an amiable, loose wave.  The two
of them, already bickering over the suitability of “Mattie”, pass through the door, and it wafts
into only a curl of pale blue smoke.

Dream tries to see to the horizon line.  There is a thin, keening cry, from somewhere in its
indecipherable distance.  It is still far, but louder than it was a day ago.  He has no doubt it
will be louder tomorrow.  The clouds, in they layers, form the shape of a white horse,
standing.  The distant siren sounds.  He can make out no other details.

He watches, for a time.  It has been many years since he has known a fear like this.  Here,
now, it only makes him wearier.  

When he closes the gates of the Dreaming at last, he wards them with another set of locks. 
For all the good they will do him.
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Lyta Hall wonders if she’s gone insane.

She stands in the dirt hovel of the Fates, barefoot, hollow-eyed, back as straight as a pillar of
the Parthenon.  She thinks about the feel of the dirt on the ball and heel of each foot, the pad
of each toe.  The dirt here feels old, tangibly ancient.  The antiquity of it rises through her
soles like a ghost’s reaching hand, a penetrating breath of frost that shivers into her tibias, her
talus, each little chip of metatarsal.  Would that she could feel the cold –– it might be
something soothing.  As it stands, Lyta is on fire.

Sometimes the dirt is dirt.  Sometimes it’s a stack of tinder and the dry Douglas fir planks
from the frame of a demolished house, and she feels the press of the wooden post at her back,
where her wrist might be bound, were they not hanging slack at her sides.  The smoke rises
from the pyre, drifts into her nose and mouth and makes a home of her lungs.  There’s mud
between her toes and splinters in her calluses.  Everything is burning.  The distinction
between hallucination and reality is rapidly becoming an outdated mode of thinking, and Lyta



isn’t sure it’s even worth holding to, any more.  She feels hot –– whether or not she’s actually
aflame, maybe that’s not important.  Maybe the sense is close enough to truth.

She looks vacantly ahead, out the open doorway of the Fates’ home, into the vast and
featureless desert spread over with slivered moon.  The Fates, murmuring, maddening, follow
convoluted paths of motion around her, braiding an intricate Celtic knot of fleet-footed steps. 
They’re busy at the task of arming and armoring her, constructing her panoply.  They bustle
about like tailors working at a particularly fiddly dress.  Lyta stands like a ragdoll suspended
by a point at the back of its neck, loose jointed and malleable, while they bend her elbows to
gauge the fit of cuffs, turn her palms to measure them against gauntlets.  A taut wire stretches
from her nape up to the vast empty sky, tied to the tail of singular Polaris.  It keeps her
upright.  Her body is a mound of lit charcoal, and she sweats, profusely.

“Achaean bronze,” hums the Crone.  “For sacking Troy.”

“A fine color,” murmurs the Maiden.  She holds in her hands a breastplate so burnished it
glows with the gold of a tiger’s eye, spangled with silver like an ungoverned constellation.  It
looks so molten it might melt through her dainty fingers.

“Achilles’ own,” nods the Mother approvingly.  “Slayer of Priam’s sons.  Oh, poor old Ajax
must be rolling in his grave with envy.”

Her limber hands fit the scooped collar of the brilliant cuirass around Lyta’s neck.  It
shouldn’t fit her –– but as the Mother tightens the leather straps, buckles them snug over her
shoulders and across her lower back, the metal molds to her torso and chest, forming a
second shining skin.  It’s heavy, and not.  Her tired body tells her there’s immense weight, but
the flame of her soaks it up like so much fuel, and she burns more furiously, red-hot from her
brow to the backs of her knees.

“Something for the ankles, the calves,” suggests the Maiden.  “The tendons are delicate.” 

She rifles through a vast chest by the doorframe, stretches her whole body down into it
without a sign that she’s reached the bottom.  Her spine elongates like a pulled spring.

“Lancelot?”  

“Not for her.  The praetorian guard set,” the Crone says.  “With the blood of Caligula.  And
the pauldrons to match.”

The Maiden lifts two articulated shoulder-platings from the maw of the chest, blue-black and
gilded with gold.  They’re pieces of remarkable beauty, Lyta thinks distantly, dark and mobile
as the shell-plating of a scorpion’s curling tail.

“Tch, let me see those.”  The Mother settles them on Lyta’s shoulders, brushing rust-colored
flakes of millenia-old blood off the layered segments in swift, henpecking swipes.  “We can’t
have her going out looking a mess.  Hand me the greaves, sister mine.”

The Maiden passes over a matching set of greaves, the shins smeared in shedding viscera,
and the Mother fusses over the quiet and horrible stains until the smoothly hammered curves



are clean as the morn of their first wear.

“Are you coming with me?” asks Lyta.  

The Mother kneels at her ankles and hitches the forged iron over her tattered bluejeans and
raw skin.  She imagines there are blisters blooming beneath the muscle, smoldering as the
bones of her are.  

“Of course, dearie.  We wouldn’t send you off to the front lines all by yourself.”

The Mother lashes the belts across the backs of her calves.  Low to the floor, her figure is
stiff, like her joints ache, but the swiftness of her hands is unnatural.

Lyta looks at her ankles, and watches the metal bind itself to the fabric and flesh.

“Do I really need all this?”  

“You are seeking to lay an Endless low,” the Maiden purrs.  “This is no frivolous hunt,
Hippolyta.  This is a severing of a ligament of the universe.”

“Oh.”

The Crone emerges from the pooled shadows of a wardrobe, a set of vambraces in her hands,
sculpted of ruled chitin and an embossed, scaly leather.  The pins and fastenings and fine
edges are painted with gilding that radiates light like the filament of a tungsten bulb.

“Scarab shell and the crocodile skin of Sobek-Ra.  As befits you, distant daughter.”

The Crone tethers the hide to her forearms, her hanging elbows.  The damage of the descent
down the black cliff hasn’t yet healed –– the Crone nonetheless pinions the armor onto the
open wounds, with a faint wet sound of congealed pus disturbed, and in a searing wick of
pain and light the vambraces fuse to her, one protection, one flesh.  It only hurts a moment,
and then Lyta returns to the familiar feeling of roasting on a great spit, which hurts too, but in
a vindicating way.  This pain makes her feel some image of strength, brimming with striking
force.

“Does this ever come off?”

“When you no longer have need of it, it will fall from you,” says the Maiden.  She drifts to
stand at Lyta’s back, and distorts up into a tall, slender, uncanny frame, tall enough to affix a
set of round golden studs to Lyta’s earlobes.  “Karna’s earrings.  They’re pretty things.  You
may wish to keep these.  They suit your face.”

“Thanks,” says Lyta.  She flexes her fingers.  They move with the sprightly, springing ease of
a long-forgotten youth.

The Maiden combs back Lyta’s tangled white hair, its intermingled snakes –– rebellious as
they are, they don’t dare to hiss at the unwrinkled fingers, and fall supplicant to her plaiting. 
Lyta feels new strands being braided into her hair.



“The crown of Conquest,” the Maiden responds, reading the unasked question as plain as any
writing.  “Barbed wire and bramble.  Twelve stars, for the Apocalypse.”

Lyta can feel the needle points of the raw-edged wire and slender thorns, and hear the
thrumming of the captive stars.  Coronal arcs flare around her head, whipping across her
periphery in viscous flails of honey.

“You needn’t ruin our little warrior’s lovely hair, Klotho.  It’ll be a devil to get out,” chides
the Mother.  She’s squat and folded, broadened and trundling low along the ground, her
rounded edges bulging into something terribly unsettling.  Hovering around Lyta’s waist, she
tightens an embroidered band, a girdle, so old it should rightly be dust –– instead, the fabric
is supple as a doe’s running flank, strong as triple spider silk.  At its center is a buckle shaped
like a tournament crest, embossed with the symbol of a straight sword flanked by wings.

“This is the girdle of Brynhildr, dearie,” adds the Mother gently.  Her voice is bubbling. 
“One of our Valkyries.  She’ll guide your sword arm well.”

“The circlet befits her,” chimes the Crone.  Only she has retained her old woman’s form,
unaltered.  She grins with all her crooked teeth, tying flayed strips of brindley wolf-fur
around Lyta’s wrists.  Where the strands touch her, she feels a hunger in the buried veins, the
clamp of slavering, choke-chained teeth.  “Let her worry about the knots when the hunt has
ended.”

The Maiden hums a melody under her breath, still working delicately at Lyta’s hair.  Lyta
doesn’t know the song, not in any conscious way, but it oscillates down into her arteries and
pulls at some buried ancestral memory.  Lyta’s body isn’t a body, it’s a bowl, a torch made of
the tongues of flame.  She feels.  Strange.  Bereft.  Always grieving –– but the grief has gone
on so long it’s worn down its own canines to gnawing, impotent nubs.  Its ferocity has
propelled her here, to this impossible fitting and the six hands adjusting fastenings and spit-
polishing steel, and now it’s ebbing into this horrible, pallid emptiness.  Even as the column
of her lungs crackles and cremates, she feels like her gut has been split and emptied on the
auger’s altar.

She thought she would feel freer.  She thought she could cling righteously to the rising
violent power in her muscles.  But the wind, the steady ashen wind, still, moves through her
like she’s only a hollow valley.

The Crone retreats to an alcove set in the rough-hewn wall, mumbling over a vat just barely
made out in the corner of Lyta’s eye.  The arthritic-appearing hands move as unencumbered
as adolescent ones, tossing bundles of herbs into the bubbling morass –– stinging nettle, bay
leaf, cypress twigs, hemlock, strips of curling oak bark.  She sprinkles a handful of earth into
the mass, pours a tumbler of thick, dark seawater over it, and the smell of raw meat and salt
erupts into the air.  The Crone pushes back her frayed sleeve, and sticks her whole hand and
forearm, up to the elbow, into the boiling pot.  She stirs it.  The slosh is leaden and wet. 
When the Crone pulls her arm back, the once-wrinkly skin is smooth as glass.  Her arm is
dyed maroon and flaring with black tendrils, swinging about like flayed nerves.

“Sisters, come lend an old woman your hands.”



The Mother gives the girdle a final yank; the Maiden ties off the bottom of the last braid with
a thin strand of thread and binds back the straggling wisps around her brow with the same
torn strip of her t-shirt that Lyta had first used herself.  The Crone hefts the vat onto the floor
before Lyta’s feet, and the Fates, two warped, one stable, each dip two fingers into the
steaming balm.

“You take the seven marks, youngest.  Lachesis and I will make the sigil.”

The Maiden, stretched further into a grotesque and slender wraith, stalks around Lyta’s form. 
She daubs the balm onto the tender backs of Lyta’s knees, the pits of her elbow, makes
crossed x’s in her palms, and runs a line down the length of her neck, from the base of her
jaw to the hollow between her collarbones.  It reeks of ash and algae, cedar and rotten meat.

“What’s this for?”

“Swift legs,” croons the Maiden.  Her voice is a narrow needle, and the syllables run together
into an undulating water.  “Limber arms.  Hands of judgment.  Voice of Fury.”

The Crone and the Mother, in tandem, smear the breastplate of Achilles’ with the boiled
salve, in a shape Lyta has never seen –– a straight line ending in half a pitchfork curl, broken
by a circle, with two curved arms off an upper crossbar.  When the Mother, now a nebulous,
sloshing sluice of linen (a liquid linen, a woven fluid, Lyta can barely put words to it), draws
the final point near Lyta’s navel, a single crack of thunder splits the sky in half.  

Lyta gasps.  Every capillary in her keens with a pain that transcends the idea of itself,
becoming a sort of visionary ecstasy.  Her eyes roll back into her skull; her jaw clamps down
so hard she feels a molar chip, splits a seam in her tongue.  The blood froths through her
clenched and shaking teeth.  All she sees is light –– wailing, gnashing, sanguine light.  It
flares from her chattering mouth, splits from beneath her dirty fingernails in sharp rays.  She
can see the sound of pestilence, taste famine and fury, and the pale horse of Death rears its
hooves against her skull.  There’s a hammering.  A thousand steady marches.  A hundred
thousand sweeping blades.  A banshee wailing, one single piercing note of anguish.

And then, as though it had never begun, it’s over.  Lyta heaves a coppery breath.  The tears
stream freely down her cheeks.  She swipes her mouth with the back of her hand; it comes
away streaked with poppy red.

“How do you feel, love?” burbles the wet tangle of the Mother.

“I feel––”

Lyta bends each knuckle, one by one.  She pops the joints of her shoulders.  They sound off
like rifles.  The void beneath her sternum is quivering, and into it is flooding one sickening,
blinding emotion, a bruise-colored tide, crashing on her barren shore.  Her desolate valley is
overrun with a tidal wave –– it is something different than the empty feeling, so she hurls
herself into it, if only to end the echoing under her ribs.

“I feel .”



“You look fit for the journey,” smiles the Crone.  “All that remains to give is your
instrument.”

The Crone extends her hands, palms upturned, and faces Lyta straight.  The spire of the
Maiden and the bog of the Mother flank her, frozen, pulsing faintly.  In the Crone’s wizened
hands, with a shiver of summer lightning, a sword rises from her timeless skin, writhing and
wrenching itself into its shape.  With crunching and panting and sharp, high, inhuman cries,
the sword tears itself into the world, ripping a hole in the fabric of the universe even in the act
of existing. It’s a thing of awe, awe in the Biblical sense, awe that could drive Lyta to
madness, were she not already so far beyond it.  Its edge is finer than an angel’s breath.  It is
destruction condensed into form.  Wrath made manifest.  It burns almost as fiercely as Lyta
on the pyre.

“It’s a mishmash,” says the Crone lightly, “but it will serve you well.  The bound hilt of
Themis’ sword, the crossguard of Excalibur, the flaming blade of Archangel Michael, made
as one.  It will do what you have asked.”

She holds out the sword.  Its blade sputters with white fire.

“Take it, daughter,” commands the Crone.  “Bear it like you bear your namesake.”

Lyta takes the sword in her hand.  It fits into the dip of her anointed palm as though it had
grown from her own flesh.

“Hippolyta,” the Crone recites.  The words fall from the air like the striking of a hammer. 
They set the dirt flying up in shockwaves, and rend chasms in the floor.  Lyta’s feet, still bare,
hardly touch the ground.  She is an empty vessel, suddenly spilling over with sorrow and
agony and a fury like an incurable wasting fever.  The three sisters, joined in one shimmering
mass, speak the invocation. 

“Daughter of Ares and Otrera,” sings the Maiden.

“Regent of the Amazons,” warbles the Mother.  

“Hunter among hunters,” says the Crone.  “Are you ready to avenge your son?  To collect
payment on the debt of blood?”

“I’m ready,” says Lyta.  Her own voice is a sudden stranger, richer, wilder, a bay of a
foxhound, a clap of a shotgun.  “I’m ready.”

She is strong.  She is strong .

The sisters, so commingled as to be one wall of heaving power, raise their six whiplash arms. 
The lamentation of innumerable dead and dying splits the air.  Lyta plummets through a
sinkhole in the floor –– the stars smear past in one rush of spilled silver, but she doesn’t see
them, because her eyes are swimming with visions of toppling temples, plumes of Trojan
smoke, bodies splayed like autopsies with the lash of whips.  At her shoulders, she feels the
ghosts of sisters of myth, the once-subjects of her ancestor’s warrior empire.  Their hands are
her hands; their sprinting legs her legs; their whoops and shrieks boxed in behind her stiff



mouth.  She feels the company of known strangers.  She misses her husband.  She feels
alone, in the sense that she is singular.  That there is no other like her, and there will never be
a rage and frenzy like her again.  She will be the only thing to walk under this savage
standard.  

But so what?  It only needs to be borne once.  She only needs one killing blow.

When she lands, she lands upright, dextrous without recovery.  She stands supported on
mercury water, made fearful subject to her steps.  It’s a tundra underfoot, and she knows her
own soles are branding the tamed sea, drawing its blood.  The water runs red.  The sword in
her hand flares sclera white.  Her eyes are blown manic and wide, and from their corners run
rivulets of light.  Her nostrils flare, her chest heaves, with panting breath.  It’s good to breathe
like this.  It fills her with purpose.  With resolve.

Behind her, she feels the three-faced Fury, the beat of a sextet of slicing wings.  A screech
from triple mouths shakes the immense gates that rise on the distant beach.  The sky is black. 
Not a star shines, save a single plummeting comet.  She adjusts her sword hand.  She thinks
about Daniel.

Lyta Hall is an avenging angel.  When she first lays foot on the black stone shores, the
Dreaming cries in anguish under her step.

 

+++

 

“I’m starving.  Can we get lunch?”

“What?”

“We passed a McDonald’s on Olympic.  And a Burger King, corner of 8th, on that little side
street.”  

“Are you fucking––”

The Corinthian jerks his head towards the cramped shopping center they’re currently parallel
to.  “Look, there’s a sushi place right there.  Nice and convenient.  I could go for some
sashimi.”  He smacks his lips.  “Hell, I don’t remember much, but I sure remember ahi tuna.”

“Lunch?  Lunch ?”  Matthew has never experienced such immense volumes of what-the-
fuck.  He’s finding new and towering peaks of incredulity every passing second.  “Probably
the entire existential fate of the human unconscious, my boss and your actual, literal God,
hinges on us finding this kid real stupid fast, and you want, let me get this straight, lunch ?”

“Yeah.”

Matthew considers beating his head against the nearest wall.  There are walls aplenty in Los
Angeles –– it’s a veritable paradise of ready concrete for intense head-ramming frustration. 



They’re on what Matthew might generously call the less-nice side of town, hustling down 9th
(okay, Matthew is hustling, and the Corinthian is ambling , because neither Heaven nor Hell
could get him to go faster than “cool guy saunter”).  The Corinthian had sussed out the trail
to Lyta Hall’s apartment with his keen hunter’s nose, and Matthew was hopeful that between
the two of them –– Matthew’s brains and the Corinthian’s…something more violent than
“brawn”, anyway –– they could snag enough clues to track down Daniel before something
wild and crazy went down.  The Corinthian, who must have proven enough usefulness in his
mind to consider himself safe from Matthew forcibly pecking him into one of the many
available seven-lane highways, had evidently decided to explore the borderlands of
Matthew’s patience.

“You know, if I remember right, and I’m pretty sure I do, the Lord real specifically told you
to be nice to me.”

“Look around you.”  Matthew spreads his wings wide in a gesture meant to encapsulate not
only the strip mall and the corner of 9th and Olympic, but also the wider Los Angeles area
and perhaps even the entire West Coast.  “You see the Dream Lord anywhere?  His umbral
highness buying smokes at the liquor store?  Edgelord of the Endless, loitering around the
parking lot?”  

He waits an appropriately sarcastic length of time.  The Corinthian, with all the damning
indifference of the worst kind of teenager, shrugs.

“No?  No?  No Dreamlord?”  Matthew adopts the tone of a newly-hired kindergarten teacher,
not yet broken by the indomitable wills of toddlers.  “Gee whiz, you got it, that’s right!  It’s
just you and me!  And remember the big thing that Mr. Sandman said?  The big important
rule you gotta follow?”

He jabs a wing at himself.  “ I’m in charge, champ.  You ,” he says sternly, poking the
Corinthian in the ankle with his beak, “don’t get a vote.”

“I’m gonna tell him you were mean to me.”

“Oh, so you’re a fucking narc now?”

The Corinthian kicks the base of a broken Budweiser bottle into the gutter in lieu of a real
response.  It narrowly misses Matthew and clatters into the sludgy rainwater.  It’s a very blah
November, drizzly, overcast, and reeking of exhaust fumes pouring off LA’s demonically-
inspired tangle of interstates and freeways –– the 105, the Gardena, the 405 North, cesspools
of human misery and hours of idling engines that barf up a low and ever-present smog.  The
air tastes like burning tires.  Matthew likes LA, sure –– he doesn’t like this part of LA, the
part that sits in some kind of gasoline-fog-attracting valley, where the strangers all look like
they’ve got agendas way more nefarious than landing that part on Law and Order and the
buildings squat with a sort of architectural resentment, chipped like teeth that have valiantly
tried to chew aquarium gravel.  Matthew likes Hollywood Boulevard.  He likes overpriced
tourist-trap souvenir hats and walking almost reverently down the glittering corridor of stars. 
He does not like the fact that nobody here is startled by a talking raven, or even the
Corinthian –– who has once or twice removed and polished his stupid Top Gun shades on the
hem of his muscle tee in full view of theoretically normal people –– because that means



they’ve all seen way weirder or way worse, and he really, just, really wants to avoid the kind
of shit that makes a man not blink twice at a corvid bitching about the air quality and a guy
with literal fucking teeth for eyes.  

They turn onto Union Ave, making for the Charlestown.  Matthew, out of a deep personal
stubbornness, refuses to sit on the Corinthian’s shoulder, so he hops along the sidewalk,
trying to avoid getting his clawed feet stuck in wads of gum and unidentifiable sticky
substances (maybe ignorance is bliss on that one).

“I’m hungry ,” says the Corinthian blandly.  “I’m a growing boy, Mattie.”   

Matthew thinks about the wall-skull option again.  It would probably suck, to have brain
damage, but it might not actually suck worse than babysitting a newborn tooth-eyed shitheel
of a guy who apparently gets grumpy when he doesn’t get snacktime.

“Don’t call me ‘Mattie’.  Can you just, deal?  Like, cope?”

“I am made of famine,” yawns the Corinthian.  When he talks through his extra mouths, his
voice gets croaky and upsetting.  “I am a creature of teeth and gullet.  ‘S not my fault I need
something to chew on now and then.”

“Okay, us big kids know that sometimes you have to wait for things.  Things like lunch .  So,
big kid lesson number one –– stop fucking whining.”

“Buddy, if you think this is whining–– you wanna hear whining ?”

The Corinthian, with three shit-eating grins, makes a –– sound.  It’s a sound, most definitely,
even though it gets into the hollows of Matthew’s bones like a burrowing centipede, a thing
with pincers and legs.  It’s a warped tape of distorted hyena laughter, played through seven
busted speakers, and it rips out the mouths of the Cortinthian’s eyes in one nauseating, spine-
shattering crash.  It is, Matthew decides quickly, super fucking awful.

“Christ!  Fucking, cut that out!  What the fuck!”

The Corinthian clamps his double mouths shut with a satisfied click , and the noise is
severed.

“ That’s whining,” he says cheerfully.  “Lunch?”

“Fuck you, no.  Do your job.”  

Matthew thinks a moment, then sighs.  

“And if you’re really super extra mega good, we can get McDonald’s on the way back. 
Deal?”

“Deal,” says the Corinthian.  He’s got the audacity to look smug about it, too.  Matthew
makes a mental note to discuss his pay –– namely, his lack thereof –– when they get back to
the Dreaming.  



The “when” is important.  Matthew feels an urgency that makes him wish he could yank the
Corinthian by the scruff of his neck like a dog who had chewed up a PS4 and forcibly make
him move faster.  He had a real knack for sensing trouble in his human life (though he lacked
the critical accompanying knack for avoiding it), and that, plus a raven’s innate sense of
supernatural happenings, has made it impossible for him to not be worried.  There’s
something wrong in the stillness of the Dreaming’s air –– some awful static between the
molecules.  He doesn’t like it.  He really doesn’t like it.

Just before they’d left for the Waking, Matthew had seen flocks of his kin gathering on the
Dreaming’s ramparts.  Their eyes glittered like metal filings, and they had looked at him with
a mix of familiarity and disdain.  He got on alright with other ravens, usually –– just about
the same as he’d got on with people in his past life.  These ravens looked like an unfriendly
greaser gang.  Worse than that, maybe.  They’d just looked grim.

There was something off about their huddled stances.  They’d clacked their beaks and cawed
in old tongues Matthew couldn’t speak.  He figures, suddenly, out what that glint in their
watchful looks had been –– they’d looked hungry .

He doesn’t to know what for.  A flock of scavengers settling on the bulwarks –– no feast of
flesh in sight.  

Not yet , thinks the part of Matthew that is all a raven’s third eye.  Not yet . 

He shivers.  He butts the Corinthian’s ankle with his head.

“Hurry up.  Faster you go, faster that six-piece nuggets is gonna be in your hands.”

In the dim and thankfully vacant lobby of the Charlestown building, the Corinthian takes a
healthy and definitely gratuitous sniff.  His face splits into a wolfish grin.  

“Man, it reeks in here.  Cigarettes.  Vinyl.  Water stains.  Black mold.”

He takes another chest-heaving whiff, and the grin, impossibly, widens.

“There we go.  Dream-stuff.”

He makes for a set of fire doors, shoulders through them, and bounds up several flights of
stairs two steps at a time, leaving Matthew to flap along in his wake.  He narrowly gets a
wing slammed in the door, and wonders how hard it would be to get Lucienne to unionize
with him.

By the time he catches up, panting, finally understanding what it is to truly be at the end of
one’s rope, the Corinthian is already halfway down the puke-colored carpet corridor of the
tenth floor, sidling up to a door frame criss-crossed with “POLICE LINE: DO NOT CROSS”
tape.  There’s not an officer in sight –– Matthew doubts the Corinthian gives a rat’s ass about
mortal authorities anyway –– and the Corinthian swipes down the feeble yellow banners in
one pass of his hand.  He tests the handle, concludes swiftly that it’s locked, and immediately
proceeds to kick the door down.



“Jesus, like, would it kill you to be a little subtle?”

“Hey, I’m doing my job,” says the Corinthian as the wood splits shrieking from the hinges. 
“I’m being ‘really super extra mega good’.  I’m fixing to get me an Oreo McFlurry and six
quarter pounders. ”  

He slips across the threshold and falls fluidly into a crouch, back curved so the bone spurs of
his spine scoop hollows and peaks into his t-shirt, one stretching palm pressed to the
floorboards.  With his other hand, he smoothly removes his sunglasses and tucks then into his
shirt collar.  He doesn’t move a muscle after that.

Matthew flutters over to the threadbare back of the sofa and surveys the room.  It’s very
clearly been picked over by searching, clumsy hands –– so cops, for sure –– but the kitchen
table still has a spilled box of crayons abandoned on it, and there are colorful scribbles of
abstract flowers and castles and dragons thumbtacked to the walls.  It’s got the sort of
echoing quality of a house whose occupants have just flown out the door late for work –– an
echo, a handprint, of life so recent you’d expect it to come whirling back through the door to
grab the forgotten car keys.  There’s a paisley-printed mug forgotten on the ring-stained
coffee table –– a worn-out high-top sneaker knocked over in the row of shoes by the front
door, its laces half-tied and splayed like searching tendrils of ivy.  

The near-to-life feeling is going sour as milk in the sun the longer Matthew looks around.  A
pot of something that may have once been boxed mac and cheese is congealing on the stove. 
The slatted shades are hanging crooked and tangled, as though someone gave up on lowering
them halfway through.  The faucet in the bathroom sink is dripping, keeping time without
accompaniment, and the spare fluorescent light has been left on –– the door there is just ajar
enough that Matthew keeps expecting to see a person step into the crack, see a startled,
baleful eye widen at their intrusion.  He can hear the Corinthian –– not breathing, not in the
standard sense, but cycling a continuous wheeze of air, in through his eye-mouths, out
through his regular one.    

On the end table are two framed pictures.  One is of a man with the square face of a marquee
main character and dark smiling eyes; the other is of a sleeping, sweet-faced baby in blue
swaddling, tufts of white-blonde hair peeking from beneath his little knit cap.  In this cast of
cold light, Matthew can see the faint impression of fingerprints on the glass of the baby
photo, as though someone has held it tightly in their hands, often, for long periods, enough to
leave a permanent mark of oil.  There is the faintest red spatter on the upper left corner, and a
mirroring stain on the man’s photo.  Matthew knows jack shit about forensic spatter pattern
analysis, but he’d bet there was some sort of violence here.  He doesn’t even need the
evidence to tell him that –– he feels it, right to the middle of his chest.  He feels the
wrongness.  The grief.  The child’s terror.

It’s all very uncanny valley.  It makes Matthew distinctly uncomfortable.  He wants to leave. 
Fast.

“Someone must’ve reported Lyta missing, too,” remarks Matthew quietly.  This feels like a
place he should be quiet — to be loud would be a disrespect, like bringing a boombox to a
burial ground.  “Man, crime scenes give me major heebie-jeebies.”



The Corinthian is plainly not listening.  His triple mouths are agape –– he takes another deep,
slow, creaking inhale through all of them, tongues flickering against the breath.  He rolls the
tongues around in their mouths, working his freshly-minted jaws.  His stillness is tight with
coiled-spring muscle, and his focus is frighteningly absolute.

“Come on now,” he rasps.  “Come on out of your hole, little friend.”

“What the fuck––”

“Shh shh shh.  Let me work.”  

The Corinthian doesn’t move an inch.  

“Come on, witness.  Show yourself.”

There’s a pause.  Then a rat, gray and threadbare as the sky outside the curtains, scuttles from
a fissure in the baseboards.  The Corinthian cocks his head the barest fraction of a
centimeter.  His nostrils flare.

“Come closer, scavenger brother,” he whispers.  “Just a little closer, now.”

The rat takes a few timid steps.  Its tiny claws chitter against the hardwood. 

The Corinthian’s smiles form a bright white triptych.  

“I won’t hurt you,” he oozes.

The rat, nose twitching, nears his bended knee.

With a sort of horrified awe, Matthew watches the Corinthian snatch the little squealing body
into the air and snap its spine in a two-handed twist like he’s wringing out a dishtowel.  The
rat shrieks –– there’s a crrrrack of vertebrae and a spray of blood between its teeth –– then
silence.

Matthew blinks.  The Corinthian seems supremely satisfied.

“First kill of my new self.  Still got it,” he says happily.  “Rats are such gullible critters.”

“Can you do me a solid and fill me in on what the fuck that was for?  Is this some sort of
lunch-based protest stunt?”

“Have faith, raven,” smiles the Corinthian.  He does not have a friendly smile.  “I may look
like the old dog, but I’ve got new tricks.”

The Corinthian, with surgical fingernails, pries the rat’s black beady eyes out of their small
sockets, one by one.  He tosses one into each of his upper mouths like they’re only little
chocolate chips –– when the teeth bite down, there are two faint pops that make Matthew
kinda nauseous, even for a carrion-eater.  The distorted body of the rat thumps to the floor,
where it lies there, bleeding, twitching faintly.



“They have feeble eyes and feeble minds.”  The Corinthian delicately wipes a drip of vitreous
humor off one set of lower lashes.  “But kidnapping a child is rat work –– and rats can smell
their kin.  I can turn up his memories.  See if he saw.”

He thumps back off his heels and into a sitting position, forearms on his knees, head tilted
back against the wall.  The rat’s eyes are far too small for his human-adjacent sockets, but the
Corinthian isn’t stopped by the discrepancy –– when he blinks, the little eyes are suspended
in the center of the open mouths with webs of pulsating veins and tautly-bound nerves.

“This place is a nest of vermin.  They don’t taste half bad, either.”

“Actually,” says Matthew, “you should count your lucky stars we didn’t get lunch, because if
we had I’d be losing it all over this sofa right now.”

He picks at a curlicue of stuffing poking from a seam, because it’s as close as he can get now
to twiddling his thumbs. 

“You don’t understand,” murmurs the Corinthian peacefully.  “This is art .”

“Art?  Really?”

“I’m made like my maker.”  When he blinks, languidly, again, the strands stringing up the
specks of eyes are woven into a delicate spiderweb mesh.  “I like to create things.  Isn’t this a
knockout piece?”

“ ‘Made like your maker’?  Uh, yeah, I’m gonna say you’re wrong on that one, chief.” 
Matthew yanks the fiber free and lets it sink to the floor.  “You’re about as similar as roadkill
on the 405 and wagyu steak.”

“I’m the howl,” says the Corinthian.  He speaks with a meditative conviction Matthew hasn’t
heard from him before  “I’m just under his breastbone.  He just keeps me real quiet.”  

He thumps his chest with the flat of his palm.  

“But right here is where I was pulled from.  I can feel it.  I know it.  I’m in his image.”

Matthew has not a fucking clue what he’s talking about, which is not a new phenomenon in
his life, so he decides to ignore it and move on.

“What do you see?”

The Corinthian’s tongues poke through the gaps in the fleshy lace.

“I see tufts of insulation to tear for a nest, because it will be cold soon,” he hums.  “I see
starvation put to rest in a dropped graham cracker.  I see my brothers and sisters and roaches
in the walls.”

“Great.  A day in the life of a rat.  Super useful.”



“I see–– fire.  Grey fire in a man’s shape.”  The Corinthian furrows his brows.  “I see a man
who is not a man, two curved serpents, each biting the other’s tail.  I see––”

He stops.  He closes his eyes, and there’s the thick sound of swallowing.  With decisive vigor,
he clambers to his feet and slides his sunglasses back on.

“I know who took Daniel,” he says.

Matthew hops from the back of the sofa to the arm, ruffling his wings in relief.

“Thank fucking God.  Who?  Where?”

“An old god.  A sneaking rat of a god.  In Svartalvheim.”

“A god ?”  Matthew looks into the placid face of the photographed sleeping baby, the smears
of repeated imprints of clutching hands.  “Shit.”

“Yeah.”

Together, they exit the building and pound the pavement again.  The Corinthian hangs his
hands in his pockets, humming a snatch of an old Duran Duran song.

“So,” says Matthew, hopping around a discarded half-eaten box of fries, “are we gonna have
to, like, kill a god?”

On second thought, he snags a soggy fry and swallows it down.  It’s still salty and starchy,
which is good enough –– he can overlook dampness.  The sun, buried as it is behind the
cloud cover and obscuring carcinogenic haze, is just beginning to set.  Night begins to
swallow Los Angeles.  The shadows are shaking off their fetters and pawing at the lines of
the gutters and parked cars, unrolling from the heels of the Corinthian’s black sneakers.

“We’d be cursed,” says the Corinthian.  “To kill a god is to incur a death curse.”

“Oh.  Right.  Yeah.”

“You didn’t know that?”

Matthew didn’t know that.

“I knew that.”

“Wow, guess my creator doesn’t keep you around for your wisdom, huh.” 

“So this god ,” Matthew grits out through clenched beak.  Every time he thinks the
Corinthian cannot possibly rub him any more the wrong way, lo and behold, he discovers
whole new continents of homicidal urges.  “Think you can take him?”

“I am my creator’s best killer,” says the Corinthian.  “I was bred to be brutal.  I have a
thousand carnivores’ violence in one finger of my hand.”  



He cracks his jaw.  The sound is startlingly loud. 

“I’ve always wanted to taste the eyes of a god,” he muses.  “It’ll be a treat.”

“Sick.  Rad.  Great.  I’ll leave that to you.  Let’s rock and roll.”

“Lunch.”

“You gonna go on a strike over this?  Lunch is a post-Daniel deal, end of story.”

“I need fuel if I’m going to mutilate an Asgardian.  It takes a lot out of you.”

“Jesus.  Jesus .”  Matthew mutters a string of unspeakable profanities, hoping faintly the
heavens might open up and smite him, which is feeling like his only possible escape. 
“Alright.  We will stop at McDonald’s really quickly , and you can eat on the way, and then
you will shut the ever-loving fuck up about it.”

“Great, sure, sure.”  The Corinthian definitely tuned out after “McDonald’s”.  “Can we stop
by one of these grocery stores too?  I want a pack of beef livers.  And some pork ribs for the
road.  And a blue Gatorade –– the light blue, not the dark blue.”

“Yeah, you’re really Dream’s finest piece of work yet,” Matthew mutters.

The Corinthian is practically drooling, his mouth twisted in a ravenous half-smile.  He’s
whistling that same song, which Matthew thinks is insufferably on the nose.  There’s a
bounce in his step, and a weird ruddiness to his cheeks –– Matthew realizes that he really
does look young, young and new and carefree.  It meshes poorly with the speckles of blood
peeking from beneath his lenses.

Matthew considers something for a moment.

“Uh, do you have, like, money?  A credit card?  Anything?”

The Corinthian shrugs.

“Haven’t gotten my allowance this week," he says dryly.

“Well.  Cool, great.”  Matthew is frankly relieved –– the mental image of the Corinthian
sloshing down greasy chunks of raw liver with a slurp of Gatorade was not a super pleasant
one.  “I’ve got zip in the funds departments, so, plot twist, no McDonald’s and no pit stops. 
Very sad, major bummer, et cetera et cetera.”  

They stop on the corner of Union and Wilshire, and Matthhew flies over the chain-link fence
bordering a dug-out construction site, and lands amid a dusty plain of concrete dust, white as
bared bones.  They’ll be a little bit out of sight, at least, though Matthew is increasingly
unsure why he should bother with hiding –– it’s a habit that dies hard, or maybe just a way to
make himself feel better, feel like their progress is mystical and secretive and meaningful. 
He’s unable to shake a dawning feeling of futility.  He tries anyway.



The Corinthian clambers over the fence with agile ease, landing in a puff of powdery dirt.  He
scuffs his toe on the ground, frowning, looking altogether put-out.

Matthew flaps into the air, holding a few feet off the ground, which is no mean feat.  Each
beat of his wings warps the space before them into wobbling edges, forming the outline of a
nebulous gateway.  He doesn’t think about it too hard –– just lets the intuition of travel tell
him where to bend space towards.  

“Jeez, don’t pout .  I bet the boss will give you some really sweet and juicy eyeballs from,
like, James Dean or Elvis or something if we get back really fucking fast.  Mmm, tasty,
Graceland eyeballs,” he adds in his best pacify-the-small-pissy-child tone.  It definitely
comes off condescending, which is equally good.

The Corinthian scowls.

“We had a deal , birdie.”

“Jesus, the nicknames just get worse–– it’s Matthew .  Math-yew.   Say it with me.”

“You broke your word.”

“Second big kid lesson of the day –– sometimes people lie.  Suck it up, buttercup.”

Before the Corinthian can voice whatever scathingly blase remark he’s undoubtedly got lined
up, he coughs, a hand swiftly clutching at his stomach.  Matthew stops with him –– the lurch
hits him at the same exact time.  Like someone plucked his guts like a guitar string.  A
sudden whooshing, falling feeling.  Every feather on his body lifts like raised hackles.  The
Corinthian’s eye-mouths emit gasped snarls.  The gateway shivers, gelatinous, destabilizing.

“The Dreaming,” manages the Corinthian.  “It’s bleeding.  It tastes like.  Like.  Like.”

“Fuck.  Fuck.”  Once more, with feeling.  “ Fuck .”

“It tastes like lead.  Motor oil.  Death caps in the mud.”  

He spits onto the rubble. 

“It tastes like shit .”

“Right.  Okay.  Fuck.”  Matthew feels a stab of pure panic.  With a final whip of his wings,
the portal is open.  “Let’s go.  Let’s go.  Go go go.”

The Corinthian bounds through the doorway, all grace and foaming mouths, and Matthew
dives in his wake.  He’s not a praying man (raven?), but if he had fingers, he’d be crossing
them.  The Corinthian is a well-aimed sniper rifle, a Doberman off its leash –– he shreds the
first wolf that pounces from the appearing woods with his raking fingers, rips its throat out
with his teeth, and swallows its eyes like tapioca pearls.  The next wolf gets its spine torn free
and unzipped from its ribs.  He’s a terrible, paralyzing animal, and this lends Matthew a
sliver of hope.  Maybe they can get it done fast.  Maybe it’ll all be fine.



He feels another wild tilt in his stomach.  

The Corinthian plunges his hand into a furred chest and squeezes the beating heart of a wolf
until it bursts between his fingers.  The red runs down his arms in fountains.

 

+++

 

“Hello you,” says Hob.

Dream finds him in a self-storage facility in King’s Cross, rifling through an open steamer
trunk and surrounded by an immense assortment of boxes –– water-stained cardboard, slatted
crates, leather-bound chests soaked with age.  Hob is bundled in a dark green cable-knit
sweater and a black woolen overcoat, his hair bound up haphazardly, a few irrepressible
waves of it floating like weeping willow boughs around his cheek.  He turns over his
shoulder at the rush of air that always precludes Dream’s entrances, and grants him as blessed
a thing as Dream can imagine –– a smile that crinkles the soft corners of his eyes,
wonderfully crooked, with warmth enough to rival the fire of the gods.  The light in these
places is sickly fluorescence at best, and Hob, deft and unaware, wrests even these pallid rays
into an aureate halo, a reflected gas lamp gold against the enstatite gem of his iris.

“Hello, Hob.”

Hob, after a lingering look fit to make obsidian melt, turns back to his labor.  He hoists a
thick, age-scarred leather trench coat from the trunk, and holds it fondly in his hands, before
gently tossing it onto the concrete.  It’s a quiet cube of space, muffled further by the
barricades of archived history, and the only sounds are Hob’s breaths and the rustle of fabric. 
It is comforting to stand, even for the barest moment, in an air that is not so deathly still.

Hob pats the floor next to him, rummaging through the trunk.

“Sit?”

Dream closes the distance and settles down next to him, knees pulled to his chest, chin tucked
into his forearms.  Hob hums a song, though Dream isn’t sure which one it is.

“I come only briefly,” he says, by way of explanation. “These are.  Trying times.”

“Would it help to talk about it, love?” 

Dream considers this.  Hob retrieves a patch in the shape of a set of wings, and turns it over
in his fingers, a faint and nostalgic crease in the corners of his mouth. 

“There are ill omens, ” he says at length.  “ A boy, who carries a piece of my realm, has
been.  Taken.  I have sent Matthew to find him. ”  He hesitates.  “ And the Corinthian.”



Hob’s movements stop, but he doesn’t say anything, doesn’t look Dream’s way.  His brow is
carefully schooled away from furrowing –– Dream can see him resisting expression.

“I.  Remade him.  Better.  He will not.  He is not.  As he was.  He is.  Best fit for the task. 
He is.  Better governed.”  

The words clatter inelegantly off his tongue, weak and ill-directed.  He doesn’t know what to
say.  The guilt is raining down on him in sheets of hail.  He wonders if he will come away
bruised.   

Hob is quiet another interminable moment.

“I trust you,” he says at last, and carries on picking through the trunk.

Dream blinks.  Something is roaring in his chest, some huge, inexpressible, incommunicable
awe.  Hob carries on humming, without any hint of a tune, and Dream would build an altar to
him, raise temples and towers in his name.  In lieu of this, he leans his head against Hob’s
shoulder.

“I.  Wished.  To see you.”  He turns his nose against Hob’s bicep, feeling the rough comfort
of the wool coat against his cheek and lips, the little movements of Hob’s searching.

“I am.  Tired,” he says quietly.

“Rest a moment, then, ducks,” says Hob.  “Stay as long as you’d like.”

They don’t speak, for a time.  Dream feels guilt –– he came with a purpose, an intent, but
this, here and now, is a distinct deviation from his plan of a quick stop.  But he is tired and
cold in the center of every limb and line, and Hob is a hearth to curl before, a sun-warmed
stone to lay upon and thaw away the frost.

Hob shifts slightly, to sit cross-legged himself, and gently rearranges Dream along with him,
letting his head fall in his lap, Dream’s narrow nose pressed into the knit folding around his
stomach.  Dream lets his eyes flutter shut, and focuses on a more limited palette of sensations
–– the wash-softened weave of the knit, the denim of Hob's jeans, the sound of fabric on
fabric and Hob’s heartbeat under his ear, thrumming alone indefatigably.  Hob leaves one
hand to the trunk and settles the other around the back of Dream’s head, carding his fingers
through the black tufts, his thumb just grazing the shell of Dream’s ear.  The quiet is
textured.  Dream could stay here, he decides.  He could stay.

“What are you seeking?” he asks.

“Looking for my old RFC pilot’s gloves, for Deanna, for Christmas.  She’s got arthritis
something awful –– runs in the family, and, well, she’s no spring chicken –– and a recent
fascination with World War I.  And I imagine they’d rather be circulating out in the world
than moldering away in here.”

“You were a pilot?”

“That I was,” says Hob.  “A regular flying ace.”



Dream imagines this –– the thunking beat of propellers pummeling the air, the cologne of
grease and thinner atmosphere, the reckless glory of flight.  Hob fits naturally amid the scene,
another bolt of a thing doing loops in a cobalt sky.

“Tell me,” murmurs Dream.  

Hob talks.  He keeps the steadying motions of his fingers in Dream’s hair, an easy, well-
learned rhythm.

“My callsign was ‘Double’.”  Dream enjoys this about Hob’s stories –– the way they always
begin in media res .  “Ah, at the time I was going by Robert Gallant, and on one of our first
leave nights in Paris I supposed I did a bit too much courtly bowing and hand-kissing for
some lovely girls in the Moulin Rouge , so the lads put my antiquated chivalry and
appropriate last name and, of course , insensible, devastating, heart-rending good looks
together––”

Dream makes a hum somewhere between laughter and teasing agreement, for which Hob
cranes down and pecks him lightly on the temple.

 “––and dubbed me Lucky Lancelot,” he finishes.  “Bit of a mouthful to yell, so it sort of
morphed into Double L, and then, since the ‘L’ is already lurking about at the end of the
word, just plain ‘Double’.”

“Hm.  Lancelot.  Befitting.”

“Befitting, eh?

“Lancelot was bound in his heart by fealty, ” says Dream, muffled by the fabric of Hob’s
jumper.   “ He devoted himself to Arthur, and to Guinivere, though it tore at him.  He
knelt readily before the throne.”

He rolls onto his back, gazing up at Hob’s face, eyes half-lidded and a parenthetical curl in
the corners of his mouth.

“Would you not offer me the sword of your devotion, Hob Gadling?”

Hob raises an eyebrow, though the twitching of his lips and the shine in his eyes gives him
away.

“You’re getting altogether too smug, bichon ,” he says lightly.

“Do I speak falsely?”

“No, m’lord,” he relents, releasing the grin at last, “no, you don’t”

“You know not your own power,” says Dream quietly.  He takes Hob’s face between his
hands, the pads of his palms fitting against Hob’s cheekbones and jaw as though they were
only two halves of a fractured mold.  It is such a thing, to feel helplessness and revel in it ––
to be laid low by only the act of a smile.



“My heart. ”  He pulls Hob down towards him and kisses him, because he wants to know
again what it’s like, because a stacked infinity of kisses could not be enough, could not grow
any less miraculous.  “ My sight,” he breathes against Hob’s mouth.

He kisses him, again, a collision that turns to a click of teeth, a low noise drawn from deep in
Hob’s throat.  With palpable reluctance, Hob, after a few moments, pulls back.

“I have to find these gloves, love,” he says sweetly.  “But do hold that thought.”

“Hmh. ”  Dream rights himself and slots his chin on Hob’s shoulder, threads his arms around
his waist, and leans into his cheek, eyes closed.  He tries to maximize the contact points
between them –– his chest to Hob’s back, his forearms and hands over Hob’s chest –– to live
for a moment in the emanating furnace of him.  “ More of your stories, then.”

“As you wish,” says Hob, with a canted grin.  Dream kisses him on the corner of his jaw and
buries his face in the crook of his neck.

“I flew a lot of planes.  Avro 504s until the summer of 1917, I believe it was, and then
Sopwith Pups, then Camels, F1s, mostly, and one damnable Handley Page.  Ah, here, this is
me and some of my Squadron with my first Pup.”

He exhumes a crumpled black and white photo from between the folded arms of a burnt
uniform.  It’s a black and white snapshot of Hob and three other men, their arms slung around
each other’s shoulders, standing in front of a propellor-nosed plane.  They sport uniforms
with rolled sleeves, faces smeared with engine grease.  Hob, in the middle, a streak of black
across his chin, is squinting into the bright sunlight and grinning like there’s no tomorrow.  A
captive breeze is whipping a few cropped strands of his hair across his brow, and his mouth is
just slightly parted, like they’d snapped the photo halfway through a word, maybe a laugh.

“That’s–– so, left to right, that’s Charlie Tanner–– ‘Cowboy’, we called him, because he
could lasso those Fokker III’s right out of the bloody sky–– then Vince Davies –– ‘Beaver’,
he got sloshed and ate a whole box of matches on a dare––”  He interrupts himself with a
chuckle.  “Christ, Davies had more screws loose than a disassembled motorbike, but there
was nobody better to drink with–– and then there’s me, and then Arthur ‘Wrong Turn’
MacClellan.”

Dream muses over the photograph.  The Arthur in question has a nose like the prow of a
warship, and smile wild enough to match Pan’s.  One arm is looped around Hob’s neck –– in
the other, he holds aloft a spanner like the head of a conquered foe.

“Arthur had this trick where he’d do circles around the ground forces we were bombing to
draw fire, and then steer right into the thick of it.  Had some mad thesis about how they’d
never expect you to be point-blank.”  Hob passes a thumb over the faded face.  “Scared the
Germans shitless, I’ll tell you that, to have a whole Sopwith Triplane bearing down on them
like a massive, stupid eagle.  None of us had any clue how he survived every time, but he did,
right up until Bloody April.”

He lets the photograph lie in his lap.  Overhead, the fluorescent tubes buzz, in time to the
creak of hidden pipes.



“Went down in his Triplane somewhere over Arras, dragging an Albatros down with him. 
Madman, really.  Shocking he got as far as he did.”

Hob stares at the photograph another minute, before gently laying it by his knee and lifting
out the scorched uniform.

“Lost my first Camel at Saint-Mihiel –– went down right through some shelled-out villa,
crawled out with roof tile shrapnel in my shoulder and a sprained ankle, which was
something of an act of providence.  Of course, then they gave me that bloody Handley Page
–– Christ, I missed my Sopwith –– and I went and got shot down again during a night
offensive at Saarbrücken.”  He takes a breath, lets it puff out of him in a slow exhale.  “That
was about the closest I’ve ever come to losing a limb.  Front end of the plane got sheared off
in the crash.  I busted most of my ribs and shattered my right kneecap, and just about cut my
right femur clean through.  Got it bound enough to not bleed out, but I think I sat there in the
wreck for something like a week before I’d healed up enough to hobble about.  Then I
stumbled about in the woods for a while until I wandered over the French border into this
little town, ah, Behren-lès-Forbach, and waited out the last of the war.”

Absent-mindedly, he rubs at his knee.  Dream watches this, notes it, to remember.  He has
invested a decade of concerted effort into learning Hob, entirely and absolutely, and still there
is always more.  It is a joy, that he is so inexhaustible.

“Oh, brilliant –– here they are.”

Hob, victorious at last, pulls out a pair of three-fingered leather gauntlets, the backs lined in
graying otter fur.

“Not the prettiest, sitting here in this box all these years, but she tends to like ugly things, and
they’re decidedly warm.”

He tucks the gloves into an inside pocket of his coat, then, after a moment’s heistance, shuts
and latches the steamer trunk.

“Walk to a pub with me?” he asks.  “There’s one down the way that’s not too bad.  It’s
freezing in here.  I’m contracting hypothermia as we speak.”

“I would not have you freeze to death,” says Dream nobly, and he makes the great sacrifice
of untangling himself from Hob enough to stand.  Hob locks the unit doors behind them, and
they trundle down some narrow hallways, a flight of chilly steps, and out into the cloudy,
silver afternoon.  The sidewalks and stoops are quilted in white.  It’s unseasonably frigid for
the very end of November –– Hob tights his jacket around him, and tucks his hand into the
pocket of Dream’s coat, entwining their fingers.

“Christ, it’s months too early for snow,” he remarks.  The newfallen snow, indifferent to poor
timing, blankets the tops of lampposts and snuggles into the gutter all the same.  They trudge
through it, in comfortable silence.  Hob turns them down another street.  Dream watches the
few cars grumble past, their tires crunching against the drifts.  An unfamiliar raven, seated on
the railing of a flight of front steps, watches them pass, preening a few falling flakes off its
India ink feathers.



“I’m, ah–– I’m moving on, end of this year, or next.”

“Already?”  The time feels short –– the New Inn still entirely new.

“It’s been over two decades.  I’m starting to push my luck.”.   

Hob’s voice is not so much sad as resigned, though underneath the acceptance there is some
lurking loss.  He kicks up a puff of snow with one of his Oxfords, careful to keep his shoulder
pressed to Dream’s.

“I don’t much fancy leaving,” he admits, “but it’s–– for the best.  I’m planning on inventing
an ailing relative somewhere and bowing out gracefully, then dropping off the face of the
earth.  Not a long stretch away, mind,” he adds thoughtfully.  “I like it here.  I’d stay, if I
could.  I’ll just drop out for a few decades, let the New Inn have a turnover in its customers
and bartender, wait for the bloody Dean to retire or something, come back and have another
round.”

“Where will you go?”

“Dunno.  I was thinking to do a stint in Morocco, maybe Casablanca.  Get my French back
into shape.  Finally pick up some Arabic.”

Hob stops them outside a pub.  The swinging wooden sign reads “The Faith, Hope, &
Charity”.

“Does it get.  Tiring?” asks Dream.

“I’ve started over so many times I should be used to it.”  Hob looks down at the path of their
tracks through the snow.  “But I’m still not, not really.”

He takes a breath, and pushes open the door.  A slice of gold tumbles over the threshold, and
Dream, lagging a step behind, is granted a brief and breathless vision of Hob in half profile,
the line of his brow and lip and shoulder haloed as a relief in a church. 

“Things end,” says Hob, aglow and oblivious.  “They’d end irregardless of–– what I am. But
there’s always something starting up.”  

There’s a beat.  Hob looks back towards Dream, the light cast sideways through the lenses of
his eyes, turning his irises near-topaz.  

“Sometimes I wish I could just, start the old thing over, though,” he says.  “It always seems to
go by so bloody fast.”

They enter the pub, take a seat at one of the booths by the window.  Hob orders a scotch for
himself, and another for Dream.  The drinks are served quickly, and Dream takes a minute
sip, just to feel the heat of the alcohol bloom under his gums and in his temples.  

“I miss those blokes from my squadron.  I’m sure as hell going to miss Deanna, my
insufferable academic friends here."  Hop swirls the scotch in his glass.  "But I’ll get another



whack at being a professor, I’ve no doubt.  For one thing, I like to talk far too much to not be
a lecturer again.”

“You excel at it.  I enjoy your.  Directed ramblings.”

“Very kindly put way to say I blather on interminably.”

“I would listen to you speak for an eon.”

Hob ducks his head, grinning, takes a swig of his drink.

“God's wounds, you are–– you’re really something else, my love.”

Dream, at last, wrests himself back to his original purpose in stopping by (beyond the stifled
motive, the desperate and terrible need to be held in some place that did not feel out to damn
him), and pulls a thrice-folded sheaf of fine paper out from inside his coat.

“I have a token for you.”

He slides the little package across the table.  Hob unwraps it curiously, then stares in open
disbelief, rapidly turning the corner of delight.  At the center of the paper, small and self-
contained, are his greyhound cufflinks –– a little more tarnished, a touch worse for wear, but
there, real, recovered.

“Holy Mary,” Hob breathes.  He touches just one with a tentative fingertip.  “How–– where
did you––”

“First the dreams of a son of a woman who once worked at Le Ciel , ” says Dream.   He
dreamed of a story his aunt had told him, a story about a strange British writer, who
had kissed her hand like a knight and given her a gift.  A dream of pearl greyhounds.”

He watches with no small satisfaction as Hob takes the cufflinks in hand, smiling.

“The son had seen these once as a small boy, and again as a man, when his mother had
given them to him before she passed.  He gave them to his own negligent son, who
pawned them for money.  I found them in the dreams of the shopkeep, and lifted them
from the Waking.”

It is that exact smile he had sought to earn –– the blend of surprise and glee, the loosest and
least contained of Hob’s many smiles, a challenge to secure and sweet as any ambrosia when
procured at last. 

“So you stole them?” asks Hob mirthfully.

“I am.  Returning them.  To their owner.”

“You stole them for me ?”

“Yes.”



Hob stares down at the cufflinks.

“You seemed.  Fond.  Of them.”  

Dream attempts to put his reasoning into words –– the simplest reason, the desire to see Hob
happy, always happy, is hopefully implied.   

“They are holders of sweeter memories.  A place and time you chose to share with me.  I
wished to.  Return.  The favor.”

Hob lifts his head.  His eyes are speckled with stars at their corners.  Dream wonders how
any living creature might survive such a look –– how any could resist falling to their knees
before it.

“I cannot.  Prevent you.  From having to leave things behind.  But these are.  Small
pieces.  You might preserve.  I had thought they might give you.  Comfort.”

Hob lays the cufflinks reverently on the table and takes Dream’s hands in his, tangling their
fingers like he might make the two of them indistinguishable at their places of meeting, two
pools of paint run together.  His grip is fast and burning and irrecoverably adoring.  Dream
commits the feel of each hair on the backs of his knuckles to memory. 

“Thank you, sweeting,” he says, faint and overrun with a feeling like a turn in Dream’s
chest.  “Myne only love.  Thank you.”

Dream smiles.

Something lurches in his stomach.  

Every fiber of him stiffens.  Hob’s look slips; a line of concern appears between his brow at
the sudden tightness in Dream’s hands.  Dream waits.  He waits for what feels like a
millennium.  He waits and hopes it was only imagined, though he knows this cannot be not
true.

There’s another axis-tilting yank.  He rises abruptly.

“I must.  I must go.”

“You alright?”

“I.  Do not know, yet.  There is much afoot.  I must.  I am sorry.”

Panic rising like bile in his throat, he swirls out the door.  Hob’s fleet footsteps patter to catch
up, but he’s halfway down the block, made faster by sudden, freefalling fear.

“Oy!”

Hob, with panting breath, grabs his shoulder.  Dream is taught as a compressed spring, or a
loaded revolver, and Hob searches his eyes.  Dream feels as though someone is driving stakes



at intervals up his midriff, railroad spikes ramming through him as though he is only paper, or
sodden clay.

“Love, I know I’m not–– I’ve been around the block a fair share of times.  I’ve been in, in
sickhouses and brawls and trenches, and I’ve–– I don’t mean to sound insane, but I’ve got a
nose for––”  

Hob hesitates.  He firms up his grip on Dream’s shoulder.  Dream thinks he might be able to
feel the blows of the hammer.

“For trouble,” manages Hob.  

Dream knows this is not what he is thinking.  He knows what Hob is thinking, what he’s
chosen to soften. 

“And you’re doused in it.  There’s something–– not right.”

“I cannot.  I cannot explain, now,” says Dream.  The syllables have clipped corners and
beveled edges, because the agony blooming in his gut makes it difficult to speak. “I am
sorry.  The horizon I spoke of last.  It approached.  More swiftly.  Than planned.  There
is chaos unfolding.  I––”

“Do what you need to do,” interrupts Hob.  “I just–– worry.  Take care of yourself, Dream.”

As though on an impulse, he cradles Dream’s face in his hands.  Dream knows him well
enough to know he is cloaking a fear perhaps even equal to Dream’s own.  

“Come home when you’re done."  

Like he might will it true, that it should come to pass.

Dream kisses him, once, to know that he is still able.

“I shall.”

With the print of Hob’s look and the hold of his palms branded onto his brow and cheeks,
Dream steps from the snow and into the Dreaming, where everything is burning.

Chapter End Notes

wwI pilot hob. forever rent free in my head.

bonus points if you can guess which duran duran song the corinthian is humming (hint: I
lack subtlety)

goodnight y'all may flights of angels sing thee to thy rest



and ofc ofc thank you a hundred times over for reading <3



XXXII

Chapter Summary

Reckoning.

Chapter Notes

hello (with intent to cause suffering) (not really not really)

another hefty 10k. won't fuss with much preface, only provide resources –– there is non-
English in this chapter, and I've tried to structure it so that you have three reading
options depending on how much u feel like doing

1) all you really need to know is that he's quoting very old and some semi-modern texts
of poems/stories on love/devotion (speaking purely in stories/writing,,,,yep!), and the
last passage he speaks is a prayer and blessing – you can most definitely get away with
knowing only that, and hopefully the flow of the story shouldn't change or fall apart

2) if you want pure translations, no fuss, here's everything he speaks in the first non-
English scene, and here is everything he speaks in the last passage.

3) if you want notes, check out the docs in 2) and just keep scrollin down –– I put all my
sourcing/text excerpts in full/thoughts on the bottom of the docs

had fun doing this nonsense, learned many things, and here I give to you the scene I
most dreaded and simultaneously looked forward to writing

I hope you enjoy :) <3

See the end of the chapter for more notes

There is blood down Lyta’s face.  The blood tastes of metal, or honeysuckle.  

She did not spill it –– it is not hers, nor is it the work of her hand, which is all aflame and still
intact.  The Furies –– Fates no longer –– walk behind her, three mouths of triple-rowed teeth,
three sets of hands with fingers turned to sirens’ talons, three blended silhouettes whose
shadow towers over her, burned away only by her own near-sickening radiance.  She walks
the Dreaming with dogged, unyielding steps.  Beneath her bare soles, the ground blisters,
boils, bursts, bleeds.  She is scarlet and black up to the knees, the greaves sloughing off a
mud indistinguishable from clotted viscera.  She drags the sword at her side –– it’s heavy,
because it’s real, but it’s weightless when wielded, because her muscles are made of molten

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zOlrERvFriX7JATGHSiPUBS_87oTkPiA6UJSLGqnawI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1x3VmKknfKk7reoRr0B18qzJRglIS4DXNpSKeZzOvGh8/edit


iron.  Where its godly flaming blade scrapes the dream-earth, it splits the land as easily as a
scalpel might slice bloated flesh, and from the long, spewing cleft there whips a howl like the
rare screech of a rabbit.  A frantic row of roots forms stitches over the immense wound, but
the more she walks, the more feeble their efforts become, until they do nothing but flail
weakly at each other, hands that never quite touch.

The Furies do much of the work.  She leaves them to it –– she’s got no personal grudge with
the Dreaming as a whole, or, really, its residents, though the stain of the murderer’s hand is
on their little imagined souls.  She can’t find it in her to begrudge them their parentage.  Only
their expressed loyalty elicits any violent retribution from her.  When they stand against her,
she heaves her longsword, the grip molding like soft wax to the specific shape of her palms,
and she strikes them down in single blows.  A longsword is symbolically suitable, of course,
but it’s also just a blunt instrument –– things go crunch under its wrath, and the fire
cauterizes the wounds as it makes them, or sears the false flesh to cinder.

It’s strange, what opposes her walk.  A selectively defiant menagerie of fantasies –– barrel-
chested centaurs with doe-dappled flanks; many-armed Lovecraftian horrors with beaks like
squids rising from the deep sea; rings of fire, false interlocking angels with a thousand eyes. 
Many turn tail in terror, or despair, or, stranger, with a quiet resignation, a chilling acceptance
that turns their many fantastical faces blank as new paper.  It’s in these faces she feels
horrible kindlings of camaraderie, because these are faces of interminable grief, grief that’s
gone on and on and on until it’s worn away every feature and corner and edge and forced the
homogeneity of an eternal thing.  It’s the same smooth valley under her sternum, coddled
between her ribs.

It’s a beautiful place, really, she thinks absently, heaving her sword into the scaly blue yarn-
skein coils of a wyrm that snapped its narrow face at her.  The animal, long-lashed like a draft
horse and lithe as ligament, gasps a lavender flame and crumbles into scorched snips of
thread, a pile of writhing spine and belly on the graying earth.  Lyta splashes through its
purple, pooling blood, and the pieces of the body are slurped up by the ground, melting away
down into the mud.  It’s charming, she imagines, when the sun is out.  Much of it is so pretty
it could be a page from an old illustrated manuscript of fairy tales.  This sort of makes sense
–– it is a fairytale, every fairytale, lodging shoulder to shoulder like a co-op of fable.  Daniel
–– who draws rangy red and green dragons on every page of every packet of construction
paper Lyta buys for him –– would like this.

Daniel.

Lyta hesitates, swaying on her feet, and her staring eyes cease to see the hamlet through
which she treads now.  The empty canyon between her ribs floods with an agony that is
somehow better for being painful, and the roaring torrent floods into her elbows, her
forearms, her sweating palms.  Her pauldrons impede her lift a bit, but in a fluidly graceful
motion she raise the sword aloft, blade pointed down, pommel level with the line of her eye,
and drives it straight into the earth.

It buries itself near to the guard.  She falls to a crouch in parallel.  There is a shriek ripped
from the air, a clap of twofold thunder and lighting.  Constructs around her –– little hobbit-
hole houses, lampposts, cobbles –– pop like boils and vanish into thick ooze.  She twists the



blade.  The cry of pain, from the land itself, invents new frequencies.  Some thick ichor
bubbles up like discovered oil.  It smells sweet.  Like raspberries, like rum.

Lyta heaves the sword from the yowling incision, lets it fall slack at her side, and walks on,
dragging its fury along at her ankles.  The gash spews on behind her, gasping, retching.  It’s a
pity all the loveliness has to be destroyed, but she reasons it’s not her fault.  Justice is not
kind, only just.  She has one singular goal –– in the distance, the gilded ivory towers rise like
the falsest idol.  She wants to raze them to their foundations, then dig out even the buried
pillars and turn the whole acre into a single gaping grave.  She doesn’t think past that,
because the timeline of her life ends right there.  Everything ends right there.  This is just a
drawn-out denouement that started when the red-haired, pointy-chinned man had shown her
the Polaroid of her burned boy.

There’s a ways to walk still.  She walks.  She is vengeance, plain-spoken and unavoidable. 
She doesn’t dignify the murderer with haste.  

Overhead the sky is crinkling like anguished black tulle.  Behind her, Lyta can hear
screaming –– real, voiced screaming –– but she doesn’t turn back.  The Furies have it under
control.  The silver motes of ash that float into her periphery are evidence enough of that.

Lyta walks.  She’ll get there, in her own time.  She’ll savor the anticipation, cling to the fury,
because those are the first two real things she’s felt since.

She walks until her feet touch sweet spring grass, and the air is rich with floral mist.  It’s
really beautiful, she thinks, somewhere far away.  With the sun shining and the sky blue, it’d
be something like Eden, she bets.  And even under the tattered darkness, out of which a
hurricane is beginning to emerge, it’s still got a loveliness to it –– paper-bark birch and
buttercups, pads of emerald moss underfoot, the first soft things her feet has felt in as long as
she could bother to remember. 

Loping deer break from the underbrush and scatter before her.  Falcons and blue jays and
sparrows plummet from the sky with aborted caws and snapped necks.  Everything she
touches recoils from her or shrivels under contact.  It turns the bile in her foaming throat.

She rolls her shoulders under the pauldrons and straightens the neck of her stained
breastplate.  She’s hot.  The air is ice around her, and she’s melting it away like a blowtorch. 
The light of the sword casts the trunks of trees –– soon felled by the touch of that searing
steel –– into sharp relief, and they raise themselves like surrendering hands.  She herself
leaves them alone –– she’d be a fool to blame the trees.  But she hears them crashing to the
ground behind her, one after another.

From the meadow, there’s a whistling mockingbird cry.  A column of ivy and blooming
moonflower sprouts from the panting ground and grows into an undulating hemispherical
shell.  Lyta stops before it.  The Furies, their hot breath always at her neck, murmur among
their triplicate self.

When the plants fall away, slithering off into the tall grass, she’s faced with a dapper
gentleman –– gentleman is the right word, in all it’s British sensibilities –– clothed in a forest
green three-piece and brown wing-tipped Oxfords, who, in spite of her slaughterhouse state,



gives her a quarter bow and a host’s smile.  His gray whiskers and little round glasses make
him seem sort of like Santa, and Lyta likes him instinctually, though that’s barely a glass of
water tossed over the forest fire of her.  The few free strands of her hair are plastered to her
slick forehead; the sweat drips down the ditch of her spine in rivulets and collects under her
vambraces in puddles.  

“Ladies,” says the gentleman.  “Hippolyta Hall.  I would ask you kindly to refrain from
causing such harm to my residents.  They have no quarrel with you, and I am duty-bound to
keep them from such needless suffering.”

“Do you know us, Arcana?” crash the Furies.  “Do you know who we are?  Do you know
what we are?”

The gentleman removes his spectacles and gives them a polish with a handkerchief he pulls
from his breast pocket.  He seems so unremittingly polite, that were Lyta not just a flint chip
of rage rattling around her skull, she might’ve felt sorry.

“I’ve not met you myself, but I know our Lord has spoken to you, though I believe in another
aspect.  Hippolyta –– your tale precedes you, madame.”  He returns his glasses to his nose,
and gives her a thoughtful look.  Lyta stands like a wraith, a shivering, crackling thing. 
“We’re all terribly grieved about Daniel.”

“I’m going to kill the Dream Lord,” says Lyta.

The gentleman’s brow furrows with a muted dismay.

“I do so wish you’d reconsider,” he says quietly.  

“He took my husband.”

“As painful as it is to acknowledge, he is not your husband’s killer –– your husband’s time
had ended.  I can understand why his actions would make you despise him.  But he has to
uphold the rules, madame.  It is the way of things.”

Lyta lifts the sword.

“He killed my son.”

The gentleman tilts his chin.  “Begging your pardon, madame, but you accuse him wrongly. 
He has not harmed your boy.  He wouldn’t.  He knows what it is to lose a son.”

Lyta can hardly hear the voice –– it’s like a rustle of breeze through bowers, and her head is
one cacophonous hornet buzzing.  She steadies her grip.

“Please move,” she says.

The gentleman’s eyes are old.  Old and earth-brown and full of sorrow.

“I can’t do that, Hippolyta,” he says.  “I am one of my Lord’s higher works.  I couldn’t betray
him.  I wouldn’t.”  He puffs a little breath through his nose, perhaps a smaller cousin to



laughter.  It ruffles his mouse-gray mustache.  “And I’ve really no hand for combat.  I could
make a thousand dragonflies, summon a field of orchids, but I think there is very little that
could match your might, warrior.  Unfortunate for me, but I suppose it’s rather convenient for
you.”

“You’ll die for him?” asks Lyta bitterly.  “Like it’s nothing?”

“I’ve lived a long life,” says the gentleman.  “I have memories aplenty to take to the Sunless
Lands –– dappled light through March leaves, a puff of melting cotton candy, a kiss on the
cheek from a friend.”  He straightens his slanted shoulders and folds his hands neatly behind
his back.  “You know, I’d always rather hoped I’d go quietly, for some great reason –– but so
be it.  Perhaps only the inconsequential really has any consequence at all.”

“You’ll die for a murderer ?” Lyta spits, through her teeth.

The gentleman shakes his head.

“No, madame.  I’ll die for my creator.  I’ll die for my friend.”

Lyta is sick of this –– sick of his lush calm, the greenness that makes her want to bring her
son here for a picnic and the gnashing of that want in her bones.  She levels the sword to the
gentleman’s chest.  He stays where he is.  The point of it brushes a single tortoise-shell
button.  He flinches.

“Fiddler’s Green,” crack the Furies like a hive, “you are a fool.”

The Furies tangle six hands worth of fibrous fingers around Lyta’s hands on the grip, and
they skewer him where he stands.

When his body hits the ground, the grass turns to stone.  It ripples out from him in concentric
circles of destruction –– the trees turn to crumbling slate, the flowers to rusted iron brambles,
the animals caught in some scorching net and flaking away to cinders.  Lyta stands in a
ruination of something lovely, and doesn’t think about it too much.  She only thinks about her
son.

The leveling of the rolling plains has cleared a better view for her.  With her blinding sight
she stares at the castle, and the rage rises sanguine on the back of her tongue.  Lyta lets the
blade fall back into the continual divot its scraped through the Dreaming, and walks onward,
with an ecosystem dying around her.

The carrion birds swarming from the ramparts descend onto the gentleman’s body as soon as
it thumps to the ground.  They tear the flesh away in strips.  It’s grotesque.  Lyta doesn’t get
nauseous, but she feels like she should.  

She comes upon next a set of two houses, set side by side in a wiry acreage of woods.  They
are a befittingly mismatched pair –– a half-boarded gothic mansion, all turrets and arches and
House of Usher drear, and a sweet gabled cottage with a thatched roof and pink clematis
blooming on a trellis over the rounded front door.  She pauses between them.  On the porch
of Poe’s vision stands a short, angular man with a devil’s sharp beard; emerging tremulously



onto the stoop of the cottage is a rounded version of the same face and form, set in jollier
lines.  Neither of them are looking at her –– instead, they’re gazing over her shoulder, the
sharp one with a barely-restrained awe, the soft one with watery terror.

“Ladies,” bows the sharp one stiffly.

“Cain,” intone the Furies.  Lyta hears their sound and their words as separate objects, a manic
clattering of molars and a calm executioner’s tone layered onto each other.  “Abel.”

Abel, through a visible effort of will, collects himself, tugging on his argyle waistcoat and
neatening his rolled shirtsleeves.  He, too, bows politely.  He is the first of the two to
acknowledge Lyta –– when his dark eyes meet hers, their gentleness reminds her viscerally of
Hector, and she white-knuckles the grip of her sword, clenches her jaw to keep herself from
vomiting.

“Hello, Hippolyta,” says Abel.  His smile is tremulous, but smiled all the same.  “You take to
your namesake brilliantly.”

“Hello,” says Lyta, for lack of anything else.

He takes a step towards her, hands wringing each other.

“We’re all terribly sorry about Daniel.  My brother and I –– oh, he pretends to be crotchety,
but just the same –– we were so excited for the dear boy to find his way here one day, when it
called to him.”  He inclines his chin, brow furrowed.  “It’s just a horrible thing, to take a child
from their mother.  And such a little one at that.” 

“I’m going to kill the Dream Lord,” says Lyta, flatly, without intonation.

Abel’s frown deepens, though his eyes remain bovine and liquid.  For all his deference, his
stoop-shouldered display of obsequiousness, Lyta suddenly finds herself staring through his
manufactured fluff and into a core of something like willow branches –– he’s a thing that
bends, readily, and in doing so fails to break.

“I’m afraid I’m going to have to object,” he says.  “Our Lord would never harm your son.  He
wouldn’t inflict what he’s––”

“Abel,” hisses Cain.  His back is so straight Lyta imagines snapping it like a straw.  “For the
love of––”

“He would never,” presses Abel, approaching Lyta, radiating fear and closing their distance
nonetheless, “ never hurt a hair on that boy’s head.  He’s not–– it wouldn’t be right.  Our
Lord isn’t always a cheerful fellow, nor is he always kind, but he knows right from wrong.”

“I’m going to kill him,” repeats Lyta.

“What good will that do you, my dear?  What good?” asks Abel.

“Abel, stop talking , you buffoon, you––”



Lyta blinks.  The red light spills from her lacrimal ducts.  She lays a hand on Abel’s shoulder,
and beneath her curled fingers the fabric of his waistcoat begins to sizzle and smoke.

“You’re very nice.  Brave,” she remarks.  “I don’t have anything against you personally.  But
I don’t have time to talk.  So I’m going to keep walking.”

Abel’s eyes flicker across the bridge of her nose.  She peers over his shoulder, and feels
herself more and more untethered.  She thinks about the house she once walked in here, about
Hector’s laugh, rich and sweet as butterscotch, the thumbprint divot above his lip.  She likes
the shuttered windows of Abel’s home –– the window boxes overflow with trailing white
roses and fronds of snapdragons, and when the beam of her sight touches them, they wither
into dust.

“You have a lovely home,” she adds.

The Furies wrap their sextet hands around hers.

When she drives the blade into Abel’s gut, he only sighs and shuts his eyes. 

Cain, on the opposite porch, is unspeaking.  Blood slips free of Abel’s lips and cascades
down his shirt front; his perpetually turning hands, one clasping the other, fall to his sides.

The Furies pull back the blade.  Abel tumbles backwards, and the land swallows him
halfway, his body emerging from the mud as though midway through clawing out of it.  His
jovial cheeks are slack and sallow in an instant.  Decay sets in with vigor, here.

“For you, Cain,” decree the Furies, in a disharmonious choir of a thousand voices, “the
condemnation of living.  As ever.”

There’s a silence, broken only by the distant clamor of an approaching flock.

“As ever,” echoes Cain, hollowly, at last.  

Lyta doesn’t look at him.  The thatched cottage bursts into flame, and she walks through the
center of it, unburned, leaving the decaying mansion that still stands, the transfixed figure on
its porch gazing without sight on the half-entombed figure of his brother only partly
resurrected from the mud.  A conspiracy of ravens descends around the body –– Lyta hears
their thousand wings in her wake, and the rip of cotton and skin.

“Is he here?” she asks the Furies.  She doesn’t turn to look at them, even now –– she senses,
in prickling nerve endings, that their shape is so terrible that it might make her truly insane,
even if she’s gone already.  “Is this killing him?”

“He is here,” clamor the Furies.  Their hands stroke her shoulders lovingly, tuck back errant
wisps of snake-hair.  “He is hurt.  He is afraid.”

“Good,” says Lyta.  

She cleaves the long cut further through the Dreaming, and sets her first foot on the stone
bridge.  As she crosses, the clear mercury water boils and turns to blood, and the steam is



blistering.  She knows her skin should be burned clean off –– the painted wards on her palms
and throat, the pits of her elbows and the backs of her knees, and the sigil on her breastplate,
all these things fizz with black light, and she passes unscathed.  The hewn stones of the
bridge shake apart behind her, splashing into the simmering lake, a shower of immense hail. 
The waters spatter in a fine, evaporating mist onto her face and shoulders.  She swipes the
back of her hand across her cheek, to wipe the moisture away, but she doesn’t need to bother. 
Where it touches her skin, it recoils into immediate vapor.

At the immense pearl-white gates, Lyta looks wide-eyed into the faces of three beasts –– a
gryphon, a wyvern, and a hippogryph, all staring down at her with dutiful, bodyguard
sternness.

“Move,” says Lyta sharply.

“Hippolyta Hall,” says the wyvern, a red and glittering creature, “we will not obey you.”

“Insolence,” cackle the Furies.  “Insolence and loyalty.  Stand aside for our daughter,
storybook beasts.  Or be martyrs to your master, as others before you.”

“We are guardians,” growls the gryphon.  His great bronze mane shakes around his immense,
statuesque shoulders.  The glint of his eye is cold and red as newly-mined ruby.  “We will
fulfill our function, as we were charged.”

“I’m going to kill the Dream Lord,” says Lyta.  The words slide off her tongue like a mantra,
and even the act of speaking them tightens the cells of her muscles.  Her fingers twitch like
they itch for a trigger.  The fire sears her gut until it’s scarred over and impervious to doubt.

“We cannot permit this,” whinnies the hippogryph.  It stomps its adamantine hooves against
the pedestal on which it stands.  Sparks fly from the marble.  “Our Lord cannot be put down
as though he is only a street mongrel.  Our Lord cannot be executed by the likes of you.”

“The likes of us?” snarl the Furies.  “You would demean us?  You would condescend?”

“Your will is not our will to follow.”  The gryphon unsheathes its talons from its huge paws;
each toe is the size of Lyta’s whole hand, fingers and palm together.  But she looks at it, and
the more she does, the less she sees it as predator or monster.  The gryphon has, for its lion’s
rippling breadth and slavering eagle’s beak, a ruff of soft brass-colored fur between its folded
brow, like the bristly plane of a cat’s forehead.  Its wings are all powdered-sugar white and
diffuse, maybe even angelic.  Lyta thinks, were it not an obstacle, it would be the most
wondrous pet –– a child’s delighted dream.

The gryphon, beak agape and hung with ropes of saliva, lunges.  Lyta heaves her sword aloft
–– from behind, the mangled Furies’ voice speaks, nonchalant, as disaffected as the weather.

“You are old, gryphon.”

The gryphon's body catches on the air.



“You are flesh.  Flesh which rots.  The maggots are in you, gryphon.  The lion and the eagle
lose to the grave.  You do not fight.”

Before Lyta’s blistering eyes, the gryphon begins to decay.  The white heads of a legion of
tiny worms poke through his cheeks, his chest, where suddenly the ribs appear under the
drooping, ripping hide.  The tongue flops from his mouth, bone-dry.  He collapses against the
stairs, prone on his side, and the panting of his lungs spews gray chunks of phlegm and
moldering tissue.

“My Lord, I cannot––” he gasps.  One of his eyes slides free of its socket, lolling on the end
of a thready purple nerve.  A beetle, with a bundle of meat clenched in its pincers, scurries
from the gaping hole.  The skull begins to cave; the femur and shins warp and give; the
revealed hull of his barrel ribs curls inward to withering lungs.  Even the bone rots.  

Lyta lowers her sword.  She’s not needed for this work.  She only bears witness.

“You are dirt.  You are ash.  You are dust returned to dust.”

The gryphon’s head spatters against the stone.  He is only a liquefied pool of meat, now,
peppered with tiny bundles of fur and the last floating coils of guts, soon vanishing into the
thick, pungent murk.

The wyrm and the hippogryph gaze at the puddle.  Lyta can read the horror in their animal
faces, though it is desperately schooled by discipline.

“You killed him,” says the hippogryph.  It’s nostrils flare with every heaved breath, the only
outward sign of its terror.  Its silky cascading tail and the creamy curls around its hooves
make it look, to Lyta, now, like some ineffectual carousel horse.  A pretty thing, of course,
but lacking power.

“Carousel horse,” she mumbles, echoing herself.  Sometimes her voice is barely her voice,
only a living ghost, a summoned and tenuous spirit.  She thinks of carousels.  The scenery
smells of a butcher’s shop, and careens in wild circles about her head, where the stars of the
Apocalypse eject coronal spouts around her brow.

“A carousel horse?” chime the Furies.  There’s a chittering, screeching sound that could be
some perverse mockery of laughter.  “A carousel horse, then, daughter.  You are painted
wood, hippogryph.  Your joints are carved and immobile.  You were hewn from unbending
oak, and you are run through with aluminum.  You are a toy.”

Lyta took Daniel to Santa Monica pier for his second birthday.  Strangers on the boardwalk
had cooed at her little boy and his kicking Keds, buckled into his stroller, gazing owlishly at
the light and color.  She had taken him on the carousel –– the calliope had chimed a cheerful
waltz, and she had held him on the back of a white pony decked in a harness of cotton candy
pink and chomping on a silver bit, posed perpetually mid-prance.  Daniel had squealed with
delight at the gentle rise and fall of the horse, the dancing music, the rotation of the great
turntable.  It was almost like they were still, and it was only Santa Monica, bright and
breathing, revolving around them.



A tusk-spiraled golden pole shoots from the pedestal through the rounded belly of the
hippogryph.  With a startled snort it rears halfway onto its hind legs, liquid-black eyes wide,
square teeth bared and lips flapping spittle, and then, in one accelerated creaking smack, it
stands paralyzed in shape.  Its eyes are only two marbles of glass.  The pole emerges from its
back and caps off in a jaunty rounded cap, hung with a pink pendant.  Lyta wonders if this is
cruel –– she then wonders if cruelty has any meaning here, if these things are real, or if she is
lying somewhere in a gutter, her face in the sludge, suffocating.

“And you, wyrm,” cant the Furies, almost bored, “are a worm.”

The wyrm plummets from the rampart in a scarlet coil of rope, a blur looping in onto itself in
rounds, and before Lyta can blink –– were she able to blink –– there is only a slimy
earthworm writhing on the cold stone.

“Thanks,” says Lyta.

“Of course, dear.”

Lyta ascends the steps.  The marble deforms under her feet, as though trying to escape her,
ruining its linearity in the process.  The dragging blade of the sword melts through the veined
stone as though its only so much butter; it opens a perfect, straight incision, parallel to Lyta’s
footfalls.  The doors stand prideful.  She thinks of how vain it is.  

She presses her free palm to the seam run between them.  A shiver runs through their
impassive faces, but they don’t open to her.  She sighs.

“You shouldn’t fight,” she says.  “It’s really not worth it.”

The towering doors remain unconvinced.  Lyta puts a bare fraction of her weight into it,
tensing her forearm minutely.  The vibration she emits through her hand crashing up against
another, deeply-inlaid hum, and the two frequencies grapple fiercely, each attempting to
submerge the other.  Lyta, expression devoid of feeling, leans in a little more.  There’s a
horrid peal of mismatched notes, a half-step interval played in every octave, and the doors
split like an earthquake routing magma from the wounded plates.  They recoil shuddering
from her flaming hand, shivered almost to pieces, one half-torn off its hinges.  The red light
veined just below her skin burns a half-translucent red-gold in the flesh of her fingertips, and
it reminds her of when she was small, holding her fingers over the lens of a flashlight, trying
to see her bones.

“I told you,” says Lyta.  “You should have listened to me.”

She slices the threshold, and crosses into the den of the beast.

The inside of the palace is all splendor and cornice, arch and plaster molding.  Every ceiling
leaps towards infinite; every floor is tiled in intricate mosaic, each grouted line without flaw. 
The many colored panels crack where she walks.  The scrape of metal on ceramic keens
against the walls, rebounding onto itself, redoubling in volume.  Lyta feels the blood drip
from her ears and siphon down her damp neck.



From a distance chamber, she hears a wracking, wet cough, through which a voice of sand
and smoke is struggling to speak.  

“Let my last command to you be this: go .”

“My Lord, I will not stand down!  I will not–– I cannot ––”

“Lucienne, I forbid you––”  

Lyta stiffens.  There are snakes and serpents in her stomach, their tongues flickering up
through her esophagus.  She has spent so long in mourning that rage leaps to the forefront of
her with ready ease.  She tightens every ligament and muscle fiber in her fingers around the
grip of execution, until she is shaking down her whole arm.

“It is time, Hippolyta,” the Furies croon.  The six hands flutter against her shoulders and
gently nudge her forward, towards the final set of doors, cathedral-arched, puny and
miserable against Lyta impending.  They hardly need encourage her –– with the steel singing
against the floor, her whole body tilting towards that abominable speaker, she strides with the
calloused hatred of a veteran of the slaughterhouse, and the light screams from her blood-
weeping eyes, between the lines of every tooth and nail.

The fight in the chamber goes on.  It is meaningless to Lyta.  Nothing has meaning.  Nothing
but the feel of the grip, the shriek of the blade, and the acid on the back of her tongue.

“I will not leave your side, you utter cad!” 

“ Then I will cast you out. ”

Lyta lays hand on the chamber doors.  They shatter into shrapnel, and in the patter of their
debris-rain a silence thick as marrow covers the room.

Over her head, the galaxies of the ceiling grow cold in bated-breath extinction.  The room is
lit only by the few final flickering torches among a bevy of extinguished brothers, and the
shadows cast lunge about like cornered deer, throwing themselves against the fence until their
limbs and necks are battered insensate.  Such light pours off of Lyta that she strikes down
every darkness where it stands, as though peeling back the carapace of the fingernail,
revealing the pink and sickly skin beneath.  At the far end of the hall, gaping panels where
there must have once been glass let the hail outside wreak havoc here, and Aeolus’ steeds,
broken from their chains, come careening inside and smash in a slalom between the
columns.  

Two figures stand at the top of a twist of stairs.

Lyta does not look at anything else; she does not feel the lash of the gale; she does not hear
the roar of the hailstones and the silence.  She has one object, and she looks at it, willing it to
burn.

The Dream Lord is as she remembered.  He is rapier-thin phalange and panels of patella,
ensconced in black oil and fibrous shadow –– he is a whippet body pulled on the rack and



stitched with extra vertebrae until it is a monster torn from a dog –– he is staring at her, tight-
lipped, prideful, and it’s the flat stare that sets the viciousness alight, and she hates him.

There is a woman next to him, whose horror is so palpable Lyta could bite its flank as it runs
by her.  She is inconsequential.  The Dream Lord, in his first of final movements, lays a hand
to the woman’s shoulder.  It hangs there, trembling, long after she has vanished in a black
sandstorm, her mouth opened in silenced protest.

He looks.  Small.  Like a bug in the shower, making for the drain.  There are thick trails of
dark matter leaking from his nose and mouth, spattering at his feet.  This, save the wind, is
the only sound.

“Furies, ” he says.  “ Lyta Hall.”

“Don’t speak my name,” snarls Lyta.  “Keep it out of your liar’s mouth.”

“You have killed my creations, ” he continues.  The words wheeze out of him, wet and
weak, but he remains unbending.  “ Your quarrel is with me.  You did not need to strike
them down.”

“They opposed us, little lord,” crackle the Furies as one.  “And you owe a blood-debt.”

“In whose name?”

“In the name of Orpheus.  Your son.  For the crime of filicide.”

Lyta feels them descend at her back, a pair of hands around her temples, a pair on her
shoulders, a pair clutching each bicep.  Their grip is damp and cold, but Lyta can’t feel damp,
or cold, or anything save a single scream that races in caged circles behind her eyes,
shredding her cranial walls, making mincemeat of her mind.  

The Dream Lord might have blanched, were it possible for him to get paler.  Some small part
of him crumples inward.

“It was not justice, to kill them, ” he manages.  He does not speak of the invoked son.   “ It
was cruelty.  I did not think you.  Cruel.”

“No loyalty is without price.  You know this well.”

The Dream Lord says nothing.  He gazes upon Lyta.  She is disgusted by the touch of it.

“You killed my husband,” says Lyta.

“He was already dead.”

“You killed my son .”

“I did not.”

“Liar!” she howls, with a thousand anguished voices.



“I did not kill your son, ” says the Dream Lord.  She does not feel sympathy at the weary
panic in the notes of it –– he is a cheat and a thief and all dreams are is prolonged cruelty, a
falsehood that ends , that is always ending , always taking ––

“You killed my son ,” she bays.  “My baby .  My boy .  You killed him, and you’re a liar .”

She raises her sword.  It erupts into a renewed pillar of white flame, blinding as the core of
the sun, hot as any Hell.

“Will you fight?  Will you fight , you pasty-faced bastard?”

The Dream Lord holds his palms open.  Lyta imagines what it will feel like to run her blade
through each one.

“I will do what I must.”

“You’re an idiot,” she laughs.  Every hinge of her is snapping, every bolt and screw stripped
and torn out.  Lyta Hall finds nothing funny in any of this.

She steps towards him.  The castle trembles from foundation to peak.  The Dream Lord does
not move.

“I’m going to kill you,” she says.

 

+++

 

“I’m going to kill you,” says the voice of judgment.

Dream is all stark, black terror, masked.  The angel of destruction, smeared in the blood of
the things he wrought, is advancing on him, and it is only some reserve of instinct that casts
his hands upwards to try to force her back with a flailing shadow-made tentacle.  She cuts the
figment down in a single stroke, and he feels it, feels a severing in some unmanifested limb. 
His mouth is clogged with ichor.  Lyta walks.  Lyta walks like God could not stop her.

He is so tired.  He is so tired .

He has sent Lucienne to a safer corner, in the recesses of the library, and walled her in with
shelves he can only hope are impenetrable.  Or, better still, the bulwarks will not be touched
at all –– Lyta’s grief can end in him, and perhaps she will spare those that remain.  

He felt the parts of him dying.  Their souls, molded so lovingly, went up in agony and mist,
and their blood has blackened his arms from fingertip to shoulder.  He wonders, striking
another futile wall of darkness against the loosed filament of reckoning, why he thought he
could outrun the signs.  It seems so.  Absurd.

A part of him wants to lie down and wait for Lyta’s arm to fall.



The greater part wants to flee.  Lyta is bearing down on him, now, and all he can think about
is the place to which he would run.  He has been his own damnation –– it is his distraction
that brought about this massacre, his stubbornness and pride and fear that made him mad and
inattentive, his self-indulging love that made him belly-upward soft.  What does it matter,
what the self of him might have wanted?  He was an office.  He was an Endless.  He should
have remembered that.

Fool.  Let it be , he was told –– was it a curse?  The magician who becomes a man, who
breaks his staff and casts his books into the well –– what if there was no man to be had
beneath?  What if he only drowned with the book?

The star-stuff in his cavernous shape is gushing down his steps.  He remembers building
these steps –– he remembers setting alight the first hydrogen cores of the nebulae overhead,
the green young wonder of it, his pride and simple joy in the act of creation.  He misses being
young.  Before he was so weary.

He recognizes Lyta’s stained armor.  Achilles is befitting, as is Michael’s blade.  It is a well-
crafted death, at least.  

He tries to raise another palisade, and Lyta hews it down like so much brittle wheat.  She is
almost upon him, and he is thrown back onto the ground by the sheer light of her, the
bombardment of her incalculable photons beating like fists against his cheeks and chest.  The
black marble is colder than any known tundra.  He wishes he was not so cold.  He scrambles
out of her way as the blade sinks into the stone, and she tears out of it in a font of liquid
smoke.  Dream gags –– a shower of deep magenta firmament is wretched up from his gut. 
Lyta whirls the sword around, seizes it by the blade, and clubs him across the back as he lifts
himself halfway to his feet.  He hits the ground heavy, tries to rise again.  Lyta beats him
down.  He tries once more.  She levels him with a blow across the face, sending him
sideways in a spray of blood far too corporeal for his liking, and all he can do is push himself
to his knees, head bowed, coughing up chunks of his own form.  The stars over his head wink
out, one after another.

He hacks a gob of some pulsing essence onto the steps, and with all the strength he can
muster, knelt with his back to his own immaterial throne, he lifts his heavy head.

Lyta towers over him.  She holds the weapon half-sword style, one hand tight on the hilt, the
other wrapped around the midsection of the blade.  Her eyes are pure distilled red, the idea of
red, her scaled sclerae streaming gory tears down her sharp cheeks.  Her mouth is a contorted
twist of sobbing rage, and she is shaking, violently, whether from fatigue or fury Dream
cannot tell.  He looks up at her, barely able to keep himself propped on his forearms, and
thinks that were this not the end, there might be some beauty in all the mesh of myth that she
is.  

He thinks of where he would wish to be, right now.  He clings to it, as though his desperation
might make those arms real.

“I lost.  My son.  He begged.  To die.  I thought.  It was.  Kindness.”



Every feature of Lyta is smoothed over by the flame of the white steel and the brilliant light
–– she is the featureless image of pitilessness.

“I take my payment of the blood-debt,” she declares.  “For our slaughtered sons.”

Dream stares.  One eye weeps oil; the other, blue and plain, weeps.

There is the sound of wings, just behind his shoulder.

“Brother?”

He closes his eyes and calls.

And Hippolyta, devastation, drives the sword down through his chest.

 

+++

 

“ If I should write a book for you, that brought me fame, and fortune too, that book would be
like my heart and me… ”

“Dedicated to you,” hums Hob, sotto voce .

It’s Johnny Hartman and John Coltrane’s record, recorded 1963 –– an original pressing, no
less, snapped up when he’d briefly surfaced from his “turn on, tune in, drop out” VW
roadtripper days, around ‘67.  It’s revolving on his turntable and crooning through his
speakers, luscious in the snow-insulated silence and the dark descending evening.  He’s lying
on his couch, reading glasses sliding down his nose and a book, Nabokov’s Pale Fire ,
splayed open across his chest, where he’s just given up the ghost with it.  The scotch of his
unexpected afternoon rendezvous with Dream is still a faint lick of flame against his
temples.  The cold and the drink and the croon of Coltrane’s loving blue solo make him softly
melty and wonderfully sleepy, and he’s given up on parsing the last cantos of Nabokov’s
poem –– it’ll be there later.  All the time in the evening, which feels, in such still, cozy
swathes of life as this, like it could just as well be all the time in the world.

Scattered about his apartment are the first harbingers of the end –– flat sheafs of moving
boxes, as yet unbuilt.  He likes to do the process slowly, so he can think about it, choose what
to keep and what to give away and what to get rid of altogether.  He’s accumulated,
ceaselessly, through over half a millenia (God’s bones, sometimes it strikes him like a bolt
from the blue, just how long he’s been living), and he can’t well keep it all, so always, before
every planned move, there is the Great Tchotchke Cull.  He’s only just begun it this past week
–– the first sacrifice was the chunk of his wardrobe purchased solely out of workplace-casual
obligation, which was an easy bloodletting to endure, because he hated those horrid greige
slacks, they made him look like a twit.  

Something in the wrinkles of Deanna’s face, in the swell of her smarting knuckles, had
snagged on the old, tired thorn.  She was aging –– and Hob’s face in the mirror, though his



temples were artfully streaked with gray, was still healthily mid-30’s, undrooping, mostly
unlined.  It was time.  As much as he hated it, it was time for things to change.

But this evening, while he has it, seems suspended in amber.  The low gold lights in his flat
are silk and bottled summer, and embraced by the well-worn cushions of his couch, he is
struck by a sort of exhaustion that winnows into his forearms and under his sternum –– the
walk in the cold, hauling boxes in the self-storage, maybe the drink –– who knows?  With no
earthly obligations, he decides he may as well give in to a nap.  He folds his glasses, dog-ears
his book.  Deanna would crucify him for that, he thinks fondly –– she’s one of those
bookmarks-only zealots –– and he wonders for how many centuries he’ll think of her when
bending a corner.  He shuffles the crumbs of biscuits that have accumulated in the cable-knit
crevasses of his jumper off onto the floor, where they can be a future Hob’s problem.  He’s
got plenty of future selves.  Some of them are undoubtedly motivated to clean.

Coltrane’s swooning stylization warbles to a close –– Hartman glides back in.

“If I should paint a picture too, that showed the loveliness of you…my art would be like my
heart and me… ”

In his pocket, wrapped in the thin paper they were given in, are the cufflinks, and in some
sentimental haze (Coltrane and Hartman –– who could avoid a little devotional sappiness?)
he retrieves the packet and tucks it into his palm.  The creases and corners of the sachet press
into his hand, and he can feel the twin dogs leaping, mother-of-pearl slipping under his skin
and making his pulse fluttery.  It’s the sort of thing that sets him smiling off into thin air,
probably looking like a simpleton, but he delights in playing the fool, because he can.  It’s a
privilege, really, to get to be all moony.  

He holds his hand against his sternum, the little smile irrepressible in the corners of his
mouth.  And really, he’s got the greatest gift of all –– being a fool for his heart, and having it
returned twofold.

“ Dedicated to you –– to you, because your love is the beacon that lights up my way… ”

In a breath, another, warm and contented as a hearthside retriever, he slips off to sleep.

He wakes on the beach.

It’s not the Dreaming’s shores –– it’s too light, far too fair-toned and flat.  It’s an entirely
unfamiliar beach, though he doesn’t think too deeply on this, because he’s loosely in the
dream’s haze, the space between blind faith and self-awareness.  He stands with his bare soles
sunk gently into a plush sand, silt-soft and perfectly uniform.  No gradation of pebbles;
hardly any variance in color, save where the light casts some shadows on the hills and valleys
of the dune.  The sun is milky yellow and being drowned somewhere very far away,
submerging itself in the watery horizon.  There’s no wind –– no discernible motion in the
dried stalks of beachgrass standing militant near the base of the smooth cliff that faces the
smooth shore.   The waters, deep peacock-feather turquoise, are perfectly still.  Not a ripple
breaks their surface, and not a crest raises a timid head.  When he breathes, there is no smell,
save some faint undertone he can’t quite put word to, so feeble is its nagging presence.



The sand is beige; the cliff at his back, interminable and towering, is beige; the sun, even, is
close to beige.  The only true color is the heady swatches of watercolor-splash across the
cloudless sky –– a perfect gradation from phlox-petal pink to marigold to lavender, rolled on
in one great screenprint of ink.  

Hob looks into this well-engineered uniformity.  It’s sort of strange.  There’s a dearth of
detail.  A certain makeshift-ness.

But who is he to criticize?  He tucks his hands into the pockets of his breeches –– a
mismatched dream outfit, these pants from probably the 14th century and what appears to be
a tatty old Henley –– and decides to take a stroll. 

He walks.  He’s not sure how long.  It’s hard to track time when there are no markers of
change.  The sun stays in pose, half underwater, half reaching above it, with no sign of
escaping limbo.  The shore is a straight line –– and, he notices at length, there is something
off-putting about the tableaux in front of him.  

He frowns and squints into the distance, towards scenery indiscernible in any way from the
spot he’s stood in now.  Some hundred yards ahead, there’s a figure.  He can make out almost
no details, save for its likely bipedal shape.  It’s a man, or at least approximately such, clothes
in cream and tan, dark-haired, averaged into uniformity by distance.  He’s not moving.  

“Oy!” Hob hollers.

“ Oy! ” echoes a voice from behind.

Hob whirls around.  An equal distance back is another identical figure –– same shape, same
posture, same smear of beige and creamy-white, turned away.  He furrows his brow, and
develops a hypothesis.

He lifts his right arm.  The figure, in perfect time, raises their right arm.  He gives a wave. 
As though bound on the same puppeteer's pole, the far figure waves.

Huh.  Hob tucks his hand back into his pocket.  A bounded space –– very bounded. 

Bit odd.  

And there is something about the stillness –– the absoluteness of it, its tyranny over even his
own breath, his own heartbeats, which seem sacrilegious and vulgar against its faceless
totality.  It’s far too quiet.  Far too motionless.  

And he thinks of the way Dream had left –– dashing off in a half-bridled panic, a new
expression in his eye, one Hob sickeningly recalls, now, in perfect understanding –– terror.  

A pit opens in his stomach.

“Dream?” he calls.  

He turns back around, and freezes.  Blinks.



Far ahead, there is a new shape behind him.  A black rectangle; a briar patch of hair; draped
coattails motionless around unseen ankles.  For a moment, Hob stares, and the black pillar is
unfazed.  Then the shoulders lift, and the arms, ensconced in swallowing sleeves, raise
together.  

Hob’s breath catches in his throat.  Two hands, frigid and slick with sweat, shiver up his
parallel jugulars and curve in perfect fit around his cheeks.

“Enlílli udè gùbaandé –– ukùe šeaanša,” sighs Dream. “Uhégálla kalamada badaankar ––
ukùe šeaanša.  Uda igiba izi muunne umirmireda nemie dinna bar, badaantabtab anne bar
šègílílla izi immaannene ––”

Hob finds himself transfixed.  The paralytic silence has conquered even his perpetual
motion.  Dream’s voice is a thin reed, and it wobbles across the consonants with none of its
usual poet’s grace.

“ Ningale a ‘Urúmu immeeaaš!’  A ‘Éu immeeaaš! Lúnunuzmèn ùurúmumudagul
ùémumudagul!’ ”

“Love?”

He shakes free of the clenched first of quiet and tries to turn his head –– the hands, with a
tremulous insistence, press his face back to front, to where he can only peer at the faraway
pillar of Dream’s back.

“кαì τί πάθω? ” Dream breathes.  The syllables are bubbling, of a pallid quality, a paleness
that enters into the auditory register.  “ λεύσσειν μέν, ὃλαι φλόγες· ἢν δ’ ἀπονεύσω,
φροντίδες· ἢν δ’ αἰτῶ, ‘παρθένος.’  οιχ̀όμεθα.” 

“I’m not–– I don’t–– what are you saying?”

Dream huffs.  It seems to take something out of him, and there’s a wetness in the noise that is
far from reassuring.  

“ Huc est mens deducta tua mea, Lesbia, culpa atque ita se officio perdidit ipsa suo. ”

“Ah, my Latin is rather short of conversational,” says Hob.  He has to quell a waver in his
tone, though he cannot doubt that Dream must feel his heart hurling itself against his veins. 
The unplaceable smell he first detected is growing stronger by the second, and in knowing it,
he begins, violently, to fear it.

“Soles occidere et redire possunt.”  Dream continues, as though he has not heard Hob.  He’s
got some lilting, faraway cant to every word.   A sense of recitation, really.  “Nobis cum
semel occidit brevis lux, nox est perpetua una dormienda.”

The hands slip, heavily, onto his collarbones, then back and further down, until he feels their
palms imprinted between the blades of his shoulders.  They give a weak push –– Hob takes a
step, then another, then settles into walking.  Ahead, the back of his beloved shuffles along,
slow, but moving.  Hob feels some tacky residue on his face.  He doesn’t yet try to touch it.



“I know you’re trying to tell me something, but you’ll have to give me twenty minutes with
my notes to parse it, ducks,” he jokes weakly.  There is a puff –– Dream’s barest responding
laughter –– cut off into a thickly aborted burble.  

Dream emits a rattling, shuddering heave.

“ Au bout de tous mes voyages, au fond de tous mes tourments–– ”

“French,” nods Hob, “there we go, I can do French, ah––”

“ Au tournant des tous les rires, sortant de l'eau et du feu –– ”

“Slow down, bichon , I think–– oh, hold on, is this Élunard?  Hold on––”

Dream shows no signs of obeying, and the verses tumble sodden and sloshing into Hob’s
ears.  He can feel the edges of Dream, the closeness, a prickle in his nerve endings at some
interrupted field.  It’s full touch without much touch at all.  The smell is growing stronger,
hounding the edges of memory.

“ Dans ma maison je t’ai vue, entre mes bras je t’ai vue, dans mes rêves je t’ai vue–– ”

And Hob can’t avoid knowing any longer.  He touches his fingertips to his cheek.  There’s
something smeared there, congealing.

“––Dream––”

“ Je ne te quitterai plus. ”

Hob holds his hand before his eyes, and his fingers are black with gore.  

In the same breath, Dream’s hands clutch suddenly at his shoulders, and the pale forehead,
burning hot as though fevered, comes to a sudden rest against the back of Hob’s head.

“ Je ne te quitterai plus. ”

Hob knows these words.  I will not leave you any more .  It’s not the words themselves ––
though they smart beautifully –– but the way they were said.  Not a promise to him, but a
restatement of an earlier oath.  Like Dream is trying to remind himself.

Hob is possessed by a wild and animal panic.

“I don’t know myself without you,” he blurts out.  It tears out of him like a rabbit, zigzagging
wildly through all he cannot say.  “I don’t–– I don’t know if I’ve–– said it enough.  I
couldn’t–– there’s always been you .  I can’t conceive of what I’d do––”

“ Kikii luuskut?  Kikii luquul anaku? ” slurs Dream in response.  The text is in a tongue so
ancient Hob doesn’t know it at all, only understands the aching thing that lies in their rough
contour.  “ Ibri šá arammu etemi tiittiš, Enkidù ibri šá arammu kimin.   Anaku ul kii
šášumaa aneéllamma ul ateebbaa duur daar? ”



The sun, now hardly more than a child’s scrawled circle, begins, in centimeters of agony, to
succumb to the level plain of water.  It pulls the gradient down with it, tearing it away by the
edge and revealing an ever-growing gash of black thunderheads.

“Let me see you.”  Hob tries once more to turn, but the hands clutch his jaw, his temples,
forcing his gaze ahead to where the distant Dream is beginning to falter and slouch.  “Let me
see you.”

The sky is crumpling like tissue paper, and the truer vision of a hung and bated storm is
breaking through, and Hob puts a finger on the smell –– plague rot, the same scent that hung
at last over the house he was born in, the scent under which he split his nails howling in the
mud.

“ Ama me fideliter, fidem meam nota, de corde totaliter et ex mente tota, ” whispers
Dream.  “ S um presentialiter alens in remota . ”

He kisses the nape of Hob’s neck.

“Ltbrknn ltr.il aby, tmrnn l bny.bnwt,” he murmurs. “Lars.mšsu.qtrh, l’pr.dmr.atrh.”

Hob seizes the fine and bloodied hands, tangles their fingers in his own, and forcibly looks
back.  The sky and shore and sand collapse in on each other in one perfect silence, and the
vacuum rush swallows the vision he is so briefly granted –– the eviscerated body and
weeping face of his love, burning with white flame, tearing with grief.  

And Hob is alone on the black shores of the Dreaming, standing before an incision in the
black gravel, into which the sea itself is bleeding.

He can’t breathe.  He can’t breathe.  

He can’t breathe.  

What he can do is run.

It’s all instinct.  Honed from centuries of fight and flight, Hob erupts into motion, pounding
blindly through the vast gates that hang open on bent hinges.  There’s that awful wound open
in one long incision, from shore into the scorched and salted earth –– it all reeks of decay,
and his lungs grow clogged with smoke –– and he sprints barefoot along side it, chest
heaving, the baying animal in every sinew silenced only by fixation on the singular goal of
the castle, in the distance, where the towers no longer stand, where his heart is pinned and
sick and failing.

Hob stumbles through carnage that could rival any trench.  The land bleeds, from its own
immense and oozing cut and from its inhabitants, the fallen scattered like roadside refuse,
their bodies mangled or scorched to flaking husks and charred bones.  The ones that are left,
he barely sees –– they stand huddled in doorways, clinging to each other, staring with vacant
despair at the madman racing by.  He weaves around a half-stripped corpse, its thin wire-
rimmed glasses twisted in the gorging beak of an unfamiliar raven, and careens past a
thatched cottage retching smoke into the soot-stained sky.  His ankles grow dark with the



stain of the killing fields; his soles are struck through with bits of iron thorn in the wasteland
he once lay in, braiding forget-me-nots; the taste of copper is hot and cold along the back of
his tongue.  He runs with every tendon singing, every muscle lithe as new rubber.  He runs
like a hunter.  He runs like he was made for it.

Only on the shores of the once-clear lake –– now a seething pit of boiling pitch, from which
the weak tendrils of what lived there flail ineffectually –– does he skid to a halt.  There is no
bridge.  Just rubble.  He stands separated by only this.  His heart is so frenetic he wonders if
his body, in the waking world, will endure it.  

As he’s preparing to leap to the first available stone, emerging from the mire, there is a crease
folded in the air beside him –– from the bend in the world stumbles a blonde of familiarity
that would be horrific, were Hob not so very many leagues beyond horror, and Matthew,
breathless.

“Fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck !  Fuck!  Shit!  Fuck!  Hob?!”

Hob is shaking, in the tip of every finger, in each rushing vein in his thighs, in even his eyes,
which shiver over Matthew’s broadened wings and the blonde’s –– the Corinthian’s –– red-
smeared face, devoid of sheltering glasses.  He is covered in snags of gray-brown fur, and
when he looks at Hob, there is no real recognition, only the fellowship of catastrophe.  In one
hand he grasps what Hob guesses is some animal’s liver, from which he now takes a slurping
bite –– held in the other, tucked against his body, is a little boy, no older than three, his face
buried into the Corinthian’s shoulder, tiny, chubby hands gripping fast the fabric of his t-shirt.

“Need to cross,” says Hob.  It takes immense effort to even form the shapes of words.  

“Fuck, fuck, Jesus Christ, okay, on it, shit ––”

Matthew thumps his wings against the weave of space, and another gateway gels out of
nothing.  The Corinthian adjusts his grip on the boy and hurls himself through it, Hob only a
fraction of a breath behind, and the trio collide into the chaos of the throne room, where the
bedecked conqueror stands over the body, burning.

Hob has fought with every weapon –– arming swords, maces, cleft axes, daggers and
switchblades, revolvers and bomber planes, every instrument of war, of theft, of murder ––
but first, before all of those, before man further refined slaughter, he fought with his fists. 
These are the arms he takes up now, a strangled, ahuman sound ripped from the base of his
lungs as he lunges for the sword-bearer.  The blade of her longsword is all white fire, and it
rips in shoots from Dream’s open mouth.  His form convulses as Lyta withdraws the blade,
which is the same moment Hob hauls her back by the shoulder and lands a right hook across
her jaw.

Lyta’s head snaps to the side, but with uncanny fluidity she bounces right back to face him. 
Her eyes are rolling madly in her head, and she tilts her chin, inquisitive, almost blandly so. 
Around her brow burn twelve razor-edged stars, and their flares arc down her temples,
searing tracks in the flesh.  She’s filthy with viscera and blood, and when she looks at Hob,
he stares into the face of a depraved misery not unlike the creature rising in him.



“Who are you?” she asks.  “Why do you fight?”

Hob hits her again, same spot.  He hears the crack of her mandible –– again she swivels back,
and again he slams his knuckles into the bone, with no discernible effect.

“I thought I was done killing,” she sighs, relocating her jaw with a nauseous crunch. 
“Foremothers, I’m done.  Can you take this one?”

Hob feels six clawed hands seize his biceps, lock needle-thin around his ribs and throat.  He
struggles against them, and the noise that he makes now has only been made twice before ––
when they buried his sisters, and when they buried his wife and son.

“Righteous dog,” erupts the Furies’ unholy voice, “you are wasting your time.”

They force him back from her, his heels slamming along the floor.  Lyta lets the sword fall
from her hand ––it lands with a plain, unfitting thunk –– and slumps down to the steps.  One
by one, the pieces of her armor shed like snakeskin, until all that remains is the salve daubed
on her flesh, and the barbed wire tangled in her wild white hair.  Hob falls still.  Over Lyta’s
shoulder, tears streaked down her cheeks, is Death, her hand outstretched to––

There is a sudden, awful silence.

The silence goes on.

“Boss?” whimpers Matthew.

The Furies toss Hob towards the body –– towards Dream, but to call the twitching vessel
struggling to its elbows and falling and spewing purple ichor, to call it Dream would be to
make it real, to make it––  with frantic hands he pulls Dream to him, enfolding himself over
the brow-furrowed face from which a font of starlight is pouring––

“My love, my old love, my love––”

Dream’s eyes, blown wide and wild, snap towards Hob, range over his face.  There’s no
reserve, no mannerly hesitance –– he’s clutching at Hob, his bicep, the folds of his shirt,
hands slick and pawing with urgency.

“ Dluga’lp rit pambt ol gruae ar a saga c ol basgimae dluga’m ohio nonca; dluga’lp rit
pambt ol doalae oi basgim .”

One palm hoists up and seizes Hob’s stained shirt collar, shaking so violently Hob thinks it
might shiver to pieces.  Hob grips it fiercely, and there’s no air in his lungs, not a molecule,
not a hope.

“Baglen nonci brin’m gono ool, nonci zonrensgeos: blanseos baglen nonci omax’m dooain
olo.”

“What are you saying?  I can’t–– I don’t––”



(“Are you Hippolyta Hall?” asks the Corinthian, kneeling before Lyta’s seated form.  Her
hands are blistered, lain on her lap, and she doesn’t look at the Corinthian, only at her palms
and the afterimage of the light that burned from them.

“I think,” says Lyta.

“Here.  Here’s your boy.”

The Corinthian extends the boy cradled in his arms.  Lyta lifts her head.  She looks into
Daniel’s wondering face, his wide eyes, his sudden babbling smile.

“Daniel?” she whispers, so faint it’s hardly heard.)

Hob doesn’t know when the tears start, or if, started, they will end.  He is gasping for breath
that will not come, wracking with each harrowing sob.  Dream blinks unevenly, and coughs,
oozing liquid hydrogen.  His brow furrows with concentration.  The flames still lick from his
mouth, and they lace into a disc about his head, perversely beautiful.

“ Nonci umd’an de ol, od ol solpeth’an nonca: zir a nonci a salbrox od tibibp.  Nonci
zonrensgeos, nonci farzmeos a busdir, nonci tooateos a gohed basgimae. ”

(“You can’t take him,” says Matthew.  He sounds small and scared and lost.  “You can’t. 
He’s not–– he’s an Endless .  He’s––”

“Endless have died before,” says Death.  

“No.  You can’t kill the, the, the concept of stories .  We can’t–– none of us, none of this , can
go one without him.”

“Another will take his place.  It’s been done.  The boy will take the throne –– he’s already got
one foot in this place as it stands.”

“But you can’t,” Matthew insists.  “ You can’t.  He’s your little brother.”

And Death tightens her jaw, and says nothing.)

Dream’s eyes clear, for a brief, liquid second.  Reason –– broken through the spoken tongues,
tenuous and ever-failing –– gains a feeble foothold.  A galaxy of stars sloughs out of his
throat, spilling down Hob’s shirtfront, and where they touch they scorch cigarette-burn holes
in the fabric.  

(The Corinthian lets Lyta take the boy into her arms.  She enfolds him without weeping or
joy, only a shattering disbelief and a collapse in the tightness of her shoulders.  Her son
squirms, giggling.  The Corinthian looks to his creator’s body –– he hasn’t been alive long
enough to hate him, and so he curls himself at the base of the steps, at his Lord’s feet, and
watches God go under.) 

“ Aala’lp ol a aziazor emetgiso vors g monons, a aziazor emetgiso a g ozien zilax–– ”

“Love, my love–– what are you saying?  What is he saying?”



(The Furies, with unheard machinations, disseminate into the Moirae.  The Mother takes up a
seat next to Lyta, cooing at Daniel’s curious face.  The Maiden adjusts a loose strand of hair
and chews the meat from beneath her nails.  The Crone approaches the faithful.

“It is angel-tongue,” says the Crone.  “A prayer and a blessing.  Very old.”)

Dream’s eyes are barely focused, one black and without iris, a sloshing sluice of tar, the other
blue and rolling, but even with his tongue half-melted in his mouth, he fights the words free. 
Hob can’t breathe.  He imagines, distantly, that he might never be able to after––

“–– lap boaluahe i ca givi ca teloc, to amma Rpalen Bbemo’o ca moooahax’ge ca affa
tianta teloco. ”

(“You can’t fucking do it,” Matthew insists.  His voice cracks.  “You can’t.  You can’t, okay? 
You just, you just––”

“I can’t do otherwise, Matthew.”

“Fuck that.  He’s–– he’s my boss , and he’s my friend –– you can’t––”

“I wish he had just left,” says Death quietly.  “Like the Prodigal.  If he wanted to end this,
there were better ways.  My little brother.  Oh God.”)

Hob strokes the matted hair.  He is sick with helplessness, suffociated on his own weeping,
and Dream is doing nothing more than be there, the hum of him now a cantering staccato, his
lips bleached from May pink to alabaster.

At last, half Dream’s blurred vision almost snags on Hob, stabilizes, and his form shudders
violently. A tremulous thumb rises on his loose arm, runs a curve under Hob’s under eye,
smearing the skin with viscera.  He moves the thumb in circles, and there is a fever in the
light of the bubbling black pit, wide reverence in the other.

(“Take my hand, brother,” whispers Death.  “She has struck you down.”)

Hob lifts his head.  

“Don’t,” he says, pleading, choked.

(“It’s done.”  Even Death is taut with pain.  Her wings of shadow stretch black across the
great crumbling wall.  She kneels , hand extended.)

Dream’s hands only reach for Hob, only touch him, with the font of the sword’s torn-out maw
cascading over Hob’s folded legs, down the stairs.

(“Stop lingering, Dream.  It’s only hurting you.”)

“I’ll give you me,” says Hob.  The words tumble in rapids and prayer, a split string of beads
clattering onto the tile.  “I’ll give you my life.  Take me.  Please.  Please don’t take him.  I’ll
give you anything, anything you want––”



(“I can’t make an exchange, Hob––”)

“Anything.  Anything .”

(“Still-arising son,” says the Crone, in her terrible simplicity, “the oath was spoken.  It must
be fulfilled.  The Dream Lord cannot go on.  His path ends here.”)

“I will give you anything .”

(“You have nothing to give.”)

Dream lowers his hand, dragging Hob’s entangled one down with it.  He presses both palms
into the gushing hole in his chest, and the liquid froths between the sets of splayed fingers.

“ Ol monons i g monons –– ”

Dream thrusts the twined hands against Hob’s sternum, taping once, twice, three times,
emphatic, at last approaching clear-eyed.

(“My heart is your heart,” echoes the Crone.)

Hob can’t speak.  Think.

Dream pulls Hob’s palm against his lips, lays a kiss there more tender than rebirth.

“ G nobloh i ol obelisong –– ”

Hob raises Dream’s palm to his mouth, kisses the cold skin, the ancient blood, holds it there,
as though he could stay, make a stasis of it, like the right kind of amber evening.

(“Your palm is my deliverance.”)

With his other hand, Dream swipes his fingertips across the black spill from his old eye, and
commingles this with the clear mercury tears from his new one.  He passes the pads of his
index and middle finger down Hob’s brow, the line of his nose, his lips, his chin, and a stroke
beneath each eye.  The stain of him stays behind.

“ G ooaonae chiis ol ooaonae, Iabes amgedpha’ax dlugam sib’o’si gono-cnilao . ”

(“Your eyes my eyes, reborn in blood as fealty.”)

And then there is little left to say.  Some strange and pointed self re-emerges in Dream’s look,
surfacing for a brief moment.  His hand falters and starts to fall, and Hob has nothing, so he
grips it in his own and cups it firm under his jaw.

(“Moirae, leave,” says Death.  “This is private.”

The Moirae wink into thin air.  Lyta clutches her son to her, sightless, and the hollow in her
ribs is still there.)

“Love,” he chokes.  “ Dream .”



Dream breathes.  He smiles.  

“ Hob .”

(The hand that does not cling to Hob hangs free.  

“Oh, my brother,” says Death.

Death takes his hand.)
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(walking –– the smack of flats down linoleum-tiled corridors)  

“Robbie–– Robbie, I am going to burn this entire godforsaken campus to the ground, so help
me God, if Feuerstein-Price makes me sit through this asinine department meeting –– we’re
on a five, praise be to bloody Heaven, and I’m considering fleeing to Aruba.”

(hinges creak –– door opening)

(exterior of building is implied by passing footsteps and chatter that rises and falls in a slow,
pedestrian Doppler effect –– caw of a crow, distant)

“You want me to buy an extra ticket?  We could go together.”

(snick and snap of a lighter)

(spoken around a cigarette) “Actually, actually, d’you know what–– you want to call in about
ten minutes with an emergency?  Say your appendix burst, or, I don’t know, the sodding
Queen–– shite, you know, the sodding King, isn’t it–– has requested an impromptu audience
and you need a lift.  Or, better still, just wail into the phone.  I mean, utter breakdown sort of
wailing.  All you’ve got.”  

(deep inhale)

“Then I can rush out in a panic without having to answer F-P’s questions. Shake my head
sadly when interrogated later, sort of clam up, look maudlin and distracted, and nobody’ll
ever have to know what happened –– or rather, that nothing happened.  The impenetrable
veil of unspoken tragedy will make a perfect alibi.”

(an exhale that is rustling –– smoke) 

“I know you’re probably still in bed, lucky arse –– some of us have to teach Fridays, you
know.  Bourgeois bastard.  When the revolution comes, you and your Beckett Simonon
brogues will be first against the wall.”

(another inhale)

(passing on the sidewalk –– a reedy, nasal voice)  “Remember, Volkov!  Smoke-free campus!”

(sotto voce) “Oh, for Christ’s–– let an old woman alone––”

(under a flaking veneer of obsequiousness) “Sorry, Ulrich!”

(muttered, with no little irritation) “I forget, you know, being so very ancient and all.  As if
you haven’t been up my arse about my cigs since ‘87.  Prat.”

(flick –– grinding of a sole against concrete –– sigh)

“Right, I’m back to the bloody trenches.  There’s no rest for the wicked –– not even a smoke
break.  You’d best whip up some tears and give me a call, right?”



(disconnects)

 

+++

 

The first day –– the body lies in state.

“Hob.  You have to get up.”

Dream was always on the cold side –– blood rarely manifested, only sometimes, to mimic
veins to carry wine, or for a puff of color on the high line of his cheekbones walking in
midwinter –– aesthetic choices, or sensory ones, always so meticulous, when he wished,
when he was making ways to feel –– 

“Hob, man, c’mon, he’s–– you’ve–– come on.”

–– no, really, Dream runs lukewarm (this is past lukewarm, this is––), only flushed hot
sometimes, moments invaluable in scarcity.  Even when granted often, even when abundant,
still the gift of blush or body heat or veins that hummed warm felt like the most lavish and
impossible offering.  He only runs hot in measured doses, cherry-sweet, bursting on the
tongue, hot when tangled between sheets, with profane and gasping adorations rough from
his bruised lips, hot after enough Smirnoff in cranberry juice at faculty parties, such glorious
refusal to be drunk under the table even at expense of his ability to stand upright, as though
the conquest was one of honor and he bore Hob’s standard and would not let it fall.  Still,
such cool fingers, and of course they’re cool now, cool always except when his hands were
buried under Hob’s coat, tucked under biceps and pressed against his sides when they stood
in the December cold at Kings Cross, waiting for the train to Edinburgh, a Christmastide day-
trip, Hob insisting on the charm of rail travel over teleportation –– come, here, ducks, let me
warm up your fingers, you’re all bone, they’ll turn blue if you’re not careful –– I do not feel
cold, Hob –– sweeting, what sort of lover would I be if I let you succumb to frostbite? –– hm.
a poor one indeed.  perhaps you are right ––

“My creator.  He’s just a body now.  What’re you trying to keep?”

–– and no further protest, though even the first opposition was tilting the pink mouth–corners,
revealing the devastation of a dimple –– the curve of palms around his ribs, his bones giving
them warmth in exchange for the anointment of a kiss beneath his eye–– 

“Hob,” says Death.  Her voice is so weary.  “Get up.”

–– God’s blood, His bones, His wounds, but Dream is cold , he’s marble on marble, and the
black blood cools all the same –– drying in its sigil-lines on his watery cheeks and split lip. 
He buries his face in the damp and tacky feathers of the black hair, his mouth pressed fast to
the slack brow.  How could he leave him like this?  When he is cold?  When he needs him? 
The absurdity of standing –– it is only that, an absurdity, a ridiculous suggestion he would
laugh in the face of, were laughter still among his vocabulary of sound –– 



 He makes some wrenching noise, exhumed from the esophagus, and the unkillable furnace
of him is useless –– the cold, the cold , is unimpeachable.  

“My Lord, he–– he would not let me stand by him––”

“Well, I mean, sounds like he sure didn’t give you a fucking choice, did he.”

“I should have–– gods, I should have––  I should have–– ”

“Hob,” says Death gently, “he crossed yesterday.  You have to get up.”

The face looks better once Hob wipes some of the ichor off with his shirtsleeves, revealing
anew the white flats and angles beneath.  It’s like an excavation.  

He is so close, so intent on the work, it’s like he’s discovering every feature again in
revelation –– the doubled row of lashes, thick as a gazelle’s, fine as those same slender,
leaping limbs; the deftly carved furrow between the bowed nostril and the straight,
architectural tip of the nose, the way the dip swoops into the aqueduct philtrum; the plane
between the dark, flat brows, and the faint crease worn there that Hob smooths over with his
thumb, to know the unbroken feel of it under the pad of the finger, the perfect dimensions to
match his own mouth, the perfect place on which to lay a kiss, on which he lays a kiss now,
as he has countless times before, as he would ad infinitum , as he would and will–– 

“Hey, hey hey hey, stop.  Don’t.  It’s not worth it.  It’s–– you did what you could, alright?”

“It wasn’t enough .  I should have fought him, I––”

“Jesus, Lucienne, you’re kidding yourself if you think you could’ve won a fight with him, not
when he’d made up his stupid, stupid, stubborn mind.  Jesus.  Jesus.  Uh, Cory––”

“Corinthian.”

“ Corinthian .  Can you–– fucking God, are you just gonna lie there?”

“Where else should I go?”

“Hob,” repeats Death.  “Please.”

He closes the slack jaw, but he cannot bring it on himself to touch the lids of the open eyes ––
instead, he makes a pillow out of the myriad folds of black cloth strewn about the still form,
and places it beneath the head, smoothing back the hair.  He doesn’t know how long it’s
been.  Shapes, voices, have come and gone in the chaos –– the Corinthian has been a fixture,
peripheral panther-slack permanence, at the foot of the stairs –– Matthew, so small and yet so
swollen with grief that quick became fury, to retrieve Lucienne –– little bewildered creatures
sneaking past the broken windows, banished by the raven’s cursing caws –– the murderer in
the corner of his eye, holding her son, and he knows as soon as he is able to rise again he will
have to decide if he can make the boy motherless, if the fury does not make the choice for
him –– Death, always, who had left for a time in feather-flutter and choked stoicism and then
returned –– but Dream stays.  He stays.  Beloved.



Hob lies beside him, curled around him like a closed parenthesis.  He keeps one arm across
the chest, elbow bent, hand cupping the hewn jawbone and shell of the ear and making these
shapes its own shape.  The stone beneath his cheek is smooth and cool as a curve of glass. 
He watches the gray light pass through the water-blue iris in profile, diffracted as though
through a prism, just beginning to cloud.   He studies the profile.  He practices it.  Enshrines
it within him.

“Hob,” says Death.

“Beloved,” murmurs Hob.  “I’m here.”

The blue eye, laced in black, looks silently into the emptied ceiling.

 

+++

 

Voicemail –– November 26th, 9:44 PM –– Deanna Volkov to Robert Gadling

(extensive background nose –– overlapping clamor voices, clinking dishes –– like table
service and glasses knocked in a series of carouses –– the scrape of a chair and the ding of a
bell over an opening front door.  life, in an evening.)

“Answer your texts, you tosser.  You know, I learned to bloody text for you horrid young
people, even with my decrepit old eyes and my witch’s creaky hands, and you won’t even do
me the courtesy of a curt ‘k’?  Perhaps an ‘lol’ or what have you?  Can’t be bothered?”

(nearby, a burst of laughter, bright and clattering)

“Though you’re not young, eh?  Even if God Almighty has seen fit to bless you with perfect
skin.  Thankfully you’re not smug about it –– though maybe you bearing it with all that
unspoken magnanimity is worse, more insufferable ––”

(nearby mumble)

“Ah, hold on––”

(more distant; a hand laid over the speaker)  

“Gin and tonic, on the rocks, thanks.”

(the hand is removed)

“ ––anyways, Topher and Baqri and Lenore and Antony and a whole loosely-allied
conglomerate of the Literature-History nation-state are going out in Soho tonight –– you
want to come along?  Baqri’s been asking after you –– wants to know what you thought of the
Nabokov you said you were reading.  Pale Fire , was it?”



(the slide of a glass against a bartop)

(muffled)  “Thanks.”

(a sip, a swallow)

“Bloody good book. Christ, the cleverness of it, a story told in annotations, footnotes, margin
scribbles –– what a means of writing a history.  I wonder if some poor future archaeologist is
ever going to have read my bitty little notes in all the blank spaces there are –– well, were ––
in my abused copy of The Slynx for whatever a dissertation is in a few centuries.  Hope not,
for their sake.”

(light, percussive tap of ice cubes against crystal –– drink swirled in the glass –– a breath of
a laugh)

“Though I could do worse than a legacy of underlined passages.  Perhaps they’ll make for
something poignant.  Anyways, we’re at, ah–– the Clachan, corner of Kingley and Little
Marlborough.  Come out of your cave, Robert.  Be sociable.  Look at me –– I’m old, but I’m
not half the crotchety recluse you can be sometimes.  Well, crotchety, if not reclusive –– your
ridiculous extroversion sort of forces your crotchetiness out into public, where the rest of us
poor saps have to endure it.”

(the door opens and closes again, with a rush of talk and footsteps; a call, from over the
shoulder, approaching at speed; new voices descending)

(male voice –– baritone, bullish, bronze) “That Rob?”

(Deanna) “I’m leaving a message –– Gadling didn’t deign to pick up for us peasants.”

(male voice –– enthusiastic tenor)   “Hullo, Rob, old boy!  Come drink and talk Nabokov!”

(female voice, further away) “Christ, will you come off it?  Pale Fire is overrated.”

(tenor, gleefully) “You just delight in provoking me, don’t you, you miserable––”

(Deanna) “Come on, kiddies, mummy’s on the phone, if you please.”

(intensive bickering carries on, muted slightly by an added distance)

(baritone) “You’d best make a showing, Rob, else there’ll be blood.  Probably Baqri’s.”

(Deanna)  “You heard the man, Robbie.”

(the voices rattle off, leaving only the one –– sip, smack of lips, swallow)

“And if it’s Morph that’s got you tied up–– not in a–– well, maybe in a–– oh Hell, I don’t
want to picture that–– look, if it’s Morph you’re busy with, bring him along.  He’s still got to
answer for the claims he made about Dionysus at the Halloween party.  Christ, the way he
talked, you think he’d met the old drunk and he’d spit in his chalice of kykeon.”



(pause –– sip, swallow –– tap of the glass on the bar, and the faint drumming of fingers)

“Right-o, then.  Bloody hell, I feel old –– it’s hardly quarter to ten and I’m ready to go to
bed.  Ugh.  Willard Motley was right –– ‘live fast, die young, leave a good-looking corpse’. 
Thank God I’m such a fox.  My corpse’ll be exquisite.”

(the fingers roll another four beats –– bar chatter rises and falls, a thick honeyed tide, made
tinny through the speakers)

“Anyways.  Answer my texts.”

(disconnect)

 

+++

 

The second day –– the body lies in state.

“Hob,” says Death, “get up.”

His arm is asleep, where it lies folded under his head, a makeshift cushion first buzzy, then
pin-sharp, then numb, so that he doesn’t feel the stone of the steps anymore.  

“I didn’t know.  I thought––”

“Don’t.  Don’t fucking–– just don’t talk, Hall.  You don’t have the fucking right.”

“No, there’s–– something’s happening to Daniel.  I don’t understand.  He’s–– he looks older. 
He looks different.”

Even the edge of the step, dug between two ribs, is hardly registered in the nerves –– the
sensory system is occupied with the way his other arm rests against the sternum, attempting
to discern the construction of it, if it is a sternum –– periosteum, compact bone over
cancellous, cork-pockmarked marrow –– or a suggestion of such, a rendered plate in
imitation of the shield over Hob’s interminably beating heart.  Dream had never gone so far
as to invent sich an organ for himself, never any pulsing in the veins, only the thrum of a pure
emitted lightwave, the continual tone of an immense struck chime –– whitewater, the bucolic
hive, combustion perfected and unbroken.

Hob’s bared forearm presses to the place where the sternum is built, and there is nothing
beneath it.

“The Dreaming lacks a helm.  Your son is half descended from the firmament of this place,
and it is calling to him to lead it.”

“What?”



“Had my Lord had time to manage it properly –– when the boy was older in his own time ––
there would have been a transition.  Some exchange of the reigns, or at least a place made for
him, in his birthright.”

There is no flatness in the air, not anymore –– it should be some relief for there to be
movement on the wind again, but there is no easing of tension.  A fitful and continuous
breeze courses through the shattered panels of stained glass, bearing on its tremulous back a
light only sick and pale and ineffectual.  There must be some property of the glass of the
vacant iris, that it manages nonetheless to reflect color –– blue, blue as clear water,
incommunicable blue.  Hob looks at the blue, the profile, the run of the throat down to its
hollow where it buries itself in the black cloth and the congealed black fluid –– and further
down where Hob does not look because it’s grotesque, it’s sacreligious, even, it’s the greatest
miracle of his life defiled, and really, why would he want to look anywhere else, when there
is the form of blue in which to drown?

“ You –– your–– haste , your–– wrath , you–– you have denied him that.  You have denied
him all that he might have––”

“In short, fuck you, okay?  Fuck you.” 

“I thought–– I thought he killed my son, they told me he was dead, the, the police, the man
with the red beard–– what was I supposed to––”

“Oh.  Hey.  The rat-god.”

The blurred beige still lies at the foot of the steps.  Hob feels equal parts sickened and
comforted by its presence –– the animal line of the bended shoulders, the languid sense of
nonchalance –– maybe the affectation of not caring, maybe it’s some reassurance that this has
little meaning, and if it has little meaning it can’t last, and if it can’t last then the lashes will
flutter and the chin will tilt and the hum will awaken from wherever it’s sleeping –– 

Hob’s mind runs in tight circles, crashing at its cranial walls, turning the absence of evidence
into evidence.  The blonde speaks, and like all other words, his speech falls apart into its
components –– movements of tongue and hard palate and jaw, consonants and vowels,
derealized pieces from mouths that stand apart from owners –– and becomes unintelligible.  

He thinks he’ll hardly have cause to talk again.  What is there to say?  Who to say it to?

“I think you were used.”  Corinthian.  Syllables are poured and drawled.  Lazy diction, loose
jaw.  “You were just a weapon.  Angry mom, bloodline of the Fates, add ‘em up, point and
shoot.  He got you.”

“No.”  Murderer.  “No, no no, I–– I didn’t–– what’s happening to my son?”

“The Dreaming is shaping him into its new lord.”  Lucienne.  Clipped and terse.  All popped
p’s and bitten t’s.  “He needs to be an adult, to lead.  He will become such.”

“No, you–– you can’t do this to him, he’s–– he’s only three, he needs–– no––”



“ We aren’t doing shit .”  Matthew.  Ropes of barbed wire.  Punctuated with clacks of beak. 
Beats of wings.  “There’s nobody in charge of the whole fucking human unconscious, which
is kind of a huge fucking problem.  Somebody’s gotta be in charge, and sorry, your kid is
halfway there.”

“Stop it.  Make it stop.  I––”

“Maybe you should’ve fucking thought about the consequences of your fucking actions!”

“Hey, don’t blame the gun, raven.”

“Oh, fuck you.  Fuck you and your smarmy, self-satisfied bullshit.  This is a gun with free
fucking will, you fucking––”

“I could kill her.  If you think that’d help anything.”

“Hob,” says Death, so softly.  “You can’t stay here.”

Where would he go?  The brief reserve of him capable of contemplative thought winnows at
the problem with an absent-minded tenacity, as though detangling a thin knotted chain.  He
could go to university –– grading, lectures, office hours, routine, when the week starts.  The
semester is nearing a close, and so too are his courses –– an undergraduate seminar on
Medieval medicine and theories of sense, a first-years’ introduction to the Hundred Years’
War, a graduate survey on Roman arena-death centering around the Passion of Perpetua ––
all things now flattened to one level plane of banality, not an ounce of it untouched.  

Dream in the back of the lecture hall, a patch of incongruous shadow in the aureate October
light, the curling smile in the corner of his mouth, waiting to accompany Hob home from
class and enduring glances and whispers and stares for the reward of twining their arms at the
crooks of their elbows to walk –– did Perpetua really see that deadly ladder and the serpent
and the angels and all?  if they were just dreams, wouldn’t you know? –– I cannot say.  I often
only give the space, and it is filled, by the mind or other forces. I do not touch them all –– I
held an angel feather once –– beautiful, to hold in your hands, are they not?  it is a rare
privilege –– it was alright.  doesn’t compare, really.  –– compare to?  –– holding you ––
silvertongue –– sweeting –– 

“Don’t fucking–– Jesus, I didn’t say kill her, that’s not what I––”

“So is the kid in charge of me, now?  I’m not taking orders from a toddler.”  

“We need to address––”  Lucienne.  Quietly.  Hob isn’t listening, anyway. “––the matter of
the Lord’s–– of his––”

Silence.

The howl in his head is deafening, and the little bastion of distant rationality is still absorbed
in Death’s assertion.  He could go back to his flat –– the flat over the New Inn, the place that
he constructed with the same assiduous devotion as any altar-builder, whose soft-focus gas
lamps were engineered with his heart ever-pounding in his throat and the eternal beatific



vision of gently dulled edges, the diffusion of severity into a tender 1940’s noir still frame ––
really, it had always reminded him of Ingrid Bergman in the last scene of Casablanca , the
way the light would deconstruct the borderlands of shadow and pull the line of her hopeless
parted lip apart, gently blend high cheekbones and demarcated jaw, and the pure white gleam
along the lower lid, the glitter , nothing really glittered like that anymore, with the diamond-
sheared intensity, nothing honed the fine edge of light into startling pointed luminance save
for Dream’s look, with or without internal galactic dynamics, no sclera and iris and cornea in
conspiracy ever managed to refine even hazy gold into white stars with the same artisan’s
skill––

He could go back to his flat, and lie on the couch, and think of when the couch was not lain
on alone, when the folded forearm compressed his chest and the hum was both of body and
of speech –– (“the point is that there’s nothing you can do about it, so you can just butt out.  I
can take care of myself just fine, alright?”) –– this is one of the best bits, listen listen ––
(“no.” “what do you mean, ‘no’?”  “no.”) –– God’s wounds, isn’t that brilliant? –– hm. ––
you’re thinking something, tell me what you’re thinking –– I am thinking that there is
sometimes no greater love than refusal.  love is obstinacy –– well, thank God we’re both so
stubborn, then –– and in the morning he could wake tangled in his covers and there would be
the space in the bed all the more terrible for its simplicity and he could get down one mug
and make one cup of tea ––

“I don’t, uh–– I really–– I don’t think we can get him up, just yet.”

Hob says nothing.  Language is a paltry thing, without use.

He could go anywhere.  His life is a series of deaths and resurrections –– a ready-made
Lazarus, entombed and exhumed walking –– he could rise from this place and go to any
corner of the world, Madrid, St. Petersburg, Berlin –– not Berlin –– no city would refuse him,
because he’s well accustomed to slipping into place as though he has always been there,
raising few eyebrows, occasioning few questions –– he could go to the moon, for all it
matters, because there is no doubt that even in the hollow airless craters he would catch some
interplay of shadow that would summon the waking revelation of the ditch of the spine at the
lower back, the hyperbola crease of the palm –– maybe even the passive frequency of the
microwave background of space would tune to some resonance in his intercostals and he
would for the barest instant feel––

“I will–– see to the Halls.  First.  We will get them situated for the–– transition.”

“I don’t want this, I didn’t want this, I didn’t want––”

“I doesn’t fucking matter what you want.  Sorry.  Them’s the fucking breaks.  Let’s go.”

The puff of flight feathers.  Dutiful steps.  The shadow of the murderer vanishes, trembling,
muttering madnesses, from his periphery.  Only the carnivore in repose remains, unspeaking,
laying boredom over the coiled wire of him.  Hob doesn’t particularly care, either way, and
the noise in his head is so violent, so many mouthfuls of blood and salt, that he can’t think in
words longer –– he slumps back, motionlessly, into the blissful incoherent internal pitch, still
watching –– because there is nowhere else to go.



“Just you and me, huh?  Keeping the carrion birds back.”

A mirthless chuckle.

“Pulled to heel.  As always.”

Hob passes a thumb across the blanched lips, circling down to the chin.  He says nothing.

 

+++

 

Voicemail –– November 27th, 9:12 AM –– Deanna Volkov to Robert Gadling

(rustle, as of sheets, and a groan)

Number one: it’s really bloody unjust of you to not be hungover with me.  I find it morally
reprehensible that we’re not suffering together.  

(creak of bed springs –– shuffling footsteps, broken by a yawn and the distinct pop of
stretched bones)

Hngh––Christ, my whole spine hurts.  ‘Ve you ever been aware of all your vertebrae at
once?  Individually?  Not pleasant.

(faint creak of an opening door –– more steps, then the mechanical sounds of a coffee-maker,
the tumble of an opened tap into a pot –– eventually, the hiss of percolation –– all undercut
with mumblings of displeasure –– a comfortable absence of words, between two people for
whom words are no longer an obligation)

But, ah, number two: look, Morph is rather all-encompassing, I’ve no doubt –– considering
the woozy dunce you turn in to when he so much as twitches a lip –– ugh, and I was already
nauseous –– anyway, well, it’s somewhat uncharacteristic of you to go full radio-silence.

(a click –– the pour of coffee into a mug)

I’ve not yet launched the full search-and-rescue operation, so you’ve still time to spare
yourself the pain of embarrassment and drop me one of those asinine emojis or what have
you, just to signal that you still walk the earth.

(it’s a joke –– it also isn’t entirely)

(a long, savoring sip, and then a muttered curse)

Fuck–– burned my tongue––

(tap of the bottom of a mug onto a countertop –– there is possibly an open window
somewhere, because the sound of traffic can be heard faintly, barred back by glass or



intermediary curtains)

Oh, Baqri told me to tell you that once you’ve done the Nabokov you should pick up House of
Leaves .  Said it’s the same sort of idea –– story in footnotes –– only, well, more.  Strikes me
as a touch pretentious, but you’re a touch pretentious, so, match made in heaven.

(another sip, in spite of the burn)

Speaking of divinely ordained pairings, tell Morph that Akash, from the cog-sci mixer, you
know, stupidly tall, looks sort of like Bon Jovi–– anyway, Akash wants to know where he got
that devastating jacket.  He’s swearing it’s a Raf Simons from ‘98, but Quinn insists its Dior
––

(thump, with a faint exhale –– a slow seat is being taken, gingerly, with tender joints)

–– ough –– Christ –– don’t get old, Gadling, it’s not worth it ––

(settling, rustle of the cushions of an armchair)

–– anyways, you might win one of them a lot of money if you could get your prince of
darkness to tell –– as I understand, some wagers have been made.  His unending couture
wardrobe never fails to astound and stupefy alike.

(sip –– outside, a car rumbles past –– honk of a horn, brief and petulant, before the nominal
low roar of life returns)

(a beat)

Right, well.  Just, let me know you’re alright.

(disconnect)

 

+++

 

The third day –– the body lies in state.

The light has changed.  It’s still filmy as a cataract, but it has waxed and waned in a way that
mimics the passage of days and nights.  Hob tracks the motion of hours by the sundial of
shadow down from the brow ridge and the triangular underside of the jaw, cast onto the
throat.  It grows longer and shorter and longer again, and Hob feels very far from his body, so
comprehensively absorbed is he in the oscillation of darkness.  He is as he was left, as he
imagines he might always be –– it’s impossible to conceive of anything else.

It’s stasis.  If he stays here, stays unmoving, he won’t startle something away –– what it is, he
doesn’t know, he can’t quite put into words, because words are still alien and difficult to
shape with all the lead lining the roof of his mouth and the back of his throat –– no, if he



stays here, it’s still only just happened, and in just happening, it is close to the time when it
had not happened, close enough that if he lies very still and if he is very quiet then maybe,
like some distrusting tiger, it will creep back, it will pad gingerly towards him again, it will
sniff at his outstretched hand and he can snip a whisker free and retrieve what has gone by
and it will be as though it never happened in the first place––

“We met, didn’t we?”

Matthew and Lucienne have long since gone, to bundle the Halls –– Lyta, mourning anew,
and Daniel, who is now approaching adolescence, though he has yet to speak at all –– off to
some other chamber, to inundate the young lord-to-be with books and test what he knows
innately, what he does not know, how best to extract a word from his still-sealed lip. 
Lucienne is made of stone, ramrod-straight and buried in the lockbox of duty.  Matthew is a
black and angry smear.  Death is gone.  Death is busy.  

The Corinthian has stayed.  Under orders, to keep watch, or of his own volition, Hob doesn’t
know, nor can he find it in him to care.  This watch is his and his alone, shared only with the
pooled misty light in the hollow of the collarbone and the torrent of splayed black fabric that
he runs between his hands, picking at a loose strip, as though he would remove it thread by
thread.  He is keeping his vigil.  He is holding very still.

“Yeah.  Yeah .”  There is a gratuitous cracking of joints –– shoulders and elbows and back in
a snare-sharp drumroll –– and the camel-toned blur in his periphery curls back down, cheek
pressed into his folded elbows. “I knew you.  I knew you.  Biblical-style.  Or something like
it.

The nostrils flare.  Hob curls and uncurls his fingers, running through the close-cropped
spikes just before the ear, up into the shallow basin of the temple.  Then he tugs at the strip
again.

“Y’know, I don’t remember all that much of the first one.  Couple smells, couple tastes,
couple beds.  They’re all the same, after living so long, so I think he’d stopped keeping
track.”

The Corinthian takes a deep inhale through the nose, exhales on a sigh.

“It’s all new again.”  

Hob isn’t listening.  There are coyotes in his chest, howling at a waning moon, and he’s
thinking about a pair of teeth unearthed at a dig site in Turkey, drilled through with holes, to
be worn on a pendant.  He’s thinking about amulets of cranial bone in Switzerland, from
some six millenia prior, pieces to be hung and carried around the neck  –– about Tibetian
prayer beads with red agate and skull strung side by side, lapis lazuli and turquoise and
phalanx on the same strand, ones he had seen sometime in the 1710’s as a curiosity brought
back from a friend’s journey abroad, polished and worn with touch –– 

“You, though–– I tasted your blood, once.”



–– about the milk tooth rings his married friends would make in the 1850’s, when the first
teeth of their young children fell out and were celebrated for their proof of survival –– about
the braided lock of hair an intermittent lover gifted to him in 1874, twined and set into a
brooch –– 

“God, you’ve got no clue, all of you –– what that’s like .  All that hot copper and iron and
plasma –– plasma’s light, sorta rich, like merengue, like real thin pastry, cut with metal.”

–– about the veneration of relics, St. George’s arm in a church-mosque in Lod, the forearm
and hand of the prophet Yahya, the kneecap and humerus of St. Andrew, clippings from the
hems and skin and heads of martyrs, how strange it is–– 

“The red meat, hemoglobin, now that’s where the life is.  All the oxygen that passes through
the lungs, it takes pieces of the outside with it, and man , you can taste every breath that was
drawn.  The way it passed over their tongue is the way it passes over yours––”

––that this is how people worship things, or love them (maybe those acts are really one and
the same), they take them apart and make them into tokens and make the tokens into
something of themselves, and the thin strip of black cloth he’s been unweaving comes loose
into his hand ––

“–– and it’s like nothing in Heaven or Hell.  To know someone like that.  If they weren’t
already dead when I tasted ‘em, might make me fall in love.”

––and he wonders how it could even be faintly enough.

The silence, cotton fibers, dusts over every surface in the vast throne room.

“He gave me a gift,” says the Corinthian.  “I know the first one hated him for it.  I didn’t get a
chance to think much of him at all.”

Hob tucks the torn piece of cloth into his palm.  It has an odd weight, like crepe-backed satin,
and it hangs heavily as a second skin over the bones of his hand.  He twines it absently
between his fingers.  His other arm is still pinned beneath his own head, still buzzing and
unresponsive, because he hasn’t yet found cause to move it.

“You seem like you were real fond of him.”

It’s blithe, a little sarcastic –– yet spilt through sharp cuspids, even his disingenuousness
sloughs off its snakeskin and becomes some underbelly, one that is almost genuine.

Hob lets the cloth run liquid over his cupped hand.  It flutters heavily and pats down onto the
still chest.  In the light, its peaks and ridges refract a deep, dark cerulean, and the valleys are
black as volcanic glass.  He lets it lie there, in all its inadequacy, and takes up the motion of
his fingers through the hair once again.  

“I only remember your taste.  I don’t remember you .”

The Corinthian extends a hand that would be hesitant, were it not ensconced in carelessness,
and bats at the toe of a black boot.  It lists to the side, and does not right itself.



“He said the first one had ‘desecrated’ the wrong ‘doorstep’.  And that’s part of why he killed
him.  It was you, right?”

Hob tucks his fingertips up into the fine hairs at the upper line of the forehead, thumb just
whispering over the ruff of one eyebrow.  The frigidity is so terrible he can’t think about it for
long without an overwhelming, violent nausea –– so he thinks about summer, as though if
there is warmth enough in his mind’s eye it will spill down his carotid and down to his heart,
where it will be funneled through the arteries of the arm and into his hand and it will warm
the skin in some long-remembered habit of it.  He thinks about July and a scowl cajoled into
the most recalcitrant and beautiful smile, he thinks of the white sun and brutal green grass of
the hike along Hadrian’s wall in search of the perfect shaded vale –– sorry my hands are
sweaty, love –– you are.  very damp.  but I do not mind it –– hotter than Hell today –– and yet
you have insisted on walking.  lo, the consequences of your choices –– shut up, bichon. 
you’ve been to Hell, haven’t you? –– yes –– is it hot? –– in some places.  Hell varies between
occupants’ definitions ––

“Don’t worry.  I’m not gonna try it again,” says the Corinthian.  “I don’t like sloppy seconds. 
And you and me –– well, we’re still here, huh?  I guess that’s something.”

–– mine would be a trench, I think.  a trench in the war full of people I’ve known.  

yours?  –– cold.

 

+++

 

Voicemail –– November 28th, 4:04 PM –– Deanna Volkov to Robert Gadling

(rapid steps)

(the veneer of levity is thin)

This is really your last chance to save yourself from the humiliation of having paramedics
kick your door in, Rob.  

(traffic passing by –– harsh breaths, cold air against overworked lungs)

I am terribly torn between making an arse of myself when it turns out you just decided to play
hooky with your gothic soulmate, or being polite and consequently letting your corpse go on
rotting on your living room floor.

(fabric rustle –– retrieval of an item –– a lighter snaps –– shaky inhale)

You missed your lectures today.  Which isn’t like you.

(exhale –– another drag, on its heels, then its ground underfoot, before the jingle of an
opening door)



(muted, away from the phone)

Hi there, Harry, ‘ve you seen Robbie?

(unintelligible response)

No, just–– haven’t heard from him.  Has he been down at all?  Anything rattling about
upstairs so far as you can hear?

(unintelligible response)

Huh.  Right.  I’m going up then.  Thanks.

(volume returns to normal)

(walking, then huffing, the thump of ascending stairs)

With my bloody knees what they are, you’d best appreciate the sacrifice I’m making.  You
know, if you just picked up your phone, right now, we could avoid all this.

(a moment’s pause)

(pounding on a front door)

Gadling!

(silence –– tense)

(disconnect)

 

+++

 

The fourth day –– the body lies in state.

Even the Corinthian has slunk off somewhere, with hardly a parting remark –– now, at last,
it’s just Hob.  He almost likes the privacy.  There’s the shadow of something peaceful in it. 
The racing sensation in his head and chest have subsided.  Things are quiet and slow.

Some clatter occurs in a distant wing.  There is a far-off chaos of voices.  Periodically, a
rumble will emit from the bones of the earth, and a few flecks of the arched ceiling will patter
to the floor in a flurry of dust.  But mostly, there is only a more textured silence, and the fitful
movement of the air, and Hob’s own heart made perceptible in the absence of other noise.  

This is good enough, thinks Hob.  This is where he’ll be.  No other place.

He hasn’t moved.  He doesn’t plan on it.  All he does is toss about the torn black strip, and
watch the unblinking blue, and breathe.



There is, someday, the sound of wings.

“Hello, Hob.”

On the other side of Dream –– it’s still Dream, isn’t it, it’s still–– the dark shape descends and
settles with one knee pulled to her chest.  The tepid light, as though shy, only glances off the
ankh hung from her neck.  She is silent herself, for a time, watching Hob’s perpetually
moving fingers rustle at the scruff of dark hair behind the ear.

“Do you blame me?”

Hob stills his hand.

“It’d be reasonable,” says Death gently.  “And I wouldn’t hold it against you.”

In the first substantial movement of four days, Hob shakes his head minutely.  He is suddenly
woozy –– his blood has become accustomed to stagnation.

“Thanks.”

Hob half-shrugs.  He lays his hand flat against the collarbone, tucking it over the torn strip,
and makes himself memorize the well-learned contour of the clavicle.

“He didn’t want to go.”

No response is fitting.

When we were very little,” murmurs Death, “he used to grow me fields of lilies and
dianthus.  When the Dreaming was only a beach and a clearing.”

Hob pictures the lavender and honeysuckle that used to spring behind his steps in the green,
their heady and honeyed smell –– what do they mean? –– hm? –– the flowers –– they are
pretty things.  for you –– I think I owe you about a thousand bouquets ––

  “We’d build sandcastles on the shoreline.  His were always better than mine.”

–– you owe me nothing.  all is given freely.  there are no debts between us ––

Death closes her eyes.

“There’s nothing here for you now, Hob.  He’s not here.”

He shifts –– the act of it sends harpoons through his muscles –– and presses his nose into the
joint of the shoulder and upper arm. 

–– I know, love.  I just want to give back in equal measure, you know? ––  

“Your body will die.”

He breathes, deeply, and beneath the thick scent of blood, the waft of soot and hydrogen,
there is the same smell from the constructed flesh and bone, rain in vapor rising from the



earth.  

“And though you would survive it, you still can’t stay.  I know you want to.  I know.  I know
.  I won’t speak for him –– I won’t tell you he wouldn’t want this, though I don’t think he
would.”

–– you are here, my heart.  there is no greater gift.

He buries his face further into the fabric, until he meets the resistance of the bicep beneath.  It
gives only slightly.  Still, still , all is unmarred by decay.  Maybe this is some property of
what it is –– maybe this is because it was built, and isn’t flesh, only molded essences.  The
wholeness of it, gored as it is, as noble and unswaying as ever.

“I’ll just tell you the truth.  You can’t remain.  I'm sorry.”

She doesn’t understand.  This is the vaulted reliquary –– this is the venerated relic.  He will
stand sentinel outside the holy gates, to keep it safe.  There’s no higher calling left in his life.

Death sighs, so heavily it might bend the stones.

“Get up, Lazarus.”

There’s a jolt in his body –– he gasps.

 

+++

 

He awakens, hard and fast, to the smell of antiseptic.  A dull late afternoon light, slouching
through the slatted shades.  The compression of a thin pillow underneath his head.  A violent
trembling in his muscles, an erratic, racehorse bucking of his heart, slamming into every rib. 
He inhales, hard, wheezing, and someone makes a noise of shocked relief and seizes his
hand.

“Oh thank God –– Rob?  Robbie, can you hear me?”

He’s got no control over his twitching muscles –– his lids snap open of their own reckless
accord, and Deanna’s face is bowed over him, pressed into worry.  He can’t quite focus his
eyes, or else he’s focusing them too much, and everything has too much acuity.  It’s all so
sharp and spare, and suddenly it strikes him that his distance from the fatal moment has
increased dramatically.  Too far for him to reach back to and touch.

“Jesus.  Jesus Christ.  I thought––  Jesus.”

Deanna’s breath rushes from her lungs.  She drags her hospital chair closer and sits, gingerly,
still grasping his hand.  Hob is struck with how utterly devoid of thought he is.  He sees
without seeing.  The habits of his body breathe for him.  The heart and lungs carry on.  He
just keeps going.



There is silence, which Hob can’t fill, broken only by the incessant beeping of monitors, and
the medical foot traffic beyond the partition of his A&E room.  He tries to tell if there is
anything on his face –– the lines, the stains –– but he can’t tell, and Deanna doesn’t say, and
he can’t find it in him to form the words to ask.

“They’ve got you on fluids, for the dehydration,” says Deanna at last.  “The doctors said it
might’ve been a stroke, but they don’t know.”

Hob blinks into the glare.  The reports of his limbs trickle in.  His entire body is shaking, and
the blood is heaving against every arterial wall fit to break any floodgates.  His mouth is dry,
tongue swollen, and at the bend of his elbow is an IV line, which stings when he twitches his
forearm.  

“You wouldn’t wake up,” says Deanna quietly.  “They had to dose you with epinephrine.”

One hand holds Deanna’s, still –– the other clutches a torn strip of black fabric.  Against the
unstoppable chemical tremor, the fingers that hold the fabric are clenched so tight they
become the only stillness.

“What happened , Rob?”

Hob opens his mouth.  His throat constricts.  

The first sound that escapes is a strangled one, and when it hits his own ears he is awake, and
the second sound is something like a sob.
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Hob moves.  Mostly because he’s unable to stay still.

He thrusts a slew of unfolded shirts into his suitcase –– creasing collars, contorting sleeves
with abandon –– and they feel immaterial, even though their cotton and cloth bunch
undeniably in his palms.  The radio is on, loud, for the company, against the silence that
lately makes him panicked.

“You’re listening to BBC Radio 4.  It’s the top of the hour –– I’m Sarah Montague, and this is
World at One… ”



The incriminating stuff –– museum-quality first printings, photos of his unmistakable grin (a
foreigner, now) from 1868, a tattered winter cloak that by rights should be only a dissolution
of fibers in a dig site –– he’s boxed up and sent to his storage unit.  What remains is the
flotsam and jetsam of his most recent incarnation, mixing bowls and DVDs and pens of
unknown origin, and books, books by the tens of dozens.  These, he can’t carry, right now,
not with how he is. 

His soles itch like madness;  his quads ratchet tight in every breath; his waking existence is a
perpetual sprinter’s crouch, toeing the line and trembling, anticipating the starting gun.  He
has to maintain a perpetual motion, or else, he knows, it’ll be like after Eleanor, after Robyn. 
He’ll do some idiot thing and board himself up and rot, and he’s already pushed his luck
staying here as long as he has.  No, the solution is action –– it’s always action, even if it’s
ineffectual against the totality of what’s been done, what cannot be undone.  He skims the
surface of things.  He has to keep from drowning.

He stays at Deanna’s the first night, incoherent with grief, and when he finally wakes in the
small hours of the morning it’s from a sleep so black and featureless he has to run to the
bathroom and heave up the bile from his stomach.  Deanna tries to cajole him into staying,
but as soon as he pushes himself back from the toilet, shaking, the running begins.  His mind
is racing with an unending list of arrangements that need to be made, ones he’d been saving
for when he’d planned on announcing a sabbatical of indeterminate length at the end of the
year, that are now immediate and vital and something active to do with his hands and his
head.  He hugs her, hard, at her door, silencing her protests.  

He catalogs the hug as one of the last he’ll have with her, but he can’t compound his grief
like that, so he tries, desperately, to just keep going.

The doctors had hesitantly diagnosed him with some sort of cardiomyopathy, leading to
oxygen deprivation in the brain, leading to the blackout, but they had no explanation for his
semi-comatose state, or the rapidity with which he was physically well again.  They frowned
–– inquired if he might stay for some testing.  Hob avoided doctors for this reason.  They
always catch a whiff of the strangeness, even though they never quite put the pieces
together.  

He had listened to them talk, lying there with his chemically-induced adrenaline rush, and
heard next to nothing.  Only syllables, sometimes with spaces between them, sometimes not. 
This was the beginning of the new color words would take on –– symbols and shapes, to
which he felt suddenly as ignorant as he had been in 1479, sorting type by numbers of lines
and corners.

Even when the words seem unable to cling to the whorls of his ear, the uptick at the end of
the phrase, the line between the brows and the tilt of the head, these things always remind
him that he’s being asked something.  It’s all questions, these days, questions or platitudes,
which sound almost the same.  It’s the only inflection with which he’s spoken to.  From the
first moment of his reawakening, it’s really only been that.

Deanna, first to ask and last to receive an answer, was in the blistering center of worry and
wrath once the panic of it all had subsided.  She kept her hand firm against Hob’s back as
they shuffled out of the doors to the St. Mary’s A&E, into the night and the cold. 



“Rob, what happened?  What happened ?  Jesus, I don’t–– I can’t––”

“He’s––”  

He couldn’t say it the plain way.

“He’s gone off.”

“Who?  What?”

“Morpheus,” he manages.  The name clings to his tongue with desperate hands.  “He’s––
gone off.”

“What does ‘gone off’ mean?”  

 Deanna’s hand was thin and stiff on his back, and Hob, who had felt the air-parting descent
of the blunt club of reality the moment his feet had touched the linoleum floor, knew that
right now that the touch was the only thing keeping him from crumpling.  She was nearly a
head shorter, and still somehow the most steadfast, unshakable thing in the universe.  It was
hard, he thought, to love her for waking him –– it was hard to hate her for it, too.  

“Did he leave you?”  She’d bundled him into her refuse-littered Kia, swept to the driver’s
side, agility tempered by her aged joints.  Starting the car, she cranked the heat to full blast. 
It was then that Hob had realized how truly cold he was –– his feet and fingers and lips and
nose were numb, unresponsive, and try as he might he couldn't uncurl the fingers of his left
hand. 

“After, after, what, a decade ?  Did he––”

“ Gone .  Somewhere I can’t follow,” he mumbled.  “That kind of gone.”

The silence was so sudden.  The radiator was an exhaust-laced exhale, but it was a form of
warmth, and Hob held his frigid hands in front of the vents.  He stared at his own knuckles,
all the scars.  From the curl of his left hand dangled a black ribbon.

He looked at his wrists disappearing into the sleeves of his jumper, their collars of scar
tissue.  The circulating heat made the little scrap of black fabric flutter in the currents.  God,
he knew he should have a cover story — distantly, he considered how to piece one together,
some final narrative fiction, the balance of detail and lack thereof that makes a lie work —
and briefly, maybe, he could pretend that it’s all a lie, a terribly overwrought melodrama that
he read in an airport paperback, that happened in another lifetime—

“Rob,” said Deanna softly.

“Deanna,” he said, in a voice somewhere terribly far away from him, “what am I now?  What
am I if I’m not—“

The tears started then, before he could wrestle the words through his useless tongue.  He
cried, wept, really, wept hard enough he tasted copper, buried first in his hands and then
against Deanna’s shoulder, and for a while he was speaking only in the tongues of grief —



the sandpaper clawing wail and the saltwater cough and the slurring sentences — and then,
gasping, vocal cords run ragged, he relearned the last and truest language — the animal
agony, the sound without words.

Hob hasn’t made a noise like that since.  He’s more mute than not.  

The little black scrap, something short of a band of mourning, makes it home with him.  He’d
found the cufflinks under the couch –– they must have been in his hands, still, when the
paramedics came, and they had slept among the dust bunnies –– and without really thinking
about it he’d worried two holes in the fabric and affixed the cufflinks to it.  The little
greyhounds, glinting pearly iridescence, leapt towards one another, perpetual.  

He carries this relic around in his pocket.  It weighs almost nothing, but it might drag him to
his knees if he let it.  Its density is battling with the urgency of another force.

When he’d arisen from the hospital bed, his inarguable and creaking voice hassling medical
staff into a speedy discharge, it was like there was a lit fuse at each Achilles tendon.  Two hot
sparks along nitrate-soaked hemp, their white mouths chewing up the flesh.  They burn,
faithfully, fervently, up the taut cords of muscle –– along the backs of calves, into the soft
hollows behind the patellas, singeing and consuming the ropes of the hamstrings –– and he
moves as their insistence demands him to.  When he pauses, even for breath, they chatter
with combustion’s teeth, eating oil sludge and red meat, spitting out action.  His fingers
drumroll every surface; his leg bounces when seated; he wakes with molars sensitive from
incessant grinding.  The fuses burn –– he might burn with them on the pyre, if he fails to
outpace it.

He has some sneaking, horrible sense that when the twin licks of flame converge at the dip of
his lower back, when, hand in hand, they scale the ladder of his spine, he will find they’ve
cleaved him in half, and the two parts of him will fall from each other, and this will be the
thing that puts him down at last.

During the days, when he’s not blearily forcing himself through the tail end of his courses, he
gets the whole flat suitably packed by the first week of December, when the sky at last settles
fully into the mousy gray overcoat it will wear until the spring.  There had been more
questions from the faculty, but his letter of resignation was plainspoken and short and left no
room for argument.  He hadn’t told Deanna.  He hadn’t told anyone, until it was done –– but
he thinks, with the way they look at him, some of them might’ve suspected.  

The reactions were expected –– shock, healthy dismay, sadness, all overlaid with the sort of
understanding that nosed around the border of pity. Hob had been paralyzed at the thought of
having to say it, over and over, say that Dream was –– gone off somewhere else –– but
Deanna, after the first conversation, had handled it, quietly, without being asked.  This was a
gift, one he knows he won’t have time to repay.  His friends, his coworkers, they don’t ask
about Dream.  They just ask about other things, gingerly skirting the sinkhole and favoring
the crumbling edge — his plans, his health, if he needs anything.  

It doesn’t much matter what they inquire.  He’s flat and monosyllabic.  He’s only said that
he’s moving –– no mention of sabbatical, no implication of return or permanent absence
either way, just that he’s changing locations.  This is usually a vague and placating enough



response that they stop asking because they’re satisfied, or because they can read the text of
bruise-colored shadows under his eyes and the nicks of the razor on his poorly-shaven jaw
and know better than to push it.

Always, of course, they ask about what they can provide, if there’s anything they can do.  He
doesn’t have a clue how to tell them there’s nothing they can give him that’ll do any sort of
good, and politely refuses, but they leave casseroles and fresh-baked breads and danishes
from the campus coffee shop at his doorstep anyway.  It’s a weird thing to deal with, because
he knows, he knows , that it’s kindness –– yet everything feels too close, and too much.  He is
desperate for solitude, for the solemn looks, the hands on his shoulder and murmured
apologies, for the ridiculous uselessness of gesture, to just stop .  He feels horrible about this,
about hating the sympathy, but that doesn’t change anything. 

They can’t understand it.  There’s no possibility.  He had made himself some semblance of
permanence here –– a place he would return to, in the cycles of his life.  As much as anything
could be, this is his home .  And now, as it stands, he can’t draw a breath without the walls
caving in.  His chest is full of plaster dust, the blood in his arteries thin and far too fast. 
There’s nothing untouched.  The quiet makes him almost panicked –– he leaves the BBC
news radio on whenever he’s alone, volume up, for the company of voices that aren’t trying
to engage him.  He sleeps on the couch, if he sleeps at all.  He avoids it, mostly, with coffee,
with horrible 5-Hour Energies, but sometimes his body gives out against his will.  He wakes
from the featureless hours so nauseous he has to spend those mornings curled on the
bathroom floor, hugging his knees to his chest and sweating on the inside of his mouth.

He has to leave.  Immediately.  This is his defining object.  He’s unsure what he’ll do once
he’s left –– what the next intention will be –– and he tries very hard not to think that far
ahead.  Instead, he packs, efficiently, rapidly.  He gets things done. 

In the end, it’s only two hardbody suitcases drowning in ancient travel stickers, holding
between them a mishmash of clothes and a culled selection of books and records.  Travel
light, to travel swiftly, to travel far.  He closes the last of them now, and shoots off a text to
Deanna, asking her to swing by as soon as she can.  The suitcases are stationed by the
bedside, quiet and very real, and he waits for Deanna lying on his bedroom floor.  His closet
is empty, mostly –– only a few empty storage bins, a shoebox or two.  The scattered tags and
unpaired socks, the refuse of habitation.  And the only things he doesn’t know how to touch
–– two unfolded jumpers.  

He looks at them.  They look back.

Matthew had been by, sometime in the first two or three days of December (dates and times
elude him –– time passes, and he goes with it, whether he wants to or not).  He’d been puffed
up against the cold and shivering, pecking at the windowpane with a bag clutched in his
claws.  Hob had bundled him under a throw and given him a mug of hot tea, which Matthew
had accepted gratefully, clacking up beakfuls and tilting his head back to let it run steaming
down his throat.  They had sat at Hob’s kitchen counter in the falling light of an otherwise
unremarkable evening, and for a while had said nothing.  Matthew had left the bag beneath
the kitchen window.  Neither of them remarked on it.



After a time, Matthew had settled his legs, like dark stems of dried wheat, under the bulk of
his body on the counter, pecking and tugging at the fluffy edges of the throw to cozy it into a
makeshift sort of nest around him.  He had cleared his throat, and coughed in the way of his
that always managed to startle Hob with its absurd humanity.  

“So,” he’d said.  This was all he said for several minutes.  

Hob had looked resolutely down into his mug, and watched the reflections splash off the
surface of the chamomile.  Out of a long-learned habit, a kindness once given and
subsequently often returned, he had put a spoon of honey into it.  He wasn’t sure he could
drink it now.

“The bag is for you,” Matthew continued finally.  Once he gets rolling, the rambling rush
begins to accelerate of its own accord.  “There’s, uh–– there’s a lot of stuff of yours we
couldn’t find–– you know he’s got a weird way of storing shit, in his coat, and, uh, Lucienne
and I are totally at a loss on how to get things out–– anyway, I, uh, I’m sure there’s, like, a
bunch of other shit that’s yours and if it turns up I’ll return it —“

“Don’t worry about it,” said Hob.  “Doesn’t matter.”

Matthew blinked at him.  He shuffled further into himself.

“Right.  Right.  Yeah.  Uh.  Yeah, anyway, those—“   He flicked a wingtip towards the bag. 
“—were just, uh, laying around, in his room.  So.  Uh.  I wasn’t, we weren’t sure, uh, if you’d
want them, but, they’re yours, so, yeah.”

Hob knew what was in the bag without needing to be told.  He stared at it.  

“Jesus, this is major deja vu,” Matthew added.  

His half-formed caw of laughter gave up the ghost midway.

“Thank you,” Hob said at length.  “I’ll hold on to them.”

“Cool.  Cool cool cool.”  

Matthew had drunk another beakful of tea, then taken another stab at talking.

“Look, I don’t––”  

He’d stopped.  Tried again.  

“I’m not gonna–– fuck.  Fuck .”  

He’d made a frustrated little noise.  

“Shit, what’s there to say?”

Hob had shaken his head.



“Not a thing,” he’d said.

Matthew had sighed.  There had been another bout of silence, punctuated by the clatter of the
New Inn under the floorboards.  Hob hadn’t been down there since he’d returned –– he
entered through the back, bolted up the stairs, and avoided the sight of the spill of golden
light against the stairwell walls.  Even the distanced sounds of customers and conversation
set his stomach tilting.  He turned his attention to his own breathing.

“You’re moving,” said Matthew.

Hob nodded.

“Where to?”

Shrug.  “The States.”

“Oh.  Neat.  Cool.  Cool cool.”

Another silence.  Longer, this time.  

“I fucking hate being there, you know.”  

The statement had leapt abruptly out of Matthew’s beak.  

“I fucking hate it.  The Dreaming, I mean.  The, the kid, he’s nice, kinda quiet, I mean, he’s
alright, but there’s––”  He fussed at his feathers.  “––there’s just no place that’s not––”  He
cuts off.  “ Fuck .” 

Hob rotated his mug on the counter.  He hadn’t paid any mind to which one he’d grabbed
from the cupboard –– it was a mediocre souvenir mug from New York.  He considered New
York, but even the thought of being penned in by the barricades of skyscrapers and sheer
population density tightened a wound spring in his jaw.   

“And I didn’t even know him as long as you–– like, like, I knew him,” said Matthew quickly,
“and he was–– he was my friend , and I–– but you–– I can’t, I couldn’t stay here, either. 
That’s what I’m trying to say.  I couldn’t take it.”

Matthew picked at a loose feather.  It fluttered to the counter.

“So,” he concluded weakly.  “If you need help.  Moving.  Or anything.  I can help.  No
thumbs, but, y’know, lotta willpower, minor magical abilities.”

“Thanks.”

“Yeah.  Totally.  No problem, chief.”  

Hob considered, for a moment, the little dark shape, roosted in the fluffy folds of his ratty old
throw.  He hadn’t smiled, but there was some rearrangement of the lines of his eyes that
approached it, at a distance.



“You’ll be able to find me?”

“Yeah.  Oh, yeah, absolutely.  Very good finder.  I can find like nobody’s business.”

“Good.  Visit.”

“If–– if you want me to, yeah, of course, I’d–– if it’s not–– too close to him––”

“No.  No.”

“Cool.  Rad.  Radical.  Yeah.”

Hob had looked back towards the window, the black bag.  This was the first time he’d truly
sat still in several days, and there was a great weight beginning to accumulate on his
shoulders.  The little scuffs and fluffs and rustles of Matthew, being there, helped.

“You have to go back soon?”

“Uh.  No, I mean, not really.  Lucienne has the kid, and–– I dunno, there’s not–– I mean,
eventually, yeah, but not–– not right now.  I’m–– good, right now.”

“Stay a while, then?”

Some bunched-up tension melted off of Matthew’s form.

“I’d love to, yeah,” he said.

The two of them –– Matthew polishing off his tea and a few biscuits, Hob mostly staring into
his untouched mug –– had sat, mostly quiet.  Matthew had stayed into the small hours, until
the New Inn was just beginning to lock its doors.  Hob had been grateful for it.  

When Matthew had left, Hob had taken the bag, and dumped it in the back of his closet, and
not looked at the spilled contents until now.  He stares.  They stare.  He can’t leave them ––
he can’t take them.  They stay locked in stasis, for now.  He waits for Deanna.

Deanna, bundled under a winter coat and at least two scarves, arrives promptly.  She knows
he’s moving, but when she crosses the threshold, her eyes seem to take in the newly-minted
emptiness of the place with a sort of sad alarm.  Hob doesn’t know what to say, so he says
nothing.

Instead, he gives Deanna his spare keys, tells her to let his friends roam free in his flat and
take anything that’s left that they might want, and before she can argue he’s already halfway
down the stairs.  When he leaves, the sun is still at half mast, and it’s the early afternoon. 
He’s got nowhere to go, and time to burn off –– he walks long, tireless, looping paths through
London, if only to make sure that he doesn’t stop moving.  While his friends dissect the last
remains of his flat, he winds along the length of the Thames, new December’s winds as thin
and sharp as any whip.  He resolutely doesn’t look at the tearing water, all its stark peaks and
valleys, all its many white-tipped angles.  The cold tears at every exposed tenderness.



The light changes.  The sun, stiffly, sets, and then even the faint comfort of its watery warmth
is gone.  Hob stops only once, wandering around near Piccadilly Circus, in the alley beside a
Tesco, beyond which the braver and arctically-equipped tourists swarm.  It’s quiet, back
there, in the falling night, and the cement of the building is so cold it burns.  He’s only there a
few minutes –– just to light up a cig, out of the wind –– and he manages only a few
moments’ stillness and two jittery drags before he grinds the half-smoked cigarette out and
barrels back into motion.  The burning fuses demand.  He obeys.  The muscles of his legs are
twitchy with exertion, and he concentrates on this, and other physical stings and aches, and at
that point there isn’t room for other thoughts. 

Only when the sky is fully dark is he turning on Charlbert St., making his way along Allitsen,
fumbling for his keys in his pocket with frigid fingers.  He’s come back to his flat late,
sometime past eleven, hoping against hope that Deanna had rustled up enough people to
clean off his shelves, and that they’ve cleared out by now.  He’s not sure he can withstand
further interrogation, gentle and well-intentioned as it may be.  It’s a struggle to remember
the mechanics of speech these days — his palate and teeth and tongue and throat no longer
work in concert, and besides, he doesn’t have all that much to say.  Or rather, he has only
things to say that language isn’t built to express — and so he binds the tempest up in the
diaphragm and the low arch of the lungs, and chainsmokes, and mostly just nods.

The lights in his windows are still on, though the streets are black and the pale lamps are
flickering awake.  He’s jacketless and freezing — at this rate, he’s going to beat his immense
system into insensate surrender — and his fingers are so numb, almost tinted blue, that it
takes a few tries with the keys before he can hustle through the door and shut December out
where it belongs.  He listens for signs of life, but other than the sparse patronage of the New
Inn on a Sunday night, there’s quiet.  Maybe everyone has left.  

He climbs the stairs.  His ears hurt from the cold.  His front door is closed, but not locked,
and he enters to a blissfully abandoned flat, save for Deanna on the couch with a book she
appears to only be half-reading.  When she raises her head and surveys his near-frostbitten
state, she slams the volume shut and hoists herself indignantly to her feet.

“Christ.  Sit down.  Sit sit sit, right now, you utter dunce.”

Hob, who has very little choice in the matter, is corralled brusquely onto the sofa.  Deanna
hurls a throw blanket at him and storms off to the kitchen, where the clatter of the kettle and
the sink begin, followed by the click and whump of his gas stove.  

“You stupid, stupid man.  What are you going to do when your ears and nose fall off?  Are
you hell-bent on ruining not only your improbably good looks, but your health to boot?  It’s
December, have the decency to act like it.  I’m making tea.  You’re having tea.”

Hob leans back into the couch, eyes closed.  Deanna is very good at filling the space with
sound that he doesn’t have to participate in.  As the feeling returns to his extremities, the
blood wakes in his ears, and they hurt with a blunted edge.

“And Lenore left macaroni cheese –– with the bit of parmesan, and the mozz, and the fancy
cheddar, that Wookey Hole bourgeois nonsense, like you like, and the little, what’s it, the
little panko breadcrumbs on top, and so help me God you are going to eat some.  I haven’t



seen you eat more than half a blueberry muffin in the last week.  I cannot fathom how you’re
upright.  I’ll heat it up.”

Hob flexes his fingers.  His joints pop –– the muscles whine against the stretching.

Deanna hustles back in with a plate of cheese-drowned pasta and a fork.  It smells remarkable
–– tangy, rich –– and when she places the plate in his stiff hands the warmth permeates down
to the bone.  He hasn’t been eating, much.  He doesn’t think about it.  Food sort of shrivels
into ash on his tongue.  Distantly, he’s been aware of hunger, but it’s such a banal thing to be
feeling that he’s been ignoring it.  Now, though, with the offered delicacy in front of him, his
stomach growls something fierce.

“Eat,” says Deanna firmly.  “Or I will beat you about the head and shoulders.”

Hob weakly rolls his eyes.  He takes a bite.  It’s perfect –– Lenore is always the star of
faculty potlucks for recipes like this –– and he chews slowly, eking out the flavor down to the
dregs.  Deanna seems pleased with his compliance, and she makes a brief trip to the kitchen
again, to pour the tea.

“Your friends made a dent in your library, that’s for sure,” she says, rifling through the
cabinets.  “Cleaned out a few shelves.  Baqri made off with your entire Greek poetry
collection.  And I think I saw Topher cry over your print of Grapes of Wrath –– first printing,
eh?  He said he didn’t feel right, taking it –– evidently it’s worth a lot of money –– so it’s still
here.”

She returns with two steaming mugs that smell of bergamot.  Hob eats another forkful of the
pasta.  It’s getting easier to remember how –– chew, swallow, repeat.

“But if you insist on him having it I can drop it by.  And the whole lot volunteered to help
box up what’s left, for the move, or storing it, or whatever it is you’re doing.”

Deanna settles down next to him, with her own plate and a fork.  Hob doesn’t ask if she’s
staying –– it would be redundant.  Deanna is reluctant to leave him alone.  Right now, he’s
alright to let that lie.  Her company is easy.  It never asks anything of him.

“They’re re-running House on Sky –– my favorite season, too.”

She picks up the remote and flicks on the TV.  Together, with Deanna’s critical commentary
(“My God, the malpractice suits alone should’ve put Princeton Plainsboro out of commission
by season one”), they watch a couple episodes.  At some point, Deanna switches the few
lamps off, and the darkness is broken only by the medical-show blue-white tint of the screen,
digital-bright, casting the coffee table and Deanna’s mug into clean relief.  The time passes. 
Hob finishes off his plate, mindlessly –– Deanna, without a word, brings him seconds, and he
polishes those off too.  His face is gradually regaining feeling, with the thin heat of post-
frozen blood, the kind of recovery burn returning from the cold always brings.  The sitting, it
makes him nervous –– makes the lit fuses gnash and protest.  But he convinces himself that
eating is an activity, and only half-listens to the TV, planning his flight schedule, which is
enough to, temporarily, quell the burn’s progress.



When the second episode ends, with an improbable but appropriately brilliant diagnosis and a
witty one-liner, Deanna gathers up the dishes.  She leaves the set on, but turns the volume
down a little.  Hob likes the background noise.

He trails after her.  At first, she swats him away while she’s washing up, but some intensity in
his offered hand prompts her to relent, and they stand shoulder to shoulder, him scrubbing,
her drying.

“Smoke?” Deanna offers, when the last of the dishes are done.  “I know smoking in here will
probably tank your sale value, but one cig can’t hurt, eh?”

Sale value.  Hob hasn’t considered what he’s doing with the place.  This is a later problem ––
he can afford to pay the rent until his mind gets made up.  For now, he nods.  Deanna fishes a
box of Pall Malls and a lighter from her jacket, hanging by the front door, and lights up.

They sit at the counter, only partly paying any mind to the rerun of ER that’s now running. 
Deanna takes a drag and blows the smoke out of her nose in two draconic plumes.  Hob still
can’t do anything showy, so he just lets the smoke curl catlike in his lungs, and pour lazily
from his parted lip.

“Where are you going?” she asks, very carefully, shrouded in nonchalance.

Hob has avoided telling her –– the guilt has been commingling unpleasantly with all the other
torrent of numbing miseries.  But he can’t avoid it forever.  He’s not willing to vanish in the
night, without a goodbye.  Not for her.

“The States,” he says.  His voice is raspy from the cold air and lack of use alike.  He
considers inventing a lie –– a friend in Montana, a cousin in Tennessee –– but decides against
it.  He doesn’t want to lie, as much as he’s able.

Deanna is silent.  He can almost feel it, the way her body language changes.  She’s surprised,
and then caught in something else, something twisting that Hob feels in his own chest.  The
TV murmurs something inane about pulmonary embolisms, and two characters make the sort
of eye contact only soap opera stars can muster.  Deanna takes another slow drag.

“And when?”  The smoke weaves around the words.

“Fifteenth.  Got a 3:15, nonstop, Heathrow to Baltimore-Washington.”

She nods, once.

“Nightmare, flying this close to Christmas.”  

They watch the TV.  Hob stops watching to look at Deanna, whose features are both
sharpened and obscured by smoke –– her chin like a piece of Roman statuary, the slight hook
of her nose she always swore made her look like Gillian Anderson in her twenties, the empty
holes along the cartilage of her ears where she once had triple pierced rings.  He can see the
tendons of her neck tightened, a certain misty lack of focus in her eyes, though they remain



affixed to the TV.  He feels almost guiltier for telling her he’s leaving, without explaining
further –– but how can he explain?  How can he say it and expect to be believed?  

“I don’t want to–– I’m not asking for you to stay.”

Deanna turns her head towards him.  The flashing frames bounce off her sclera, her irises the
color of cream-splashed coffee.  She flickers her gaze back and forth across the bridge of his
nose, and his lungs constrict.

“But I–– Christ, Robbie, are you really going for good?”

He wants to say, I can’t remember my mother’s face, Deanna.  Only the backs of her hands.  I
saw Halley’s comet in 1531, by accident, caught it streaking across the sky, and I was alive
when it was named.  I fought at Wincanton.  I took a crossbow bolt to the shoulder, and
Christ did it hurt like a bastard. 

“I don’t know,” says Hob quietly. 

I spread ink for Caxton and I learned Latin at Monte Cassino.  I married my wife before
brides wore white –– her dress was satin and velvet and purple like wine, and it brought out
all the rosy color in her cheeks, and I loved her so much it made my hands shake at the altar. 
I was shot down at Saarbrücken in a Handley-Page and I saw my femur regrow around the
shrapnel.

“I can’t stay here,” says Hob.

I’ll pour a libation of malt liquor over the place they lay you down.  I never thought I would
bury him.  I never thought he could be buried.  I thought he was like me.

“I just need to be someplace different,” says Hob.  “Somewhere I stop looking for his
handprints on every surface.”

I am so old, Deanna, it makes me afraid sometimes.

Deanna softens.  She takes his hand, the thin bones of her fingers curled around his scarred
knuckles.  This is the only thing that holds him down.

“Right then,” she says gently.  “You’d best write me letters.  Long ones, full of poetry.”

“Epics,” says Hob.  His voice shakes.  “In verse.”

“Proper meter.  I’ll scan it.”

“Good.  Keep me honest.”

“Someone has to do it.”

He grips her hand fiercely.  With her free hand, Deanna takes a drag off her cigarette, and
puffs three perfect rings in front of the TV screen.  Hob snubs his cigarette out in the ashtray
on the side table, and, slowly, leans his head into her shoulder.  She doesn’t remark on it, only



maintains her hold on his hand and forms a fourth immaculate smoke ring, perfectly
encircling the lead surgeon’s head.

 

+++

 

The afternoon of December 15th, Deanna drops Hob off at Heathrow.  

In his carry-on, he’s got very little to show.  Three paperbacks from Baqri, some John
Grisham dime thrillers (perfect for a long flight, he’d been assured).  Some documentation
for the new American bank accounts he’d opened and dumped some starter funds into, not
enough to flag any attention, but enough to get started and to add to, slowly, later.  His wallet
with his new credit cards. A Tupperware of snacks Lenore had insisted he take.  The slip of
fabric with the cufflinks, bound up into a little ball and tucked in a zippered pocket.  Most
importantly, his new passport and ID –– it’s increasingly remarkable how hard it is to hide
yourself, and how easy it is to buy new identities, if you’ve got a century of lucky
investments to back you –– in which he is rechristened as a new Robert Gadling, born May
13th, 1989.  

He’s not sure what the date of his actual birthday is, only that it was always mid-May, and
1989, practically, makes him a suitable thirty-three.  He resolutely decides that ‘89 is a good
year, though it hurts him as much as any evisceration to look at the number, and equally, he
would stare at it unblinking until his eyes could no longer see.

“Right,” says Deanna.  She’s shelled out the requisite 5£ to park in the drop-off lane, the
price of a few minutes’ farewells, and leans against the passenger door, shoulders curled in,
facing Hob.  It’s another overcast, frigid day, and the biting wind ruffles at her hair, sending
the just-graying wisps in a hurricane around her pronounced cheekbones.  She crosses her
arms across her parka-ed chest, and examines her shoes.

“Right,” echoes Hob.

The goodbyes hadn’t been easy so far.  He hadn’t known what to say, with the handshakes
and the embraces and the way the touches lingered, his and theirs alike, neither quite willing
to surrender the other.  God, he’s going to miss all of them –– Topher’s apoplectic devotion to
the American novelists, Baqri and Lenore’s incessant Greco-Roman squabbling, Antony’s
lamentations on the decline of the Italian fashion houses –– the little textures of them that
gave his own life a warp and weft.  

Lenore had sniffled, but never cried outright.  Topher smacked him on the shoulder and acted
like it was a sabbatical, but his glance had skipped across Hob’s face like a stone.  

They knew, all of them.  They knew he wasn’t coming back.  

The History department had given him a silver watch, engraved with his name, and a quote
from Julian of Norwich, subject of many a Medieval course of his –– All shall be well, and



all manner of things shall be well.

He gave the Grapes of Wrath print to Topher, gifted Lenore his KitchenAid and all his good
Le Creuset cookware, provided his blessing for Baqri to not only take his Greek poetry
volumes but his old annotated copies of The Iliad and The Odyssey and let Antony have his
set of crystal cordials from the 20’s, the ones he’d always remarked on when Hob had him
over for glasses of port and long rounds of gin rummy spoken through in Italian.  He wanted
the pieces of this life dispersed enough that they might live on without him.  And when he
missed those objects in passing, in his interminable future, he would recall giving them away,
and recall who he’d given them to, and in that way hold fast to their faces and voices a little
bit longer. 

He’d dropped his spare keys and the formal mantle of manager off with Harrison at the bar,
with promises to see to renting the space, one of these days, though this, for now, was a lie. 
The very last things he’d packed were the jumpers –– the tie-dye, still heinously filthy, in his
main suitcase, and the Olympics one pulled on over his Henley.  He couldn’t bear to have it
so close to him.  Equally, he couldn’t take it off, not at gunpoint, not before God.

Deanna had been at the front door, her Kia idling, the heat already running, and they’d driven
off with the New Inn in the rearview.  Hob didn’t turn over his shoulder, though he wanted to,
powerfully.  It stayed as a reflection, and this made it a little less real, a little less hard to
leave.

Now, suddenly remembering the last thing he’s got to give away, he rummages around in his
shoulder bag.

“Here,” he says.  “These are for you.  For Christmas.  Early, I know, but I don’t–– I didn’t
want to forget, and I’m not sure where I’ll–– anyway.  For you.”

He procures, after a minute, his old RFC gloves from the Great War, and holds them out to
her.

“They’re from World War One.  Old Royal Flying Corps issue.  I thought you’d like them. 
They are a bit ugly, but, ah, well.  Proper pilot’s gloves.”

Deanna, with a soft look, takes the gloves.  She runs a thumb over the grayed otter fur, the
leather, still supple, though cracked.  Without a second thought, she pulls them on over her
hands –– they’re a touch big, but she wiggles the three-fingered shape experimentally, and
there’s a smile already blooming in the tilt of her chapped lips.

“I don’t have anything for you,” she says.

“You’ve given me plenty.”

“I don’t know.”  

She gazes into her covered palms.  It makes Hob happy, in a far-off way, to see the gloves
back on someone’s hands, and on Deanna’s hands in particular.  



“Christ,” she says softly, “there’s two decades of my life with you in them.  What’ll I do with
all that?”

“I’m sorry.”

“Don’t be.  That’s not what I meant.”

She exhales sharply.

“I feel terribly like there’s some eloquent thing to say to you.  But I don’t think there is.”

Deanna turns her hands over, and watches the bristly otter fur ruffle in the wind. 

“I’ll just miss you, I mean.  That’s all.”

When she lifts her head at last, there are tears in her eyes, and Hob chokes down the tangle of
briars in his throat and wraps her in a hug.  She buries her face against his shoulder, and he
tucks his chin on her crown.  They stand there, together, for a long time.  It feels short, when
it’s over.

“Don’t disappear,” says Deanna thickly.  “Don’t you dare.”

“I won’t.”

“Because I’d hunt you down.  I’d hire a PI.  The whole nine yards.”

“On my honor.”

“What honor?”

“I love you, you know.”

“Shut up.”  She’s smiling, in a way that touches at her crow’s feet and shining eyes.  “Don’t
miss your flight.”

Hob makes her smile –– crooked, toothful, quintessentially hers –– the last vision he has of
her before she’s behind his back, only the slam of a door and the start of an engine.

He shuffles through security, numb, twitchy.  Those fuses are burning again.  He’s left
someone else behind.  He needs to get away from the scene, or risk being buried with it.

His well-forged passport fools security, and when they call for boarding for American
Airlines 6980, he’s the first at the terminal.  He remembers when flying was a commodity,
but nowadays it’s lost its glamor.  Cornered in a window seat, he spends the eight hours in the
cabin with his forehead pressed to the curved plastic wall, breathing stale air and feeling so
intensely trapped that his arrhythmic heart might rattle free of his ribs.  London passes
beneath him, fogged and small, and then they enter the airspace of the sea so vast it turns his
stomach, so he closes the window.  He reads all of Baqri’s paperbacks, drinking lukewarm
Canada Dry after the drinks cart trundles past.  He feels miles and miles away from the



people around him.  Strangers, but also aliens –– different beasts, who can't hear the ancient
way his blood moves.  He waits for the flight to be over.  

With every centimeter gained in distance from the New Inn, the persistent tremor in his hands
and the bounce of his leg abates, until, when the plane thunders to a landing in Baltimore,
he’s not full of jittery cicadas anymore –– only a dulled stillness, which is neither worse nor
better.  He walks the unfamiliar terminal, its tiled floors speckled with chips of black like
inverted stars.  The air here smells different, feels different, and not a head turns as he passes
by.  Nobody asks him anything.  Nobody says a word, outside of the passive “thanks” when
he holds the door for a woman and her two boys leaving the baggage claim.  On the sidewalk,
leaned against the pillars supporting the concrete awning, the air is stained with nicotine.  

He adjusts the cuffs of the jumper.  It smells like rain and paper.  He thinks this will be what
they bury him in, someday.

And for a moment, past the howling in his head that has yet to abate, past the clawing need
he feels to see Deanna again, past the blind and groping fear that he has nowhere left to go, is
the bliss of anonymity.  The ease of just being alone.

He snags an Uber to the Country Inn outside the airport –– it’s freezing, just as bad as
London, and a few fat flakes of wet snow are meandering down from the overcast sky as he
hoists his bags into the trunk.  The drive is short.  The driver doesn't talk, and neither does he.
 He’s tired, from sitting, from the way long flights are draining, from holding back tears so he
didn’t make a scene 10,000 feet in the air.  From walking and not walking and running and
not running.   He pays $70 for the most beige single-bed hotel room he’s ever seen, throws
his bags on the floor, and collapses into a mattress that is made into the most comfortable
thing in the world by the sheer force of his exhaustion.

In the morning, he has to shower and change and go through the motions of getting ready for
an unknown day.  He has to go out to Catonsville, to fork over the cash for a ‘98 Subaru
Forester he’d arranged to buy via Facebook.  He has to figure out where in God’s name he’s
going to go.

He can’t do any of that now.  On top of the covers, he curls in on himself, tugging the collar
of the jumper up over his nose and pulling his hands into the cuffs, and buries his face into
the pillow.  With the pounding of pressed-back tension behind his eyes, in a place he’s
already aching to leave, Hob, fitful and forsaken, falls asleep.
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Hob wakes poorly.  This is the new pattern of his mornings.

He’s jolted from sleep by a sudden sickening stab in his vagus nerve, and snaps upright,
sweating fingers clutching hopelessly at the polyester comforter.  His breath is high in his
throat, his blood belligerent in the veins of his neck.  He had not dreamed, per say –– but for
a brief and horrible instant, he had been aware of the black and featureless expanse of his
own sleeping mind, through which a curious breeze had blown, smelling of heady floral
decay.  He had stood alone in the vacated expanse of a kingdom that no longer existed, and
under his feet was the crunch of black shoreline, the sole texture in the dark, sharp as flint
under his soles.  There had been such absolute silence –– only his own heartbeats, profane
against the mausoleum quiet, and the exhale of the rotting wind.  He was alone.

The chipped edges of the morning light are just barely beginning to scrape through the gap in
the curtains, which are some eyesore 70’s print in camel and umber and other similarly
uninspired shades of brown.  The shapes of furniture –– suitcase rack, visibly uncomfortable
armchair, lampshade –– are cast in diffused gray and abruptly alien.  Hob fights to keep his
breathing in check, stave off the arrhythmia and the onslaught of adrenal, animal panic.  It’s



something about seeing the space in the dim light –– the way the edges of things rise as the
backs of Leviathans through a visual-static dark sea, passing beasts, sinister in their
indifference.  All form is just adrift in beige, in an unfamiliar sun-dried veldt of a palette.

Hob pulls his knees up to his chin and tucks his forehead against his kneecaps, eyes ratcheted
shut, willing himself to stop being so ridiculous about bloody furniture .  

It takes some unknown amount of time for the racing jitter in his forearms to abate back into
background discomfort.  In the interim, the only sound is the stirring of early traffic outside,
and the creak and slam of a door, somewhere further down the corridor.  His neighbor turns
on their sink; the rumble of water through the pipes hums along beneath the drywall at his
back.  He adjusts his head and tucks his nose into the crook of his elbow, inhaling the cotton-
rainwater scent of the well-worn jumper and watching the inactive TV.  Its blank face is like
the blown-out pupil of a deer, vacant as a dead thing, displaying in two-tone black and white
his own small shape and the immense emptiness of the little room. 

Only when the cloudy morning is a little more awake, the light a little stronger, is he able to
rouse himself and shuffle off for a mechanical shower.  He changes into different pants ––
God above, he had slept in jeans , like some sort of deranged person –– and a different
undershirt, but the Olympics jumper has taken up its former office as permanent article, now
on a different body.  Hob despises it so much that he can’t bear to have it where he can’t feel
it and see it and rumple its folds between his fingers.  His own face in the mirror is a haggard
cousin to the self of months prior –– he stares into the impassive wells of his own eyes for a
long time, trying to feel like he is look at himself, but the face persists in its distance, and he
wonders if he is standing somewhere off behind his own shoulder, only watching himself
watch the mirror.  

His parting-gift watch reads 8:02 AM.  He’s supposed to meet the seller of the used car
around 9:45.  Unwilling to lay around the hotel room channel-surfing (the fuses, the fuses are
burning again, if it weren’t so frigid and the area weren’t so highway-laden he’d go for a
sprint to try and outpace the fire), he checks out early and gets an Uber to Catonsville.  It’s all
highways and strip malls, here –– tangles of congested asphalt in the DMV’s morning
commuter snarl, flooding the biting air over 695 with exhaust fumes and the occasional blare
of a horn, a distant eruption of frustration.  His driver apologizes profusely for the choice of
route, but Hob waves it off, leg bouncing, staring without seeing out the window.

A trip that, by rights, should’ve been 15 minutes becomes an ordeal of half an hour, at the
end of which Hob is dropped on the four-block main street of a small town, tugging the collar
of his winter overcoat up against the chill.  He’s got another half hour to kill.  Hauling his
suitcases behind him, he traverses the main strip.  Catonsville, evidently, is a bluegrass town 
–– he passes a storefront packed with weathered acoustic guitars and banjos, the bowed front
display windows of a record shop whose speakers crackle out Bob Dylan’s poetic nasal
whine, a neon-lined Les Paul towering over the parking lot of a building whose display is all
Telecasters and B.C. Rich’s –– until he reaches a cafe whose wide windows look in on an
interior invitingly warm, and whose front door, briefly opened, emits the coaxing smell of
coffee grounds and baking bread.



A stranger holds the door for him –– he exchanges a “thanks very much” for a “no problem”,
the passing meeting of eyes and flicker of smiles.  Hob is startled by it, almost –– by how
small an act it is, how irrevocably it proves he’s still alive.

He orders a black coffee and, after consideration, a cranberry muffin.  The cashier is efficient
and smiling, and doesn’t remark on his accent or his visible bedragglement.  He feels, all the
same, persistently foreign.

The coffee is good; the muffin is remarkable.  He sits at a table against the wall, suitcases
barricaded around him, and lets the wash of morning breakfasters and the clatter of the
unseen kitchen envelop him in activity, washing over him like a muffled woolen tide.  The
table behind him is a family with two young girls, excitedly haggling over a waffle –– their
voices are popped bright bubbles.  It passes the time, just sitting, relearning the way
cranberries are tongue-twisting tart and how muffins delightfully glue your mouth shut.  

There was a time when this would be the delight of a morning.  It all feels far from him. 
Small and out of reach. 

His fingers persist in drumming on the tabletop.  He checks his watch and tosses back the last
of his coffee, the caffeine commingling with the other burn, the other whip-crack at his heels.

He meets the seller in the empty parking lot of a Baptist church.  The man is broad as a John
Deer and swaddled in enough scarves to constitute an avante-garde runway look.   He shakes
Hob’s hand with the genial vigor of a local politician mid-campaign season, and his palms are
callused and sturdy.  He’s got a ruddy face that smiles like it's a calling.  Hob, instinctively,
finds himself managing a smile back.

“Nice to meet you in person, Robert,” the man –– Meinhart, Hob remembers –– says
jovially.  “How was your flight?”

“Ah.”  Hob thinks about it.  “Long.”

“I bet.  Boy, they sure stiff ya on the leg room these days, huh?  Me and the wife flew down
to Orlando for Thanksgiving, packed us in like sardines in a can.  Helluva way to travel.”

Meinhart fondly smacks the hood of the car he’s standing next to — a ‘98 Subaru Forester, as
advertised, dark woodland green with a beige vinyl interior, a few scuffs in the front bumper
and one dent in the passenger door.  

“Anyways, here she is — bought it off a buddy of mine in West Friendship, tuned it up,
replaced a few belts, and she’s ready for the road.  Deed is in the glove box, tank is half full,
spare tire in the trunk.”

“Thanks,” says Hob quietly.  He appraises the windshield, freshly washed and unstained.  It’s
a sturdy thing, this car, passable gas mileage, acceptably cheap.  There was some quality to it
he liked when he saw the pictures — something stable in the lines of it, a functional sense,
like the way a whippet is beautiful for being good at running.

“You moving to the area?” asks Meinhart genially.



“Ah.  Not, not really,” says Hob.  He tucks his hands into his jacket pockets.  “Passing
through.”

He pays with a bundle of cash extracted from the hotel ATM this morning.  They shake hands
again –– Hob considers that this is maybe one of the few behavioral constants he’s known,
the joining of palms as a pact –– and Meinhart passes over the keys.

“Safe travels, friend.”

Hob manages only unsteady gratitude, obscured by an uptick in the cold wind.  People are
hard to talk to.  This is a terrifying thing. 

Once Meinhart goes his separate way, Hob sits in the running car a moment, waiting for the
heater to cut some of the frigidity down.  His suitcases are tossed in the trunk, his shoulder
bag in the passenger seat.  

The radiator hums.  With the slow movements of one emerging from a heavy sleep, he
extracts the ribbon of black with the cuff links from his shoulder back and, with care, ties it
around the bended elbow of the rear view mirror.  The greyhounds, each lunging towards the
other, dangle in front of the windshield, suspended over the gray sky behind the glass.  He
watches them hang there.  His fingers tighten on the steering wheel.

He cruises down 144, between the spare mousey-brown trunks of spindly oaks flared against
the softened lint sky, their sparse limbs punctuated with telephone poles and undulating
curves of black cables.  He flickers through the radio stations –– static, snatches of 90’s rock
and Dua Lipa –– but nothing sticks, so he turns it off and focuses on learning the subtleties of
the car, the sensitivity of the pedals, the best way to settle his lower back against the padding
of the seat.  He spent a decade in the 60’s living out of the back of a VW van — he knows
how to live on the road.  It’s about a sort of man-machine symbiosis.  It’s why he likes
driving.  God’s wounds, it’s something of a miracle, still, to the legs that once had to section
off whole afternoons to walk to the next village.  Now he subjugates combustion, in pursuit
only of nothing in particular: a bit in the mouth of oil and steel, for the sake of the ride.

He’s itching for a smoke, and he wants to top the tank off before the real driving begins. 
Where that driving will lead is still unclear, but he’s seen signs for I-95, and 95 is as good a
number as any, so that’s where he’ll start.  He pulls off 144 into a High’s, sets the tank filling,
and wanders around in the gas station’s sparse fluorescence to pass the time, poking half-
heartedly at bags of Fritos and packs of Oreos.  The joys of junk food on the road seem sort
of menial.  He surrenders the notion and heads to the checkout.

“Two packs of the Luckies.  Thanks.”

In the Great War, he’d smoked military-issue Woodbines, but with the rations tight in the
second war he’d gotten into the habit of bumming Luckies off the American GIs at the
Western Front, swapping delicacies from compo ration packs –– sweet black tea boiled in a
brew can, the rare container of treacle pudding some of the Yanks had a tooth for, bits of
chocolate from tinned emergency rations –– for sacred and slightly crumpled cigarettes,
smoked communally and with an unspoken reverence.  They were a reminder of lives that
were normal –– lighting up in an alleyway with friends outside a hometown pub, under a sky



that didn’t threaten to shatter with bolts of German devastation.  Against the perpetual slop of
mud, when the rain would pour down into the trenches and soak up to the stained knees of his
trousers and make him cold somewhere into the marrow, the embers were like flaring
speckles of new brass.  He remembers shielding the gifted flame with his cupped fingers and
the brim of his helmet, lighting the cig of the soldier at his shoulder with his own, and in this
way the light was passed down the row of innumerable hunched and dirt-blackened infantry,
until, submerged in the downpour and the burial trough of unsettled earth, a thin field of
poppy petals burned.  

The war ended.  It took most of the boys –– they were really only boys, half the time, Christ,
they had always seemed so young to Hob, spit-shined and fresh-faced and eager up until the
first rifle shot eviscerated their captain’s jaw –– it took most of the boys Hob served with and
a Leipzig landmine’s bitten chunk out of his hip, and in exchange he dreamt of
slaughterhouse mud for a decade and to this day smokes, pretty much, Luckies.  He wonders,
in passing, if he’ll dream of the sound of guns again –– it’s a train of thought with no good
continuing track, and he forces himself away from it with the distraction of the middling
selection of CDs at the register.

The cashier, an older man with a grooved face and sloping shoulders, rings up the cartons. 
Hob rifles through the kiosk.  As it stands, the High’s offers only The Essential Johnny Cash
and Slippery When Wet .  But the Subaru predates aux cords, and he’s unwilling to drive in
total silence –– there’s something awful in the quiet, the audible emptiness of the passenger
space.  He buys both CDs.

The cashier, idly scanning the CDs, tosses a glance over Hob’s shoulders, then does a minute
double take.  His heavy brows darken into weary concern.

“Hey , kid,” he sighs, to some stranger behind Hob. “You planning on paying?”  He meets
Hob’s eyes.  “Or, uh, she with you?”

“Who?”

The clerk flicks his chin towards the aisles.

“Her.  Not with you?  Shit.”  He frowns, mostly with boredom.  “Hey, bud, I can see you
shoplifting, you know.”

Hob turns.  

Behind him, a short sprig of a girl is meditatively stuffing her pockets with beef sticks and
candy.  She’s drowning in a leather coat, and it pools viscous around the cuffs at her wrists
and sloughs off her shoulders like silken oil.  Her hair is a spiky mullet of ginger-red, with
streaks of bleached blonde framing her face –– a Bowie dye-job, straight out of The Man
Who Fell To Earth –– and when she turns to face him, she has the same Bowie-esque
otherworldliness in the severe and sharpened lines of her face.  She’s in such a stable form
that she’s almost totally unfamiliar, and Hob recognizes her, after a moment, only by the eyes
–– one electric blue, the other radioactive green inlaid with points of silver.  



The fluorescents warp into scummy white coronas around every point of her hair.  Her rabbit
nose twitches –– the light obediently flickers back into linear rays.  She blinks out of
sequence, and a shimmer of iridescent junebug wings freckled across the bridge of her nose,
just beginning to buzz and bloom, is smothered into submission.  In the plain visibility of the
cords of her neck, the way her smile is more a bearing of gritted teeth, Hob can sense a
certain degree of pain.

“Yes,” he says quickly.  “Yes, sorry, no, she’s with me.  Uh–– Deli— Delilah , love, put those
on the counter for me, not in your pockets, would you?”

“Okie-dokie , Calvin-and- Hobbes.”

She walks over –– there’s distinct effort in her steps, one foot placed painstakingly before the
other –– and heaves her plethora of snacks onto the counter.  Hob pays for the whole bundle
at once, and hustles out to the car.  There are wavering footfalls trotting at his heels, shuffling
out a tap dance rhythm on the pavement.

When he settles up with the gas pump and climbs in the driver’s door, Delirium is
comfortably derealizing in the passenger’s seat, chewing on a Slim Jim.  Her shoulders are
crawling with blue morpho butterflies, and she has a second mouth under her jaw, from
which her speech issues.

“ They used to make.  Um.  Spicier ones,” she says thoughtfully.  “ Very toothful.  All gristle
.”

Hob looks at her quietly.  Delirium eats a Reese’s Cup, wrapper and all, in one bite.  Her
hands are little bundles of embroidery thread, worming around in strands of flesh tone and
the indigo of veins.  Her gaze is skittering, but when it meets his own, it is suddenly and
impossibly plain –– while her body dissolves into particles of painted ash, the eyes remain
where they were, fixed and still and ancient with grief.

Hob holds her stare a moment.  Delirium’s head crackles with a ring of green flames, cut into
a halo. 

For a few moments, neither of them speak.  

“D’you like Johnny Cash?” asks Hob, at length.

“I’m not.  Um.  Very good with money.  Big spender.”

“Bon Jovi?”

“ Halfway the-ere .  Wo-o-ah .”

“Right-o.”

Hob pops Slippery When Wet into the CD player, lights up a Lucky, and starts the car.

 



+++

 

A letter from Rob Gadling to Deanna Volkov ––  ball-point pen on the back of a gas station
receipt –– unsent.

 

Dec. 16th, 2022 

 

Of arms, a man, I sing –– who first from Trojan coasts

by Fate was sent, et cetera. Forgot to pack

a notebook.  Writing with the dashboard for a desk.

You know that stupid Meatloaf song?  The one about

a paradise in dashboard lights?  It’s playing in

my head.  I think I sort of get it –– not the bits

about the bases, getting laid (not now, at least) ––

but more the title.  Star of Bethlehem in green-

lit time, I guess –– well, you’re the poet.  

                                                                Catonsville’s

a bluegrass spot –– “These Boots Were Made For Walking” –– but

the rest is churches, Exxons, strip malls.  Plus, it’s cold

as any traitors’ circle.  Heading south, I think,

for Nashville, maybe –– never been there.  What’s your size

in Stetsons?  

                    Had a muffin you’d’ve loved.  And found

a friend of old –– not sure how long she’ll stay –– she’s not

the staying type.  I’ve always been too much the same ––

a runner, though I mastered waiting.  Nothing much 



to wait for, now.  

                           I miss him.  God.  

                                                       I miss 

you, D.  Supply run calls –– to Walmart.  All my love.    

 

–– Robbie

 

P.S. –– Verse, as promised.  Iambic hexameter.  Line breaks for artistry.  Or some shit.

 

+++

 

They squander a midday near a bank of the Patapsco, by a railroad bridge whose peeling
paint still jauntily reads “Ellicott City”.  The river is brown and swollen with late-season rain,
crumpling in tufted folds over the rocks and tumbled branches.  Turning his collar against the
cold, he and Delirium wander along the bank, where there are no other passers-by ––
Delirium is uncomfortable keeping to one shape, Hob learns quickly, and so he finds they’re
both equally in search of solitude.  

Delirium hops between the river stones, her shins coiled springs immune to the spray of icy
water, while Hob picks a winding parallel path along the shore.  The painterly umbers and
tawny tones are fit for a landscape painting.  Hob was never much with a brush –– there had
been a period in the early 1800s, when he’d tried his hand, but his trees never looked much
like trees, more rogue amoebae –– but this is the sort of scene that makes him wish fervently
he could take palette knife to canvas and carve a vision into permanence.  

The second thought, bloodhounding on the heels of the first, is that this is a place he
would’ve brought him.  He scuffs a scrape of gravel into the water –– the splashes are tiny
things, like individual drops of rain on the sea.  His cigarette is down to a stub, and he’s not
enough of a heel to flick it into the water, so he snubs it out on the lapel of his overcoat and
puts it in his pocket.  The burn mark is a starburst scar on the camel.  It reminds him,
unexpectedly, of the Cold War, when they’d roll the footage of post-bomb Hiroshima and
show the shadows of the people stained into the walls.  He feels like that –– an afterimage.

Delirium, midway between girl and gorgon, gives him a curious look, before summoning up
a chainmail of white lilies and woven thorns between her palms, webbed like a cat’s cradle.

“You think it’s all ending,” she says.  She twirls the bowers into garlands and crowns, draped
about her brow and drooping off her shoulders to hang elegantly over her forearms, like a



wrap Joan of Arc might’ve worn were she a Hollywood star in 1942.  “But.  Um.  It’s all
tangled up funny.  Rings and circlets.  You’re.  Um.  Always getting to where you were.”

She talks earnestly, all the while summoning ropes of briars from the water and building
herself archways to pass under.  Hob isn’t sure what she means –– she seems to read this in
his face, and a sharp line of frustration divides her brow.  With a huff, she turns the flowers
and brambles into violet-colored ash.

“ Words words words,” she mutters.  “ Words and fishmongers.”

“I know that one,” says Hob.  It’s so well-learned he can speak it like a mother tongue, and
without thinking it rolls out of him in one spool.  “Whether ‘tis nobler in the mind to suffer
the slings and arrows of outrageous misfortune, or to take arms against a sea of troubles, and
by opposing, end them.”

There’s a good, hefty stick along the bank.  He picks it up –– no better thing than a walking
stick, found in the wild –– and tries to keep pace with Delirium, who is a mallard of
disproportionate size, paddling upstream.

“To sleep, perchance––”

He recalls, with clarity, the turned back –– all that tailored black, straight and surgical
shoulder, high collar rising to catch the ruff of dark hair at the nape of the neck –– the sliver
of plucked light off an earring, a mote of white snatched from the air and coveted in the ring
of gunmetal on alabaster –– a face half-turned and turning further still––

“ Better to stay awake, ” quacks Delirium.  

She sculpts herself back into the girl in the immense leather jacket, though her legs, below
the knee, are that of a goat, and ram’s horns curlicue from her head.  

“Um.  No place to go.  Unless you sleepwalk .”

Hob doesn’t answer.  They hike in silence.  

When they return to the car, with a faint noonday sun just managing to weasel through the
cloud cover, Hob’s face is tingly with cold.  He scrubs at his cheeks with his equally frigid
hands, futilely trying to encourage the blood to run warm again.

Delirium, pooling iridescent in the passenger seat, watches him a moment, before surging up
into a more bipedal shape.

“Um.  That’s no good, ice to ice like that,” she says lightly.

She tugs Hob’s wrists down from his face, and holds out a second set of open palms.  From
the creases of her hands, fire blossoms in shades of tiger red.  Humming Bon Jovi under her
breath, she holds her new hands as she might to cradle his face, cup her palms under his jaw
and rest her thumbs below his eyes, and holds this pose with an inch of space barring
contact.  



Hob holds very still –– but even when he feels the soft tongues of flame paw at his jaw,
there’s no accompanying pain or scent of burning flesh.  Instead, the flames are inquisitive,
polite, even amiable.  He feels, not agony, but a suffusing warmth like a dog day of August,
humid and fresh and summoning on his tongue the taste of the last peaches of summer,
sweetly wild, running juice down the chin.  

“ Chains of love got a hold on me,” sings Delirium sotto voce .  “ When passion’s a prison
you can’t break free .”

Hob feels the passage of a bright sun over his brow, like the touch of some inane grace.  His
vision churns into gold-toned fractals.  Delirium is only a set of hands, now, a set of hands
that hold him and don’t, emerging from an amorphous light.  Cold seems like a fable.  He’s
warmth in form, warmth in definition.

She lowers her hands.  The world slams back into focus.  Hob is, briefly, breathless.

“ Sorry if I .  Um .  Went too far, ” Delirium says, coalescing into a painted portrait of her
more human-esque self.  “ The sun chomps the bit.  Um .  Something fierce.  W hen I try to
corral it into hands.  But it’s good, isn’t it?  Big brother hummed , you are my sunshine,
over you.  Um.  All that summer-color.  Um.  Feels lovely as anything.  So .  Yeah.  Better?”

“Better,” says Hob.  She talks fast and warbling, pitch and volume undulating irregularly ––
 he loses some of it, and some of it he doesn’t know how to respond to.  Even running warm
again, there’s still a cable of cold, strung from between his collarbones to his cut.  It twinges. 
He lets it.  

“Thanks,” he adds belatedly.  “Hungry?”

“ Several horses worth.”

Driving through the winding uphill slope of Ellicott City’s main road, they pass a Syrian
restaurant –– Hob parks, probably illegally, and shortly thereafter he and Delirium split a
lunch of kibbeh and spinach pies, meandering up another ascending road and into dense trees,
where a sign advertises the ruins of an old women’s institute.  It’s a detour.  Hob takes it.  

He’s at once desperate to hit the highway and at the same time terrified of the choices it’ll
require –– destination, which is cousin to purpose.  He doesn’t have either.  Before, even if
unstated, there had been a fixed line strung along his inconstant path –– he accumulated life
for the sake of accumulating it, sure, but the stories would start to back up, slowly flooding
from the diaphragm to the base of his tongue.  He spent ninety-nine years and three hundred
and sixty-four days swallowing them back, erecting a dam of lies of omission and patience in
faith that, one day, there would be riverbed enough to spill them in.  And the levy would
stretch taught as the membrane between the thumb and palm of a splayed hand, until it was
severed in soft light, and Hob could be Hob , a patchwork of scarred centuries, a confusion of
outdated slang and peasant’s fascination with chimneys.  There had been the waiting ears ––
even when he ran, he came back, he came back –– and enough awe summoned by subtleties
of glance and peony-pink mouth-corners to sate him until the next time around.  Hob lived,
with a place to put all that living down.



He doesn’t know what he’ll do with it now.  How much he can manage to carry unspoken.

The site’s gates are closed, but Hob parks anyway and gets out.  Up the gravel drive, the
crumbling stone walls are set between immense oaks at the hilltop.  Delirium shimmers out
of the car and splits into pieces small enough to fit through the bars –– she unlocks the gates
from the inside, and she and Hob make half of a picnic of it, chewing on the hand pies and
poking around the mica-laced stones and descending to the wide and roofless rooms, the
gaping glassless windows swallowing the gray sky in gulps.  Delirium scales the walls like a
lizard and perches at the topmost point of the center wall of the building –– it must have been
lovely, once, Hob thinks, standing between two stoic columns of marble standing fast against
entropic time –– and stands with her arms outstretched.  Her leather jacket, fluttering in the
wind, is the wings of a black swallowtail.  Hob sits on the still-intact steps, which overlook a
plummeting valley of winter-dried pokeberries and ragweed, descending down to the distant
mill town below.  The stones are cold.  

He hunches up his shoulders.  The wind buffets his hair around his face.  It’s getting long ––
less manageable.  He’s too tired to do much about it.

Delirium plummets down beside him.  She tilts her woozy head.

“ Um.  I can do cool tricks with senses,” she offers.  “ Want to taste Shostakovich Waltz no.
2? ”

Hob considers this.

“Sure.”

Delirium grins, in a sudden quadrature of mouths.  She lays a hand on his shoulder.

When Hob comes to, it’s dark.  He’s encircled in an oily ring of soft fire –– like Delirium’s
warming gift of earlier –– and his tongue is reeling like a waltz.  He blinks rapidly, trying to
clear sunspots and paramecium blobs from his eyes.  He’s not cold, thanks to the attending
flames, but his inner ear is doing barnstormer loops through the sky.  There is so little of the
experience the human mind is meant to actually understand that when he tries to piece out
what he saw-tasted-felt-heard it emerges as a sloshing bewilderment of sense, the smell of
obsidian, the feel of swallowing velvet.  He’s exceedingly lightheaded.

“Christ,” he croaks.

The ring of fire zips itself up into Delirium’s shape.  She bends over him, smiling.

“ Neato, huh? ”

Hob, very gingerly, pushed himself upright.  The universe, wobbly like jello, sluices back
into something approximating regular.

“Neato,” he concedes.

The darkness means he has two choices –– drive through the night, or try and stay
somewhere.  Hoofing it back to the car, he opts for the secret third option –– procrastinate



choices by making a supply run.  Inevitably, there is a Walmart, about ten minutes away, and
he needs a few things before he can begin the long, uncertain haul.

In the lot, while Delirium is phasing out onto the sidewalk, he grabs his receipt from the gas
station and procures a miraculous pen, to scribble out a note to Deanna.  He’s not sure when
he’ll mail it –– if he should mail it, or if it’s better to disappear cleanly –– if he’s even
capable of leaving her so totally.  But he writes it, all the same, folds it neatly and tucks it in
the glove box before following Delirium across the desolate lot towards the sliding doors.

Walmart, half an hour before closing, turns out to be the ideal place to pal around with an
eldritch entity unaccustomed to staying human-shaped.  The slipper-clad, blank-eyed patrons
pay Delirium’s wilderness of wildflower mane about as much mind as they might pay a TV
in a dentist’s office –– her melting candle-wax arms and visible foam of laughter garner the
same resigned interest as some interminable golf channel.  They stroll aimlessly through
towering Christmas-decorated aisles, mapping out the maze of fake tinsel and artificial
aluminum-shelf labyrinths.  Razor scooters and bulk cat foods and legions of paper towels
standing at attention build barricades between displays of candy canes and glittery boxed
ornaments.  Hob tries not to think about Christmases of the past decade, but everything
reminds him of everything before it.

Delirium spends a lot of time making a game of wafting through the racks of clothes,
disappearing into a display ring of tracksuits and popping back up behind a cabinet of
orthopedic shoes.  Hob keeps an eye on her, peripherally, and loads his cart with the things he
didn’t think to bring, which turns out to be a lot.  The urgency of flight had come at the cost
of woeful unpreparedness, which he tries to remedy, even when focusing on any one task is a
great exertion of will.  He gathers up a sleeping bag, a decent flashlight, a few more CDs,
because there’s only so much Bon Jovi one can enjoy.  He still has, in fits and starts, that
uncanny sense of watching his own hands –– they pick up Jeff Buckley’s Grace and put it in
the cart, and then it’s there, and he can’t really remember who did that, though it’s been done
all the same.

Being close to Delirium makes things slippery –– sometimes when he reaches for a bag of
chips, it peels its plasticky skin off and births a hissing raccoon.  The boxes of Ritz crackers
have a thousand eyes like biblical angels, all of them watching balefully as he walks by. 
Swarms of black-backed beetles and white lambs the same size scuttle around his ankles,
chittering and bleating up from the linoleum tile.  He wouldn’t forgo her company, though. 
There’s something natural about it.  They run parallel to each other.  

Delirium helps.  At one point she appears in the cart with a hunting knife in hand, which she
extends ceremonially.

“ A broadsword for Sir Lancelot.”

Hob looks at the knife –– it’s a folding Bowie knife, marrowbone-hilted and brightly bladed. 
He’s learned a great many lessons on being prepared.  He takes the knife, tests its weight in
the muscle memory of his hand and wrist.  Delirium, at least, has an eye for quality.

“Thanks.”



In the grocery section, they pass a table stacked with clear plastic containers of those fluffy,
chain-supermarket-only sugar cookies, frosted in festive reds and greens.  Both he and
Delirium stare at the pyramid of boxes for a moment.  Hob snags a container –– Delirium
shoves about five more into the cart, then flickers off in pursuit of an unknown quarry (which
turns out to be a Barbie necklace with a BFFs pendant, a heart scored jaggedly down the
center).

They checkout just as the store is closing.  Hob thinks about finding a hotel for the night, but
it seems daunting and insurmountable, and he’s somehow so exhausted from so little
accomplished in a day that he doesn’t really even want to bother.  Instead, he leaves his cart
of goods just by the door and sneaks into the bathroom to splash tepid water on his face and
brush his teeth with a bit of just-bought toothpaste on one finger, and calls that good enough.

In the mirror, he’s nauseous, third-person.  He is possessed by a frightful need to change
something about his reflection –– to become someone else, someone a step away, who isn’t
like this, who isn’t in the opera box of their own experience and who isn’t afraid of soft light
and falling asleep.  The Bowie knife rests in his pocket, useful and available.  With a calm,
controlled mania, he removes it, flips it open, and hacks a chunk out of his hair.

Delirium sprouts in a clematis trellis at his shoulder as he’s doggedly sawing off his locks and
throwing them in the trash.  The yellow centers of the ruffly flowers blink, once, twice,
before she’s a girl again, taking the knife and helping even out the back.  

When all is said and done, he’s left with a harsh-edged cropped cut, a flop of bangs over his
forehead, and a feeling the opposite of what he wanted –– the person in the mirror is now
twofold a stranger.

It is what it is.  Delirium ruffles his hair.

“ Fluffy puppy ,” she says admiringly.  “ My magnum opus.”

He puffs a breath through his nose, closer to a laugh than anything he’s managed in the last
few weeks.

“Woof.” 

In the car, engine running temporarily to get the interior heated up, Hob folds down the back
seats and shoves his suitcases up against the trunk hatch, leaving a flat, albeit cramped,
space.  He and Delirium sit opposite each other, quiet.  The parking lot is empty, save for
their car, and it is vast and flat and exposed in a way that makes Hob’s skin crawl with prey
animal instincts.  A streetlamp, its pole so tall it might scrape the overturned dome of the
clouded night sky, sends a few emissary shafts of white light down through the car windows,
casting the seatbacks and the plastic bags and Hob’s shins in synthetic moonlight.  He and
Delirium are sharing a box of the cookies –– they’re bland and sweet and starchy enough to
cement his molars together, but there’s something unbearably good about them.  They
decimate one box, and crack open a second, chewing in mutual silence.  

Delirium is beginning some quiet process of decay.  Her shoulders are caving in; her coat is
dripping black paint onto the inside of the doors; the motions of her eating are becoming



either grotesque jaw-unhinging swallows or direct absorptions into her palm.  Hob gets the
sense that this is how she is relaxed, unguarded, even.

Delirium sniffles through a nose that is only a skull’s nasal openings.  There’s a snag in Hob’s
periphery –– a glimpse of something in the rearview mirror.  Instinctively, he turns to look at
it.  His breath hitches in his throat.

–– and he’s there, he’s leaning against Hob’s suitcases in slouchy curtained blacks, he’s the
reflected white face, impassive under its artful disarray of hair, he’s so close Hob might feel
the puff of any exhale against his neck, or hear the vibration of the interminable hum, maybe
even catch the cast shadows of the nova-spilled light against his collar, his chisel-hewn jaw,
pale but not pale as it last was, a faint insinuation of an axially-tilted smile ––

“Stop,” says Hob.  He can hardly hear himself.  “ Stop , Del.”

Delirium, decrepit, shudders, once, violently.  Her whole shape ripples, expands, contracts,
crosses some event horizon, and bursts outward in a miniature Big Bang.

Hob blinks.  The hallucination is gone from the mirror.  His heart is lurching madly about his
ribcage.  The cookies, bitter with bile, are rising up to the back of his mouth.

“ Sorry sorry sorry,” Delirium slurs –– her eyes are obscured by a miniature mountain range
encircling her brow, and her mouth is made of waterlogged spruce bark, through which
syllables flop like dockside fish.  “Sorry, I didn’t mean to –– it’s just, um , been happening, I
keep building ghosts , I can ’t––”

“ ‘S alright,” Hob says, softly.  He unlocks his clenched fingers, his palms smarting from the
force with which he’d dug his nails into them.  “Me too.”

“ He’s.  Um.”  Her voice is shaky and lowing like a theremin.  “ He’s in my fingertips and
jaw-hinge.  I can’t move him .  He won’t.  Um.  Go.  He won ’t go.”

Hob nods stiffly.  His throat is tight.  

“Yeah,” he manages.  “Stubborn twat.”

Delirium snickers, tearful.  She’s got the Barbie BFF necklace around her serpentine neck ––
it’s gold-painted plastic on a hot pink nylon cable, a very subtle eyesore –– and she snaps off
one half of the heart.

“ You and me.  Um.  We can’t keep still, ” she mumbles.  “ I’m sorry.  Um .  To be with you. 
But this is how it goes.  Take my token.  I’ll.  Um .  I’ll be gentle.”

Hob hold out his hand, and she presses the little half-heart into it.  He doesn’t know if he
understands –– or if he does understand –– or if it matters, either way.

Without a further word, he shuffles the bags and crumbs out of the way and rustles his
sleeping bag open as much as will fit in the space.  He kills the engine and tucks himself up
in it –– still in his layers, undershirt and Olympics jumper and coat over it all –– curled up to
match the limited square footage.  Delirium, pointillism diffracted in the streetlamp’s light,



oozes into a puddle of oil that begins to burn with fevered flames, and the car retains some of
the warmth.

“ Sorry about my sister,” whispers the fire.

Hob shrugs.  He can feel the second presence emerge at his back, her hands laid heavy on his
side, the little hooks tucked under his chin, entangled in the newest scar.  He’s almost
surprised she’s taken this long to make a showing.  

The shape behind him, careful and unspeaking, begins to tuck weights of lead between his
ribs.  The fire before him has eyes so blue they border total transparency, and both pupils are
burning with a valley of white stars.  And when Hob sleeps, he’s in a suggestion of a forest
he once dreamed in Berlin, only a man walking slowly, with a bare echo of footsteps at his
heels and two springwater hands emerging from behind his shoulders, fine nobleman’s
fingers settling to cradle his cheeks like they hold some precious thing.

Chapter End Notes
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Chapter Summary
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The woods are brutalist –– like Le Corbusier designed them.  The trunks of the trees are ruled
columns of soot-blackened concrete; the grass, yielding underfoot, appears in the stark
moonlight as a vast bed of nails, the pointed tip of each blade reduced to a pure geometrical
model of perfect shadow, perfect white light.  When Hob tosses a glance through the
branches –– they are latticed in right angles, one lined chessboard with squares of
luminescent sky more like tar than outer space –– the moon is a featureless hemisphere.  The
light that descends from it is utilitarian.  It is a landscape of pure monochromatism; a film
noir in high contrast, robbed of soft focus.  Hob has been here before.



It’s strange to know this and not know it at once.  When he was here last, he was a dog,
running, plunging into a field and headlong off a cliff, tumbling into a mud-churned sea
hungry for the taste of his throat.  This was the Berlin dream, only now his shape is not the
dog’s.  He feels less of the panting urgency, but there is still some quiet impetus, and while he
walks without direction, he can’t seem to stop.  To be still would defy the logic of the dream
— and he’s in it, trusting its absoluteness, because he knows no other way.

Hob weaves through the trees, in the direction of the fixed half-moon.  This, too, feels
inherently correct, so he does it without thinking.  He walks with his hands in his trouser
pockets, his fingers drumming against his thigh.  There’s no breeze; no stars punctuate the
totality of darkness overhead; no sound save for his own steps, bending the stiff grass with a
puff akin to breath.  He hasn’t dreamed –– not really –– since––

He stops short.  

There’s a thrum of almost audible panic through the whole space, surging up through the
soles of his shoes and hounding his hamstrings back into motion.  The walking isn’t only a
rule, he understands.  It’s some vital property of it all.  

A subtler sound is wavering into being behind him.  It feathers at the edge of hearing, toying
along the shell of his ear like a coy lover –– a suggestion of an echo at the ankle of every
step, a second little whisper of bent blades sniffing around his Achilles tendons.  A sound as
light as falling snow upon snow.  Almost nothing.  

Almost.

The impulse, from a lifetime of well-learned lessons of survival, is to stop and turn.  Even
considering this seems to make the resolute landscape cringe and cower.  Hob,
compromising, only slows his stride.  In matching pace, the echo aligns itself with his new
rate of motion –– still just as spare, but just as undeniable.

To speak seems even greater impropriety, against this thin pane of silence.  In lieu of
language, he starts to turn his head over his shoulder.

He doesn’t get far.  His periphery can’t pinpoint where exactly they emerge from –– he’s
hardly managed a few degrees of rotation –– but with a rustle of tumbling silk there are two
palms pressed to his cheeks.  A thumb is softly lain against each hinge of his jaw; the fingers,
all bone hewn from fresh and veinless marble, match their curvature to the planes of his
cheekbones.  The touch is self-contradicting, at once insubstantial and inarguable.  

Hob shudders to a halt.  

The moon seems to shiver.  Its own light glances off its surface like its recoiling from the
silver of a mirror.  

The hands –– God’s blood, there is no touch he could remember better, cool as glass, gentle
as the furred forehead of a young rabbit –– guide his head back to face forwards.  



The thumbs, with unjust tenderness, stroke his jaw.  Hob opens his mouth, but there’s
something gone wrong with his body, because it’s holding even stale air hostage.  His throat
is constricting so violently only a stuttering gasp manages to stumble from his slack lips.  

He tries, again, to look back –– again, he’s redirected.

“Please.”  His tongue shapes the word sloppily; it clatters against his palette and slurs
between his teeth.  There’s no response.

The hands nudge his head forward.  He takes up walking again, and the hands remain,
cradling his face from behind.  In the corners of his eyes he can almost see their shape –– the
straight horizon of each phalanx, thinly veiled under a bone-white skin; the pink nail beds as
pale as a lamb’s inner ear; the tendon lashed to the knuckle of the index finger, a braided cord
pulled taut, laid bare by the plainness of the moonlight.  

He couldn’t forget these hands.  He had spent six centuries trying not to stare at them, then a
decade free from bothering to hide it.  He had watched them descend from their strange
imbued nobility and deign first to lift shoddy tankards in a pub that reeked of goats and sweat
–– looked on in awe as they lowered themselves further and touched the mud of the man who
adored them like an animal, to pass over his dumbly devoted brow in a benediction.  No oath
before God could compare to any he’d sworn in a kiss to these knuckles.

“Love,” says Hob, though the word dredges his esophagus with barbed wire.  “ Love .”

No answer.

Hob lifts a hand, to lace his fingers through the pale ones that hold him.  He pulls the hand
forward, only slightly  –– closes his eyes, turns his head just enough to kiss the ditch of the
palm.  His lips touch in the space between the hourglass curves of heart line and head line,
and he leaves them there, as the displaced thumb settles to rest against the side of his nose.

“Love,” he murmurs.

The hand, almost imperceptibly, trembles

He’s hurled against the wall of waking, and the dream fractures and vanishes.  

Hob snaps upright with a heaving breath.  His pulse batters his eardrums, and he’s dizzy,
disoriented, shaking in every limb.  His guts writhe around each other until he’s concerned he
might heave up a box of sugar cookies all over the seatbacks.  The inside of his mouth is
coated in a fine film that tastes of bile and stale buttercream.

He wishes, fiercely, that he hadn’t taken the dream of the featureless void for granted.  He
would rather the nothingness, than to wake with the phantom touch still humming on his
cheek, the wrenching ache of its absence already a palpable sensation binding itself around
his aortas.  The nothingness was better.  It didn’t make him want to throw his fist through the
window, or howl until his throat gave out.  It didn’t remind him as loudly.

He tucks his head between his knees, and thinks insistently about breathing.



“ Good morning.”

A feather boa constrictor –– pink, extravagant, and upsetting –– coils around his ankles and
drapes over his shoulders.  It’s jarring to look at.  It jostles Hob slightly further away from the
edge he’s teetering on.

“ I could break apart my jaw. Um. All the way.  And swallow a brown brocket deer.  Um.  A
whole herd.”

Delirium quietly rambles about the subspecies of deer found in the Amazon rainforest and the
many capabilities of constrictors. Hob swallows the frantic urge to hit the dashboard until his
knuckles are shattered and black with blood and the hurt of that overrides any cogent thought
that might still be clinging to the dreamed forest.  He lifts his head

“Breakfast, then?” he says weakly.

The boa slides into the passenger seat, and loops itself up into Delirium’s human shape.

“ Breakfast.”

They pull out of the Walmart lot and catch Rt. 40 to an Einstein Bros down the way.  The
dashboard clock reads 10:05, but the sun is still milquetoast at best, wobbling down from a
gnashing winter-blue sky and doing little in the way of warmth.  Hob snags a black coffee at
the drive through –– he doubts his stomach could take solid food, with the way it’s still
churning –– and an everything bagel for Delirium, who shreds it in a spray of crumbs only
moments after they’re back on the road.  They pass through a continuous strip mall broken
periodically by aborted clusters of pines and oaks.  Delirium, her hands less hands and more
whiplash tentacles, futzes with the radio, sliding through static and stations.

“––on I-70, real doozy of a pile-up, steer clear if you can ––”

“––stare too long, I’d probably break down and cry.  Wo-o-ah, sweet child o––”

Nashville is a vague goal, but the interim is uncertain.  He didn’t think to buy a map, and his
phone isn’t yet hooked up to an American network –– he wonders if he’ll ever actually bother
getting around to that –– so he drives on noncommittal instinct, diverting off 40 onto a
narrower side road, Rt. 144.  It rises and falls through plains of overbuilt suburbs, shoulder to
shoulder with low, flat fields of cut crops, stubbly and purple-gray.

“––peace within your presence.  I speak Jesus––”

“––rag doll, livin’ in a movie, hot tramp––”

“––saved my soul, oh, ever since You rescued me––”

The suburbs, past another crossed highway, give out into farmlands.  The road crests between
a fairgrounds and a white farmhouse –– Living Farm Heritage Museum, the painted wooden
sign reads –– before dipping into a valley between barren trunks and husks of former
vegetation, carpeted over with the browning leaves of a once-brilliant autumn.  Hob drives,
mechanically, at first, then slowly warming up into the rhythm of it.  It’s hard to remember



good things –– and dogged good faith once came so easily to him –– but he’s beginning to
recall that he enjoys just driving, without a time crunch or a fear of tardiness.  Driving for its
own sake.  

They pass through fenced fields where cattle, painterly creatures rendered in a few palette
knife cuts of black and brown and white, nose at the barren grass, or stare placidly at the
road, their great jaws working.  Their nostrils buff crystalizing breaths into the cold air. 
Delirium is distracted from her machinations with the radio just long enough to mutter ––

“ Cows. ”

–– before she takes to the dials with redoubled enthusiasm.

“ ––ed in from Frederick, hey there, you’re on air––”

“––the rhythm take you over, bailamos––”

Delirium seems entertained enough with this that Hob doesn’t bother to talk.  He feels a huge
weight settled on his tongue, like his mouth has been plugged up with plaster –– even if
asked, he’s not sure he could speak at all.  The incessant staticky clicking of the radio, the
snatches of disc jockey cackles and hair metal and Christian rock, are almost enough of a
distraction to beat back the memory of the dream.  Even against the babble and broken song,
still, Hob can feel the afterimage –– the cool and cooling touch of the lost palms.  

The road passes through a sprawling and rural winter, houses blanketed in Christmas lights
and front lawns laden with nativity scenes in pastel plastic.  He dodges main roads –– to kill
time, or to avoid the ceaseless monotony of the true highway, or because he doesn’t want to
get to wherever he’s going –– and cuts onto US-15 S.  Breakfast, delayed, becomes the bitter
black coffee from the Einstein Bros and two Luckies, lit and smoked with the windows
down.  The smoke, in the tattered banners of a conquered nation, is wrenched out into the
slipstream as soon as it floats from Hob’s mouth.  The cigarettes help the tremor in his hands,
and the nausea.  They do nothing for the lingering touch of the dream.  

He could’ve stayed there, he thinks.  Even if it was some miserable construction of his own
mind–– he would have stayed there.  

He crosses into Virginia on the 340 S.  Not much changes –– the scenery is still December’s
spindles and spires, and the scattered farmhouses, beyond the roadside ditches and scraggly
copses of beech trees and kuzu, are awash in colored lights, hurling saturated pinks and
yellows and greens against their eaves.  Distant, inlaid into the far horizon ahead, the
Appalachians rise.  Sometime in the afternoon, he gets hungry enough to hit another drive-
thru –– Wendy’s, because it’s the first thing he sees on an off-ramp –– and eat a bucket of
curly fries.  They’re not bad.  They’re salty and hot and quickly slathered in ketchup, and
there’s something weirdly sublime about a roadside indulgence.  It feels purposeful, sort of
–– it feels a little more special for being a different Wendy’s than any one he’s been to
before.  Inane, really, but new.  New feels good.  

Delirium, insatiable, does funny things to his eyes.  She summons a second foam-mouthed
head off the drive-through clerk’s shoulder, all the while begging for a chocolate frosty and



chicken tenders with clasped hands multiplying into fractals of stained cathedral glass.  She
wolfs down the food with a face made of mouths, only mouths, stitched together in a tangle
of mandible and molar.  When he pulls back onto 340, the lanes beside him collapse into
sinkholes rupturing with brimstone fire.  He’s startled, briefly, but Delirium, with a mumbled
apology, twists her hands and summons the plummeting Ford trucks and Honda Civics back
from the abyss, their drivers none the wiser.  Around Hob’s neck the half of the Barbie BFF
necklace she bequeathed him last night sits heavy against his sternum, though it’s hardly
more than a bit of shiny plastic.  Sometimes he’d swear he could feel it beating.

The radio rattles through accident reports and country rock hymnals.  They cross the Potomac
–– immense and ruffled and dun brown, so startlingly beautiful in its disarray that Hob finds
himself ignoring the road to stare at its troughs and white-gilded crests –– sometime near
three.  A bland sun, already slinking towards the horizon, makes Harper’s Ferry feel older
than it has right to be.  The remains of stone walls lining the roadway, under somber cast,
seem as though they grew from the earth.  The fingerprints of their buried makers must reside
in antiquity.  He detours to pass by John Brown’s Fort, which is smaller than he’d thought it’d
be –– a squat, brick engine-house, three arched double doors paneled overtop with glass, a
cupola whose delicate latticework railings feel unfit for the blood that ran beneath it.  He
doesn’t linger.  

Driving here, in America, even the history is young –– always younger than him, at least. 
When he thinks about this too long, he becomes aware of it, like thinking about how his
tongue sits in his mouth.  He can’t settle into it.  Age condenses around him, until the mantle
of his lived years is so dense and overgrown it might distort spacetime.  His own hands on the
steering wheel –– pockmarked knuckles sloppy from repeated breakings, the scar tissue’s
milky discoloration of half his once-burned left hand, the dark hair over the tendons –– look
like they’re ten leagues and four centuries removed from him.  A stranger’s hands, better fit
for the hilt of a mace or the splintered leg of a chair –– better fit for violence, even when he
would make them gentle.  

The days are short.  The darkness comes on fast, before it can be fended off.  Already it’s
amassing its forces in the East.  When they rumble across a bridge over the Shenandoah, Hob
hears a few clipped notes of the Pete Seeger song, serendipitously summoned over the muddy
waters.

“––doah, I love your daughter, way-hey, you rolling riv––”

They drive narrow state roads, which abandon even lane markers, only strips of asphalt
through neighborhoods of ranchers and weather-worn fences.  The asphalt intermittently hugs
the Shenandoah’s rangy curves.  The river’s surface swallows the sky and spits it back, glassy
and marked with the black silhouettes of the leafless trees at the bank, deceptively reflecting
a perfectly mirrored depth of space.  In parallel to the road, the telephone poles mark the
miles, the draped garland of their black cables gliding along beside them heavy and sinuous
as poured pitch

“––back to 98.1 WBRF, Virginia’s number one country music station.  Thanks for tuning in. 
We’re cueing up another round of classics, starting with the man in black himself –– here’s
Johnny Cash, with ‘Folsom Prison Blues’.



“I hear that train a-comin’, it’s comin’ round the bend…”

After several hours of indecision, which Hob has borne with absent-minded patience, it
seems Delirium is satisfied.  She leans back in her seat, which she has transformed into a
lounge chair fit for a resort poolside, and disperses into a nest of geckos, all of whom tap
their clawed feet in time to Cash’s strummed beat.  A chorus of reedy voices warbles along
wordlessly to the melody, inventing nasal reptilian harmonies. 

Hob glances in the rearview.  

There’s a figure crouched in the back –– one he has sensed before now, who slept at his back
the night before –– picking at an unseen loose thread on her knit sweater.  The fibers seem
melty, inclined to waxen pooling around her folded knees, which are buried in sloughed-off
fabric like shed skin.  She looks coolly at Hob in the reflection.  Her eyes are gunmetal gray
and without pupils.  

He holds her gaze.  Unseen hands like bricks of cement pins each of his shoulders into a
slack stoop.  She doesn’t react to this, or to much of anything –– she only fiddles with the
thread, idly pets the rats running to and fro in her sleeves, and stares, vacant, out the window.

From the mirror, the black ribbon sways, and the greyhounds, indefatigable, lunge towards
each other still.  Hob forces his eyes back on the road, but they’re there, in the corner of his
eye, their narrow noses always close and never touching.

“And I ain’t seen the sunshine since–– I don’t know when…”

By the time they’re diverting northwest towards Strasburg, he’s burned through half his pack
of Luckies and his calves are jittery with a need to walk.  It’s already threatening dusk, but he
sees signs for Ramseur’s Hill, part of Fisher’s Hill Battlefield, which is an unfamiliar name
but doubtless a place with space fit to stretch his legs.

Ramseur’s Hill is ultimately a parking lot and an open field, with furrowed tire-tracks cut into
the earth in lieu of trails.  Dusk is undeniable now –– even the blasé sky makes a showing of
watercolor patches in goldenrod and pansy pink, and the shadows shrug over the shoulders of
the trees like a woolen cloak.  Hob cuts the engine in the lot, and looks out at the plain.  It’ll
do.

“Need to wander about a bit,” he says.  “Coming?”

Delirium swarms back into bipedal form.

“ I bet there are lots of old bullets out there.  Um.  I could go for a snack .”

“Right then.”  He twists around in his seat.  “And you?”

The figure in the back seat gives him a flat stare.  Wisps of ragged brown hair hang limp
around the inexpressive face.  She toys with a ring on her finger –– it curves up into the shape
of a fishhook, crusted over with flaking dark brown blood.  A piebald rat, nestled on her
shoulder, noses at her ear, whiskers twitching.  She shrugs.



“ Pass ,” Despair says quietly. 

“Suit yourself.”

Before he can turn back, Despair has seized his chin between her thumb and index finger. 
Her fingers are clammy and cold, but their grip is fierce –– her ragged nails, sawtoothed
keratin, dig into his flesh.

“ Don’t be fooled by my young sister, ” she intones, without inflection.  She pauses, then
blinks, as though she’s not in the habit of doing so and has only just remembered it’s
customary.  “ She’s all sound and fury –– no substance.  She will go, too.  She’s nothing if not
inconstant. ”

Despair tightens her grip.  Her face approximates a smile, though it has too many teeth, all of
them too blunt.

“ And then it will be you and me. ”

She releases his chin.  Hob stays fixed, reigning his breath back under his control.  She’s
touched at the terror that keeps him always moving –– the fear that when his momentum dies,
there will only be the stillness.

“ Walk, ” says Despair dully.   “ I’ll stay here. ”

Delirium sticks her tongue out at Despair, who doesn’t react in the least.

“ Boring old rat pack,” she huffs.  “All thunder, no rain .”

Hob isn’t enthusiastic about involving himself in sibling drama, so he gets out of the car and
starts to walk.  Despair’s fingerprints have sent mycelial tendrils into his jaw, down his neck,
an infestation of tepidness in the nerves.  Even the bracing cold, the crunch of half-frozen
grass underfoot, doesn’t snap the feeling out of him.  Her faint prophecy feels damning ––
like the futility of his running has been laid bare, her seat at its inevitable end revealed.

He flips his collar against the chill –– with his newly-butchered haircut, he’s not yet had time
to grow accustomed to the back of his neck missing the protection of long hair –– and
meanders briskly down the furrowed trails.  Delirium is unseen behind him, only heard as a
thousand cantering steps.  

He’s not sure how long he walks.  Only that, without warning, night has stifled sunset, and
the half moon has taken to sneaking between the clouds, turning the scenery black and
borderless.  It’s quiet, in a textured way –– the silence of plains and woods, intimating life in
snapped twigs and minute rustlings of underbrush.  Here, in this emptiness, far from the
brutal commercial lighting of a city, he imagines the stars must be out in plenitudes, and he
hopes, quietly, for a shift in the clouds, for a glimpse at the manifold heavens.  The clouds,
unresponsive to prayer, wall the earth from the universe, so he walks with his shoulders
hunched and head down, knowing better than to hope for stars.



Delirium remains at his back, marching out the Battle Hymn of the Republic , or turning the
tire-tread troughs of the path into riverbeds run with myrtle leaves and red-berried bowers of
cornel.  She’s uncharacteristically quiet, even still.  Hob walks until his quads twitch with
exertion and his lips are chapped to splitting, before finally feeling worn out enough to think
about nothing at all –– no dream, no sky, no tomorrow –– and turning back to walk to the car.

He is standing in a copse of sugar maples.  He was not here seconds before, but in some
transition between facing the trail and turning around he’s arrived here, knee-deep in tangled
milkweed stems and mountain laurel long past flowering.  There is a strange quality to the
light, as though it’s a stage light, not a planetary body.  A gap in the branches intertwined
overhead reveals a raw-edged patch of sky covered over with shadowless clouds.  The grove
is tightly contained by its husks of vegetation –– there’s barely enough room for him to kneel
to inspect the clay-laden earth at his feet.  It catches his interest.  The soil is soft and loosely
packed, as though freshly overturned, and from the rugged texture rise leafless new twigs of
young serviceberries.

When he starts to rise, his falling heel snaps off one of the stems.  He glances at it.  He stops
–– kneels, again, slowly, to the severed twig, whose broken edges are oozing a thick, red
blood.

Hob watches the plant bleed.  The blood runs over the earth in silence.  

He reaches out and breaks another twig.  Again, a viscous font of blood begins to flow from
the wound.  He can almost smell it –– oaky, metallic, the smell of a butcher’s back room.

“Delirium,” he calls.  “Stop.  Come on.”

No response.  The wind has stopped moving.  The blood runs, and runs, without sign of
stopping.

He seizes another twig, bends it until it cracks.  Blood pours down its severed length.  His
shoulders tighten.  A groan rises from the dirt –– an ahuman, agonized sound, grating down
Hob’s spine.

“Delirium,” he calls again.  

Nothing.

Where the three rivers of blood converge, the freshly-turned earth is softening further, sinking
into itself.  

From the anointed soil, a new thing is growing –– the shoots of straining fingers, then scarred
palms, then wrists encircled in twin white rings –– Hob’s own hands, reaching out to clutch
his forearms and haul themselves further from the earth.

Hob panics.  He tries to yank his arms away.  The grip is unbreakable.  A body is emerging,
an older body –– or a younger body, rather, a much younger body –– clothed in a dirty tunic
that’s torn from sternum to navel in one long gash.  Beneath the severed fabric, the same fatal
splits the abdomen, where Hob now has a mirrored scar.  This is the body he died in, the first



time, he realizes, as the head rears up from the roiling earth.  His own evisceration, the burial
that should have been, now holds him so tightly he feels his ulna and radius compress closer
to each other, and from the gray lips and mildewed teeth issues speech his mouth shapes back
without his will.

“Why do you wound yourself?"  It's his own voice, rasping.  "Draw your own blood from the
dirt?  Spare us in this, our rightful tomb.  You would have died so simply –– a soldier,
butchered in the mud.”

Hob stares into the place where his own eyes should be –– there are only hollow sockets

“Do you wonder,” Hob says to himself, “if it were better, for it all to have ended here?”

The body yanks him into the grave –– his forehead hits the steering wheel.

He rebounds with a curse.  He’s in the car, hands white knuckled on the wheel.  In the
rearview, Despair is placid, approaching smug.  Delirium is tucked into her coat in the
passenger seat, avoiding his eyes, mumbling rapidly under her breath.

“–– battlefields, sown with bullets, um, no good place to stay, bad things to see, I’m sorry,
I’m sorry, it’s all that I am, I can’t help it, sorry sorry sorry ––”

He coaches his lungs back into breathing.  It’s late.  He’s cold, and tired, and his veins are full
of useless adrenaline that is doing nothing more than make him reach shakily for a smoke. 
The sight of his own decayed face hangs in the windshield as he starts the car.

He doesn’t want to sleep –– he doesn’t want to be awake.  He drives with the headlight
dissecting the darkness into cones of light, and the country station still playing, softly.  

“––Ochs, with ‘The Highwayman’.”

“The wind was a torrent of darkness, among the gusty trees—”

Delirium babbles on beside him, her apologies tumbling into depictions of killing fields,
passages from Stephen Crane’s Red Badge of Courage , until the words are intelligible only
to her.  Despair stretches herself out along the backseat, amid a bed of sleeping rats.

“ — the moon was a ghostly galleon tossed upon the cloudy seas—“

 On the shoulder, the yellow glare of a deer’s eyes flashes, briefly, and is swallowed up into
the dark.  The telephone poles crane their stiff necks — the reflected sheen of their draped
cables undulates along the roadside, cutting a scalloped edge into roadside silhouettes.

“— and the road was a ribbon of moonlight over the purple moor—“

The scar down Hob’s abdomen aches.

“ ––and the highwayman came riding, up to the old inn door.”

 



+++

 

A letter from Rob Gadling to Deanna Volkov –– written on the torn frontispiece of a Gideon
bible –– unsent.

Dec. 17th, 2022 

Have yet to pick up a notebook –– defacing God’s word instead.  Made ~fifty miles today. 
Ellicott City, MD, to Staunton, VA, by way of the Shenandoah, Harper’s Ferry, and a Civil
War battlefield in Strasburg.  Backroads.  Muddy banks.  Big swathes of pasture, cows
speckled over the fields.  

I grew up on a farm –– I had––

Staunton is alright.  Americana classic of a main street, done up to Yuletide nines.  Keep
forgetting it’s almost Christmas.  Faculty soiree happening?  Tell me in detail the hideousness
of your latest sweater.

We had a milk cow.  Matilda (older sister) called her Guinekin –– short for Guinevere. 
Horrible creature.  Hoofs went straight for the temple if you milked her when she wasn’t
feeling sociable.  Only settled for Matilda –– still, got her in the shins once.

Had a piece of lemon meringue fit for gods at a place off I-81, Mrs. Rowe’s.  Waitress told me
I talked like Hugh Grant.  Shacked up down the road at a genuine motel  –– dying breed ––
red neon sign, cable TV, one of those coin-operated massage beds.  Whole place smells like
stale Budweiser.  Watching Jeff Goldbum’s “The Fly”.  Awful.  You should watch it.

The boy who knew her is so far from me he may as well be dead.  I think maybe I have died,
quite a lot, sometimes permanently.  Is it me that gets up again?  It’s my body, surely, but
sometimes even that’s a stranger.  This thing that can’t be kept down.  Sometimes we’re two
different creatures, only cohabitating.

I could lie in this bed for a thousand years and wait for the walls to rot, D.  I could do it.  

Keep warm, over there.  All my love.

–– Robbie

 

+++

 

“I…wanted…what were you putting in the fridge?”

“My teeth.  They’ve started to fall out. ”



Hob takes a drag of his cigarette.  Jeff Goldblum’s voice buzzes through the TV speakers,
which have undoubtedly known better decades.  The sound is tinny.  Silence would probably
be preferable.  But he’s not ready to sleep –– he doesn’t want to.  His body betrays him all the
same with exhaustion of the bone-densifying sort.  To stave it off, he smokes, eats Fritos and
drinks Coke from the vending machine on the walkway outside, and watches Geena Davis
play a convincing level of adoring disgust, propped on the pillows in the Olympics sweatshirt
and a pair of stained joggers.  Delirium is sprawled by his ankles, hanging upside down and
backwards off the bed, mimicking Goldblum’s decaying hands with her own and making
gleefully grossed-out faces.  Despair, the moment Hob had unlocked the room and
shouldered inside, had taken a pillow off the bed and gone off to sleep in the bathtub, under a
blanket of curled-up rats.

It’s a small single room with beige-papered walls and a pervasive mildewed feeling.  Water
stains paint the corner of the ceiling, hung high over his head like a splotchy halo.  The only
light is the TV’s inconstant glow.  On the nightstand is the torn page of the Gideon bible, with
his erratic scrawl, half redacted.  He’ll put it in the glovebox tomorrow, he decides, with the
other letter, and tells himself he’ll buy stamps and mail them in the next town.  He assures
himself this will be okay –– that he’ll send them, and it’s not futile, and he won’t lose her. 

“The fridge is now the Brundle Museum of Natural History.  Want to see what else is in it?”

“No.”

“Then what do you want?”

Hob tosses a Frito down towards Delirium.  A hand swoops to catch it, and there’s a crunch
somewhere over the edge of the bed, where her head falls.  She mutters thanks, then resumes
her game of turning her fingers into horseflies tied to her knuckles.  Hob tries in vain to make
a smoke ring –– he’s getting a little better, but he still can’t quite manage it.

There’s a knock at the door.

Hob pauses, a chip halfway to his mouth.  He’s not fit for company –– he looks rough enough
that the motel clerk had given him a pat on his hand when she’d handed over the key and
made encouraging comments about complementary hot coffee in the morning, as though he
needed motivation to survive the night –– and, more pressingly, he’s got no clue who could
be looking for him.

He sits up, slowly.  His hand, of its own accord, closes around the Bowie knife laid out on the
nightstand.  Delirium pays no attention to the proceedings, but Hob stays still as a hunter in a
blind, and waits.

Another knock.  Rapid tapping.  Persistent.

Hob swings his legs off the bed and walks soundlessly to the door.  The weight of the knife in
hand is familiar in a way that’s comforting.  The chain stays on, but he unlocks the deadbolt
and, tensed for sprinting, opens the door.  



In the sliver of darkness, the walkway is empty.  The porchlight illuminates the nearest grated
edge of the parking lot, but any efforts of light beyond get chewed up and spat out by the
starless night.  There’s nobody there.

Hob lets out the breath he hadn’t realized he was holding, and flips the knife shut, stores it in
his pocket.

“Down here.”

He looks down.  

Matthew flaps a wing up at him,

“Hey.”

“Oh.  Hello.”

“Can I come in?”

Hob nods.  Matthew squeezes over the threshold, shivering.

“Whew, thanks.  Man, it’s fucking freezing .  And I fully didn’t have a plan for the scenario
where you said ‘no’.”

He catches sight of Delirium, who is still engrossed in the movie, paying no attention.

“Uh.  Hey, Delirium.  Hi.”

“ Caw caw,” says Delirium.  “ Ca-aw ?”

“I’m good, I’m alright, yeah.  I mean, been better.  But yeah.  You?”

“ Ca-a-aw .”

“Yeah, you said it.”

Hob, in the meantime, has bolted the door against the cold and crawled back onto the bed, to
his waiting chips and an ashtray to snub out his cigarette.  He shakes a few Fritos out of the
bag onto the quilted comforter.  Matthew flaps up to his elbow.

“Oooh, Fritos, fuck yeah, thanks.”  He pecks at a few, settling his legs beneath him until he is
a black, feathery blot dipping the comforter.  “Whatcha watching?”

“ The Fly .  The Goldblum one.”

“Oh, the fucked up one, gotcha.  I watched this when I was, like, seven, and I might’ve
actually thrown up.  Didn’t sleep for, like, a month at least.”

“I came to tell you that…I came to tell you…I…I just had to see you…before…”



“You’ve got to go, now, and never come back here.”  A pause.  “Have you ever heard of
insect politics?”

“Jesus, I forgot how gross he looks,” mutters Matthew.  “He’s normal, like, maybe fifteen
minutes, and then they really started cashing in on that SFX budget, huh.”

Hob makes a noise of assent, and downs another chip with a swig of Coke.

“So, uh, how long you been traveling with Del?” asks Matthew carefully.

“Since I landed, pretty much.”

“Oh.  Cool.  Cool cool.” 

“Picked up Despair.”  Hob nods his head towards the bathroom.  “She’s asleep in the tub.”

“Oh,” says Matthew.  He shifts a little, almost discomforted.  “Uh.  Are you–– I mean, stupid
question, sorry, uh–– shit, man.  She’s no fun.  You know what I mean.”

“Yeah.  She’s mostly just quiet.  I never knew her personally, really, before–– we only met in
passing.  She didn’t get along with–– him.  I think.”

“Oh yeah no, she and Desire are, like, hardcore BFFs, so she and Dr––”  

Matthew clacks his beak over the end of the name.  Hob tries not to flinch.  

“They, uh, never really got along,” Matthew concludes weakly.

Delirium yawns.  In a puff of shed feathers, she’s an immense swan, nested on the floor
before the TV in a bed of laurel branches, her long neck folded in graceful loops.  The bird
settles and sleeps.  Hob and Matthew share the crumbs of the Fritos.  Save for the movie, all
is quiet –– no signs of life from neighboring rooms or the highway beyond the door, only the
insular silence of halfway points, places only meant to be between other places.  Hob feels
his eyelids growing heavy.  He lights another cigarette, to keep his hands busy.  

After a few moments, Matthew clears his throat.

“Uh.  So.  So .  Um.  How are you?”

“Insects don’t have politics.  They’re very brutal.  No compassion.  No compromise.  We can’t
trust the insect.  But I’d like to become the first–– first insect politician.  I’d like to, but I’m
afraid.”

“I don’t know what you’re saying.”

Hob shrugs.  

“Hoping to make Nashville in the next few days,” he says.



“Uh.”  Matthew blinks at the non sequitur.  “Cool.  Nashville’s great.  I mean, I hear it’s
great.  Never been.  But, uh.  Sounds neat.  Neato burrito.  Yeah.”

Delirium snores softly.  From the bathroom, the sound of hundreds of tiny claws, scrabbling
against porcelain.

“I’m saying that I don’t…feel very human any more, ” says Jeff Goldbum, decaying onscreen.
  “ I’m saying I’m an insect who dreamt he was a man, and loved it, but now the dream is
over, and the insect is awake.”

“There’s going to be a wake,” says Matthew abruptly.  “That’s what I came to tell you.”

Hob doesn’t move, for a time.  There’s nothing but finality to a wake.  His stomach churns ––
the dust of Fritos turns to soot lining his gums.

“Lucienne is putting it together.  You, uh, I mean, obviously, you’re invited, but it’s––
nobody–– we’d all get it, if you didn’t––”

“When is it?” asks Hob quietly.

“Uh.  Hard to say.  In a couple days.  I could come get you, if––”

“No,” says Hob, suddenly, so softly it might not be heard.  “No, I–– don’t think I can––”

Matthew is quick to wave his wings in reassurance.

“No no no, you’re totally good, no worries, it’s totally–– like, you’re–– it’s honestly kinda an
ordeal, anyway, it’s–– sort of like paperwork––  wow , that sounds shitty, that’s not what I
meant, but anyways, like, it’s fine.  You’re fine.”

“D’yknow, those stories of people who have–– who are in comas, or who almost die, or do
peyote, who say they live whole lives in ten minutes?” says Hob.  He takes a long drag, holds
it, lets the smoke drips slowly from his parted lips.  “I wonder if that’s all this is.”

“What do you mean?”

“I died in, ah, 1413.  That was my first time.  Got gutted like a fish on the docks, some
pointless bar brawl.  Don’t remember what about.”  The words tumble out, half-formed and
barely conceived.  Some levy of pent-up panic is showing cracks.  “They hauled me out and I
was holding my, my bloody intestines in to keep them from–– did I wake up?  Or am I in
septic shock, still?”

Matthew doesn’t reply.  Hob’s hands shake when he takes another puff.

“I don’t know which is worse,” Hob says.  “Inventing six centuries over one odd
conversation and a puppy love infatuation with a stranger in a pub, or living them.  I don’t
know.  I don’t know anything, anymore.”

“Shit, man,” says Matthew quietly.  “I dunno.  I mean, does it hurt any less, if you decide
none of it’s real?  Does it really matter, either way?”



Hob leans his head back into the pillows, and closes his eyes.  There’s a tightness behind
them, but he doesn’t have the energy to cry.  The exhaustion is winning at long last.  He
snubs out his cigarette in the ashtray on the nightstand, and listens to the underscoring swell
into a dramatic exit, distant and almost tawdry.

They stay in the silence a while.  Hob pushes a hand through his hair.  He feels greasy, worn
down, barely two days into traveling, barely any ground covered.  Nashville is his goal –– he
decides this in the moment, and behold, his life has direction.  Brilliant.  Good enough.  Past
Nashville lies the improbable future, which he’ll confront only as absolutely necessary.  For
now, Nashville is the promised land.  It’ll do.

“You want to tag along for a bit?” Hob asks, finally.

Matthew tilts his head at Hob.  Hob stares up at the water stain on the ceiling.  Its uneven
rings look like Jupiter.

“Sure, yeah.  Few days, at least.  Yeah.”

“Right.  Thanks.”

“Of course.  Always down to hang.”

Hob shuts his eyes.  The closing theme is just beginning to roll.

“Think I’ll turn in, then,” he murmurs.  “G’night, Matthew.”

“ ‘Night.”

He takes a slow breath, and prays for a dreamless sleep.

Chapter End Notes

the jeff goldblum version of the fly is peak disgusting body horror and in my mind
exactly the sort of trash cable tv late night rerun you'd seen in a cruddy motel in rural
virginia

hob "a guy" gadling acquiring more and more eldritch entities on his road trip adventure
truly the catnip of arcane weirdos

also wanna shoutout @dancinbutterfly for engaging in intensive classic country
discourse with me rest assured I have stored patsy cline and willie nelson in my arsenal
and they are gonna be in the next two ch's >:) <3

as the old song goes, thank you, from the depths of my heart, for reading <3
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Chapter Summary

Staunton, VA – Johnson's Sporting Goods, Ruffin, NC – Waffle House, Morganton, NC
– Lake James State Park, NC
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first and foremost: there is some middle english spoken in this chapter, so here is a
translation/smoothing. it's not too much (nowhere near the ch 32 quantity I lack the
strength to do that again) but it contributes Vital Flavor (thanks to moorish and gloam
and pavonis for the middle english assist!!)

secondly: good LORD it's been a minute and for that please accept my humble apologies
with the side note that such delay will in fact undoubtedly occur again for ch 38,,,,,,,,,it's
final papers season (rip to all my fellow students out there stay strong comrades) and
also I have family in the house for this week (I love em! but also sometimes a lot u
know) which means I am sharing a room and thus cannot perform my usual modus
operandi of doing the bulk of my writing and subsequent posting between the hours of
10 pm and 3 am :/

but! things should be lightening a bit soon! and I have the next like three chapters
sparklingly clear in my mind which means, hopefully, that when I do get blessed writing
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(on my tumblr I insinuated a scene w one of my Beloveds would be in this ch but lo I
was Too Wordy so it'll be next ch, plus there's another character coming back soon who I
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Melancholic Road Trip and entering Melancholic, But Events Are Unfolding? Road Trip
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anyways, all that said, the road trip trundles onwards, feat. one very bad-good country
song, one immaculate country banger, and one immaculate melancholy country song
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See the end of the chapter for more notes
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Hob dreams of the woods.

They’re still stripped to the black, bare bones of expression –– a flat white moon just starting
to wane, half-rendered cylindrical trunks with artificially smooth shadows –– still bearing a
repetitive quality, like each square foot is mass production, the same minimalist set piece
tiled ad nauseum.  He walks for what feels like a long time, but also no time at all.  Maybe he
lives every moment he is asleep.  Maybe it’s hours.  Maybe it’s seconds.  He soon learns the
loop to minutiae, until he’s confident he could navigate it blindfolded, by touch and sense
memory alone.  

Tonight, the tenuous trailing steps have grown almost imperceptibly louder.  To say “louder”
is even too strong a word –– they’ve abandoned only the phase of “likely hallucination” and
moved confidently to “furthest edge of hearing”.  Hob walks.  They walk behind him, always
falling a few shy seconds in echo.  They are no less faithful for being faint.

No hands tonight, so far.  There’s something tortuous in being held by them.  They’re so
convincingly tactile that to fall into their palms is a sort of cruelty.  If he believes in them too
much –– as fiercely as he wants to, needs to –– he might believe he could wake to them,
discover they remain attached to an accompanying angular face, lain on the pillow beside him
–– and to hope for that––

To hope for that––

He stumbles.  

He has to stop, press a steadying palm to one of the smooth trunks.  The tree musters a
sudden texture of pine bark under his skin.  The ground warbles a little trill, like a hum gone
rogue into shockwave.  Hob feels it under his soles, feels the moon wrap itself around his
shoulders, feels leagues of ocean laid overtop his chest until it might cave his sternum-bound
hull and drown him, as he was drowned before.

“This is––”  

He shorts out –– there aren’t words for what this is.  

What he knows is that something has been taken from him.  It’s a taking that’s left a wound
so vast and rangy that he can only really parse it as something physical –– what’s gone is that
ribs can no longer tighten up in that wondrous twist he had once lived off.  The seizing of
heart, born in the sight of water-clear blue, in feather touch and strange, bucking laughter, this
sense has been robbed.  The vagus nerve, the intercostals, nowadays, hang slack as windless
sails, as though they would slough off the bone entirely.  They respond to nothing.  

He’s tired of walking.  He’s tired of the expectation that he’ll persist.

“I can’t do this,” he says stiffly.  “You promised.  You told me you’d–– you wouldn’t leave
again.  You left me–– you left me–– why did you––”



The tree under his hand is surging towards reality.  Branches spring forth and stretch and
sprout thin needles, casting spindly spider-leg shadows on the grass that is now becoming
complex enough for variation, bent and wild as bedhead.  The shape of the dream grows
around him, as though it might comfort him in offerings of pine needles and lacey shadows. 
There’s too much to feel; too many toothful mouths inside him, throwing their cuspids
against each others necks –– animals of fury and grief and despondency and weariness, who
can’t quite kill each other.  Only tear the scenery, the lining of Hob’s lungs, hurl themselves
against the bowl of his skull.

“I’m sorry,” says Hob.  It’s spoken fast, desperate.  “I’m sorry, oh love, I’m sorry, I’m sorry,
it’s not––  you didn’t––”

And, here at last, the hands are swift.  Shaking.  They mold themselves to his face, so fierce
with gentleness Hob can imagine no life without them.  There is, too, now, a continuation of
the shape –– slim wrists feathering his neck, sculptural forearms against the blades of his
shoulders –– a little more tremulous body that curves and clings to him.  The new points of
contact are natural and well-remembered, and it is this that wrings a cough of a sob out at
last, as the fingers trail over his face, like they would learn it by touch where sight has
failed.  

The old twist, or only its ghost, ratchets his lungs tighter.  It’s almost a joy, to be able to feel it
again.  Almost. 

“Love, I don’t remember how to walk without you to walk towards,” says Hob. 

And, consecrated, unbearable, light as a column of morning mist, there is a kiss laid to the
nape of his neck.

“Walk still, my heart.”

Hob wakes up.  

He jolts upright with a ragged wheeze that decays into coughing panic.  His heart is thudding
irregularly.  He scrabbles at the back of his neck –– as though there might be something, a
scar, a stain, a sign of it, still –– but there is nothing under his hands save his own relentless
skin.

“Hob?” says Mathew, bleary with sleep.  “Uh, you––?”

He throws himself out of bed, stumbles to the bathroom; his knees hit the linoleum hard, and
throws up everything in his stomach.  

The wet, acrid breath pants, burning, through his throat.  He feels Matthew approach and
hesitate on the threshold, the cast shadow of his terrible, uncertain worry.  He feels Delirium,
roused and ready, coursing around the molding, building black forests out of dust bunnies and
gnawing on his ankles.

He feels, at length, Despair’s hands.  They find their way into his hair, and card through its
harsh edges, as though they might be tender.



“ Let go, ” she murmurs, gently.  “ Let me take care of you. ” 

 

+++

 

He spends the next hour knelt over the toilet, heaving sobs from lungs and bile from guts
until his mouth is acid-burned and his nose is thick with snot.  One hand clutches the rim of
the toilet bowl –– the other, blind and desperate, clings to where the lips had lain. 

When he drags himself back, from the bleak vale that is only agonized bodily response and
the taste of last night’s Fritos, he puts on a different pair of jeans, has a complementary black
coffee and two Luckies in the parking lot for breakfast, and hits the road.  It’s hardly 8:30,
and in these winter months the sun by now is only reluctantly peering towards day, but Hob
understands plainly that if he doesn’t leave now, while he can, he’ll lie down and stay lying
down for so long his muscles will atrophy.  He’s jittery –– from the exhaustion of tears, from
losing every molecule in his stomach, from the way the kiss still brands the back of his neck
and singes the shorn hairs –– and he needs vitally to be in a different place than where it
happened.  

They take US-11 for a while, surrendering to the efficiency of highways, but the presence of
other cars in plenitudes suddenly starts to make Hob feel cornered, so after a handful of miles
he diverts southwest to two-lane roads bowered over by branches, where the oncoming
pickups and hatchbacks approach and pass plainly around bends and hills, and he can keep
track of them.  It’s irrational, this hunted animal’s paranoia.  It doesn’t change his choice. 

Delirium rides shotgun, as ever.  She meets his eye in the morning, not with guilt, but with
some miraculously calm comradery –– he wonders if she knows what he dreams of, if she
touches it, or if she only smells the lingering scent of pine and knows enough.  Despair,
mostly incommunicado save for clipped commentary on the worst of the Christian rock that
cycles through the radio, naps in the backseat.  Her rats, in legions of every color, rustle like a
tide and flood the floor.  Matthew crouches between the front seats, idly pecking at
Delirium’s form of hands when she starts trying to fiddle with the radio dials.  He slots neatly
into the existing dynamic, squabbling over song choices, vehemently forbidding both the
hyper-commercial Christmas stations which play only “that stupid song about the stupid sad
Christmas shoes” and any country music he dubs “too yee-haw”.

“So help me God , Delirium––”

“And a little bit of chicken fried , ” sings Delirium, with malice and delight. “Cold beer on a
Friday night .”

“There’s no fucking way, there’s no fucking way you actually like this song––”

Delirium carries on belligerently.  

“ Pair of jeans that fit just right.”



“And the radio u-u-u-up,” hums Hob.  It’s entirely against his will.  Not his fault it’s one of
those insufferable earworms of a tune. 

Matthew gives him a look equal parts dismay and disgust.

“What?” says Hob, perhaps a little defensively.  “It’s catchy.”

“Fuck off.”

Matthew, adeptly maneuvering hand-intended dials with his beak, switches to a new station.

“––keys into the side––”

“OF HIS PRETTY LITTLE SOUPED UP FOUR WHEEL DRIVE––”

Matthew and Delirium, in unison and immediately, leap into the chorus of Carrie
Underwood’s hit classic.  Hob, in another frame of mind, or in a different and receding life,
knows he might have joined it.

“––CARVED MY NAME INTO HIS LEATHER SEATS––”

He cracks the driver’s window, though the cold winnows in with the pressure differential, and
lights a cigarette instead.

“–– I TOOK A LOUISVILLE SLUGGER––”

“––TO BOTH HEADLIGHTS––”

He glances in the rearview.  Despair blinks at him, without any sense of self-satisfaction ––
only some quieter thing, lacking victory’s glow.

He’s cutting south, now, taking the long way round to Nashville by way of North Carolina. 
They cross into Caswell County around noon, into a spate of Southern winter rain, the sort
that’s only the unfulfilled promise of snow –– it spatters against the windshield from a
broody gray sky, and Hob, in need of gas and better clothes, pulls off in a town that’s barely a
town, called Ruffin, to duck into a low-slung cabin of building bearing the name Johnson’s
Sporting Goods.  

Delirium and Despair wait in the car, bickering idly about the merits of stellar navigation and
competing to see who can make a better rat (Despair’s are extra toothy –– Delirium’s are
usually just organs).  Matthew, without asking or being asked, perches on Hob’s shoulder as
he jogs towards the front door.  Hob is grateful for this.  Matthew is easier to be alone with
than the two sisters.  Maybe because he’s closer to being human, but removed from it with a
similar angle and offset to the way Hob is –– or maybe Matthew is just good at filling space
where silence might run rampant.  The rain runs off Matthew’s dark feathers, and he shivers,
muttering quietly enough that the clerks glance over when the doors clunk open and don’t
register that it was the raven talking.  Under the mild scrutiny of those who likely don’t see
many raven-bearing men in these parts, but who, being adjacent to vast swathes of
Applachian wilderness, have probably seen weirder, Hob picks up supplies as they strike his
limited fancy –– a better pair of hiking boots, a woolen blanket to layer in his sleeping bag, a



packet beef jerky labeled “Triple Threat Ghost Pepper Spice” for Delirium.  The place smells
woody, feels solid under the foot and palm, and he likes this immensely.  He peruses rough-
cut shelves of Wrangler jeans and Carhartt coats, thick-woven canvas and denim –– things
made to last, to outlast.

Hob snags, eventually, a hefty Carhartt raincoat –– one of the many things he’d neglect to
pack, in his frenzy to escape –– and gets waylaid en route to checkout by the camping gear.  

He considers tents and waterproof lanterns with growing interest.  It might be easier, he
thinks.  To retreat altogether.  To eliminate even the banal path-crossings with strangers, who
cannot disguise their curiosity at his visible ruination, and whose heavy unspoken
questioning he in turn is unable to get out from under.  Their stares, even glances, thunk
heavily into his chest, and he can’t ever seem to alleviate the pressure, not with any known
method of controlled breathing.  

In the years after his first death, when they were burying his friends while his monstrous
health shouldered on, the self-isolation in woods and banditry had been born of a similar
weighty panic –– unmoored, untethered, teetering on undone, the animal simplicity of
survival was easy.  Didn’t require thinking.  Hob is tired of thinking –– of being aware, even. 
Maybe it’ll do him good.

“We roughing it?” asks Matthew with temerity, as Hob deliberates over a choice of butane
hotplate. 

Hob shrugs.

“Thinking about it.”

“Abandoning society and going full mountain man, huh?” Matthew jokes, though it’s not
without some tinge of concern.  “Just don’t go full Kaczynski, alright?  No mathematically
perfect cabins or manifestos or shit.”

“Those are the bits you’d like me to avoid?  Just specifically those?”

“Yeah, well, I figured the whole ‘serial bombing’ thing went without saying.”

The cashier takes the possibility of a talking corvid in stride, with only the briefest of wary
glances.  Evidently he comes to the conclusion that the haggard British man is maybe only a
threat for driving while exhausted, and not for being involved in dark raven arts.  He rings up
Hob’s bevy of supplies with polite small talk about the weather and the state of the roads this
time of year –– “Damndest thing, idiots ‘round here still don’t bother with tire chains half the
time, you bet when the first snow hits there’s folks gotta be scraped off the trees for bein’
pigheaded.  Drive safe, out there” –– which is tiring for Hob, a realization that he doesn’t
care for.  

He shrugs on the raincoat over the jumper –– doubtless starting to reek, but he can’t bring
himself to take it off –– and, sheltered in waterproofed canvas, with a restocked inventory
and Delirium yelping gleefully over the spicy jerky, they hit the road again.



Somewhere near half past three, after trundling on backgrounds and minor highways through
Greensboro, dodging Charlotte and the north peaks of Lake Norman, Delirium starts making
veiled comments about how she’d turn her hand into a T-bone steak and eat it but it wouldn’t
actually make her full, which Hob takes to mean that she probably could do with something
to chew on.  Delirium is strange, irregular –– she’ll whinge about missing breakfast, then
look at offered fries with the sort of revulsion one would maybe expect from an elder being
of the universe being tempted with soggy Burger King.  Right now, she seems to be in a
phase-state that welcomes hunger, and Matthew seconds her pointedly.

“Besides, you gotta eat, you know,” he adds, butting Hob’s bent elbow with his head. 
“Seriously.  You’re doing all the driving, and if you’re, y’know, fuckin’ starving, you’re
gonna hit something.  I’d offer to take a shift, but, yeah, thumbs, legs, you know how it be.”

This is how Hob finds himself in a Waffle House in Morganton, North Carolina, squinting
through his reading glasses at a paper state map from a gas station kiosk and splitting an
egregious quantity of hash browns and stacked waffles with a raven, the anthropomorphic
personification of delusion, and her sister, who is holding a rat.  

Hob had worried, briefly, that the three non-human entities in concert –– Despair’s unsettling
unfriendliness, Delirium’s penchant for making goldfish swim in the air around her hair,
Matthew’s general state of bird-ness –– would make patrons and waitstaff unsettled.  When
their entrance turns approximately zero heads, and the waitress regards Delirium’s melty
cheeks with only profound, almost Biblical boredom, he no longer wastes time with the
notion.  The quartet shuffles into a booth, and Delirium, in her burbling speech, orders half
the menu, before Hob intervenes and curbs her enthusiasm to something slightly more
reasonable.

He drinks coffee so black and sour he’s not certain it isn’t secretly motor oil.  In a way, he
sort of enjoys the terribleness.  The Waffle House windows are plastered with Christmas
decorations –– cling-film trees, taped ribbons of silver and red garland, cheery plastic candy
canes –– and while the fluorescents might, in other contexts, make the diner-style counter and
unknown faces off-putting, some combination of the dimming natural light and the grease-
forward smell of the kitchen conspire to make the whole restaurant undemanding, easy,
comfortable.  

Despair picks at a frayed bit of potato with disinterest, but eats it, eventually, and feeds bits
and bobs off her plate to the gray-furred rat on her shoulder.  Matthew is making short,
violent work of waffle, muttering gratitudes akin to devout praises under his breath to the
tune of “fucking Christ I missed these fucking waffles”.  Delirium, whose infectious grin
charmed the waitress into grabbing her a can of Miracle Whip from the back, draws a smiley
face on a waffle of her own and shoves the plate towards Hob.  He manages, surprising even
himself, to sort of smile back.  

With military discipline, he makes himself eat something –– no small feat –– and traces out a
wandering highway on the map.  They’ve sunk miles south of the straight road to Nashville,
which is still, roughly, his intended destination, but down the western way a scant twenty
miles is Lake James State Park, promising campgrounds.

Matthew peers at the map, leaning over Hob’s forearm curiously.



“Ooh, lakeside retreat, huh?”

“Good a place as any,” says Hob.  

“Radical, I’m down to clown, I’m rockin’ with that.”

He watches Matthew’s sharply tilting head, the little ruff of finer feathers over his angular
brow stirring when he moves fast and seizes up another beakful of waffle.  Matthew’s easy to
talk to.  He’s one of the only non-human beings he’s met who seems blithely aware of the
strangeness of it all –– probably because he was once just some guy.  Currently, he’s burying
his beak in maple syrup and chocolate chips with abandon, which Hob observes quietly,
suddenly feeling anew the great absence of people who might, even faintly, know him.

“How long did you say you could stay, again?”

Matthew manages a winged shrug.

“Dunno, honestly.  If I’m being totally real with you, man, shit in the Dreaming is kinda a
mess.  But like, not the ‘oh shit oh fuck everything’s on fire all hands on deck’ kinda mess,
uh, more like, ‘complete organizational collapse and nobody’s got a fuckin’ clue what they
should be doing, might as well take a long lunch’ kinda mess.”

“Oh.”  

Hob doesn’t want to know.  He doesn’t want to know how Daniel is doing –– how he’s
settling, if he’s settling poorly, by the sound of it, what it’s like to see him, talk to him, watch
him wandering halls he didn’t build––

“How’s, ah–– how’s Daniel doing?” he asks.  It’s a twist of masochism.  Maybe an attempt to
muscle up and cope with reality.  Maybe the hurting over it is something to feel.

Matthew blinks at him.  He hesitates.

“Uh. It’s–– I mean, it’s hard to say, I guess.  He’s a good kid, you know.  Not his fault, all the
shit that–– yeah.  He’s a good kid, sweet kid, super nice, but, uh–– I dunno.”

Delirium is building a garden of Babylon out of whipped cream and bits of bacon.  Matthew
stares for a minute, then pecks at the golden edge of a waffle, and watches the syrup spill
onto the plate.  

“Like, something–– didn’t click, all the way?” he continues.  “Man, shit happened, just, so
fucking fast.  Lucienne and I have been trying to figure it out, actually, because, y’know,
according to her, he probably should be totally fine, stepping up, no problemo.  But I think––
or, she thinks, and I listen and agree because I have actually no idea–– anyway, she thinks
that because Daniel and Dr––”  

A flinch, vocal, visible.  

“––because the two of them never, uh, met, or talked, or there wasn’t any planning, that the
transfer didn’t–– take, totally?  There’s something missing.  Lucienne says Daniel needs a



Dreamstone, but she’s not sure which one is, uh, meant for him, since–– I mean, she wasn’t––
he wasn’t talking about anything like that, at the end––”

Hob’s plate of food seems suddenly repulsive.  He stares at the mottled gray table, flecked
with bits of granite-mocking black and white, and cajoles his collapsing lungs into expanding
as they should.

“So, uh.”  

Matthew pulls a loose feather from under his wing, and lets it fall to the floor.  

“Yeah.  I mean, he’s got the mojo–– can’t deny, he’s building stuff, he fixed a lot of the
damage, and he’s definitely doing his best, it’s just–– he doesn’t remember some stuff.  And
he’s not–– I dunno.  It’s hard to tell, you know?  How much is the not-clicking thing, and
how much is just, the way it’s just gonna feel wrong for a while, that he’s not him .”

Matthew sighs.

“So, anyway, I mean, long answer to a really simple question –– I can stay.  For like, a while. 
Probably.  He’ll call me if he needs me, but––  Yeah.”

“Right,” says Hob quietly.  “Thanks.  I, ah, appreciate you sticking around.”

“No, totally, dude, of course.  Love me a fuckin’ road trip, like, sign me up.  As long as I
don’t have to listen to fucking Zac Brown.”

Despair is staring at him.  Hob can feel it, even without the confirmation in the corner of his
eye.  She takes a measured bite of a hashbrown, and offers the crispiest edge to her
accompanying rat, all the while fixated on the side of Hob’s face, where he feels a surge of
pins and needles. 

Hob tries valiantly to ignore her.  He drinks his coffee, and plots his route –– past Lake
James, first westward, brushing Atlanta and passing through Chattanooga, then northwest,
towards Nashville at last.  The numbness inspired by her look is spreading, up to his temple,
down to where his neck meets the nub of his collarbone.

“ Do not seek protection, ” says Despair, at length.  “ In woods, in paths, in chosen company. 
It’s a waste, to try and barricade yourself. ”

The half of his face she holds with her eyes is nerve-dead.

“ I am not as unkind as my siblings have painted me, ” she says calmly.   “ We are all only
different hungers.  Mine is more plainly personal than theirs.  It makes them uncomfortable. ”

Hob doesn’t know what to say. Her mouth moves when she talks, but he gets the impression
it’s for show –– for him to feel like she’s talking aloud, when it’s more directly transmitted
than that.  He glances at Delirium and Matthew, but the both of them are carrying on as
though they hadn’t heard her.  

“I’ve known you before,” he says quietly.  “I’m not ready to again.”



“ You still think you can choose.  As if all this is yours to bend. ”  She regards him, a moment,
with a shade of unexpected admiration.  “ Maybe it is.  They like you, you know. ”

“They?”

“Huh?” says Matthew.

“Nothing,” says Hob quickly.  Delirium doesn’t reply.

Shortly thereafter, Hob pays the bill and exits the warmth of the Waffle House for the last
stint of driving to Lake James.  He forgoes the formalities of the Visitor’s Center, instead
crossing the narrow bridge on NC-126 and crawling on backroads along the lake’s jagged
edge, until he finds a dead-end patch of muddy shore where he can park and look out onto the
shaggy-maned water, surly and beautiful.  Here, now that it’s nearing 5, the dusk is bundling
up the last of the murky daylight, and the headlights section off spare geometries of trunks
and boulders and loose waves.  Save for the idling engine and the radio, babbling through an
ad break, there’s only the lapping of water and wind in foliage.  Hob feels, softly, lighter.

He does a bit of maneuvering and gets the car turned around, so he can fold down the back
seats, open the hatch like the eave of a porch, and look out onto the water from his suitcase-
fortified shelter of blankets and sleeping bag.  Delirium scrambles out of the car, into the
now-dwindling rain, and tumbles into the gloaming.  The lake, eagerly, raises serpentine
seahorse necks to meet her hands.  Despair shuffles into the passenger seat in her stead,
reclines the seat back and looks out the windshield towards some inscrutable musing of her
own, some thought tangled in the branches overhead.  

Matthew settles up by Hob’s knee –– Hob offers him a section of the blankets, and he tugs
them into a sort of scrambled nest –– and the two of them sit quietly, watching Delirium
make schools of swordfish heave into leaping arcs.  Their silver scales and rapier faces
shatter the red-cream taillights of the car back in hot, brief speckles.

The radio, still playing softly, croons a new song, an old Patsy Cline tune.

“I go out walkin’, after midnight, out in the moonlight just like we used to do…”

“This is nice,” says Matthew.  He tugs a bit of woolen blanket more firmly over his back. 
“Pretty.”

Hob gazes at the darkening shoreline, fringed wildly with lanky trees like the legs of gazelles,
the vanishing line where the silhouette of the water swells without border into the towering
thunderheads.  The clouds are hewn from blocks of felt and rendered dramatic, rearing their
heads into mountainous, painterly foams.  The swordfish scales –– their lean, deft bodies
twisting –– glint with sanguine ruby and pale white quartz, flashing like embers in a trench.

“I’m always walkin’, after midnight, searchin’ for you.”

Hob lights up a smoke –– he hesitates.

“Sorry, I should’ve asked–– d’you mind?”



Matthew waves a wing dismissively.

“Nah.  Go ahead.  Hell, if anyone needs it, it’s you.”

Hob huffs something towards laughter.  Delirium whips a slough of spilled scales into
funneled columns and hung baubles of cornices and makes a Colosseum out of fish.  

“I walk for miles along the highway–– well, that’s just my way of sayin’ I love you.”

“Jesus,” murmurs Matthew.  “She fun to travel with?”

Hob thinks about it.

“I’m always walkin’, after midnight, searchin’ for you.”

“Yes and no,” he decides.  “I think we understand each other, at least.  I knew her before, you
know.  Never spent a great deal of time together –– not like this –– but I always liked her. 
She’s–– there are things I would’ve never seen, or known to see, if not for her.  It’s a mixed
blessing.”

“Huh.  Yeah, she’s–– she can be revelatory, I guess.”  Matthew pauses.  “Is–– has she, uh––
affected you?”

“What do you mean?”

Delirium dives into the water and emerges, laughing, in a clamshell, dripping seafoam,
burning like a bulb.  Hob takes a long drag on his cigarette, and lets the smoke trail mazily
out the back of the car.

“I stop to see a weeping willow, cryin’ on his pillow –– maybe he’s cryin’ for me.”

“Wow, there is, uh, no super smooth way to ask this, but, um–– I mean, are you, like, good? 
Keeping it together?  I mean, not that–– not that you’re expected to, obviously, like–– more
like–– fuck it, man,” huffs Matthew, “seriously, how are you?”

In the rearview mirror, Hob can feel Despair’s reflected eyes, clinging to the back of his neck
in the place of dreamed-of lips.

“And as the skies turn gloomy, the night winds whisper to me, ‘I’m lonesome as I can be’.”

“I don’t–– know how to answer,” admits Hob slowly.  

He tugs his new raincoat tighter around his shoulders, adjusts the blanket to ward off more of
the chill.  

“I’m here,” he says.  “I’m–– well, I’m going somewhere.  I’m not–– I don’t know what’s
after that.  I don’t know how to think about–– the rest.  Christ, there’s so much of it.”

“So much of what?”



“The rest.  Tomorrow.  Everything else.”

Without thinking, he tugs the run-ragged cuffs of the jumper down over his hands, just to feel
the learned texture nestle into his palms, as though it might transmit the touches that preceded
his.

“I used to have a center,” he says.  “A place to go back to.  Sort of made the going
worthwhile –– the coming back, that is.  I don’t have that now.  I don’t know what that
means.”

Hob takes another drag.  In the shallows, Delirium is dispersing into the dark water, only
light, boiling.  

Matthew is silent, for a long while.  The two of them, turned into cutouts of taillight wash
and nightfall, are small shapes in an indifferent forest, bordering a bridleless water.  Hob
finds this almost comforting, almost more absurd.  That it’s all still there.  That all the things
that were there, stay where they were, and continue on, even now.

“I go out walkin’, after midnight, out in the starlight, just hopin’ you may be––”

“I fucking miss him,” Matthew says, finally, quietly.

Hob says nothing.  It doesn’t need to be said.

“––somewhere a’walkin’, after midnight, searchin’ for me.”

Hob watches the water run bright with Delirium, and smokes until Matthew’s dozing settles
into sleep, until Despair’s watchful eye is shut, and even the lightbound girl curls to rest in
the mud of the shore.  He smokes, and sits sleepless, and waits for the insistent sun.

 

+++

 

A letter from Rob Gadling to Deanna Volkhov –– written in the margins of a map of North
Carolina and Tennessee highways –– unsent.

December 20th, 2022

Drew out my route for you.  Car-camping by Lake James at the moment –– see the circled
bit.  Wandered off south.  Nashville’s still next, just by way of North Carolina.  No need to
rush.

Been here two days, so far –– arrived Saturday night.  Gorgeous.  Damp.  Need to pick up a
camera.  Hiking, muddying up my boots.  Cut my shin on a rock, big gash, saw the bone white
and wet, but God’s wounds, it healed in an hour, maybe less.  It still, sometimes, feels
impossible, frightening tore a proper chunk out of my jeans.  Living off canned soup and hot-
plate sausages.  Missing Lenore’s macaroni cheese something awful.



One of the friends I’m traveling with –– picked up two more besides the first –– we’ll call her
Del –– says she can taste walkers in the woods.  Insists there are things beyond knowing.  I
wouldn’t be surprised.  Stranger things have been shown to me, even just in the last month. 
She goes walking with me.  Wonder what I’ll meet, out here?

I keep having this dream where he’s holding me and Christ D it feels so real I could

Another four days and it’ll be a month since.

Planning a stop in Chattanooga, when we hit the road again.  I’ll get you a proper postcard,
not this litany of scraps.  Mail all this, too.  

I heard his voice, D.  He kissed the back of my neck, he touched my face the way he used to
so soft it was like reverence.  I know the pads of those fingers so totally –– does anything ever
leave us?  Does anyone ever stay buried?  I never have myself

Not sleeping much.  But the company is helping.  Matthew –– old friend, funny, you’d like
him –– has been here.  He knows the whole story.  It’s been nice to have him.  He and Del get
along, too.  The other –– Des –– mostly quiet.  

Night is falling.  Eating a can of Campbell’s beef stew –– not bad.  Hot, at least.  Cold out
here.  Bracing.  Hoping it’ll be clarifying.  Water looks like a torn-up sheet of paper.  Big,
grey clouds, scowling, oil-painted.  Purple dusk.  Pretty.  

Hope the Yuletide is treating you well.  How are your hands, with the cold?  Is the new med
you’re on helping?  I’ll try to call at a payphone, if I can.  Sorry if I don’t, it’s hard to muster
the energy to talk or just   Tore off the label of this beef jerky I bought, wrapped it up with the
map, go try this stuff.  It’ll clear your sinuses and scar your throat, you’ll love it. 

Nowhere can I go that you’re not with me, even a little, nowhere that he’s not

All my love.

Robbie

 

+++

 

On the morning of the 21st, he’s walking a deer trail somewhere south of his campsite,
picking through spindly vines bare of leaves, and when he finds the first corpse, he thinks
very little of it.  

Animals doubtless die in the woods all the time –– with the cold, it probably happens more
often –– and so the decaying body of the gray-furred fox is given only a glance, an offered
pang of mild sympathy, and a gentle nudge with a stick, to ensconce it deeper in the mounds
of damp leaves.  Its lips have curled back from its narrow snout to reveal the white teeth,



sawtoothed, almost, and delicate.  They shine from beneath the blackened skin and covering
of brush, glinting starlike.

Hob is hiking alone, today.  Matthew and Despair have stuck to the car, both napping to
dodge the chill, and Delirium has gone off on her own devices.  He’s finding ways to beat
back the exhaustion, because for two days he’s refused to sleep.  He forces himself to stay
awake, either with instant coffee, or laps paced around the car in the small hours, or with this
–– endless hiking, because if his body is moving it can’t rightly be asleep.  He notches tree
trunks with his Bowie knife to keep from losing his path, and maps acres, miles, almost in a
daze.  The smell of the air is all the clean, fresh rot of wet leaves, exhaling underfoot, and the
distant, earthy roil of the lake.  Dim pre-afternoon sun is loosely implied by a lightening of
the perpetual cloud cover; it’s a light that makes no shadows, only handles bark and
underbrush with milky neutrality.  Even the body of the fox is illuminated only passively, as
easily overlooked as any branch or sprouting mushroom.

He’s tired enough that his teeth are achy, and a permanent fuzz stuffs both retinas.  Moving is
like slogging through molasses, or low-g –– like his joints are sloppy, his muscles
overstretched rubber, the bindings of a poorly-strung puppet.  But the walking is something to
do, and if he’s walking he’s awake.  He’s afraid of falling asleep again.  Not because the
dream is frightening, or even bad –– God’s bones, he longs for that touch, even if it’s
imagined –– but because there are moments he thinks he would sleep a century, just to stay
there.  Just to be within arm’s reach.

It’s not far up the narrow trail that he finds the second body, or bodies, rather –– a haphazard
circle of mangy cottontails.  One is fresh, the blood around its open mouth still red, but the
others are already crumbling piles of rot, from which their bones rise like cancerous growths. 
This is a touch off-putting, but he rationalizes it.  Rabbits die, like anything else.  He
sidesteps the mound of bodies and trundles onward.

Around him, the trees begin to stoop and slouch.  He catches a whiff of an old smell.  He
ignores it.  In the natural silence, the thump-crunch of his boots feels boorish.  He keeps
walking anyway, notching the trees without paying them any mind.  

It’s only when the trees themselves sprout tangles and shelves of fungal decay –– when the
corpses, lives relinquished in a death that smells of sickness, begin to proliferate –– does he
suddenly realize that he’s passed the same notched oak trunk several times.  Unseeing,
unthinking, he’s cut a stacked line of notches.  He passes his hand over the furrowed stripes,
bewildered by them, by his lack of memory.  The edges of the path, when he looks around,
are bulwarked with split-bellied deer, coyotes twisted apart like wrung towels, ribbons of
weasels and minks made viscera garlands.  The reek of decay is oppressive; and more than
that, it’s familiar.  His breath grows rough with it.  It invades his nostrils with a conqueror’s
viciousness.  It is everywhere, all at once, like a film laid over his skin, fit to suffocate. It’s
the smell of his town, in the end, before he left –– the smell of plague he can never seem to
outrun.  

He turns back, to retreat, but his head spins all off-kilter, from exhaustion, from the cloying,
suffocating scent, and he finds he is faced on all sides with dead animal eyes whose cataract
stares reflect back only a face he struggles to recognize.



“Delirium!” he hollers, almost irritably, as though annoyance could smother the panic
blooming high in his chest.  “Stop it!”

“Yave staide her overlong, Hob,” say the voices of his sisters.

He whips around.  He is certain, now, that his heart has given out –– it must be splattered into
rags of aorta and ventricle strung over his ribs.  There, stood on the path behind him, are two
girls that he can’t quite find the shape of, but known all the same.  

Maude’s flower-bound, spruce-dark braids hang over her dirt-stained red kirtle.  Matilda’s
crooked ring finger, where she’d broken it under a dropped stone and it hadn’t set properly,
taps against her leg.  Her nails are black.  The bones show through their blue-veined skin. 
Their clothes are chewed through with worm-mouth holes; sometimes the holes reach the
flesh, too.  Hob blinks, once, twice, trying to clear the film from his eyes that keeps their
features vague, knowing sickeningly that this obscurity is his own fault –– that he can’t
remember their faces –– a little bit of Matilda’s aquiline nose, the edge of Maude’s ear –– he
can’t remember ––

“Holy Mary, forgive me,” he stammers.  “I can’t––”

“Worie not yowre soul, Hobsie,” says Matilda gently. Even the sound of her words is
unstable; her tone and timbre waver, oscillating around some center of rightness just beyond
recollection.  “Alle shall be well.”

“Delirium,” Hob says again, stuttering.  “This is too much.  This isn’t–– you can stop this––”

“Ye did yowre beste to holde us,” Matilda replies.  The hem of her linen skirt is gnawed
away, revealing her swollen calves, bloated with sickness.  Hob is nauseous like he’s never
been before –– there’s a whirlpool in his stomach, a tempest in his veins.

“This isn’t real,” says Hob.  “No, this isn’t real.  Del––”

“For what does it matter yf we are flesh and blode or gosts?” says Matilda, almost peevishly. 
“Godesflesh, I wolde wene ye’d be thankfull to talke––”

“I can’t do this.  I’m–– hallucinating,” interrupts Hob.  He shakes his head.  His hands are
trembling, from fingertip to forearm.  His sisters are still, stood close to each other, regarding
him plainly.  “And if I go looney, that’s it, for me.  I’d be a headcase until the sun went out.”

“Tch, ye were wode longe before, Hob,” says Maude.  “Wode knape, altimes fighting.”

“And douteles alle yowre years are fit to dryve ani maner of man wode,” adds Matilda. "Per-
cas yt’s bettre, to be mad.  Yt might give ye lesser sorowe to beare yt alle.”

“You know, someone once told me you never really die until everyone that knew you is dead,
too,” says Hob vaguely.  The atmosphere around his body is getting heavier, but his head is
untethered, somewhere full of dizzying nitrogen.  His tongue hits his teeth without grace,
clattering the syllables like broken china.  “Christ, think of all the people I’m keeping alive.”

“Y’are but one man, Hob,” chides Matilda. “Y’are ne bidden to deliver them alle.”



Her hand, sickly-green and blackened with burst pustules, strokes Maude’s hair absent-
mindedly.  It’s such a familiar gesture –– this, he does remember, the way Matilda always
blustered over her care.  When Maude had taken sick, Matilda had brusquely fussed over her
bedside so much that it was no wonder she took ill within the week –– 

“I should’ve been able to keep you.  At least a little.  But Tilde,” he says, unsteadily.  “I
can’t–– I can’t even see you.”

“Hobsie,” says Matilda.  “Ye ne have to.” 

Maude leans her head into Matilda’s side.  In this sudden change of angle, Hob has a brief
burst of visual clarity.  Maude’s profile, this, he can almost discern –– her eyebrow creased
into a frown line, the downturned corner of her mouth.  Matilda is still an amorphous palette,
suggesting at most the detail of freckles, but Maude, Maude , is on the cusp of emergence,
even in just a few sketched features ––

“Y’have borne us upon yowre backe mid warres, over waves–– by Goddes armes, even
forthe through the dene of Deth, where ye walke as a frend,” says Matilda.  “Ye nede not see
us to have us alwise.  Ye’d be a fool to thinke ye could leave us, treuly.  That we could leave
ye.”

“Maudekin,” says Hob, kneeling in the rank mud, “Maude, miting, look at me––”

–– and when she turns, it’s gone.  Maude’s face is half-reconstructed at best.  He gathers
these scraps of his sisters close in his mind, and tries to will them into coherency.

“This is ne a fit place t’ birie your self,” says Matilda.  “Ye’ve road left t’ walke.”

Hob reaches towards Maude’s cloaked shoulder, finds it’s solid enough to feel the bones of
her shoulder, beneath the wool.  

“I’ve done loads of walking,” he says.  “Too much for one man.”  

He tries to be gentle with his touch, but he wants, desperately, to cling to Maude, as though
his will alone could pull her up from the earth.  He doesn’t know where they’re buried.  His
village is lost to him –– the landscape had changed so much, so many times, that he has only
a vague reckoning of where it might have been.  There had been no grave markers to return to
and sit with.  There was no place he could rest with them.

Maude lays her smaller hand over his.  He almost recognizes the shape of her palm.  It’s
almost a memory.

“I’m tired, Tilde,” he says.  

“Yea, I know y’are, Hobsie,” says Matilda.  Her hand, plague-darkened, presses to his brow.  
She pushes her fingers through his hair, and he thinks this might be his undoing.  

“Sleep, then,” she says gently.  “Sleep.”



He is suffused with feverish warmth.  His bones and muscles become lead, drawn to the earth
as though returning home to it at last.  He looks up to where Matilda’s face should be, and
there’s only the half-caught corner of a lip, quirked upward ––

–– when he blinks, again, he is in the black woods.  

“Shit,” he sighs weakly.

He leans his head against the nearest tree.  It has more texture, more depth, than before.  He
notices, absently, that there is a new sense of reality permeating the scene –– folds and
creases in the greening blades of grass, sprawling stems in the boughs overhead, a soft carpet
of fallen needles banking around the bark-furrowed trunks.  Even the perpetual moon, now
waned to a clipped fingernail curve, has mustered up the discoloration of craters.  Hob
breathes, deeply.  The scent of pine is thick and sharp, and buried beneath it is an organic
thing, an earthiness, as though the dirt beneath his soles is so akin to real the difference is
unimportant.

And even as he is absorbing all this, the hands are back.  One cradles his cheek; the other
cards through the cropped hair at the back of his head, in a pattern of motion he couldn’t
forget, as much as he knows that to forget would be a sort of blessing.

“Stubborn.  I really can’t avoid you, can I?” he murmurs.

In lieu of response, a forehead leans against his occipital bone, such that the jackknife point
of the nose presses into his nape –– he might imagine a threadbare puff of breath feathering
the skin, an exhalation second cousin to laughter.  As though fixed with fine pins, each place
of contact seals the nerves in place, sets them chorusing and sparking.  Hob leans into the
touch.  There’s no other thing he could do, besides need it.

“Is this my own doing?  Is it Delirium’s?”

“It only.  Is.  As all things are.”

The voice sets his chest splintering.  He waits, almost hopefully, for it to speak again, but
there’s no further sound. 

The forehead applies a bit of pressure.  Hob takes the cue and starts walking.  The forest is
more and more a forest; the earth is pliant underfoot, as though having freshly drunk from
rainwater.  The edges of the moonlight are coming into their own, becoming pillowy, poured
cream, near-romantic.  It could be peaceful, in other circumstances.  They walk in silence for
a time, until the pressure mounts to the breaking point in Hob’s throat.

“I can’t keep this up,” he says abruptly.  “I’ve withstood a great deal, but this––”

“I am sorry.”

“No, no.  It’s not––”  He takes a breath.  “It’s me , love.  These are my dreams, after all, and
they’re–– not good for me.  I have to stop this.”

“Don’t.”  A tremor, in the voice and the hands.  



Hob stills, a moment.  

“I can’t–– I don’t want to end this, even if I should.”  He laughs, though it’s without mirth. 
“Christ, look at me, I’m talking to myself through you, eh?  Some sort of id-ego thing––”

“Don’t.  Analyze.”  The hands slide from his face, loop under his arms and fondly chart his
chest, before snaking, enfolding, around his waist.  The unmarred line of a straight jaw, a
sharp chin, settles on his shoulder.  The corners of his eyes seek to destroy him –– they
conjure the white brow, the bramble of deep space black –– and Hob looks resolutely
forward, with a dozen wars’ worth of discipline called to action.  

“Look.  There.”

Hob squints into the distance.  Far, far ahead, almost beyond the range of sight, there is,
mirage-like, a light.  A golden, soft-edged light, somewhere down the road.

“Huh,” says Hob.

“There,” says Dream’s voice.

Hob wakes up.
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He comes to sprawled on the trail, half his face firmly in the mud.  The light is milky and
middling, tepid –– it’s impossible to tell if the dimness is of dawn or dusk.  He lays still a
moment, as the world woozily rebuilds itself, and he finds his non-mudbound eye up close
and personal with a particularly moldy leaf.  The crisp umber, veined like a batwing, is
spackled with lacey spots of white fungus.  It’s organic pointillism, and rather pretty. 

At a distance, he hears his name called with urgency.  His head is a block of concrete, but the
shivering exhaustion that had occupied his muscles the last two days has abated, replaced
with a totally unexpected feeling –– the feeling that he’s maybe, actually, slept well. 

Groaning, he pushes himself upright.  The mud runs down half his body, absorbed into his
jeans and smearing his coat.  He must have been out cold, he thinks, dead to the world and
bedfellow to fallen leaves.  He’s slept in worser gutters –– at least here, the air is crisp,
snapping into his lungs with the same feel as a just-ripe apple on the teeth.  Around him, the
field of plague-slaughtered bodies is gone.  No evidence of it remains.  It’s worrying, such



conclusive proof that it was a delusion.  The words of his sisters, spoken in their half-
remembered voices, lay around him like a wispy mantle.  Held fast beneath it all is the
feeling of the arms circled fast around him, the impression of the chin so rightly fit to his
shoulder.  Like a rising star, the afterimage of the distant gold hangs in his eyes still, perched
on the fading black horizon.

He stretches his arms over his head, wincing.  His joints crack in rapid fire.  With one sleeve,
he makes some effort to get the mud off his face, but it’s something of a losing battle; instead
he starts back down the trail, towards the sound of Matthew’s far-off shouting.  There are no
notches on the trees, but he’s still picking along the deer trail.  He must have gone farther
than he’d thought –– he tries to piece together when this means he started seeing things, but
the timeline feels a little pointless.

Matthew’s voice is faint, but growing stronger.  The vastness of the woods makes the
distance seem even greater.  It sharpens the sense of isolation; it makes him feel smaller,
another visitor in a place that has been going and will go on without him.  He thinks, idly,
about how strange it is, to still have that feeling –– that things are indifferent because they’ll
outlive him, when really, that’s no longer true.

After some time, he gets close enough to make out the crunch and scuffle of motion.

“Hob!  Hob !”

“Matthew!”

“Oh thank fucking God––”

Matthew, with a crash of wings and branches, comes rocketing through a copse of sweet
gums and running cedar, and collides against Hob’s chest with a whump.  

Hob stumbles backward a step, experiencing what he can only guess is the approximation of
a hug.  Matthew’s claws cling to his jumper; his wings, for the briefest moment, splay across
his collarbones and curve around his biceps, and he can feel the rapidity of the raven heart,
pattering a two-step against his sternum.

Just as swiftly as it happened, it’s over.  Matthew pushes himself backwards and flaps to the
ground with a cough, bouncing from one foot to the other, and glancing off to the side of the
path, sheepishly avoiding Hob’s eyes.

“Jesus,” he says.  He sounds hoarse –– Hob wonders how long he’s been looking.  “Jesus
fucking Christ, dude.  I thought you were–– I couldn’t find you.  Like I normally can.  It was
like you weren’t–– I thought––”

“I’m sorry,” says Hob.  “I don’t know what happened, I––”

“And Delirium wouldn’t help me,” Matthew continues.  He’s in his reporting mode, and the
information rattles out breathlessly.  “She just looked at me funny and said you were ‘busy’
but like, who knows what that means, when it’s her talking, and I wasn’t sure if there was
something wrong –– and of course Despair was useless, she wouldn’t say anything –– and



then Delirium wouldn’t come with me, she said she was scared you’d bark at her, which
made me think she’d done some shit to you and you were––”

“I’m alright,” says Hob gently.  “I’m alright.  Really.”

Matthew cuts off.  He peers up at Hob, and he looks small, and worried.

“Dude, it’s–– you’ve been gone since yesterday morning.  It’s Thursday.”

Hob blinks.  “Pardon?”

“Yeah, man.  It’s Thursday morning.  I followed your trail last night, but the marks on the
trees stopped, like, two miles back, and then it got too dark to see –– dude, ravens have shit
night vision –– but, uh, yeah, you’ve been gone for like, 24 hours, at least.”

“Oh.”  Hob pushes a hand through his hair.  This only serves to ruffle the mudbound strands
into stiff peaks.  He wipes his hand  on his jacket, in vain.

“You look like shit,” adds Matthew mildly.  It’s a question, Hob knows.  One he hasn’t yet
mustered the strength to answer. 

In lieu of response, he shrugs, takes a breath, and starts walking back down the trail. 
Matthew flaps up onto his shoulder and settles there, quiet, as they crunch back towards the
car.  It’s a long walk –– he’d covered nearly four miles the previous morning, before the
incident, and he must’ve wandered another two in the fit of hallucination, if Matthew’s
reckoning is right.  Neither of them speak, for a while.  The clouds are hanging lower, today,
as though they might skim the treetops.  There’s a freshness, a silvery sharpness in the air ––
the premonition of snow.

“I had a–– vision,” says Hob at last.

Matthew doesn’t reply, but Hob can almost hear him biting his tongue.

“I saw, ah, loads of dead animals.  Rotting trees.  Like the whole forest was decaying.  And I
saw––”

He hadn’t been spoken to in his home language in so long, it was a miracle he remembered
it.  It was only in hearing the old speech again that he’d realized how profoundly he’d missed
it –– missed being spoken to in his first tongue, called by his first and truest name.  

“I saw my sisters,” he finishes.  “They told me I shouldn’t stay here.  Then I must’ve passed
out.  I was asleep, until a bit ago.”

“Huh,” says Matthew.  “Your sisters?”

“Yeah.  It was, ah.  Strange.”

“Shit, man, yeah, that must’ve–– that’s fucked up.”



Modern English had lost a certain quality of sonic shape, he thinks.  In Middle English, the
words were built to be spoken , read aloud, turned about in the mouth and fit neatly to the
tongue.  The imprint of Matilda’s hand on his brow lingers still; the echo of her speech, so
wrenchingly like home , holds even tighter.

Hob shrugs, gingerly, so as not to displace Matthew’s perch.  

“Sometimes I wish they’d come along, you know.  With the whole immortality thing.  Or
even–– I wish they’d gotten whole lives, you know?  I mean, Matilda was only, ah, let’s see,
eighteen or nineteen, and Maude was about to turn fifteen, when they both–– took sick.”

He shoulders through a mess of dry-stemmed honeysuckle, long past flowering

“I wish I’d had more of them,” he says.  “Or appreciated it more.  Though I suppose that’s
always the issue, isn’t it?  Not knowing what you’ve got.”

“Yeah, it sure fuckin’ be like that, huh.”  

Matthew resettles his claws into the fabric of the coat, fluffing his wings absently.  They
journey on in silence, for a time.  Hob pauses now and then to glance along the edges of the
trail, in the faint hope of finding some scattered remains of what he saw.  The only thing he
discovers is the body of the gray fox, with its bare and slivered teeth, shining dully from their
burial ground.  He stares at it a moment.  There’s no revelation in it –– only a dead thing,
with little left to tell him.

“Y’know,” says Matthew, as they press onwards, “I dunno much about your sisters.  Can I––
I mean, is it cool to ask?”

“Of course.  Please do,” he says, sincerely.  “You know, there are very few people I can tell. 
About them.  Bit hard to translate ‘died of the black plague’ into believable modernity, and
then, especially nowadays, people ask for pictures and all, and past a certain point, it’s really
just been better for me to not mention them, so I never–– I never get to talk about them.  I
told Eleanor, but in those days it was easier, really, to bury relatives without questions being
asked.  She knew.  And, ah, and Death knew, and–– he knew.  He asked.  He saw my dreams,
about them.  So.  It’s, ah, something of an exclusive circle.”

He sidesteps a handful of crinkly brown mushrooms, their caps crackled like the tops of
baked loaves.  To his continued surprise, the exhaustion is well and truly banished.  He’d
forgotten what it was like to really feel rested , and it feels, simply, very good.

“All to say, by all means, ask anything.”

“Cool.  Cool cool cool,” nods Matthew.  “So, uh, Maude and Matilda, right?”

“Right.  Tilde was two years my senior, Maude a year younger.”

“Huh.  I could, like, totally see some middle child energy going on.  Though, like, you always
gave me big older brother vibes.”

“ ‘Older brother vibes’?”



“Older brothers are cool.  I always wanted an older brother, when I was a kid.”

“Hm.  Thanks, then.”

“So, uh, what were they like?”

Hob tries to find adequate words to parcel them up, contain them in language.  It’s at once
harder and easier than he’d thought it would be.

“Well,” he begins, “Ah, let’s see.  Maude was my mam’s baby, from the first minute.  She
was born early, and her bones were always thin, like a bird, so she was fit to fuss over, which
mam loved to do.  She was bright, too, smart as a whip.  Always thinking.  Had a, a little line,
right here––”  He taps a finger between his brows.  “––and mam said she came out of the
womb with it, with her eyebrows drawn, like she was already musing about something.”

“Was she like, annoying-smart, or quiet-smart?”

“Utterly irritating sort of smart,” laughs Hob. “God’s wounds, not a thing you could do that
she wouldn’t tell you how to do better.  Of course, she’d never lift a finger to do it herself. 
More fond of giving orders.  Pa called her Marshal Maudekin.”

“Marshal?  Jeez, I bet she was a terror sometimes.”

“No doubt.  Tilde never stood for it, though.  Tilde could smack you upside the head fierce
enough to set your ears ringing, and you stopped whatever you were doing right quick after
that.”

Of the things he’s held to, the feel of that wallop to the crown has persisted boldly amid
legions of forgotten details.  Matilda had pinpoint accuracy and a perfected ability to channel
frustration into measured force.  Never so hard it’d start anyone wailing, but hard enough to
brook no further argument.   He can sort of feel it now, the rocking thud of it, and absurdly,
he misses it.

“They always dubbed me the brawler of the family, but I think Tilde’s the one who started me
fighting.  She honed my reflexes with all her throwing things at me.  Evidently I was a
menace when I was small, always hollering and yanking on her skirts and kicking her shins
when she shooed me away.  But Lord preserve anyone who crossed me or Maude –– Tilde
had wrath like a Valkyrie.  The boys in the village were half in love with her, half terrified of
her.”

In talking about them, the cobwebs in the recesses of his mind are beginning to fall away a
bit.  He holds the little shards of long-unspoken recollection up to the light of retelling, and
discovers a crop of fresh facets, newly remembered.

“She was the local beauty,” he adds, slowly, as it returns to him.  “She’d always fret over her
few freckles.  Hated them, though mam insisted they were fetching.  Maude and I were
devoted to her, crotchety as she could be, and I know she would’ve–– would’ve done
anything for us, I think.  When Maude took sick, she was by her bedside all hours of the day
and night.  I remember––”



It’s a blurry thing, fogged over, but he winnows it patiently from its distant alcove, and the
picture emerges as though through frosted glass –– Matilda lined out in firelight, leaning over
the mound of bedclothes and murmuring a courtly fable, the first dark blots of plague-spots
just appearing on the back of her neck.  

“We had a fire burning, to keep out the midwinter cold, trying to get Maude to stop shivering,
and Tilde–– she was telling her a story about Lady Guinevere and Sir Lancelot.  She had such
a way of talking, good for spinning tales.  Always knew where to put the pauses, and if you
caught her in the right turn, she’d even do the voices.”

He lapses into silence, the short loop of memory replaying in his mind’s eye.  Matthew’s
quiet takes on a thoughtful air.  

They cover some ground.  The gray sky brightens towards midday, and the shoreline of the
lake peeks between the trunks, harkening familiar ground.

“They sound really cool,” says Matthew finally.  “And, y’know, I think you took a lot from
them.  You tell a good story yourself.”  

“Thanks.”

“I really mean it, dude.  Wish I could’ve met them.”

Hob chuckles.  “Maude would’ve gone bonkers.  She was daft for animals.  A talking raven
may well have been the finest thing she could conceive of.”

Matthew hesitates.

“Uh.  Y’know, I’ve always wanted to like–– alright, this is gonna sound stupid––”

“No, no, come on, you’re alright.”

Matthew clears his throat, almost bashfully.

“Well, uh.  When I was a kid, I, um, I was a big fan of fantasy shit–– like, weird nerd books,
dragons, ancient curses, D&D stuff, all that.  Like, me and my friends used to run, I dunno,
three simultaneous campaigns and shit, so more of us could DM, and honestly it was super
rad–– fuck, man, we were total dorks.  Anyway, I always loved, like, the idea of, y’know,
having a familiar?  And when I was even younger, I mean, half the kids’ fantasy books I read,
all the kids had like, a cool animal companion and shit––”

Matthew looks pensively out into the trees.

“Kinda ironic, what happened to me, I guess.  Glorified familiar, that’s me.  But, uh, since
becoming a raven and all, I’ve always thought that it’d be cool to be some kid’s, like, rad
adventure sidekick.  Travel to Narnia, take down evil wizards, be home by dinner sorta deal.”

He waves a wing vaguely.



“So, hey, me and Maude coulda been a fantasy book duo, y’know?  Sure wouldn’t mind
someone thinking I was hot shit for being a talking bird.”

Hob smiles.  It’s the first smile in a month that’s felt a little closer to easy.

“That’s, ah, surprisingly sweet.”

“I’ve got layers.  I’m capable of fuckin’, uh, emotional vulnerability and shit.  I contain
multitudes or whatever.”

“I think you could’ve held your own against her sharp tongue, too.”

“Fuck yeah I could’ve.  No fourteen-year-old could take me.”

“She was, ah, acerbic, to say the least.  She once compared my intelligence, in great detail, to
the arse of our cow.  Peppered in apt metaphors about the fleas and everything.”

“Shit.  Brutal.  What’d you say back?”

Hob thinks about it.

“Uh.  I think I may have just pushed her into a ditch, actually.”

They hike the rest of the way to the car, chatting idly.  Hob swaps a few stories –– Matilda’s
disastrous attempt at making her own dress, his first stumbling May Day dance where he
crashed headfirst into the carpenter’s pretty daughter, Maude distracting the baker with an
argument on proper kneading technique while Hob swiped a couple little cakes with dried
fruits for them to split –– in exchange for Matthew’s ready caws of laughter.  It passes the
long walk swiftly, and when they finally emerge into the clearing where the Subaru is parked,
Hob’s steps are a little lighter, his breath raggedy and sweet with exertion.  

Despair is sat by the water, letting her rats splash around in the shallows.  Delirium, who is
weaving herself into a fine Persian rug hung from a branch, collapses into a mound of threads
against the trunk on the sight of them.  

The fibers swarm up into her human shape, and she looks at Hob almost fearfully through her
bleached bangs, tucking herself into her immense leather coat.

“I’m sorry,” she babbles, “I’m really sorry, I couldn’t, I don’t know how to do anything else,
it’s not my fault you saw them, it was just a reminder, I was worried you’d stop here all the
way and you’re not supposed to stop here, sorry sorry––”

“Del,” says Hob, “Slow down, I’m––”

“ ––please don’t be mad at me I hate it when people are mad at me I get all crinkly and
shredded up and made to bits and I don’t like it please don’t–– ”

“––I’m not angry with you, Del.”



Delirium pauses.  Her mismatched eyes blink owlishly at him, flicking off sparks like
firecrackers. 

“ You’re not? ”

“I’m not.”

He crouches next to her.

“I know you didn’t mean to be unkind, or, ah, upset me.  It wasn’t exactly pleasant, mind, but
don’t fret over it.  It’s hardly your fault I didn’t sleep for two days.  I rather had it coming.”

He carefully lays a hand on her stiff shoulder, gives it a bit of a squeeze.

“You are what you are,” he says.  “Besides, I haven’t the heart to be mad at you, miting.” 

She squints at him.  The butterfly blue and silver-speckled neon green glint electric.

“Are you true blue certain?”

“Cross my heart.”

This seems to assuage her.  Her face splits into a grin that multiplies along her skin, until her
neck and hands are bursting with toothy smiles.

“You look like a wild beast, muddy pup, sticks in your hair like a Maenad after the Bacchanal
dance revolution.  Mud reminds me of worms remind me of early birds remind me of fletched
feathers remind me of epaulets–– here, man in uniform, spiffy up.”

Delirium takes his cheeks roughly between her hands and gives it a bit of a friendly shake. 
The dirt and debris on his face and clothes slop up into a little pack of toy soldiers made of
mud.  They clamor marching orders in a reedy, unknowable language, and rappel down his
back, where they march off into the grass.  She ruffles his hair.

“ Whistle clean, whistlin’ Dixie .”

Hob grins.

“Thanks very much.  Come along –– I think we’d best hit the road.”

He stands, and offers his hand.  Delirium takes it and leaps to her feet, then gallops towards
the car.

“ Shotgun! ” she howls.

Hob packs up the car and bundles up his things.  Despair herds her rats back into the folds of
her sweater; they absorb into the weave and wriggle into a cable knit.  She gives Hob a
measured look.



“ Delirium does her best, ” she says.  “ But most grow frustrated with her.  Brother managed
patience, and it seems you do, too. ”

“I think I’d feel like a cad if I berated her for her nature.”

“ The fact that she can’t change doesn’t make her any easier to bear.  You should have known
her when she was Delight.  She was a different creature. ”  

Despair watches as Delirium, ribbons twirling at her heels, clambers into the passenger seat
and starts trying to find the Christmas radio station, much to Matthew’s squawking chagrin.

“ Little sister, ” she sighs.  “ We were friends, once. ”

“Well, siblings are challenging.”

Despair levels him with a flat stare. 

“ A profound understatement. ”

Hob slams the trunk, then leans against it, gazing out onto the peaks and troughs of the
rippling lake.  It reflects the sky almost perfectly, so that the doe-tawny trunks plunge
downward, into a well of ruched tulle clouds. 

“What’s your endgame, here?” he asks.

Despair leans next to him, and regards the lake with lightless eyes.

“ I am that I am, like my sister, like all my family.  There’s no objective.  We do what we’re
made to.  If we’re lucky, we refine it to art. ”  She rolls the tail of a rat around her fingers,
weaving it into a hanging cat’s cradle.  “ Artists sometimes speak of suffering as divine. ”

“Eh, I dunno,” says Hob.

“ Oh? ”  

“I mean, I’ve never really bought all that ‘art has to be pain’ talk,” he elaborates.  “I don’t
think a story or a painting or what have you has to be full of suffering to have value.  Not that
suffering is meaningless, or can’t inspire great works, just–– I think it’s not right to glorify it
as art.  Pain isn’t art.  It’s just pain.”

Despair considers him a moment, then, silently, shrugs.  She uses the rat tail to tie back her
hair, though a few heavy strands still cling to her face.

“ Nashville, next? ”

“Chattanooga, first.  I could do with a real bed, I think.  Then Nashville.”

“ Hm.  I knew Johnny Cash, for a time, and Elvis, in his later years.  Wonderful miseries, the
both of them.  Dry aged, almost. ”



Hob pushes himself off the car and starts fishing for the keys.

“Well, we’d best be going.  It’s a ways to the next stop.”

“ Are you still convinced you can outrun this? ”

He pauses.  The water tumbles onto the shore, recedes, and returns, again and again.

“No,” he admits at last.  “I think I know better.  But I’ve got nothing else to do.  Until I figure
where to go, I may as well muck about.”

Despair says nothing.  When they rumble back towards the main road, he feels her look like a
numbing cream on his neck only briefly, before she turns her stare out the window.  The radio
blares “White Christmas”; Delirium sings along, and Matthew pretends he’s not enjoying it. 
They hit the highway, and, driving eastbound, Hob thinks of Matilda’s quiet voice reciting
Arthurian fables, her bowed back made radiant in the breathy glow of firelight. 

 

+++

 

After an hour on the road, somewhere past 11, they’re cruising down the 280 through Arden,
NC.  The radio is playing Eartha Kitt’s "Santa Baby", and Delirium is humming pleasantly
along, making fields of miniature sunflowers bloom along her forearms.  Hob has the
window cracked, smoking a cigarette.  He’s settling into the monotony of driving, sliding into
the easy rhythm of it.  It’s calming, even sort of meditative.  

Matthew, who had been doing a bit of preening and dropping stray feathers into the
cupholder, catches sight of a sign towering over the road.  He stares at it, blinking.  Hob
glances at Matthew’s sudden stillness, then the sign, but makes nothing of it.  

Matthew, on the other hand, erupts into an excited caw.  He throws up his wings, heartily
smacking Delirium and Hob in the process.

“ Watch it, Mattie-bird! ” grouses Delirium.

“Dude!  Dude dude dude!”  Matthew hopes up and down with delight.  “Holy fuck, you gotta
stop!  It’s a fucking Cracker Barrel!”

“What?” 

Matthew starts pecking at Hob’s elbow. Hob tries to jerk his arm away, but there’s not a lot of
room to dodge, and Matthew is swift and determined. 

“Ow!  Christ!”

“Cracker Barrel!  Holy shit, my guy, have you never been to Cracker Barrel ?  Pull over right
fucking now!  We’re hitting that fuckin’ all-day country breakfast menu baby!  Yee fuckin’



haw!”

“ Ow !”  Hob manages to avoid one stab of the persistent beak, at the cost of swerving
towards the center line.  A jacked-up Ford speeds past him, leaning on the horn and flipping
him the finger.  “Matthew, will you cut that out ?”

“Cracker Barrel!”  Peck.  “Cracker Barrel!”  Peck.

Delirium, thrilled to engage in mayhem of any kind, unquestioningly takes up the chant.

“Cracker Barrel! ”

“Cracker Barrel!”

“Cracker Barrel! ”

“Cracker Ba––”

“So help me God, I will run this car off the road!”

“Only if it’s towards the Cracker––”

“Fine!  Okay!  Alright!  We will go to the bloody fucking Cracker Barrel!”

Matthew and Delirium burst into whoops and cheers.  In the backseat, Hob thinks he almost
catches a whiff of a smile even from Despair.  He’s grinning himself –– Matthew and
Delirium, together, are utterly insufferable.

In the parking lot, Matthew and Delirium race out of the car, still chanting.  Hob glances
towards Despair, in the rearview –– she blinks at him, blandly.

“Hungry?” he offers.

“ Who would I be to refuse Cracker Barrel, ” she says flatly.

The hodgepodge quartet strolls up to the wide faux-farmhouse porch, decked out not only in
stars and stripes bunting, but also thick, plastic garlands of fake pine bound with gingham
bows.  Cracker Barrel does Christmas, of that there is no doubt –– no pole is left without a
tangle of greenery, no cane-back rocking chair spared from an egregiously festive pillow. 
They’ve hardly entered the building, and already the place, strung up in Christmas chintz and
the artifice of peeling paint, is oozing distilled, commercialized Southern-ness.  

Matthew snags a seat on Delirium’s shoulder just as she barrels through the wreath-sporting
front doors.  When Hob crosses the threshold, Despair in his wake, he is assaulted by such
absurd quantities of Americana he can’t help but feel a perverse admiration.  The store ––
which, in a brilliant marketing ploy, must be traversed before you can enter the restaurant ––
is an amalgamation of country-chic kitsch, Coca-Cola Santas and reproduction vintage
ornaments on the counters, LED-nosed Rudolphs and red-cheeked angles alike suspended
from the high rafters.  The overstuffed shelves sport ribboned jam jars and holly-printed
notebooks, amid legions of wooden nutcrackers in both formal dress and hunter’s camo. 



Every decorative sign board is in the same curly chalk-white cursive, and all of them say
things like “Trespassers will be offered a shot” and “Live, laugh, love, Amen”.  An
overpowering one-two punch of Yankee Candle cinnamon-spice and distant frying eggs are
forming a complex new atmosphere, decidedly different from any earthly air.  

He stands just past the threshold, for a minute, adjusting.  It’s a total onslaught of visual
information, and if the intent is to bewilder into submission, it’s most definitely working.

Delirium, with pure wonder in her eyes, is enchanted immediately by a Christmas village of
ceramic houses, encircled by a puffing model train.  Matthew, on her shoulder, nudges her
towards the next room, but she, willfully oblivious, seizes up a snow globe featuring a Ford
pickup with a Christmas tree in its flatbed, and watches with total absorption as the specks of
snow flurry around it.  When she winds the bottom and discovers it plunks out a tinkly
rendition of "Home for the Holidays", she lets out a surprised laugh, and starts winding every
other snowglobe on the shelf, until a cacophony of tunes, spanning "Baby, It’s Cold Outside" 
to "We Three Kings", is joining the existing soundtrack of "Santa Clause is Coming' to
Town" already crooning through the speakers.

“ This is unbearable, ” says Despair darkly.

Hob opens his mouth to protest, but he can’t decide whether or not she’s right.

“It’s, ah, certainly something,” he concedes.

Matthew and Delirium beat them to a table in the dining room, which is a touch less
Christmassy and about thirty times more God-bless-America.  Hob counts not one but three
flags –– one by the entrance, and two others flanking the stone fireplace, which itself is
dripping with fairy lights and garlands of holly.  A few square feet of wall decor might sport
the taxidermied head of a buck, a cast-iron skillet, two mounted shotguns, and a wicker
snowshoe.  When Hob glances up as he shrugs off his coat, the buck’s glass eyes gaze
balefully back, as though resentful of being displayed in the company of cooking implements
and fake horseshoes.

“Isn’t this fucking incredible ?” whispers Matthew.  Delirium, whose rapidity of chameleon
color changes is mostly hidden under her coat, starts pawing through the menu.  Despair
looks as though she’d like to melt into the wall, or, alternatively, burn the whole place down.

Before he can respond, a waitress, whose apron is embroidered with the name “Brooke”, has
approached, bearing a funny expression and a tray with three glasses of water.

“Howdy, folks,” she recites, “welcome to Cracker Barrel, my name is Brooke and I’ll be
taking care of y’all today.”  

Her tone of voice –– pleasant, well-practiced at managing warmth –– does not match the
stare she’s giving first Matthew, then Hob, then Matthew again.

“But, uh, sir,” she says haltingly, “we, uh, I don’t think we allow, um, crows––”

“Ra––”



Delirium helpfully pinches Matthew’s beak shut.

“ He’s a raven.”

“––in the restaurant.”

Hob appraises the situation, then summons up six centuries of weaponized charm.

“I’m terribly sorry, Brooke,” he says, just a calculated hair shy of smooth.  “It’s, ah, well, I
know it’s rather odd, but my sister, Delilah, there, she just can’t bear to be parted from him.”

Delirium, who seems thrilled at the prospect of playacting, pats Matthew’s head on cue, and
offers him a sip from her water, smiling so sweetly it could cause cavities on impact.  Brooke
eyes the pair suspiciously, so Hob turns the dials up to eleven.

“I know it’s a dreadful imposition.”  He twists his mouth wryly, feigning an absent-minded
habit as he pushes the cuffs of his jumper up on his forearms.  “Believe me, we’ve had a
rotten time getting any place to let us in.  But, well, my sisters and I have been on the road for
nearly a week, and not once been able to sit down and share a meal, with the trouble we’ve
had with going anywhere with Matthew–– that’s the raven–– and I was so hoping we might
be able to have a spot of breakfast, together, someplace as…cozy and warm as this.”

He smiles, crookedly, and runs a hand through his hair to feign sheepishness.

“If it wasn’t obvious, we’re well and truly from out of town,” he laughs mildly.  

Under the force of Hob’s sheer good naturedness, Brooke is beginning to soften.

“Well, now, I wouldn’t want to give y’all the wrong impression of Southern hospitality, seein’
as you’re new to these parts,” she says.  “I just don’t want my manager to make a fuss if your
rav–– if Matthew here gets up to any trouble.”

Hob tilts his eyebrows, pure puppy dog, and nods sympathetically.  He’s well aware his
current state –– tired eyed, stubbly, probably reeking of nicotine –– is not suitable for peak
performance in the charm department, but the Gadling grin is proven failure-proof. 

“Of course, of course–– you have my word that he’ll be on his best behavior.”  He grins,
near-roguish, all off-axis, leaning in just a touch in conspiratorial fashion.  “Really.  Matthew
is very polite.”

While his glare towards Hob is sharp enough to kill, Matthew nonetheless does a convincing
little bow in Brooke’s direction.  Between that, Delirium’s wide and convincingly hopeful
eyes, and Hob’s earth-scorching grin, Brooke, at last, relents.

“Well, he sure seems good-mannered,” she smiles.  “Guess it can’t hurt.  Now, what can I get
started for you travelers?”

As soon as she’s taken orders and exited earshot, Matthew pecks the back of Hob’s hand.

“Ow!”



“I resent having to play a pet,” grumbles Matthew.  “And I’m real fuckin’ polite, thanks very
much.”

“Really?  This is the thanks I get for bringing you here, footing the bill, ensuring we don’t get
tossed to the curb?”

“I stand by my statement.  Also, hey man, busting out the old pushing-up-the-sleeve move? 
C’mon.  I could see through that shit a mile away.  You really conned her out of bringing up
all the fuckin’ health code violations, didn’t ya.”

“It’s not my fault I’m so naturally devastating,” says Hob, suppressing any hint of smugness. 
“Or that I’ve got nice forearms.”

“Jesus, no wonder you weaseled out of dying,” laughs Matthew.  “Uh, thanks for getting us
not kicked out,” he adds belatedly, with a bob of his head.

“Least I could do.  So, is the food here good?”

“Oh, fuck no, not at all.  I mean, like, it’s not bad, but I wouldn’t call it good.”

Hob stares at him.

“You don’t come here for the food ,” declares Matthew.  He spreads his wings wide.  “You
come here for the ambiance .”  

“The ambience,” echoes Hob flatly.

“Absolutely.  Dude, c’mon, I mean, you ever fuckin’ seen anything like this ?  This is
America, baby!”

Hob can’t argue with that.

The food is tolerable, and, at minimum, filling enough to fortify him for the drive ahead. 
Brooke is friendly; she makes small talk about gas prices and the impending holidays, and is
thrilled to feed Matthew a torn bit of pancake.  Matthew takes this in stride, though Hob
expects he’ll be getting some retributive pecks later.  When he mentions they’re headed for
Chattanooga, Brooke visibly brightens.

“My best friend from high school, she lives there, in Southside Gardens,” she explains,
pouring a refill on Hob’s coffee.  “I go there all the time.  You end up bein’ in the mood for a
drink, you should hit the Exile off Main.  Best dive in the city, I’ll tell you that.”

Hob makes a note of this.  He wouldn’t mind an actual bar to drink in –– the passive
company sounds nice.  Brooke points out a scenic route on the map, crossing through
Nantahala National Forest, and when they pay up, Hob thanks her heartily for both the
leeway on the raven issue and the hospitality.  He’s still not feeling like himself –– something
is still tiring, in the talking –– but it’s better than it has been.  Maybe he’s still riding the wave
of the well-rested feeling, but he’s not so drained, swapping short stories on favorite dives, as
he would have been a week ago.



Stuffed and sated on the bounty of biscuits, bacon, and endless pancakes, they hit the road
once more.  Brooke’s suggested route adds a few hours, but Hob is in no rush, and the
scenery sounds lovely enough to be worth the detour.  They take NC-280 back out of Arden,
and hit US-64, which winds in a curve dipping towards the South Carolina border, snaking
through small towns and thick trees.  It’s lovely, even overcast and stripped –– the trees are
all utility in December, but their sheer proliferation, their graceful limbs, still holds a spare,
organic beauty.  The road rises and falls, and the houses and gas stations blur until they’re
indistinguishable, until there’s only the constant ribbon of the road and the reaching trees.  He
stops just before the Tennessee border just after 4 PM, at a Citgo in Murphy, to fill up the
tank and have a smoke by the curb.  The cold is still bitter, still heavy with portents of snow,
but it’s nice to stretch out his knees a bit, restock on chips and beef jerky for the insatiable
Delirium.  It’s good, he realizes, to stand somewhere new, totally unknown, in a place he’s
only passing through.  There’s a freedom to it –– maybe here, where even the names of chain
stores are strangers, his grief will be unrecognizable, and he need bear it less.

And the dream has changed him, somehow –– the presence of the distant light has turned the
walking and the hands and the touch from futile things to parts of a goal.  There’s an
objective.  He’s not eager to get back to sleep –– he won’t let the temptation of being held
overrun him, powerful as it is –– but he’s less afraid of it than he was.

Matthew bonks his head on the horn to let Hob know he’s been taking entirely too long with
the cig.  Hob snubs out the cigarette on the sidewalk, and heads back to deal with the pump.

They make Chattanooga by 6, though night has already eagerly fallen.  Chattanooga is an old
railroad town, whose industrial skyline sits low in the scenery, enveloped by the far-off
silhouettes of tree-tufted mountains.  He cruises in on I-24 through the dregs of post-work
traffic and cuts off onto South Kelley, a street of gabled craftsman houses and brick ranchers
enclosed by chain-link fences; curtained windows douse shaggy front lawns in incandescent
golds and TV screen blues, and the contorted arms of oaks tangle twiggy fingers with the
draped telephone wires.  Matthew had called for a break from 24/7 Christmas feat. Mariah
Carey and George Michael, so it’s Jeff Buckley’s Grace on the speakers tonight, his voice all
wine-dark and floating out the cracked window into the sharp night.  They take East Main, to
better get the lay of the land and scout out a hotel.  Hob stops off at the Ace Market to restock
on Luckies, and a few blocks down rustles up a feast of Guatemalan cuisine at a hole-in-the-
wall called San Marcos –– al pastor tacos, chicken chimichangas, and a few quesadillas, with
copious chips and hot salsa.  They eat while idling in the lot, Buckley singing "Lilac Wine" 
like it’s breathing, Matthew and Delirium battling amiably over the last of the chips.  

Hob watches them –– Delirium is at an advantage, being able to multiply her hands into
swarming legions, but Matthew fights dirty –– and is torn by a yawning need to share this
stupid, miniscule moment with him .  

“Love, let me sleep tonight on your couch, and remember the smell of the fabric of your
simple city dress…”

He’d turn his chisel-honed nose up at the indignity of melty cheese and grouse about the
mess, which of course wouldn’t stop him from wolfing down tacos with sloppy enthusiasm
–– when he indulged with the physicality of eating, as he did always in Hob’s company, he



leapt in all the way.  The red smear of spiced juices would stand stark on the white chin, no
doubt a spot of salsa somehow on the tip of his nose; he’d steal bites of Hob’s chimichanga
under the innocuous guise of experiencing the full scope of such human fare –– it would befit
me to understand my wards in totality, of course ; he’d chide Delirium and Matthew for
quarreling like children and then swoop in and snatch the chips while he had them
distracted.  

“We walked around ‘til the moon got full like a plate, and the wind blew an invocation, and I
fell asleep at the gate…”

Through some influence of eldritch-ness, Hob imagines –– or maybe no such thing, maybe
the way he had with light wasn’t ever his doing, but Hob’s, the filter of his own devoted sight
–– through magic or the force of being loved, he would somehow make the paltry overhead
interior lights of the car into cathedral beams of flaxen white-gold, and with radiance in his
hair and sour cream in the corner of his mouth, God in heaven, he would be beautiful .  When
kissed, irresistible, he would taste like cumin and chilis.  

“Yo, ground control to Major Hob.”

Hob blinks.  Matthew waves a wing in front of his face.

“You good, my guy?  You totally spaced.”

“Yeah.  Yeah, sorry, I’m alright,” says Hob quickly.  “Just, a, got a bit lost in thought.”

“Alrighty.  No worries, man.  Just checkin’.  Anyway, now that you’re back, can you tell
Delirium to stop being such a fuckin’ hog and give me a goddamn corn chip?”

“ You had your share, corn chip carrion crow! ”

“Uh, no, I haven’t, because you’ve been fuckin’ hoarding them, jerk!”

Delirium sticks her tongue out at him.

“Ooh, wooooow , Del, real mature,” snipes Matthew, who, in a display of truly adult wisdom,
headbuts her in the arm and uses her momentary distraction to seize a beakful of chips and
flee to the backseat.  Despair, as neutral as a Swiss bank, takes one of Matthew’s chips as
payment and builds a little fortress of rats around him.

“I love you, but I’m afraid to love you –– I love you, but I’m afraid to love you…”

Hob thinks of how he’d fit here –– and like it’s real and just past reach, he sees him
superimposed onto the passenger’s seat.  He’s his old perfect monochrome, with blue eye and
taco-stained fingertips exclamations of living color.  The mismatched eyes crinkle at the
corners; the smile tilts, pink and red and half-dimpled; and for a moment, the mouth opens,
exhales, rounds towards the shape of his name––

“Christ, I’d kill for a real bed,” Hob says, crumpling up his napkin.  “Let’s get a move on.”



A few blocks off of Main, they discover the Chattanooga Choo Choo hotel, set in the midst of
an old trainyard and aglow with holiday lights.  The hotel advertises a Winter Wonderland,
complete with hot cocoa and ice skating, and Delirium, on sight of all the locomotive
signage, starts eagerly reciting facts about early steam engines.  Hob is a sucker for her
genuine enthusiasm, so he parks the car and shuffles them all into the lobby (even Matthew,
who turns a few heads).  Delirium hums the old Glen Miller song as Hob makes nice with the
concierge, who offers them the option of staying in a refurbished train car, which Hob thinks
he’d be a fool to turn down.

The car is narrow, but furnished with 40’s and 50’s pieces that make Hob a little nostalgic –– 
glass-paned wall sconces, oak bedside tables with curving legs and claw feet, a hazy gold
ambiance of lamplight.  Delirium makes herself at home in the overhead luggage rack, a
gelatinous, multicolored pile nested in blankets from the car, and Matthew settles up next to
her.  Hob takes a hot shower that outstrips any possible heaven, and when he returns, the two
are asleep, and Despair is lounging with a gaggle of rats on the second bed, watching a
Kitchen Nightmares rerun on the TV.

“I’m going out,” says Hob, shrugging on his coat.  He’s made himself swap out the Olympics
jumper for a chunky forest green cable knit, which felt as though he was tearing off his own
skin.  The jumper is folded on one of the pillows of his double bed, and he presses a hand to
it as he passes, just to feel it.

Despair doesn’t look away from the TV.  Gordon Ramsey spits something profane about a
muffin.

“ There’s Harpy hunger on the streets tonight, ” she states.  “ Be sure you don’t get bitten. ”

Hob isn’t entirely sure what to make of this, so he lets it lie and heads for the Exile.

It’s a short walk, and, nearing 8 on a Thursday night, not terribly crowded, though the
backlots he passes, greened with turf and strung over with Edison bulbs, emit peals of
laughter and the muted clamor of conversation.  The Exile turns out to be a low brick
building half-covered over with wild and browning vines; on the roof, lining the edge, is a
row of some ten or twelve plastic, lit-up Santa figurines, all smiling with ruddy-cheeked
cheer down on the sidewalk.  Hob passes beneath their magnanimous, whiskered faces, and
enters the bar.

It’s a narrow barroom lit in black light and one or two incandescent lamps –– the bartop,
tables, and muddle of mid-week patrons are all cast in heady purple and brassy gold.  A
window set into the pockmarked brick behind the bar looks out onto a sheltered patio, where
a gaggle of drinkers are clustered in pockets around a fire pit, reduced to an impression of
highlights, bounced off cheekbones, white and toothy smiles, the shiny peaks of folds in
windbreakers and leather jackets.  Hall & Oates’ Maneater underscores the low roar of
conversation and the clink of glassware.  

Hob snags the first open stool, relishing the sheltering warmth of a small and populated
space.  There’s an enveloping feel to strangers’ laughing conversations.  It’s a thing he’s sunk
into more times than he might count –– the centuries may have changed interminably, but the
inside of a bar has always remained the inside of a bar. 



He orders an old fashioned, and takes a breath.  The drink is good –– whiskey sharp and
smooth as butter.  He thinks about Despair’s veiled warning, but he can’t make heads or tails
of it.  Customers cycle in and out, snagging tallboys for the patio, doing shots of Fireball.  He
doesn’t pay them much mind.  

There’s a rumble of a chuckle through the partly-open window, just on the edge of familiar.  

Hob finishes his drink, and motions for a second.

A smear of violet-lit blonde saunters through the patio door in his periphery.  His arm is slung
around unknown shoulders, and his half-turned face is split with the vehemence of his tiger
grinning.  Hob looks into the amber of his new drink, and shuts his eyes, for just a moment,
just to settle into the crash of the space.

Something rustles beside him –– filling the empty seat.  He sighs.  He’s not sure he’s up for
being chatted up, or chatting in return.

When he opens his eyes, a rebuff already loaded onto his tongue, the words die off in his
mouth.  Instead, he goes still, and stares down the inscrutable black lenses, the sheen of
goldenrod and magenta off perfect white teeth. 

“Drinking alone?” asks the Corinthian.
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Hob stares.  Rapidly, he weighs the options –– make a scene and punch him in the face,
which is what every alarm bell in his head is screaming for, or bridle it all with reason and
with the promise he’d been given, that this one was different than the last.

“C’mon, Robert, not even a ‘hello’?  Not so much as a ‘howdy’?”

The Corinthian presses a palm to his chest, tilting his eyebrows.

“You’re sure hurting my feelings.”

Hob uses every scrap of his willpower and does not hit him with a right hook.

“Do you want something?” he asks stiffly.



“Yeah, sure.  Whatever you’re having.”

“That’s not–– right.  Fine.  Whatever.”

The Corinthian receives his own old fashioned and takes an appreciative sip, tilting his head
so the line of his jaw is cut from the purple ground in a ruled slice of highlighting amber. 
Hob resists the urge to roll his eyes.  New dog, old tricks, he thinks.

The Corinthian hums, low in his throat.

“Not bad,” he concludes.  “So, what’s a guy like you doing in a place like this?”

“Very original.  As I recall, you had the same opening last time around.”

Something passes over the Corinthian’s face that Hob has never seen before –– a twitch of a
furrow in his brow, a breath of falter in the canine smile –– and then it’s gone, smoothed over
with a gravely chuckle.

“Hey, if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”  He tilts his head.  “Didn’t expect to cross your path this
side of the ol’ pond, Robert.  Doing a little sightseeing?”

Hob shrugs.  His shoulders are pulled taught, and his hand around his glass is on the brink of
white-knuckled.  The reflection of his pose off the dark lenses –– so dark the light sinks into
them and can’t escape, like the event horizon of a black hole –– is one curve of tensed
muscle.  It’s not easy to swallow the self-preserving terror that wants to lay that lounging
predator low with a barstool to the head.  

He channels the urge into a hefty swig of his drink and curtness in his voice.  Maybe he’ll
just go away, though this thought is almost laughable.

“You could say that,” says Hob.  

“I could say a lotta things.  Why don’t you tell me which ones you wanna hear?”

The Corinthian leans a forearm on the bar, and Hob gets the crawling sensation of being
scrutinized.  He can almost feel the trace of sight down his profile, from the harsh-edged crop
of hair over his forehead, down the bow of his nose and the cleft of his chin, trailing
languidly over his Adam’s apple.  It makes him shudder; it’s like the enamel of incisors,
winnowing out a shivery awareness of his own bones and cartilage beneath the thin
protection of skin.

Hob clenches his teeth, and makes himself look into the black and swallowing lenses.  The
Corinthian is curved in so close that his arm is almost touching Hob’s, and Hob can feel the
burn of his absurd body heat, permeating the cotton of his button down and gnashing at
Hob’s bicep. 

“Right,” Hob says darkly, “I want to make a few things clear.  Whatever you’re after, I don’t
have it.  Whatever you’re offering, I don’t want it.  And if you so much as cough wrong in
my direction, I won’t hesitate to break my knuckles on your skull.”



“What if I’m only after a little conversation?  What if all I’m offering is a drink?”

Hob frowns.  The Corinthian doesn’t flinch, doesn’t move beyond a minute tilt of his head. 
In such brashly colored light, expressions and detail are more obscured, but Hob is hard
pressed to find any guile in the now close-lipped, crooked smile.  If anything –– if he didn’t
know far better –– he might even call the look hopeful.

“A chat and a drink?” Hob echoes warily.  “Really?”

The Corinthian nods, once.  A stray curve of blonde comes loose from his pushed-back ruff
and sags over his forehead.  This is part of what’s throwing him off, Hob realizes.  Before, he
was an ancient, clever malice; centuries of honing, producing an edge that cut tendon and
resistance like paper.  That’s dimmed, now.  Instead, he looks…young.

“Why?” asks Hob.

The Corinthian only shrugs.

Hob thinks, for a long moment.

“Alright,” he concedes, slowly.  “But if you try anything, I’ll shatter your stupid teeth against
this bar, understand?”

The Corinthian just stares at him.  Hob stares back.  Eventually, the Corinthian holds out his
hand.

“Deal.”

Hob bites his tongue, takes a breath, and shakes his hand.  His palm is smooth, with the early
shadows of calluses –– hilt calluses, Hob recognizes, wear and tear from wielding knives ––
and his grip is just this side of too firm.  But the Corinthian only lets the touch linger a
fraction of a second past acceptable, and when he trails his fingers at Hob’s wrist and over the
hourglass lines of Hob’s own palm, lets his thumb just pause over the cusp of Hob’s knuckle,
it’s not entirely lascivious.  It’s more like sight through touch –– a curious mapping of texture
and shape.  

The Corinthian lays his hand back on his section of the bar and stays quiet, still examining
Hob.  Hob flickers his eyes back and forth between the lenses, but they do their job and
reveal nothing, so he gives up and amuses himself with swirling his drink in his glass.  

After a long moment, the Corinthian leans back and takes a swig of his drink.  There’s less
artifice in it this time around.  It’s fast and fluid, as ever, but not gratuitous.  Just efficient. 
He doesn’t speak.  Hob is disarmed by the silence.

The speakers switch to Billy Idol’s Rebel Yell .  The Corinthian taps his fingers on the bar in
time, hums along under his breath.  Hob observes him, as subtly as he can, and the Corinthian
either doesn’t notice or doesn’t care.  There’s nothing particularly different about his
appearance –– same slicked back scruffy blonde, cream-toned shirt unbuttoned with the same



old measured indecency, and that’s not a face he’s going to forget, not for a long time –– save
for one thing. 

Hob gestures to the fine scar bifurcating the Corinthian’s eye.

“New look?  Didn’t notice, before.”

The Corinthian twists his mouth funny, between a smile and grimace.

“Parting gift from my maker.”  The Corinthian passes a finger, lightly, down the white line,
skipping over the point it vanishes beneath his lenses and tracing its conclusion just above his
rakish dimple.  “A souvenir of my first life.  He was always big on the symbolism.”

“Hm.”  

Hob steadies himself.  He doesn’t want to ask, but the way it hurts is something to feel.  

“And how are things in the Dreaming these days?”

The Corinthian doesn’t respond for a moment.  He looks into his glass, appraises the
remainder, and tosses it back like a shot.  

“Same old, same old,” he says mildly, motioning to the bartender for another.  “New kid is
alright.  He’s sure a hell of a lot friendlier.  Sorta softer around the edges, if you know what I
mean.”

Hob bristles, instinctively, but smothers it under a sip.  He focuses on the way the alcohol
floats around his soft palette and sits like a hot coal in the base of his stomach, and tries very
hard not to think of the throne room with a new lord in it.

“So he just–– lets you loose in the waking?” he asks instead.

The Corinthian shrugs.

“I’ve been a good dog,” he muses.  “Long as I come home, don’t chew anybody up too bad,
Danny-boy doesn’t mind my roaming.”

“What’s here for you if not your next meal?”

The Corinthian grins.  He’s really a master of grinning in every shade.  This one is a little
crude, a little teasing –– it flashes his canines, their points snagged on the violet light.

“C’mon, now, you think there aren’t other hungers?  Nothing better than a body, any way I
can have it.  Besides,” he adds, licking his lips, “some of these bunnies like being eaten.  No
rules about taking a bite, now and then, if asked politely.”

“Not sure I’d like to think about that.”

The Corinthian regards him with a careful coolness, barely shielding over the ravenous glint
glancing off his incisors.



“Hell, you still smell like a thousand-dollar steak,” he sighs, almost wistfully.  “I ate a god’s
eyes, a month ago, but I’m still starving –– couldn’t compete with your flavor profile.”

“You remember what I tasted like?”

“Almost.”  The Corinthian takes a slow breath –– his nostrils flare.  “Right on the tip of my
tongue.  He made sure I didn’t remember.  Guess he thought that would keep me from
wanting it.  Not sure it worked.”

This is near enough to a breaking point that Hob has to ball his hand into a fist and clench his
arm from wrist to bicep, just to stop himself throwing a punch.

“Mind what I said–– if you lay a bloody finger on me, I’ll––”

The Corinthian holds up a hand in mock surrender.

“Hey, no sloppy seconds.  I stand by that.”

Hob stares him down, a long moment, then, warily, sips his drink.  He lets the burn clear out
the back of his throat, evaporate up into his nasal cavity, where it hangs metallic and hot-
cold.  The alcohol is loosening his limbs, easing the loathing and distrust into a blander
indifference.

“What’re you doing here, anyway?” the Corinthian asks.

“Moving,” says Hob.  “Driving.  Hoping to make Nashville tomorrow.”

“Nashville, huh?  Neat.  I’m a big Dolly Parton fan, myself.  Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene ,”
he sings softly.  Hob has to suppress incredulity.

“Dolly Parton?”

“Yup.”  No elaboration. 

Hob makes a valiant effort to take this in stride.

“How about you?  What brings you to Chattanooga?”

“Business trip,” the Corinthian replies.  “Technically speaking, I’m on a hunt.  Some tricky
little nightmare slipped out the back while Danny was busy with–– whatever he’s busy
with–– and I tracked it down here.  But hey, nobody said I had to be quick about it.”

“Really?”

“Not like there’s too much going on back home.”  The Corinthian begins cracking his
knuckles, methodically, one by one.  Each joint pops like a cherry bomb.  “If I’m being
honest, the Dreaming isn’t where the action’s at these days.  I mean, sure, Danny’s alright,
but he’s got big robes to fill, and they’re not fitting right.”



Hob furrows his brows.  Matthew had alluded to the same thing –– a sort of mismatch, a not-
right-ness, and while it stings something awful to talk about it, he finds he’s unable to
suppress a violent need to know.

“What do you mean?”

“I dunno.  I didn’t know my creator long enough to know, so don’t take my word for it, but
the kid–– sometimes he’s not all there.  He’s got a way of looking right through you, like he
doesn’t see you at all.  Lucienne and Mattie, they’ve got all their theories, but me?  I know
fear when I smell it.  I think he doesn’t know what he’s doing.  Or who he is, all the way.”

Hob listens, but doesn’t respond.  He’s not sure what any of it means –– if it really means
anything at all.  Still, it’s strange.  It sits wrong in his stomach, in a way he can’t quite parse.

“Anyway, what do I know?” says the Corinthian offhandedly.  “I’m just the infantry.”

Hob observes him –– his seemingly easy motions of glass to mouth, the slouch of his
shoulders so precisely calculated –– and there are edges out of place.  Maybe it’s the newness
that’s throwing him off.  It’s a powerful thing.

“Do you hate him?” he asks suddenly.  “Did you?”

The Corinthian stills.  He doesn’t speak, not for a long time, not until Hob has given up on
hope of a reply.

“I dunno,” the Corinthian admits.  When he does speak, it’s low and uncertain.  It’s a foreign
thing to hear coming out of the silver-tongued mouth.  “I can’t remember.”

Hob opens his mouth to ask another question, but the Corinthian cuts him off.

“Traveling alone?”

It’s almost a non sequitur.  The clench of the Corinthian’s unsettled jaw explains it.  It catches
Hob a touch by surprise, a sensation which is fast becoming the refrain of the evening.

“Ah, no.  I picked up Delirium and Despair in Maryland, and Matthew in Virginia.”

“Fun bunch,” deadpans the Corinthian.  “Sounds like a riot.”

The Corinthian toys with the rim of his glass, then fishes a quarter out of his trouser pocket
and starts rolling it over his knuckles.  The motion is hypnotic.  The Corinthian twitches his
nostrils –– the quarter hesitates, balancing across one bony ridge –– then the flipping
resumes.

“You do a lot of hunting, in the waking?”

“Mostly I’m just cruising.  On patrol.  Danny gives me a gold star and a pat on the head when
I haul a rat back in –– dead or alive, he doesn’t care –– and then he sends me on my way.  I’m
aiming for employee of the month.”



His neck tightens minutely.  The quarter misses a beat and clatters to the bartop.  The
Corinthian rights it and gives it a flick to set it spinning, making a figment of a sphere,
whirling in the glow.

“Quarry’s light, these days.”  Every syllable strains at the consonant bit.  Hob watches the
twitch of a muscle in his jaw.  “Slim pickings.  Winter’s always starvation season.”

“It’s a hungry time of year.”

“You don’t know the half of it.”

The Corinthian watches the coin spin, then flattens it abruptly with a smack of his hand.  He
breathes.  It’s a croaking thing, rasped in muffled triplicate.  When he exhales, there’s a triplet
of shudders.

“I’m two animals in the same little cage,” he mutters.  “Even the sense memories are
secondhand, like I’m watching them.  And then he sends me out here to do his work, and he
keeps the muzzle on.  Rabbits, rabbits, everywhere, but not a bite to eat.”  

He cracks his neck viciously –– the snap sounds fatal.  

“Christ, I’m crawling outta my skin,” he growls.  “I’ve got bugs in my body.  I wanna rip
something up and swallow it down.  I haven’t tasted hot blood in too long.  My teeth are
getting bored .”  

He turns on Hob suddenly, and it’s startling to see the animal twist in his lip, the licentious
look on the border of famine. 

“Rob, baby,” he purrs, all smoke and succor, “what if you did me a favor and––”

Hob cuts him off brusquely.  “ No. ”

“You bounce back,” the Corinthian persists.  He keeps his hands off Hob, but his pleading is
weirdly earnest, and Hob can see the tendons of his neck snap up plainly in the black light,
wrought with tense restraint.  “It wouldn’t mean shit to you, you’d just grow right back.  I’ll
be gentle, so quick you wouldn’t feel a thing.  Rob, you don’t know what it’s like , to be this
fucking starving ––”

“I said no.   Absolutely not.  Drop it,” snaps Hob.  “Don’t push your luck.”

The Corinthian takes a slow, savoring breath.  Hob doesn’t flinch.

Wordlessly, The Corinthian slumps back into a languid slouch over the bar.  He frowns
moodily into his drink, for a second, then taps the glass on the bar decisively.

“Eh, it was worth asking,” he says.  The lightness of the words rings hollow, and as quickly
as it was banished, the ghost of the tension returns.  He shakes his head.  “Fuck.  Fuck . 
Here.”  He thrusts a wad of bills at the bartender and motions to a bottle of Southern Comfort
with a cajoling smile.  The bartender adds up the glasses in front of them, counts the cash,
shrugs, and passes over the bottle.  



The Corinthian slides off his stool and snags his overcoat off a hook on the wall.

“Walk.  Let’s walk,” he says.  “I gotta move.  Come hunting with me.  Let’s fuck around and
get drunk and I’ll put this lost sheep down.  Whaddya say, Rob?”

“Give me a single rational reason I should trust you.”

The Corinthian shrugs on his jacket, smoothing his collar.

“I haven’t laid a hand on you since we shook on your terms,” he says evenly.  “Hell, I
might’ve been born yesterday, but I know enough to respect a contract.  And I dunno if
Danny-boy is the same about you as my creator was,” he adds, tapping a finger on his fine
scar, “but I’m sure not willing to risk it.  I asked, you said no.  Fair enough.”

He holds out the bottle towards Hob, gives it an enticing little shake.

“Drinks are on me,” he adds, wiggling his eyebrows.

Hob appraises him.  The whiskey has gone to his face just a little, and there’s a dusting of
powdery red on his cheeks that turns him nearly boyish.  Hob considers his alternatives –– he
could stay and drink alone, or go back to the hotel and sleep––

The sleep is at once tempting and repulsive.  He wants the touch, the mystery of the light on
the horizon, but the pain of it crosses from survivable to unbearable if he lets himself lean
into it too far.  It’s too much to weigh, and he’s tired, and a walk, at least, doesn’t sound like a
bad thing.

“God’s blood,” he sighs, standing.  “To hell with it.”

“That’s the spirit.”

They step out into the cold and the dark.  The Corinthian takes a deep sniff of the air; there’s
a tap of molars from behind the lenses, and he doesn’t so much smile as bare his teeth.

“Riverside.”  

He takes a swig of the bourbon and smacks his lips, then offers the bottle to Hob.  Hob takes
a drink –– it’s decent stuff, about as subtle as a two-by-four to the head, but it lights a bonfire
in his gut that banishes the chill all the way out of the tips of his fingers, and he’s not going to
complain about that.

They walk in silence, passing the bottle back and forth.  The Corinthian has a manner of
stride that’s a true prowl.  His steps roll in silence, and only the intermittent flare of his
bloodhound nostrils or the anticipatory clack of teeth behind the glasses bely the depth of his
focus.  Hob swallows down the bourbon until the streetlamps bloom a second crop of halos
and his legs start to recede from him, until he’s a curl of bark on a river, tugged along in the
Corinthian’s lithe wake.  The Corinthian breathes, and drinks like it’s easy as breathing, and
chatters his jaws in a death-rattle.



They traverse sidewalks bordering dark-windowed houses, made monochrome under the
washed-out white of fluorescent streetlights.  The Corinthian treads a purposeful, rambling
path, and Hob keeps pace as best he can.  They detour onto buckling sidestreets, hop fences,
cut through backyards of dried crabgrass — now and then a curtain flutters, and a face
vanishes almost before it emerges, wary of the things that might walk the night.

Before long, they’re crossing a great expanse of gravel lot, where a legion of tractor trailers
have made quiet camp.  The flatness is rendered in shades of tulle-thin darkness and a sliver
of moon cold as a turned shoulder, and the exposure of it makes Hob’s nerves crawl.  He tries
to write it off as a well-learned lesson of the vitality of cover, but that’s not all it is.  There’s
something else.  

Hob tastes mud on the back of his tongue.

The Corinthian holds up a hand.  They stop in the middle of the plain, and he crouches and
presses a palm to the dusty ground.  There’s a beat of silence, in which even the ambient
urban noise seems to bate its breath.  Then his little mouths snap –– once, twice, three times
–– and he rises.

“Close,” is all he says, before he’s walking again.  Hob tries to swirl away the dirt in his
mouth with a drink, but the bourbon does no good.  

Under the Highway 27 overpass, the shadows start to speak.  

They babble arhythmically.  They never quite manage words, only an imitation of them, all
uncanny valley in the way Hob’s ears tell him it should be intelligible speech while failing to
piece the fragmented syllables into meaning.  The shadows, indifferent, hurl themselves up
towards the beams, gibbering and flailing.  

The Corinthian parts them and passes like Moses.  Hob sticks close at his heels, watching
over his shoulder as the skittering fingers lunge for his ankles.

“Is this normally how this goes?” asks Hob.

The Corinthian doesn’t answer.

The warehouse district’s monoliths of corrugated steel loom leaden over the lightless sky. 
Hob knows kinship with the creatures of the tall grass, now –– the horror of shorn fields that
leave the back bare, the fatal premonition of the hawk searing down from all that vastness. 
The weight of being watched digs its nails between his shoulder blades and chews on the
nape of his neck.  The Corinthian’s motion has crossed over from its play-act of humanity
into a perfected carnivore glide, soundless and inevitable.

They scale a chain link fence and land on the other side in the riverside underbrush.  The silt
is piling below Hob’s gums, and when they step at last into the slop of the Tennessee River
shoreline, his joints lock up, and he can’t move.

The Corinthian stares at him.  Hob starts to talk, but the words collect in the basin of his
throat and barricade there. 



The dark water licks at the toes of his boots.  The night is so lightless that sight falters, and
sound and scent pick up the reins.  The river is a liquid tumble, spilled into the channels of
his ear, an earthiness cut with notes of chemicals and coal.  Sometimes, a crest of tossed wave
will ascend enough to pluck a white tear of moonlight from the impoverished crescent, but
even these hopeful leaps fall quickly back into the unseen torrent.  The bourbon glows in his
belly and the dirt gets between his molars, and he notices, at last, his heart, cantering madly
in his chest. 

Hob clutches his wrist, and circles the scar.

He’s swum in rivers aplenty since the 1600s.  It took a few decades, sure, but by the 1800s he
was leaping back into swimming holes with abandon.  This old terror has long since been
conquered, and all this is childish, really––

Far off, in the center of the river, something bubbles. 

The Corinthian, when he speaks, sounds almost sheepish:

“Thing is, Robert,” he explains, “you’re like catnip for us creepy-crawlies.  You get ‘em all
stirred up and crawling out of the woodwork.  And sure, I could track it down, but it’s helpful
to get it out in the open.”

The water recedes suddenly from the shore.  Hob recognizes the omen of a tidal wave.

“I hate to say I used you as bait , but––”

The nightmare explodes from the river.

A horror of gory tendrils erupts from the water.  Its multitudes of arms are flesh and chain
and hempen ropes, and they beat the water so fiercely the splashes spew up and fall like false
rain.  The screech of a thousand hysterical voices shatters the still of the night.  

The throat of Hob’s rational thought is slit, and bubbling from the gash comes raw, creature
hysteria.

He opens his mouth –– to curse, probably –– but there’s no time for speech, because the
ropes are around his chest, cutting into his arms, scraping the skin off his ankles and his
wrists, and he chokes and struggles and pleads before he can stop himself and then, with a
howl, he goes under.

It’s cold as the worst kind of hell.  He thrashes against the cords, which only serves to tighten
them into branding his skin.  The legion arms drag him to the riverbed, hold him until his
lungs are on the brink of bursting, then thrust him gasping to the surface.  He’s raving
incoherently, between prayer and profanity, and then he’s down again, colliding with the
riverbed in a slow-motion burst of cloudy sand.

He had begged them to stop –– he had sworn on his buried wife and son that he could do
them no ill beyond that any mortal man might do –– but mercy was in short supply, in those
maddened years, and there was only the chair and the ropes and the river as judge and



gallows in one.  It’s cold, bitterly, and though he tries to lock his jaws shut there’s river water
brute and muddy up his nose and in his mouth––

Maybe it’s not the drowning that’ll get him this time, thinks the small, far away part of
himself.  Maybe this time it’ll be the cold.  That’d be a change, at least.

The second time he comes up, shivering to the marrow of his bones, the creature yelps and
flinches.  Through the haze of oxygen deprivation, Hob catches the tearing sound of knives
against rope.  The tangle tries to yank him back beneath the water, but at Hob’s shoulder
there’s a terrible, grating yowl –– the sound of Fenrir’s flaying chains, of his slavering jaws
clashing –– something old and awoken and on the brink of starvation.

It’s very close, Hob realizes, to laughter.

Without warning, he’s thrown back to the shore.  Coughing, spitting up foul river water, he
pushes himself to all fours, then to his knees, where at last he can witness the execution
commencing.  

The Corinthian’s twin knives have swiftly reduced the wilderness of rope to a quivering,
bloody ball of stringy flesh –– still immense, a head taller than Hob in diameter at least ––
and the Dreamlord’s hunter goes at the final task with relish and with teeth.  It’s grotesque,
and it’s nearly beautiful, the dexterity with which he dismembers the coil of intestinal tracts
and ligaments, slurps up ribbons of entrails with gory giddiness.  The blood, or ichor, or
whatever dark stuff it is, blackens his ruinous arms to the bicep and runs down his gleeful
chin.

“ M e r c y ,  A r c a n u m ,” slurs the morass.  “ M e r c y ,  m e r c y ,  f o r  a  s i b l i n g  h
u n g e r . ”

“My Lord bid me to seek you.”  The Corinthian sinks his teeth into a braided loop of muscle
and shreds it into viscera ticker-tape.  “For you disobeyed His word.”

“ I  a m  h u r t i n g .   I  w i l l  n o t  f a l t e r  a g a i n .  M e r c y. ”

“I am the Justice of the Dreamlord, little terror.  The Justice of the Dreamlord grants few
second chances.  You should’ve known better.”

The Corinthian plunges his hands into the center of the ball.  A scream froths up the water
and shakes the ground beneath Hob’s feet, slams into his eardrums until the blood trickles
onto his neck and his head rocks with a migraine.  With a coyote cry of glee, the Corinthian
wrenches loose two gelatinous orbs of sickly yellow, glowing with eerie bioluminescence.

The creature pops .  

Its guts pollute the water and spatter the scraggly trees at the shoreline.  Something wet and
putrid smacks into Hob’s chest –– he wipes it off vigorously, but it leaves behind an oily
stain.  What little he can see of the river runs truly black, and a smell of sulfur and algae
clogs the air.



The Corinthian, meanwhile, with a nauseating sucking sound, has forced the fatty bubbles
into his socket-mouths.  The chewing noises are viscous and tapioca thick.  He devours with
relish, stretching his arms above his head until the chain of his vertebrae cracks like a whip. 
His hum of contentment is well past the borderline of obscene.

A burst of vitreous juices pours down his blood-soaked cheeks as he wades back to shore.  

“Thanks for the help, Rob,” he says, resettling his shades back over his mouths.  “I sure
appreciate it.”

As soon as he’s within swinging distance, Hob punches him across the jaw.

The Corinthian splashes backwards into the river. 

“Fuck you,” snaps Hob.  He’s shaking from the frigid water, and the still-abating panic of the
drowning relived, and pure, unadulterated fury.  “ Fuck you.  I’m not bait , you fucking arse.”

The Corinthian has the gall to look both shocked and affronted.  He shoves his dislocated jaw
back into place with a sloppy crunch.

“I kept our terms,” he protests.  He shifts to a crouch, gracelessly, in the water.  “Didn’t lay a
hand on you–– well, expect to get you out of harm’s way, if you wanna get picky, but I don’t
think you can be mad at me for that––”

“You used me!”

“I wasn’t going to let it hurt you— it had you twenty seconds, tops—“

“You made me relive one of the worst fucking experiences of my whole bloody long life,
without so much as a––”

“Hey, I was just following orders––”

“Orders?  Orders? ” Hob thunders.  “I’ll wager every cent I’ve got that Daniel didn’t order
you to dangle me in front of some abomination like a worm on a hook!”

The Corinthian bares his teeth.

“I caught it, and that’s what matters.  Means aren’t worth shit–– it’s ends that count.”

“And are these ends worth it?”  Hob furiously scrubs the riverbed mud off his face.  “What
are you going to get out of this, hm?”

“I am tasked to obey his word.  I’m a hunter, so I hunt .  It’s my duty.  It’s not about—“

“A nice ‘good boy’ from your master?” sneers Hob.

“Stop talking, Robert,” says the Corinthian quietly.



“Does he let you curl up on the back porch like a pet, as a reward?”  Hob takes a step closer,
spitting venom.  “Does he give you a treat for dragging a corpse to the back door like some
stupid animal?  That’s all you fucking are, isn’t it, a mangy, brainless—”

“I said, stop fucking talking! ”

The Corinthian keeps his word.  He doesn’t lay a hand on Hob — instead, in the blink of an
eye, he dredges up a twisted length of signpost from the litter-laden riverside and swings for
Hob’s ribs.  The impact would have collapsed a lung had Hob not spent more than half a
millennium refining dirty fighting to ruthless perfection; instead, he sees the Corinthian’s
sudden surge upwards, catches the two-handed grip around the iron just emerging from the
mud, and his body sends him automatically on the offensive.  He lunges.  

The collision knocks the Corinthian to the ground, Hob on top of him, quickly shoving
himself back onto his haunches.  The post still thunks into Hob’s lower ribs — white-hot
flash bulbs burst in in his eyes as something cracks — but he’s not incapacitated.  The
Corinthian, glasses knocked off into the weeds, curls his lip and snarls from three mouths. 
Hob punches him hard, once, twice, three times across his bloodied face, and it’s all the body,
now, the fury moving through him like a vessel, reveling in the song of caving bones.  

The Corinthian bays an awful, agonized noise.  He twists and writhes— he pushes himself
backwards along the ground, out from under Hob’s raising fist, and kicks him in the chest. 
The air crushes out of Hob’s lungs, and he tumbles backwards, wheezing.  The Corinthian
holds up his hands, wiggles his gruesome fingers.

“No hands,” he taunts.

Hob rips to his feet, seizing up the broken signpost.  The Corinthian doesn’t have time to
react before Hob’s hiking boot slams onto his sternum.  He hits the ground, head thrown
back, and Hob holds the signpost in half-sword grip, its jagged end aloft over the
Corinthian’s arched throat.

There’s silence.  

The Corinthian’s arms are bent so his hands fall beside his head in a mockery of surrender. 
His mouths run freely with blood.  Hob looks into the slobbering sockets, and the caged
abyss looks back.  

He holds position, chest heaving.  The dunking in the frigid water has left him soaked and
quaking, and every rough breath flares pain in his fractured rib, though already he can feel
the bones knitting back together.  

The Corinthian doesn’t move.

“Fight,” snaps Hob.

“No hands,” repeats the Corinthian stubbornly.  “I pushed it.  I’m done.  I’m done.”



“You’re never done.  It’s not your nature.  You killed me once before, and you’ll do it again if
I give you the chance.  So do it.  Try to do it.  Let’s get this over with.”

The Corinthian blinks.  His pale lashes are clumpy with viscera.  The little mouths clack their
teeth.

“I killed you,” he echoes faintly.  “Yeah.  I did.  But I didn’t know.”

“Know what?”

“What it meant.  He was hungry.  He did what he knew how to do.  I know you, now.”

Hob tightens his grip on the readymade sword.

“You do, do you?”

The only sounds Hob can hear are the ones within his own body — his raking breath and
redoubled heart, the distant gristmill of his ribs realigning themselves, his own teeth
chattering with cold.  

The Corinthian doesn’t rise to the question.  He turns his head just enough to spit a tooth into
the mud.

“Condemn what I am.  It is how my creator built me — I am the shape of his palm and the
empty thing that once lay whining in his gut.  You might as well put the wolf on trial for the
death of the sheep.  I do what I do because there is no other way, not for me.  We are as we
are.  You know that.  I know you do.  I know—“

He furrows his brow just a shade.

“We talked like this before,” he murmurs.  “I don’t know what you said.  He took those
pieces away.”

When he speaks again, it’s as quiet as Hob has ever heard from him.

“You can despise my nature all you want,” the Corinthian says, “but you know things like us
can’t keep ourselves back.  We can’t be anything other than our fundamentals.  I’m the
hunger.  I have to be.  He spoke–– he speaks–– and I obey.  And you can mock me, but you
—”

When he gazes up towards Hob, who is still tensed for a killing blow, the moonlight glances
off his eyeteeth like the reflective iris of a fox.

“Don’t pretend you wouldn’t have scorched the earth to sleep at the foot of his bed.”

Overhead, the clouds part enough for the last gasp of the moon to whisper at Hob’s neck and
coat the Corinthian’s stained brow.  In the weak veil of white, that unshakeable youth surges
forward, and in some subtlety of his tilted brows and the parted line of his split lips Hob
reads volumes — a hunger as old as the first mouth of the universe, which ate the emptiness
and spat the stars; a vulnerable thing so plain and new its knees still wobble.



Hob takes a shuddery breath.  He holds the post, and thinks, and plots the trajectory through
the bared throat.

“What happened to that bottle of bourbon?” he asks, unmoving.

“Landed somewhere to your right, I think.”

Hob raises the post aloft.  

The Corinthian stares, unblinking –– for all the chin-tilted bluster, his defiance is
commingled with something fearful.

Hob holds the stance, just a minute, before he drives the post into the ground beside the
Corinthian’s ear.

He stays, still holding the length of steel, boot planted on the unmoving, bloodstained chest
–– and then he forces his cold-numbed fingers loose, and steps back to look for the bottle.

The Corinthian sits up, very slowly.  He doesn’t say anything.  

Hob finds the bottle amid a mound of browning weeds.  He unscrews the cap and takes a
hefty drink.  The taste of dirt starts to wane, and he holds the bourbon in his mouth, lets it
sterilize out the lingering nightmare of the mud.

He tosses the bottle towards the Corinthian, who catches it with irritating ease. 

“I’m not staying here,” says Hob.  “I’m bloody soaked.  I’m going to walk back to my hotel,
and on the way I’m going to stop somewhere to have a smoke.”

The Corinthian tilts his head.

“Come along if you want,” says Hob slowly, “or don’t.  I couldn’t care less.”

Without a backwards glance, he roughs it up the riverbank and back towards the walkway. 
He scales the fence stiffly –– and still, it’s remarkable, how the throbbing of the cracked rib is
reducing already to a dull smarting –– and crosses the wide industrial lot, diverting in the
rough direction of the hotel.  He passes corrugated warehouses, their buzzing security lights
futilely scratching at the darkness; low brick factory buildings either repurposed into cafes or
left stagnant, windows boarded and doors padlocked; rows of parked tankers, immense and
soundless as beached whales.  His boots are squelching unpleasantly, and the cold is brutal,
but the movement does something to dispel the still-twitching need to shatter something to
bits.  He doesn’t let himself look back.  Though he listens, carefully, the only sounds are the
rare passing cars and the distant highways, never truly asleep.

In the vacant parking lot of a Hispanic grocery store, at the corner of Main and Broad, he
finds a billboard emblazoned with both a Tito’s Vodka poster and an advertisement for a cat
cafe.  The incongruity strikes him as sort of funny.  It’s got rungs down its iron pole, and
sitting on the platform he’d be out of the wind enough to smoke.  The sudden need to hold
high ground –– visibility, where he’d be able to see the mob approaching, where he’s as far as



he can get from the water –– settles the matter, and he clambers up the ladder and situates
himself against the board.  

The billboard lights, just two of them, are bright fluorescents, but he stays to the side of them,
and the glare in his periphery doesn’t altogether wash away the low-slung skyline and the
clearing sky.  He leans his head back and inhales, deeply.  The air is full of frost, and without
a doubt tomorrow will bring a flurry, at least –– for now, the clouds are patchy and parting,
and a smattering of stars are pinpricks of white through the taut canvas of space.

He doesn’t want to think about what the Corinthian said.  He channels this feeling into rifling
through his pockets for his pack of cigarettes.  His jeans are still damp –– possibly one of the
worst feelings in the world, which sometimes makes him lament the days before denim ––
but his raincoat’s waterproofing has preserved the crumpled carton of Luckies in his inside
pocket.  The same cannot be said of the gas-station lighter in his pants pocket, which flickers
feebly and then refuses to do so much as spit a spark.  He tucks the unlit cigarette in the
corner of his mouth and becomes absorbed in this minute and pointless battle, flicking at the
lighter with increasing frustration.

“Shit,” he mutters.  “ Shit .”

There’s a cling , a snick of a flint –– a flame flares up before the end of his cigarette, not from
his useless plastic Bic, but a chrome S.T. Dupont, shining in reflected gold and surgical silver
under the firelight.   

“Here,” says the Corinthian.

Hob looks to his right.  The Corinthian looks back. 

He’s cross-legged beside Hob, face marbled with bruises that are already receding to the
point of vanishing.  His clothes are still bloodsoaked, though he’s wiped the gore off his
cheeks and chin.  The ever-present glasses aren’t over his eyes where Hob would expect them
to be, but pushed back messily into his hair, and Hob wonders if this is some strange
expression of trust.

The Corinthian holds the lighter steady.

“I shouldn’t have tried to bust you up,” he says frankly.  “But you were being a real asshole.” 

“You shouldn’t have used me as bait.”

He shrugs.  “I wasn’t going to let it really hurt you.”

“Doesn’t matter.”

The Corinthian shrugs again.  This is as close to an apology as Hob decides he’s going to get,
so he lights up and takes a drag.  The Corinthian tucks the lighter back inside his coat and
takes a drink from the bottle of bourbon he’s still got with him.  Hob exhales, and manages a
tremulous smoke ring.



They sit in silence for a time.  Between the two of them, on the walk to the riverside, they’d
finished off about half of the bottle.  The Corinthian, now, is making quick work of the
remainder, and Hob notices how he drinks, because he’s spent a lot of time in places where
people with motives to drink go at it.  He drinks with controlled hands, takes the swigs like
something medicinal, maybe cough syrup –– held on the tongue too long to do anything other
than burn like hell, and then swallowed in one slow bob of the throat, to sear the esophagus
clean.  He drinks like he’s trying to cauterize the inside of his mouth.  Like it’s not so much
about getting drunk –– though that’s the goal, of course –– as it is about feeling it all the
way.  

Hob recognizes this, because it’s the same way he smokes –– to feel it scrape down the lungs,
heat up the palate, feel it in totality.   He inhales the smoke, and holds it, until his heart is
racing less.

“What do they taste like?” he asks, after a while.

“What?”

“The eyes,” Hob elaborates.  “I mean, I assume meat tastes like meat, but the eyes seem like
something more.  What’s it like?”

“Huh.” 

The Corinthian seems to really consider the question.  

“Depends on the critter,” he says thoughtfully.  “First hit is usually like the foam off
champagne.  Or getting shoved up against a wall in the good way.  And there’s always this
low note of real old wine, wine from antiquity, like old king Priam would’ve poured over his
altars.”

The Corinthian takes a drink.  One of his smaller tongues worries at a shred of flesh caught
between its mouth’s set of front teeth.

“It’s like the first time, every time.”

“Hm,” says Hob.  

There’s another long silence.  The breeze is cut off by the flat wall of the sign, and the air is
so perfectly still that the smaller sounds of motion are crisp –– the rustle of fabric when the
Corinthian bends his elbow to drink, the barest crackle of Hob’s cigarette.  A pickup rumbles
past on the street below.  

“That thing you said,” Hob says eventually.  “About scorching the earth and all that.”

“Mhm?”

“Was it–– is it like that for you, too?”

The Corinthian doesn’t answer right away.  He swirls the last shot or two of bourbon around
in the bottle, and stares at the darkened storefront in the lot below them.



“Yes and no,” he says quietly.  “I didn’t know him long enough to know how I felt about
him.  All I knew was that the first one had failed him, and that he had struck him down to
make me.  He–– I had disappointed him.  I didn’t want to do that again.  I can’t do that
again.”

“But is it the same thing?” asks Hob.  He doesn’t understand it, but there’s a new urgency
rising in his chest, twisting the ribs tight.  “God, it’s–– it’s maddening, to be like this.  To be
willing to do–– whatever it takes, for the absolution of a look.  A word, a touch.  You weren’t
wrong, when you said it, but the way you said it–– I thought you might’ve known what it
meant to feel it.”

The Corinthian takes even longer to respond, this time.  Hob almost gives up.

“It’s not the same thing, exactly,” he says, slowly.  “He was my God.”

“What do you mean?”

“I am made to serve his will.  I’m the thing that does not fail.  So if I fail, if I disappoint him,
I’m–– I’m not anything anymore.  I have no identity.  I don’t–– exist.  And I want to exist, so
I want to please him, and I want, you know, all that stuff that goes along with doing right by
his word.  The look, the touch, whatever.  He made me.  He made me to be like that.  You
wanted all that because you loved him.  What I do –– that’s part of how I’m constructed.”

“How do you know?”

“What?”

“How do you know,” repeats Hob, “what parts of you are the ones he made, and what parts
are just you?”

The Corinthian furrows his brows.  He tosses back a drink, licks his lips.  The bottle clangs
against the metal catwalk, and the sound tolls in the muted night.

“I don’t–– know,” he admits haltingly.  “I don’t know.  The way I am–– what I want–– what I
do–– I don’t know if that’s love.  I don’t know if you can really love God.”

Hob watches his face hold, tensed, and then soften.

“It’s different for you,” the Corinthian adds.  “He didn’t build you.”

“I think he sort of did,” says Hob softly.

He takes another drag of his cigarette.  The smoke rings are getting easier.  He sends a flurry
of them, three in a wavering row, into the sky, and waits for them to disperse into nothing.

“The waiting,” says the Corinthian abruptly.

“Pardon?”



“We talked about the waiting,” he elaborates.  One of his bent knees is bouncing a little, and
his forehead is wrinkled in concentration.  “Didn’t we?”

“We did,” says Hob.  The Corinthian stills, then gives Hob a curious look.

“Are you still doing it?  Waiting?”

Hob doesn’t know what to say.  There’s some screw turning under his breastbone, ratcheting
the muscles of his chest together until they might squeeze the last wisp of air out of his lungs.

“I don’t know how else to be,” he says unsteadily.  “He said he’d always come back.  I don’t
know what’s better–– to live with knowing that’s not true, or to hold on to it until I can’t
anymore.”

“I dunno,” says the Corinthian.  “I’m not sure you get to choose.  You can try, sure, but we
are what we are.  He had a way of doing that.”

“Doing what?”

“Rendering things down.  Making them into their cores.  I am hunger.  You are faith.  It
doesn’t matter if those things are good for us.  We can fight them all we want.  They just are.”

“I can’t stand that.”

“Yeah, well.  So it goes.”

“Nothing’s ever enough, is it?” says Hob wearily.  “For us.  For things like us.”

“Nothing,” says the Corinthian.  “Not a thing.”

He extends the bottle towards Hob, just as Hob’s cigarette is burning to its last stub.

“You want the last drink?”

“All yours.”

The Corinthian tosses it back, and then, without hesitation, hurls the bottle into the lot.  The
glass shatters in a symphony of silver bells.

“God forbid anyone try to park there tomorrow,” says Hob blandly.  “Any particular reason
you did that?”

The Corinthian shrugs.  Cast halfway in the billboard lights, his profile looks boyish and
rough around the edges.

“Sometimes you just have to break something.”

Hob stubs his cigarette out on the iron railing and rises gingerly.  His rib is only a mild
soreness now, and his jeans have dried off just enough to be a little more bearable to walk it. 



The moon is high in the sky, and at this moment, with his stomach churning from the water
and the things that have been spoken, he’d like nothing more than to crawl into a real bed.

“I’m heading back.  You?”

“Think I’ll stay here a while.”

Hob nods.  “Right then.”

A few rungs down the ladder, he pauses and leans his forearm on the catwalk.

“I’m staying at the Chattanooga Choo Choo.  Probably going to sleep in, muck about in
town, and head for Nashville in the late afternoon.  If you want to come, there’s an empty
seat.”

The Corinthian tilts his head.

“I gotta report back to Danny-boy soon.  But maybe.”  

He hesitates.  

“Why?”

Hob thinks about it.  It was an impulse, some sense that it was right, now solidifying into a
knowable feeling –– kinship, almost, or something like it.

“I know what it’s like to be hungry,” he says.  “And what it’s like to need–– what we need,
from someone who seems far away.  And you are an arsehole, but you’re not the same
arsehole as before, which counts for something.  Christ, I don’t know.  Maybe I’m just
desperate to hold the moral high ground and prove I’m the bigger person.  Maybe I just want
to force you to ride in the backseat with Despair.  Don’t look a gift horse in the mouth.”

The Corinthian huffs a creaky breath of a laugh.

“Thanks for the company, tonight.”

“Sure.  Thanks for the drinks.  Fuck you for everything else, but the drinks were alright.”

The Corinthian twists a smile at Hob, and it’s a new one –– not so toothful, not so ravenous,
just a tilt of his mouth.  

“Least I could do.”

Hob looks at him another moment, that unexpected shade of grinning, then descends the
ladder.  In the lot, he crunches through the edge of the broken glass.  He glances over his
shoulder, just once, to see the Corinthian still sitting, staring up at the sky.

When he gets back to the hotel, Delirium and Matthew are both snoring softly, and even
Despair has shut the TV off and fallen asleep under a tapestry of rats.  Hob struggles out of
his damp clothes and inspects his ribcage in the mirror.  The bruise is a nasty yellow-green



amoeba blob, but its edges are already beginning to fade.  In the mirror, his face is the same
one he’s always had, and somehow still unfamiliar.  He thinks about being the one that waits
–– about what it would mean to not wait any more.  Whether or not he would even exist.

He brushes his teeth, shrugs into some sweats and the Olympics jumper, and climbs into bed. 
When he closes his eyes, there’s something anticipatory in it –– and against better judgment,
what he is always wins.  He hopes to dream of the woods.
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“You cut.  Your hair .”

The spider-leg fingers spindle through his hair –– coursing up the uneven crop around his
nape, enfolding themselves in the shag hung sloppy over his ears, passing just over his brow
to tousle his bangs back.  Hob huffs a bare laugh.

“D’you like it?”

“Hm.”



He’s walking in the woods.  Within moments of closing his eyes, he’d opened them to the
spires of black trunks and the vanishing horizon, where the golden light shines now, still
barely a loosed flare of spark in a velvet darkness.  Behind, Dream–– or what thing this is
that Hob has made in the shape of Dream–– still walks, soundless as time and soft as night. 
His hands wander idly, almost curiously through Hob’s hair.  Hob gets the impression of a
sculptor inspecting a new work, turning its faces towards different lights so he might weigh
the worth of the whole.  

“Preferred the old look I had going, eh?  Come on, admit it, I can withstand your cruelty.”

“Hm.”  

Hob is fast recalling the many shades of that syllable.  It’s a language well-learned, never
forgotten.  It comes back as easy as any mother tongue.  This turn of tone is a standard model
–– noncommittal, amused in spite of itself.

“I’ll wear a hat until it grows out, just for you, bichon .  D’you like cowboys?  Could get me
a genuine Stetson, when we make Nashville tomorrow.”

“ ‘We?’ ”

Hob sidesteps a tangle of thick roots.  From the earth, the scent of lilies and pine rises in
columns of pale, gauzy mist.  The air is bedecked in strands of moon spun like silkworm
threads, and the lines tumble down onto the bowers of the trees where they become knotted
amid the needles, until every fine stroke is plaited with liquid white.  There is more and more
depth to the whole scene, a richness of scent and texture and sight building itself up by the
passing minute.  Maybe he’s getting really good at this particular dream, Hob thinks.  With
enough practice, maybe he’ll master the art of getting some stars in the still-vacant sky.

“Me and my arcane entourage.  Matthew, Delirium, Despair.  Getting a bit crowded in the
car, if I’m honest, but––”

The hands cease their motion.  They fall along the sides of his head, tracing out his neck until
one comes to rest at the joining point of his shoulder, while the other lingers to half-cradle his
cheek.

“You. Travel with.   My.  Sisters?”

“Been traveling with them the whole time, love,” says Hob. 

He should know that , thinks a part of him, the same mad thing that always leaps to seize
such misalignments –– as though they mean anything at all.  I’ve invented him.  He should
know what I know.

The hand at his cheek strokes a thumb in soft motions along the hinged line of his jaw. 
There’s some tension in the other –– a fierceness to the hold, as though Hob might evade it
somehow, might waft into a specter akin to that which trails in his wake.

“Hm.”  Muted.  Almost sorrowful.  



“They’re not so bad.  Del is a wild creature, but a dear one.  And Despair–– she is what she
is.”

“I walked.  With them.  Once.”

The hands shiver over his skin.  The tremor passes through each curve of contact, and a
sudden slosh of bone-aching weariness sloughs from the pale fingers down into the marrow
of Hob’s skull.  As quick as it arrives, it’s bridled and reined by the foaming bit, and though
the feeling bucks and rears it’s broken into something docile.  Hob can’t shake its shadow,
not all the way –– some trace of it remains, straining at the borders of the hands, this great,
immense tiredness, so deep it eludes any sense of scale.

“When.”

Words struggled into being, straining from a soundless mire.  They stumble into Hob’s ears,
barely woven and already fraying at the edges.  

“I lost.  My son.”  

Hob takes a stab at psychoanalytics.  He remembers when dream theories first cropped up ––
though frankly, he’s of the mind that all of it was only the co-opting of tradition, a little
dressing-up in academic words of a thing already known, that no dream lacks meaning,
elusive as it may be.  There’s meaning here, he’s certain, else he wouldn’t be dreaming this
set of dialogue.  

But if he over-investigates, he’ll see the seams –– the little revelations, wherein the truth lies. 
The face of it, that this is all a mourner’s indulgence of denial.  He doesn’t particularly want
to pick at this needful tapestry, not to the point of unraveling.  He buries his better self deep
enough where reason might not offer protest, and focuses, instead, on the perfect slope of the
cool palms against him.  The way the form fits function; the curves smooth as stones shaped
into hills and valleys by centuries of a coursing river, molded so completely to his cheekbone
and temple. 

“They’re fit traveling companions, for now,” he says gently.  “I’m not ready to shake their
company, love.  Not just yet.”

The hand at his face brushes a stray lock back behind his ear.  

“And besides,” he adds, “Del does the harmonies brilliantly when we’re singing in the car. 
She can do four or five parts at once, and I’m rather loath to give that up.”

“Hm.”  Fond.  Nostalgic.  Bemused.

Hob walks.  The light on the horizon doesn’t seem to get much closer, but he decides, to
himself, that he’ll get there soon –– if sheer force of will could collapse distance, he would be
there already.  If anyone could manage it, he reasons it’s not a stretch to suggest it’d be him. 
Few things teach brute resilience better than six centuries of (mostly) unbroken survival.  But
his steps are still measured to reality’s stiff standard, and though he walks, doggedly, evenly,
the light gets closer in such fractional hair’s breadths he almost gives in to the urge to sprint.



A narrow finger rambles about the line of his upper lip.  That’s a compelling reason to keep
pace, he thinks.  This image of Dream seems–– unfit for haste.  The sound of the footfalls at
his back is still barely the touch of a leaf falling to the sod, and what rhythm he can discern is
quick to stumble, even quicker to flag.  So he keeps the eagerness in check.  He’s a patient
man.  That’s the other thing one tends to get out of six centuries.  Patience.  Faith.

They walk in silence, for a time.  The moon is still an emaciated curl of a thing.  It’s keeping
rough time with the waking moon, Hob notices –– close, sort of, but not exact, like someone
translating into a half-learned second language.  He looks down at his clothes.  They’re what
he fell asleep in, all right, the Olympics sweater and the threadbare joggers, and of the things
around them, undoubtedly some of the most finely-realized.  Absently, he picks at one of his
cuffs, watching the low grass crumple underfoot.

“I’m not sure what–– to do, here,” Hob admits.

“Hm?”  Inquisitive.  Undertone of worry.

“Well, that’s not entirely true,” he corrects.  “I’m fairly clear on the, the walking business,
I’ve got that bit firmly under control.  I just mean––”

He falters.  His hands wave fruitlessly in the air, trying to scoop the right words out with a
gesture.  That’s one problem, he realizes, one he can say.

“I don’t know what to do with my hands.”

No response.  The pale hands, perpetually speaking words he can’t decipher, now adopt a
silence, lay folded over his collarbones, quite, mute.

“It’s–– I can’t–– touch you,” he continues, though it’s a struggle.  “With them, really.  Or
with my eyes, either.  With anything.  And I was–– that was part of how I could–– how we
were.  Not that I’m a dunce when it comes to turns of phrase –– though I was never much
match for your poetics –– but I don’t know where to–– oh, bloody hell, this is hard to
explain.”  

Hob takes a breath.  

“It’s like an itch.  In my palms.  There’s–– there’s all this space , and nothing is filling it. 
And it’s not just in my hands, it’s–– God’s wounds, it’s all around me.  These pockets, the,
the reflection of the passenger window, the hollow of my throat at night, the few seconds
after I say something, all these little carved-out niches where–– where you fit .  Where you’d
be mirrored watching the trees blurring when we drove out to the country, or where the point
of your nose would dig into my neck until I got pins and needles and I’d knock my jaw on the
crown of your head if I moved wrong, or where you’d make some bland quip and your mouth
would do that little twitch that made you so unforgivably insufferable .  It’s all empty, now. 
It’s a lot of emptiness, and all of that, it all just––”

He curls his fingers until the curves of his nails bite into the meat of his palm, tight enough
the muscles tremor.



“It’s all here ,” he says, thickly.  “All that, that space just sort of pools up in my hands, and I
don’t–– I don’t know what to do with them.”

Against his clavicles, the hands are trembling, until their edges in his periphery develop a sort
of hazy blur.  In a fit of what feels uncomfortably like desperation, he seizes the white hands
in his own.  They’re cold.  Cold as any imagined hell.  But they’re inarguable, because he’s
touching them, folding his fingers around the doeskin palms, the bones of the jutting
knuckles sawtoothed against his skin.  They’re as convincing as he knows he wants them to
be –– and he’s trapped in it again, the tender misery of knowing that he does this to himself,
and cannot choose to stop. 

The returned grip of the pale hands is feeble, but it shakes with something fevered.  Light as
the hollow spine of a feather, he feels the press of bended forearms against a portion of his
shoulder blades, and the smooth plane of a forehead comes to rest, tremulously, against the
back of his head.  The point of a nose buries itself in the cropped hairs, a gesture so familiar it
might level Hob completely. 

“I am.  Sorry .”

“Let me see you.”  He can’t keep the waver from his voice, and so he gives up trying.  Let the
syllables wobble as they will –– it’s fitting.   He’s begging for a cruelty, a cruelty amid a
series of cruelties so entwined with mercy as to be indistinguishable.  It will destroy him, he
knows, to see that face in full again, just as he knows there could be no kinder thing.  “Myne
owne hertis rote.  Mi tesoro.  Let me look at you, just once more.”

“I.  Cannot.  Have you.  See me.  As I.  Am.  ”

“Why?”

“It.  Will be.  Told.  In time .   I cannot.  Form.  Words.  As well.  As.  I did.   Once.”

The voice is near breathless by the end of it.  It’s the most that’s been spoken by it so far, and
in the act of doing so, Hob feels the planes and masses that touch him seem to lose
themselves a moment, slip briefly into ether, before condensing uneasily back into solid
matter.  The fingers he holds phase out so suddenly he nearly panics –– and then they’re
back, bone and body, clinging to him with a ferocity tempered only by unconquerable
weakness.

“I don’t understand this,” says Hob.  “I don’t––”

“I will.  Make all things .  Clear.  And.  Right.  Again. ”  The hands, the arms, the forehead,
the nose –– they oscillate between states, now wisps of smoke, now flesh and figure.  “ I
know.  It is.  Wrong.  To ask.  Of you.  Again.  To wait.  But.  I must.  Ask it.  Once more.
”

“It’s alright.  It’s alright.  It’s never much mattered whether it’s fair or not.”

“Stay, ” says the voice, its need unbridled and cantering through every color of the sound of
it.  “ Walk.  Wait.”



“As you wish,” says Hob softly.

Any next words are cut off –– not by any sudden volume, but by the last, whispered words,
so faint he strains to hear them.  Tangled in his own, half-formed as they are, the hands are
run through with tremors.

“Don’t.  Leave me.  Please.”

Around them, the trees shift, as though rebalancing their weight, recollecting how to be.  The
ground ripples –– the horizon unfocuses –– the distant light, unflagging, burns on.  It’s quiet. 
Hob has stopped walking, because the steps behind him have lost their path, stuttered to a
halt.  It’s only them, suddenly, in a wood all half-built and dark –– only them, in the way it’s
always been.

“I can’t leave you, love,” murmurs Hob.  “I can’t.  I won’t.”

The voice seems exhausted beyond further speech.  Hob waits for an answer, but none is
forthcoming, save a minute tightening of the hold of the hands in his own.  He’s lived
through many a starvation season –– he’s well versed in the art of living off of scraps.  He
takes what he can get.  

It’s funny, almost, to frame it as a choice.  Choice has nothing to do with it.  This, holding
fast to whatever this is, it’s a thing so intrinsic to his being that to do otherwise is bluntly
inconceivable.

“I won’t,” he repeats.  “I won’t.”

A kiss is laid, faint as mist, against his nape.

He wakes –– gentler, this time –– to the sun lilting between the slatted shades.

Under the quilted comforter, the morning is warm and soft as melted wax, and he lays in bed
a while, watching the light wax into full yellow strips against the carpeted floor.  The brand
of that mouth is still scarred beautifully into his skin.  It hurts like nothing he’s survived
before –– and still, ensconced in dawn’s reverent silence and the comforter’s fond warmth, it
almost crosses into joy.  If he stills his mind enough, he might even imagine the space at his
back is filled the way it should be, and soon a tousled head of raven-wing hair will be
nestling into his shoulder, humming with the combustion of captured stars.

He watches the light move across the floor until the clock on the nightstand creeps towards
ten.  When he gets up, at last, his hand crosses briefly into the vacant borderlands beside him,
and the mattress there is so cold it makes him shiver.

 

+++

 



A letter from Rob Gadling to Deanna Volkov –– written on a postcard from the Chattanooga
Choo Choo hotel –– unsent.

Dec. 23rd, 2022

Been trying to remember if you like Johnny Cash.  Funny, you know.  The little things I never
asked.  Never got around to knowing, even after ten years.  “Hear that train a-comin’, comin’
round the bend––”  Folsom Prison Blues.  Heading to Nashville today.  Now, actually. 
Dashboard letterdesk rides again.

Dreaming a lot.  More than is good for me.  Uncanny things.

Had a strange encounter last night.  Old friend acquaintance relation of his.  Shared some
Southern Comfort.  Talked about God.  Parted ways.  He’s changed a lot, since the last time
we met.  In some ways, at least.  I knew him before I knew you.  When I was still getting my
teaching certificate.  Brought back memories.  Not all of them good.  Not all of them bad.

Can you love God, do you think?  Do you love the thing that made you to love it?

Went to the aquarium.  Would’ve bought you a postcard there, but they didn’t have any with
pictures of those toothy fish.  Just some very pedestrian dolphins.  Wandered about with Del. 
Matthew had business.  Des just wanted to sit by the touch tank, watch the little tiny
stingrays.  Rippling plates of lace.

When I was a fisherman and we saw the dolphins the whole deck would holler for the omen
of good fortune

I can’t tell if the isolation is good or not, here.  Everything is dull around the edges.  There’s
always a handful of minutes, a handful of words, between me and what’s happening.  It’s all
out there.   And I’m behind it.  Just a few feet.  Just following along.  I miss you terribly.  

Maybe this was a mistake

It still doesn’t feel like a mistake, coming here.  I don’t know.  You have to journey, to come
home.  Maybe this is how we’ll I’ll get home.

The aquarium was neat.  Liquid blue.  Loveliest thing imaginable, light through water like
that.  Del liked the tropical fish, and the poison dart frogs.  Like leaps of confetti, mouths
made of jewels, she said.  She’s got an eye for color.  A way with words, too.  Her own way.  A
good way.

It’s hard to keep myself upright.  The center of things is gone.  There’s so much space.  All
this emptiness, where there shouldn’t be any.  It abated, with my sisters, after the decades
became centuries, but this is something else, this is

The penates tell Aeneas to abandon Crete.  The ground bleeds.  I saw my sisters in the wood,
Deanna, Matilda touched my forehead like

The branches shed blood when I broke them in Fisher’s Hill



Why is every story the same as the one before it? 

Getting dark.  Storm coming in from the east.  Maybe snow.  Have to hit the road.  Aiming to
make Nashville by tonight, and it’s already near seven.  Cross your fingers for my voyage, D. 
All my love.

– Hob

 

+++

 

Hob signs his name without thinking.  It’s an absent-minded gesture –– and it’s written in
pen, loose and fast and dreadfully irrevocable.  He stares at it.  Always unfamiliar, to see that
name in writing.  It predated his literacy, and by the time he got around to penmanship that
required him to sign things, he’d transitioned upwards into the increasingly-fashionable
“Robert”.  He’s not sure, in fact, that he’s ever written it out before, quite like this. 

But there it is.  Hob.  Written, and therefore real.  Deanna never knew him as Hob.  He looks
at the litany of crossed-out lines, the sum total of the other ways she can’t know him.  But
what does it matter now?  An ocean away –– what difference does it make?

“Heyo, we motorin’?”

Matthew, cozied up on the center console, fluffs his wings in what must translate to the
equivalent of a polite cough.  Delirium is a mesh bag of lacrosse balls in the passenger seat,
every color of the rainbow and bubbling like boiled water.  The sky is already dark.  He’d
lingered too long, today, and now the silver clouds hang low and round-bellied with snow,
prophesied by the needle teeth of the wind, that peculiar clear scent in the air.  Even now, as
he tucks his pen and the postcard away in the glovebox, the first flakes are whispering down
onto the windshield, collecting soft until the glass is soft-edged like a vignette frame.

“Right.  Yes.  Sorry.”

“ ‘S alright, man,” says Matthew quietly.  “Sometimes you’re, like, a thousand miles away,
y’know?  Just tryna keep you with us.”

“Thanks.  I, ah, appreciate it.”

He reaches for the ignition.

There’s a tap on the window.

Hob glances over.  He sighs.  Rolls the window down.

“Hey there.  Room for one more?”



The Corinthian gives Hob a grin, a cheery little wave.  He’s free of gore this evening, tousled
and fresh-faced like a Cold War propaganda poster, all square white teeth and calculated
roguishness.  He peers around Hob and catches sight of Matthew –– the grin widens into a
full-faced, dimpled smile, only faintly edged with malice.

“Hey, Mattie.  How’s tricks?”

“What the fuck is he doing here?!” Matthew squawks.

“You decided you want a ride, eh?” asks Hob.

The Corinthian shrugs.

“Nashville sounds neato.  I wouldn’t mind tagging along.”

“Uh, yeah, abso-fucking-lutely not, thanks.”  

Matthew glares the Corinthian down (as much as a raven can truly glare, which turns out to
be quite a lot).  The Corinthian seems unfazed.

“ I warned you, ” murmurs Despair from the backseat.  A piebald rat rests on either shoulder,
each nosing at her limp strands of hair.  “ Hello, harpy. ”

“Debbie Downer.  A pleasure, as always.” the Corinthian purrs.  “And Looney Tunes, I love
the new look, very avant garde .” 

Delirium rattles into a gumball machine, then a girl-esque sculpture made of ropes of acid
green sour candy.

“ Chew on someone your own size, bear trap, ” Delirium mutters, though it’s not without
amusement.  The Corinthian only snickers.  Hob does a head count, and simultaneously a
quick check-in with his patience for tomfoolery and bullshit, which tend to ride readily in the
Corinthian’s wake.

“Newsflash, asshole,” snaps Matthew.  “Nobody likes you.  So fuck off.”

The Corinthian ignores this.  He cocks his head at Hob –– an odd little gesture, almost like a
retriever.

“So, Robbie, whaddya say?”

And for the barest moment, that implacable smile falters, and there it is again –– that boyish
insecurity, the waver of some young, knob-kneed, uncertain creature.  He tightens his camel
overcoat around his body, and his shoulders hunch in a way that makes him something
smaller, almost.  The wind is like a honed razor slicing through the opened car window, and
the Corinthian looks cold .  That’s part of what’s throwing him off, Hob realizes.  That he’s
affected by it, by a winter of particular bitterness.  Even the carnivores shiver, out here.

“You offered, you know,” adds the Corinthian.



“You offered?”  Were Matthew’s incredulity any sharper, Hob is certain he’d be decapitated
by it.  “You offered? ”

“I offered,” confirms Hob.  “Right.  Well.”

He unlocks the car door.  

Matthew’s caw of fury as the Corinthian slides into the backseat could level cities.  Despair
gathers her myriad rats closer to her, until they tumble over her lap like one squirming quilt.

“Are you fucking kidding?!”  Matthew flaps his wings in violent frustration.  “Dude!  He
fuckin’ murked you last time around!”

“Wasn’t me,” the Corinthian chimes in.  “That was the last guy.  Not guilty, your honorable
judge birdbrain.”

“Oh, fuck you, alright?”

“No bickering,” says Hob firmly.  “Alright?  Matthew, he’s just catching a lift to Nashville,
and he’s well aware that I will not hesitate to gut him like a bloody fish if the need just so
happens to arise.  Right?”  

He gives the Corinthian a look he once reserved for enemies on battlefields.  The Corinthian
holds up his hands in placating surrender. 

“No trouble from me.  On my honor.”  He presses palm to palm, in a mocking imitation of a
cherubic altar boy.  “I’ll be a perfect saint .”

“Yeah, the patron saint of fucking jerkoffs .”

The Corinthian, without a seeming care in the world, stretches his arms languorously.

“C’mon, Mattie––”

“ Matthew .  It’s Matthew , you––”

“I’m on my best behavior, alright?”

The Corinthian pushes his sunglasses up onto his forehead.  Through the rearview, Hob can
almost feel the scrape of teeth against his brow, the physical jolt of the sudden exposure. 
Maybe it really is a gesture of trust, he thinks.  A sort of exchange of honesty.  And the feel
of the look–– it’s uncanny, but there’s no violence in it.  Only a strangeness, of the sort an
artist might find beautiful.  

He had wondered, often, why Dream had expressed such bewildering confluences of rancor
and pride in his first among Arcana –– he was just a prick with loads of teeth, from Hob’s
perspective, and about as trustworthy as your average depraved cannibal.  

But there’s a fragment of Dream, somewhere behind the triplicate incisors, a captive flare of
nebula gnashing away.  There’s something of him there.  Still.



The Corinthian, in the reflection, blinks at Hob, then looks away.  He rubs idly at the bridge
of his nose, where the clips of the sunglasses have left little impressions.

“Ew,” declares Matthew.  “Fucking–– glasses on, dude, we’re gonna be passing other cars
and shit.  You wanna traumatize some kid looking out the window with your freak face?”

It’s so brief a flicker Hob almost misses it, but for a shaved curl of a second, the Corinthian
might look hurt.  It flashes into a spark of irritation, and he settles his glasses back on his
face.

“Buzzkill.”

In a breath, he’s bounced right back.  All glee, he gives the back of Delirium’s seat a hearty
kick, and Delirium spills into a bag of marbles with a clatter of dismay.

“Hey, Mad Hatter?”  He kicks the seat back again, pleasant as can be.  “How about we swap
seats?”  Kick.  “I prefer shotgun.”

Delirium dematerializes into a swarm of locusts and floods the back seat.  There’s a scuffle,
and a load of yowling, and Hob, surrendering any notion of law and order, pulls out of the
hotel parking lot and cranks the radio up.

The sky turns black as they head for the roads, and the traffic gets slow and hesitant when the
flakes turn from winter dusting to descending blizzard.  It’s half an hour just to get out of the
sudden city gridlock, which has Delirium morphing into film reels of old movies out of sheer
boredom and Matthew and the Corinthian engaged in a battle of, at best, middling wits,
trying to outdo each other with thematically-appropriate insulting nicknames.  Then, when
they finally crawl down the 111 –– a downed tree in the road backs up the cars for miles ––
the TN-8 proves to be the site of a recent three-car pileup that has them idling in place for at
least an hour.

“What’s the matter, featherhead?  Feeling ruffled?”

“Oh, real clever, sharkboy––”

“Polly wanna cracker?”

“Bitch.  Bitch.  Motherfucker.  Asswipe.”

“Aw, c’mon, where’s the flair ?  That’s no fun––”

The radio is droning out post-Christmas pop, cut with static, and this, combined with the
ceaseless asinine repartee and the whale-song call of horns blaring from the interminable line
of cars is very near enough to push Hob, firmly, over the edge.  

“I swear on God almighty and all his bloody saints, I will turn this car around .”

Delirium folds her arms –– three or four of them, at least –– and snaps her mandibles in
chittering Morse code.



“-.-- --- ..- .----. .-. . / -... --- - .... / -.. --- -. -.- . -.-- …”

“The fuck?”

“ She says you’re both donkeys, ” sighs Despair.  She’s staring out the window at the bumper-
to-bumper pile-up, a ghost of a pleased smile haunting her sallow face.  She seems a little
more vivacious –– as much as Despair can have vivacity, Hob reasons.  Must be all the
collectiver misery of the commuter traffic.

“.- .-.. .-.. / -... .-. .- -.-- --..-- / -. --- / -... .. - .”

“ All bray, no bite .”

“No bite?  Believe me, kid, I’m all bite.”  

The Corinthian grins.  His canines flash red in the taillights.

By the dashboard light, he can make out a fuel gauge recklessly flirting with empty.  His
stomach growls fit for a call to Animal Control.  He’s regretting every choice that led him to
this particular moment, and considering how well he could simultaneously clamp Matthew’s
little beak shut and land a punch to the Corinthian’s face at this particular angle when, like an
oasis in the desert, he sees an exit sign, promising a Citgo and a Sonic.

They cut off the road into McMinnville, a town primarily half-empty strip malls and fast food
joints stacked shoulder to shoulder by swaths of empty roadway.  It’s all fluorescent
streetlights, LED signs in the windows of laundromats –– corrugated steel and concrete and
the peculiar, pervasive loneliness of strange small towns on overcast nights.  

His head hurts, from the glare of lights and the impotent whining of car horns, still ringing in
his ears.  All the love in his heart for Matthew cannot erase the fact that he and the
Corinthian, together, are the worst dynamic duo on God’s green earth.  Delirium is a
Lovecraftian amalgam of chitin and claws which he’s trying valiantly not to be disarmed by,
and Despair, the happiest he’s seen her yet (still mostly imperceptible), is looking at him in
the rearview in a way that’s making his cheeks numb, like she’s got her clammy hands
bundling up his nerve endings.  

He doesn’t want to be here.  He wants to go to sleep.  The danger of this is plain to him ––
it’s what he feared would happen, that he’d develop this dependency, that he’d be too weak,
too desperate to do otherwise –– but he doesn’t have much will left to resist it.  When he
closes his eyes, the sense memory is brilliant and tactile, the phantom hands floating over his
cheekbones, light and breathy as chiffon.  God’s blood, there’s nothing so viciously painful as
that touch, his ever-increasing distance from it.  

The days pass.  The memory remains behind him, always shrinking, always smaller, even if
his mind insists on nightly reenactment.  That’s how it’ll always be.  Receding.

Ay, there’s the rub, he thinks, almost wryly.  Shaxbeard knew his stuff, as he’s come to accept
–– or at least, his commissioning muse was brilliant enough to lift his words to some better



plane of poetry.   For what dreams may come, when we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
must give us pause .  

And he wonders what it’s like, for Dream, being––gone.  Shuffled off.  If Death’s realm, is a
kind place for him, to rest.  If his sister’s arms are fit for peace after all.  If it’s cold there.  If
he’s still him .  If he’s––

Matthew headbutts Hob’s elbow.

“Hey.”  His voice is gentle with cottony concern.  “You got that thousand-yard stare again,
man.  You good?”

Hob blinks.

“Ah.  Sorry.  Good.”

He pulls into the Sonic drive-through, patience so thin it could only be viewed under a
microscope.  The waitstaff is surly –– more power to them, Hob thinks, foodservice is not a
fun gig, especially not a drive-in during a snowstorm –– and there’s general mayhem when he
tries to take orders.

“So, right, Del, you said––”

“ Chocolate milk, shaken not stirred. ”

“Ah–– that’s one Oreo chocolate milkshake––”

“Two!  Two!  I want one!  And fries––

“I’ll split those fries with you, Mattie––”

“Fuck off, get your own fries!”

“Sharing is caring, Tweety Bird––”

“ Two Oreo chocolate milkshakes, two orders of fries,” says Hob, loudly, overtop of the
erupting fight, “Christ, make that three, actually, three orders of fries, and an order of the
onion rings, and the tater tots, and, ah, a quarter pounder double cheeseburger––”

The Corinthian leans between the front seats.

“Three quarter pounders,” he adds, “two of ‘em rare as you can make ‘em.”  

“And that,” sighs Hob.  “Sorry.  Really, truly, terribly sorry.  Thanks.”

A disgruntled teenager swaddled in two scarves and a quilted parka shuffles out to shove
some greasy paper bags through the window.  Hob pays in cash and tips in extremity, which
earns a grunt of thanks and a flip of the kid’s chin.  Delirium turns her mouth into a non-
Euclidian curly straw and goes to town on the milkshake as Matthew buries his beak in the
fries, cawing over the temperature and eating them all the same.  The Corinthian, with an



unexpected murmur of gratitude, examines his burgers, which are so rare they could still be
mooing.  Hob thinks it’s probably some sort of health code violation, but the Corinthian
seems pleased enough, at least.

Wordlessly, Hob passes back the carton of tater tots back to Despair.  She takes them, head
tilted, blinking soundlessly.

“They’re good.  And plain, probably won’t bother the rats,” he explains.  “If they’re hungry.”

“ Thank you.  Uncommon kindness.  It will not make me kinder. ”

Hob shrugs, bites off a hunk of an onion ring.

“ ‘S alright.  Let me know if you want a drink or anything.”

Matthew and Delirium fight over fries.  The rats amass around the carton of tater tots, and the
food is gone in seconds.  Hob eats his burger.  It’s greasy, weirdly salty, and the bread is a
little damp, but it’s filling, which is all he can really hope for.  He stares out the windshield
without really seeing, and there’s a ghost in the reflection –– his own face, mirrored back, is
still on the edge of unfamiliar, and he can almost see over his shoulder where the other face
should be, heterochromic eyes soft as a still lake, deep space black and liquid blue––

“Want a bite, Robbie?”

The Corinthian extends a half-finished burger.  The patty is pink and visibly gooey.

“I’ll–– I’ll pass.  Thanks.”

They hit the road again.  The dashboard clock reads quarter to ten, and the snow is thick and
fast, curtaining the asphalt until he can hardly see a handful of yards in front of the car.  He
takes the 56, then the 24, hoping for fewer drivers, but the road twists and turns and cuts his
speed in half.  It’s a nightmare of a blizzard –– the wind sobs a wailing dirge, like the roar of
a whirlpool, the screech of a banshee, and they crawl along, Hob white-knuckling the wheel
and praying bitterly for a port in the storm.

“––it’s ‘party rock is ’, dipshit––”

“Huh, no, I’m pretty sure it’s ‘party rockers’, Matt.”

“You asshole.  You tooth-faced pice of shit.  It’s ‘party rock is .’  ‘Party rock IS ’.”

“I dunno, Mattie, sounds like ‘party rockers’ to me.”

“Matthew, he’s just antagonizing you,” sighs Hob.  Delirium is a disgruntled hive of hornets,
and the droning buzz is scraping at his frayed nerves.  Despair’s rats are chewing on his
ankles.  The road conditions are frighteningly bad.

“Party!  Rock!  Is!” 

“Party rockers.”



“Party!   Rock!  Fucking!  Is!”

“Party.  Rockers.”

Everything is too much–– too loud , too sharp , too cluttered .  There’s something foaming in
his chest, running in circles around his stomach, something on the brink of frenzy.  He’s felt
this before, at sickbeds and gravesides, sometimes in the small hours of the morning after the
trenches –– this gnashing, gnawing, shivering feeling that made him want to shatter his
knuckles against someone else’s jaw.  When it got bad, Dream would build him a
meadowland, sun-drenched and grassy, and summon up a horse for him to ride, until the wind
and the pound of the hooves burned the edge off.  There’s none of that, now.  There’s just
this.  The car, the noise, the snow, and a road sign rising from the darkness, burning green in
the headlights –– straight ahead for Lebanon, and right exit for Carthage.

“Holy fucking shit, I am going to peck your face off––”

“Not my fault you’re so easy to mess with, buddy––”

“God’s blood, will both of you stop arguing–– ”

And then shapes surge into the headlight glare –– a herd of suddenly paralytic deer, wide-
eyed and stark, close and roaring closer––

“ Fuck! ”

Hob slams on the brakes.

The road is slick –– the car squeals and shudders to a stop, writhing sideways.  Matthew
squawks –– Delirium’s buzzing escalates into a screech –– the Corinthian whumps against
Despair, who snarls –– and then everything is very still, and very quiet, and the snow falls,
and Hob can only hear his heart, still beating, still carrying on.

The deer don’t move.  Hob looks out the driver’s window, parallel with a tawny, fine-legged
buck.  The dark eyes are heavy-lashed, deep and black and unblinking.  Seven deer stand
across the two lanes –– three bucks with branching antlers and four does, all made into
statues, their breaths puffing soft clouds into the air.

“Shit,” whispers Matthew.  “Holy fucking shit.”

Delirium has been startled back into the shape of a girl.  She draws her knees to her chest and
watches the deer, eyes flashing technicolor.  

“A joy it will be, one day, to remember even this. ”

“Hides to flay, flesh to bare,” murmurs the Corinthian.  “Venison.”

Hob stares into the eye of the deer.  The deer stares back.

“We should–– stop.”  It’s hard to talk.  His tongue is thick in his mouth.  God in heaven, he’s
tired .  



“For tonight.  We should stop for tonight.”

He can’t look away from the deer.  Something about it.  Something to fall into.  Something
familiar.

“Okay, man,” says Matthew quietly.  “Yeah.  Roads are fucked.  Let’s–– we’ll crash here.”

“You want me to take a turn driving?” offers the Corinthian.

“No,” says Hob, slowly.  The shape of his mouth around the word feels wrong.  Everything
feels wrong.  “No, I’m alright.  Thanks.”

The deer blinks.

The herd ambles across, trotting down off the shoulder and disappearing into the dark and the
snow, and the road is empty again,

Hob takes a breath.  His lungs are in a vice, and it doesn’t loosen –– not when he turns the car
back into the right lane, not when they trundle down the long curve of the 25, past the
telephone poles and flat fields barely visible in the snow, now when they cross city limits into
podunk Carthage or when they check in to the Budget Inn.  The Corinthian curls up on one of
the double beds and flips the TV on.  Delirium grows into a trellis of burnished bronze
around the headboard, carved with a relief of warriors and ships and temples, smelling of
honey and thyme.  Despair takes the bathtub, and Hob can hear the chittering of her myriad
rats, the ping of their claws against the walls of the tub as he thumps the suitcase onto the
foot of his bed.

The thing in his chest is still clawing at his ribs.  He can’t shake it.

Matthew hops up beside his suitcase and cocks his head at Hob.  

“Hey, you good?”

“Ah–– yeah.  Yeah.  I–– need a smoke.  Just need a smoke.  I’ll–– I’ll be outside.”

Before Matthew can respond, Hob rushes out the door.  It’s freezing, but the cold is so sharp
it pulls him away from the crashing feeling, and when he lights up, the smoke down his
throat crushes it further.  He leans against the wall beside the door, eyes shut.

The room next door is–– loud.  Someone is playing 80’s synth pop at an unholy volume,
which doesn’t mask out the rattle of mattress springs and someone’s cries of pleasure, which
Hob really wishes he wasn’t hearing.  From under the door and through the thin gaps in the
closed curtains, a light gold and red like new flame spills in hazy filaments onto the sheltered
porch.  Hob switches to leaning against the post, where he can hear less, though the wind
snips at the back of his neck.  He smokes one cigarette, then another, watching the ash and
embers whip away into the last gasp of the blizzard, just now beginning to abate.

He’s fumbling for the third cigarette when the neighboring door opens.  Hob doesn’t pay
attention –– none of his business, and he quite genuinely couldn’t care less.  He lights up his
Lucky, hands tremulous.  He’s thinking of the fields Dream used to make him –– the way



Fiddler’s Green would supply hyacinth and wildflowers and lace-winged white butterflies,
the way the wind would smell crisp as a fresh bitten apple, the way the horse would thunder
across the dewy morning grass and far at the end of the field his lover would wait in the clear
sun.  His lover, smiling, soft-eyed–– his love, waiting–– his love ––

A languid hand, nails manicured red, curls around his cigarette, lifts it smoothly from his
mouth.  It’s between new red lips, red like an open wound, already curving into a glistening
smile.

Hob raises his head.  The golden eyes, poured fresh from the furnace, flare with delight. 

“Torch-bearer,” purrs Desire.  “Welcome to my temple.”



XLI

Chapter Summary
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“God’s bloody wounds,” Hob mutters. “I really am catnip to you lot, aren’t I.” 

Desire tilts their head. They’re draped in a silken smoking jacket tied loosely about their
waist, all shades of burgundy and black brocade hemmed in embroidered gold. One fine
shoulder is bare to the cold, but their skin is flushed with a rosy red, and the lines of their
neck and collarbone glow at the edges with amber. They take a long, careless drag on Hob’s
cigarette. The look in their eyes is an expert imitation of mirth –– past the tawny veneer,
some deeper thing moves, dark and flaring, some slinking panther, barely bound.

The smoke falls from their parted lips in viscous tendrils. When they smile, it only borders
friendliness –– it’s all teeth, never meeting the corners of the eyes.

“You have strange luck,” Desire hums. “A man of many turns.”

Hob watches the ember on the end of the cigarette. Its coronal aura seems more radiant than
it should be. He knows the cold is bitter –– it should be bitter, still, the wind has yet to wane
and the snow, though slackening, is falling all the same –– and yet his fingertips feel like lit



matches, and were it not so absurd, he might swear there was sweat blooming at the nape of
his neck.

“So,” says Hob. “What’s a person like you doing in a place like this?”

Desire takes another drag, exhales a languid wreath into the sudden stillness of the air. The
motel lot is quiet –– dark, sleeping uneasily –– and the road beyond is empty. In the thin light
of the porch lamp, Desire is composed of liquid shadows and lithe tendons. When they move,
it’s hypnotic. Water poured from a basin, one ribbon through which the light passes and folds;
that strange way a greyhound’s married form and function can make muscle into unbearable
harmony. 

In one curve of motion, they take Hob’s jaw in hand. The pads of their fingers are soft and
burning, in a way that sets Hob’s teeth on edge. With a tilted grin and unblinking stare, they
pull his mouth open, place the cigarette back between his lips, and close it again. The fingers
trail lazily up the side of his face, carding through the shorn hair over his ears, and Desire’s
mouth twists into an expression of bemused disdain.

“Look at you. Changing yourself. As though you could change at all.”

That’s about the end of Hob’s patience. He pushes their arm away and steps firmly out of
reach. Desire doesn’t resist –– they only watch with a carnivore’s amused confidence, and
drape themselves against the window ledge of their room. Through the shades, the spilled
light flares around them, unable to resist.

“Do you want something?” Hob asks. “Or is this just a dreadfully upsetting coincidence?”

“What a question.” Desire leans against the glass. Their eyes narrow, with humor, perhaps, or
some darker cousin of it. “Do I want something. Do you?”

“I’ve had a long day. I’m not in the mood for riddles.”

“It’s not a riddle, puppydog. Did you bury your cleverness, too?”

Hob stiffens.

“Don’t.” He spits the word through his teeth. “Not in the mood for that, either.”

Desire tilts their head. 

“Hm. Such short fuses.  What are you in the mood for, then?"

"Nothing.  Alright?  I want to smoke my bloody cig, and then I want to crawl into bed and
sleep.  That's it.  So you can just get back to whatever–– whoever–– you were doing, and
leave me be.  And keep the noise down, if you can manage it.  That's all I'll ask."

Desire shrugs.

"Old news."  They tap two tapered nails against the windowpane.  "They'll be gone soon.  My
disciples never care to linger. I'll have another, soon enough."



"Christ, look, I don't particularly care to know, just–– I'd really like to get some actual sleep,
so––"

At this, Desire seems to catch something.  Their nostrils twitch; the amber of their eyes
shudders with a vigorous heave of new light; their lips curl, slowly, wickedly, into some
mirror of thrill.

"You would, wouldn't you," they murmur.

Hob is pierced through with a bolt of panic.  It's absurd, he counters –– what is there to panic
about? –– and at the same time, the jolt of the blow rings in his ears.  He hasn't told anyone
about the dreams –– only Deanna, in letters collected impotently in his glovebox, a telling
that hardly counts as such.  No one needs to know, what shape his grief has taken, how easily
and readily It levels him.  And to say it –– to have it known –– suddenly feels sacrilegious. 
They're his dreams.  His severe forest, his waxing moon, his sanctum in which he has
managed to resurrect some shards of sanctified bone, a few fingers, a few broken words.  To
have anyone step into the sacristy –– to know of it at all –– hauls forth a watchdog's snarling
diligence, commingled with some horrible shame.  Like he's a fool, to want what he wants. 
A fool to indulge, when he knows it can't be.  

Desire is no creature of mercy.  He can almost see the blade descending towards the tender
flesh.  Smug and unspeaking, they only make a show of their smirk, a pageant of letting their
robe slide off another acre of sanguine skin.  Their shadow is doubled, one black and sharp,
the other a translucent, inconstant figment.  Hob wonders if this is how the rabbit feels,
paralytic before the mouth of the fox.

"Tell me, traveler," says Desire, evenly.  "How long can one man live with a bed so cold?"

Beyond the door to his room, Hob can make out the faint percussion of Matthew and the
Corinthian squabbling; the babble of the television, undercut with Delirium's strange, self-
harmonizing melody.  There is a certain kind of quietude, to being outside of it, as though the
presence of sound at all only reinforces the bulwarks of silence.  Even the snow refrains from
rustling, and when a truck mutters by, its low tones are hushed, as though muzzled.  Hob feels
the filament of Desire's wine-yellow stare, run down from cheek to calf, and gazes instead at
the ground.

"A long time," Hob says.  "I never much minded the cold."

"You and I are warmer-blooded creatures.  Why keep your vigil in the snow?"

"It's not–– a vigil."

"Then what?"  Desire unspools themselves, until they're stretched along the sill, impossibly
balanced on the narrow ledge. "Some misplaced piety?  Some ascetic devotion to the vacant
altar?  I could taste it on your cigarette –– the violence of your chosen torch, still fit to raze
the earth.  But here you are.  Making bedfellows of my sisters, my brother's creation and his
companion.  As though that's enough.  Sating yourself on–– visions .  You make a terrible
nun."



"What do you know?" snaps Hob.  "Christ in heaven, what is it you expect me to do ?  I
can't–– I can't get rid of–– it doesn't stop, even though he's––"

"You can't even say it," says Desire.  They're not smiling, now –– instead, Hob is shaken by
the bluntness of the pity in their eyes.  "It's so strange to me.  You can't even speak it into
truth."

"Fuck you.  Why should I?  It's been spoken by the ones who needed to say it, to make it
true.  I'm not going to aid and abet a bloody murder, even–– even symbolically.  I don't–– it's
not–– I don't have to.  I don't have to, so I won't."

"The Fates?"  Desire's arched brows twitch up their pale forehead.  "You're still playing by
their rules?  After all this time?"

"It's their game," says Hob bitterly.  He takes a violent pull on his cigarette.  The smoke
scorches his throat, and he relishes the feeling of it –– the proof of still hurting.  "My whole
life, it's always been their bloody game."

"Little puppy, your naïveté would be charming, if it weren't so dreary."

"For once in your existence , can you just tell me what you mean?"  Hob flicks the cigarette
onto the ground, grinds it out viciously under the toe of his boot.  "I've done this little stage
play with you before, and I can't say I enjoyed it much the first time around."

Desire says nothing.  Hob looks at the ashes on the concrete walkway.  He's cold again.  He
tugs his coat more firmly around his shoulders, folds his arms across his body, hands tucked
into his sleeves.  Desire is maddening, as ever, it seems –– half-truths, half-revelations, teases
and tricks.  He's tired of it.  He's tired of everything, and thinking of what he'll dream of
tonight, as though it's anything of substance to cling to.  Desire knows .  It's an awful thing, to
have that exposed. A personal mythos, inexplicable and incommunicable, being scrutinized
by a clinical tongue.  It goes beyond embarrassment –– it's more like being drawn and
quartered, posted at the city gates to bleed.

"Go on," says Desire.  "Don't let me keep you."

Hob hesitates.  Desire unwinds themselves from their perch and glides towards their door.

"I have other pilgrims to attend to," they add offhandedly.  "But I would caution you this ––
you're in my temple now, torchbearer.  You sleep in my halls, tonight."

"Temple?" echoes Hob.  "This is some shite motel in the middle of Tennessee."

Desire's mouth curls, just in the corners.

"I have many temples.  This is only one.  I'm the patron of nomads.  It's only fitting I tend to
their way-station.  And I've always been fond of Carthage."

"Carthage and Desire, eh?  Nothing new under the sun," mutters Hob.



"There hasn't been anything new since I was born," says Desire.  "The names, the faces
change.  But we're always telling the same story.  What's so bad about that?"

"You always know the ending."

"Do you?"

Hob opens his mouth to speak, but Desire cuts him off.

"We'll talk again.  Later.  Sleep.  You have busy dreams ahead, don't you?"

Before Hob can respond, Desire slips in the door and vanishes.  Hob is left on the porch,
sheltered beneath the awning, watching the snow dwindle into nothingness.  When at last the
storm has vanished into total stillness, he takes a long, slow breath.  The cold air meets his
lungs and hisses.  Some part of him feels cleaner for it.  But there's little else to glean, out
here, other than more contours of silence and milky yellow light, and Desire's words have a
way of lingering he'd like to sleep through.  

He'd like to sleep.  He would.  And though he tries to tell himself it's all the weariness
talking, he knows that isn't true.

With little other choice, he heads back inside.

In the cramped room, Delirium is a softly snoring headboard; Despair is ensconced in the
bathroom, buried under a mire of rats that crests and crashes like an uneasy ocean.  Hob
observes their inconstant tide while he brushes his teeth –– pelts of piebald, subway grey,
spackled black and white, twitching and murmuring.  Somewhere beneath them, he imagines
Despair is sleeping, or somewhere else, wherever sleep lies for an Endless.  When he spits
into the sink, his mouth feels sterilized in peppermint.  The face in the mirror –– all five
o'clock shadow, an old scar against his jaw, features so well-learned they often cross the event
horizon and circle back to total unfamiliarity again –– is someone he thinks he may have met,
once.

The TV is still on.  Panels of blue-toned light flatten across one of the double beds, where
Matthew and the Corinthian have reached some truce of necessity.  Matthew has made a
suitable nest of a comforter and some down pulled from a pillow, and sleeps cozied against
one of Delirium's posts.  On the other side of the bed, the Corinthian is–– still, at least.  Hob
isn't sure if he sleeps.  His sunglasses and watch are folded on the nightstand, and his button-
down has been shucked and tossed over Delirium's straightened spine.  His eyes are shut.  He
lies on his back, hands folded over his sternum.  It's odd to see his face without expression.  It
lifts another handful of decades off him, and Hob is once again almost startled by it, the
newness of him.  Every so often, like a dog dreaming in his sleep, his lids twitch –– his jaws,
in tandem, flutter with a subtle clatter of teeth.  But he doesn't move, not when Hob shuffles
across the floor to turn the TV down to a distant mumble, or when he shuts off the lamplight
and crawls into bed.  He just lies there, in unexpectedly easy repose, chest unmoving.  

The darkness is punctuated only by the faint chatter of the TV and the subdued porch light
slipping between the gaps in the shades.  Hob tucks the sheets over his shoulders and buries
his face into his pillow.  There's a weariness in him he can't seem to outrun –– and there's no



point to that, anymore.  No reason to curb his wants.  Hob Gadling doesn't believe in half
measures.  For the first time, he realizes, he's thinking about where he's going.  Somewhere
quiet, off the roads.  Someplace where the stars are still plain overhead –– where you can see
all the unbridled glory of nighttime.  Where no one will bother him, much, not unless he
wants to trek towards civilization.  A place he can choose silence.  Sleep, unbroken.  At least
for a while.

It reminds him of Monte Cassino, his stint there in the early 1500s.  1489 had come and gone
like a beatific vision, and in its wake Hob was left reeling with the double certainty of his
sanctioned immortality and the descent once more of the stranger, the peculiar glint of his
eyes, in which Hob had fancied he could see a spangled Andromeda drawn out in stars. 
Returning to the printer's life had not come easy.  He was possessed by a sudden, shuddering
need to seek a purpose in it, in the carelessly requested gift of eternal life which some lily-
white hand had deigned to grant, and this drove him headfirst into a handful of wandering
decades.  It had seemed a vain errand, in those days –– what purpose could he possibly
garner from the corners of the earth, when his benefactor seemed so certainly cosmic? –– but
Hob had wandered all the same, an eager vagrant and a charming nomad, swapping tales and
debts for beds and bread.  By the time Monte Cassino arose on the horizon, his soles were
worn through from walking, and he was fast learning that immortality, among other things,
was a devastatingly lonely thing.  When he shook hands with a passing friend, it was like he
could feel it –– the points of disconnect, the newly alien temporality of the calluses in their
palms and the crinkling corners of their smiles.  Read in the absence of lines on his face was
a volume of isolation.  There would be no graveside, for him.  Only a mourner's duty, ever-
borne, ever-present.   

This didn't make him resent his gift –– it was only another facet of it –– but it made him,
sometimes, wish for something fixed.  It was almost too early to hope for such a thing in the
architecture of the stranger's fine cheekbones, or the alpine ridges of his knuckles, his
accumulated and ageless detail, so these days, Hob buried that need in the deepest vale of his
body, and sought instead other rhythms he might keep time too.  For a while, he paid his days
to the metered hours of Monte Cassino.

Brother Santinus –– son of a couple Hob had met traveling in the south of the Latin Valley,
during his Mediterranean itinerancy after the close of the 15th century –– had offered him
kindnesses in the form of soft-spoken tutelage, Latin and bettered Italian.  Hob was never
sure, but there were times he thought Santinus could smell the strangeness on him  –– that
certain new ahumanity Hob was still, sometimes, terrified by.  But if he caught some lilt of
antiquity –– some condemning Medievalism, lingering in the way Hob turned his r's or held
his shoulders –– Santinus never let on.  He was never admonishing of Hob's ever-fluctuating
faith, either.  At worst, he was only reproachful of Hob's middling skill with the subjunctive.

Sometimes, when relived visions of plague and mud and pustules of rot –– the mottled scar
still comparatively fresh on his left hand, the skin melting from the flesh to the cream-calico
bone, reborn as quickly as it was shed –– the sight of his blood bubbling between his hands
on the pub's splintered floor, scrabbling breathlessly at the dirt as he hauled himself from the
open grave –– when these things kept him from sleep, he would gaze into the low stone
ceiling and wait, wearily, for the sun to rise.  In these small hours, there would come the
summoned patter of soft-soled sandals, and past his door would stream the murmuring



procession of brothers, en route to the chapel proper for matins, Santinus among them, a thin
patch of shadow on shadow.  On the worst of the sleepless nights, Hob would trail out after
him, bleary with shaky exhaustion, half-regurgitated terrors, quelled by the dim and tender
light and the rote sounds of a language still partly unknown to him.  The sun would not yet be
cresting the hills –– Monte Cassino, gazing down onto the township below, was always the
first to catch the dawn between its slitted windows –– and in the still-slumbering darkness,
the chanted speech would melt into a narrow melody.  Hob would sit, knees to chest, against
the cool stones, and close his eyes, and feel closer to something.  Not God, he didn't think ––
but whatever occupied the space of it.  The broader shape of things.  The new-learned
constancy of eyes blue as the first wash of sunrising sky.  The unutterable joy it was, to be
alive to see it.

" Perché sei qui? " Santinus had asked, once, while the procession had returned to chambers
to pass the time until morning lauds.  "From what are you seeking––ah, sollievo ?  Solace? 
You seem–– a man in search of something.  Somewhere."

" Non lo so.   Maybe nothing.  Non lo so ."

And Santinus had looked at him, with that peculiar turn of his eye, that always seemed to
border on unmasking Hob's most buried truth.  " Dai tempo al tempo ," was all he had said. 
"The path will make itself known."

Maybe the path had made itself known.  Hob wasn't sure, even still, if there was a path at all. 
But now, curled in a motel bed with space enough for a second shape to fill, he thinks of the
monastery –– the Benedictine monks in their black habits that always so starkly recalled the
encounter of 1389; their bowed heads, Santinus' ink-stained fingertips passing over the
Aeneid , writ in curving script; rising in the mornings to trek across Italian countrysides with
the sun curving about his shoulders like a woven mantle.  The way the quiet there was
sonorous, a silence pulled from the inexhaustible muteness of the hewn stones, this texture of
absent sound that was resonant and cool as a clear spring.  He thinks he would like that,
again.  A little bit of that.

Hob listens to the quieted sounds of the TV.  Outside, the air is dark and full of
noiselessness.  He thinks of matins, and patience, and the subjunctive.  When he closes his
eyes, at last, he wills himself to dream of the path, made known.

 

+++

 

Hob wakes three times in Carthage.

The first stint of sleep passes in a glancing instant.  It's featureless –– like the first nights
after, when he would wake in terror at the black plain, with the bile already rising from his
gut.  Like a mirror of November, he's woken from the emptiness already straining upright, a
gasp abrasive in his throat.  The clock on the nightstand reads 1:44, but he notices this



second.  The first awareness is of a hand on his shoulder, insistent in a way that suggests a
certain unfamiliarity with gentleness.

"Hey–– hey ," whispers the Corinthian.  

Hob restrains the punch his body tells him to throw.  In the new moon glow, commingled
with scraped curls of porch light, the Corinthian's nightmare's skeleton is reveled in full. 
Against the scruffy blonde hair and manicured nails, his triplicate teeth, bone-white and
glistening, are a horror of terrible proportions.  It's an artful thing, Hob discovers –– a more
artistic mind might find a spare, carnivorous beauty in it.

The Corinthian is knelt at Hob's bedside.  He pulls his hand from Hob's shoulder and tilts his
head.  Hob wonders if he slept –– if he dreams –– what it is an open mouth and empty gullet
dream of.

"Who else is here?" the Corinthian asks.  The tone is casual, but only overtop of something
else.

"What?"

"It smells like–– peaches.  Summer peaches."  The Corinthian settles onto his heels, half-
crouched, as though braced for a spring.  His nostrils flare, just subtly.  "Despair smells like
snakeskin and rat-breath.  Delirium smells like–– sour wine.  Real old leather.  Matthew's all
McDonald's and thin atmosphere, and you–– you smell like–– low layers of earth, under all
the cigs and sweat.  Who's peaches?"

"I'm not–– oh.  I supposed I've never noticed–– hm.  Peaches."

The Corinthian blinks.  His ocular teeth clack.

"Next door?" asks Hob.

The Corinthian nods.  One small tongue darts from a smaller, thick-lashed mouth, worrying
at a scrap caught between a canine and an incisor.

"Right.  That'd be Desire."

The Corinthian doesn't tense, not visibly –– he moves into a total stillness, somewhere past
tension.

"Desire," he echoes.  "Hm."

"Have you two met?"

The Corinthian shrugs.  "I'm sure we've crossed paths."

Silence falls again.  The TV is still on, babbling in some indecipherable language, and the
screen casts cards of plasticky light over the foot of the bed.  Matthew and Delirium are still
asleep, and in the odd intimacy of the small hours, Hob can hear every silken shift of
Matthew's feathers, each minute shift and rustle of the Corinthian's unsettled movement.  



After a moment, the Corinthian rises, and noiselessly retrieves his shirt and jacket.

"What're you doing?"

The Corinthian sloppily buttons his shirt halfway, tugs on his coat, makes for his shoes by the
door.

"Think I'll sit outside for a while," he says quietly.

Hob frowns.  "Why?  It's bloody frigid."

The Corinthian hesitates, one hand on the doorknob.

"I don't sleep much." 

"You can watch TV, then, I don't mind––"

"And I don't–– like–– their brand of hunger," he adds, haltingly.  "It's–– I don't know if it's
me, or the way he remembered them, built into me, but it's–– something cruel."

Hob doesn't say anything.  The Corinthian drums his fingers on the knob.  Delirium mumbles
strands of poetry in her drowsing sleep, a jumble of tongues in dactylic hexameter.

Without a word, Hob gets up.  The Corinthian watches him, question unspoken, as Hob
crosses to his suitcase and rummages around.  A few moments' search unearths a knit scarf,
so old Hob only faintly recalls its origins, some tidbit purchased for a Frost Fair in the early
1800s.  It's survived enough new lives, he decides, to handle whatever might befall it around
a killer's neck, so he tosses it towards the Corinthian.

For a second, the Corinthian holds his eye.  It's odd, to see the predator cut of his face bent
towards gratitude.  The Corinthian winds the scarf around his neck, and, still silent, exits. 
When Hob gets back into bed, he can see his silhouette through the parted edge of the
curtains –– leaned against the door, an imitation of ease lain overtop ready ligaments.  The
light is swallowed into the yawning lens of his glasses.  He's a patch of familiar darkness,
outlined in feeble yellow, and Hob, perversely, finds something comforting in it.

When he sleeps, this time, he dreams.

 

+++

 

"Christ, I've had a long day," Hob sighs.

It's the perpetual woods, again –– black as scorched bone, solemn as cathedral columns.  Hob
walks, as he's learned to do by rote.  The sky tonight is–– different, but in a subtle way, a way
he's failing to place fully.  No moon shines.  Only the suggestion of one hangs haloed in the



sky, a ring of iridescent light surrounding a single flat circle of darkness.  A new moon
rising.  Hob wonders if omens can be good.

He steps over a matted snarl of roots.  The air is heavy with the same old scent –– recent rain,
cut lilacs, pine sap –– and Hob breathes in, deeply, to let the clarity of it into his lungs.  The
wonder at the realness of it all still rings the same.  It's remarkable, the level of realization. 
It's like a morning on a moor, dew-spotted and green, even in the dark stillness of a perpetual
starless night.

"You'll never guess who I ran into.  Of all the bloody people.  Beings.  What have you."

Behind him, he listens for the half-second delay, the footsteps that follow –– they're there,
pattering and steady, no stronger than they were.  It gives him comfort, even knowing the
foolishness of being comforted by it at all.

"I've got–– you know, arguably, the worst entourage in creation."  He can hardly repress a
rueful chuckle.  He feels lighter here, more like the version of himself he used to know well. 
"Matthew and the Corinthian are at each other's throats every bloody second, it's like driving
around with two petulant toddlers–– not that I don't love Matthew, of course, but that doesn't
preclude me wanting to toss him out the bloody window sometimes.  And the Corinthian–– I
don't know.  He's a strange one.  Different."

No response.  Hob takes it in stride –– there was a lot of talking last night, and maybe he's
used up his bank of speech recollection for a bit –– and carries on.  

"I wonder what it's like," he muses.  "Starting–– not fresh, but with this–– shadow of
yourself.  Sometimes he acts like he's looking over his own shoulder.  He's been amicable,
though–– save for Matthew, but I suppose that's, ah, par for the course, eh?"

He squints towards the horizon.  The golden light flares.  For a second, he swears it jumps ––
a lick of flame, leaping into the starless sky, touching at the underbelly of the clouds––

Clouds.  Hob frowns. 

Thunderheads, barrel-chested and broad shouldered as the old gods, are amassing legions
ahead.  He's never seen clouds here, before.  It's always been the spare, velveteen sky,
unmarked by constellations or weather patterns.  But now, rising ahead and drawing nearer
by the passing instant, a storm is brewing.  The soft curves of the rearing forms are bound up
by a breath of sanguine red, as though the sun is rising somewhere, though the moon remains
static overhead. Red skies in the morning , thinks Hob.  

"Hm.  I'd rather it didn't rain, if it's all the same to you."

Nothing.  Something prickles at the pads of Hob's thumbs, the back of his neck.  He listens
for the footsteps.

"Love?"

Silence.  Far afield, a growl of thunder.  A growl between the trees, in kind.



"Love–– I know you've rather insisted on my looking ahead, but––"

No protest.  No murmur of dissent.  He strains his hearing to its fullest extent.  It's hard to tell
–– what he hears, what he imagines he hears, what he manages to detect through sheer force
of need –– and the sound of trailing footfalls shimmers on the edge of sense, eluding his
grasping touch.

Another snarl of thunder.  Lighting, spread across the great muscles of the cloud bank, flares
white and crimson in one.

"Right.  I'm–– I'm going to turn around, alright?"

Silence.  Thunder.  The gallop of his heart, shot through with a terror he's unwilling to name.

Hob, slowly, turns back.

There's no one there.

The trunks of the pines form a bowed nave over the uneven path.  On the trunk of each one,
at about the height a hand might reach if stretched straight out, is a shine of some dark, oily
substance, smeared in two lines, like fingers dragged through thick paint.  It shines with a
pearlescent glow, like the rings of the new moon, and marks the interminable path with inky
milestones.  Far, far, beyond the point of sight, the forest stretches on boundlessly, until the
trees converge into a point of misty darkness that cannot be dissected into details.  It's dark. 
It's quiet.  It's empty.  In the bed of pine needles and mossy grass that coats the way, Hob can
detect one proof, and one proof only –– the light impressions of the soles of feet, concavities
in the landscape so subtle he can't be sure he isn't––

Hob can hear his own breath, hot and sharp as steel wool and bundled into his lungs, where
the stammering of his pulse is fit to shake down mountains from their roots.  There's no one
there.  There's no one there .

"Love?" he whispers.

The sky breaks.

Hail and rain pelt down from the clouds, in a grating yowl of thunder.  The torches of
lightning beat the earth, sending shocks of brilliant light arcing from the treetops.  Through
the trunks, gulleys of rainwater erupt in torrents, and Hob stumbles backwards, breathless and
panicky, as the whitewater snaps and snarls at his ankles.  It's a cataclysm, havoc unleashed
onto what should, by rights, be his –– like javelins, the lighting pierces tree trunks and buries
itself in the earth, as though it would destroy this place in full –– and over the wailing of the
sky he can almost hear something like laughter.

Across the broken path, a tawny blur canters, foam-mouthed and rearing.  For the briefest of
moments, Hob can make it out –– a doe, eyes rolling madly, snorting gouts of bloody spittle
–– and then it turns on him, and in a crashing frenzy of flight dashes past him, knocking into
his shoulder.  He starts to look after it, but the brutality of the emptiness behind drags his eyes
back, again and again, as the cantering barrels on at his back.



There's no one there.   God's blood, there's–– he doesn't want to look at it any more, not a
second longer, so he turns back to the path, tensed for a sprint, and breaks off after the now-
fading shape of the deer.  The rhythm of running is well-learned.  It's like Berlin, all over
again –– the dog in pursuit, the hunter whose form is perfect for the act of hunting –– and
when he runs, it's with a twinned ferocity.  He runs to catch what he can –– he runs to escape
what he must.

The woods blur around him, lose their artful edges.  The brutalism is melting into a double-
shadowed languor.  The black trunks and branches take two shapes, one level architect's line
and one wispy echo, blurring outward, until the landscape is suffused with a layer of loose
chiffon.  The deer, ahead, zigs and zags with a prey's fearful urgency, and Hob doesn't
understand it, what it means .  He's never known, he discovers, what any of this means––

The rain washes in great torrents over his face.  He swipes the water out of his eyes, blinking
for a spare second––

The mouth of a cave opens black before him.

He skids to a halt in the slop of mud and stares at it.  It has appeared from the landscape so
abruptly he would've collided with it.  The sound of the fleeing doe still rings on, but the
crush of vegetation has turned to a percussive clatter of hoofs on stone, and he can only
imagine the thing has bolted down the unseen path.  Its darkness is so absolute he can discern
nothing within.  The hail lashes at his shoulders –– he wonders, will he wake up with
bruises? –– and there's nowhere else to go.  He can't turn back.  Not for anything would he
look at that palpable absence again.  Not for the world.

He lunges for shelter.  His foot crosses the threshold.

The cave bursts with light.  Torches flare into life along the rough-hewn walls, casting bands
of multicolored silver and gold off the veins of iridescent mica in the stone.  Hob staggers to
a halt –– the air is so thick with heady perfume it almost turns his stomach.  Honey, sweet
enough to be sickly; rosewater in copious excess; the border of rot, where It might almost be
floral; smoke and incense; and under it all, golden-red and turgid as a humid sunrise, fresh-
cut peaches.

In the center of the cavern is a mound of fineries, stacked into a careless amphitheater curve. 
Pelts of leopards, all spotted, mixed with the fine white hides of ermine.  Arms, arms in
profusion –– rapiers, curved scabbards, polished to luminance and filigreed in gold down
which ferrous ducts of blood seem still to run.  Pink bunches of camellia and oleander, mauve
carnations and calla lilies, ropes of ivy strung in lazy elegance over branches of pine and
oak.  The torchlight runs amid the fields of amber and crimson, drawing second shining
reflections of color out from every surface.  The air is still, weighed down by the light and the
smell, as though possessed by a fit of indulgent repose.  Between these walls of decadence,
there lies a single chaise, and on the chaise, grinning viciously, lies Desire.

"Curiouser and curiouser," they hum.  "What a dream you've concocted, wanderer."

They're draped in robes of Roman purple, fringed in gold.  In one languid, red-nailed hand,
they hold a burnished chalice, from which they take a slow, savoring drink.  The wine, red as



a sea, lingers in the corner of their sneering mouth.  An agile tongue licks at the stain, almost
lasciviously.

"Get out," snarls Hob.  "Get out of my head."

Desire tilts their head.  In such opulence of light, their eyes are a font of molten bronze,
pouring fierce from their insatiable firmament.  Their lips crinkle with mirth.

"I find it so banal , how insistent you are on vilifying me."  They stretch themself along the
cushions, folding their sharp chin in the plush crook of their elbows.  Not for a moment do
their eyes leave Hob –– he finds, under the searing brand of that stare, it's difficult to move. 
"Have I ever been your enemy?"

"I don't want you in my head ."  Through brute force of will, Hob takes a step forward.  His
limbs feel slack and unresponsive.  Desire's hungry smile widens.  "This is–– this is mine ,
and I don't want you in it."

"But I've always been in it, puppydog."

"Stop calling me––"

"Don't you understand that?"  Something of fury flashes across Desire's fickle face.  Around
their chaise, shadows of monstrosities bloom, writhe, and perish, they’re swaying and
undulating on the thin border of the beautiful and the horrific. "You cannot imagine what I've
put up with, from him , from you .  He never told you the truth, I imagine –– that I tried to
help him escape his absurd repressiveness, that I sent lovers his way, that I poked his arctic
heart until even the tundra could burn.  He was such a dunce .  A stuck-up bore .  And then
you–– you ––"

They swing gracefully to their bare feet, and advance on Hob.  Hob almost manages a retreat,
but, sinuous and swift as a serpent, Desire is before him, seizing his face in one hand.  Every
point of contact burns like the heart of flame, and the points of their nails dig viciously into
his skin.

"You were always something else," Desire murmurs.  They turn Hob's face from side to side
appraisingly, scrutinizing the structure, peering callously into his eyes.  "You stepped into this
world already a pile of kindling soaked in pitch.  I admired the way you burned –– though it
was wasted on him –– and the smell of it–– the taste–– the finest vintage I've ever distilled."

"Don't touch me," snaps Hob, rearing back.  Desire's grip tightens –– they force him back to
face them.  At their back, Hob can see tendrils of smoke rising from the base of the pyre,
little hands of flame groping for that which might burn.

"It's maddening , do you understand?"  In a passionate fit, Desire pushes Hob's face away,
rather petulantly.  They stalk back to their couch, downing another hefty swallow of wine. 
When they wipe their mouth with the back of their hand, a smear of violent red remains. 
"You just–– wallowing .  Wasting what you have on, on a corpse ––"



"Stop.  Stop talking.  What do you want?"  Hob manages to overrule Desire's  curse through
force of rage.  "What are you doing here?  You–– you show up when I don't bloody want you,
say some insufferable, cryptic shite , then traipse on off all smug and superior, and I'm at the
end of my bloody rope with you.  Do you get off on tormenting me?"

Desire laughs.  It's a callow thing, thin and whiplike.  

"You'll see.  Let a millennium pass –– things will get dull, and you'll be scrabbling for a taste
of any new thing like an addict.  You're still young, by my standards.  You'll understand, one
day.  It's all so trite.  Overdone."

In a huff, they thump down onto the chaise.  

"You used to be entertaining."

"I'm not your dancing monkey!"  Hob storms across the space between them, until he can spit
the words in Desire's irritated face.  "God's bones and blood, I'm not your pet!  I don't exist to
entertain you!"

He can't keep still –– he paces in meaningless shapes, hands itching for blood, fury barking in
his gut.

"Oh?" says Desire blandly.  "As I recall, you're the product of my sister's high-minded bet. 
My brother's passing curiosity.  You're a bug under a glass, torchbearer."

"Fuck you!  I'm not a bloody bug!"  He can't find the language for it –– Desire's intoxication
makes him unstable, flighty with force of emotion.  "I–– my whole bloody existence, I've––
kept to the rules, alright?  I've done my bit, I've hardly dared ask for what I wanted, and––
and it's a game , to you?  It's not a game!  It's never been a game to me!  It's my bloody life! 
And–– and now it's–– my everything , my–– the blood in my veins, the center, he's–– he's
been taken away from me, and you're upset because my grief doesn't entertain you?!"

Desire's look has changed its coat.  Something new, steady, curious. is flaring there –– their
mouth twitches at the corners.

"Fuck that!  Fuck off!  I'm in enough bloody agony already, and I won't be subjected to your
sadistic boredom!  I want you out!  Out of my head!  Out !"

Desire, slowly, begins to rise.

"Good," they breathe.  "Oh, this is good.  My sweet little greyhound, this is what you should
be doing."

"Christ!  Come on!  Just say what you fucking mean! "

"Embrace fury!"  Desire throws up their hands.  Around them, their pile of luxuries bursts
into flames, and Desire laughs, wild with manic glee.  "You'll sit and mourn?  You'll let grief
tow you mindlessly from shore to shore?  You have hands for bruising, teeth for gnashing, a
heart so violent in its devotion that the Fates could cower before it!  You stupid, colossal idiot



, how do you not see it?  I'm your curse of eternal war!  I'm your patron deity!  Everything
you've done, you do through me! "

Hob is sputtering syllables of rage, far past coherency.  The flames are pouncing up to the
ceiling, and in the middle of the conflagration, Desire themself seems to be burning, snagging
lips and nails as brilliant as bubbling blood.  Their smile is so  wide it swallows their face.

In one swift motion, Desire has surged forward and seized Hob by the shoulders.  They haul
him around in a staggering twirl, and in some wicked sleight of hand, they're seated reclined
on the couch again, and Hob finds himself knelt between their knees, their hand curling with
cajoling force beneath his chin.  He looks up, into Desire's molten stare and bloody mouth,
and the flames sear an undulating nimbus around their gold-bound blonde.

"I've always been your champion ," Desire purrs.  "Silly thing."

Hob is paralyzed.  He doesn't know what to do with it all –– Desire's touch, winnowing into
his bones and setting them alight, leaves him almost gasping in the face of such profusions of
smoke.  Desire looks down at him, burning.

"You could scorch the earth," they murmur.  "For me.   You could slaughter the old gods with
all the weight of your wanting.  Wouldn't that be lovely?  Wouldn't that be fun ?  Oh, you
could keep me busy, for a while.  You did, once –– all that self-sacrifice?  Coughing up your
own guts to summon my workaholic sister?  Shattering my brother's dull prison?  It was so
intoxicating .  Why not do it again?  Why not tear things down?"

"I'm not your dog," spits Hob, though he can barely manage to speak.  The smoke is filling
the vaulted cave, and the light from the flames, glaring off metal and singing petals of
flowers, is growing overpowering.

"No," says Desire.  "But you've always been his ."

Hob tries to rise.  Desire's grip, deceivingly tender, forces him back to his knees.  The smoke
clouds their face until it's changing, impossible to grasp with recognition –– they cycle
dizzyingly between forms, only held constant by the pin of burning yellow eyes.

"Do it," they hiss.  "Succumb to the frenzy.  Fight.  Who says you're bound by any cosmic
law?  The very fact of your existence is a defiance –– use it.  You would bow to custom?  To
sorrow?  To the Fates ?  You would waste all your adoration on a dead thing?  Some reeking
fantasy?  Pathetic.  Get up .  Stop sleeping.  It's ridiculous.  It's boring .  Boring, boring,
bor––"

They stop.  

Hob watches their mouth catch on the end of the word –– but it's not their mouth that catches,
he realizes abruptly.  Their eyes have snapped from his face to some point past his shoulder,
where their look is suddenly pinned.  The silence that falls is like the crash of a descending
spear, and save from the ever-present crackle of the flames, not a sound survives the
massacre.  



Desire is slack-jawed.  Their hand, clutching Hob's jaw still, goes limp.  Hob's fury suddenly
falls through the pit of his stomach.  He cannot fathom what could rend Desire speechless––
what vision might––

There are hands curving around his face.  

Desire's furious heat is subsumed into a rush of coolness, pure as marble under moonlight,
known as well as Hob's own name.  A sigh of relief escapes him –– he presses into the touch,
and watches the flames rush about Desire's shoulders, a cataclysm of fire that doesn't snag
him with its biting mouth.  When Hob leans back, shuts his eyes with the bliss of it, his head
rests upon the column of a thigh, tremulous, but there .

"This. Is not. Yours. Sibling."

Hob hears the irate shades of the familiar voice, and it's such a wonder to hear even his
implacable anger that he almost laughs aloud.  Desire is–– speechless, still.

"Hello, bichon ," says Hob softly.  A few fingers stroke his temple, moving in gentle circles.

"He.  Is not. Yours ."

The walls are shaking.  Hob can hear it–– the grinding, grating sound of stone collapsing. 
There are shudders of impact around it, buried in the crisp hornet buzz of the flame, and he
doesn't feel any of it.  It's a dream fit to outpace them all.  He leans against his chosen pillar,
and nothing in the world feels wrong.

"Brother?" whispers Desire.

"GO. "

The walls come down.  Desire yowls.  

The fire arcs into apocalypse.  The pyre burns.

Hob looks up, and he sees him.

The blue eye, shot through with veins of black like a shattered piece of china –– the dark
galaxy in the other socket, still dripping with the black mire of spilled spacetime, the blood of
a galaxy's opened vein –– the sharp nose and shell-pink mouth blanched paler than pale ––
God in Heaven, the face Hob had lain beside for those silent nights he couldn't recall all the
way, in a hall that once was lit with joy, on the black steps where the black blood had run––
and still, what a wondrous thing, to see him at all, even with the open wound in his chest still
thick with gore, even with the face looking down toward him, bent to a tilt of a smile so
anguished and thin it might not be there at all––

"Dream?" breathes Hob.

A hand passes over his brow, and it leaves behind a line of ichor.  Hob can't breathe.

The lips, chapped and cracked, move in a shape without sound.



"Hob ," mouths Dream.

There's a burst of flame, and Hob feels his pulse stutter in his chest.

And he wakes up.

 

+++

 

"C'mon, Robbie, c'mon, come back to us––"

"Hob!  Hob!   Fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck––"

"Attaboy, Robbie, rise and shine––"

With a convulsive start, Hob wakes for the second time.  His own blood is stampeding in his
eardrums, and for a moment his vision goes black and blue with woozy stars.  The first thing
he can sense is an overpowering smell of smoke –– in the blurred chaos, blinking away the
static, he sees Delirium in a flock of parakeets, pouring out the open door, and there are hands
on his shoulders, and two faces peering into his with deep scrutiny.

"Morning, sunshine," drawls the Corinthian.  The offhandedness doesn't land –– his grasp on
Hob's shoulder is too tight to be at ease, and there's a certain sharpness in the clench of his
jaw that belies some other tension.  As soon as he's ascertained that Hob is well and truly up,
he slips from the bedside and shoulders out the door, snagging Hob's suitcase as he goes and
hurling Hob's coat onto the foot of the bed.  He's gone without a word, and Hob can hardly
see his retreat –– everything is obscured by carpets of thick smoke.  Somewhere, alarms are
blaring, and like a distant banshee he hears a siren scream down the road outside.

Matthew tugs on Hob's elbow, near frenetic.

"Come on, come on, shit's on fire, let's go!   Dude, I thought you were having a seizure, too,
you–– you were like, twitching and shit, and–– fuckin' freaky, I was so scared–– up up up! 
Come on!"

Hob staggers out of bed.  A thunderous herd of rats comes pouring from the bathroom,
scattering out into the parking lot, and Despair walks calmly in their wake.  She's pulling her
hair into a loose bun and watching the smoke climb into the ceiling tiles with an expression
of bemused boredom.

" Always with the dramatics ," she sighs.

Hob yanks on his coat, barely manages to snag his shoes, and then Matthew is pecking him
out the door, onto the concrete, then the asphalt.  When he manages to turn back, still fussing
with a sleeve and stumbling towards the car, he can see the scale of it –– the total,
catastrophic inferno, leaping from the motel ceilings and screaming towards the sky.



The other residents of the motel –– the scattered few, bleary-eyed and disgruntled –– are
already shuffling towards their cars.  The Corinthian is leaning against the front bumper, arms
folded, Hob's suitcase at his feet.  The flames dance across the double black pools of his
lenses.  Matthew lands on the hood, panting, beak agape, as Despair slumps against the
passenger door and Delirium comes to roost amid the luggage rack on top of the car.  Hob
can barely get a breath down.  It's too much to process, all at once like this.  The screech of
the sirens is deafening, racing ever-closer, and all he can see, past the flames and the
destruction, is that face, looking down at him–– that mouth, moving in the shape of his name
again––

"How did you do that?!"

In a cascade of fire, Desire explodes from their room.  Their face is contorted with disbelief
and rage, and the twist extends into their body, so every limb is drawn akimbo with anger. 
The hem of their robes is aflame –– but already they're changing the shapes, and the fabric is
melting into a silken black, bound close to their body, still burning, until the tongues of flame
outline their whippet shape.  Hob opens his mouth to speak, but language is gone, and all he
can manage is a creaky stutter.

In one leaping lunge, Desire has Hob by the collar of his beleaguered Olympics jumper.  This
close, Hob can see so far into their pupils that he might almost make out Desire's truest shape
–– the raw and beating heart, silverskin and corded muscle and wet, rich blood, pulsing down
in their core. 

"Tell me!  Tell me how you did that!"

"I didn't–– I didn't do anything ," Hob chokes out.  "I didn't––"

"Back off, pretty thing."  The Corinthian shoots his hands out and seizes Desire's wrists,
hauling them free of Hob's jumper.  Desire hisses and yanks free –– they slap one manicured
hand across the Corinthian's face, and their nails leave four neat furrows, cut into the skin. 
The Corinthian doesn't react.  A fluid too sluggish to be blood, dark maroon, oozes from the
cuts.  He places himself at Hob's shoulder.  Hob can feel the barely leashed disdain radiating
off of him.

"Don't touch me, lapdog," sneers Desire.  "Your animal hands are filthy ."

"No filthier than yours."

"How did you do that ?!"  Desire turns back on Hob, all aflame.  "How did you bring him to
you?!"

"Fuck's sake, I didn't do a thing!"  Hob is still barely cognizant of reality –– the eyes, looking
down, still have him reeling –– and the most he can do is fumble for his car keys.  

"Liar ."

"You know what?!  I'm done!"  He's got the keys, and he hands them off to the Corinthian,
whose jaws are grinding so fiercely Hob can almost hear the enamel flaking.  "Fuck you, and



fuck this!  I–– I don't––"

And he can't bear to ask it–– but the way Desire says it, the way the words line up, what they
might mean–– he almost, almost can't bear to ask it––

"Was that him?"  

God, he hates how much his voice trembles on it, but he's said it.  He can feel the
Corinthian's gaze dart to him, feel its violent mixture of panic and something bordering
hope.  Delirium's multitudinous parakeets twitter.  Despair, even, grows more silent than her
silence has been before.  There's only the crisp crumpled paper of the roaring fire, the
crescendoing weeping of the sirens, and Hob's own ragged breath, cutting the smoky air to
ribbons.

Desire stares at him.  

Hob stares back.

A fire truck screeches into the lot.  Troops of firefighters trundle past, hoses in hand.  The fire
burns.  It eats the walls and roof.  It eats the stars, and still isn't sated.

Desire smiles.

The fury isn't melting –– it's only morphing, seamless, into a terrible, cruel glee.  They're
backing away, slowly, their delight bordering on hysterical euphoria.  Their bare, arched feet
cross the threshold of the porch, nearing the motel room door, through which tendrils of
flame reach for their ankles.  Someone hollers from a distance.  

"Was that him? " asks Hob, again.  It's all desperation.  All hope.  A thousand misfit edges, a
thousand things he chose to take for a grieving fiction –– all of this, layered overtop of itself,
in a question he has to tear from himself by the root.

Desire spreads their arms wide.  Their palms are burning.  Their sanguine smile is almost
brighter than the burning.

"Drive safe, torchbearer."

They fall backwards, through the open doorway and into the fire, and vanish.

Hob can't move.  He can't hear over the cacophony of his own body.  Some hapless firefighter
runs into the room after Desire, and emerges seconds later, soot-coated and perplexed.  In
silence, the Corinthian wipes off his new scratches, fuming and silent, and unlocks the car. 
Delirium, astir in chirping melodies, pours into the back seat, solidifying into a girlish outline
that settles into uncharacteristic silence.  Despair's face is smiling faintly, but there's no joy in
it.

"Farewell, twin, " they say quietly.  "Ever theatrical. "

Matthew, very timidly, nudges Hob's elbow.



"Why'd you ask that?"  His voice is so small.  So shaken.

Hob can't lift a finger.  It's a teetering edge –– a half-answer, a vain hope –– could he expect
honesty from a habitual tormentor?  Or was the torment only the working of a greater ally? 
The bewilderment, the rage, those had rung true–– and if that was true, was it his own mind
that was so startling?  The force of his self-flagellating fiction?  Or was it––

"Hey .  Hob.  Why'd–– why'd you––"

"Get in the car, Matthew," says the Corinthian.  It's almost gentle, for him.  "C'mon."

"No, I–– I need to know why––"

"Let it lie."  

The Corinthian picks up Hob's suitcase, maneuvers it into the trunk.  Matthew hesitates.  Hob
can sense his stare, lingering on his back, before he gives in and flutters into the front
console.  Hob still can't unglue himself from the spot.  It's like his mind has struck a wall. 
He's insensate.  The world burns.  The motel is a pyre, already smothering itself with ash.  He
could be burning with it, for all he knows.

"Alright, Robbie."  The Corinthian appears at his elbow.  "It's an hour to Nashville.  Straight
shot.  I've got it."

He can't get away from it.  He can't stop.  Nothing around him–– none of it feels like it's
there––

"Come on, Hob," he says, low and steady.  He puts one hand on Hob's shoulder, and a piece
of the world comes crashing back into place.  A little bit of sound–– a little bit of texture. 
"Get in, okay?"

Hob nods –– once, weakly.  He's in the passenger seat by rote motion, without realizing how
he's gotten there.  He's just there.  Point A to point B.

"You–– you've got––"  Matthew hops from foot to foot, hesitant, stumbling over the words. 
With one tremulous wing, he gestures to his head.  "You've got something–– on your
forehead.  Uh."

Hob, like a ghost, raises a hand to his brow.  Touches at what's there –– dark and tacky,
smelling of raspberries, rum.  When he holds his fingertips before his eyes, they're painted
black as deep space.

"Delirium," he says, in a voice so far from him it might not be his at all.  "Despair.  Can one
of you–– put me to sleep?"

"Hob, what––"

Delirium cuts Matthew off.



"Shaky hands, too close to madness, I wouldn't want to scramble your eggs, shouldn't do it,
not me––"

"I can, " says Despair.

The Corinthian starts the car.  He's taciturn, embroiled in soldierly silence.  He maneuvers
them out of the lot, past the fire trucks and staring bystanders, who hardly notice them pass,
and then they're on the road, the headlights biting two conical cuts of brightness out of the
dark.  The inferno is reduced to gold and smoke in the side mirror.  Hob stares at the
rearview, at the band of torn black tied there, at the cufflinks where the greyhounds leap
towards each other, always straining to meet.  He watches their pearly bodies sway under the
motion of the car, how the light refracts in rainbows off their thin limbs.  How their noses
almost touch.  How they're always just that close.

"Hob, man, you're, you're freaking me out a little."  Matthew can't settle.  He moves from
clawed foot to clawed foot, fussing in the adjustment of his wings, bobbing his head.  "What's
going on?  What are you––"

"It's–– I need to–– I need to check–– something."

"What does that mean?  Are, are you okay?  Is there––"

"Nothing.  It's––nothing.  I just–– I'm tired.  I'm tired."

From behind, Despair's clammy fingertips press into his temples.  His head is made of lead
and lint; his veins grow heavy with mercury; the curved needles of fish hooks dig into the
skin beneath his jaw, where the scar of past death lies, a figment of its maker in the driver's
seat.

"Okay," says Matthew, uneasily.  "I guess–– okay.  Just–– don't–– don't be out too long. 
Please."

"Don't worry," says Hob.  Such a useless thing to say , he thinks.  But Matthew quiets, all the
same.

"Sleep ," murmurs Despair.  " Sleep ."

Hob's lids flicker closed.  His body sinks into the seat, and clouded around him, the air still
hangs low with waning smoke.

He sleeps.

 

+++

 

The woods rise around him, but they’re not what they were.  



The starless sky is cloudless, now, and lit by an unsteady figment of the new moon, a blot of
black luminance that seems to waver in and out of being, barely clinging to itself.  From the
earth, the smell of the recent downpour rises, stained with the sickly sweetness of overripe
peaches, lingering on.  The path is torn up –– bits of twigs and debris litter the muddy mire of
ravaged dirt.  The trees still stand, but some are bisected, split down their centers from
lightning strikes.  Before him, the trunk of a great pine is scarred in one white, splintering
spiral down its length.  It's quiet.  It's so quiet he can hear the little pops and whines of his
own joints as he turns his neck, surveying the damage, squinting towards the horizon, where
he's hoping––

There.  Still.  The spot of gold, far away, almost farther than it was before.  Guttering like the
flame of a candle in a draft, but inarguable.  Constant.

"Dream?" he calls.  He almost berates himself for it.

Silence.

"Love, I'm–– I'm sorry."  He doesn't know how to start.  What to say.  He hopes to find it
along the way.  "I don't know how they got into my head–– bloody rotten bastard.  I thought
they'd be a nuisance, at best, I didn't realize––"

Somewhere, far off, a branch breaks.  Hob cuts off.  He waits for another sound. 

Nothing.

Water drips from the treetops.  A patter on the carpeted undergrowth.

"Are you there?"  He's so quiet, now, maybe no one would hear him.  "My sweeting.  My old
love."

The earth slides a little, beneath his feet.  A slop of mud.  A whisper, just a breeze, passing
through the highest branches of the trees.

"Are you there?" whispers Hob.

"Tired."

It's instinct, to try and turn, but Hob resists.  Every muscle in his body strains against it.  The
word emerges as though from nowhere –– and then it localizes, just at the nape of his neck. 
A shivery outline of a forehead suddenly rests against the back of his head.  In one moment,
he can feel it –– in the next, the touch is insubstantial, vanishing.

"Holy Mary."  There are tears springing to his eyes –– and it's still not to be believed, he still
can't bring himself to thing it's true.  "Oh God.  Oh my God."

"T.  Tire.  D."

Hob's never much bothered with ghosts.  It's always come as a surprise, that he hasn't
encountered more of them –– the volumes of his ever-expanding history must be crawling
with them –– but he's never had a run-in with one.  He'd never lacked belief in them, really. 



His spirit was fierce enough to keep his body kicking, so he imagined a determined enough
soul could con Death into a little extra lingering.  But he doesn't know what this is.  How this
is.

The rational part of him –– always at a disadvantage –– is begging for him to accept that his
finely-honed mind for stubbornness is only doing what it can to protect him from succumbing
once more to the yawning, terrible stillness that consumed him in the ruin of the Dreaming's
palace.  But then again, reason never got along well with love.

"I'm sorry," says Hob.  "I'm sorry I let them in here, I––"

"No."  When the voice speaks, the touch phases out.  In the silences, the touch returns.  Like
he can only manage one at a time.  Hob thinks he might split down the center of himself, fall
to pieces right here and not rise again.  A feeble hand grasps weakly at his shoulder, then
slips away, exhaling into steam.   " Fickle.   D.  Dif.  Fi.  Cult.  Not.  You."

"Don't talk, if you can't–– Christ, love, my love, it can't–– you––"

"Time."  

A rattling heave.  From the ground, up through the soles of his feet, Hob suddenly senses it
–– a hum, just rattling up in a pulse.  An old hum.  A known hum.  

"Time.  Q.  Qu.  Quiet."

"Time and quiet," repeats Hob.  “You need time and quiet?  I can do that.”

He could laugh.  He could cry.  He could fall to his knees and stay down.  He could touch the
underbelly of the sky and lasso the moon.  

"How do you feel about farmhouses?"

The forehead presses into his hair, quaking.

"Someplace quiet," says Hob.  His voice quivers.  "A little two-story, with a wraparound
porch, where you can sit and drink your tea in the morning, watch the grasshoppers leap onto
the front stoop.  Listen to the whistle of the meadowlarks, when the dawn is just turning
lilac.  Tall grass, all yellow and silky from the sun.  By a river, maybe, with a little bit of
shore, sloping down to the water, so when it's hot in the summer you can stand in it, up to
your ankles on the stones."  

If he speaks it aloud, then it's real –– maybe it really is that easy.  

"And we'll have–– we'll get a dog."  

"Hm."

"Or a cat.  Both.  Why not both?  An old hound dog to walk with me to town, and a cat to
keep the mice down, to curl up in your lap, or on the hearth, when we get a fire going in the
winter.  We'll have a little kitchen, with a screen door out to the back, some creaky thing I'll



never get around to fixing–– and books by the thousands, everywhere, and in June when the
nights are cool you can sit out back and read by the porch light, and the fireflies will float up
from the ground like, like comets, like they're going home."

Another hand, trembling like it might fall to bits, makes it to the side of his face.  It holds
there, barely.  But it holds.

"One of those places where the sky is so vast it's like a basin of stars turned over the earth,"
Hob breathes.  "Where you can feel so small.  Just us.  Sound good, bichon ?"

A huff of something.  Not a laugh, in amusement –– something patient, desperate to indulge. 
Something vast and old and longing.

"Good."

Hob smiles.  It's the first time, in months, he feels like he means it.

"Right then.  I'll get on it."

The hand wafts from his cheek.  The forehead wavers until it's steam and mist.  And in a
parting gift, he feels a kiss against the shell of his ear, almost curled in the shape of a dimpled
smile.

He wakes, for the third time, in Nashville, parked on the side of 7th Ave.  The Corinthian is
silent in the driver's seat, glasses on, as close to sleep as he must get.  Delirium is a mound of
old carpet –– Despair, in repose, gazes out the window.  Even Matthew snores on the center
console, wracked with fitful dreams.

Hob looks out the windshield.  The tears track down his face, but it hardly matters.  The sun,
all glorious in a shower of pink and red and painterly gold, is just rising on the distant
horizon.  Hob watches it, and the light, soft as the halo of a gas lamp, spills over the
dashboard, profuse, and always returning.
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It feels too lonely, Hob decides, to be itinerant for all of the holidays –– and there is a new
bounty of flora blooming between his ribs, a richness of petal-soft, fine-veined feeling , that
gives him what seems like a 24-hour respite from the runner’s jitters.  Christmas Eve, then,
become a Nashville affair. 

There is road ahead, to be sure.  Road and trial, and some distant, dry shore to wash up upon,
where a house might be built, a porch might be lit, a summer thin and rasping as cricket legs
to rest in.  These things all lie before him, now, and he feels urgency, but also such an



overwhelming joy at the prospect of their existence that even the gum blackened to the
Nashville sidewalks seems like a miracle. 

Nashville had been his defining objective for some time, now, and it strikes him as almost
improper not to celebrate its attainment, even if it’s only for a day or two.  The vision–– still,
he can’t quite dare to call him by his name, like breathing the consonants too fully might tear
their papery filaments–– had asked for time.  Hob is an old hand at time.  He’s a collector of
it, a connoisseur, bottling it in vintages, storing it in the cool cellar of himself, to be drowned
in dust and aged to sublimity.  He has time by the bushel and the peck, by the penny and the
pound, and if his charge now is to spend it, then so be it.  Very little could make a dent in his
fortunes of the stuff, and a Nashville Christmas Eve is not so big a thing to squander it on.

The morning isn’t tense, per say.  But it’s unsettled.  He’s not sure what the Endless sisters
might sense –– Despair had given him queer stares from the corners of her wilting gray eyes
as they’d motored further into the city in search of a hotel, and Delirium keeps spontaneously
slopping into a soupy supernova, all black run with hydrogen blue –– but he thinks the
Corinthian might smell it on him.  His look, even veiled by the inscrutable lenses, has been
that of a forensic surgeon, or a very delicate carnivore.  Hob can almost feel his layers being
tugged at, shifted, peeled away, through which the glow of the new gardens is undoubtedly
visible.  He doesn’t want to put a name to it –– even that seems foolish, too much too soon,
God, another thing to wait for –– but he can’t help it.  Reflected in the twin blacknesses of the
Corinthian’s lensed mouths, it’s there.  A fierce flurry of light like gold.  A thing with
feathers.  

Matthew tries, valiantly, not to ask.  Hob appreciates it, because he can tell how much effort
it’s taking.  He speaks in abortive half-sentences, correcting course midway to dodge
questions.  It gives Hob a minute to catch his breath, figure out how to say it.  He almost
doesn’t want to say.  He almost thinks he can’t.  But more than that, he feels–– proprietary. 
It’s his.  Desire crossed the threshold of his vaulted nave, and that was like having a limb
severed.  He doesn’t want to be told how absurd it might be.  How improbable.  So for a
morning, at least, he clutches the new thing close to chest, binds it in his arms, and only
smiles, in a way he hasn’t managed in ages.

They take breakfast to go from Milk & Honey Gulch, a bit of a bourgeoise splurge –– waffles
golden, crisp and hot, drowned in syrup; strawberries, blueberries, raspberries, somehow
fresh in midwinter (a wonder of modernity Hob has never quite lost the awe of); biscuits and
gravy the Corinthian professes he might actually weep over, as though his Southern-ness isn’t
manufactured, but some intrinsic truth.  They picnic in Cumberland Park in the sharp, sweet
cold.  Matthew and Delirium make peace over pancakes.  Even Despair, never seemingly one
for festive goodwill, coaxes her rats into strange, artistic shapes that leave Delirium wide-
eyed with an old shadow of delight.  Hob sips hot black coffee and finally feels like he can
touch the world again.

After a while, as the snow of last night begins to melt off under the sunlight, Matthew and
Delirium scamper off on some adventure of their own –– in the seclusion of the park, or the
particular seclusion Delirium affords herself with her Endless-ness, there’s a sense of safety,
of space to stretch even the most eldritch of limbs.  Hob watches them make a game of
straining towards the bright blue December sky, Matthew keeping pace with a magnificent



embroidered kite, whose laughing dragon mouth sings Johnny Cash in six-part harmony. 
Despair, per usual, makes a quieter distancing –– Hob spots her at a picnic table, blanketed in
rats, summoning up windows and mirrors into which she casts fishhooked lines.  The air
around her is misty, obscuring, and her face is curled into a gaunt but satisfied focus.  Despair
works in mysterious ways, Hob concludes.  Today, he feels like he can’t be touched by her,
and maybe she senses that, because her rats keep their distance for a while.

Then, for a while, it’s two only –– Hob, leaned against the trunk of a dogwood tree with his
styrofoam to-go cup of coffee, and the Corinthian, lying in the snow-spackled grass in his
shirtsleeves and Hob’s borrowed scarf, seemingly immune to how frigid it truly is.  Hob has
bundled up in his raincoat, a hunter’s cap with shearling-lined ear flaps snagged from a
touristy little kitsch shop, and a triplicate of sweaters –– he’s immortal, not eldritch, and cold
is still bloody cold –– but the Corinthian appears perfectly comfortable, worrying at some
scrap between his incisors with a toothpick.  In fact, the snow around his body looks like it’s
melting off at top speed, until a ring of browned winter grass is soon outlining his lounging
shape.  

Hob watches Delirium and Matthew, cackling together in the sun-drenched winter wild. 
Nashville is festive, seam-split with seasonal cheer, but for now, that’s a few blocks off, a
little quieter, a little dressed-down.  Hob likes this plainness.  Snow and sky and company. 
That was how things used to be –– when he was as young as he can remember being.  It
reminds him of the woods of home, the blanketing quilt of snowfall, Maude’s little steps
crinkle-cut into the whiteness, off ahead of him.  An old dream.  A little haunting, a scrap of a
lovely loss.  He drinks his coffee and sinks into it, not smiling, but not sad. 

The Corinthian’s silence is less than moody, but it’s not altogether tensionless.  When he
speaks at last, Hob thinks of translation –– even speaking the same language, he can hear a
second tongue lying just beneath the surface, meaning shadowed out without quite being
pulled into form.

“Not to be nosy,” the Corinthian drawls, “but I gotta ask–– you off the deep end, Robbie?”

“Care to be more specific?”

The Corinthian examines his toothpick for a while.

“I dunno,” he admits, at length.  “You’re sure in a swell mood today, and I gotta be honest,
that doesn’t–– track, if you get what I mean.  You and I both know you haven’t been a well
man lately.”

Hob chuckles –– God’s bones, it feels brilliant to be able to laugh again.  

“True enough, that.”

“So–– what’s the scoop?”   

It’s a lot of question –– there are questions all bound up in it, just on the edge of being
spoken.  Hob takes a slow drink of his coffee.  It’s bitter, but smooth, and it hits his throat like
an unwinding spool of brocade ribbon.  Matthew and Delirium’s bickering laughter, raucous



and delighted, echoes down faintly from overhead.  It’s a quiet day at the park –– it feels
secluded, in the way certain empty, open spaces can be.  Even surrounded by a city, there’s an
uncanny and wonderful peace.

“I can’t say for sure,” Hob says eventually. “Christ, I might just be utterly mad.”

The Corinthian huffs a little breath of laughter, but doesn’t say anything.  The silence has a
palpable reaching quality to it.  Hob can almost visualize it –– the Corinthian remains still,
but it’s like the twitch of a cat’s ear, a little, subtle turning, some new arrangement of
ligaments all attuned to his response.  It’s almost bewildering, to see him so involved in
anything.  Hob wonders what it means.  That he wants, so badly, to know.

“I think,” Hob continues, slowly, “that there are things happening that neither of us know
enough about to judge.  That maybe we–– we won’t understand, all the way, not just yet.”

“Try and be a little more vague, thanks.”

“I don’t want to just–– say it.”  Hob swirls his coffee around in his cup.  December wind
exhales across his cheeks.  No doubt he’ll be chapped and numb before long, but there’s far
worse things than a bit of cold, if that’s what this moment’s idyll costs.  “That–– language has
power, like that.  The way I was raised–– the name of something was the thing.  Symbols
weren’t just symbols, they weren’t, ah, stand-ins.  They were more–– simulacrums.  They
were a part of the thing they signified.  A word wasn’t apart from its meaning, it wasn’t a
representation.  The word was also a means by which the thing itself–– existed .   Another
part of the thing, if that makes sense.  And I know, you know, language theory has gone and
evolved and we’d rather like to count ourselves more modern than that, but––”

Hob pauses, takes a sip, just to taste it.  The Corinthian, with a bare speck of hesitation in the
motion, pushes his sunglasses up into his ruff of blonde hair, props himself up on his
forearms enough to tilt his head up at Hob.

“Some things are too desperately–– aweful –– to be spoken plain,” Hob concludes.  “Once a
Medieval peasant, always a Medieval peasant, I suppose.”

“Hm.”  

The Corinthian pushes himself all the way up, shifting into a cross-legged position, spine
curved against the trunk.  He exhumes another speck of breakfast past from between an eye-
cuspid and an eye-bicuspid, then flicks the toothpick off into the grass.  A little tongue darts
around the lashes, swift and efficient.  

In her bastion, a few yards off, Despair reels in scraps of flesh from her many fishing lines,
and feeds her legion rats.  The sky is still awash with the cawing cacophony of Delirium and
Matthew, spiraling around each other in some high-stakes game of tag, punctuated by
Matthew’s happy swearing.

“Desperately aweful, huh?” says the Corinthian.



“I’d say so.  Aweful in–– in the oldest sense.  Commanding awe.  Beatific.  Beyond question
or comprehension.  Demanding of wonder.  Full of glory in potentia .”

“Damn.  All that?”

“All that.”

The Corinthian leans his head back against the tree trunk, adjusting the borrowed scarf closer
around the arc of his bare neck.  The crown of his tawny head –– ruffled, a little looser than
Hob recalls the older one being, not quite so calculated in its disarray –– just sits level to
Hob’s thigh.  There’s a strange contemplative look on his face, an almost meditative
composure, but the fingers of his right hand, restless, are beating an ancient, hungry rhythm
on the plate of his patella.

“When the thing–– with Hall, lady Valkyrie, the Three in One–– the hour that all went
down,” he begins slow, “those gory steps smelled like–– deep space.  Coal dust and
hydrogen, rum and bleeding fruit, and all these–– choirs, under it, you know?  Snow over
thyme, opium, rabbit skin glue, hell, a hundred thousand little notes I hadn’t picked up,
before–– I guess with it all spilled out of him it made it easier to–– anyway, point is, that’s
not a smell I could forget.  Even if he wasn’t, y’know, God and all, I’d never forget a smell
like that.”

The Corithian closes his eyes.  The teeth, beneath the lids, clack once, twice, three times, and
his fine nostrils flare as he breathes, deep enough that Hob actually sees his sternum rise
beneath his button-down.

“So, what I’m saying is–– sure, there was a lot of smoke last night, and Desire really gives
off obscuring perfume something powerful, and there was a hell of a lot going on, but–– I’m
mighty familiar with that par tic ular smell, is all.  And I got me a pretty good nose.  Pretty
good nose.”

Hob takes a breath.  The cold wind bites at his throat –– it’s the sort of cold that means he’ll
sleep well, tonight.  The Corinthian keeps his eyes closed, but Hob can feel it off of him, the
force of his just listening .

“I imagine you do,” Hob says.  “Quite probably the best nose there is.”

“Damn straight.”  

It almost feels mad, Hob thinks, to seize on even the faintest corroboration –– but then again,
he figures he’s a good few leagues past madness by now.  And bloodhound as good as the
Corinthian–– well, Hob’s not going to question his testimony.

Delirium, now a twisting, tied rope of daisy-patterned bedsheets, executed a trio of loop-de-
loops in the sky, and Matthew dives through the gaps, cawing boastfully about his superb
aviation ability.  The Corinthian cracks his knuckles.  The bones sound off like cherry bombs.

“So.  What’s next?” he asks.



“Next?”  Hob smiles.  “Next.  Time.  Time’s next.”

“Time?”

“Time and quiet.”

“Hm.  Time and quiet.  Well, you got all the time on God’s green earth–– not sure you’ll get a
lot of quiet with this posse.”

Hob laughs.  “You’re not a quiet lot, no.  But–– hm.”  

He pauses, for a moment, thinking.  

“I was a soldier first, you know?  After the–– the plague, and all, I was a soldier in the field,
before I was anything else.  I’ve been a soldier, really, quite a lot of my life.  God’s blood,
I’ve fought–– just about everything there is to fight.  But what I mean is, ah, time and quiet
aren’t terribly difficult orders, are they?  So, in the grand scheme of all the bloody things I’ve
had to do?  I think I can manage this bit alright.”

The Corinthian nods.

“Yeah.  One way or another.  Hey, y’know, we’re a couple of good soldiers, you and me.”

“Hm.  That we are.”

There’s a pause.  The Corinthian turns his palm open on his knee and examines his wrist ––
curls his fingers, one by one, and watches the tendons jump like live wires.

“You hell-bent on running this mission alone or anything?”

“No, not particularly.”

The Corinthian lets his hand go slack, and just looks at it, like it might move without him,
like he could catch it in a traitorous act.  It lies still.

“I could go for a little peace and quiet, I think,” he muses.  “Doesn’t sound too bad.  

When he smiles, then, right in the corners of his mouth, It’s a gentler sort of smile than Hob
has ever seen before.

There’s a moment’s lovely silence, and then the Corinthian, in one fluid shape, rises,
stretching his arms over his head until the joints of his shoulders pop in quick succession.

“Cold enough to freeze the balls off a pool table out here,” he states, cracking his spine with a
twist of his torso, first one way, then the other.  “How’s about we do our Christmas Eve-ing
somewhere with indoor heating?”

“No argument from me, so long as you wrangle Matthew and Delirium.”

“You got it.  Hey, I’m a gold-star wrangler.”



The Corinthian jogs down the lawn, where the snow is growing patchier by the passing
minute, and hollers, howling and loose, up into the sky.  Delirium erupts into a racing team of
miniature reindeer, and nosedives towards him –– the jingle of silver bells and the clatter of
little hoofs orbit the Corinthian in a woozy spiral.  Matthew joins the fracas, and soon there’s
total uproar, which Hob watches with a new flare in his chest, a sudden jolt of peculiar
fondness.  Isolation has never been his chosen mode of living –– and it’s things like this,
watching the most bewildering tussle in the world erupt, that remind him how good it is, just
to have the car seats full.

He glances over at Despair.  She’s watching the chaos without expression.  When she looks
over, slowly, and meets Hob’s eye, he gives her a cheery wave.  Despair blinks, and doesn’t
move.  Hob takes it as a maximum of her friendliness and lets it lie.  

He’s a good soldier –– that much, if nothing else, he knows with the whole of him –– and so
he’ll go carrying on, and get what he’s been asked to, out of fealty, and out of joy, and out of
love.  Not a thing else could matter much more than that. 

Matthew pinned squawking under one arm, Delirium’s sleigh bells tangled around the other,
the Corinthian turns back towards Hob.

“Wrangled!  Let’s mosey, cowboy!” he yells.  “Ow!  Fucking–– cut it out, Mattie!”

“Don’t call me Mattie, you–– you–– toothy bitch!”

Matthew pecks him viciously in the ribs.  Delirium jangles with laughter, and Hob, armed
with the comfort of a seasonal spirit that no longer feels forced, jogs down the slope to meet
them and make for the car.

Christmas Eve is crowded, and Hob remembers how to love that.  He buttons Delirium up
under his raincoat, so she can keep her kaleidoscope of state-changes going comfortable in as
much of her body as possible without attracting attention, coaxes Despair into tucking away
her profuse rats, and makes Matthew promise not to be too terribly loud, and suddenly
they’re just another motley crew of tourists, a mismatched family with one odd pet that only
turns a few curious heads.  Being so disguised, Hob decides to commit to the outsider’s role. 
It’s been a long time since he’s really approached a new place like a true tourist –– his
changes in lives usually require blending, sinking into subtler cracks and local spaces,
making sure his incongruities melt into place until he’s just another local, another regular,
past question.  Here, he finds he can stretch –– be naive, be blunt with his curiosities –– be,
above all, quite pleasantly foolish.  

They do the touristy nonsense, while it’s still open –– a wait in a block-encircling line for
Pancake Pantry and a syrup-soggy sugar crash of a lunch, which sets Delirium bouncing off
every available wall and Matthew hopping around a mile a minute; the Country Music Hall
of Fame, to gawk at Elvis Presley’s gold Cadillac limo, Glen Campbell’s guitar from
Norwood and a Gibson Les Paul once owned by Hank Williams Jr.; wandering down
Broadway Street when the winter sun starts getting low, all washed in the open-door spillage
of guitars through splintery amplifiers and the thrumming red and yellow of neon, roving in
and out of the Patsy Cline museum, milkshakes at the Goo Goo Shop, kitschy faux-saloons
on Honky Tonk Highway, shoulder to shoulder with drunks in cowboy hats and ugly



Christmas sweaters.  Hob is brilliantly happy, in a way that almost rings true.  Still, even
amid the Bacchanal of seasonal imbibings, there are periodic pangs in his heartstrings, when
this particular pearl-inlaid fretboard under museum spotlights calls to mind the way the
breath of lamplight once fell off a certain high cheek, or the back of a stranger in a black coat
carries a certain achingly familiar sharpness to it, and he finds himself wishing, again and
again, that he–– that Dream was here .  

But now, as absurd, as deluded as it seems, there’s something softening in the “never” of it
all.  When he thinks of Dream, in this place, it almost doesn’t feel like “never”.  Quietly, like
a chip of gemstone cupped close in his palm, he carries a tremulous substitution –– not yet .

Matthew and Delirium burn out from their sugar high when darkness, partitioned as it is by
bright signs and streetlamps, finally manages a loose nightfall.  Hob checks the lot of them
into the Bobby Hotel, gets the tired twosome bundled into what suffices for bed.  Matthew,
bleary and mumbling about whipped cream, roosts in a mound of down pillows on Delirium,
who becomes a leopard-print quilted couch at the foot of one of the beds.  Delirium snores
like a cartoon character –– her plush cushions rise animatedly and sag with a real old
fashioned honk-shoo .   

While Despair settles up on one of the beds and flips on the TV to House Hunters: LA , Hob
takes a real, honest-to-God shower.  Not a motel quick rinse, a splash on the face in a gas
station bathroom sink –– no, this is the sort of life-altering, bodily-reconfiguring shower that
leaves him–– bettered.  He revels openly in high-end hotel shampoo, bothers to shave
properly for the first time in several months, and then, at last, in the fogged mirror, he
discovers a halfway-new man –– a man with a terrible choppy haircut, an Olympics sweater
whose raggedness is not yet chic, and a face that is recalling how it used to grin.

“Wowee,” whistles the Corinthian, when Hob steps back into the room.  “You clean up
alright, Robbie.  Kinda looks like your hair got caught in a lawnmower, but could be argued
you’re making it work.”

“I’m going to say thanks and let that one slide.”

“Y’know what’ll fix that hair problem of yours?”

The Corinthian swings out of the armchair he’d been sprawled in, grinning like a crocodile,
and claps Hob on the shoulder.

“A haircut?” Hob proposes dryly.

“I’m thinking more like a Stetson .” 

Resisting the Corinthian –– and the distant sounds of revelry outside the hotel room window
–– proves to be impossible.  Hob doesn’t mind, as it turns out.  He gets a hat that most
definitely isn’t a real Stetson, a black cowboy hat with a white ribbon band embroidered with
silver horses, cantering like they’re on a racecourse.  When the Corinthian thunks it onto
Hob’s head, setting his bangs askew, Hob, already a few whiskeys deep, can only laugh, push
it back onto his forehead, and brave the snowy sidewalks to the next neon dive.  The



Corinthian, in the spirit of the thing, blatantly shoplifts a hat of his own in Palomino creamy-
gold, and the two of them make a pair of Nashville’s most absurd trailmates.   

The Corinthian is a practiced killer with the Southern charm –– by the third faux saloon,
they’re scoring free drinks by the boatload, from bartenders, from gaggles of bleach-blondes
in fake fringed vests, from a pack of winter break grad students in various states of thesis
completion who make Hob yearn viciously for his old university career, from a corporate
accountant in the Wildhorse Saloon with a real diamond Rolex, easy hands with the platinum
credit card, and eyes for the Corinthian like there’s no tomorrow.  The Corinthian plays the
game a little, gets the two of them enough Boots & Spurs until Hob’s head is both made of
concrete and halfway to the stratosphere, and then ditches so smoothly Hob almost doesn’t
notice they’ve left until they hit the next bar.  

The whole colorful, cowboy-print cavalcade is waltzing in circles by the time the clock hits
midnight.  They’re in a joint Hob doesn’t know the name of –– some place that’s still open
and packed on Christmas Eve, half tourists, half boozy locals making fun of them –– and
when someone shouts out the time, the whole place erupts in a beer-breath barking of
drunken Christmas cheering.  

When Christmas hits, they’re slouched on sticky barstools, downing shots of Fireball and
laughing at something Hob can’t remember the content of –– just the feeling of laughing, like
a pulled muscle in his gut.  He’s been trying to figure out if the Corinthian can get drunk ––
never can be sure, with these eldritch types –– but if he’s not drunk, he’s sure playing the part
convincingly.  His words wobble through different mouths, like he can’t pick them apart
anymore, and when he moves, some of that easy predator swagger seems a little bit seasick at
the edges.  

The Corinthian leans on the bar top heavy, cowboy hat rakishly askew, and smacks Hob on
the back so hard he feels his ribs rattle.  

“Merry fuckin’ Christmas, Robbie!”

“To auld ac–– awk–– acquaint–– ah, fuck me, tha’s New Years, innit–– bloody, ah, tidings of
comf’rt ‘n’ joy ‘n’ shite, then.”

“Whaddya want from Santy Clause?”

“Dunno.  Lemme think about it.  You?”

The Corinthian tosses back his shot.  It goes down without a hitch or a cough, and when he
slams the glass back on the bar, he’s got a smear of red burning across both cheeks.  It’s a
weird detail –– Hob wonders if he fakes it, chooses how to be physical, or if it’s just a real
little quirk, a part of him that’s just a body.

“I want,” the Corinthian begins, slowly, like he’s remembering how consonants work.  “I
want…fuck, hell if I know what I want.  ‘M hungry, but shit, that’s old news.  I want another
drink, a whole fuckin’ side of beef, and–– you know what?”  



He drums his hands on the edge of the bar, head cocked.  The speakers are blaring a tinny
country-wailing version of Home for the Holidays .  Behind, on the floor, a crush of
intoxicated patrons is dancing, cackling, throwing their arms up like it’s all one heady
midnight ritual.  It’s Christmas –– Hob’s getting caught up thinking about old traditions,
coins in loaves and candied plums, the old dances they used to do, big whirling circles, how
Eleanor loved Christmas so terribly, she’d get in a tizzy about it the whole two months
leading up, stringing up pine boughs around their banisters, sneezing all the while–– stubborn
girl, she was allergic to the stuff, but neither hell nor high water nor headaches could keep her
from hurling festivity about––

“I want to not be hungry,” says the Corinthian abruptly.  “Not for forever, just–– couple days. 
Couple hours, maybe.  Just to see how it feels.  Always wondered.  Yeah.  ‘S what I want.”

Hob nods.  He understands.

“Fair ‘nough, that.”

He looks into his glass.  It’s unforgivably empty, which he tells the Corinthian promptly, and
with a wink and a grin someone else is buying them enough drinks that he forgets he was
ever lacking for anything at all.

When they stagger back to the hotel, sometime around 2 in the morning, Hob spots a
payphone en route, a sticker-lade beacon of scummy fluorescence emerging from between
the thinning, denim-clad crowds.  The Corinthian protests, but Hob hauls them towards it, a
singular thought–– a singular need –– suddenly curling its hands around his chest, tightening
up all the breath in his lungs into one fine-lined hurting.

He remembers the number, against all odds, and while the Corinthian slumps against the
glass outside, whining about boredom, Hob’s unsteady hand manages, barely, to plug in some
quarters and dial.

It rings for what feels like thirty years, and then Hob blinks, and it’s her voice.

“ Hello hello, you’ve reached Deanna Volkov–– if I know you, leave a message really loud
and odds are I’ll pick up if I’m around–– right, shit, how do I–– ”

It cuts off with a blaring beep .  Hob is smiling so wide his cheeks hurt.  A part of him just
wants to break down and sob until he can’t do anything else, and a part of him is just holding
onto the phone, so tight his knuckles blanch, like it’s the last solid object in the known
universe.

“H’lo, Deanna,” he slurs.  “Christ, I’m bloody sauced–– what time ‘s it there?”  

He squints at his wristwatch.  The numbers wander off down the block.  Hob curses under his
breath, then hugs the phone to his face.

“Sorry.  Sorry sorry, stupid–– time, all wobbly ‘n’ shite–– numbers, movin’ all over the
bloody place, you know?  Dunno what time it is–– ‘s probably early, ‘n you’re in class, or



asleep–– prob’ly asleep–– but I jus’–– jus’ wanted to say Merry Christmas.  Merry
Christmas, Dee.”

It becomes too complicated to remain upright–– he leans against the wall of the booth and
slides down until he’s thumped onto the gum-spacked concrete, curled into the corner of the
booth, cradling the phone with his whole body curved into it.  If he tries hard enough, wants
it bad enough, he can push himself through the speaker, the cord, down the cables and across
the Atlantic–– back onto Deanna’s threadbare clawfoot couch, and they can watch the old
Rankin-Bass Jack Frost and drink Smirnoff and cranberry juice, heavy on the Smirnoff, and
rip the threadbare worldbuilding to shreds, nauseous with laughter–– Deanna’s wheezy,
sawhorse laughter, the way she’d tuck her chin when she really started cackling, smacking
wildly at Hob’s arm over the Gary Collins look-alike of that stupid knight in shining armor––

“ ‘M in Nashville–– got a Steson!”  He tries to muster a second wind.  “Well, ‘s not a Stetson,
but it’s–– ‘s a bloody big cowboy hat, that’s for sure.  The Cor–– Cori got it f’r me.  ‘R
bullied me into getting it, more like–– ‘m a real cowboy, Dee, real bloody yee-haw cowboy––
Cori, you dunno Cori, did you meet Cori?  Y’ didn’t meet Cori, he’s–– fuck, I’ve got a, a
bloody, bloody metric fuckin’ ton of letters, haven’t–– haven’t sent ‘em, yet.  ‘M sorry. 
Dunno why.  Dunno why I can’t–– just send them, I guess.”

Hob bangs the phone on the glass wall –– the Corinthian, sitting flopped against the other
side, starts with a swear.

“Cori!” he shouts.  “Cori!”

“Jesus fuckin' Christ, I can fuckin’ hear you!”

“Cori, say h’lo to my friend Deanna!”

The Corinthian shuffles gracelessly around and smushes his face against the glass.  Hob
snickers–– he looks ridiculous as anything–– and pushes the phone against the wall.

“Hel lo , Hob’s friend Deanna!” yells the Corinthian.

“ Thank you.”

“Can we go?  Please?”

“In a minute, in a minute.”

Hob tugs the phone back to his ear.  His head thuds against the glass.  It’s still loud, even in
these small hours, and as burningly joyful as he’d been this night so far, suddenly it’s–– too
much.  He wants his flat, his six centuries of knicknacks, his Inn with that glowy gold soft
light–– all this crashing of strange voices is all over him, all the lights, and the alcohol is
making him floaty and plummeting in big, thick waves, and his skin itches like he’s wearing
eight layers of wool in August––

“Deanna, ‘m sorry I ran away, but I couldn’t–– fuck all, there’s–– some shit I can’t––
couldn’t–– Deanna, he was my–– the center of my–– shit, Dee, I can’t say it all, doesn’t,



doesn’t bloody well fit into words, y’know?  An’, an’ there’s this, there’s all this–– weight , to
it, and ‘s got a lot to do with–– who I am–– what I am–– an’ I can’t tell you.  Right now, at
least, ‘n’ maybe not–– ever.  ‘M really sorry.  Phone’s fucked, right now, but–– sometime, I’ll
call you from–– somewhere else.   Someplace–– not this.  ‘N’ we can––”

“ Insert coins to continue call. ”

“Wh–– fuck!  Fuck fuck fuck––”

Hob scrabbles at his pockets –– the line goes dead.

“Shit!”  When he drops the phone, it whacks the edge of the console, then hangs, swaying. 
Hob takes his hat off, draws his knees up until he’s half-lounged against the wall, and stares
up into the scummy ceiling of the booth.  Someone has scrawled several dicks on it in various
colors of paint pen, along with a decently realistic dragon, a handful of graffiti tags, and, in
big, thick block letters, “SHUT THE FUCK UP”.

“Fuck off,” mutters Hob.  “Stupid bloody fuckin’ phone, stupid payphone, stupid bloody––”

A prodigal WHUNK startles him out of his ire.

“Robbie, let’s go ,” whinges the Corinthian.  “Come on .  Pony up, Butch Cassidy.”

Hob sighs.  The busy signal buzzes from the phone speaker, and after a minute or two,
everything gets a little easier to swallow.

He pulls his cowboy hat back onto his head.

“Right-o.  Let’s go.”

In the hotel elevator, the Corinthian twirls his hat around on two fingers.  He looks sloppy,
disheveled, but quietly satisfied–– maybe he’s got a taste of his Christmas wish, Hob muses
drowsily.

“Hey,” the Corinthian says suddenly.  “You never said.”

“Said what?”

“What you want for Christmas.”

“Ah.  Huh.”  

Hob closes his eyes and leans against the elevator wall.  The hum purrs against his shoulder
blades.  It’s an unfamiliar vibration.  Hob thinks about the old hum of stars being born, and
can almost feel it, a bit of its ghost passed over his brow.

“I think,” he decides, “I want to buy a farmhouse.”

 



+++

 

Christmas proper, then, is spent on the road.

Hob had woken before dawn from a dreamless sleep –– save for a faint impression of
morning mist, a dewy breath, not unlike a gentle touch –– with a hangover fit for twenty
men.  Everyone was still asleep, even the Corinthian, flopped onto half of the bed with his
face buried in a pillow, even Despair bundled up in the bathtub under her rat-tail quilt.  He’s
got a bounce developing in his heels, an old flare lit at his Achilles tendons, scorching its way
up his calves until he starts to feel it–– the old urge to move .

So he’d packed quick, stirred the others into motion with the promise of coffee and pastries
on the road, and checked out, made straight for I-24 W.  West is the idea –– west to big, flat,
empty spaces, where things could get sprawling and broad, where the quiet was all woven
into the tall grass and the scale of the landscape.  That kind of quiet–– that could heal
anything, Hob figures.  That could be quiet enough.  

It’s early enough that Matthew and Delirium are snoozy in the backseat, in and out of naps
when they cross into Kentucky, sleeping through until they hit St. Louis around 11, when
Hob stops off for breakfast to go at Freddie G’s Chicken and Waffle.  Crispy waffles, fried
chicken, and soda are enough to silence any grousing at the early start.  He can tell Matthew
is still–– unsettled.  Curious.  But he stalls off that conversation by putting Matthew in charge
of the radio, which is enough of an absorbing, quarrel-inducing task that it silences any
questions for the moment.

The sky is swallowing and cloudless when they skirt the Kansas border and start to make it
into the big, vast swathes of flatlands of Nebraska –– a place of breadth and empty enormity,
where Hob, even on the interstate where other cars pass, feels an isolation, a smallness, a
starkness akin to beauty.  

Despair is watching him in the rearview mirror.  He can feel her eyes on him, little curved
grey scimitars biting at his jawbone, but he coaxes Matthew into turning up the radio, and
soon enough, with the badlands wail of Bruce Springsteen’s Thunder Road through the
speakers, Despair’s touching sight is almost, mostly, forgotten.  When he thinks to glance her
way –– check if she’s looking, still –– he coaxes his wandering eyes to the scrap of black
fabric swaying beneath the mirror, the pearlescent greyhounds in their fossilized leap, and it
makes her reaching seem far away, too far away to tug at the threads of his hope.

“So, boss man, where are we stopping for the night?”

Matthew asks him when they hit North Platte, Nebraska, sometime past 9, with the sky
already going dark and starful –– they’re parked at the Sinclair, filling up the car, while the
Corinthian and Delirium have been dispatched into the Kwik Stop for roadside snacking
before Hob tries to scrounge up a little dinner.  He preens a few loose feathers distractedly as
Hob fills the tank, leaning against the pump and squinting past into the few lit windows
North Platte has to offer, hoping to catch sight of a Burger King or McDonald’s sign floating
over the low shingled roofs.



“Actually,” Hob says, “I was thinking I might just drive straight through.”

“Huh?  Why?  Dude, there’s like, a motel right there–– actually, I think we just passed––”

“No, it’s–– I’m––”

Hob cuts off.  It’s a tricky thing to explain.  He just–– feels it.  Like he has to get where he’s
going, quick, and set up camp, so the real work–– whatever it means–– can get started.  He’s
certain, in his core, he’ll know when he’s there.  What the right place looks like, what the
right sort of quiet feels like.  As soon as he can get to the quiet, he can make good on the
time.  But he has to find the quiet first, and it makes his palms itch with all the space that’s
still in them, waiting to be filled with an old, strained-for touch.

“It’s hard to–– say.  Or explain.  But I sort of just–– have to keep on.  God’s blood, that’s an
unsatisfying answer, isn’t it?”

“Look–– I get it, okay?”

Matthew flutters up onto the roof of the car to match Hob’s eye level.  The gas station is a
palisade of paint-chipped iron, fluorescents –– the asphalt is blistered with dried-out
dandelions.  It’s a place of a particular semi-urban quietude, the kind of thin, lonesome late-
night only achieved as a stranger in a small town, and Matthew’s expressive form, his spilled-
ink shape on the Subaru roof, is more pronounced against it.  Hob waits for the thunk of the
fuel nozzle, drumming his fingers against the faintly tacky handle.  It's a little marching
rhythm, once walked on a battlefield so distant he’s not sure he remembers which one it
was.  

“I get you don’t want to talk about it,” continues Matthew, “and, like, some, some shit went
down, with Desire and that whole–– thing–– but, Hob, man, I’m your friend .  Okay?”

He spreads his ruffled wings wide, an imploring gesture, easily human.   

“And shit, dude, I’ve seen some crazy things–– I’m talking, like, peyote vision crazy, bad trip
times ten crazy–– my guy, I am a fucking bird , yeah?  I used to have like, legs, and thumbs,
and shit.  You get me?”

The nozzle clicks.  Hob replaces it in the pump, fiddles with the gas cap, just for something
to do with his hands.  The needle-nose of gasoline snakes through the air, cut already with
rubber and spilled soda.  

“So, whatever happened, whatever wacky bullshit happened, whatever you–– saw –– ‘cause
dude, I know for sure you saw something, you had this, this, this look on your face–– I’m
not, like, asking you to spill your guts, tell me, like, everything, ‘cause, I mean–– but just––
tell me–– something , okay?  Just–– something?  Please?”

Hob leans against the passenger door.  Between the pumps, under the diffuse brittleness of
the fluorescence, he can see the Corinthian at the register, leaning on the formica counter
with the sort of misangled grin that can only mean he’s angling for a discount.  Delirium pops
out between two aisles, arms a cornucopia of what he guesses are Jack’s Links.  He feels the



pricking of Despair’s look from the backseat on the side of his neck, and closer, more
immediate, Matthew’s needfulness –– his extraordinarily justified needfulness, Hob knows,
discomfiting as that may be.  

He knows this hasn’t been–– fair.  He wants things to be fair.  Matthew is his friend.  He’s not
sure he can quiet exgorge the whole terrible wonder of it, just yet–– but an ounce or two of
owed flesh, maybe, he can manage.

“I’ve been having these–– ah–– rather peculiar dreams.”

“Okay.”  Matthew bobs his head.  “Okay, cool cool cool, okay, that’s a start.  Gimme the
deets–– what’s so funky fresh about these dreams of yours?”

“They’re–– vivid.”  Hob picks at one of his cuticles.  He’s itching, desperately, for a smoke to
take the edge off, but six centuries of experience will, at minimum, teach one that open
flames and gas stations do not mix.  “They have–– texture.  Startling texture.  And they
don’t–– feel like dreams should.  Or, no, I suppose–– Christ, this is––”

“Hey, hey, you’re doing good, dude,” says Matthew.  His gentleness is soft in the blue
Nebraska nightfall.  “Doing great.”  

“I used to dream, before we were–– he and I were–– anything more than centennial drinking
mates.  And those dreams felt–– insubstantial.  Here and there I’d have one of particular, ah,
density, reality–– I wonder if that was his–– nevermind.  But they sort of wafted away, when
I woke up, and they felt just–– like wisps.  Little regurgitations of the mind.  Scraps of things,
most of the time.  But these–– don’t feel like–– that.”

“O-kay.”  Matthew taps his claws against the roof of the car –– the little tik tik tik keeps a
thoughtful time.  “So, like, you’re having–– dream dreams.  Like, like, Dreams with a capital
D.”

Hob huffs a breath of a laugh through his nose.

“That’s–– a remarkably accurate way of putting it.”

“So what’s in these dream dreams?”

“It’s hard for me to–– tell it.  It’s a foolish sort of superstition, but, ah, it feels like if–– if I put
too many words to it, it might–– fall apart.”  

He strains for the words.  Sometimes it’s bewildering, trying to sort through six centuries of
accumulated language –– half of it dead and buried, tongues only he still totes around –– to
find the thing that’s closest to what he means.  Six centuries, and he still hasn’t learn how to
take the subtle turns of experience and box them into words. It’s probable, he knows, that an
eternity wouldn’t be enough time to learn that trick.  Some hares evade expression’s fox-
mouth –– some living wonders are too clever to be caught.

“It’s like–– intuition,” he says. “Or, ah–– instinct.  There’s–– there’s no way for me to speak
it plain without destroying part of what it is.  But I–– I’ve been–– given a rather unbearable



gift, I think, and it’s given me a sort of–– direction.  I don’t exactly know what lies at the end
of the road, but I know that the road exists, and I’m on it, and I’ll know it–– I’ll know it, like
a truth–– when I get there.  Right now, I just know I have to get there.  And I want to get
there.  Soon.  Post haste.”  He makes a frustrated sound.  “Oh, Holy Mary and Joseph, that
doesn’t make a jot of sense, does it.” 

“Oh, yeah, man, I get you.”  Matthew nods meditatively.  “It’s a bird thing.”

“Pardon?”

“I mean, it’s mostly a pigeon thing, I guess,” he amends.  “But I get it, too.  Pretty much
ninety-nine point nine percent of how I navigate.  Like homing pigeons do it.  You just
sorta–– know.  And then you go until it’s right.”  He waves a wing with expansive drama. 
“It’s that Ineffable Knowing Type Beat.  All capital letters and shit.  I feel ya.”

“Hm.  Ineffable is a good word for it.”

There’s not a soul out on Christmas, it seems –– hardly a car has passed on the quiet flatlands
interstates, and the gas station harbors under its rust-chipped eaves a sense of specific
vacancy.  Only a beat-up Honda is parked at the back of the Kwik Stop, docked amid the
peeling dumpster.  Places like this –– between-places, sort of –– are as close to ineffable as it
gets.  What an odd little miracle, that this place is even open, here, Christmas night. 
Ineffable, indeed, thinks Hob.  Ineffable will do.

Harbingered by the tuneless ding of a doorbell, the Corinthian and Delirium emerge into the
lot, bearing aloft a bounty of Frito Lays, glowstick blue Mountain Dew, enough beef jerky
and Oreos to feel all Caesar’s troops.  

The Corinthian rattles a bag of sunflower seeds in the air, smug as a canary-fed cat.

“Got you some birdseed, Mattie-boy!  My treat!”

“Hey, here’s a sick and cool new concept for you –– fuck the fuck off!” 

The Corinthian, snickering all the while, slides into shotgun, while Delirium bundles her
suddenly-exploding plethora of marionette arms into the back.  A black-and-white ballroom
blooms where her head should be, little dancers in wingtips and party dresses swinging to a
silent foxtrot.  

“What a dick,” Matthew grumbles.

“I’m rather surprised you two haven’t got into a proper brawl yet.”

“One of these days, man.  God, I miss having fuckin’ fists.  I had a decent right hook.”

Matthew tugs loose a stray feather.  The smear of black drifts down and lands amid the debris
of the living, crumpled receipts and bent Bud Light caps.  Bridling the sprinting spirit isn’t
easy, but Hob reins it in, just for the sake of this ease of companionable quiet.



“I’d offer to take a shift at the wheel,” says Matthew, at length, “but–– y’know.  If we’re
going straight through, let Captain Crunch and his stupid fucking cowboy hat take a turn,
yeah?  Sleep a little.”

“I will.”  Hob hesitates.  “I’m sorry I can’t say more.  Or say it–– better.”

“Hey, no worries, alright?  I feel more, uh, in the loop, now, yeah?  Following the plot a little
better.  If you got that pigeon thing going, then hey, fuck it, who am I to question the pigeon
thing?  I live by the pigeon thing, man.  Pigeon instincts.” 

“Pigeon instincts,” echoes Hob, to himself, as they get into the car.  “Good enough.”

The indifferent blessing of an open KFC on the way out of town leaves bellies full enough to
sleep –– or, in Hob’s case, fueled enough to keep a hand on the wheel and an eye on the
interstates as they make for the west.  He lights up a Lucky, cracks the window and takes a
drag.  The smoke is whipped to fine strokes of watered-down paint, slipstreamed out into the
black and cloudless night.  They meander, in the dark, like nomads.  

Delirium dozes off and on, a bundle of Technicolor string lights in the outline of a paper doll. 
When she wakes, now and then, it’s only to mumble snatches of what Hob guesses might be
Homer, or Cicero.  The vowels have the round elision of Latin, the certain tempo of
hexameter, but she talks too loose and loopy for Hob to make much of it besides sound, laid
under the road rumble and the intermittent radio.  

Despair watches him.  Then the road.  Then him, again, and she doesn’t look away, so Hob
drives like he’s being chased.

 

+++

 

It’s only around 2 in the morning, at last, that he caves.  The exhaustion is beginning to
slacken his sails, line his eyelids with a film of lead.  When he pulls over on I-80 and kills the
engine, on a shoulder that’s not so much a shoulder as a rut of gravel and a weather worn
split-rail fence, the fingernail sliver of the waxing crescent is hung high in the unbounded and
starful sky.  Matthew and Delirium are out cold, and even Despair seems, if not asleep,
somewhere far away, within herself, near enough to sleep as to be indistinguishable.  Hob
hadn’t even realized the Corinthian was awake until he’s having his smoke, leaned against the
hood of the car, and he hears the passenger door open, catches his shape sidling up beside
him and settling his weight against the grill.

Not a car passes on the road.  Hob smokes.  The Corinthian folds his arms over his chest. 
The country, off around them, is ranchland, Hob guesses.  Low plains, sagebrush and scrub
grass, made into a dim oil painting in shades of dusty deep blues, warm black.  Partitioned
pastures, the fence wires curling away into the browning static of true late night.

Eventually, the Corinthian says: “Damn.”



“Damn?”

The Corinthian knocks his chin up towards the sky.

“Sure a lot of stars out.”

Hob looks up.  It’s the sort of thing to leave one breathless, he decides –– stars in profusion,
sweeping curves of them, whole firefly schools and swarms spackled across the velvet and
taffeta of deep space.  The whole thing is like an onyx bowl turned over the world, glazed in
a fawn dapple of white, and Hob feels such a smallness that it becomes a total, lovely
wonder.

“Reminds me of the old days,” says the Corinthian. “I remember when–– the first one–– got
made.  Skies looked like this.  In the Dreaming, and the Waking.  Less light pollution, then.”

“The skies back home looked like this.” Hob takes a slow drag, lets the smoke dissipate in an
exhale. “Where I grew up.”

He used to navigate by stars.  He’s lived long enough now to see the old fixtures of
constellations melt and muddy across the sky, and nowadays, it’s harder to tell direction by
the certain rising beacons that once struck him as immutable.  But while their cloaks and
spots have changed, Hob supposes, they’ve always been consistent, at least, in their
bewildering beauty.  Stars in the black sky, half-swallowed in the black oil of a galaxy iris ––
a beautiful thing, without question.  He’s always loved the stars, in one shape or another.

“Sure pretty,” says the Corinthian.

“You said it.”

They sit against the hood for another few minutes, until the Corinthian thumps his palms
against the cooling metal and pushes himself upward, steps chewed into the gravel.

“Where’re we aiming for?”

“West.  North, too.  Let’s cut north.  I’m thinking Montana.”

“Montana.  Can do.”

Hob flicks his cigarette into the gravel and grinds it under the toe of his boot.  The orange eye
of the ember winks once, then whispers out.

“I’ll take the red-eye shift,” says the Corinthian.  “You get some shuteye.”

Without a word, Hob tosses him the keys.

In the passenger seat, bundled under his Carhartt raincoat with a wadded-up jumper for a
pillow, Hob closes his eyes and tries to sink into the sounds.  The tidal roar of rubber on half-
paved country interstates, mingled with the background babble of sleeping Delirium, bits of
Catullus bubbling through her myriad lips.  He’s not sure he’ll dream –– he didn’t, last night,
and he wonders if he’ll catch the whisper of the cool breeze again, or if this time it will only



be November’s bleak emptiness.  He wonders if he’s going crazy.  He wonders if that much
matters.

On the radio, Jackson C. Frank warbles a bit of Blues Run the Game , crosscut with white
noise, a word on a wing from a radio station somewhere in the middle of all this nowhere.

“Maybe tomorrow, honey, some place down the line, I’ll wake up older –– so much older,
mama –– I’ll wake up older and I’ll just stop all my trying.”  

Eventually, almost easily, Hob falls into a good sleep –– a sleep like open arms.
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They’re aiming for Montana.  As it usually goes, intent has little bearing on outcome, and
it’s some 250 miles southwest that the hood of the car starts smoking. 

There’s the sound of some sort of horrific mechanical agony –– the sort of pain that can only
be expressed via the harp string-whine shearing of metal, the thick snap of severing elastic ––
and then the death knell, the chuff chuff chuff spiraling gently into whatever good night
awaits faithful cars.  Hob jerks the wheel towards the shoulder, faintly thankful the road is so
blessedly empty as to preclude any chance of being rear ended, or, in fact, being spotted in
this moment of vehicular weakness at all.  The car, loyal to the end, makes it just as far as the
roadside and not an inch further.

Frustration, Hob has found, is best expressed through a discerning mixture of languages.  His
life has been long, and ergo full of stubbed toes, jammed fingers, egregious taxation, stupid
louts, parking tickets, and all other manner of inconveniences suitable to induce blind rage ––
he considers himself a long-studied connoisseur of swearing.  The Italians have a certain
artistry to it; German profanities add a wonderfully barking heft; the nasal-glottal ratio of
French reliably sounds downright filthy.  But since its illustrious coining sometime in the
15th century (Hob wasn’t there himself, but he did once know a fellow who claimed to have



been present), few other linguistic inventions have encapsulated the breadth and depth of
irritation’s many shades quite so well as––

“Fuck .”

Despair’s rats twitch their legion whiskers with a sound like wind through wheat.  Delirium
–– a mesh bag of multicolored yo-yo’s looping into mandalas in the back seat –– rattles her
wheels in a woody giggle as Hob, sighing, opens the driver’s door and steels himself for the
damage report.

Any concrete understanding of what the damage report might actually say has eluded him so
far.  They’re pulled over on the shoulder of the northbound 310, a two-lane highway cut flat
and straight across the prairies, and all things considered, they’d been making excellent time,
right up until the unwieldy wrench of destiny got heaved bodily into their spokes.  The tiks
and tings of cooling metal sound like struck bells, far off, over the muffling vastness of the
snow-dusted sagebrush that sprawls ad infinitum in all directions.  He scrutinizes the myriad
valves of the engine block, and realizes, with a sinking feeling, that he has not a clue what
any of them actually do.

“Any thoughts?”

“Hell, you think I know jack about cars?”  The Corinthian, shirtsleeves rakishly cuffed in
spite of the chill, bluntly contemplates the engine block.   His black shades glint with cross-
stripes of white, paneled in the icy sun hung high and crystalline overhead.  Hob gets the
impression that this is one of those things the Corinthian does to approximate human gesture
–– this crossing of arms over chest, this knowing shaking of the head, this imitation of a
bystander to roadside calamity.  Mostly, though, Hob is just thinking about how enormous a
pain in the arse this is bound to be.

“You were alive and kicking when old Henry Ford got his bright idea –– shouldn’t you be
something of an automotive expert by now?”  The engine wheezes up another cotton bale of
gray smoke, and something deep within the churn of steel intestines emits a dreadful
bronchial hack.  “Ball’s in your court on this one, Robbie.”

“Christ, I’m immortal, not omnipotent–– can’t say I’m terribly well-versed in the engine
systems of Subaru Foresters,” grumbles Hob.  It’s a frigid Wyoming noon, and the cold air is
biting little needle teeth into his exposed cheeks, sinking fine enamel points into his chapped
lips and stiff knuckles.  The engine, implacable and inscrutable as a taciturn alien, sulks and
smokes and says nothing of any great use.  Hob’s itching heels had lain a little leaden on the
pedal for some time, to be sure –– maybe that was the last little straw on the prodigal camel’s
back.  Maybe the seller had done a bit of salesman’s fibbing, or in his soupy fog of recent
grief he hadn’t paid enough attention, poked and prodded at the right bits to reveal this fatal
flaw, now sprung like a shitty snake from a can of peanuts.  Maybe it was just the way of
things.  Hob wonders if the universe has a petty sense of humor, then banishes the question
from his mind –– actually, he’s very much certain it does.

Matthew, like a black star dropped from the vacant vaulted blue, arcs down from where he’d
been circling overhead, landing on the lip of the lifted hood in a satin rustle of wings.



“Can confirm –– we are in absolute bumfuck nowhere.”

“Shite,” mutters Hob.  “Shite and bollocks.”

“Thanks for the intel, Mattie-o,” says the Corinthian, flat and sarcastic.  “Any other mind-
fuck revelations you’d care to share with the class?”

“Yeah, okay, first, and most important–– go fuck yourself.  Second, look, I figure we’re
maybe–– I dunno, 4 or 5 miles out from the next town, right?  Could be–– I mean, like,
arguably could be worse, yeah?  We can rough it.  Leave Del and Despair here to hold down
the fort, and the rest of us can go get a tow–– and also some lunch, actually, because I am
maybe literally for real starving to death.  Lunch and a tow.  Tow and lunch.  Bada bing bada
boom.”

“Hell, we gotta walk?  Can’t you just, I dunno––”  The Corinthian makes a weird face and
flaps his hands in a gestural imitation of, maybe, wings.  “––do your bird portal thing?”

“Uh–– yeah, I mean, but––”  Matthew coughs into a wing.  “But I gotta–– I can’t point A to
point B in the Waking, I gotta do, like, a layover in–– I mean, I gotta divert through the
Dreaming.  To do that.  So.  We’d.  Have to go.  To the Dreaming.”

Hob becomes starkly aware of Matthew’s eyes on him, and then Matthew’s eyes very rapidly
skittering off of him –– in tandem, the Corinthian stares, with a great deal less abashedness
and a sympathy in a new key.  He stares into the engine guts, like he could see the heat waves
ping ing off from each piston if he looked hard enough.  

Back to the Dreaming––

“We’ll walk.”  The words are out of his mouth, and then he’s slamming the hood –– Matthew
flutters up, startled, backwards onto the roof of the car –– and his feet are moving, hands
turning up his collar.  Action.  Movement.  Curative for all ills.  Given enough road, enough
miles, enough steps taken, he could outpace any unthinkable notion.  

“Uh–– okay, yeah, yep yep yep, you got it, captain, aye aye––”

“Jesus H. Christ, can’t you ever just say ‘okay’?”

“Eat glass, sharkboy.  Also, uh, real quick, what the fuck was that face thing you did, with the
portal thing, because I definitely do not do that, I do not make whatever face you were
making right then and there––”

“Nuh-uh, you make a face every time you do it, you make this real stupid lookin’––”

“Oh, fuck off , I absolutely do not ––”

“Hand to God––”

Their bickering, which might have otherwise been only a consonant-clatter ambience to color
the crunch of Hob’s boots on the highway shoulder, suddenly strikes like flint against the
frayed steel wool of his nerves.  He had swerved near to the lip of the canyon, where down in



the dark his last visual memories of the Dreaming lie in uneasy and turbulent sleep –– that
bleeding furrow cut through the earth, the overripe smell of rot, the black blood and the
marble–– the ruin, like seeing some eviscerated animal on the side of the road–– the guts, still
gasping, spilled out, the irrevocability of it, the entropic decay that could not be repaired––

“I can–– go by myself.”

An abrupt silence severs the burgeoning argument at the root.  Hob stops walking, though he
keeps himself turned away, keeps his hands buried in the pockets of his raincoat, so that their
rebirthed shake might not be seen.

“You sure about that?” asks the Corinthian, rather gingerly.  “I reckon it’s a long, cold walk. 
Might be better shared, is all.”

“No–– no, thank you, I’ll–– I can go it alone, I think.  I think that’d be–– best.”

Hob looks back over his shoulder.  The Corinthian and Matthew are regarding him with the
latent tension of worry.  He can almost see it in the air –– the cut corners and stretched elastic
of it across the Corinthian’s normally slouching shoulders, in the particular angle of the tilt of
Matthew’s head.  He doesn’t know what to give them to ease that stretch –– doesn’t know
what he even has to give.  There’s a baying commotion rising in his throat, all bile and
swallowed horror, and he wonders if it could be cured by anything under the sun.  At
minimum, it can’t quite be spoken.  Some recollections are too close to the marrow to speak
out.  Some old wounds will always lie seeping.

“I’ll be alright,” he says, with as much of a reassuring grin as he can muster.  “Really.  I’ve
hiked my fair share of roadsides –– how d’you imagine I got about when I was a boy, eh?  I
know a thing or two about walking.  I expect I can make decent time, be back in a jiff.  You
two look after the car, and try not to do any brawling, hm?”

Matthew relents a little –– he was on the scene of the end of things when Hob was, and Hob
wonders if maybe he understands, on some level.  He offers Hob no voiced objections, only a
stiff salute with one wing.

“Sure thing.  Have a–– have a good walk.  Don’t–– like, get lost or die or anything.”

“Got the dying covered.  I’ll be careful of the getting lost.”

“Cool.  Cool cool cool.  Cool beans.”

The Corinthian lingers in his silence for a while.  Hob isn’t sure why he’s waiting for an
answer, but he does anyway.  It seems–– right.  He has the blessing of the navigator.  It might
be good to secure the blessing of the weapon while he’s at it.

December exhales across Wyoming, and the brush whispers, like rainfall.  

Something settles in the Corinthian’s coiled spring.  He gives Hob a slow nod, a two-fingered
salute, then executes a languid about-face and makes for the car, Matthew hopping along in
stride.



“ ‘Cool beans’?” he says, the very tonal picture of lamb-like innocence.

“Just–– fuck off.  Perish.”

Hob huffs a muted breath of a laugh –– some weight shifts in his stomach.  He turns back to
the highway shoulder, the grayed-out line drawn across the flatlands.  The cold might be
bitter, but it’s nothing exertion can’t combat.  The useful expending of energy, the stretching
of muscles long bound to the laxity of the car, the crisp roughage of the lungs on the
horizon–– these things have clarity, and concreteness.  There’s good to be had in that.

With the wind at his back, pressed like a palm between his shoulder blades, Hob starts
walking.

 

+++

 

The walk is clarifying.  Simple.  The plainness of the objective makes it feel purposeful and
thus satisfying, in spite of the cold and the periodic complaints from his empty stomach.  He
finds that for the first time in a good while, he’s not really itching for a smoke –– his
perpetual jitters are sated by the monotony of it.  And there’s a spareness to the landscape that
feels like a brushed slate –– a place to start over.

He’s utterly alone on the road, save for the one-time shadow of a black bird, circling high in
the cloudless sky.  Even it is only passing company –– soon enough, it plummets off into the
brush, no doubt in pursuit of some luckless rabbit.  The wind sticks around, all the same,
nicking at his heels and toying with his hair, and while he doubts there’s a ghost in this
particular breeze, it still has the cadence of a friend.  

The first driver to pass is the first to offer him a lift.

He’s made decent mileage, he guesses, by the time the Ford Lariat rumbles to a stop some
five yards ahead of him.  It’s a workhorse of a car –– early 80’s, if he had to make an estimate
–– and it looks like it’s lived a long and varied life.  Its well-polished fender is pockmarked
with dents, and the flatbed is piled high with the detritus of deconstruction.  The sum total
appears to be a collection of abandoned objects, once-useful articles now relegated to
whatever mobile resting place this truck represents.  He spots a busted cane chair wedged
precariously at the crest, like a scarecrow waving its spindly arms; broken barrel hoops and a
once-red Spalding bike with a missing wheel; a old washing machine spewing wires and
tubes, buried under tattered blue tarps with more holes than Swiss cheese.  One cracked tail
light is held down with an X of silver duct tape.  Amidst the washed-up shores of gathered
chaos, he spots what might be the cracked leather of a sword hilt, impaled into the mass like
Arthur’s fabled Excalibur, its pommel browned with rust and antiquated sweat.  

In spite of the burdens, the small states of disrepair, the engine purrs as sweet as a well-fed
housecat –– there’s no squeal to the brakes when it pulls to a halt.  It’s a bruised-up beast, but



a well-used one, and a loved one, Hob concludes.  Its cherry red paint, its cream stripes, are
cheerily shined, fresh as a dewy daisy.

He ambles up to the passenger door, where the window is already rolling down.

“Hey there–– where you headed, wanderer?”

The voice rings like a Vallhalla god’s might –– right from the diaphragm, red-blooded and
jovial.  He peers through the parted window, into the driver’s broad grin.  He’s got a big-
jawed, ruddy face, with heavy-handed features and a nose that looks like it's been broken and
healed more than once. A lion’s mane of a red beard to match the wilderness of red hair on
his head, pulled back into a low ponytail.  Broad shoulder, barrel chested –– hands as big as
baseball mitts and tanned like old leather.  Seated snugly beside him is a dog, a black and
blue-gray Australian Shepherd, panting pleasantly. 

There’s something about him that blips on Hob’s internal radar.  His scale is just past belief,
maybe.  The rumbly roundness of his voice sings a stranger, subtler tune below its amiable
surface.  

But he pushes these notions aside, because they seem a little fruitless, and because the man’s
friendly air isn’t the part of him that’s striking Hob as possibly peculiar.  Six centuries have
honed his instincts for ill-will, and there’s not a jot of it to be found here.

“Wherever the next town is,” Hob replies.  “Car broke down a ways back, and I’m in search
of a tow.”

The man scratches his beard thoughtfully.  His heavy eyebrows crease in a frown.

“Oh, yeah–– you driving the Forester?  Passed on the way up, but my old girl here is too
weighed down to haul anything else.  ‘Sides, saw a couple folks hanging around, figured it
might already be handled.  Sorry ‘bout that–– would’ve stopped and picked up your––
traveling companions, if I’d known.  Well, that’s how it goes–– hop in.”

He pops the lock on the passenger door with a thunk , and Hob clambers gratefully into the
sheltered warmth of the cab.  It’s a far sight more pleasant in here than outside, though the
trek through the white cold and the dusty brown landscape has done the shuddering of his
heart good.  He feels–– not better, all the way, but doubtless improved.  Each breath is sharp
and sweet down his throat.

The dog sniffs at Hob’s face, curious, before his jaw splits back into the particular grin of
happy dogs.  Hob has always had a fondness for dogs.  This one bears a thick collar in red-
brown leather, off of which hangs a brass tag, so worn out Hob can’t make out any of the
letters of the name. 

“Closest town is Lovell–– just about seven miles up the road.”  The man shifts gears and
maneuvers the Lariat off the shoulder, onto the road proper once more.  “Nice little town, I’ll
say.  Quiet.  I’ll drop you off at the auto shop.  I’m just passing through, myself.  This
here––”  He scratches the dog behind his pointed ears.  “––is Barn.  I’m–– Olly.  I’d shake
your hand, but we’re a little tight on reaching room.”



“Pleased to meet the both of you.”  Hob scratches Barn under his chin, and Barn’s tail thumps
against the center console.  “I’m–– Hob.”  

There it is again–– the compulsion to be known the right way.  It’s nice to be called by his
truest name, and he gives it here, freely, because he may as well.  There’s no safer place to
put a name, he figures, than in the hands of a passing stranger –– a ship in the night.

“Good to meet you, Hob,” says Olly.  

The radio plays a country song, crackling like crumpled construction paper –– a Glen
Campbell number, Wichita Lineman .  Past the cab’s window, the landscape takes on a faint
undulation, the slight crests and troughs of the brown earth, just dusted with the last of the
vanishing snow, magnified by their movement.  Barn yawns, ears folding and rising like the
sails of a schooner.

“You from out of town?” asks Olly.

Hob chuckles.  “I suppose the accent is a bit of a giveaway, isn’t it.”

Olly laughs –– a throaty, merry sort of laugh.  “Right it is.  Funny thing, you bein’ all the way
out here.  Can’t imagine you’re a tourist, are you?”

“No.  No, I’m–– just traveling.”

“Hm.”  Hob looks out the window, something tickling at his cheek –– Barn’s hot breath, for
one, but something else.  After a while, he glances over, and realizes what it is, right as Olly
shifts his gaze back onto the road.  He could feel Olly’s look on him, like touch –– not
obtrusive or unfriendly, really, but present, known , in a way that reminds him, suddenly, of
Despair.  Not as leaden, nor as clammy –– but some similar breed.

“I get that,” says Olly, after a pause, nodding.  “Done a lot of traveling myself, these days. 
I’m something of a nomad.”  He glances Hob’s way, with a tilted grin, a twinkle flaring in his
tawny eyes, a glint of camaraderie.  “Traveling towards anything in particular, or just
wandering this wonderful wasteland?”

“I’d like to homestead a while, actually.  Not sure precisely where, as of yet.”

“Homestead, eh?  Well, best of luck on that front –– it’d be nice to have a place to kick up
your feet when the wandering’s done.  A quiet seat to raise your ramparts again.”

“Right.  Something–– like that.”

Glen Campbell croons a few lines: I hear you singing in the wire.  I can hear you through the
whine .  Olly hums along, somewhat tunelessly, and the tires murmur in harmony over the
asphalt.  The sky is so blue it might be the bluest thing in creation, and Hob finds it beautiful,
in a way he’s not been able to find things beautiful of late.  In the back of his mind, lingering,
is the phantom touch and the gifted mission statement, and these things –– these markers of
meaning, of purpose –– make him more available to joy, its many coats and varied spots. 



Barn thumps his chin on Hob’s shoulder, in search of further affections, and Hob twists his
arm about to scratch at the dog’s bristly spine.

“How about you?” asks Hob, after a time.  “Where are you headed?”

Olly shrugs.  “Thinking to make for the Rockies, really get myself swallowed up by nature. 
I’m an artist–– looking to do some painting, and I sure can’t think of a finer subject than
those glorious mountains, going all purple in the dusk.  Then again, I’m not much good at
painting, I don’t think,” he adds pleasantly.  “And that might be an understatement.”

Barn huffs.  If Hob didn’t know better, he might’ve suspected it was a laugh.

“But I sure like doing it,” Olly continues, “and that’s reason enough for me.”

“I’ve not seen the Rockies,” says Hob.  It’s almost a surprise to him –– bewilderingly strange
that he’s not got around to it, when he’s been such a fiend for lived experience.  But that
particular vista has eluded him, all these years.  Slipped through his grasp.  “I think I’d like
to, one of these days.”

“If I’m back this way, I’ll bring you a picture.  A camera picture, not one of mine–– might
not be able to tell what you’re looking at,” laughs Olly.  He taps his fingers on the steering
wheel in time to Campbell’s strummed chords.

“If I’m still here, next time you circle back,” Hob says, “I look forward to seeing it.”

I know I need a small vacation , Campbell sings.  But it don’t look like rain .

“Lovell’s an alright town,” Olly muses.  “Been through a couple times.  Real sleepy, real
quiet.  It’s an easy place to be, if you’re after something like that.”

Hob nods.  They pass the straight arms of telephone poles, spiking into the skies like the
posts of a giant’s fence, their wires rising and falling in low-slung black waves.  A few
houses crop up, the colors of the siding –– teal blue, off-white –– desaturated with a sepia
skiff of dust.  For a few long minutes, they pass by a cemetery, the grass browning and brittle,
the headstones set into the earth and sprouting up in stony stillness.  Hob almost holds his
breath –– superstition never fades, not all the way.

Signs of civilization accumulate –– a few slatted fences, a berth of trees around a green John
Deere tractor, an immense white barn, whose surrounding pastures are dotted with the black
oil paint strokes of grazing cattle.  Hob regards these bits and pieces with a sudden bolt of
instinctual fondness.  There’s an unsubtle realignment of his heartbeat, an automatic lean
towards this place.  It reminds him, as all farmlands tend to, of the place he grew up –– his
small town, its rural sense of intention, the way each watered crop and fed creature was a
connection to a web of living, a means of existence.  Things felt–– real.  Grounded, like the
soreness of legs after an uphill hike. 

By the time they curve around the gentle bend of the 310, past a copse of leaning mailboxes,
another scattering of winter-fallow fields and farmhouses, and emerge into Lovell proper,



Hob is feeling the sharp twinges of that instinct to run abating.  He trusts his gut, and his gut
is–– quieted, here.

And I need you more than want you.  And I want you for all time.

Olly pulls up into the lot of an auto shop –– Mayes Brothers –– and cuts the engine.

“The fellas here’ll fix you right up with a tow,” he says.  

“Thanks for the lift.  I appreciate it,” says Hob.  He reaches for the handle, but before he can
quite leave, Olly maneuvers a hand around Barn and lays it on Hob’s shoulder.  His palm is
disarmingly warm –– like a forge, almost, or a crucible, something fit to melt down shapes.

“Hey, you know–– I just remembered something.”  

Hob looks back at him.  Olly’s not exactly smiling, but there’s a glimmer in his hazel eyes,
and all of a sudden Hob can see through the overlay of human color to what it is that’s
burning beneath –– a forest fire of the iris, volcanic ash glowing red-gold, brick dust
plummeting to earth.  Ruin, but not with a sinister bent–– no, there’s something clean about
it.  Something vital.

“ ‘Bout ten miles east of here, there’s a property up for sale–– old two-story, right in the
crook of the Bighorn River, a little south of the lake proper.  I drove by on the way in,
stopped and looked around–– scouting for scrap for my sculptures.  Cute place.  Good porch. 
Not too far off from civilization, but–– on its own, the right amount, you know?”

“Right,” says Hob slowly.  Olly’s hand squeezes, once, gently.

“Forgive me if I’m overstepping, but–– well, I been on the road longer than you might figure
at first glance, and I’ve seen all kinds of running.  I think–– I know your kind.  Can’t say I’m
much good at fixing anything, but I’m good at guessing how things got broke.”

Olly smiles, halfway –– there’s something sad in it.

“I can’t tell you how to find what you’re looking for–– I don’t know how to find that kind of
thing myself–– but–– well, you might wanna check that property out, is all I’m saying.”

The cataclysm in Olly’s eyes sears the landscape clean –– leaves room for new things to
emerge.  Hob can almost smell the smoke at his heels, and he thinks of the fire, of how ruin is
often the only means to rebirth.

And then the moment is broken, swiftly, with an ease that speaks of practice.  Olly claps his
hand briskly on Hob’s shoulder, just once, and his smile widens back into his regular jolly
grin.

“Just some advice from a fellow restless heart, I guess.  Take it or leave it.”

Hob nods, once.  Matthew must’ve been right –– trust the pigeon instinct.  More than that ––
trust whatever strangeness exists in the world, that makes things feel wrong and right.  Trust
the ride.



“Thanks,” says Hob, sincerely.  “Really.  I’ll–– I’ll take a look.”

Olly nods, and the whisper of flame in his eyes dances a dashing minuet.  Barn licks Hob’s
cheek.

Hob hops out of the car, shuts the door behind him.  He flips his collar up against the
windchill once more, and turns back to the car.

“Travel safe, Olly.”

“Same to you, Hob.”

Olly salutes him –– and what’s more, Hob could swear that Barn winks .

And then the Lariat engine turns over with a pleasant grumble, and the truck, laden with all
its halfway-artful debris, pulls back onto the main road, the pommel of the sword speared
into the rubble. 

 

+++

 

The tow driver is an old-timer with an equine face, chewing on a wad of spearmint gum and
humming nasally country-rock ballads as he hauls the Forester –– in which Despair,
Delirium, and Matthew are still cloistered –– back to the auto shop.  Hob extends a silent
prayer of thanks to his wonderful indifference –– he gives Hob’s perplexing entourage a
banal look, nods benignly at the ill-composed explanations of invented familial relations, and
gives the engine block an easy once-over before shutting the hood with a solid clunk .

“I’ll get ‘er fixed up.  Got a few other jobs.  It’ll be a couple days.”  He scratches the side of
his nose.  “Maybe a week.”

That’s it.  The diagnosis is given, plain and straight, and then they’re headed back towards
Lovell.  The tow driver –– he introduces himself as Hector while he and Hob are making
small talk –– gives Hob a quote, shoots the shit about gas prices, and asks blessedly few
questions.  Hob ends up being the one to do the asking –– about Lovell, about the best local
food, about the kind of springtime Wyoming gets, and, at last, about the house Olly
mentioned.

“You mean the Moore place?” says Hector.  “Last I heard, still had a roof on it, though not by
much.  Good acreage, though.  Belongs to Helena Moore–– she’s selling, moving into
Cheyenne to stay with her daughter.”  He squints at the dash clock.  “ ‘Bout lunchtime.  Bet
she’s at the 4 Corners right now.  Couple blocks down from the shop, if’n you wanna talk to
her.”

Hob leans hard into instinct.  Once the Forester is dispatched at the auto shop, in Hector’s
capable and unconcerned hands, Hob sends the rest of the party down to the Pizza Factory, a
block off of Main, then strikes out on his own for the 4 Corners.



“You good?” asks Matthew.  Down a few sidewalk squares, the Corinthian bargains Delirium
and Despair into taking on presentable shapes with bribery in the form of breadsticks ––
wrangling, Hob decides, must come naturally to him.

He nods, looking down Main Street –– a car or two moseys by, but the day after Christmas is
still subdued, still curled under the Yuletide quilt.  Shop windows are still strung with
garlands of reflective red and green.  Wreaths anoint the doorways.  In the parking lot of the
Red Apple Supermarket, where they stand now, adrift in the cold-water clarity of a late
December day, Hob watches a mother wrangling a toddler in a Santa hat into the backseat of
a hatchback, from which faint strains of Christmas music are emanating tinnily into the
quiet.  

“I’m–– good.”  He means it, and isn’t as surprised by meaning it as he thought he’d be.  “And
I think–– well, I don’t know, really.  Pigeon instinct again.”

Matthew caws approvingly.

“Roger that.  Pigeon away, my guy.”

His band of strange comrades sets off in pursuit of pizza.  Hob watches them walk for a
moment –– God, what a strange blessing, this sort of company –– then cracks his neck and
starts down Main.

 

+++

 

The 4 Corners is the sort of small-town diner/bar combo Hob thought had gone extinct –– the
sort of place to have patrons regular as seasons, folklore steeped into floorboards.  There’s
garlands crossed over the door, two resplendent bows of pine so fresh Hob can smell it on the
approach, sharp and cleansing.  The place has an honest-to-God neon sign –– the faint red
glow of “BAR” is muted out in the sun, but it’s there, stoically rusting, a blushing beacon
curving up over the narrow parking lot.  The building is wood-paneled and weathered,
double-doored beneath a broad corner awning.  It has a quality of survival.  It seems fit to
withstand most trials of time and tempest, and when Hob steps inside, the place is warm right
down to the marrow.  He makes for the bar –– he figures he’ll ask after Helen Moore, make it
up as he goes along –– but he gets no further than two steps in the door before he’s
approached, or maybe accosted, by the direct imposition of an elderly woman, who seems to
simply coalesce in his path.

“You come to speak with me?” she says.  It’s arguably a question, but it seems, from her tone,
that she’s already quite confident of the answer.

Hob blinks.  The woman does not.  She has the most immaculate posture he’s ever witnessed
–– though her knuckles are crabbed with the aftermath of work and arthritis, she juts her
sharp chin at him with the militant acuity of an archer.  Her hair is grayed, though it glows
with the ghost of strawberry blonde, and it rests piled on her head into a teetering tower of



ringlets that spill off in wisps around her temples and cheekbones.  One eye is milky with
cataracts –– the other is blue-black like a scrying pool, like deep water.  She’s wearing what
he can only describe as an old lady sweater, a soft teal blue, on which, in embroidery, a
rotund white sow and her piglets are picking through a copse of buttercups.  This does not, on
any level, mesh with the rest of her demeanor.

“Ah–– pardon?”

She squints at him, then flicks her chin again, her eyes –– the clear and the clouded ––
darting efficiently between his various identifying markers, as though she were tallying up a
grocery order at checkout, considering, perhaps, her coupon options.

“Shoddy coat.  Out of towner.  Looking like the cat dragged you in backwards through a briar
patch.  Ayup.  Been expecting you.”

“I’m–– terribly sorry, but I don’t think I follow.”

“Helena Moore.”  She extends her hand, the bones of it like rebar through her age-spotted
skin.  Hob takes it.  Her grip is pretty much inarguable.  “You’re come for the house.”

Before he can protest–– or ask, or speak, or really even catch a breath–– Helena Moore has
commandeered him, taken him by the elbow and marched him to a vinyl booth whose seats
are quilted in thick stripes of red and cream.  On the table sit two plates of breakfast –– eggs,
sunnyside, and crispy bacon, and thick slices of wheat toast –– and two mugs of coffee, one
untouched and one half empty.  Hob takes a seat (or rather, is seated) on one side, and
Helena, smoothing her pressed blue slacks over her knees, takes a seat across from him.  She
takes a sip of her coffee, smacks her lips, then sets about buttering her toast, scraping the
knife in swift strokes across the bread, without a word.

Hob sits there, in somewhat stunned silence, until she’s got the toast fixed to her satisfaction. 
Before she takes a bite, she finally looks at him again, one eyebrow raised.

“C’mon, then.  Ask.”

“Ask?  About the–– house?”

“Ayup.”  She takes a crisp bite of her toast.  Even the crunch has authority to it.

Hob has seen enough weird in his lifetime to suck it up and roll with the punches.  He takes a
sip of the coffee –– the acrid brutality of it sloughs about six weeks of poor sleep off his
shoulders, and for a brief and sparkling moment the world is in slightly better color –– and
clears his throat.

“Right.  The house.  Well–– I’m from out of town–– been on the road for–– a few weeks,
just, ah, traveling.  I’m looking for a place to–– settle.  For a while.  My car broke down on
the 310, and, ah, the bloke who gave me a lift into town mentioned that there was a bit of
property for sale, and then, ah, Hector, at Mayes Brothers, said it belonged to–– you.  And
that you’d be here.  So–– ah–– I was, ah, interested in seeing it, seeing what you’re selling it
for.  All that.”



Helena takes another snap of her toast, chews, swallows with a sip of coffee.  She regards
him thoughtfully, scales weighing in her eyes, then nods.

“Good.  That’s all right, then.  Now, go on, ask the rest.”

Hob feels like someone has forgotten to hand him the script.  Helena doesn’t smile with her
mouth, but there’s something like it in her eyes –– an unwinked wink, sort of a wink in
potentia .

“I suppose the rest is, ah, ‘how did you know who I was?’, right?”

“Ayup.”  Helena folds her hands on the table.  “Eat.  I’ll do my turn a’ talkin’.”

Hob is wise enough to never refuse free breakfast.  As he tucks in, Helena begins to speak. 
She has a sage cadence –– a total assurance, like truth sits right in her back pocket.

“I was told you’d be comin’ around.  Started gettin’ wind of it–– reckon it was about the first
of December, when it all started.  The omens, I mean.”

Conveniently, Hob has his mouth full, so there’s very little opportunity for him to cut in with
any sort of question, though he is suddenly very full of them.

“ Had some doves move into my attic, all out of season.  Lost some branches on my willow
oak –– fell right outta the tree, all black and thorny, like they come from a diff’rent plant
altogether.  Then half my sweaters started comin’ all unraveled –– woke up one mornin’,
there was just piles of yarn in my closet.  None too pleased about that, I’ll tell you what, but
when them ladies have somethin’ they gotta say, well, hell, they’re gonna go right ahead and
say it.”

Hob looks around the bar, to see if there are any witnesses to this seeming clairvoyance.  The
barkeep is wiping out beer steins with a patchy white towel and watching an auction of a Jeep
Wrangler on the Home Shopping Network.  Through the stainless steel swinging doors to the
kitchen, Hob can make out a bandana-ed head, bent over a griddle –– a waitress in a butter
yellow uniform pushes through the doors, pitcher of coffee in one hand, making for the
bartop, where an old man in a trucker cap is chewing meditatively on a burger.  They
exchange a few easy pleasantries, the banter of long familiarity.  

In a back booth, further down, Hob catches sight of three women –– maybe a family, he
hazards, three generations –– all splitting a basket of onion rings.  Their hands move in loose
tandem.  Three jaws snap in near-unison, severing the exoskeletal breading.

No one seems to have noticed his arrival, nor eavesdropped into whatever–– this–– is.  Hob
takes another drink of coffee, if only to fortify his soul.

“They’re none too subtle, I’ll say that much.  ‘Bout two weeks ago, they started in with the
dreams.  Told me a fella’d be comin’ round, right after Christmas, askin’ after the house, an’
that I oughta go ahead and sell it to him.”  She huffs a laugh.  “Those gals, they never get
tired a’ tellin’ a person what’s what.”  



Helena takes a brisk sip of coffee, then looks out the window, idly regarding the quiet street,
the sinking afternoon.

“Well, anyways, my knees ‘ve been gettin’ creaky, so I can’t rightly get up and down to weed
my beds these days, an’ I been thinkin’ a’ movin’ down to Cheyenne anyways–– my girl
lives there, been tryna get me to give up takin’ care a’ that old place half a decade now. 
Timing worked out alright.”  

She glances back towards Hob, pin-sharp.  

“But just ‘cause it’s all gone and been settled by them three ladies don’t mean you’re gettin’
that land for a penny less than it’s worth.  It bein’ foretold is all well and good, but I ain’t
about to get cheated, no sir.”

“Three ladies?” asks Hob, with a funny sort of catch in his throat.  “You–– ah–– sorry, can
you–– elaborate?”

“Moore family condition,” says Helena.  “Them three ladies are somethin’ of a
generational–– well, I ain’t gonna call them a curse, on account of how helpful they been
now and again, but–– you know what I mean.  All us Moore gals got it–– the sight.  Old gift,
I think.  My grannie told us it went way, way back–– ancient-times back, to some oracle
somewhere.”  She shrugs.  “Just our lot in life.”

She leans forward, folding her arms on the table.  Hob finds her scrutiny–– not unpleasant,
but exacting.  Almost too knowing for his liking.

“I know you a little, I reckon.  Secondhand-like, through them.  You’re a running man.  Got
ghosts–– more ghosts than one man oughta have, in one lifetime.”

Hob stiffens.  Helena pauses, then goes on.

“Ain’t my place to judge,” she says.  It’s the first sound of gentleness he’s heard from her. 
“But I think this is the spot you’re s’posed to stop all that running, young man.  Let some of
them ghosts go ahead and catch on up.”

Hob looks over to the booth where the three women were sitting.  It’s empty, though he can’t
recall having heard the door open.  He doesn’t know what to say to Helena –– there is a lot of
bewildering new information that’s been foisted upon him, and he feels, abruptly, like he’s
been thrown into a lake of unknowable depth.  The Three–– well, he remembers what he
knows about them.  Things he was told, in a golden morning that seems like it happened in
another lifetime.  Kindness and bartering.  Condemnations and laws.  Is this their kindness, or
their condemnation?  

He remembers, with the click of almost-understanding, Despair’s sideways words, spoken
weeks ago: They like you, you know .

Helena raps the tabletop with her knuckles, then sets about her breakfast once more.

“Finish up that breakfast.  I’ll drive us on up to take a look-see after.”



It’s–– something, Hob concludes.  Something to consider.

On the way out of the 4 Corners, as Helena strides towards one of the pickups parked in the
lot, Hob, on a renewed whim, makes a stop.  There’s a kiosk of picture postcards at the front
register –– he pays up for one depicting a sundown prairie, borrows a pen, and scribbles out a
note, an address as well known to him as the back of his knuckles.  Writing it out has such a
strength of rightness that he doesn’t hesitate to pawn a stamp off the barkeep and pop it in a
mailbox on the street corner.  And then it’s done.  Then it’s decided.  

He feels–– good, he realizes.  In the passenger seat of Helena’s pickup, cruising down a
curving roadway, he can smell the savory mud smell of river water through the partway-
lowered window.  When he sees, after a brief drive, a dented mailbox craning from a rough-
trimmed thicket –– a drive more wheel ruts than pavement, at the end of which sits the white-
paneled portraiture that is the Moore farmhouse –– it’s like someone’s plucked the strings of
the universe in the right chord, the right key.

He feels good .

 

+++

 

December 26th, 2022

D ––

Done rambling.  If your old bones can take it, come visit me.

–– Robbie

Chapter End Notes

everyone do urself a favor go listen to some glen campbell

as ever, as always, as sincerely as anything, thank you for reading <3



XLIV

Chapter Summary

Lovell, WY. Settlements, departures, and returns. Come in – it's cold.

Chapter Notes

hello best beloveds <3

I have spent a long time trying to find out where I am, but I think that I'm getting better.
I don't think I realized how hard it would be to be done with college, even if the it was
stressful and ponderous and burned me down to a dusty little nub of candlewick and
some sad sloppy wax. it was the sole objective of my life for all of my prior education –
to get to college, then get through it successfully. and I did it, and I did it well, in a way
I'm proud of, and then there was the after. hadn't thought about that bit.

but I have had creativity return to me, if only in fits and starts and obsessive sprints into
new stories (which I hope profoundly to put in a book and then put into the world and
then adapt into an A24-produced limited series or something), and I'm learning how to
be without deadlines or busyness, which isn't so bad, even if it's hard. and I hadn't
realized how terribly I'd missed this fic until I started writing it again – it really was like
coming home. I'm writing these chapter notes as I finish each chapter, as a Little Treat,
so maybe me of ch 45 and ch 46 and so on will have good things to update! maybe I'll
be employed! maybe I'll finish a scene in a story I've been writing that I've been
religiously avoiding! maybe I'll meet david lynch!

while sometimes I feel like despair is hanging out in my bathtub, I think life is good and
getting better, you know? anyways, that's definitely more than enough from me – I hope
very much you enjoy this chapter, which is sort of an intermediary moment of stillness
at the end of hob's terribly long road. some musings on moving, farmhouses, cats under
stairs, despair's ways of being, and back porches with lights left on. and some corinthian
pov, as a treat, because in my very rough mirroring back to pt 1 here-ish is when we got
some of him and also I missed it okay I just wanted to write about cartilage and smells
again alright

(I'm quite excited for the next two chapters for some particular scenes, too) <3

now that everything's written (I say this as me, with ch 44 finished, now, but me posting
will have it all done, hand to god), expect updates every three days. I got a thing for
threes, what can I say

as ever, I hope, most sincerely, that you enjoy <3



See the end of the chapter for more notes

When he signs Helena’s offered paperwork — her demeanor had led him to expect a sort of
handshake contract, but upon his enthusiastic request to get the deal on the property settled
post haste, she had procured, seemingly from nowhere, a formal document of some twenty
pages — when he signs this ironclad bit of legal bulwarking, for the first time in quite a long
time, Hob signs it his old way.

“What’s this, then?” asks Helena, squinting.

They’re standing in the front foyer of the farmhouse — a square room wallpapered in soft
stripes of butter yellow and sage green, bleached and blurred by sun exposure.  There’s a
stone fireplace tucked snugly by the stairwell amid some half-stocked bookshelves whose
contents are in the process of being sorted and boxed, as evidenced by the teetering columns
of hardbacks here and there on the wood floor.  An old upright piano hugs the side wall,
confirmed out of tune by Hob’s curious plunking at the keys.  It spat notes in approximation
of their intent, and Hob found a sort of thrill in discovering its disjoint music, cracking the
code of its yellowing teeth, where a bite on C might produce a Bb at best.  Helena had
retreated past the stairs to the kitchen to procure a perfunctory tin of Walker’s shortbreads
and two cups of strong chamomile tea — Hob had tasted the honey stirred in, and
remembered an old goodness, all the sudden split down the center of him like a panel of sun
through a rafter.  It was bright, and clear — the sort of small sense recollection that could pin
him to the ground.  He sat on the creaking couch — perhaps Victorian, and thus, in a way, an
ancient comrade — and there had been such a startling feeling of rightness that it might’ve
taken him out, had he been standing.

Pigeon instincts, he had thought.  Matthew had an uncanny wisdom, now and then.

Helena was almost exclusively business.  She had sipped her tea, as if only to confirm that
she was participant in social routines, and efficiently proffered her contract and a pen.  Hob
had skimmed it — most of it was designed to prevent him from weaseling out of payment on
the grounds of any property failings he might uncover, which sat alright with him — and
gone to sign it, until Helena’s raised eyebrow prompted him to read it over a second time. 
The same sort of performance as her drinking the tea, or even his old habit of wearing his
needless reading glasses — a demonstration of acceptable responsibility, of measured
manner.

She holds the sheafs of paper now, tracing over the fresh pen strokes with her eyes.  Hob
swallows his mouthful of shortbread — those things have an addictive way about them,
melting on the tongue and sifting to sand in the belly — and tries to muster a functional
response.

“My signature.  Well— my old signature,” he amends.  “I reckon it’s a bit unusual
nowadays.  Coming up, as a boy, I hardly crossed paths with pen and ink, let alone was
requested to sign anything— and then for some time I made do with a good old fashioned
‘x’— but, ah, by and by I came into better fortunes— and better learning, certainly— and I



had to figure something suitable.  This sort of thing was the fashion of the day.  It was— it
was a long time ago.”

Helena peers at the marking.  Hob tugs at an ear — a nervous habit, filling the space of her
silence.

“Rather odd, I know,” he adds belatedly.  “But then again, I expect you’re not all too awfully
— perturbed— by odd things.”

Life in the 1300s— and well into the 1400s— had not required much in the way of
certification from him.  He was either a soldier, or a bandit, or a lost man in the dark wood, or
a typesetter, just staggering into literacy.  But when he had settled — when he had accrued
his wealth, married his Nellie, made as much an honest man of himself as he could reckon
with — it had seemed in keeping with his latest lived character to develop something of a
self-signifier, if only to tuck it into the inside covers of the books he had formed a penchant
for accruing.  While a good old-fashioned Robert Gadlen  in a bit of well-spun script could
suffice, the paraph had not yet gone all the way out of style in the upper classes of the
sixteenth century, and so, armed only with an ardor for flair and a rich man’s abundance of
free time, Hob had spilled a little ink and burned a little parchment and come up with a small
assemblage of loops and crosses he came to be dreadfully fond of.  They were his — they
meant Hob, even when he wasn’t called Hob, anymore.

Little endures, of course, and Hob had placed his money on a horse halfway to retirement to
begin with, and so the paraph had dwindled into a signatorial embellishment by the time he
emerged from the black and bone-bruised gutters of the seventeenth century.  But he had
missed the little thing, the small scrawled pattern.  It was the first proper means by which
he’d said any one thing was his .  His own.  Not some anonymous x , not the plain and
replicable text of his own name, but a demarcation of his own design — a bit of him
expressed, a straw tugged softly from the bale of his self, held with great love to the light and
jotted in the corners of his books.

Once in the bluest of moons, he’d come across his old paraph, tucked neatly against the
crease of a bound volume salvaged from that long dustcloth-covered lifetime.  He’d pass his
thumb over it, and it’d be like archaeology — like finding an old friend, tucked amid chipped
wedding dishes and the moth-eaten uniforms of half-recalled wars.  He’d remember how
Eleanor had laughed at the pomp of it — how her laugh had been gentle and soft as the
stomach of a new calf.  How she had loved even his grinning follies.

“Hm,” says Helena.

In the end, Helena stands unperturbed, as aptly predicted.  She nods, just an abortive bounce
of her militant chin, and tucks the folded paper in her back pocket.  It’s only here that she
extends her hand, straight and true as an arrow, and meets Hob with her blue steel stare.

“Paper’s all well and good— and that scrabble-scratch of yours might well stand before God
and county law — but where I’m from, nothin’ binds better than a shake.”

“Right-o, then.”



Hob clasps her hand.  Her hands are halfway to bone, but the sinews snap through the liver
spots of her skin, and she’s as solid a thing as might exist.  He feels awash in the bizarre
goodness that has risen underfoot — he hardly knows what to do with it.

“I ain’t much fond of most of these chairs and tables and all this mess, now,” says Helena. 
“And my daughter’s place sure ain’t got the footage for a whole ‘nother house worth of
furniture.  I’ll be takin’ some old family business outta here, next couple days, but if’n you’d
like, you can go ahead and settle on in whenever.  I get the sense you ain’t got much in the
way of worldly goods to put here.”

She inspects a wall, appraising — discovers a spot to scrape off with her fingernail — then
sighs, a bit rueful, a bit disapproving.

“I ain’t kept her up the way I used to,” she chides.  She looks at Hob out of the corner of her
eye.  Something twinkles there — a flake of mica, glinting like a grin.  “Getting old ain’t all
it’s cracked up to be — if you can, I advise you avoid it, young man.”

Hob smiles.  Then he laughs — first soft, then lower, heartier, from the gut, from the very
deep place where he thinks he might have entombed some better part of himself.  Something
claws its way back from the dirt and breathes again.  It’s a careless spark directed at an
unseen fuse, and the sudden conflagration of his mirth is all bubbles and crackle,
uncoordinated as a colt and twice as thrilled to be alive.  He laughs like someone younger —
like a boy.

“I will do,” he manages, “my absolute best.”

 

+++

 

The first thing the Corinthian does is make a show of rolling up his shirtsleeves, popping his
hands on his hips, and giving the facade of the farmhouse an appraising once-over.  Then he
ascends the steps of the porch, two at a time, and raps the columns in quick triplicate.  This
earns a hum of approval.

“She’s got good bones,” he says, nodding.  “I know ‘em when I see ‘em.”

“Fuck off.  What are you, a Property Brother?”

Matthew is spelunking among the rafters and gutters, sticking his beak into the parchment
palisade of an abandoned hornet nest, tearing the fine structure into ticker-tape.  He seems at
home amid the creeping mildew and off-white siding, thinks Hob — a snippet of some
American gothic, a still frame from Badlands or Days of Heaven.  Despair slumps in a much-
abused lawn chair under the eaves, while her rats make a revelrous game of scurrying
through the latticed screen beneath the porch, pursued by Delirium, a sinuous ripple of moon-
silver steam with a half dozen laughing mouths.  Hob observes from the unmowed lawn.  In
the chill, the grass is stiff and dispirited, but its starkness endures.  Helena has made ample



effort to preserve a sense of order to the grounds — there are flat river stones making a
demarcation of flower beds, and the weeds have largely been torn up from the gravel path
that trails to the rickety garage –– and nature, ever impetuous, has dealt many a countering
blow.  There are shutters with hinges half-lost to the gnaw of rust; rot has claimed the boards
of the back steps off the kitchen, left their bellies split and subsumed; in the corners of every
gable, there rests the remnants of squirrel nests, tufted with gray poufs of old fur.  An HGTV
original series might dub it, fondly and with great focus-group appeal, a “fixer-upper”.

Hob looks at the front windows — perfectly oriented so that the afternoon sun would pass in
square sheafs through the panes, and the right armchair there would make for an idyllic spot
to read — and decides that “fixer-upper” suits him just fine.

“C’mon, now, Mattie-o, I thought we were making progress, you and me.”

“Maybe if you quit it with the fucking butchering of my name, I’ll consider trying to deal
with this constant urge I have to wish suffering upon you.”

“Hell, you’re a real peach, you know that?”

“Bitch.”

Helena had driven back into town to make some phone calls — settle things with her
daughter, prep for her impending move-out — and Hob had remained.  It was not long before
his eldritch entourage had found him — or rather, the bloodhound nose of the Corinthian had
proved its usual infallibility.  Matthew had made quick work of travel via portal, taking the
Dreaming layover that Hob still found shuddering, and he had been beset by questions, then
more questions, then a blessed moment or two of peace while the explorations commenced. 
Helena had given her estimated departure as sometime in the next week.  Until then, Hob and
the rest of the lot would be bunking up at the Cattlemen Motel, and Hob would learn Lovell,
learn its particular quietudes, its better bars and local faces.  The act of leaving an old life was
the painful part — the departure, the pulling up of the roots — but there was always a thrill in
developing the new one.  He’s not yet decided if he’ll be someone else, here.  Being his
regular self again has felt like donning a most beloved old coat and finding it still perfectly
tailored, still warm as an hearthside, and he’s thinking he might just stick with it.  Plain old
Hob.

He’s seeing the ways this place could be.  The kitchen hasn’t been touched since the 60’s, at
least, all copper and burnt umber tile, but he could refinish the cabinets and find more stable
kitchen chairs, or at least rustle up some new cushions.  The piano can be tuned, even if its
inharmonious clanging has a sort of charm.  The garage is swarming with tall weeds, but
sound in the spine — Helena had offered to swap her farm-truck F150, a relic of the 80’s in
cream and blue with a fading red pinstripe, for Hob’s worn-out Forester, and Hob imagines
that old garage might make for a fit place for him to finally get around to learning how
engines work, so he doesn’t find himself stranded on a roadside in the near future.  Then
again, he thinks, there might not be so many roads traveled, at least for a little while.

Down at the back of the property, visible through the screened back door in the kitchen, Hob
could see the curled back of the Bighorn River.  The soft shushing of its water had carded its
smooth fingers through the rustling grass and made a sort of music, a tune Hob was looking



forward to memorizing, in time.  From the window of the bathroom on the second story, he
could see the riverbank more clearly.  Brown and mottled with smooth stones, all in warm
blue-gray.  It inspired no fear in him, here, though his night in Chattanooga and the Tennessee
River still sometimes lets its breath sweat on the back of his neck.  But this river doesn’t
make him think of drowning.  It’s singing an old song, a good song, and he wants to sleep to
the sound of it.  

There’s the promise of sore muscles, chopping firewood or ripping up weeds or even refitting
some of those drooping shutters, and Hob knows he’ll sleep richly.

“Bickering boys,” trills Delirium suddenly.  She ties herself into a Celtic knot around the
porch step bannister and bursts into a row of waving semaphore flags in every color.  “ Look
look look.  Beastie borne beneath your feet.”

“Huh?”  

Matthew flaps down from the lip of the gutter.  Delirium unspools a string of runway lights
along the ground, leading under the porch, where Despair’s rats, in a great calamity of
squeaking, have turned tail and begun to flee.  There’s a cacophonous hissing, all at once, and
Matthew, whose inquisitive beak had dared to venture into the shadowed space, leaps
backwards, cawing.

“Shit!  Yo!  Hello!  What?”

The Corinthian hops over the railing and lands in a perfect crouch besides Matthew. 
Despair’s rats reach the safe harbor of her cardigan and tumbled into her protective pockets. 
She scratches one behind the ears, cooing syllabant comforts.  Hob approaches and kneels
next to the Corinthian, peering into the dark.

“Damn,” whistles the Corinthian.  “Looks like somebody’s already living in this house.”

From under the porch, there’s another vehement hiss.  A pair of leonid eyes burn daggers at
the assembled crowd.  Hob grins.

“Well, hello.  Dreadfully sorry, you— I was told this place was short on occupants.”

There, beneath the porch, hackles spiked and ears back, is a cat –– a lean, scruffy creature,
mottled with a tabby cat’s coat in shades of gray.  It is quite plainly displeased at the
intrusions of outsiders, and unafraid to express it.  As Hob speaks, it hisses again, fine and
ferocious teeth bared.

“I think maybe we’re trespassing,” muses the Corinthian.

“ Pretty kitty,” giggles Delirium.  She melts into roadside runoff, prismatic with the shine of
gasoline, then bubbles up into a troop of mechanical mice and makes a foray into the cat’s
domain.  The cat looks on, quiet, ears twitching — then, with the predatory grace of a
seasoned mouser, it captures a clockwork critter in one elegant lunge.  Delirium chatters with
glee.



“Keep the beast clear of my rats,” says Despair dully.

“Don’t be a spoilsport,” says the Corinthian.  He sits back on his heels, grinning.  “From one
hunter to another, pussycat, I admire your work.”

“I feel like we didn’t get off on the right foot,” says Matthew.  He hops onto a porch step and
risks a glance beneath.  The cat is enraptured by Delirium’s squirmy joy.  “Hi, cat.  I’m
Matthew.”

“Oh, you speak cat, huh?”

“What?  I mean— no, I’m just— I’m trying to be polite.  Fuck you.”

  Delirium warps into an RC Batmobile and zips around under the porch, popping wheelies
and doing donuts in the dry dirt.  The cat, leaping into the fracas, gives enthused chase.  Hob
watches, smiling in a way that makes his face hurt.  There are muscles there he’s left to
atrophy, and they’re sore, now, being reawakened.  A good kind of sore, he decides.  It’s good
when the joints of joy get achy — it means you’re using them.

“I think,” he says, “that this is a good omen.”

 

+++

 

The days and nights in the Cattleman Motel are short and swift.  Hob has found a momentum
that surpasses the idle trailing of his nomad’s exodus, and now there’s verve in his step and
planning to be done.  He’s already making friends with the proprietor of Hardware Hank’s,
the namesake Hank himself, with hand-to-God mutton chops and a fondness for fisherman’s
hats, plus seemingly limitless knowledge on the ways and means of home restoration.  Hank
waxes poetic on varnishes and drill bits, and Hob realizes that, despite being alive for over
half a millennium, his old handyman skills have grown somewhat surpassing rusty.  But
Hank, with his jowly smile and patched flannels, is more than thrilled to have a willing and
eager audience to his sage carpenter’s wisdom, and in short order, over some shared
breakfasts at the 4 Corners, Hob is feeling much better armed for the task of getting the
Moore farmhouse in spiffier shape.

Helena’s daughter, Celeste, arrives in town on the fourth of Hob’s Lovell days, the 29th of
December.  She and Hob, and the Corinthian, who introduces himself as Cory and proceeds
to spin such Southern charm that even Helena is cracking smiles, spend a lengthy afternoon
packaging up all that Helena wants to take with her — well-loved novels with crackling
spines, a plethora of knit sweaters and good stoic jeans.  Delirium turns herself into
wheatgrass and grows innocuously in the side yard, though a discerning eye might catch how
her height is inconsistent, her color sometimes too aurate to be believed.  Matthew is
fluttering about the eaves of the roof, looking for holes that need patching and, Hob hopes,
making nice with the local crows.



Despair recuses herself — in the past days, there’s been a distance to her.  She spends much
of her time in the bathtub, vanishing and reappearing beneath the swelling crests of her rats. 
Around each finger are loops of fine fishing line, all disappearing into the bathroom mirror. 
Sometimes she reels one in — caught on the fishhooks, there’ll be a scrap of some torn
bedsheet, or a snaggle of hair.  She’s quiet, quieter than her usual watchful silence.  Hob still
feels her look, its clammy mouthing at his back, but its growing more curious than insistent. 
Something in him must be changing — Despair examines his shifting borderlands as a
cartographer, intent on knowing his new topography.  When she surfaces from the ocean of
her rats, she maps him with her eyes, brief and something like bemused, then descends
beneath her tides, the fishing lines taut between her vanished hands and the mirror’s silver
glass.

Hob lets it lie.  There’s little use in trying to puzzle her out — little use in trying to puzzle out
most any of the Endless, as he’s come to learn.  When they want you to know something,
you’ll be told, even if it’s not in a way anyone might readily understand.

The Carthage fire — Desire’s manic ruination — crosses his mind often.  There’s something
true in all their slippery silverskin speech, he knows it.  But often the bones of the real thing
that was said — the part of it that wasn’t dramatics, but maybe revelation — find themselves
obscured in the smell of the motel’s burn and smoke, the aching solidity of the body he had
leaned his head against in his dream. 

"There hasn't been anything new since I was born," says Desire.  "The names, the faces
change.  But we're always telling the same story.  What's so bad about that?"

"You always know the ending."

"Do you?"

The drear of this snowless December day is passed in the Moore farmhouse, packing, in good
company.  Celeste is quiet and assured — she keeps an easy pace with conversation, talks as
much and as eloquently with silence as with words.  She’s got Helena’s piercing stare, too —
the sight of someone who sees more than what there is.  When Helena introduces him as “that
fella I told you was gonna come ‘round”, Celeste nods, as though Hob was an entirely
expected occurrence, and shakes his hand like a sergeant.

“Well,” she concludes, “you’ll do.” 

Helena has brought out her record player, and Celeste picked one of her American songbook
records — Oh! Look at Me Now, Bobby Darin.  Darin croons a swinging rendition of
“There’s a Rainbow ‘Round My Shoulder” across a handful of long decades, and it makes for
perfect underscoring, jazz harmonics and big band trumpets playing low under the rustling of
the wind and the percussive shuffles of the packing.

Hob is helping out in the kitchen, dealing with the dishwares, which all have to be wrapped
and boxed with diligent care.  It’s satisfying work — clean, visible results, and work with the
hands, meditative in that way. 



When she draws the wedding china out from the hutch by the sideboard, Helena goes a little
misty-eyed, a shade of softness Hob had not expected.

She runs the pads of her aged fingers over the border of a plate, painted with plush pink
Greek peonies.  Celeste is wrapping shell-thin tea cups in brown paper and laying them
gently in a cardboard box of packing peanuts.  Hob is careful with the fine dishes — he
remembers the plates at he and Eleanor’s wedding, their bit of prized gilding.  Delicate
things, made robust by being loved.  He had lost track of those plates, all of them, save for
one small dessert plate, now bound up in a dish towel and kept in his storage unit back in
London.  He hasn’t the heart to put it in rotation — he’s not sure what he’d do if he broke it. 

Helena sets the plate on the kitchen table — 60’s vintage, red-orange formica and silver
chrome edging — and folds it up in another bundle of paper.  

“Good plates,” she says stiffly.  “There were eight of these, to begin with, but my husband
Andy and I broke one during the wedding.  Old tradition from his grandma’s side.  Greek. 
For good luck.”

“Did it work?” asks Hob.

Helena huffs.

“Married 48 good years, before he up and shuffled off ahead of me.”  She tapes the folds of
paper closed and hands the plate off to Celeste before retrieving another to wrap.  She’s
efficiency and motion, though the soft fog of memory hasn’t fallen from her look.  “Andy
always was in such a rush.  Had to get everywhere before everywhere was gone.  Tell you
what, he’d best be makin’ use of his running start over me.  I’m expectin’ a house in better
shape than this old place on the other side.”

In the living room, the Corinthian hums Roses of Picardy, and there’s the papery shuffle of
books being stacked in boxes.

“Reckon that’s good enough luck, anyways,” hums Helena.  “Me and Andy, and all.”

Hob nods.  The Corinthian’s humming lilts through the archway into the kitchen, and Hob
examines the pattern of the linoleum.  A cool draft passes over the nape of his neck,
feathering at the cropped hairs there — probably a gap in a window seal somewhere, letting
tomcat December sink in.  The coolness is fresh, like a clear spring.

“Have you met the cat?” asks Celeste.

“That I have,” says Hob.  “Though I can’t say for certain if we’ll get on.”

Celeste laughs, light and quick.  She pushes the sleeves of her sweater further up her forearm
and sets about the task of packing the cutlery.  Her hair, the ghost of Helena’s strawberry
blonde reborn, is pulled into a high bun, run through with ringlets.  Facing sideways, she
strikes Hob as something from antiquity — her profile is Grecian in a statuesque turn.



“Don’t mind her.”  She sorts the forks into careful rows in the bottom of a plastic pin, bundles
them up with rubber bands.  “She’s slow to warm to strangers.”

“I know the type,” says Hob.

“She gets by terrorizing the mice and the rabbits,” adds Celeste, “but a bit of canned salmon
goes a long way to win her favors.”

“What’s her name?”

“No name,” says Helena.  “Just cat.”

“Well, that sure is a fitting name if ever I heard one,” says the Corinthian, emerging from the
living room with a taped box of books.  He thumps the box on the linoleum and brushes off
his hands.  “Got your books packed, Miss Moore — gotta say, I reckon you’ve got about the
nicest collection of thrillers I’ve ever seen.  All the good Stephen King.”

He grins, white as a toothpaste commercial.  Helena raises an eyebrow.

“Yeah, you struck me as the type to like horror stories,” she says dryly.

The Corinthian chuckles.  

“Guilty as charged.  C’mon, who can resist a killer sewer clown?  Myself, I like the one about
the hellhound.  Always been a sucker for a bad dog.”

Helena waves him off, scoffing.

“Alright, you, go on now, get that out to the car.”

The Corinthian salutes languidly, still grinning.

“Yes ma’am, Miss Moore ma’am.”

He hefts the box and saunters out the front door, whistling Darin’s jaunty melody.  Celeste
looks after him, not suspicious, but with a furrowed brow all the same.  

“He’s a funny one,” is all she says, in the end, before she turns back to the forks.

“Smacks of Big Bad Wolf, to me,” says Helena. 

“Something like that, at any rate,” says Hob, smiling off-axis.

He moves to the kitchen counter in pursuit of a roll of tape.  Out the kitchen window, there’s
the brown grass, the craggy trees in glorious contortions, a sky of tufted squirrel-belly gray. 
That cool draft passes over his cheeks — it’s the kitchen window, he confirms, that’ll need a
resealing.  But for now, it's not so bad.  Under his palm, the place asserts its fit, and he
imagines the kitchen table lit in soft light— soft, yellow-gold light— how an aquiline white
face might turn warm under it—



“You planning to go drifting off out that window while me and Celeste do all the work,
now?” chides Helena.

Hob breaks from the reverie.  He picks up the roll of tape.

“Wouldn’t dream of it.”

 

+++

 

On the 30th of December, Despair leaves the bathtub.

Hob has slept like a felled log, the last days — no dreams, to speak of, but a lingering sense
that his sleep occurred in a different room than the motel, a dark room, a plane of infinite and
malleable space.  In that space, there were shivers of cool wind, spackles of firefly light,
maybe like stars, resorting themselves to a sky.  It has felt like a place being constructed.  A
labor.  In the mornings, these impressions are nebulous, quickly gliding through his
fingertips, but the feeling of them — wordless, beyond words — stays.

Of late, he’s been waking early, while dawn is still desert rose pink and drifting over Lovell’s
low profile.  Matthew is a late riser, as is Delirium — the Corinthian, in opposition, is always
awake long before Hob, found most often loitering around the front porch, hands in his
pockets, looking out at Montana Ave with a sight shuttered under his shades.  Hob will share
a moment’s silence with him, have his morning smoke, though his taste for them is beginning
to abate.  The Corinthian talks little — Hob is never too sure if he’s thinking, or just engaged
in the consuming business of watching, the attentive stillness with which the hawk in the high
limbs of the oak might watch the prairie for motion in the grass.  Either way, it makes for a
sort of easing into the day, requiring nothing of Hob but his own existence and some
appreciation for the ways the cold can be beautiful.

Then it’s off, to Hank’s, or the Moore place, or to check how the Forester is coming along to
update Helena on when she can drive it out to Cheyenne.  Hector has promised it’ll only be
another day — Helena and Celeste aim to be home before New Year’s.  

On his last visit, the day before, Hob had undone the scrap of torn black fabric, bearing the
cufflinks, from the rearview mirror.  The ribbon of black, the leaping greyhounds, had now
made a homestead in his raincoat’s closed pocket, secured with a snap and bulwarked against
loss.  Having his artifact — his charm, almost — close to him has felt steadying, like a hand
against his back.  They’re free of the car, now — free to be at rest.  He finds his fingers
straying to that pocket, just to pass a touch over the smooth mother-of-pearl, to let the silken
scrap sit in his palm, just for a moment, just to know it’s all still there.  He can feel its
presence, even when he falls into his formless sleep.  The cold noses of the greyhounds
pressing under his chin, even across the room, in the jacket slung over the bedpost.

Hob has made the appropriate financial arrangements — he’s gotten quite good at shuffling
his dispersive money about with speed and efficiency, given the costs associated with new



identities nowadays — and there’s nothing to bar him from a proper move-in on the 31st. 
It’ll take longer to get anything from London, but that can wait.  Having started over so often
has forced him to invent, or perhaps unearth, the things that might be good about it, and one
of those things is the liberation of the truly blank slate.  Means he can go poking about
antique stores for knick-knacks and end tables, at any rate, which he rarely has need to do. 
He’s mercurially fond of antique stores — in the right mood, when it doesn’t make him too
terribly lonesome, it’s a giddily funny feeling, being older than everything on display. 

But all things being equal, Hob expects to spend the turnover from this year to the next in the
Moore farmhouse.  Fitting, he reckons.  To pass from his nomadism cleanly, emerge into a
new year of settlement.  Of time, and quiet.

The morning of the 30th dawns clear-skied and crisp, that brittle winter blue, bright as stained
glass.  Today, though Despair is a pile of freshly-folded laundry at the foot of the second
motel bed, on which Matthew is roosting, Despair is absent from the bathroom.  Her rats, too,
and her fishing lines, have vanished.  The only evidence of her habitation is a single silver
fishhook, dangling part way out of the drain.  Hob brushes his teeth, makes a hackneyed
effort at a bit of a shave, and finds the absence of her company— not saddening, per say, but
strange, maybe hollow.

Out the front door of the motel room, coat donned and Luckies retrieved, Hob finds the
Corinthian at his usual post, slouching against the column of the porch overhang, Hob’s
borrowed scarf around his neck.  Today, as Hob is lighting up, the Corinthian clears his throat
and makes to talk.  The speech emerges in his rasping triplicate — a voice he has kept
collared, of late, its peculiar buzz and tightly-bound harmony boxed away somewhere under
his Southern boy’s drawl.  It’s a sort of covenant, Hob thinks.  A true voice.

“Sourpuss is loitering out back,” he says, through a layer of chattering hum.  “Think she’s
looking to talk to you.”

Hob nods.  He takes a minute for his smoke all the same, just for the sake of the dawn and its
rabbit-ear quiet.  The Corinthian says nothing further — he rarely does, in these moments,
though most of the time it seems like he couldn’t be paid to shut up.  Maybe silence, shared,
is also a form of trust.

A laden Chevrolet dawdles down the street.  There’s a blurred clamor of talk radio, rising,
peaking, then dwindling around a turned corner.  Little moves, outside — wildlife gets
snoozy, these months, and even the houses, with their drawn curtains and languidly golden
hearthsides, seem to be dozing themselves.  Hob takes another drag, then, on a whim, offers it
to the Corinthian.

The Corinthian hesitates — it’s a measured beat — then holds up a hand.

“Thanks, but no thanks.  Can’t risk turning my pearly whites all yellow.”

He grins — less a grin, maybe, and more of a smile, rumpling some boyishness into his
cheeks.  Hob nods.  Dental health is certainly a reasonable concern, for the Corinthian.



He disposes of the cigarette in an ashtray around the side of the motel, champing across the
stiff grass with crunching steps.  If he’s honest, he’s not so sure he wants to know what
Despair is looking to commune with him about.  Her slantways monotone has never failed to
make his lungs feel lakebed sodden in his chest, or set a clamminess amok in his palms. 
Then again, she’s not a thing that can be avoided — not truly.

So he discovers her piled atop the AC unit, a thing sentenced to its own hibernal slumber.  On
the road, so far, she’s donned sweatpants and cardigans — thick, woven garments, rendering
her not so much shapeless as diffuse, soft around the edges like she might melt and expand. 
Instead, despite the acuity of the morning’s cold, he finds her undressed, cloaked only in rats
and their aqueous, shifting tails.  Her hair is half-tied away, and the stark sections that fall
about her face are imitative of Medusa’s snakes in a rodent palette — faintly scaled,
twitching.  Around one finger, she’s twisting her fish hook ring, measuredly.  Her brows hang
low and heavy over her eyes, whose sight is reaching some distant misery, farther afield.  She
strikes Hob as elemental.

He waits for her to speak.  She doesn’t.

“Hullo,” he says, eventually.  He folds his arms around his chest and tucks his hands under
his armpits, to bar some of the chill.  “Bloody nippy today, eh?”

“Profoundly stated,” says Despair dryly.  “Such feebleness, being a creature of warm blood. 
It’s a terrible weakness.”

Despair’s voice is oily, somehow — it leaves a residue on his ears, like her sight always left
its fingerprints sodden on the back of his neck. 

“I’m thoroughly versed in the Endless penchant for obscurity,” says Hob, tugging absently at
his ear, “but if it’s all the same to you, I’d much prefer it if you told me what you wanted to
chat about straight out.”

Despair doesn’t react.  She regards him, plainly, for another long moment.  Winter wind
makes papery flutters in the treetops, but elsewise, silence holds an easy court.

“I find little humorous, these millenia, ” she muses.  “But it has often struck me as amusing —
how brother so staunchly insisted that he is only the teller of the story.  He, of all, should
know that the teller is a tale themselves.”

“Right,” says Hob, “riddles it is, then.”

Despair offers a wan smile.

“The way we render our thoughts is in terms of the core of things.  Maybe their very
simplicity is perplexing.  All the same.  What I wished to tell you is that here is where this
shape of myself leaves you.”

She watches a piebald rat scale her forearm and twine its tail around her fingers like a pink
and sinuous gauntlet.  The point of the fishbook snags the air as though it could tear it, make
it bleed a little.



“I have emissary selves enough, in this place — in the barren field, I am accustomed to walk
with famine.  I run beneath some of this soil.  But my old adversary, that fickle thing with
feathers, seems to roost in you once more.”

Despair looks up into the bleak December sky.  

“There are more pleasurable pains to be found than yours, now.  So I am leaving.”

Hob nods.  He doesn’t know how he feels about it — there is some measure of lead being
lifted cleanly from his shoulders, but the absence of the weight leaves him almost adrift, too
buoyant to enjoy the constancy of solid ground.  

“Not so bad,” he decides.  “Traveling with you, this time around.”

Despair, impartial, only scratches gently behind the ear of a rat.

“What I said before merits repeating,” she adds.  “Those three are perplexingly fond of you. 
Their fondness, oftentimes, leads to my doorstep, but it is fondness, either way.”

Hob opens his mouth to speak — to ask for a clarification, really, to know if she means the
Three, because that’s a bewildering statement to reckon with — but Despair is sloughing
down between the blades of the AC unit, becoming her own sinkhole.

“Goodbye, Hob Gadling,” says Despair.  “Until the next time.”

Then she’s gone — swallowed up into the machinery, leaving behind only the faintest residue
of prismatic oil and a lonesome brown rat, who leaps off the AC unit and vanishes into the
scrubby weeds.  Hob waits, in the cold, for a few minutes.  Despair leaves him feeling like
there’s another shoe bound to drop, an ax just aching to fall.  But there’s nothing like that. 
Her violence is a subtler thing.  

He feels, just for a moment, a tremor beneath the soles of his boots, like something snaking
through the earth.  She’s never really gone.  Hob knows this, by now.  She’s only diminished,
made smaller against other enormities.  

He sifts through the parting gift of her words, and finds among them a singular, dreadfully
disorienting question.

What does it mean, he thinks, dizzyling, to have the Fates be fond of you?

From around the front of the motel, he hears the clatter of the door –– then some casually
cheeky remark from the Corinthian, answer by Matthew’s grumpy morning caw and a jangle
of Delirium.  The sun is a little higher in the sky than he had noticed it becoming.  Despair
makes mincemeat of time’s orderly intentions, it seems.  He’s suddenly aware of how brutally
cold he is, and how very badly he wants a cup of coffee and a breakfast fit for a bloody ranch
hand.

He shakes his head — clears some of Despair’s aftershocks — and heads back around to the
front of the building.  



“My guy, just do me a solid and shut the fuck up.”

“Damn, you’re no early bird, are ya, Mattie?”  

“Wow.  Wowee.  Wow.  I sure have never heard that one before.  No sir.  That is sure one
original fucking joke.”

Delirium greets Hob in a puff of cherry blossom petals, which freeze into chips of pink ice
and clatter to the ground.

“Big sis went home on the range?” she clinks.

The Corinthian raises an eyebrow.  Matthew stops his grousing.

“Wait— huh?”

“Despair’s left,” says Hob.  “Greener pastures, I assume.”

“Dunno if I’d call ‘em ‘greener’,” says the Corinthian.  “Hm.  Can’t say I’ll miss that smell. 
Rat tongues and sweat.”

“She’s gone?”  Matthew looks at Hob, head cocked.  “Like— for real for real?”

“I imagine so.”

“Huh.”  Matthew squints at Hob — maybe trying to find the change, suss out Despair’s
absence for himself.  “O-kay.  Neato.”

“ ‘Neato’, huh?”

“Fuck off, toothache.”  

Delirium’s shards of cotton-candy pink assembled themselves into an ice statue of Julie
Andrews.  She sings a snatch of self-harmonizing melody..

“ So long, farewell, Aufweidersein, goodbye…”  

Hob tries to brush off the last of Despair’s lingering confusions.  In the back of his mind, all
the same, he hears the same words, with the same question: fond?

“Right-o,” he manages.  “Breakfast?”

“Breakfast!” Matthew cheers.

“ Ti — a drink with jam and bread!”

If, later, in the motel bathroom, he picks up Despair’s abandoned fish hook, then tucks it
away in his suitcase, there’s no harm he can see in it.  Maybe it’s good.  Not to wallow.  Just
to remember.

When Helena leaves, that week, she shakes his hand, and all she says is good luck .



 

+++

 

The Corinthian remembers thinking, once, that he was an artist.

He figures it wasn’t a wild thing to think about himself — he sort of still thinks it, even now,
being the second go-round, sitting way across the table from the one that came before.  Any
master of their craft is an artist, in their way, and he’s a good killer, the best killer, just like his
creator made him to be.  And being made in that creator’s image — the Corinthian knows the
jaws in the place where a heart might beat were not his, at first, but a gift, given, so he’s made
in his creator’s image at least in part, made by a hungry god — means that there’s art in him,
no two ways about it.

The new year is on the cusp of rolling over.  This last gasp of December is cold.  It smells
cold, and cold smells like nickel and pennies, distillation and fallow fields, wheat threshed
and stored in a silo.  His body runs hot enough that snow melts right off him — cold winds
shy away, or if they’re not careful, collide with his shoulder and turn straight to steam.  He
likes to be up early, before the sun’s up, to commune with the small hour predators.  Out front
of the motel, sometimes the alley cats caterwaul their good mornings his way, and the
Corinthian grins back, Cheshire.  

The farmhouse cat, too, becomes familiar company.  She’s a hell of a mouser.  While Robert
— the Corinthian can’t shake recalling him as Robert, forgotten Robert of the ancient
cologne and sanguine temptation, but he tries to rethink him as Hob— while Hob is
unpacking two suitcases of a life in the farmhouse, in the bluing evening of New Year’s Eve,
the Corinthian goes hunting with her.  She’s wary, at first, all hackles and hiss, but he’s
nothing if not a charmer, and soon it’s just them, two hungers, lithe and soundless in the
underbrush.  She’s quick with the pounce and smart with the teeth, and when she punctures
the throat of the luckless vole, the Corinthian scents its brackish blood in a way he can taste
on the back of his tongue.

“Ew,” says Matthew, from above.  He’s always hanging around — plucking out loose black
feathers and tossing them in shiny strips to the curb, or making games with slippery
Delirium, or picking a fight.  That last one makes sense to the Corinthian.  He gets it.  You
gotta make a thing real by proving it has guts, and there’s no way to get to the guts without
scalpels, or claws.  Besides, he doesn’t mind it so much.  Matthew’s a funny guy— bird—
whatever.

“Hey, featherweight, show a little respect for us carnivores.”  The Corinthian reaches for the
vole, but the cat bats his hand away, hissing.  The Corinthian relents, sits back on his
haunches.  He respects the rules — not his catch, not his to taste.  “Where’d you be without
us, carrion bird?”

He’s curious what a vole’s eyes would show him.  Tunnels.  Small, warm bodies, all
together.  Divinity in wheatgrass and seeds.



Matthew descends to the grass in a rustle of wingbeats.  The cat regards him with suspicion,
but the vole is occupying most of her attentions.

“I say again, with feeling — ew.”

“Take a hike anytime, Mattie.  Nobody’s begging you to stay.”

Matthew doesn’t say anything.  The sun is falling, and some of the gray lint of winter cloud
cover has been balled up into tufted thunderheads, between which the sky is blue and
blackening, baring its stars.  The moon is a shadowed bowl of cream.  Under its haze, the cat
is a spindly, glowy shape.  The Corinthian has never seen like other things see.  There’s
doubles.  He sees the cat as the cat, tabby gray and twitching tail, and he sees in sonar made
of scent — he sees cat as meat and cat-smell and sod in paw pads and raw breath, a second
shape overlaid on the first.  Everything’s like that.  Matthew is altitude and fry oil and dream-
stuff feathers, Delirium is wine gone sour and tanned hides, Hob is— something.  Ashes of
Alexandria, plague rot at a threshold, gunpowder, cedar, sweat, sorrow, wool.  Antiquity,
maybe.  Hob is never properly known to him in the smell way — he’s not made to know that
smell, anymore.

He’s never much bothered to try and spell it out, the smell-sight thing.  It’s never struck him
as worth the time.  It’s not one of those ways of being that can be communicated.  Sometimes
he remembers the way the first one felt about all of that, his special and irreplicable sight —
pride, mostly, something smug — but nowadays he doesn’t think about it much.

Matthew preens a wing, absently, then looks back at the house.  Hob’s new truck — Helena’s
old farm truck, a real workhorse of a car, perfumed thick with motor oil and spilled coffee —
is parked outside the ramshackle garage, anchoring the loose fabric of the settling night. 
Helena and her daughter Celeste took their leave this morning, in their caravan, Hob’s resold
Forester trailing behind Celeste’s Accord.  They’d made nice, those two, strange birds as they
were.  They smelled like blackthorn trees, and mercury, and spun thread — smelled like
Grecian shores and oracles, remembered by the first self, repeated secondhand in this new
head.  The Corinthian thought they might’ve seen his teeth, the other sets, snug behind his
smile.  They didn’t say, either way.  

The Corinthian had tried to be— helpful.  There’s new pieces of him, floating around in his
chest cavity in the muck of creation, still growing. Some of them incline towards wanting to
be useful, and he’s not sure what to do with those.  The consternation comes from the fact
that he’s not sure which parts are really his — which parts are the ones coded into his new
construction, and which parts just are.

“It’s fucking cold, man,” says Matthew.

“I dunno,” says the Corinthian.  “I’m not cold.”

“Chief, I think you’d disagree with anything I said, just for the fucking fun of it.”

The Corinthian grins.  He’s good at grinning.  

“Nah, I don’t think I would.”



“Asshole.”  Matthew ruffles his feathers, puffed up against the chill.  “I’m gonna go in, I
think.  I’m craving a hot chocolate so fucking bad right now — d’you think Hob’d make me
one?”

The cat polishes off the last bloody bits of the vole.

“Robbie’s a softie.  Go make some puppy dog eyes and ask real polite.”  He pauses, then puts
on a mask of feigned curiosity.  “Or make sad bird eyes, I guess.  I figure you can’t puppy
dog, can you?” 

He’s never been one to miss a parting shot across the bow.  It always works — Matthew
tosses some practiced cursing and a classic “sharkboy” over his shoulder as he takes off
towards the house.

The windows of the farmhouse are golden — golden in both sets of sight.  Delirium is roping
herself into festive strands of lights in the shape of pointy-edged stars and making spiderwebs
between the columns of the porch.  The cat, finished with her snack and transfixed by
Matthew’s black silhouette, arcing across the navy sky, strolls away after him, and the
Corinthian is alone.  He doesn’t mind it, not really.  The best hunting is done alone.  The only
trigger finger you can trust is your own.

He rises and stretches.  His joints pop — he feels very flesh and blood, maybe because close
acquaintance with flesh and blood is so much of what he’s made to be — and his muscles
sing sprinting songs.  He’s got hunger in his guts, nothing unusual there.  For being so
familiar, it’s not any easier to bear, sometimes.

There’s nothing for it but to eat.  There’s nothing he wants to eat, is the trouble.  Increasingly,
his hunger is undirected.  The nightmare he was sent to dispatch, in Chattanooga, was
satiating, for a while, because it was his job to chew it up.  But there’s been nothing calling
him home, to the Dreaming, not lately.

The Dreaming is a different place now, anyway.  Differently ruled. 

The Corinthian ambles a loping path towards the curve of riverbank down past the back of
the house, through the thickets of dried-out winter bramble and leafless branches.  Daniel’s
all right, he supposes.  There’s— confusion.  Daniel didn’t make him — but Daniel is the
thing that made him, just in a second skin, he’s been told.  Like the Corinthian.  Same
leopard, new spots.  Still, the Dreaming is like an untailored suit coat, on Daniel.  And the
Corinthian doesn’t know how that’s supposed to work — how God can be a newcomer, like
him.

The Corinthian remembers his creator as a monolith of volcanic glass, the thick deep space
smell of rum and strawberries and dreamstuff, all its own concoction.  Daniel doesn’t call
him home.  Daniel smells like merengue and rabbits and boyhood.  It’s the boyhood that
throws the Corinthian off.  How is there boyhood, in a lord who’s supposed to be old as
creation?

The first one had lamented the leash, reveled in its absence and made a meal of every living
thing that walked the earth.  The Corinthian feels the call of that dripping decadence, even



now, even though his creator had reigned it in and put it down.  He feels the urges, the
starvation for throats met with teeth and with lips, for bodies, bodies in profusion, silverskin
and tendon and sinew and marrow, blood turned sweaty and sprinting beneath the skin.  The
eyes are temptation of the sort that old serpent came up with in the way-back, in Eden —
God, the way those things tasted make his mouths water.  There had been a lot of liberation,
for the first one, and a lot of good killing.  He had sure enjoyed all that.

The Corinthian doesn’t know too well how he feels about leashes.  It might be nice, he
thinks, sometimes and briefly, to be called, if only to heel.

He pushes through the thickets, just to catch sight of the water.  In the moonlight, its
crumpled-up silk, tossed downstream.  It’s humming a tune that reminds him of someone he
met only once, passing through his fields — a green place in the Dreaming, a green thing
with creepy jenny for a tongue, a sun-dipped valley full of meadowlarks and chase.  A gone
thing, now.  Daniel had tried to resurrect him, but he hadn’t wanted to come back.  Then the
river is just water, going quick and cold and smelling of fish, and he turns on his heel, makes
for the glowy yellow windows of the farmhouse.

The eyes were good.  That never goes away.  The sclera and the retina, springy and severing;
the optic nerve thin as green little sprouts and twice as tender; the sweet and salty vitreous
bubble within, maple sap, real liquor.  Then the seeing— really seeing— Hell on earth, is he
hungry.  

Delirium is finished decorating the back porch, and the Corinthian walks up the steps under a
strung bower of stars.  He slouches against the porch railing — he’s got a body built for
slouching, slinking, sauntering, lots of sinuous things — and doesn’t know quite where to
go.  Past the porch, the broad backyard, and the river beyond, seem imagined.  He can hear
Hob and Matthew, moving around in the kitchen, inside.  The clink of mugs and kettles.  A
hit of pungent chocolate.  Christmas music over a thrift store radio.  

He waits.  It’s alright, waiting.  The porch light is on, burning like a caged torch — so at least
it isn’t dark.  Alone, he inhales through all three mouths, and Wyoming tastes of sage.

The screen door opens.

“God’s bloody wounds, I don’t know how you’re not miserable out here.”

The Corinthian turns and fires up the grin.

“Dunno.  Guess I’m just running hot.”

Hob scoffs.  He’s in a cable-knit sweater, and lined with the yellow halo of the kitchen light
behind him.  He looked like a different man, when the Corinthian first crossed paths with him
— the last handful of days, it’s like someone’s got his heart to beat again. He hasn’t minded
running with Hob’s pack.  The guy knows how to have a good time, when he’s not mopey. 
And Hob’s hungry, too –– hungry for every damn thing.  

Hob’s all right, he thinks.  Maybe that’s one of the sentiments his creator hardwired into his
being.  Maybe that’s one of those things that just is .



“Come on.  Come inside.  I’d say you’ll catch your death, but I doubt you could catch your
death.”

The Corinthian pushes his sunglasses up onto his forehead.  As bizarre as it is, sometimes
those little nose-clamps start to get achy.  Even being a Major Arcana of the Dreaming, he’s
still subject to a nuisance like that.  That had to be intentional.  Like the new white scar, over
one eye, the matching chip in those eye teeth.  Some kind of reminder, though he’s damned if
he knows what he’s supposed to remember.

“Y’know what, Robbie?” he says.  “I bet I could catch death.  I’m pretty damn fast.”

Hob tilts his head.  After a moment, he just laughs, sort of with his breath.

“I’ve no doubt you are,” he says.  “All the same, I’d like to close this door, so—”

The Corinthian pushes himself off the railing.  He’s used to back porches.  The foot of the
bed, the side of the throne.  It’s nice to be asked in.

“You got it.  Hey, Matthew, wanna see me drink hot cocoa through my eyes?”

“What the fuck?  No?  No?  Why would I want that?”

Hob closes the door.  Delirium sets up a shower of comets, howling like coyotes.

“I’m gonna do it anyway.”

“No!”

 

+++

 

In the night, Hob can’t tell if he’s truly awake.  He knows, distantly, that he came to bed — it
was a quiet New Year’s Eve, celebrated in his usual company, with hot chocolate and takeout
Mexican and a boxed brownie mix from the supermarket — and then it had been cold enough
that all he wanted was to curl up under the seven layers of surplus quilts Helena had left
behind for such nights as this.  Matthew is roosting comfortably in the spare room, amid
boxes of ancient linens and several heavy comforters — the Corinthian is somewhere, to be
sure, pacing his restless path around the property, or making use of the extra bedding and the
living room couch Hob offered.  Wherever carnivores go, in the cold.  Wherever that may
be.  Right now, Hob is ensconced in quilts and too warm and bleary to think very much about
anything.

Downstairs, he can hear Delirium as a herd of mice in the walls, or the sound of a party in the
next room, a chorus of unknown ancient voices singing Auld Lang Syne.  The moonlight is
patchy through the gap in the curtains, pawing catlike across the floorboards and curling over
the end of his bed.  He’s in the upstairs bedroom, which looks out onto the front yard, the
gravel drive and the distant road, Lovell itself too far to be seen, some ten or twelve miles to



the west.  He's tied the scrap of fabric with the cufflinks around the post of the bed, and the
moonlight dances little waltzes over the greyhounds, their onyx and glowy pearl.  It makes
them alive.  

This is a place of rich, total silence, of time left to simmer slow until it's softened. 

Auld Lang Syne — that’s an old song.  Not as old as him, sure, but a younger brother, a
companion for his most recent centuries.  And maybe he’s in that between-space, split astride
sleep and waking, because this is almost like a memory of crawling into his old bed at a New
Year’s party he hosted in his London flat, soggy with drink in the small hours, leaving
Deanna and the rest of the faculty-friends to the festive hollering and drunken song.  A new
memory, by his measure — one from only a few years prior, and somehow, even being new,
it feels like a past life.  He had sought his bed, then, because he was drunk, and, per usual, a
very sleepy drunk, needing to touch, craving it — he had been looking for someone—

—and the way the mattress dips is terrible, isn’t it?  The hollow of the bed, where there’s
nothing –– like after Eleanor, after his other intermediate loves, the articulation of their
absence — pretending there’s something?  

Hob is looking at the ceiling, watching the plaster so that his periphery might play this little
trick of shadow in the corner of his eye, make a shape of ink and spilled moon where there is
none.  He’ll call it a dream, if asked, and then it won’t be fantasy, or something sadder, like
delusion — only a dream.  To sleep next to a corpse— he’s borne worse.  He has already
done that, before.  His back might ache, but he carries things like that, as a way of being
— he tucks them in, makes his bedfellows, because being this old is lonely. 

That had been one of the best things — though there were far too many “best things” to
number — having the harbor, the person to stumble to when drunk and drowsy and worn out
from small talk.  The arms, open — the indulgence of a smile on pink lips, cut from such
precise corners.  He thinks of the first night, after that faculty part, the night before it had all
been spoken plain.  The theft of that moment’s sanctity.  The peace of sleeping with a chest
for a pillow.  The hum.  That beatific hum .

If he avoids considering it too directly, there is someone else in the bed.  

It’s a new year.  It was celebrated, and it was good.  Sometimes the years feel the same — in
a way, they are.  

The seasons are the same story, told over again.  They always end the same, and then they
begin, again, with hope.  A thing with feathers, loosed.  

“Happy new year, love,” murmurs Hob.  There is no answer.  Only a trick of the light, the
moon pronouncing the hollowed folds of an empty pillow.  

Still, when he does slip into sleep, the cold across his cheek is felt — a sensation freely
given, tender as a kiss.
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The problem, mostly, is that while he’s sort of aware of what he’s supposed to be, he doesn’t
know— who— what— he actually even is.

The librarian in the plum-colored waistcoat — her shoulders are sharp and clean, like the line
of her mouth, held so stiffly he knows there’s something behind it, trying very hard to break
free — has done her best to be helpful.  Daniel appreciates it, sincerely.  Lucienne is patient,
and her voice is a tentpost stake driven into the slop of the mud, a thing he can lash his tether
to when he feels a landslide shuddering underfoot.  And she’s trying to be kind, which is the
most you can ask of anyone, he figures.  She’s walked him gently through her library, all its
towering corridors and its paper-sweet smell, and shown him the books — how they collate,
how he can sometimes change them, or remember them without having read them at all, just
by passing his hand over the page.  Daniel can see what the place was, once.  It must have
had such grandeur.  Now it has skittish motions in its shadows, like an unbroken horse, and
he knows something awful must have happened, to make it know fear.  

Lucienne had touched each bookshelf like she meant to steady it, though Daniel thinks she
was also steadying herself.  He wants to make the books less spooked — and sometimes he
succeeds, sometimes they sort of curl like cats and hum under his palm, a deep hum like the
final vibrations of a rung bell — but he’s not sure how, half the time.  He’s not sure how he
does anything he does.  In part, there’s instinct, which he can’t express.  In part, there’s only
guesswork, which doesn’t always end up being right.

There’s a lot that Daniel doesn’t remember — a big swath of erasure in the middle of where
he thinks his life should be.  In the recesses of his mind, there are childlike memories, with
small points of view.  Blurred impressions of his mother’s arms, lifting him skyward, and the
giggling feeling of flight; a picture book about a pigeon that he found wonderfully funny,
read to him in the lamplight of a bedroom with dinosaurs walking the walls; the way the
world had looked so immense from his small height, so enormous and colorful and loud, and
how he had loved to lie on the floor of an old home and play with the spring-wound doorstop,
flicking it to hear the sproing that was the strangest, most brilliant music he’d ever heard.  

There’s all that part of him, always underneath the rest, and its little voice, which Daniel has
a hard time not hearing.  The little voice is afraid.  It wants his mother — wants to go home.

This is my home, he reminds himself.  In the second half of his known self –– past the vast
chasm, where he imagines he must have grown up to what he is now, or something like that
— there’s all that’s been recent.  His first view from his current willowy vantage point,
looking down the long and vaulted throne room, like a Grecian ruin of cracked columns and
crumbled cornice.  Lucienne, in her waistcoat, her round spectacles, staring at him with
something awful in her eyes.

“Do you remember, my Lord?” she had asked him.  

Her voice was sick with its own hope.  Daniel didn’t understand the question.  Or he did,
almost — there was some flitting black tendril, the selvage of some black silk, ghosting along
the edges of his mind.  But he couldn’t touch it, not for all his reaching.  It was too swift, too



lithe, too frenetic — Daniel could feel its shock, its horror, feel the keening of its fury and
grief right down to the pit of his stomach.

“What am I supposed to remember?” he had asked Lucienne.  

There had been a long silence.  The whippet black raced in circles around his borderlands,
until it broke away, dove into some unreachable thicket and vanished afield.  

Daniel had first felt a wonderment, opening his eyes to this storybook ruin — when Lucienne
had bluntly shuttered that thing in her face, he had learned his second and enduring feeling,
which was a sort of fear.  Not fear, like of monsters in the dark.  Some cored-out-ness that left
him unsteady.  And he had not been privy to what it was Lucienne had been seeking, not
since she had shaken her head at his question and taken him by the elbow to lead him down
the steps and into the rest of his new palace.  

There had been paint spilled on his steps, or ink — something black and viscous, long since
dried.  Lucienne had been very careful not to look at it, and Daniel had been too nervous to
ask.

There were things that were expected of him that he sometimes didn’t figure out.  Lucienne
had walked him down the halls, through what seemed to be the ruins of a battlefield, and
paused at points of greater wound, almost expectant.  Daniel had only looked at the clefts cut
into the marble, the dead vines and the thunderheads dispersing leadenly outside the
windows, and felt bad about them.  Now and then, if he touched a thing the right way, some
shock, like static, would jolt up his arms, and he would know without knowing the right way
to suture it.  So he fixed a few things, here and there.  Grew some new wilderness in the
salted earth outside the palace — put the pieces of a broken stained glass window back
together into the shape of a beast he hadn’t met, just yet — calmed some of the uneasy books
who champed at their bits and rolled their wordful eyes.  But there was just so much that
needed help.

He’d tried to bring the green valley back, to fill in the burned field the proper way, but the
green field hadn’t wanted to return.  Daniel felt sorry about that, but the old man with the
whiskers and the green wool suit had said that he wanted to rest, a while.  Maybe, Daniel had
decided, he could ask again, later, when the man with the whiskers wasn’t so tired.   

Lucienne had taken him to a wake.  He wasn’t altogether clear on who had died, though
everyone there was very nice to him.

There had been a cavalcade of introductions, too.  Daniel had met the black bird, the raven,
with his funny way of hopping from foot to foot and looking with the corners of his eyes, all
sideways.  He liked Matthew and his mannerisms.  One of the child-memories, the pigeon, in
the picture book, had left him with a fondness for birds.  He liked to watch Matthew flying,
how he was like a perfect hole cut into this world’s eternally blue sky.  That was another
thing he’d been able to do, though he couldn’t say how he did it.  He’d grown tired of the
cloudy weather, and so he had decided that the sun would come out, and it did, like it had
only been waiting to be asked.



He had met others — creatures from fairy tales in every shape and color.  A carousel horse
— once a hippogriff, Lucienne had told him — who he summoned back into being, just by
wanting it so.  The other gatekeepers, too, the wyrm-worm pulled around to his proper
enormity, and a new griffin, since the old one was stubbornly, still, a soup of rot and bone
dust that couldn’t be awoken.  The animals like him.  They want to protect him.  They make
him feel safer, in the big palace, which is so large he keeps getting turned around in the
hallways, ending up in rooms of artifacts stranger than any fiction.   

He met lots of residents, all of whom treated him like a prince, bowing and calling him “my
Lord”, like Lucienne did, even when he asked her to just call him Daniel.  He met the most
gorgeous fey-creature he had ever seen, who said her name was Gault — a shimmering
wonder, a beautiful stroke of darkness with rainbows bound in the dragonfly panels of her
wings.  She had been kind, too — she seemed to see the boy in him, hear the little voice
under his big voice, and he spent time in her company, trying to put together what he was
supposed to be through the way she talked to him, the way she made lovely things appear
between her fingers.

And early, almost first, he had met the watchdog.  He didn’t know what to do with him — all
his teeth, all his wolfishness, and the way he had wanted something from Daniel, some
answer to a question Daniel couldn’t remember being asked — so he sent him afield to fetch
the wanderers.  It’s not that he didn’t like him.  Daniel found his Southern speech and easy
way of being, all loose-limbed and assured, sort of fun.  He just felt bad, that didn’t have
what the watchdog wanted.  

Maybe the watchdog would be happier with some running room — quarry to chase.  He
talked of chases, and hunger, and watched Daniel, waiting for— something.  Daniel could
only give him dispatch to his old world.  It was all he had to give.

He remembers the watchdog carrying him from a dark hall.  He remembers Matthew on the
journey.  He remembers, sometimes, growing, but so much faster than he should’ve, and then
he remembers nothing, until the steps and the throne room and Lucienne — until he awoke.

Today is the way most days here have been.  The sky is its usual perfect blue, the blue of his
favorite crayon color — that, he remembers, he remembers drawing pictures of dragons and
knights and deep sea creatures, lots of blue — and he is walking through the palace, engaged
in archaeology.  Lucienne is in the library, among her volumes, where she seems most
herself.  The watchdog is off on his run, and Matthew has been away, for a while, which
Daniel doesn’t mind — birds have to fly, to keep their wings working.  And he’s more
comfortable being alone, because then he doesn’t have to work so hard to act like he knows
what he’s doing, figuring out how to act.  The empty vacuum between his boyhood and his
now makes him uneasy.  It makes him aware of just how much he feels it — feels like a child
in an oversized costume, a child on a throne, with people waiting to hear him give orders.

Somewhere in here, he reasons, there must be a book of rules — a history he can thumb
through, some collection of notes.  There’s everything here, so why wouldn’t there be
instructions?  The marble floors, a creamy moonstone color veined with black ivy, are cool as
a swimming pool under his bare feet.  He wears white, as he always does — he likes white,



because it's all potential, the page that could still have any drawing on it.  Big white robes,
and his white hair, white like his mother’s has turned.  

There’s a feeling like he’s missing something.  His hand goes to his throat, where he finds he
expects some weight to be hung, but there’s nothing there.

In this corridor, today, he’s discovering intimations of the past.  The clear sun comes through
the arched windows in enormous prisms of light, cutting blocks out of the high walls and
broad floor, and in the quiet, the fabric shush of his walking is pronounced.  He moves slow,
catlike and curious, and looks at the paintings hung on the wall.  He’s always finding new
rooms, here and there — the palace is always growing more of itself, if only out of habit.

This hall must be one of this place’s many galleries.  There are works of art of all ilks, hung
in gilded frames and blessed with the gentle luminance of the sun.  A portrait of an old poet
in shrouded chiaroscuro, lace-collared, pensive and dark-eyed.  A burning city — the fall of
Troy in shredded flame and smoke.  A stencil of a hand in red on a bare part of the wall, so
old it makes Daniel shiver a little, not out of fear, but at the wildness of it, a thing that old
existing.  An Arthruian princess on a verdant field, in a gown of splendorous flowering pink,
craning down from a charger towards the face of a beatific knight.  A panel of a fresco from
the Ajanta caves.

Daniel walks past the art, and it’s like it’s all living.  He can sense the motion of its pulse, like
it’s a part of him — it should be a part of him, he thinks.  It should.  

But there’s still this distance.  He’s still only looking at it, wandering an exhibit curated by a
different hand

At the end of the hall is a series of still portraits, in detail so exacting it’s art that lives,  or life
compacted into art.  Seven portraits, to be exact, whose faces all strike a sudden familiar
chord in the part of Daniel that is his new body, the odd new starlight in his clear eyes. There
are no nameplates, so he can’t put names to them, but they seem akin to one another, like
family.  

Daniel hasn’t had much experience with family.  The child-memories tell him of a father who
died before memory could begin — then it was only his mother, who can’t speak to him,
these days, without weeping.  He can’t make sense of it — why should she be sad?  He’s still
Daniel.  Still her son.  But he’s mourning him like he’s gone, and there’s black pigment
staining her hands that she can’t seem to scrub away.  Lyta is a ghost, a white-haired ghost,
like Daniel thinks he himself is, sometimes.  So there’s not much in his dictionary, regarding
family.  The portraits offer very little in terms of elaboration themselves.

They watch him, and he watches back, inquisitive.  In order, they form a neat set.  There's a
figure in a heavy monk’s cowl, holding an immense tome that’s chained to his wrist, next a
smiling woman with thick dark curls and the shadow of wings, suggested, subtly, behind her
back.  Then a portrait of a stranger — a stranger in nobleman’s black, whose face is white
and proud, sharp chin just so slightly upturned — a person Daniel doesn’t recognize.  Beside
him, a broad-shouldered giant; a fey of smoldering golden eyes; dour thing holding a bouquet
of rats; a girl with every color in her frantic fingernails.  Daniel spends a long time looking at
them, because he thinks he should remember them.  He knows he should remember them.



There’s the feeling again.  Something missing.  Something that didn’t reach him in time.

In the silence of his contemplation, there comes a feathery rush, and then Daniel isn’t alone.

“That’s not a bad painting of me,” says Death, her hands in her pockets.  “I wonder what I did
with that old outfit.  Haven’t seen that dress in epochs.”

“Hello,” says Daniel.  He turns to her and smiles.  He’s met this one, too — she greeted him
first with a hug, warm as being under the covers in winter, and had said that she had been
worried about him.  It had been nice, to have someone worried about him.

When he had asked her name, her smile had faltered some.

“Hi,” says Death.  On the wall behind her, pressing through the sheafs of sun, Daniel can just
make out the impression of her darkly feathered wings.  “I was in the neighborhood.”

“It’s nice to see you.”

Death nods.

“Nice to see you, too.  How are you holding up?”

Daniel doesn’t respond, for a long while.  He looks at the portrait of the stranger in the black,
with the haughty pointed nose, the pianist hands folded over the arm of a throne.  He has the
impression it should be sort of like looking at an old picture in a yearbook, but it isn’t — it’s
someone else’s image, persistently.  He’s lost sight of the dark and running thing that had
glanced off him in the throne room, the first time.  It had gone somewhere else, and now he’s
left to float.

“I’m okay,” says Daniel, in the end.  Death has a frankness to her that makes him feel safe,
asking things — she hasn’t had Lucienne’s resolute masking of some deeper turmoil, or if she
has that thing in her, she’s much better at keeping it from the light.  Anyway, Death gives
good hugs, and smells like apple pie, sometimes, and Daniel likes her.  She’s like a big sister.

“I know that’s you,” he says, pointing at her portrait, “but who are the others?”

Death doesn’t balk, not really.  She just toys with the ankh strung around her neck.

“The one on the very end, looking all mysterious and important, is Destiny.  Our eldest.  Bit
of a spoilsport, if I’m honest, but not so bad — suppose I’d be a grouch, too, if I had to heave
that massive book around all the time.  Then there’s me—”  She playfully nudges Daniel in
the shoulder.  “—your favorite, of course.”

She hesitates at the third portrait, the sculpted stranger.

“That’s— you,” she says, eventually, without conviction.  Daniel frowns, but before he can
ask anything, she’s onto the next, brushing the statement under the rug.

“Then Destruction, who’s been— away, for a while.  Off roaming.  Then the sultry-looking
one is Desire, and then that’s their twin, Despair, and the little one on the end is— Delirium. 



They’ve all got realms, too, like the Dreaming— like yours.  We visit each other, you know,
once in a very blue moon.”

Daniel nods.  So they are like him — like him, and not like him.  His— siblings.  His
siblings.  He’s never had siblings before.

He looks back to the portrait of the stranger.  The dark eyes are thick with galactic clusters,
like Daniel has discovered his own eyes are, like his mother has wept over.

“That’s— me?” he asks.

Death takes a moment.  Daniel watches her face — he seems to know her innately, and so he
knows the way the course of uncertainty spills, just briefly, into the furrow between her
brows.

“Well– by rights, I think it should be,” she says softly.  “I don’t know if I have a better
answer for you than that.”

The Dreaming — Daniel’s new world — is growing all on its own.  Sometimes he finds his
palms full of sparkly white sand — he can make it into dragons, and so there are schools of
scaly reptiles flying in his perfect blue sky, but the rest seems to be its own organic entity,
poorly trying to stitch its wounds back together.  He’s seen the deep cut down the Dreaming’s
center, the furrow left by a sword his mother had thrown at the three strange women who had
passed through once to counsel her and wink at him.  He can’t fix that one.  It lies prone, not
festering, but not healing.

“My mom is— really sad,” he says.  He finds his own voice, its many sonic textures,
suddenly close to the child-voice, always hiding underneath the new layers.  “I don’t know
why.  I don’t— remember.  How I changed.  But it’s like— it’s like she thinks I’m dead.  But
I haven’t gone anywhere.  I’m right here.”

He looks at Death, searching for something, something solid.

“I’m still just me,” he says.  “I’m still Daniel.”

A cloud passes over the sun of the Dreaming — lingers, leaving a beat of shadow — then
moves on.  Daniel’s dragons shimmer quicksilver through the clear air, and for a breath, he
feels the turnings in the sleep of innumerable dreamers, and it threatens to consume him. 
Then that, too, is gone, and he’s a boy, and his mother has cried to even look at him.

“I know,” says Death.  Her dark eyes are searching for something from him, too.  “I know
you are.”

“I’m sorry,” says Daniel.  He doesn’t know what he’s really apologizing for, but he felt so
suddenly like he should.

“Don’t be,” says Death, gentle.  “Really.  None of it is your fault, little b— little one.”

“Can you stay with me?” asks Daniel, on a rushing whim.  He very much doesn’t want to be
alone, now.  He wants someone to tell him about the paintings.  “Just for a little?”



Death smiles.

“For a little.”

She looks back up at the stranger’s portrait.  Daniel matches her, move for move, and looks
into the white face.  Silence walks the palace’s many halls, and the Dreaming licks its
wounds, shy, something that’s been kicked and is not yet ready to trust again.  And it’s all
there, right on the tip of his tongue — it’s always on the tip of his tongue.

Still, he finds nothing — no name, or at least not one he can remember how to say.  Just
Daniel, unguided, with a hollow near his throat.  Just Daniel.

 

+++

 

January’s breadth takes away his restless legs, and brings Hob, as a gift, new callouses.  

Callouses from work — good work, with tangible product and heavy breath.  Despite the
cold, which locals take as a sign to hunker down and bulwark themselves by fireplaces, Hob
is inspired to get all his home improvements up and running.  He gets on a creaky ladder,
borrowed from Hank at the hardware store, and fixes the shutters that threaten to plummet
from their posts.  With Matthew’s keen eye for a helper, he patches up some of the worser
troubles on the roof, and the creature cold is kept at arm’s length a little better, now that there
aren’t so many holes it can weasel in through.  He insulates the attic, and seals up some of the
cracks in the basement’s cement floor, so that when spring comes, with the rains, there’ll be
less water to contend with.  It’s a bit too bitter to spend days in the garage, getting his new
truck to run a little more pleasantly, but the thing works well enough to ferry him to and from
Lovell, so what’s there to complain about?  The Corinthian has made some sideways remarks
at how bad the truck spits out exhaust fumes — I get a migraine within twenty feet of the
thing, he’d sworn — but he rides in it anyway, when Hob needs another set of human-
adjacent hands to load fresh lumber into the flatbed.  He’s made a project of shoring up some
of the old rafters, and turning the bowed window in his bedroom into a real bench. 
Reupholstering the armchair in the living room, restuffing its cushions — it has potential to
be the perfect chair for a good long reading session.  He’s the kind of happy that comes from
being productive.  It’s a refreshing change.

Delirium has moved into the basement — there are changes in her, lately.  She’s more
scattered, split between the farmhouse and the business of being Delirium, Hob supposes. 
She stuck around longer than Hob had imagined she would, and while her chatter is not so
frequent as it had been, she still meanders up the stairs during lunch, oftentimes the girl in the
big leather jacket, asking for a PB&J.  They play dominos.  Reliably, she cheats, and Hob
gets twisty in his chest, because sometimes she just reminds him of Maude.

He has yet to run the ‘98 Olympics jumper through the wash, though there’s ample
opportunity now and he’s finally done a serious round of laundry, which left him feeling like



a whole new man.  But he can’t bring himself to wash the jumper.  It’ll lose something.  He
wears it to sleep, mostly, now.

The months move.  That’s what’s so funny about them.  He wakes up, one morning, to find
that the sun is losing its pallor — it’s February, brief and bleak — and then another morning
comes around and March, all bluster, is whipping shingles off the roof of the old garage,
sending Hob new repairs to busy his hands with.  In his dreams, if he can call them that,
there’s still the darkness, the sense of vast space, but with each dawning he’s left with an
impression of— motion.  The motion of a mycelial thing, reworking its tendrils into all that
liquid shadow.  

March is the time to undertake the beginnings of whatever gardening he might want to do,
and so he spends early mornings with his hands in the dirt, ripping up ragweed before it can
really sink its claws in.  It’s like he’s circled back around to the first iteration of himself
— once a farm boy, always a farm boy, he decides, though his uninspired cabbages indicate a
thumb less green than it may have once been.

Under the earth — under his palms, his soles — he sometimes feels tremors of motion.  Like
tunnelers, passing through.  Despair still burrows under the soil, even here, but Hob finds no
rats in the house, though sometimes, he thinks he hears them — the motion of small nails
beneath the drywall.  Small and unyielding teeth.

What the work does, really, is keep his mind from moving in circles, as it’s inclined to do. 
He’s an academic, do or die — or more accurately, he finds that things are best adored via
attention, by knowing them, the way he still, always, wants to know life.  The threads of
loose ends, strange turns of phrase, itch for catalog and unraveling.  He’s been given a
heaping plateful of riddles from the disproportionate number of arcane entities he’d
encountered, road-bound, and all of them make one befuddling picture, whose exact forms
are too elusive to pin down and get a good gander at.  

Sometimes the best thoughts are accomplished while the body is busy — he knows this,
knows how in his first life farm work was always a kind of meditation that left him full of
songs, or at least new and inventive ways to torment his sisters — so he tries to corral that
herd of bizarre intimations into one pen and let them sort themselves out.  He blackens his
nails with dirt, and Matthew makes a peace treaty with the resident crows, who concede to let
Hob’s furrows be in exchange for some well-selected morsels from the dinner scraps.  When
the weather begins to turn, lets a little warmth unroll from the bound bolt of impending
summer, he tries to get the old Ford running better, and discovers that being around when
cars were invented does nothing to make him any good at engines.  At least he doesn’t make
it worse.

The house seems to deny him this, sometimes.  The house seems to be— something.  He’d
not call it haunted.  No.  But the house has— quirks.

It always starts with the deja vu.  He’ll be at some innocuous task — sanding down a door
that’s been sticking, or making a cuppa, or shelving the books in his suitcase — and he’ll be
snatched up by its great hand, convinced, briefly and totally, that he’s been here before.  That
this precise view of the bookshelf, the spine of Robert Fagles’ Aeneid translation half-lifted
into the air, to be settled between Mary Jo Bang’s Inferno verses and Virginia Jewiss’ Vita



Nuova, has been witnessed before.  It’ll pin him right to the floorboards, and he’ll be so
aware of how his sore knees shift, how the house settles in legion creaks and sighs, that it
seems inconceivable that this isn’t— memory.  Memory of that flashing breed — those
precision instants, sometimes inane, that can’t be forgotten.  He has a lot of those, being old
and sentimental as he is.  He should certainly have a knack for recognizing them.  But these
are new moments — how could they be recalled?  

Then the hairs will turn funny on the back of his arms.  The perpetual kitchen window draft
will murmur over his nape — no matter how many times he tries to seal up that window, it
never takes, and that winter winnows in like it owns the place — and the house will make a
decision.  The house will do something.

Hob can’t put words to it.  It’s silliness, pure and childish.  A cabinet hinge will creak open. 
Or a curtain will ripple, for a half a second.  A floorboard will pop, an unseen bird will flutter
about the chimney, some mote of dust will alight on one of the piano’s inner strings and
sound off the faintest Bb.  These are motions that happen, in houses, especially old ones. 
Hob has been in plenty of truly ancient houses, and they’ve all had peculiarities — lights that
fluttered, doors hung off-balance that sometimes opened themselves.

But some universal fabric feels— thinner, here.  When he shelves the book, he has to wait for
the remembering feeling to fade, and it lingers more than it should.  It plagues him
— pursues him, almost devotionally — the sense of agency, sleeping fitfully in the walls.

He attempts to ignore it.  Makes himself busy.  The others find business of their own — like
Delirium’s slow retreat, Matthew is less constant, too.  There’s business — or if not business,
at least duty — in the Dreaming, it seems.  Hob doesn’t ask.  There are still too few days
between what was and where he is to make him comfortable even knowing what the weather
is like, on the other side of Matthew’s swift portals.  There are days when it’s only he and the
Corinthian, and days when even the cannibal cherub moseys off to some hunting ground
further afield, returning only with a smug air of satiation and a shirt in desperate need of
bleaching.  

Hob doesn’t mind being alone.  Then he can spelunk freely in the crawl spaces and crannies
of the house, trying to find what it is that seems to be watching the back of his neck.  Maybe
the deja vu is a product of having had experiences like this before — moving house, tilling
soil, sorting books — and maybe he’s always been very good at seeing what he really,
desperately wants to see.

The draft in the kitchen window eludes repair.  It’s this that pushes him over the line.

So he asks Delirium, over one late March lunch, if something is afoot.  If anyone spoke
strangeness’ tongue, it should, by rights, be her –– he trusts an Endless to see what’s really
lurking about, under the banal dropcloth of reality.

“Bewitching, bothersome, and bewildering,” she whistles, turning the crust of her sandwich
into the double five domino, for the sake of a ten-point score that Hob very generously
allows, despite the double five already being on the table.  “Bewildered in the dark wood,
Dante lost his way.  Should’ve used breadcrumbs, like Hansel and Gretel.”



Hob sips his tea.  Matthew, at Delirium’s side, pecks at her offered extra bread, while the
Corinthian prowls the kitchen, demolishing Hob’s recently-purchased stock of ground beef. 
At Hob’s question, Matthew looks at him — looks a long time, with all this reserve of gated
curiosity, concern — and Hob just stares down at his cup. 

Maybe it’d been too much to hope for — a straight answer from Delirium was as likely as a
triplicate of lightning strikes.

Then, for a flicker, Delirium’s mismatched eyes turn steady.  She offers Hob a brilliantine
smile, strangely enough, with the proper number of teeth.

“Who you gonna call?  No Ghostbusters.  Never met a house that wasn’t haunted.”

It’s neither confirmation nor denial.  But that’s not so bad.  Matthew, his head cocked,
observes, but doesn’t comment.  Delirium wins at dominos, as she does every time.

In between inquiries, as a second project to keep the rumination at bay, Hob befriends the cat
— Cat — who nobly resists befriending.  Helena was right about the canned salmon — this
seems to be all that can lure her into hanging around the front door, and some mornings Hob
finds her scratching at the screen, mewling and altogether impatient.  He’s yet to cross the
border into touch — best to give that time — but some afternoons, if he waits in the lawn
chair on the front porch and pretends to read a book, she’ll creep around up from her hidey-
hole beneath the stairs and take a snooze in a patch of sun nearby.  

She’s furiously independent, suspicious of most good things, and unwilling to cede any
ground in this battle of won affections.  Hob loves her terribly.

In an early dawn, a different day, inclining towards April, Hob asks the Corinthian a similar
question.  He’s kept the habit of watching the dawn on the front porch, though lately, trying
to forgo the smoke.  It’s high time he curbed that indulgence, anyways, and though it’s taken
time — and headaches, and awful nausea, and some very cross tempers — he’s getting better.

The creamsicle orange sunrise runs like butter off the Corinthian’s black lenses, and the
hunter sags a slanted shoulder against a column.  Hob drinks his morning coffee, black and
thick as road tar, which he’s unfortunately come to enjoy.  There’s rabbits chewing grass,
down by the crooked mailbox — have to reset that, thinks Hob idly, not that he’s had much in
the way of mail — and the Corinthian’s nostrils flare, though his posture betrays no predatory
lunge.

There’s quiet.  Hob breathes.  The Corinthian mimics the motion of shoulders, but forgets to
include the telltale sound of air, inhaled, expelled.

“You know, ah, I was wondering,” Hob says, carefully, “if you’ve noticed any— oddness. 
About the house.”

The Corinthian tilts his head.

“Define ‘oddness’.”



Hob takes a sip of the coffee, and lets its jangling morning alarms rouse the citizens of his
blood.  The sun is just a hair wintry, failing to relinquish all its icier corners, but when it’s just
waking, it’s still tender and watercolor wild over the dun brown grass, and there’s dew on the
new green dandelion leaves pushing up between the flagstones of the front walk.

“Just— anything unusual.  Anything else— moving around, here.  Besides us, and the cat,
and the wildlife, and whatever’s still living in the bloody attic— damnable raccoons.”

The Corinthian mulls the question over.

“I dunno,” he says, slow.  “Not so much something else hanging around, no, but— there’s a
smell, lingering, here and there.  Not all the time.  Just now and again.”

“What sort of smell?”

The Corinthian scratches his chin.  He runs his tongue over his teeth, then inhales, real and
deep, through the triple mouths.  It sounds of grating calcium, bone against bone against
bone.

“Raspberries,” he says.

“Raspberries?” echoes Hob.

The rabbits are making quick lawnmower work of the mailbox weeds.  Something passes in
the sky — startled, they bolt across the bare yard and throw themselves into the wilder
thickets.

The Corinthian doesn’t speak — not for some time.  When his voice breaks through the
dawn’s sleepy yawning, it’s changed, some.

“I’ve been wondering,” he says, “if I could scent him out.  Where he’s gone.  ‘Cause I know
I’m good — I was made to be good.  Not morals-wise, I mean, but— skilled.  An artist, like
that.”

He pops each knuckle, methodically.

“Daniel doesn’t smell the way he did, you know?  So I’ve been wondering if that scent’s up
and gone somewhere else.  But even being what I am, I can’t— I can’t figure where it went
to.  I can’t.”

With an absent-minded air, he runs the pad of one finger down the thin line of the scar on his
face, passing over the lens of his dark glasses, to the point where it ends, just below his
cheekbone.

“I’m an imperfect creature, I guess,” he murmurs.  There’s a long beat.  “Anyways, you’ve
got raspberries hanging around somewhere.  Damned if I know why.”

Hob takes it for what it is — another strangeness to add to the pile in the back of his mind. 
Maybe among kindred hints, it might make the picture clearer.  Raspberries.  Raspberry



season is almost upon them, at any rate.  He wonders if it might do to plant a bush, out back,
and see how well it rambles.  

In the end, it’s Matthew, of course, that gives him clarity.  Matthew’s good at that — at
making things simple.  Paying attention to the parts that really matter.  Hob hasn’t been blind
to Matthew’s observation — his sometimes-lingering look, like when he had asked Delirium
about the house — but there are things he still finds hard to say.  Matthew is a braver soul,
maybe, because he’s the one to bring it up.

“You know, maybe you should— okay, look, I suggest this with, like, a huge big flashing
neon sign that says ‘oh my God do not do this a stupid way’, like, seriously, for real, on God,
so on and so forth— but, uh—”

Matthew fusses with some bit of lint on the back of the sofa.  He had been gone for a few
days, appearing at the kitchen window in the late afternoon, with something strained in the
way he held himself.  Hob had mustered up the guts to ask, even if thinking of the Dreaming
still made him— earthbound— and Matthew, with a very small voice, had only said: “The
wake was today.” 

There hadn’t been altogether too much talking after that.

Now, with time tempering all small wounds, the TV is on a rerun of Interview with the
Vampire, much to Matthew’s thrill — he’s been peppering in trivia the whole run of the
movie, and it’s good to hear him talk again.  Delirium is making more popcorn in the kitchen,
trusted, perhaps foolishly, to responsibly manage a microwave.  The Corinthian had remarked
that he was peckish, and wandered out the front door — Hob, thinking better of it, didn’t ask.

There’s a fire going in the hearth.  It’s a cool April night, self-enclosing and softly lit, and
through the window, the world smells green and rising.  Hob offers Matthew some popcorn.

“—I mean— if you think you’ve got— you know when you asked Delirium about weird
vibes?  Weird mojo?  In the house?  I didn’t— I wasn’t sure how to say, but, uh, as a raven, I
am very clued in, you could say, to mojo.  The mojo-verse.  And like, fucked if I know what
it actually is, but I’m also getting— weird mojo energy.  From the house.”

He snaps up a beakful of Hob’s offered popcorn and makes very short work of it.

“So what I was thinking,” he continues, mouth full, “is that you should ask, like, someone
with some real for real, uh, expertise, on this kind of ooky-spooky shit.  And then I thought—
like, who would know more about ghosts than— you know— Death, right?”

Matthew stops.  He shoots Hob some glances from the corner of his eye, like he’s trying to
measure the barometric pressure change in the room.

“Death?” echoes Hob, faintly. 

Matthew leaps back into speech.  The words almost run together.



“It’s just an idea, like, totally just a maybe-possible thing, I just thought maybe— and also,
dude, like, of all the Endless kids, she is definitely the most normal, with the talking?  And I
know you’ve been having—”  He waves a generalizing wing.  “—other weird shit, like the
motel thing, in Carthage, and everything, that you— uh— don’t want to talk about.  Which is
cool!  By the way!  Totally cool— whenever you’re ready, dude, I’m— I’m here for you, one
thousand percent, yeah?  But— I mean, Death is most def good with— weird shit.”

It’s a blinding conception.  Maybe because she was too close to— what had happened.  But
Hob's never blamed her, deep down, though there was the instinct for it, as a part of the hurt. 
She’s always been kind.  Unfailing.

“So, y’know—” says Matthew, trailing off a little, “maybe she can, I dunno, tell you things
that make actual sense, unlike Captain Crunch with his smell-o-vision, or Del, or any of the
rest of them.  Just— just an idea.”

On screen, Lestate bares his teeth, his throat covered in artful blood.  Hob, after a moment,
extends the mostly-emptied popcorn bowl towards Matthew — he pecks the popped dregs up
eagerly.

There it is again — that implacable feathered hope.  His dreams have still been mostly
formless, but in recent nights, there’s been the intimation of trees.  Things are changing. 
Even the weather has lost some of its adamant midwinter cold.  It’ll be high spring, soon, and
then sunmer, after, undoubtedly.

“Fuck , dude,” says Matthew, through his mouthful, “nothing better in the whole world than
fucking Jiffy Pop.  Thank God I’m a fucking eldritch bird— did you know, like, normie birds
can’t eat bucketloads of popcorn?  Fucks up their stomachs.  I am channeling all my eldritch
hocus-pocus into being able to eat this right now, and dude?  Literally have never been
better.”

It’s been a while, since Hob has talked to Death.  There’s a rumble of old machinery already
at the thought — the gears turning in his head, measuring out the scheme.  There are better
ways to get Death’s attention than dying — that’s a lesson learned, and an ordeal he is very
much looking to avoid.  

But if his house is haunted, Matthew’s right.  Who’d make a better exorcist than Death?

He’s in a mood for action.  Strange, how stillness and labor give birth to such momentum. 
The months of repose have made him want things again — want to know, where before, he
wanted only to try and forget.  There have been all those little riddles, percolating, and the
right helpful hand might make something of them.  The right thing might change what is.

And in his dream not-dream last night, there had been a change.  Way out in the darkness, on
what was becoming a horizon, there had been a single curl of golden light — reborn. 
Calling.

There’s the beep of the microwave, and Delirium — a caravan of covered wagons — trundles
in, popcorn bowl borne steaming on a trolley.



“Hm,” hums Hob.  “You know, Death fancies Italian food, doesn’t she?” 

 

+++

 

The raspberries aren’t all, if the Corinthian’s being honest.  Raspberries is as much as he
could really say straight, when Hob had asked.  There’s more — things that don’t fit so tidy
into the boxes and barriers of plain English.  Raspberries is a sort of summary of the whole
affair.

The Corinthian wouldn’t go so far as to call the old Moore place a haunted house.  It’s not,
precisely.  Ghosts smell like laundry left to mildew in the washer, then stirred up with
however they died, and there’s a thousand times he’s scented spirits before, since poltergeists
are a form favored by the nightmares often in his purview.  But there’s raspberries, here, out
of season and heady like liquor — none of that wet cloth scent, just the rush of summer
fruit.  

And raspberries smells like more than raspberries — it’s got all the connotations, too,
packaged and sold together.  It smells like their thorns; like the blood welling from the
prinpicks on the searching fingertips; like their season, the loam of their growing and the
sweat of pursuit; like the grassy breath of the rabbits that nibble on them; like their glory,
when stumbled upon in the woods, revealed like rubies.  

These raspberries have different substrates, is the thing.  These are grown in a place without
sun — they’re fruit enduring against reason, insisting on their own red hue and tart-sweet
flavor.  They’re stubborn.  They cling to the eaves of the house by their bullish fingernails
and refuse to behave as raspberries should.

The Corinthian’s done his due diligence, to be sure.  He’s tried to track the source of the scent
to its root, but he hasn’t succeeded.  It’s frustrating.  He should be able to find anything under
the sun, and the moon, and all the damn planets out there.  That’s what he does — what he is
.  The failure makes him want to go tear out some throats.  He butchers a hapless buck in the
winter woods, and feels a little better when the blood goes hot down his chin, the eyes of the
deer a short-lived peek into a herbivore’s way of seeing.

April is crescendoing, all downpours and new life, and Daniel still hasn’t called him in from
the field.  He should go check in, if duty were binding him right — but he’s never been a
rule-follower.  That part of the first one endures.  That’s what he calls it — not reluctance, but
defiance.

So he lingers.  He helps Hob move planks and buckets of paint.  Lends some of his artistry to
replacing the busted boards in the back porch stairs.  Makes a game of seeing how much he
can push Matthew’s buttons before he runs and tattles to Hob — plays incomprehensible
games with Delirium, when she’s not fermenting in the basement.  



The Corinthian wasn’t made, for a life like this, is the thing.  He was made to hunt — to
move, to strike, to sever, to maim.  He’s itching for it.  For adrenaline, spiking up his nose,
sweated off of running bodies.  For chase and purchase and the kill, though it’s more about
that chase than the reward.  There are few nightmares in Lovell that move fast enough to
demand real pursuit.  Horror is slow, in the flat plains — slow and creeping, and besides,
most of these loose terrors have visas from the Dreaming, out on field duty, hassling sleepers
as their old maker intended.  

Daniel doesn’t make many nightmares, not by the Corinthian’s count.  While he walked, in
Daniel’s palace, there were mostly fluffy, flouncy little dreams.  Child’s dreams.

The Corinthian wants to chase something down to the dirt.  The frustration of the raspberries
— holding fast, their source interred in unknown foreign soil — makes this want into a
swallowing, starving need.

Hob’s got good timing, then.

On a drive back from Lovell proper, in April’s third, sodden week, Hob drums his fingers on
the wheel in that way that means he’s gearing up to say Something with a capital S.  He’s
been in a pensive place, the last couple of days — turning something over in that ancient
brain of his.  Must take a long time for the thoughts to move around, when you’ve been
thinking for that many centuries.

The Corinthian knows he’s, technically, also ancient.  He doesn’t feel it, though.  He gets
hauntings — there’s that old self, always dogging him, like the worst kind of ghost.

“Can I ask you a favor?” says Hob.

The Corinthian pulls out a special kind of grin.

“What kinda favor are we talking here, Robbie?”

Hob rolls his eyes.

“Sod off.  I mean it.  A favor.  And then—”  He hesitates.  “—then we can call it even, for
you using me as nightmare bait in Chattanooga.  Sound good?”

The Corinthian considers it.  He has failed to feel remorse about that night — he wasn’t
going to let the thing really do any damage, he’s better than that — but if it’d get Hob to stop
being sore about it, he’ll consider most requests.

“Fair deal,” he concedes.  “Shoot.”

Hob looks resolutely at the road.  His hands are restless on that wheel — one moves to
scratch at the scar on his wrist, like he doesn’t know he’s doing it.  The muted road rolls on in
front of them, and around the bend, there’s the first peak of the farmhouse, and the Corinthian
smells it already — those goddamn raspberries.  They make him want to howl.

“You know how, ah, a good while ago, you mentioned that you thought you could catch
Death?” says Hob.   He tugs his ear absently.  “On a scale from one to ten, how serious were



you about that?”

The Corinthian thinks about it.

He grins like his face could split down the middle.

“C’mon now, Robbie.  I’m a man of my word.”
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Death is never one to sit idle, but she lingered, for the wake.

It had been— moving.  Lots of stories told about the Prince of Stories, anecdotes of great
deeds and small kindnesses, some of which even Death hadn’t heard before.  There were
some showier displays of grief, from upwardly-mobile dreams and nightmares, looking,
maybe, to gain a little of the new Lord’s favor, but the tenor of the whole thing had been
mostly somber, thickly reserved.  Death had never seen Lucienne weep — not in centuries,
anyways — but there was unmistakable mist in her eyes, threatening spillage at every



moment.  Cain, enduring and newly brotherless, had offered her his handkerchief.  Lucienne
had taken it, only to hold it crumpled tight in her fist, like she couldn't remember it was there.

Gault had spoken a quick eulogy, to his mercy, his goodness.  The prismatic glory of her
wings hung half-mast in mourning, still no less resplendent.  She painted an homage to his
artistry with a tumble of her hand and summoned a school of mourning doves in every
feathered shade, and their cooing had been the only music, rung like rain from the rafters. 
Matthew had attended, too, looking awfully small and staring mostly at the marble floor of
the hall.  He had offered some stumbling words, ineloquent ones, that could’ve torn Death’s
heart right out of her chest.  

There was no sign of the Corinthian — Death hadn’t seen him skulking about the place in
ages — and no whisper of Hob.  She hadn’t expected to see Hob, though she’d admit she’d
hoped for it.  She liked Hob, but it was one of those things where he’d have to be the one to
call her, not the other way around.  Not after the place they parted ways.

She hadn’t lingered long.  The casket had stayed closed, and there was something to the
thought of his face beneath it that made even Death uneasy.  A hundred lives demanded her
attendance, anyway, and she preferred, when possible, to be punctual.  She’s cutting through
the fringe of the waking world even now, her wings unfurled like pirates’ black banners,
making a formal call.  The sickbeds never turn her stomach — she’s needed there.  Then after
this sickbed, there’s a motorway in Leeds scheduled, then a Moscow backyard, then a
sidewalk in Beirut, then on, and on, tireless and smiling.  The world parts its curtains and
raises its gates readily before her, and in the meantime, she gets a spare few seconds to
herself — time enough to think.

There’s some chips of white enamel chittering, just around her heels.  That’s new, but she
ignores it.  There’s always someone after her — she’s fast for a reason.  She sweeps through
the dimly lit back hallways of being, and the corridors curve for her.

The way the transition of the Dreamlord had gone, in the aftermath, had been— bizarre, if
Death was honest.  There was a way these things worked.  Her little brother was not the first
of the Endless to die — Despair had died, back in the dawning days, some hundred millennia
ago, and the Aponoia of now was Despair’s second aspect, into whom Despair had moved
fluidly, with sadness, but without terrible strain.  That was how things of this nature were
supposed to behave.  One couldn’t very well kill despair.  Man is always grieving.  

An idea — a feeling — an archetype — these things can’t be killed in ways that stick.  So
Despair had been buried, and Despair walked the earth, and those two things were true
simultaneously.

Daniel was him, then.  Daniel was Dream — he had to be.  Stories are the only real
immortality — outside of some rare and exceptional circumstances, anyways.  No force of
death could put down stories.  

At the wake, Daniel had sat very straight and still in his fine white robes, and said almost
nothing.  Dreams and nightmares, and Gault, the only constant Arcanum, had bowed and
offered their fealties in the same breath as their condolences, and he had smiled at them,



politely, nodding, maintaining that inscrutable silence.  Underneath his downy ermine hair,
his eyes were deep-space black and starful and perplexed.  

He had wanted to bring his mother along — when Lucienne had suggested it would be
unwise, he had asked her why.  Like he didn’t know.

Death is far from naive.  She knows there’s something wrong.  The way it had gone started as
it should have gone — as it did with Aponoia, the first.  She had held her little brother’s
hand.  She had walked with him to the borders of the Sunless Lands.  This was her charge, in
affairs like this,

It was a slow walk, an indulgence or a postponement, and they had talked little.  Death had
felt no urge to apologize — she was as she was — but there had been something she needed
to know.

“Did you know?”

Dream would not respond, the first time she asked.  They walked together, step matching
step, parting the fog of creation’s firmament.  This path was not long — not for her, with the
immense sails of her wings to propel her — but she made it longer.  A selfish thing to do. 
Her little brother had his own blood, black as pitch, still on his face, and Death had wanted to
lick her thumb and wipe the smudge of it away.  It never abated — how much she just wanted
to take care of him.

“Did you know?” she asked, again.  “What was coming?”

Dream’s blanched lips had pursed.  He was resolute — staring into the quicksilver mist,
where light and shadow couldn’t reach — his shoulders still held like a lord.

“Dream,” said Death.

“Do you think,” he replied, “that I would have.  Let it.  Simply come to pass?  Had I
known?”

“I don’t know,” said Death, softly.  “Sometimes you seemed so— tired.”

“It was.  Written.  Even before it was done.  And it was done swiftly.  Too swiftly to be
halted.  I was.  Punished.”

Dream had turned to her, only then, with his heterochromic sight — the gifted eye in its
reconstructed tap water blue, the dark sight full of stilled nebulae — and there was mercury
shivering along his lower lashes.

“I am tired.  But.  I want to go home, sister.”

Death had nothing she could give him, save for a long embrace by the tilting sands at the
threshold of her realm.  It was not a place she went, herself — she kept her apartment
quarters just beyond the gates, a sort of watchtower assemblage, which, ultimately, was rarely
inhabited.  She was the guide on the journey, and in a way the destination, but there was her
side of the threshold, and there was the beyond, and the two remained parted.



She had held her brother, his birdlike, bony frame, and all it had done was remind her of the
way he was when he was smaller than this — coltish, all that joint and knuckle not yet
smoothed into slender grace.

“You’ve always been my favorite,” said Death.  “I need you to know that.”

Dream had not resisted — only folded all the sprawl of him into her.

“I thought.  Death.  Held all things.  Equal.”

“All things, minus you.”

She'd had to leave him.  Even this halting departure, its small packet of stolen minutes, was
against the grain of her obligation.  After this, there should've been some change, in Daniel,
discovered aged to adulthood in the frenzied arms of his mother.  He should've stepped into
the metaphorical shoes and drawn the mantle of the Dreaming around his shoulders, just as
readily as her little brother had, when he ruled.  But he hadn't.  He just— hadn't.

There’s time made, now and again, to stop in on Daniel, but she doesn’t know how to help
him.  Only how to tell him things he should already know.

She'd had to leave him— her brother—

The sickbed of her visitation is in a hospital in Juarez.  Juarez has an equatorial April, already
sweltering, asphalt bleached gray from the relentless sun.  There is a room on the upper floor
of the Hospital Santa Maria Sadec in which a man has been dying for a long time — age has
gnawed his marrow full of holes, and cigars and hapless youth have left his lungs warped like
mottled driftwood, his liver in ruination.  There are a scant few teeth still native to his mouth,
and when Death descends through the slatted shades, he reveals them all in a pockmarked
smile.

“Ha.  Hola, ángel,” he says.  

The noontime sun is so tall in the sky that there are few shadows in the room — only the hot
white light, evenly painted over the foot of the hospital bed, the pale blue sheets, the vase of
chocolate-burgundy cosmos and graceful lilies, the card of Santa Maria leaned against it. 
The old man has a history embossed into the lines of his face, a lifetime of expression
— crow’s feet fanning from his eyes, smile lines cut like canyons, a cleft between the brow
that is readily smoothed.  

“Hola, señor,” says Death.

The old man beckons her in with a gnarled hand.  

“Aquí, aquí —  soy un anciano, ojos viejos, orejas viejas.”

Death crosses the tiled floor.  There are spilled clouds in the old man’s eyes, like milk poured
over water.  He squints into her face, then nods, approving.

“He estado esperándote, ángel,” he says.



There is love in this room, told in the flowers, in a wilting balloon of well wishes still
hanging suspended, midair, in the corner.  Hospitals are no new scene, for Death.  She’s
grown accustomed to how the sickbed has changed, over the centuries — taken on white hues
and antiseptic scents.  

In some ways, they’ve not changed at all.  On the windowsill, someone has left an empty to-
go cup with a lipstick stain.  A shawl is folded over the arm of the chair nearby.  In the
hallways, there’s the rattlebones roll of wheels, the resonant whirring of climate control and
machinery, struck through with the commas and em-dashes of monitor beeps, proof of life.  A
nurse in reception takes a call.  In the break room, the doctors swap gossip and tidbits of
lunch.  Juarez’s arteries go on channeling the cars.  There will be other visits here, of course
— some sooner than others.  

There’s no hospital in the world Death doesn’t know the floorplan of, the order of the wards,
sometimes the names of the nurses who take the longer shifts.  She’s spent nights on the
bunks of on-call rooms, where the defenders of the living snatch their fitful few hours of
sleep, before they’re needed, again, as they’re always needed.  She’s never considered them
her adversaries — they’re her allies, her kindred spirits.  When you love a thing, you care for
it, often religiously — you bandage its scrapes, reset its fractured bones, give reinforcements
to its wearied immune system.  And when her kindness is required, Death is there, with that
love, to do the last job. 

Sometimes, as she took communion amid the nurses’ bunks, her little brother would pass her
way.  Featherlight and fleet, only a minnow of moonfall, he would step softly into those
dreaming minds and give them what he could.  An excursion to Fiddler’s Green; a warm
sunbeam; often only a featureless rest, to restore them, as much as he was able.  These were
times between them that needed no speech.  Only a meeting of the eyes — dark to dark,
entropy to starfield — and an exchange of smiles.  Then he would be gone, and behind him,
the dreamers would turn, then still.

The old man inspects her face, putting on an exaggerated mask of puzzlement, the sort of
comic face she can see him pulling for giggling grandchildren.

“Tch,” he chides, “Pensé que serías un caballo pálido.”

Death laughs.  The old man laughs with her, sandpapery.  

When she’d left her brother on the stoop of the Sunless Lands, she couldn’t look at him
cross.  She couldn’t do it.  She had let him go — let her arms fall away from them, against
their straining will — and seen the last look in his eyes, some puzzling thing too layered and
long to pull apart — and then she had all but fled.

But Death is busy — always busy.  Being busy is good.  She can never wallow.

She stands at the bedside of the old man, and the volumes of his life — richly lived, loud and
joyous — are all sloughing off of him.  Beneath, twinkling still in the cataract eye, there’s
youth, eager to walk to wherever there is left to go.  

“Vamos, vamos,” says the old man.  “Antes de dormirme.”



For a bare and passing second, she feels some pricking at her ankles.  Then it’s gone, and
shaken off, and forgotten.

Death extends her hand.  The old man takes it firmly.

“Vamos,” says Death.

She takes him where he’s going, and the ride is good.

 

+++

 

The Corinthian hasn’t had this much fun in as long as he’s allowed to remember.

Outside the witness of routine human sight, there’s no flinching rabbits to make him shuffle
all his wildness under the rug.  He’s running on reality’s backroads, now — the existential
equivalent of buckling gravel and wheel ruts in overgrown miseries of briars, paths
frequented only by the deepwoods terrors, the deer that are not deer.  Woe betide the luckless
and curious that might try to catch a glimpse — here, he’s all creature craving, and faster than
gunfire. Nightmare alleys are a little soupy — spillover from their Ocean, lapping at the
Dreaming — and so these trails are halfway swampland, thick with brackish mud.  The
Corinthian’s ruined his shoes, and arguably most of what he’s got, but it's nothing a little
properly expelled arcane energy can’t fix.  In a way, he doesn’t really want to fix it.  The slop
over his pant legs, the briar holes in his sleeves, even the devastation of his Oxfords
— they’re real things, earned with sweat and speed.  He’s hunting — he looks the part.  It’s
good.  

There are ways and means by which an Arcanum can move through being, and it’s a shame
he doesn’t get to use them more often.  Back here, it’s all clean-cut.  The laws are much
simpler than the nervous impositions of the superego and skittish morality.  The rule is to
survive — the means are exonerated by their ends.  You win if you’ve got swifter step and
stronger teeth than whatever is trying to catch you, and there’s nothing, the Corinthian
knows, that could outrun or outtooth him. 

He’s hunting, in this in-between place, because it forms part of the pathways most often
traveled by the Endless.  They’ve each got their own way of shaping the places they walk
— he remembers his creator’s roads were always shifting comet-tails, black holes for rafters
and supernovae to light the way — but underneath the changes made by their touch, it’s only
wilderness, waiting to be directed.  When he inhabits it, it gets to knead its claws into
creation more freely.  It sprouts canines and claws and raised hackles.

He’s after Death.  What better chase could he ask for?

Of course, Hob had gone and given him some conditionals, because nobody ever lets him
have a real good time.



“On no condition are you allowed to hurt anyone,” he had said, standing in the frame of the
front door, arms folded over his chest like some John Hughes movie dad intimidating his
daughter’s prom date into a curfew.  “What I’m asking is that you use your— other skills—
to find Death and ask if she could pop ‘round sometime for a chat.  Which absolutely does
not require you to go slaughtering people left and right.  Understood?”

“Hob, dude, bro, compadre, I think this is maybe actually a bonkers idea,” Matthew had
protested.  “I think maybe he’s gonna, like, chew his way through the fucking state of
Wyoming and the rest of North America or something trying to get her attention.”  

The Corinthian had brought out his specialist of sneering grins. 

“What’s the matter, Mattie, don’t you trust me?”

“Give me your word.”  Hob was insistent on the matter.  “You won’t hurt anybody.  Just find
her.”

Well— so what if he couldn’t draw any human blood?  Hob had only stipulated slaughtering
people — there was plenty else in the big wide world that bled.

The Corinthian had supplied a leisurely Boy Scout salute.

“Scout’s honor, Robbie.”

And on such honor, the Corinthian hasn’t killed anybody, not one person — not for real,
anyways.  He’s hopscotched through some dreamers’ minds as intermediary points on his
pursuit — call them pit stops, refuels — and ripped a couple dream-bodies apart.  He’s just
teaching the lesson he was made to teach: the lesson of horror, heart-racing, the bleak and
guttural violence of hunger.  Providing a very important reminder that what’s down there in
the abyss isn’t to be trifled with, and might even find your bone marrow sweet as ambrosia. 
What anyone’s supposed to get out of seeing their own face shredded and swallowed— not
his job to say.  

Maybe it’s that starvation is a sort of excess of devotion — maybe that having your body
deconstructed, rib by rib and tendon by tendon, is a proof it means something.  Hell if it
matters to him.  The Corinthian loves his work, loves the taste of muscle and gut when it’s
still hot from living.  And while it’s not so breathlessly divine as that sort of thing in the real
world, in the Waking, it’ll do, in a pinch, under his given oath.

Tracking Death is proving a real refreshing challenge.  She’s the fastest fox he’s ever
contended with, and he’s hounded gods into submission.  He finds himself repeatedly a
handful of steps behind her — half an hour late to the Juarez hospital; standing knee-deep in
the burnt rubber and shattered windshield glass of the Leeds pile-up; just snatching at the
hem of her jeans in the barren Moscow backyard, where behind him, a body at the base of a
ladder is bleeding into the snow.

There were no finicky rules about folks who were already dead, either — it’s less fun when
it’s carrion pickings, but he gets his kicks however he can.  So a couple corpses turn up with
mundane causes of death and missing eyes — not his problem.  Even if a little chilled, that



pop under his discerning incisor is just as delightful as biting into a summer nectarine, all the
juice running down between his lashes and sliding off his chin.

The Corinthian makes himself tireless.  He’s got all the vim and vigor of a young thing, and
behind it, an eternity’s measure of talent.  His newly-built body sings rattling songs when he
runs through the between-places, swiping the windpipes out of the hapless half-formed
creatures back there that think they’ve got what it takes to stare down an Arcanum.  If he had
human lungs, he imagines how they’d feel — rubbed-raw and coppery from the endless
sprint.  But there’s nothing down his throat save for more teeth.  His ribs are a prison box of
enamel, marrow-cores only dentine — a tangled seraphim of jawbones and molars gnashes
where a heart might beat.  When cut, his veins spit dilute blood and black hunger, infectious.

He’s the whole package, he thinks coolly, barreling through a mired undergrowth of
malformed fog.  And with a face like his to boot, he’s America’s sweetheart.

Death’s a tricky one to scent out.  The other Endless all have their special custom-cocktail
colognes — Desire’s peaches, Despair’s sweat, Delirium’s wine — but Death is different. 
What Death has is the absence of a smell.  Total, resolute nothingness.  It’s easy to pick out
the notes of the other Endless who’ve mucked around these roads, Despair’s viscous trail like
snail residue, or Desire’s careless littering of calla lily petals all sticky with honey.  It’s not so
easy to pick out nothing.  It’s like trying to hear silence, or see the dark.

Then again, if anyone could do it, the Corinthian reckons it’s him.

Time moves in funny sloshes, on these background paths, but he’s counted only a handful of
noticed sunrises and sunsets, and already he’s near to closing the gap between them.  He’s so
close it’s like he can start to smell Death’s non-smell — that tantalizing proximity leaves him
itching to bust a rib cage like an overripe fruit, or get a really good lay, and then a really good
meal.  Exertion runs in tightly-strung whipcords through his pounding legs.  Some foolhardy
little nightmare-beast falls into his line of sight, and he breaks its body in both hands, just to
do it, to feel bone-twist and toothpick-snap in every callused pad of his palms.

And he’s close enough to scratch Death’s shoulder, just about, reaching out with a hand—
and then she’s turned and stepped into the world.

The Corinthian lunges after her.  His nose gets walloped with house fire smoke, the stench of
drywall becoming ash — and then he can see her, for the first time, Death’s black wings,
outlined unforgivingly in the furnace-glow of the inferno.  She’s extending her hand down
towards some huddled human misery, who scrambles to elude her, and the Corinthian doesn’t
have to think.  Instinct knows an opening without having to label it.

In one long and perfect leap, he’s got her by the ankles.

“What the fuck?!”

Death stumbles.  Her current client pushes themselves out of her reach and breaks for the
salvation of an open door, coughing and hacking.  The Corinthian tightens his hold, and he’s
nabbed her, vice grip, bear trap sprung, right up until the mere expulsion of her — of Death,



eternal, Endless — slams him in the torso and does some really nasty crunching in his
fingers.

“Get your hands off me.”

His bones knit themselves back into the right order.  He’s flung back against a flaming bank
of cabinets, and the fire starts chewing holes in his shirt.  He cracks his neck — a rifle’s firing
— and rolls with the punches.

Death’s eyes are white coals in fury.  After an advancement of a foot, she kicks him squarely
in the forehead, and he’s back against the cabinets, caving their scorched faces with the force
of impact.  Being a very stubborn bastard, he tries again — Death, burning blindly in rage,
slams a boot to his sternum and pins him to the ground.  She raises her hand over him, and
the chattering of the mandibles in his center— stutters.

The Corinthian considers, for a second, the fact that he can be killed.

Then Death’s hand hesitates.  The white and incandescent light of wrath blinks out, and her
eyes are only dark, and kind of confused.

“Corinthian?”

Around them, the house is chewed and devoured by the fire.  The Corinthian can smell his
false flesh burning.  He holds up both hands in a position of surrender, tilts his head so his
throat is bare — this is the language of supplication, and consequently a language, when
given freely, of trust.  

He grins, just like he was made to grin.  With the fingers of one faintly mangled hand, he
does a cheery little wave.

“Howdy-do, Grim Reaper.  Is this a bad time?”

 

+++

 

Hob isn’t sure what the timetable is on the Corinthian’s search for Death, so to be on the safe
side, a few days after the Corinthian’s departure, he decides to oil the joints of his Italian
culinary skills.  What this means is a trip to Lovell proper for the bits and bobs not to be
found in the basic stock of his kitchen.  With the Corinthian racing off to God knows where
and Delirium seeping down into the subfloor, he takes Matthew into town with him.  In the
truck, thundering down US-14 and heading westward towards a still-ascending springtime
sun, they sing loud and off-key to Mariah Carey, “Vision of Love”.  Matthew jams out with
wings flapping, and Hob plays the full drum line on the steering wheel.  The air has that
sweet smell of sprouts, that loamy rising petrichor of rain wafting skyward, so Hob keeps the
windows rolled down, lets the wind whisk around his shaggy hair and dance with Dolly’s
voice. 



The only substantial grocery store in town is the Red Apple, on the corner of 3rd and
Shoshone.  Hob, in Lovell, has let some things go, namely secrecy, and the maintenance of a
serious narrative front.  Small town gossip, faster than any photon could run, already carried
his arrival around the racetrack of eager ears, way back in snowed-in December.  Now he’s
something of the local curiosity — that strange British fella cloistering up in Helena Moore’s
old place, who comes into the 4 Corners every few evenings, sometimes with that Southern-
boy blonde, to drink a beer and have some fries and make small talk about gardening with
Hank from the hardware store.  There are rumors and tall tales, local mythology springing up
sprightly in his wake, but at the end of the day, Hob really doesn’t mind.  The thing of it is,
people are fairly kind, even if a touch nosy — and they’re never nosy past the borders of
good manners.  That’s the small town way of being, really — everyone knows everyone’s
business, and that’s all there is to it.

He’s made friends with the bartender at the 4 Corners — TJ O’Kearn, who knows the stats of
every Colorado Rockies baseball game since their 1991 inception, and Hank, of course, and
Faye Wilcox down at the Lovell branch of the Big Horn County Library, always ready to
swap book recommendations and critical thoughts on the latest Colleen Hoover airport
paperback.  He’s known, but not in an oppressive way — just known.  Just local.  The accent
still summons amiable questioning, so he’s lied as little as he can.  Hob Gadling, newcomer
to Lovell, Wyoming, is an ex-pat Brit who’s taking a sabbatical from teaching Medievalist
uni courses after a— difficult personal loss.  Nobody presses further — maybe because of the
way he says it, or the way he looks while the words leave his mouth.

The benefit, of course, to being something of the local cryptid, is that there’s a relative
minimum of fuss when he steps into the Red Apple with a raven perched on his shoulder. 
There’s a plethora of sideways glancing, to be sure, some overt gawking from the smaller
children, whose parents are quick to chide them for impoliteness, and and no doubt there’ll
be some fascinating theories exchanged over pints at the bar tonight.  But nobody whose eye
he meets does much more than nod, or offer a half-raised wave, which Hob, smiling cheerily,
returns.

“I bet they think you’re a wizard,” Matthew whispers sideways.  “And I’m your familiar or
something.  Dude, wouldn’t that be sick?”

Hob contemplates the produce, turning over a beefsteak tomato in his hand.  The misters
come on over the lettuce and the bundled parsley, speaking snake-tongue and diffusing dew
against Hob’s cheek.

“Would that I could cast a spell and find some better tomatoes,” says Hob.

“If you were a wizard, you could do that.  Maybe you should take up wizardry.  Like, as a
hobby.  I’m just sayin’.”

In the end, he makes do with the Red Apple’s tomato offerings, plus a plenitude of cheese
— parmigiano for the smoothness, pecorino for the salty tang, mozzarella and burrata — if
only to have them around when he’s struck with a craving for homemade pizza.  He’s mulling
over what it is to try his hand at, of his old mental bank of recipes.  Something warm in the
belly, curling and savory.  Something that has real care in the making.  To be paired well with
a Dean Martin record, the new warmth of the incandescent bulbs in his kitchen lights.



Traversing the aisle, Hob finds himself pausing in front of the mushrooms — porcinis,
chanterelles, champignons like spilled buttons, honey fungus, a small smattering of morels. 
Earthy, umami flavors, and good between the teeth to boot.  He considers that there would be
something a touch appropriate in making Death a mushroom-based meal — the decomposers
must be familiar friends of hers.

And an old recipe surfaces, learned in an Italian kitchen near Florence —  salsa di magro,
loosely, “lean sauce”, dubbed thus for the absence of meat.  He remembers grinding the pine
nuts into a paste, while Ginerva Locatelli — older and wiser than creation, or so she'd seemed
at the time — had sung an old folk tune, stirring the vat of sauce over the fire.  There had
been a brash red wine drunk in profusion that night, between Hob and Ginerva and her
husband Luca, and it endures, one of those blurred memories, known more through sense
than image.  Warmth and taste and laughter. 

Mushrooms, pine nuts, onion, fresh tomatoes, a few salted anchovies for depth — paired with
a tortellini, maybe spinach, or the Bolognese-style one he had in a trattoria there once, with
the mortadella and prosciutto — yes, that should do Death nicely.

He picks up the requisite ingredients, the bounty of mushrooms and herbs, then wanders the
aisles a little longer, window-shopping.  Matthew goads him into buying Cool Whip and one
of those chemically colorful Funfetti cake mixes, though Hob only play-acted at needing
convincing.  He’s a soft touch, in his old age.  Softer by the day.  Lovell locals turn their
heads, then turn them back double-time as he passes, and he and Matthew make a game of
catching as many eyes as they can, for the very simple delight of startling strangers into
friendliness.

The checkout clerk, the last to be subject to their stoic bizarreness, strikes Hob as somewhere
around high-school age — a young goth with puffed hair like Robert Smith from The Cure
and chipped black nail polish, fishnet sleeves under her uniform’s rather gauche red t-shirt. 
It’s a hard life, condemned to a Saturday of customer service — a hard life, too, Hob knows,
being a different breed in a small herd.  Her name tag reads Mabel Mae in a spiked-out
handwriting.  She reminds him, immediately, of Berlin in the 80’s.  Some screw turns beneath
his breastbone.

When he approaches, Matthew still snug at his shoulder, she’s the only one so far who
doesn’t double-take, but goes right ahead and stares.

Hob smiles.  Mabel Mae, very slowly, rings him up.  She has the bristle of a teenager well
versed in ridicule — even her scrutiny has hackles raised, sizing him up as suspicious.

“$68.31,” she intones.

“Right-o.”  Hob counts some cash out of his wallet.  His old London bank has been a pain in
the arse with getting new accounts and cards set up Stateside, but cash, old faithful, is always
cash.  “I like your earrings, by the way.”

She’s got little skeletons with articulated joints dangling from her earlobes.  When she moves
her head, their limbs flail as though they were dancing.  She narrows her eyes.



“Thanks,” she decides, at length.  “Cool— bird.”

“Thanks,” says Hob, grinning.  

Matthew bobs his head in a bow.  Mabel Mae counts out Hob’s change, hands it over, and
musters up enough of herself to nod back.

“Caw,” says Matthew.

In the parking lot, Hob packs the groceries into the passenger seat of the car while Matthew
rolls the radio dial until he discovers, to his squawking happiness, that some distant
alternative station is playing “Mr. Brightside”.  They sing it very poorly — Matthew
absolutely screeches the “JUST FINE” — and Hob is still thinking, a little bit, of Berlin.  The
black and white, the concrete and I-beams, the shriek of machine music.  Searching in a
crowd of architectural shoulders for the set he would know instinctively— finding it slipping
out the back door—

He has to shake his head to shuffle those thoughts away.  Not right now.  Right now, there’s
the song, extraordinarily loud, and the prospect of pasta, extraordinarily good.

Back at the farmhouse, he tramps down the rickety basement stairs in pursuit of Delirium, a
can of Cool Whip in hand.  The basement has, mostly, succumbed to his repeated efforts to
seal out the moisture — repairs with concrete, tar, every manner of waterproofing Hank at the
hardware store could sell — but with April being as soggy as it has been, there’s a little damp
creeping into the darker corners.  Wars waged against nature, he knows, are historically never
one.  Doesn’t mean he won’t make a cracking go of it.

There’s most detritus, down here — a rather tacky box-store couch deemed unfit for pleasant
company, a CRT TV that’s bad for watching anything and good for at-home electroshock,
various bits of tables and chairs and one optimistic treadmill, all largely under sheets.  Two
narrow windows on the side peek out into the yard, and through them the rare April sunshine
inclines its equine neck, nosing curiously at the cardboard boxes of abandoned newspapers
and the sorry excuse for a shag rug.  With the profusion of pale drop cloths, turning furniture
into flowy silhouettes, it looks like a child’s drawing of a graveyard, haunted by innumerable,
simple ghosts.  The only bits of living beasts down here are the appliances, the ever-leaking
washing machine and the rip-roaring dryer, which clanks like a carnival ride on the brink of
total structural failure if he leaves it on even a second longer than thirty minutes. 

This is Delirium’s chosen temple.  There are times he descends into her realm and finds that
the cushions of the neglected couch have multiplied tenfold into a pillow fort of impossible
proportion, with twists and turns apt for housing minotaurs.  Other days, he’ll discover that
the pipes running along the stone wall are made of glass, and coursing through them is the
Kentucky Derby, rendered in exacting miniature, down to the spew of hot breath from the
nostrils of the horses.  Sometimes, she’s not there at all — then he hauls the clothes into the
hamper with a sort of lonely feeling and returns to the floors above, listening for her trilling
return.

Today, Delirium is in the CRT TV.  She’s inventing new episodes of Dragnet crossed over
with Gunsmoke — Sergeant Friday, stiff-chinned, rides a golden palomino and runs



carjackers out of Dodge City.  Hob approaches — cautiously, because the range of static
output on that thing extends to dimensions still unknown — and rattles the can of Cool Whip.

“Hullo, miting — Matthew and I were at the shops, thought you might fancy some of this.”

In a flash of glittery TV test-pattern, Delirium grows herself a body of television tubes.  With
a hand composed of copper wire, she takes the can with glee, pops the whole thing in her
mouth — shown as a roll of film played on a screen — and crunches.

“Hhhhhhwhip!”  She giggles a foamy sort of giggly.  “Whipcracks, whippets bark,
whippoorwills.”

“Right-o.  Cool Whip is a good gift, then.”  He smiles, pushing up the sleeves on his jumper
— a cable-knit in olive green, God knows how old.  “I’m going to do a trial-run of some
tortellini — should be done in a couple hours, if you fancy another bite.”

Delirium boxes herself back up into the single TV and deposits herself in the center of the
room.  On the screen, a girl in an oversized leather jacket does a waltz with David Bowie.

“Yes no maybe so.”  She twirls a hundred times, and her coattails fan out into an arc of black
feathers.  “Word on a wing on the wind, Calvin-and-Hobbes .”

“I will take that under advisement,” says Hob, which he reckons is a good enough response. 
There’s another lifetime where he listened to that Bowie song — he finds himself humming
it, climbing the stairs, and it doesn’t sting so much as he thought it might.

Then it’s back up into the kitchen.  He’s gone and made the sacrifice in energy-efficiency for
the sake of old-fashioned incandescent bulbs in the kitchen lights, and against the formica
and tile in a palette of canyon reds and dusty oranges, the whole place looks like the sun just
cresting over the badlands, promising warmth soon to rise from the stones.  He loves it.  He
always favors kitchens, in every home he lives, and this one is no exception.  It suits him, he
decides.  It’s got the right soft light — and God knows he’s a fool for soft light.

Matthew is clanging about in a kitchen drawer with much feather and profane fuss.  At Hob’s
arrival from the basement, he triumphantly procures the object of his search — a pasta ladle
with scalloped edges.  He clangs it onto the counter.

“That fucking thing was doing that— you know how weird shaped utensils get stuck in the
drawer, and then it’s like, advanced-level pro-gamer Tetris to just, open the fucking drawer? 
My guy, you would not fucking believe what I just endured, Jesus Christ.  And I won!  Fuck
you, pasta bitch!”

“You’re a valiant soldier in the field, Matthew.  I honor your sacrifice.”

“Somebody call the fucking President and get me a goddamn medal.”

It’s a good afternoon, sliding freely into a tulip-petaled dusk and then a blue hour serenade,
and the time is happily passed in pursuit of tortellini and salsa di magro.  Hob finds, to his
great thanks, that the muscle memory of making pasta dough from scratch remains stored



between the scarred tendons in his hands.  While there’s a lot of guess-and-check to the
sauce, Matthew has a surprisingly discerning palette, and his suggested adjustments are
almost unerring.

“Raven shit, man,” he says, wings spread unabashedly.  “I could be the next Gordon Ramsey,
if I had, like, thumbs.”

Hob chops mushrooms fine and slides them into the sauce, a simmering mixture of sauteed
onions, ground pine nuts, tomatoes with the skin blanched and stripped away.  The house is
heady with the aroma of the sauce — a bit of basil, a pit of parmesan, it’ll be perfect — and
Hob is finishing off folding the last of the tortellini.  It’s an exacting process, a sort of
origami — a foldover, a careful twist, and then there’s a little circular half moon, all curled up
like the cat when she sleeps in the porch chair.  The rote motion of it is soothing, like the yard
work, or the house repairs.  It puts him close to his own body, faithful thing as it’s been.  This
— the hearthside and its labors — is how he remembers that six centuries have not made him
something other than human.  What they have done, instead, is made him jolly good in the
kitchen.  

Matthew is bopping around the countertops, jamming to WHAM!, “Everything She Wants”, a
CD Delirium spat out of the basement air ducts a few days ago, along with an unearthed little
stereo in admirably functional condition.  Sometimes Matthew gets the spoon in the sauce pot
in his beak and gives it a helpful stir.  Hob has flour puffed all over the front of his sweater,
and having gone a stretch without a cut, his hair is just long enough that he’s pulled it back
into a stubby half-bun.  

“—I don’t know what the hell you want from me, oh, da da da—” 

Matthew hits a spin, tosses a dramatic wing in a circle.  Hob joins in, fiddling with an
uncooperative piece of pasta.  The sauce simmers merrily on the stovetop.

“Da da da, doh doh da, da da da—"

“—da DA da, da DA da, do do do—”

“—laah lah lah la laah— ”

“—da da da, da da da— come on, you sodding bastard, fold, fold, come on—”

Hob’s almost got it— he’s almost got it—

WHUSH.

There’s a single rushing wingbeat — a thunderclap — a gust that thumps into Hob like a flat
palm and sends Matthew listing briefly sideways.

And Death, holding the Corinthian very firmly by the collar, is standing in Hob’s kitchen.

The Corinthian gives two thumbs-up, grinning.  His face and neck are ruddy, like he’s run
wind sprints in the cold, but there’s smug triumph shining out of every tooth.  He looks like
he's emerged from a combat zone in a swampland.  An unnerving quantity of blood — some



human-colored, some decidedly too dark — coats his linen button-down, and smudges of
cinders paint loosely over the whole disastrous image.  Mottled partly in bruise-blossom
across his brow and stamped into his chest in ash are what Hob could swear are the prints of
the sole of a shoe.

The way he’s squirming in Death’s hold — with hair askew, sunglasses crooked, shirt
rumpled to ruin — also makes it look rather like he’s been forcibly dragged along to where
he is now.

There is a long moment of silence, broken only by the voice of George Michael.

“That was— God’s wounds, that was much faster than I thought it’d be,” Hob manages.

“I’m the best in the business,” crows the Corinthian, creaky, through all three mouths.

Matthew rights himself with a hop and shake.  He flaps onto the kitchen table and offers
Death a pleasant bob of the head.

“Heyo, Death, what’s shakin’?”

“For God’s sake,” says Death, with pure and utter exasperation, “I might have to invest in a
phone so you can just bloody call me.”

Hob just grins.  Adjusts.  Tries very hard not to think about the last time he saw her.

“Right then— ah, well— hello!” he says, attempting, in vain, to dust the flour off his
sweater.  “D’you like mushrooms?”

The Corinthian tries to wriggle out of Death’s iron grasp, but Death, appropriately, is not
easily escaped.

Death squints at Hob, brows dark, for a good solid minute — then, slowly, very surely, it
melts off into a smile.  All at once, Hob is terribly, wonderfully happy to see her.

“You devil,” says Death.  “I love mushrooms.”

Chapter End Notes

was there any actual, defensible reason for me to include a scene of hob in a grocery
store having the barest briefest of bonding moments with a small-town goth checkout
clerk? not really! but I wanted to do it! checkmate! I will call it a soon-to-be
thematically relevant reinvocation of the 80's and wipe my hands of any further
justification

also here's that old italian recipe book info again for any possible interested parties, tbh
imma cook one of these bad boys up this week I think –– it's science in the kitchen and



the art of eating well by pellegrino artusi. did you know birds have a high
tastebud/mouth size ratio and thus potentially have a really well-developed sense of
taste?

need y'all to know that every cori-voice scene is just an overt indulgence <3 That's My
Baby Girl. Look At Him.

god I missed writing real honest to goodness grocery store/kitchen/cooking scenes I
fucking LOVE a cooking scene

who would I be if I didn't say it? thank you thank you thank you for reading :) <3



XLVII

Chapter Summary

Italian dinners, Home Alone 2. Revelations, sort of.

Chapter Notes

from verg of the past:

howdy-do

at the time of my writing this note it's near enough to the one-year marker of when I
started this fic? maybe the sandman fixation is an autumnal visitor <3 happy one year-
ish of this madness

this was one of those chapters that came to me in one fell swoop, nearly fully formed,
and then somewhere in the middle I started rambling about cary grant. you know how it
goes. hounds has always been nothing if not a total indulgence, an excuse to make up
narrative for our dearly beloved immortal whose canonical lore has so much room for
elaboration, and therefore sometimes I get to expound briefly upon the movie stars of
the 60's. pacing? what pacing?

anyway, home alone 2: lost in new york is actively one of the only sequels in existence
to be good, and I stand by this, and also watch it every year

all for now - much love, and I hope you enjoy <3

Read To The End For A Special Surprise Guest :)

See the end of the chapter for more notes

“I’d intended for this to be a test-run of this dish,” says Hob, attempting valiantly to regain a
sense of composure, “but, seeing as you’ve shown up in record time—”

The Corinthian might well be glowing.  Preening, even.  Hob finds a tasteless joke about a
pat on the head for good behavior sprouting and being smothered under his tongue. 
Matthew’s eye-roll is almost audible.  He may well beat Hob to the punch on ribbing, then.

“—what say we try this rendition?” offers Hob instead.  “And excuse my, ah, methods, of
reaching out—"



Said “methods” offer Matthew a finger-wiggle wave, all grin and bouncing eyebrows. 
Matthew gags, and Hob couldn’t say for certain if it’s comedically faked or not. 

“—wasn’t entirely sure how else to go about it, save for—”  Hob clears his throat, makes his
hands busy trying to get flour off his knit, stirring the sauce.  “Well, I reckoned you’d be a
mite cross with me if I did a repeat performance of last time.  And I wasn’t a fan of that
maneuver myself.”

Death — God’s wounds, her grip is not to be argued with — readily deposits the Corinthian
in one of the kitchen chairs.  The Corinthian slouches in a manner that tries to suggest it was
in fact his idea to sit down here all along.

“You look like shit,” says Matthew, most cheerfully.  “And also smell like shit.”

The Corinthian doesn’t rise to the bait.  It could be counted as a minor miracle.  His glossy
sheen of gold-star pride is turning a smug, impenetrable corner.  He looks— sated is the word
for it.  Hob finds that distinctly worrisome, considering what tends to sate him, plus the
extraordinarily distressing state of his shirt.  He mentally tables that issue for a later
discussion and sets out to finish what’s left of the tortellini post haste.  Death, arms folded
over her chest, takes the general disarray in stride, as she takes most things.

“Make yourself comfortable— something to drink?”  Hob folds the finicky corner into
submission at long last.  “All my good wine is in London — haven’t had much of anything
sent over, mostly because I can’t figure a convincing way to explain some of what’s sitting
around my flat— but there’s tea, coffee, Coke, a bottle of Jack in one of these cupboards—”

“You have your hands full, I think,” says Death.  “I can sort out a drink well enough,” 

Death makes for the fridge, detouring along the way to examine the cabinets, the faded
wallpaper and the bevy of yard sale paintings Hob has accrued and hung over the months. 
Her fingertips trail over a stripe on the wall, spotted faintly with old water damage, so it takes
on the dapple character of deer hide.  Hums approvingly.  Then just hums, keeping a mostly
tuneful counterpoint to George Michael, still crooning from the CD player.  Hob, polishing
off the last twist, fold, seal, tempers an unanticipated sense of wonder, but it’s there all the
same — she just slots into the space like there was a niche carved out for her, only waiting to
be filled.  It’s her rare gift, he supposes.  She belongs everywhere.  

“I’ll take a Jack and Coke,” chimes the Corinthian.  He even has the gall to raise his hand,
two fingers, like he might well be summoning a bartender.

“You can jolly well get it yourself,” says Hob pleasantly.

“Quite like your new place,” Death remarks.  She rustles up a glass, then pours herself some
Coke from the fridge and takes a savoring sip. 

The water gets up to a timely boil.  Steam puffs in little clouds, like frosted breath, and the
condensate starts to sweat in delicate glass beads on the stove hood.  Hob plunks a handful of
tortellini into the water, quickly checks his watch to start timing.  Process is comforting —
method and motion come naturally to him.  There’s something assuring about not the control,



but the ritual.  One of the many quirks of enduring Medievalism, maybe, or just his
superfluousness of humanity.  He’s always been fond of ritual — narrative patterns, little
practices, the feel of being participant in the order of things.  Even if all that means is
knowing how long to cook the pasta.

“Well, you’ve only seen the kitchen—” he says, “half of it’s still in a state—”

Death shrugs.  She’s letting her eyes rove over the countertops, the mugs drying on the
dishrack by the farmhouse sink, peering towards the archway through which the late light can
be seen padding softly through the glass pane in the front door.

“The kitchen’s the heart, really,” she says plainly.  “It speaks for the rest of a house.  And this
one very much suits you, I think.”

“Thanks,” says Hob.  He’s smiling without thinking about it — a tendency that has slowly
begun to return to him, of late.  “I’m— well, must admit, I’m fond of it myself, ramshackle
as it is.  I’ve a number of perfectly tedious home repair sagas to regale you with, so be careful
what you ask.”

Death chuckles.  Lithe as shadow, she slips around him and inclines her head towards the pot
of sauce.  She inhales through her nose — slow — and exhales on a spreading smile.  Behind
her, the Corinthian rattles through the cabinets, clinking glasses, fixing his drink.  Matthew
neatens an unmannerly feather with a tut and a rustle.

“That smells divine ,” sighs Death.  “You’re a culinary sorcerer.”

The house feels— inhabited.  That’s what it is — all those subtle sounds of other lives,
cohabitating.  Much of his life, Hob has lived alone: happenstance, ease, but more than
anything, out of the painful necessity of remaining untethered.  Ready to run.  He’s missed
this sensation, starkly.  The comfort of someone knowing right where you keep the scotch
glasses.  A rare treat.

He would fit nicely here, Hob thinks.  He’d be plinking at the piano in the living room while I
was cooking.

Distantly, from the other room, one of the piano keys hums, just for a second — Bb, he thinks
— like a bug bumped against it.  More bugs, these days.  Warmer weather keeps summoning
them into the house. 

“Several centuries of needing to eat will help with that,” Hob says.  He doesn’t look towards
the path to the living room.  Resolutely, in fact, he looks elsewhere.

“So,” says Death.  She leans back against the counter, crossing her arms.  When she tilts her
head, her dark curls make the faintest feathery shush.  “Is this a social call, or did you need
something?”

Hob hesitates.  Tugs at his ear.

“D’you have time to— stick around?” he asks.  “For the evening, anyways?”



“You know I’d love to chat,” she says gently, “but if it’s just that—”

“It’s not just that.”  Hob checks his watch — a few more minutes on the pasta — and
considers the ill-improved state of his sweater with resignation.  Ah well.  Such is the badge
of honor of a real amateur chef.  It’s easier to look other places than Death’s eyes.  Familiar
though she is — friend though she is — he’s always remembering the last place he saw her. 
“But stay for dinner anyway, hm?  It’s—”

His ineloquent efforts are blessedly cut off by a sudden chiming cacophony.  A symphonic
clatter of tin cans comes crinkling from beneath the basement door, then ascending in,
crashing metallic up the stairs.  With a slot-machine bell ring, Delirium tumbles into the
kitchen in a shower of nickels, which go skidding around the linoleum like air-hockey pucks. 
Casino lights flashing where eyes might be, she coalesces into a silver trophy of a girl in a
big coat and accosts Death with a chrome-plated hug.

“Big sis!  Big sis!”

Death is knocked off balance by the force of that enthusiasm — she stumbles backwards,
jolted into laughter, coins falling in great rivers through her fingers.

“Little madhouse!  What are you doing, rabble-rousing out here?”

Delirium’s only response is the clatter and ding of the lucky 777, rolled on the spinner in her
back.  Over Delirium’s giggling head, Death, bewildered, gives Hob a raised eyebrow.

“—it’s a long story,” Hob concludes.

“Ooh, well, I do love a good story,” says Death.  For a moment, her smile has something sad,
just touching at the corner.

Then it’s banished.  Laughing, she lifts Delirium up and twirls her around.  Delirium’s jacket
unfolds into pinwheeling banners of silver and gold.

 

+++

 

Hob banishes the Corinthian to a shower — Matthew’s suggestion of “just hosing him off
outside” is met with some of the most dreadful anti-bird remarks Hob has ever heard, and it’s
only Death’s enforcing “ahem” that prevents total war — and dishes up dinner for the motley
assemblage of guests.  Delirium is in a giddy mood (though she’s rarely otherwise) and asks,
iron teeth clanking, if she could just eat the pot instead of the pasta.  Hob is hesitant to lose
his cookware, and his nice cookware, to boot, but he’s a terribly soft touch, and who could
say no to Delirium’s hopeful neon eyes?

She grows jaws like a goat and chews down the sauce-encrusted metal with a pleasant bleat
— she always responds quite happily to indulgence.  She dines cross-legged on the floor,
anchored to Death’s ankle, arms turned to sweet honeysuckle vines that bloom at Death’s



knee and commingle their perfume with the scent of tomatoes already warming the kitchen
air.  Death ruffles her new-grown bristly ears and sneaks her a handful of pennies as a snack. 

Before supper proper, the cat — Cat, as yet generally unnamed, and still left largely to her
own devices — saunters in from what Hob can only assume has been an evening of
productive mousing.  Her mouth is blemished red, and her aura of satisfaction total.  She
regards Death coolly, and Death, cooing little adorations, lavishes her with attention.

“God knows she’s never so amicable with me,” Hob remarks.  Death only chuckles.

“I’ve always been good with cats.  We understand each other.  What’s her name?”

The cat makes a little mrrp.

“Don’t know,” says Hob.  “She’s yet to tell me.”

Death nods.  Hob thinks of the interpreter, not present.  Then he tries to think of most
anything else.

The cat eyes Matthew — Matthew squints right back.  Their wary truce is upheld, and the
cat, butting her head against Death’s ankle, slinks off to curl around Delirium, who turns one
of her calves into a tumble of blankets.  

Dinner is mostly a peaceable affair.  Hob and Death make some small talk, including
breaking out those home repair sagas Hob had forewarned her about.  Time moves easily, in
no particular rush.  Matthew pecks ravenously at his plate.  He’s got tomato sauce up to his
eyes, like a cartoon of a vulture might look.

“Jesus Christ, man, you should open a restaurant.  You could be, like, Gordon Ramsey.  Like,
Gordon Ramsey if he didn’t have chronic high blood pressure from yelling all the time. 
You’re both British, I mean, you’re halfway there.  Food Network, here we come.”

“You seem to have Gordon Ramsey on the mind quite a lot, you know.  Well— thanks, but
I’ll have to pass.”

“What, the notion of television stardom doesn’t appeal to you?”  Death has a teasing tun in
her eye, forking a piece of tortellini.

“I reckon it’d be awfully inconvenient for my whole ‘immortality’ thing to have my face
nationally televised.”

“Don’t sell yourself short.”  Matthew flaps a wing at him.  “Globally televised.”

“Though I was in a movie, once,” Hob remarks offhandedly.  Delirium, under the table, starts
gnawing pleasantly on the leg of the table.  “Mind the splinters, miting.”

“You were in a movie?  Like, a movie movie?  Like, Hollywood?”

“Mh-hm.  And Met Cary Grant, one time.  Sidney Poitier, too — brilliant fellow, remarkable
conversationalist.  He almost out-talked me, and that’s saying something.”



Matthew’s bouncing from clawed foot to clawed foot.  If a raven could appear starstruck,
Hob decides this is what it would look like.

“Hob, my guy, you cannot drop lore like this and not explain,” he insists.

“Well, I did lighting, for film sets, for a handful of years, there.  Ended up going with a crew
on location in Sparta — Illinois, that is — for Heat of the Night, which meant I did a lot of
fiddling with touchy equipment in the vicinity of Sidney Poitier’s head.  Tends to corner a
fellow into getting friendly.  Sometimes, at the end of a shoot, we’d chat while the crew
packed up, before they ferried the actor’s off to their much more respectable lodgings and
classier dinners.”  Hob frowns, tapping his fork absently on his plate.  The general shapes
remain, but the details are elusive, lost under the sheer quantity of the years before, the years
since.  “Cary Grant was just circumstance — it was shortly before his last movie, a few years,
I think— 1964?  65?  He’d just finished filming that movie about— the fellow on the island,
the rom-com— Father Goose, that was it.  I was in the States in the 60s, you know,
meandering, after the second war, and the allure of California had finally caught up to me. 
Just happened to cross his path in a bar in the Hills— God’s blood, what was the name of that
place?”

The 20th century had been— busy.  Two wars, wars of such scale and horror, were enough to
leave him beached on the shores of bone-deep exhaustion, and so when Normandy had taken
that bite out of his hip and tossed him into “honorable discharge”, he had dallied a while in
the rebuilding of Paris, then packed a change of clothes and a Hemmingway novel and
crossed the Atlantic, in pursuit of a place with unconquerable shine and enough distance to
muffle the echoes of artillery rattle that he couldn’t sleep through.  California — sun-
drenched, palm-shaded, Spanish tile on every roof and stars on every street corner — had
hung like a Christmas bauble, glowing on the horizon.

He’d made no real career, of course.   Being a good — and practiced — liar didn’t
necessarily make one a good actor, and he did a handful of underwhelming stage plays before
throwing in the towel and good-naturedly resigning himself to clambering around film sets
fiddling with lighting rigs.  The work, with his hands, was centering — the hours long
enough to keep at bay the fresh terrors that refused to let him lie at night.  Comrades’ faces,
split by shrapnel; thunderheads of smoke, through which the bombers descended, death on
their wings; blood bubbling through the bandages as he tried to save a limb, and the stilling
of that font when he lost the man with it.  So he hung spots over starlets, instead, and went
out for late drinks in schlocky bars on Sunset, poking fun at the tourists like he hadn’t spent
centuries perpetually being one of them.

“I’d worked on a Joan Crawford movie the summer before,” Hob explains.  “One with a lot
of murder, ah— Strait-Jacket, very melodramatic, filmed in Riverside — and had just come
off of some dreadful Doris Day-esque rom-com a few cash-grabbing producers had slapped
together on a soundstage, whose name I have blessedly forgotten.  Pure happenstance, really,
coming across Cary Grant.”  It hits him.  He snaps his fingers.  “Bergin’s!  Tom Bergin’s—
that was it, the Irish bar.  Cary Grant bought me a scotch.  Absolutely detested scotch, but
Cary Grant bought it, so you can bet I drank it, and with a smile on my face.”



Matthew is agog.  Hob feels foggy, almost.  Grant had a true movie star face — in the dim
lighting of the bar, with the shadows under his cheekbones and the crinkle of his crow’s feet,
he may as well have been on the screen, soft-focused, impossible.  It was a good night — a
drink shared, small talk.  Hob swapped a story about a disastrous incident involving a
domino-fall of light rigs in exchange for Grant’s gentle reminiscence about old Hollywood,
his happy lauds of Audrey Hepburn and the last movie they worked.

“Even in his 60’s, he could charm the socks off anything,” says Hob wistfully.  “Really.  Like
it was breathing.”

“I got that impression,” says Death.  She’s smiling into her plate.  “When we crossed paths,
he was such a gentleman about it.”

Hob nudges her foot with his toe under the table, grinning.

“Don’t tell me you were starstruck.”

Death looks affronted at the very assertion, which does nothing to hide her own squirming
smile.

“Like you weren’t a little dazzled when you met him.  Besides, North by Northwest is a
particular favorite of mine.”

The Corinthian choses this moment to come trundling down the stairs, calculatedly indecent. 
In spite of the cold, he’s wearing a wifebeater, hair still wet and towel slung around his neck
like a parody of a Calvin Klein ad.  Hob’s shake of his head goes unnoticed — the Corinthian
is busy humming “Thriller” under his breath as he dishes up a monstrous serving of pasta. 
Death eyes him with the squint of one expecting trouble, but all the Corinthian offers is a
half-assed salute as he plunks down in the seat between she and Hob.  Delirium starts
unraveling the stitching on the hem of his trousers, which he magnanimously allows.

“Bon appetit,” he drawls, flagrantly butchering the French language.  “What’d I miss?”

“You’re dripping on my kitchen floor,” says Hob flatly.

“Hob met Sidney Poitier.  And Cary Grant, dude.  Cary Grant.”  Matthew flaps his wings as
punctuation, head bobbing with incredulity.  “Like, the movie star.”

“Right on,” nods the Corinthian, shoveling pasta into his mouth with abandon.  “Didn’t know
you were such a film buff, Mattie.”

“Your table manners could use some work,” says Death.

The Corinthian doesn’t listen.  Matthew pecks on the table — the tapping almost gets his
attention, though the meal narrowly wins out.

“And he was in a movie!” 

This is Matthew’s trump card.  There’s enough curious new information buried beneath the
surface of that to prompt the Corinthian to pause his systematic inhaling of his dinner and



give Hob a raised eyebrow and a grin far too full of cheek.

“Now, Robbie, you didn’t tell me you were a celeb.”

“I was an extra,” Hob protests.  “I’m hardly on screen for two minutes.”

“Screen time is screen time,” says the Corinthian, the same time as Matthew, in high spirits,
says “I’m gonna make you an IMDb page.”

“Do not make me an IMDb page—”

It’s futile, really — the Corinthian pounces first, with a crack about the number of decades
typing all that would take a guy with no thumbs to do, and the standard little skirmish
erupts.  

Hob meets Death’s eye across the table.  Behind her, through the wide window that faces the
front yard, the sky is well and truly dark now, faintly milky with the creamy-blue light of the
moon, just beginning to ascend.  Outside, he can practically see the chill descending, the
crispness of the night in defiance of spring’s daytime warmth.  The house holds its own heat
well — better, now that he’s dealt with the patches in the roof, re-caulked the window seals. 
With the Corinthian and Matthew bickering, over a home cooked meal, he’s reminded,
suddenly, forcefully, of meals of his childhood.  Maude and Matilda, squabbling over who
spilled feed for the chickens on who, and his father, broad-jawed, smiling at him over the
table, right until Hob found himself pulled into the fray.

And it’s like an afterimage — the shape of him, a black and white still frame, perfected
chiaroscuro and soft focus — leaning against the kitchen windowsill, blue evening light just
slackening his sharp-ruled edges — his face of marble mollified into a tilted, indulgent smile,
as if to say, there they go again.  nothing new.  under the sun—

Death rolls her eyes at him, offering a moments fond and exasperated comradery.  Hob
blinks, and the mirage is gone.  He covers with a returned tilt of his head, in response:
nothing new at all.

“Okay, well, I hope you get gum disease, which would suck, for you, because you have three
mouths, because, and pay attention here, you’re a weird freakazoid.” 

“Mattie-o, champ, you’re a talking bird.”

“So, what movie was it, Hob?”  Death interrupts quite commandingly, efficiently stifling the
second round of infighting.  Hob polishes off the last of his plate and clears his throat.

“Really, it’s only a few seconds— a street scene, I’m just in the background—”

“Spill, Robbie, c’mon now.”

“Yeah, dish, homeboy.”

Hob sighs.  It was going to come out one way or another.



“Ah.”  He braces.  “Home Alone 2: Lost in New York.”

There’s a moment of sweet, stunned silence.  Then Matthew explodes.

“Are you serious?!  Dude, if you’re fucking with me right now I will cry—”

“They needed a lot of people in the exterior shots, and I just happened to be in New York that
winter while they were filming—”

“I love that movie!” Matthew caws.  His excitement is infectious.  It certainly rattles up
something in Delirium, who pokes her head over the lip of the table, growing skyscrapers for
hair.  “It’s like, the only sequel that’s as good as the first one!  The scene with the bird lady
always makes me, like, teary and shit.”

“Solidarity with bird-kind, huh?”

“Fuck off, toothache.”

“Twice lost, twice trouble, twice found,” sings Delirium.  Her words are punctuated with the
sparkly sound of jingle bells.  “Turtledoves in Times Square.”

“Well now we gotta watch it.”  Matthew grabs Hob’s fork out of his hand, ignoring Hob’s
resistance, and pops it in the sink.  “Look, I helped clear the table, guess it’s time for movie
night, let’s go.”

“Movie night!” cheers Delirium.  She converts her boots to taxi-wheeled Heelies and does an
expert loop around the table, breaking off towards the living room, Matthew soon in hot
pursuit.  The cat, yawning languorously, saunters after them.

The Corinthian devours the last of his dinner, acquires a second helping to go, and follows,
idly chewing.

“How’re you gonna use the remote without—”

“If you make one more crack about thumbs I will kill you.”

In the rumpled wake of that burst of chaos, Hob finds himself forkless, full of pasta, and
inarguably amused.  Death, opposite him, entirely composed, sips her Coke.  A smile has yet
to leave her face — even in the settling aftershocks of mild mayhem, it’s still curling catlike
in the corners of her mouth.  It has always reminded Hob of— him.  A quirk of expression,
shared between siblings.  

“Is this how you’ve been living, then?” Death asks.

“Pretty much, yes.”

“Not so bad.”  She rises and collects abandoned dishes.  Without being asked, she starts
washing up.  Hob trails after her.

“You don’t have to do that, you know— you’re a guest—”



“You cooked.  Fair’s fair, eh?”

Hob relents — didn’t take much convincing, anyway.  In a moment of quietude, he takes the
dishes from her as she washes, drying them with a kitchen towel.  Routine motions — filmy
soap bubbles catching yellow bands of color from the kitchen light — the sound of the water,
and the rotation of each dish in his hands.  Death hums a song whose melody he can’t place,
but he feels, more than knows, that it’s old.

“There was something you wanted to talk to me about,” she says.  She scrubs a fork
contentedly.  Her love for the mundanely human is palpable in moments like this — rinsing
the tines under warm water, she looks at peace.  

If he squints, he can almost catch it — the shadow of her wings, cast against the back wall. 
He remembers them, realized in full, bowing over him, somewhere cold.  It almost elicits a
shudder.  Instead, he channels the sudden discomfort into drying the silverware.

“There was,” he says, at last.  “I’m— warming up into it.”

Death nods.

“I’ve never known you to be tongue-tied.”

Hob huffs a laugh through his nose.  Through the back window, the porch light flares like a
boxed sun.  Beyond the stoop, way across his gardens, the grass in need of a mow, the tangle
of trees, there’s the barest intimation of the river, an impressionist’s suggestion of moonlight
just beginning to touch the ridges of the ripples.  He takes a breath.

“It’s been an odd few months.”

“Odd?”

“Odd,” says Hob, very slowly.

When he meets Death’s eye, he tries to say it without saying it — how he’s been dogged, turn
by turn; the recurring past, his sisters in the woods; the specters of Desire and Despair; the
unshakeable feeling of familiarity, sometimes, these moments where he seems to feel he’s
treading a path he should recognize.  The dreams.  The dreams.  

In the end, he’s not sure what Death gleans from him — only that it’s enough to soften her
look, and eventually, make her turn away and shut the faucet.

“Hob!” shouts Matthew from the living room.  “Which scene is it?”

“Right,” says Death.  Hob sets the last dish to dry.  The kitchen still smells like cooking. 
Everything has afterglow.  “Let’s see your silver screen triumph—”

“—my first and last, mind—”

“—and pick this up after?”



Death is offering him something like a lifeline.  She always knows.  It would be almost
uncanny, if it didn’t make so much perfect sense.  

Hob nods.  He motions to the living room — Death leads, and Hob follows.

 

+++

 

It really is all of a few seconds, Hob’s cinematic appearance.  In a chase scene, while Marv is
slipping slapstick-style on a mess of fake pearls that Kevin cleverly planted in his wake —
the kid has an unbelievable knack for cartoon traps — there’s Hob, in the background, amid
the New York foot traffic all bundled up against the cold.  This was the winter of 1991 — the
White Horse closed in February, and he had resettled in Berlin by March.  But Berlin,
industrial and dark, had still mostly been full of strangers by the time the Christmas season
rolled around, and there were few places in the world where one could shake such a sense of
aloneness.  The tinsel-strewn, richly garlanded streets of Manhattan, while not a panacea, had
helped.  He’d done all the touristy nonsense, too — looked down on the city from the
observation deck of the Empire State building, skated at the Rockefeller Center, even skirted
through Macy’s to embrace frivolity and write a very silly letter to Santa, asking for the
return of an excellent scarf he had lost in Munich sometime in the 1840s, if it wasn’t too
much trouble.

(If he happened to rediscover that scarf that January, stuck behind the sidewall of one of the
genuinely ancient suitcases he’d brought to Berlin, well — chalk it up to Yuletide magic.)

And as chance would have it, he had been wandering down the right street at the right time
and stumbled upon an enormous film crew trying earnestly to get people to stop standing in
the wrong spots and obscuring the gag.  Hob had been swept up by it — the enthusiasm, the
frenetic energy of a set on a time crunch, and also by a PA who had shouldered him onto the
right sidewalk when the director called for a more populous crowd.  He hadn’t been paid, let
alone credited, but he was happy enough, watching the DVD in his apartment the following
Christmas, to catch a bizarre glimpse of himself, right before Marv hit the pavement.

It’s doubly bizarre, watching it now.  Amid Matthew’s excited squawking, Delirium’s
shimmering bell-song of mirth, and the Corinthian’s appreciative whistle, Hob is struck by
how much he finds different in his own face.  Even with his collar turned and shoulders
hunched against the December wind, channeled down the corridors between New York’s
lofty architecture, he still finds himself, sort of in the back, walking briskly, like a native
urbanite.  The sting of the missed meeting was still fresh, and the loss of the White Horse a
bruise too tender yet to touch — but even with those aches and pains, Hob of 1991 looks—
younger.  He remembers how he used to keep his hair a little longer, almost enough to be
pulled into a shaggy bun.  It’s falling in his face a little in the shot, out from under the band of
his knit cap.

“Wow,” says Death.  She’s smiling.  “That’s you.”



“That’s me,” says Hob.  Somehow or another, that’s him.

Matthew insists on watching most of the rest of the movie — at least up to the turtle dove
ornament scene, which does in fact leave him a little misty-eyed — and then Death claps her
hands and shoos him, the Corinthian, and Delirium out of the living room.

“The grown-ups have to talk now,” she teases.  The Corinthian gives Hob a long look,
curious and still somehow knowing, then shrugs without comment, vanishing down to the
basement.  The cat, comrade carnivore, rouses herself from her nap and departs in his
company.  Delirium makes a crown of blackberry vines out of summoned candle smoke to
grace Death’s head — when she, too, slips into the air vents and disappears, the crown goes
with her, pulled into her undertow.

Matthew hesitates the most.  He lingers on the threshold of the living room, head tilted.

“You— this— hm.”  He clears his throat, coughing into a folded wing.  His gestures, their
easy human cadence, still never fail to spark fondness in Hob’s heart.  “If you need me— let
me know.  Yeah?”

“Will do,” says Hob gently.  Matthew nods, a few quick bobs of his head, then flaps off
upstairs, vanishing into the dim corridor of the stairwell.

Death takes a comfortable seat on one end of the couch.  Hob makes himself busy taking the
Corinthian’s plate, toted along for a movie snack, into the kitchen.  When he returns, he finds
he doesn’t know where to sit.  The first step becomes insurmountable, without warning.

Death pats the cushion beside her.  

“Come on, then.  Put that gift of gab to use.”

She makes it easier.  It’s a kindness — one of her many kindnesses.  Hob sits down beside
her.  The TV’s off, now, and the lamps are burning that glowy gold he’s spent centuries
coveting, decades recreating.  It would be perfect, really.  Sometimes it feels like he’s always
running around building temples, waiting for a god.  

“So,” he says, then stops.  He tugs at his ear, scratches at the bands of rope-burn scar around
his wrist.  Takes a breath and tries again.  “So, I’ve been— on the road.  Since.  You know.”

Death doesn’t respond.  Her face is open, patient.  Like charcoal dust, the suggestion of her
wings spreads over the back of the couch, one curving light around her shoulder.  The warm
lamplight almost touches them, picking bits of striation out of the places there might be
feathers.

“Anyway.  Left London, started in Baltimore in November, and meandered my way
southwest, then northwest.  Landed hear right at the end of December, been here ever since. 
That’s just— timeline.  Preface.  The getting here was—”

He hesitates.

“Odd?” suggest Death.



“Right.  Yes."  He rubs the scars again.  The perennial nervous tic.  "Delirium sort of—
popped up, at a gas station in Maryland, and I thought, you know, bit unusual, but no harm no
foul.  Then Despair, in Virginia, though she wasn’t so much of a surprise — it was more a
surprise that it was her, incarnate, you know?  Matthew decided to tag along, shortly
thereafter, and then the Corinthian— had a none too pleasant run-in in Chattanooga, which
ended in our— truce, as it were.  But that’s not— God’s blood, that's not it.  I, ah.  I think—”

He looks to Death with pleading eyes.

“I think I’m being haunted,” he says.

Death is very still.  Hob fills her silence with explanation.

“When Despair— arrived— I went walking on this old Civil War battlefield, and I had this—
vision, or something, of myself, buried in the ground— and then, later, I saw my sisters, who
told me I couldn’t rest yet— my sisters, whose faces I can’t even remember all the way—
and there’s— there’s others.  I’ve been having these— dreams.  These dreams.  And I know
it’s not— I’ve lost people before, of course, and there’s always something like this, this sense
that they’re not gone, or they keep cropping up, sneaking into your sleep, that’s— I know
what that is.  But Holy Mary, they’ve felt so real.  Just unbearably real.”  

He pulls a hand over his face.  Pauses for a moment

“I’ve never seen his face," he begins — a look to Death is all he needs, and he sees in her
eyes that she knows who he's talking about.  "He insists on walking behind me — but we’re
in a dark wood, and we’re just walking.  That's most of it.  I’ll chat, about the day, the week,
and sometimes he’ll say a word or two— real responses, mind, not just echoes, like he's
really — well, ah, mostly he doesn’t say much— and there’s this light, at the end of the
path?  Out on the horizon?  Like— like an oil lamp, burning somewhere far off.  Just this spot
of yellow gold.  It gets closer, too.  Every night.  Gets closer.”

Death hasn’t moved.  Her face is serious — Hob is thankful there’s no pity in it, but there are
other, stranger shapes, ones he can’t parse.  He feels nauseous, fighting against instinct to
spill all this into the open.  In the privacy of his mind, the dreams, what they might mean, can
hold water, maintain shape.  In the world, spoken, they start to show their thinness, and more
than anything, that makes him— afraid.

“And, ah, I didn’t include them in the list, since we didn’t do any sort of traveling together,
but we stopped for a night at a motel in Carthage— Carthage, Tennessee, that is— and Desire
was there.  Carthage— ironic, isn’t it?  Or, not ironic— literarily appropriate?  A truly bizarre
— anyway.  Desire was there, and I had this dream— they were in my head.  They were
there, mucking about in my dreams, going on about how they’d always been my champion. 
My patron deity.  And I couldn’t stop them— they were really on a tear, you know, and then
—”

He has to stop.  His hands are shaking.  Viciously, he wants a smoke.

“He was there,” he says quietly.  “He was there.  And the look on Desire’s face— like they’d
seen a ghost.  It was him.” 



He swallows thickly. 

“It was Dream.”

He looks at Death.  Her eyes are wide — if he didn’t know better, he might think the shiver
of silver at her lash line was—

“I know it’s absurd,” he adds, fast, rambling.  “I know it’s, quite literally, impossible. 
Genuinely batshit, really, and not at all a surprising thing for a grieving mind to invent.  I
know it’s probably nothing.  But sometimes, even here, the house feels— things move, or
there are these breezes, and the piano will— make a noise, and— I have this deja vu,
constantly, like I've been here, or I'm missing something?  And I know, I know it’s the kind of
foolishness in misery that drives men mad.  I know that, I really do.  But—”

But.  That says enough.  Death, implacable, displays the first sign of motion — just the
falling of her eyelids, the slight downward tilt of her chin.

“Desire— they kept snarking at me like they were in on some grand, wonderful joke.  And
Despair, before she left— twice, she told me— ‘they like you’.”  Hob tries to read the
language of Death’s posture, the droop in the shadows of her wings, but it’s a language so
much older than him he can’t even begin to translate.  “I think she was talking about the
Fates?  I don’t know what in God’s name any of it means, and I’m still having these dreams,
still seeing things— shadows, edges— where there’s nothing, and I— after Desire came and
went, it was like he was— weakened.  Over-extended.  He asked me for something, the last
time I saw him, in the dream.  He asked me for time, and he asked me for quiet.  So.  I got
both.  I’ve given both, here.”

He gestures broadly to the house.  It’s silence, tender — it’s vastness, stable.  Temples. 
Always with the temples.

“I'm still having the dreams, but he's not— in them, anymore.  I dream of the dark, and
something in it, like something growing.  I feel— I’m— lost."

He cuts off.  Steadies.  Laying it plain has stirred everything up at the root, and all of that
new-grown stuff is tremulous in his chest.  All the uncertainty of saying it, and the certainty
of the directive, when it was given— as it’s been executed.  He had known, when asked, that
it was the right thing, in that intrinsic way.  Pigeon instincts.  He had known .  What he’s
unsure of is if there’s anything to know. 

“So, I just— I need you to tell me what happened,” says Hob stiffly.  “When you left with
him.  I need you to tell me that you walked to the threshold with him, and you saw him cross
over, so then I’ll know— I’ll know — that I’m mourning, and that things are strange for other
reasons, and I’m just— I’ve been alive so long I’ve gotten good at seeing things where I want
to see them.”

Death breaks from her stillness all at once, then.  She sinks, curled, against the cushions of
the couch, drawing her knees towards her chest.  It’s a posture so familiar to the way Dream
would bundle himself that Hob witnesses it in a way that becomes a physical force.  A
drumbeat, right to the sternum.



“I need you to tell me he’s truly, really gone,” says Hob quietly.  "So I'll know if that's what
all this is."

So I'll know, also, if there's something here, he thinks, without wanting to dare to think it.

For a long time, Death doesn’t speak.  She merely sits, resting against the cushions.  It’s not a
gesture of sadness, really — only thought.  Thought of great weight.

“Closure,” she murmurs, eventually.  “I understand.”

Hob waits.  After a time, Death uncoils herself.

“I took him, after— Lyta.  We walked to the Sunless Lands.  We said goodbye, at the
threshold, and I took my leave.”

It’s simply told.  Hob shuts his eyes.  Inhales, slow, and exhales, if only to remember the
motion — remember he can do it.

That same pesky string plunks on the piano.  Bb. 

He thinks about getting it checked — at any rate, the thing could use a tuning—

When he lifts his head, Death is staring at the piano. 

She has a funny look on her face.  It takes Hob a while to recognize it, and he realizes it’s
because it’s not a look he’s ever seen her wear before.  She looks— surprised.  Brows
furrowed, stare intent, shoulders held stiff, as if in preparation for a sudden lungs. 

Hob blinks.

“Are you— alright?”

Nothing.  The last vibrations of the note begin, slowly, to die away.  Sound carries funny in
the house — it has ever since Hob’s moved in.

“Thank you.  For telling me,” he adds, quietly.  “I appreciate it.”

”Then again,” says Death.

And Death says something else, almost an imperceptible motion of her mouth, low enough
that Hob doesn’t hear it.

”Sorry.”

There’s a sound like thunder, somewhere miles away.  The motion of Death’s wings.  The
cleft in Death's brow deepens.

“I didn’t see him cross,” says Death.

Hob is surprised to find that he can talk.  The walls are suddenly shaking around him, and
everything is very still.



“What?”  It could almost be prayer.

“I left before— I didn’t watch,” says Death.  Hob stares, unable to do otherwise, as Death
tilts her head, considering.  “That stubborn bastard.”

“It’s impossible, right?”  Hob finds ways to undermine it, to quell the terrible voice of hope,
raising a racket in his ears.  “It really isn’t possible.”

Death almost smiles, but doesn't.  Somewhere between joy and sadness.

“I don't want to give you false hope," she says.  "That would be wrong.  But that's the truth.  I
took him, and— I didn’t see him cross,” says Death.

Hob waits.  Nothing more is forthcoming.  

Against every wiser instinct, Hob hopes.

 

+++

 

He did not.  Like.  Being dead.

His sister had gone.  She had turned from him with grief in her eyes, he was alone, in the
immaterial gray silt of the threshold of the Sunless Lands.  It had been her kindness — to
walk with him as far as she did.  But she could go no further.  Could not.  Witness.

He felt too cold, now.  With anger.  Cold flame.  Not at her.  But there was fury.  Or a cousin
of it.  Discontent.  Disquiet.  It made him stop, there, on the lip of the gate.  Feel the sand
beneath his soles.  Feel it — silken, elusive.  At once there and not.  As he was, he
understood.  At once there.  And not.

There was the pain.  Swift, cantering pain — pain bright as Achaean bronze, battlefield pain. 
That he had been— taken.  Without just cause.  Convicted by the Fates, who had no court,
who held no trial.  They had send their vengeance down not only on him, but on his home, on
his creations, its inhabitants, guiltless.  Punished for their maker’s crime.  It seemed.  Wrong.

Perhaps he had done wrong, himself.  He thought of his son.  This pressed him, suddenly,
towards the mist, beyond the border.  His boy.  Might be there.  His boy, made whole, given
time to rest.  Perhaps not so wounded, now.  Not so torn.

He squinted into the fog.  It was impenetrable.  Beyond, he thought he heard faint music. 

It was gone, as swift as it was imagined.  There was nothing.  That was the Sunless Lands. 
Nothing.  Sometimes sweet.  Sometimes good, for the weary. 

He was weary.  To bones he could not feel, now.



But.

This was not.  Correct.  The need, flaring, touched the sands, and they moved, as if to recoil.
 Distantly, something called him.  A piece of the Dreaming, asking his return.  A new place of
lodging, shaped in similar fashion, a being both new and the same.  He could choose that
path, as well.  Be, in whole, but still, in part.  Ruling, again.  With the mantle of lead.  The
eons.

He could. 

He turned from the threshold.  It is was easy as he had has always thought breathing must be,
to turn.  It was easy, too, to take the first step. 

It was not cold, there.  But it was not warm.  He wanted.  Someplace warm.  Mink fur.  

It was.  Not easy.  To reach.
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So Dream decided.  He would not.  Be dead.

It is no new idea.  He should know.  He knows every story like this — knows that myth and
folktale have tried again and again to make things like love unconquerable enough to outlive
their hosts, to inspire lost things back to life.  There is merit, then, in the notion that enough
repetition of a thing will make it true.  He does not know if it has been made true, just yet. 
But if anyone could speak it again, into truth, well.  By rights.  It should be him.

It was.  Odd.  Being body, divorced from self.  The marble beneath his head.  Cold. 
Unyielding.  Outlasting him, he who had shaped it, painted its faint blue veins.  He was
survived by statues.  By columns and pillars.  He was survived by his creations.  An
Arcanum, supine on the steps, at his feet, like a child.  A Librarian, stiffened with grief.  A



friend, small, belligerent, unsure now of how to carry himself now.  His sister.  He was
survived by—

Beloved.  I’m here.

He had thought, once, he was magician, straining to become man — casting books and staff
into the well, where they might drown the magician with them.  He saw himself, there — saw
the spilled books, there in the slack curling of the fingers he once housed — and discovered
that man has only partly survived magician.  That the two were so inextricable, their whole
surpassed the summing of their parts.  That severed, he was— something else.  The
magician’s robe could be draped on other shoulders.  He was only— himself.

He heard, and did not hear.  He saw, and did not see.  Knowledge of the tactile, the auditory,
the visual — it passed into him as though it had been there all along.  It was.  Surpassing
strange.  To know that touch, feel it and not feel it in one.  To want to feel it so desperately it
was almost the same as feeling it.

It was all.  Difficult.  To parse.  Most of it swiftly outrunning language.  He was, enduring. 
But even before his sister took him to her domain, he felt himself begin to fade.

Get up, Lazarus.

Then the body was alone, and Dream was not there, at the same time he was.  His lover was
there, and then he was gone.  Dispatched to the Waking.  His lover, the hanging man, the
scholar, the solider.  His lover, the wander.   

If his love could wander.  Then surely he could, too.

In shouldering, slowly, back from the gates of the Sunless Lands, he stops to see his old
haunts.  To see if he can move better, in familiar glades.  He sees the boy, then.  Boy no
more.  Sees him grow, become taller, don the white robes, the starful eyes.  Move his hands
and make fairytale things, childish and knock-kneed.  The boy is so plainly.  Bewildered. 
The old sense of it.  Lost in a wild.  

Poor thing.  It is unfair, to grow up so swiftly.

But his old home rounds into the boy’s hands all the same.  And besides.  Dream dos not
want to rule.  Not for a long time, perhaps.  Some centuries.

He finds his strength a thing that waxes and wanes.  Proximity to his native soil gives him an
unsteady reservoir of will, exertable.  It is.  A process.  To train his self to endure, without the
old dream-stuff so readily available.  To venture from his Dreaming, outward, towards its
thinned borders.  Nearer the Waking.

But he does not plan to dally.  It would have been.  Hah.  Impolite.  To keep one.  Waiting.

Two paths.  So alike.  He waits in both.  For the stars.  The near ones, in one, and the distant,
in the other.  He waits, son of Chronos, as he has before.



Outlived.  Him.  Endless.  Irony, sour as unripe fruit.  The Fates have such a terrible taste for
poetry.  Such a readiness with riddles, simple as they might turn out to be.

Ah, love.  It’s always the same story, you understand?  It ends in death.

Their clarity, emergent only in hindsight.

Still.  It takes some time.  To rouse himself.  There are moments of lucidity.  So crystalline
and towering they themselves might have swept him back towards the gray doorway and the
shifting sand.  Moments where he sees — feels, even, with hands re-manifested.  Feels the
warm pulse of blood beneath skin.  The unshaven line of a jaw, prickled, sandpaper.  The
blade of a shoulder, beneath familiar garments, bearing familiar, unseen scars.

At first, all he can muster is the absence.  A vast, black, unconquered territory.  Chips of flint,
of black marble, to make a dark sand.  This seems to frighten his lover some — he
understands.  Tries to apologize with a breath, a breeze, but all he can summon is the smell of
rot, too sweet.

Sometimes he breaks through.  Now and again.  Gets partway into the Waking.  He stumbles,
almost, into his wild-minded little sister, in the back of his lover’s car in a foreign parking
lot.  She does not quite sense him — or if she does, she doesn’t say — only finds herself
echoing his old shape, then apologizing, over and over, for the hurt of it.  This is one of his
brief bolts of clarity.  

The look on his lover’s face.  Hope, so awful, knowing its futility.

They are not by happenstance.  These collisions.  This pursuit of proximity.  This effort to
reach, and touch, and speak again.  It is two parts willpower.  One part oaths.

Words have weight.  He knows this best of any thing that has walked creation.  Before his
end, he spoke the words, in the oldest tongue he could muster, when his shape still housed his
self.  He had pressed his hand to his lover’s chest, where the undying heart beat, implacable
— he had tried, as he might, to give him a benediction, a blessing, a touch to the cheek, the
brow.  To bind them.  

Selfishly, perhaps.  He had outgrown many foibles.  That consumptive need to hold his lovers
to him was— is— not one of them.

So one part oaths.  Straining against disembodiment, displacement between realms.  Two
parts willpower.  Like a climber’s tether.  He walks the backroads of creation, sometimes in a
shape, sometimes only in the remnants of a footfall.  A bare impression on the earth that is
not earth, in the light that is not sun or star.  Sometimes he must stop, for the weariness. 
Sometimes he is stricken by those spears of blistering being , and he can feel his lover’s face,
and that is enough to make the weariness less pressing.

Well.  He has always been.  Stubborn.

So hasty to assume our meaning.  What will be is already written, dreamer.



If the Crone spoke true, as she is bound to, then this is as he must be, he thinks.  The shallow
places, between Dreaming and Waking, are tangled with non-Euclidian briar patches.  He
must pick their thorns from his robes as he parts them.  Sometimes the robes are cloth. 
Sometimes they are only recollection of cloth.  Perhaps he has trod this path — perhaps it is
all already blueprinted, laid out in careful steps by a careful hand.  Perhaps his eldest brother
has read the ending already, in his great tome.  So be it.  He plucks a nettle from his palm.  It
chirps, birdlike, in recognition of being moved.  

This gives him hope.  He can move.  He can touch.

The night of his youngest sister’s close encounter, when she takes his shape, his lover sleeps. 
There, with a single-minded focus, Dream finds he is able to renew something more — a
forest.  A black wood.

He remembers something like it.  A dream, once shared.  A parcel of his lover’s past, from
when he was a young man, tramping through the English midwinter snow.  Dream had
walked in that relived memory, too, alongside the green youth, the ruddy cheek, rounded
already in a smile that would endure through his centuries to come.  

He thinks a wood of that ilk might bring.  Comfort.  Some touch of the familiar.

He makes dark grass.  A subtle color, so dark it cannot be known, deep maroon or royalty’s
purple.  He thinks to make it soft, underfoot, but he cannot, yet.  He can only suggest it. 
Think the color.  He cannot muster the irregularity of the trees, the chaos of true branches. 
He rules them straight.  He cannot not summon the stars.  They ache.

He fixes the moon in the sky, to give soft light.  His lover always took his soft light in tones
of gold — there is no memory, now, not drenched in that sunny composure.  But Dream
himself — he is a nocturnal creature.  More versed in moonglow.  It suits his lover the same. 
He is always.  As he is.

He does not make the snow.  He is cold.  He cannot abide to be.  Colder.  

Who is to say he will not destroy you?  That he hasn’t done so already?

His lover walks.  This is— right.  Elementally correct.  His lover’s motion gives something to
follow, and the following makes Dream stronger, like the training of a muscle.  And it means
his lover is curious.  He is inquiring, not abandoning.  He is staying.

When his lover pauses, Dream cannot not prevent the ripple of his sudden fear.  Stasis,
irrationally, is frightening.  The fear becomes good.  It pulls him, like a centering point,
around which he can coalesce.  His feet — almost corporeal, straining towards it — touch the
ground.  He walks with steps that bend the uniform grass of his making.  He can, then, from
behind, press a palm to his lover’s cheek.  In reverence.  

He had understood worship, before, only from the side of godhood.  Now, with tremulous
touch, he knows its other face.

His lover is quick.  The working of his jaw is breathless.  



He constructs his hands.  It takes so much, and yields so little — only the imitation of old
fingers, long and pale, which he might curve around the contours of his lover’s face.  

His lover says, please .  Dream cannot not find words.  His lover says, love .  He says it
again.  A third time, and a kiss is pressed to the palm Dream has only tenuously constructed.

There are no words for the gratitude.  It is too much.  The dream ends. 

Witness.  Witness.  And still you cannot see it is inevitable?  That you will run back, as he will
wait?  That that is only the way of things?

He can run back.  Not run, so much, perhaps.  But circle, still.

The second time, Dream carves better trees.  Whittles bark and branch, sprung to life under
his lover’s bracing hand, when he stumbles.  His lover talks of promises made — you told me
you wouldn’t leave again — apologies for his sudden anger — talks, in a ramble, and the
wound is fresh as the day it was cut.  So Dream tries to make comforts.  He softens the grass,
pulls pine needle and loam into the soil so it is pliant under a step.  Trims shadow into
lacework, to drape over his lover’s shoulders, moonlit.  The apologies are not stilled, yet, so
he tears as much of himself as he can and restitches into hands, then wrists, then forearms,
trying to make as he used to make, summon dreamstuff and spin it into flesh.  It is not as
easy.  It is not the same.  

He cups his lover’s face, and his lover says love, I don’t remember how to walk without you to
walk towards , and it demands response so plainly he discovers that he does, somehow,
remember lips, to kiss the nape of his lover’s neck, remembers also speech: walk still, my
heart.

Too much, again.  He keeps overexerting.  Tearing the ligaments as quick as he grows them. 
He is all haste, impatience.  Desperation.  He is tired of being so cold.

 

+++

 

The third time, his lover jostles unsteadily into his dream from a vision of his sisters,
somewhere in a muddy wood, near a lake Dream does not recognize.  

He did not make that vision.  His little sister has trouble keeping her edges from blurring into
others’, and her being swims in every place she stands too close to.  More than that, there is a
whiff of— something else.  Not prophecy.  But something like prophecy.  Dream doesn’t
understand it.  Only knows it reminds him of the Crone’s smile.  Its glee.  Its knowing.

His lover asks a question, and Dream can answer, though his words emerge in fits and starts,
lacking their old tenor.  He presses a forehead — a new summoned shape, another bit of him
rebuilt — to the back of his lover’s head, where his hair is now cropped, messy, unbearably



youthful.  His lover walks, and with hands laid to his lover’s body as a guide, Dream walks,
too.  There is progress.  It feels like progress.  

His lover balks.  His lover says I can’t keep this up and these are my dreams, after all, and
they’re not good for me and I don’t want this to end, even if I should.  I’m talking to myself
through you, and suddenly Dream is afraid, again, almost.  He pushes it into assurances,
comforts, and all of that into rebuilding.  He rediscovers the pattern on which he used to build
his jaw, like an architectural plan, crumpled and abandoned in some corner of his being. 
Arms, fit enough to enclose his lover’s waist.  Chin, imperious still, to rest on his shoulder. 
The old hair is not so different from the grass — that is easy to grow.  His features are yet
vague and imperfect, so he keeps to his lover’s periphery, and hopes it is enough.

He has been deciding on what else to make.  When he is stronger.  What venue.  In this
moment, he finds the answer, laid as a plain, smooth river rock, there in his path.  Though he
is unsure if he has proper form to do it with, he smiles.  

He makes the spot of lamplight on the horizon, in his lover’s favorite shade — soft light,
golden.  It comes to him a little easier, because it is only a promise.  He says there, and then
he finds he’s drawn too much from an empty well, and it ends, again.  But it does not end
without the feeling — his lover’s sight, fixed on that point.  Just beginning to step towards it.

He knows.  He knows.

Little lord, what does it matter how the end comes about?  All ends.  Let it be.  That is the
finest wisdom I can give you.

Little star-eyed one.  Let it be.

He chooses to creatively interpret the advice of the Crone.  Who would be be, if he did not
take literary license?  All ends.  That does not negate the possibility that all might also begin
again.  Perhaps, he decides, that is what she meant.  To trust in cycles.  He does not know. 
He expends energy on things more urgent than contemplation.

 

+++

 

The fourth time, speech is a little smoother from his tongue.  It is so much coordination, the
way bodies talk — he tries to take half-measures, forming the exterior mechanisms of jaw-
hinge and throat and mouth, while letting speech emerge independently.  Ventriloquism. 
Approximation.  He finds, to his delight, he can make his lover laugh with a turn of the tone,
a chiding remark on his hair.  

When his lover laughs, the vibration of it is felt, in such great, sweeping color, down to the
center of what he is.  He has made his darkness more velveteen, as he prefers it, and to match
his lover’s softer shades.  The lit torch, there on the horizon, is steady.  Near it, he keeps his
laborious court, when his lover is awake, wandering as he is wont.  There is a slow



assemblage of an old, well-loved place, happening there by that light.  Dream is almost
gleeful.  It will be a good surprise.  

He catalogs the many-varied lengths of his lover’s ill-cropped hair.  Finds it charming.  It
could not be otherwise, worn by the one it is worn by.  He adds depth to the place, as an
offering, as practice.  Lily-scent and sharp pine.  Roots, gnarled, like the fingers of an ancient
scribe.  Painterly brushstrokes descending from the moon, wielded by a hand slowly
relearning its artistry.  He still cannot make the stars.  They still ache.

Every time, in the dreams he enforces, he pushes past the borders that he should — feels the
cost, the drain.  But how could he do otherwise?  How could he do less?

His lover talks of cowboys and Stetsons, and Nashville.  He calls Dream bichon, and Dream
understands, at once, what Dante meant.  A love that moves the sun and other stars.

He learns his lover keeps grief’s company — his youngest sister, mad as she is, and his sister
of fishhook and sweat.  He cannot banish them, though he wishes, suddenly, that he could. 
He knows what it is to walk with them.  He strokes his thumb along his lover’s jaw, to remind
him his lover is there, and tells him of his son, in brief, clipped language.  At once, he is
aware of his exhaustion.  It might even touch his lover.  He does not know.

As ever his lover takes it in stride.  Even in his mourning, even in a place he still does not
fully believe to be real, he is kind.  It is.  Too much to tell.  His lover speaks fondly of his
little sister’s lunatic voice, how it splits into harmony for him.  He misses his little sister. 
Raving creature.

Then his lover says I’m not sure what to do, here.  He says, I don’t know what to do with my
hands.   His lover tells him a story of the space, left: reflections in the window of the car; the
hollow of his throat; his empty palm, cupped and yet unfilled, unfillable.  All that space.   He
presses his hands to his lover’s clavicles.  His lover takes his hands in his own, and enfolds
them in warmth.  

How can he say it?  He does not have enough in him to make the words with — how his
existence, now, is one of similar absence.  How the only place he can be is in an equally
unfilled space, laboring to fill it.  How it is not only that his lover’s hands are empty — it is
that Dream himself has become the emptiness, which could not sate his lover, no matter how
much he tried to give.  To give nothing, over and over, is still to give nothing.  That is his
afterlife, as it stands.  He tries to construct scaffolds, walls.  Thinking maybe they will do.

He makes a scaffold, now — metacarpal, phalange, knucklebone, flesh to cover the palms,
tendons under taut sheets of skin to clothe the whole.  So his lover has something to hold.  He
cannot make them warm.  They are cold.  But his lover clings, and Dream recalls, as best he
can, how to work the muscles he has just woven.  He clings, halfway, in return.  Buries the
point of an old nose in the shorn hair at his lover’s neck.  Tells him he is sorry.

His lover asks to see him.  Myne owne hertis rote.  It is almost like nausea — to be asked, and
have to deny.  Instead of giving shape, and sight, he gives words.  Words that do not hold
together, but words still, molded, like clay, fired, then placed into the delicate air, fraught
with fault lines.  His lover asks him why.  He cannot say enough to answer well, so he offers



explanation that sounds like excuse to his own ear.  I cannot.  Form.  Words.  As well.  As.  I
did.   Once. 

It is true.  The second truth is that he has tried to make his body whole, and it returns, again
and again, with the wounds of his execution.  He cannot seem to make a shape for himself
without the viscera spilled, the blackened cheeks.  He would not want to bring his lover
disgust — or if not disgust, a terrible condemnation.  Reminding him, again and again, that
he has died.  Even when he can mimic life, as he does.  He is not part of that warp and weft,
anymore.

In speaking, he loses his hands.  He fights them back into being.  His lover is confused.  And
though he knows it is a terrible thing to ask, he asks him: stay.  Walk.  Wait.

His lover says, as you wish, and Dream says, in sudden terror, feeling the onset of his own
dissolution, don ’t.  Leave me.  Please.

I can’t leave you, love.   It is enough, even as Dream falls from speaking, willing the
continued presence of his hands, though his scenery, worn out, wavers.  I won’t.

It is enough.  He is learning to make do.

 

+++

 

The fifth time is his undoing.

Of course it is at his slinking sibling’s hands.  He remembers how they once stood outside his
glass prison, a moment he had then thought only a waking hallucination.  For their fickle
amusement, they must intrude.  They always must insert themselves where they have no right
to tread.  He feels them, peeling aside a layer of his new creation, their red nails picking at
the edges like a troublesome sticker until the corner comes away and leaves a gap for them to
slip inside, to erect a gauntlet of troubles in his lover’s sleep.  They spill their careless lipstick
red over his black sky.  Pollute it with thunderheads.  Batter his soil with driving rain, the
hooves of a galloping doe.  All Dido’s image.  

Vicious as a spurned child, they crack his trees with lightning.  It is as if they know — know
how much work it has been for him to make all this — and delight in its ruin all the more.

They had loved Dido.  Dream had seen their caress against the queen’s stricken cheek, when
the old gods had dispatched him to suffuse her dreams with prophecies of ruin.  It is fitting,
how they take on her mantle, here.  Fire and arms.  Ruin and war.  

He hears some of their frothing speech.  How they swing from moody petulance to
intoxicated, Bacchante glee.  It strikes him in a passing moment that the churn of the eons has
changed them — made their extremes more virulent, less corralled by duty or reason.  Not
that they made good bedmates with duty or reason, in the older epochs.  But this— this



flagrancy, this baying, this direct imposition— it goes beyond their usual antics.  It is—
outsized.  Exaggerated.  Such a performance.  Were Dream inclined to sympathy, in their
regard, he might dub it a backwards manifestation of loss.  He is not inclined to sympathy. 
He is irate.

It is the wrath that gives him enough spirit to make a whole body, against whose leg his
lover’s head can lean.  His lover’s stark relief is dizzying.  He would savor the moment, were
it not so stained by his sibling’s trespass.

In their golden eyes, when Dream was younger, he had thought to see great coronal arcs, like
those that flared sometimes from the high sun.  In this, he had thought them kindred.  Star-
beings.  They had been friends, for a time.  So long ago.  It does not bear recalling.

Their fine face goes slack-jawed.  It is almost gratifying, to see them, even momentarily,
cowed.  Like the stutter of an arrhythmic heart, the churn of plasma and honey in their eyes is
paralyzed.  Just for a second.  Just for the barest second.

It is enough of a crack in their hold for him to wedge a fingernail, then a sword.  Their tawdry
setpieces crumble, consumed at once by his fury and by their own inconstant fire.  

His sibling stares.  They call him brother?   It strikes him strangely.

Their expulsion comes at a price almost too high to bear.  In the rubble, the ash, they are
certainly gone — and he is almost gone, too.  Fine tears and frays populate his new-woven
fabrics.  It is the cumulative sum that is most overwhelming.  He has stretched to breaking,
every time.  Now he has been stretched past even that threshold, and emerged from it almost
less than ghost.  A will o’ the wisp.  Panting without lungs or throat to move the air.  He
knows his lover saw him — saw what he could not avoid assembling, the old body, its
wounds, like the unhealing brutalizations of antiquity’s fabled martyrs.  He wishes his lover
had not seen him like that.  Not bared, but broken.  

He had smiled down at his lover, who knelt at his feet.  Had spoken his name.  Hob.   It could
have killed him twice over, just to say it.

 

+++

 

When his lover comes back, smelling faintly of smoke and his most solemn sister’s clammy
touch, Dream has nothing to offer.  His sanctum still stands, against all odds.  Muddied,
ravaged, tainted with the scent of overripe peaches.  His sibling is their own brand of natural
disaster.  They have wrought their craft well.  

The light on the horizon, where the real work lies, gutters.  But it does burn, still.

His lover asks for him.  His lover does not leave.  His lover asks, again.  Again.

One part oaths.  Two parts willpower.



Dream knows, then, has been— hasty.  Champing at the bit, trying to produce with the speed
he used to possess, expecting all matters of creation to be as easy as they once were.  Now, he
has learned the precise length of the reins that haul him back.  Things cannot be as they once
were.  Some change is irrevocable.  Perhaps.  It can be accommodated for.

He asks his lover for time.  He asks his lover for quiet.

His lover tells him a story about a farmhouse.  He tells him a story about riversides, and
porches, and fireflies in ascension.  He tells him a story about the nights — one of those
places where the sky is so vast it's like a basin of stars turned over the earth.  Where you can
feel so small.  Just us.

Dream cannot fight his own smile.  Equally, cannot fight the clenching twist of wanting —
wanting it to be real.  Indistinguishable from need.  There were and are many things that seat
his lover so highly in his heart, but his stories were the first.  The way he told his tales. 
Eager, gesticulating.  Infectious.   

Being keeper and prince-regent of stories, he had long been accustomed to being their
composer.  Their teller.  It was so rare that any told a story to him.

 

+++

 

Both ordered prescriptions do him good.  Time for the mending.  Quiet for the concentration. 
The savoring, too.

Slowly, he begins to find means to ease into the Waking, slantways and slipshod.  Often, no
more than a turning of the air, or the gentle tap of a string within the body of the old piano
that holds court in the farmhouse living room.  But these small motions are grand, impossible
victories.  They are enough.  He works on the object of his architecture, assembling its
rafters, laying its cornerstones — while he gathers his strength in bushels and pecks, his lover
sleeps in a milder place.  He populates a quilted darkness with a cajoling breeze and specks
of floating silver, meandering skyward like fireflies.  They are the stars.  They still ache.  But
they are, all the same.

At the turning of the New Year, he finds a trick for sculpting the draft in his lover’s room into
a kiss.  It is as much a boon as he can give.  To christen the year to come, however he might.

Dream finds himself drawn in by the house.  It is a space rich with old lives.  The lives of
those who occupied it before, the Moores, whose shadows smell of cyprus, Grecian shores,
leaving echoes in snipped bits of red thread in forgotten drawers.  Those that preceded even
their line, the afterimage of them worn into the tread of the stairs, the palm-polished banisters
and the sepia photographs squirreled away in the attic rafters, forgotten when they departed. 
Other lives, too.  Mice in plenitude, sleeping in the insulation, brown bodies round like
chestnuts and piled together for the warmth.  Black snakes hunting them in the grass.  Spiders



keeping their corners, fine students of Arachne.  The cat, also, who had formerly made her
home under the porch.  

Sometimes, it is as if she can see him, her sharp eyes slashed with dagger pupils, staring at
the places he reaches into the world.  She should recognize him.  They are kindred, in that
way.  Maybe she can sense his presence, faint though it is.  It is a great blessing, he realizes,
that he had formerly taken for granted — being seen.

The farmhouse is as his lover told it.  His lover always manages that same trick with words
— using them to construct the real, not merely describe it.  His lover busies himself repairing
all that leaks and clunks and creaks, and changes the bulbs of the lamps, so they’re warm.  It
is easier for Dream to winnow his way into the farmhouse than any other place.  Gnaw,
termite-like, into its framing, the molding, up through the floorboards.  He knows it is a
combination of things.  His own bullheaded insistence on it, in concert with his lover’s knack
for shrines and temples.  The place calls out for his habitation.

Dream touches the piano key.  It sings the note that once hummed, so low, under his old
sternum.  He watches his lover turn his head towards the sound.

His lover does not live alone.  For some company, he is glad.  The raven makes his lover
laugh, his wit startling and frank, as it always was.  It brings him some joy, to see them
debate over episodes of daytime soap operas, or rambled through the wood together, his lover
tossing stones into the brown river.  And his youngest sister plays her shapeshifter tricks, a
high-spirited child again.  She seems happy.  She seems an echo of her old self.  These are
good things, to be sure.

Then there is his creation.  

There is an instinctual discomfort, when Dream encounters his carnivore slouch, in repose
against the porch rail.  It is funny, that he is so leery of that which he himself chose to
summon back into being.  It is his creation’s proximity to his lover that sets the unease
churning.

He regards the thin scar he gave to his creation, in his second body.  Perhaps they are kindred,
now — a being destroyed and remade in new form.  

In presence of audience, his creation is perfected Southern poise, rakish confidence, pearl-
toothed grin pressing mirrored dimples into his cheeks.  Alone, his creation abandons this
pretense.  In moments where his creation must think himself unobserved, there is something
like uncertainty in his gait.  When his creation hunts, it is with the bounding vigor of a pup,
for whom consumption is still a gambol, not a tedium of survival.   Sometimes, is creation
will sit in quietude in the thickets, unmoving, though there is ample prey for his pursuit well
within reach.  

His creation’s youth is almost startling to Dream.  He situates himself in the hammock of a
branching oak, and observes that pouncing predator, chasing rabbits, as close to play as
something of his ilk might get.



He wonders what his creation thinks of.  Though he strung his every ligament and chiseled
his every molar, he has never fully been able to know his creation’s mind.  Only the impetus
he gave it, from whence it grew.  There are passing moments where his creation, in proximity
to him, will still — sniff the air, brows furrowed — perplexion and hope that seeks to erase
itself on his face, making strange companions.  Dream wonders if he knows.

His creation shakes it away.  Never one to dwell.

When the hours turn cool and blue, his creation’s return to the back porch of the farmhouse is
marked by apprehension.  He moves as if he expects to be spurned.  In part, it saddens Dream
to see.  There are repercussions to dismantling and reassembly — the lingering of that sense
of unwantedness.  

He struck down that which he had once loved, in his way.  The sting of it, though he had
taken care to erase it from memory, must still have left an afterimage in his creation, like a
burn-print.

His lover invites his creation in.  His creation smiles, and it is a realer thing than Dream
thought could be molded to that face.  He sees his creation shine under his lover’s unthought
kindness.  

If you feed a stray, it will come back.  In a passing thought, he wishes he had had more time,
before his end, to try again with his creation.  To play at a kinder god.

There will be time, Dream tells himself.  He is persistent to the point of folly, if nothing else. 
Under his hands, the walls of his budding sanctuary rise and stand.  He shapes, with an
artisan’s tender attentions, the grain of each floorboard.  The cast handle of each glass.  Mixes
the particular shade and hue of each stone in the hearth.  There is so much memory stored in
this place.  It is a labor of painstaking detail to replicate it, particularly now, without his usual
strength, the easy summoning skill he had when he was both being and concept.  But he
wields what echoes of his old mantle, and what scraps he can siphon from his homeland, with
care.  Sometimes he is frustrated.  He is used to things working as they ought.  Immediacy. 
Creation as second nature.  It is agonizing to relearn.  Then he will find a small victory — the
conjuring of a knot in the wood of the bar, perfectly whorled as a fingerprint; a certain scent
of cedar and ale balanced in proportion; a pane of glass, with the uneven waves of a hand-
cast panel, the kind the modern world has mostly foregone.  And it will all seem right. 
Closer by the passing day.

When his elder sister passes into the house, Dream is awash in the sound of her wings.  Their
music of singular harmony.  She makes his lover smile in a way he has not in some time.  He
watches their dinner, keeping himself to the window.  The good-natured bickering of the
raven and his creation.  His little sister, chewing pennies under the table.  His elder sister in
her eternal patience.  It fills him with a mixture of joy and sadness.  It is good to witness.  It
is hard to be apart from it.

There is a moment where his lover meets his eye.  Just a moment.  If he had breath, Dream
might have held it.  



It is over, swiftly.  But it has proven something.  He is getting better at being.  He finds, there,
an onrush of hope, so intoxicating he feels a distinctly corporeal dizziness.

He tells his sister hello in the twinging of that piano key, and she might see him, in that
instant.  She calls him stubborn bastard, and he wants to laugh.  Instead, he dispatches
himself to his self-made harbors, and begins to apply his finishing touches.  He is stronger,
now.  Almost done the work.

Frivolously, he saves the sign for more personal ministrations.  Takes the extra, foolish time
to summon paint and plank, and make it truly by hand.  Hangs it over the doorway.  Soft light
spills across the threshold, feathering its edges.  

He smiles.  Emotion colors his incorporeality in shades of light — he feels goldenrod, July’s
warmth, still tender before summer’s high and scorching apex.  He feels anticipation,
grasshoppers thrumming their violin bow legs in chirping music.  He feels.  It is enough, just
to feel.  There is work still to do, but he sits with the feeling for a time.  His lover taught him
that.  How to linger.

His lover has done all the altar-building, ‘til now.  It is a favor past time for repayment.
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XLIX

Chapter Summary

Farewells. Hellos. Old friends. Old stories. Lamplight, dawning.
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Death tells Hob that she can’t be sure — her brother was on the doorstep of the Sunless
Lands, and it was only in a moment of lapse that she turned, without thinking, before she saw
him cross.  She tells him that hope is a good thing, but sometimes it makes it harder to heal,
and she doesn’t want to prolong what he’s going through by seeming to open doors that are in
actuality closed.  She tells him that if, if it is him — if he is a ghost — then he’s like no ghost
she’s ever encountered before.

“Given my line of work, I am thoroughly familiar with ghosts,” she explains.  Hob’s knee is
bouncing, and he can’t get it to stop.  Death has adopted the even-tempered, careful voice of



one handling a psychological live grenade.  He lets it slide.  Tries to take it as a nicety — her
being so plainly worried by his shift in energy.  “Which is to say, I generally know a haunted
house when I see one.  I can’t say I’m seeing any— notable specters, you understand?”

Death is gazing at the piano, eyes clear.  She waits.  Nothing else.

“But I can’t say for sure,” she finishes slowly.  “It’s— hard to explain.  It’s not that I
distinctly feel something, right?  It’s more that— well, now that you mention it, I don’t feel
nothing, which is— something, in and of itself.  Bloody hell.”

Hob nods, rapidly.  “Right.  Yes.  Right.  Nothing certain, of course.  I understand your
position, it’s— unusual, the circumstance, and— right.  Of course.”  He’s only half-listening
to the words coming out of his mouth.  He can’t help it.  He’s solution-oriented, inclined to
solve any and all situations with action.  He’s thinking about some of the books he has in
storage, in London — old grimoires, outmoded volumes on the afterlife.  Pretty hit-or-miss
on their accuracy, though the summoning ritual for Death did turn out to be a good one—
what with the spiritualist craze last century, there’s certainly a plethora of research to be done
—

“Have you— spoken to Daniel?”

The question takes him entirely off-guard.

“Ah— no.”  He strings a coherent response together, with very little grace.  “No, I— haven’t
been back to the Dreaming, since— well.  No.  I haven’t— met him, actually.”

“Right.  I understand.”  Death inclines forward, elbows braced against her knees, thoughtful. 
“The thing is— in theory, Daniel is— the second iteration of him?  It’s impossible for Dream,
the concept, to really— die.  Daniel was already all snared up in the Dreaming — long story
— so he got swept up into the whole affair, and by rights there should’ve been a sort of
transfer?  A transfer of powers, responsibilities, certainly, but also a transfer of— essence. 
Memory.  All that.”

Death absently wipes some unseen speck from her wrist.

“He wasn’t the first to have this happen, you know” she says.  “Despair was.  Long, long
time ago.  And she came back— almost the same, really.  Her mannerisms changed, some. 
The way she talked.  There was a lot of core similarity — core unity, even — but the bits that
were Despair as a person, I suppose, weren’t quite the same.  We all sort of figured it was a
side-effect of having been killed — that it had changed her, experiencing it.”

A cleft appears between her brows.

“There’s a lot of— entanglement, for us Endless, between concept and— individual, I
suppose.  The idea of us, versus who we are, right?  One influences the other, quite strongly,
but they’re not the same thing.  Death, the action, the process, hasn’t changed a jot in millenia
— but I know I’ve changed.  I suppose notions like despair and dreams are more flexible than
death, but— still.  There’s differentiation.”



She pauses.  Hob tries to level his breathing.  Temper the rising eagerness with something
calm, something sensible.  His success is only middling.

“It’s like there’s something missing, in Daniel,” says Death, at length.  “I’d thought it was
just the newness of it all, overwhelming him some, and that it would wear off — that he’d
snap out of it, eventually.  But if the things he’s missing aren’t just taking their time drifting
back to him — if they’re actually lodged in— something else, then— hm.” 

Another pause.  

Then, softly:  “A house divided.”

Hob has to clench his fingers to keep his hands from shaking.  It’s almost pure adrenaline. 
The come-down will be awful, he thinks.  He’s such a fool, sometimes.  Six centuries, and he
still hasn’t learned how else to be.

“Hob,” says Death cautiously, “bear in mind that this is all idle speculation, and the more
probable reality is that he’s gone, and Daniel is just slow to catch up, with how hectic
everything was.  You understand?  Don’t—”

For the first time, Hob witnesses Death struggle for words.

“I don’t want you to lose yourself in this,” she settles on.  “Sometimes the house is haunted. 
Sometimes you want it to be haunted enough that you— you make it so.  I don’t want you to
keep digging your fingers into the wound, believing there’s— look, I just don’t want you
going mad, Hob.”

“I’ve donned my big boy trousers,” jokes Hob weakly.  “I can handle this— conspiracy
theory— without leaping head first off the deep end.  No tinfoil hats, on my honor.”

Death studies his face.  She doesn’t seem comforted by what she finds there.

“I think maybe I should take the tinfoil with me, just to be safe.”  It’s a returned volley, to be
sure — still, what’s underneath feels serious.

“Don’t worry about me,” Hob insists.  “I appreciate your honesty.  And your thoughts.  Of all
your siblings, you’re the only one who ever seems inclined to hold a regular, riddle-free
conversation, and for that I cannot thank you enough.”

Death laughs, just a sharp exhale through her nose.

“We’re a notoriously difficult family.”  Something else seems to strike her.  She straightens
minutely.  “You said something about Despair, and the Fates?”

“Right.  Before she left— well, she said a lot of odd things, mind, but one of the last ones
was, ah, something like ‘those three are fond of you’.  Actually, I believe it was ‘perplexingly
fond’, which I can’t say for sure isn’t some light insult.  I wasn’t sure what other three she
could be referring to?”



Death hums.  “Well, when it comes to using ‘three’ as a sort of proper noun, there’s usually
only one choice of meaning.  That’s— interesting.”

“I’m not sure if it’s a good thing or a bad thing,” says Hob.  “To have the Fates be fond of
me.”

“I’m not sure either.”

They lapse into a period of silence.  In the warmly lit living room, the world outside, dark as
it is, seems distant and enormous.  Sometimes, especially nights, moored out in the Wyoming
prairie as he is, Hob gets the distinct sensation of being the only thing left — the universe, an
empty slate, in which the farmhouse is a single island.  A torch stuck into the black sand.  It
could be an unsettling feeling, but it isn’t.  It’s more— security.  He’s still here.

“Hob.”

“Hm.”

“I meant it,” says Death.  “I don’t want you doubly hurt, or totally barmy.  If I find anything
out, I’ll be sure to tell you, but in the meantime— take care of yourself.”

“I will,” says Hob.  He means it.  Their versions of taking care, of course, might differ.  “You,
too,” he adds.

Death only nods.

After another beat, she smacks her hands lightly on her knees and rises. 

“I should really be going,” she says.  “I think I’ve used up all my vacation time.”

As Hob rises to say goodbye, Death, without hesitation, pulls him into a hug.  Her embrace is
warm, and steady, like an ancient hearth.  Hob is overrun by the tactile realization of how
long it’s been since he’s really been hugged.  He tucks his chin on her shoulder — light as a
whisper, he feels the curving of Death’s wings, enfolding him twice over.  They stay like that,
for a long time.

“Also,” says Death, as she pulls away, hands on his shoulders and the intangible bowers of
her wings still arcing around him, “you are in dire need of a better haircut.”

Hob laughs.  It’s suddenly very easy to do so.

 

+++

 

Death isn’t the only departure, that night.  On the porch, when the air slants and parts to let
Death pass in a thin rustle, Delirium seeps up through the boards in a fine pink fog, finding
her way to limbs and body.  Hob isn’t too surprised to see her — he’s more struck by the turn



in her form, when the smoke coalesces into something stable.  Delirium, as close to girl-
shaped as he’s ever seen her: a pointed nose, cheeks still rounded with youth, red hair with
bleached chunks framing her forehead in scraggly lines.  She blinks, almost in sync —
flashing blue, silver-spackled green — and smiles with approximately the normal number of
teeth.

“Calvin-and-Hobbes, tumbleweed’s gotta.  Uh.  Tumble.”

“You off too, then?”  Hob smiles, not without a twist of sadness.  “Urgent Endless business?”

Delirium’s dimpled grin, broad as a sword, crinkles the corners of her eyes.  Her freckles
emerge in multicolored multiplicity, shimmering over her cheekbones, down her neck.

“Busy busy busy bee, that’s me.  Lingering’s no life for Bedlam.  Stayed longer than usual.” 
She tilts her head.  Her shaggy hair, in two spiky pigtails, flops with the motion.  A bevy of
earrings jangle.  “Haven’t had my fingers in your eyes and ears for a while, now.  Besides. I
think.  Um.  I know how this one goes, anyhow.  I know a lot of.  Uh.  Things.  Can’t talk
right, always hedge-mazed pig Latin, backways sideways.”

The punctuation of her ums and uhs had faded in Hob’s company — now, with crinkles in her
furrowed brow, she seems to be very carefully selecting her speech.

“I know.  Um.  A lot.  Of things.”

Her hands oscillate in and out of the visual spectrum.  The black shoulders of her leather
jacket start to melt, thickly, into oil, then zip back up into epaulets and stitching with a jut of
Delirium’s sharp chin.  Hob frowns.

“It’s alright, Del, don’t— you’re okay, ducks.”

Delirium shakes her head vigorously.

“Lots of things.  Scrambled eggs for brains, so I’m here, and there, and everywhere.  I’m
yesterday.   Um.  And today.  And tomorrow.  And tomorrow.  And tomorrow, creeps in its
petty pace, from day to day.  Me.  I’m there.”

She stares at him, blinking furiously.  Her eyelashes extend themselves into spidery legs and
clamber down her face, rappelling from her jaw with strands of spun silk.  In the porch light,
Hob can see, around her, a hazy, iridescent aura — like the halo surrounding a full moon on a
clear night.  It’s lovely.  Clear.

Delirium’s eyebrows knit.  A spark of lightning strikes — in literal crackles of electricity,
crisply spun from her hair — and her face clears.

“Say goodbye to me, Calvin-and-Hobbes,” says Delirium, with one voice.

“Goodbye, Del,” says Hob.

With great urgency, Del nods.  The bouncing of her head strikes an old chord.  Hob thinks of
Maud.



“Yes yes.  Now say it again.”

Hob softens.  He crouches and pulls Delirium, gently, into a hug.  She folds two arms around
his shoulders, then another two, then another two.  This close, he can feel her internal
timekeeper — a waltz with missing beats in its measures, patternless and rattling.

“Goodbye, miting,” he says gently.

And Delirium laughs — laughs in a choir of voices, violins and piccolos, cellos and French
horns, and for a handful of bars, the dancing beneath her chest runs in gleeful ¾.  

When she pulls back, she has two smiles, each striving to outshine the other.  Two of her
superfluous hands ruffle his hair.

“Shaggy dog, halfway-brother-mine,” she crows.  “See, when you say it again, it’s different!”

Her laughter turns to the sparkling chime of metal on hollow glass — a fork tapped on a
champagne flute, in advance of a toast.

“Just say it again, Hob,” she says, and the seriousness of her eyes is as old as the firstborn
star.

Then it passes — she executes a backward tumble off the stairs — Hob, on instinct, reaches
out to catch her, worrying she’ll hit her head — and she’s gone, sliding seamlessly into the
earth.  Like a cartoon of a mole, she digs a path that he sees, a raised snake of dirt rumbling
the lawn.  From it, irises sprout and bloom.  Even when she goes, the flowers remain, sweetly
pretty, enduring.

Say it again, he thinks.  There’s the tantalizing feeling of being on the cusp of something,
some total knowledge.  He wants to push — but that will only push it away.

Instead, he stands on the porch a while longer, in a quieter house.  He smokes one cigarette
— the last one in his pack of Luckies, which he had been weaning himself off of — and
watches the moon rise, watches the darkness grow thicker with stars, and thinks.  Just thinks.

 

+++

 

The days pass.  Against Death’s better wishes, he fails to remain unconsumed.  Instead, he
stalks the house with a hopeful paranoia — any tilt of a door or creak in a floorboard, and his
breath holds tight in his throat, tied and trembling, until the silence has stretched too long, or
Matthew finds him and clears his throat as delicately as he can.

Then again, Matthew’s company has begun to dwindle.  He’s been flitting back and forth to
the Dreaming with increasing regularity.  He says little of his business to Hob — at most, he
skirts it with an apology, for dipping out without warning, though Hob assures him again and
again no apology is necessary.  Hob knows he should ask.  If Death’s half-offered theory is



correct, and Daniel is missing some fundamental spark that’s being held in another’s hand, he
should confirm that for himself.  Who better to do so?  Few others could pinpoint with such
fierce accuracy the mannerisms and turns of temper that made Dream— himself.  If there’s
something missing, Hob might not be able to measure its exactly dimensions, but he could
determine its outline, sniff out the core of it.  

He should ask.  He should.  But grief and hope are funny like that — if he never asks, he’s
never proven right, and still, he’s never proven wrong.

Things grow.  It’s a brilliant season for this turn, Hob decides.  Green shoots shake off their
jackets of dirt and peer into the sweetened sun.  When May strides in, tasseled in flowers, his
garden explodes with weeds and mannerly vegetables alike, profits of earlier planting, gifts
from nature’s indiscriminate basket.  There’s a perpetual layer of dirt under his nails — when
he’s not creeping around his own stairs, ear pressed to the wall, he’s moving.  Planting
radishes and onions, lettuce seeds so fine they’re like dust, a few optimistic tomatoes.  Or in
the garage, catching up on the miracle of the modern combustion engine, tinkering with the
Ford truck so it reeks less palpably of exhaust when he takes it into town.  He goes to town,
too, and even halfway acquaintances in the 4 Corners can’t help but remark on his changed
disposition.

“Pardon my sayin’ so, but you’re lookin’ like a new man, Hob.”

TJ, the bartender, pops the top off a Budweiser and slides it over.  It’s a Saturday night in
early May.  Matthew is away — he’s been away for almost two weeks, and Hob misses him
something terrible.  The Corinthian, perpetual, constant, is off making small talk in some
further corner, plying old charms.  Their cohabitation has raised fewer and fewer eyebrows,
as the months have passed — now Cori is just another guy around town, some Hollywood
type, judging by those shades.

Hob shrugs, smiling.

“Feeling rather renewed.  Something about spring,” he says lightly.  The beer is cold, and his
plate of fries still hot.  In combination, grease and salt and hoppy warmth, he rediscovers
another of life’s small pleasures, as vivid as if new.  

In the night, his dreams have been so starful that the black hollow is beginning to grow
overcrowded — beneath his feet, he finds, always, a soft bed of black pine needles, whose
scent perfumes his waking mind, even here, where there are no pines.  The forest of old has
not returned, nor has the specter, his cool and curving hands, but off on the horizon, the
golden lamplight has continued to burn.  He strolls towards it, with purpose, but not panic —
over the soft shush of the needles pressing under his sole, he thinks, sometimes, that he hears
music.  An old song, though not too terribly old, whistling from where that light hangs.  The
stars rise in his wake, lightning bugs making for the dark prairie overhead.  He thinks he’s
getting closer.  He thinks the intermittent breeze kisses his forehead, right between his
eyebrows, every now and then.  He thinks that piano string plunks its Bb whenever he enters
the living room.  This is the best kind of madness, he’s decided, because it doesn’t leave him
sleepless — on the contrary, he spends his days burning off energy, so when dusk settles
down he can collapse onto his mattress and fall into the sweet arms of the shadowed dream
swiftly, easily.



On the front lawn, Delirium’s gifted irises still bloom.  The cat, thawing to an indoor
lifestyle, has begun to sleep curled beside him, and when its warm body purrs, Hob
remembers the hum.  The days are longer, and warmer.  When his mind returns, as it does, to
sixth months prior — to when it all happened — grief is just as stark, still undiminished.  It’s
more like he himself has expanded — broadened his borders, not so grief shrinks, but so
there’s room, again, for things like joy.

TJ chuckles, shaking his head.

“Spring fever, more like.  Hey, you seen the Orioles, lately?  Hell, those boys are on a tear —
Jesus, I wish we could get a team together for the MLB…”

Later, sometime near ten, Hob hustles the Corinthian out of the bar and takes them both
home.  The Ford’s engine rumbles in a much better cadence, thanks to his zealous efforts
with a socket wrench and a Haynes manual.  The Corinthian winds the window down — it’s
a crank window, and Hob is always stupidly charmed by that — and holds a hand out into the
slipstream, flexing his fingers against the air.  The radio is on, quiet, tuned to the local
country station, which fades in and out the further they get from town.  It’s about twenty
minutes out to the farmhouse, down the 14A, then the gravely R20.  This stretch of paved
road appears as though unspooled in front of them.  No other cars, tonight.  Just clear air and
the broad, moonstruck flats, sprawled along beside them.  Good night for driving, Hob
thinks.

“Good night for driving,” he says aloud, just to say it.  The Corinthian hums his assent.  In
the relative isolation of the car, his sunglasses are pushed up into his hair — blonde spikes,
dimmed to bronze in the dark, stick up between the lenses.  The singer on the radio warbles
over a love lost, then loses the battle against static.  Hob turns the volume down.

“You are a changed man, Robbie,” the Corinthian remarks.  “Me n’ Mattie’ve been gossiping
about you.”

“Nothing too unflattering, I hope.”

The Corinthian laughs, a sharp breath through his nose.

“No siree.  Just speculating as to what’s put such a spring in your step.  Death came and went,
and you turned cheery.  Mattie thought she said something to you that gave you— closure, or
whatever, but then you started wandering around the house…well, hell, I dunno.  All I can
say is, we’d appreciate being clued in.  I’d appreciate it.”

The Corinthian’s tone is light, but Hob has learned his brushstrokes well enough to catch the
color of the underpainting.  He clears his throat, scratches absently at the band of scar on one
wrist.

“I haven’t been— forthcoming, I’ll admit,” he says slowly.  “I just don’t want to—”

He struggles to find purchase on the sentence.  Doesn’t want to what?  Bring his strange,
mishappen hopes into the open air, where the cool light of scrutiny might reveal their



bizarreness, their folly?  Doesn’t want to lash anyone else to this ship of his, which may well
be sinking?  Doesn’t want to share?

He’s a selfish man.  Nothing new about that — greed and selfishness are a matched pair.  He
has only a scant claim to proprietary interest.  But this is his — his crusade, his vigil, what
have you.  It’s nobody else’s right to—

“Death told me she didn’t see him cross.”  He pushes the words through resistant teeth.  He
has better natures.  Sometimes he has to prove this to himself.  “And with how— odd—
things have been— I don’t know.  I don’t want to pull you— either of you— into some false
hope.  But I’ve been having dreams that are— too tactile?  Too insistent.”

The Corithian doesn’t respond verbally, but Hob can feel the tensing of his posture in the
passenger seat.  His hand, still languid out the window, loses some of its ease.

“I wouldn’t say the house is haunted.”  Hob chooses to borrow a turn of expression from
Death.  “But I wouldn’t say it— isn’t.”

The Corinthian is quiet, for a long time.  They’re rattling down the 20 by the time he pipes
up, almost inaudibly.

“Raspberries,” he murmurs.

“Pardon?”

“Raspberries.”  The Corinthian speaks with his triple voices, their rasp and grate
compounded into an ahuman scrape.  Within, the rawness of something else — something
small, and wanting.  “Those goddamn raspberries.  That’s part of how— he— smelled.”

“You’ve got the best nose in the business,” says Hob, careful.  “If anyone would catch it—”

“I know” says the Corinthian abruptly.  He pokes his nose out the window and inhales, heavy
and hard.  He’s silent another moment.  Then: “I know.”

The headlights of the truck cut the mailbox out of the dark.  The Corinthian slouches back
into his seat.  His pose is trying too hard to seem relaxed.

“You’ve got a visitor,” he says quickly — a change of subject.  Hob can see the Corinthian’s
jaw working in his periphery.  What Hob said has struck him more than he wants to show. 
“By the way.”

“Is Matthew back?”

“Nuh-uh.”  The Corinthian pulls his sunglasses back down over his eyes.  As Hob starts to
turn into the drive, he sees someone on the porch, sitting in one of the chairs.  In the thick
application of light and shadow, he can discern little, other than a suitcase by their feet, and
the silvery color of their hair.

“Smells like old oak and ballpoint pens,” adds the Corinthian.  He allows a halfway grin. 
“Bet my bottom dollar it’s an academic.”



When Hob parks the car, the Corinthian slips out first.

“Going for a walk,” is all he says — then he’s out the garage door, making for the woods, a
strip of linen and blonde bleached to a bone-white beneath the moon.  Hob understands. 
He’d react about the same, under the blunt impact of possible revelation.  He’d run off, too.

He makes his own path, down the flagstone and gravel walk he installed towards the end of
April, headed towards the front porch.  As he nears, the person rises, pulling a brown
corduroy coat around their frame.

“You absolute tosser.  Do you know how long I’ve been sat here like a fool?  I was reliably
informed that you’re a miserable recluse who never leaves his house, and then I arrive to find
you’ve swanned off to God knows where?”

Joy — verdant and ferocious, and aching, like a punch to the gut — overwhelms him so
suddenly he almost stumbles.  Deanna, glowering delightedly down at him, holds out a hand,
clad in the gloves he gave her just before he left.  Her face has accrued a few more lines, her
hair a paler shade of chrome, but the hook of her nose turns statuary in cast of the porchlight,
and her smile, sharp-toothed, is unchanged.

“Oh, for Christ’s sake, don’t fall over and break your nose, you klutz.  Are you going to
swoon?  Have I reduced you to a fainting spell?”

He can’t talk.  With uncouth steps, he’s up the stairs and sweeping her into an embrace. 
Deanna makes an undignified noise, which he will choose, magnanimously, to ignore, and
hugs him back, if only to keep herself from tumbling.

“Gadling, you madman, I’m an old lady, I have bones of glass, don’t heave me about like
some ragdoll—”

“Deanna,” manages Hob, scantly.  Then there’s nothing.  He’s out of words.

Something in how his voice emerges shuts Deanna up.  She sighs, faux exasperated — still,
relenting, she presses her face into his shoulder.

“Arse,” she murmurs.  Hob laughs, and his whole body feels warm.

 

+++

 

He hustles Deanna into the house — her kvetching about the frigid state of her hands is
replaced by a gentle critique of his style of interior decor.

“Well, you’re evidently still a magpie,” she calls from the living room, poking through his
accumulated estate sale coin banks, the superfluous throw blankets on the back of his couch. 
Hob’s in the kitchen, making the hastiest two cups of tea in his life, recalling instinctually
how she likes hers — one spoon of sugar, not a jot of anything else on penalty of death.



“Yes, go on, do list my other foibles,” he retorts cheerfully.  “I’m dying to hear your further
commentary on my failings as a person.”

“Not failings,” Deanna protests calmly.  As Hob enters the living room, mugs of early gray
tea in hand, she’s picking through his bookshelf, raising her eyebrows over a schmaltzy
Colleen Hoover paperback.  “Quirks, more like.  If you turn into a hoarder, however, I will
call for greater psychiatric aid.”

“Your service to the cause of my well-being is appreciated, as ever.”

She lifts her head to look at him — the lamplight makes her dove-brown eyes soft as a
rabbit’s ear.  Her smile twists, fond and easy.

“Christ on his cross, Gadling,” she says softly.  “Hello, eh?”

“Hello to you too,” says Hob.  They linger in the stasis of the moment — Deanna has found
purchase in this life of his almost as easily as Death, though on her back is a different sort of
wing, a pale and smoky scent of London that makes him, suddenly, homesick.  He pushes it
down, sets the mugs on his coffee table.  When Deanna sits, she moves slowly, stiff in the
joints.

“How did you find me?” Hob asks.

“Well, the postcard helped.  Term’s ended enough for me to waltz off in pursuit of you, if
only to ensure you were still remembering to eat, and breathe.”

Hob’s chest is gripped tightly with a bevy of things to say, none of which could manage
words.  Deanna, who always did hate airplanes, crossing an ocean and a ridiculous swath of
miles.  He had expected, perhaps, that she’d write back — been waiting for it, even, in a quiet
way.  But she had brought herself.  It’s an enormity, to be cared about like that.  His life has
been long, and he knows he’s been loved through many lucky stretches of it.  It still never
fails to astound him, sometimes.  

“It was hell getting to this town,” Deanna continues, oblivious to Hob’s efforts to not get all
weepy, “really, absolute middle of nowhere, I didn’t know there was this much empty space
in the world — and then I went to the library and asked if some British twat with a strong
chin had been coming around.”  She settles back into the cushions, rubbing her knuckles with
a suppressed wince.  “Lovely woman — Faye, I think? — she offered me a lift out here.  We
had a scintillating conversation about Gabriel Garcia Marquez.”

Hob makes a mental note to give Faye his sincerest thanks.  Deanna looks at her own hand
with mild disdain — perhaps resentment, at the body’s rebellion.  Everything still feels
surreal.  Deanna, decontextualized.  An old life recurring.  They never did that.  Hob made
sure of it.  When he severed ties, they remained severed, for them, and for himself, to be safe,
to make clean breaks so the small and numerous wounds didn’t fester.  He wasn’t so careful,
this time, and God’s bones, is he thankful for that.

“I really am sorry I left you to freeze on my porch,” he says.



“Invest in a mobile phone, perhaps.  I hear they’re all the rage these days.”

“Ah, is that what the kids are into?”

Deanna’s bark of laughter is creaky, like a rusted fence hinge.  She swats his knee.

“You are not allowed to act old when I know for a fact I am your elder.  You’ll make me feel
like a miserable crone.”

“Forgive me.  You’re fresh as a daisy.  Sprightly as a May queen.”

Deanna’s glare, side-eyed, betrays its mirth in the crinkle of her crow’s feet.

“Flatterer.  And liar, too.”  She pauses — her eyes travel over his face, bouncing from point
to point, as though making inventory.  “Of course, you, as ever, prove immutable to time. 
Except for that disgraceful haircut — and I’m sure the angels wept when you butchered your
glorious locks, over which so many infatuated adjunct professors have swooned—”

“Wait— which adjunct professors?”

“—oh, Robbie, my boy, your legions of admirers are too great to name— that one new hire
from Astro, you know, Zheng, with the glasses, and Oloyede from International Studies, and
Nemeroff, the one who did the Ancient Greek studies, looked like Oscar Wilde—”

“Nemeroff?  Really?”

“—were you blind to him making mooney eyes at you at every faculty party?  Anyways—” 
Deanna picks up her cup and takes a heavy sip, raising an eyebrow at Hob.  “—what I was
attempting to say, before your vanity demanded an itemized list of devotees—”

“God’s wounds, how unforgivable of me to be curious—”

“—was that you look good, Rob.”

Deanna considers her own statement, giving him a frank stare, then nods, affirming.

“You really do.  Far sight better than the last time I saw you.  So I take it your American
adventure has proved— successful?”

There’s a lot to say.  Much of it, Hob knows, with a sinking feeling, will involve lying. 
That’s been his problem, time and time again — he can only get so close to people, before
reaching the necessary omissions, the adjustments, the corrections.  It’s a difficult game to
play, even in regular conversation.  Recalling which turns of phrase are no longer in fashion
and will earn him only a blank look — remembering that he shouldn’t know quite so much
about the smell of the inside of a Handley-Page, the fussy particulars of the landing gear in
the cold.  There’s a new Hob Gadling every few decades.  It’s a blessing, to have the latitude
and longitude to do such reinventing.  It’s tiring, too.

“Yes,” he settles on, simply.  “It has.”



Deanna nods.  Her suitcase is sitting in the guest room.  When she suggested the Cattleman
Motel, in which Hob himself had first stayed, he’d adamantly refused the option — now that
she was her, he found the thought of her leaving his immediate vicinity a terrible one, like she
might prove to be a figment of a wistful imagination if she lingered too long outside his line
of sight.  Deanna herself seems— surprised, to find herself where she is.  Her questions,
entering, had been careful, a little vague, slow to rise to the surface.

“You must be jet-lagged to hell,” says Hob abruptly.  “And here I am keeping you—”

Deanna dismisses the thought with a wave of her hand.

“Come off it, Gadling, I’m well aware I’ve done most of the talking.”  She leans her head
back, fingers wrapped around her mug, and her eyes shut, just for a few moments.  “It is nice,
though.  To just— sit.”

“Mhm.”

“Your place is— it’s lovely, by the way,” Deanna adds, without opening her eyes.  Her hair,
halfway to escaping its bun, falls in part over the back of the couch.  She breathes in, deep,
and exhales, slow.  “I will continue to disparage country living, but air without car exhaust is
a welcome change.  I imagine it’s pretty, in the daylight.  I could hear the river.”

“It is pretty,” says Hob.  “Did you get a good look at the stars?”

“Mh.  Miraculous.  Didn’t think there were so many.  London rather washes them out.”

“I like it here.”  Hob studies Deanna’s profile — the straight cut of her forehead, the bow of
her nose, the sturdiness of her chin, framed by deep smile lines.  He hasn’t felt too alone,
here, not really.  The isolation was part of what he was after.  But now, having her beside
him, on the couch, he realizes he was a very particular sort of lonely.  “It reminds me of when
I was a boy.”

Always an exercise in towing the line.  Honesty vague enough to resist questioning.  He
should’ve known better, of course, in the given company — Deanna turns her head on the
cushion and meets his eye, thoughtful.

“You know, I know perilously little about your life before your stint at the college,” she
muses.  “You grew up rural?”

Hob hesitates.  He picks at the sleeve of his jumper, then runs his fingers over the scar on his
wrist, circling it.  Water bubbles from memory, cold thick with mud.  Deanna says nothing,
demands nothing.

“I did,” he says, at length.  “Quite— rural.  It was a long time ago.”

Deanna huffs.  “Not that long ago, ageless young buck, eh?”

Hob’s returned laugh is lacking heart.  Deanna, piercing as ever, catches it — the
hollowness.  She narrows her eyes, almost imperceptibly, but doesn’t say anything.  Hob can



feel her questions, well enough, spoken plain in her face, her shift in posture, leaning towards
him just a hair more.  

He thinks about it.  He thinks, She’ll tell me I’m insane.  He thinks, They’ll get me.  They’ll
get me again.  I won’t get away.   He thinks, Holy Mary, I am tired of lying.

“Tell you what,” he says.  “I’ll make you a deal.”

“An offer I can’t refuse?”

“Your Godfather impression leaves much to be desired.”  Hob pauses.  “I’ll tell you all about
my illustrious, storied youth— tomorrow.  In the morning.  It’ll go better with breakfast and
several hours of sleep.  Alright?”

His heart is racing.  The body reacts to old cues — adrenal panic, the ax about to fall.  You’re
signing your own death warrant, says the old voice, through a mouth full of river slime. 
You’re burning this bridge.  She’ll never look at you the same again.

“Alright,” says Deanna.  She must glimpse the strenuous effort he put into even offering, and
so she presses no further.

They fall into a silence.  It fits comfortably, an old jacket, rediscovered.  Hob sips his tea to
try and clean the mud from under his gums.  It helps, some.

“Would you like to hear the latest department gossip, in brief?” Deanna offers, a delighted
gleam in her eye.  Hob smiles.  Everything in him is howling, run.  Before they’re at your
door.

He stays.  He takes a sip of his tea.  He breathes.  The piano, ‘til now taciturn, plucks its faint
Bb.

“I most certainly would,” he says.

 

+++

 

As it happens, despite the arduous length of the journey, Deanna is only in town until the
middle of the week — a scant four days Hob bemoans with both comically exaggerated and
genuine dismay.  Deanna staunchly resists any efforts to plead a longer stay.

“I cannot abide being this far from civilization too long,” she says, drinking Sunday
morning’s coffee with the furious insistence of one fighting time zones.  “I’ve calculated the
optimal length of my stay — very complicated formulas, I assure you, lots of x’s and y’s. 
Also, I’m speaking at a conference on the 13th, and I need at least two days to recover from
the jetlag.  You should thank me for squeezing you into my busy social calendar.”



He does thank her — often, and with enthusiasm, until she has to demand he stop “being all
soppy about it, for Christ’s sake”.  The next morning, she doesn’t exactly ask him to make
good on his promise, but her unwavering stare starts to peel back his layers of reluctance as
efficiently as a letter-opened.  

He’s offered a brief respite by the early return of the Corinthian, who saunters in the through
the back door and turns the charm up to 11.  Deanna is a wise woman, not to be trifled with,
but even the toughest of defenses soften under the Corinthian’s drawling introduction —
Cori, old friend, used to run with— Morph, just visiting, and hell, what’s a girl like you doing
palling around with a bum like this?   Deanna’s initial polite conversation, devolving quickly
into a surprisingly robust debate on the merits of bourbon versus whiskey, manages to derail
the prospect of Hob’s personal exposé for most of the morning.

He pushes it off further with the offer of a tour — first the property, which Deanna treks
through with admirable endurance, then Lovell itself, all its few blocks.  Lunch at the 4
Corners, long chats about his meandering road trip — a regular Aeneas, you are, Deanna
laughs, and Hob thinks of a burning motel in Carthage, Tennessee — all occupy enough of
the day that by the time Hob’s in the kitchen, cooking something, he’s quietly hoping she’s
forgotten.

Would that he were so lucky.  Deanna, at his kitchen table, swirls her glass of red wine
around like a Bond villain.  The cat has taken an immediate and irrevocable liking to her —
she sits curled on Deanna’s lap, content to be lavished with affection.  Hob’s put a little Chet
Baker on the CD player, and his silky-soft voice pours over the sound of sizzling pans.  He’s
whipping up a chicken curry he used to make back in London, one he remembers Deanna
favoring.  The Corinthian, who has been strangely thoughtful in the hours his path has
crossed with Hob and Deanna’s, is lounging across from Deanna, thumbing absently through
the pages of The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo.  Hob’s watched at the window, now and again,
but Matthew still has yet to return.  He’s making a little extra curry, all the same — he knows
Matthew likes it, too.

“You weren’t lying, last night,” Deanna remarks.  To a casual observer, it might even seem
offhanded.  “This country lifestyle fits you quite naturally.  You really are a farm boy, eh?”

Farm boy.  Said in another voice — canted, teasing, perched divinely on the pink edge of his
mouth.  Hob doesn’t flinch— he doesn’t.  If his hand stills over the pan, for a moment, then
so be it.

“Right,” he says mildly.

“I’m not yet senile,” says Deanna.  “It seems a— sensitive subject, your past, so I won’t bully
you about it, but— I’d like to know.”

She takes a drink.

“We can swap stories, if that’d help,” she suggests.  “Tit for tat.”

“It’s— not that,” says Hob.  He turns the burner down to a simmer, rests his stirring spoon on
a plate by the stovetop, then presses his palms against the counter, head hanging.  Behind



him, he hears the near-imperceptible sound of the Corinthian turning a page.  

Last night, he thought the light had looked closer.  He thought he had seen something
bisecting it — a line, like the wrought iron frame of a lamp might make.  He’s spent all day
trying not to act like he’s thinking about it, like he’s listening for breezes and thumps, ghost
hunting.

He sighs.  He decides.

Once chosen, it becomes— easier.  Now it’s not about deliberation, but action.  He’s always
been good with action.

He turns around and folds his arms over his chest.

“Right.  So.  Ah.  Hm.”

“Strong start,” says Deanna pleasantly.  The Corinthian chuckles.  Hob gets an idea.

“Thanks, really.  Ah— Cori, can I ask you a favor?”

The Corinthian doesn’t look up from his book.

“You can sure ask.”

Good enough.  “Can you— ?”  Hob makes a sort of gesture, towards his eyes.  “Sunglasses?”

This gets the Corinthian’s real attention.  He sets down the book.  His scrutiny presses at
Hob’s cheek, blunt as an incisor.  The absence of tension in his shoulders is, itself, a kind of
tension.

“Are you— sure?”

It’s still strange, hearing hesitance in the Corinthian’s voice.  Another thing that betrays his
younger hand.  Hob nods, but holds up a hand.

“Not— yet.  Let me preface.”

He levers himself off the counter and scootches one of the kitchen chairs around so he can
face Deanna directly.  Her eyebrows have steadily ascended to their hairline, and now their
reach their apex.

“Why do I feel like I’m about to be the subject of an intervention.”

“Right, so.  Deanna.”

“If you turn that chair around and sit on it backwards, it’d really complete this picture.”

“Deanna,” Hob repeats.  Deanna pauses.  “So.  I am about to tell you a series of things—
truths— which will sound—”

“Deranged?” the Corinthian offers.  “Looney?  Totally insane?”



“Very helpful.  Really.  Thanks.  But— yes.  Insane is probably a good word for it.”

“Oh-kay…” says Deanna.  She glances between Hob and the Corinthian cautiously.  “Unless
you’re about to tell me you were a— a pirate, or a criminal mastermind, I think I can handle
any odd beginnings.”

“Your instinct— and rightly so— is going to be to have me institutionalized.”  Hob leans his
elbows on his knees.  For all his efforts to keep his breathing level, fear has cracked the reins,
and his heart has gone stampeding, kicking up dust.  He circles one wrist with the fingers of
his other hand, over the scar.  Reminding himself they’re there, yes, but they are old.  “So, in
order to pre-empt that, I think it’d be useful for you to understand that when I say—
seemingly inexplicable things— they can, in fact, be true.  Consider it a sort of primer?”

“Rob, you’re starting to unsettle me.”

“There’s going to be a lot of that.”

He puts a hand on her shoulder — to anchor her, and himself.

“Right-o.  Cori?  If you wouldn’t mind?”

“Oh, I mind,” says the Corinthian.  “I’m not a party trick.”

“I know, and I’m—”

“If you say you’re sorry, Robbie,” says the Corinthian, pushing his sunglasses back into his
hair, “I’m gonna say something mean.”

There is a good minute of silence.  Not a moment, or a handful of seconds — a real, honest
minute, stretching into such infinite length that Hob begins to wonder if this was a terrible
idea.  Deanna is staring, unabashedly and impolitely, and the Corinthian, in his way, is staring
right back.  When he blinks, he really puts on a show — throws in a chatter of the little jaws
for good measure, grinning thrice over.

“Jesus H. Christ,” whispers Deanna.

The Corinthian stiffens, almost unnoticeably.  It’s a fine line, Hob has learned, with him.  In
certain turns, he wears his oddity with pride, bordering on egomania.  But this new version of
himself sometimes shirks the spotlight.  Not often, of course.  A dichotomy — a self-
contradiction.

“D’you have to floss those?” asks Deanna.

The Corinthian is quiet.  Then he tilts his head, slowly, considering the question.

“Y’know,” he muses, “I probably should.”

Some of the tension breaks, enough for Hob to wedge a fingernail in.

“Now that you’ve accepted one impossible truth—”



“Who said I’ve accepted it?  It’s been all of ninety seconds—”

“—care to try another?”

“Oh, God,” says Deanna.  “Do you have teeth in improbable places, too?”

“I was born in 1355,” says Hob.  Deanna opens her mouth to talk, but Hob plows on, not
emboldened, but reckless — desperate, suddenly, for someone to know it, someone to hear
it.  The dam, long showing cracks, splits down the seams.  “We were peasant farmers, really,
and the town— it doesn’t exist anymore, hasn’t for centuries— I’d speak Old English at you
to try and back it up, but I’m a little rusty—”

Deanna gears up for another sentence—

“I was a bandit, and a soldier, and a printer— helped with The Canterbury Tales, God’s
wounds, and one day the press broke and crushed my elbow— you can see the scars, the
letters—”

He pulls up his sleeve and twists his arm around to show her.  Deanna, somewhere between
tender and disbelieving, holds his forearm gently, squinting at the skin.  Imprinted in fine
white scar tissue, Th  saif  Gr  M, scattered.  

“—hurt like a real bastard, but— Eleanor, my wife, I told you about her, ah, we were married
in June of 1582, and my God, Deanna, she was beautiful, and her dress was this rich plum
color— it was before brides wore white— and our son, Robyn, he had her chin, and her hair,
and they both died— childbirth, for her, and my boy in a tavern brawl.  He was too much like
me.  Headstrong, wild.  I don’t even have a picture of him, but somewhere in storage in
London there’s his copy of the Aeneid, and he wrote a bit in the margins—”

Deanna is passing her fingertips over each letter, tracing their lines.  Her mouth is a tight
line.  She doesn’t look up at Hob — just the letters.  

“—and when they died, I wasn’t a person, not for a long time, too long to keep what I am a
secret, so in, ah, 1640, 1641, my neighbors drowned me as a witch, because I hadn’t aged. 
On my wrists— those are rope burn scars.”

He stops to catch his breath.  Deanna’s hand, careful as an archaeologist, trails down to his
wrist, where the crosshatched band of white sits stark against his warm skin.  He knows the
Corinthian is staring at him.  It must be a sight to see — a man retching up his own guts, so
inelegantly, with such a frantic need.  She has to believe him, now — if she doesn’t, she’ll go,
and be lost in a way more unrecoverable than simple death.  

“—I fought in both wars.  I was a pilot in the first one — those gloves I gave you?  For
Christmas?  Those were mine.  Crashed my Handley-Page towards the end, spent a few
decades in Paris, les années folles, trying and failing to be a writer, and then in the second
war I was a field medic, and Normandy took a chunk out of my hip—”

She’ll tell their old friends that he’s alright, he’s well, even, and she’ll be lying.  Maybe, some
late night, after enough drinks, she’ll tell one or two the truth: He’s mad.  Grief broke him. 



He thinks he’s—

“—I went to Woodstock, and I remember very little of it.  And I lived in Berlin, for a while,
before I came back to London to teach, and— and when I said he’d— when I said Morph had
known me longer than anyone, had stayed more than anyone— that’s what I meant.  I meant
we had known each other since 1389.  And he had stayed.”

Deanna is silent.  Staring at the scar.  The Corinthian, with a tact beyond his making, rises
quietly.  In passing out of the kitchen, he pats Hob on the shoulder, just once.  His hand
lingers, then is gone, with the rest of him.

“I had sisters,” says Hob.  His own voice sounds torturously weak to his own ear.  “Two. 
Maud and Matilde.  They died of the plague.  You remind me of Tilde.  She would have liked
you.  Maud, of course, rarely liked anyone.”

Touched by a feverish terror, he takes Deanna’s hand in his own.  At that, she lifts her head,
and it's all writ plain — his condemnation, there, between her wonder and her sorrow.

“Deanna,” he says.  “Deanna, I know it sounds— impossible.  I know.  I have pictures, and
books, and old clothes, and records, and it’s all in London— and I’ve— Deanna, I need you
to—”

She surprises him.  She always did.  With dextrous speed, she slips her hand from his, only to
lean forward and throw her arms around him, pulling him into her, tight.

“Robbie,” she says, through a shaken voice, “I’m sorry.”

He deflates.  Sorry for the snap, of course.  Sorry for the broken state of his mind—

“What is that— six centuries?  And he’s— gone from you.  I’m so sorry.”

Stasis.  Processing.  Relief — a tonnage of weight lifted from his back, the sudden singing of
a spine no longer compressed — then the hurt, to hear it spoken so plainly.  He holds her, just
as tightly.

“You can admit it, if you think I’ve gone off the deep end,” he says.

Deanna is quiet for a moment.

“I think I have had a good glass of wine and seen a man with teeth for eyes,” she says, very
seriously.  “I think I am willing to consider that you are maybe not a lunatic, and maybe life
is just— very odd.”

“Well, it’s not just happenstance,” says Hob.  His words are muffled where his face is
compressed into Deanna’s bony shoulder, but he’s unwilling, now, to let go.  “Actually, my
whole existence is part of a bet made by Death.  You met her, actually— well, sort of.  You
saw her, anyway.”

At this, Deanna pulls back.



“Explain yourself.”

“Remember that day we were out playing football, and I went to talk to that tall woman with
the curly hair?” says Hob.

“No.”

“You asked about her, and I think I told you she was— married to her work?”

“Oh, for Christ’s sake—”

“That’s Morph’s sister, actually.”

“Right,” says Deanna.  She picks up her wine glass and downs the rest of it.  “You.  Go make
sure you don’t burn my curry, and then— tell me the rest.  The whole of it.  Or I will be so
terribly cross with you I could burn this lovely little farmhouse down.”

Hob rises quickly.  He feels— giddy.  Her skepticism is muted by great restraint, he can tell,
but he’s not been dismissed out of hand.  There’s— something.  Hope.  He’s got a knack for
finding hope, even in improbably locales.

He finishes the curry.  Deanna swears it’s the best he’s ever made.

 

+++

 

It takes most of the rest of the four days for him to tell it all.  He keeps forgetting things and
circling back — the clarity of the sky over the battlefield at Wincanton, the way the crossbow
bolt bit into his flesh; the tolling of the bells at Monte Cassino, how he could hear them in his
head even when he was playing at fisherman in a coastal village in the north of England;
Eleanor’s propensity for sweets, how she would so fondly mock his taste for fine clothes and
the latest gadgets in those years they spent together, while he tried being a nobleman, strived
for good husband and father.  He tells her about the journey, Despair and Desire and
Delirium, and Dream, too, everything he was, though he shies away from telling her what he
might still be.  Deanna’s knees not being what they were — the arthritis in her hands has
encroached on her other joints, slowly, and she calls it her “genetic curse”, inherited straight
down her mother’s line — they spend a lot of time at the 4 Corners, or on the back porch, or
by the river watching the water, Hob talking, Deanna querying, sometimes trying to catch
him.  She asks pointed questions about dates, and fashions, and phrases, and history.  He’s not
a history textbook, and no man can keep an accurate timeline of 600 plus years — such his
curse, to have a brain that’s still forgetful, failing to secure every day, or even every decade,
within its borders — but he tries his best to answer frankly, admit when he doesn’t remember.

On the third day, she says: “I don’t know enough history to argue with you on some of this,
you know.”



She tosses a stone across the river, and it skips, twice.  With a smug and victorious smile, she
scratches two hash marks in the sand, beneath the letter D.  Next to it, under Hob’s H, are
somewhat fewer tallies.  He’s weighing two stones in his hand, trying to pick the best
candidate for his turn.

“This really would be more convincing if we were in London, and I could take you through
my storage units,” he admits.  The stone in his left hand seems smoother, more disc-like, so
he tosses the other one back on the bank.  The ground beneath where they’re seated is damp,
but in a show of gentlemanly behavior, Hob has laid his old Carhartt raincoat out as a
blanket, and he and Deanne sit almost shoulder to shoulder.  The water, brown and green and
tumultuous with recent spring rain, tumbles past in a plenitude of valleys and peaks, each
painted with white foam.  In the branches of a nearby thicket, there’s a bolt of yellow — a
goldfinch, twittering an easy springtime tune.  “I can give you my keys, for when you go
back, if you want to root through my things—”

“No, no, I’ve no interest in pawing through your treasure trove.  Well.  At least, not without
you there to lecture me on every little thing.”

Hob throws his stone.  It skips once, then plunks into the water.  With resignation, he
scratches one more tally in the mud with a stick.

“You’re defeating me quite soundly.”

“I could go to the Olympics, were skipping rocks a sport.”  Deanna rifles through the stones,
then selects her next champion.  “Robbie, I’m inclined to think you a sane and level-headed
man — or, if not level-headed, at least mentally intact.  And so it’s hard for me to dismiss you
out of hand.  The little demonstration with— Cori — certainly helped whet my appetite for
the absurd, too.”

Her stone executes four perfect leaps.  Hob whistles, and Deanna adds her points.

“It’s— a lot,” she says.  “A lot to process, Christ, to comprehend, even.  It explains some
things, of course, rather neatly.”

“Such as?”

“Your pathological avoidance of talking about yourself,” says Deanna lightly.  “Your
fondness for saying things like ‘God’s wounds’, which I’m certain modern people no longer
say.  That sort of wistful look you get in museums sometimes — I’d assumed it was just a
historian’s fondness, really.  The whole— not aging.  Your miraculous resistance to
hangovers which would level giants.”

Hob laughs.  Deanna pulls a knee towards her chest, rests her elbow on it.  There’s mud on
her boots, a warm breeze fussing at the loose hair around her cheeks.  Sometimes, Hob
wishes he was a painter.

Last night, he dreamed again, and the gold light was close enough that he could see the
shadow of the lamp post beneath.  It looked like a streetlight.  He heard that old song — still,



not too terribly old — and, waking, almost remembered its melody.  He’d paint that light, if
he could, too.

“Explains things about Morpheus, too.  An odd duck, that one.  And, of course, it explains
how good you were at vanishing.”

Hob hesitates.

“What d’you mean?”

Deanna shrugs.

“Just that you really dropped off the map, without a trace.  Topher made a concerted effort to
find you — wanted to write you about a lecture series in the States he thought you might like
— and it was like you’d not existed.  Your landlord at the New Inn couldn’t say where you
went, only that you were still paying rent on your apartment — I mean, you made a
marvelously clean break.  That’s grief for you, sure.  But you did it quickly, and well.  I
imagine that takes practice.”

“It does,” says Hob.  “Lots of practice.  I’m quite good at faking my death and coming back
as my own cousin.  Does wonders.”

“Hah.  I’m sure.”  Deanna pauses.  “Immortality would also explain how in God’s name you
got your hands on a first-edition Grapes of Wrath.”

“Got it just before I joined up for the second war,” nods Hob.  “Read most of it in one sitting. 
Brilliant book.”

“Topher keeps it on display in his office.  God help anyone who dares breathe too harshly
within ten feet of the thing.  You’d think it was the Ark of the Covenant.”

The goldfinch takes off out of the tree in a flurry of yellow feathers — it’s replaced by a
familiar blot of black ink, who lifts a wing in great.  Hob smiles.

“Hullo, Matthew.  Come on down, come chat with me and Deanna.”

“Now, the talking to birds, though— that might weaken your case for sanity.  Is this— is this
the raven that used to follow you around campus?”

Matthew descends from his bower and lands next to Deanna’s boot, head cocked.

“It’s alright, Matthew,” says Hob.  “I’ve told her— well, just about everything.”

“Oh, whew,” says Matthew.  He shakes out his feathers with palpable relief.  “I hate doing the
whole fake caw-ing thing.  Hey, man, what’s up, I’m Matthew, I feel like I’ve seen you
around.”

“For Christ’s sake,” says Deanna amiably.  “Maybe I’ve lost it.”

 



+++

 

Mid-afternoon the next day, Wednesday, Hob drives Deanna to the Yellowstone Regional
Airport, where she can catch a flight up to Billings Logan, and thence onward towards
Heathrow.  She and Matthew, as it turns out, got along like a house on fire, amusing
themselves with debates over which of Patrick Swayze’s movies was the best-worst
(Matthew: steadfast defender of Roadhouse, and Deanna: advocate for the more esoteric
Skatetown, USA).  They have a regular sort of chat in the car — nothing to do with history, or
fate, or tragedy, just a good-old-fashioned discussion about Nabokov, Pale Fire, which Hob
had only partway finished and has yet to pick up again.  It’s so much easier to be around
Deanna that it is to be around most anyone else, and now that feeling is heightened by the
fact that he can just be himself, entirely.  He can make a crack about being too busy mucking
around in a VW van with a bunch of hippies to pick up the book when it was published, and
Deanna just laughs, because it’s true, and because it’s absurd to imagine Hob in tie-dye. 

“You don’t have to go,” he says, standing at the airport terminal.

“I do,” says Deanna.  “But we don’t have to enter back into radio silence — save for drunken
phone calls from phone booths in Nashville—”

“Oh, God’s wounds, I’d forgotten about that—”

“Write.  Call.  Send a carrier pigeon— send that raven, I rather like him.”  Deanna puts a
hand on each of Hob’s biceps and squeezes.  She’s wearing the gloves he gave her, and now
she knows their history, in full.  “Just don’t— disappear on me, Rob.”  She pauses.  “I know
you’re— Hob, but—”

“I’m Rob, to you,” says Hob, smiling.  “It’s alright.”

“Good.  Just making sure.”

“I have something for you, by the way—”

From the flatbed of the truck, where he’d squirreled them away in a shoebox under a tarp, he
retrieves the letters he didn’t send her.  

“I wrote you,” he explains, handing over the box.  Deanna looks through the motley crew of
pages, curious.  “I just— never sent them.  I kept saying things that wouldn’t make sense
without context, and I was worried— I didn’t want you to think I’d gone mad, or anything—
bloody hell, I don’t know.  I just didn’t send them.  Better late than never.  The landline
number is on the top, by the way,” he adds, pointing to a sticky note at the top of the pile. 
“And if I get around to a mobile, I’ll give that to you, too.”

Deanna doesn’t speak for a moment, peering at the first of the letters.  She smiles, slowly.

“You did write in meter, eh?”

“Just the first one.  Got lazy after that.”



Deanna puts the lid securely back on the box and tucks it under her arm.

“Thank you,” she says.  “Really.   And— thank you.”

“For…?”

“Telling me everything.”  She meets his eye, frank, earnest.  “It’s quite a lot to keep secret,
and I take it as a measure of your faith in me that you thought you could share it.  I won’t tell
a soul, of course— not that they’d believe me— and when you come back to London, if only
just to visit, I’d certainly like to stroll through your personal museum.  Maybe we can find
some other books for Topher to cry over.”

“Deal,” says Hob, and all at once he feels like crying, too.  It’s a new feeling, or a
rediscovered one — tears were plentiful, in the weeks and months closest to when it all
happened, and then they vanished, replaced by a sort of numbness that little could penetrate. 
It’s— refreshing, to feel sadness for a different reason.  To feel.  Like resurrection.

Deanna hugs him, one armed, and Hob tries to internalize it all — the soft texture of her
winter coat, its fuzzy sherpa collar; the smell of her borrowed shampoo, faint and fruity; the
meter of her heart, felt, just barely, against his own unconquerable one.

“Tell everyone I said hi,” says Hob.

“I will.”

“Call when you land.”

“I will.”

“I mean it, Volkov— right when you land, I expect to be the first to know—”

“Christ, alright, mum.  I’m a big girl.  I’ll be fine.”

She grabs the handle of her suitcase, then hesitates.

“How many people have you told?” she asks.

Hob thinks about it.

“Not counting the eldritch ones— hm.  And the mob— not counting them…  Three.”

“Three?”

“Some drunk sap in a pub in London, somewhere in the 1530s — I very much doubt he
believed me — and a girl I was going out with in the 1820s, who broke up with me very
shortly thereafter and was never heard from again.  And you.”

Deanna nods.  She seems satisfied.

“Right-o.  Well.  Promise you won’t waft away into thin air?”



“Promise,” says Hob, and he means it.  “Not this time.”

Deanna leaves.  He watches her until she crosses out of his sightline, and driving home,
wishes he’d brought the Corinthian or Matthew with him, so the passenger seat didn’t seem
quite so empty.

But it’s different than the first time.  It stings less.  It’s not so final.  Changed in repetition. 

Say it again, said Delirium.  He thinks about that until he gets home.

 

+++

 

In the night, the Corinthian sleeps in the guest room, Matthew in a nest of pillows on the
sofa.  Hob goes through the house and turns off the lights, one by one — checks the stove,
the windows, the doors.  Rituals, little rituals, to give the day shape.  The house is larger
without Deanna in it, though she was there only briefly.  He’ll wait for her call in the morning
— look forward to it, even — but until then, there’s only this quiet house, and two other
sleepers.  Which is not so bad.

As he’s climbing the stairs, the piano key plunks its Bb.  A breeze crosses like fingers over
the nape of his neck.  He shivers, in the same breath as he smiles.

 

+++

 

It’s the second week of June, when it happens.

Chapter End Notes

one of my favorite things abt delirium is her semi-canonical sort-of omnipotence/gift of
prophecy like girl is always Knowing things but rarely able to communicate them and
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Chapter Summary

1989 (revised).

Chapter Notes

let me tell you a story

the year is 2022. it is sometime probably in november. you are verg, and you are
currently in the trenches of the kind of fixative obsession from which no man might
escape (you have watched sandman), which has led you to write the longest, most
involved piece of fiction you have ever written in your whole life. you may not be
sleeping, but by god are you having fun!

but alas! you are nearing what seems to be the end of your plot arc. this fills you with
sadness, because you're Having A Good Time, and also writing this much consistently
turns out to be really good for getting better at writing. who knew! but so it goes -- all
stories end. it's the nature of the beast. part of what makes the story beautiful is its
temporality, anyway. c'est la vie, right?

well. now. hold on.

one late night, when you should be studying, probably, you're scrolling through tumblr,
minding your own business, and you see this post

gorgeous, stunning, jaw on the floor, of course. and more than that, 80's dream, with his
black nails and his spiky hair, moves something deep within your soul, because you are
also lightly goth and also like the 80's. and you get to thinking, huh. wonder how that
1989 meeting would've gone, in this timeline of mine. shame I can't write it.

then you think, wait a damn minute.

sike! yeah you can! because this is a story about two people falling in love and finding
their way, sure, but it's also a story about stories, because all fanfiction, by design, is a
story about narrative, about entering and dismantling and adding onto or overwriting or
editing what's there, like a beloved fixer-upper house with weird old wallpaper and a
mouse problem. embrace it! steer into the skid! sally forth, you foolhardy, cheerful
clown, and say, lo! let there be a part II! let me say more things about language, and
words, and stories, because I can! and let me write an 80's scene because fuck it we
ball!

https://www.tumblr.com/banancrumbs/698128300304973824/a-night-in-a-club-through-hobs-memories-in-the?source=share


so you’re thinking, well, the story doesn't stop, once you're finished telling it, because
you can tell it again, right? or maybe the storyteller is part of the story, too. or maybe
the story is about itself, and about the one who says it, and if we say it again, maybe this
time, it'll be different. and hey, maybe you will even sort all this out into an admirable
point, if you think about it long enough

armed, thusly, you sit down, you crack your knuckles, and wow, you just keep
yammering on, huh!

tl;dr the entire reason I wanted to write a second part to hounds was to write a version of
the missed 1989 meeting because that post grabbed me by the throat and said GET IN
THE CAR BBY WE'RE STILL ON THE ROAD <3 and thinking about it inspired the
whole thesis for how part II is going to end, which I really very much hope you guys
will like, because I am genuinely extremely pleased with it and I think it is very hopeful

ANYWAY, today I offer you, most humbly, 1989 (or something like it), clocking in at a
WHOPPING 11k. let's take it from the top. love y'all, and I hope you enjoy <3

See the end of the chapter for more notes

June arrives translucent and hot — he comes in from the yard sweaty and dirt-stained most
every afternoon.  The garden is looking decently lush, which means the weeds and the
vegetables are blossoming with equal vigor.  He culls tansy from around the radishes (who
themselves don’t seem to mind much, hearty things), and incorrigible cheatgrass whose roots
have tried to tangle themselves with those of his cucumber vines.  The starter motor goes out
in the Ford, so he replaces it — the alternator starts acting up, too, and he takes it apart to
find the wire brushes worn down from age and use.  He’s still a little mystified, he’ll admit,
by combustion engines, even the unpretentious V6 and its manual transmission, and when his
efforts to repair it result in some extra bolts lying around and electronics that refuse to turn
on, he buys another, replaces it, and calls it a day.  All good work — work with his hands that
makes him tired.  He talks with Deanna most days, meandering updates about the new Star
Trek reboot series or her plans for next term’s courses, and then, satisfyingly worn out body
and spirit, he sleeps, readily.

The Corinthian goes further afield.  The first week of June there are two days where he is
gone and shows no sign.  He returns in a thin temper and stalks around the surrounding wilds,
catching rabbits in the grass, and then, petulant, letting them go.  Their thick legs thump
madly into the dirt.  Sometimes he catches them again, and they die.  But more often than
not, they flee into their warrens as he watches, waiting until they vanish.  Hob, out of some
instinct of care, tries to ask.  The first couple times he only gets soured drawling brush-offs
and backhanded remarks.

When pressed further, the Corinthian finally says: “I went to the Dreaming, but he didn’t
need me.”  Then, with the sun high and hot, he strips off his shirt and walks into the river to
play cruel games with the fish.  So Hob just lets it lie.



“Daniel doesn’t really need any of us,” Matthew tells Hob one cool evening.  The days may
be summer, but in the dark, sometimes Hob would swear he sees frost.  “He doesn’t do—
much.  The Dreaming sorta autopilots the big things, and Daniel— I mean, he’s good at
making some of the fun stuff, like he made a cat that had bee wings and stripes the other day,
and those kind of dreams, he just loves them— but not much else.  Lucienne said she thought
she saw him make a nightmare, but it turned out to be a big black rat who had a little tuxedo
on.  He had spats, too, like, real spats.  Crazy.”

Hob nods.  Matthew only tells him about the Dreaming under direct questioning.  He was
absent the last week of May, and had returned with apologies that he couldn’t stay very long
again.

“With him doing his— thing,” he says, from the porch rail, waving his wing in a vague
gesture, “the rest of us, on the— lower operational-ish levels— kinda have been picking up
more slack.  I guess that’s why sharkboy is mopey.  He’s definitely, like, upper management,
but there’s no one— managing him?  I dunno.”  

Matthew pauses.  Hob watches the stars begin to emerge.

“Whatever he needs,” says Matthew, at length, “Daniel doesn’t really have it.”

They make small talk, after that, about Hob’s tribulations with the engine, and Matthew’s
rediscovery of Monk, and the mutual surprise they share at finding that Wyoming is pretty
nice this time of year, and then Matthew, in a flurry of black feathers, takes his leave, saying
he’ll try to swing back in the morning if only to mooch some breakfast.  Hob gathers himself
up and goes inside, trailed after by the cat, whose intermittent affections have grown more
pronounced of late.  Maybe she likes the strange movement of the air in the house.  Maybe
Hob, in his infinite patience, has managed to outlast her suspicions.

The Corinthian is on the couch, watching a rerun of Dexter.

“Turning in,” says Hob in passing.

“I have a hell of a headache,” says the Corinthian, apropos of nothing.

“Are you helped by aspirin, or does it not work on your ilk?”

“Don’t have ‘ilk’.  I’m the only specimen in the world.” the Corinthian remarks plainly. 
“No.  Aspirin doesn’t help.  It’s that damn smell.  My head is full of raspberries.”

“Hm.”  Raspberries.  Hob decides to call the Corinthian’s particular misfortune some kind of
good omen.  In his dreams, he walks and whistles old tunes.  Of late, he keeps thinking
something is whistling back.  The light is closer.  Palpably so.  It’s a streetlamp.  Around it,
nothing.  Nothing yet.

He hesitates.  The Corinthian’s profile, his upturned nose and boyish chin, is cast in the
flickering reds and pale blues of the TV, on whose screen some very grisly murder is going
down.  His sunglasses are tucked into the collar of his polo — where he gets his changes of



clothes from, Hob couldn’t say, only that he has a seemingly limitless array of white tank-
tops and tight-sleeved henleys — and some of his hair juts out over his forehead.  

It’s improbably bizarre that Hob now knows not only that face so well — wouldn’t be so
surprising for it to crop up in some awful nightmares, given his run-in with the first one —
but also the mannerisms that go with it.  The way his upper lip sort of curls when he actually
finds something funny versus the level smile of faking it.  His habit of tugging on his cuffed
sleeves before he starts walking. If he’d told himself of several years prior that he’d be here,
letting a second edition of his former murderer crash on his couch, he’s positive he would’ve
laughed.  But now he’s here, and it’s happening, and well — funny old world, isn’t it.

“Are you going to pay me rent at some point?” asks Hob.  It’s mostly a joke.  But he’s also
curious how long this odd cohabitation might last.  He doesn’t mind the company — he was
averse, deeply, to being alone, and for the last few months he’s often been struck by a
shattering gratitude that he hasn’t been, even if his companions were, to put it gently, odd. 
He had taken it as an enormous, weird favor.  Now he’s thinking, maybe he and Matthew, and
the Corinthian most especially, were all unmoored in the same way.  Pulled, by the same
heavy tide, to the same bit of island.

“Are you gonna kick me out?” asks the Corinthian.  The cadence of a returned volley — and
also, with the way Hob can tell he’s looking so pointedly at the screen and not anywhere else,
an actual question.

Hob doesn’t reply.  The Corinthian, in a raspy voice, adds: “I’ve got my own place.  Two. 
Loft in Manhattan, and this swank little deal in London.  Still have six months of the year
down for this spot in Madrid, too.”  

He pauses for a while.  Dexter slashes a throat.  He watches the motion with a critic’s
appraising eye.

“They predate me,” he says, uncomfortably.  “Don’t feel like they fit right.”

Hob understands.  Once, on a whim, he passed through a house he had lived in, a long time
ago, in Milan.  He hadn’t been able to endure it more than a minute.  

“Can you give me a hand changing the oil on the truck tomorrow?” he asks.

The Corinthian, after a moment, gives Hob a lazy two-fingered salute.

“Can’t think of the right oil change-based innuendo, so just pretend I said a real good one.”

“I’m appropriately scandalized,” says Hob.  “G’night.”

“Night.”

Hob ascends the stairs.  The cat abandons him for the carnivore company on the couch.  The
faint background noise of the TV, from down the channel of the stairwell, is sort of soothing.

He’s bone tired.  By the time he’s in pajamas, teeth brushed, and his head hits the pillow, it’s
like he was already asleep.  Right before he goes under, he thinks he gets it — he thinks he



smells raspberries.

 

+++

 

A sidewalk, unrolled like a gray ribbon, unwinds alongside the car.

Familiar sidewalk, too.  There’s a certain generic understanding of “sidewalk”, so it’s no
great stretch to say every sidewalk is, on some level, familiar — still, this one strikes Hob as
known in some bone-deep way.  A path he’s passed along before — many times, with his
heart high and fluttery in his throat, like he finds it is now.  Huh.

London.  Yes.  Of course, London.  He would know London blind and deaf and dizzy,
because it’s one of two things that’s endured in his life.  London, smoke-blackened and
reeking; London, wrought iron and cobble, stumbled over many a drunken night; London,
boisterous, insistent on living.  They’re kindred souls, he reckons.  Home, says a part of
him.  

He’s driving.  Nothing new.  What’s new is he can’t recall when exactly he started driving —
not in specifics.  He was— somewhere, certainly, before he was here, turning a corner,
passing through the red-yellow-green glow of a stoplight, moving down some route so well
known he doesn’t have to think of the turns.  But he can’t summon up where.  

Your flat supplies that same part of him helpfully.  A reasonable assumption.  There’s a loose,
peculiar anticipation, singing through his nerves — this is why he’s been moving in a fog, he
decides, he’s too full of grasshoppers to think straight.  He’s on the way to something
important.  Something— vital.  Right.  Vital is the right word for it.

He drums his fingers on the steering wheel.  Now, this is a lovely car, a car I’ve missed
terribly, bloody shame I sold it when I moved, but it would have been hell to store so long.  A
C4 Corvette, priced at roughly an arm and a leg, but he’d gotten lucky (and smart) in the tech
market, pushed some money around, and decided, when the returns came in, that he should
partake of the finer developments in motor vehicle history.  For research purposes, of course. 
Academic interest.  

Also hedonism.  It was red, and curvy, and sort of made him sweat when he saw it on the
dealership’s pristine floor.  The salesman had performed a brilliant pitch, full of words like
V8 and Doug Nash 4+3 transmission, with overdrive and unique uniframe design, to which
Hob nodded along and tried bravely to act like he hadn’t already been sold from the moment
he laid eyes on the thing.  He bought in early summer of ‘87 and spent several months being
a menace on European backroads, top down — because of course he’d gone for the
convertible model, what dunce wouldn’t? — testing the terrifying, exhilarating range of the
C4’s speed, especially around curves, where it made a lot of fun, growly noise.  He was
behaving like a boy, he knew, but so what?  He was in high spirits.  It was almost time for—



He runs a hand over the smooth black paneling framing the instrument panel.  He can feel the
satisfied purr of that fabled V8 under his fingertips.  The top is up, but the windows are
down, so he can hear it, too.  So frivolous.  So stupidly wonderful.

Why is he smiling so much?  Alongside his needling anticipation is a regular bronco of
delight, champing at the bit, bucking off any efforts he’s making towards composure.  The
brm brm brm brm brm of the engine’s cylinders is soothing, some — regular, metered motion
to keep time to — but there it is again, a grin, twitching in the corners of his mouth, elbowing
its way back onto his face.  He’s not just nervous.  He’s excited.  On cloud 9 — tenuous place
to be strolling, a cloud, but a miracle, too.

He checks his watch.  It’s a nice watch, with a clean silver face, finely cut black numbers
under unblemished crystal.  Wonder where I put this watch, he thinks absently, or did I crack
it accidentally, when I moved?, and then he wonders why he’s thinking that, because it’s right
there, intact, on his wrist, letting him know that it’s just about twenty past 7.  

Twenty past 7 — are you playing hard to get this go-round?  I thought you showed up at 4,
then waited like a fool until past midnight.  

But you didn’t know the full story, did you.  No harm done, waiting.

He’s not entirely sure what it is he’s thinking, where the notions, certain and easy as they feel,
are coming from.  There’s something to remember, but he doesn’t remember it.  In a way, he
knows this is a dream because of that — the absence of a line, the blurred division between a
distant present self and the one he occupies here, motoring purposefully down this London
avenue.  But of course, being in it, he’s not so sure it is a dream.  The streets are quiet, but
exactingly detailed, down to cigarette butts in the gutter and the passage of other cars with
chunky square headlights, through whose parted windows he hears bits of Tears for Fears,
Talk Talk, Bowie.  Sometimes pedestrians meander down the pavement, alone, chatting
quietly in pairs — their faces are real, fully featured, and now and then their names are right
on the tip of his tongue.

The sun hasn’t yet meandered quite into true slumber yet — still a bit of lavender, sweetly
lingering on the threshold, not too eager to go — but it’s dark enough to call it night.  Given
the time, and the color of the sky by now, he reckons it must be mid-March.  Feels like
spring, anyway.  

Of course it’s mid-March.  When else would it be? thinks a part of him.  A different part of
him thinks, isn’t it June?, but he doesn’t really listen.  Best way to dream is to not overly
consider it, lest you spoil the whole affair, crumble some of its delicate ribs.  In deciding to
forget, as easy as any dream-logic, he forgets, and then it’s all real.

He fiddles with his watch band, instead, which covers over one of the circlets of scar tissue
woven into his wrist.  In the rearview, he fusses with his hair, which is loosely slicked back,
though a haphazard (calculatedly haphazard, mind) few shorter strands fall just so over his
forehead.  Very James Dean.  He tucks one particular rebel behind his ear, if only to feel like
he’s really pieced together.  Ready.  A tally of events runs through his mind — God’s bones,
so much to tell, how fast everything keeps moving, I mean, cassettes!  TV movies!  Steinbeck! 
Maybe he knows Steinbeck already — and he has a memory of adding to a running list in a



small notebook, earlier in the day.  He always tried to jot down reminders, so he missed as
little as possible.  More and more he needed the act of writing to cement things in his mind. 
There was always so much to say, and so little time to say it.  

Even in the absence of sun, the air is sweet and not overly cool.  Refreshing.  Familiar.  He’s
starting to get deja vu something terrible, but being old as he is, it’s never surprising,
stumbling upon things half-remembered and yet still not really recognized.  Maybe it’s the
song, hanging faintly in the air, curling its fingers under his chin and pulling him along. 
Good song, this.  He loved this song.  What’s the name of it—

“Shattered Dreams”.  Johnny Hates Jazz.  Struck you as ironic, after the fact, though at the
time you were rather busy running away to Berlin and living in mourning, and not inclined to
find said irony very funny.  

The perfect 80’s tune — light pop beat, moody blue lyrics and swishy synths.  He’s humming
the melody.  Catchy thing.  It was on the radio quite a bit, the year before.  It was new.  That’s
important, that it came out the year before, because that means—

He parks along the curb, the side of a block that’s almost shouting, you know me.  Welcome
back.  The C4 flashes its headlights when he locks the door, then slides them down, shutting
like eyes.  The keys jangle pleasantly in his pocket.  On the corner, there, is a streetlamp,
whose bulb burns like a glass of poured fire.

That’s it.  That’s the light you were walking towards.  You made it.

When he looks up, against the suppression of London’s light pollution, he can see the stars,
legions upon legions, as though the velvet sky has put on its diamond-laden finery. 
Incredible, he thinks.  Certainly also improbable, in the city.  But who is he to look a gift
horse in the mouth?  

Speaking of horses — he turns the corner, and it’s there.  

Same as it ever was.  Even the sign hung over the doorway hasn’t changed all that much with
the passing centuries.  The demands of dry rot and weathering have ushered in replacements,
but the moniker, bulwarked by history’s credibility, has lived on, almost as immortal as its
most enthusiastic patron.

Not too many creative elaborations one can make on White Horse, and thank God for that.

Soft golden light, patched with blue and pink dance-floor glow, spills over the threshold.  It’s
like the sun through a glass pitcher of mead — honey, poured in a ribbon.  He’s never really
let it go.  Never really found anything like it.  Spent many years of his long life trying to hold
on to it, or replicate it, or summon it homeward.  The light carries the song on its back, out
and into his chest, warm as a summer tide — with it, the sound of chatter, laughter, glasses
clinking against the bartop whose grain he might have memorized, whittled into the shell of
his skull.  

His pulse thrums in his throat.  The last parting had been abrupt, and he remembers how he
felt as he feels it, now, presently — how he had been so afraid that the bridge was burned;



how he had almost though the ax already fallen; how there had been emboldened desire,
ground under a black heel and an impetuous chin, a turning shoulder, a slim and retreating
back.  Tonight, there was hope.  Hope.  Like his own self, maybe, or so much of him that
there’s no territorial divide.

Don’t muck it up.  That’s an old thought, and a new one, too.  He’s aware that this
remembered feeling is also an immediate one, a fresh one.  He’s been waiting for this for a
long time, on a great many levels.

So he makes the necessary adjustments.  Smooths his faintly sweating palms over the front of
his gray slacks —  pleated, a little high and trim just at the waist, then more relaxed in the
leg, thank God these came back in style, nothing more comfortable — it’s all cycles, eh? 
Makes sure his t-shirt is nicely tucked, the collar of his matching blazer turned.  On a rash
impulse, he cuffs his sleeves up to the elbow.  He’s been told his forearms are one of his
better features, and, well, he’s not above — for lack of a better phrase — whoring them out.

There’s only so much mincing and hesitation he can reasonably get away with.  All that’s left
is to take the last breath, like a diver going under, and walk through that door.

 

+++

 

His lover should like it, Dream predicts.  Knowing him as well as he does, Dream can be
near-certain of it.  Himself, in it, he is happy.  Happy.  And happiness is a palette of summer
colors, suntan auburn and river-rock blue.  He cannot be warm, being as he is.  But he is not
— cold.

He has plucked the place, in every particular, from both their memories — the floorboard
grain he recalled to the last hatched curl; the perpetual internal warmth his lover had known
near to the degree.  Resurrected, the White Horse is more than it was, being not Hob’s nor
Dream’s recollection alone, but both of theirs, collated into a more complete creature, a
whole surpassing the summation of its parts.

There are a few touches he added, just for the joy of it — the freedom of creating again.  Hob
had told him about Berlin.  Not often, and not ever for too long — only in the intimate
quarters of the small-hour bedroom, when such admissions, their skin thin easily bruised,
could emerge without fear of harm.  The steel rafters of the clubs, shaken by the bass.  The
frenzy and the thick adrenal perfume.  The hook-ups, his propensity for blue eyes and dark
hair, pointed noses and improbable, pale jawlines — and the mornings that followed,
awakening in unknown beds before dawn and creeping away, not ashamed, but hollowed,
cored out.  Hob had spoken of little in his life with embarrassment or hesitation but this he
always was palpably loathe to tell.

It was an odd time, he would conclude, always, after his voice fell into a lull and Dream
could hear only his heartbeat where he pressed his ear to Hob’s sternum — he liked to hear



him talk through both mediums, the air and Hob’s body, where the words murmured and
rumbled and hummed.  I acted a fool.

Only in hindsight could Dream piece together the secret code of Hob’s aversion to those
reckless years.  It was fear — not of judgment, but of need.  Fear of exposing his need, for
Dream, to Dream.  Even when the ties between them, once hastily rent in a downpour and an
irate departure, were repaired — renewed, and reinforced, and realized in full — the old
wound was still there, almost scarred over, but still sensitive.  Dream had known, when he
walked the world, that he had done damage to his lover in this way, damage of the sort that
could not be fully healed by some insistent words and suddenly spoken devotions.  But it was
only in building this place, plucking small embellishments from his memories of Hob’s
memories, that he had understood why Hob had always shied from Berlin.  It was still sore
— still, a part of him insisted that he could be abandoned, as easily as the first time.

What apology could suffice?  All of that is language, at once the only source of meaning and
itself meaningless.  Language is an indicator.  And Dream’s language, of late, too, was
lacking, a fallow field.  In turns, it made him angry — poppy red, envious purple — how
could Hob think that, still?  Now?  Now?

You did leave, he tells himself.  Blame may lie where it lies.  It was still a leaving.

But he has built, now, an altar of assurance.  A promise, made place.  Two parts willpower,
one part oaths.

He has built the White Horse again, because while there is no debt, sometimes it is best to
speak the same tongue.  Now he is here, waiting.  It would behoove him to be the first to
arrive, this time, he decides.  If it had been as he would have had it, Dream would have been
the first there, as early as that might require, so that Hob could cross the threshold and find
him — this time, the one waiting.  And maybe Dream would not have smiled, at first,
because he would have been too proud—

You would have been too proud to be early, too.  If you had not been imprisoned, or even if
you had, you were not yet so changed as to plan your kindnesses that way.  Perhaps too
proud to come back, even—

—this is his revision.  He can choose how it goes.  So, too proud to admit the great and
blossoming delight at the sight of Hob’s face, his faithful keeping of their meeting.  But he
would have smiled, soon thereafter.  As soon as Hob met his eye— no, only when he
approached, and Hob would smile first, that perfect, vernal thing, and it would demand a
match—

It is the first dream he has ever made that is also for himself.  He has poured so many months
into its construction and into the strengthening of his stamina, so he might be in it fully and
without revealing the cost.  Beneath his buttoned black shirt, the cost remains immutable —
the wound, where it always is when he reconstructs his body, viscous with deep space ichor
— but tonight, he has managed to staunch his bleeding.  The trick, he discovered, is to play
the corporeal game.  He made the body, and then made bandages for the body, and a damp
cloth to clean the stained face and eye of the body, and in doing so has successfully led the
thing into obedient semi-normalcy.  His eyes still do not match — the blanched morning



glory blue, the black and starless — but with a little convincing, only the work of a week, he
lit the old spots of light in the center of each one.  A subtle detail.  But those are critical.  It’s
in the details that most of the story is told.  

In being for himself, this dream, he finds that he succumbs more easily to its verisimilitude. 
He’s not partaken of the dreamer’s side of things before, not really — he may have trod
through certain valleys, observed certain creations of his at work, but he has never made
anything like this before.  Anything that is for someone else and also for himself.  And he is
not what he was — not the same kind of creator.  He’s a scavenging creature, nipping scraps
of old self from the Dreaming, a house sparrow or a city pigeon taking discarded wrappers
with which to build a nest. 

He has never felt it before.  The blurring.  The gentle relaxation into it, so it becomes,
roughly, reality.  If it weren’t for the wound, there beneath his clothes, he might forget
altogether.

But its presence, even muffled, keeps him from the full slide.  He has already decided that
tonight will be about gentleness, and corrected mistakes — there will be time for whatever is
next, for even contemplating forward paths, later.  In fact, this has so long been the sole
object of his fixative labors that he can’t yet conceive of a next thing.  A new place to trod.  If
he gets good enough at this — enduring, in the form he’s in, half-phantom and half-memory
— maybe it could be enough, to meet nightly—

It doesn’t bear thinking.  Not yet.  He misses the sun, often.  He can’t recreate it.  Once, he
tried.  It burned cold fire.

No.  Not tonight.  Tonight, he leans against the wall of his White Horse, not quite relaxed, but
in as much laity as his severe shape tends to allow.  Catlike lassitude, mostly feigned.  He’s
populated the place with dancers, whose bodies undulate in a cheerful mass, speckled with
laughter and colored lights.  Their glee rings genuine, because it is Dream’s, projected and
amplified.  The best illusions have truth at their center.  He wishes he hadn’t missed this era,
because it suited his natural fashions — black trousers in slim denim; black coat reminiscent
of his former one, though its lining is no galaxy, only black silk; no real need to tame the
rambunctiousness of his hair, which spikes and falls freely.  It would have been fun.  He is
not one to dance, but he thinks, in a free and passing wildness, that he might have, here.  With
the right company.

As if summoned — maybe summoned, even — he feels his lover walk through the door. 
Dream sees him first without any need for sight at all, because the air in the room warms by
two summer-soft degrees.

Then, with the raising of his head, seen.  If he had a heart, it might stutter; blood, it might
rush, rise as though gaseous.  He has neither.  His lover is generously painted in yellow light,
just finishing the turn of a sleeve so it folds neatly above his elbow, his broad hands working
surely.  Now Dream is wishing he hadn’t missed this era doubly, because it suits Hob, too —
the tailored fit of his shirt flatters the contour from ribcage to hipbone almost unfairly.   

The way Hob scans the room is unabashedly— hopeful.  By his motions, which lack some
bewilderment he might’ve expected, Dream guess that he’s in the dream’s easy hold — that



this is real, to him, in a particular way.  So Dream lets it be real to himself, too.  Plays into it,
bemusedly, thinking, How fortunate, that I could make our meeting this year.

When Hob meets his eye, Dream discovers that, this time around, he smiles first.

+++

When Hob meets his eye, Dream just sort of starts to smile.  A wisp, at first, a twitch of the
corners of his mouth — then the full Monty, carving softness out of the implacable Dover
stone of his face.  Wow, thinks Hob, as much as he’s able to think, what with the sudden sense
that he might fall over.  Relief is one hell of a drug.

The uncollared racing of his pulse tells the same story, but twofold what it should be if this
hit were only relief.  Relief, and other things, further away, but no less powerful.  Awe. 
Wonder.  A delight so giddy he might start laughing if he doesn’t keep a handle on things. 
He’s certain the grin on his face is positively clownish, but he doesn’t care.  Number one
priority is getting the distance between them to a respectable minimum.

Or a non-respectable minimum, suggests the distant self, but the thought isn’t too far off from
ones he would have had before— at any rate, he pushes it aside, weaves expertly through the
masses of clamoring patrons, and stops short of running smack into Dream by only the skin
of his teeth.

He was always a vision, as bewildering as Hob imagined a beatific revelation from God
might be.  In colored lights, he handily defies reality.  Pale as he is, color is absorbed by him,
and rewoven — joined in conspiracy to etch out the high plane of his cheek, the blade of his
nasal bone and the turn of his nostril like a chiseled corbel on some antique ruin, the dimple
just beneath his bottom lip, shadowed above his chin.  The pinpricks of white light in the
center of each eye cast a subtle glow on every curving eyelash.  Artful and absurd, the
channeled baluster of his neck, vanishing down into his black shirt, which has just enough
buttons undone to reveal the pearled nub of one collarbone.  

Hob is not a swooning man, he really isn’t.  He reminds himself of this, and the further old
adage — his eyes are up there, you heathen — and realizes, just about then, the way Dream is
looking at him.  

It’s less masked than it’s ever been.  Happiness.  Stronger stuff than that, even.  Brilliant,
burnished delight.  Wonder.  If Hob, as he is — Hob, circa 1989, he knows now — didn’t
know better, he might even point out a hint of something distinctly hungry, and not a hunger
that hankers after chips.

Mismatched eyes, breaths the distant self.  Black and blue.  Oh, my old love.  You’re you. 
You’re you.

“Hullo,” says Hob.  It’s surprising to himself that he’s got words, and can also say them. 
“Being honest, I wasn’t sure you’d be—”  Here.  You.  Happy to see me?   “—coming.”

Dream’s smile presses deeper furrows into his cheeks.  He laughs — a sharp breath through
his nose.



“Would you like a drink?”

That voice goes right to the pit of Hob’s gut and takes up arson as a hobby.

Sentences — words, even, all put together.  Bichon, did it work?  Did I give you enough time,
enough quiet?

“Yes,” says Hob.  “I certainly would.”

 

+++

 

Some connective tissue is missing, Dream notices — they have drinks with an immediacy
improbable to a real bar on a busy night, and a convenient table is open towards the back
corner, off from the dance floor enough that there’s no need to shout to be heard.  Two
contradictory notions cohabitate: how unlikely, and exactly as I decided it should be.  It’s—
peculiar, being author and subject.  He would think on it further — on what it might mean —
were it not for the fact that their table is narrow enough that Hob’s knees are intermittently
knocking against his own, and he can feel them.  On the stereo, Billy Idol, Eyes Without a
Face.

Dream has a glass of some cocktail Hob had recommended, elderflower and gin and
blackberry.  He can almost taste it, when he drinks it, but he must exert effort elsewhere, so
his manufactured tongue is short a few tastebuds, his throat not entirely channeled through. 
The drink is gone, quickly, because what he could taste was overwhelming — tangy, floral,
biting, revelatory. 

Already, under his clothes and the bandages, he thinks he feels the wound, fighting against
him.  Seeping.

Hob has a glass of scotch on ice.  He turns it idly on the table.  Dream is mesmerized by the
motion — mesmerized by a thing as small as the way Hob folds his elbows just so on the
tabletop, picks at a cuticle, taps a fingertip.  Dream had not forgotten a single mannerism of
Hob’s — how could he, when they occupied such a dedicated catalog in him, so often
updated, lovingly reread? — but to see them again, like this, is like emerging from dark water
and rediscovering lungs.  Even to see Hob’s face again, when he has so long been
condemned, Eurydicean, to trail after the back of his head, is a marvel.  

Dream studies him.  He has made no change to his lover that did not simply suit the time and
place — costuming only, suit and haircut and watch plucked from a photo Dream had seen
once of Hob outside some Italian cafe, smiling into the sun and leaning against a low-slung
red car.  Hob looks a little wearier, a little more shadowed beneath the eye, though some
detail is lost in the flattering collaboration of warm yellow incandescent and cool blue
lowlights.  When Hob raises his glass and takes a drink, the splotch of white scar beneath his
chin churns a little nausea in the place where Dream might keep a stomach if he had one. 
The feeling is overridden by the motion of Hob’s throat.



“You are looking.  Well.”

Hob blinks.  Smiles.  He seems almost startled by the compliment, generic as it is.  Dream is
touched by a pang of remorse, that his words of kindness had been so few and far between, at
this time, even the shallowest elicited such a response.

But you were not yet kinder.  You cannot change that part.

Beneath the weariness, it’s the truth — Hob does look well.  Dream did not linger to listen to
his sister’s chat, when she had visited Hob, those weeks ago, but there had been some change
in him after her.  Death had that touch.  Change was pulled along in her wake, inevitable.  It
was a good change — a lightening of the lead that lined Hob’s form in the fall, the winter, the
earliest of spring.  Sometimes, when Dream would manage to guide a bit of breeze towards
him, Hob would stop, and wait, and listen.  Like he was starting to really believe.

Will that be all you can give him?  Touches made of wind, without substance?  Is this your
true condemnation?  Can you really—

“Thanks,” says Hob.  The train of thought is banished, for a time.  “Well, this era sits rather
well on you, too.  You’re really the original goth.”

Dream laughs, punctuated breaths.  Hob seems emboldened by this.

“The rest of subculture has finally caught up,” he adds, and there’s teasing in the crinkle of
his dark eyes.  “Trendsetter, eh?”

“Imitation is.  Flattery.”

“Hah.”  Hob looks out at the crowd, where there are, interspersed, a few of those
aforementioned goths.  Not too many, Dream had decided — he was finicky with his details,
and the White Horse was not exactly the milieu for most of their ilk.  “Imitators they are —
well, you’ll always be the first, at any rate.”

“And by extension.  The best?” Dream says, mouth twisting slantways.

Hob inclines his head — a mock bow — and raises his glass.

“Obviously.  World champion.  Gothic patron saint.  Considering you were ahead of this
particular curve by half a millennium,” he adds, “how could I argue otherwise?”

The knife twists beautifully.  Dream had missed him — he had missed him so terribly it made
him remember the press of frosty glass to his bare spine, because that was a feeling as vicious
as this.  He had had such a gift, just being able to lie against Hob on the couch, bodies
entangled, watching some foolish televised drama.  Such a gift, to come home to him.  He
had thought that he had savored it, as was right, to the last dregs, but now, having been
without it, he discovers there was more — more to cling to, more to be sung in praise of the
simple benediction of Hob’s unthinking laugh.  

It would never be enough.  Not by the whole span of history, spent here, would you be sated. 
That is the way of things.



“Besides, I’m none too eager to find myself out of your good graces.”

There’s an again, unspoken, and Hob appears to regret saying it, as the wince would
indicate.  His whole posture tenses, as though he’s expecting a lash.

“I am.  Sorry.”

There’s been a lot of wishing, so far tonight, but now Dream is wishing again that he had
made this meeting, if only to see this: Hob’s incredulous expression, eyebrows near to
brushing his hairline.  

“I took my prior leave.  In haste.”  It was too fast.  The way I left you.  Then, and again, the
second time.  “It was.  Less than optimal.”

Hob doesn’t speak, but his brows descend some, and he nods, tentatively.

“It was.”  Not what I wanted.  True both times, for he had come to the meeting of 1889 with
peculiar butterflies, only later cross-examined, and though pride and fear of loss — fear of
having, wherein future loss was implied, as every birth is a death — had driven him away,
there was no denying that he had wanted to linger.  He had wanted to stay.  “Not right.”

“It’s alright,” says Hob, at length.  Always ready to forgive.  Even overeager.  “I shouldn’t
have—”

“There was.  Nothing.  You could have done.”

Dream lays urgency behind the words.  They mean two things.  This is a night of double-talk,
it seems.  There was no fault, in Hob of 1889, because wanting is no sin, and asking no
punishable offense.  And there was no fault in Hob of the past fall, because the Fates did not
make concessions to anyone.  Only trades.

Hob is still, and quiet.  He looks at Dream, first, a long time — a slow look, as if recognizing
him anew.  Dream wants him to, and doesn’t.  It is more delicate a matter to preserve a dream
when the dreamer is lucid, though Hob was well-practiced — more, Hob’s return to himself,
in full, means that they will have to talk of things like ghosts, and what is next, and what
could be, and is, and isn’t, and cannot be.  And he is not ready.  He is selfish.  He and Hob
were always matched in this.  Selfish, in their own ways.

 

+++

 

Dream sounds so terribly sincere, Hob realizes.  It’s an unusual tone — both divided selves
stand in agreement on this.  It’s important.  Nothing he could have done — nothing I could
have done, then.  

It was written.  Maybe that part of it, I can reckon with.   



He doesn’t know if he feels lighter.  But it is easier, to sit, and to hold his muscles less
tightly.  Easier still to appreciate the way Dream’s hair falls in spikes of pitch and petrified oil
over his forehead, nearly into his eyes.  

This is good.  I could make this enough.  I’d take it.  I can meet him where he is.

Dream is there, across the table.  Real, in most ways that matter.

 

+++

 

But Hob seems to remain on the cusp, balanced improbably.

“Right then,” he says.  A beat.  “Well, I can do something now, can’t I?”

Dream blinks.  Can you?

Hob rises, grinning.  With a shift in demeanor as easy as a thrown switch, Dream discovers
himself pinned under the full spotlight force of Hob’s charm.  It is— many things, none of
which make him feel particularly steady, and all of which are good.

“Ungentlemanly of me to leave you with an empty glass,” says Hob lightly, passing Dream,
heading towards the bar.  Dream looks up towards him, met by the curvature of his forearm,
his bicep and the rounded point it joins into his shoulder.  “Some of this past century will go
down better with liquor.  God’s blood, but I’ve so much to tell you.”

Hob pauses — then, a quick smile, and with it, the brief press of a hand to Dream’s shoulder. 
Polite, of course, and short, and doubtless a move he has used on other people.  The warmth
of the touch rockets through Dream, from the skin to the roughly assembled bones beneath,
and for a moment far too fleeting, he’s not cold.

“Don’t go anywhere, now.  Back in a jiff.”

As instinct starts to lean him into the touch, Hob’s hand is already gone, and he’s halfway
across the floor, retreating through the dancers, but never quite lost.  In his absence, Dream
tries to preserve some energy by letting some things go — his hems blur, his fabric textures
lose their woven acuity, and under his clothes detail falls away, keeping mostly external
form.  The wound is weeping, it must be, because the thing he can feel is the dampness of the
bandages, a real, tactile sensation, one that he does not want.

True to his word, Hob is back almost as though he had not left, holding two drinks — some
red-orange slurry, for himself, and something else for Dream, in a tall glass sweating with
condensate.  There’s a curl of lemon in it.  It’s—

“Blue?” says Dream aloud, quirking an eyebrow.

Hob slides into his seat.



“Blue Lagoon.  All the rage.  I myself have had far too many of them, so I cede the
experience to you.”

“Hm.”

“And it matches,” says Hob.  He waves a general hand towards Dream’s face.  “You know. 
Your— color palette.”

Dream can feel himself fighting the smile.  Why fight?   He lets it go, and Hob returns it, beat
for beat.

“Yours,” observes Dream, “has a flamingo in it.”

“Right you are.”  There is, in fact, a tiny plastic flamingo in Hob’s glass, along with a poorly
balanced wedge of pineapple.  “Tequila Sunrise.  Saw the bartender make it, so I’m pretty
sure there’s more ‘tequila’ than ‘sunrise’ going on.”

Hob lifts his glass.

“Cheers?”

Dream indulges.

“Cheers.”

Clink.  A chime, bell-like.  As it turns out, a Blue Lagoon — or this one, at least — is in fact
mostly vodka.  It goes down without going down, and though he can’t feel the liquor, he can
feel Hob’s ankle bump into his, and that is almost the same.

 

+++

 

Hob tells him everything he can think to tell.  He tells him about running a bookstore in
London after the turn of the century, because he tended to recognize old volumes — some
had been residents on his own shelves, way back when — and the delightfully cloistered
feeling he had, passing through the rows, in pursuit of The Faerie Queene or The Hound of
the Baskervilles.  He tells him about the first war, the clatter of a Sopwith Pup’s engines and
how miraculous it felt to fly, even when the rest of his life was arguably far more
improbable.  L’Enfer in Paris, Hell’s club with its grotesque Dantean beauty, and making a
drunken bid for the blessings of some St. Peter in front of Le Ciel.  The second war, which is
harder to talk through.  Then Los Angeles, lighting silver screens, and Woodstock in there,
which he doesn’t remember very much of, really, and somewhere in there the time he almost
started a cult, when that sort of thing was really swinging in the 60’s.  And on, and on —
digital watches, the moon landing, Cher, computers, how fast the world is going, how
everything seems to keep accelerating, how it’s fun and also a little scary, and how much
bloody speed he can get on the straights in his manic little C4.



Through all of it, Dream watches and listens with equal attentiveness.  He smiles more freely,
sometimes even laughs — nothing full-bodied, just breath — and there is a peculiar look in
his eye that Hob can’t quite place.  

He feels how you feel.  He’s happy, and that’s not enough word for it, not by a long shot. 
Don’t think about it too much.  Let’s have this.  While we can.

So he doesn’t think about it.  He downs his Tequila Sunset — correctly appraised, it’s largely
tequila — and Dream’s Blue Lagoon goes somewhere, so he gets him another drink. 
Something with one of those silly little paper cocktail umbrellas in it — another modern
invention, one he’s just compelled to wax poetic about.

“...and mass manufacturing has made it possible for you, right now, to have a fiddly bit of
paper on a toothpick stuck in your glass.  You understand?  And it’s also— it folds like a real
umbrella!  It’s fragile, and if it gets even the slightest bit damp it’s ruined, which is ironic,
considering it’s meant for drinks, and it is absolutely, brilliantly useless.  Isn’t that
remarkable?”

The way Dream is looking at him, right now, cannot be shied around, or reasoned off as
misinterpretation — no, it’s most definitely fond.  Hob almost loses the plot, but sallies forth
bravely, pretending he lives in a world where he’s not flustered by the curve of that pink lip,
the spots of light in those gently lidded eyes.

“I mean, the whole of human ingenuity, the sum total of modern technology, has been, at
least partly, bent to the task of making your drink look festive and tropical.  Couldn’t have got
that back in the fifteenth century, no sir.”  He examines his own drink — a rum-forward Pina
Colada, complete with tiny pink umbrella — with woozy satisfaction.  “Christ above, I love it
here.  Still don’t want to die, by the way, if you hadn’t got that by now.”

Even when he didn’t show, you were adamant to keep on kicking.  By now, that reason for
meeting — the little wager — hardly held water as a pretense.  You knew it.  You’d hoped that
he’d show partly because it would have meant he knew it, too.  

Over the speakers, distantly, Kate Bush.

Dream huffs another one of those mostly-laughs.

“Hm.  I surmised as much.”  He taps the white cap of his little umbrella with one slender
finger, like a cat might bat idly at a thread.  The lights slice shards of pink into his hair,
outline his narrow wrist where it emerges from his sleeve.  “It is.  Certainly curious.”

Dream pauses, then flashes Hob a glance that could not be anything short of teasing.

“It reminds me of.  You.”

“Me?”  Hob leans his forearm on the table.  “You’re going to have to explain that one.”

That smile broadens, ever so slightly tilted.

“It is very.  Human, ” Dream muses.  “Colorful.  A touch.  Frivolous.”



“Oh, I’m frivolous now, am I?”

“But delighting.  In that.  It does not need to be.  But it is.  For the joy of it.  Which is.  A
sort of.  Beauty.”

Dream is tracing the pattern printed on the fine paper with his eyes.  Hob is glad of it,
because it means he’s not paying attention to Hob’s face, which must look stricken.  Not in a
bad way.  Like a bolt from the heavens has thumped right into him.  Maybe he’s
overreacting.  Maybe not — maybe those are very kind things to say, coming out of a mouth
he could not imagine them emerging from, and maybe he’s got every right to feel weak-
kneed, even sitting down.

“Hm.”  Dream gives the umbrella a little nudge, and it rotates a bit around the side of his
glass.  “Also.  Charming.”

No two ways about it.  The proper word for that tone of voice would be “purr”.  

“Come home with me,” says Hob.

Ah.  Brilliant.  Foot, directly into mouth.  Aces.

“I mean— not in that way— oh, God’s wounds—”  

Floundering as he is, he still doesn’t miss that Dream hasn’t particularly moved.  No frigid
stiffening, no haughty tilting of his chin, no storming out the door in a whirl of black fabric. 
If anything, he seems— brows lifted just barely, still smiling that crooked smile— well, he
seems amused.  

He just likes making you squirm.  Bastard.

He looks a little tired, too.

“I mean it’s loud, here,” says Hob, very bravely.  “And if my frivolity has caught your
attention so, well, the drinks at my flat are decidedly free.  Well, sort of free.  Free right now,
since I bought them— not today.  And then I can show you my car, which I really am jolly
pleased with—”

“Okay.”

Hob stops short.  He waits.  No further elaboration is forthcoming.  Well.  Once again, gift
horse, mouth, do not look.

“O-kay.  Okay.  Right-o.  Let’s— I’ll close out.  Yes.  Brilliant.”

Without making a sound, he’s positive Dream is laughing at him.

 

+++



 

Dream is tired.  He can feel his stamina waning, though he knows this is far better than he
has ever done, than perhaps he even expected to do.  He has omitted the fringe territories of
the dream-space, which were largely only clever suggestions and facades to begin with, and
so if they stray too far past the two or three proximal blocks, he’s not sure what will be there. 
Maybe a road, forever — perhaps he could muster that, and they could just drive, for a while,
and that would be enough.  Hob’s flat— he doesn’t think he can do.  He agreed on impulse,
because Hob had asked so earnestly, and he had a terrible weakness for Hob’s every whim. 
Now, the consequences.

He will do what he can.  He will do it.  He is unwilling to brook alternatives.

So he rises, and follows.  He can feel the wound, and its dampness has spread.  He is lucky
his shirt is black, or Hob might notice.  But Hob only smiles his warm, hopeful smile,
fetching his keys from his pocket and holding the door on the way out.

Holding together the walls is beginning to hurt.  A dull ache, encroaching, as a fungus into
rotten wood.  Dissolution becomes a more looming threat.  He grits his teeth — literal, and
figurative — and keeps, if nothing else, the soft light, still glowing.  When he presses a hand
to his belly, his palm comes away blackened.

It is time.  Come back to yourself.  Bring him back to himself.

He doesn’t want to.  If this part never ends, there is no morning, and if there is no morning,
Hob does not wake up in an empty bed.

 

+++

 

“Isn’t she a wicked beauty?” says Hob, hands in his pockets.

Dream has followed — a shock to end them all, the fact he’s still here, on the pavement, at
Hob’s shoulder, a shadow in a dim night — and now he runs a hand over the sleek hood of
the Corvette, as a sculptor might appraise a favorable block of marble.  

“Yes,” he concludes, watching with no small interest as the headlights lift up and click
awake, casting two bright cones into the street.  “Lovely.”

In the new light, Hob notices something — where Dream’s hand has passed, the red paint is
darkened with a smear.  He frowns, steps closer to inspect it.

“Huh.  You’ve got—”

He starts to say more, turning to look at Dream, and is stopped cold.  Dream, head bowed, is
looking at the stain, and then his own hand, which is equally coated in some dark, viscous
thing.  The thing is, he’s in one of those postures—



—that always revealed how old he really was.  Sometimes he’d sort of deflate, just so, and
crack, there they were, all those millenia.  And I never could do much for it, other than hold
him, and wait.  Sometimes that seemed to help—

—so he starts to reach out a hand, just as Dream lifts his head, and in a move of surprising
dexterity, boxes Hob in against the sidewall of the car and kisses him.

It has a very fine veneer of gentleness, which doesn’t last terribly long, because Hob puts
both his hands squarely on Dream’s hips — in part to keep from falling over backwards, if
he’s honest, and mostly because he wants to — and kisses him back.

“Hob,” says Dream, into his mouth.  “Come back to me.”

This was fun.  I wish it had been this, the first time around.

And his waking memory collides into him like a sack of flour, settling heavily into his
diaphragm, so the air floods out of his lungs in one struck gasp.  

“You total arse,” says Hob, hands tightening, because Dream is there, and he can hold him,
and there is matter under his hands, and they’re not empty anymore.  “You could’ve nudged
me along anytime, but no, you let me stagger through like some schoolboy with a crush—”

“I enjoyed.  Watching you try.”

“Bastard.  Unforgivable.”

“Let me.  Make it up to you.”

It’s enough.  It’s more than enough.  Dream kisses him again, gently, on the flat bridge
between his eyebrows, and most of the world goes dark all at once.  It’s them, up against
Hob’s Corvette, in a black expanse of flint and sand — them, and overhead, the stars in
totality, though Hob isn’t doing much looking at those.  He gets the distinct impression that
this time is very, very borrowed — where Dream’s torso pushes against him, until Hob finds
himself mostly flattened out against the hood of the car, there’s something damp, and tacky,
and it makes him cold in the center of his chest.  He’ll ask later.  They can do all the talking
later.  Right now, blessedly, impossibly, there’s a mouth to kiss, a body for his hands to
wander over.  Nothing else worth thinking about.  Not yet.

In the place of crying, which he’s on the brink of, he just laughs.  Dream, after a second,
laughs, entirely, with him — while there’s no hum, anymore, under that sternum, the laughter
supplants it, buzzing into Hob’s body like bees in forsythia, carving sweet honeycomb.

 

+++

 

After, they sit on the roof of the car, and Hob relishes in the much-missed sight of Dream,
recently debauched.  It was so rare to see him disheveled that even finding his collar askew,



hair somehow wildened, is a sublime treat.  He has staunchly refused to think of the
mechanics, what with this being a dream and all, and decided that they do not matter. 
Instead, he’s smoking a cigarette, because he found a pack in his pocket, and the lighter in the
C4’s console still worked.

“You did a bang-up job on the car,” he remarks, leaning back on the windshield.  Dream lies
next to him, close as is humanly possible, arm to arm.  His body is cold.  Hob tries to remedy
that by tucking an arm around Dream’s shoulders and tugging him in another spare few
millimeters, but it doesn’t do much.  There’s no flush in his cheek.  Only a sallow quality, a
tinge of blue.

“Thank you.”

“You’re you.”  It’s a statement, not a question.  At this point, he couldn’t bear for it to be a
question.  “Do you know how?”

Dream shrugs.

“Willpower.  Oaths to be.  Kept.”

“And Daniel is—”

“Daniel.”  His ensuing silence is sorrowful.  “I feel for him.  He was.  Is.  A boy.”

Hob doesn’t answer.  Dream, after a moment, turns to tuck his head against Hob’s chest.  His
hair is ruffled by Hob’s chin.  Hob takes a drag, and watches the smoke, at first existent, then
blinking away, as if deleted, or never written.  The stars are hanging on, but when he
clambered out of the car, lit cigarette in hand, he noticed the rims were only uniform disks of
silver, and the tires had lost their tread.

“I have made this, ” says Dream.  “And I have come here.  To you.  As I swore.  That I
would.”

“I remember,” says Hob, softly.  He does.  It hurts.  He remembers promises and vows, made
in spilled blood, on marble steps.  “Bichon.   Death’s no match for you, you old goat.”

Dream huffs.  Then falls quiet, again, for a time.  The stars twinkle.  They look like the stars
over Hob’s farmhouse — country stars, unfettered — but he can find no precise
constellations in them.

“So it’s you, tapping my piano and blowing on my neck, is it?”

“Yes.  Saying hello.”

“I think Matthew thinks I’ve lost it.  Maybe the Corinthian, too, though it’s highly possible
he’s been smelling you, hanging about.”

“Hm.”

“He’s been on exemplary behavior,” adds Hob.



He can feel the way Dream’s brows knit, pensive.  But he remarks no further.

“And Desire could—”

“See me.  Yes.”  A note of sourness creeps into Dream’s voice.   “They must.  Know.  In
part.  That I endure.  As I am.”  

Hob takes a deep breath.  His chest meets resistance as it rises, with Dream lying against him
like he is, and it’s the most incredible feeling in the world.

He tries not to glance down — by his waist, he feels a spreading damp, and in his periphery,
his white t-shirt is starting to turn black, all the places it meets Dream’s curled body.

“I bought a farmhouse,” says Hob.  He wishes his voice wouldn’t shake.  “D’you like it?”

“Yes.  It is.  Peaceful.”  A pause.  “When I can.  Get to it.”

“What do you mean?”

Dream hesitates.

“It is not always.  Easy.  To find the Waking.  It is not as.  Open.  To what I am.  I am
mired in.  Between-places.  Or this.  My dark.  The Waking is elusive.”

Another long pause.  Then a sigh.

“I do not know.  How to.  Stay there.”

Hob cards his fingers through Dream’s hair and takes a long drag.  Nausea is rising in his gut,
with the dispersing black stain, heavy as mercury.  He hadn’t really thought Dream could
come back, all the way.  He hadn’t expected it.  There’s only so much stubbornness in the
world — the fact he had made it from the grave to a place not buried was already an
ridiculous miracle—

But God, he had hoped.

“I liked this,” says Hob.  “What you made.  Loved it.”

“Mm.”

“But did it— hurt you?”

The length of time it takes Dream to reply is enough of an answer.  Hob exhales, and there’s
no smoke, now, so he stubs the cigarette out against the windshield, to give Dream less to do.

“I cannot do it.  For long.  Or.  Often, I think.”

He sounds apologetic.  Dream’s hand rests lightly over Hob’s collarbone, and Hob entwines
their fingers, squeezes.

“No, it’s alright, love.  If it hurts you— we can figure out something—”



“It does not hurt too much to—”

“No, I don’t want you being a stupid martyr, absolutely not— we will find another way—”

“What other way?”  Dream raises his head, props himself up on a tremulous forearm, and
looks Hob in the eyes.  From his one dark eye, thin rivulets of black are beginning to run. 
The other, glacial blue, is between desperation and mourning.  “What other way.  Can there
be?  All is.  Done.  Done and.  Finished.  What else—”

“Hey, shh, come on.  Come on.”  Hob sits up, just a little, to kiss Dream on the forehead, as if
he himself isn’t grasping in vain for some alternative solution, some branching path they
might press down.  He can’t think of anything.

No.  There’s something.  Nebulous, but almost there.  A combination of peculiar phrases. 
Not yet an idea, but it could be one.

Still, not right now, it can’t.  He pulls Dream back into his chest, wraps as much of him as he
can fit in his arms, and runs his fingers through the black hair, parting like sheaves of wheat.

“You’re not going away, right?”

“No,” says Dream quietly.

“Right-o, then.  We can talk about— that— later.  Come on.”  Hob watches the stars for a
second, then, through great force of will, closes his eyes against the threat of tears.  “Let’s—
let’s talk about tonight.”

“Tonight?”

“If it had really happened.  You know.  If a mule had kicked Burgess in the head, if you
could’ve come, or if I’d found you sooner, or thought to look, or— or any number of things,
let’s not worry about that part.  If you and I had met.  White Horse, 1989.”  

“As it should have.  Been,” murmurs Dream.

“Right.”  Hob takes a breath.  He’s starkly aware of the point of Dream’s nose, his chin, sharp
against his chest.  The quiet entanglement of their legs.  “Same old White Horse.  They did
have more of those colored lights, in the 80’s, and for a while they’d pushed the tables around
so people could dance.  And I had just about this outfit on, when I was— there.  Right?”

“Hm.”

“Would you have asked me for a drink?”

“Yes,” says Dream, after a moment.  “I would have.

“A second?” 

“Yes.  But.  No more.  I would not have.  Indulged.  As much.”



“Right.  So I would’ve certainly gotten you that posh elderflower-blackberry thing to start—
hm.  Would you have told me how well I looked?”

“Maybe,” hums Dream.   “Perhaps.  Something like it.  Less.  Forward.”

“Your version of ‘forward’ is blisteringly tame.”

“And I don’t think.  I would have.  Apologized.”

“Alright.”

“Though I think, ” says Dream carefully, “ I would have.  Wanted to.”

Hob nods.  Dream, against him, is starting to feel lighter.  He resists every urge to cling to
him too viciously.  He’s not going away, he tries to remind himself.  He’s pushed himself,
doing whatever this is.  You aren’t losing him permanently.

“I certainly would have gotten you that awful blue thing, either way.  I did drink quite a lot of
those, and made very many mistakes in the aftermath.  And I would have told you— all the
things I told you,” says Hob.  “About Walkmans and the like.”

“No.  Not the blue one.  The one.  With the umbrella.”

“Oh,” chuckles Hob.  “You liked the umbrella, then?”

“Yes, ” says Dream, only a bit tetchy about it.  “It was.  Fun.”

“Good.  Umbrella drink.  Kate Bush on the stereo, people dancing.  If the umbrella was
present, it’d be a cold day in hell when I didn’t start jabbering on about it—”

“And then. ”  Dream stops.  “This is.  Our version.  Yes?  Even if some things.  Would not
have been.  Likely.”

“Yes.  World’s your oyster.  Total narrative freedom.”

“Hm.  Then.  I think.  I would have found you.  So beautiful.  In the lights.  That I would
still say.  All the things.   About the umbrella.  And you.”

Hob’s throat tightens.  He’s smiling in a way that makes his face hurt.  Dream is getting less
and less substantive, but his cheekbone is still flat against Hob’s sternum, and when his
mouth quirks in that slanted smile he knows even with eyes shut, he can feel it.

“Well.  Then I would’ve doubtless made the same shoddy pass-that-wasn’t-a-pass at you,
couched in the excuse of showing off my immeasurably seductive car.”

“I would have.  Gone with you.  If only out of.  Curiosity.”

“Brilliant.  Can we keep the bit where you corner me against the bonnet, too?”



“Yes,” says Dream, almost laughing.  He kisses Hob on the corner of his jaw, and it is so
convincingly real that Hob has a vision of waking up in the morning to the tousled rat’s nest
of his black hair, there, on the pillow beside him.  It sort of just hurts.

“Good.  Liked that bit, myself.”

“And then?”

“And then,” says Hob, “well.  We’d have to see.”

“Hm.”  Dream’s voice fades, too, turning sleep-heavy, faint.  A finely boned hand squeezes
his own, then slips away from it, like smoke.  “ Then.  We will.  See.”

Hob wonders if this is a parting gift, that he falls asleep — which becomes waking up —
before Dream is gone all the way, so the pressure of his body curled against him still lingers
in his nerves, even when he opens his eyes to the sun slipping across the empty side of his
bed.  

 

+++

 

His stomach hurts.  He gets up, unsteady, and staggers to the bathroom, not to throw up last
night’s dinner, but to splash cold water on his face and grip the edges of the sink hard enough
that his knuckles turn yellow-white.  The house is quiet.  The tactile impression of the hood
of his old Corvette against his back, the taste of the drinks, Dream’s body and mouth and
voice — they’re real enough, and he’s seen stranger.  He’s past trying to talk himself into
thinking the whole thing a grief-stricken delusion. 

Now, he’s almost furious.  Because neither of them wanted any grander thing than being
together — itself, of course, enormous, but not requiring that the earth be moved off its axis. 
What sort of terrible thing was that to ask?  Why did it have to cost so much?  Why should it
be rendered impossible by some stupid judgment of the Fates that seemed far past the statute
of limitations?  

He wants to break something.  Glass, drywall.  He doesn’t.  He’s trying to change — not
banish his temper, but keep it from busting up his knuckles any further.  There’s the sun,
through the opened bathroom door, insisting on rising.  Another turning of the spheres.  

It’s unfair.  It’s unfair, and he wants to change it, like he has changed other things.  And that
tantalizing sense of knowing the answer already hangs in the air before him, a carrot on a
stick.  So be it, then.  He’s waited plenty.  Time to do some hounding.

And he needs to see some things for himself.  

So he pulls on a jumper, trying to pretend he hadn’t tried to find the Olympics one, and goes
downstairs to make himself a cup of coffee.  The TV is off, and the Corinthian is asleep on
the couch, however he might sleep, dreaming of whatever it is a thing like him might dream



of.  Hob doesn't wake him.  Like this, strife has no seat around his shoulders, and maybe
that's a good thing, for a bit.

Instead, Hob sits on the porch, the mug warm between his palms, which feel reborn, having
once again held something they had lost.  The steam rises from the coffee in thin banners.  He
takes a drink — hot and clear.

The sun carries on, climbing the horizon.  Cycles.  Hob takes another long drink, and waits
for Matthew to come back.
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It’s a very lovely day in the Dreaming, Daniel thinks.  By virtue of his thinking it, it’s always
a lovely day in the Dreaming.  The sky is crisply blue, the clouds overtop fluffy, like sheared
tufts of wool from enormous sheep.  The sun rises, blushing pink, and sets in hues of purple
and orange.  He likes this weather, and so this weather, as it is, is the only weather.

He wouldn’t admit it — not without being asked — but he’s a little bit lonely.  The raven —
Matthew, with his funny ways of talking, his lovely feathers iridescent in the sun — is good
company, sometimes, and Lucienne, too, who has provided to him some of the gentle tutelage
that his mother can no longer give him.  And the residents of the Dreaming do seem to like
him well enough.  Their smiles, with their various odd mouths, ring true enough, and every
morning he finds at his doorstep little gifts of fable — woven tapestries from Arachne in
stygian blue and hyperbolic orange; bundles of foxglove and nightshade from Cain, whose
bouquets, though poisonous, are still rather pretty; shed leaves from Yggdrasil, latticed with
fine green veins.  He decorates the austere palace with the bright treasures, but the halls still
feel so towering as to diminish him to the size of a mouse, creeping around under arches he’s
told belong to him.

“You can change things, if you would like, my Lord,” offers Lucienne.  She’s attuned to his
quiet moods, reads them expertly.  Unsurprising — her fondness for books means all texts are
legible to her, even walking ones.  



She has led him through her glorious library almost every day, for his amusement, and Daniel
watched with awe as the books blossomed from the shelves, stretching and yawning and
settling into themselves.  It had seemed like magic.  It was magic.  The books butted their
broad spines against his hand like friendly horses, and he’d really laughed, easily, almost for
the first time.

Now, they pace through yawning corridors of black marble veined with cream, crossing
through antechambers whose ceilings encapsulate galactic skies, binary stars and their
shearing intersections of light.  Daniel, without thinking, examines the stars, but finds no
known planets within their orbit.

“No,” he says softly.  “I don’t think I should, should I?”

Lucienne straightens the hem of her frock coat, failing to meet his eyes.

“It is yours, my Lord, to do with as is your wont,” she says.  “You should not feel discomfort
in your own home.”

“Hm,” says Daniel.  “I’ll think about it.”

He does a lot of thinking, these days.  In between, he makes little whims and pleasant
dreams, to dispatch into the world, glittering and milkweed-soft.  He knows how to do things
of that sort — it arrives as easily as instinct, and with some careful turning of his hands over
the dreamstuff clay, the humming of a few adept notes, he pulls the spangled wings of fairies
into being, makes lithe trout whose scales refract the rainbow in their darting course.

Lucienne had, politely, suggested he practice the construction of nightmares — he couldn’t
admit to her that they came poorly to him, often lacking the subtle art of horror.  Things
didn’t always yield to his making, and nightmares were unbroken horses, ready with a sharp
hoof.  He didn’t know how to better the craft.  No one had taught him.

Sometimes, in the night, he sees the ghost — black bit of sackcloth, pickpocketing the
Dreaming in handfuls of dirt and silver sand.  Sometimes, the ghost will look at him a long
time with his mismatched eyes, and Daniel will look back, curious, wondering if this is an
old creation he has also forgotten.

“Are you.  Afraid?” the ghost asked him once.

“No,” said Daniel.  “But I’m lost.”

The ghost, in a passing instant, had fallen like a curtain, into the ground, and Daniel did not
see him after that for a long time.  He hadn’t lied.  He wasn’t really afraid.  It ran deeper than
that, painted in different, more complicated colors.  He was adrift.  The sea was unfamiliar,
and the stars no good to reckon by.

“Palinurus,” said the ghost, after his body had gone in a soft rush, wind through reeds, “has. 
Drowned.”



Daniel senses him often, but doesn’t think to worry over it.  The ghost had the quality of a
memory — an old memory, seen through different eyes.  Instinct wants the ghost to linger,
but he doesn’t know what it means, only that the feeling of it leaves him chill and hollow.

The loneliness is internal, unmitigated by the presence of other living beings, even those with
friendly gestures and open arms.  He’s divorced from himself, and in that way, irrevocably
alone — a boy in an outsized body, trying daily to recall how he arrived here, or whether it’s
worth thinking about at all.  He trembles on the cusp of some revelatory knowledge.  But he
does not sway toward it.

The sun, sweet and clear, falls through the immense windows of another gallery walk, along
which run, in great herds of red ink, cave paintings, pressed into the enormous cut slabs of
stone that make the wall.  Lucienne walks beside him, her hands neatly entwined behind her
back, and their steps together make a pleasing rhythm.  This assuages him, for a time, but it
doesn’t last.

At the end of this corridor is a plain white door, paneled in the warmest, lushest oak Daniel
could muster.  It sits in the curved wall of a turret, and within is a chamber with a wonderful
view of the whole brilliant expanse of the Dreaming, spread below like the most impossible
glory, a miraculous, teeming quilt.  He’s tried to make it safe.  It locks only from the inside,
though locks, under his hand, mean very little.  He’s tried, above all else, to make it
comforting.  A place to get better, without the sterility of the sickbed.  A good place, for her.

Lucienne stops at the door and faces him, peering up at him through her round spectacles.

“Well,” she says, and then nothing.

Daniel waits.  He knows her meaning sometimes needs a clearing of silence in which to get a
good run-up.  Lucienne looks at the floor.  Clears her throat.  Glances down the hall. 
Eventually, her eyes return to him, a little wider, almost asking.

“If you require me, my Lord, you need only call,” she says.

Daniel nods.  Lucienne lingers, as if expecting something else — then, with a carefully
controlled absence of disappointment, she turns and walks away.  Her shape, rich purple and
sharply ruled, dwindles down the corridor, then vanishes around a corner, and he’s alone.

This, too, keeps Daniel apart from everyone.  They all look at him like that — asking a
question in a foreign tongue.  He doesn’t speak it.  He doesn’t even possess a guide by which
to translate.

But that’ll wait.  It’s time, now, for the day’s central ritual.

He knocks lightly on the door, five times.

Silence.  Daniel hesitates, then knocks again.

“Mom?” he calls gently.  “It’s me.”

 



+++

 

Lyta Hall remains.  For what, she does not know, because she has outlived herself.

Beautiful, this prison.  She has circled its walls, measured to the footstep the circumference
of it, sides of her feet pressed snug to the cool stone of the molding.  She has cataloged the
width of each broad windowsill with the palms of her hands, and scratched the numbers into
the white paint with a fingernail.  She has pressed her forehead against the glass, beyond
which is a paradise she cannot explore, lush and tantalized as any Eden, or Babylon, or the
front lawn of the house she visited sometimes in the summer, as a girl — or as a woman?  As
an old woman — a retirement home’s manicured turf, mown into a plaid of green on green —
or as no one, as a ghost, remembering falsely, in the hopes it will make the false true and the
dead alive and the changed unchanged.  

Beautiful, this not-prison, whose door she can unlock easily, whose latch is well-oiled and
does not emit even the barest squeak or squeal when she flips it open to peer down the grand
and artful Versaille that lies beyond the threshold, where the sun, forever, unrolls in panels
like the white sails of ships in the harbor, in the pier, Santa Monica — has it been so long? 
The sigils will not wash off.  The tincture of the Furies, their muddy salve, has resisted her
scrubbing.  She has lost the crown of stars, the motley and inspired armor, even the sword,
which no longer burns, but has revealed itself to be a child’s plaything, a flimsy tin blade
with a plastic grip, a crossbar lashed on with twine.  The signs remain, irrevocable, on her
skin.  She combs her hair with her fingers, and finds in it, every day, twigs of hawthorne,
cyprus.  How can it be?  It is like she can no longer change — like her thread, severed, is still
laying on a careless cutting board, existent, and yet static.  She must sleep, she’s sure of it,
but she cannot remember sleeping, because she does not dream.  In blinks and breaths, the
days arrive, stay inhospitably few hours, and vanish, like neighbors, housewarmers only
dropping by.

Beautiful, really.  So beautiful, out there, that clear blue sky like a lake bound against
gravity.  And the grass, has she thought of the grass enough?  Emerald, yes, but softer, too,
and underfoot it must smell sweet, like summer always smelled, and when she things of
summer, of course she thinks of her boy, his white hair like the sun of the solstice, the longest
day.  Her longest day is his.  Is she here for him?

He knocks.  She unlocks the door the second time, thinking she had already unlocked it the
first, then turns away, to the paradisal view out the window, because she cannot look at him.  

“Hello, mom,” he says.  “How are you today?”

His voice is trilling, lilted, a fair tenor.  He had not yet been speaking in words.  How does he
have words, now?  How is it fair, that she missed the advent of his first one — a stumbling
ma ma, or something else, some peculiarity that revealed the person he would become, a
story she could tell her friends, her coworkers, laughing — yes, you wouldn’t believe it, but
his first word was (dragon) (moon) (cheese) (silver) (love).



When he had grown — passing indeterminately from round-limbed babe to graceful saluki
man, slim and swanlike — she had taken his face between her hands and wept inconsolably. 
He looked like her Hector, through the mouth, and herself, through the brow, and the face of
the one she had killed, through the cheek, but his eyes were no one’s.  The malted brown of
Hector had gone, replaced by pits of tar, scattered with grains of salt.  She had cried until she
had no voice, standing before him.  He towered over her.  And he had tilted his head — at
least his hair was still his, a dandelion puff — and asked, what’s wrong?  Is something
wrong?

The Fates-become-Furies had taken away the pieces of her that made her strong, externally
— bronze and iron, silver and flame, prophecy and justice.  Lyta had always been a strong
thing, within, too.  Even when Hector had died, she had endured, borne aloft by bile against
her persecutor, who had first wronged her, then, she thought, stolen her boy.   But Hector is
gone irrevocable, and now the enemy is gone, and in taking him, she has lost what she strove
only to preserve.  

“Do you want to go for a walk?” asks Daniel.  She feels him approaching, and shudders, then
feels sick, to shudder at her son.  

But is he her son?  Sometimes she isn’t sure — can she be certain this is not some clever
manipulation by the black-robed trickster king, his sparkling dreamland returning to her a
promise hollow as an exhumed skull?  This cannot be her boy — he must be cloistered in
some other distant chamber, still yet a young thing, still unmolded, and she will see him
grow, as was her right.  See him fill into limb and angle, adopt perhaps Hector’s jaw as he
becomes less a child, more the beginnings of a man.  Discover what he relishes, what books
catch his fancy, what games call him.  Perhaps he would play some sport, and she could slice
apples for practice meets, befriend the other parents who gathered on the sidelines to cheer,
her boy a streaking deer among the pack, lithe and gleeful, mud-spattered.  

“Mama,” says Daniel, and then she cannot argue with herself, because she would know the
way her boy turned that word in his mouth, dead or alive, herself or not herself, “it’s very
pretty outside.  Warm, too.  Lots of birds.  You’ll like it.  I promise.”

“Tomorrow,” croaks Lyta.  

He lays his hand on her shoulder.  It is warm, and fits there, pleading for something.  She
wants to turn and fold him into her arms, stroke his hair, tell him, yes, dear heart, I am here, I
am still your mama, and you still have time to grow, you don’t have to rush, even if the next
thing seems so exciting.  You can take your time, and we can go slowly, remembering
everything.  I’ll make those cookies you like, with the butterscotch chips.

She can’t.  He’s taller than her, and no one, not the fey woman with the purple coat, or the
bird, or the blonde with the teeth, or anyone, anyone at whose feet she threw herself in those
first mad hours — days?  weeks? — would tell her how to fix it, how to call back the Three
and tell them to make it right, that this couldn’t possibly be justice, not at such a cost to the
one wronged.  Daniel made this sanctum for her, and the enormity of what lay past the door is
awful, so she stays in it, and though he tries to draw her back to him, she turns her shoulder
and shivers as though fevered, even when her body insists she is healthy.



“Tomorrow,” she says again.  Daniel’s hand retracts, and with it, all that’s left in the world.

“Okay,” he says.  

Such a darling, her boy.  He tries so hard to mask his sadness.  He tries to make her feel good
— leaves shining flowers at her door, makes bluebirds to trill on the window boxes, where
snapdragons and lion-maned peonies bloom without faltering.  He has put books on the
shelves for her to read, but they are strange ones, and besides, she doesn’t feel like language
has much meaning.  If oaths and order have led her here, what good are plain words?

Lyta bows her head, and the curtain of her white hair covers her face, so she is alone in a
column of clouds.  She feels no safer for it.  It’s nothing like armor.

“I’ll come back tomorrow,” says Daniel.  The door shuts behind him.  With trembling fingers,
she locks it, to keep the grief out.  Grief, sly and insistent, slinks in under her door all the
same, unfettered by even the gentleness of the yellow sun.

 

+++

 

The raven circles in and out, in communion with Lucienne, and between the two of them the
Dreaming seems to maintain an orderly existence, which makes Daniel less concerned that
he’s failing in some enormous way.  The days persist, lovely as eternal spring, and today,
someone has gifted him a painting of the sea, cerulean encrusted with diamond foam, which
delighted him so powerfully he made a thousand dreams of clear water.  He poured them
from the pitcher of his cupped hands into the sleeping minds of dreamers, who still pique his
curiosity and bring him a satisfied joy when he can soothe them into gentleness.  He likes the
dreams of children, best, where he can let his fancies roam a little.  Into troubled older minds,
he allots the water, which runs cool over the grooves of worry, smoothing them as a steady
river might smooth bedrock.

His mother won’t leave her room.  She hasn’t wandered his world since the first few days, in
which she was mad — when the madness abated, she retreated, and has yet to emerge.  It
makes him so terribly sad he almost can’t speak.  He isn’t sure what she needs — or he is
sure, but doesn’t know where to get it.  

He can’t change what he is.  She glances at him askance, like it pains her.  Like he’s a
stranger.

He takes the afternoon, which he reserves carefully for a walk he hopes one day will happen,
and instead returns to the task of stitching the Green back together.  He spins honeysuckle
and creeping jenny into long threads, and with a blackberry thorn for a needle, has been
suturing the awful furrow that cuts through that place, left by his mother’s sword.  He knows
it was her, but why she would do this perplexes him.  She won’t tell him how they got here. 
He hesitates to ask, worried it will push her to raving again.



So much is still a mystery, a story untold, that he can’t think on it too long.  Instead, he loses
himself in the meditative labor of the mending, making careful stitches, so that saplings of
ash and poplar might rise full-leafed again from between the scorched trunks of the old. 
Under his fingertips, the mud exhales a long-held breath, and clover begins to grow.

He works a long time — long enough he becomes the work itself, the repeated motif of the
stitch, the color of the small purple blossoms propagating in the healing soil.  He’s so far
beyond himself, peaceful, that he doesn’t notice he’s been approached until the voice speaks.

“Hello.”

With a rush of snow-laden breeze, he draws back into himself and lifts his head.  Before him,
hands uneasily in pockets, is the watchdog.  He shadows the sun, so that his blonde hair,
backlit, takes on the quality of a halo in an old church painting.  The black lenses of his
sunglasses swallow most of his expression, but the corners of his toothful mouth seem
inclined to smiling, though all that is schooled away, now.  His posture of laxity is so well-
wrought that Daniel wonders if he practices it in a mirror.

“Hello,” says Daniel.  He rises, brushing dirt from his knees.  It falls from his white robes
graciously, and leaves no trace, no stain.  He offers the watchdog a smile, trying to infuse it
with welcoming.  The watchdog barely betrays his reaction — there’s only a speck of
inclination, a slight adjusting of the spine, that shows Daniel has hit close to the mark of what
the watchdog seems always to be looking for.

The watchdog appraises Daniel’s recent handiwork idly, toeing at the stitches with his crisply
polished shoe.

“Nice,” he says offhandedly.  “Looks a lot better than it did.”

“Thank you,” says Daniel.  “I think it looks pretty good, too.  I’d like if things could grow
here again.  Isn’t that what it was supposed to be?”

The watchdog shrugs, scratching his chin. 

“Think so.  The first one remembers this place always smelling like boxwood, and jasmine,
and all this floral mishmash, like an old lady’s perfume, only not so stale.  Fresh.  So I reckon
you’re on the money, with the growing stuff.”

“The first one?” inquires Daniel carefully.

The watchdog stills.  Tilts his head, just a bare degree.

“Yeah,” he says, aiming for light but not quite landing.  “Y’know.  The first one of me. 
When you—”  He waves a hand in a gesture of collapse, then rising.  “Did that.”

Daniel nods slowly.  The nostrils of the watchdog twitch, subtly, but Daniel notices.  He
keeps noticing things about him, like he knows him, and knows him well, as intimately as the
curvature of his own knuckles.  Maybe that’s a bad analogy — his hands aren’t always too
familiar these days.  The intermediary steps of growth, from the pudgy ones existent in vague



child-memory to these artisan’s phalanges, are missing, and the dissonance sometimes makes
him feel far from this easily-dissipating body.  All that aside — the watchdog is so easily read
it’s Daniel cut him from a panel of his own cloth.  What does that mean?

“See, you don’t smell like raspberries, is the thing,” says the watchdog abruptly.

“Oh?”  Daniel knits his brow.  “What do you mean?”

The watchdog finds some interesting feature in the shell of the Green’s old forest, where
already narrow trunks are pushing through the ash.

“Dunno.  You smell like rabbit hides and clouds and hydrogen, which isn’t— raspberries.  Or
rum, for that matter.  I guess I figured some things should be the same, between you.”

“Between…?”

The watchdog stares.  Daniel resists the urge to squirm.  There is a long silence, peppered
with birdsong, the distant champagne laughter of some creature, rambling through the tall
grass.

“You can take the glasses off,” says Daniel softly.  “This is your home, isn’t it?”

The watchdog doesn’t move, not for a few moments.  Then, very slowly, he pushes the
sunglasses up into his hair.  When he blinks, his blonde lashes make a little shush over the
matching clack of his delicate teeth.  One eye is bisected by a faint white scar, matched to the
thin line between his central incisors, each of whom has an accompanying, miniscule chip.

Daniel can’t repress his fascination.  Without thinking, he closes some of the space between
them and presses his fingertips between one of the watchdog’s eyes.  The watchdog’s skin is
convincingly warm.

“Do you see in tastes?” he asks wonderingly.  “Or scents?”

The watchdog’s whole body locks under Daniel’s touch, the complete opposite of a flinch.  

“Both,” says the watchdog.  His voice is desperately controlled.  “Smell and taste are pretty
close together.  And there’s also regular old light, too, so it’s— sort of a triple map?  Hard to
explain.”

“Wow,” says Daniel.  He turns his hand to carelessly cup the watchdog’s jaw, turning his
head a little to get a better look at the light glancing off the finely wrought canines.  “That’s
cool.”

The watchdog almost laughs.

“Yeah?”

“Yeah.”



When Daniel pulls back, straightening, he notices the watchdog lean, just slightly, after the
touch.  Something in him is warming, softening, like wax.  That seems right.  Seems good. 
Daniel tries to think of the right next thing to say.

“How is the Waking?” he asks tentatively.

The watchdog seems to perk up — eager to report.

“Good.  Been doing what I do, you know — teaching lessons, jumping around some dreams. 
I took a— sabbatical, I guess, for a bit, but that was just because everything was—
transitioning.  Back to work, now.  And I haven’t been pulling any of the old one’s stunts,
either.”

Daniel nods as if he understands half of what’s been said.  In part, he thinks he does — the
watchdog has some articulated role which he knows, if only loosely, he should play, and this
gives him a sort of purpose.  Direction.  But the anticipation in his face, not too cleverly
masked, is waiting for something else.  

Orders, Daniel thinks suddenly.  He needs me to tell him what else to do.

“Good,” says Daniel, as measured as he can be.  “Good.”

The watchdog is trying not to look affected by this.  Daniel wants to give him more, but he’s
scraping the bottom of his barrel.  He’s no manager, no general, not really — and certainly,
he’s no god.  The watchdog said he had been unmade and made again, and Daniel doesn’t
remember doing that.

Because it wasn’t you, says a wiser part of him.  It was the one that came before you, that
everyone keeps searching for in your face.  You aren’t him — you aren’t enough of him. 
There are holes.  This is one of them.

“So.”  Daniel tries to be tactful.  “You may carry on.”

The watchdog blinks.

“That’s all?”

“Yes,” says Daniel.  He makes the word sure of itself, acts as though he has delivered the
correct pronouncement.  The work of the stitching remains, and he turns back to it, taking up
his needle and thread again.  The watchdog doesn’t leave.

“Yes,” he echoes faintly.  “That’s all.”

Daniel, dexterously, makes another stitch and pulls it taught.  Some of the ground rejoins
hands, roots twining their knobbled fingers again, and another patch of clover sprouts, each
stalk bearing four lucky leaves.  The shadow of the watchdog darkens the path of his work —
with a thought, an ability that still turns him a little giddy, he turns the sun some, so there is
light where is hands fall.

“So you’re sending me back?” asks the watchdog.  “Don’t you—?”



The watchdog falters.  Daniel looks up, just in time to catch the wake of misery, buried
quickly under blunted apathy.  He reads the rest of the sentence — need me?

Daniel finds has nothing to say — the answer may well be yes, but how can he know?  The
watchdog seemed to chomp at the bit so much Daniel though the world would suit him, give
him what he was really looking for — so he says nothing, and tries to believe it isn’t cruel.

The watchdog is struck by a sudden thought, so clear Daniel can read it in the way the light
cards through his yellow hair, passes over his tensing shoulder.

“Do you even know my name?” asks the watchdog.

Daniel cannot answer.  He’s not— sure.

His silence stretches into answer enough.  With a bolt of fury plain only in the fierce motions
of his hand, the watchdog tugs the sunglasses down over his eyes.

Some incandescent curse starts to bubble up on his tongue, but it dies a pained, abortive
death, only a half-snarl, fading into a useless silence.  The watchdog turns on his heel, and
stalks off.  With precise wrath, he seizes one of Daniel’s doves from the sky with a perfect
predator snatch and bites its head off in a gout of glistening blood, then spits it onto the
ground, among the tumbling gray feathers.  Daniel almost rises to correct it, but finds himself
unable to.  

Are you going to take that from him, too?  The thing he can do?  Proof that he still touches
this place, when you hardly know how to let him?

The watchdog, a turned back garbed in camel cotton, parts the grass with quickening step,
until he’s broken into a blurring run, then gone, too, as startlingly as the end of summer.  The
looming sense of failure casts a new, unseen shadow over Daniel’s work, and it is much
harder to find the solace in it, now.

Later, when Matthew flutters across his path, Daniel stops him.

“Can I ask you something?  Without you telling anyone I asked?”

Matthew cocks his bobbing head.  “Sure thing.”

“The watchdog,” says Daniel.  “What’s his true name?”

“The— watchdog?”

“The blonde one, with the teeth, the eyes.”

Matthew pulls his head back, as if surprised.

“That’s Cori.  The Corinthian,” he says.  “Did you— um, did—”

“Thank you,” says Daniel, cutting him off.  He quells further questions by returning to his
stitches, and soon, Matthew gives up and flutters away, splitting the air and sliding through



on some business of his own.  The Corinthian.   He tries to pretend it’s a returned memory,
but it’s not — it’s new information.

He sews another acre of the Green, and it still doesn’t feel like enough.  He thinks of his
mother, and plants a bower of wisteria, best viewed from her window.

 

+++

 

Two days pass, each uniformly warm.  For variety, which he suddenly craves ardently, on the
third day he introduces a passing rainstorm.  The sheets of water patter like graceful cats
against the windows of the palace.  In the Dreaming, the denizens stare into the rainstorm,
some laughing and making merry in the puddles, and some, like Cain, with odd expressions,
half-recognition.

“I like the weather, my Lord,” remarks Lucienne, after the conclusion of the last dispute
Daniel settles for the day — not in the court, but on the front steps of the palace, where
quarrels between citizens are heard and resolved.  He prefers the open air for this work,
which, at Lucienne’s prompting, he has newly undertaken.  They want to know you, my Lord,
she had suggested.  They want to know all is well, that you are with them.  It might be a good
change.

Now, she stands under a broad black umbrella, peering into the ruffled gray sky, a faint smile
on her lips.  Daniel has forgone an umbrella, instead enjoying the gentle soaking of the warm
rain, which makes him remember something ancient, or not so ancient — rubber boots with
frog faces on the toes, splashing into sidewalk puddles, and his mother, when she was his
mother and she laughed, trailing behind him and tugging up again the slipping hood of his
raincoat.

“It’s good weather,” says Daniel.  In creating it, he felt a rare and burgeoning confidence.  He
could make a thing like this — dour, perhaps, and damp, but still beautiful.  Maybe he could
make nightmares, or learn something like him.  Maybe he could yet grow, even unguided, on
his own. 

On his own.  He wishes there were guardrails, at least.

The watchdog has not yet returned.  Matthew, true to his easy word, hadn’t told anyone of
Daniel’s— faltering, he decides.  Lapse.  Failure, says a sinister whisper, but he tries to let
the rain wash it away.  Matthew himself had departed to the Waking early this morning, and
has yet to return.  Daniel hasn’t asked where he goes — he trusts Matthew, and if Matthew
wants to tell him, he will.  The thing with ruling — as he understands, now, that he does — is
that he doesn’t want to solely be a ruler.  He also wants to be a friend, and a friend doesn’t
demand to know personal business that isn’t already volunteered, not unless it becomes a
matter of terrible worry.  He leveraged a curious question, now and then, but Matthew had
shied away from telling it, so he’s let it lie.  It’ll be known, eventually.  It seems now that he
has all the time in the world.



He sits on the steps, happily sodden, and the gryphon, resurrected and restored, nudges his
shoulder with the tip of one white-feathered wing.

“Someone coming, my Lord,” he rumbles.

Daniel gazes down the path, where the great bridge has been reassembled, and discovers the
gryphon is right — there, a small shape, walking, as yet unrealized in detail.  A raincoat hood
of dusty green obscures his face.  Beside him, a black dart, nearing much more quickly.

“I though the gnomes were the last for today,” says Daniel.

“They were,” says Lucienne, faintly puzzled.  “Maybe someone didn’t sign on the roster.”

The black dart accumulates familiarity — with a flutter and a hop, Matthew lands at
Lucienne’s feet, shaking the water from his feathers.

“Hoo boy, it’s really coming down, I mean, cats and dogs, huh?”

His casual manner is undermined by the strange nervousness in his tone.

“Hello, Matthew,” says Daniel.

“Hiya.  Hello.  Howdy-do.”

“Who’s that?” asks Lucienne.

Matthew looks up at her, a little twitchy, serious as stone.

“Him,” he says quietly.  “It’s him.  He wanted to see.  He’s— I don’t know.  He asked me to
bring him, and I mean, what, could I say no?  He said— I don’t know, I’ll let him explain, but
— you know how I’ve told you things have been majorly weird?”

Lucienne’s eyes widen.  Her head snaps back to the figure on the bridge, who is growing
nearer and nearer, so Daniel can make out the way his hands fold into his pockets, the beads
of rainwater that drip off the brow of his nose, the dark slivers of hair plastered to his
forehead.

“Him?” says Lucienne.  Surprised.  “Really, he’s—?”

The figure arrives at the steps, squints once towards the sky, and sighs.

“Well, I’m already soaked, so what does it matter?”  

He takes off the hood and brushes the rainwater from his eyes — dark eyes, warm, like a log
burning in a hearth.  His smile, self-reinforcing, belies some twisted agony beneath, but he
covers it well.  

“Hullo, Lucienne.”



“Hello to you, Gadling,” says Lucienne.  She’s smiling, a realer, fonder thing than Daniel has
yet seen from her.  “Welcome back.” 

Daniel feels, paralyzingly, that this is someone he should know, know better almost than his
own self.  But he doesn’t quite.  Deja vu, sort of.  All of it on the tip of his tongue.

“Hi,” says the man, extending a frank hand that cleverly does not tremble.  “I’m Hob. 
Pleasure to meet you.”

“I’m Daniel,” says Daniel.

“So I’ve been told.”  And while the words are light enough, the voice is impossible, taut
between curiosity and sadness deep as a well.

Daniel takes his hand.  It’s warm, twice as warm as his eyes, unchilled by the rainfall.  The
sun, acting of its own accord, a pull from the Dreaming itself, sends a few rays down through
the clouds, splitting the water with bands of pale gold.
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It’s a peculiar sort of pain, one Hob has a lot of trouble putting a finger on — with the
stubbornness of a child, still, his body insists, it hurts.

The hand that shakes his is close, in certain ways, and not at all the same.  Maybe it’s the
startling appearance of the gaps between the two — like returning to a house in which
someone has subtly shifted all your furniture to the left.  The surface layer, the many myriad
bruises and bumps, twinges.  Beneath, the more distressing unease — someone has been
here.

Daniel has the draftsman’s slim hands, faintly speckled with some shining bits of sand, as
though he’s emerged only recently from the garden, working among weeds.  The dark eyes,
too, the matching set, black as the winter solstice and stippled in starlight, and their curiosity
— that is also familiar, in a way.  Through certain lines from cheekbone to brow, the
particular geometry of the plane between his fair eyebrows, he carries something known.  An
inheritance.  That could be the right word for it.

But he smiles more, is the thing.  And there’s nothing wrong with that, certainly — Hob’s
sure the denizens of the Dreaming aren’t terribly displeased by the prospect of a lord with a



sunnier disposition — but it makes the tiles of the palace beneath his feet feel far less certain. 
There’s an associated cost, just being here, that Hob had miscalculated.  The sight even of the
spandrels on the top of the slim columns, chiseled in an unknown antiquity, takes something
from him, to say nothing of walking the same channel he walked— before.  The last time he
was here.  The rain in the Dreaming is temperate, June’s rain, but Hob, furnace that he is,
discovers an entrenched vein of cold, right in the core of every bone. 

Lucienne had offered him greetings and looks politely suffused with inquisition and worry. 
Hob had only accepted her hug — a rare offering, a brief but lovely thing — and made a
vague promise of explanation, which was the most he could muster, staring up at the doors of
the palace and seeing them as they had been, even as they stood resolute before him.  He
wonders at the absence of a scar.  Doesn’t wonder long — a subtle examination of the steps
reveals a patch, in lighter marble, where the cut furrow once was.  Almost unnoticeable,
really.

Now, Daniel leads him through halls he knows, who greet him in strange ways.  The sunlight
is sunlight, the tile and plaster and marble and stone exactly as they purport to be, as they
have been in perpetuity, but they refuse to make themselves fully known.  A sheen of some
distancing unfamiliarity has imposed itself over every bannister and vaulting arch, and Hob,
who should be least a stranger here, feels like he is one.

The most likely thing is that this is how grief has chosen to do its dress today.  The pangs and
twists, summoned up by memory bound in certain familiar corners, aren’t nostalgia, though
they paint with similar strokes.  Unfortunately, “haunted” is the word for it.  Everywhere, his
impression resides — all the places his hands had touched, where Hob now thinks there
should be some indelible record, the print of his palm, seared into every surface.

Daniel, gliding along, is an ivory tower, humming peaceably under his breath.  He seemed
nonplussed by Hob’s unexpected arrival, if certainly intrigued — with utmost hospitality, he’s
offered a stroll and a chat, provided Hob allows him the indulgence of a quick stop.

“Something I have to do,” he said mildly.  “You’re welcome to wait in the front, with
Lucienne and Matthew.”

“I’d like to look around a bit, if it’s all the same to you,” said Hob.  He mustered pleasantry, a
sort of courage.  “Been a bit since I’ve passed through.”

Daniel had smiled.  Readily, without a hint of pretense.

“Of course.”

Now Hob finds himself in Daniel’s near-noiseless wake, peering at oil paintings and tiled
frescoes he recognizes, each lovelier than the last.  There have been new additions, too — a
woven tapestry Hob has never seen before, in colors that make his eyes water trying to puzzle
them out; flowers in tall vases, still austere, but more organic about it; bits of subtle color
over a new proliferation of white, white light and white stone, supplanting some of the once-
defining deep black.  It’s lovely, of course.  Hob would be lying to say it wasn’t all
magnificent and artful, nothing short of a fantasy.  But it’s still— different.  For a man whose



life has always and only been about change, about the temporality of each and every thing, he
finds himself longing for the immutability he once found here.

He doesn’t want to be alone here, not yet, anyways, so he’s been following after Daniel, who
regarded his behavior with some small curiosity at first, then declined to comment.  It’s habit,
Hob realizes.  He never led, here.  It was always Dream doing the leading, Hob happy to
walk in his footsteps.

It strikes him he recognizes what Daniel is humming.  Shostakovich, Waltz no. 2.  The struts
and columns echo with a resonant frequency, like tuning forks, and the hum redoubles on
itself, emerging in an orchestral arrangement.  A bewildering thing, to hear such multiplicity,
and also, quietly, very pretty.  The Dreaming is always full of wonders — it seems their
surprise has yet to dull.  It reminds him, a bit, of Delirium.

Daniel stops in front of a polished oak door whose grain is the tawny color of a lion’s pelt. 
He turns back to Hob, offering a bare curl if a smile, and there’s a sort of sadness on his face
much older than Hob would expect there to be.

“I’ll only be a moment,” he says.  “Then we can discuss whatever it was you wished to
discuss.”

“Right.  All good, then.”

Hob makes himself politely busy, leaning on the edge of one of the floor-to-ceiling windows
set into the exterior wall of the hallway.  Below lies the Dreaming, both changed and
unchanged.  Its light still stretches into iridescent colors at the edge of perception — no color
is singular, but some complex layering, perceptible as a whole greater than the sum of its
parts — and where things grow, they grow madly, wildly, with impossible effervescence. 
Nestled in its thick glade and surrounding cemetery, the pointy gothic gables of the House of
Mystery poke through the foliage, black and alluring.  Far off, glimmering near the mercurial
shore, the Gate of Horn and the Gate of Ivory, through which Aeneas once passed, and near,
in all their imposing severity, the gates of the Dreaming proper, their height, even at this
elevation and distance, still entirely impossible.  Further afield, past the shining lake and the
fields like Elysium, the torrid shores of the nightmare sea churn, rearing black stallion necks
and lashing kraken tentacles from depths unknown.

Beside the House of Mystery, now, is what is left of the House of Secrets, overgrown with ivy
and moss.  Though much of Lyta’s incision on the Dreaming has been repaired — the bridge
reassembled, the steps patched, a portion of Fiddler’s Green closed over with fresh sod and
bee-ridden clover — there are still ashen trunks in the forest, their scorched branches like
bones.  Past the main gate, almost not visible, there is a cleft in the shore, where the silver
water floods in, forming an inconstant tidal pool.  The sea of the nightmares has encroached
further on its quicksand shore, and now its waters lap, unruly, at patches of green turf.  The
grass is chewed by rows of heavy, square teeth, poking through the liquid gums — erosion
and consumption, as malicious as any force of nature.  The Dreaming is a bruised thing,
healing slow.  Hob understands the feeling.

Daniel is knocking on the oak door.  Hob tries not to eavesdrop — that’s a lie, he’s most
certainly listening.  The sound carries clear in this big stone throat of a hall.  Acutely, he



hears the shift and click of a lock, the whisper of the hinge as the door opens.

“Hello, mom,” says Daniel.

Hob’s whole body is shot through with the plummeting rush of adrenaline.  All at once, his
heartbeat obscures other sounds, vicious as a drum of war.  His hands, lax on the sill, curl and
tighten until his nails, even blunt as they are, chew into his palms.

He fixes his sight on some indeterminate point in the middle distance to try and curb motion,
but when has he ever been much for ignoring impulse?  His head turns without a second’s
hesitation, and he stares, almost blind, with the bile rising to the roof of his mouth, at the
door, which is now halfway open and revealing just enough.

Daniel’s murmuring has fallen into one placating drone.  His shoulder and hip, joined into an
unbroken line by the fall of his robes, occupy a third of the visible column exposed by the
opened door.  Hob makes out, distantly, the details of a bedroom, a wooden four-poster bed
with white sheets, bookshelves stocked with hardback volumes, a pot of pink and yellow
tulips blooming on a bedside table.  It reminds him, despite its efforts to maintain coziness, of
a hospital room — enclosed, overly tidy.  The room’s walls are rounded — it must sit in one
of the turrets, then — and composed of crisp drywall papered over with faint brocade stripes
in cream.  All of this is passing, impressions collected as a tactical evaluation, because Hob is
really looking at her.

Or the back of her — the long white hair tangled up with bits of twigs, which an unseen
hand, drawing strands over her shoulder, is picking out and dropping to the floor as fast as
new ones appear.  Her back is straight, her posture well-schooled.  None of the manic,
swaying fury he remembers.  Gone, too, are her arms and her armor, their flaming gold and
mud-spattered silver, leaving a wrinkled white shirt with the sleeves rolled up, blue jeans,
bare feet.  Daniel is talking to her the way one would talk to a nervous horse, soothing a
temperament prone to throwing riders.  She doesn’t even look like she’s listening — she’s
turned to the window, watching the rain, and one by one, black bits of bark fall to the floor
beside her.

Run, says the first part of him, the one that fought, make something right.

Then Daniel is stepping from the room, closing the door behind him.  His star-studded eyes
find Hob, waiting, tensed to the point of pain in his jaw, and he tilts his head.

“Should we walk?” he asks mildly.

It takes Hob too long to answer.  Daniel’s brow creases.

“Are you well?”

“Yes,” Hob chokes out.  The expulsion of the word chips at the awful wrath hardening in his
bloodstream.  “Yes.  Quite.  Let’s— be off, then.”

Daniel walks him back to the front of the palace.  Hob engraves the route they take in his
memory, counting the paces.



 

+++

 

They walk in the woods, nearer to the House of Mysteries, where the rain strikes the ground
only rarely, covered over as it is by the heavy bowers of willow oaks and peeling paper-bark
birch trees.  Trunks are tangled in flowering nettles, the crests of their roots blanketed in thick
moss, the curled tendrils of ferns.  Chanterelles push through the soil, spots of peach —
fungal shelves hang from textured bark, sometimes framed in the falling fringe of lichen. 
Where the rain does find the earth, it rises back again in a winding fog that trails around their
ankles, playful and beckoning.  The wood isn’t terribly dark, but it does strike a wild-hearted
chord – it could play the perfect backdrop to some murder most foul wrought by Christie,
stand in as an English forest a tormented Heathcliffe might stagger through.  The air carries
that irreplicable sweetness of dampened vegetation.

Daniel’s white robes retain no blemish of mud, though he walks barefoot.  Sometimes, he’ll
pass a few light fingers over a stalk of porcelain fungus, a purpling nettle blossom, and the
chosen creature will redouble itself under his touch, bedecking its territory in greater range,
balancing some subtle artistic proportion.  He does all this almost absently, hardly even
looking, and it’s here that Hob finds the clearest echo of Dream — the true artist’s aura of
nonchalance.  Sprezzatura.

In the back of Hob’s mind, a pyre is lit, its tongues of flame centered beneath the distant
turret where Lyta watches down over the Dreaming.

“What did you wish to speak to me about?” Daniel asks.  

“Well,” begins Hob, then trails off.  He had wanted to speak to Daniel, yes — about what,
even he was unsure.  Only the why is certain: something vital would be revealed, surely, if he
heard him talk.  Something would make sense, tease out the full scope of a path forward, now
hovering just beyond reach in his every waking thought.

Daniel waits, eminently patient.  He plucks a boule of bristle moss off a trunk and turns his
hands around it, and from his palms a moss-furred vole arises, twitching whiskers of fine
hay.  Released into the undergrowth, it scampers off.

“I wanted to meet you, really,” says Hob, at last.  “It seemed— the right thing to do.”

“Ah,” says Daniel, nodding.  His white hair puffs from his head like a burst cattail.

He hesitates, then, his gaze fixed searchingly on Hob’s face.

“Have we not met before, then?” he asks.

Hob takes a breath.

“Do you recognize me?”



Daniel takes a long look, lips very faintly pursed.  Then, after a moment, he shakes his head.

“No.  No, I don’t.”  He pauses, then adds: “But I think this place does.”

He gestures to something behind Hob.  When Hob looks back, in his path, the ground is lush
with flowers — Peruvian lilies, ruffled pink carnations, blue orchids.  When he stills for a
moment, searching tendrils of hart’s tongue fern unfurl and bump against his ankles.

Hob is stricken by a vision of something passed.  He wants to go back.

“They seem to do that on their own,” remarks Daniel.

“Mh,” replies Hob, swallowing.  The memory passes, not easily.  “I didn’t realize.”

“The Dreaming has its whims and wishes.”  Daniel pauses to pluck one of the lilies.  When
he tosses it into the air, it flutters up an orange-bellied chaffinch, who takes up twittering in
the trees.  “I understand some of them.  Not all.”

“Matthew told me you’re— settling in.”

“Yes.”  They’re passing the edges of the House of Mystery’s plot, now.  The wrought iron
fence of the cemetery is overgrown.  “Settling in is a good way to say it.”

“How is it going?”

Daniel says nothing, for a while.  Past the fence, the tombstones slant like crooked teeth, and
on the highest curve of the hillside sits the House of Mystery itself, whose splintered shutters
are closed.  Its porch is obscured by fog, but Hob thinks he might see a sharp-cornered
silhouette keeping post by the door.

“I’m not sure,” Daniel admits.  He changes the subject, without fuss.  “How often did you
used to come here, that the ground knows your steps like it does?”

“An awful lot.  I, ah.”  Hob clears his throat.  “I knew the— the Lord before you.  Quite
well.”

“Oh,” says Daniel.  “The one in the painting.  In the gallery with his— my— siblings.  Yes.”

“He was— we were—”  Hob struggles towards some encapsulating phrase.  Nothing has the
proper volume.  “We were.  An— us, I mean.  Together.”

Daniel nods thoughtfully.

“I understand.”  He smiles.  “Makes sense, how this place curves to you, then.  And why
everyone seems to know you.  I’ve never seen Lucienne so pleased.”

“It was good to see her again,” says Hob.  “I really haven’t been here in ages.”

“You must know you’re welcome here, of course,” says Daniel.   “I wouldn’t—”



“Oh, no— no, it wasn’t you, that’s not why—”

“But it is, isn’t it?”  Daniel outgrows his rightful years.  “It was me.”

Daniel’s look is blunt, and, for a moment, almost lordly.

“Yes,” says Hob, surrendering.  “It was.  I wasn’t ready to see someone else living in his
house, as it were.”

The patter of the rain, gathered by the craning latticework of the leaves overhead, is the only
sound for the next minute or two.  Daniel drags his fingers over the iron bars of the cemetery
fence — a soft ringing goes up from the metal, a rhythmic rumble, like the way railroad
tracks sound when you press your ear to them, listening for distant trains.

“Thank you,” says Daniel.

Hob doesn’t say anything.

“No one seems willing to just tell me anything,” he adds.  “You’re a welcome change.”

“Do you ask?”

Daniel tightens his mouth.  A puff of sharp air escapes his nose.

“I can’t,” he says.  His frustration is evident.  “I’m just supposed to know.”

“And you— don’t?”

Daniel worries at his lip.  He glances at Hob, and finds something to assure him.

“I don’t,” he says quietly.  “I can sense it, the way everyone talks around it, the fact that
there’s something missing from me, but they never say it outright.  Never want to cross me.” 
He offers a canted smile, small.  “Was the one before such a tyrant?  That no one will ask me
a question, or offer some suggestion without wincing about it?”

“Wouldn’t call him a tyrant,” comments Hob, “but he wasn’t generally known for being—
personable.”

“And then,” Daniel continues, “walking in the dark like I am, of course I trip, and misspeak,
even in trying to do right— and no one admits openly that I’ve done something wrong, or
suggests a better path, they just give me that same awful look.”  Daniel’s knit brows cut a
cleft in his forehead.  “Or I hurt them.  I handled the watchdog poorly, especially.”

“The—?”

“The Corinthian,” Daniel corrects emphatically.  “The Corinthian.  I didn’t know his name.”

Certain moods and manners click into sensibility.  Daniel’s remorse rings genuine, for what
that might be worth.



“An apology might help some.  A little candor.”

“How can I?” Daniel asks.  “Wouldn’t that be worse?  To hear— God— admit he’s unsure of
his own dominion, let alone yours?”

“I don’t know,” murmurs Hob.

“God isn’t allowed to be uncertain.”  Daniel takes one of the bars of the fence in his hand,
and it melts to a font of black oil, channeled between unseen pipes.  “It would make them all
afraid.”

Hob thinks about it.  Godhood is not his area of expertise, but Daniel looks, and sounds,
something akin to tormented.  He recalls what Dream said: I feel for him.  He was a boy.

“As I understood it,” says Hob, “Lord of the Dreaming was never an easy job.  Even knowing
all the rules of the game.”

Daniel lapses into silence.  They walk a little further afield, past the rolling burial plots of the
House of Mystery, and then, into the glade that once shelted the House of Secrets.  It’s fallen
into the disrepair Hob had noticed from the palace window.  Slats of the roof caved, stones
displaced from their perch.  Abel’s usual grave, dug every now and again by the habits of
Cain, lies open in the side garden, marked with a neat headstone.  It’s empty.  

Just before the front door is a mound of uneven earth, piled too high and halfway overgrown
with moss.  Daniel gazes towards the shrouded House of Mystery, whose gate is firmly
locked.

“He’s cross with me, too,” he sighs.  “That his brother died at any other hand than his.  I have
tried to bring him back, but I can’t.  Another missing lesson.  Would it be consolation, or
compounded grief, to tell him I’m trying?”

“Don’t know that, either.”

“I should be an absolute,” says Daniel.  “Sometimes the last thing I remember is being so
young I hardly knew how to shape words in my mouth.”

He follows it with nothing — only a lingering look at the wordless soil before the rounded
door of the House of Secrets, and then motion, again, towards greater shelter in the woods. 
He makes a colony of honey bees out of a fallen eyelash, as if it soothes something in him.

“Tell me about you,” says Daniel, after a time.  “I would like to know you.”

“Right.  Well.”  Hob tucks his hands in his pockets.  This is a practiced thing — a way he
knows to talk.  Most of what he does is tell stories, even if not his own.  “Quite a long time
ago — little over six and a half centuries, but I can’t be certain — a loudmouth in an English
tavern rather boldly stated he didn’t plan on dying, and as luck would have it, his royal
lordship of dreams and his sister, death on two legs, got a kick out of the whole notion. 
That’s the short of it.  Me, thoroughly unremarkable, became me, thoroughly unremarkable
save for the whole immortality bit.”



“You’ve really aged well, then.”

Hob blinks.  Daniel is grinning in a way most unregal, and it’s extremely startling to see it on
that face with its faint shadows of old angular design.  Surprising even himself, Hob laughs.

“God’s wounds, can you imagine if the years had stuck?  I’d be a bloody box of dust with an
attitude problem.”  

Thinking back to it, the vision rises, as if it had never departed the instant of its making —
the yellow light, the acrid smell of goat piss and bilgewater ale, and parting the grime as
easily as Moses split the sea, him, a black banner crowned in a noble face, the corners of his
mouth a special temptation surely forged by the devil himself.

“It was a wager,” Hob explains, suddenly misty.  “Dream bet that I’d tire of living, and I
thought that a jolly well stupid thing to bet, so every hundred years we’d rendezvous at that
tavern and he’d let me ramble about chimneys and playing cards to prove I was still mad for
the whole being alive thing.  Those meetings were the keystone of my life.  Set my clock to
them, turned my years around them.  No matter what fortunes or miseries, there was always
— that.  Him.”

Daniel grows pensive, finding patterns in the bark of the trees.  Then he turns to Hob, dark
eyes swum with a channel of sadness.  They’re skirting the edge of what was Fiddler’s
Green, where the ash is still settling. 

“I do remember you,” he says, almost softly.  “You are in my first memory in this body,
because you were there, on the steps, holding him. I’ve never seen such pain, except from my
mother.”

Breath lodges in Hob’s throat like a stone.

“Doesn’t all of this feel— wrong?” he asks.  The words emerge, bare structures.  But he feels
them, their urgency, because suddenly this is the most important question.  “Doesn’t it feel
like it shouldn’t be this way?”

Daniel stops walking.  The ash, imitation of snow, lands on his shoulders, and becomes
nothing but itself.  He looks at Hob a long time, on a thin line between hope and fear, and
then, pushed gently by an unseen palm, nods, just a few minute bobs of his narrow chin.  The
boy leaps to the fore, rising from the twin dark pools — a small hand, reaching for something
to hold.

“Yes,” Daniel says gratefully.  “It’s all wrong.”

 

+++

 

Death makes herself a promise: she won’t look.



Easy enough to keep it, for a while, because she’s busy — busier still, with the backlog after
she dallied too long at Hob’s farmhouse, using up vacation hours she didn’t have to begin
with.  She flits between bedrooms and roadsides, caves and prairies, hospitals, innumerable
hospitals, and for a while, at least, she hardly has time to think, let alone speculate over
something like—

No, really doesn’t bear thinking about, not right now.  She does her work — she is her work,
so doing it feels good, honest — and offers a hand to take, a step to walk beside.  And if, at
the threshold of the Sunless Lands, she watches some pass over with a little more care, to be
sure they really do, then, well, there’s no crime in it. 

She wants to see if there’s some telltale clue she would’ve noticed.  A sound, maybe, when
they step fully over the border.  Some change in the light, or the texture of the air.  There’s
nothing.  Only silence, not so different from any other, and one less soul to walk the earth.

She replays her last moment with her brother over in her mind, searching, and finds the same
thing — nothing, silence, and one less soul.  But she didn’t see.

It was a terrible thing to tell Hob, she thinks, daily.  Giving him a “maybe”.  She chides
herself for it, and to avoid the squirming it elicits in her center, throws herself into her duty
with doubled vigor.  It’s no kindness, to give a man in the desert a reminder of water — less a
kindness to tell him there might be an oasis around here somewhere, but you can’t remember
where.  Death is an absolute.  To suggest latitude— it’s not right.  She’s good with ghosts,
and there were no ghosts.

Not, she adds, privately, in the conventional sense, at least.

The problem is, she just didn’t see it.  Didn’t see Dream take that last fiddly little step.  One
step, and now she’s here, racing the circuit of the Waking, outrunning something she can’t
name.

So she works.  She makes up the lost time, then, unexpectedly, buys a little extra.  There are
two full minutes, in a street cafe in Bogota, where she has nowhere to be.  It’s so startling she
spends all two of them just sitting in a plastic chair, watching the vendors hawking fruit and
the girls on the steps across the street gossiping, and then they’re over, and she’s gone again,
holding the stolen minutes under her tongue so they dissolve sweet and slow.  

One of the girls across the street tries to point out the woman with the curls to her friend,
intrigued by the glint of her necklace — when her friend looks, the woman is gone, and there
are three black feathers on her table.

It happens again, in Kyoto — ninety spare seconds to put cherry blossom petals in her
pockets, so they trail in the airstream of her wings the next time she cuts through the
shortcuts and backroads of being, on her way to where she’s needed.  

A nurse in Pretoria finds the floor of her patient’s room carpeted in pink.  No one can explain
it.  The nurse keeps a photo of the petaled floor on the break room wall, and between shifts,
the doctors talk of miracles.



Nothing heals if you pick at it.  The sutures are so fresh Death sometimes struggles to circle
back to the Dreaming, even though she senses that Daniel needs what guidance she could
give him.  She thinks of going back to Hob, telling him, look, I did you wrong, and I think it
could undo you, taking idle speculation as a shadow of a gospel yet to be revealed.  Instead,
she sinks her feet in the muddy bank of a Georgia river, and waves to an old man in waders
across the water, who deftly reels a wriggling catfish into the humid air and waves right back.

Inexplicable muddy footprints, just two of them, appear at the bedside of a grandmother in
Kyiv. None of her grandchildren will admit to being the culprit, and the prints are too large to
be a child’s foot.  When her daughter presses two fingertips to the mud, it’s warm.

Death makes herself a stronger promise: she really won’t look.

It’s not looking, to switch tactics and spend these extra seconds in the crawl spaces between
being and non-being, poking around in the cobwebs and the alien reeds.  Not looking, not
really, to stumble into the half-formed creatures shambling there and ask them, just in
passing, have you seen anyone new here?  Nothing of consequence, sparing a glance now and
again for those ill-trodden backroads, their manifested gravel and dirt — their most
comprehensible shape, a translation of their true selves — to see if there are tracks, or scraps
of black fabric caught on some hapless thorn.

Death makes a promise, and knows full well she’s breaking it when a certain contortion of
spacetime throws up a shadow whose gauntness and poise stop her cold in her tracks, only to
find it’s a bit of errant curvature already melting away.  And then it’s too late to act sensible
about it, because she’s wise to her own childish denials — she’s always looking.  She’s been
looking since she left him, because that’s what grief is.

She doesn’t expect to find him.

On a layover of one minute, fifteen seconds, crossing from Aleppo to Vancouver, she parts
sheafs of purple-black reeds in a thick swamp of unformed potential.  There isn’t a sky to
speak of, in places like this — overhead, only a stretching darkness, from which more reeds
grow down in shaggy stalactites, sometimes hanging low enough to brush the folded hinge of
her wing.  Beneath her, the ground boils, waiting to be made and known.  The air is thick
with it — the fetor of fertility.  

She pushes between a clump of cattails, their heads split and spilling.  She’s urgent by nature,
even when she’s got other motives.  The sound of her wings commingles with the breathy
murmuring of the foliage, and then, awkwardly avoiding a bursting bubble of creation, she
almost steps on him.

You’re exerting influence here, she tells herself. You’re Endless, things respond to you,
especially all this stuff just waiting to become.  You’re making what you want without even
trying.

The train of thought is derailed some when her brother, lying in seeming repose like Ophelia
in the stream, opens his eyes, and the chapped corners of his pale mouth curve in a small
smile she can’t deny is—



“Smug?” she manages.  “Are you— why do you look smug?”

Dream, insufferable, implacable, has the gall to shrug.  

“I.  Cheated.  You.”

Death could cry, and she could laugh, so she does some combination of the two and kneels in
the peat beside him, reaching out to touch where his shoulder should be, under the swamp’s
surface — and his shoulder is there , though it’s sodden to the touch, gives like wet clay, and
Dream doesn’t wince so plainly that she pulls her hand away, uses it to ruffle the more
stabilized territory of his unruly black hair.  He’s present, but piecemeal.  Where his body
would vanish beneath the blue-black water, it’s like it doesn’t yet exist.  Hems of his robes,
unconnected to any unified whole, float around him.  One hand, perfectly reconstructed, lies
just on his sternum — the other is an assemblage of fingertips, peeking through the mud like
the narrow white heads of mushrooms.  In the territory of his gut, there is the torn sword
wound, weeping dark plasma, unquenched.

“You,” says Death.  The sentence burns up in her mouth, rising only to repeat itself: “You.”

“Sister.”

“I should be cross with you.”  She’s smiling so fiercely she feels the stretch of it.  “Really.”  

Dream’s mouth moves out of sync with the appearance of words.  He’s present thinly,
discontinuously.  There are a hundred questions, a thousand, the first being, how, which
comes with its own host of subsets, and then what now, itself unspooling impossibly.  The
why isn’t a question, she thinks — not one that needs answering.  It’s always the same why,
with ghosts, even ones that break form: I didn’t want to go.

Dream blinks at her, one eye ice blue, the other his inheritance from Night, and though, when
he turns his head, she sees the place where his neck drifts into melting wax, his mouth still
quirks the same as it always did.

“Am I.  Still.  Your.  Favorite?”

“Obviously,” says Death.  “You.  You’re here for me to be cross with.”

She hoards the seconds for herself again, and is late to Vancouver, where a young woman
finds she can still tell her wife how much she loves her, even after her heart has stopped
beating.

 

+++

 

Hob walks with Daniel only a little while longer — Daniel has things to attend to, or must
appear as if he has things to attend to, which is equally vital.  They part ways on the palace



steps, and Daniel shakes his hand again, then holds it, just an extra second, speaking need
with his look.

“If you can do anything,” he says, and then fails to finish the sentence.  Hob only gives his
hand — still warm, still uncanny in that — a squeeze, and watches him go, down the steps of
the palace and back into the Dreaming, making with a quiet determination for the lawless
shores of the nightmare sea.

Then he’s alone, on the steps of the palace, and the great doors behind him aren’t shut all the
way.  The thing which has seared into his gut spits another gout of venom: fix one thing.

He slips into the palace, quiet.  The entryway, too, is vacant — he moves with as little sound
as can be had with haste, propelled by the burning, whose smoke supplies the piston’s of his
mind with combustion so they might retrieve the path and reverse it.  He crosses through an
antechamber whose ceiling is a silver mirror, into which the floor ascends eternally; he
crouches through narrow halls, their walls a strange, smooth material that rises and falls
under his hand, like alveoli, stretching and deflating in the practice of breath; he ascends a
dizzying spiral of stairs, which falls away below him into what the old Medieval brain insists
is Tartarus.  In all this, he doesn’t think — doesn’t quibble, moralize — and the soldier steps
back into his shoes, jaw stiff in the posture of necessity.

He remembers the way, and encounters no one as he travels it, and so arrives at Lyta’s door
with none the wiser.  The shine on the oak is almost profane.  

He knocks.

Silence.

He knocks again.

Silence.

The door unlocks.  Hob holds his hand on the knob, and finds he doesn’t hesitate to turn it,
though he’s careful, instinctively, not to hurl open the door.  The gentleness gives him an
advantage — when he steps in, Lyta’s back is already turned.  She’s looking, again, out the
window, this time with her hands hanging idle at her sides.

“Hello,” she says.  “That was a short day.”

Language deserts him.  The worn paths of old fights direct him, now — the plain tune of the
body, reaching for something better than bare fists, finding what feels like the grip of a sword
in his hand, though it’s only some plastic thing, light as a feather — and the clatter of it
makes Lyta turn, her eyes blank, then sparking, then wide.  The thin cords tighten in her neck.

“Who are you?” she asks.

No thought.  Hob flips the sword so he holds the blade — old German technique, mordhau,
learned in a buried century on a buried battlefield where he bled and bled and still kept
running — and the weight of the pommel and grip together, when aimed correctly to the ribs,



are enough to rouse a heavy sound of bone and flesh and send Lyta, caught off guard, to the
ground, hard.  She pushes herself back against the wall, face frozen between fear and wrath,
and the sight of her fury is so sickeningly remembered that he lands another blow straight to
her solar plexus.  With a thick gasp, the breath spits up from her gut, and she glares up at him
through the white hair that falls over her brow.

“You hit me,” she wheezes.

Hob flips the sword back around.  The whole scope of the way he’s hurt the last months
condenses into a single actionable point, found in the trajectory between the tip of the shoddy
blade and Lyta’s stomach.

“Before,” Lyta continues blindly.  “You hit me, before, when I killed the old lord— couldn’t
feel it, then.”

“Murderer,” spits Hob.  “It’s over.”

Lyta laughs in painful bursts.

“I know what I am,” she says.  “I’m not asking for mercy.  I’m not even alive anymore. 
Everything— I did it for my son, and he’s still gone.”

She lifts her chin, which doesn’t tremble. Hob has fallen for the worst trap — losing
momentum.  Now his hand feels less steady, the surety of blood for blood less real.

“He’s my boy.”  Lyta says it with a twist of her mouth, neither a smile nor a grimace.  “He
keeps me, after I’ve outlived myself.  You’ll take nothing from me, avenging stranger.  Exact
retribution.  You’ll just take something from him.”

Lyta, head tilted back against the wall, lays her hands, palms up, beside her.

“Winner, winner,” she sighs distantly.  “I lay my hands out in defeat.”

Hob holds back his hand.  His eyes flicker.  This isn’t right, either, is it?  This isn’t noble,
isn’t just — there’s no fight against him, being as he is, that’s fair, and this one even less,
with Lyta looking up at him and somehow not really seeing him at all, a scattered ghost, still
inhabiting her body—

High on her shoulder, where the armor didn’t cover her, is a black stain, spilled from only one
possible vein.

Grief dons anger’s cloak and goes up in flames.  Hob knows the arc of the motion as it’s
halfway happening, on the downstroke—

“Hob.”

Someone grabs his forearm.  The shock of it — the sound of his own name, spoken so
awfully he wants to run — breaks the path clean off.  He’s breathing hard, never quite
exhaling all the way, so his chest feels tightened in a vice, and his heart is a sprinter,



stumbling now towards dizziness.  In his periphery, close, is Lucienne, so openly shocked
that he’s nauseous all at once.  A cold nausea — cold and clammy and bad.

The sound of the rain against the glass is louder, now.  Like he hasn’t ever heard it before.

“Hob,” says Lucienne again, slowly.  

Lyta, on the floor, has lost all interest in him, turning her face back to the window, finding
something in the clouded sky for her roving gaze to wander over.  Hob chokes in some air,
then a little more, and drops the sword, which lands with a tinny rattle that gives away how
inept of a weapon it was to begin with.  He tries to open his mouth, but his jaw is locked, and
there’s nothing he can say.

Lucienne, her grip never waning, leads him away.  First one step.  Then another.  The out into
the hall, where the air is suddenly cooling the sweat and rainwater running at the nape of
Hob’s neck.  He closes his eyes.  Just for a second.  It makes things quieter.

He hears Lucienne, gently, shut the door behind her.  He can’t look her in the eye, but she
takes him by the elbow all the same, and leads him on a walk he doesn’t remember much of. 
The connective tissue between vignettes isn’t there, lost to adrenaline’s blinding aftermath,
and the sound of drums, marching in his ears.
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He comes back to himself on a plush armchair in one of the nooks nestled in a corner of the
ever-growing library.  The first sensation is the fabric over the arm, where one hand rests,
fingertips charting the topography of the brocade.  His other hand grasps the opposite wrist,
turning over the scar there, first one way, then back again, a motion like washing.  He’s
warm.  He knows this warmth intuitively, first and oldest.  Hearthside — there, a glitter of
peripheral firelight.  The chewing of the flame, pops and snaps.  Sound, too, comes back like
this.  His own heartbeat, incurably loyal. 

All around him, as though he sits in an aviary, the distant flutter of pages, turning and
folding.  Closer by, a fabric shuffle, a faint clearing of the throat, and then a voice, patiently
severe.

“This can stay between us, but if you do anything of the sort again, I will tell Daniel.”

Hob nods.  Lucienne swims into focus, seated straight-backed in an armchair across from
him, hands knit stoically in her lap.  The flicker of the fire dances off the lenses of her glasses



— behind, her eyes maintain a firm disapproval, commingled with something not unlike pity,
or sympathy.  The line between them is too fine to see.

“I’d like verbal confirmation that you understand me.”

“Right,” says Hob thinly.  “Yes.  Understood.  Clear as crystal.”

“Good.  Right.”

Lucienne’s posture doesn’t wane, but her face loses some of its resolve.

“To be candid, I don’t know how to feel.  About that.  You.  Doing that.”

Hob takes her talking as a form of forgiveness.  He shifts to rest his elbows on his knees, and
tensed muscles twinge unpleasantly in his back.  As it’s felt, the soreness already begins to
abate.  He is what he is — overabundantly regenerative.  

“I can tell you none of us are sure what to make of her being here — but then again, she isn’t
entirely here herself.  Not really,” says Lucienne.  “She hasn’t left her cloisters since she
entered them.  Matthew won’t go near that whole wing.  Most of the others— I think they’ve
collectively opted not to think about it.  Or they consider her— like a sword, you
understand?  A weapon.  The fault lies with the one who wields it.  So.  Not a lot of love lost
for the Three in certain quarters.”

Her fingers drum against her knee, one roll, then still into practiced composure again.

“I’ve been too busy to think about it much, and Daniel— it was his decision.  It isn’t my
place to tell him what to do with his own mother.”

Hob bites his tongue.  Lucienne must see it — the clenching of his jaw — and she sighs. 
Even this is quick — one brief expulsion of breath, efficient.

“I understand your feelings,” she says.  “I don’t exactly hold that against you.  You just—
can’t do that.  It’s not a solution.  And I’ll wager that it won’t make you feel anything good.”

Hob resists — some debts are paid in blood.  wasn’t his?  does she really owe nothing, taking
what she took?

“She chose,” he says curtly.  “She’s not an insensate instrument.  She has a mind.”

“Yes.  She does.”  Lucienne adjusts her glasses.  “It’s complicated.”

“How is it justice?”

“The Fates are…exacting, when it comes to scorekeeping.  Technically, it was payment for
his son.  For Orpheus.”

Hob pinches the bridge of his nose, head bowed.  The thing is, wrath doesn’t dispel quickly
— leaving, it pulls out roots, entrenched in the folds of the mind, and as price for curbing it,
it departs unpleasantly.  He has a headache coming on, straining against his temples.



“He didn’t like to talk about it,” he says.  “But I know he took care of that boy as best he
could.  And I know it wasn’t— he was asked, wasn’t he?  Didn’t Orpheus—?”

“Yes,” says Lucienne quietly.  “Orpheus asked.”

Orpheus, Hob remembers, even buried, was never far from Dream.  He lingered, as the dead
are wont to do.  Certain things would summon him — snatches of melody, buskers on street
corners, poppies — and Dream would fall away from himself, his look cast somewhere
further beyond the known horizon, to an island’s green knoll and an unmarked grave.  

It was poppies that struck him most acutely.  When Hob had asked, curious, as Dream had
passed a tender petal between his fingertips, the answer was strange, unelaborated: they were
not poppies.  a new flower.  where his blood touched the ground, they could not help but
bloom.

“Then all this— it was senseless,” says Hob.

Lucienne doesn’t respond.  They sit in silence for a time.  Distant shelves creak with growing
pains.

At length, Lucienne softens.  Some subtle counterweight pulls her into a gentler posture, a
thoughtful blink.

“Matthew tells me you’ve been— improved,” she says.  “I had thought I might see you at the
wake—”

“No,” says Hob quickly, “no, I couldn’t—”

“—but I wasn’t terribly surprised by your absence,” she finishes.  “I was glad to know you
weren’t alone, what with Matthew and all — and the Corinthian, I’m told, and other passing
oddities— you seem to be a magnet for the odd.”

Hob huffs.

“Understatement of the century.  God’s wounds.”

“It’s good to see you back here,” says Lucienne.  “I think it all missed you.”

At that, Hob smiles, barely.  

“Nice to be missed.  Good that some of it hasn’t changed.”  

A book passes overhead, like a falcon, arcing towards a far corridor of shelving.  A leather-
bound journal of baby pink is sprouting gamely from the mahogany table at Lucienne’s
elbow, shaking from the wood and binding its own clasp.  Its cover is dotted with rhinestones,
and in large letters, someone has written <3 DIARY <3, and beneath, smaller but more
emphatic, (keith i’ll kill you if you read this).  

“No,” Lucienne remarks, “the Dreaming is the Dreaming.  Home is home.”  As the diary
settles, Lucienne picks it up and reads the frontispiece, smiling absently.



“Best not read any further,” comments Hob, gesturing to the diary with a jut of his chin, “on
pain of execution, I reckon.”

Lucienne glances at the cover and laughs, a burst of breath.

“Well, so long as I’m not Keith, I’m exempt in the eyes of the law.  But it’d be poor manners,
wouldn’t it?”

She taps the spine of the diary and murmurs something.  The diary, graceful as a diving
swallow, lifts into the air and loops off down an aisle, until its bright spot of color disappears
from view.

“Kept a lot of journals over the centuries, myself— not consistent ones, mind.”

“You’ve a shelf of your own,” chuckles Lucienne.  “G for Gadling, Personal Records archive,
though those stacks are the ones most fond of wandering about, your corner most especially. 
I suspect it’s because of their contents,” she hums.  “A certain human curiosity.  Nomadic
tendencies.”

A thought crosses Hob’s mind, at once gentle and twisting.

“Robyn kept a diary,” he says, though it rests sorely on his tongue.  “About as half-mindedly
as his old man, but— I lost it.  After he was gone, Eleanor, after the river— I never could get
back to the house.  Long gone, by now.”  He hesitates.  “Do you— is it there?”

Lucienne’s smile takes on a tilt.

“G for Gadling,” she says.  “Would you like to see it?”

“No.”  The answer, ready as it is, surprises him.  He settles into it.  “No, I think— I think I
just wanted to know it was somewhere.  So he’s not gone.”

Lucienne only nods.  

“D’you mind if we just— sit?  For a while?” asks Hob suddenly.  “It’s— good, here, and—”

“Of course,” says Lucienne gently.  “Take your time.”

Hob leans back, settling into the quilted back of the armchair.  He closes his eyes, and
breathes, and waits for the pounding in his head to abate.  The wings jut into his periphery,
and in this way he feels held by something.  

He’s not sure how long he passes the time, sitting there, submerged in the easier worlds of
sound and touch.  The creak and ruffle of the library has the same cadence as the organic
music of a ship on even seas — a steady, swaying rhythm, rising and falling with the same
meter as a great creature might measure breath.  Nearer at hand, Lucienne’s hands turn pages,
and her voice, low, sometimes speaks words he doesn’t know, nor can quite hear, so that they
become, too, like a melody.  The fire warms the planes of his body that face it, a dry, clean
warmth, entering with welcome into the bones.  It’s in rest like this that his mind turns over
things without his having to turn them himself — revolving beneath the surface, he senses the



distant workings of some trailing thought, but he lets them lie, and they move quietly of their
own accord.  Sometimes, Robyn’s face emerges, and Hob knows, simply, that he would’ve
moved the stars for him.

It’s good.  It’s the kind of peace he finds, lately, on the porch of his farmhouse, watching
Lovell’s sky blush over the arrival of the sun.

“She took more than she had right to.”

He realizes, after the fact, that the sentence came from his mouth.  An idle thought, making a
quick break for it.  Without opening his eyes, he can still feel Lucienne stilling, briefly, then
resuming her inspection of whatever new book has arrived from its author’s pen.

“She did,” is all she says.

“Isn’t there something due for that?”

Another beat.  The faint squeak of a freshly-bound spine opening.

“I don’t know,” says Lucienne.  “Maybe.  Maybe the Fates considered the Dreaming and its
denizens extensions of— him, and therefore part of the sentencing.  Maybe collateral damage
isn’t their concern.  Doesn’t register on the sheer enormity of their scale.”

“She took more than that,” says Hob distantly.  “They took more than that.”

When he opens his eyes, the ceiling rises so far into a darkness like a deep pool that he closes
them again, almost seasick.  

“They took from the Dreaming,” he says, “and you— and Matthew, and Death, and the
Corinthian — have you spoken to him?  He’s not— he’s floundering, I think, though he’d not
have an admission tortured out of him — and me.  Took from me.”

“I know,” says Lucienne quietly.  She pauses.  “While the Three have long memories for
debts, I think they tend to see things in explicitly rendered terms, you understand?  They’re
clever, and wise, and terribly old, and it’s hardly my place to say, but being that old —
they’re far away, you understand?  And they’ve been as they are since Time arose.  That’s
how godhood works.  It pulls you away from the intimate complexity of living. They have
keen eyes, to be sure, but they miss a certain— nuance.”

Lucienne exhales, an almost imperceptible sound.  Hob pictures the motion of her shoulders
with such clarity it’s almost the same as seeing.

“Nuance,” she says, “is a particularly human thing.”

“Nuance,” echoes Hob faintly.

Ping.  The sentence casts a clear circle of light on something in his mind.  In an accelerating
tumble, bits of peculiar phrasing begin to clatter down the slope, and an idea which was
sleeping begins, just barely, to stir.



“It was a bad judgment,” he says slowly.  “It wasn’t right.”

Lucienne goes still again, and this time lingers in it.

“Historically, when it comes to the Fates, that kind of talk ends poorly for the speaker,” she
says gingerly.

Hob opens his eyes.  And that sleeping idea opens its eyes with him.  Like it’s always been
there, the path and its improbable steps arise, shining and foolish and entirely his style.

“Well,” says Hob, beginning to smile, “I have it on good authority that the Fates are rather
fond of me.”

 

+++

 

Hob takes his leave after that.  The idea has possessed him with the eager spirit of action, and
he’s always been powerless to resist it.  Lucienne seems mystified — slightly concerned — at
the change in him, and there was more he meant to tell her, but urgency and the habits of
keeping things close to his chest propel him to the steps of the Dreaming’s palace too swiftly
to much other than grasp her hand and thank her.

“You’re sure you’re alright?” she asks him warily, standing before the doors.  Overhead, the
rain continues — if anything, the downpour has intensified.  Hob feels like a wet dog, and
like a wet dog, feels a plain animal happiness at the thought of going home.

“Brilliant,” he says.  “Restored, even.”

“Right,” says Lucienne slowly.  “Well.  It bears repeating that you’re welcome to return here
as often as you’d like, provided— you understand.”  She softens again, and Hob feels a
glimmering sense of how lucky he is, to know this part of her.  “Really, it was lovely to see
you, Hob.  Don’t be a stranger.”

Hob could laugh.  He binds it behind a smile, as real a one as he’s known in months.

“Can’t keep me away.  Unfortunately, you’ve graced me with your good company.  You know
the old adage: if you feed it, it’ll come back.”

Lucienne laughs a little.  

“Our hearth is always open to you, Hob Gadling.”

What a blessing, he thinks.  He really is a lucky bastard.

Why he’s so bent on pushing that luck— well.  Some things are worth it.



Matthew, summon from some call of duty on the tumultuous nightmare shores, takes him
home.  The last two things Hob sees are Lucienne, standing poised under the eaves of the
palace with the rain like a silkscreen over her, and Daniel, far away, wrangling ropes of the
black water with a stubborn persistence that’s familiar, in the way one might find the
particular scowl of the father reborn in the son.

In Lovell, Matthew, with apologies, says he has to duck out again.

“He really needs a hand with the nightmares,” he says, shaking some of the rainwater from
his feathers.  In Lovell’s prairie June, Hob finds he’s returned to a late afternoon overflowing
with golden sun, the sound of the river sparkling against birdsong.  Swept in the newness of a
plan of action, he’s available again to parcels of beauty he had only just been learning to pick
up again.

You’re an idiot, says part of him.  It’s never going to work.

The argument against that is simple, and undefeatable: But what if it does?

“You look different.”  Perched on the porch rail, Matthew tilts his head, and the sunlight pulls
an iridescent cast out of his wings.  “Did something happen?”

“Yes,” says Hob.  “I thought of something— important.”

It’s hard to say.  He wants to go quickly — doesn’t want to explain.  But Matthew is owed
more than a brush-off.  It’s Matthew, whose constancy and good humor have never faltered,
even when Hob’s had.  

He’s taken by the impulse to say that, so he does.  Matthew looks— taken aback, but not in a
bad way.

“Thanks,” Matthew says, uncertain and sincere.  “My guy, for real, your energy is off the
charts wack right now.  You cool?”

“Can I ask you something?”

“Sure, shoot.”

“How did Dream get ahold of the Fates?”

Matthew shrugs.

“He sort of— invoked them?  Dunno, honestly, I mean, I wasn’t there, but I think it’s an
Endless thing.”  He hesitates, then levels a squint at Hob.  “...why do you ask?”

“Matthew,” says Hob, “Let’s say I was going to try and do something reckless and asinine
and extremely vital.  Thoughts?”

Matthew stares at him.  He doesn’t blink, and Hob would find it a little unnerving, if he
weren’t still in the throes of fresh momentum.



“What changed?” he asks, finally.  “ ‘Cause you’ve had a lot of time to do stupid shit— no
offense—”

“None taken.”

“—so why are you going, like, pedal to the metal now?”

“I know things now that I wasn’t sure of before.”

“That’s— honestly, dude, that’s not enough.”  

Matthew scrutinizes Hob.  He tilts his head.  When he talks again, it’s so stuffed with barely-
constrained hope that it’s like a corkscrew twisting in Hob’s stomach.

“You— did you—”  Matthew’s beak clacks between words.  “Is he— real?  Your— ghost?  Is
it— ?”

Hob nods.  Matthew looks stricken.

“Why can’t— I haven’t seen him,” he says, voice wobbling.  “Why can’t I see him, then?  If
he’s here?”

“He’s not all the way here.  It’s hard for him to even move the air around a bit.  He’s carved
some niche out of being where he keeps some of himself, but even that— he can’t hold it
without— cost.”

“Okay,” says Matthew, nodding rapidly, like he’s trying to shake something.  His voice is still
unsteady.  “Okay, sure, okay.  So he’s just in, like, fucking, Limbo, cool, cool cool cool— oh
God, I don’t know whether to be really happy or really really fucking sad, actually?”

Hob leans on the railing next to him.  The air smells loamy and sweet.  He opens his arm, and
without speaking, Matthew shifts to lean against him.  After a moment’s indecision, Hob
gently strokes his back.

“I’ve actually no clue how to give you the equivalent of a hug,” he admits.

Matthew sniffles.

“Yeah.  Well.  One of the many fun and sexy L’s of being a bird.  But this is— good.”

Matthew takes a breath.  Hob looks down the swathe of his raucously verdant front lawn,
then the road, the fields beyond, the domain of prairie dogs and birds of prey.

“Tell me what you’re thinking,” says Matthew, “and I’ll give you a rating 1-10 of how dumb
it is.”

In as brief a sketch as he can manage, Hob explains it.  Matthew’s quiet for a long time after
that — then he makes a sort of indecisive hmm and wiggles a wing in a so-so gesture.

“Solid 6.  I mean, you might just piss them off.”



“Dunno.  I seem to have something of an eldritch-being-charmer in me.”

“Yeah.  You’re like, Steve Erwin for freaky god-beings.”  Matthew hops out of Hob’s partial
embrace, so he can look Hob dead in the eye.  

“A 6,” he says, “is not a bad score.  So.  I think if you want— I think maybe you might
actually— ah, man, whatever, y’know?  There are reasons to not try, but to be totally straight
up, I know you’re gonna try anyway.  And I’ll go with you, far as you need, if you need it,
yeah?  Y’know what?”

He straightens, and with utmost solemnity, says:

“Fuck it.  We ball.”

Hob’s grin could split his face.  

“Okay—“ Matthew waves a wing. “—you got shit to do, and I gotta go — company time,
boss makes a dollar, I make a dime, whatever.  Not that I get paid.”

“Right.  Unionize?”

“Fuckin’ maybe we will.  D’you— is it cool if I tell Lucienne?”  

“Sure.  Tell her I’m unlikely to be dissuaded.”

“Nah, to be honest?  I think she won’t try and talk you out of it, not for real,” says Matthew
thoughtfully.  “You can do the kind of wild bullshit she doesn’t get to, being responsible and
all.  Tbh, I think she’ll get a kick out of it.”

Matthew starts to crouch for liftoff, then stops, shooting Hob a sideways glance.

“You’re gonna talk to him first, right?” he asks.

“I am.”

Matthew nods.

“Tell him— uh, tell him some of his exes gave pretty good speeches at his funeral, and—
also, tell him everyone was really teary, ‘cause I know sometimes he thought none of the
Dreaming actually liked him, just respected him, but dude, I saw nightmares get weepy, and
those fuckers don’t do that shit, except the ones that, like, cry blood for the vibes— and tell
him— it’s super weird for it to not be raining that much, like you’d think we’d be all in on
this SoCal weather but honestly those moody downpours were kind of— man.  Man.  Just. 
Tell him hi.  From me.  Yeah?”

“I will,” says Hob.

Matthew nods again.  Then, in a flash of black satin and a clever rippling of the world, he
takes off into the sky, which opens before him and shuts in his wake, leaving nothing but
blue.



Hob goes inside.  The house is empty — but it isn’t, not really.  And it doesn’t have to be.

 

+++

 

As the sun slips towards dusk, he eats some leftover beef stew — one of his oldest recipes,
hearty enough to make him drowsy — drinks a beer, and calls Deanna.  It’s not quite an
obscene hour, London time, to be calling someone, but he gets an earful anyway, much to his
silly delight.

“I’m a senior citizen,” she grouses groggily.  “I’m in bed at sunset, or I turn to dust, like—
like some inverse vampire.  I disintegrate in moonlight.  I can feel it, Gadling, my old body is
starting to flake away as we speak—”

“You really should be on the stage.”

“The West End won’t have me, they know I’m too good.”  Over the crackly connection, he
can hear the shuffle of sheets as Deanna sits up — each staticky puff of her breath against the
receiver.  “Pray tell, what surely monumental reason do you have for rousing me from my
limited hours of earthly peace?”

“I need your advice.”  Hob pauses, then amends: “Actually, I need you to enable me.”

“Oh, well, I’m brilliant at that.  Planning on shaving your head?  It will look awful on you, by
the way, your skull is a weird shape—”

“What?  How is— what?  My skull is not—”

“Ah ah ah, remember that one time your barber got frisky with the shears and you had that
sort-of-not-quite buzz on the sides and the back?  Really revealed the bizarre contours of your
—”

“Shut up, you arse, this is not at all how this conversation was supposed to—” 

“Getting an ill-advised tattoo?” suggest Deanna.  “Wait, can you get tattoos, or do they just,
sort of, heal off, what with your whole eternal-regrowth thing?”

“They just fade very quickly, and it’s a lot of trouble to keep them—”

“Then you should get a horrid tramp stamp, because it would be funny.”

“Actually—”

“Don’t tell me you already have— oh, you owe me that story—”

“Deanna,” Hob interrupts, laughing in spite of himself. 



Deanna winds down.

“Right.  Serious enabling, then.  What’s going on?”

Hob inhales, slow, and exhales.

“If you had the chance to fix something— monumental, but it cost a lot of— money, and it
might— oh, I don’t know, piss off— God?  Would you?”

Deanna is quiet for a moment.

“I’ve handled many revelations, of late, but if you’re going to tell me the Lord Almighty is
really kicking around up there—”

“Oh, Holy Mary, no, I’ve no idea about that— it’s more— metaphorical?  Or— not really, but
— well, it’s not God I’d be rankling, exactly, but— some powerful forces?”

“Is it a deal with the Devil sort of situation?”

“It might be,” admits Hob.  “They’re known for being— tricky, in the same way.”

“Hm.”

An ocean away, he can picture it — Deanna pulling at her nose, pinching her upper lip the
way she does when she’s really thinking.  

“Well,” she says at length, “I’m going to presume this monumental fix has something to do
with Morpheus.  And I’m also going to presume it costs something dearer and more
complicated than money.  But the thing is—”

She laughs a little.   Hob sees the wrinkle of her smile perfectly, and he’s warm, from the
gentle heat of some internal wellspring.

“Rob, you walk a stranger path than any man I’ve ever known,” says Deanna.  “And in doing
so— I think you’ve attuned instincts in yourself that understand strangeness far better than
anyone else could.  I think you have a gut that rarely misses.  So, I’ll ask you this: does it feel
— right?”

Hob thinks about it.  Maybe six centuries of cultivated gut truths can be blinded by hope —
maybe the hope is that gut truth, pocketed against his spine.  The thing that couldn’t leave
him, because it’s inextricable from what he is.  

“Yes,” says Hob.  And he knows it.

“Then godspeed.  And keep faith,” says Deanna.  “It’s one of your better qualities.”

Hob finds things to talk to her about after that, too — the rabbits plaguing his lettuces and his
failure to beat them back; the particular color the sky puts on right before dusk proper, this
peach-stained cornflower; his truck’s long-defunct cassette player, which a friend in town just
got fixed up for him, and the fact that the only tape he’s scrounged up so far is Somewhere



More Familiar by Sister Hazel, so he listens to “All for You” with all the windows down
because it’s too catchy to care about getting tired of it.  Deanna pleads the cause of sleep
eventually, but Hob doesn’t want to let her go.  Talking to her has done two things: it has
made him sure of his steps, and made his good fortune so far clearer, to have what he has
now.  

“Goodnight, Gadling,” Deanna insists.

“Fine, God’s wounds, if you must.  Goodnight, Volkov.”   Before she can hang up, he finds
himself adding, insistently: “You know I love you, yes?”

Deanna fake gags.

“Ugh.  Keep your mushy feelings away from me.  I will beat you back with a stick.”

“Well, now I’m going to go cry inconsolably into my pillow.”

“Don’t be such a baby.”  Deanna must be smiling, now — he can hear it in her voice.  “I
guess— well, if it’s so terribly important I be blunt about it, then yes, I know.  And I love you
too.  Twat.”

“Ah, good, yes, undermine it with one of your casual cruelties.”

“All is right with the world.  I mean it this time, Rob, goodnight.”

“Goodn—”

She hangs up on him.  Hob laughs, though it rests funny in his throat, a little choked up.

He goes and futzes around with his truck for a while, until the sun is properly set.  No sign,
still, of the Corinthian — he must be playing violent games with the wildlife again.  Hob
leaves the light burning on the back porch, the latch undone.  When he climbs the stairs and
peers out of his bedroom window, he thinks he catches his lithe shape, darting into the river
in pursuit of some luckless creature.  Then the shape vanishes downstream, and Hob, with
great resolve, goes to bed.  On the post of his bed, tied by their scrap of black cloth, the
greyhounds in the cufflinks dance in oscillations, closer.

 

+++

 

It is.  A peculiar way of being.  Crumbling.

Dissolution is not, itself, an unusual sensation.  Dream was used to building body as he
needed it — sometimes, for the sake of swiftness and agility, he banished form and its
rigidity and instead simply was, passing through creation as another thread in its weft.  So
being divorced from constructed shape is not so odd a thing.



But it is odd to want it, and lose it.  To use it up.  He did not know it could be used up, until
he was as he is now, straining always to pin it back together.  He knew he had pushed the
boundaries of his ability, making all he made for Hob, being as present, as viciously,
beautifully tactile as he was in that rehewn night.  But the magnitude of it had not struck him
until it was already happening — until he was already fading, losing even the sensation of
Hob’s chest under his cheek, rising and settling, rising again.

Now he is here, mired and moored.  In this marsh, his sister found him, and stayed a while. 
He could not express his gratitude enough — both because speech had mostly deserted him,
and because there was no speech adequate to hold it — but his sister must have known.  She
could always read him, his unique language of silence and expression, like it was a mother
tongue.  And he could read her with the same fluency — in the steadied passage of her hand
through what there was of his hair, he saw the volumes of her sadness and joy, her confusion
and hope, her simple contentment to be there, beside him, as they had often walked beside
each other when both walked the world.

She had gone, of course — she was needed, and he wasn’t going much of anywhere.  As a
parting gift, she left the sensation of her touch.  Its reality was an anchoring point.  Around it,
he began to rebuild.

Slow work.  He’s an archipelago, still, when his lover finds him.  He comes striding through
the reeds, splashing the thin water and the rich slop beneath, and whistling a tune Dream
doesn’t know.  Dream pulls the tune out of the air and winds it around a spool, like thread, so
he might keep it.

Hob stops short as soon as he arrives, parting the high stalks to find what is left of Dream. 
Dream has learned to lose shame, some, in trusted presences, but now, suddenly, it returns. 
He has so little of himself to provide, all of it tattered.  And he sees it, too — the flash of
agonized sheet lightning that passes over Hob’s face, creasing his mouth.

“Hullo, you,” says Hob softly.  Dream can respond only with a sigh.

Without hesitation, Hob sits down in the swamp beside him.  Thick ropes of stuff like
watercress slide like otters around his ankles.  

“Couldn’t find you in your usual— place.  So I did some meandering.  It took a while.  I
don’t know how long, exactly — only that it was no small distance.  Or maybe a very small
distance, traveled slowly?  You know Zeno’s paradox?  It felt like that.”

Hob seems to appraise the sludge, then, with unexpected zeal, lies down in it anyway.  His
shoulder presses against what there is of Dream’s to touch, and Dream, in a burst of
willpower, makes the rest of the bicep, so there is more contact.  The swamp is warm — it’s
the birthing place of pre-creation, raw material, which is itself rippling with uncooled zeal —
but he’s still, always, cursedly cold.  Where Hob’s body meets his, the cold is gone.

“I think someone left the door to this place ajar, as it were,” says Hob.  Or I’ve earned a
visitor’s pass, being honorarily arcane myself.  Not a bad hike.”



He looks up into the sky, which mirror backs descending crags of Spanish moss, run through
with tendrils of fine black vines like veins.  A hushed murmur runs through the vegetation,
which responds in kind, and so a sort of low conversation carries on.  It is a very alive place. 
Dream had hoped it might inspire him — whatever ghost he is — back to the same.

“There’s a gruesome beauty lurking around here,” says Hob.

Hob already has mud on his arms, the side of his cheek.  The mud shines with a potent
glimmer, like it’s richly laden with flakes of mica.  He turns his head to grin at Dream.

“Artful and wild,” says Hob lightly.  “Good fit for you.”

Dream huffs.  Slowly, like a glacier passing over the water, one wrist floats from the murk,
sealing itself in the proper joint.  He has pulled back some things — his neck now runs into
the start of a chest, and the absence of a ribcage is tented over with featureless black cloth,
absent the detail of weave — but below, his thighs vanish into the swallowing earth, only the
suggested shadow of a knee and the small bulbs of toes cresting the surface.  In his gut, the
wound, raw and implacable, is still bleeding, disgorging an inky stain over the green and
brown of the marsh.

“Love,” says Hob, “you’ve gone all to pieces.”

He graces the line with a sad smile.  Dream meets his eyes, and could live there.  The impetus
pulls an elbow back into line, crisply sharpened.

“Ah.  Well.  First, Matthew said your exes gave good eulogies at your funeral, evidently, and
there was much sniffling and weeping, even from nightmares, which Matthew assured me
meant it was all genuine.  And he said he misses it raining all the time, and that you worried
about being respected rather than loved, but both were true.  And he says hi.”

Dream smiles.  It’s good to hear Matthew, even secondhand.  In the translated cadence of
Hob’s words, he parses the way Matthew would say them, and is stricken by how terribly he
misses him — so much it’s physical, a hand pushing down where his heart would be.

“I saw Daniel,” says Hob.  “And— Lyta.  Who’s also there.”  He pauses, looks away for a
second — then pushes past some incredible, restrained anger, with a strength Dream quietly
wonders at.  “And Lucienne, who said something to me that got me thinking.  Or, rather,
made certain other things sort of— fall into place.”

Hob’s warm eyes sparkle with something Dream can’t place — something old, recalled.  

“What she said was, the Fates have fallen out of touch with nuance.  And that nuance is a
very human thing.”

Their usual wit, their near-unbearable tenderness.  And the other, feathered thing, rising from
ash.

Hope, Dream thinks.  If he had breath, it might seize.

“I wanted to ask your blessing,” says Hob, “to try something.”



Hob explains it.  As he talks, Dream rebuilds one of the more difficult feats — a hand.  So
much detail work.  Phalanxes, triplicate, then quintupled, each whittled in proportion from
porous stone; the pebbles of the finer bones in the palm, capitate and scaphoid and
triquetrum; then the muscle, the tendons, the dorsals, strung to proper tension, blanketed in
rooting nerves and pale skin, and of course the detail thereon, each pink nail bed and cuticle
and faintly lined knuckle.  He does all this so that when Hob finishes and looks at him, so full
of that awful hope, he can take Hob’s hand in his and hold it fast, like he could tether him
down.  With that, he buys the time to retune his vocal folds, chisel the ridges back into the
ductwork of his esophagus.

“They are.  Not.  Easy,” he manages.

“Right.”

“They.  Will.  Be.  In.  Direct.”

“Right.”

“You.  Might.  Get.  Nothing.  Less.  Than nothing.  Ire.”

“I know,” says Hob.  He keeps his fingers laced in Dream’s, so firmly Dream can feel their
deeply-buried tremor.

“You.  Should not.  Give.  So much.  For.  Me.”

Hob scoffs outright.

“Bugger off.  I’m not hearing arguments of that sort.”

Dream scowls.  Hob only presses a kiss between Dream’s knit brows, and Dream can feel his
mouth, smiling.

“Stubborn.”

“Pot and kettle, bichon.”

Hob turns on his side.  The mud slops off him, leaving a pearlescent sheen, and he’s
beautiful, in that way Hob is beautiful — warm, and broad, and vivid.  

“It could work,” says Hob.  “Couldn’t it?”

Dream hesitates.  Then, silently, nods.  Hob’s smile is keen and brilliant.  It crinkles the
corners of his eyes.

He pulls Dream’s hand up to his mouth and kisses the back of it.  If he notices that,
somewhere down the forearm, it becomes divorced from the rest of Dream’s ill-assembled
form, he has the grace to let it be.  

Maybe he does not care, thinks a part of Dream, mad with Hob’s infectious hope.  Maybe this
is how he loves you.  Without condition.  As you are.  As you are able to be.



“I.  Do not.  Like it,” says Dream.

“If you tell me no,” says Hob, “I won’t do it.  On my honor, limited as it is.”

Dream looks at him, a long time.  The blank and fomenting slate of creation makes some
ringlets of light around Hob’s head, like the sheared aurora of a binary star, the crown of the
new moon in a cloudless sky.  He wonders if this place of almost-being is leaping to become
what Dream wants, or sees regardless of its reality — maybe this is how love looks, with
every clear light, eager to touch with sight.

“My heart,” says Dream.  There is no one he couldn’t say no to, except the one asking now. 
“Be.  Careful.”

Hob nods.  He settles into the bog again, curling to rest his forehead against the point of
Dream’s resummoned shoulder.  

“Does it wear you out?  My being here?  Because if you need—”

“No.”

“Right-o.  Then let’s just— do this awhile,” says Hob.  

He keeps his hand enmeshed with Dream’s, and in this way, a night passes.  The air begins to
carry the thin perfume of honeysuckle’s, as if downwind of a great tangle of them — when
Hob goes, swallowed back into waking, Dream discovers the scent lingers.

He cannot go with him, not where Hob is going, now.  He wonders, if Hob’s plan works,
whether or not he’ll remember this — being here, divided, swum with the other halfway-
made things in the wilderness beyond realms.  He wonders if the shadow of the once-memory
will linger, if sometimes he will recall, unbidden, the thick warmth of wet earth filling gaps
between the scaffolds of bones, without knowing quite why.  He likes to think there will be
that afterimage.  So all is not lost, painful as it is.  So he remembers, at least, the brilliance of
being without thinking about it.  The gift that is.

If, he remembers.  It tolls like a cold bell.  He is cold again.  If.

He closes his eyes.  He takes his turn at waiting.

 

+++

 

The morning finds the Corinthian at the riverside, making mincemeat of a cutthroat trout. 
He’s abandoned his polo on a drier strip of gravel at the water’s edge, with his shoes and
socks, and stands in the river with his pants cuffed to the knee, viciously decimating his latest
catch.  He strips the scales with his fingernails — the flakes, sparkling, flash in the sun and
fall back into the water.  



The Corinthian swallows the trout almost whole, and there’s a grotesque crunching, a spray
of blood and viscera that turns Hob’s stomach.  His sunglasses are on the riverbank, too, Hob
notes.  The Corinthian spits the eyes of the fish into his palm and pops them into the twin
mouths.  They pop.  Vitreous fluid, yellow-gold, runs down his cheeks in thin rivulets.

“Breakfast?” Hob asks, offhandedly as he can.

“You were out yesterday,” says the Corinthian.  “Thought you needed a hand changing the oil
on your shitbox.”

“Something came up.  You weren’t around to tell.”

The Corinthian doesn’t reply.  He wipes his cheeks off with the back of his forearm, then
squints into the sky.  A black-billed magpie is winging on high, sunlight glancing off its blue
streaks.

“Bet I could nail that thing with a rock,” says the Corinthian.

“Leave my wildlife alone.”

“It’s not yours, Robbie.  Nobody’s.  Just prey, waiting.”

Hob sits down on the gravel.  The Corinthian remains mostly motionless, watching the bird. 
A passing breeze, smelling of rich silt, ruffles his blonde hair.

After a moment, the Corinthian relaxes a little — his shoulders slouch minutely, and he sticks
his hands in his pockets.  A rasping duo of breaths emerge from his eyes, like an irritated
sigh.

“D’you want something?”

“You were right,” says Hob.

“About?”

“Raspberries.”

All the laity zips right out of the Corinthian, without so much as a twitch.  He’s locked into
the pose he has, trying carefully to seem as though he’s not affected.

“Well, c’mon, now, Robbie, you gotta tell me the rest.”

Hob explains it in the plainest words he can muster.  All the while, he watches the
Corinthian’s reaction, or lack thereof, trying to decipher what’s turning under his skin.  He
can’t quite parse it — things move, but Hob doesn’t know their shapes.  The Corinthian is
carefully immobile, looking over the water, the only motion the shuffling of his hair in the
intermittent breeze.

“I’m going to try something,” says Hob, “to make things— right.”



“Mh-hmm,” drawls the Corinthian.

“That in mind, I’d like to ask for your help.”

The Corinthian doesn’t answer.  Hob takes it as permission to continue.

“I can’t get ahold of— certain parties— myself.  I need an Endless to do it.”

“Mh-hm.”  A little more curt this time.

“And I can’t contact any one of them on my own.  But you can.  You’ve proven it — I’d
wager you nabbed the most difficult quarry of the lot, tracking down Death, and you did it in
record time, too.”

“So.  You want me to get Death again?”

“No— no, I think I’ve asked enough of her.”  The second, quieter reason, is that Hob
wonders what she’d say — wonders if she’d disapprove.  “Despair’s a no-go, probably
Delirium too.  Never met the Prodigal, I don’t think, definitely never met Destiny, and, well
— he can’t.  Nor, I think, having met him, can Daniel.”

That elicits something, or an absence of anything so rigorously enforced Hob can see how
much effort it took to not react.  He waits, but the Corinthian says nothing.

“Which leaves,” says Hob, “the least sure thing of the lot.”

 

+++

 

Desire is bored.  Again.

It’s far from a new sensation.  They have run the gamut of pleasures and fancies — swum in
heady pools of lust and life, in basement clubs untouched by natural light, weaving sprightly
between bodies in artful, sweaty contortion.  They have licked into every ready mouth, sunk
their manicured nails into every tender curve of flesh, taken envy and jealousy and yearning
and lunatic possession — all facets of themself, shining cleverly in different lights — and
drunk the dregs of each inconstant tryst.  They have toyed with hearts like paper dolls,
folding them into each other and trimming their edges into concordant patterns, then, in fickle
turns of mood, torn the assemblages to shreds, delighting in that most piquant of wanting:
heartbreak.  

Those crushed loves make good treats for their sister, who always comes trawling in Desire’s
wake, catching fresh miseries on her netting of fish hooks.  They have always had symbiosis
— with Desire’s insatiable ennui growing more maddening by the second, there’s new bounty
for Despair.  She takes it happily, herself similarly unquenchable.



And now there is this.  A billion hearts, channeling hot blood through a trillion veins, and still
the roaring of it won’t drown the itch.  They want more — more, always more, an open
mouth and a limitless gullet.  They drape themselves over the sleek curvature of their chaise
and make a pattering rhythm on their floor with their sharp red nails.  The walls beat in an
epic pulse, and through their material runs streams of silverskin, cords of muscle, keeping a
thrumming rhythm.  An unsteady one — prone to haste, then languor, then haste again.  

The world is old.  Desire is older, and has known it all since the beginning.  Every savory
bite, bursting between the teeth like a pomegranate seed.  They didn’t think it all could lose
it’s spark, not when there was fresh longing with each turn of the spheres — didn’t think that
a superfluous inflation of want could collapse on itself into this, this mincing, petty
unfulfillment.  It annoys them.  They’re easily annoyed.  More so, these days.

These days — what’s changed?  Only a shift in the fabric of things — a recasting of the
Dreamlord, a title taken up by a younger model.  Desire had passed through, once, to inspect
the new one, and found him light-footed, curious, more open.  They’d paid respects, made
their sharp-smiled greeting expecting a returned volley, as there had been before.  Some
grandiose display of hatred, a smack of the wrist for intruding on a realm they did not own. 
But there was nothing.  Daniel greeted them as sibling, and then returned to his work,
absorbed in the reconstruction of a fallen pier.  

It was not grief.  There could be no grief, between them and their buried brother, because
there hadn’t been love before.  Grief is love’s byproduct — its underbelly, tender and
susceptible.  So it was not grief.  It was— boredom.  Only boredom.  That the Fates had
racked up such a shoddy resolution, a new Lord who wouldn’t spar, wouldn’t box in his
longing so deliciously.  How unsatisfying.  How blasé.

There’s a hole in the world where he was.  It makes Desire— bored.  Sickeningly bored.

 

+++

 

“Why,” says the Corinthian evenly, “should I help you?”

Hob frowns.

“Hell, Robbie,” he continues, “I already did you one favor, free of charge.”  Crouching, he
lifts a stone from the riverbed and weighs its heft in his palm, still fixed on the sky, where a
dove has taken the magpie’s place in flight.  “I’m not your K-9 unit.  Not your pet.”

“I didn’t— I don’t consider you a pet,” says Hob.  “I thought you might want to help me.”

“Why?”

“To get him back.”

A muscle jumps in the Corinthian’s jaw.  His fingers tighten around the stone.



“Don’t act like you know what the hell I want.”

With expert precision, he throws.  The dove, in a squall of feathers, plummets into the river. 
The Corinthian doesn’t go after it — just watches the current carry the body away.

They don’t speak for a while.  The sound of water talks instead, in an old language.

“Waste of a dove, if you ask me,” remarks Hob eventually.

“You don’t get it.”

“Right then.  Explain it to me.”

The Corithian gives Hob a long look over his shoulder.  Then he turns back to the river.

“It’s art,” he says.  The doubled, then tripled rasp of his two other voices, rough between the
extra sets of teeth, speak with his usual tenor.  “It’s a singular task, perfectly executed.  Form
and function.  Use.”

He angles his head into the wind and inhales.  It’s almost sandpapery.  Hob can see even less
of his face, now — just the back of his head, the careful point of his blonde hair where it
meets the nape of his neck.

“Use is good,” says the Corinthian.  “Use is the sign of a worthy instrument.”

Oh, thinks Hob.

“Makes sense,” he says aloud.  

The Corinthian’s shoulders jolt — a scoff — and he turns around, wading out of the river,
shaking the water off his hands.

“Sure,” he says languidly.  “Sure it does.”

He plops down on the bank next to Hob, reaching for his shoes and socks — when he has one
sock in hand, he doesn’t do anything with it.  Just looks at it, then somewhere across the
river, nostrils flaring subtly.  With a fingernail, he picks a scrap of pink flesh out from
between his incisors.

“I’ve never thought of you as a pet,” says Hob.  “God’s bones.”

“You can call me ‘good boy’ anytime.”

“Hm.  Not your finest.”

“Well, fuck you, then.”

The Corinthian lies back on the gravel, folding his arms under his head and shutting his eyes
against the sun.  It always strikes Hob, in instances like this, how little chance anyone would
stand — eyes closed, sprawled with the easy summertime youth of Tom Sawyer, you’d never



notice the blood under his nails.  It’s part of form and function.  Camouflage, betrayed only
when he licks over a ruff of eyelashes with one darting tongue.

“You’ve never been obligated to help me,” says Hob.  “You’ve kept the one promise I’ve
asked of you—”

The Corinthian wiggles his fingers.

“Hands-off.”

“—and if I didn’t thank you, for sniffing out Death, then, thank you.  I’m grateful for it.
 Really.”  He pauses.  “If I’m honest, I’m also grateful for your company.”

The Corinthian snorts.

“Uh-huh.”

“No, I mean it.  Genuinely,” says Hob.  “It’s nice to not be alone.”

”Wowee.”

”What?”

“Pretty easy to be not-alone.  You could be not-alone with anyone.”

“Christ on the cross, alright, it’s nice to not be alone specifically with you,” says Hob.  

“Hm,” shrugs the Corinthian.  “I guess.”

“Oh, for God’s sake,” snaps Hob.  “Look, you have wretched taste in TV—”

“C’mon now, you don’t like Days of Our Lives?”

“—and you still make boorish passes at me semi-regularly—”

“Well, hell, I gotta stay sharp somehow, Robbie.”

“—but you helped me fix the rafters in the attic with a minimum of whining, you get
discounts at the grocers by flirting with the clerks, and you are as you are, which I have
grown to like.  There.  God’s bloody bones.  Do you want me to carve a heart on a tree with
our initials in it, too?”

The Corinthian is quiet. 

Then he’s laughing — a croaky, unfettered laugh, ratting from his chest and through three
mouths.  It goes on for some time.  Hob, who is deciding maybe he doesn’t like him as he is,
has a passing urge to hit him with something.

“Aw, Robbie,” wheezes the Corinthian, when he finally winds down.  “You son of a bitch,
you sure know how to make a girl blush.”



“Shut it, you tosser,” says Hob.

“I mean, hell, you use that on all the pretty young things?  I’m swooning.”

“Fuck off,” Hob retorts pleasantly.

The Corinthian shakes his head, but says nothing else.  His grin is a little askew, and his
dimples uneven, which is how Hob knows it’s real.  

Overhead, the magpie, spared, twitters unwittingly.  The song is clear in the dry summer air. 
The Corinthian tilts his head off to the side, away from Hob, finding some unsuspecting
mouse creeping through the brush.

“So, you need me, huh?” 

He asks it so lightly, with such a careful air of a throwaway, that Hob sees through it
immediately — right through the wrapping of laity and the thick poultice of anger to the
thing beneath, new, and bruised.

A beat.

“Yes,” says Hob.

Another beat.

Another.

Then the Corinthian pushes himself upright — stands, not hasty, just efficiently.  He stretches
his arms over his head, and each articulated vertebra pops.  He takes a deep breath through
his nose, cycles it out through his eyes.

“I reckon I can’t drag ‘em back here, so I’ll nose ‘em down and circle back for you.”

He leans down to give Hob a punch on the shoulder, amiable as anything.  He smiles, a rakish
thing that crinkles the corner of one eye more than the other, finding itself mirrored twice
over.

“First two Endless come free.  Friends and family discount.  You want any others, later, I’m
gonna charge, and I ain’t cheap.”

He winks.  Hob stands, but the Corinthian is already moving, sauntering off across the lawn
and putting on his sunglasses.

“Do you want your shirt?” asks Hob after him.  “Socks, maybe?”

The Corinthian waves a hand.

“Why would I want those?  Slow me down.”

”Do me a favor and hold on to the pants, at least.”



”Psh, now who’s making passes, huh?”

Halfway across the back lawn, towards the garage, the Corinthian pauses, head tilted. 
There’s a crouch hidden in his stillness — a readiness, coiled.  Hob watches, and he really
does get it, he realizes.  Form and function.

“Peaches.  They always lay it on too thick,” he states.  “Easy as pie.”

The Corinthian spins around, grinning, and spreads his arms wide.

“Sit tight, Robbie.  Back in a jiff.  Hey, y’know what?”  Hob can see every tooth, porcelain
white and diamond sharp.  “Count to ten.”

Then the ground caves into a sinkhole beneath it, and he jumps in, lithe and easy.  He’s
whistling — “Mac the Knife” — and Hob hears it long after the ground has closed up again,
springing up from the grass.

”One,” says Hob.
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There is still fever in the world, Desire knows, but it isn’t what it used to be.

When the old gods walked, casting madness down to from their mountains, then there was
fun to be had.  Myth was a cup overflowing with wine.  There was no sweeter aroma than
Echo’s enduring misery, no draft so intoxicating as the wildness of Bacchus, with whom
Desire shared many a moonlit ritual.  And Dido — perfect Dido, stricken doe, burning
woman — there hasn’t been a vintage like hers since the dawn of creation, nothing fit even
for her pale shadow in the centuries that have trailed on after.  Desire loved Dido, in the way
Desire loves, which is a love in dissolution, yielding ash and silence, cracking the bones open
for the marrow after the body has burned.  Dido was a prize, cultivated at the behest of
vicious old Juno and the unwavering edict of the Three in One, who kept tighter watch in
those days.  

There used to be company, too.  Little sister mania, gallivanting through maddened minds;
the sound of wings at the fall of the sacrificial sword; even the Prodigal at his old vocation,
razing earth and salting fields, because what is destruction if not a vestigial growth of want?  

If I can’t have it, no one can — this is a language of possession, and there is no possession
without the first impetus: mine.  This will be mine.  



Even stuck-up dream-king never kept his chill hands too far afield.  Desire remembers him
skirting the edges of their handiwork, a bit of elusive shadow, transcribing vitas and painting
the blood of sacrifices as it ran in fresh profusion down the altar.  They were not close —
they weren’t even friendly.  Still, in those brief, uncommunicated moments, they were
working in what could be called— not harmony, no.  But the absence of discord.  Close
enough.

No Didos, not now.  Nobody seems willing to build pyres much anymore.  But if they burn a
continent or two, Desire thinks, it might suffice.

So Desire sluices into June with eagerness — season of their signature perfume, peaches
sweet and cloying — hands already grasping for the wantonness of summer, where they are
most liquid-smooth and spreading.  Summer is their season, the season of splendor and
frivolity.  No whim left unpursued — no passing hunger left uncourted.  Busy days, busy
months.  Beautiful.  No time for that boredom, slinking around and nipping at their slim
ankles.   No, it’ll fester, but it won’t bite, not if they’re fast enough, not if their hands and
mouth are always full.  

For a while, this will work.  It always does.  

That is Desire’s nature — to be fleeting, and inconstant, and never, ever sated.  Fulfillment
eradicates them.  To desire, you must not have.

The chambers of Desire’s palace, thrumming, run rich with new fervor, now.  Desire dons
Marilyn Monroe’s sunglasses, paints their mouth cadmium red, and steps into the sun.  

The light bounces back, white and simmering, off the sand.  Over the interminable
murmuring of the sea, there’s laughter, too, and distant music, the plinking and buzzing of
carnival tunes, which will continue until the last dregs of summer have died October’s death,
and maybe even after, hoping still to profit off the desperation of the newly chilled.  Venice
Beach disgorges boardwalk romances and wandering eyes — eager flesh melts under
Desire’s palm, stained and flushed.

There’s a veneer of simple goodness — sun and surf, picnic snacks, children making castles
and others kicking them down — but Desire knows better.  Beneath this charming skin, there
are old veins straining, and in grasping for the idyllic most will find only the grimy and
faintly profane.  It’s a subtext written in bodies — sweat and curvature, flesh against flesh. 
And it’s about sweetness, and sleeplessness, and second helpings, the laxity of vacation, in
which desire is par for the course and always indulged.  Desire peels back the colorful
plasterwork with their nails and scrapes the tender muscle from beneath.  Breathing the air
here reminds them of Rome.  It isn’t Rome, but it’ll do, in a pinch.

Desire laughs — heads turn and hearts thump.  There is fever here, yes, to be cultivated like a
cash crop in a fertile field, and the bodies of used-up lovers will only enrich the soil. 
Boredom circles the firelight, open-mouthed.  Desire swipes it back with the first Long Island
iced tea.

Even the ocean runs hot.  When Desire steps into the Pacific’s lapping tide, ankle-deep, the
saltwater boils.



 

+++

 

There’s a tug-of-war where the Corinthian should keep his lungs.

Never mind — he’s a creature of conflict, anyway, and so it feels routine, straining against his
own enamel ribs and shadow-boxing with his once-dead past-life.  Restlessness is his way, as
it is the way of all hungers, even ones as cleverly costumed as he is.  The gross burden of
idleness has only grown more chafing, recently — even when Hob offers little tasks to keep
him busy, errands (fetch) and repairs (heel) and hold this flashlight for me, will you, right
then, keep it steady (stay) — and so when he’s propositioned with the favor, his first and
readiest instinct said yes, this is work, and you are the instrument.  The second impulse isn’t
as charitable.  

This is work, and that’s all you are — the instrument.  Sic ‘em, boy.

He’s busy, now.  Keen nose to the ground, as it were, since ground is something of a nebulous
concept in these between-places, the universe’s dingy back alleys.  It’s all shortcuts, good for
keeping the pace he so confidently claimed he could keep.  He slips between underdeveloped
vestigial growths sprawling off of Endless realms — pearls of jelly studded with butterflies
trailing after Delirium’s ever-mobile territory, a thick runoff like motor oil that drips from the
seams of Despair’s mirrored bunker, the flickering ash-clouds that hang in silent stasis where
the Prodigal used to keep his quarters.  The Dreaming, scented heavily with honeysuckle and
bleeding tenderloin, sends tendrils out to him, touching lightly at his shoulder blades like an
old lover.  He tears past them, not shuddering.

The thing is, the tug-of-war is murkily divided.  On the one side, resentment.  On the other—
resentment, differently directed.  The shadow of the old one, like cigarette smoke woven into
carpet, bites its own hand.  It says, you idiot.  Glorified errand-boy.  Do you like playing
house?  If God killed you once, He’ll kill you again, even if he acts the lamb these days.  Do
not supplicate before an empty throne.  It’s a bad habit you’ve got.  You didn’t fail him.  He
failed you, and then he died.  Big fucking surprise.

You are looking for gentleness.  You don’t get gentleness.  It’s not yours.  

Open your jaws over creation.  That is you.  That is us.

That voice makes sense.  It fits neatly into the tumult of incisors that the Corinthian boxes
under his sternum.  It has a snarl, full of strength, and it does not need anything other than
itself.  He remembers confidence — how it felt to cut through life like a blade, whetted and
perfect.  He has it sometimes, now, in certain atmospheres.  In bars, sure, and dark places,
where his hands and mouth make a kind of learned concord and pulses bend to his touch,
coursing like racehorses with just a murmured nudge, a smile like a spur to the flank.  In
blood, even dream-blood, he feels it again — total correctness, the assurance of perfect
serenity found when a kiss on a jaw breaks the skin and bites the bone.  In these moments,
the vast scope of his uncertain newness collapses in on itself into actionable points, like



marks drawn pre-surgery: cut here.  Open the abdomen from base of breastbone to belly
button.  Sever tendon from cartilage — watch the recoil.  When you swallow, let them see
your throat, and they’ll be too busy staring to catch the glint of the knife.

The other voice, the pale and awful second voice, says, someone needs you.  For you, that’s
love.

So.

He doesn’t have his watch, but he knows the seconds move funny around these parts.  He
pushes through an undergrowth that curses at him, and he laughs.  Peaches, ripe to bursting
and rotting off the branch, sag the contours of the air.  It was a little bit of bravado, his ten-
second promise, but it wasn’t baseless.  Desire’s an easy mark.  There are few scents he’s as
familiar with.  Sometimes, he wonders why they don’t find each other in closer proximity
more often — but that’s the way it is, with hungers, he figures.  Two starving animals have no
solidarity.  They’re competition.

The Corinthian tastes saltwater on the back of three tongues.  

When he slides seamlessly onto the beach, stepping out from the shadows of the boardwalk,
it’s as though he was always there, only waiting for passing eyes to fall on him.  The sand
under his bare feet is pleasantly hot — the saline wind off the shuffling water cool on the
back of his neck.  He doesn’t raise any eyebrows, strolling with casual calm through the
staked claims of beachgoers — rather, no more eyebrows than usual.  He can feel eyes on
him, in the same way smell and taste make pictures in the hollow mouths of his sockets. 
Good.  It proves something — he doesn’t think too hard about what.  Maybe just that he’s a
hell of a smokeshow.

The tapestry of scents here is densely woven.  Sunscreen and sunburn and fry oil, hot smells
that taste like nickel; every liquor man’s ingenious lust for getting drunk has come up with;
ocean, itself a thing so packed with individual notes that it becomes pointillism, a briny
morass of sharp blue tones blurring into one crashing portrait with distance.  He shuffles
through the deck until peaches float to the top, and then it’s that easy, because Desire is right
there, sprawled on a beach chair like a pin-up, basking in the combined light of the sun and
the ill-restrained glances of half the beachgoers.

The Corinthian approaches at a calculated pace until his lean shadow just blots out the sun on
Desire’s face.  He wolf-whistles.

Behind the black lenses of their sunglasses, he sees Desire’s eyelids slide open, revealing two
fomenting crucibles of gold.

“Been meaning to ask,” says the Corinthian.  “Do blondes really have more fun?”

Desire tilts their sunglasses down the narrow bridge of their nose.  Their eyes flash.  Their
smile is honeyed, like a flytrap.

“You should know, lapdog,” they purr, sneering.  “You’re blocking my light.”



“Don’t you worry, pretty thing.  I’m just passing through.”

Desire’s red mouth bows in a delicate frown and pulls their sunglasses back over their eyes.

“Then do it faster.”

 

+++

 

“Six,” murmurs Hob, under his breath.  “Seven.”

 

+++

 

The Corinthian returns a grin full of ready teeth. 

“Gladly.”

 

+++

 

“Eight— fuck!”

“Two seconds to spare!”

Something’s got Hob by the collar.  A creaky laugh erupts from behind him as he falls
backwards into a ditch — a tunnel?  a door?  — that wasn’t there before.  At the center point
of the arc, as Lovell’s blue sky lies perfectly parallel above him, he finds that gravity flips a
switch, and he’s not falling, but being pulled upright, into a glare and a dry, sweltering heat,
and then Venice beach unrolls around him as easily as a loosed sail, and he’s very, very
nauseous.

He’s standing behind a reclined beach chair, a sort of chaise lounge in woven white plastic. 
On it, as though spilled, is Desire, who is staring up at him with a mixture of surprise and
unbridled hunger.

The Corinthian’s hand is on Hob’s shoulder, his voice in Hob’s ear.  Like always, his touch,
even through the fabric of Hob’s t-shirt, is uncannily warm.

“Not my scene.  I’m out.”  He hesitates for a fraction of a second — a less attuned ear might
not even have noticed.  “Good luck.”



Before Hob can really parse the tone — it’s sincerity, he realizes, a thing so unusual in the
Corinthian’s Southern languor he’s almost startled by it — the Corinthian is off, ambling
across the sand like any other summer sojourner out for a day at the beach.

Desire, sunglasses archly lowered, cocks an eyebrow.

“Hello, torchbearer.  If you wanted to see me so badly, you needn’t have sent the hounds.”

“None of you lot abide by the rules of regular communication,” says Hob.  

The dizzy feeling begins to abate, and simple laws of physics reassert themselves.  He’s
already sweating in his jeans — Lovell summer isn’t quite this California blaze — which is a
weirdly comforting tactility, around which he can anchor himself again.

Desire hums.

“Is he yours, now?  You match, you two — the bloodhound and the greyhound.”

“He’s nobody’s,” says Hob tersely.  “And he’s also not what I wanted to see you about.”

“Oh?”  

Desire turns over, forearms folding to hold their pointed chin.  The artistry of their form is so
well-made as to almost be unsettling — or maybe, Hob thinks, that’s just his sixth sense for
the not-quite-human.  Maybe to anyone watching, this is only a scene, a slightly scruffy man
in dirty bluejeans and a blonde with a perfect smile executing some unimportant dialogue, a
bit of blocking.  The edges of the narrative keep failing to mesh in some crucial way.  It could
be the Endless effect — their habit of bending the world around them, so the colors are a little
too rich, the weight of things a little too light.  When Desire’s golden eyes hook into his
cheeks, it’s like the pins holding back the peeled skin of a dissection.

“Don’t keep me in suspense, darling.  What did you want?”

Desire warps magnetism.  He stands with his hands curled around the lip of the back of the
beach chair, and it takes a strange effort to keep from bending at the elbow, closing some of
the gap.  What hinders him is the fact that he does need something from them, and need is
their conduit, through which their force compels even him — what helps is that Hob is
stubborn on such a level that he’s successfully still alive.

“Did you know?” asks Hob.  

Desire blinks innocently.

“Know what?”

“While I know it’s probably against your grain, don’t get coy with me.  Carthage.  When you
got in my head and he kicked you out.  Did you know that was him, really?  What he was?”

Desire says nothing.  Their smile, folding towards a smirk, speaks instead.  Hob’s hands
tighten over the back of the chair.



“Why didn’t you tell me?”

Desire shrugs.

“The look on your face was just delicious.  Nobody’s doing melodrama like that anymore. 
How could I spoil the plot?  Much more fun to keep you on that edge.”

Hob clenches his jaw.  Desire laughs.

“Oh, don’t be so cross.  You look ridiculous.  Is that all you wanted?”

“No.”

Desire stills.  The sound of the tide seems to shift into its own tune — a low, murmuring
ballad.  They peer into Hob’s face, and their lips purse faintly.

“No,” they echo curiously.  “No, there is something else.  I can read it in you.  It’s almost in
my language.”

“You said a lot of things to me last we met,” says Hob.  The sun is beating on the back of his
neck, in the spots not yet quite covered by the regrowth of his hair.  “Among the various
claims of ‘wallowing’ and mad raving about taking up arms, you gave yourself a particular
title.  My patron deity.  My champion.”

“All true,” says Desire languidly.  “Such a shame you rebuke me, when I am all you are.”

“Thing being, you’ve never been my champion,” says Hob flatly.  “You’ve just tormented me
for your own amusement.  You’re the shoddiest patron I’ve ever seen.”

Desire’s scowl is immediate and crackling.

“Ungrateful man.  As if I didn’t make you,” Desire hisses.  As if bound up with them, the sea
lashes against the beach in a heavier swell, crashing.  “As if you aren’t here, now, because of
how I moved through you, made you slobber over living so viciously that even Death was
cowed by the way you burned.  You need not like me, but you’d be wise not to disrespect
me.”

Hob caves by a handful of centimeters.  He folds, just partway, to look Desire square in the
face.  It’s like being at the center of a new star — all chaos, the white-hot compaction of
matter into new light, with which to scar space.

“I think,” says Hob, “that if you’re really going to play at being my tutelary god, you could
do a little better.”

Desire’s lip curls into a fine sneer.

“Oh, really?  Tell me, greyhound, how can I better serve you, then?”

Hob smiles as much as he can manage.  Desire’s sneer only deepens.  Hob is strung up
between nervous and annoyed, and the two make poor bedfellows in the pit of his stomach. 



There are other recourses, if this ends up a no — he just can’t think of them. 

“If I’ve burned on your altar all my long life, how about you let me cash in that eternal
sacrifice?”

A beat.  Then Desire scoffs.

“A boon.  You ask a boon?  Of me?”  They tuck their chin further into the bended crook of
their elbow, looking up at Hob through their thick lashes.  “I’m no resurrectionist, if that’s
what your after.”

“Not that,” says Hob.

He doesn’t elaborate.  Desire stares.  Coronal jets cross the black puncture of their pupils,
running like melted fire.  The silence between them is crenelated, battered by the peaking
song of a distant calliope.  If there’s anything Hob is good at, it’s this.  Waiting.

A perfected art, really.  Desire, tempestuous, finally snaps.

“Well, what is it?”

Hob takes a breath and aims for nonchalant.  His voice, traitor, carries in its undercurrent a
note of the real thing.

“Nothing serious.  Just need you to put in a call for me.”

Desire sees through it.  

“A call to who?”

 

+++

 

The Corinthian takes his time, going back.  He almost thinks, going home, but as much as
Hob’s farmhouse has sheltered him these last months, it, too, has never settled around his
shoulders the way home really does.  It’s close.  Just a little off the mark.  Home is the
Dreaming, but he doesn’t want to go there.  He has a boundless stomach that has no room for
nausea, but the thought of Daniel’s blank, uncomprehending look, so faintly tinged with
remorse, turns something all the same, and he doesn’t like it.

Maybe it’s time to move on.  He can kick off for New York again — always a real treat, a
place big and squalling enough to meet him bite for bit.  Or maybe some Mediterranean
coast.  The beach had felt pretty good, and there’s nothing like a summer fling, or a dozen of
them.  Especially when they end in blood.

Daniel, it seems, doesn’t mind what the Corinthian does — doesn’t pay attention.  So if he’s
got free rein, it doesn’t make sense to keep all bound up in old rules.  Nobody’s policing. 



Why not take advantage?  On this, the past-life and the new-life can agree: if the leash is off,
you’d be an idiot not to run.  

He’ll make his peace, say his goodbyes to Hob — Hob, wrapped up in his latest frenetic
crusade, which makes the Corinthian feel something odd and hollow when he considers the
consequences — and move on.  Move on to something else, where he’s untethered to
anything, and in that way free.  

The problem with being needed is wanting to be needed.  And sure, Hob asked for something
like he meant it, but it’s over and done, now, and there’s no point dwelling.  He should wean
himself off that feeling, he thinks.  

To be better, rasps the old voice.  To keep from hurting, murmurs the new one.

For his own sake, either way.  Plus, Monte Carlo is superb this time of year.

He’s splashing into a new biome, now — it reminds him of Louisiana, all bayou muck and
that fetid smell of rot in the mud.  The soupy earth underfoot, down past the first layer that
gives and parts, has the spongy, splitting quality of raw meat.  Funny thing to walk on.  But
this is one of those sloppy zones, a little too eager to bend around the influence of whoever’s
crossing through, so maybe it’s something like projection.  He’s definitely feeling a little
peckish.  What else is new?

He strolls and turns over future conquests, imagining them in zealous technicolor.  Fantasy
looms, perfumed with rum and coke, copper and adrenaline.  The marsh exhales a matching
breath in complementary tones — rabbit hides and spilled ink.  Summer fruit, no longer
rotting.  Burst between the molars.  The thousand sweet crunches of seeds. Familiar, haunting
thing, the way hunger haunts.  

Then it’s only raspberries, so abruptly he finds he’s pricked his palms on the thorns of a
thicket of them — red jewels hung from black chain, climbing over each other in their haste
to grow.  There’s no biology to turn his heartbeat arrhythmic — what lies in place of muscle
instead gnashes its teeth, scraping away surface calcium from the inner shell that binds it.  

Thinking idle violence, parting a patch of vines, is a strange way to find God.  God shouldn’t
be stumbled over, or cloistered in the undergrowth.  He should descend, black and severe, and
with his pale hand he should bring you to life, bless you with a name, anoint you with
direction.  There are ways these things are done.

God, a pair of unmatched eyes in a broken frame, blinks up at him.  

 

+++

 

The first thing Desire does is laugh.  Hon glowers, and Desire only redoubles their mirth,
bending gracelessly at the waist with the force of it.



“Oh, you’re a madman,” they gasp, shaking their head.  “You?  Negotiate with them?”

“Not interested in your opinion, thanks,” says Hob, each word clipped.  “Can you do it?”

Desire waves a hand.  The last wracking shudders of amusement subside slowly.

“Oh, certainly I could.”

“And will you?”

Desire smiles.  With indolent ease, they recline back into their chair, sunglasses back over
their eyes, one arm thrown with careless precision over their head.  The posture of power —
unbothered, unaffected, indulgent.  They wave their other hand up at Hob, red nails sparkling
like drops of wine in the sun.

“Convince me why I should bother.”

“Right.”  Hob feels a muscle tighten painfully in his shoulders.  “I reckon you’ve no stake in
whether or not your brother lives or dies or rots in limbo forever, of course.”

Desire’s posture hardens into marble.  Hob can’t tell if they’re impatient with him, or he hit a
mark he didn’t know existed.

“He was such an insistent dullard to begin with,” snips Desire sourly.  “That whole dog-and-
pony show he performed in Carthage was the most interesting he’s been in eons.  Frankly,
whatever he is now is an improvement.”

Hob declines to reply — he swallows back the bile.  Instead, he looks around.  The postcard
scene becomes shallower on greater inspection.  Its gilding flakes, its colors fade.  Desire, by
contrast, grows more saturated by the passing second, their extremes more pronounced, their
palette more fiercely saturated.  Under the light, their blonde hair is shining as though
composed of threaded photons.  They’re sapping the environment, Hob realizes — downing
it all like a shot, so quickly it’s already waning.

That’s something.  That could be something.

“You’ve already used this up, haven’t you?”

“Used what up?”

“This,” repeats Hob.  He gestures at the surf, whose deep cerulean has taken on a wan cast,
even sparkling in noon’s gleam.  “This place, these people.  Can’t last much longer, I
imagine.”

A distinctly indelicate grimace cuts into Desire’s face.

“So?  There are a thousand other watering holes.”

“Aren’t they all the same, at the end of the day?” says Hob.  He watches Desire’s expression
carefully.  Something subtle shifts — a chink in the armor.  “All you seem to talk about is



how devastatingly bored you are.  How the millenia have made it all so repetitive.”

“You’re getting close to making my list of boring things yourself,” snarks Desire.  It’s absent
some core flame.

“Isn’t this what you told me to do?” says Hob.  “Fight?”

Desire doesn’t respond.  Hob leans in a little more.

“There’s nothing in creation like me,” he says, voice low.  “And I won’t argue the point
further — I concede, you have made me, as I am.  Is there no more spectacular act in your
name than what I’m proposing?”

Desire’s chin tilts minutely.  Behind the dark lenses, their eyes are closed, but a shadow of
something pleasantly intrigued crosses over their face.

“Desperate lovers weeping before altars have faded out of fashion,” says Hob.  Closer, he can
smell what the Corinthian told him of — peaches, split and overripe.  “But this — this is like
the old ways.  This is antiquity.  Sacrifice.  You like sacrifice.”

“I do,” murmurs Desire.  “I miss pyres.”

“Then how can you say no?”  

“I don’t fancy helping him,” says Desire absently.

“You used to.  You told me.  You said you tried to send him lovers.  I can’t imagine what your
version of ‘helping’ is really like, but the intent was there, once upon a time.”

“He tossed what I offered him aside,” says Desire bitterly.  “He was proud.  Arrogant. 
Unyielding.  Nitpicky.  Insufferable.  I quickly discovered it was far more fun to toy with him
than it was to play matchmaker.  Simple.”

“Fine.  Then you’re not helping him.  Or me, even.”

“Oh?”

“You’re helping yourself.  You’re stirring chaos.  It’ll be a game.”

“Not if it works,” says Desire.  “Then you’ll both be contented and fuzzy and horribly dull.”

Hob hesitates.  He steels himself.

“Well, what if it doesn’t work?” he offers.

Desire pauses.

“He’ll be as he is, in between death and life, which you consider such an upgrade,” Hob
persists. “I’ll be shattered, probably, for a while, but you know me — bullheaded.  There’s no
edge of the universe I won’t scour for a solution.  So you’ll have everything you want.  Him,



destroyed, but not so much you can’t still relish in some active misery.  Me, condemned to
eternally turning over stones, chasing a figment of a life now impossible.  Both of us snared
up in you, so much we can’t stop.  Even if it’s only the prolonging of pain.   Even if it would
be better to surrender.”

Something tight and sickly scrapes at Hob’s throat.  This is rhetoric, with which he’s
bargaining — it’s also a truth he hasn’t been willing to acknowledge.  That if this doesn’t
work, he knows himself too well to think he’d let it lie.  He can’t.  He’ll pick at this scab until
it festers, until some infection of the blood turns his veins black.  And that’ll be it.

Desire’s interest seems piqued, their stillness more attentive.  Hob leashes doubt.

“You must have had fun with us, all these centuries,” he continues.  “And I think that ending
is the one you’d most enjoy.  If you help me, now, it doesn’t mean you’re betting in our
favor.  You’re welcome to lay odds on failure, too.”

“You paint me such a monstrous thing,” says Desire demurely.  “I’m not merely cruel.”

“I don’t know what you really are,” says Hob.  “You’re never one thing for long.”

He covers the sinking chill in his chest with boldness and plucks the sunglasses off Desire’s
face in a smooth gesture, turning them in his fingers like he’s already won.  He can play
poker.  He can bluff, too.

“But I promise you this,” he says.  “It’ll be the furthest thing from boring.”

Desire’s eyes open in thin slits, packed with running bronze.  Hob holds his breath.

 

+++

 

The Corinthian looms over the fragmented shape of his maker, who is floating gently in the
dark water, the backs of his hands breaking the surface like islands.  A knee pokes up, a small
geographic range expelled by deep-ocean tectonics.  Bits of black robe drifting aimlessly.  In
the center, the thing that bleeds, polluting the clouded surface of the liquid with a darker
thing.

Inside, the old voice howls with a miserable glee.  Its anguish is chattering in the place
between laughter and the wrench of a sob.  

You could shatter him with a good kick.  He’d break apart and sink.  Are you ready to stain
your hands again?  Let his black blood be the first spilled.  

Do you remember when we were his favorite?  How he would take us with him, into the
Waking, proud?  Let it sicken you to know how little it meant.  We were thrown away.  I was
thrown away, for a transgression he designed me to make.



False god.  Look who’s at your mercy.  Look who’s unmade now.

The Corinthian is measuring, and doing so by looking.  This is the mistake, he realizes, but
it’s already too late.  He sees it — the bare curl of the corner of the mouth, and in it, the
awful, incontrovertible truth.  That he couldn’t fight him before, even under pain of
dissolution, and he could not fight him now.

“Corinthian,” says Dream.  

The pact is sealed anew.  The squalling old voice croaks out incoherent curses, but the
Corinthian is already halfway down, on his knees with muddy water soaking into the fabric
of his slacks.  The words are out of three mouths before he can think them into being.

“My Lord,” says the Corinthian.

Dream’s smile remains, gentle.

“No.  Longer.”

The Corinthian shakes his head.  He’s tongue-tied in triplicate, now.  In the quiet, a breeze
moves through the marsh, and the snarl of raspberries bends with the graceful necks of the
cattails and the purple grasses.  Dream’s eyes, even framed in a piecemeal form, float over
the Corinthian’s face with the same appraising interest they had in the Corinthian’s first
memory from this body, when he was first remade and awoken anew.  The Corinthian is still
— still in totality, a feeling so rare it wears a coat like euphoria might.  The jaws chitter and
quiet.  The teeth latch onto each other and lock.

A hand, bound to wrist, glides up from the water.  Below, where the forearm begins to bend,
the strung muscle is still snaking around ulna and radius, braiding itself back into being in
heavy ropes of half-human flesh, a deep blue-black color only textured like tendons might
be.  The joint of his elbow, the straight rail of his humerus, are pieces of unfinished marble,
veined with silver and rough-hewn at the edges.  The carapace, white skin, makes a hollow
shape, as yet unfilled.  The Corinthian thinks, distant and wild, that he’s never seen a thing
more beautiful.

Dream’s hand passes lightly over his chin, then gently pushes the Corinthian’s sunglasses
back into his mussed hair.

“You look.  Well.”

“You don’t.”

The Corinthian almost winces.  No rebuke is forthcoming.  Only a jolt of air through Dream’s
flaring nostrils, akin to bare laughter.

“Astute.”

“I haven’t gone after him again.  Yours.  Gadling.” says the Corinthian.  It shakes him, how
strange and small his own voice sounds, even with the bulwarking of the other mouths



moving in concert.  “I have kept my hands clean.  I have persecuted the dreamers who needed
to learn about famine and fear.”

“I know,” says Dream.

“I have done right.”

“I know.”

The Corinthian omits the last thing — that he wouldn’t have done right for much longer.  If
Dream doesn’t suspect, then so be it.  No harm.  But he guesses his maker would know him
best of anyone.  Maybe his quiet acceptance is absolution, for being as he was created to be. 
Maybe that doesn’t require absolution — only acceptance.

A thumb ghosts down the plane of the Corinthian’s cheek, along the line of the gifted scar,
and Dream’s lips purse lightly, a crease appearing between his eyebrows.

“I was.  Hasty.  With you.”

It’s no apology.  It contains none of the right words for it — asks no forgiveness, not in any
language.  But Dream’s face is thoughtful, varnished in a layer of remorse, and his hand
lingers, carefully measuring some value the Corinthian can’t know — only that he is being
measured, and then, in the lightest crinkle of Dream’s eyes, known .

“Arcanum,” he murmurs.  “First.”

The pressure of the touch is real, soft like worked deerhide.

The Corinthian waits.  He’s not sure how long.  It’s an immaterial thing, tracking the running
of the clock.  Eventually, Dream’s hand falls back into the swamp, and his fingers disband,
loosened from their posts.  There’s silence, but nothing terrible in it.  Just silence, without
cast.

“Are you alone, here?” the Corinthian asks.

The water ripples, as though Dream shrugged.

“My elder sister.  Passed through.  Briefly.  Hob.  Once.  To ask.  But now.  Yes.  Alone.”

The Corinthian nods.  

“Is he.  Well?”

“Yes.  Better.”

“Good.”  

“He’s working on the plan.  I was helping,” says the Corinthian.  “Now the rest is him.”



Dream nods.  His chin makes little concentric circles where it dips into the water.  His throat
disappears into the clouded place beneath.  There’s another silence.  The Corinthian finds no
inclination to move.

“If it works,” he says, “this won’t happen.”

Dream’s eyebrow quirks.

“We won’t have this conversation,” the Corinthian continues.  He doesn’t know fear well —
they’ve never spent much time together — but now he senses its form, closer.  “And Robbie
and I won’t be friends, I don’t think.  All this intermediary stuff will be— scratched out.”

Dream is silent.

“I don’t know how that makes me feel,” says the Corinthian.

“I think.  Shadows.  Will persist,” says Dream.  “Even with.  Things.  Rescinded.”  He
pauses.  “Though erased.   The shape.  Of words.  So deeply pressed.  Into the page. 
Endures.  And we.  Incline.  Naturally.  To similar.  Channels.”

The Corinthian looks into the water.  In it, floating, blots of green algae, small fish darting
too quickly to be organic creatures — among them, a stain, black ichor.

“All.  Will be.  Well,” says Dream softly.

Dream can’t know.  He can’t see how it ends.  But it doesn’t really matter.  Once spoken, the
Corinthian can realize how much he wanted it said.

“Will we know?” he asks.  “If it works?  Will these versions of us know?”

“I do not.  Know.”

“Huh.  Weird.”

A pause.

“Yes,” says Dream.  “Weird.”

Overhead, there are no stars.  He considers an eternity in this place, forever mustering the
energy to reassemble, only to crumble again.  Like Sisyphus.  That line about him being
happy strikes the Corinthian as bad faith, now.  How is that happiness?  Running in circles?

When he looks back at Dream, his looks is distant, the absent stare of deep inner focus.  Even
perpetually running hot, the Corinthian finds that something about this place, which should
be humid as an incubator, is permanently cold.

So he decides.

He looks around, as though scouting, giving the shimmering vegetation and odd, punctured
sky a thorough once-over.  Dream looks back towards him with quiet interest.



“Weird place,” says the Corinthian.  “I’ve spent a lot of time in these between-places, and let
me tell you, there’s some nasty customers lurking back here.”

In his periphery, he sees that hint of smile curling in the corners of Dream’s mouth again.

“Oh?”

“And with the shape you’re in— hell, you wouldn’t stand a chance.”

“Hm.”

The Corinthian shifts to a cross-legged position.  The oddly clammy water shivers up his
hips, but he ignores it.  It’s a petty little thing.  He’s made of stronger stuff.

“So I’d better stay,” he says.

He resists the urge to glance at Dream, but does so poorly.  What he finds there is that smile,
persisting.  Not yet lost.

“Thank you.  Corinthian.”

The Corinthian offers a loose two-fingered salute, masking other, shakier things.  If he was
honest with himself, he would admit that he would stay even if dismissed — another loitering
terror among the unmade things, chewing up the ones who got too close.  Who else could do
it?  Nobody.  Nobody half as good as he could.

They settle into quiet again.  The Corinthian cracks his neck.

Beside him, Dream hums a tune so old it glances off a memory the Corinthian had forgotten
— a green field on a forgotten battlefield, predating history, predating sunglasses and
muzzled truths, and Dream between the rain-blackened trunks of aspen.  He finds no other
context for this memory, only that sure and singular image of Dream, still and looking on,
immutable and unsmiling, save for that little quirk of the mouth that betrayed him, always, to
those who knew him well.  

It’s a good memory, even severed from whatever narrative surrounded it.  The Corinthian
decides to keep it.  Dream hums his song, and there is no absence of the hunger — that would
be death, the Corinthian thinks — but the brutal, churning life he houses is stilled under that
palm.  It’s good.  Enough.

 

+++

 

“Okay.  I’ll be betting on your downfall, but I’ll ring up the Three for you, if you’re going to
be so needy about it,” says Desire.  “Do you want to see them right now?”



Hob blinks.  There’s an enormous rushing in his ears, like a wind tunnel, or the sea, amplified
to an almost unbearable pitch.  All of that is shattered when Desire snaps their fingers in his
face.

“I have other things to do,” says Desire blithely.  “Don’t stand there wasting my time.”

“I— need a little time,” says Hob, barely.  Hope is rearing its head again, and doing so
gracelessly, without regard for what it throws around.  The axial plane of the earth is jolted by
a few degrees, one of those subtle changes so close to imperceptible it becomes ten times
larger than it is.  He had prepared himself, stoically, for refusal.  He hadn’t imagined the
consequences of yes.

“How much?”

“Ah— I need to pick some things up from my house.  And— shower, actually.  So.”  His
pulse weaves.  “Three hours?”

“How narratively appropriate,” says Desire blandly.  They snatch their sunglasses out of
Hob’s hand and put them back on, relaxing again.  “Be at a crossroads.  I’ll see to the rest.”

“Right.  Yes.  Can do.”  He pauses.  “Can you— ah, I’m rather a ways a way from—”

“Ugh, you are so demanding,” sighs Desire.  “Fine.”

They snap their fingers again, and Hob is standing on his own front porch.  He snags the
railing to give his knees a chance to catch up.  The yard is serene, birdsong and river flow —
the transition from Venice Beach to this is jarring enough that, for a while, he has to focus on
how to breathe.

Lungs resume their quiet function.  His heart, uncooperative, doesn’t steady.  The enormity of
what he’s going to try collides with him so soundly he might reel — instead, it sends him
inside, up the stairs, to assemble what’s coming with him.

From the end of his bedpost, he unties the scrap of black cloth where the cufflinks are
secured and lays it on his dresser.  In his suitcase, stashed now under the bed, he finds
Despair’s lost fishhook snagged on the lining, and he sets that out, too, neatly arrayed.  They
came to him while he sat with Lucienne, when the idea first showed its full self, not just its
shadow.  Offerings.  Tithes.  Tribute.  Part of the bargain.

They seem paltry in the even light of afternoon, but he thinks he knows how these things
work — symbolic meaning outweighs material size.  The third gift, too, he hopes, will
counter whatever inadequacy they find in the first two.  That one he doesn’t need to retrieve. 
It’s already with him.

Crossroads — a little ways down the 14A, up beyond the side-road to his house, another
country road cuts right across the highway.  There’s little traffic.  That’ll work.  

Venue decided, tokens assembled, he realizes, only then, that he’s bought himself too much
time.  Now he has to linger in the anticipation, the awful uncertainty.  He should’ve asked for



less.  That seems to be his recurrent problem — always wanting a little too much.

He turns and leans against the back of the dresser, trying to absorb its solidity.  One way or
another, he decides, he’ll come back here.  He’ll find this place again, if all goes well.  And
he’ll come home to it if it doesn’t.

“Love,” he says aloud, feeling a little bit of a fool for it, “can you hear me?”

A long silence.  A floorboard creaks.  A draft crosses over the back of his neck, peculiarly
icy.  He tries to read these signs, translate them, but there’s no way to know what’s portentous
and what’s the settling of an old house, the mundane simply passing the time.

“I’ll see you again,” says Hob.  He finds his voice unshaken, though the panicky sense of
urgency is poorly bridled in his hands.  To still them, he runs one over the circlet of scar on
the others wrist, and the ritual is close enough to centering to almost work.  “You made your
oaths to me, when you went — this is mine.  I’ll see you again.  One way or another.”

He pauses.  Another wall shifts with a faint groan.

“I used to have this recurring dream, that I was a dog?  In the woods?”  He remembers it
clearly — the desperate need of it, as real as waking.  “When I lived in Berlin.  I was—
running, and it was night, moonlit, thick stripes of shadow.  It always ended the same — I
would break into a clearing, too quickly to stop, and there would be a cliff, and I’d go over it
and fall in this deep water and drown.  I had that dream a lot.”

From downstairs, he hears it — the soft plunk of a piano key.

“Knew how it would end — or even if I didn’t know, directly, I had the sense of it, you
know?  That there was a river, a muddy one, and all this way down to fall into it.  Not that it
ever stopped me running blind, after— something.  I think— I don’t know.”

He cuts off.  Assembles speech again, where it starts to fail.  

“I want you to know that it doesn’t matter how this goes— well, no, it does matter, rather a
lot, actually, but— what I mean is, I’ll get to you, you understand?  It can’t end the same
every time.”

The piano key plinks again — Bb, in the lowest octave.  Its vibration almost rises through the
floorboards like a hum.

“I stopped having that dream,” says Hob.  “And— God’s wounds.  Do you know what I’m
saying?  You know.  Maybe it ends the same.  But I’ll do it again.”

He waits.  There’s nothing like response forthcoming.  Only the stillness of an empty house,
and the strange sense of occupation it inspires — the way empty places never quite feel
empty.

“I’ll see you again,” says Hob, to make it certain.  Spoken into being.  



The house, around him, turns the currents of its air, and it’s inhabited again, enough so that,
with his eyes closed, Hob can feel the static presence of something — someone — next to
him.

He opens his eyes.  The room is empty.  The sunlight glances off the vicious barb of
Despair’s hook, casts the greyhounds in their iridescent glow.  

Hob waits another second.  Long enough.  Then he goes to shower.
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The date is June 12th, 2023.

A man is waiting at a crossroads.
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The date is June 12th, 2023.

A man is waiting at a crossroads.  He has two things in his pockets, and the third thing is with
him also.  It’s warm — summery.

 

+++

 

The date is June 12th, 2023.

A man is waiting at a crossroads.  He has two things in his pockets — one sharp, one soft —
and the third thing is with him also.  He’s showered not too long ago, and the water drips at
the nape of his neck from the hair he cut poorly.  When the breeze touches there, it’s cool
enough to make him shiver.  There are other reasons to shiver, too.  Even when June, when
summer, is all promises, sweeter than wine.

 



+++

 

A man is waiting at a crossroads.  He has two things in his pockets.  He runs his fingertips
over the band of cloth, the cufflinks, and though their inlays are well-made, he can almost
discern the outlined shapes, the greyhounds in their elongation, lithe and leaping.  His thumb
catches on the fishhook.  It stings, but it reminds him he is there, and happening.  The third
thing is with him also, because it couldn’t be elsewhere.  

The sun falls patiently over the asphalt and the unpaved tract that bisects it.  He waits by the
edge of the road, to be safe, but no cars pass.  The sky is clear, and blue, and blue always
makes him— blue.

 

+++

 

A man is waiting at a crossroads, his pockets full of gifts, though they’re small.  It makes him
worried — are they enough?  But they’ll have to be enough, and so there’s no point thinking
the problem into the dirt.  This is an attitude that has allowed him to live, even when life was
inhospitable.  It will have to be enough, what’s on the table.  It will have to be enough, this
coat in this squall.  It will have to be enough, this breath, and then the next, and the one after,
though the house is empty and your son is in the ground where you are still unwilling to go.

He pushes his hair back.  It still falls over his forehead.  He’s been told it’s charming.  That,
too, will have to be enough.  When he checks his watch, there is a mirrored band of scar
beneath the leather strap, and the time, passing, offers a reassurance that his motion is
forward, as it has been, and should be.

He squints into the sky.  Sometimes clarity itself is blinding.  There’s no color like that in the
world, save for the swatch trapped in a distant eye.  When he exhales, it’s into a hum, and he
finds an old melody under his tongue, something full of blue notes, too.

 

+++

 

“This is how you dress?  For the Three-in-One?” scoffs Desire.

Hob can only shrug.  He is as he is.  Pretense seemed— disingenuous.

Desire frowns, casting their eye over him with appraising disdain.  They had arrived as
though they had been there all along — Hob had turned from an absent examination of the
flat prairie in the yellowing day and discovered Desire, cast in melodious light, smiling their
inscrutable red smile.  



“Hmh,” says Desire.  “None of my business, really.”

Around their trim shoulders hands a smoking jacket of black velvet, trimmed in black silk. 
Their legs are bare, feet light on the paving as though they float above it, unmarred by the
speckles of shed asphalt.  In one hand, loosely held, a cigarette on the end of a long, thin
holder.  The ember glints, burning indefinitely of its own accord.

Desire looks around, unimpressed.

“Well.  It’s certainly a crossroads.”

“Can we get a move on?” says Hob.

Desire narrows their eyes.  Their mouth presses into a thin line, then tries to affect something
unbothered, careless.  They turn to gaze down the long path of the road, which, in the
levelness of the environment, seems infinite, until the horizon swallows it down.  It’s quiet. 
The air feels ionized, a premonition of thunder, but there are no clouds.  Maybe the sky itself
will split, thinks Hob distantly, and from it there will be water.

“Watch your tongue,” says Desire, at length.  “You can get into so much trouble with it.”

They tap the ash off the end of the cigarette.

“I, Epithumia, child of Time and Night, Desire of the Endless, summon the Three-Who-Are-
One, the One-Who-Is-Three.”

At first, there’s no perceptible change.

“Did it work?” asks Hob.

Desire tilts their head, slowly.  They close their eyes.  They smile.

 

+++

 

At first, there’s no perceptible change.  

“Did it work?” asks Hob.  He feels seasick.

 

+++

 

At first, there’s no perceptible change.  Or there is — the very imperceptibility makes it
noticeable.  The exact texture of the world — the dirt and gravel under the soles of his shoes,



the way the breeze nudges at his bare forearms, even the sweet dry smell of summer grass —
carries on so precisely that it has to be different, or he wouldn’t be so aware of it.

No, there must be something different, because the hairs on his arms, the back of his neck,
stiffen and needle at his skin, and if he has one thing, it’s an instinct for the strange.  

Desire, smiling like they know some delicious bit of rumor, laughs.

“Blink, torchbearer.  That’s how fast this life goes, isn’t it?”

Hob blinks.  He opens his eyes.

“It’s been fun,” says Desire.  “Until next time.”

 

+++

 

Hob blinks.  He holds his eyes shut longer.  In the dark, all things are nebulous.  Between-
space, where there’s no success, and no failure.  Only the mottled visual static, the afterimage
of Desire’s dark shape over the light scene, now a streak of murky white in midnight oil. 
There are no more places he can hesitate, wondering, wavering.  He never liked to do that
anyway.

“It’s been fun,” says Desire, in the dark.  “Until next time.”

 

+++

 

Hob blinks.  An unmeasurable flash of darkness, a fraction of a second.  He opens his eyes.

“It’s been fun,” says Desire.  “Until next time.”

Desire exits the scene as they entered it, smoothly and painfully.  Behind them, where they
stood, is a bare scuff of cigarette ash and the lingering smell of peaches.  Hob only notices
this after he notices the Three, standing in the road.  They form a tidy triangle, only it’s not so
tidy, because Hob can never tell who exactly is at the front, and who flanks, behind.  Three
women — one young, one middle-aged, one old.  He finds that he’s not afraid of them.  This,
in the end, is the part that makes him scared.  How cleverly they’re disguised.

“Oh, hello, you.  Tch, wasn’t it the little minx who rang?” says the Mother.  

She’s at the front, of course.  Her fingers are tangled in a skein of yarn, sparkling with fibers
of gold.  Her fingernails click when she moves her hands, and from between them emerge
woven patterns, knits that loop back on themselves and burls of infinitely delicate lace.  Her



hair, dark, is half-bound — loose strands hand around her round cheeks, braided with bits of
string and the finest inner feathers of a dove.  Around her shoulders hangs a thick cardigan
made of some rough fiber. The lines of her lips deepen as she purses her mouth, and when her
eyes fall on Hob, he feels—

 

+++

 

“Hello, darling soldier.  How peculiar,” says the Maiden.  “To call and not stay.”

She’s at the front, of course — a young black-eyed beauty, still tender, peach fuzz, in a
shifting summer dress.  She wears a springtime crown of blackthorn and poppies and apple
blossoms and trailing red threads, and when she smiles, there’s secret laughter in it, the
communion of lovers, exchanged without words.  She is so lovely it becomes a lure.  She
looks like Eleanor.  When her pink mouth smiles, her soft cheeks are pressed with the same
uneven dimples, and when her eyes fall on Hob, he feels—

 

+++

 

“Hello,” says the Crone.

She’s at the front, of course.  She couldn’t be anywhere else.  Over her sternum sits a wheel
with golden spokes, spinning serenely — behind it, the caged rafters of a burning building,
which shudders not unlike exposed muscle laid bare, the way it looks in dissections, almost
alien.  Though her back is bent, her joints swollen, she bears herself with the honed ease of
rule.  Life falls in line around her.  Beneath her knobbled feet, the asphalt ages millenia and
begins to crack.  

She’s a Brigid doll draped in leathery skin — a wild-haired Cassandra, eyes blind with
cataracts — no, one eye blind with cataracts, the other a gifted thing, worn not like a trophy
but like a token, a pit of deep space running over with stars, and when this sight falls on Hob,
he feels— old.  

“Hello,” says Hob.  Muscle memory supplies courtly manners — he inclines in a partial
bow.  

The Maiden giggles.  It sounds like metal chiming against thin glass.  A tuning fork emitting
a light, narrow pitch.  Like laughter, also, the way he remembers laughter — how the laughs
of the long-dead still re-emerge in dreams as voices in crowds, populating scenery the way
their faces do, even when made incomplete by time and atrophy.

“Oh, you do have good manners, you,” the Mother coos.  “But you could do with a cleaner
shirt.”



“He is as he is,” hums the Maiden.  The implacable smile doesn’t falter on her face.  If
anything, it hardens.  “Fresh from the field.  Farm boy.”

Hob almost winces.  He doesn’t.

“Man of many coats,” nods the Mother.

“Man of many suns,” says the Maiden.

“Many of many ills, too.  You can see it on him.  Dear, what’s troubling you?”

“He is not sick, but he is halved.”

“Halved and yet whole.  Remarkable how you can stand there without falling in two.”

“Endurance.  A champion.  A cavalryman, with a lady’s favor tucked in his pocket.”

“A boxer on the floor of the ring, with his teeth in his mouth, one way or another.  Shame. 
So many bruises.”

“Such use and reuse of blood.  Of breath.”

“But he fought.”

“But he fought.”

“And he fights,” says the Crone.  

When she talks, the wind whistles in counterpoint.  There are no cars on the road, Hob
realizes, because she’s decided it.  Because it will be so, and so it is.  “Though he isn’t of
station to be summoning us for house calls, eh?”

Hob swallows.  He straightens his shoulders.  He smiles.

“I’ve got it on decent authority that you’re fond of me,” he says.  “So I was hoping that might
work in my favor.”

There’s silence.  The Three shift in a silvered blur, and yet remain perfectly still.  Hob
considers overplayed hands.  Considers, unwillingly, consequence.  There’s no birdsong in
the grass.  The distant melody of the river has left him, too.  It all appears a little stark, now. 
These are gods.  He’s a man.  Just one, at that.

The Maiden’s black eyes twinkle.  The Mother’s head tilts.  The Crone smiles, the uneven
stakes of her teeth blossoming between her lips, and Hob is surprised to find it all— friendly.

“Oh, such presumption,” cackles the Crone.  “Such confidence.”

“Who gave us up?” burbles the Mother.  “The world is so full of gossip.”

“You are lucky,” says the Maiden, and her gentleness bares its claws, “that we are.”



The Crone spreads her hands, palms up.  

“So, faithful one.”

From the deeply-grooved lines of the Mother’s cheeks, dry earth begins to fall.  At the feet of
the Maiden, thick stalks of iris begin to sprout, impossibly pigmented, enough to water the
eyes.  Around them, a shine begins, parceled into a multiplicity of distinct white lines, the
way the old portraits of saints were once painted.  Three voices join as one, and together are
greater than three.  Hob’s ears ring, and in the whine of that, emerging outward from inside
his own skull, he hears the words.

“Did you follow the rules?”

“I hope so,” says Hob.

“Hope,” say the Three, “is not always enough.”

 

+++

 

The date is uncertain.

There is an old god in the water.

 

+++

 

The date is uncertain.

There is an old god in the water, and with him is a watchdog, who is also in the water.  The
watchdog might know the time — he’s wise to that sort of earthly thing.  But the old god
doesn’t ask.  The asking requires vocal cords and lungs and all this coordination, which he
once took for granted, and now understands the immensity of.  So the old god doesn’t ask. 
The water is cold.

 

+++

 

The date is uncertain.

There is an old god in the water, blooming like algae, a spreading sheet of himself which he
is constantly striving to refold into origami.  Render three dimensions from a paltry two — a



fourth, if he can manage it, so this thing he’s housing himself in can move around.  No, he
has the fourth already, because the time passes, he’s sure of it.  But he has skipped that crucial
interval where he gets to the wholeness.  

He could rebuild himself in full, given enough time, and it seems he’s got all the time one
could want.  There are no demands of him, here.  It’s a kind of peace.  He could rebuild, and
of course, dissolve again — it’s not a dependable means of being — and rebuild again, and
dissolve, and exist as a cycle.  It would mean a lot of time in the water.  The water is cold.

The watchdog doesn’t breathe, but he does quietly hum pop songs.

 

+++

 

There is an old god in the water, and a watchdog singing “9 to 5”.

The cycle could work.  It would be a way to endure, if his lover’s ambitious plan falls
through — though he does not find himself able to believe that it will.  He used to doubt,
often, regularly, as a matter of routine.  Used to find no stable thing in the universe worthy of
trust.  All things will leave you.  You will hurt that which you love, and it will go away.   So it
is surprising, how easily he thinks, it will work.  He will make it work.  I trust him.

Still.  If it doesn’t.

The water is cold.

“It’s all taking and no giving,” hums the watchdog.

The swamp is perfumed with the fetor of decay, because decay feeds regrowth.  The old god
sighs, and the watchdog glances down at him, silent and curious.  In the gloom, his blonde
hair is a shock of brightness — each clean tooth, a bulb.

“You alright, my Lord?” asks the watchdog.

“I do not.  Know.”

The watchdog nods.  Something sleek ripples through the reeds.  In one fluid motion, the
watchdog lunges — catches — tears its head off.

 

+++

 

The watchdog nods.  Something sleek ripples through the reeds.  In one fluid motion, the
watchdog lunges — catches — hurls it so far the sound of its landing is silent.



 

+++

 

The watchdog nods.  Something sleek ripples through the reeds.  In one fluid motion, the
watchdog lunges — catches — holds it in his hand.  It’s small, a squirming boule of slick
flesh and fur that can’t decide its own shape.  It has too many eyes, but not many teeth.

“Hello, critter,” says the watchdog in three voices.  “License and registration?”

The old god huffs.  It could be laughter.  The tangled thing keens.

The watchdog grins, with too few eyes and too many teeth.  Then he tosses the tangle off into
the reeds.  Splash.  It squeaks, but the noise fades, and everything is still again.

 

+++

 

Hob remembers to breathe.  It’s as though he hasn’t needed to — as though the Three are
supplying him with the means of being, without biological need.  In some sense, he supposes,
they are, and they always have.

“I’ve got other things than hope for you, too.”

“Do you now?” says the Mother, clapping her hands together.

“Oh,” says the Maiden sweetly, “how thoughtful.”

“Ah. Gifts,” says the Crone.  Her eyes narrow, glimmering with a spark of mischief — or
something imitating mischief, playing a grandmotherly part.  “And of course, young man,
you know as well as we there’s no such thing as a free lunch, eh?”

“Oh, don’t act so put-upon, eldest,” chides the Mother.  “Nothing comes free.”

“Strings attached,” murmurs the Maider, “is very much our way.”

The intensity of the sky’s color begins to thicken and descend.  Without intermediary, the
blue is suddenly composed of blue clouds, textured and shadowed with silvery gray.  A
stronger wind picks up, and the Three become more of themselves — a potent wilderness,
shuddering between forms.  Their faces occupy the same place, flickering, a reel of film,
though the metaphor isn’t enough to tell it.  Hob can’t parse them.  Only attempt to endure
them.  When lightning blooms from the ground, playing childish games with the Maiden’s
teasing fingers as they become the Mother’s broad hands, he thinks it whinnies, like a horse.



“Filius pius,” creaks the voice of the Crone, at once in front of him and already under his
forehead.  “Approach and offer.”

My means aren’t as lofty as an Endless, a god’s, he wants to say.  Do you take more earthly
things?  Is there an exchange rate?   He doesn’t.  He tries to say as little as he can, because
these are dangerous floorboards, rife with false steps.  And he’s saving the words for when
he’ll need them — God knows he’ll need them.

“Is there a proper order?” he asks tentatively.

The Three make some sound, a ringing, a clanging, a rumble.  He realizes that it’s laughter.

“There is always a proper order,” says the Maiden.  “You have always followed it.”

She’s stabilizing at the fore, her face a paragon of sweetness, as lovely and distant as a
portrait of Mary done in stained glass.  The wind blows the threads and petals of her crown
into a red halo around the back of her head, split through with black rot, sepsis in the veins. 
Hob, unbidden, remembers Rilke.

For beauty is nothing but the beginning of terror which we are barely able to endure, and it
amazes us so, because it serenely disdains to destroy us.

“For you.”  

With a hand he tries to stop from shaking, he retrieves the scrap of black cloth and the
cufflinks.  He’s suddenly loath to part with them.  Always sentimental for tokens.

The Maiden extends her arms, cups her palms.  Fronds of lilac, dripping with purple
blossoms, grow around her feet, breaking through the asphalt like it’s wet clay.  Hob places
the cloth and cufflinks carefully in her hands.

“I lost them to an angel in Heaven.”  Hob smiles without thinking.  L’Enfer, Le Ciel, return
from memory as if having only stepped out for a breath — Paris, strung with crooning song,
and a cigarette burn on his best trousers, and the mazy effluence of streetlights when vision
blurred in the small, intoxicated hours.  “And then they found their way home.”

The Maiden gazes at the cufflinks.  She has the attentive curiosity of a bird, the same clipped
and efficient blinks.

“Nostalgia.  Old love,” says Hob.  “They reminded me of you.”  

“Yes,” says the Maiden.  When she sings, it’s with the smoke-stained voice of Marienne
Oswald.  “Plus tard il sera trop tard.  Notre vie, c’est maintenant.”

She lifts the cloth, pinched between the pads of two fingers, and holds it aloft.  In her own
sanguine radiance, the greyhounds sway, casting red.  Then, her calculatedly soft lips opening
to a width just this side of inhuman, she drops them, cloth and all, into her mouth.  

Her jaws snap shut.  There’s a crack, a shattering sound.  Her teeth, bared between the curled-
back curtains of her lips, spit a spray of enamel.  Head back, her light is cast up to the clouds



and stains them carelessly.  She holds the posture for a moment — the straight pillar of her
throat doesn’t move, not to swallow, nor to breathe — and she’s a statue.  An edict of marble,
remembering.  Reminding.

When her head falls forward — one click — rivulets of black run down her chin and fall to
her chest, the same color as the unplumbable depth of her eyes.  The pale fabric of her dress
shifts, and the spillage mars it, until she becomes a manic Rorschach blot, making shapes of
false familiarity, waiting to be impressed upon — yes, you recognize this.  Does it not recall
all lost things?  All strange fears, nebulous desires.  Name me and know me.  Reveal yourself.

Her body becomes iridescent.  Thomas Aquinas once claimed that the scars of martyrs in
heaven would shine with some divine radiance — that bodies would be dissolute, made of
light, and the killing wounds would glow.  The Maiden is no martyr.  But she is bright, too
bright to look at directly.  Split through with casts of pearl and soft prismatic shine.  When
she opens her mouth, her tongue is matte black and bluntly lightless, and that, too, is
beautiful.

“You know me well,” says the Maiden.  “I have always enjoyed your company.”

 

+++

 

“You know me more than most,” says the Maiden.  “I have always enjoyed your care.”

 

+++

 

“You know me,” says the Maiden.  “I have always enjoyed you.”

Her radiance falls away, behind the emergent shape of the Mother, whose clasped hands and
kindly face are now thunderously backlit in her sister’s cast.  The wind makes no gambols
around her ankles.  In her atmosphere, the ground and the sky are acutely real, fixed points. 
The motion of their thousand colliding atoms is paused.  Instantaneous

“Starting off on the right foot, young man,” says the Mother approvingly.  She smiles with
her eyes, skipping the necessary counterpart of her mouth, and the effect is disorienting
because of its disarming humanity.  The kind of muzzled gentleness you reserve for sideways
glances — when the object of this kind of love isn’t looking.  “And for me?”

“For you.”

He extracts the fishhook from his other pocket.  It snags on the lining, and takes with it a
small clump of cotton fibers, trapped in the barb.  In the Maiden’s irrepressible light, it glints
with the muted shine of steel.



“In part, a parting gift once given to me.  Maybe not even given — I think she might’ve
forgotten it.  But all the same.”

He takes a steadying breath, then pricks the pad of his thumb with the sharp point of the
hook.  A bead of blood wells up, and he turns his hand over so the blood falls on the hook,
dyes the little knot of fabric stuck there.

“Quick,” says Hob, holding it out, “here.  Before it goes all brown.  While it still hurts.”

The Mother takes it, holding it by the end where a line would be tied.  It forms the shape of a
shepherd’s crook, or a question.  The blood remains cardinal red and immediate.  She raises
an inquisitive eyebrow, but her mouth is warming into a smile.

“A bit of you, echoed in me,” explains Hob.  “Present sense, present pain, and breath, and—
the whole of an instant, which isn’t a whole, and also is?  Sort of makes my head swim, if I’m
honest, but what I mean is — you’re all that— all tactile, happening, inadequately cataloged
after the fact.  Too swift to catch, mind, but never swift enough not to be felt.”

The Mother spins the hook between her fingers.  The blur makes a circle of thin silver.

“It was hard to know the right thing for you,” Hob admits, tugging at his ear, “since you,
really, are a sort of— constant gift, yourself, for me.  I wasn’t certain what might measure
up.  But I hoped— it might be nice to know yourself, as you’re known to me, even just for a
second.”

There’s a moment’s silence.  The Mother’s motion stills.  She gazes at the hook, and if Hob
didn’t know better, he might catch an unlikely shine in the corners of her eyes.

She presses a hand to her throat, where it meets her collarbones, and laughs.

“Oh, goodness.”

With one quick motion, she pulls the fishhook apart, and there are two of them — maybe
under her touch, all things are infinitely divisible, simultaneously existent.  Then, just as
easily, she spreads her hands and pierces each thin web of stretched skin between thumb and
pointer finger with one hook, so they hang there, the stained fibers of Hob’s faintly torn
pocket lost somewhere in the flesh.

The Mother sighs.  Both hands, held out palms flat and fingers splayed, shake once, then
steady.  Down her forearm, to her chest, Hob can discern the motion of liquid in her veins —
new blood, hot and restored, coursing unhidden under her skin.  The visibility of it is a kind
of joy.  Like a display.  A badge of life.

There’s no glamor, no splendor, like the Maiden.  Only something truer.  A healthful
ruddiness blossoms in the Mother’s cheeks.  The subtle uncanniness of her replicated
humanity softens, wanes, and melts away, and she’s something else.  Not quite human, not all
the way.  But close to it, enough that humanity feels her breath on the back of its neck.  

“You really are a sweet thing,” says the Mother.  “So thoughtful.”



 

+++

 

“You really are a dear,” says the Mother.  “So devoted.”

 

+++

 

“You really are my own,” says the Mother.  “So true.”

Of her own accord, with normal motions, the Mother steps back.  She’s still washed in the
insatiable light of the Maiden, and the world still holds itself between inhale and exhale
around her, but she pulls her cardigan around her body with a gesture Hob has seen a hundred
thousand times.  The only sign of her enduring strangeness is the hooks, still dangling in her
skin, and the absence of blood.  

The Crone stands before him, and all else falls away.

“I won’t deny it,” she croaks, all her teeth grinning akimbo.  “I always admire your boldness. 
It takes a funny brand of foolishness to parlay with us.  Its other name is courage.”

 

+++

 

“Its other name is confidence.”

 

+++

 

“Its other name is pig-headed stubbornness.  Which,” says the Crone, “is no sin.”

“I’ve eluded damnation for it so far,” says Hob.

The Crone cackles.

“Ah, our man of good fortune.  Your blessings come from a stranger place than heaven.”

The eye full of stars sparkles with the passing flare of a comet.  The other, milky, shifts, the
way the clouds pass quickly in a spring wind.  The Maiden’s summer storm has settled



around the Mother — now, it’s a distant memory.  There’s only that specific kind of summer
stillness, that slouching of the air, succumbing to seasonal laxity.  With it, the dry heat rising
up from the dirt and the paved road, unfolding in bands of mirage shimmer.  

The Crone holds open one wizened palm, and taps the center of it with furrowed yellow
fingernail.

“Well?” she says.  There’s a thread of something wisely bemused in her look.  Expectancy,
yes, but also a muted satisfaction.  The pleasure of guessing the end of the book in the first
twenty pages, and being proven right.

“For you,” says Hob.  He swallows hard.  But he’s not really afraid.  “667 years.  Give or
take.”

 

+++

 

“D’you think we’ll notice?” asks the Corinthian.

He runs his fingers through the silt, drawing idle shapes.  Dream pulls a rib back to anchor in
his spine and stretches the hull of muscle over it.  Sometimes, if he focuses enough, he senses
a presence he thought lost forever — the hum, from deep in the bone.  His own resonant
frequency.  His song.  But it rarely endures.

“Hm?”

“If it happens.”  The Corinthian pushes his hand through his hair, adjusting the way his
sunglasses sit above his forehead.  His blonde turns mud-streaked.  “If it works.”

“I am.  Unsure.”

The Corinthian makes no effort to reply.  He’s back to digging up the soft and sodden earth,
now cupping a measure of it in his palm, picking out the speckles of bone and half-grown
roots writhing within.  He sniffs it, almost delicately.  His nose wrinkles. 

Dream wonders if he coded the Corinthian with mannerism like this, when he built him, or if
it’s grown of its own volition.  He remembers spinning each filament of cartilage and
connective tissue — chiseling each tooth from veinless marble, plating it with enamel,
polishing it to a clear shine.  It was meditative work.  Good work.  The Corinthian would turn
his nose up in such a way, before, too — in the younger days, when he was Dream’s mirror
and following shadow alike, roaming the Waking with him, satisfied to do so in his
company.  Always at peculiar things.  No bile or viscera could deter him, no rot or ash or sour
fetor.  But he detested magnolia flowers — too cloying.  trying to trick me — and Tyrian
purple — not the stench of the snails, but the arrogance — and standing water — ignoble
death.   



At this angle, Dream sees the shadowed joining point where the deltoid meets the clavicle. 
He remembers binding the knots there.  He is torn at once by a terrible fondness.

“Are you cold?” the Corinthian asks.

“Yes,” Dream admits, eventually.  “Very.”

The Corinthian weighs the mud in his hand.

 

+++

 

The Crone’s grin only widens.  She drums her nails on her leathery skin, almost gleeful.  The
Maiden’s light shivers with laughter.  The Mother tuts gently.

“Very good,” says the Crone.  Her hair runs in shafts of torn brambles, frenzied as the mane
of a desert prophet.  “A fine gift, to be sure.”

“The thing being, it’s part of what I’ve come to ask you,” adds Hob.

“And always conditional,” gleams the Maiden.

“We’d expect nothing less, dear,” murmurs the Mother.

“Ask,” says the Crone.

“Come with me,” says Hob.  He steadies himself with another breath, to remind him he can
still do it.  “I’ll give you six and a half centuries, with me.  I can’t give them up entirely, you
understand — I think I’d sort of cease to be — but share them with me.  Follow.  Start at the
beginning.  Like— like it’s a story.  Suppose it sort of is, really.”

The Crone is peering at him with intense focus.  He can’t gauge her reaction.  That starts to
make him unnerved.

“Change nothing,” he adds.  “Just— listen, yes?”

“And what then?” asks the Crone.

Hob realigns his posture.  Sometimes, his own age creeps up on him — sometimes, it does so
in a way that takes him out at the knees, makes him feel like dust and exhaustion.  But now
and then, it’s a kind of strength.  A reminder.  That he has lived all the years.  And that he is
still here.

“Then see if you make the same judgment,” he says.  “Of Dream.”

“Oh?”  The Crone raises her chin, gazing down at him with level amusement.  “Explain.”



“I think it’ll do you good,” says Hob, “to have them with you.  All those years of—
somewhat regular mortality.  When you decide.  I think it’ll change your mind.”

There is an abrupt tightening of the world.  The Crone is immobile.  Hob pushes through it,
his own chest constricting against him,

“I’m neither particularly good, nor particularly wise,” he says, trying hard to keep his tone
confident, when the press of urgency is straining under his tongue.  “But I think you might—
understand.”

A beat.

“And what if we do not change?” asks the Crone.

“Then I will have tried,” says Hob.

 

+++

 

“And what if we are not changeable?” asks the Crone.

“Then I will have tried,” says Hob.

 

+++

 

“And what if you cannot change us?” asks the Crone.

“Then I will have tried,” says Hob.  “And,” he adds, “I’ll try again.  What was it you said? 
‘Pig-headed stubbornness’?”

The Crone looks him in the eye.  The universe condenses into a single aperture — the
channel between them, a long corridor, down which he knows, fully, he’s willing to run.  He
thinks of the dream, the dog.  He thinks he’s ready.  He’s been preparing for it, maybe his
whole life.

“And what if,” says the Crone, almost kindly, “you have tried this before?”

Hob stares down that corridor and watches as it narrows into two dimensions.  A taut, fine
line, which is, then, the thing holding him aloft.  His heart, cyclical, persists nonetheless — a
stuttered striking of a drum, heavy against his ears.  B-bum.

The Crone, both very close and very far away, backed by her sisters and their radiance and
life, spreads her arms.



“What if we have already lived your life, with you, like that?” she asks.  “And lived it again? 
And again?  And have judged the same?”

Hob inhales.  At least in his nose, the air is still June’s.  Still papery and warm.  He thinks he
should remember it, then — and he does, but not specifically.  Only a few hundred Junes,
which have had air like this.  Not this June.  Not this moment.

”And you, being as you are,” says the Crone, “have always chosen this — to offer what you
offer, and ask what you ask?”

Wyoming departs from him.  The black strait of the road, crossed with the gravelly path,
collapses in on itself, unmoored.  

He doesn’t even have deja vu.  Not that twinge of familiarity.  Nothing.  The absence of such
a feeling is almost wildly funny.  That he’s not even plagued by some uncanny sense of
repetition — come on.  At least there should be that.

But you do feel it, he thinks faintly.  Don’t you?

“What if you have told the story over again,” says the Crone, “and it has ended the same as it
was written before?”

There is a gauzy early-summer breeze and a  day just beginning to turn, the sun already
descending from its apex, and mice industrious in the grass.  How many times has he know
these things?  Maybe all he is is deja vu.  Always recognizing a face, a scent, arrested by
unexpected returns of certain filigrees on old cutlery — repeating motions, scratching the
same mosquito bite until it scars.  

Three sets of eyes, all watching him, remain, calm as anyone who already sees the path
ahead.

“How many times?” he asks, scarcely.

The Crone shakes her head.

“Let it lie, crusader,” she says.  “Is it really worth asking?  Knowing you?”

“How many times?” he asks again.

The Maiden dims.  The Mother sighs.  The Crone hems and haws, mumbling under her
breath.  Then, at length, she spreads her hands in a gesture of uncertain math.

“Dogged man,” says the Maiden, “you know your own constancy.”

“Dear boy,” says the Mother, “don’t trouble yourself over specifics.”

“Many,” says the Crone, simply.

Hob nods. Then he stops nodding.



There is a hollow core between his lungs, occupied, consistently, by the thing that has kept
him alive.  Hope.  That’s the long and the short of it.  Faith is a brand of hope, as is loyalty, as
is even greed.  Hope sustains those things, defying reason.  It will be alright.  They will come
back.  There will be more than enough. A bare quantity of hope can endure grief, and pain,
and starvation, and death.  Hope remains.  Hope is the motion of the stars.  And this should
be enough.  

He finds it guttering.  This is the first thing that really scares him.

He closes his eyes.  Behind them, a slate of darkness textured like pilled cotton.  If he’s been
here before, he knows the script, right?  Somewhere, intrinsically, he must know it, the way
you know a sister, or an old friend —without thought or language, without having to cross
some chasm hewn by separation.  

He tries to remember the words, like they’re a song.  He doesn’t remember them.

 

+++

 

A muttering stream runs through the swamp.  Half-made beings, straining to exist, jabber, far
away.  Dream tries to be like them — stretches, again, to become.  It is hard.  He has used
something up that is slow in coming home.

“If it doesn’t work,” says the Corinthian, “will we end up here again?”

Dream thinks about it.  They are in the territory of uncertain questions.  How does such a
bargain work, practically?  His father’s domain is ordered, in its way, but disordered by
nature.  Time is often elusive, subjective, more densely knotted than the measure of it might
willingly admit.  Like his siblings, Dream does not talk to his father, these days.  So he does
not know how those hands might untangle this skein.  How they might parlay with the Fates.

If it does not work, he is where he will be.  But the terms of the bargain demand that what led
here be relived — relived, retold.  And if it does not work, it ends here.  It ends where it
begins again.

A bolt of passing fear cuts him.  

“An.  Ouroboros, ” Dream says.  “Perhaps.”

He needs Hob to be here. He needs to tell Hob about the ouroboros, which he had not thought
about, cold and disparate as he had been the last time they were together.  He needs to hear
the way Hob would turn the idea over in his thoughts, then in his voice.  The way he would
say it.

Well, nothing we can do, if that’s so, is there, love?  Rather suits us, really.  Insisting on
another try, against all the finest wisdom.  We are two very stubborn fools.  You especially,
bichon.



Dream sighs.  The breath, strangely channeled, exits his nose and the unmade space below
half-assembled lungs, like a wind moving through a ravine. If tuned, he might make a flute,
he thinks.  Music.  It would be.  Right.

He needs Hob to be most places.  It is strange to know, sometimes harder to admit.  Love is
not easy.  Love’s impetus is natural — its self-obstruction equally so.  Love is a labor.  But he
has learned that the labor is also love’s expression of itself.  I am here.  I am deciding to be
here.  I will weary your muscles and your lungs and your spirit, and in me you will sleep with
peace, as a child after a swim.

If it does not work, Dream thinks, perhaps it will be okay, still.  Because he will learn the
labor again.  Perhaps he will get better, with the practice of it, and then it will be easier, and
they will have more time that is theirs.

If the story is the same, perhaps not.  But the thought is a comfort.  He will take that.

He chooses to trust.  He has learned that trust is a choice, also.  It requires active pursuit.
 Maintenance.  Decision.  

It starts with the choosing.  And then it is chosen again.  And again.  And this is good.

The Corinthian sticks his hand, up to his wrist, into the mud.  When he dredges it up, there’s
a thick sucking sound, and a clump of rich earth comes with him.

“Gets warmer, down lower.”

There is a faint press of warmth, Dream notes, where his body meets the sinking dirt beneath
him.  But it’s only the surface — its real help is paltry.

“Hm.” 

He is thinking of snakes with their tails in their mouth.  He is thinking of how he started this
story somewhere cold and is ending it somewhere cold, and how it seems.  Wrong.

The Corinthian considers the mud.  Without ceremony, then, he slaps it just below Dream’s
chest, where the wound is.  The bleeding is— staunched, some.  

The Corinthian seems to note this approvingly.  He digs down under the water again and
retrieves a second handful, plastering it against the first, to cover more surface.

Dream opens his mouth, ready with a rebuke, or at least an exclamation of displeased shock. 
But the words do not arrive. 

He is.  Warmer.

“I am no shaper of forms,” says the Corinthian. 

Three tongues move in concord.  The words are a little stiff.  Uneasily vulnerable. 

“I cannot remake you.”  He sounds sorry.



“No,” says Dream, quietly.

“But if it ends here, and begins again,” says the Corinthian, reaching for more earth, “I figure,
might as well not be cold.”

Dream reaches for a response.

 

+++

 

The Crone is watching him carefully.  Hob feels too many things.  An indecipherable, garbled
swarm is rooting in him.  He is so precisely aware of everything.  He buzzes.  He thinks he
might actually hum, if touched. 

Let it go, thinks a part of him.  Know that you tried, and clearly tried quite a lot.  Find
another way.  There’s bound to be one.  Always is.  

“You may rescind the offer,” says the Maiden.

”Won’t hold it against you, dear,” says the Mother.

The Crone says nothing.  Just watches.

A battle of wills, is it? thinks another

More than one way to skin a cat, you know, insists the first. Dreadful expression, actually,
given the context — morbid, really morbid — but, sentiment holds.  Back down.  Look
elsewhere.

Hob absently taps the scar at his wrist.  Glances at his hand — the knuckles, too, scraped
over with scars.  Half his body is a testament to a certain kind of idiocy, itself a certain kind
of resolute, irrational love.  He had drowned in the river, and then spent weeks hacking up the
mud from his lungs.  That's the thing.  He'd tasted silt and rot and panic, and still decided to
breathe.

It’s not hubris.  Hubris is the bit before the tragedy.  This isn’t that.  This is— an endurance
trial.  You won’t feel a thing, will you?

The Maiden’s glow spills at his feet, a quiet tide.  The Mother is humming some idle,
unknown melody.  In the rest of the world, which is comfortingly carrying on, the cry of a
hawk.  A counterpoint, found in the movement of the grass.

Maybe it’s selfish, too.  You’ll get it all again, like new.  All like the first time.  In a way, it
will be like you never lose it.  Not an hour.  Not a second.  

Maybe you’ll even love it all more, if such a thing is possible.  



He’s greedy.  Not simply greedy — wanting, fundamentally.  Insatiable.  Like hope, for better
or worse, that’s never failed him, either.  

“Right,” he says.

Across from him, the Crone is patient and inevitable.

He wonders if he’s said it before.  He knows himself — he knows he has.  

The oldest rule.  Say it.  Make it true.

“This time,” says Hob.  “It’ll be different.”

 

+++

 

Say it.  Make it true.

“This time,” says Hob.  “It’ll be different.”

 

+++

 

Say it.  Make it true. 

“This time,” says Hob.  “It’ll be different.”

So the world is made, of language.

 

+++

 

There is no response, Dream realizes.  He doesn’t need one.  Sometimes gratitude is silence.
 The Corinthian reads it well enough to continue.  He works.  Hums.  Dream closes his eyes,
and feels as though he really is being reshaped.  Remolded, even if gracelessly, into some
vessel that can hold its own shape.

In the quiet and the darkness, warming slowly, he discovers something akin to peace.  He
would have once resisted it.  But he has changed.  

And then—



 

+++

 

And then—

 

+++

 

And then—

 

+++

 

The Crone smiles. 

“So be it.”

 

+++

 

—

 

+++

 

—

 

+++

 

—;...

 



+++

 

There is never much change in the garden of Destiny.

The Garden of Forking Ways is a serene place.  The hedges grow in orderly fashion, though
their order is not immediate to outside eyes, and there are few outside eyes to see them.  They
are green things, glossy in leaf, and they take the shape they are to take.  Destiny sees the
path within them — the way even shapelessness is a composition, a careful design.  How
organic arrangement is far cleverer a make than any routine pattern.  They are sensible.  They
grow.

The green grass grows much the same.  It touches at the wind, making brave forays for the
sky, and when it dries, or dies, or is broken underfoot, this is part of the way it is, as it was
intended to be.  The trees — all stripes, paperbark birch and cedar, oak and blackthorn,
cyprus and baobab — perform nature’s intricate contortion of branch and twig, sheath
themselves in appointed bark, and in the seasons of changed climate enter a kind of death
from which they will again emerge, unless they do not.  It is as it should be.  Where Destiny
walks, moving the particulate of the path underfoot, the path is changed in the way it would
be changed, and he is following the path he was to follow.

There are times his siblings have accused him of indifference.  Distance.  Made claim that his
way of being is bizarre, impossible to understand.  How he moves along a track, taking no
issue with that fact.  He finds, often, that their minds are narrow in this way.  There is no
other way to be, to him.  He sees all things clearly, as they are intended, and in this he finds a
deep, abiding peace.  They are louder beasts, with stranger tempers.  His measuredness
makes them wary.  Perhaps because they know he knows them far better than they are
capable of knowing themselves.  Knows where they began.  And where they will end.

The sun is orange over the horizon, but it is rising in its appointed hour, and Destiny is
treading his appointed path, in quiet appreciation of his realm.  This appreciation would not
show on his face — little does, save for the fixed sternness most readily seen there — but it is
real.  He has no qualms with his being.  He has no convoluted psychological torment, seeing
what will be even when what will be is painful, or grievous, or wrong.  This is not his place,
though some would confuse him with some intervening god.  He is a steward.  He merely
reads the book.  Ensures its pages are kept free of stain.  He makes no claims to authorship.
 He sometimes shudders to imagine the hell that might be.

He holds the immense volume now, and the cool cuff of its shackle around his right wrist is
familiar, like a companion.  The book, dense and weighty with what it holds, is solid in his
grip.  All is right.

He treads evenly down a broad set of stairs, into a lowered courtyard paved in intricate stone. 
Between the seams, moss is growing, blooming its small, white flower.  Banks of camellia
are flowering, too, in another bed, further afield.  His realm is broad.  He stewards it, as well,
and like the path of things (his greater charge) it tends to steward itself.  The stones crack and
crumble — the ancient columns sometimes tumble in the night with much commotion — the



flowers lose their petals, and new ones rise from the decay of the old, in bands of red and
yellow, just as richly colored.  It all goes on.  He simply watches, to know that it does.

Sometimes he is mistaken for stasis.  He resents the notion.  He is not stasis — he is always
happening, unrolling.  How could you call that stasis?  Knowing the end does not mean the
story ceases to happen.  Ceases to be vital, and lived, and felt.  That is too simple a reading.

He passes under an arch.  The band of curved shadow cast falls softly over a fractured pillar,
whose rough break has been smoother by centuries of passing breezes.  Destiny’s hood
moves, barely, in a similar passing wind.  It carries some distinct perfume, but it’s too subtle
to place.

Along this path, down past the entrance of a labyrinth and settled in a round clearing, are the
statues of his siblings.  There are days he does not see them at all, because his walk does not
bring him there.  Today, he meets them, or their effigies, hewn in fluctuating stone, and
pauses.

There is himself, the same as he always is.  Next, sister Death, posed in motion — one foot
just lifted, the beginning of a step, one hand outstretched, a quiet smile on her face.  Even in
marble, busy.  Brother Dream beside her.  Destruction, the Prodigal, who is covered in a large
drop cloth, shape no longer known, but his silhouette still broad, hearty, echoing.  Sister
Despair, glowering, and sibling Desire, poised in total elegance as if bound in an instant of a
dance, their lips split in some wicked glee.  Little sister once-Delight, a fractured figure of a
girl, shattered through the face and arms.  The light plays across all evenly.  This, too, is a
feature of his realm.  Evenness in this way.  Some call Death the equalizer, but who levels the
field on which even Death must play?

Passing, Destiny slows by the statue of Dream.  His has changed most, recently.  There was a
day it was rubble.  The next, it was a new form — a younger face, curious, hands lifted as
though mid-creation.  Destiny had known it would be, and it was, though he has yet to meet
the new Dreamlord.  He reserves social calls for necessity.  He let it lie.

Now, he notices another change.  

He pauses.  He has not walked by this grove in some time.  Quietly, he wonders how long the
shadow has been there.  

The shadow is more substantive than shadow — behind the new statue of Dream, facing the
opposite way, as a mirror, is a second.  The same shape as the old statue, head bowed, face
buried in his palms.  From between his stone fingers, there is the continuous drip of some
black oil, which is pooling at his feet, staining the grass.  

Destiny observes it.  As he does so, the drip slows, and stops.

It is as it is.  

He turns to keep walking.  He does.



Behind him, there is the sound of shifting stone.  But he does not turn back.  Only notices it,
and knows it, and lets it move through.  Something else has changed now.  He will see it
when he sees it.

It is calm, here, and level.  It is almost time to sit and check the book, as is his charge — not
to learn any new fate, but to ensure what is written has remained unsmeared, unbowed. 
There are not changes, in Destiny’s tome, but he takes the time and checks, all the same,
because it is his duty.

On a stone bench, beneath the spreading shade of a young redwood — already clamoring for
the sky, eager and green — he sits and opens the book on his lap.  

There is a section of pages which have grown— dog-eared, for lack of better words.  It is not
that they have changed — they never change — it is that they have been turned, again and
again, and recited by the voice of their subject, in his act of living them.  Recited, too, by the
lives entwined with his.  All the other Endless among them, in parts great and small, scattered
in the pages as part of the text.  Destiny is not there — not in any knowable way.  But he, too,
is present.  He checks these again, and determines, as ever, that they are the same.

There is another breeze.  Warm.  It smells of cyprus.

It does not take him long to notice.

They are almost the same.

Destiny, whose face is hewn into a permanent frown, frowns further.  His fingers pass over
the top of the book, along the stack of pages, and among them, towards the narrow end of this
particular worn passage, he finds— a paper clip.

He turns to the marked place. 

There, tacked into the book with the clip, is a sheaf of new papers, written in a quick hand.  It
is a joyful one, so much so that it almost shines.  There are very few pages — perhaps only
three or four, covered front and back — but when Destiny flips past them, he sees—
repercussions.  

What was written continues to be written.  It is simply not written the way it was.

His frown deepens.  He turns back to the inserted pages, and thumbs through to the bottom of
the stack.  There is a signature at the bottom, attesting to their authorship — a little cursive,
in the modern sensibility, with an old-style paraph, and beneath that, for clarity, neat print:
Robert Gadling.  

He knows Robert Gadling.  Importantly, he knows Robert Gadling does not have the
authority to make changes in his book.  He reaches for the paperclip — as he has before, he
realizes, with a wearied thought to the fickle trouble the Three seem always to be raising,
their convoluted loops of time and meaning — when he becomes aware of more, below the
signature.  New.  Outside of memory.



A sigil.  Drawn in blood, and some darker, denser substance, more permanent, laden thickly
enough to leave a faint stain on the pages that lie beneath.  A seal.  A pact.

It is the mark of the Fates.

Destiny hesitates.

He and the Fates are not closely bonded.  Though they share some purview, the hierarchy is
muddled.  He does not like their theatrics.  They do not like his inability to yield.  Little love
is lost, and they coexist without crossing paths, as much as is possible.

Still, there is, and always has been, one stark difference between them.  Destiny cannot alter
his book.  The Fates can.

He touches the sigil.  It burns.  He draws his hand back slowly, verifying the feeling is real,
the mark true, no forgery.  It is real.  It is true.  It is no forgery. 

It is changed.

Unusual circumstance.  In it, Destiny allows himself little leeway.  Stoicism is his nature. 
But now, he is piqued by an interest he has not felt often.  He is— curious.

He had previously paid little mind to the story of Hob Gadling.  It is a strange one, yes, but it
was not his purview to examine it — nor was it his business when his brother entered it and
chose to stay.  He has read it before, because that is what he does.  But he has not lingered in
its pages, or tarried over some special turn, scrutinized it with any real interest.  He has only
let it pass.  It passes.  It ends as it has always ended.  Unfortunately, though other paths
happily satisfy themselves with continuing, this one, always, begins again.  A product of
Gadling himself — he seems to insist on it, as he once insisted on escaping death.  Perhaps
insistence is the standard he bears.  

Now, Gadling’s looping tale does not discover its ending meeting its beginning.  The snake
has spit out its tail. 

Destiny finds himself peering at the new pages, written in their palpable happiness, and when
he touches them, they are warm, like mink fur, and soft, like yellow light.

The cyprus breezes ruffles his robes.  If he listens, closely, he hears a creaking, ancient
laughter.  

Dear peasant.  We do like him, lilts a young voice.

Clever scholar.  He really has a way of getting to you, says an older one.

Faithful fool.  Eventually, he is very persuasive, says the oldest.

Let it be, says a voice that is all three.

Destiny looks at the pages.  He reads them.



 

+++

 

It is a simple story.  It concerns what was, only in that it relies on what was to motivate it.  It
begins further afield than the start of the new additions.  It begins with the birth of a boy who
the village midwife praises for his boisterous squalling, dubs a blessed and healthy young
man.  It begins, really, far before that, in a temple, where a bundle of stories holds his son’s
head in his hands and offers him a boon belonging to the stories’ sister.  It might begin before
that, even — when a muse and the stories fell in love.  It might begin with the first yawning
of the universe, and the stretching as it woke, sprawling into being.

But the new pages do not linger there.  They start here:

This time, writes Gadling, at the top of the first page, it will be different.

The words have been erased, and rewritten, and erased, and rewritten, so many times that
their shape is etched into the page, chiseled as inarguably as stone.  In the margins, in a
crabbed scribble, a cosign by the Fates: Fine.  So. Tell it again.

It goes like this.

There are three sisters.  The three sisters have existed so long that they are far away, and the
world touches them strangely.  On this, they make no argument — the world has always
touched them strangely, and they, in turn, have plucked its threads to make their own
indomitable music.  There are three sisters, one young, one middle-aged, one old, and
together, they spin what was, they measure what is, and they mark what will be. 

There is a burning woman whose husband is a ghost, and they bear a son.  There is a ghost
sent to his grave, and a burning woman who doesn’t think she can hold any more grief, so she
holds her son, and loves him.  There is the hate of a trickster god and her boy is stolen, and
the burning woman discovers she can hold more grief, so long as she turns it to wrath.  The
burning woman puts on her wrath like a breastplate and seeks her foremothers, to ask them
for blood.

The three sisters are waiting for her.  They are where she always finds them, and they have
laid their arms before her, their swords and sabatons.  In her, they see the bearer of the ax of
their justice, arm already raised for the swing.  This is as they would have her be.

There is an old debt.  A long time ago, the stories ended the life of his son, the singer and the
song.  And though the stories were asked by the singer and the song to take his life, so that he
could rest, there was still the blood of a son, and it was still spilled by a father, and there are
ways these things are done.

When the burning woman arrives, the three sisters dress her for war and mark her for victory. 
The burning woman asks them, with fire in her mouth, Where is he?  I will take from him
what he took from me.  I will make it right.



But.

There are three sisters who are never sated.  What could satisfy fate?  What placation or prize
could soften an immutable thing?  There are three sisters, and, as is their reputation, they do
not change their minds.  This does not mean they will not still take.  When offered gifts, they
eat those too.  No harm in it. 

There are three sisters who have swallowed six centuries of humanity.

Not enough.

So there are three sisters who have swallowed six centuries of humanity, twice over.

Not enough.

So there are three sisters who have swallowed six centuries of humanity, three times over. 
And again.  And again.  And again, until their stomachs are swollen with it — the rich,
roiling, unbarred taste of being.  The panic and blindness of war; the smell of ink and iron;
the taste of blood, often, and the taste of pain, too, also often; drink of every color, food of
every fineness; the rattle of planes and artillery, a minuet danced at a wedding, the adrenaline
of a highway robber dragging a man off his horse.  The terror of never dying — the
loneliness of never dying — the bliss, the wonder, the joy of living.

As it happens, there is also this.

There is a (brawler) (soldier) (printer) (pilot) (bandit) (corpse) (vagabond) (scholar) (peasant)
(son) (brother) (father) man who is (greedy) (drunk) (laughing) (bold) (wrong) (poor)
(careless) (charming) (quick) (frivolous) (stubborn) (happy) alive. The man who is alive tells
stories.  Most of them, about being alive.  The man who is alive falls in love with the stories. 
The stories fall in love with the man who is alive, who tells them.

The man who is alive says to the three sisters, here.  Share all this with me.  I’ll tell it again.
 Maybe it won’t change.  But maybe you will, hearing it.  And maybe that’ll add up.  Maybe
that’s why we keep telling the story.  So we change, too.

There are three sisters who do not bother to count the number of times they chewed and
savored and digested six shared centuries, in the wake of the man who is alive, each year
marked by bright stars — two bickering sisters, passing friends in pubs and foxholes and
libraries, lovers constant and inconstant.  A house with people in it — a house with a wife
and a son in it — a house empty.  The immense calm of knowing there is something
(someone) to return to, bathed in soft light and waiting to listen.  The way breath gets harsh
in the cold, and the inarticulable pain that is often concurrent with the pinnacle of joy. 

The three sisters chew the density of the weave.  They grind its complex shapes between their
molars.  They gnaw on its proclivity for neither total rightness nor total wrongness — though
there is often some of those starker things, too — and the way it instead favors the hazy
territory of— nuance.



There are three sisters who are so full of devoured humanness that it spills up their throats,
into their mouths, and speaks to the burning woman waiting to wield the sword: Wait.

It says, There is wickedness in the world, and it is that which holds your boy.  We will lead
you.  The Dreamlord is the wrong enemy.

It says, Even he knows what it is to lose a son. 

It says, That is payment enough. 

So it is written.  Though it was not always.

There is a resurrected watchdog who eats the eyes of the trickster god, and a raven (who
insists they are not friends) who taps him on the shoulder, wide-eyed, when the burning
woman appears to cut the god-corpse into ichor and scrap.  The watchdog, smelling the
parentage on her, hands over her boy, who is still only a boy.  The boy’s chubby hands reach
out, grasping.  In order to hold him, the burning woman must drop the sword.  

The trickster god is dead, anyway, or as dead as one like him can be.  Her boy looks up at her,
babbling, and has not yet said his first word.

In his dark palace, full of omens and responsibility, the stories are tired, still.  But it is okay to
be tired.  To be tired is not the end.  It is only the beginning of something different.  And now
there is the son of the burning woman, who keeps stumbling into the realm of the stories, and
one day, he will grow, and the stories will teach him how to bridle the nightmares properly,
and construct true rain.  And the boy will learn, and it will make him happy, and one day, he
will rule, because he will know how, and there will be someone to take the questions to.  He
will sit in the black throne, and his robes will be white, and his smile will come easily.

But not just yet.  The burning woman will not cut a hole in the earth, because why should
she?  Her son is growing, even now.  He can sleep, and walk, and splash the puddles with his
shoes.  He can get into trouble for drawing on the walls of their apartment with his markers,
though he has tried hard to make flowers out of the scribbles.  Older, he will have his father’s
face in certain lights, and when he is old enough, he will play soccer, and ask for watercolors
for his tenth birthday, but before all that, his first word of many will be puppy.

So there will be a new god of stories, and the old stories can let his shoulders hold themselves
less stiffly, with the mantle passed—

(That is a shadow, too, but one written and not altered — it lingers because it is, and was.
 The weariness.  It will sharpen the relief.)

—and find in himself a vital appreciation for having touch and taste and sight, as though he
had lost them once and come home to them at last—

(Different shadows, etchings on paper, refusing to be entirely erased — cosigned by a neat
hand Destiny knows intrinsically, as one knows their own ilk.)



—and learn that all things need not cease, and there is time to rest, and it is good to rest, and
to do so both alone and in company.  It is good.  It is good.

(I’d like to stipulate one specific, here, writes Gadling.  Then an address.  Put too much sweat
into this place to abandon it.

You seem always to push your luck — the Fates, signed beneath.)

Nestled near one curl of the Bighorn River, a little ways out of Lovell, Wyoming, is a
farmhouse with a broad front porch.  At night, the sky is so clear that it’s a black bowl turned
over the earth, into whose glaze someone has cast a handful of white sand.  The stories knew
there were this many stars, but he never really knew.  He will learn things like this — the
enormity of the night, and the green smell of April, and old songs on the piano.  The man
who is alive, on indefinite teaching sabbatical, invites old friends sometimes, and the stories,
too, sometimes invite those he has discovered are also friends — the raven and the watchdog
and the librarian, some of his siblings.  

But it is mostly only them — the man who is alive, and the stories.  And the world is quiet,
and there is plenty of time.

 

+++

 

The inserted pages end.  What will be after carries on, tenderly altered, in the pages that
follow, bound into the book in the proper way.  But these ones — these new ones — are still
present.  And what was there before, Destiny finds, is only erased marks in paper, blank
unless turned to the light in a certain way, where the valleys of letters are revealed.

Companions and sorrow.  Roads and prophecies.  A footnote at the finish, directing to a prior
page.  Now just a feeling.  A memory on the tip of the tongue.

Destiny touches the paperclip.  Holds it, for a second.

Then, carefully, he presses it more firmly into the book, so it doesn’t slip.

Chapter End Notes
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Chapter Summary
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Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

There is a great deal of time, in Destiny’s garden.

And he is — still — curious.

So he turns back the pages.

 

+++

 

Where this particular story really begins, if Hob’d be the one to tell it, is 1389.

 

+++

 

Right, yes, it doesn’t really start there.  There’s the bits that come before, too —  a farmhouse
with a dodgy roof that sometimes let in the rain, two sisters in perpetual glorious war, a
mother singing an old tune that sometimes, even now, wakes him up in the night, heard
rebounding off a distant corner of memory.  There’s the time Maude boxed his ears hard
enough that they rang, and nobody believed him, given she was younger than him and could
puff out her lip so that she seemed a perfect angel.  There’s the time he nicked a rabbit with a
crack arrow shot and gradually exaggerated that story until half the village boys were
convinced he’d wrassled a wolf bare-handed.  There’s a Michaelmas dance with the
carpenter’s daughter, which’ll be the first time he’s certain he’s in love, and there’s the
sickness, after, which’ll be the first time Death looks him in the eye, neither kind nor cruel. 
There are splinters to pick from under his nails, from holding the door frame.  There’s a last
view of home, which later he’ll curse himself for not lingering on longer, so he might find his
way to it again.



And there’s the war, after that, of course.  The Caroline War, which it’ll later be dubbed, but
while he’s in them, just the war, the way war’s immediacy dominates.  Mud-drenched and
panicked, he’ll slalom from sixteen to manhood, and it won’t be particularly pleasant, but
he’ll learn a lot of useful things — how to take down someone bigger than you, or how to
outrun him; how to let violence not sate something in you, though this will take time; how
brilliant it is to wake up the next morning, even cold, even battered, even knowing that this
singular view of the softening dawn might well be your very last.  Losing other lives, then
throwing his own around in skirmishes, will teach him to love it.  And that’s sort of his whole
deal, isn’t it?

Childhood, youth, home, growing — these aren’t prologues, or prefaces.  They’re the
impetus.  The reason everything else happens.  A really clever writer might suggest all these
things with some well-placed comments, a deft allusion or fondly-recalled image.  Maybe
some taste that wrenches the gut back to being nine; a passing face in a dense crowd whose
nose turns in the way of an older sister.  Or not.  Maybe it doesn’t need saying.  Maybe the
shadows cast by what comes before shape the lighting of the present enough, as they are.

But all that’s speculative, isn’t it?  The thing is, this particular story — which, with a sort of
miserable glee, Hob might dub a rom-dram-com, heavy on the dram — starts a bit later. 
Genre demands it.  There’s a way these things are done, even if this particular rom-com really
is just riddled with dram and features neither Hugh Grant nor Colin Firth.  

Someone else would tell him, in melodious tones almost soggy with fondness, my heart, you
are being ridiculous, to which Hob would reply, well, it’s gotten me this far, hasn’t it?   

And then there’s nothing for it but to start.

 

+++

 

If he’s honest, there’s a staggering boatload of things Hob Gadling has, actually, already
forgotten.

Sometimes this gives him pause.  He’s not that old — last he checked, he reckons he’s thirty-
three, thirty-four, what with how the spring months have turned a bit mushy, and he wouldn’t
swear to any dates — and, by rights, things shouldn’t be falling out of his ears just yet.  But
then one of his mates wallops him on the back of the head with jovial zeal, a thing that he’s
had done to him quite a lot, and Hob thinks, right, nevermind, maybe it makes sense.

He’s been knocked about a fair bit, being young as he is.  (He can hear the cheerful jeering of
his compatriots now: Young?  Holy Mary, Gadling, they ought’ve buried you by now. 
Practically dust, you are — and then someone would tug on the bits of gray starting to grow
out at his temples, and compose some sort of comically maudlin eulogy to his squandered
youth).  Farm life was no mean feat, and his second-favorite pastime, besides tormenting his
sisters, was scuffling with the other village boys, trying to prove— something.  Maybe that
he could take a good cracking to the ribs and still swagger home as though his whole body



wasn’t one big whining bruise.  Then bumbling about on the battlefield, while the Popes or
the Kings or whoever squabbled over land, meantimes kicking the peasants about like they
did it for sport.  He’s had his head bashed more times than’d probably be deemed healthy, at
this point.

“No, no, no, you twat—”  Everard makes a gesture at Peter with his tankard, which Hob
reckons is supposed to be obscene, though it’s not so easy to tell what with how broadly his
hands are swiping about the air.  “—’s not funny, you’ve never even met my sister.”

If this is an argument, Peter’s winning, mostly because he’s a little less sloshed and a little
more smug.  He cranes over the table, grinning.

“Well, bless her, if she’s related to you, safe to say she’s no rare beauty.  Your face looks like
the backend of a horse.”

“She takes after our sainted mother, thanks, and over my sodding corpse will you and your
grubby paws get within a yard of her.”

“Lads, let’s not quarrel,” says Geoffry diplomatically.  “Why don’t we all agree that
Everard’s ugly enough to make Holy Mary weep, and Peter would bed a crone if she’d let
him.”

“Nah, I think crones’ve got better taste,” remarks Hob.  Peter punches him in the arm.  Hob
punches back.  He’s got the lovely floaty feeling of two bilgewater ales in his belly and being
twelve again, swapping blows with the village sons, seeing who’d squeal first.  

These are what remains of his friends.  Peter and Geoffry, survivors of the battlefield, made
something like brothers through spilled blood and times like those when Geoffry took the
arm off an attacker mid-swing or when Hob had to hold his hands over Peter’s bleeding chest
so his heart wouldn’t spill out all over the grass.  Brief solaces around fires, making vicious
gossip about Buckingham himself, whose teeth were, by all accounts, a startling shade of
brown.  Everard, from home — stumbled across in this shoddy tavern by surprise, then met
here often since, reminiscing over the militancy of old Woodward’s wife, who’d chase you
with whatever blunt object she could lay hands on if you went mucking about in her
vegetables, and her daughter with the bit of blonde in her hair, turning up her nose at all the
rabble who sighed over her, and the way the baker used to do that funny thing cutting the tops
of his loaves, so they’d make shapes, and how you can’t get bread like that anywhere, nobody
else is half so good.  

There were other friends.  Boys he palled around with in the woods, playing at banditry like
Robyn Hood.  Soldiers in the rank and file, showing off strange scars and their sordid stories
like royal medals.  Didn’t last.  The boys got the plague, and the soldiers got the ax, or the
sword, or the knife, or the fist.  They’re starting to compose all those things he keeps
forgetting — their faces, their mannerisms, things they said and did.  Sort of a blur, hard to
put his finger on.  Hob figures, maybe that’s how losing someone works, and then he’ll hear
somebody cursing in the way one of those buried compatriots does and he’ll know them
again so awfully it’s like they’re alive, right there, and then he knows, maybe you never lose
anybody all the way, even when your head’s full of holes.



“Hold on, hold on, why’re we moving on from that Holy Mary remark?” says Everard. “Look
who’s talking, would you?  You’re no princely visage, Geoff.”

“Oh ho, using words like visage now, are we?  Gather round, lads, we’ve found merry
England’s newest bloody poet!”

The White Horse is a good spot to enforce forgetfulness (in a more fun way).  The drink is
cheap — blessedly, suspiciously cheap.  The floorboards have holes in them, through which
musty cellar drafts sneak up to plug your nose.  The barkeep’d sooner cut out his tongue than
make nice with you, to the extent that a mere grunt is cause for celebration, hearty
declarations that chivalry and courtesy are alive and well, which’ll earn you a scowl for your
trouble.  It reeks of piss, of human and inhuman origin, and the ale, being so uncannily cheap,
is swill, about as nice in the mouth as gutter runoff. Hob loves it.  It’s something about the
light.  Gets all yellow and gold and gooey in here, makes every fierce edge mollified.  Takes
the corners out of living, so it’s not so sharp against the gut.  Soft as the back of a cat.

“Psh, crone’s got no time for taste,” argues Peter.  “Crone’s on the brink of up and dying. 
You think she’s got room to get picky?”

“Peter, your nose is so bent it’s going backwards.”

“Sod off, Geoff.”

“Ooh, that rhymes.”

“Christ on the cross, Everard, no it doesn’t.”

“Off and Geoff!  Both end in f!”

“God’s wounds, seeing as you’re so prickly about it, I reckon you really are a poet.”

“Dying,” scoffs Hob.  “Hah.”

A silence falls over the table.  

Then Everard groans.

“Now you’ve done it, Peter.”

 

+++

 

In another lifetime — Hob’s got enough of them — there’s this, too.

A lot of stars out, tonight.  Sprawling over the black sky, redolent and thick.  A cool breeze. 
August night, waning summer, and the first intimation of fall.  Just a smell, or an instinct —
on the air, that dryness, that clear cold.  But not yet.  Still August, when summer says, take it



slow.  That’s what he’s been doing.  He takes everything slow, nowadays, to get his money’s
worth.  There’s a powerful sense that he’s earned it.

“Not seen stars like that in a long time,” he says, stepping out onto the porch.  The yellow
light from inside the house spills into a bordered column, against the railing, the front steps,
and in its arc it catches a sharp shoulder in soft black, the fringes of a wilderness of dark hair. 
The lawn, blue-black in the moonlight, glows.  Reminds him of something.  Can’t say what.

“Lovely,” says Dream.

He’s cross-legged, or otherwise folded, in one of the creaky plastic chairs.  For all his
domesticity, he’s never lost the lordly atmosphere — it trails after him, gauzy and crisp in one
— and so, even contorted catlike and gazing quietly at the front yard and the prairies beyond,
the space is still his, still stamped with his seal. 

Hob smiles.  There’s a lot of that to be done, of late.

“Just got off the phone with Deanna.  We’re invited for whatever holiday we’d consider a
reasonable excuse to travel for.”  

Hob approaches, folds, arms slung loosely around Dream’s shoulders from behind, chin
tucked into the feathers of his hair.  The steady hum of him — Hob considers it his own
resonant frequency — slips into Hob’s jaw and sings there like once-forgotten music.  Dream
tilts his head back just so it taps against Hob’s sternum.  In the mixed palette of moon and
lamplight, Dream is an oil painting, that way palette knives carve shapes from blank canvas. 
On his lap, asleep, the cat they’d inherited with this place when Hob had bought it.  Dream
pets its lean back.  The motions of his hands are light.  Easy.

“Told her we’d confer,” says Hob.  “Thought I’d pass it on to you for mulling over.”

“Hm.”

A stroke of real fortune, this lot.  After Dream’s stepping-down and Daniel’s stepping-up,
Hob’s sabbatical, they’d meandered around the States for a while, and then, what do you
know, the car had given up the ghost in Lovell, Wyoming, like it’d been counting down the
miles.  They’d shacked up at the Cattleman, waiting on repairs.  Hob befriended some of the
locals at the 4 Corners.  Dream buried himself in the library.  It was like stepping over the
threshold of an old haunt.  Hob hadn’t wanted to admit it — California was the goal,
someplace warm, full of sun and loose hours — but he hadn’t really wanted to leave.

And then Hob had looked at Dream on the motel stoop, closing his eyes in the finely-woven
quietude, that curl of a smile in his mouth, and known.

“Fall is in the air,” says Hob.  “Feel it in my joints.”

Dream huffs.

“The premonitions of an.  Old man.”



“Bugger off, bichon.  You’re older than me.”  Hob kisses the top of Dream’s head.  Dream
smells like raspberries, and Hob’s spiced shampoo, and lamp oil.  “Some might call you a
cougar, you know.”

He can feel Dream’s eyebrow quirking — hear the way his mouth tilts.

“A.  Cougar?”

“What with our scandalous age gap and all.”

Dream huffs again.

“Not so bad,” adds Hob.  “Being an old man with you.”

Dream is quiet for a while.  Together, they watch the slow rotation of the stars.  

“No,” says Dream.  The vibration of his voice settles some old and restless cord in Hob.  This
is right.  “It is good.  With you.”

Hob thinks of Dante, the end of Paradiso, and gets it.

 

+++

 

“What?” Peter protests.  “He was going on about crones!”

“You said the d-word,” hisses Everard.

“Oh, just let him get on with it,” says Geoffrey, making a sullen face into his tankard.  “Then
it’ll be over sooner.”

Hob couldn’t care less.  It’s his tirade, thank you very much, and he’ll go on it if he sodding
well pleases.  Alright, so some of it is for effect, to rile up the lads and watch the new,
inventive ways they find to roll their eyes and send pleas of despair up towards God.  But that
doesn’t mean he doesn’t believe every word of it.

“What’s so big about dying?”

“Dunno, Hobsie,” says Everard, deadpan.  “Why don’t you tell us.”

“Cor, you’d think the man hadn’t looked death in the eye before,” mumbles Peter.  

Hob points a righteous finger at Peter.  Peter has a look on his face like he’d rather like to bite
it off.

“Not so!  I’ve seen death!  Lost half my village to the Black Death, fought under
Buckingham in Burgundy—“



“God’s bloody wounds, as if we’ve forgotten we were there,” says Geoffrey.  “I need another
drink.”

“Get me one if you’re going,” says Everard.

“Shush— it’s not like I don’t know what death is.”  Hob takes a swig.  It goes down like river
water, pretty much.  There’s silt in it.  “Death is…stupid.”

He punctuates the sentences with a smack of his tankard against the table.  There’s a chorus
of groans.  Everard looks like he’s considering turning to monastic life, which brings a
wonderful grin to Hob’s face.

“You’re a fool, Hob,” says Everard.  Standard response.

“Nobody has to die,” insists Hob.  “The only reason people die is ‘cause everyone does it,
you all just go along with it.  But not me,  I’ve made up my mind.  I’m not going to die.”

“Hob,” says Peter, in that gentle way reserved for addressing the truly insane, “death comes
for every man.”

“You don’t know that.”  Peter’s bug-eyed incredulity, despite the number of times they’ve
had this exact conversation, is still very funny.   “I might get lucky.  There’s always a first
time  There’s so much to do, so many things to see.”

He raises his cup to the tavern — its smoky, sour atmosphere, its many cluttered
conversations — and it’s all teeming, rich, fecund with life.  How could any creature not
crave an eternity of this?  The world is vast and impossible, and he wants all of it — wants to
take it between his teeth and chew it up and swallow it down, so it’s his, a part of him, as
integral as his pulse.  There could be no greater gift.

“Women to swive, ale to drink, people to drink with—”

Of course, he doesn’t really think he’ll live forever.  But a man can hope.

“And what will you do with all that life?” asks Everard.

“I’ll find better friends than you, I can tell you that.”

His mates laugh, in various keys of affront and amusement.  

“Fastest monologue yet, Gadling,” says Geoffrey.

“Oh, no, that’s just the— the beginning bit, what’s it—“

“Prologue?”

“Everard, with the sodding big words today, eh?”

“Prologue!  That’s it.”  Hob grins.  “You’ve not heard the half of it.”



Unfortunately, the man approaches him right as he’s really gearing up, and all the rest wilts in
his mouth.

Not a man, is his first thought.  Something more.

A stranger.  Strange, to be sure.  A priest, maybe, with all that heavy black cloth, turning him
into a carved pillar, though the sheer finery speaks to wealth, posh ruling class.  Delicate
stitch and careful assembly, so that his shoulders seem to sever the air they part, and his cuffs
obscure all but a slim band of his white wrist, as though that is part of their design — a very
calculated exposure, to suggest the possibility, however distant, of what divinity might be
secreted away further afield.  

With that oxblood stone nestled at his throat, he must be a lord. A  face like that, too — the
knifepoint nose, hewn cheek, languorous brow, the nobility lodged in the subtle upturn of his
chin.  He’s marble, or alabaster, or unpainted china.  The plane from his cheekbone to his jaw
is ruled so level it could balance the earth.  The soft light still touches him.  It rounds even the
harsh measure of his jawbone, but doesn’t diminish the angles — only casts him in a peculiar
radiance, like a saint in church glass.  

“Did I hear you say,” says the stranger, “you have no intention of ever dying?”

A lesser man might’ve got the shivers under the thrall of that voice.  Hob’s already lost.  The
stranger’s eye, a chip of ice under curtains of black lash, has snared him.  Maybe a saint,
thinks Hob.  But a saint wouldn’t come dressed as temptation, would he?

“Yeah,” says Hob, smiling, because it’s the natural thing to do.  “That’s right.”

The stranger’s pink mouth curls at the corners.  Tightly reined.  It’s almost a smile, but it’s
not yet kind.  It will be.

And a part of Hob thinks, unbidden, not yet known, and laughing: Hello again, you.

Chapter End Notes

“But now was turning my desire and will, / Even as a wheel that equally is moved, / The
Love which moves the sun and the other stars.” — Dante’s Paradiso, end of canto 33

it’s. insane! to be here. i never thought this would be the project it would be (as
evidenced by the blindness of my first chapter author’s notes), and yet, as it happens,
this is now the longest single work i’ve ever written, and i am like disgustingly proud of
that. it’s amazing. and i am so stupid lucky that you liked it

some thanks are due

thank you to casey — remember the crepe guy? i think about that a lot. thank you for
letting me rave at you about this and for your heartfelt kindness and comments.



bluetooth brains <3

thank you to the server !! your friendship and curiosity and genuine wonderfulness got
me through some really not great times in my life, and i owe the continued existence of
this behemoth to all of you — moorish, fishy, pella gloam, db, kathe, avelera, N, all of
you guys, i love you, love you buckets, thank you <3

and you!! thank you!!! thank you to every person who read this or commented or
kudosed or hollered at me on tumblr or who sent me poems or songs or screenshots or
posts (thunder (lena) and jules and menthol and owlie and avery and chrysanthemum
and wizard and everyone hello hi xoxo)!!! all of that is love!!! you made this real!!! you
made my heart sick with joy!!! you drew things and yelled at me and sometimes printed
this out and put it in a book (L i look at those pictures weekly and weep a little) and i
cannot, even in 400000 words, express to you how much that means to me. it’s
everything. it’s so scary to write and throw it the world, not knowing. there are big
chunks of my heart all over the place in this. and you all picked them up and turned
them over and said “yes, this is good”. i’m gonna say it again — i am so stupid lucky.
thank you. thank you thank you thank you.

until we meet again — once more and with every true feeling — thank you for reading
<3 <3 <3

— vergil



Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!

http://archiveofourown.org/works/41482791/comments/new
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